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Abbreviations used in the dictionary

abbr abbreviation

adj. adjective

adv. adverb

C countable noun

+ obj verb used with an object (= transitive)

no obj verb that does not have an object (= intransitive)

+ obj or no obj verb used with or without an object

pi. plural

prep, preposition

sb somebody

sing, singular

sth something

U uncountable noun

with sing./pl. verb a noun that can have a singular or plural verb

BrE British English

AmE American English

Symbols used in the dictionary

* shows the headword is an important word

~ replaces the headword of an entry

• shows a new part of speech in an entry

= is the same as; equals

O shows common patterns and word combinations

derivative(s) section of an entry

l!HU extra grammatical information about how to use the word

UVU4 extra information about the word

ITHTI idiom(s) section of an entry

mEJ phrasal verb(s) section of an entry

-» directs you to another entry

Isyni shows a synonym

IQPPI shows an opposite

Labels used in the dictionary

figurative expressions that are used not in their true sense, but in an

imaginative way, in order to give a special effect

formal These expressions are normally only used in serious and official

language and are not frequently used in everyday conversation.

informal expressions that are used in relaxed or unofficial situations such

as between friends and colleagues. They are not appropriate for

formal situations.

less frequent This shows that the synonym given for a particular headword
is used less often than the headword.

old-fashioned expressions that are no longer used very much

slang language that is very informal and is often only used by a

particular group of people who have the same age, job, etc.
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Preface

This completely new dictionary of Business English has been

specially written to be of practical use for students of business

and experienced business people who need to read, write and

speak English in their work, and for those who give them

language training and advice.

It is intended for learners of English at intermediate to

advanced level. The definitions have been written using the

Oxford 3000™ so that they are simple and clear, but accurate

and detailed.

To ensure that the material included in the dictionary is as

up-to-date and authentic as possible, a new 50 million word

corpus of business English was used. This is a collection ofwritten

and spoken British and American English taken from various

sources such as the business sections of newspapers, business

journals and textbooks, and interviews with business people.

It has enabled a wide range of business areas to be covered in the

dictionary in addition to terms that are ofmore general use in

communicating in English in a business context.

As people studying English for business need to know how to

use words correctly as well as what they mean, detailed grammar

information has been included and examples that show how a

term is used in typical contexts. In addition, for terms that are

commonly used there is extensive information about collocation,

for example verbs that can be used with a particular noun.

1 000 words in the dictionary are marked with a star to

show that they are particularly important in Business English.

These are words that are frequent on our business corpus and are

essential in most areas of business or combine with many others

to make compounds.

During the writing of the dictionarywe have been advised

by teachers of Business English and by people involved in the

world of business. I should like to thank the members of the

Said Business School in Oxford who helped us in an advisory

capacity on various areas of business, especially Burcu Hacibedel

(Banking, Finance and Economics) and Doris Schedlitzki

(Management and Human Resources). I am also grateful to

the other people who gave us their expert advice, including

Tony Ereira (Stock Exchange and Finance), Richard Spraggett

(Accounting) and Roberta Wedge (Finance and Management).

I would also like to acknowledge the invaluable work of the

large team of people who have been involved in the dictionary

at various stages, both before and after the text was complete.

Dilys Parkinson

August 2005



VI

How to use this dictionary

rs
c
.2 the headword

— parts of speech

Numbers show the

different meanings.

shows where the

information on each

part of speech begins

grammatical information

subject label indicating

the area of business for

this meaning"

A typical entry

quarterly /'kwo:tali; AmE 'kwoxtarli/

adjective, adverb, noun

• adjective [only before noun]

1 relating to a period of three months: quarterly

earnings/income/profits o This is an 80% reduction

on the previous quarterly dividend.

2 produced or happening every three months:
Managers attend quarterly planning meetings.

— • adverb
every three months: We meet quarterly with our
accountants.

• noun
1 [C] a magazine, etc. published four times a year:

The magazine is a quarterly aimed at people

working in advertising.

2 {Accounting) quarterlies [pi ] in the US, the

financial results that large companies publish

pronunciation, with

American pronunciation

where this is different

meaning

example of use

How to find a word

All words are listed in alphabetical order whether they are written as

one word or two or with a hyphen. If the headword is two or more
words, such as added value, it is listed according to the first word in the

compound (i.e. added).

This shows you phrases

in the dictionary that

contain this headword.
These can be found at

their alphabetical place.

* value /'vaelju:/ noun, adjective, verb /
• noun /

The headword
is replaced with

a tilde (~).

see also added value, agreed ~, assessed ~
,

asset ~, book ~, break-up ~, capital ~, etc.

^etc. shows this is not

the full list.
1 [U,C] how much sth is worth in money or other

goods for which it can be exchanged:

This shows an
alternative term with

the same meaning.

The alternative headword
redirects you to the main
entry.

Many words have alternative forms or alternative spellings. The most

common form is usually given as the main entry and the less frequently

used term redirects you to the main entry.

mission .statement {also .statement

of 'purpose) noun [C]

.statement of purpose = mission

STATEMENT

American English forms are treated in the same way:

labourer {AmE spelling laborer) /'leibara(r)/

laborer = labourer

Many headwords also have an abbreviated form:

.read-'write adjective {abbrRY/)
This indicates an

abbreviation.



Sometimes the abbreviation is used more frequently than the

full form, in which case the abbreviation is the main headword.

VII

The full form is shown
afterwards in bold type.

GDP /,d3i: di: 'pi:/ abbr

{Economics) gross domestic product the total

value of all the goods and services produced by a

Derivatives are words whose meaning can be understood from

another word (the root word). They do not have their own entry

in the dictionary but are given at the same entry as the root word,

in a specially marked section:

c
o

"D

The triangle shows
where the derivatives

section starts.

illicit /I'lisit/ adjective

not allowed by the law: the illicit trade in tobacco

products [syn] illegal illicitly adverb

Idioms and phrasal verbs are placed in specially marked sections

within the entry. Idioms are at the entry for their first important word

(= nouns, verbs, adjectives or adverbs) that is in the dictionary or at

their first word. The examples below can be found at the entry for tick:

IT»rai indicates the beginning

of the idioms section.

333 shows the beginning

of the phrasal verbs section.

FT»ni have .ticks in all the right 'boxes {informal)

ECEI3 tick sb/sth off {BrE)

The star shows that this

is an important word.

Stress marks show stress

on phrases.

verb patterns

Understanding and using the word

irregular spelling

for present and past

participles and past tense

^vendor {AmE spelling also vender) /'venda(r)/

noun [C] {formal)

bank 'holiday noun [c] {BrE)

bleed /bli:d/ verb (bled, bled /bled/)

£ 1 [+ obj or no obj] {used especially in the continuous

tenses) (about a company) to lose a large amount

extra grammatical information

Strip /strip/ verb, noun

-[ • verb [+ obj] (-pp-)

1 strip sth from sb/sth
|
strip sb/sth of sth to

remove sth from sth/sb: They werefound guilty of

information to show
that the word is used
particular situations

Geography labels

indicate whether the

word is used in British

or American English.

irregular forms of

verbs, with their

pronunciations

Irregular plurals of

nouns are also shown.

prepositions, adverbs

and structures that are

frequently used with

this word

information on the
use of adjectives

Steep /sti:p/ adjective (steeper, steepest)

1 [usually before noun] (about a rise or fall in an
amount) sudden and very big: The steep decline in

comparatives and
superlatives of

adjectives



VIM Building your vocabulary

The dictionary also contains a lot of information that is designed

to help you increase your vocabulary.

re

c
JO

tj

fixed form of the noun

O indicates that the

following words are

common phrases

and patterns.

* statistic /sta'tistik/ noun

1 statistics [also stats, informal) [pi.] a collection

of information shown in numbers: economic/
employment/unemployment statistics o Official

statistics show thatpeople in the north ofthe

country are the highest earners.

- O current/'monthlyynew/ official'/ recent statistics

accurate/gloomy/reliable/surprising statistics

to analyse/collect/prepare/produce/release

statistics statistics tell sblindicate!prove/show sth

statistically /sta'tistikli/ adverb: The level ofthe

customer complaints was not statistically significant. }-

alternative forms

common or fixed

phrases in bold type

in examples

Definitions use vocabulary from the Oxford 3000™ unless a specific term

is needed that is not in the Oxford 3000™, when it is written

in SMALL CAPITALS.

a word in a definition

that is not in the

Oxford 3000™

'book equity noun [u]

(Accounting) the value of a company as shown in its

financial records (books) , which is its assets minus

its LIABILITIES = the money it owes)

(=...) gives the meaning of

the preceding word or phrase.

Words in bold type

with (brackets) give

the correct term for the

preceding description.

Cross references direct you to other related words in the dictionary.

There are a number ofnotes and illustrations giving extra

information about important words.

-> directs you to a

related word.

pallet /'paelat/ noun [C]

a flat wooden frame used for storing and moving
goods; the frame and its contents: Each shelf

contains two pallets and each pallet contains

60 bags. -» skid - Picture at transport
This directs you to

a picture illustrating

this word.

British English and American English spelling

Words that end in -ize, -ization, etc. can also be spelled -ise,

-isation, etc. in British English.

alternative British

English spelling

{ legalize, -ise /liigalaiz/ verb [+ obj]

to make sth legal: The government has legalized

irradiationfor many types offood.

Words that are spelled differently in British English and American

English but which are only actually used in one of these varieties

of English have information to show these differences.

This indicates that the

word or phrase is only

used in British English.

'colour supplement

{_ noun[C] (BrEonly)

(AmE spelling color ~) }-
the American English

spelling



L abbreviated accounts

Numbers
@ symbol {only used in written English) at

1 the symbol used in email addresses:

jsmith@oup.com
2 used to show a rate or price for something,
especially on a bill: 15 boxes @ $12 per box: $180

1 0 000-foot view /,ten 'Gauznd Tut 'vju:/ noun
[C] {informal)

a broad general view or description of a problem
|SYN| HELICOPTER VIEW, OVERVIEW

16PF™ /,siksti:n ,pi: 'ef/ abbr

{HR) 16 personality factors a test used, especially

by employers, to find out about a person's character

by asking questions which are designed to judge 16

different aspects of their character

PSYCHOMETRIC TEST

2+2=5 /'tu: pUs 'tu: kkwalz 'faiv/ phrase

two plus two equals five a phrase used to express

the idea that when two organizations work
together or when two companies join together

(merge), more can be achieved than if they are

working separately -» synergy

24/7 /.twenti fa: 'sevan; AmE fa:r/ adverb

twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week (used

to mean 'all the time'): The web store is open 24/7.

EEEB 24/7 is also used as an adjective: a 24/7
schedule and a noun: Our business needs 24/7.

24-hour /.twenti fa:r 'aua(r)/ adjective [only before

noun]

1 used to describe sth that is open or available all

day and night: a 24-hour store o 24-hour telephone

banking
2 used to describe sth that relates to one day or
happens only on one day: a 24-hour strike

24-hour clock /.twenti fa:r aua 'kink; AmE auar
'kla:k/ noun [sing.]

the system of using twenty-four numbers to talk

about the hours of the day, rather than dividing the
day into two units of twelve hours

24-hour society /.twenti ixr aua sa'saiati; AmE
auar/ noun [u; sing.]

the fact that people can now work, play, shop, etc.

all night as well as all day: The 24-hour society may

let people shop at midnight and buy shares on the

Internet at dawn, but it could damage our health.

2G /,tu: 'd3i:/ = second-generation (2)

360-degree feedback /,eri: .siksti di.gri:

'fi:dbaek/ {also ,360-degree ap praisal, .full-circle

'feedback) noun [u]

{HR) information or criticism about sb's work from
all the types of people they work with, including

their manager, people on the same level, the
people they manage, customers, etc.; a judgement
of the value of their work based on this

3G /,9ri: 'd3i:/ = third-generation (1)

401 (k) /,fa:(r) au 'wAn ('kei); AmE ou/ noun [(

J

(p/wra/401(k)s or 401(k)
,

s)

in the US, a way of saving money for your
retirement in which a percentage of your wage is

paid into an investment fund chosen by your
employer, to which employers sometimes add a

similar amount. Tax is only charged when you take

money out of the fund: a 401(k) plan/contribution

the 4 Ps {also spelled four Ps) /,fo: 'pi:z; AmE ,fo:r/

noun [pi.]

{Marketing) product, price, promotions and place,

which together form the marketing mix, and
which should be carefully planned if a product is to

be sold successfully

the 5 Ss {also spelled Five Ss) /,faiv 'esiz/ noun [pi.]

a method of making and keeping an office or

workplace clean and well organized. The 5 Ss are:

sort (= organize and decide what to keep or throw
away), systematize (= arrange things according to

a system), scrub (= clean thoroughly), standardize
(= make these activities regular and normal) and
sustain (= continue to do it).

the 80/20 rule /.erti 'twenti rail/ {also the ,80/
'20 .principle) noun [sing.]

a theory that 80% of results come from 20% of

effort or causes: According to the 80/20 rule, 80% of
your revenue comesfrom just 20% ofyour
customers. [synJPareto's law—Picture at Pareto
analysis

Aa
A1 /,ei 'WAn/ adjective

1 {Finance) used to describe a company that is

considered to be able to pay its debts and to be safe

to lend money to: The company is rated Al by
Moody's andA+ by Standard and Poor's. -» triple-a
2 used to describe sth such as a ship, or a person,
that is in the best possible condition

AAA /.tnpl'ei/ = triple-A

AA rating /,ei 'ei/ = average audience rating

* abandon /a'baendan/ verb [+ obj]

1 to stop doing sth, especially before it is finished;
to stop having or using sth: The group has been
forced to abandon its plan to raise capacity by 8%. o
The company was abandoned by many of its

customers.

2 {Insurance) to give up the legal ownership of sth,

such as a ship or cargo that has been damaged, to

an insurance company in exchange for an
insurance payment, especially when the cost of
repairing it is more than its total value
3 {Law) to stop trying to make a claim in a court:

The claim was abandoned with the permission of the

court.

abandonment /a'baendanmant/ noun [u]

-> idiom at ship

abate /a'beit/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to become less strong; to make sth less strong: The
three-year recession showed no signs of abating.

a'batement noun [u]

ab breviated ac counts noun [pi ] {BrE)

{Accounting) a type of financial record that contains



ABC1 2

less detail than normal, which small companies can

produce for official records

ABC1 /,ei bi: si: 'wAn/ noun [u] {BrB)

{Marketing) the top three social and economic
groups in a society, used to refer to these groups as

possible customers for particular products: 41% of

ABC1 women aged between 15 and 24 read a weekly

women's magazine. -> C2DE

'A/'B/'C share {also class 'A/'B/'C share) noun
[c, usually pi.]

{Finance) in the UK, different types of shares that

give the owners different rights or have different

restrictions. People who own A shares usually do
not have a vote at meetings of shareholders.

H> ORDINARY SHARE

ability /a'bilati/ noun {plural abilities)

1 [sing ] the fact that sb is able to do sth:

Candidates must have the ability to work in a team
under pressure.

2 [C,u] a level of skill or intelligence: / want an
opportunity to prove my abilities.

a bility-tG- pay principle noun [sing ]

{Economics) a theory that states that people who
earn more money should pay more tax, so that

there are higher rates of tax on higher incomes
-> BENEFIT PRINCIPLE

abolish /a'bDhJ; AmE a'ba:l-/ verb [+ obj]

to officially end a law, a system or an institution:

Instead of abolishing the estate tax, why not reform
it? abolition /.aeba'hjn/ noun [u]: the abolition

ofexchange controls

a,bove 'par adjective

{Finance) (used about the price of a share, bond,
etc.) higher than the price at which it was first

made available for sale (the nominal price): The
gilts achieved a price above par. o above-par

securities

a,bove the fold adverb

{IT) in the top part of a web page that you see first

on the screen: Your ads are always shown above the

fold. a,bove the 'fold adjective: above-the-fold

ads -> BELOW THE FOLD

a,bove-the-'line adjective [usually before noun]

1 {Accounting) relating to the normal business costs

and income that form a company's total profit: Raw
materials are usually recorded as above-the-line

costs.

2 {Accounting) in the US, relating to costs that

everyone can take away from their income to

calculate their total (gross) income before they pay
tax: an above-the-line deductionfor college tuition

expenses

3 {Marketing) relating to advertising that uses one
of the main ways of telling large numbers of people

see also: leave of absence

1 [u,C] the fact of sb not being at work or at a
meeting when they should be; the occasion or
period of time when sb is away: her repeated

absencesfrom work o The decision was made in my
absence (= while I was not there).

2 [u] the fact of sb/sth not existing or not being
available; a lack of sth: We may have to sell the

business to them in the absence of a higher offer, o
the absence of any women on the board of directors

absentee /.aebsan'ti:/ noun [C]

{HR) a person who is not at work when they should
be: Why are there so many absentees today? o an
astonishingly low 2% absentee rate

absenteeism /,aebsan'ti:izam/ noun [u]

{HR) staying away from work, especially often and
without good reasons: Absenteeism costs the

industry millions of dollars every year, o There is a
high level of absenteeism in this department.
-> PRESENTEEISM

.absolute advantage noun [c, usually sing.]

{Economics) the ability to make a product more
cheaply than other countries can -> comparative
ADVANTAGE, COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

.absolute 'auction noun [c] {AmE)

{Commerce) an auction in which there is no fixed

price that must be reached before the item can be
sold, so that sth is simply sold to the person who
offers the most money

absorb /ab'so:b; -'za:b; AmE -'sa:rb; -'zo:rb/ verb

[+obj]

1 {often be absorbed) to take a smaller business

into a larger one so that it becomes part of it; to

take unemployed workers from other businesses

into a company: Several large clothing chains were
absorbed into the group, o a scheme to absorb

workersfrom failing industries

2 to be able to deal with high costs, losses or

changes without showing any bad effects: The
company has absorbed the higher manufacturing
costs rather than pass them on to its customers.

3 (about a market) to accept and be able to sell a

product: It would take the market three orfour years

to absorb the increase in the number of hotel rooms.

ACCEPT (6)

4 to use up a large supply of sth, especially money
or time: The new proposals would absorb $8G million

of the federal budget.

absorption /ab'so:pJri; -'zo:p-; AmE -'so:rp-; -'zo:rp-/

noun [u]

the act of a larger company taking in a smaller

company so that it becomes part of it: The mergers

they planned included the absorption of two small

banks.

ab sorption .costing noun [u]

{Accounting) a way of calculating the cost of a

product by including all costs involved in

producing it and running the business, such as raw
materials, rent, electricity or wages Isyni full
costing

abstract /'aebstraekt/ noun [C]

a short piece of writing containing the main ideas

in a talk, an article, a report, etc: The search engine

searches through 13 million abstractsfrom
marketingjournals, [syn] summary

a/c = ACCOUNT

ACAS /'eikaes/ abbr Advisory Conciliation and
Arbitration Service in the UK, an organization

that helps employers and employees settle

disagreements: to refer a dispute to ACAS

accelerate /ak'selareit/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to happen or to make sth happen
faster or earlier than expected: Technological

change is accelerating, o The company has

announced it is accelerating its cost-cutting

programme. IoppI decelerate
2 [no obj] (about the economy) to increase in

activity so that demand for goods increases: Will

about a product, for example advertisements on
television, in newspapers or outdoors: A budget of
over $10 million has been allocated to above-the-line

advertising, o The marketing mix includes above-
the-line promotion.

a.bove-the-'line adverb: Property costs will be
taken above-the-line. -» below-the-line

ABS /,eibi: 'es/ abbr

{Finance) asset-backed securities; asset-backed
securitization: The rise of the ABS market continues.
-> asset-backed

absence /'aebsans/ noun



consumption slow before the global economy starts to

accelerate? IoppI decelerate
3 {Finance) [+ obj] to demand that a debt is paid

back at once or more quickly than first agreed,

because the person who has borrowed the money
has failed to make regular payments: Their major
investor is now seeking to accelerate the loan.

acceleration /ak.sela'reifn/ noun [sing; U]: a

sharp acceleration in the rate of economic growth

accelerated 'cost recovery .system noun
[u] (abbr ACRS)

{Accounting) in the US, a way of calculating the

value of assets in a company's financial records,

where the value of an asset is reduced over a

particular period of time fixed by the tax rules,

rather than over its full useful life

ac celerated depreci ation noun [u]

{Accounting) a way of calculating the value of a

particular asset in a company's accounts by
reducing its value over a shorter period of time

than usual or by larger amounts than usual in the

first few years. This is a form of tax relief (= a

reduction in the amount of tax you have to pay)

and is intended to help a business to develop and
grow larger.

accelerated payment noun [c,u]

{Finance) a payment that a person makes to pay
back a debt or a loan at once or more quickly than
was first agreed, often because they have failed to

make regular payments

accelerator /ak'selareita(r)/ noun [C]

a company that helps new companies get started by
giving them such things as office space, legal help

and marketing services in exchange for payment

* accept /ak'sept/ verb [+ obj]

1 to agree to take sth such as an offer, a job or

money: The unions voted to accept a pay increase of
6%. o He accepted a position as vice-president of
corporate development. [oppI reject
2 to agree to or approve of sth: They accepted the

court's decision, o The company has accepted a

$5 billion takeover bid. IoppI reject
3 to be willing or able to receive payment in a

particular form: Will you accept a cheque? o All

major credit cards are accepted.

4 to agree to be responsible for sth; to agree that

you are responsible for sth wrong or illegal that has
happened: The auditors have accepted responsibility

forfailing to spot the mistake.

5 {Law) to agree to take goods or services from a
seller, which means that the buyer must then pay
for them: The buyer can refuse to accept the goods if

they arrive later than the agreed date. (oppI reject
6 {Marketing) to be willing to buy a product, a

technology or a service: Our products are well/
widely accepted in the local and international

market.

7 {Law) to agree to what is stated in a contract, for

example particular rules or decisions: to accept the

terms of an agreement
8 {Insurance) to agree to provide payments if sb
loses sth or has a serious accident, for example: The
insurance company may refuse to accept the whole
risk.

9 {Finance) to agree to pay the amount of money
stated on a bill of exchange by signing it

* acceptance /ak'septans/ noun

see also: banker's acceptance, documents against ~,

non-~, partial ~

1 [u] the act of agreeing to sth such as a plan, an
idea or an offer: Union leaders recommended
acceptance of the pay offer, o New ideas may have a
hard time gaining acceptance, o a letter of
acceptance
2 {Finance) [c] the agreement of people who hold
shares in a company to the offer of a takeover by

3 accessible

another company: They had received acceptances

from 60% of the company's shareholders.

3 {Law) [u] the act of agreeing to accept sth that is

offered, for example when a buyer agrees to take

goods or services from a seller at a particular price:

Once acceptance has taken place, the buyer cannot
reject the goods.

4 [u] the willingness of people to buy or use a

product, technology or service: The product has
gained acceptance in more than fifteen countries

worldwide.

0 consumer/customer/market/public acceptance of

sth brand/product acceptance

5 {Insurance) [u] the act of an insurance company
agreeing to provide payments if sb loses sth or has
a serious accident, for example: Your acceptance

into the plan is guaranteed ifyou apply by the end of
this month.
6 {Finance) [u,C] the act of signing a document (a

bill of exchange) to say that you promise to pay the

amount of money mentioned on it; the words that

are written on the document to say that you agree
to pay it; the document that has been signed

acceptance bonus noun [c] {AmE)

{HR) an amount of money that is paid to an
employee when they agree to do a very difficult

task

acceptance .sampling noun [u]

{Production) testing a small number of a total

amount of items in order to decide whether the

quality of the whole amount is good enough to

accept or not: Acceptance sampling is usually carried

out at the customer's premises.

acceptor {AmE spelling also accepter) /ak'septa(r)/

noun [C]

{Finance) the person or bank that signs a bill of
exchange and promises to pay it

• access /'aekses/ noun, verb

• noun [u]

see also: wheelchair access

1 the chance or right to use or have sth: Customers
can easily get access to information about our
products, o Do you have access to the Internet? o
increased access to the South American market

O to gain/get/have access to give/offer/provide/

access

2 the right to remove some of the money that you
are keeping in an account: We don't want to limit

people's access to their own savings.

3 permission, especially legal or official, to see sth

or sb: Someone gained unauthorized access to the

personnel files.

0 to gain/get/have access to sb/sth to deny sb access

to sb/sth

4 a way of entering or reaching a place, especially

for disabled people (= people who are unable to

use a part of their body completely or easily): There

is good access to all our stores, o new legislation over

disability access

• verb [+ obj]

1 to find information on a computer: Your
electronic ID is needed to access your email account.

2 to remove some of the money that you are

keeping in an account: Savers need to be able to

access their accounts.

3 to be able to obtain, reach or use sth: How can we
access the capital we need?

accessible /ak'sesabl/ adjective

1 able to be reached, used or seen: This

information is accessible to everyone.

2 (about a person) easy to talk to: A good manager
should be accessible.



accessory

3 (about a place) possible to be reached or entered:

Employers must ensure that their workplaces are

accessible to the disabled.

4 easy to understand or use: The report is accessible

to non-economists.

accessibility /ak.sesa'bilati/ noun [U]

accessory /ak'sesari/ noun [C, usually pi.] {plural

accessories)

1 an extra piece of equipment that you can add to

sth and is useful or attractive but not essential: The

company is a leading manufacturer ofcomputer
accessories.

2 a thing that you can wear or carry that matches
your clothes, for example a belt or a bag: fashion

accessories

3 small items that are sold to be used for a

particular purpose or in a particular place: kitchen/

office/bathroom accessories

accident in surance noun [u]

a type of insurance in which money is paid for

injury or death caused by an accident

accommodate /a'kDmadeit; AmE a'ka:m-/ verb

[+ obj]

1 to have enough space for sb/sth: There is a seven-

level garage that accommodates 1 400 cars.

2 to help sb by doing or providing what they want:
The company refused to accommodate her by moving
her work closer to her home.
3 to consider sth and be influenced by it when you
are designing sth or deciding what to do: Most
cubicles fail to accommodate computers in their

design.

accommodation /a.kDma'deiJn; AmE a,ka:m-/

noun
1 [u] {BrE) {AmE accommo dations [pi.]) a place to

live, work or stay in {BrE): We have moved to

temporary accommodation, o {AmE) There is a
shortage ofgood office accommodations in the area.

2 {formal) [u; c, usually sing.] a satisfactory

agreement or arrangement between people or
groups with different opinions: We hope to arrive
at/reach an accommodation with the trade unions.

3 {Finance) [sing.] {especially AmE) money that is lent

for a short time, especially because sb has an
urgent need for it, before a formal arrangement is

made

accommodations = accommodation (l)

*account /a'kaunt/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: adjustment account, appropriation ~,

approved ~, asset ~, bank ~, banking ~, etc.

1 {abbr a/c) an arrangement that sb has with a
bank or building society to keep money there
and take some out: / would like to open a business

account, o We have an account with/at Barclays, o 1

paid the cheque into my bank account.

© to close/have/hold/open an account to pay/put
sth into an account to take sth out of/withdraw
sth from an account * to credit/debit an account

2 {Commerce) {BrE also 'credit ac.count) {AmE also

'charge ac.count) an arrangement with a shop/
store or business to pay bills for goods or services at

a later time, for example in regular amounts every
month: We have an account with a taxi firm, o Most
customers settle their account in full (= pay all the
money they owe) at the end of each month, o Please

charge it to {= record the cost to be paid on) my
account, o The amount now due on your account is

$364.27.

O to close/have/hold/open an account to settle an
account to charge sth to/put sth on an account

3 {Accounting) a statement of money paid, received

or owed over a period of time: You will need to keep

an account ofyour expenses, o an itemized account
-> ACCOUNTS
4 {Marketing) a regular customer who does a lot of
business with a company, especially a company
working in advertising, marketing or public
relations: the agency's pitch for the Pepsi account o
a sales rep who's chasing a million-dollar account

O to chase/land/lose/pitch for/win an account

5 {IT) an arrangement that sb has with a company
that allows them to use the Internet or to receive,

store and send emails: You will need to set up an
account with an Internet Service Provider.

0 to get/have/set up/sign up for an account to

access/log onto your account

EE] on ac'count 1 to be paid for later: Can I buy
the printer on account? 2 as part of the full amount
you need to pay: You could pay some ofyour tax bill

on account.

• verb

ac'count for sth 1 to form or be the source
of a particular amount: Sales to Europe accounted

for 80% ofour total sales last year. 2 to give an
explanation of sth; to be the explanation or cause
of sth: We cannot accountfor the sudden fall in the

company's share price, o The low inflation rate is

accounted for by the falling prices ofgoods.

3 {Accounting) to record an amount in a company's
financial records in a particular way: The capital

gain has been accountedfor in the profit and loss

account. -» unaccounted for

* accountable /a'kauntabl/ adjective [not usually

before noun]

expected to explain your decisions or actions;

responsible: procedures to make companies more
accountable to shareholders olam directly

accountable to managementfor the work ofmy
team. accountability /a.kaunta'bilati/ noun [U]:

We need to improve the accountability of the board
to shareholders.

-A- accountancy /a'kauntansi/ noun [u] {especially

BrE)

see also: creative accountancy

1 the work or profession of an accountant: He
worksfor a top accountancyfirm in Paris.

0 the accountancy industry/profession an
accountancyfirm

2 the training you need in order to become an
accountant: Applicants should have a professional

qualification in accountancy.
[syn] accounting

accountant /a'kauntant/ noun [c]

see also: certified management accountant,

certified public ~, chartered ~, chartered certified ~

a person whose job is to keep or check the financial

records of a person, a company or an organization

and give financial advice: She's a qualified

accountant. oHe's the organization's chief
accountant, o afirm of accountants -» auditor See
note at profession

ac count books = books (i)

ac'count executive noun [c]

an employee of a company, especially one working
in advertising, who is responsible for dealing with
one of the company's regular customers: She's an
assistant account executivefor Grey Advertising.

-» ACCOUNT MANAGER

accounting /a'kauntin/ noun [u]

see also: accrual accounting, budgetary ~, cash ~,

cost ~, creative ~, equity ~, false ~, etc.

1 {especially AmE) the work or profession of an
accountant Hyn] accountancy
O the accounting industry/profession an accounting

firm



2 the work of keeping and checking the financial

records of a person, a company or an organization:

Shareholders lost money as the result of accounting

errors. -» bookkeeping
0 accounting errors/irregularities/scandals

accounting methods/practices/procedures

3 {especially AmE) the training you need in order to

become an accountant: to study accounting

[SYNl ACCOUNTANCY

the ac counting .cycle noun [sing ]

{Accounting) the series of steps that are used to

follow what has happened in a business and to

report the financial effect of those things L'MH The
accounting cycle begins with a financial

transaction and ends when the account books
are closed at the end of each accounting period.

the ac counting e quation {also the
balance-sheet e.quation) noun [sing ]

{Accounting) the basic principle used by accountants

to make the totals of the amounts in both parts of a

balance sheet equal each other UI*U3 The
accounting equation can be written as

'assets = liabilities + capital'.

ac counting .period {also trading .period)

noun [C]

{Accounting) the regular period of time over which a

business prepares a set of financial records; the

time between two balance sheets: preliminary

results for the eight-month accounting period ending

31 December 2005 -> accounting year

ac counting .principle noun [c, usually pi.]

{Accounting) one of a group of rules or ideas that an
accountant must follow when preparing a

company's financial records, so that the records are

an accurate and true description of the company's
financial status EEID An example of an
accounting principle is that financial items must
be recorded in the accounts in the same way from
one period to another. These rules or ideas can also

be called accounting concepts or accounting
conventions. -» GAAP

ac counting rate of re turn noun [c] {plural

accounting rates of return) {abbrMtR)

{Accounting) a percentage calculated by taking the

amount of profit you expect to get from a particular

investment each year and dividing it by the amount
you have invested in it. It is used to help a company
decide whether to invest a large amount of money
in a particular project, business, etc. -» internal
RATE OF RETURN

,
PAYBACK, RETURN ON CAPITAL

EMPLOYED

ac counting .ratio = financial ratio

ac counting .standard {also ac counting .rule)

noun [c]

see also: International Accounting Standards

{Accounting) a law that describes the way in which
amounts must be recorded in a company's financial

records: Under accounting standard FRS 17,

companies must adjust their profits for changes in

the value of their pensionfund.

ac counting .system noun
1 [c] a particular way of keeping and preparing
reports of a company's financial records; a
computer system used to do this: the benefits of
installing a computerized accounting system
2 [sing ] the practice and methods of keeping and
checking financial records for businesses: He claims
that the problems with the whole financial
accounting system make it difficultfor investors to

judge companies.

ac,counting 'year (erf) {AmE .natural business
year) noun [c]

{Accounting) the period of twelve months over
which a business prepares a set of financial

5 accretion

records: Our accounting year runsfrom July 1st to

June 30th. -> accounting period, financial year

ac count .manager noun [c]

an employee of a company who is responsible for

one or more of the company's regular customers,

especially in a bank or an advertising agency
-> ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE

ac,count pa'yee noun [sing.] {abbr a/c payee)

words written across a cheque to mean that the

cheque must only be paid into the bank account of

the person or company named on the cheque
EEEH The phrase 'account payee only' is also used.

* accounts /a'kaunts/ noun

see also: abbreviated accounts, final ~, financial ~,

note to the ~

1 {Accounting) [pi ] a set of records for a business

over a period, showing all the money received and
paid out and how much profit has been made: a set

ofaccounts o This transaction is not shown in the

annual accounts, o a computer program that takes

the hard work out of doing the accounts o The
companyfailed to file its accounts (= send them to

the tax authorities) for the 2002 financial year, o The
accounts are all in order. IsynI books, books of
account
O to audit/do/keep (the) accounts annual/monthly/

quarterly accounts

2 [U with sing./pl. verb] the department in a

company where money spent and owed is

recorded: the accounts department o She works in

accounts.

ac counts payable noun [pi.; u]

{Accounting) the amounts of money that a business

owes to its suppliers or to people who have made
loans (its creditors), shown as a liability on its

balance sheet; the department of a business that

deals with this: When an invoice comes in you send it

to the guy in accounts payable to deal with.

creditor (2)

ac,counts receivable noun [pi.; u] (also 'book
debt [c.u])

(Accounting) the amounts of money that are owed to

a business by its customers (debtors), shown as an
asset on its balance sheet; the department of a

business that deals with this: For many smaller

businesses, accounts receivable are their most
valuable asset. -> debtor (2)

ac count terms noun [pi.]

{Commerce) the arrangement that is made between
a seller and a buyer that states that the buyer does
not have to pay immediately but must pay in an
agreed time and in the agreed way: Open account
terms are available to customers with an established

credit history. -» open account

accreditation /a.kredi'teijri/ noun [u,C]

the act of officially recognizing that sb/sth has
achieved a required standard; the act of being
recognized in this way: The company is applyingfor
official accreditation to prove the quality of its

products and service.

accredited /a'kreditid/ adjective [usually before

noun]

officially recognized, especially as being of a

required standard: accredited training programmes

accretion /a'krirjri/ noun [C,U]

(Accounting) an increase or growth in the amount or

value of sth: The merger resulted in a 13% accretion

in the value of shares. accretive /a'kriitiv/

adjective [not usually before noun]: The deal will be

immediately accretive to the company's earnings.



accrual

accrual /a'kru:al/ noun

{Accounting)

1 [c,u] a gradual increase in an amount of money:
the accrual of interest

2 {also ac.crued 'charge, ac.crued ex pense,

ac.crued lia'bility) [c] an estimated amount of

money that a business owes for goods or services

that have been supplied to it but for which no
request for payment has been received. This

amount is recorded in the accounts at the end of

the accounting period.

-» ACCRUE

ac'crual ac counting {also ac cruals

accounting) noun [u]

{Accounting) a system of keeping accounts where
amounts of money are written down at the time

when sth is bought or sold, and before the money
has been paid or received -» cash accounting

ac'crual basis = accruals basis

ac'crual .method = accruals basis

ac cruals ac counting = accrual
ACCOUNTING

ac'cruals .basis (erf) (0/50 ac'crual .basis, AmE,
BrE) {AmE also ac'crual .method) noun [sing.]

{Accounting) the rule of accounting that accrual
accounting is based on: The effects of transactions

can be recognized on an accruals basis (when the

transactions take place), or on a cash basis (when
money is paid or received), o accruals basis accounts
-» cash basis

accrue /a'kru:/ verb (accruing, accrued, accrued)

{Accounting)

1 [no obj] to increase over a period of time: Interest

accruesfrom the first of the month.
2 [+ obj] to allow an amount of money or debts to

grow over a period of time: Thefirm had accrued

debts of over $10 m. [synJ accumulate
3 [no obj] (about a payment or a benefit) to be
received by sb over a period of time: economic
benefits accruing to the countryfrom tourism
-> ACCRUAL

ac.crued benefits noun [pi ]

the money that is owed to an employee as a

pension

ac.crued charge = accrual (2)

ac.crued depreci ation noun [u.c]

{Accounting) the amount by which an asset has
reduced in value at a particular point in time

ac.crued ex pense = accrual (2)

ac.crued income noun [u]

{Accounting) income that a business earns during an
accounting period but which it does not receive
before the period ends

ac.crued 'interest noun [u]

{Accounting) interest earned in a particular period of
time that has not yet been received

ac.crued lia'bility = accrual (2)

accumulate /a'kju:mjaleit/ verb

1 [no obj] to gradually increase over a period of
time: The deadline for repayment passed, and
interest charges began to accumulate.
2 [+ obj] to gradually get more of something over a
period of time: My savings are accumulating
interest, [synj accrue
accumulation /a,kju:mja'leijn/ noun [u.C]: the

accumulation of wealth

ac cumulated depreci ation noun [sing ]

{Accounting) (in a company's accounts) the total

amount taken off the value of machinery, a vehicle,

etc. up to a particular time because it is old or less

useful

ac cumulated 'dividend noun [c, usually pi ]

{Accounting) part of a company's profit owed but not
yet paid to shareholders

ac cumulated 'profit noun [c, usually sing]

{Accounting) (in a company's accounts) the profit

that a company has kept for itself and not paid to

shareholders as dividends

accumulation .unit noun [c]

{Finance) an amount invested in an investment
trust that does not pay regular dividends, but
adds the amount earned to the original investment

accuse /a'kju:z/ verb [+ obj]

to say that sb has done sth wrong or is guilty of sth:

The union accused the company of racial

discrimination. oA businessman appeared in court

yesterday accused ofstealing $2 million from his

company.

acetate /'aesitert/ noun [c]

a thin piece of clear plastic on which you can write

or print text or pictures to show on a screen using
an overhead projector -» transparency (3)—
Picture at presentation

achieve /a'tjiiv/ verb [+ obj]

to succeed in reaching a particular goal, status or

standard, especially by making an effort for a long
time: The company achieved its target of a 15%
increase in sales this year.

0 to achieve a goal/an objective/a target

achievable /a'tji:vabl/ adjective: Profits of$20m
look achievable. IoppI unachievable

achievement /a'tji:vmant/ noun
1 [c] a thing that sb has done successfully,

especially using their own effort and skill: To keep
within the budget was a great achievement.

2 [u] the act or process of achieving sth: She felt a
great sense ofachievement every time she

negotiated a deal.

a enlevement moti vation noun [u]

{HR) a desire to be successful or to reach a very high
standard: to have high achievement motivation

achiever /a'tjtva(r)/ noun [c]

a person who is extremely successful in their job:

Many of the country's top achievers have studied

abroad. -» high achiever

'acid-test .ratio {also current .ratio, liquid

.ratio, quick .ratio) noun [c]

{Accounting) a way of measuring how much cash a
company has available by comparing the total

amount of money that it has in cash and is owed by
customers with the total amount of money that it

owes -» liquidity ratio

acknowledge /ak'nDlids; AmE ak'nad-/ verb

[+ obj]

to tell sb that you have received sth that they sent

to you: All applications will be acknowledged.

acknowledgement {also spelled

acknowledgment) /ak'nolid3mant; AmE ak'nad-/

noun [C,U]

a letter saying that sth has been received: J didn't

receive an acknowledgement ofmy application, o a

letter of acknowledgement -> functional
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

a/c payee = account payee

acquire /a'kwaia(r)/ verb [+ obj]

1 (about a company) to buy a company or part of a

company's business; to buy shares in a company:
Last year the company acquired its smaller rivalfor
$6.9 bn. o It announced that it would acquire a 22
per cent stake in RTLfrom the UK media group.
-» MERGE



0 to acquire an asset/a business/a company/shares/a

stake

2 to obtain the legal right to use sth or perform an
activity: The company has acquired the rights to

assemble and market the new range offarm tractors.

3 to gain sth that is valuable to you or important

for your business: By acquiring new skills you can

increase your wages substantially.

-» ACQUISITION

acquirer /a'kwaiara(r)/ noun [C]

a company that wants to buy and take control of

another company : The media group is seen as a

likely acquirer of the two television channels.

-» TARGET COMPANY

acquisition /.aekwi'zijn/ noun

see also: compulsory acquisition, customer

acquisition

1 [c] a company that has been bought by another

company: The company has made 20 acquisitions

since 1998. o the recent decline in mergers and
acquisitions -> merger
O to complete/finalize/lookfor/make an acquisition *

a planned/potential/proposed acquisition (of sth)

a big/large/major/strategic acquisition a number/
series/string of acquisitions

2 [u] the activity of buying another company: the

company 's proposed $21.9bn Acquisition of Compaq
Computer o They are seeking new acquisition

targets (= companies they want to buy).

0 an acquisition programme/strategy/target

3 [u] the act of getting sth: the acquisition of new
skills o The company spent more than $1.5 billion on
subscriber acquisition when going online.

-> acquire

.acquisition cost noun [c]

1 {Accounting) the total cost of buying an asset,

including both the price and any transport costs,

professional fees, money that is taken off the price

(discounts), etc.

2 {Marketing) {also .customer acqui sition cost) the

total cost of getting a new customer

acrimonious /.agkn'maonias; AmE -'moo-/

adjective {format)

(about an argument or a disagreement) angry and
full of strong bitter feelings and words: The
agreement marks the end of an acrimonious takeover

battle.

acronym /'aekranim/ noun [C]

a word formed from the first letters of several

words: WAP is the acronym for Wireless Application

Protocol. UESB Acronyms are pronounced as

single words. For example, the acronym BASIC is

pronounced /'beisik/.

a cross the board phrase

involving everyone or everything in a company or
an industry: The editorial staff took a 10 per cent pay
cut across the board. a.cross-the-'board adjective

[usually before noun] : an across-the-board wage
increase

ACRS /,ei si: a:r 'es/ = accelerated cost
RECOVERY SYSTEM

* act /aekt/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

1 {usually Act) a law that has been made by a
parliament: Many companies could be in breach of
the Data Protection Act. -» regulation
O to amend/pass/repeal an act

2 (Law) something that sb does that is harmful to

sb else: The auditors had been warned ofpossible
illegal acts within the company.
O to commit a criminal/an illegal act

nnm be/get ,in on the 'act {especially BrE) {AmE
usually get .into the 'act) [informal) to be/become
involved in an activity that sb else has started,

especially to get some benefit for yourself get your

7 action item

'act together {informal) to behave in a more
effective or responsible way: The EU needs to get its

act together to enforce the new law. -» idiom at

clean verb

• verb [no obj]

to do sth for a particular purpose or to deal with a

particular situation: We have acted in the

shareholders' best interests, o The management has

realized its mistake and has acted quickly to avoid

disaster, o The broker acted honestly and in good
faith {= believing he was doing the right thing).

QUIia act for sb/sth; act on be half of sb/sth
1 to deal with sb's/sth s affairs for them:
accountants actingfor a number of trusts 2 {Law) to

represent sb/sth in a court 'act as sth to perform a

particular function; to do a particular job,

especially one that requires special skills or is very

responsible: Ms Nelson will continue to act as a
consultantfor six other companies, 'act on sth {also

'act upon sth, especially formal) to do sth as a result

of advice, information, instructions, etc. that you
have received: The boardfailed to act on the

takeover offer.

acting /'aektirj/ adjective [only before noun]

doing an important job that is usually done by sb

else : Ms Bruce will serve as acting chief executive

until a successor to Mr Gray is appointed.

• action /'aekjn/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: affirmative action, class ~, direct ~,

disciplinary ~, group ~, industrial ~, job ~, etc.

1 [U,C] something that you do to deal with a

problem or a difficult situation: We need to take
urgent action to control costs, o to decide on the best

course ofaction o a 15-point action plan o His task

was to propose a plan of action, o The board will

take tough action against certain employees.

2 (Law) [c,u] a legal process to stop a person or

company from doing sth, to make sb pay for a

mistake or to settle a disagreement: Where the sale

involves fraud, the buyer can bring an action for
damages against the seller.

3 [u] the important things that happen over a

particular period of time, for example, changes in

the price of shares: The big action this week will be

in the US, with several companies announcing their

financial results.

EE] convert/put/turn sth into action to start

doing sth in order to make an idea or plan happen
or work: You need to put your plan into action, a
piece/slice of the 'action {informal) a share or role

in an interesting or exciting activity; a share in the

profits: When the companyjoined Wall Street,

investors rushed to get a piece of the action.

• verb [+ obj]

to take appropriate steps to make sure that sth is

done or dealt with: Your request will be actioned.

actionable /'aekfanabl/ adjective

1 {especially AmE) if an idea is actionable, it is

practical and can actually be done: providing

actionable advice on how to build a healthier

company
2 {Law) giving you a good reason to bring a claim

against sb in a court: Our lawyer advised us that the

breach of contract was actionable.

action group noun [c]

(often used in the name of an organization) a group
that represents the interests of its members in a

firm and clear way, especially one that works for

social or political change: a shareholder action

group

'action .item = action point



action learning s

action .learning noun [u]

(HR) a method of training in which small groups of

people (sets) come together to help each other

learn from real problems from the work situation

action-.oriented adjective

1 (about a person or an organization) very active;

likely to do sth in response to a situation rather

than just think and plan: creative and action-

oriented staff

2 that involves particular actions; that helps you in

a practical way to achieve sth: an action-oriented

training programme

action plan noun [c]

a description of a set of things you need to do in

order to achieve an aim or to solve a problem:

Develop an action plan for yourfirstyear in business.

'action point {also 'action ,item, especially in AmE)

noun [c]

a job or task that is mentioned at a meeting and
noted down to be done or dealt with by a particular

person later

* active /'aektiv/ adjective

1 making a determined effort and not leaving sth

to happen by itself: playing an active role in the

board of the company
2 [not before noun] (about a company) doing a

particular type of business; operating in a

particular place: The bank is active in raising

finances for public agencies, o The company is active

in more than 60 countries.

3 operating or working; being used: The company
has several million active customer accounts.

4 doing sth frequently; having a lot of activity: The
company has been extremely active recently, with

several major acquisitions.

5 (Finance) if shares, bonds, etc. or a market is

active, there is a lot of buying and selling: Stock

prices closed lower in active trading on the London
Stock Exchange.

6 {Finance) used to describe a way of investing in

which shares, bonds, etc. are bought and sold

according to changes in value: activefund
management
7 [IT) being used at a particular time: Pressing the

'cmd' and 'W keys together closes the active window.
-> INACTIVE, PASSIVE

active 'partner (also .working partner)
noun [C]

a member of a partnership who is involved in

running the business as compared to one who only
invests money in it (a sleeping/silent partner)

* activity /aek'tivati/ noun (plural activities)

1 [u] a situation in which sth is happening or a lot

of things are being done: a rise in the level of
economic activity o Manufacturing activityfell in

March.

O business/commercial/economic activity

construction/industrial/manufacturing/trading

activity * to boost/stimulate activity

2 [C, usually pi.] the things done by an organization
or a person, especially in order to make money: The
group's activities includefood retailing and travel

agencies, o a review of the company's commercial
activities

O business/commercial/day-to-day/economic
activities core/non-core activities • to be involved
in/engage in/focus on/limit activities

ac'tivity .sampling = work sampling

.act of bankruptcy noun [c]

(Law) something that you do that shows you are
bankrupt (= that you do not have enough money
to pay your debts)

actual /'aektj'ual/ adjective [only before noun]

real; that happened, as opposed to what was
expected to happen: Total actual sales have gone up
by 8.9 per cent, o We will payyou up to 80% ofyour
actual loss of earnings.

.actual 'damages = compensatory damages

actuals /'aektjualz/ noun [pi.]

(Accounting) real costs, sales, etc. that have
happened, rather than ones that were estimated or

expected: Compare the targets with the actuals in

Table 3. -> out-turn (2) CHB The word actuals is

often used in financial reports.

actuary /'aektJuari; AmE -eri/ noun [C] (plural

actuaries)

a person whose job involves calculating insurance
risks and payments for insurance companies and
pension funds by studying how frequently

accidents, fires, deaths, etc. happen See note at

profession actuarial /,aektJu'earial; AmE
-'erial/ adjective: an actuarial calculation ofpension

benefits

acumen /'aekjaman; AmE a'kju:man/ noun [U]

the ability to judge things quickly and clearly:

business/commercial/financial acumen

* ad /aed/ noun (informal)

see also: banner ad, button ~, classified ~,

display ~, small ~, teaser ~, want ~

1 [c] an advertisement: newspaper/TV/online ads o
to put an ad in the paper o The company ran ads in

several college newspapers, o You should postyour
ads on more than one website.

0 to run an ad * to post/place/put an ad in sth

2 [u] advertising: an ad agency/campaign o Our ad
budget has been cut this year. oTVad sales are down
6.9% this year.

'ad .agency = advertising agency

* adapt /a'daept/ verb

1 [+ obj] to change sth in order to make it suitable

for a new use or situation: The cars are produced in

Europe and specially adaptedfor the American
market, [syn] modify
2 [+ obj or no obj] to change your behaviour in

order to deal more successfully with a new
situation: A large organization can be slow to adapt

to change. Hyn] adjust
adaptability /a.daepta'bilati/ noun [u]

adaptable /a'daeptabl/ adjective: Successful

businesses are highly adaptable to economic change.

add /aed/ verb [+ obj]

1 add A to B
|
add A and B (together) to put

numbers or amounts together to get a total: Add
together the total cost of the goods for the month.
[OPP] SUBTRACT
2 to put sth/sb together with sth/sb else so as to

increase the size, number or amount: Increased

sales will add $1 million a year to turnover.

3 add sth (to sth) (used about shares, bonds, etc.)

to increase in value by a particular amount; to

make sth do this: Shares in Philips rose 0.7%o, while

Nokia added 2.2%. o Oil shares added 8 points to the

FTSE.

addition /a'dijn/ noun [UyC]: the latest addition

to our range of cars

333 .add sth 'on to include or attach sth extra:

You need to add on afew dollars for delivery. -> add-
on .add 'up (to sth) to increase by small amounts
until there is a large total: The cost of
videoconferencing sessions added up. .add sth 'up;

.add 'up to calculate the total of two or more
numbers or amounts; to make a total number or

amount: The company added up the figures wrongly,

o The figures don't add up (= make a sensible total),

.add 'up to sth 1 to make a particular total or

amount: Their combined income adds up to $10 000
per month. 2 to lead to a particular result:



Companyfailures could add up to big lossesfor
corporate lenders.

added 'value noun [u]

1 an improvement or an extra feature that is

added to a product or service to make it more
useful and attractive to buyers: E-commerce will

work only if it can offer users added value, o Mobile

phone users are prepared to pay each monthfor
added-value services.

2 {Economics) the amount by which the value of a

product increases at each stage of the production

process, not including the cost of the basic

materials

ISYNl VALUE ADDED

addendum /a'dendam/ noun [C] (plural addenda
/-da/) (formal)

a section of extra information that is added to sth

such as a letter or a report

'add-on noun [c]

1 a piece of equipment or a program that can be
added to a computer system to improve its

performance: Most PC companies offer digital

cameras as an add-on. o Control your PC's

interaction with add-on devices.

© add-on devices/hardware/memory/software
2 an extra part or service that can be joined to a

product, system or service to improve it, especially

sth extra that can be sold to a customer: People pay
extrafor add-ons to basic insurance cover.

0 add-on device/module/package

.add-on interest noun [u]

interest that is added to the original amount of

money that sb has borrowed when they pay it back

• address noun, verb

• noun /a'dres; AmE 'asdres/

see also: forwarding address, public ~, web ~

1 [c] details of where sb lives or works, where an
organization is, etc. and where mail can be sent:

What's your name and address? o The business is

no longer at this address.

0 a business/contact/home/private address

2 [c] a set of words, letters, symbols and/or
numbers that tells you where you can find a
business, an organization, etc. on the Internet,

where you can send an email, etc: Our website

address has changed, o What's your email address?
-» URL
3 (IT) [C] the number that states where a piece of
information is stored in a computer memory
4 [C] a formal speech: The Chairman made his

annual address to the staff.

5 [u] a form/mode of address the correct, polite

title to use when you speak or write to sb
• verb /a'dres/ [+ obj]

1 (usually be addressed) to write on an envelope
or a package the name and address of the person,
company, etc. that you are sending it to: The letter

was addressed to 'The Personnel Manager'. -» sae,
SASE
2 to make a formal speech to a group of people:
The Chairman addressed the meeting.

3 to use a particular name or title for sb when you
speak or write to them: Staff are trained to address
customers as 'sir' or 'madam'.

addressee /.aedre'si:/ noun [c]

a person, a business or an organization that a letter

is addressed to

adhere /ad'hia(r); AmE ad'hir/ verb

Una ad 'here to sth (formal) to behave according
to a particular law, rule, set of instructions, etc: All

managers must adhere to company rules and
practices.

adherence /ad'hiarans; AmE ad'hir-/ noun [U]

the fact of behaving according to a particular law,

9 adjusted gross income

rule, set of instructions, etc: strict adherence to the

rules

ad hoc /,aed 'hDk; AmE 'ha:k/ adjective [usually

before noun]

not planned in advance: The meetings will be held

on an ad hoc basis (= when they are necessary), o
Leading companies set up an ad hoc group to discuss

the changes in the law. ,ad 'hoc adverb L'MH Ad
hoc is a Latin phrase.

adhocracy /.aed'hrnkrasi/ noun [u]

(HR) a form of management in which groups of

people deal with specific projects and urgent
problems, rather than with planning for the future

of the business as a whole

* adjourn /a'd33:n; AmE a'd33:rn/ verb [+ obj

or no obj]

to stop a meeting or an official process for a period
of time, especially in a court: The meeting adjourned

for lunch, o The trial has been adjourned until next

week. See note at meeting
adjournment noun [c,u]

adjudicate /a'd3u:dikeit/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

(Law) adjudicate (on/upon/in) sth
|

adjudicate
between A and B to make an official decision about
who is right in a disagreement between two groups
or organizations: A special committee adjudicates on
planning applications, o Their purpose is to

adjudicate disputes, o When was he adjudicated
bankrupt (= judged by a court of law to be unable
to pay the money he owed)? adjudication
/a,d3u:di'keiJYi/ noun [u]: The case was referred to a

higher courtfor adjudication, a'djudicator
/a'd3u:dikeita(r)/ noun [c] : An independent
adjudicator has been appointed to deal with

complaints.

adjunct /'aed3Ankt/ noun [c] (format)

a thing that is added or attached to sth larger or

more important: The company uses its website as an
adjunct to its stores.

adjust /a'd3Ast/ verb

1 [+ obj] to change sth slightly to make it more
suitable or more accurate: We must adjust our prices

to meet demand, o When incomes are adjustedfor
inflation, manyfamilies are poorer today than 10

years ago.

2 [+ obj or no obj] adjust (yourself) to sth to get

used to a new situation by changing the way you
behave and/or think: It took staff time to adjust to

the new working practices. Isyni adapt
-> ADJUSTED

adjustable /a'd3Astabl/ adjective

that can be changed slightly, especially to become
better or more suitable: Your chair should have an
adjustable back and seat, o an adjustable-rate

mortgage -» variable

adjustable peg noun [c]

(Economics) a way of controlling the exchange
rate (= the price of a currency in relation to other
currencies) by fixing the value of currencies in

relation to another currency, such as the dollar, but
changing it from time to time if necessary
-» CRAWLING PEG

adjusted /a'd3Astid/ adjective [usually before noun]

see also: inflation-adjusted

changed slightly in a particular way or for a

particular purpose: an adjusted operating profit/loss

o Production fell 0.8 per cent on an adjusted basis

from the previous month.

a'djusted 'gross 'income noun [u] (abbr ag\)

(Accounting) in the US, your total income after you
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have taken away particular costs, used when the

amount of tax you have to pay is calculated

adjuster {also spelled adjustor, especially in AmE)
/a'd3Asta(r)/ = loss adjuster

adjustment /abstinent/ noun [c,u]

see also: cost-of-living adjustment, debt adjustment

1 a small change made to sth in order to correct or

improve it: Well have to make afew adjustments to

the design, o adjustments in the exchange rate o
Wages havefallen by 10% in real terms (after

adjustment/or inflation).

0 a fine/minor/slight/small adjustment an
important/a major/significant adjustment

2 a process of changing to meet a new situation:

The company's adjustment to the new markets has

been successful.

3 {Insurance) the agreement reached between an
insurance company and a person making a claim

about how much money that person will receive

4 {Insurance) the amount of money paid to the

person who makes the claim

adjustment ac count = control account

adjustment ,factor noun [c]

{Technical) a figure that is used to correct the result

of a calculation

adland /'aedlaend/ noun [sing.] {informal)

used to refer to the advertising industry

ad litem /,aed 'laitem; AmE 'laitam/ adjective

{Law) used about a person who represents sb,

especially a child, who cannot represent

themselves in a legal case: The court must appoint a
guardian ad litem. d*XB Ad litem is a Latin phrase.

adman /'aedmsen/ noun [c] {plural admen) /-men/
{informal)

a person who works in advertising: Our adman has
come up with a new slogan.

admin /'aedmin/ noun [u] (BrE) {informal)

administration: She works in admin, o admin staff

administer /ad'minista(r)/ verb [+ obj]

1 {also administrate) {often be administered) to

manage and organize the affairs of a company, an
organization or a country: The pensionfunds are

administered by commercial banks. Isyni manage
2 to organize the way that sth is done: The
questionnaire was administered by trained

interviewers.

3 {formal) to make sure that sth is done fairly and
in the correct way: It is a judge's duty to administer
justice quickly and fairly.

administration /ad.mmi'streijri/ noun

see also: business administration, Federal Aviation

Administration

1 {BrE also 'admin, informal) [u] the activities that

are done in order to plan, organize and run a
business or other institution: the day-to-day
administration of a company o the Sales

Administration department o administration costs

Q day-to-day/general/office/routine administration

2 [U] the process or act of organizing the way that

sth is done: the administration of the new tax
3 [c] the people who plan, organize and run a

business or an institution: the national

telecommunications administrations

4 {often Administration) [c] the government of a
country, especially the US: Successive

administrations havefailed to solve the country's

economic problems.

5 {Law) [C] the management of the financial affairs

of a business that cannot pay its debts by an

independent person: The company will go into
administration if it cannotfind extra funds.

admini stration .order noun [c]

{Law) in the UK, an order made by a court for sb to

take over the management of a business that

cannot pay its debts: // the administration order is

granted the company has three months to find a
solution to its problems.

administrative /ad'mmistratrv; AmE -streitiv/

adjective

connected with organizing the work of a business
or an institution: We managed to cut administrative

costs by 30%. o Staff received their salaries late due
to an administrative error, o The company lost key
senior administrative staff to its main competitor.

Q adminstrative charges/costs/expenses

admin istra live duties/procedures/tasks/work

administrative as sistant noun [c]

a person who works in an office, dealing with
letters and telephone calls, keeping records, etc.

administrative leave noun [u,c] {AmE)

{HR) a time that you are allowed to be away from
work with pay for special reasons, such as if you are

needed to be on a jury, or when there is an urgent
problem: She was placed on administrative leave last

week.

ad ministrative management noun [u]

{HR) the traditional view of management that is

concerned with how a business should be
organized and what a good manager should do

administrator /ad'mmistreita(r)/ noun [C]

1 a person whose job is to manage and organize
the public or business affairs of a company or an
institution: a pensions administrator

2 {Finance) a person chosen, often by a court, to

manage the financial affairs of a business that does
not have enough money to pay its debts

0 to appoint/call in an administrator

admissible /ad'misabl/ adjective

{Law) that can be allowed or accepted, especially in

a court: Photographs are usually admissible as/in
evidence provided it can be proved that they are

authentic, [opp] inadmissible
admissibility /ad,misa'bilati/ noun [U]

admission /ad'mijri/ noun
1 [u,c] the act of accepting sb into an institution,

an organization, etc.; the right to enter a place or

to join an institution or organization: countries

applyingfor admission to the European Union o a
38% reduction in hospital admissions
2 [C] a statement in which sb admits that sth is

true, especially sth wrong or bad that they have
done: The sale of the company was an admission of
failure.

3 [U] the amount of money that you pay to go into

a building or an event: a €10 admission charge

ad mission of lia bility noun [c]

{Law) a statement or an act admitting legal

responsibility for sth

admit /ad'mit/ verb (-tt-)

1 [+ obj or no obj] to say that you have done sth

wrong or illegal: He admitted theft, o The directors

refused to admit to any wrongdoing.
2 {Law) [+ obj] admit liability (for sth) to say that

you are legally responsible for sth: Both companies
have admitted liabilityfor the crash.

3 [+ obj] to allow sb to enter a place, an
organization or an institution: China was admitted
to the World Trade Organization in 2001.

adopt /a'dDpt; AmE a'da:pt/ verb [+ obj]

1 to accept and use a particular idea, system or

proposal, especially a new one: Business will move
to other centres ifwe do not adopt modern business

methods.



2 {Marketing) to buy and use a product or service as

the normal or official one: a campaign to persuade

households to adopt digital television

3 to support, or partly support, a public place or

institution, for example a school, by giving money,
usually to make good relations between the

company and the local community -> sponsor verb

adopter /a'dDpta(r); AmE a'da:ptar/ noun [c,

usually sing.]

see also: early adopter

{Marketing) a company, an organization or a person

who accepts and uses a product, service or system

as the normal or official one: The government is a

keen adopter ofnew technologies.

adoption /a'dop^n; AmE a'da:pjn/ noun

1 [u] the act of accepting and using a particular

idea, system or proposal, especially a new one: the

adoption of a new marketing strategy o the adoption

of the euro by 12 European nations

O the adoption of a method/practice/proposal/

strategy

2 {Marketing) [u,C] the wide use of a new product or

service; the product or service that is used: the

relationship between the market adoption ofa
product and its price o Improved security on mobile

phones would help customer adoption rates.

a doption curve noun [c>

{Marketing) a graph showing the rate at which
people buy a piece of new technology for the first

time: The adoption curvefor the cellphone, as for

most technologies, follows an S-shape.

ADR /,ei di: 'a:(r)/ = American Depository
Receipt, alternative dispute resolution

ADSL /,ei di: es 'el/ abbr

{IT) asymmetric digital subscriber line

technology that allows large amounts of data to be
carried over an ordinary phone line in such a way
that data travels faster to the customer than from
the customer: high-speed ADSL Internet access

-> BROADBAND

adultescent /.aedAl'tesnt/ noun [C] {informal)

an adult who is no longer young, but who dresses

and behaves like a young person: The video game is

aimed at smart kids and adultescents.

ad valorem /,£edva'lo:rem/ adjective [usually

before noun]

{Economics) (about a tax) calculated as a percentage
of the value of the goods: VAT is an ad valorem tax.

-» specific

0 an ad valorem duty/tariff/tax

,ad va lorem adverb
313 Ad valorem is a Latin phrase.

advance /ad'vams; AmE -'vaens/ noun, verb,

adjective

• noun

see also: bank advance

1 [c, usually sing.] money paid for work before it

has been done; money paid earlier than expected:
They offered an advance of 10 000 euros after the

signing of the contract, o She askedfor an advance
on her wages.

2 [c] an increase in the price or value of sth: These
companies have seen significant advances in their

share prices.

3 [c,u] progress or a development in technology or
a particular area of knowledge: advances in the

processing power of chips o We live in an age of rapid
technological advance.

[EE! in advance (of sth) before the time that is

expected; before sth happens: The rent is due one
month in advance, o The Director would not discuss

the report in advance of its release. -» in arrears

11 advantage

• verb

1 [+ obj] advance (sb) sth
|
advance sth (to sb) to

give sb money before the time it would usually be
paid: We are willing to advance the money to you. o
They advanced her $2 million forfive novels.

2 [no obj] if knowledge or technology advances, it

develops and improves: As medical technology

advances, health-care costs rise.

3 [no obj] (about prices, costs, profits, etc.) to

increase: Inflation has advanced sharply over the last

two years, o Vodafone (= its shares) advanced 1.8 per
cent to 179p.

4 [+ obj] to change the time or date of an event so

that it takes place earlier: The date of the meeting
has been advanced by one week. Isyni bring sth
FORWARD lOPPl POSTPONE
5 [+ obj] to help sth to succeed: Studyingfor new
qualifications is one way to advance your career.

• adjective [only before noun]

done or given before sth is going to happen: He
received an advance paymentfor developing the new
computer game, o Please give us advance warning
ofany changes to the schedule.

ad vance copy noun [c]

{Production) a book, a magazine, etc. that is sent to

sb to look at before it is published and becomes
available to everyone

advanced /ad'va:nst; AmE -'vaenst/ adjective

1 having the most modern and recently developed
ideas, methods, etc: advanced technology o
advanced industrial societies

2 (about a course of study) at a high or difficult

level: advanced training

3 having been happening for some time; almost
finished: The talks are at an advanced stage.

advancement /ad'vamsmant; /\m£ -'vaens-/ noun'

1 [u] progress in a job or position: There are good
opportunitiesfor advancement ifyou have the right

skills.

2 [u,C] the process of helping sth to make progress

or succeed; the progress that is made: the

advancement of knowledge/technology

ad vance order noun [c]

{Commerce) an order for a product which is made
before the product is available for sale: The
company already has more than 5 000 advance
orders for the new phone.

advancer /ad'va:nsa(r);^/?7£ ad'vaensar/ noun [C,

usually pi.]

{Stock Exchange) (used in newspapers) a share whose
value has risen: Activity was quiet on the New York

stock exchange, with advancers beating decliners 3 to

2. [SYNJ GAINER lOPPj DECLINER

• advantage /ad'va:ntid3; AmE -'vaen-/ noun [C,U]

see also: absolute advantage, comparative ~,

competitive ~

1 a thing that helps you to be better or more
successful than other people: Familiar brands have
an advantage over less well known brands, o Staff

with a good command of a second language are at
an advantage, o Much of our business is becoming
Internet-based, which has a lot of cost advantages.

O a big/definite/great/huge/tremendous advantage*
a commercial/cost/an economic/a financial/price

advantage to be/gain/give (sb)/have an advantage

2 a quality of sth that makes it better or more
useful: Their new sun cream has the added
advantage ofsmelling unattractive to insects, o Each

of these systems has its advantages and
disadvantages.
EEJ be/work to your advantage to give you an
advantage; to change a situation in a way that

gives you an advantage: Eventually, the new
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regulations may work to our advantage. -» idioms at

TAKE, TURN Verb

adverse /'aedv3:s; ad'v3:s; AmE -V3:rs/ adjective

[usually before noun]

negative; not likely to produce a good result:

adverse market conditions o the adverse effects of a

high exchange rate

adverse 'balance noun [c] {BrE)

(Accounting) an amount of debt shown in an
account: Your account shows an adverse balance of

€630.00. (SYNl UNFAVOURABLE BALANCE DEFICIT

.adverse trade .balance {also adverse
'balance of 'trade) noun [sing ]

{Economics) a situation when a country spends more
on imports than it earns from exports

[SYNJ UNFAVOURABLE TRADE BALANCE

advert /'aedv3:t; /\m£ -V3:rt/ noun [C] (BrE)

(informal)

an advertisement: radio/TV/press adverts o an
advertfor jeans o We placed a full-page advert in a

magazine.

advertise /'aedvataiz; AmE -vart-/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to tell the public about a product
or a service in-order to encourage people to buy or

use it: Ifyou want to attract more customers, try

advertising in the national press, o to advertise a

product/business/service O The company's new
Internet service has been heavily advertised on
television, o Something advertised as a toy is likely to

be used by children, o I bought the camera and case

as advertised in the catalogue. -» promote,
PUBLICIZE
2 [no obj] to tell people about a job that is

available: We are currently advertisingfor a new
sales manager.

advertisement /ad'V3:tismant; AmE
.aedvar'taiz-/ noun [C]

see also: banner advertisement, button ~,

classified ~, display -

1 a notice, picture or short film telling people
about a company, product or service: cigarette

advertisements o advertisementsfor cigarettes o to

take out afull-page/half-page advertisement in a
glossy magazine o The product became a best-seller

through costly print and television advertisements, o
The advertisement appeared on TV last night, o One
advertisement shows a man driving a car on a golf
course. -» ad, advert See note at advertising
O newspaper/online/print/television advertisements

to place/put/run/take out an advertisement the

advertisemen tfeatures/shows sb/sth

2 a notice telling people about a job that is

available: an advertisementfor a job/post/position o
a job advertisement

0 to place/put/take out an advertisement (in a
newspaper) to answer/reply to/respond to an
advertisement

advertiser /'aedvataiza(r); AmE -vart-/ noun [C]

a company or a person that advertises a product or
a service: She claims that tobacco advertisers target

teenagers.

advertising /'aedvataizirj;/\m£ -vart-/ noun [u]

see also: brand advertising, comparative ~,

consumer ~, corporate ~, direct ~, direct response ~,

drip ~, etc.

1 the act of making a company, a product or a
service known to the public; the notices, pictures

and short films that a company uses to tell people
about itself and its products: cigarette advertising o
How much did we spend on advertising lastyear? o
Are you easily persuaded by television advertising? o

The company has a huge advertising budget, o Only
ten per cent of recruitment advertising (=
advertising for people to fill jobs) is online.

-» COLUMN INCH, PROMOTION, PUBLICITY

O Internet/online/poin t-of-sale/press/radio/

television advertising an advertising campaign
advertising revenue(s)/sales

2 the industry of advertising things to people on
television, in newspapers and magazines, etc:

people who work in advertising o He's one of the

world's most powerful advertising executives. See
note at marketing
O the advertising business/industry/sector an

advertising company/executive/group/manager

'advertising .agency (also 'ad .agency, informal)

noun [c]

a company that plans and designs advertisements

for other companies: She is an executive at a leading

New York advertising agency.

advertising mix noun [u]

(Marketing) the different methods that a business

uses to advertise a product, such as television,

newspapers, radio, etc: The regional press is a vital

part of the national advertising mix. o The Internet

makes up 2% of the company's advertising mix.

advertorial /,aedva'to:rial; AmE -vart-/ noun [C,U]

(Marketing) an advertisement in a newspaper or a

magazine that is like a written article and seems to

be giving facts rather than advertising a product:

write an advertorial about/on your company's
products -» infomercial CHD Advertorial is a

combination of the words advertisement and
editorial (= an article in a magazine or newspaper
that expresses the editor's opinion about sth).

advice /ad'vais/ noun

see also: careers advice, credit ~, letter of ~

1 [u] an opinion or a suggestion about what sb

should do in a particular situation: The bank
provides financial advice about startingyour own
company, o We offer advice to businesses on
computer security problems, o I have one piece of
advice: push yourself as hard as you can.

O career/financial/legal/tax/technical advice to

give/provide/offer advice to follow/seek/take sb's

advice

2 (Accounting) [c] a formal notice about some
financial business: a remittance advice -» advice
note
-» idiom at take

ad'vice note noun [c] (BrE)

(Commerce) a document that is sent to a customer to

tell them that goods they have ordered have been
sent or are ready to send -» delivery note,
DISPATCH NOTE

'ad view = impression

GRAMMAR POINT

advertising/advertisement

Advertising is an uncountable noun and refers to

the activity of telling customers about products

and services, or the materials that companies use

in general to do this, such as notices in magazines
or newspapers: They do a lot of advertising on
television.

Advertisement is a countable noun. It refers to a

particular piece of advertising, such as a notice or

short film/movie about a particular product. In

more informal language the words ad (BrE and
AmE) and advert (BrE) are used.

• / am replying to your advertisement in the

Guardian.

• I am replying to your advertising...



* advise /ad'vaiz/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to tell sb what you think they

should do: We advise our customers against sending

cash.

2 [+ obj or no obj] to give sb help and information

on a subject that you know a lot about: We employ
an expert to advise on new technology.

3 {formal) [+ obj] to officially tell sb sth; to inform

sb: Please advise us ofany changes in your personal

details.

* adviser {also spelled advisor, especially in AmE)
/ad'vaiza(r)/ noun [C]

see also: independent financial adviser

a person who gives advice to a company,
government, etc., especially sb who knows a lot

about a particular subject: He briefly worked as an
adviser to the Bank of Italy, o the CBI's chief

economic adviser

0 an economic/investment adviser a financial/
mortgage/policy adviser

ad'vising bank noun [c]

{Finance) a bank in the country of an exporter that

informs the exporter about a documentary
credit and receives documents on behalf of the

buyer's bank

advisor = adviser

advisory /ad'varzari/ adjective

giving professional advice; not having the power to

make decisions: She has a position on the firm's

advisory board. oHeis acting in an advisory
capacity only.

ad'visory .service noun [c]

part of an organization that gives expert
information on a particular subject: the director of
advisory services o The bank provides a financial
advisory service for all its clients.

AEI /,ei i: 'ai/ = average earnings index

AER /,ei i: 'a:(r)/ abbr

{Finance) annual equivalent rate a rate of interest

on investments and money you save that shows
how much you would receive in one year if each
interest payment was added to the deposit before
the next payment was calculated APR

aeronautics /,eara'no:tiks;4m£,era-/ noun [u]

the science or practice of building and flying

aircraft: the company's aeronautics business

aero'nautic adjective: the European aeronautic
sector aeronautical /-'no:tikl/ adjective: an
aeronautical engineer

aerospace /'earauspeis; AmE 'erou-/ noun [u]

{often used as an adjective)

the industry of building aircraft and the vehicles

and equipment to be sent into space: jobs in

aerospace and defence o the aerospace industry

affiliate noun, verb

• noun /a'filiat/ [C]

a company or an organization that is connected
with or controlled by another larger one: Our
organization has 32 overseas affiliates, o Airbus is an
EADS affiliate. See note at group

• verb /a'filieit/ [+ obj or no obj] {usually be affiliated)

1 (about a company or an organization) to be
connected to a larger one: All three major rail

unions are affiliated to the Trades Union Congress.

2 (about a person) to have a close professional
connection with an organization: He is an
independent consultant affiliated with McKinsey &
Co.

affiliation /a.fili'eijn/ noun [u,C]: The affiliation

with the plastics giant (= large company) gives the
business many advantages, o Please putyour name,
address and affiliation (= the organization that you
work for or represent) on the form.

13 after-hours

af filiated company noun [c]

a company that is closely connected to or

controlled by another larger company or
organization: There are 33 000 people working in our
wholly owned and affiliated companies.
[SYNJ SUBSIDIARY

af filiate marketing noun [u]

{E-commerce) the use of other websites to advertise

and market the products and services of your
website. The other websites receive a payment for

this.

affinity card noun [c]

a credit card that has the name of a particular

charity (in the UK) or an organization (in the US)
that receives an amount of money from the card
company every time you use the card

affirmative action noun [u] {AmE)

a practice or policy intended to make sure that

everyone has the same chances of education or
employment and to correct the fact that people
from some groups are often treated unfairly

because of their race or sex Isyni positive
DISCRIMINATION {BrE) -» POSITIVE ACTION

affluent /'aefluant/ adjective

having a lot of money and a good standard of
living: an energetic and affluent city o a young,
affluent professional couple [syn! prosperous
'affluence noun [u] : Increased exports have

brought new affluence.

* afford /a'fo:d; AmE a'foird/ verb [+ obj] {not used
in the passive.) \33S2 Usually used with can, could
or be able to especially in questions or negative
sentences.

1 to have enough money to be able to buy sth: Buy
the most powerful system you can afford, o How
much can you afford (to spend)? o Mobile phone
operators said they could not afford the €4.95 bn fee
setfor each licence.

2 {usually used in negative sentences) if you can't

afford sth/to do sth you are not able to do sth or
let sth happen because it would have a bad result

for you: We can't afford any more delays, o I couldn't

afford to lose the goodwill ofmy customers, o Can
you afford any more time off work?

affordable /a'foidabl; AmE a'fa:rd-/ adjective

that people can afford; that does not cost a lot of

money: We offer high quality at an affordable
price, o Luxury cars became affordable in the 1990s

for millions of customers, o There is a lack of
affordable housing in the area. affordability
/a,fo:da'bilati; AmE a,fo:rd-/ noun [U]: the

affordability ofproperty in the area

AFL-CIO /,ei ef 'el ,si: ai 'au; AmE 'ou/ abbr
American Federation of Labor and Congress of
Industrial Organizations in the US, an
organization that represents a large number of

labor unions -» TUC

afloat /a'flaot; AmE a'flout/ adjective [not before

noun]

(about a business, an economy, etc.) having enough
money to pay debts; able to survive: The company is

trying to raise £15 million, just to stay afloat, o He
has been struggling to keep his business afloat.

aforementioned /a.f^'menjand; AmE a.fo.-r'm-/

{also aforesaid /a'fa:sed; AmE a'fo:rsed/) adjective

[only before noun] {formal, only used in written

English)

mentioned before, in an earlier sentence: with

reference to the aforementioned points

'after-hours adjective [only before noun]

happening after a business or financial market has
officially closed for the day: a telephone answering



after-hours price 14

service for after-hours calls o Shares fell 64 cents to

$7.25 in after-hours trading, .after 'hours adverb:

We do have voicemail after hours.

after-hours price noun [c]

{Stock Exchange) the price of shares that have been
bought or sold after the official hours of trading are

over: sell at a low after-hours price

aftermarket /'a:ftama:kit; AmE 'seftarmairkit/

noun [c, usually sing.]

1 {Marketing) {especially AmE) the opportunities to

sell other things that a customer needs after buying

a particular product, such as new parts and extra

pieces of equipment: the automotive aftermarket o
aftermarket sales and services

2 {Stock Exchange) the time when new shares that

have just been made available are bought and sold:

the range ofprices at which the stock trades in the

aftermarket

'after-sales adjective [only before noun] {BrE)

providing help to a customer after they have
bought a product, such as doing repairs or giving

advice on how to use the product: Their computers

are good value and they offer an excellent after-sales

service.

O after-sales assistance/service/support

,after 'sight adverb {abbr A/S, a/s)

{Finance) written on a bill of exchange to show
that the bill should be paid within a particular

period after it has been given to the person who
has to pay it: The letter of credit is payable 30 days

after sight. -> at sight

,after-'tax adjective [only before noun]

{Accounting) after the tax has been paid or taken
away: after-tax earnings o The most recent results

showed after-tax profits falling 6.8%.

0 an after-tax charge/loss/profit after-tax earnings

AG /,ei 'd3i:/ abbr

used in the names of some companies in German-
speaking countries: Volkswagen AG See note at Ltd

age discrimi,nation noun [u]

unfair treatment of people because they are

considered too old: He accused them of age

discrimination in their recruitment policy.

Hyn] ageism

'age group noun [c]

people of a similar age or within a particular range
of ages: consumers in the 20-24 age group o What is

your target age group?

ageism {AmE spelling usually agism) /'eid3izam/

noun [u]

unfair treatment of people because they are

considered too old: legislation aimed at tackling

ageism in the workplace Isyn| age discrimination
ageist /'eid3ist/ adjective: ageist attitudes about

life after 40 'ageist noun [C]

* agency /'eid3ansi/ noun {plural agencies)

see also: ad agency, advertising ~, collection ~,

commercial ~, commercial collection ~, credit ~,

credit rating ~, etc.

1 {Commerce) [c] a business that provides a

particular service, especially to other businesses:

an adjadvertising/marketing agency oHeis
employed through an agency, o a reduction in the

number of contract and agency workers (=
employees provided by an employment agency) See
note at business
2 {often Agency) [C] a government department that

provides a particular service; an international

organization that provides a service to several

countries: a regulatory agency o the European Space

Agency

3 {Law) [u] the situation that exists where sb (the

agent) agrees to sth or does sth as the

representative of sb else (the principal): The clause

states that no partnership or agency relationship
was created, o the law of agency

'agency .broker noun [c] {AmE)

{Property; Stock Exchange) a person or an
organization that buys or sells shares or property
for sb else broker

'agency .labour {AmE spelling ~ labor) noun [u]

{especially AmE)
{HR) workers in a company or an organization who
have been employed through an employment
agency (= a business that finds workers for

companies), usually for temporary work

agenda /agenda/ noun [C]

see also: hidden agenda

1 a list of topics to be discussed at a meeting: The
next item on the agenda is the publicity budget, o
The meeting has noformal agenda. See note at

meeting
2 the things that sb thinks are important and
wants to achieve; a plan of action: In our company,
quality is high on the agenda, o Some managers
pursue their own agenda without considering their

staff.

agent /'enfant/ noun [c]

see also: bargaining agent, business ~, buying ~,

change ~, commercial ~, commission ~, customs ~,

etc.

1 a person or a company that is paid by another
person or company to do business for them,
especially in discussing a contract, buying or

selling, or finding work in entertainment or

publishing: The director was acting as agentfor the

shareholders in trying to sell their shares, o You can

hire an agent to negotiate on your behalf.

-» principal
2 a person who sells a service or product for one or

more companies: an independent insurance agent o
The company has 31 overseas agents and
distributors, o There have been complaints over the

methods ofsome of their sales agents.

wmm
agent/broker/sales representative/

dealer

All these people have jobs that involve buying or

selling things.

An agent is given authority to carry out a

particular piece of business on somebody's behalf.

For example, an estate agent {AmE real estate

agent) is given authority to sell a house for

somebody.

A broker is usually a person who buys and sells

investments or financial products on behalf of

others: Ask your broker to explain the difference

between the mortgages.

Both agents and brokers work independently or as

part of their own companies (called agencies and
brokerages) and receive a fee for their services.

Dealers usually buy and sell a particular type of

product: an art/a car/diamond dealer.

A sales representative (often shortened to

representative, or more informally, a sales rep or

rep) works as an employee of a company, selling

their goods or services to people in a particular

area: We have representatives in over 50 countries.



agent bank noun [c]

{Finance)

1 {also 'lead bank) a bank that organizes a loan for

a person or a company and represents the group of

banks who lend the money
2 a bank in a foreign country that an investor has

an account with in order to be able to make cash

payments in a foreign currency

.agent of 'change {plural agents of change)
= CHANGE AGENT

agent of ne'cessity noun [c, usually sing.]

{Law) a person who acts for sb else in an emergency
but does not have a formal right to do so

'age .profile noun [C, usually sing.]

(HR; Marketing) a description of the number of

people of different ages who buy a particular

product or who work in an organization: Thefemale
workforce had a different age profilefrom that of the

male.

aggregate noun, adjective, verb

• noun /'aegngat/ [C, usually sing.]

the total number or amount made up of smaller

amounts that are collected together: She has now
purchased an aggregate of16% of the company's
shares.

EE] in (the) 'aggregate (formal) added together

as a total or single amount: Businesses are, in the

aggregate, deeper in debt thah ever before.

• adjective /'aagngat/ [only before noun]

{Technical) made up of several amounts that are

added together to form a total number: The
aggregate cost of the equipment was about $1
million, o aggregate figures/profits

• verb /'eegrigeit/ [+ obj]

(Technical) to combine different items or amounts
into a single group or total: This website aggregates

hundreds of thousands of sales and promotions.

aggregation /.aegri'geifn/ noun [u,C]: the

aggregation of data

aggregate .planning noun [u]

a method of planning the best way to produce the

right amount of goods at the right time and at the

lowest cost, based on the total number of items

that need to be produced and the total amount of

equipment and number of workers available

• aggressive /a'gresiv/ adjective

1 (used especially about a company's policies)

strong and determined to make sure that the

company succeeds: an aggressive advertising

campaign o an aggressive approach to cost-cutting o
The rival store responded with aggressive price cuts.

O aggressive competition/cost-cutting/expansion/

pricing aggressive campaigns/price cuts/

promotions
2 (about a person or company) behaving in a firm
and determined way in order to succeed: an
aggressive seller/buyer

ag'gressively adverb: The new snacks were
aggressively marketed.

ag gressive growth fund (also per formance
fund) noun [c]

(Finance) a type of investment fund that buys shares
that are expected to increase in value very quickly
but have a high risk, in the hope of making large

profits

AGI /,ei d3i: 'ai/ = adjusted gross income

agile /'aed3ail; AmE 'sed^l/ adjective

(used especially about new, small companies) able
to adapt quickly to changing situations: The market
was filling up with young, agile companies, as well as

established competitors. agility /a'd3il9ti/ noun
[u]

'aging .schedule noun [C, usually sing.] (AmE)

(Accounting) a list of amounts of money owed to a
business, shown in the order of the dates they are
due to be paid. The list is usually prepared every

15 agreement

month to show how quickly money is being paid

and which money might not be paid.

agio /'aed3iau; Am£'aed3ioo/ noun [c, usually sing ]

(plural agios)

(Finance) the charge that a bank makes for changing
one form of money into another, for example
changing coins into notes or changing one currency
into another

agism = ageism

AGM /,ei d3i: 'em/ = annual general meeting

a greed 'bid noun [c]

the situation when most shareholders in a company
agree to the offer that another company makes to

buy it

a greed 'value noun [u]

(Insurance) the amount that a vehicle, boat, etc. is

worth that is agreed with the insurance company
when the insurance is arranged. This amount will

be paid if the item is destroyed or stolen: You can

choose agreed value and we'll payyou the sum you
chose at the start of the policy, o an agreed-value

policy -> MARKET VALUE

agreement /a'gri:mant/ noun

see also: collective agreement, framework ~,

gentleman's ~, heads of ~, licence ~, purchase ~,

repurchase ~, etc.

1 [C] an arrangement, a promise or a contract that

two people, groups or organizations have made
together: An agreement wasfinally reached between
management and employees, o They had made a

verbal agreement to sell, o The agreement (- the

document recording the agreement) was signed

during the meeting, o The company has just

announced a partnership agreement with a software

producer.

O to conclude/make/reach/sign an agreement a

formal/an informal/a legal/verbal/written

agreement

2 [u; sing.] the state of having the same opinion; a

state of understanding between people,

organizations or countries: The Board was in

WHICH WORD?

agreement/arrangement/contract/
deal/deed

These words are used to describe agreements
between companies or between people and
companies.

Agreement and arrangement tend to be used
about business relationships that last over a long

period of time: a worldwide marketing agreement
o a financing arrangement.

Deal usually describes an agreement to buy or sell

sth: They've secured a €5 million deal to supply

computer equipment.

Agreement, arrangement and deal are also used

to describe an agreement that is reached through
much discussion: They came to an arrangement
with their bank to repay the debt over 5 years, o We
are close to reaching a deal.

Contract is normally used about agreements
contained in formal legal documents: She broke

the terms of her employment contract.

A deed is a special type of written contract that is

used in limited circumstances: The owner of the

land is indicated in the title deeds, o a deed of
partnership



agreement of sale 16

complete agreement about the need to review the

budget, o The two sides failed to reach agreement.

0 to reach agreement to arrive at/come to an

agreement broad/complete/general/total

agreement

a greement of sale = contract of
PURCHASE

agribusiness /'segnbiznas/ noun

1 [u] farming that uses modern technology to

produce high profits: Money will be directed away
from agribusiness to familyfarmers, o an
agribusiness company/worker
2 [C] an organization that is involved in this: a list

of the top agribusinesses in Australia

.agricultural 'bank noun [c]

{Finance) a bank that helps farmers, especially by
lending money for longer periods than other banks
-» LAND BANK

agricultural co operative noun [c]

a business that sells food produced by small

farmers

agriculture /'aegnkAltJaO")/ noun [U]

the science or practice of farming: 50% of the

country's population depend on agriculture.

agricultural /.aegn'kAltTaral/ adjective:

agricultural exports/products/workers

agrochemical /.aegrau'kemikl; AmE ,aegrou-/

noun [C]

a chemical used in farming, such as one for killing

insects (a pesticide) or for helping crops grow (a

fertilizer): an agrochemicals company
agro chemical adjective [only before noun]

agro- industry noun [u]

1 the industry of farming
2 industry connected with farming
,agro-in'dustrial adjective [only before noun]

agronomy /a'gronami; AmE a'gra:n-/ noun [u]

the science and study of crop production and the

best ways of using the soil a'gronomist noun
[C] : He works as an agronomist, advisingfarmers on
fertilizer use.

ahead /a'hed/ adverb

see also: go-ahead

1 higher or greater than a previous level: Sales

were 5.6% ahead in the 16 weeks up to the end of
January, o The Dow Jones Industrial Average closed

150 points ahead at 9 270.

2 further advanced: You need to work hard to keep
ahead.

a head of preposition

1 at an earlier time than sth; before an event: The
project wasfinished ahead ofschedule, o Trading
was light as many offices were closed ahead of next
Tuesday's holiday.

2 further advanced than sb/sth: We will have to

work hard to stay ahead of the competition.

DnH to stay/be ahead of the game to stay/be
the most successful in an industry, activity, etc: We
need more capital to stay ahead of the game.

Al /,ei 'ai/ = ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

aid /eid/ noun, verb

• noun [u]

see also: legal aid, visual aid

1 money, food, etc. that is sent to help countries or
people in difficult situations: An extra $100 million

in foreign aid has been promised, o aid agencies (-
organizations that provide help)

O developmen t/economic/emergency/humanitarian
a\d foreign/international/overseas/regional aid

to give/provide/send aid to appeal for/get/receive
aid

2 help that is given to sb: The company's requestfor
financial aid has been approved, o The government
came to the aid of the airline.

O financial/government/state aid to ask for/request

aid

• verb[+ obj or noobj]

to help sb/sth to do sth, especially by making it

easier: The computers was are designed to aid in the

move to online banking, o The small increase in

profits was aided by strong sales of trucks.

DUE,aid and a'bet (Law) to help sb to do sth illegal

or wrong: She was accused of aiding and abetting

fraud.

AIDA /,ei ai di: 'ei/ abbr

[Marketing) awareness/attention, interest,

desire, action a description used by advertisers to

try to explain how people make decisions about
buying products and services

ailing /'eihn/ adjective

(about a business, etc.) having financial problems
and getting weaker: measures to help the ailing

economy o an ailing software company

AIM /arm/ = Alternative Investment Market

• aim /eim/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

the purpose of doing sth; sth that you are trying to

achieve: The aim of the changes is to save money, o
Our main aim is to increase sales in Asia, o He set out

the company's aims and objectives in his speech.

-» objective
0 a key/long-term/strategic aim the main/primary/

principal aim to achieve/fulfil/meet an aim
• verb

1 [no obj] to try or plan to achieve sth: We are

aiming at/for 2 000 new customers by nextyear, o
They aim to increase sales by 20%.
2 [+ obj] be aimed at to have sth as an aim: The
proposals are aimed at reducing debt.

3 [+ obj] aim sth at sb {usually be aimed) to

produce sth that meets the needs of a particular

group of customers or tries to influence them: The
new airfares are aimed at business travellers, o a
marketing campaign aimed at teenagers Isyni target

aircraft /'eakra:ft; AmE 'erkraeft/ noun [C] {plural

aircraft)

any vehicle that can fly and carry goods or

passengers: the leading European aircraft

manufacturer

O cargo/civil/commercial/passenger aircraft

airfare /'eafea(r);/\m£'erfer/ noun [c]

the money that you pay to travel by plane: an
airline offering cheap/low airfares -» low-fare

airfreight /'eafreit; AmE 'erf-/ noun [U]

goods that are carried on a plane; the system of

carrying goods in this way: The company provides

shipping that isfaster than airfreight.

airline /'ealam; AmE 'erl-/ noun [C]

a company that provides regular flights to take

passengers and goods to different places:

international airlines o an airline pilot o an
expansion in Europe's no-frills airline sector o The
airline operates about 250flights a day.

O domestic/international/national airlines

commercial/private/state/state-owned airlines a

charter/scheduled airline an airline employee/
operator/passenger/pilot the airline business/

industry

airliner /'ealama(r); 'erl-/ noun [C]

a large plane that carries passengers

airmail /'earned; 'erm-/ noun [u]

the system of sending letters and packages by air:

Send it by airmail, o Send it airmail, o an airmail

envelope/letter



'Air Miles™ noun [pi ]

points that you collect by buying plane tickets and
other products, which you can then use to pay for

air travel, hotels, etc.

airport /'eapo:t; AmE 'erpo:rt/ noun [C]

see also: international airport

a place where planes land and take off and that has
buildings for passengers to wait in: We will be

landing at Narita Airport in approximately 30
minutes.

0 to arrive at/land at/touch down at an airport to

depart from/flyfrom/take offfrom an airport an
airport building/lounge/terminal

airtime /'eataim; AmE 'ert-/ noun [u]

1 the amount of time that is given to a particular

subject, or to an advertisement, on radio or

television

2 the amount of time that a mobile phone/
cellphone is used in a particular period of time for

sending or receiving calls that you usually pay for:

This deal gives you 180 minutes free airtime a month.

airway /'eawei; AmE 'erwei/ noun [C]

(often used in names of airlines) a route regularly

used by planes: British Airways

aisle /ail/ noun [c]

1 a passage between rows of shelves in a

supermarket; the shelves on either side of the

passage: Coffee and tea are in the next aisle, o The
aisles are stocked with foodfrom all over the world.

2 a passage between rows of seats in a plane, train,

theatre, etc: Wouldyou like an aisle seat or a
window seat (= on a plane)?

alienation /.eilia'neijn/ noun [u]

(HR) a feeling that some employees have that their

work is not important and they are not a valuable
part of their company or organization

align /a'lam/ verb [+ obj]

to change sth slightly so that it is in the correct

relationship to sth else: Domestic prices have been
aligned with those in world markets.

ECEI9 align yourself with sb/sth to publicly

support an organization, a set of opinions or a
person that you agree with

alignment /a'lammant/ noun [u,C]

the correct position or relationship of things with
each other: The text and the graphics are slightly out
ofalignment, o My own values were no longer in
alignment with those of the company

A-list /'ei list/ noun [C]

the most successful and popular people or
companies, etc: the magazine's A-list of high-return
investments o The firm's clients include such A-list

companies as Intel and Disney.

,all-'cash adjective [only before noun]

{Finance) (used about an offer to buy a company)
consisting only of money: The company preferred
the all-cash offer to a cash and stock deal of the same
value.

allegation /.asla'geijn/ noun [C]

a public statement that is made without giving
proof, accusing sb of doing sth that is wrong or
illegal: He will be forced to resign if the allegations
made against him are true, o serious allegations of
corruption

allege /a'led3/ verb [+ obj] (often be alleged)
to say that sb has done sth wrong or illegal, but
without giving proof: The lawsuit alleges that
directors acted illegally to affect the company's share
price.

allfinanz /.ad'famaens; ,o:lfa'naens/ noun [sing.]

(BrE)

{Finance; Insurance) the combination of banking and

17 all-out strike

insurance services that is offered by many major
banks Isynj bancassurance

all- hands adjective [only before noun]

that involves all the people who work in a company
or an organization: an all-hands meeting/session

alliance /a'laians/ noun [c]

see also: strategic alliance

1 an agreement between countries, companies,
etc. to work together in order to achieve sth that

they all want: The two companiesformed an alliance

to improve shipping and distribution networks, o The
proposed alliance between the two airlines has been
widely criticized, o The training department runs the

course, in alliance with the university.

0 to enter into/form/make an alliance

2 a group of countries, companies, etc. who work
together in order to achieve sth that they all want:
There are eight members of the alliance, o The
organization is a broad alliance of many different

groups.

all- in adjective [only before noun] (BrE)

including everything, especially all the costs: an
all-in price of€800 with no extras to pay all 'in

adverb: The boat trip, dinner and drinks only cost

€50 all-in. -» package

.all-inclusive adjective

including everything: an all-inclusive package

all-loss = all-risk

all- nighter noun [c] (fnformal)

a period of work that lasts for a whole night: The

staff had to pull all-nighters so that the company
could be launched on time.

allocate /'aelakeit/ verb [+ obj] allocate sth (to

sb/sth)
|
allocate (sb/sth) sth

|
allocate sth (for sth)

1 to decide officially that sth will be used for a
particular purpose; to give sth officially to a

particular person or thing: The company will

allocate more capital to its wholesale business, o A
large sum has been allocatedfor new equipment, o
Jobs have now been allocated to all new staff, o All

new staff have now been allocated jobs.

2 (Accounting) to decide which department,
product, etc. (cost centre) a particular cost relates

to: Each item of income and expenditure must be

allocated to the appropriatefinance code.

allocation /.aela'keijn/ noun [C,u]: We have spent
our entire allocationfor the year, o The allocation of
resources must be made more efficient.

allot /a'lot; AmE a'la:t/ verb [+ obj] (-tt-)

allot sth (to sb/sth)
|
allot (sb/sth) sth to give time,

money, tasks, etc. to sb/sth as a share of what is

available: How much money has been allotted to us?
0 How much money have we been allotted?

allotment /a'lotmant; AmE a'la:t-/ noun [c,U]

see also: letter of allotment

1 an amount of sth that sb is given or allowed to

have; the process of giving sth to sb: a monthly
allotment offree minutes on the phone plan
2 (Stock Exchange) a method of giving new company
shares to people who apply for them; the number
of shares given to each person who applies: the

allotment of shares to company employees

allottee /.aelo'ti:; AmE .aela'ti:/ noun [c]

a person who has been allotted sth, especially new
shares

,all-out 'strike noun [c]

(HR) a strike in which all employees of a company
or all members of a union stop work
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allow /a'lau/ verb [+ obj]

1 to make sth possible; to make it possible for sb to

do sth: The software allows instant comparison of

sales in different regions.

2 to give enough time for a particular purpose:

Allow 28 daysfor delivery.

3 (Commerce) to take an amount of money off the

price of sth, for example in exchange for another

item: How much will you allow mefor my old PC?
4 [Accounting) to take an amount off an amount of

money before tax is calculated: Having allowed an
expense for the last eight years, the tax office are now
asking me to pay tax on it.

5 to accept sth; to agree that sth is true or correct:

The court allowed the claim for compensation.

UlLl!i al'low for sb/sth to include sb/sth when
calculating sth: All these factors must be allowed for.

allowance /a'lauans/ noun [c]

see also: auto expense allowance, capital ~, cost-of-

living ~, depreciation ~, display ~, investment ~,

personal ~, etc.

1 an amount of money that is paid to someone
regularly or on particular occasions by their

employer or by the state, to help them pay for

travel, food, somewhere to live or other expenses:

The company gives me a travel allowance, o a low-

income allowancefor child care -» weighting
O a car/clothing/an entertainment/a housing/

relocation/travel allowance to give sb/pay an
allowance to be entitled to/claim an allowance

2 (Accounting) (especially BrE) an amount of money
that you can take away from your income when
calculating the amount of tax you have to pay: The
party wants to reintroduce a married couples' tax

allowance. IsynI tax allowance (BrE)

3 (Accounting) an amount of money that a business

can take away from its profit when calculating the

amount of tax it must pay: the capital allowancefor
investment in plant and machinery
4 a possible future expense or change in

circumstances that a person or a company pays or

plans for now: The insurance premium includes an
allowancefor the effects offuture inflation, o You
need to make proper allowancefor marketing costs.

-» provision (1)

.all-'risk (also ,all-'risks, ,all-'loss) adjective [only

before noun]

(Insurance) that pays for all types of loss or damage,
except in the circumstances mentioned: All-risk

policies often have a war and related risks exclusion.

o to take out all-risks insurance

all- share (especially BrE) (AmE usually ,all-'stock)

adjective [only before noun]

(Finance) used to describe the situation where a

company buys another company by giving some of
its own shares to the members of the other
company, rather than paying money: The company
has agreed to buy the business in an all-share deal
worth $2 billion.

All- Share .index (also ,AM-'Share, less frequent)

(both especially BrE) (AmE usually ,All-'Stock , index)
noun [c]

see also: FTSE All-Share index

an average of changes in share prices of most
companies on a stock exchange, used to measure
how a market is performing

all-stock = all-share

All- Stock .index (also ,AII 'Stock, less frequent)
= All-Share index

all 'time adjective [only before noun]

the best or worst that has ever been recorded: New
car sales reached an all-time high of almost 2.46
million last year.

O an all-time high/low/peak/record

alpha /'selfa/ = alpha test

alphanumeric /,aelfanju:'menk; AmE -nu:'mer-/

(also alphanumerical /,aelfanju:'menkl; AmE -

nu:'mer-/) adjective

having both letters and numbers: Your login name
must be a four-character alphanumeric code.

'alpha test (also 'alpha) noun [c,u]

(IT; Marketing) the first stage of testing a new
product, especially computer software, which is

done by the manufacturer under controlled

conditions: The software is currently under alpha

test.

0 to run/conduct alpha tests

'alpha-test verb [+ obj] We haven't alpha-tested

the business software yet. alpha- testing (also

'alpha) noun [u] -> beta test

Alt /o:lt/ = Alt key

alter /'o:lto(r)/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to make sb/sth different; to

become different: The company has since altered its

accounting policies.

2 (Law) [+ obj] to change part of a legal agreement
after it has been prepared or signed -» amend

alteration /.odta'reijri/ noun [c,U]

1 changes that are made to sth, usually to improve
it: The designers have had to make major alterations

to the engine.

2 (Law) a change that is made to a legal document
after it has been prepared or signed

alternate /a:l't3:nat; AmE 'adtarn-/ noun [C] (AmE)

a person who is chosen to do sb else's job when
that person is ill/sick or away from their office, etc:

Four delegates andfour alternates were selected, o
She is alternate director to MrXue, the deputy
managing director.

alternative dis pute reso lution (also

'dispute) noun [u] (especially AmE) (abbr ADR)
(Law) the name used to describe various methods of

ending a legal disagreement without using a court

i; ['111 Two popular methods are arbitration and
MEDIATION.

al ternative investment noun [c,u]

ways of investing large amounts of money that are

different from the traditional method of investing

money only in shares and bonds: Property is still

regarded as the safest of alternative investments.

Alternative In vestment .Market noun
[sing.] (abbr MM)
a stock market at the LSE (= London Stock

Exchange) that is designed for smaller or newer
companies

'Alt key noun [C, usually sing.] (also Alt [u])

a button on a computer keyboard that you press

with other buttons for particular commands or

symbols: Hold down the Alt key and press the F4
function key. o To exit the database press Alt + Q.

.always-'on adjective [only before noun]

(IT) (about a computer system or service) giving

continuous access to the Internet: Broadband is an
always-on, high-speed Internet connection.

-» dial-up

amalgamate /a'maelgameit/ [+ obj or no obj]

amalgamate (sth) (with sth)
|

amalgamate sth into

sth if two or more organizations amalgamate or

are amalgamated, they join together to form one
large organization: Thefirm amalgamated with

several others toform a new electronics group, o
There will be job losses when the sales teams are



amalgamated. a malgamated adjective [only

before noun] {often used in the names of

organizations): the Amalgamated Engineering Union
amalgamation /a.maelga'meijn/ noun [u,c]: an
amalgamation of several unions

amass /a'maes/ verb [+ obj]

to collect a large amount of sth, especially money
or debt: The company has amassed $1.4 billion in

debt.

ambiguity /,aembi'gju:ati/ noun (plural

ambiguities)

1 [Law) [u,c] (about a legal document) the state of

having more than one possible meaning; words or

phrases that can be understood in more than one
way: Agreements should be drafted clearly so as to

avoid ambiguity, o ambiguities in the terms of the

contract

2 [u] the state of not being certain about the best

way to do sth or to deal with sth: the ways in which
managers cope with ambiguity

ambition /aem'bijri/ noun

1 [C] {often used in the plural) sth that you want to

achieve: He has ambitions for his group to become
one of the world's top ten retailers, o She believes the

new drug will help the company achieve its ambition

to increase profits by 40%. o the group's global/

international ambitions
2 [c,u] the desire be successful, powerful, etc. in

your job: We have been disappointed with your lack

of ambition.

ambitious /aem'bijas/ adjective

1 impressive but difficult to achieve because a lot

of work or effort is needed: They have an ambitious

five-year plan to double the size of the business.

2 determined to be successful in your career: a

fiercely ambitious young manager

amend /a'mend/ verb [+ obj]

to make a small change to sth such as a law or legal

document, especially in order to make it better or

more correct: The pension plan should be amended
to allow early retirement, o the company's amended
tax return -> alter a'mendment noun [c,u]:7

would like to make some slight amendments to

clause 3.

amenity /a'mknati; AmE a'menati/ noun [C, usually

pi.] (plural amenities)

a feature of sth, especially a house, hotel, etc. that

makes it pleasant or more comfortable: The hotel's

amenities include a gym, a terrace and two
restaurants.

A merican De positary Re ceipt noun [c]

(abbrkDR)

(Stock Exchange) a certificate issued by a US bank
that represents a number of shares in a foreign
company and is bought and sold on stock
exchanges in the US: This is the second German
company to offer shares on the New York Stock
Exchange in theform ofADRs. -» European
Depositary Receipt

A merican Eagle = Eagle

AMEX /'gemeks/ noun [sing.] (also spelled Amex)
American Stock Exchange the second largest

stock exchange in the US after the New York Stock
Exchange. It is based in New York and deals in the
shares of new and smaller companies and many
foreign organizations: At the Amex, the market value
index closed at 298.25.

amortize , -ise /a'mo:taiz; AmE 'aemartaiz/ verb

[+ obj]

1 (Accounting) to reduce the cost of an asset in a
company's accounts over a period of time,
especially an intangible asset (= one you cannot
touch): Goodwill was amortized against profits every
quarterfor up to 20 years. -» depreciate (2), write
OFF
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2 (Finance) to pay back a debt by making small

regular payments over a period of time
amortizable, -isable /a'ma:taizabl; AmE 'aemart-/

adjective: the amortizable assets/costs o an
amortizable loan amortization, -isation

/a,mD:tai'zeiJn; AmE .aemarta'z-/ noun [U,C]:

Excluding goodwill amortization, pre-tax profits fell

to $16.7 million, o The lenders agreed to an improved
amortization schedule. -> depreciation, write-off

a mortizing loan noun [c]

(Accounting) a loan which is paid back in small

regular payments

amount /a'maunt/ noun, verb

noun [C,U]

see also: face amount

1 a quantity of money: You will receive a billfor the

full amount, o The insurance company will refund
any amount due to you. o Small amounts will be paid
in cash.

O to pay/receive/refund an amount to increase/

lower/reduce an amount large/small amounts
the full/right/total amount

2 (used especially with uncountable nouns) a quantity
of sth: The amount of time shoppers spend in a store

affects how much they will buy. o We want to double
the amount of business that we do in London, o The
company has huge amounts of debt.

-» amounts differ
verb

QHII9 a mount to sth to add up to sth; to be equal
to or the same as sth: Total payments for the

consulting work amounted to $13.3 million, o Their

actions amount to a breach of contract.

a mount falling due after one year noun
[c, usually pi.]

(Accounting) in a company's financial records, the

money which it will not have to pay back within
the next year, for example money borrowed for a

long period of time -» long-term liabilities

a mount falling due within one year
noun [c, usually pi.]

(Accounting) in a company's financial records, the

money which it will have to pay back within the
next year, for example interest on money borrowed
ISYNl CURRENT LIABILITY

a mounts differ phrase

(Accounting, only used in written English) if a bank
returns a cheque with the phrase amounts differ

written on it, it means that the amount written on
the cheque in words is different from the amount
written in figures [synj words and figures differ
-> AMOUNT
analogue (AmE spelling usually analog) /'aenamg;

AmE -lo:g; -la:g/ adjective

using a continuously changing range of physical

quantities to measure or store data: a cellphone that

works on both analog and digital phone systems o
The government aims to switch off the analogue
television signal by 2010. -» digital

analyse (AmE spelling analyze) /'genalarz/ verb

[+ obj]

to examine the nature or structure of sth, especially

by separating it into its parts, in order to

understand or explain it: The job involves gathering

and analysing data, o We need to analyse what went
wrong, analyser (AmE spelling analyzer) noun [c]

analysis /a'naelasis/ noun [c,u] (plural analyses
/a'naelasi:z/)

see also: benefit-cost analysis, break-even ~,

certificate of ~, cluster ~, competitive ~

competitor ~, cost-benefit ~, etc.
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the detailed study or examination of sth, in order

to find answers to particular questions; the remits

of the study: a detailed analysis of each customer's

buying habits o We have carried out a preliminary

analysis ofpotential takeover targets, o She is head of

economic analysis at a top investment bank.
-» FINANCIAL ANALYSIS at FINANCIAL ANALYST
O (a) detailed/in-depth/thorough analysis business/

economic/industry/market analysis to carry out/

do/undertake (an) analysis

analyst /'aenahst/ noun [c]

see also: business analyst, business systems ~,

computer ~, financial ~, market ~, systems ~,

technical ~

a person whose job involves examining facts,

systems, companies, markets, etc. in order to give

an opinion on them
0 an industry/investment/a market/retail analyst

analytical /.aena'htikl/ {also analytic /.aena'htik/)

adjective

using a logical method in order to understand or

find out about sth: She's a respected researcher with

strong analytical skills, o an analytic approach to the

problem o analytical software/tools analytically

/.aena'htikli/ adverb

'analyze, analyzer = analyse

anchor .tenant noun [c]

{Property) a very important tenant (= a person or

an organization that pays rent) in a building or on a

piece of land, especially one that will attract

others: The store signed a 99-year lease to become an
anchor tenant in the mall.

ancillary /aen'silari; AmE 'aensaleri/ adjective

1 providing necessary support to the main work or
activities of an organization: ancillary workers in

the health service such as cleaners and cooks o
industries ancillary to car manufacture
0 ancillary equipment/services/staf)/workers
2 in addition to sth else but not as important:
ancillary rights under the law
an ciliary noun [c] (p/ura/ancillaries): The

company and its ancillaries could cost the taxpayer
$1.5 billion.

,and 'Company (0/50 and 'Co, & 'Co, only used in

written English) phrase

used with the name of a company that is owned by
more than one person: Levi Strauss & Co

angel in'vestor noun [c]

{Finance, informal) a private person who invests

their own money in a project, especially a new
business: The majority ofsmall businesses receive

moneyfrom friends, family and angel investors.

-> VENTURE CAPITALIST
,angel in vestment noun [u,c]

annex {BrE spelling also annexe) /'aeneks/ noun [C]

a section attached to the end of a document or
report: The information is given in annex B of the

report.

annual /'aenjual/ adjective [usually before noun]

1 happening or done once a year: He can earn an
annual bonus of 70% of his basic pay.

O an annual bonus/fee/increase/wage an annual
conference/event/meeting

2 relating to a period of one year: Annual earnings
rose 3%. o an average annual growth rate of8% o
Your basic annual leave entitlement is 20 days, o the
annual budget

O annual costs/earnings/income/losses/profits/

revenue annual growth/output/sales/turnover

'annually adverb: The company's earnings have
grown annually by 15% over the lastfive years.
-» BIANNUAL

annual .general meeting {abbr agm) {BrE)

{AmE .annual 'meeting) noun [C]

1 an important meeting of the shareholders or
members of a company, held once a year, to present
the accounts and discuss important topics: The
shareholders proposed breaking up the group at the

last AGM.
2 a meeting of the members of any organization,

held once a year

.annual 'hours .contract noun [c]

(HR) a contract in which employees agree to work
for a particular number of hours per year rather

than per week or per month, in exchange for an
annual salary (= money you are paid regularly for

work): Staff with annual hours contracts work longer

hours during busier periods of the year.

annualized , -ised /'asnjualaizd/ adjective [only

before noun]

{Accounting) (about rates of interest, inflation,
etc.) calculated for the period of a year, using
figures for a shorter period: Inflation is currently

running at an annualized rate of 10%.

.annual 'meeting {also 'annual meeting of

'stockholders) {also .annual stockholders'

.meeting, less frequent) = annual general
MEETING

.annual re port {also re'port) noun [c]

(Accounting) a financial report that a company must
by law present each year to its shareholders: The
company's problems are reflected in its annual
report.

.annual re'turn noun [c]

(Law) in the UK, a formal statement that a company
must make each year for government records,

giving details of the company, its directors, its

shares and its assets

0 to make/file an annual return

.annual stockholders' .meeting
= ANNUAL MEETING

annuitant /a'nju:itant;/\/77£ -'nu:-/ noun [c]

(Insurance) a person who receives an annuity

annuity /a'nju:ati; AmE -'nu:-/ noun [C] (plural

annuities)

(Finance)

1 an amount of money paid to sb every year,

usually for the rest of their life

2 a type of investment that you can buy from an
insurance company, usually with one large amount
of money, that pays an amount of money each year:

Should I use the whole sum to buy an annuity? o a

life annuity
3 (a payment made from this type of investment:

an annuity of $2 000 a year

annul /a'nAl/ verb [+ obj] (-II-)

(Law) to state officially that sth is no longer legally

valid: The contract was annulled. an'nulment
noun [C.U]

ANSI / aensi/ abbr American National Standards
Institute an organization in the US that sets

standards of quality and safety for manufactured
items: ANSI has devoted a standard to the proper use

of safety signs, o Our sunglasses pass the ANSI
Standard Z80.3-1996. -» ISO

Ansoff matrix /'aenzof; AmE -zo:f/ noun [c]

(Marketing) a way of analysing the possible

strategies that a company could use to increase its

business



Ansoff matrix

existing new
product product

existing market product

market penetration development
strategy strategy

new market diversification

market extension strategy

strategy

answering ma chine (erf also answerphone)
noun [c]

a machine which you connect to your telephone to

answer your calls and record any message left by
the person calling: I called several times, but only got

the answering machine.

answering .service noun [c]

1 a business that receives telephone calls for

people or organizations and records messages for

them to listen to

2 {especially BrE) a service that provides recorded
information when you telephone or allows you to

record a message: For timetable information please

call the 24-hour answering service.

answerphone /'a:nsafaun; AmE 'aensarfoun/
= ANSWERING MACHINE

ante /'aenti/ noun [sing.]

0SE1 raise/up the 'ante to increase the level of

sth, especially sums of money or competition
between businesses: Quickbuy upped the ante in the

battle for customers by slashing 5% off its prices.

anti /'aenti/ preposition {informal)

if sb is anti sb/sth, they do not like or agree with
that person or thing: I'm not anti the plan—Ijust

want to go slowly.

anti- /'aenti/ prefix

1 opposed to; against: anti-euro campaigners o
anti-business

2 the opposite of: anticlockwise

3 preventing: anti-discrimination laws

.anticipatory breach noun [c]

{Law) the breaking of a contract in advance by sb

who says they will not be able to do what the
contract says they must do: They accepted the

anticipatory breach and immediately claimed
damages.

anti-com petitive adjective

{Economics) not allowing other companies to

compete in a fair way: The company was penalized

for anti-competitive behaviour by distributing its

software free to schools, o alleged anti-competitive

practices

anti- dumping adjective [only before noun]

{Economics) aimed at protecting the economy of a

country by preventing other countries from selling

goods there at prices that are unfairly low: These
cheap cars were regarded in Europe as unfair
competition and attracted anti-dumping duties.

-» COUNTERVAILING DUTY

anti-in flation adjective [only before noun]

aimed at lowering inflation or preventing it from
rising, for example by controlling increases in

wages or interest rates: anti-mflation policies
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anti 'spam adjective [only before noun]

{IT) aimed at preventing the sending of advertising

by email that people do not want to receive: anti-

spam software/tools

.anti-'takeover adjective [only before noun]

aimed at preventing a company from taking over
another one that does not want it or agree to it:

anti-takeover provisions/insurance

antitrust /.aenti'trAst/ adjective [only before noun]

{Economics) aimed at preventing groups of

companies from working together illegally to

reduce competition, control prices, etc: The merger
has received antitrust clearance {= official

permission).

.anti'virus /.aenti'vairas/ adjective [only before

noun]

{IT) that prevents and removes computer viruses

(= parts of a program that cause faults in the

computer): antivirus software packages

.any .other 'business phrase {abbr AOB)
a part of a meeting when subjects not mentioned
on the agenda (= list of items to be discussed) can
be discussed: Is there any other business? o Any
AOB? See note at meeting

APACS /'eipaeks/ noun [sing.]

Association for Payment Clearing Services
an organization in the UK for banks and other
financial institutions which provide payment
services, such as for cheques and credit cards
-» BACS, CHAPS

Apex {also spelled APEX) /'eipeks / noun [u]

a system of cheap tickets for train or air travel if

you buy your ticket a particular number of days
before you travel: Apexfares/tickets CEU3 Apex is

the short form for 'advance purchase excursion'.

apology /a'pDlad3i; AmE a'pa:l-/ noun {plural

apologies)

1 [C,u] a word or statement saying sorry for sth

that has been done wrong or that causes a

problem: We offer our sincere apologies for any
inconvenience caused, o a letter of apology

O to accept/demand/make/offer an apology

2 [c, usually pi ] information that you cannot go to

a meeting or must leave early: The meeting started

with apologies (= the names of people who could
not go to the meeting). See note at meeting
0 to present/send your apologies

app /aep/ noun [C]

see also: killer app

{IT, informal) a short way of saying application (= a

computer program designed to do a particular job):

77ir5 is the perfect app for someone who is new to

databases.

apparel /a'paeral/ noun [u] {especially AmE)
clothing, when it is being sold in shops/stores:

winter/sports apparel o the apparel industry

ap parent damage noun [u]

{Transport) damage to goods that is noticed and
reported when they are delivered or unloaded

appeal /a'pi:l/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: court of appeal

1 [C,u] a formal request to a court or to sb in

authority to change a judgement or a decision

made in a lower court: She got herjob back when
she won an appeal against her dismissal, o His

prison sentence was reduced on appeal.

2 [u] a quality that makes a product attractive or

interesting: The car had mass appeal and was cheap



appeal board 22 applications for the travel industry
[SYNj application software

to run. o advertising techniques that are designed to

enhance (= improve) a product's appeal

0 mass/popular/universal/wide/youth appeal

• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to make a formal request to a

court or to sb in authority to change a judgement or

a decision: All the newspapers are appealing against

the judgement, o The company said it would appeal

the decision.

2 [no obj] to attract or interest sb: This design

appeals strongly to the Japanese consumer.

ap peal board = appeals board

ap peal bond noun [c]

{Law) an amount of money that a person who
appeals (= asks for a decision made in a court to be

changed) may have to leave with the court, which
they will lose if the appeal fails

ap peals board {also ap peal board) noun [c]

a group of officials who are appointed to listen to

and judge cases where there is a dispute about an
official decision that has been made

appellant /a'pelant/ noun [C]

{Law) a person who appeals to a court to change a

judgement or a decision made in a lower court

appellate /a'pelat/ adjective [only before noun]

{Law) concerned with appeals to change a

judgement or decision made by a court or by sb in

authority: An appellate court can decide whether
the decision under appeal was right or wrong.

append /a'pend/ verb [+ obj]

to add sth to the end of a piece of writing: The
signatures of all group members should be appended
to the contract.

appendix /a'pendiks/ noun [c] {plural appendices
/-disi:z/)

a section giving extra information at the end of a

report, a book or other document: Full details are

given in appendix 3.

appliance /a'plaians/ noun [C]

an electrical machine that is designed to do a
particular thing in the home, such as preparing
food, heating or cleaning: They sell a wide range of
domestic appliances.

applicant /'aeplikant/ noun [C]

a person who applies for sth, especially a job,

shares, etc: There were over a hundred applicants for
the job. o Successful applicants were entitled to

purchase up to 1 000 shares each.

application /.aepli'keijri/ noun

see also: enterprise application, letter of ~,

multiple ~, share ~, speculative ~

1 [C,u] a formal written request for sth, such as a
job or permission to do sth: I am pleased to tellyou
thatyour application for the post has been successful.

oAll planning applications should be submitted to

the local council.

O to file/make/send in/submit an application to

grant/reject/turn down an application to

consider/examine/process an application

2 [c] = application form
3 [u,C] the practical use of sth, especially a theory,

discovery, etc: The new invention would have wide
application in industry, o a wide range of
applications

4 [u] the act of making a rule, etc. operate or
become active: strict application of the law
5 {IT} {also appli cation .program) {also app,
informal) [C] a program designed to do a particular

job; a piece of software: You can run several

applications at the same time, o software

application for listing {also application for

quo'tation) noun [c]

{Stock Exchange) a request by a company to be listed

on a stock exchange

appli cation form {also appli cation noun [C]

a document with spaces for writing in personal
information, used for making a formal request for

sth: You will be asked to complete an application

form and attend an interview.

0 to complete/fill in/fill out/send off an application

form

application for quo tation = application
FOR LISTING

appli cation for 'shares = share
APPLICATION

application .letter = letter of application

application .money noun [u]

{Stock Exchange) the money paid by sb who asks for

new shares that are being sold

application .program = application (5)

application software noun [u]

{IT) a program designed to do a particular job:
business application software [synj application

apply /a'plai/ verb (applies, applying, applied,

applied)

1 [no obj] apply (to sb/sth) (for sth) to make a

formal written request for sth: The company has

appliedfor planning permission to build a factory on
the site, o Four people applied for the post ofAssistant

Manager, o Please apply in writing with full CV to the

Human Resources Manager, o I decided to apply to

business school.

2 [+ obj] apply sth (to sth) to use sth or make sth

work in a particular situation: When you start work
you must apply whatyou have learned at college, o
As the new technology was applied tofarming, fewer
workers were needed.

3 [+ obj or no obj] {not used in the continuous tenses)

apply (sth) (to sb/sth) to concern or have an effect

on sb/sth: Special conditions apply to people who are

under 21. o The tax will be applied to all new cars

from nextyear.

appoint /a'pamt/ verb [+ obj]

1 to choose sb for a job or a position of

responsibility: He has recently been appointed to the

board, oA French woman has been appointed as

head of Switzerland's largest bank, o We are looking
to appoint a financial advisor as soon as possible, o A
private bank was appointed to handle the sale. See
note at employ
2 {formal) to arrange or decide on a time or place

for doing sth: J arrived ten minutes before the

appointed time.

appointee /a.pDin'ti:/ noun [c]

{HR) a person who has been chosen for a job or a

position of responsibility: the new appointee to the

post

appointment /a'pamtmant/ noun

see also: letter of appointment

1 [C] a formal arrangement to meet or visit sb at a

particular time, especially for a reason connected
with work: She had an urgent appointment with a
client, o I made an appointment to see the Sales

Manager, o Tours of the factory can be arranged by
appointment (= at a time that has been arranged
in advance).

O to arrange/book/fix/have/make an appointment
to keep/miss an appointment

2 {HR) [C,u] the act of choosing a person for a job

or a position of responsibility: the appointment ofa



new administrative assistant o her recent

appointment to the post ofHead ofFinance

3 {HR) [C] a job or a position of responsibility:

promotion to a more senior appointment

ap pointment book {also ap pointments
book, less frequent) = diary (1)

ap pointment .letter = letter of
APPOINTMENT

ap'pointments book = appointment book

apportion /a'pDiJn; AmE a'paxjri/ verb [+ obj]

apportion sth (among/between/to sb) to divide sth

among people; to give a share of sth to sb: Profits

are apportioned among employees, o The report gave

thefacts of the case but did not apportion blame.

apportionment /a'po:Jr<mant; AmE a'pa:rjri-/

noun [u,C]

1 the sharing of sth among people: the amount
that each person gets when sth is shared: The

contract defines the apportionment of risks between

employer and contractor, o an apportionment of land

2 {Accounting) {also 'cost apportionment) the

division of a cost between accounts in as fair a way
as possible; the amount put in each account: Where
parts of a business share a building, floor area can

used as a basis of apportionment to share costs

between appropriate cost centres.

3 {Law) apportionment of bla/ne/liability a

method of dividing payment between people
involved in an accident, or their insurance

companies, according to how responsible each
person was for the accident; the amount that each
has to pay: The Court ofAppeal revised the

apportionment of liability, finding the driver 80%
liable.

4 {Property) an agreement between the present

owner and the future owner of a property to share

expenses connected with the property until the

sale is complete; the amount that each agrees to

pay

appraisal /a'preizl/ noun [c,u]

see also: credit appraisal, seif-appraisal

1 {HR) {also per'formance ap.praisal,

per'formance assessment, per'formance
evaluation, per'formance re,view) a meeting
between an employee and their manager to discuss

the quality of the employee's work and to plan
future tasks: The company introduced its staff
appraisal scheme ten years ago. -> 36o-degree
FEEDBACK
2 a judgement of the value, performance or nature
of sb/sth: He was asked to give a critical appraisal of
the facilities.

appraise /a'preiz/ verb [+ obj]

1 {HR) to make a formal judgement about the value
of a person's work, usually after a discussion with
them about it: Each member of staff is appraised
annually by his or her manager.
2 {format) to consider or examine sb/sth and
decide how much it is worth: the company's
appraised value

appraisee /a.prei'zi:/ noun [C]

{HR) an employee whose work is appraised by their

manager

appraiser /a'preiza(r)/ noun [c]

1 {AmE) a person whose job is to estimate the value
of sth: The Appraiser valued the painting at $2
million. -» valuer
2 {HR) a manager who appraises an employee's
work

appreciate /a'prLjieit/ verb [no obj]

to increase in value over a period of time: The
currency has appreciated by 10% against the dollar

since April. IqppI depreciate See note at currency
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appreciation /a.prLjTeiJri/ noun [U;sing.]

see also: asset appreciation, capital appreciation

{Economics) increase in value over a period of time:

share price appreciation o an appreciation in the

value of land o an appreciation of the euro against
sterling IqppI depreciation

apprentice /a'prentis/ noun |(
|

{HR) a young person who works for an employer for

a fixed period of time in order to learn the

particular skills needed in their job: She's now taken

on three young apprentices, o He started work at

sixteen as an apprentice chef.

apprenticeship /a'prentisjip/ noun [C,U]

{HR) a period of time working as an apprentice: a

two-year apprenticeship in a private bank o He had
served his apprenticeship as a plumber, o
apprenticeship schemes/training

appropriate /a'prauprieit; AmE a'prou-/ verb

[+ obj]

1 {Finance) to keep or save money for a particular

purpose: €8 000 has been appropriatedfor a new
training scheme.

2 to take sth for your own use, especially illegally

or without permission: He was accused of
appropriating companyfunds.

appropriation /a.praupri'eijn/ noun
1 {Finance) [u] the act of keeping or saving money
for a particular purpose: a meeting to discuss the

appropriation offunds
2 {Finance) [C] an amount of money to be used for a

particular purpose, especially by a government or a

company: an appropriation of€20 000for payment
of debts

3 [u; sing.] the act of taking sth that belongs to sb

else: dishonest appropriation ofproperty

ap propri ation ac count noun [c]

{Accounting)

1 a financial account that shows how the profits of

a business, especially a partnership, have been
shared between its owners
2 in the UK, an account that shows how the money
that a government department has been given has

been used

approval /a'pru:vl/ noun

1 [u,C] official agreement to, or permission for sth,

especially a plan or request: The plan will be

submitted to the committeefor official approval, o
The Board ofDirectors has given its approvalfor the

new branch, o The offer is subject to approvalfrom
the AGM. o The company is seeking marketing
approvalfor {- permission to sell) a new drug.

2 {Commerce) [u] if you buy goods, or if goods are

sold, on approval, you can use them for a time
without paying, until you decide if you want to buy
them or not: The goods were sent on approval and
were later returned.

approve /a'pru:v/ verb

1 [+ obj] to officially agree to or give permission for

sth, especially a plan or request: The committee
unanimously approved the plan, o The drug has now
been approvedfor use in Europe.

2 [+ obj] {often be approved) to say that sth is good
enough to be used, or is correct: The accounts were

formally approved by the board.

3 [no obj] to think that sb/sth is good or acceptable;

to have a positive opinion of sb/sth: I very much
approve of his decision.

ap proved ac count noun [c]

{Accounting)

1 [usually pi ] a financial account that has been
officially accepted by a company or an
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organization: The figures are takenfrom the audited

and approved accounts for last year.

2 a credit account held by a customer who is

known to be reliable: Our terms are cash with order,

except approved accounts.

ap proved con tractor noun [c]

a company or person that is officially recognized as

doing good, reliable work for other companies: A
building company must provide detailedfinancial

information when applying to join a list of approved
contractors.

ap proved 'vendor = preferred vendor

approx abbr {only used in written English)

approximate; approximately: approx price: €200

• approximate adjective, verb

• adjective /a'prDksirnat; AmE a'pra:k-/ (abbr approx)
almost correct or accurate, but not completely so;

not exact: The cost given is only approximate, o an
approximate calculation of the overall cost

0 an approximate calculation/cost/estimate/

number/total
approximately adverb: I spend approximately

60% ofmy working day on the phone.
• verb /a'proksimeit; AmE a'pra:k-/

1 [+ obj or no obj] to be similar or close to sth in

amount, nature, quality, etc: The total cost will

approximate 15 million dollars, o Outputfrom the

plant approximates to one quarter of national

requirements.

2 [+ obj] to calculate or estimate sth fairly

accurately: The time required can be approximated
by the followingformula.

approximation /a.prDksi'meiJri; AmE a,pra:k-/

noun [c]

1 an estimate of a number or an amount that is

almost correct, but not exact: That's just an
approximation, you understand.

2 a thing that is similar to sth else, but is not
exactly the same: Our results should be a good
approximation to the true state of affairs.

APR /,eipi:'a:(r)/ abbr

{Finance) annual percentage rate the total

amount of money that is charged in one year for

borrowing money compared with the amount of
money borrowed, used when interest is normally
paid more often than once a year; the amount
received from money invested: The bank offers an
APR of21% on its credit card. -> AER, EAR

aptitude /'aeptitjuid; AmE -tu:d/ noun [U,C]

natural ability or skill at doing sth: She showed a
natural aptitudefor the work. oHis aptitude for
motivating people has got him to his current position.

aptitude test noun [c]

(HR) a test designed to show whether sb has the
natural ability for a particular job: Two candidates
scored well on the aptitude test.

arable /'aerabl/ adjective, noun
• adjective

connected with growing crops such as wheat or
corn: Only 44% of the world's arable land (= land
suitable for growing crops) is cultivated, o arable

farms
• noun [u]

arable land or crops

arbiter /'a:bita(r); AmE 'a:rb-/ noun [C]

a person who settles a dispute or who has the
power to decide what will be done or accepted: The
union representative agreed to act as arbiter between
the employee and her manager, o the arbiter of
domain name disputes

arbitrage /'a:bitra:3; -tnd3; AmE 'a:rbatra:3/ noun
[U]

(Finance) the practice of buying sth (for example
shares or foreign money) in one place and selling it

immediately in another place where the price is

higher: investors hoping to exploit an arbitrage

opportunity risk arbitrage 'arbitrage verb

[no obj]

arbitrageur /,a:bitra:'33:(r); AmE ,a:rbatra:'33:r/

(also arbitrager /'a:bitra:d3a(r); AmE 'a:rbatra:3ar/)

noun [C]

(Finance) a person whose job is arbitrage: Shares
rose unexpectedly, leaving arbitrageurs facing losses.

arbitrate /'cubitreit; AmE 'a:rb-/ verb [+ obj or

no obj]

(Law) to officially settle an argument or a
disagreement between two people or groups: to

arbitrate in/on a dispute o A committee arbitrated

between management and unions, o They could
request a judge to arbitrate the dispute. -» mediate

arbitration /,a:bi'treijri; AmE ,a:rb-/ noun [u]

(Law) the official process of settling a legal

disagreement by sb who is not involved rather than
by a court: Both sides in the dispute have agreed to

go to arbitration, o They called for arbitration to

resolve the strike. -> mediation
0 an arbitration board/hearing/panel/system

arbitrator /'a:bitreita(r); AmE 'a:rb-/ noun [C]

(Law) a person who is chosen to settle a dispute: The
disputed insurance claim was referred to an
independent arbitrator. -» mediator

arcade /a:'keid; AmE a:r'k-/ noun [c] (BrE)

a large building with a number of shops/stores in

it: a shopping arcade

architect /'a:kitekt; AmE 'a:rk-/ noun [C]

see also: systems architect

1 a person whose job is designing buildings, etc.

See note at profession
2 a person who is responsible for planning or

creating an idea, an event or a situation: He was one

of the chief architects of the reform.

architecture /'a:kitekt.ra(r); AmE 'a:rk-/ noun [u]

see also: information architecture

1 the art and study of designing buildings: a degree

in architecture

2 the design or style of a building or buildings:

modern architecture

3 (IT) the design or structure of a computing
system and the way the different parts work
together: the architecture of the Internet o a client-

server architecture

4 the structure of an organization and the way the

different parts and different people affect each
other: the social architecture ofa company

architectural /,a:ki'tektjaral; AmE ,a:rk-/

adjective: architectural innovation

archive j'a:kaiv; AmE 'a:rk-/ noun, verb

•noun
1 [C, usually pi ] a collection of historical records

kept by an organization; the place where these

records are stored: account books stored in the

company's archives

2 (IT) [C] a part of a computer system, a tape or

disk where data that is not often needed is stored
-» BACKUP
3 (IT) [c] a set of files and information that people
can look at on the Internet

• verb [+ obj]

1 to put or store a document or other material in

an archive: archived documents/articles

2 {IT) to move data that is not often needed to a

tape, disk or another part of a computer system to

store it: archiving importantfiles on CD-ROM o
archived emails -» back sth up at back verb
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see also: assisted area, catchment ~, core ~,

development ~, dollar ~, euro ~, sales ~

1 a part of a town, a country or the world: an
industrial/a residential area o She has been

appointed area managerfor south Wales.

-> TERRITORY (1)

2 part of a room, building or particular space that

is used for a special purpose: a parking area o the

hotel reception area

3 a particular subject or activity, or an aspect of it:

the areas of training and development o Solar energy

is one of our core business areas, o My area of
expertise (= what I have expert knowledge of and
skill in) is computer-aided design. -» territory (2)

'area code noun [c] {especially AmE)

the numbers for a particular area or city, that you
use when you are making a telephone call from
outside the local area: For long distance calls dial '1

'

followed by the area code and number. -» dialling
code

area franchise, .area franchi see
= MASTER FRANCHISE

arena /a'rimo/ noun [c]

1 a particular market or an area of business: The

wholesale market is a highly competitive arena.

2 an area of activity that concerns the public,

especially one where there is a lot of opposition

between different groups or countries: The

company's problems are now in the public arena {=

are known and discussed by people in general).

.arithmetic mean = mean noun

arm /a:m; AmE a:rm/ noun [C]

a part of a large organization which is responsible

for one area of its business: the research arm of the

company

arm's- length adjective [only before noun]

between companies or people that do not have
close contact or any financial connections: an
arm 's-length transaction/relationship

ARR /,ei a:r 'a:(r)/ - accounting rate of return

arrange /a'remd3/ verb [+ obj]

arrange sth (with sb)
|

arrange for sb to do sth
|

arrange to do sth to organize sth; to make plans for

sth to happen: Will you arrange it with my secretary?

o I must arrange a meetingfor next week, o We will

arrange for somebody to meetyou at the airport, o
The company has arranged a $3.5 billion loan facility

with its bankers.

O to arrange an appointment/interview/a meeting
to arrange a facility/loan'

arrangement /a'remd3mant/ noun

see also: deed of arrangement, scheme of ~,

voluntary -

1 [C, usually pi ] plans or preparations for sth that

will happen in the future: travel arrangements
2 [C,U] a way of doing or organizing things,

especially one that is formally agreed by two
people or organizations, etc: More open trading

arrangements should increase investment in the

country, o You can cash cheques here by prior
arrangement with the bank.

3 lc] a formal relationship between two
companies, etc. that provides some benefit to them
both, usually over a long period of time: The
company has set up a new distribution arrangement
with a Canadian publisher. See note at agreement
4 {Finance) [C, usually sing.] a formal agreement
made between sb who owes money but cannot pay
it all back and the person or organization that they
owe money to, so that only part of the money will

be paid

5 [u] the act of arranging sth: arrangementfees

array /a'rei/ noun [c]

a group or collection of products, often one that is

large or impressive: a vast array ofgoods to choose

from fSYNl RANGE
0 a broad/vast/wide array of sth

arrears /a'naz; AmE a'nrz/ noun [pi.]

money that sb/sth owes that they should have paid

earlier: rent/tax arrears o The airline has now paid
its arrears in landing fees, o The country has
accumulated debt arrears of $715 million.

miZD be in arrears (with sth); fall/get into
arrears (with sth) to be late in paying money that

you owe: Wages are already more than two months
in arrears, o The tenantfell into arrears with the

rent, in arrears after the time that work is done,
items supplied, etc: Passengers pay in advance, but

the holiday company pays its suppliers in arrears.

IQPPI IN ADVANCE

arrival /a'raivl/ noun
1 [U,C] the act of coming or being brought to a

place: We record the date and time of arrival of all

deliveries, o the arrivals hall (= at an airport)

-> DEPARTURE
2 [C] a person or a thing that comes to a place: late

arrivals o welcoming new arrivals on theirfirst day
3 [u] the time when sb starts a new job: Since her

arrival as chief executive, sales have increased by 19%.
4 [u] the time when sth new starts, especially a

new product or technology coming into the market:
the arrival of colour-screen mobile phones

article /'a:tikl; AmE 'a:rt-/ noun
1 [C] a piece of writing in a newspaper or

magazine: an article in the Wall Street Journal
2 {Law) [c] (often used about international laws) a

section of a law, an agreement or other legal

document that deals with a particular point

3 {Law) articles [pi.] {BrE) a period of practical

training that has to be completed before sb can
become a solicitor: She's doing her articles with a

firm in London. CdO Articles is an abbreviation of

articles of clerkship.

.articled 'clerk = trainee solicitor

articles of as soci ation noun [pi ] {usually

Articles of Association) {BrE)

{Law) one of the legal documents that is created

when a company is formed. It contains rules about
how the company must be managed, what rights

shareholders have, what the directors can do and
what formal meetings must be held: Several

restrictions on the transfer of shares are listed in the

VOCABULARY BUILDING

Making arrangements

• Can we arrange a time to discuss this?

• They called a meeting of the committee.
• {formal) The annual general meeting is convened
by the company secretary.

• We're organizing a sales conference for later this

year.

• (when the date/time might change) I've

pencilled you in for two hours on Thursday.

• The elections were fixedfor May 1.

• The company scheduled an afternoon news
conference.

• All conference calls are set up ahead of time.

See note at postpone
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articles of association, [syn] by-law (AmE)

-» MEMORANDUM OF ASSOCIATION

.articles of incorpo ration noun [pi ] (usually

Articles of Incorporation) (AmE)

(Law) one of the legal documents that is created

when a company is formed. It states the name and
address of the company, its purpose and the

amount of money it can raise by selling shares.

[SYN] MEMORANDUM OF ASSOCIATION -» ARTICLES OF
ASSOCIATION

artificial in telligence noun [u] (abbrM)

(IT)

1 the study of how to make computers function in

an intelligent way like humans
2 technology that allows a computer to do
something in an intelligent way, similar to the way
in which a human would do it: The software

incorporates the latest in artificial intelligence.

artificial person = legal person

A/S (also spelled a/s) = after sight

as /az/ or, in the strong form, /aez/ preposition, adverb,

conjunction

n»m 'as at ... /'as of... (Accounting) used to show
the exact date on which sth is correct or to which
sth relates: All prices are correct asatl July 2004. o
Consolidated Balance Sheet as of 31 March 2005 'as

from ... /'as of ... (formal) used to show the time or

date from which sth starts: Ourfax number is

changing asfrom May 12. ,as 'is (BrE also ,as 'seen)

(Commerce) used to mean that sth is being sold in its

present condition and that the person selling it

does not make any promises about its quality: All

used equipment is sold as is. -> idiom at per

asap (also spelled ASAP, especially in AmE) /,ei es ei

"pi: ; AmE also 'eisaep/ abbr

as soon as possible: Please return the completed

questionnaire asap.

ASCII /•asski/abbr

(IT) American Standard Code for Information
Interchange a system that allows data to be
moved between computers that use different

programs: Save the text as an ASCIIfile.

Asian 'tiger noun [c]

a term used especially in newspapers for any
South-East Asian country whose economy is

growing very fast -» tiger

ask /a:sk; AmE assk/ verb [+ obj]

to say the price that you want for sth that you are

selling: He's asking €5 000for the car.

UEER ,ask sb to leave (often be asked to leave) to

ask sb to leave their job; to dismiss sb: The chief

executive has been asked to leave. EEH3 This is a

polite way to say 'fire sb' or, in British English, 'sack

sb'

ECIII3 ,ask sb 'back to ask sb to attend a further

job interview: They asked back four people for in-

depth interviews.

asking price noun [c]

1 (Commerce) the price that sb/sth wants to sell sth

for: The company seems willing to pay the asking
pricefor the business, o an asking price of $110 a
share

2 (Stock Exchange) (also 'asked price, 'ask price, less

frequent) = offer price (2)

aspi rational brand noun [c]

(Marketing) a brand which people admire because
they believe it is high quality and will give them a
higher social position if they use it

* assemble /a'sembl/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to bring people or things

together as a group; to come together as a group:

The chairman has begun to assemble a new
management team, o Before making a bidfor a
company, we assembled detailed information on the

business, o The delegates are assembling in the

conference room.
2 [+ obj] to fit together all the separate parts of a

product: We assemble and ship each computer within

five days of order, o The car is assembled in the UK.

3 (Finance) [+ obj] if a financial institution

assembles a loan, it gets a group of banks, etc. to

provide money: The Fund has assembled a $10
billion emergency loan package

.

* assembly /a'sembli/ noun (plural assemblies)

see also: self-assembly

1 [u] the process of fitting together the parts of a

product: The new model is being launched at the UK
assembly plant, o We plan to begin car assembly at

the plant in 2006. o easy-to-follow assembly
instructions

2 [c] a large group of people who come together

for a particular purpose: an assembly of over 200
people

as sembly line (also pro duction line)

noun [c]

a line of workers and machines in a factory that fit

the parts of a product together in a fixed order:

working on an assembly line oAn engine rolls off
the assembly line every 72 seconds, o Assembly line

automation has reduced error rates in

manufacturing.

0 assembly line methods/problems/robots/workers

as sembly point noun [c]

a place where people must meet if there is an
emergency

as sembly .worker noun [c]

a person who works in a factory producing goods:

car/electronics assembly workers o Assembly workers

were retrained to handle the new electronic

technology.

assent /a'sent/ noun, verb (formal)

• noun [U]

official agreement to sth

• verb [no obj]

to agree to a request, an idea or a suggestion: By
using this website you assent to the conditions of use.

assertive /a's3:tiv; AmE a's3:rtiv/ adjective

expressing opinions and desires in a strong

confident way so that people notice you or do what
you want: Working abroad has made her more
confident and assertive, o an assertive management
style as'sertiveness noun [u]

as'sertiveness .training noun [u]

(HR) teaching people, for example employees, to be
firm and more confident when dealing with people

* assess /a'ses/ verb [+ obj]

1 to judge sb/sth or form an opinion about sb/sth

after looking carefully at all the information: The

task assesses candidates' strengths and weaknesses, o
It is difficult to assess the impact of advertising on
sales, o The training needs of staff are assessed every

year, [synj evaluate
2 to calculate the amount or value of sth: Damage
to the building was assessed at €10 000.

3 (Accounting; Law) (often be assessed) assess sb/

sth for sth
|
assess sb/sth on/upon sb/sth to decide

how much money sb/sth must pay as a tax or a

fine: The company tax is assessed on the previous

year's activities.

assessed 'value noun [u,c]

(Accounting) especially in the US, the value of land

and buildings that is used to calculate how much
tax has to be paid



assessment /a'sesmant/ noun

see also: performance assessment, risk ~, self -,

tax-

1 [c,u] an opinion or a judgement about sb/sth

made after all the information has been looked at

carefully: What's your assessment of the situation? o
We need to make a detailed assessment of all the risks

involved.

O to give/make an assessment a detailed/thorough

assessment

2 {Accounting) [c,u] an amount of money, especially

tax, that has been calculated and must be paid; the

process of calculating this amount: / have appealed

against my income tax assessment, o In the year of
assessment 2004/2005 the trust had an income of

€48 000.

3 [C] a calculation of the amount or value of sth:

The insurance company carried out an assessment of
the damage.

O to carry out/make an assessment

4 (HR) [c,u] the process of testing sb's knowledge
and abilities, how well a system works, etc: Many
colleges now use continuous assessment, o Our
employees take assessment tests to see what training

they need, o Who is responsiblefor the safety
assessment of new crops?

0 to carry out/do/use assessment

as sessment ,centre (AmBspelling ~ center)
noun [C]

(HR) an event where people applying for a job are

given a number of tests and interviews to find out
what their strengths and weaknesses are; the place

where this happens: Alljob applicants will be

expected to participate in an assessment centre.

assessor /a'sesa(r)/ noun [C]

see also: loss assessor, tax assessor

1 a person who is an expert in sth who looks at all

the information and judges how good sb/sth is: The
product got a good ratingfrom a team of
independent assessors.

2 {Property) a person who decides the amount of
tax you have to pay for the buildings and land that

you own: According to tax assessors' records, the

estate was assessed at $1.4 million in 2005.

3 (Insurance) a person whose job is to help you
make a claim against an insurance company: We
called in insurance assessors after part of the

building was damaged byfire, o a claims assessor
ISYNI LOSS ASSESSOR -» LOSS ADJUSTER
4 (Law) an expert in a particular subject who is

asked by a court or other official group to give

advice

* asset /'aeset/ noun [c, usually pi.]

see also: capital asset, chargeable ~, charge on ~,

circulating ~, current ~, financial ~, fixed ~, etc.

a thing of value that a person or a company owns,
such as money or property or the right to receive
payment of a debt: The group has total assets of€1.2
billion, o The vehicle is recorded as an asset in the

company accounts, o Foreign companies were
preventedfrom buying local media assets (= media
businesses), o (figurative) Our staff are our most
valuable asset. -» liability

O to have/hold/own/possess assets to acquire/buy/
dispose of/increase/reduce/sell assets to record/
show sth as an asset to freeze/release/unfreeze
assets

asset ac count noun [c]

(Accounting) a part of a compan/s financial records
that shows the value of money, investments or
other things which the company owns

asset appreci ation = capital appreciation

'asset-,backed adjective

(Finance) used to describe a type of investment that

27 asset value

a financial institution sells to investors. The
company buys debts, such as car loans, and then
sells investors the right to receive payments that

the people who owe the money make: asset-backed

bonds/issue/debt o the asset-backed securities market
-> ABS

'asset .backing noun [u]

(Accounting) a measure of the value of a company's
assets, calculated by dividing the total value of its

assets by the number of shares issued (= sold): The
company has strong asset backing, worth €3 per
share, [syn] asset value per share

'asset base noun [c]

(Accounting; Finance) the total value of the assets

that a company has: The business needs to widen its

asset base, o an asset base of $3.6 billion

'asset .coverage noun [u]

(Accounting) a measure of how easily a company can
pay its debts, calculated by dividing the total value
of the company's assets by its debts: a company
with limited net asset coverage

asset de flation noun [uj

(Economics) a fall in the value of assets, for example
property, compared to the rate of economic
growth: Japan's two-year process of asset deflation o
the erosion of confidence created by asset deflation

asset in flation noun [u c]

(Economics) a rise in the value of assets, for example
property, compared to the rate of economic
growth: The international economy was kept going
by an amazing asset inflation and a US consumer
boom.

asset .management noun [u]

(Finance)

1 the act of managing a company's financial assets

in order to get the highest amount of profit from
them: a London-based asset managementfirm/
company o Asset management revenue rose 3% to

$368 million.

2 a service offered by banks and some other
financial institutions that gives advice to customers
on investments
'asset .manager noun [c]: a US investment bank

and asset manager

'asset mix = investment mix

asset- stripping noun [u]

(Finance) the practice of buying a company which is

in financial difficulties at a low price and then
selling everything that it owns in order to make a

profit, without thinking about the future of the

company: The new chairman said he was not in the

business of asset-stripping. 'asset- stripper
noun [c]

.assets under management noun [u] (abbr

AUM)
(Accounting) the total value of the shares, cash, etc.

that an investment company manages for its

customers: Thefund has $30 billion of assets under
management.

.asset 'turnover noun [u,c] (also .asset 'turnover
.ratio [c, usually sing.])

(Accounting) the total amount of goods or services

sold by a company compared to the value of its

assets, used as a measure of how efficiently the

company uses its assets: A typical grocery store has
an asset turnover of2.5 to 3.

'asset .value noun [c.u]

see also: net asset value

(Accounting) the value of a company calculated by
adding together the value of all its assets: Most
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water companies are trading below their asset value.

asset valu ation noun [u]

asset 'value per share noun [u]

see also: net asset value per share

{Accounting) the total value of the assets that a

company has, divided by the number of shares

issued (= sold): an increase in asset value per share
ISYNI ASSET BACKING

assign /a'sam/ verb [+ obj]

1 assign sth (to sb)
|

assign (sb) sth to give money,
equipment, staff, etc. to sth/sb for a particular

purpose: We have assigned 20% of our budget to the

project, o New employees are assigned a mentor.

2 assign sth to sb
|

assign sb sth to give sb a

particular job to do: He's been assigned the task of
creating an online magazine.

3 {often be assigned) to send sb to work for a

particular person or in a particular place: I've been

assigned to your team.

4 to say that sth has a particular value or function:

You need to assign priority levels to different tasks.

5 {Law) to officially arrange for your property or

legal rights to belong to sb else: The author assigns

the copyright to the publisher.

assignment /a'sammant/ noun
1 [C] a piece of work that sb is given to do, usually

as part of their job: The project started out as a fairly
routine assignment, o She has been given a tough
assignment.

0 to accept/refuse/reject/take (on)/turn down an
assignment to give sb an assignment * to carry

out/complete/work on/finish an assignment

2 [u] the act of giving sb a particular task or

sending them to work somewhere for a time: He
has requested assignment to other duties in the

company, o I was on assignment in Germany.
3 {Law) [u,C] the act of officially arranging for your
property or legal rights to belong to sb else: an
assignment of leasehold property

as signment clause noun [c]

{Law) a part of an insurance agreement or a
contract that allows sb to pass their rights to sb

else: He transferred the policy to the bank under an
assignment clause.

as signment work noun [u] {AmE)

{HR) work done by people who do not have a
permanent contract with a company
[synj contingent work as signment .worker
noun [c]

assist /a'sist/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to help sb to do sth, especially by
doing a share of the work: You will be employed to

assist the manager with his duties, o The chairman
of the committee is assisted by a technical director.

2 [t- obj] {often be assisted) to help sth to happen
more easily: Development was assisted by
government loans.

assistant /a'sistant/ noun, adjective {abbr asst)

noun [c]

see also: administrative assistant, bank ~,

executive ~, personal ~, sales ~, shop ~

1 a person who is below a senior person and helps
them in their work: the managing director and his

assistant o His first job in the company was as an
assistant to the marketing director.

2 {BrE) a person whose job is to serve customers in

a shop/store: The assistants price the items as they
stack them on the shelves. -» sales clerk See note
at CHAIRMAN
adjective [only before noun] {often used in titles)

having a rank below a senior person and helping
them in their work, often doing the senior person's

work when they are not there: the assistant

manager o the Assistant Director

as sisted 'area noun [c]

in the UK, a region that receives financial support
from the government in order to encourage new
industries

assistive /a'sistiv/ adjective

providing help for people whose physical condition
makes it difficult for them to use computers and
other equipment: assistive aids such as screen

readers for people who are blind o the development of
assistive-technology products for disabled people

assn. {also spelled Assn.) abbr {especially AmE) {only

used in written English)

a short way of writing association: a surveyfrom
the American Management Assn.

ASSOC. abbr {plural Assoc. or Assocs.) {only used in

written English)

1 (used in titles) a short way of writing

Association: the Assoc. ofBritish Travel Agents

2 (used in names of companies, etc.) a short way of

writing Associate or Associates: L. Horton and
Assocs.

associate /a'saujiat; -siat; AmE a'sou-/ noun,
adjective

• noun [C]

1 a person that you work with or do business with;

a business partner: one ofmy business associates o
a senior associate

2 Associates used in the name of an organization

to show there are a number of professional

partners: Carver & Associates

3 a member of an organization who does not have
all the rights of ordinary members: Some MBA
students are summer associates at the company.

• adjective [only before noun]

1 (often used in titles) having a similar job as sb

else but of a lower rank: New Zealand's associate

finance minister

2 used to describe a member of an organization

who does not have all the rights of ordinary

members: associate membership of the European
Union

as sociate company {also associated
'company) noun [c]

a company of which more than 20% but less than
51% of the shares are held by another company

Associated /a'saujieriid; -sieit-; AmE a'soo-/

adjective

used in the name of a business company that is

made up of a number of smaller companies:
Associated Newspapers

as sociated 'company = associate
COMPANY

association /a.saujTeiJri; -si'ei-; AmE a.soo-/

noun

see also: articles of association, brand ~, building

and loan ~, freedom of ~, industry ~, memorandum
of ~, savings and loan ~, etc.

1 [C with sing./pl.verb] {abbr Assoc.) a group of

people or organizations who have joined together

for a particular purpose: Do you belong to any
professional associations? o the National Association

of Pension Funds o AIRMIC, an association that

represents corporate buyers of insurance UB52 You
will find the names of particular associations at

their initials. For example, you will find the

'Association for Payment Clearing Services' at

APACS. [SYN] SOCIETY
O a business/consumer/employers'/professional/

staff association

2 [C,U] the act ofjoining or working with another
person, company or group: She has had a long and
productive association with thefirm, o We work in

association with our New York office.



asst {also spelled Asst) abbr

a short way of writing assistant: sales asst wanted o
asst managers

assume /a'sju:m; AmE a'su:m/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

1 to think or accept that sth is true but without

having proof of it: It is reasonable to assume (that)

sales will improve, o Thesefuels are assumed to be

non-polluting, o Ourforecasts assume an average oil

price of $55 a barrel.

2 to take or begin to have power or responsibility:

She will assume the role of chairperson on July 1. o
Under the deal, RT Group assumes full control of

Ultramast.

as sumed 'debt {also as.sumed lia bilities) noun
[c,u]

{Accounting) the debts that a company has that

another company agrees to be responsible for

paying when it buys the first company: They bought

the businessfor $2.9 bn in cash and $2.3 bn in

assumed debt.

assurance /a'Ja:rans; -'Juar-; AmE a'Jur-/ noun [u]m
see also: life assurance, quality ~, term ~

{Insurance) a type of insurance in which an amount
of money is always paid out, for example when sb

dies or after a fixed period of time: the business

assurance division o an assurance policy

-» insurance See note at insurance

assure /a'JoiCr); -'Jua(r); AmE a'Jur/ verb [+ obj]

{BrE)

{Insurance) {usually be assured)

to insure sb/sth, so that money will be paid out, for

example when sb dies or after a fixed period of

time: You can assure your lifefor 10, 15 or 20 years, o
We will payyour dependants double the original sum
assured. -» assured (2)

assured /a'Jo:d; -'Juad; AmE -'Jurd/ adjective

1 certain to happen or to be available: assured coal

supplies o The quality of the product range is assured.

0 assured income/market/profit/supply

2 {Insurance) the assured noun [c] {plural the
assured) {BrE) the person who is insured in a

contract with an insurance company: A tax-free sum
is guaranteed if the life assured dies within the

specified period, [syn] insured -> assure

assurer /a'Jo:ra(r); -'Juar-; AmE a'Jur-/ noun [C]

{BrE)

{Insurance) a person or company that provides

people with assurance: Prudential, the life assurer

,at 'best adverb

{Stock Exchange) sell/buy sth at best to sell or buy
shares at the best possible price

at call adverb

{Finance) used to describe money that has been lent

but must be paid back immediately if the person
who lent the money asks for it back: The sum will be

lent at call.

,at-'home adjective [only before noun]

1 used to describe people who work at home or

parents who do not work outside their home: At-

home employees may lack the proper space or

equipment.

2 happening in the home rather than outside: at-

home training

ATM /,ei ti: 'em/ noun [c]

automated teller machine a machine in or
outside a bank, etc., from which you can get money
from your bank account using a special plastic card:

Where's the nearestATM? o to withdraw moneyfrom
an ATM o an ATM card [syn] cash machine

,at-risk pay {also ,at-risk compen'sation, less

frequent) noun [u] {also .at-risk 'salary [c])

(HR) a percentage of the pay of some employees

29 attendee

that is linked to how well they are doing or how
successful their company is. It can go up or down:
The 20% at-risk salary component aims to provide

an incentive to perform well. -» bonus,
PERFORMANCE-RELATED PAY

at 'sight adverb

{Finance) written on a bill of exchange to show
that the bill should be paid immediately: We only

accept payment at sight. -> after sight

attach /a'taetj/ verb

1 [+ obj] to fasten or join one thing to another: an
alarm that can be attached to laptops o (figurative)

They have attached a number of conditions to the

agreement. -» detach
2 {IT) [+ obj or no obj] to connect computer
equipment together: You can log in from any
computer attached to the network. Lsynj connect
3 {IT) [+ obj] to send a document to sb using email:

/ attach the full conference timetablefor your
information. -> enclose
4 [+ obj or no obj] to be connected with sb/sth; to

connect sth to sth: No one is suggesting that any
health risks attach to this product, o She will be

attached to this departmentfor two months.

-A- attachment /a'taetjmant/ noun

1 (IT) [C] a document that you send to sb using

email: The document can be sent as an email

attachment.

2 (Law) [u] an order by a court for money or

property to be taken from sb who owes money in

order to pay their debt: When an attachment of
earnings order is made by the court, the money is

deductedfrom the debtor's pay.

3 [C,U] the act ofjoining one thing to another; a

thing that joins one thing to another: attachment

points for seatbelts o (figurative) the attachment of
new conditions to the contract

4 [c] an object or a device that you can fix onto a

machine to make it do a particular job: a video

attachmentfor a microscope

5 (HR) [C,U] a short period of time when sb is

connected to a particular company, department,

etc: Most students on the course have a 'Week in

Industry' attachment.

* attend /a'tend/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to go to an event: The meeting was attended by 90%
ofshareholders. oAll members of staff are invited to

attend.

339 attend to sb/sth to deal with sb/sth; to

take care of sb/sth: J have some urgent business to

attend to.

attendance /a'tendans/

see also: certificate of attendance

1 [u,C] the act of being present at a place or an
event: All staff are invited to the talk but attendance

is voluntary.

2 [c,u] the number of people present at an
organized event: falling attendances at conferences

at'tendance bonus noun [c]

(HR) extra pay that some companies give their

workers for coming to work regularly

at tendance .record noun [c]

a record of how often sb has been present at a

place, especially work or school: His attendance

record showed that he had missed six vjeeks through

illness.

attendee /a.ten'di:/ noun [c]

a person who is present at an organized event:

Attached is a list of attendees at the conference.



attention 30 attraction /a'traekjri/ noun [c]

attention /a'tenjri/ noun [u] {only used in

written English) (also at'tention of, fao)

see also: selective attention

written on a business letter to show who it is

intended for: J would be grateful ifyou could invoice

the amount duefor the attention ofEmma Walton

at the above address. -» attn

attest /a'test/ verb

1 [Law) [+ obj] to state that you believe that sth is

true or genuine, for example in a court: to attest a

will o The signature was attested by two witnesses.

2 (formal) [+ obj or no obj] attest (to) sth to show,
prove or give evidence that sth is true: They have a

large client list of users who will attest to the

effectiveness of their products.

attestation /.aetes'teijn/ noun [c,u] attestor

/a'testa(r)/ noun [C]

at,tested 'copy = certified copy

attitude /'aetitju:d; 4m£ 'aetituid/ noun [C,U]

the way that sb thinks and feels about sb/sth, and
behaves towards sb/sth: Industry has been affected

by the public's changing attitude to environmental

issues, o Above all, candidates must show the right

attitude for the job.

attitude re search noun [u]

(Marketing) an investigation into how people think

and feel towards an organization or its products:

They conducted public attitude researchfor a major
oil company to measure the likely response to a new
industrial development.

attn abbr (only used in written English)

a short way of writing attention on a business

letter to show who it is intended for: Fax 7028674
(attn Tony Kale)

attorney /a'feini:; AmE a'toirni/ noun [c]

see also: district attorney, letter of ~, power of ~

(Law)

1 (especially AmE) a lawyer, especially one who can
act for sb in a court See note at profession
2 a person who is given the power to act on behalf
of another in business or legal matters

at,torney-at-'law noun [c] (plural attorneys-at-

law) (AmE)

(Law) a lawyer who is qualified to represent sb in a
court: Michael C. Potter, Attorney-at-Law

attorney 'general noun [c] (plural attorneys
general or, less often, attorney generals)

(Law)

1 the most senior legal officer in some countries or
states, who also advises the government on legal

matters

2 the Attorney General the head of the US
Department of Justice and a member of the group
of senior politicians who advise the President

attract /a'traekt/ verb [+ obj]

1 to make sb/sth go somewhere or become
involved in sth: The exhibition attracted more than
10000 visitors, o The company hasfound it difficult

to attract and keep talent (= good staff), o What
attracted you to information technology?
2 to make sb interested in a product or a business
and want to spend money on it: We are struggling to

attract new customers, o The company has attracted

$10 million in investment.

3 (only used in written English) (BrE) to be linked with
sth, such as a particular rate of interest or tax, or a
punishment: Large loans usually attract a lower
interest rate than small loans.

see also: tourist attraction

an interesting or enjoyable place to go or thing to

do: The main attraction at Giverny is Monet's
garden.

attributable /a'tnbjatabl/ adjective [not before

noun]

caused or explained by the thing mentioned: The
success of the business is directly attributable to our
marketing strategy.

attributable profit noun [u c]

(Accounting) (in a company's accounts) part of the
profit from a contract that lasts for a long period of

time, for example for building work, that is related

to the amount of work that has been completed at

the date of the accounts. It is part of the estimated
total profit from the project after estimated costs

have been taken away.

attribute noun, verb

• noun [C] /'aetnbju:t/

1 a quality that sb has: Enthusiasm and flexibility

are essential attributes for the job.

2 a feature of a product that a customer thinks is

important when deciding whether or not to buy it:

Consumers often consider quality to be the most
important attribute when choosing a product, o Price

is only one ofmany product attributes that affect

sales.

• verb /a'tnbju:t/ [+ obj] (often be attributed)

to say or believe that sth is the result of a particular

thing: The sales boom is attributed to low
unemployment.

attrition /a'trijn/ noun [u]

1 (HR) the process of reducing the number of

people who are employed by an organization by
not replacing people who leave their jobs: We will

lose 150jobs through attrition and retirement over

the next six months, [syn! natural wastage -» lay-

off
2 (Marketing) the loss of customers, especially

when they start buying another company's
products: The health club is trying to lower the rate

ofcustomer attrition.

at 'warehouse adjective, adverb

(Trade) used to describe goods that can be delivered

immediately, with the buyer paying a price for

delivery that includes loading the goods onto road

or rail transport: All prices given are at warehouse, o
an at-warehouse price -> ex warehouse

• auction /'o:k rn; 'Dk-; AmE 'o:k-/ noun, verb

(Commerce)

• noun [C,U]

see also: absolute auction, Dutch ~, reverse ~,

uniform price ~

a public event at which things are sold to the

person who offers the most money for them: The
stores will be put upfor auction by the parent

company, o The painting was sold at auction for
$50 000. o to bid in an auction -> idiom at put verb

O to be up for/come up for/go up for/put sth up for

auction

• verb [+ obj]

to sell sth at an auction: The rights to use these

routes were auctioned to bus companies.

339 .auction sth off to sell sth at an auction,

especially sth that is no longer needed or wanted:
Employees were made redundant and buildings and
vehicles auctioned off.

auctioneer /.oikJa'niaCr); ,Dk-; AmE .oikja'nir/

noun [c]

a person whose job is to direct an auction and sell

the goods



audience /'oidians/ noun [c] authority

see also: cumulative audience, secondary ~,

target ~

a number of people or a particular group of people

who watch, read or listen to the same thing: Many
regard TV advertising as the best way of reaching

mass audiences, o The magazine will target a core

audience of 14-year-old girls, o The drama had a 29%
audience share between 9 and 10.30 p.m.

0 o declining/large/mass/small/wide audience a

female/male/young audience sth has/is aimed at/

reaches/targets an audience

audience 'flow noun [c, usually sing., u]

(Marketing)

1 the change in the number of people watching a

television station before, during and after a

particular programme: Audienceflow diagrams
show where an audience went after watching a

programme.
2 the number of people who continue to watch the

same television station after a particular

programme has finished: If a new showfollows a

very popular show, the new one will benefitfrom
audience flow.

audience re search noun [u]

[Marketing) research that is carried out on people
who watch television or listen.to the radio, in order
to find out how popular particular shows,
advertisements, etc. are and the kind of people
who watch or listen to them: Audience research

showed the programme was very popular with

children.

audio- /'o:diau; AmE 'o:diou/ combining form
(in nouns, adjectives and adverbs) connected with
hearing or sound: audio-visual aids for the

classroom

audio conferencing noun [u]

a system that allows people in different places to

discuss something at the same time by telephone;
the activity of doing this: Benefits can be gained
from audio conferencing, o an audio conferencing

facility audio 'conference noun [c]

-> TELECONFERENCING, VIDEOCONFERENCING

audio- visual {AmE spelling audiovisual)
adjective (abbr AV)

using both sound and pictures: audio-visual

technology

• audit /'o:dit/ noun, verb

• noun [C.U]

see also: continuous audit, green ~, internal ~,

management ~, non-~, position ~, retail ~, etc.

1 [Accounting) an official examination of business
and financial records to see that they are true and
correct: The company was in the middle of an annual
audit, o a tax audit ofees paid to auditfirms
0 an annual/a year-end audit an external/

independent audit to carry out/complete/
conduct an audit an audit committee/firm/group/
team

2 an official examination of the quality or standard
of sth: The company paid a consultant to carry out
an audit of its software.

• verb [+ obj]

1 (Accounting) to officially examine the financial

accounts of a company: We have just had our
accounts audited, o audited accounts/financial
statements -» unaudited
2 to officially examine the quality or standard of
sth: Safety improvements need to be constantly tested

and audited.

audit failure noun [c,u]

(Accounting) the situation when an audit does not
find a problem that exists in a business's financial

accounts: Anyfraud not uncovered will be considered

an audit failure.

auditor /'o:dita(r)/ noun [c]

a person who officially examines the business and
financial records of a company to see that they are

true and correct: the firm of accountants that has
been appointed auditors to the company o The
auditor said the mistakes were 'honest errors'. See
note at profession
0 an external/independent/internal/outside auditor

company auditors

auditorium /.ozdi'fcmam/ noun [C] (plural

auditoriums or auditoria /,o:dito:ria/)

1 (AmE) a large building or room in which public

meetings, concerts, etc. are held

2 the part of a theatre, concert hall, etc. in which
the audience sits

audit re.port noun [c]

(Accounting) a report written by an auditor for the

members of a company after examining a

company's financial records: The company received

a clean audit reportfor the year ended 31 March
2004. o The auditors had only been able to prepare a

qualified audit report (= one that they cannot
agree with completely) due to lack of information.

audit trail noun [c]

1 (Accounting) a series of documents and records

that shows the history of a company's financial

records. An auditor can check these to see how
true and correct the accounts are: The company had
destroyed large parts of the audit trail.

2 (IT) a record kept by a computer of a series of

events or actions

aug merited 'product noun [c, usually sing.]

(Marketing) a product that has extra features or

services that make it more attractive than the

typical product of its kind; the extra features and
services that are provided: Customer service is a
valuable part of the augmented product.

AUM /,ei ju: 'em/ = assets under management

austerity /D'sterati; o:'ster-; AmE o:'ster-/ noun
[U,C] (plural austerities)

a situation when people do not have much money
to spend because there are bad economic
conditions: Protesters demanded better pay and a
relaxation of austerity measures (= official actions

to reduce the amount of money that government or

people spend).

authenticate /or'eentikeit/ verb [+ obj]

to prove that sth is genuine, real or true: Digital

codes are used to authenticate the user's identity.

authentication /D:,9enti'keijn/ noun [u]: The
signature was sent to the solicitorfor authentication.

authenticity /,3:8en'tisati/ noun [u]

the quality of being real and genuine: The company
uses holograms to guarantee the authenticity of its

products.

authoring /'a^arirj/ noun [u]

(IT) creating multimedia computer products with
special software, without using programming
language: authoring packages/'software/tools

authority /o:'0rjrati; AmE a'0a:r-; a'6a:r-/ noun

see also: Civil Aviation Authority, classification ~,

Financial Services ~, line ~, Securities and Futures ~

1 [u] the official power to give orders to people,

make decisions, etc: in a position of authority o
Nothing will be done because no one in authority
(= who has a position of power) takes the matter

seriously, o Only the manager has the authority to

sign cheques.
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2 [U] official permission to do sth: He was
dismissed for signing documents without the

authority of his manager.

3 [u] the power to influence people because they

respect your knowledge or official position: As the

author of six books on marketing, she speaks with

authority on the subject.

4 [c, usually pi.] the people or an organization who
have the power to make decisions or who have a

particular area of responsibility in a country or

region: The health authorities are investigating the

problem.

5 [C] a person with special knowledge: She's an
authority on trade law.

authorization , -isatiotl /,o:0arai zeijn; AmE
.oiGara'zeiJn/ noun

1 [u,c] official permission or power to do sth; the

act of giving permission: Who gave the

authorization to release the data? o He had acted

without authorization.

O to give/grant/refuse (sb) authorization to askfor/
get/have/need/obtain/require authorization

2 [c] a document that gives sb official permission

to do sth

authori zation code noun [c]

a secret set of numbers or letters that allows sb to

do sth such as use a website, accept payment with a

bank card, etc. -» password

authorize , -ise /'D:6araiz/ verb [+ obj]

to give official permission for sth, or for sb to do
sth: I can authorize payments of up to $5 000. o
authorized dealers -» unauthorized

authorized 'capital (Bi £ also .authorized

'share .capital) {also spelled authorised ~) noun [u]

(Finance) the maximum amount of money that a

company is allowed to raise by selling shares
fSYNl NOMINAL CAPITAL, REGISTERED CAPITAL
-» ISSUED CAPITAL

.authorized 'shares noun [pi.] [also .authorized

'stock [u]) (also spelled authorised ~)

(Finance) the maximum number of shares that a

company can offer for sale

auto /'o:tau; AmE 'a:tou/ noun [C] (plural autos)

(AmE)

a car: the auto industry

0 auto companies/dealers/manufacturers/retailers/

workers auto production/sales

auto- /'o:tau; AmE 'oitou/ combiningform
1 by itself without a person to operate it:

automatic o autopilot

2 of or by yourself: autonomous o The project is

auto-financing (- it operates without borrowing
money).

autocratic /.oita'kraetik/ adjective

expecting to be obeyed and not caring about the

feelings and opinions of others: an autocratic

management style

automaker /'D:taumeika(r); /\/r?£ 'oitou-/ noun [C]

(AmE)

a company that makes cars

automate /'a:tameit/ verb [+ obj] (usually be
automated)
to use machines and computers instead of people
to do a job or task: The entire manufacturing process

has been automated, o The factory is nowfully
automated, o an automated production line

[SYNJ MECHANIZE

automatic /,D:ta'maetik/ adjective

1 (about a machine, device, etc.) having controls

that work without needing a person to operate
them: automatic doors o an automatic gearbox/
transmission (= in a car, etc.)

2 always happening as a result of a particular

action or situation: There is an automaticfine for
late payment. oA further drop in the share price

would trigger automatic sell orders.

automatically /,a:ta'maetikli/ adverb: The system
automatically deletes any viruses attached to emails.

.automatic 'pilot (also 'autopilot) noun [u]

a device in an aircraft or a ship that keeps it on a

fixed course without the need for a person to

control it: The aircraft was set on automatic pilot.

EE] be on .automatic pilot to do sth without
thinking because you have done the same thing

many times before: For the first hour at work I'm on
automatic pilot.

automation /.oita'meijn/ noun [u]

the use of machines to do work that was previously

done by people: Automation using programmable
machine tools meant the loss ofmanyfactoryjobs, o
office automation (= the use of computers in the

office)

automobile /'o:tamabi:l/ noun [C] (especially AmE)
a car: The organization set the standardfor the

production of automobiles.

0 the automobile business/industry automobile

manufacturers/workers

automotive /,o:ta'mautiv; AmE -'mou-/ adjective

[only before noun] (usually used in written English)

connected with motor vehicles

© the automotive industry automotive products/

sales

.automotive engi neer noun [c]

a person whose job is to design, develop and test

cars and other motor vehicles

autonomous /oi'tonamas; AmE o:'ta:n-/ adjective

1 (about a country, a region or an organization)

able to govern itself or control its own affairs: The

company's hotels are run as autonomous units, o an
autonomous region of Spain

2 (about a person or a group of people) able to do
things and make decisions without help from
anyone else: autonomous team working
ISYNJ INDEPENDENT
au'tonomously adverb: Each bank acts

autonomously.

au tonomous in vestment noun [u]

1 (Economics) an increase in the level of investment

for reasons other than a high interest rate

2 (Finance) investment that a company or an
organization makes for reasons other than to

increase production

'auto parts (0/50 spelled autoparts /'o:taupa:ts;

AmE 'o:toupa:rts/) noun [pi.]

the pieces used to make cars: the auto parts

industry

autopilot /'a:taupailat; AmE 'aitou-/ = automatic
PILOT

AV /,ei 'vi:/ = audio-visual

av abbr (only used in written English)

average: av number ofpages

available /a'veilabl/ adjective

1 (about things) that you can get, buy or use: The

shoe is now available in sports stores around the

country, o The new service will be available to

customers next month.

O freely/generally/readily/widely available

available facilities/resources/supplies

2 (about a person) free to see or talk to: Will she be

available this afternoon? o The director was not

availablefor comment.
availa'bility noun [uj: the availability of cheap

flights o This offer is subject to availability.



• average /'aevarids/ adjective, noun, verb

• adjective

1 calculated by adding several amounts together

and dividing the total by the number of amounts:

Average earnings are around €35 000 per annum, o
households with a below-average income

2 typical or normal: Forty hours is a fairly average

working weekfor most people, o We can expect

above-averagefinancial returns.

• noun [C,u]

see also: moving average, weighted average

1 the result of adding several amounts together

and dividing the total by the number of amounts:

The average of 4, 5 and 9is6.o Food prices have

risen by an average ofabout 5%.
2 a level which is usual: Employees' pay is above

averagefor the industry, o On average, wages have

gone up 2%.
3 {Insurance) — partial loss

• verb

1 [+ obj] (not used in the passive) to be equal to a

particular amount as an average: Economic growth
is expected to average 2% nextyear.

2 [+ obj or no obj] to calculate the average of sth:

Earnings are averaged over the whole period.

ULLLIIi .average 'out to result in an average or

equal amount over a period of time or after several

occasions: The costs of translation should average

out at about €20 per page, .average sth 'out (at

sth) to calculate the average of sth: Ifyou average

out the seasonal earnings of a tourist guide, they are

similar to those of an office worker, .average 'out at

sth to have a particular amount as the average over
a period of time: Sales growth has averaged out at

20% over the last three years.

average adjuster noun [c]

(Insurance) a person whose job is to calculate how
much the insurance companies should pay when a

ship or its cargo has been lost or damaged,
especially when the payment is shared between
several companies

.average audience .rating noun [c] (abbrkA
rating)

(Marketing) especially in the US, the percentage of
homes that were watching or listening to a
particular programme on television or radio during
an average minute of the programme: The average
audience ratingfor the show was only 6%.

.average 'earnings noun [pi.]

(Economics) in a particular economy, the total

amount of money that people earn for work
divided by the number of people who are working

.average 'earnings .index noun [sing.] (abbr

AEI)

(Economics) an official measurement in the UK that
shows the increase in the average amount of
money earned by a worker in a year, sometimes

33 award-winning

within a particular industry: The Average Earnings

Index (AEI) is Great Britain's key indicator of how
fast earnings are growing, o the average earnings

indexfor the services sector

.average 'revenue noun [c]

(Accounting) the total money received from the sale

of goods divided by the number of items sold: a

decrease/an increase in the average revenue per

customer

.average 'stock noun [u]

(Accounting) a method of calculating the average
value of goods held during a particular period by
adding the total value of goods held at the

beginning and at the end of the period and
dividing by two

aviation /.eivi'eijn/ noun [u]

see also: civil aviation

the designing, building and flying of aircraft: the

crisis in the aviation and travel industry

0 the aviation industry/sector civil/commercial/

world aviation

avionics /.eivi'Dniks; AmE -'a:n-/ noun

1 [u] the science of electronics when used in

designing and making aircraft

2 [pi.] the electronic devices in an aircraft, etc.

avoid /a'void/ verb [+ obj]

1 to prevent sth bad from happening: They are

lookingforfunds to avoid the company going
bankrupt, o The name was changed to avoid
confusion with anotherfirm.
2 to try not to do sth; to keep away from sb/sth:

The insurance company tried everything to avoid

paying the claim.

avoidance /o'voidans/ noun [u]

see also: tax avoidance

not doing sth; preventing sth from existing or

happening: to remove opportunities for the

avoidance of tax o risk avoidance

•award /a'wo:d; AmE a'wo:rd/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

1 (HR) a decision about an increase in the amount
of money sb earns: The union is unhappy with this

year's pay award.
2 (HR) in some countries, a written document that

gives details of the conditions of employment in a

company or an industry that are stated in law: Staff

work under a number of awards and agreements that

specify employment conditions.

3 (HR) = AWARD WAGE
4 (Law) the amount of money that a court decides

should be given to sb who has won a case; the

decision to give this money: The appeal court upheld

the €100000 damages award against the company.
5 (often in names of particular awards) a prize

such as money, etc. for sth that sb has done
• verb [+ obj]

award (sb) sth
|
award sth (to sb) to make an

official decision to give sth to sb as a payment,
prize, etc: Thefirm has been awarded a five-year

contract to supply parts to a leading manufacturer, o
The jury awarded $30 million in damages against the

newspaper.

a'ward wage (also a'ward) noun [c]

(HR) in some countries, the amount of money that

an employer must pay by law for a particular kind

of work: increases in the award wage o Some people

with disabilities do not earn full award wages.

-> MINIMUM WAGE

a ward- winning adjective

having won a prize: an award-winning design

msmm
mean/median/mode
These words are used to describe different types

of averages. Consider the following series of

numbers:

4 4 4 5 6 6 7

The mean (also called the arithmetic mean) is

calculated by adding all the numbers together

and dividing by how many numbers there are:

(4+4+4+5+6+6+7)/7 = 5.14

The median can only be found if the numbers are

arranged in order of size. It is the number in the

middle of the series: 5

The mode is the most common number: 4
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awareness /a'weanas; AmE a'wer-/ noun [u; sing.]

see also: brand awareness, consumer ~, product ~

knowing sth; knowing that sth exists and is

important: What all companies are lookingfor is an
awareness of the brand and what it stands for. o
consumers' growing awareness of Internet shopping

O growing/increasing awareness high/low

awareness to build/heighten/increase/raise

awareness

axe (AmE spelling also ax) /aeks/ noun, verb (informal)

•noun [sing ] the axe used especially in newspapers
to describe strong measures that are taken to

reduce costs, such as removing workers from their

jobs, closing parts of a company, etc: Up to 300
workers arefacing the axe at the struggling

company, o The company has not announced which

of its factories will get the axe.

• verb [+ obj]

to take strong measures to reduce costs, such as

removing workers from their jobs, closing parts of a

company, etc: Other less profitable services are to be

axed later this year.

axis /'aeksis/ noun [C] (plural axes /'aeksi:z/)

a fixed line against which the positions of points

are measured, especially points on a graph: The
horizontal axis measures the level of unemployment.

O the horizontal/vertical axis the axis is/measures/

shows ...

Bb
B2B (also spelled b2b, B-to-B) /,bi: ta 'bi:/ adjective

[only before noun]

(E-commerce) business-to-business used to

describe the' buying, selling and exchanging over

the Internet of products, services or information

between companies, rather than between
companies and consumers: B2B solutions fore-
commerce o business-to-business advertising CEXOI It

can also be used as a noun: Business to business

accounts for 75% of all Internet revenue. -» B2C, B2E

B2 Bex change noun [C] (abbr B2X, B2BX)

(E-commerce) a network or website on the Internet

that allows businesses to buy and sell goods and
services directly between each other

B2BX /,bi: ta bi: 'eks/ = B2B exchange

B2C (also spelled b2c, B-to-C) /,bi: ta 'si:/ adjective

[only before noun]

(E-commerce) business-to-consumer, business-to-
customer used to describe the selling of products,

services or information to consumers over the

Internet: B2C e-commerce o business-to-consumer

transactions EEH1 It can also be used as a noun:
B2C has been a big disappointment so far. -> B2B, B2E

B2E (also spelled b2e, B-to-E) /,bi: tu 'i:/ adjective

[only before noun]

1 (IT) business-to-employee used about a

website that all employees of a company use to

enter the Internet, and which brings together all

the information they need to do their job whether
in the office or away from it -» intranet
2 (HR) business-to-employee used to describe

ways in which some companies try to help

employees feel happy in their job and to develop
their skills and education, so that the company will

attract and keep good staff

3 (E-commerce) business-to-employer used to

describe the selling over the Internet of products or

services that help companies provide sth for

employees or find new employees
-» B2B, B2C

B2X /,bi: tu 'eks/ = B2B exchange

B&B (also spelled B and B, b and b) /,bi: an 'bi:/

= BED and breakfast

baby boom noun [c]

a time when the population of a country increases

rapidly, especially used to refer to a time in the UK
and the US between 1948 and 1964

baby .boomer noun [c]

a person born during a baby boom, especially

between 1948 and 1964 in the UK or the US: Their

traditional customers are ageing baby boomers.

babysitting .service noun [c]

a service provided by a hotel in which sb takes care

of your children while you go out

back /baek/ adjective, adverb, verb

• adjective [only before noun]

see also: buy-back, dial--, write-

1 owed for a time in the past: The company owed
$2 million dollars in back taxes.

Q back pay/rent/taxes

2 of or from a past time: back issues of a magazine
n»m on the back 'burner (informal) (about an
idea, a plan, etc.) left for the present time, to be
done or considered later-* idiom at front adj.

take a back 'seat (to sth) 1 to be given less

importance than sth else: Safety has taken a back

seat to the need for cost reduction. 2 to let other

people play a more active and important role in a

particular situation than you do: Mr Clark has

decided to take a back seat and be a non-executive

director. -> idiom at queue noun
• adverb
in return or reply: Could you call back later, please?

o I emailed them back to confirm the booking, o I

can't give you an answer now. Can I get back to you
on that?

0 to call/email/report/write back (to sb) to fight/hit

back
\nSM (go/get) back to 'basics to think about the

simple or most important ideas within a subject or

an activity instead of new ideas or complicated

details: Thefuture of marketing is about getting back

to basics, o a back-to-basics approach -» idiom at

CLAW
• verb [+ obj]

to give support or help to sb/sth: Leading businesses

have backed plans to reduce VAT. o union-backed

candidates See note at finance
333 .back 'out (of sth) to decide that you are no
longer going to take part in sth that has been
agreed: The company is stillfor sale after a

prospective buyer backed out of the deal, .back sth

'up 1 (IT) to prepare a second copy of a file,

program, etc. that can be used if the main one fails

or needs extra support: I back up all myfiles on CD-

ROM once a week. -> backup 2 to provide support

for sb/sth: The sales manager is backed up by an
experienced team of reps. -> backer

backbone /'baskbaun; AmE -boun/ noun [C]

1 the most important part of a system, an
organization, etc: Small and medium-sized
businesses are the backbone of the economy.



2 {IT) the system of connections that carries

information long distances over the Internet: The

high-speed Internet backbone has to deal with more
and more traffic every day.

back 'catalogue {also 'catalogue) {AmE spelling

also catalog) noun [c, usually sing.]

the designs, films/movies or music that a company
has produced or bought in the past and that it can

still produce. A back catalogue can be sold to

make money.

backdate /.baek'deit/ verb [+ obj]

1 to write an earlier date on a cheque or other

document than the date at the time of writing

2 {BrE) {usually be backdated) to make sth,

especially a payment, take effect from an earlier

date: Postal workers are getting a 5% pay rise,

backdated to March.
IQPPI POST-DATE

'back end noun, adjective

• noun [c]

1 the part of a business that does not meet and
deal directly with customers: They outsource much
of the back end of their business.

2 the end of a project, a process, an investment, a

period of time, etc: Your bank may add extra

payments on the back end of a loan, o Sales have

improved since the back end of lastyear.

3 {IT) the part of a computer system that processes

data-* server
• adjective [only before noun]

1 connected with the end of a project, a process,

an investment, a period of time, etc: back-end

royalties o back-end charges

2 {IT) used to describe a program or part of a

computer system that is not seen or used by the

user, especially in e-commerce: a back-end database
-» FRONT END

back-end 'load {especially AmE) {BrE usually 'exit

charge) noun [c]

{Tinance) the fee an investor pays when they sell

their shares in an investment fund, which is taken

from the final payment they receive -» front-end
load back-end 'loaded adjective

back-end loading noun [u]

{Finance; Insurance) an arrangement in which higher

amounts are paid at the end of a financial

agreement, such as a loan, than at the beginning
-> BACKLOAD

backer /'baeka(r)/ noun [C]

{Finance) a person or company that gives support to

sth/sb, especially financial support: The company is

searchingforfinancial backers. See note at finance
0 a corporate/key/financial backer

background /'baekgraund/ noun [c]

1 the details of a person's experience, education,
family, etc: The job would suit somebody with a
publishing background.
2 the circumstances or past events which help
explain why sth is how it is; information about
these: Gather plenty of background information on
the company before your interview.

3 {IT) the part of a computer where a program can
continue to operate while the user is working with
another program: programs running in the
background

backhander /'baekhaenda(r)/ noun [C]

a secret and illegal payment made to sb in

exchange for a favour: He wasfound to be taking
backhandersfrom suppliers. Isyni bribe

backhaul /'baekhod/ noun [C]

{Transport) the return journey of a vehicle that

transports goods after it has delivered its load:

backhaul loads/prices

35 backup

backing /'baekm/ noun [u]

help; support: The merger deal has the full backing

of the board, o They have won financial backingfrom
the EU. -» asset backing See note at finance
0 to get/have/receive/win backing financial/legal/

political backing

backload /'baeklaud; AmE -loud/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj or no obj]

1 {Finance) to arrange for higher amounts to be
paid at the end of a financial agreement than at the

beginning: a backloaded insurance policy-* back-
end loading
2 {Transport) to arrange for a a vehicle to carry a

load on its return journey after delivering sth

backloading / //m [u]

• noun [C]

{Transport) a load that a vehicle carries on its return

journey after delivering sth: The company arranges

backloads for hauliers so that they can earn money in

both directions.

backlog /'bsekmg; /\m£ -b:g; -la:g/ noun [C]

a quantity of work that should have been done
already, but has not yet been done: The insurance

company is still working to clear the backlog of
claims, o A huge backlog ofwork had built up.

0 to clear/reduce a backlog a backlog builds up/
develops/grows * a huge/large/mounting backlog

back office noun [c]

the part of a company which does not deal directly

with the public: He runs the airline's back office, o
500 back-office and administrative jobs will be lost.

-» front office

'back .order noun [c]

{Commerce; Production) an order for goods that have
not yet been produced or supplied: It is our aim to

fill back orders as soon as the merchandise is

available, .back 'order verb [+ obj or no obj]

back 'room noun [c]

a place where secret, administrative or other

important work is done: deals made in back rooms o
back-room staff

'back shift {BrE) {AmE 'swing shift) noun [C,U]

{HR) a period of work from the middle of the

afternoon until late at night, between the day and
the night periods; the group of people who work
during this period: to work (the) back shift

backslash /'baskslaeJV noun [C]

a symbol ( \ ) used in computer commands
-» FORWARD SLASH

backspace /'baekspeis/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

the key on a computer keyboard which you press to

move back towards the beginning of the line of text

and which removes the last letter that you typed;

the act of using this key
• verb [no obj]

to use the backspace key on a keyboard

back-to-back loan {also .parallel loan)

noun [C]

{Finance) an arrangement where companies in

different countries lend money to each other at the

same time in different currencies, in order to avoid

high interest rates, restrictions on changing
currency, etc.

backup /'baekAp/ noun [C]

1 {IT) a copy of a file, program, etc. that can be

used if the original is lost or damaged: Always make
a backup ofyour work, o a backup copy

2 extra help, ideas, equipment, etc. that you can

use if the first fails: We have a backup plan if the

mergerfalls through.

-» back sb/sth up at back verb



backwardation 36 had to bail the company out offinancial difficulty.

-» BAILOUT

backwardation /.baekwa'deijn; AmE -war'deijn/

noun [u] {also in.verted 'market [sing.])

[Finance] a situation where prices for goods that

will be delivered in the future are lower than prices

for goods that will be delivered immediately: A
shortage of supplies has caused a state of
backwardation on the coffee futures market.

-> CONTANGO

backward inte gration noun [u]

[Economics) a situation where a company buys a

company which supplies it or begins to do the same
work as that company -> vertical integration,
forward integration—Picture at integration

backyard /,baek'ja:d; AmE -'ja:rd/ noun
rr»m in your (own) back yard in or near the place

where you live or work: Local residents didn't want
the newfactory in their own backyard. -» Nimby

BACS /baeks/ abbr
Bankers' Automated Clearing System a

company owned by the UK banks that uses an
electronic system to make payments between
accounts in member banks. It is often used by
companies to pay their employees. -> APACS

bad 'debt noun [c,u]

[Accounting) a debt that will not be paid: The

company has written off over $500 million of bad
debts.

bad debt re.covery noun [u]

1 [Law) legal action to force sb to pay a debt which
should have been paid already: bad debt recovery

consultants

2 [Accounting) payment of a debt which seemed
unlikely to be paid

bad 'faith noun [c.u]

an intention to deceive sb: Thejudge decided that

the garage owner had acted in bad faith. -» good
faith

bad 'loan noun [c]

[Finance) a loan that is not being paid back as

arranged and may never be: plans to use public

funds to help banks dispose of their bad loans

baggage /'baegid3/ noun [u]

see also: excess baggage, hand baggage

bags, cases, etc. that you carry your clothes and
things in when you are travelling: excess baggage

[= weighing more than the limit allowed on a

plane) (synI luggage

'baggage reclaim [BrE) [AmE 'baggage claim)

noun [u]

the place at an airport where you get your
suitcases, etc. again after you have flown

baggage room ~ left luggage

bail /bed/ noun, verb

• noun [u]

[Law) money that sb agrees to pay if a person
accused of a crime does not appear at their trial.

When bail has been arranged, the accused person
is allowed to go free until the trial: She was released

on bail, o The judge granted bail.

O to allow/deny/give/ grant/refuse (sb) bail

• verb [+ obj]

[Law) to release sb on bail: He was bailed to appear
in cou rt on 15 March.
THE! bail 'out (of sth) [BrE spelling also bale out
(of sth)) [also bail, especially in AmE informal) [Law)

to stop doing or taking part in sth because it is

difficult or unpleasant: When the companies merged,
several key people decided to bail (out), bail sb 'out

to pay sb's bail for them bail sb/sth 'out (of sth)

(6rf spelling also bale sb/sth out (of sth)) to rescue
sb/sth from a difficult situation: The government

bailiff /'beihf/ noun [c]

[Law)

1 [BrE) a law officer whose job is to take the

possessions and property of people who cannot pay
their debts

2 [AmE) an official who keeps order in a court,

takes people to their seats, watches prisoners, etc.

bailout /'beilaut/ noun [c]

an act of giving money to a company, a foreign

country, etc. that has very serious financial

problems: The airlines shareholders voted infavour

ofa government bailout, o The country has received

an international bailout package worth $48 billion.

-> bail sb/sth out at bail verb

bait-and- switch noun [c,u]

[Marketing) a selling method where advertisements

for products with low prices are used to attract

customers, who are then persuaded to buy
something more expensive in the range: Salespeople

can pressure you with bait-and-switch tactics

unless you know what to look out for. BEE This

term is often used in a disapproving way, as the

method can be illegal.

• balance /'baelans/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: adverse balance, adverse trade ~, bank ~,

closing ~, compensating ~, competitive ~, credit ~,

etc.

1 [C, usually sing.] the difference in a bank account
between the total amount of money coming in and
the total amount going out at a particular time: The

company's cash balance increased to $4.5 billion this

quarter, o Enter your password to check your account

balance online. -> bank balance
2 [Accounting) [C, usually sing.] in a company's
financial records, the difference between the total

debits and total credits in a particular account:

The balance on the profit and loss account at 31st

March 2005 was $75 738. o transferring a balance

from a revenue or expense account to a profit and
loss account

3 [c, usually sing.] the amount of money still owed
after sb has paid part of the total: A 10% deposit is

required, with the balance payable on completion of

the work.

4 [c] an amount of money that sb owes to the

bank, etc. at a particular time, because they have
bought things using a credit card: The average

consumer has an outstanding balance of$l 500 on
his or her credit card, o I try to pay offmy monthly
credit-card balance in full.

5 [u] what remains of sth after part of it has been
used or taken: The balance ofyour order will be

supplied when we have new stock.

6 [u; sing.] a situation in which different things

exist in equal, correct or good amounts: Try to keep

a balance between work and relaxation.

ITOTn on 'balance after considering all the

information: On balance, we have had a good year.

idioms at redress verb, strike verb

• verb

1 [Accounting) [+ obj] balance sth (off) in a

company's financial records, to compare the total

debits and the total credits in an account and
calculate the amount needed to make them equal:

It only needs an hour or so a month to organize and
balance the accounts. oAll the accounts should have

been balanced off correctly.

2 [Accounting) [no obj] if an account balances, the

debit and credit sides are equal: These figures

don't balance. There must be a mistake somewhere.

3 [+ obj] to spend only the money that is available;

to make the money available equal to the amount
of money spent: The spending cuts are part of the

government's plan to balance its budget, o We have



transferred $5000from our deposits to balance the

accounts.

4 [+ obj or no obj] balance (sth) (out) to be equal in

value, amount, etc. to sth else that has the opposite

effect: This year's profits will balance our previous

losses, o The advantages and disadvantages seem to

balance out.

5 [+ obj] balance A against B to compare the

relative importance of two contrasting things: The

cost of bringing in consultants needs to be balanced

against the benefits.

balance brought down {abbr balance b/d)

(also .balance brought forward abbr balance b/f,

balance b/fwd) noun [c]

(Accounting) the amount that you use to start an
account for a new period, which is equal to the

balance (= the difference between the total

debits and the total credits) at the end of the

previous period -» balance carried down
BEEB This is usually written as an abbreviation in

accounts.

balance carried down [abbr balance c/d)

(also .balance carried forward abbr balance c/f,

balance c/fwd) noun [c]

(Accounting) the balance at the end of one
accounting period that will then become the

balance brought down for the beginning of the

next period This is usually written as an
abbreviation in accounts.

.balanced 'budget noun [C, usually sing.]

(Economics) a plan by a government to spend the

same amount of money as it receives in a particular

year

.balanced 'fund (also .balanced mutual fund)

(both especially AmE) noun [C]

(Finance) a type of fund that invests its customers'

money in a way that makes a good profit but does
not involve a lot of risk, by investing in both shares

and bonds

.balanced scorecard noun [c, usually sing.]

a method of measuring how well a company's plans

are helping it to achieve its aims by looking at a

variety of areas of activity including finance, how
efficient it is, and relations with customers: The
balanced scorecard is a toolfor turning strategy into

action.

.balance ofpayments noun [sing]

(Economics) the difference between the amount of

money one country pays to other countries,

especially for imports, and the amount it receives,

especially from exports; the official record of this

over a particular period: An increase in exports

would help Britain's balance ofpayments, o a
balance ofpayments surplus (= profit) o The
country recorded a £9.5 billion balance ofpayments
deficit (= debt) for the year. See note at balance
OF TRADE

.balance of 'trade {also trade .balance, .visible

'balance) noun [c, usually sing.]

(Economics) the difference in value between imports
and exports of goods over a particular period: Ifwe
sell more than we buy, we have a favourable balance

of trade, o a balance-of-trade deficit (= when a
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country spends more on imports than it earns from
exports) d*XD The balance of trade is an
important part of a country's balance of
PAYMENTS. -> VISIBLE TRADE

• balance sheet noun [c]

(Accounting) a written statement that shows the

financial state of a company at a particular time. It

lists the company's assets and all money owed
(liabilities): At present, the airline has zero debt on
its balance sheet, o dependable companies with
strong balance sheets -> off-balance-sheet
O a healthy/strong balance sheet to improve/

strengthen your balance sheet

the balance-sheet e quation = the
ACCOUNTING EQUATION

bale /beil/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

a large amount of a light material pressed tightly

together and tied up: bales of hay/straw/cotton/
wool o cotton exports of 9.8 million bales—Picture at

transport
• verb [+ obj]

to make sth into bales: The waste paper is baled,

then sentfor recycling.

339 .bale out (of sth); .bale sb/sth out (of

sth) (BrE) = bail out (of sth), bail sb/sth out
(of sth)

balloon /ba'luin/ noun [C]

(Finance) used to describe a type of loan where the

final payment is much larger than the rest: The
mortgage is payable in 83 monthly instalments of
$720 and a balloon payment of $112 000 at the end

of the seventh year.

0 a balloon loan/maturity/mortgage/payment

ballot /'baelat/ noun, verb

• noun
1 [u,C] the system of voting in writing and usually

in secret; an occasion on which a vote is held: The
union cannot call a strike unless it holds a ballot of
members.
0 to have/hold a ballot a postal/secret/strike ballot

2 (also 'ballot .paper) [c] the piece of paper or card

on which sb marks who or what they are voting for:

To be approved, 75% ofpolicyholders need to cast

their ballots in favour of the scheme.

3 (Finance) [u,C] a fair way of choosing who to sell

shares, bonds, etc. to in situations where there are

not enough new shares, bonds, etc. for everyone
who wants to buy them

• verb

1 [+ obj] to ask sb to vote in writing and secretly

about sth: The union is balloting its members on
strike action.

2 [no obj] to vote secretly about sth: The workers
ballotedfor a strike.

'ballpark /'bo:lpa:k; AmE -pa:rk/ noun
UmH in the (right) 'ballpark (informal) (used about
a price, an amount, etc.) approximately right or

acceptable: Ifyou said five million you'd be in the

right ballpark. oA price tag of around $20 million is

in the ballpark, in the wrong/same ballpark
{informal) (used about a price, an amount, etc.)

wrong or almost the same: The offersfor the

contract were all in the same ballpark, a 'ballpark
figure/estimate/price (informal) a number, an
amount, etc. that is approximately correct: How
much will the project cost? Give me a ballpark

figure.

the .Baltic Ex change noun [sing ]

(Trade) an organization in London that arranges

agreements for the transport of raw materia ls

between countries, especially by ship EEH3 The
full name of the Baltic Exchange is the 'Baltic

Mercantile and Shipping Exchange'.

WHICH WORD?

balance of trade/balance of

payments
A country's balance of trade includes imports and
exports of goods only. Its balance of payments
considers all business with other countries:

imports and exports of goods, and money earned
from or paid for services and investments, such as

tourism or shares in companies.
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• ban /baen/ verb, noun

• verb [+ obj] (-nn-)

1 to officially say that sth is not allowed, often by
law: They decided to ban company-wide emails, o
The government has banned the import of all meat
and dairy products for health reasons.

2 (usually be banned) to officially say that sb is not

allowed to do sth or go somewhere: She was
bannedfrom holding public office.

• noun [C]

an official rule that says that sth is not allowed: a

ban on overtime/on tobacco advertising o Congress

has been urged to impose a ban on all cloning

research.

0 to impose/lift a ban

bancassurance /'baenkajoirans; Suar-; AmE-
-ajur-/ noun [u] (BrE)

[Finance; Insurance) the combination of banking and
insurance services that is offered by many major
banks [syn] allfinanz 'bancassurer noun [C]: a

well-known high street bancassurer

bandwagon /'baendwaegan/ noun
fT»n climb/jump on the bandwagon to become
involved in an activity or idea which is becoming
popular or fashionable in order to become popular

or successful" yourself: This is another major
publishing house to jump on the e-books bandwagon.

bandwidth /'baendwide; -wite/ [u,c]

(IT) a measurement of the amount of information

that a particular computer network or Internet

connection can send in a particular time: We need
greater bandwidth, o The server has a permanent
connection to the Internet with a bandwidth of 128
Kbps (= kilobits per second), o (figurative) He doesn't

have enough personal bandwidth (= time; mental
ability) to manage the project.

the Bank /baerjk/ noun [sing.]

the Bank of England -» central bank

• bank /baerjk/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: advising bank, agent ~, agricultural ~,

banker's ~, cash at ~, central ~, clearing ~, etc.

1 an organization that provides various financial

services to people and businesses, for example
keeping or lending money; a local office or a

particular bank: The company has £13.5 million

cash in the Dank, o I need to get some money out of
the bank, o My salary is paid directly into the bank,

o I need to go to the bank today, o Full details are

availablefrom any branch of Barclays Bank.

0 o domestic/foreign/global/international bank a

big/high-street/large/major/small bank
2 often Bank, the Bank of... = central bank
3 an amount or a number of sth collected together;

a place where sth is stored ready for use: a bank of
knowledge o a bank of 12 TV screens o names stored

in the computer's memory bank -» databank
-> idiom at break verb

• verb

1 [+ obj] to put money into a bank account: Have
you banked the cheque yet?
2 [no obj] bank (with/at ... ) to have an account
with a particular bank: The company banks with
Coutts and HSBC.

bankable /'baerjkabl/ adjective

1 (informal) likely to make money for sb/sth: The
company's name is its most bankable asset.

2 (Finance) acceptable to a bank: bankable
documents/checks

• bank ac,count [also banking account)
noun [c]

an arrangement that you have with a bank that

allows you to keep your money there, to pay in or

take out money, etc: You can open a bank account
with as little as €100. o Do we have enough funds in

our bank account to pay the bills? o The money will

be paid directly into your bank account. -» account
noun (1)

0 to close/have/hold/open a bank account • to pay
money into/ take money out of a bank account

bank ad vance noun [c]

money which a bank lends to a customer

bank assistant noun [C] (especially AmE)
a person who works in a bank but is not a manager
-» BANK TELLER, CASHIER

bank .balance noun [c]

the amount of money that sb has in their bank
account at a particular time: My bank balance is

always low at the end of the month. -> balance
noun (1)

bank bill noun [c]

1 (Finance; Trade) (BrE) (also .banker's acceptance,
BrE, AmE) a type of bill of exchange that is signed

by a bank, which means that it agrees to pay the

amount stated on the bill -» trade bill

2 (AmE) = BANKNOTE

bank borrowing noun
1 [u] the act of taking money from a bank and
agreeing to pay it back over a period of time; the

amount of money that sb borrows in this way:
Small companies often have to rely on bank
borrowing.

2 bank borrowings [pi ] the amount of money that

is borrowed from banks: They have sold several

stores to try to pay back bank borrowings.

'bank card (also 'banker's card) noun [c]

a plastic card provided by your bank that you can

use to pay for sth or to get money from your
account out of a machine: We accept cheques

supported by a bank cardfor payments over £50.
-» CHEQUE CARD, CREDIT CARD, DEBIT CARD

bank-certified cheque (AmE spelling ~

check) noun [c]

a cheque that a bank has officially said can be used,

as the person who has written the cheque has

enough money in their account to pay the amount
on the cheque

'bank charge noun [c, usually pi.]

the amount that a customer pays their bank for the

services it provides: There are no bank charges if

your account stays in credit, o to incur bank charges

(= do sth so that you have to pay them) -> service
CHARGE

'bank cheque (AmE spelling ~ check) (BrE also

banker's cheque) noun [c]

a cheque signed by your bank that you buy and use

to pay sb who will not accept an ordinary cheque
ISYN

I

BANK DRAFT

bank clerk noun [c]

a person who works in a bank, receiving and
paying out money, helping customers, keeping
records of accounts, etc. -> cashier, bank teller

'bank .credit noun [u,c]

(Finance) money that a bank makes available either

as a loan or an overdraft; money that banks in

general lend: periods when bank credit is restricted o
a bank credit agreement/facility

'bank debt noun [u]

money that a company, an organization, etc. owes
to a bank: The airline is aiming to pay off its $100
million bank debt within six months, o €40 million of

bank debt

bank de, posit noun [c]

1 an amount of money that you leave (deposit) in a

bank



2 {Economics) bank deposits [pi.] the total amount
of money that has been paid into one bank or all

banks in a particular area or country: Bank deposits

rose to €135 billion.

bank draft noun [c]

1 {BrE also 'banker's draft) a cheque signed by your

bank that you buy and use to pay sb who will not

accept an ordinary cheque Isyni bank cheque,
DRAFT
2 {AmE) = DIRECT DEBIT

banker /'baeijka(r)/ noun [c]

1 a person who owns a bank or who has an
important job in a bank: The bank is looking at ways

of retaining its senior bankers.

O a central/merchant/private/senior banker

2 an organization that lends money or provides

the services of a bank: The company's bankers are

aiming to sell the studio for $7bn.

0 central/merchant/private bankers

banker's ac ceptance = bank bill (i)

banker's bank noun [c]

{Finance) a bank that provides financial services to

other banks: The Central Bank acts as a banker's

bank, making loans to banks.

'banker's card = cheque card, bank card

banker's cheque = bank. cheque

banker's draft = bank draft (l)

'banker's hours noun [pi.] {informal)

short working hours, often with a long lunch

break: You're late today! Do you think you're

working banker's hours?

banker's 'order = standing order

'banker's .reference = bank reference

bank facility noun [c]

{Finance)

1 [usually sing.] an arrangement with a bank to

borrow a particular amount of money: a $100
million short-term bank facility

2 a bank

the Bank for Inter national
'Settlements noun [sing.] {abbr B\S)

an international organization in Switzerland that

encourages central banks from different countries

to work together and provides them with financial

services

.bank giro credit noun [c]

a method of payment, usually used for paying bills,

etc., in which a printed form is used to tell a bank
to put a particular amount of money into a

particular account at that branch; the form that is

used

bank guarantee noun [c]

{Finance) a promise by a bank to pay money owed
by a customer who cannot pay a debt or who fails

to provide an agreed service to sb (defaults):

Lenders will not riskfinancing a project without a
bank guarantee.

,bank holiday noun [c] {BrE)

a public holiday, for example New Year's Day, when
banks, businesses, government offices, etc. are

officially closed: a bank holiday weekend {- a

weekend followed by a Monday which is a bank
holiday)

bank identification .number = sort
CODE

banking /'baerjkrrj/ noun [u]

see also: consumer banking, home ~, retail ~

1 the business activity of banks: a career in

banking o You mayfind it difficult to get to a bank
during banking hours.
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O business/corporate/personal banking the banking

industry/sector banking facilities/hours/services

2 the activity of using the services that a bank
offers: About 20% of our customers use online

banking, o Where do you do your banking?

0 electronic/lnternet/telephone banking

banking ac count = bank account

banking .system noun [c]

all the institutions that provide banking services in

a country or region, and the way that they work
together: measures to maintain public confidence in

the banking system

bank .interest noun [u]

the interest that a bank charges a customer for

borrowing money

.bank 'lending noun [u]

{Economics) the amount of money lent to people by
banks within a country over a period of time: Bank
lending rose by 4% last month.

.bank mandate noun [c]

a written instruction that sb gives to a bank, for

example to start a new account or make regular

payments from their account

banknote /'basrjknaut; AmE -nout/ {AmE also

'bank bill) noun [c]

a piece of paper money: There had been a high

demand for banknotesfrom ATMs, o a 500 peso

banknote o euro banknotes and coins o used

banknotes Isyni note

the .Bank of 'England {also the Bank) noun
[sing.] {abbr B/E, B of E)

the central bank of the UK-» the Federal Reserve

.bank of 'issue noun [c]

a bank that has the legal right to make its own
notes and coins

.bank overdraft = overdraft

'bank rate noun [c]

{Finance) another name for base rate that is not

used very much now

.bank reconciliation {also .bank
reconcili'ation .statement) noun [c,u]

{Accounting) a regular check that a company makes
to make sure that its own financial records agree

with the bank's record of its bank balance, for

example by considering payments that have been
made but not yet recorded by the bank; a

document that explains the differences: Complete

regular bank reconciliations of the management
bank accounts.

'bank .reference {also banker's .reference)

noun [c]

a statement that a bank can be asked to give about

whether a customer is likely to be able to pay back
a loan -> status enquiry

.bank re serves noun [pi ]

{Economics) the amount of money that banks must
keep in the central bank, equal to a percentage of

the money paid into their accounts (deposits): By
increasing bank reserves, the Federal Bank increases

the amount of money that banks have to lend.

-» reserve noun

bankroll /'baerjkraul; AmE -roul/ verb, noun

• verb [+ obj] {especially AmE) {informal)

to support sb or a project financially: investors who
bankroll start-ups See note at finance

bankroller noun [C]

• noun [C]

1 {especially AmE) a supply of money: The company
has used some of its bankroll to bring in talented

designers.
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2 a roll of paper money

'bank run noun [c]

{Economics) a time when too many people want to

take their money out of the banks at the same time,

so the banks cannot pay them all: The government

froze deposits to prevent a bank run. -> run
noun (5)

bankrupt /'baerjkr-Apt/ adjective, verb, noun
• adjective

1 without enough money to pay what you owe,
especially when this has been officially decided by
a court: a bankrupt software company o Her
husband went bankrupt two years ago. o The

company was declared bankrupt in the High Court.

[SYN] INSOLVENT
O to go/be declared bankrupt

2 {formal) [not usually before noun] not having

something that has value: a government bankrupt

ofnew ideas

• verb [+ obj]

to make sb bankrupt: The company was almost
bankrupted by legal costs.

•noun [C]

see also: undischarged bankrupt

{Law) a person who has been judged by a court to

be unable to pay their debts

• bankruptcy /'baerjkrAptsi; -rApsi/ noun [u,C]

{plural bankruptcies)

see also: act of bankruptcy, assignee in ~,

involuntary ~, trustee in ~, voluntary ~

{Law) the state of being bankrupt: They wouldface
bankruptcy if they had to repay the loan, o There

could be farther bankruptcies among smallfarmers.
o The companyfiled for bankruptcy {- asked to be
officially bankrupt) earlier this year. insolvency,
BANKRUPT
O to be on the brink of/be on the verge of/face

bankruptcy to be forced into/collapse into

bankruptcy to declare/file for/seek bankruptcy to

avert/avoid/stave off bankruptcy a bankruptcy
court/judge

bankruptcy-law projection = bank-
ruptcy PROTECTION

bankruptcy .notice noun [c]

{Law) an official letter that tells a person or

company who owes money that if they do not pay it

within a particular number of days, they will be
made bankrupt

bankruptcy .order noun [c]

{Law) an order by a court that makes a person or

company officially bankrupt, and allows their

property to be taken and used to pay their debts:

The court made a bankruptcy order against the

debtor.

bankruptcy pe.tition noun [c]

{Law) a request made to a court by a person or

company who is owed money to make the person
or company that owes them money bankrupt: The
High Court dismissed a bankruptcy petition filed

against the company.

O to file/issue/present/serve a bankruptcy petition

bankruptcy pro ceedings noun [pi ]

{Law) the legal process of asking the court to make
a person or company bankrupt

bankruptcy pro tection {also bankruptcy-
law projection) noun [u]

{Law) laws that limit the amount that a person or

company has to pay when they are made
BANKRUPT
O to file for/seek bankruptcy protection to emerge
from bankruptcy protection

'bank .statement {also 'statement) noun [c]

a printed record of all the money paid into and out
of a customer's bank account within a particular

period: The monthly bank statement showed a
balance of $400.

O to receive/request a bank statement an amount
appears on/is shown on a bank statement

'bank .teller {also 'teller) noun [c]

a person whose job is to receive and pay out money
in a bank -> bank clerk, cashier

bank .transfer noun [c]

the sending of money from an account in one bank
to an account in any branch of the same bank or

another: You should allowfive to seven working days

for a bank transfer to be made, o Payment may be

made by bank transfer to thefollowing account...

-» BANK GIRO CREDIT
0 to arrange/make a bank transfer to pay by bank

transfer

'banner ad {also banner /'baena(r)/) {also 'banner

advertisement, formal) noun [c]

{Marketing) an advertisement in the form of a box
with a design or symbol in that is spread across a

web page, usually at the top: a banner ad on a
popular website -> button ad
'banner .advertising noun [u]

banner .towing noun [u]

{Marketing) a method of advertising which uses a

small plane to fly over an area pulling a long sign

attached to the back with an advertisement on it

the Bar /ba:(r)/ noun [sing.]

{Law) {often the bar)

1 {BrE) the profession of a barrister (= a lawyer
in a higher court): to be called to the bar {= to be
allowed to work as a qualified barrister)

2 {AmE) the profession of any kind of lawyer;

lawyers as a group

bar /ba:(r)/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: menu bar, navigation ~, scroll ~, space ~

1 {IT) [c] a narrow box at the top of a computer
screen that contains words or pictures of the

common things that a computer can do for you to

choose: a menu/task bar -» toolbar
2 [sing.] a bar (to sth) a thing that stops sb from
doing sth: a two-year bar on selling the company o
At that time, being a woman was a bar to promotion
in most professions.

• verb [+ obj] (-rr-)

to not allow or to prevent sb from doing sth: He is

now barredfrom entering the country.

VOCABULARY BUILDING

When a company fails

Technical words

• to be/go insolvent (= to be unable to pay debts)

• to liquidate/wind up a company (= to sell its

assets, pay its debts, etc.)

• a company is put/goes into liquidation

Neutral Words

• to be/go bankrupt
• to go out of business

Informal/idiomatic words

a company
• goes under
• goes bust

• goes belly up
• goes to the wall



bar chart {AmE also bar bar chart
graph) noun [c]

a diagram which uses

bands of different heights

and equal widths to show
different amounts, so that

they can be compared
easily: The bar chart

shows the relationship

between each year's sales.

-> HISTOGRAM

-A- 'bar code noun [c]

a pattern of thick and thin lines that is printed on
things that you buy in a shop/store. It contains

information that a computer can read: The cashier

uses a light pen to read the bar codes, o a bar code

reader [syn] UPC—Picture at packaging
0 to read/scan a bar code
'bar .coding noun [u]

• bargain /'ba:gan; AmE 'ba:rgan/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

1 something that is bought or sold at a lower price

than usual: / picked up afew good bargains in the

sale, o I managed to get the shares at a bargain
price, o bargain fare offers

2 an agreement between two or more people or

groups to do sth: III make a bargain with you. o I

assure you we will keep our side of the bargain (=

do what we agreed to do).

3 {Commerce) an agreement, often a spoken
agreement, between two or more people to

exchange sth for a particular price: Buyer and seller

strike a bargain with each individual purchase.

4 {Stock Exchange) a single act of buying or selling

on the London Stock Exchange: The average daily

volume tradedfor July was 180684 bargains.

-> idiom at hard adjective

• verb [no obj]

bargain (with sb) (about/over/for sth) to discuss

prices, pay or conditions with sb in order to reach
an agreement that suits everyone: It's better to

bargain for wages as a group, o Employers sometimes
have to bargain with trade unions.

bargain basement noun [c]

a part of a large shop/store, usually on the floor

below street level, where goods are sold at lower
prices than usual: They are selling off their assets at

bargain-basement prices (= very cheaply).

bargain hunter noun [c]

a person who is looking for goods that are being
sold at a lower price than usual: Share prices rose as

bargain hunters rushed back into the market.
'bargain .hunting noun [u] -» bottom fishing

bargaining /'bcuganirj; AmE 'ba:rg-/ noun [u]

see also: collective bargaining, enterprise ~, free

collective ~, workplace ~

discussion of prices, pay, or conditions to try to

reach an agreement that suits everyone: pay/wage
bargaining o Many employees are in a weak
bargaining position, o The agreement is the result

of hard bargaining on both sides for 18 months, o
Unions are ready to return to the bargaining table
(= start discussing again) today.

bargaining agent noun [c]

{HR) in the US, a union that a particular group of
workers choose to belong to and that represents
them in discussions about wages, etc.

-» BARGAINING UNIT

bargaining .counter {BrE) {also bargaining
chip, AmE, BrE) noun [c]

a fact or a thing that you can use to get an
advantage for yourself when you are trying to

reach an agreement with another person or group

bargaining .power noun [u]

the amount of control a person or group has when
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trying to reach an agreement with another group
in a business or political situation: As a cash buyer,

you'll have greater bargaining power.

'bargaining .unit noun [c]

{HR) in the US, a group of workers who are

recognized as a separate part of a union in

discussions about wages, etc. -» bargaining agent

'bar graph = bar chart

barista /ba:'ri:sta; -'ns-; bae-/ noun [C]

a person who works in a bar, especially a coffee bar,

serving drinks to customers

barometer /b9'rDmita(r); AmE -'ra:m-/ noun [C]

something that shows the changes that are

happening in an economic, social or political

situation: Retail sales figures act as a barometer of
the country's economic health.

baron /'baeran/ noun [C]

a person who owns or controls a large part of a

particular industry

O a media/newspaper/oil/press/tobacco baron

barrel /'baeral/ noun [c]

1 a large, round container, usually made of wood
or metal, with flat ends and, usually, curved sides;

the amount that such a container holds—Picture at

TRANSPORT
2 a unit of measurement in the oil industry equal
to between 120 and 159 litres: Oil prices rose to $60
a barrel, o The forecastfor global oil demand is 76 m
barrels a day.

3 a unit of measurement used in the beer-making
(brewing) industry equal to about 164 litres

barrier /'baeria(r)/ noun [C]

see also: entry barrier, exit ~, non-tariff ~, trade ~

1 a problem, rule or situation that prevents sb

from doing sth, or that makes sth impossible: The
policy protectedfarmers by setting up barriers

against imports, o The company denied that there

are any artificial barriers to promotion.
2 something that exists between one thing or

person and another and keeps them separate: We
need to remove unnecessary barriers between
management and the workforce.

.barrier to 'entry {plural barriers to entry) {also

'entry .barrier) noun [c]

{Economics) something that makes it difficult for a

company to start competing in a particular kind of

business, for example high cost or advanced
technology: E-commerce is an industry with

relatively low barriers to entry {- it is simple and
cheap to start doing it).

.barrier to 'exit {plural barriers to exit) {also 'exit

.barrier) noun [c]

1 {Economics) something that makes it difficult for

a company to leave an area of business, for

example government rules or the cost of stopping

employing staff: high barriers to exit o The presence

VOCABULARY BUILDING

baron/magnate/mogul/tycoon

Newspapers tend to use limited combinations of

words to describe people in particular industries

who are very powerful and wealthy. The most
common include:

• a media/newspaper/press baron
• a media/property/shipping magnate
• a media/movie/TV mogul
• a media/an oil/a property tycoon
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of a variety of barriers to exit influenced the timing

and selection ofplants that were closed.

2 something that makes it difficult for a customer
to stop using a particular brand of goods or for sb

to change their job, etc: We can create an experience

for our customers that creates barriers to exit and
keeps them loyal.

barrister /'baensta(r)/ noun [C]

{Law) a lawyer in the UK who has the right to argue

cases in the higher courts See note at profession

barter /'ba:ta(r); AmE 'ba:rt-/ verb, noun

(Commerce; Economics)

• verb [+ obj or no obj]

to exchange goods, property, services, etc. for other

goods without using money: The farmers try to sell

or barter whatever they grow,

mnoun [u]

the exchange of goods, property, services, etc. for

other goods without using money: The two
countries have agreed to exchange certain goods on a

barter system. -> countertrade

• base /beis/ noun, verb

•noun [C]

see also: asset base, client ~, consumer ~, cost ~,

customer ~, installed ~, knowledge ~, etc.

1 the main place where a business operates from:

The company has its base in Paris, and branch offices

all over the world.

2 the people, activity, etc. from which sb/sth gets

most of their support, income, power, etc: an
economy with a solid manufacturing base o Our
firm needs to build up its consumer base.

3 a situation, an idea, a fact, etc. from which sth is

developed: A new company must have a strong

financial base if it is to survive.

-> idiom at touch verb

• verb [+ obj]

to use a particular city, town, etc. as the main place

where you do business: They based the new
company in Belgrade.

mEJ 'base sth on/upon sth to use a fact, a

situation, an idea, etc. as the point from which sth

can be developed: What are you basing this theory

on?

• based /beist/ adjective [not before noun]

see also: broad-based, competency--, fee--,

knowledge--, paper--, screen--

1 if one thing is based on another, it uses it or is

developed from it: The report is based on figures
from six countries, o a broadly based technology and
entertainment company (= one with a wide range of

products)

2 [also used in compounds) working or doing
business in or from a particular place: I'm based in

Osaka but spend most ofmy time travelling, o a
Prague-based company o web-based training courses

3 -based (used in compounds) having sth as an
important feature or part: oil-based paint

'base pay = basic pay

'base price = basic price

'base rate noun [c]

(Finance) the lowest rate of interest at which the
central bank lends money to other banks and
financial institutions. This is used by banks, etc. to

calculate how much interest they will charge to

customers that they lend money to. (syn! bank
rate, prime rate (AmE)

'base salary = basic salary

'base wage = basic wage

.basic 'industry noun [c,u]

1 (Economics) an industry that produces goods and
services to be sold outside the region where they
are produced.
2 (Manufacturing) an industry that supplies

materials to other industries

basic 'pay (especially BrE) (AmE usually 'base pay)

noun [u]

(HR) the normal amount that sb is paid, usually

every week, without extra payments: The
agreement includes a 15% increase in basic pay over

five years. -» basic salary, basic wage

, basic 'price (AmE also 'base price) noun [c]

(Commerce) the lowest price of a product without
extra charges for additional features, tax, etc.

'basic rate noun [c] (BrE)

(Accounting) basic rate (of tax/income tax) the

normal level of income tax, that most people or

companies pay: a cut of2p in the basic rate of
income tax o The current basic rate ofcompany tax is

30% of taxable income.

basics /'beisiks/ noun [pi.]

1 the most important and necessary facts, skills,

ideas, etc. from which other things develop: the

basics of computer programming
2 the simplest and most important things that

people need in a particular situation: We need to

buy afew basics like paper and envelopes.

-> idiom at back adv

.basic 'salary (especially BrE) (AmE usually 'base

.salary) noun [c]

(HR) the normal amount that sb is paid in a year,

without any extra payments: She joined the

company on a basic salary of€40 000.

.basic 'wage (especially BrE) (AmE usually 'base

wage) noun [c]

(HR) the normal amount that sb is paid, usually

every week, without extra payments: The basic

wage is $10 an hour, o workers on basic wages of
€500 per week

* basis /'beisis/ noun (plural bases /'beiskz/)

see also: accruals basis, cash basis

1 [sing ] the reason why people take a particular

action: They employed him on the basis of his

experience rather than his qualifications.

2 [sing ] the way things are done, organized or

arranged: He was only employed on a temporary
basis, o Decisions are made on a case-by-case basis

(= considering each situation separately).

3 [c, usually sing., u] the important facts, ideas or

events that support sth and that it can develop
from: Marketing strategy is likely toform the basis

for discussions at next month's conference.

4 [sing ] the number that is used to calculate sth

from: On a three-year accounting basis, losses were
€1.5 bnfor the year.

-> idiom at contingency

basis point noun [c]

(Finance) one hundredth of one per cent. This is

often used to express the interest rate on bonds:
Yields on Treasury notes were roughly 30 basis points

(0.3%) higher than last month.

'basket case noun [C, usually sing.] (AmE) (informal)

(used especially in newspapers) a country or an
organization whose economic or financial situation

is very bad: The company he had built up was
reduced to a basket casefour years after he retired.

.basket of 'currencies noun [c, usually sing ]

(Economics) a fixed group of different currencies

which some countries use to set a value for their

own currency; the value that is calculated for this

group: The dollarfell against a basket of currencies

including the yen, the euro and the Canadian dollar.



• batch /baetj"/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

a number of things or tasks that are dealt with as a

group: a batch of letters/emails/bills o We deliver the

goods in batches, o All products with this batch
number (= that were manufactured at the same
time) have been recalled.

• verb [+ obj]

to put things into groups in order to deal with

them: The program will batch and sort orders as they

come in.

'batch .costing noun [u]

{Accounting) a way of expressing the cost of a

product based on the cost of producing a group
(batch) rather than on an individual item -> job
costing

batch .processing noun [u]

(IT) a way of getting a computer to do a long series

ofjobs all at the same time automatically

TRANSACTION PROCESSING

batch pro duction noun [u]

(Production) a way of manufacturing a product by
making small or large groups of the items rather

than producing them continuously: We specialize in

batch production which we tailor to each customer's

requirements. -» job production, mass
PRODUCTION

battery /'baetri; -tari/ noun [c] (plural batteries)

1 a device that is placed inside a car engine, clock,

radio, etc. and that produces the electricity that

makes it work: / need to recharge the batteries in my
laptop, o battery-powered/-operated

2 a large number of things of the same type: a

battery of aptitude tests

-¥ idiom at recharge

battle /'baetl/ noun, verb

• noun
1 [c] a battle (between A and B)

|
a battle (with

sb) (for/over sth) a competition, an argument or a
struggle between people or groups of people trying

to win power or control: a battle between the old

and the new o Several senior executives quit after a
boardroom battle over the future of the company, o
He is involved in a bitter legal battle with his former
employers for compensation.

0 a bitter/fierce/hard-fought/long-running battle a
bid/boardroom/legal/takeover battle

2 [C, usually sing ] a determined effort that sb

makes to solve a difficult problem or succeed in a

difficult situation: It's an uphill battle to persuade
customers to buy new phone handsets, o Manyfirms
arefacing a battlefor survival.

Q a tough/an uphill battle

nnn do battle (with sb) (for/over sth) to argue
or be in competition with sb

• verb [+ obj or no obj]

battle (with/against sb/sth) (for/over sth) to try

very hard to achieve sth difficult or to deal with sth

unpleasant or dangerous: The industry is battling

with low demand, o The two companies battledfor
market share.

battleground /'baetlgraund/ noun [C]

a subject or thing that people are arguing about or
competing for: Japan is the next battlegroundfor big

international supermarket operators.

BBA /,bi: ,bi: 'ei/ abbr

1 (Am£) Bachelor of Business Administration, a
university degree
2 British Banker's Association

bcc abbr

(IT, only used in written English) blind carbon copy a

copy of an email message sent to sb without
showing their name, so that the main person that
the email is addressed to does not know that the
message has also been sent to the other person
-» CARBON COPY
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BDI /.biidii'ai/aMv^/nf)

(Marketing) brand de velopment .index a

measure of how well a particular type (brand) of

product sells in a particular area compared to the
whole country: Where there is a low BDI, there may
be an opportunity to build the brand.

B/E = BILL OF EXCHANGE, BANK OF ENGLAND

beachhead /'bi:tjhed/ noun [C, usually sing,
I

a strong position that a company has gained in a

new field or place: The chain has opened 30 new
stores in an ambitious plan to establish a beachhead
in Europe.

'bean .counter noun [C] (informal)

a humorous word for an accountant. It is used in a

disapproving way to show that the speaker thinks

the person is too interested in controlling costs and
making a profit.

* bear /bea(r); AmE ber/ noun [c]

(Finance; Stock Exchange)

1 a person who sells shares, a particular currency,

etc., hoping to buy them back later at a lower price

because they think prices are going to fall rather

than rise

2 = BEAR MARKET
-» BULL

bearer /'beara(r); AmE 'berar/ noun [C]

(Finance)

1 a person who presents a document, such as a

cheque or a share, bond, etc., for payment
2 used to describe a document, such as a cheque
or a share, bond, etc. which can be presented for

payment by anyone, not only by a named person:

Bearer bonds can be stolen, and should therefore be

treated in the same way as cash.

-> PAYABLE TO BEARER

'bear hug noun [c]

(Finance) a public offer to buy a company in order to

try to force the company to accept it. A high price is

offered so that the company has to accept it in

order to avoid protests from its shareholders.

bearish /'bearij"; AmE 'ber-/ adjective

(Finance; Stock Exchange) showing or expecting a fall

in the prices of shares, etc: a bearish market o
Japanese banks remain bearish, o Many analysts are

bearish on the stock. [oppI bullish

'bear .market (also bear) noun [c]

(Finance; Stock Exchange) a period during which
people are selling shares, etc. rather than buying,
because they expect the prices to fall IoppI bull
MARKET

bear po sition noun [c]

(Finance; Stock Exchange) a situation in which an
investor sells shares, etc. that he/she has borrowed
but does not own yet, hoping to be able to buy
them at a cheaper price later and return them to

the owner [synI short position -> bull position
0 to establish/take a bear position

'bear raid noun [c]

(Finance; Stock Exchange) an attempt by a dealer to

make the price of a share, etc. go down by selling it

in large numbers

'bear run noun [c]

(Finance; Stock Exchange) a situation where the value

of shares, etc. is falling: Buyers think the end of the

bear run might be here. -» bull run

beat /bi:t/ verb [+ obj] (beat, beaten /'bi:tn/)

1 to defeat sb/sth: The way to beat the big

companies is to specialize, o a strategy to beat the

competition
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2 to do or be better than sth: Nobody beats our

prices! o Lastyear's sales beat the previous record

achieved in 2002.
n»T?l beat sb at their own 'game to do better than

sb in an activity in which they think they are

strong: They're trying to beat the low-cost airlines at

their own game, beat a path to sb's 'door if a lot

of people beat a path to sb's door, they are all

interested in sth that person has to sell or to offer

if you can't beat them, join them if you cannot
defeat sb or be as successful as they are, then it is

more sensible to join them in what they are doing
and perhaps get some advantage for yourself by
doing so

BH33 ,beat sb/sth 'down (to sth) to persuade sb

to reduce the price at which they are selling sth: J

beat down the price to $6 000. ,beat 'off sb/sth to

force sb/sth away: They have managed to beat off

competitionfrom two large energy groups. GSQ A
noun goes after off, but a pronoun comes between
the verb and off.

'beauty pa rade {BrE also 'beauty .contest) noun
[C] [informal)

an occasion when several competing companies or

people try to persuade sb to use their services:

Ireland is to awardfour telecommunications licences

in a beauty parade nextyear.

,bed and 'breakfast noun {BrE) {abbr b&b)
1 [u] a service that provides a room for the night

and breakfast the next morning: Do you do bed and
breakfast?

2 [C] a place that provides this service: There are

several good bed and breakfasts in the area.

beef /bi:f/ verb

QJHEI ,beef 'up sth (with sth) to make sth bigger,

better, more interesting, etc: Staff numbers will be

beefed up by 10%. o We need to beef up our customer
care. [3352 A noun must always follow up, but a

pronoun comes between the verb and up.

be ginning .inventory = opening stock

be ginning of year noun [sing.] {abbr BOY)

{Accounting) the start of the financial year:
balance at beginning ofyear: $570 000

behemoth /bi'hi:mD9; 'bnhimrjO; 4m£ -mo:0/

noun [c]

a very big and powerful company or organization:

a multinaticnal corporate behemoth

'Beige Book noun [sing.]

{Economics) in the US, one of the regular reports on
the state of the economy in the regions of the US,
published by the central bank: The Beige Book notes

that some companies in Atlanta have seen increases

in orders.

beleaguered /bi'li:gad; AmE -gard/ adjective

1 experiencing great financial problems: There are

signs that the beleaguered manufacturing sector may
be recovering.

2 experiencing a lot of criticism and difficulties:

The beleaguered chairman wasforced to resign.

the bell /bel/ noun [sing.]

{Stock Exchange) the sound used to signal when
business starts and ends at a stock exchange: Stocks

{- their prices) are expected to drop after the

opening bell on Wall Street.

QlEa a larm/ warning bells used in expressions to

mean that people are starting to feel worried and
suspicious about sth: The publisher set alarm bells

ringing when it warned that its profits hadfallen
dramatically.

'bell curve noun [< ]

a line on a graph, shaped like a bell, that shows the

normal way that measurements are spread when

there are a large number of cases chosen without
any particular method

bells and 'whistles noun [pi.] (informal)

(used especially about computers, cameras, etc.)

extra features that are not really necessary but
make a product more attractive to buyers: This

digital camera has all the latest bells and whistles.

bellwether /'belweda(r)/ noun [c, usually sing ]

1 sth that helps you to see what will happen in the
future: London house prices are seen as a bellwether

ofconsumer confidence, o The company is a
bellwether ofglobal industrial trends.

2 {Stock Exchange) especially in the US, a share,

bond, etc. whose changes in price are a good guide
to what will happen to the prices of other shares,

bonds, etc: Technology bellwether Sony rose 7.2% to

6 420 yen. o a bellwether stock

belly /'beli/ noun
Unn go belly 'up {informal) if a project or a

business goes belly up, it fails: Many Internet start-

ups went belly up because ofpoor business plans. See
note at bankrupt

be low par adjective

{Finance) (used about the price of a share, bond,
etc.) lower than the price at which it was first made
available for sale (the nominal price): bonds bought
below par and repaid at par o below-par securities

be low the fold adverb

{IT) in the middle and bottom part of a web page
that you cannot see on the screen until you move
down in the text: Don't put important information

below the fold. be,low the 'fold adjective [usually

before noun] : below-the-fold advertising -> above
THE FOLD

be,low-the-'line adjective [usually before noun]

1 {Accounting) relating to unusual costs or income
after a company's total profit has been calculated

that show its final profit: It is rarefor something to

be treated as a below-the-line item in modern
accounts.

2 {Accounting) in the US, relating to further costs

that you can take away from your total (gross)

income to calculate the final income that you must
pay tax on: Some interest payments qualify as below-

the-line deductions.

3 {Marketing) relating to advertising activities that

do not involve using television, newspapers, etc.,

such as direct mail or exhibitions: The marketing
mix incudes both advertising and below-the-line

promotions such as merchandising.

be,low-the-'line adverb {Accounting): Canyou
quantify what costs were taken below-the-line in the

first half? -> above-the-line

belt-tightening noun [u]

the act of spending less money because there is less

available: an increase in wages after years of belt-

tightening o We are going into a period of corporate

belt-tightening. -> tighten your belt at tighten

• benchmark /
,bentjma:k; AmE -ma:rk/ noun,

verb

• noun [c]

1 a standard, usually of quality or performance,
that other things can be compared to: Revenue per

available room is the key benchmark in the hotels

sector, oA performance benchmark has been

established for the team.
-» BEST PRACTICE
2 {Finance) {also 'benchmark .index) a set of share

prices that are used to judge the performance of

other shares: The FTSE 100 is London's benchmark
index.

3 {IT) a set of computer programs that can be used
to measure what a computer can do and how fast it

can do it

• verb [+ obj]

to find the best performance or process and use



this as a standard to improve performance or

processes in a company: Many companies
benchmarked Motorola, o Benchmark your skills

against the standard of excellence in yourfield.

benchmarking noun [u]

.beneficial interest noun [u.c]

{Law) a right to benefit from sth, such as a right to

receive the income from property or the profits that

are made from selling sth: to have a beneficial

interest in property/shares

.beneficial owner noun [c]

{Law) the owner of an investment, a property, etc.

who has the right to benefit from it, for example,
by receiving the profits that are made from it. This

person may not be the legal owner and another
person or company may keep or look after the

investment, etc. for them. .beneficial

'ownership noun [u]

beneficiary /.benifijari; AmE -'fijieri/ noun [C]

{plural beneficiaries)

1 a person who gains an advantage as a result of

sth: Who will be the main beneficiary of the cuts in

income tax?

2 {Law) a person who receives money or property
when sb dies: She is the sole beneficiary under her

father's will.

3 {Law) the person that a trust keeps and looks

after property or money for¥ trustee
4 {Finance) a person or company that receives a

payment of money: the beneficiary of a cheque

• benefit /'benifit/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: accrued benefits, cafeteria ~, cost ~,

death ~, defined ~, flexible ~, fringe ~, etc.

1 [c.u] a helpful and useful effect that sth has:

Internet shopping has real benefits for both the

consumer and the environment, o We want our
shareholders to derive (= get) full benefitfrom the

deal, o The new regulations will be of benefit to

everyone concerned, o Consumers in Europe are

reaping the benefits {= enjoying the results) of the
single currency.

O a potential/real/tangible benefit a big/great/

huge/significant benefit an immediate/a long-

term/short-term benefit economic/financial/tax

benefits to derive/get/receive a benefit

2 [u,C] money that is paid to people who are

unemployed, ill, etc., by the government or

through a system of insurance ES52 In American
English the plural benefits is often used in this

meaning: He receives social security benefits as a
result of an accident at work, o {BrE) Are you entitled

to claim unemployment benefit? o {AmE) The number
ofAmericans claimingjobless benefits has risen

sharply. -» welfare
0 disability/pension/retirement benefits to apply

for/claim/get/qualify for/receive benefits

3 {HR) [c, usually pi.] the advantages that you get
from your company in addition to the money you
earn: The company offers a competitive benefits
package, o We arefinding it difficult to continue to

provide the same level ofemployee benefits
• verb (-t- or -tt-)

1 [no obj] to be in a better position because of sth:

Small businesses have benefittedfrom the changes in

the law.

2 [+ obj] to have a helpful or useful effect on sb/
sth: The new tax laws will benefit people on low
wages.

.benefit-cost analysis = cost-benefit
ANALYSIS

benefit .dollar noun [c]

{HR) in the US, a unit of tax-free money that a
company gives to its employees in addition to their

pay so that they can buy a range of benefits such as

45 best-if-used-by date

medical care: The leaflet shows you the annual
amount of benefit dollars you will receive.

.benefit in 'kind noun [c, usually pi ] {plural

benefits in kind)

{Accounting) in the UK, a benefit, such as a car, that

a person receives from their company in addition to

the money they earn, and for which they have to

pay tax.

'benefit .principle noun [sing ]

{Economics) a theory that states that the people who
benefit more from a government product or service

should pay more tax for it than those who benefit

less. For example, drivers should pay more tax for

roads. -> ability-to-pay principle

'benefits coordinator noun [c]

{HR) a person whose job is to develop and manage
the system of benefits that a company offers its

employees

bequeath /bi'kwi:d/ verb [+ obj]

{Law, formal, only used in written English) bequeath
sth (to sb)

|

bequeath (sb) sth to say in a will that

you want sb to have your property, money, etc.

after you die: He bequeathed his entire estate to his

daughter. -» beneficiary, bequest

bequest /bi'kwest/ noun [c]

{Law orformal)

money or property that you ask to be given to a

particular person when you die: The school received

a bequest of$300 000.

bespoke /bi'spauk; AmE bi'spouk/ adjective

[usually before noun] {especially BrE)

1 designed and made for a particular customer:
bespoke software/solutions o bespoke shoes
|SYN| CUSTOM-MADE, TAILOR-MADE
2 making products or providing services specially,

according to the needs of an individual customer: a
bespoke ad agency

the best /best/ noun
nnM the ,best and (the) 'brightest the most
intelligent and skilful people: the best and brightest

on Wall Street

,best-be'fore date {BrE) {AmE .best-if-'used-by

date) noun [c]

the date by which you are advised to use some
types of food and drink, printed on the container or

package. Food will be safe after this date, but the

quality may not be so good: The flour is not yet past
its best-before date. See note on next page.—Picture
at packaging

.best 'buy noun [c]

a product that has been tested and compared with
others of the same type and has been found to be
the best product and most worth the money you
pay for it: the best buy in a range of washing
machines

.best 'efforts noun [pi.]

1 {Law, only used in written English) {also .best

en'deavours) (often used in contracts) all the

possible actions that you can take in order to

achieve sth: We will use our best efforts to deliver the

goods on time, o The software is supported on a best-

efforts basis.

2 {Finance) in the US, if a financial institution (such

as an investment bank) uses a best-efforts

method to sell the shares in a new company, they
agree to sell as many shares as they can, but do not

promise they will sell them all. Any they do not sell

will be returned to the company.

.best en'deavours {AmE spelling ~ endeavors)
= BEST EFFORTS (1)

, best-if-'used-by date = best before date

!
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,best in 'class adjective [usually before noun]

(often used about a company, product or service)

the best or most successful of its kind: Our digital

camera has been named best in class by 'PC

Magazine', o best-in-class software/technology

best practice noun [u,c]

the best way of doing a particular task or activity,

often recorded by companies or organizations in

formal documents: strategies to achieve best practice

in health and safety o We need to identify the current

best practices in IT management, o a code of best
practicefor training providers -> benchmark noun

.best 'price noun [c]

the lowest price that a buyer can buy sth for; the

highest price that a seller can sell sth for: How do
you get the best insurance policy at the best price? o
These are the best-price flightsfor those dates.

.best-'seller {AmE spelling best seller) noun [c]

a product, especially a book, that is bought by large

numbers of people: The book became an instant

best-seller with more than 5 million copies in print.

,best-'selling adjective [only before noun]: a best-

selling book/medicine/car

bet /bet/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: spread bet

1 an act of risking money on an investment: The
company is making a big bet on e-commerce. o
Investors have placed their bets on (- invested all

their money in) the companies they think will recover

quickest, o Their bet has paid ojf{= been
successful).

2 a good/safe/sure/fair bet an investment that is

likely to be successful; sth that is likely to happen
or be suitable: Property is always a safe bet. o It's a
sure bet that a piece of equipment will break down
when you need it most.

-> idioms at hedge verb

• verb [+ obj or no obj] (betting, bet, bet)

to risk money on an investment, especially because

you think sth is likely to happen: Investors have
been betting that an economic recovery will come in

the second half of the year, o Management is betting

the company's future on the new technology.

-> GAMBLE

beta /'bi:ta; AmE'beitd / noun [C, usually sing.]

1 (/7"; Marketing) (often used as an adjective) a new
product, especially computer software, that is in

the second or final stage of testing, in which a few
customers try it before the public buy or use it: The
beta users said they liked the product, but not enough
to pay a high pricefor it. o a beta version of the

software

0 a beta copy/site/version

2 {Stock Exchange) (often used as an adjective) = beta
COEFFICIENT
3 [IT, informal) = beta test

'beta coefficient [also "beta) noun [c]

[Stock Exchange) a measurement of how much the

price of a share has changed in a particular period
of time, compared with the average change in the

price of all shares in the market. A share with a

high beta coefficient is likely to rise or fall more
than the average: Afund with a beta coefficient of
1.0 will move exactly like the market.

'beta test noun, verb

[IT; Marketing)

• noun [C] [also 'beta, informal)

the second or final test of a product, especially a

new piece of computer software, by a few
customers before the final version is sold to or used
by the public: Beta tests are scheduled to start in

October.

• verb [+ obj]

beta-test to test a product for the second or final

time by giving it to a few customers to try before

the final version is sold to or used by the public:

The software was created and beta-tested in 2004.

'beta .testing [also 'beta, informal) noun [u]

-> ALPHA TEST

.better-than-ex'pected adjective [usually before

noun]

better-than-expected sales, profits, results etc. are

higher than had been predicted previously: The
company reported better-than-expected sales in the

first quarter. -» lower-than-expected

beverage /'bevand3/ noun [c] (formal)

any drink that is produced and sold to people: laws

governing the sale of alcoholic beverages o Femsa is

Latin America's largest beverage company.

b/f {also spelled b/fwd) = brought forward

BFOQ /'bi: ef au 'kju:; AmE ou/ = bona fide

OCCUPATIONAL QUALIFICATION

bi- /bai/ combiningform {in nouns and adjectives)

two; twice; double: bilingual o bimonthly ESQ Bi-

with a period of time can mean either 'happening
twice' in that period of time, or 'happening once in

every two' periods.

biannual /bai'aenjual/ adjective [only before noun]

happening twice a year: a biannual meeting
EBB Twice-yearly can be used with the same
meaning: a twice-yearly meeting. bi annually
adverb -> annual, biennial

bias /'baias/ noun, verb

• noun [U; C, usually sing.] (plural biases)

see also: gender bias

1 bias (against/for/towards/in favour of sb/sth) if

sb/sth has a bias, they are likely to prefer or dislike

one thing, person or group rather than another, in

an unfair way: Some institutions still have a strong

bias against women, o Unions have accused the

company of racial and cultural bias.

O to avoid/have/show (a) bias (an) age/(a) racial

bias

mmm
Dates on products

Many goods, especially foods, have a date on
them giving information about their shelf life

(= how long you can keep them).

Dates that give information about quality

Foods that have been frozen, dried, packed in

cans, etc. often have a best-before date (BrE) or

best-if-used-by date (AmE). This tells the

consumer how long the product is expected to

remain fresh: Best before end FEB 2006.

Fresh foods often have a sell-by date (BrE and
AmE) or pull date (AmE). This tells the staff of the

shop/store how long they should display the

product: Sell by 14 Nov. 06. Usually food can be

eaten for a period of time after this date, although

it may not taste as good.

Often shops/stores sell products that are near

their sell-by-date, best-before date, etc. more
cheaply.

Dates that give information about safety

Some products, for example milk, meat or

medicines, must have a use-by date or an expiry

date (Sr£)/expiration date (AmE). This is the date

up to which you can safely eat or use the product.

It is often illegal for shops/stores to sell products

that have passed this date: Display until 20 Oct. 06.

Use by 27 Oct. 06.



2 if sb/sth has a bias towards sth, they usually

choose that course of action rather than another

because they believe it is better: The Bank of

England currently has a bias towards lower interest

rates, o We're lookingfor people with a biasfor
action.

O to have/show a bias

3 {Finance) the way that prices tend to either

increase or decrease: The market bias is positive (
=

prices are rising).

0 a negative/positive bias a downward/an upward
bias an easing/ a neutral bias

4 {Marketing) mistakes in the results of market
research tests or interviews, caused by problems
with the number or type of people questioned, the

type of questions asked, the attitude of the person

doing the research, etc: Avoid bias in your research

by random sampling.

• verb [+ obj] (biasing, biased or biassing, biassed)

1 bias sb/sth (towards/against/in favour of sb/sth)

to influence sb's opinions or decisions in an unfair

way: The newspaper reports have biassed people

against the company.
2 {Marketing) to produce market research results

that are not accurate: The size of the sample may
bias the results.

• bid /bid/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: agreed bid, closed ~, conditional

takeover ~, counter--, open ~, paper ~, sealed ~,

etc.

1 {Commerce; Finance) an offer to buy sth,

especially a company or its shares; the price that is

offered: Make a bid in our online auction by clicking

the button, o A Scandinavian cooperative will launch
a $150 million cash bidfor the company, o The
company is likely to become a bid target (= is likely

to be bought), o the continuing bid battlefor P&O
Princess

O to accept/launch/make/reject/withdraw a bid * to

increase/raise a bid a failed/rival/successful bid

an all-cash/all-share/a cash/share bid

2 {Commerce) an offer to do work or provide a

service for a particular price, in competition with
other companies: The company submitted a bidfor
the contract to clean the hospital, o {especially AmE)
He's putting in a bid on a construction job.

[SYN] TENDER
0 to make/put in/submit/win a bid

3 [usually sing.] (used especially in newspapers) an
attempt to do sth or to get sth: to make a bidfor
power o The government has reduced interest rates in

a bid to increase public spending.

• verb [+ obj or no obj] (bidding, bid, bid)

1 {Commerce; Finance) to offer to pay a particular

price for sth, especially a company or its shares: The
company has said it may bidfor South African
Breweries, o How much did they bid? See note at

TENDER
2 {Commerce) to offer to do work or provide a
service for a particular price, in competition with
other companies: A Frenchfirm will be biddingfor
the contract, o They are bidding to build the refinery,

o {especially Am E) We are ready to bid on three

contracts, [synj tender
333 bid sth up/ down to pay or offer more/less
money for sth than it is worth at the time, with the
result that the price increases/decreases: There are
people willing to buy several million shares and bid
the price up.

,bid and 'asked {also ,bid and 'ask, especially in

AmE) adjective

{Stock Exchange) used to describe the price a dealer
will pay when buying particular shares, bonds, etc.

(the bid price) and accept when selling them (the

asked price): Prices are quoted as bid and asked.
-> ASKED PRICE, BID PRICE

bid/ ask spread = bid-offer spread

47 Big Bang

bid bond noun [c]

{Law) an amount of money that a company that

wins a contract agrees to pay if it does not do the

work

bidder /'bida(r)/ noun [C]

{Commerce)
1 a person or group that offers to pay an amount of

money to buy sth: The company's assets will be sold

to the highest bidder.

2 a person or group that offers to do work or to

provide a service for a particular price, in

competition with others: The group is one of six

bidders competingfor the $500 million contract.

bidding /'bidirj/ noun [u]

{Commerce) the act of offering an amount of money
to buy sth, especially at an auction: Several

companies remain in the bidding, o Online bidding

allows bidders all over the world to participate.

,bid-'offer spread {also spelled , bid/ offer
spread) {also ,bid/'ask spread, spread) noun [c]

{Stock Exchange) the difference between the price a

dealer will pay when buying particular shares,

bonds, etc. (the bid price) and accept when selling

them (the offer price)

'bid price noun [c]

{Stock Exchange) the amount that a dealer will pay
when buying particular shares, bonds, etc. -> asked
price, offer price

bid .rigging noun [u]

{Commerce)
1 when two or more businesses who are

competing to do work or provide services for a

company, an organization, etc. secretly work
together to gain an advantage for themselves and
deceive the company buying the work or services.

This is an illegal practice.

2 when two or more people agree not to bid

against each other at an auction in order to keep
the price of the item lower than it should be. This is

an illegal practice.

biennial /bai'enial/ adjective [usually before noun]

happening once every two years: a biennial

convention biennially adverbs annual,
BIANNUAL

BIFFEX /'bifeks/ abbr
the Baltic International Freight Futures
Exchange a market in London where people buy
and sell contracts relating to the cost of

transporting particular amounts of raw materials

on specific dates in the future (futures contracts)

big /big/ adjective, adverb

• adjective

IEL3 a ,big 'cheese {informal) a humorous way of

referring to an important and powerful person in

an organization the big enchilada {AmE)

{informal) a humorous way of referring to the most
important and powerful person, department, etc. in

an organization: Customer Service is the big

enchilada, a big 'gun {informal) a person in a

particular organization or area who has a lot of

influence or power: They're bringing in the big guns.

a big 'noise/'shot {informal) an important person:

We can'tjust waitfor some big shot to come and save

the company, the ,big 'picture {informal) the

situation as a whole: We need to look at the big

picture before focusing on the details, the big
'three, 'four, etc. the three, four, etc. most
important countries, companies, people, etc.

• adverb -» idioms at hit verb, make verb

Big Bang noun [sing.]

{Stock Exchange) the major changes that were made
to the London Stock Exchange in 1986 in order to

improve it {figurative): The management adopted a
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{Economics) a situation in which a particular service

or particular goods are only supplied by one
company or organization and there is only one
customer, so the price must be agreed between the

two

* bill /bil/ noun, verb

•noun [c]

see also: bank bill, commercial ~, due ~, period ~,

sight ~, T-bill, term ~, etc.

the amount that you must pay: Can I have the bill,

please? o Our hosts insisted on picking up the bill

{- paying) for the meal. See note at invoice
0 a big/huge/large bill to ask for/have/pay/settle

the bill

3 {especially AmE) = note (1)

4 {Finance; Trade) {BrE) = bill of exchange
-> idioms at clean adj., foot verb

• verb [+ obj]

1 to send sb a bill for sth: You will be billed monthly
for the service. -> invoice verb

2 to advertise or describe sb/sth in a particular

way: It is billed as the world's smallest video camera.

billboard /'bilbo:d; AmE -bo:rd/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

a large board on the outside of a building or at the

side of the road, used for putting advertisements
on: billboard advertising [synj hoarding

• verb [+ obj] {often be billboarded)

1 to advertise sth on a billboard: Cheap flights are

often billboarded on the London underground.
2 {especially AmE) to advertise sth: the most
billboarded game of the season

'bill .broker {BrE also 'discount .broker) noun [c]

{Finance) a person or business that buys bills of
exchange and sells them to banks or keeps them
until they are paid

billing /'bihrj/ noun

see also: reverse billing

1 {Accounting) [u] the act of preparing and sending
bills to customers: a billing clerk o customer billing

software

2 {Accounting) billings [pi ] the total amount of

business that a company does in a particular period

of time, especially in advertising or insurance: The
agency generates annual billings ofaround $72
million, o The company is worth $125 million in

billings.

3 [u] the way sb/sth is advertised or described:

Their latest gaming machine is living up to {= is as

good as) it5 billing as the hottest on the market.

billing .cycle noun [c]

{Accounting) the period of time between the bills

that a company sends to a customer: Your billing

cycle begins on the dayyou sign upfor the service.

O an annual/a bi monthly/monthly/quarterly billing

cycle

billion /'biljan/ number {abbr bn)

1 000 000 000; one thousand million Billion

and billions are always used with a plural verb,

except when an mount of money is mentioned. You
say a, one, two, several, etc. billion without a

final 's' on 'billion'. Billions (of... ) can be used if

there is no number or quantity before it: Worldwide
sales reached $2.5 billion, o half a billion dollars o
tens of billions ofyen o They have spent billions on
the problem (= billions of dollars, etc.).

.bill of 'entry noun [c]

{Trade) a list giving details of goods that are being
brought into or taken out of a country: Customs
officials will check the bill of entry and calculate the

duty to be paid.

O to file/prepare/present/submit a bill of entry

.bill of ex'change noun [C] {abbr B/E) {BrE also

bill)

{Finance; Trade) a written order for a person or an
organization to pay a particular amount of money
to sb/sth when asked or at a particular time, used
especially in international trade: If the buyer accepts

the bill of exchange, they will sign their name on it

and date it. oAn exporter may obtain payment on an
accepted bill of exchange before its due date by
presenting it to his bank. -» promissory note
O to accept/discount/draw/make out/sign a bill of

exchange

1 a piece of paper that shows how much you owe
sb for goods and services; the amount of money
that you owe: The company could nowface higher

fuel bills. O I've just got a huge tax bill. See note at

INVOICE

O a big/high/huge/large bill a monthly/quarterly/

weekly bill outstanding/unpaid bills to face/get/

receive/send (out) a bill to pay/settle a bill

2 {especially BrE) {AmE usually check) a piece of

paper that shows how much you have to pay for

food and drinks that you have had in a restaurant;

big bang approach to introducing the new
computer system (= made the changes suddenly

and all at the same time),

the, Big 'Board noun [sing.]

an informal name for the New York Stock

Exchange: Prices fell on the Big Board, o Big Board
prices/stock

big 'bucks noun [pi.] {AmE) {informal)

a large amount of money: She'll be earning big

bucks soon!

big 'business noun [u]

1 large companies which have a lot of power and
influence, considered as a group: links between

politics and big business

2 something that has become important because
people are willing to spend a lot of money on it:

Health andfitness have become big business.

big 'hitter = heavy hitter

the 'big league noun [C, usually sing.]

the most important companies, people, etc. in a

particular field: His past experience suggests that he

will be able to take the company into the big league.

big 'name noun [c]

a famous company, person, product, etc. in a

particular field: one of the biggest names in sports

retailing o We want to attract a big-name CEO.

Big 'Steel noun [u] {informal)

a group name for the most important steel

companies in a country, especially the US: Big Steel

has been a powerful influence in US politics.

big- ticket adjective [only before noun] {especially

AmE) {informal)

costing a lot of money: Demandfor big-ticket items,

such as homes and cars, remains healthy.

big-time adjective [only before noun] {informal)

1 successful and important: a big-time lawyer
2 big: The company has taken on some big-time

risks.

bilateral /.bai'laetaral/ adjective

involving two groups of people or two countries:

The two countries signed a bilateral trade agreement.

O bilateral agreements/relations/talks/trade

bi laterally adverb-* multilateral

bi, lateral contract noun [c]

{Law) an agreement in which both parties agree to

do sth for the other -» unilateral contract

bi, lateral 'credit noun [u]

an agreement between two people or groups to

allow time for debts to be paid

bi.lateral mo'nopoly noun [c]



.bill of 'lading noun [C] (abbr BOL, B/L, b/l)

(Trade) a list giving details of the goods that a ship,

etc. is carrying. It shows that the company
transporting the goods has received them and
allows the buyer to collect them: a paper-based/

electronic bill of lading o The ship owner issued a

clean bill of lading, acknowledging that the goods

were received in good order, o a dirty/foul/unclean

bill of lading (= one that states that the goods were
damaged or some were missing when they were
put on the ship)

bill of ma terials {also bill of ma terial) noun
[C] {abbr BOM)
1 (Manufacturing) a list giving details of the

materials and parts that are needed for a particular

project MATERIAL REQUIREMENT PLANNING
2 (Property) = bill of quantities

.bill of 'quantities (also .bill of quantity) (abbr

BOQ, BQ) {also .bill of ma terials) noun [C]

(Property) a list giving details of the materials that

are needed for a particular building project, with
the prices and the cost of doing the work

.bill of 'sale noun [C] (abbr BS)

(Law) a legal document showing that sb has sold an
item to sb else and that the buyer has become the

new owner

'bill rate = discount rate (l)

.bills 'payable noun [u; pi.]

(Accounting) part of the financial records of a

company that shows the bills of exchange that

the company has not yet paid -> current liability

.bills re ceivable noun [u; pi.]

(Accounting) part of the financial records of a
company that shows the bills of exchange that

the company will receive money for later

-» current assets

BIN /bin/ = BANK identification number

binary /'bamari/ adjective

1 (IT) using only 0 and 1 as a system of numbers:
the binary system
2 (Technical) based on only two numbers;
consisting of two parts: binary codes/numbers

binary noun [u]: The computer performs
calculations in binary and converts the results to

decimal.

bind /bamd/ verb [+ obj] (bound, bound /baund/)

(Law) (usually be bound) to force sb to do sth by a
legal agreement, a law or an official decision: A
person who signs a document will normally be bound
by its terms. -» bound

binder /'bainda(r)/ noun [C]

1 a hard cover for holding loose sheets of paper
together: a ring binder—Picture at file
2 (Law) (AmE) an agreement that you sign, which,
together with a first payment (deposit), gives you
the right to buy a property for a limited period of
time

3 (Insurance) (AmE) a written or spoken agreement
that an insurance company will provide insurance
until a permanent document is provided -» cover
note

binding /'bamdirj/ adjective

that must be obeyed because it is accepted in law: a
legally binding agreement o The decision is binding
on both parties.

O a binding agreement/contract/decision/promise

biodegradable /.baiaudi'greidabl; AmE ,baiou-/

adjective

(Technical) (about a product or material) that will

naturally change back into harmless natural
substances and so will not damage the
environment when it is thrown away

|
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biomass /'baiaomaes; AmE 'baioo-/ noun [U]

animal and plant material, for example agricultural

waste, that is used as fuel in order to produce heat,

electricity, etc: Biomass is one of the world's most
important sources of energy.

biometric /.baiau'metrik; AmE ,baiou-/ adjective,

noun
(IT)

• adjective

using measurements of human features or

characteristics, such as fingers, eyes or voices, in

order to identify people: biometric passwords such
as fingerprints orfacial recognition o biometric

technology

• noun [C]

a measurement of a particular human feature

biometrics /.baiau'metnks; AmE .baiou-/ noun [u]

(IT) the use of measurements of human features or

characteristics, such as fingers, eyes or voices, in

order to identify people: experiments in using

biometrics to identify and charge shoppers

biopharma /,baiau'fa:ma; AmE ,baioo'fa:rma/

adjective, noun (informal)

• adjective [only before noun]

biopharmaceutical: biopharma companies
• noun [U]

biopharmaceutics: global trends in biopharma

biopharmaceutical /,baiaufa:ma'su:tikl; -'sju:-;

AmE ,baioufa:rma'su:-/ adjective, noun
• adjective [only before noun]

connected with the making and selling of drugs
and medicines that are produced using living cells:

at the forefront of biopharmaceutical research o a
biopharmaceutical company

• noun [c, usually pi.]

a drug or medicine that is produced using living

cells: developing biopharmaceuticals o the

international biopharmaceuticals company
-> PHARMACEUTICAL

biopharmaceutics /,baiaufa:ma'su:tiks; -'sju:-;

AmE ,baioufa:rma'su:-/ noun [u]

the study and development of the production of

drugs and medicine using living cells: The ideal

candidate will have a masters degree in

biopharmaceutics. -» biotechnology

biotech /'baiautek; AmE 'baioutek/ adjective, noun
(informal)

• adjective [only before noun]

relating to biotechnology: a biotech company/
firm/group o the patenting of biotech drugs

• noun
1 [u] biotechnology: The company is investing

heavily in biotech.

2 [c] a biotechnology company: Many biotechs

become profitable through a single successful drug.

biotechnology /,baiautek'nDlad3i; AmE
,baioutek'na:l-/ noun
1 [u.c] the use of living cells in industrial and
scientific processes: the rapidly growingfield of
biotechnology o companies in the biotechnology

sector

2 [u] (AmE) = ergonomics (1)

biotechnological /,baiau,tekna'lDd3ikl; AmE
,baiou,tekna'la:d3-/ adjective: biotechnological

research -» biopharmaceutics

BIS /,bi: ai 'es/ = Bank for International
Settlements

bit /bit/ noun [C]

(IT) the smallest unit of information that is stored in

a computer's memory: The data is transferred at a

rate of about 9 000 bits per second. -> byte



bite so
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bite /bait/ verb, noun
• verb [no obj] (bit /bit/ bitten /'bitn/)

to have an unpleasant effect: The recession is

beginning to bite.

Q3ZI3 ,bite 'into sth to reduce sth: Poor trading

conditions have bitten into our profits.

• noun [C]

1 [usually sing.] an unpleasant effect: companies

feeling the bite of the bear market
2 a very short statement that is easy to remember
(a sound bite): Politicians have to learn to speak in

30-second bites.

-» idiom at take verb

biz /biz/ noun [sing.] {informal)

a business, especially one related to entertainment

or fashion; a company: She's involved in the music
biz. o We might even start a biz.

B/L {also spelled b/l) = bill of lading

black /blaek/ noun, adjective

• noun
n»T7l be, remain, etc. in the black; move into,

return to, etc. the 'black 1 to be making a profit;

to start to make a profit: The company is back in the

black after a year of heavy losses. 2 {Stock Exchange)

if markets or shares are in the black, they are

higher in value than they were previously:

Technology stocks have been trading in the black.

IQPPI BE, REMAIN, ETC. IN THE RED, MOVE INTO,

RETURN TO, ETC. THE RED
• adjective [only before noun]

used to describe days on which sth terrible occurs,

especially days when there is a sudden large

decrease in the prices of shares: the disaster ofBlack

Wednesday in 1992

black 'box noun [c, usually sing.]

a complicated piece of equipment or process that

you know produces particular results, but that you
do not completely understand: The decision-making
process is seen as a black box—things go in and
decisions come out. o black-box economic models

the .black e conomy (8r£) {AmE .underground
e'conomy) noun [sing.]

{Economics) business activity or work that is done
without the knowledge of the government or other
officials so that people can avoid paying tax on the

money they earn: Experts believe the black economy
is 40% the size of the official economy. -» shadow
economy

.black 'hole noun [C, usually sing.]

something that costs you a lot of money or effort

but does not provide any real benefit: The company
viewed the venture as a financial black hole.

.black knight noun [c]

{Finance) a company that tries to buy (take over)

another company that does not want to be bought
or offers too low a price -» grey knight, white
KNIGHT

blackleg /'blaekleg/ noun [c] {BrE) {informal)

an offensive way of referring to a worker who
refuses to join a strike or who works instead of sb

on strike IsynI scab

blacklist /'blaekhst/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

a list of the people, companies, products or
countries that an organization or a government
cannot trust and tries to avoid

• verb [+ obj] {often be blacklisted)

to put a person, company, product or country on a
blacklist: No one will give him credit—he's been

blacklisted by the banks.

.black 'market noun [c, usually sing ]

an illegal form of trade in which goods that are

difficult to get or foreign money are bought and
sold: Dollars are being sold on the black market, o
There is a huge black market in stolen cars.

-> shadow market black marke teer noun [c]

black marke'teering noun [u]: severe penalties for
black marketeering

.Black 'Monday noun [sing.]

Monday 28 October 1929, when prices on the New
York Stock Exchange fell to a very low level;

Monday 19 October 1987, when there was a sudden
large decrease in the prices of shares (a crash) on
the New York Stock Exchange. Both caused similar

falls in other markets around the world.

.Black 'Thursday noun [sing.]

Thursday 24 October 1929, when there were signs

that a severe crash (= a sudden large decrease in

the prices of shares) was about to occur on the New
York Stock Exchange

.Black 'Tuesday noun [sing.]

Tuesday 29 October 1929, when there was a very
large decrease in the prices of shares (a crash) in

the US, which was the start of the Great Depression

.Black Wednesday noun [sing ]

16 September 1992, when the British pound
stopped being part of the Exchange Rate
Mechanism and decreased in value by a large

amount

.blank 'cheque {AmE spelling ~ check) noun
1 [c] a cheque that is signed but which does not
have the amount of money to be paid written on it

{figurative): The board has been given a blank cheque
to buy new assets. Isyni open cheque
2 [sing.] permission or authority to do anything
that you think is necessary in order to achieve a

particular result: These laws do not give companies a

blank cheque to pollute without paying.

blanket /'blaerjkit/ adjective [only before noun]

1 that includes or affects all possible cases,

situations or people: a blanket ban on tobacco

advertising

2 {Insurance) (used about insurance contracts) that

pays for damage to different items or for injury to

different people, but has only one total sum
insured and no particular sums for individual items

or people: While travelling on company business, you
are covered under a blanket policyfor injury, o
blanket coverfor all machinery -> all-risk,

UMBRELLA

bleak /bli:k/ adjective (bleaker, bleakest)

not encouraging or giving any reason to have hope:
bleak sales figures o Economists say the outlook for
{= the future of) the economy is bleak.

bleed /bli:d/ verb (bled, bled /bled/)

1 [+ obj or no obj] {used especially in the continuous

tenses) (about a company) to lose a large amount of

sth, especially money or jobs: The business is

bleeding cash at the rate of about $1 million a day. o
The fishing industry has been bleedingjobs for years.

2 [+ obj] to take away a large amount of sb's money
or resources: The banking system has been bled of
resources by the government this year.

n»m bleed sb dry/white to take away all sb's

money

.blind 'test noun [c]

1 = BLIND TRIAL
2 {Marketing) a way of deciding which product out

of a number of competing products is the best or

most popular, or how a new product compares with
others. People are asked to try the different

products and to say which one/ones they prefer,

but they are not told the names of the products: In

blind tests, consumers chose our cola over more
established brands.
-» DOUBLE-BLIND TEST



blind 'trial {also .blind 'test) noun [c]

a type of research that is done to see the effects of a

new product, especially a new medicine. Two
groups of people believe that they are testing the

product but one group is given a substance that

does not contain any of it in order to compare the

results with the group who are testing the real

product. -» DOUBLE-BLIND

blip /blip/ noun [C]

a change in a process or situation, usually when it

gets worse for a short time before it gets better; a

temporary problem: The drop in sales was only a

temporary blip.

'blister pack (0/50 'bubble pack) noun [c]

a packet in which small goods such as pills are sold,

with each individual item in its own separate cover

on a piece of card: The capsules come in a blister

pack of 100.—Picture at packaging

'blister .packaging {also bubble .packaging,

less frequent) noun [u]

materials used to protect small goods such as pills

in their own separate covers on a piece of card; the

process of wrapping goods in this way: child-proof

blister packaging o blister-packaging machines

blitz /blits/ noun [c, usually sing.]

something that involves a lot of activity and is done
over a short period of time: an. advertising blitz

bloated /'blautid; AmE 'blou-/ adjective

1 too big and costing or using too much money:
Many sectors of the economy remain bloated and
uncompetitive, o the company's bloated workforce

2 {IT, informal) (about software, etc.) not efficient

and needing too much computer memory: Software
programs become more bloated every week, o bloated

applications that take too long to download

bloatware /'blautwea(r); AmE 'bloutwer/ {also

'fatware) noun [u]

{IT, informal) software that needs too much
computer memory and does not work efficiently:

Continually adding newfeatures to a product often

results in bloatware. o a 100 megabyte piece of
bloatware

bloc /bh>k;/lmf bla:k/ noun [C]

1 a group of countries that work closely together
because they have similar political or financial

interests: theformer Soviet bloc o a trade/trading

bloc

2 {Economics) = currency bloc

block /blDk; AmE bla:k/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: building blocks, office block

1 a quantity of sth or an amount of sth that is

considered as a single unit, especially a large

quantity or amount: a block of seats o a block of text

in a document o The airline gives a discountfor
block bookings (= a large number of tickets

bought at the same time).

2 {Finance) a very large number of shares or bonds:
Thefoundation holds a large block ofshares in the

electronics company, o The company has sold 40
million of its shares in a block trade worth €1
billion.

-» blocking minority
IH21 be/go on the 'block to be sold, especially by
auction: The group's European assets are on the
block, put/lay your head/neck on the block to

risk losing your job, damaging your reputation, etc.

by doing or saying sth: He was prepared to put his

head on the block and say the bank would be
profitable within one year.

• verb [+ obj]

{Finance) to stop sb from being able to remove
money from their bank account: A joint account is

usually blocked if one ofyou informs the bank that it

is no longer needed, o a blocked account -¥ freeze

51 blowout

blockade /blD'keid; AmE bla:'k-/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

1 an organized action to stop people or goods from
leaving or entering a particular place, often as a

form of protest: Truck drivers have begun a blockade

of oil depots to protest against high fuel prices.

0 to impose/lift a blockade
2 a barrier that stops people or vehicles entering
or leaving a place

• verb {+ obj]

to physically stop people or goods from leaving or

entering a particular place, often as a form of

protest: Farmers have threatened to blockade the

supermarket's distribution centres.

blockbuster /'bk>kbAsta(r); /\m£ 'bla:k-/ noun [c]

{Marketing) something that has great financial

success, especially a successful book, film/movie or

medicine: Amgen's blockbuster drug, Epogen o The
company relies too heavily on a single blockbuster

product. blockbusting adjective [only before

noun] : a blockbusting arthritis drug o a blockbusting
$'38 million deal

block .diagram noun [c]

a drawing that shows how the different parts of a

machine, a system or a process are linked. The
parts are shown as squares, or similar shapes, with
labels.

blocking mi nority {also blocking stake)

noun [c]

a large number of shares in a company that give

their owner the power to stop other companies
from buying or controlling the company
-» CONTROLLING INTEREST

.block in surance noun [u] {BrE)

a type of insurance that a company or an
organization buys for all its employees or members:
The university has negotiated a block insurance

policy to cover students' personal possessions.

-» BLANKET (2)

.block release noun [u]

{HR) in the UK, a way of studying or receiving

training at a college, etc. while you are working in

a job, that involves attending regular short courses:

a four-week period of block release o The course can
be studied on a block-release basis. -> day release

.block 'vote noun [c]

in the UK, a voting system in which each person
who votes represents the members of their

organization; the votes themselves: the power of
union leaders with hundreds of thousands of block

votes

bloodletting /'blAdletin/ noun [u]

1 (usually used in newspapers) a situation where a

company removes lots of employees from their jobs

because of serious financial problems: In the first

round of bloodletting, 17000 will lose their jobs.

2 (usually used in newspapers) a situation where
the prices of shares on the stock exchange decrease
by a large amount: The bloodletting on Wall Street

continues as investors rush to sell their stocks.

blow lbldu;AmE blou/ verb (blew /blu:/ blown
/blaun; AmEbloun/)
n*Ea blow the 'whistle (on sb/sth) {informal) to try

to stop sth wrong or illegal that sb is doing by
telling sb in authority about it: The auditors have a
duty to blow the whistle on their clients.

-> WHISTLE-BLOWER

blowout /'blauaut; AmE 'blou-/ noun, adjective

{especially AmE) {informal)

• noun [c, usually sing ]

1 a period of great economic difficulty; a sudden
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decrease in value: a stock-market blowout
-» MELTDOWN
2 {Stock Exchange) a situation when new shares that

are being offered are all sold very quickly and the

price is high
3 a sudden large increase: The government has

blamed poor economic conditions for the deficit

blowout.

• adjective [only before noun]

very successful and making a large profit; very

large: The company expects a blowoutfourth
quarter, o a blowout end-of-year sale

'Blue Book noun [sing.]

(Economics) a report on the economic state of the

UK that is published every year

.blue 'chip noun [C, usually pi.]

{Stock Exchange, informal) the shares of the best-

known companies on the stock market, which are

considered to be a safe investment: US blue chips

rose 0.2% in morning trade yesterday, blue-chip
adjective [only before noun]: blue-chip companies/
shares/stocks See note at stock

blue-chipper noun [c]

a blue-chip company

blue- collar adjective [only before noun]

connected with workers who do physical work in

industry -» pink-collar, white-collar
0 blue-collarjobs/labour/work/workers

blueprint /'bluiprmt/ noun [c]

1 a plan that shows what can be achieved and how
it can be achieved: The scheme is being tested in one
region, and may become a blueprintfor the rest of
the country.

O to draft/draw up/have/provide a blueprint

2 a print of a plan for a building or a machine,
with white lines on a blue background: blueprints

of a new aircraft

0 to draw up/make/produce a blueprint

'blue-sky adjective [only before noun] (informal)

used to describe new and different ways of

thinking about and solving problems, although the

ideas produced may not yet be possible or

practical: The government has been doing some blue-

sky thinking on how to improve public transport.

blue-sky 'laws noun [pi.]

(Stock Exchange) state laws in the US that prevent
the dishonest buying and selling of shares

Bluetooth™ /'blu:tu:9/ noun [u]

a technology that allows data to be transferred

between mobile phones/cellphones, mobile
computers and other devices over short distances

without the use of wires

blurb /bl3:b; AmE bl3:rb/ noun [c, usually sing.]

(Marketing) a short description of a book, a new
product, etc., written by the people who have
produced it, that is intended to attract your
attention and make you want to buy it: 'This is a
diet that really works', according to the book's cover

blurb.

bn abbr (only used in written English)

a billion

• board /bo:d; AmE bo:rd/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: across the board, appeals ~, Big ~,

bulletin ~, circuit ~, currency ~, Federal Reserve ~,

etc.

1 [C with sing./pl. verb] a board of directors: She
has a seat on the board, o The board is/are unhappy
aboutfalling sales, o members of the board o

discussions at board level o A board meeting was
held to discuss the offer.

0 to be on/have a seat on/join/sit on the board to

appoint/elect sb to the board • to dismiss/remove
sbfrom the board

2 [c] used in the name of some organizations: the

Welsh Tourist Board
3 [U] the meals that are provided when you stay in

a hotel, for example; what you pay for the meals
4 [c,u] a large flat piece of wood, plastic or other
material: The lecturer wrote his key points up on the

board.

5 [C ] = NOTICEBOARD
EE] be above 'board (especially about a business
arrangement) to be honest and open: We were
assured that the deal was completely above board.

be, come, stay, etc. on 'board: bring, have,
keep, etc. sb on 'board to be, become, stay, keep,

etc. sb, involved in sth: It's good to haveyou on
board (= working with us), o They wanted to bring

someone more mature on board to help with sales

and marketing, on 'board on a ship, an aircraft or a

train -» idiom at take verb

• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to get on a plane, bus, train, etc:

The passengers are waiting to board.

2 [no obj] be boarding when a plane or ship is

boarding, it is ready for passengers to get on: Flight

BA193 to Paris is now boarding at gate 37.

'boarding card {also boarding pass) noun [c]

a card that you show before you get on a plane or

boat

,board of directors noun [c with sing./pl. verb]

the group of people chosen by shareholders to

control a company, decide its policies and appoint

senior officers: The board of directors is/are

considering the takeover bid. o She was elected to the

board of directors in 2004. o He will continue to serve

as chairman of the board of directors.

boardroom /'bo:dru:m; -rum; AmE 'bo:rd-/

noun [C]

a room in which the meetings of the board of a

company (= the group of people who decide on its

policies) are held: decisions made in the boardroom
oA senior executive quit today after a boardroom
battle [= a disagreement between directors) over

the future structure of the company.

O a boardroom battle/coup/dispute/power struggle/

row a boardroom shake up/upheaval *

boardroom pay/salaries

bobo /'baobau; AmE 'boubou/ noun [C] (plural

bobos)

a young professional who has lots of money and
probably works in an Internet company, but who
has ideas and attitudes that are different from what
is considered normal by most people CEIQ Formed
from the first part of the words 'bourgeois

bohemian' (= a middle class person who lives in an
informal and unusual way).

'body copy noun [u]

the main section of text in an article, an
advertisement, a web page, etc: You will need at

least onefontfor the title and onefor the body copy.

body 'corporate noun [c] (plural bodies
corporate)

(Law) a group of people, for example an association

or a business, that is treated as having its own legal

status

body .language noun [u]

the process of communicating what you are feeling

or thinking by the way you place and move your
body rather than by words: The course trains

salespeople in reading the customer's body language.



'body shop noun [c]

{Manufacturing)

1 the part of a car factory where the main bodies

of the cars are made paint shop
2 a place where repairs are made to the main
bodies of cars

the ,B of 'E {also ,Bo'E) abbr {only used in written

English)

the Bank of England

BOGOF /'bDgof; AmE 'bo:go:f, -ga:f/ abbr

{Marketing, usually used in written English) buy one
get one free used in a shop/store to tell customers

that they can buy two of a particular item and only

pay for one

'boilerplate /bailapleit; /\m£ -lar-/ noun [u]

{especially AmE)
a standard piece of writing or computer code that

can be copied and used in different situations: This

boilerplate wording is used in most employment
contracts.

boiler room noun [c]

1 {Stock Exchange, informal) a place where people

sell shares by telephone, in an unfair and dishonest

way: a high-pressure salesman from a boiler-room

operation

2 a room where the heating for a building is

produced

BOL /,bi: au 'el; AmE ou/ = bill of lading

'bolt-on adjective [only before noun]

something that can be easily added to a machine, a

website, a company, etc. to enable it to do sth new:
They have added bolt-on e-commerce software to

their website to enable customers to order direct.

BOM /,bi: au 'em; AmE ou/ = bill of materials

bona fide /.bauna 'faidi; AmE ,bouna/ adjective

[usually before noun]

{Law) genuine, real or legal; not false: Is it a bona
fide, reputable organization? L'MH Bona fide is a

Latin phrase meaning 'in good faith'.

bona 'fide occu pational qualifi cation
noun [c.U] {abbr BFOQ)
{HR; Law) in the US, a reason that employers can
give for employing a worker only from a particular

group of people if they can prove that other people
would not be able to do the job

bona fides /.bauna 'faidhz; AmE ,bouna/ noun [u]

{Law) evidence showing that sb is what they claim
to be or that what they say is true: Thefirm asked

for a reference to check the candidate's bona fides.

|syn| good faith CEEQ Bona fides is a Latin phrase
meaning 'good faith'.

* bond /bond; AmE ba:nd/ noun [c]

see also: appeal bond, bid ~, corporate ~,

customs ~, debenture ~, fidelity ~, foreign ~, etc.

2 {Law) {especially AmE) an amount of money that sb
pays in case they fail to do what they have agreed
to do: He was released on a $5000 bond (= if he did
not appear in court on a particular day he would
lose the money). -> bail
3 {Law) a legal written agreement or promise
O to make/sign a bond

53 bonus issue

4 {Insurance) a word used for certain kinds of

insurance policy that protect companies from loss

nnHJ in 'bond {Trade) (about imported goods) being
held until the buyer pays any necessary import
taxes and other charges -> bonded warehouse

bonded /'bDndid; AmE 'ba:n-/ adjective

1 {Trade) (about imported goods) held until the
buyer pays any necessary import taxes: bonded
gOOds -» BONDED WAREHOUSE
2 {Insurance) {BrE) (about a travel company) having
insurance that protects the customer in case

anything goes wrong: We recommend that you use

an ABTA bonded travel agent.

3 {Insurance) {AmE) (especially about a person or

company providing a service) having a type of

insurance that promises the customer that the job

will be done and will be done well: a bonded
electrician

bonded factory noun [c]

{Manufacturing; Trade) a factory that uses imported
raw materials to produce goods only for export,

and so does not need to pay import taxes

bonded warehouse {also .Customs
'warehouse, less frequent) noun [c]

{Trade) a building where imported goods are stored

until import taxes are paid on them

bond fund noun [c]

{Finance) a fund where the money is invested in

government or company bonds. It pays regular,

fixed interest and has a low risk.

bondholder /'bondhauldar; AmE 'bamdhooldar/
noun [C]

{Finance) a person who has bought government or

company bonds

bond note noun [c]

{Trade) a document that must be signed by
Customs and Excise (= the government
department that collects taxes on imports) before

bonded goods can be collected by an importer or

exported again

bond .rating noun [u,c]

{Finance) a system of giving a grade to a bond
according to how good and safe an investment it is

considered to be; the grade that is given: A triple-A

bond rating guarantees a safe investment.

bonus /'baunas; AmE 'boo-/ noun [C] {plural

bonuses)

see also: acceptance bonus, attendance bonus

1 an extra amount of money that is added to a

payment, especially to sb's wages as a reward: If he

had stayed on as CEO, he would have received a

$1 million bonus, o Productivity bonuses are paid to

staff meeting agreed targets, o bonus payments See
note at salary
O to earn/get/receive a bonus to award/pay (sb) a

bonus * merit/performance/productivity bonuses

an annual/end-ofyear/a year-end bonus a

loyalty/retention/signing bonus
2 {Finance) a payment in money or shares that a

company makes to its shareholders: The company
will issue one bonus sharefor every share held.

O bonus dividends/shares/stock

3 {Insurance) {also .capital 'bonus) a share of its

profits that a life insurance company pays to its

customers (policyholders): Terminal bonuses (= an
extra payment made at the end of a life insurance

contract) are being cut completely.

'bonus .issue noun [c] {especially BrE)

{Finance) a situation in which a company uses its

spare profits (reserves) to create new shares, which
are then given free to the shareholders in

proportion to the number of shares that they

1 {Finance) an agreement by a government or an
organization to pay back the money an investor has
lent plus a fixed amount of interest on a particular

date; a document containing this agreement:
Government bonds are usually considered to be a safe

investment, o The company are to issue bonds backed
by its revenuefrom travel insurance, o They will

launch a€2bn bond issue to cut their debt, o the

bond market See note at foreign bond
O to buy/hold/invest in/issue/redeem/sell/trade

bonds high-yield/long-term/twenty-year bonds •

n hnnri 1nrr\\ei>r/in\ie>ctr\rltrnfit>r
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already own: The company has proposed a l-for-2

bonus issue (= shareholders get 1 extra share for

eveiy 2 shares that they own). IsynI capitalization
ISSUE, SCRIP ISSUE

bonus shares noun [c]

{Finance) shares that a company gives free to people

who already hold its shares, for example in a
CAPITALIZATION ISSUE

* book /buk/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: appointment book, Blue ~, cash ~, double-

~, off-the-~, order ~, paying-in ~, etc.

1 a document that forms an official record or list: a

chequebook o a phone book {- a list of the names,
addresses and telephone numbers of people and
businesses)

2 a piece of writing published in printed or

electronic form: an e-book

3 {Commerce; Finance) a list of clients and/or
investments that a person or a company looks

after: You will learn the skills required to manage a

book of accounts for one or more pension funds.
by the 'book following rules and instructions

in a very strict way: Doing things by the book doesn't

always work in the real world. -> idiom at throw
-> BOOKS

• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] {especially BrF) to arrange with a

hotel, restaurant, etc. to have a room, table, seat,

etc. on a particular date: I'd like to book a table for
sbcfor 8 o'clock tonight, o I'm sorry—we'refully
booked. -> reserve
2 [+ obj] to arrange for sb to have a seat on a plane:

Can you book me on the 6 o'clock flight?

3 {Accounting) [+ obj] to record or show sth in a

company's accounts: Lastyear the company booked
a $150 million gain.

DCEIS book in/ into sth to arrive at a hotel and
arrange to stay there: I arrived at ten and booked
straight into a hotel, .book sb in/ into sth to

arrange for sb to have a room at a hotel

bookbuilding /'bukbildm/ noun [u]

{Stock Exchange) a way of deciding the price of new
shares by first asking important investors how
many they would be willing to buy and at what
price: Bookbuilding will open immediately and close

tomorrow, with prices and allocations expected on
Friday.

'book debt = accounts receivable

book depreciation noun [u]

{Accounting) how much value an asset loses each
year, as written in a company's financial records

(books) -> TAX DEPRECIATION

'book .entry noun [u,c]

{Finance) a record kept on a computer system of the

names of people who have bought a bond, share,

etc. With this method, certificates are not given to

buyers.

book .equity noun [u]

{Accounting) the value of a company as shown in its

financial records (books), which is its assets minus its

liabilities (= the money it owes) Isyni book value

'book gain = book profit

booking /'bukirj/ noun [c,u]

an arrangement that you make in advance to buy a

ticket to travel somewhere, go to the theatre, etc:

Can I make a booking for Friday afternoon ?

-> RESERVATION (1)

bookkeeping /'bokki:pm/ noun [c,u]

see also: double-entry bookkeeping, single-entry

bookkeeping

the work of keeping an accurate record of the
accounts of a business: bookkeeping entries/errors

'bookkeeper noun [c] : He started off as a
bookkeeper in the firm.

bookmark /'bukma:k; AmE -ma:rk/ noun [c]

{IT) the address of a web page, file, etc. that you
store on your computer so that you can find it

quickly 'bookmark verb [+ obj]: Bookmark this

site!

'book of 'final 'entry noun [c, usually pi.]

{Accounting) an account book or computer record
which contains a summary of all a business's

financial records for a period of time -» general
ledger

'book of 'prime 'entry noun [c, usually pi.] {also

book of first 'entry, book of o riginal entry)

{Accounting) an account book or computer record in

which a company's financial transactions are

first recorded

'book .profit {also 'book gain) noun [c,u]

{Accounting) a profit that has been made but not
taken as real money yet, for example shares that

have risen in value but have not yet been sold
|SYN| PAPER PROFIT

'book .runner - managing underwriter

books /buks/ noun [pi.]

see also: statutory books

1 {Accounting) {also ac'count books) the written

record of the financial affairs of a business: People

who run their own business often do the books
themselves, o a bid to balance the books o The bank is

aiming to clear all bad loans off its books over the

next year, [synj accounts
0 to audit/do/keep the books to balance the books

2 a record of the customers, orders and stock that

a company has: There are no other large orders on
the books. -> book noun (3)

EE] cook the 'books {informal) to put false

information in a company's accounts: The books
were cooked to make profits seem much higher than

they were, (be) on sb's 'books {HR) (to be) on an
organization's list, for example the list of people
who work for a company, or a list of people who
are available for a particular type of work: It's the

largest securityfirm in the UK with 10 000 staffon its

books.

.books of ac'count noun [pi ]

{Accounting) the written financial records of a
business [synj accounts -> books (1)

book .transfer noun [c]

{Finance) a record kept on a computer system of a

change in the ownership of shares, bonds, etc.

without using certificates

'book .value noun [u; C, usually sing.] {abbr BV)

{Accounting)

1 {also ,written-down 'value) the value that a

business gives to an asset in its financial records

(books), which is the original cost of the asset

minus depreciation (= its decrease in value over

a period of time): The old photocopier is still useful,

although its book value is almost nothing. -> market
value
2 the value of a company as shown in its financial

records, which is its assets minus its liabilities (=

the money that it owes): The group is hoping to sell

the business for more than its current book value.

ISYNl BOOK EQUITY, SHAREHOLDER EQUITY
-» MARKET VALUE

* boom /bu:m/ noun, verb

{Economics)

•noun [C]

see also: baby boom

a sudden increase in trade and economic activity; a



period of wealth and success: a boom in sales o The

sales boom is attributed to low unemployment and
low interest rates, o the Internet boom of the 1990s o

a boomyear (for trade, exports, etc.) IoppI slump—
Picture at business cycle
0 a consumer/credit/an economic/investment/a

sales/spending boom a property/retail boom * a

boom period/year boom times/years

[EG] boom and 'bust a feature of an economic
system or an industry where a period of success

and wealth is followed by a period of difficulty,

then by another period of success, and so on in a

repeated pattern: IT is a highly competitive industry,

prone to boom and bust, o the boom-and-bust cycle

of agriculture

• verb [no obj]

(about a business or an economy) to have a period

of rapid growth; to become bigger, more
successful, etc: Use of the Internet has boomed in

recentyears, o Business is booming! 'booming
adjective [usually before noun]: a booming housing

market o booming exports

boom let /'buimlat/ noun [C]

(Economics) a short period of sudden trade and
economic activity and growth

-A- boost /bu:st/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

1 to increase sth in strength, number or value: The

company aims to boost earningfby 18%. o Sales are

being boosted by consumers' growing confidence in

Internet shopping.

2 to take actions that will make an economy
stronger and encourage business activity: Low
interest rates arefinally boosting the economy.

• noun [C, usually sing.]

1 something that helps to increase or improve sth

else: Low interest rates should give a major boost to

home sales, o Intel received a boost (= its share price

increased)from positive comments made by analysts.

O to give/provide a boost (to sb/sth) to get/receive a

boost (from sth) a big/huge/major/much-needed/
welcome boost

2 an increase: The company has announced a boost

in exports.

0 to announce/enjoy/experience a boost a big/

dramatic/huge boost

boot /bu:t/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

1 [+ obj] boot sth (up) to start a computer or a

piece of software and wait for it to become ready to

use: Boot up your Web browser and type in

'www.oup.com/elt'.

2 [no obj] (about a computer or a piece of software)

to prepare itself for use: waitingfor the machine to

boot up o The system won't boot because ofan error.

-» REBOOT

bootable /buitabl/ adjective

{IT) (about a computer disk) that contains the basic

software that is necessary to start (boot) a

computer

bootleg /'bu:tleg/ adjective, verb, noun
• adjective [only before noun]
made and sold illegally: a bootleg cassette o bootleg

computer software -» pirate
• verb [+ obj] (-gg-)

to make and sell an illegal copy of sth: bootlegging

copies of the program 'bootlegger noun {€}: Life

will be getting tougherfor bootleggers, 'bootlegging
noun [u]

• noun [c]

a copy of a music recording, film/movie, book or
piece of software that is made and sold illegally See
note at copy

bootstrapping /'bu:tstraepin/ noun [U]

the act of building a business with very little

outside investment, but with a lot of imagination
and effort
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BOQ /,bi: au 'kju:; AmE oo/ = bill of quantities

* borrow /'bDrau; AmE 'bcr.roo; 'bo:r-/ verb [+ obj

or no obj]

to take money from a person, a bank, etc. and
agree to pay it back within a particular period of

time, usually with an amount of interest added:
The group has borrowed €4 billion from banks, o
She borrowed heavily to set the company up. o
borrowing at a low rate of interest See note at lend
333 .borrow a gainst sth; borrow sth a gainst

sth to borrow money by using sth valuable as

collateral (= sth that you promise to give to sb/

sth if you do not pay back the money that you owe
them): The amount of money that people are

borrowing against their homes reached a very high

level.

* borrower /'bDraua(r); AmE 'ba:rou-; 'bo:r-/

noun [C]

a person or company that borrows money,
especially from a bank: We offer the same rates of
interest to new and existing borrowers, o The bank
has lost a lot of moneyfrom lending to high-risk

borrowers, o borrowers with a good credit history (=

people who have always paid their debts)

[OPPj LENDER
0 corporate/creditworthy/existing/high-risk/new

borrowers

* borrowing /'bDrauin;/4/7?£'ba:rooTrj; 'bo:r-/

noun

see also: bank borrowing, consumer ~, net ~

1 [u] the money that a company, person or

government borrows; the act of borrowing money:
If it's cheapfor people to borrow, borrowing and
spending will increase, o Household borrowing (=

money borrowed by families) has reached alarming
levels, o lower borrowing costs IoppI lending
O consumer/corporate/household borrowing

foreign/government/public-sector borrowing •

borrowing costs/facilities/requirement^) to curb/

cut/increase/reduce borrowing

2 borrowings [pi ] the amount of money that a

company has borrowed: The car manufacturer has

total borrowings of€7.5 billion.

O to cut/increase/reduce/repay borrowings bank/

foreign currency/long-term/short-term borrowings

* boss /bos; AmE bo:s/ noun [C]

1 a person who is in charge of other people at

work and tells them what to do: I'll have to ask my
boss about that, o Her immediate boss (= the

person who tells her what to do) is the marketing

VOCABULARY BUILDING

Words for bosses

TOP MANAGEMENT
• directors

• executives

• senior managers

MIDDLE MANAGEMENT
• junior/middle managers
• line managers
• team leaders

• supervisors

Note: The word direct report is used to describe a

person that you are directly responsible for, at any
level of an organization: Line managers should set

targets with their direct reports. The phrase

immediate boss/supervisor can be used to

describe the person that you are responsible to.

See note at responsibility
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manager, o I like being my own boss (= working for

myself and making my own decisions).

2 {informal) (often used in newspapers) the person

in charge of a company: He's the new boss at J

Sainsbury.

-> HONCHO

the Boston 'Matrix /'bDstan; AmE 'bo:s-/ {also

,growth-share 'matrix) noun [C, usually sing.]

{Marketing) a way of analysing how successful a

range of a company's products or services are by
looking at the percentage of sales it has in the

market and how fast the sales are growing

Boston Matrix

high

low ±

, . , market share
,

high low—

star

question

mark/
problem
child

cash cow dog

bot /but; AmE ba:t/ noun [c]

see also: shopping bot

{IT, informal) a piece of software that a computer
uses for ordinary or very long tasks, especially

searching for particular information on the

Internet L'MH Bot is an abbreviation of 'robot'.

bottleneck /'bDtlnek; AmE 'ba:tl-/ noun [c]

anything that slows down development or

progress, particularly in business or industry:

eliminating bottlenecks in the manufacturing process

0 major/potential/severe bottlenecks * to cause/
create a bottleneck * to clear/eliminate/remove a

bottleneck

bottler /'bDtla(r); AmE 'baitlar/ noun [C]

{Manufacturing) a company that puts drinks into

small containers such as bottles and cans, to sell to

the public: the second largest bottler ofPepsi drinks o
a soft-drinks bottler 'bottling noun [u] : new
bottling plants in Southeast Asia

bottom /'bDtam; AmE 'ba:tam/ noun, adjective, verb

• noun

see also: false bottom, race to the ~, rock ~

1 [sing ] the lowest or worst level of sth: You have
to be prepared to start at the bottom in the company
and work your way up. o Analysts believe this is the

bottom of the cycle for mobile phone makers, o The
decline in demandfor the products has now hit

bottom.
2 [C] the lowest part of sth: A message should
appear at the bottom of the screen.

DHE1 the bottom drops/falls 'out of sth people
stop buying or using the products of a particular

industry: The bottom has dropped out of the travel

market, from the bottom 'up relying on the ideas

and support of the people who have lower
positions in an organization: She believes that

authority comes from the bottom up, not the top

down. lOPPl FROM THE TOP DOWN -» BOTTOM-UP
-» idiom at touch

•adjective [only before noun]

in the lowest, last or furthest place or position:

Double-click on the icon in the bottom left-hand

corner ofyour screen, o Thefirm ranked in the

bottom 25% of all those surveyed, o The insurer has
focused on the bottom end of the market (= on
selling to people who cannot afford to spend much).

• verb [no obj] bottom (out) to stop getting lower or
worse: The number ofpeople unemployed has risen

by 67000 since bottoming in April, o There are signs

that the country's economy is bottoming out.

bottoming, .bottoming 'out noun [u; sing ] : u
bottoming out in energy prices

'bottom fishing noun [u] {especially AmE)
{Stock Exchange, informal) the activity of buying
shares or businesses when the prices are unusually
low and are not likely to fall much further: Some
people start bottom fishing too early, before the

lowest prices have been reached, bottom .fisher

noun [C] [USE The use of this word often shows
that the speaker disapproves of people who buy
shares in this way. -> bargain hunter

-A- .bottom 'line noun [C, usually sing.]

1 {Accounting) the amount of money that is a profit

or a loss after everything has been calculated: The
drop in sales had a big impact on our bottom line, o
The bottom linefor 2005 was a pre-tax profit of€60
million, o a bottom-line loss of $281 million

0 to affect/have an impact on/improve the bottom
line a bottom-line loss/profit

CMD The term bottom line originally referred to

the line at the bottom of a profit and loss
account where the total amount of profit or loss

was written.

2 the bottom line the most important thing that

you have to consider or accept; the essential point

in a discussion, etc: The bottom line is that we have

to make a decision today.

3 the lowest price that sb will accept: Two
thousand—and that's my bottom line!

bottom-'up adjective

1 from or involving the people who have lower
positions in an organization or their ideas: a

bottom-up approach to management
2 starting from the beginning of a process: bottom-

up analysis

[C^PP] TOP-DOWN

.bought 'deal noun [c]

{Stock Exchange) a way of selling new shares or

bonds that involves selling all of them to one bank,

broker, etc., that then sells them to other investors

'bought .ledger = purchase ledger

bounce /bauns/ verb, noun
• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] {informal) if a cheque bounces, or

a bank bounces it, the bank refuses to pay it

because there is not enough money in the account:

The cheque will bounce ifyour salary doesn't reach

your account today, o a bounced cheque
-> DISHONOUR, RD, RETURN
2 [+ obj or no obj] to increase suddenly in value or

level: The retailer's shares bounced 2. 7 per cent to

€55.5.

O prices/sales/shares/the market bounced
3 [no obj] bounce around/up and down to

repeatedly increase and decrease in value or level:

The stock price has been bouncing up and down as

much as 10% a day.

4 [+ obj or no obj] if an email bounces or the

system bounces it, it returns to the person who
sent it because it cannot be delivered.

UiLIU .bounce back (from sth) to become
successful again or start to increase again after a

period of difficulty: The airline's shares have

bounced backfrom two days of heavy losses.

• noun [C]

see also: dead cat bounce



a rapid increase: She predicts a 21% bounce in the

FTSE next year, o We had expected a bounce back in

sales.

bound /baund/ adjective [not before noun]

see also: strike-bound

(Law) having a legal duty to do sth: A parent is

legally bound to feed, clothe and arrange education

for his or her own children, o The appeal court said it

was not bound tofollow its previous decision. -» bind

bourse /boas; AmE burs/ noun [C]

(Stock Exchange) used especially in newspapers to

refer to the stock exchanges of particular countries,

especially France and other countries in Europe:
Wanadoo's shares rose 5 per cent to €6.31 on the

Paris bourse. La Bourse is the French term
for 'stock exchange'.

boutique /bu:'ti:k/ noun, adjective

• noun [C]

1 a small shop, often with a particular style,

selling, for example, fashionable clothes: Last

spring they opened their own exclusive boutique.

O a baby/designer/fashion boutique

2 (finance) = investment boutique
• adjective [only before noun]
small and offering a particular or special service

0 a boutique hairdresser/hotel/investment bank

box /boks; AmE barks/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: black box, cash ~, dialog ~, drop ~, in-~,

list ~, out--, etc.

1 a container made of wood, cardboard, metal,

etc., with a flat stiff base and sides, often with a lid,

that is used especially for holding solid things: The
goods will be shipped in cardboard boxes.—Picture at

PACKAGING
2 a box and its contents: a box of chocolates
3 a small square or similar shape on a page or a
computer screen in which you write information or
which you use to make a choice: Write your name in

the box. o (BrE) Please tick the box ifyou do not wish
to receive any advertisingfrom us. o (AmE) check the

b0X-$ CHECKBOX
4 = BOX NUMBER
5 a computer system for storing messages: The
information will be sent directly to your email box.
-» INBOX
6 (informal) = set-top box
7 a small area in a court or a theatre separated
from where other people sit

8 an area of seats in a sports ground that is kept
for a particular group of people and is separate
from the seats that the public use: a corporate box
-> idioms at out adj., think, tick verb

• verb [+ obj]

box sth (up) to put sth in a box

'box file noun [C]

a container for letters, and other documents in the
shape of a box—Picture at file

'box .number (also box) noun [c] (abbr Box no)

a number used as an address to which letters can
be sent, especially one that a company uses or one
given in newspaper advertisements -> PO box
O to reply/write to a box number

BOY /,bi: au 'wai; AmE ou/ = beginning of year

boycott /'boikDt; AmE -ka:t/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

to refuse to buy, use or take part in sth as a way of
protesting: Motorists have threatened to boycott the
gas stations in protest at price rises.

O to decide/plan/threaten/vow to boycott sth

• noun [C]

see also: secondary boycott
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an act of boycotting sth; the period of time when
people boycott sth: a trade boycott of British goods
0 to callfor/encourage a boycott

bpd /,bi: pi: 'di:/ abbr barrels per day a way of

measuring how much oil a country or a region
produces

BPO /,bi: pi: 'au; AmE "oo/ = business process
outsourcing

BPR /,bi: pi: 'a:(r)/ = business process re-

engineering

BQ /,bi: 'kju:/ = bill of quantities

bracket /'braekit/ noun [C]

see also: bulge-bracket, tax bracket

1 age, price, income, etc. bracket ages, prices,

etc. within a particular range: the 25-35 age bracket

(= people aged between 25 and 35) o people in the

lower income bracket o PCs in the $1 500-$2 500
price bracket

2 = tax bracket

'bracket creep noun [u] (especially AmE)
(Economics) a situation in which the small pay
increases that you receive because inflation has
risen result in you paying higher amounts of tax
-» FISCAL DRAG, TAX BRACKET

BRAD /braed/ = British Rate and Data

brain /brem/ noun
1 [C, usually pi.] (informal) an intelligent person: a
meeting of the best brains in the industry

2 the brains [sing ] the person who is responsible

for thinking of and organizing sth: She was the

brains behind London Fashion Week.

brainchild /'bremtjaild/ noun [sing.]

the brainchild of sb the idea or invention of a

particular person or group of people: The website is

the brainchild of a team in the cosmetic department.

'brain drain noun [sing.] (informal)

the movement of highly skilled people from one
country, area or industry to another, where they
can earn more money or work in better conditions:

Academics are complaining that low pay is causing a
brain drain to industry.

* brainstorming /'bremsta:mirj; AmE -sto:rm-/

noun [u]

a way of solving problems or creating good ideas in

which a group of people think about sth at the
same time and then discuss all the suggestions: No
idea is ruled out during the period of the

brainstorming, o Members had a brainstorming
session to identify the causes of the problem.
'brainstorm verb [+ obj or no obj]: an opportunity

to brainstorm ideas o The team are brainstorming
about marketing ideas.

'brains trust noun [C] (BrE) (AmE 'brain trust)

a group of experts that provide new ideas and
advice to an organization or a government:
directors, investors and advisers acting as the

company's brains trust -» think tank

* branch /bramtj"; AmE braentj"/ noun, verb

* noun [C]

1 a local office or shop/store belonging to a large

organization or company, especially a bank: The
retail bank has 170 branches in Brazil, o Our New
York branch is dealing with the matter, o Where's the

nearest branch ofTesco? o He's been promoted to

assistant branch manager.

O to close/establish/set up/have/open a branch * a

central/domestic/high street/local/overseas/

regional branch * a branch network/office

2 a part of a government or other large

organization that deals with one particular aspect
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of its work: The company has two branches: onefor
production and one for sales, [synj department

• verb

GHEE! .branch 'out (into sth) to start to do a new
business activity: We want to branch out into sports

goods.

• brand /braend/ noun, verb

•noun

see also: aspirational brand, consumer ~, family ~,

house ~, manufacturer's ~, name--, national ~, etc.

1 [c] a type of product or group of products sold

using a particular name, which is often the name of

the company that produces them; the name that is

given to the products: People tend to go on buying
the same brand of breakfast cereal, o He helped to

build two of the world's best-known brands: Nike and
Starbucks, o The company has strong core brands, o
She was responsible for creating the company's 'Learn

it Well' brand. -* brand image, brand name
O a world-class/favourite/leading/major/principal/

top brand big/core/famous/global/popular/
strong/well-known brands to build/create/

develop/establish a brand
2 [C, usually sing ] a particular type or kind of sth:

the company's particular brand ofproject

management o a unique brand ofhumour

• verb [+ obj]

{Marketing) {often be branded)
to give a particular name, design, etc. to a type of

product or group of products that you sell: The
phone is branded with the name of the service

provider, o They are going to brand all their products
under one name. -> branded, branding, rebrand

brand .advertising noun [u]

{Marketing) advertising that aims to make people
aware of and loyal to a particular brand of goods:
brand advertising of chocolate -» product
ADVERTISING

brand associ ation noun [u,c]

{Marketing) what people think of when they see or

hear the name of a particular product: Safety is

Volvo's brand association, o The company wants to

strengthen its brand association with football.

O to build/create/strengthen brand association

positive/powerful/strong brand association

brand a wareness noun [u]

{Marketing) to what extent people know about and
recognize a particular product: The campaign is

designed to build brand awareness. -» product
AWARENESS

brand- conscious adjective

{Marketing)

1 (about people) aware of the most fashionable or
famous products and wanting to buy them:
Teenagers are highly brand-conscious.

2 (about companies) particularly concerned about
what people think about the name and image of
the company and its products: brand-conscious

companies like Nike and Apple

branded /'braendid/ adjective [only before noun]

(about a product) having a label or name that

shows it is made by a particular company, usually a

well-known one: Another car manufacturer has
started selling branded luggage and clothing.

-» GENERIC, OWN BRAND
O branded drugs/goods/products

brand 'equity noun [u]

{Marketing) the financial value of a particular brand
to the company that sells the product, based on
how good people think it is, what people connect it

with, etc: Strong brand equity allows us to keep our
customers and increase our profits, o We use a range

of marketing tools to build brand equity.

0 to build/increase/measure/track brand equity

high/positive/strong brand equity

brand ex tension noun
{Marketing)

1 [u] using a successful brand name to sell new
types of products: The telephone company's new
strategy includes brand extension into IT products.
-» BRAND STRETCHING
2 [C] a new product that is sold using an existing

brand name: 'Fashion' magazine was such a success

that it launched its own brand extension: 'Teen

Fashion'.

brand 'image noun [c,u]

what people think or feel about a particular

product, company name or symbol (logo), etc: The
company is trying to create a stronger brand image.
-> BRAND PERSONALITY
O to build/create/establish/improve a brand image

a poor/strong brand image

branding /'braendin/ noun [u]

{Marketing) the use of a particular name, symbol
(logo) and design for a company's products so that

people will recognize them: Do you use the

corporate branding on all your leaflets? o They've

run branding campaigns on buses and billboards.

brand label = brand name

.brand 'leader noun [c]

{Marketing) the brand of product that has the largest

number of sales among products of the same type:

'Lego' is the brand leader in construction toys, o We
have lost market share to the US brand leader.

.brand 'leadership noun [u]: achieving brand
leadership in a highly competitive market

.brand 'loyalty noun [c]

{Marketing) the support that people give to a

particular brand of product by continuing to buy it

rather than changing to other brands: They had to

spend a lot on advertising to create brand loyalty.

-» BRAND SWITCHING
O to build/create/develop/encourage brand loyalty •

powerful/strong/total brand loyalty

.brand management noun [u]

{Marketing) the way that a company controls how a

particular type of product or group of products (a

brand) is advertised and sold to customers: Our
brand management is based on clearly expressing the

EB
brand/label/make

These words are used to refer to names of

products.

A brand or label is a name that a company gives

to its products, which can also be the name of the

company itself.

Brand is used about all kinds of goods and
services and especially in the context of

marketing: What brand of toothpaste do you use?o
brands like Nike and Starbucks o We invested

heavily in promoting the brand.

Label is used especially about food, clothing and
music. It is mainly used in fixed word
combinations or as part of the names of products:

Most supermarkets sell a range of own-label
products, o Chris would only wear designer/luxury

labels, o We decided to call it Red Label tonic water.

A product's make is the name of the company that

makes it. The word is usually used about cars and
electrical goods: What's the car's make and model?
o a Swiss make of watch



benefits of each product to customers. -» category
MANAGEMENT

.brand manager noun [c]

{Marketing) a person at a company who is in charge

of developing and selling a particular group of

products (a brand): She was senior brand manager

for 'Jungle Instant Breakfast'.

brand name {also 'brand .label) noun [c]

the name given to a type of product or group of

products by the company that produces or sells

them, so that people will recognize them: The

company has a strong brand name—its most valuable

asset, o They will distribute the music under the

brand name 'Hit Parade', o When buying a computer,

gofor a brand name (= buy one made by a well-

known company), o The store has been prevented

from selling brand-name jeans at low prices.

O to develop/have/protect/retain a brand name • an

established/a leading/strong/well-known brand

name

.brand perso nality noun [c]

{Marketing) the attractive and special human
qualities that a company wants a product or group
of products to suggest to people. A famous person,

an animal or a well-known character is often used
to advertise the product: Our task was to create a

new brand personality that was younger, livelier and
healthier. -» brand image
O to create/develop/establish brand personality a

distinctive/lively/strong/unique brand personality

.brand recog nition noun [u]

{Marketing) the extent to which people recognize

and value a particular brand: Big companies can put
their logo on a new productfor instant brand
recognition, o Our website provides a unique
opportunity to build brand recognition among
teachers. -> brand awareness
O to build/create/have/lack brand recognition

instant/powerful/strong brand recognition

.brand 'share noun [u,c]

{Marketing) the amount that a company sells of a

particular brand of product compared with other
companies that sell the same thing: We expect our
brand share to be about 60% by 2005. o The
company has been investing heavily in advertising to

build brand share. -> market share
O high/low brand share to build/increase/lose

brand share

.brand stretching noun [u]

{Marketing) (often used in a disapproving way) using
a successful brand name to sell new types of
products -> BRAND EXTENSION (1)

brand .switching noun [u]

{Marketing) when a customer buys a different brand
of a product from the one they have usually bought
in the past, or often buys different products: Brand
switching between different types ofshampoo is

common. -» brand loyalty
O to encourage/generate/prevent brand switching

brass /bra:s; AmE braes/ = top brass

* breach /bri:tJ7 noun, verb

• noun [C,U]

see also: anticipatory breach
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• verb [+ obj]

1 {Law) to fail to do what is required by an
agreement, a promise or a law: The group has been

accused of breaching competition rules.

2 (about a figure) to become higher than a

particular amount or level: The financial index has
breached the 2 000 mark.

.breach of confidence noun [u,c]

{Law) the act of giving people information that you
should keep secret

.breach of 'trust noun [c,u]

{Law) a failure to take good care of sth that you
have been trusted to look after, such as sb else's

money or secret information

.bread and 'butter noun [u] {informal)

a person or company's main source of income:
Developing new companies is the bread and butter of
Silicon Valley, o the bread-and-butter business of the

company

breadwinner /'bredwma(r)/ noun [C]

a person who supports their family with the money
they earn: She is the main breadwinner in the family.

• break /breik/ verb, noun
• verb (broke /brauk; AmE brouk/ broken /'braukan;

AmE 'broukan/) [+ obj]

1 to do sth that is against the law; to not do what
you have agreed or promised to do: The group has

been accused of breaking accounting rules, o They
have broken the contract.

2 to end a dispute or difficult situation, often by
using strong action: The company broke the strike by
getting managers to work in the factory.

3 to reach a higher level or standard than has been
done before: A number of companies have broken
$100 million in sales. -» record-breaking
4 {especially AmE) to exchange a piece of paper
money for coins: Can you break a twenty-dollar bill?

D321 break 'even {Finance) if a company or a piece

of business breaks even, it earns just enough
money to pay for its costs: The company expects to

break even by the end of2006. -> break-even
.break 'ground {especially AmE) {Property) when
you break ground on a new building or the

building breaks ground, you start building it: The

company will break ground on the plant by August 1

and begin production by February 1. .break new
'ground to make a new discovery or do sth that

has not been done before -» groundbreaking
.make or 'break sb/sth to be the thing that makes
sb/sth either a success or a failure: Transport costs

can make or break a business, o The demandfor
higher pay became the make-or-break issue in the

talks.

UiLi!J .break a bove/be low sth to become
slightly higher or lower than a particular figure or

level: The euro failed to break above its $1.82 high of
the day before, .break 'down 1 (about a machine
or a vehicle) to stop working because of a fault: The

telephone system has broken down. 2 to fail: The
partnership between thefirms is breaking down.
-» breakdown .break 'down; .break sth down
to separate into parts that are easier to analyse; to

divide sth into parts in order to make it easier to

analyse or to do: Each task is broken down into step-

by-step procedures, o Her approach to management
breaks down intofour principles. -» breakdown
.break 'into sth 1 to start to operate in a

particular area of business: We're trying to break

into the Japanese market. 2 to reach a particular

level of success: The company should break into

profitfor the first time this year, .break sth 'off to

end sth suddenly: The company has broken off

merger talks, .break 'through sth to succeed in

going beyond a particular level; to succeed in

dealing with a difficult problem: The firm's income

{Law) a situation when sb does not do sth that is

required by an agreement, by a promise or by law,
or does sth that is not allowed: Their actions

constituted a serious breach of the guidelines, o We
are suing the companyfor breach of contract, o The
firm could be in breach ofEuropean Union law on
insurance. -> idiom at step verb

O (a) clear/serious breach of sth (a) breach of
agreement/contract/copyright/discipline/duty/

promise sth amounts to/constitutes a breach
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see also: career break, page ~, tax ~

1 a short period of time when you stop what you
are doing and rest, eat, etc: a coffee/lunch/tea break

o a breakfor lunch o You should take a one-minute
breakfrom the computer every 30 minutes.

O to have/take a break

2 a short holiday/vacation; a short time when an
activity stops before it starts again: The markets
resumed trading after a three day break.

3 a pause for advertisements in the middle of a

television or radio programme: More news after the

break, o a commercial break

4 (AmE) a reduction in an amount that you have to

pay: Customers who download the softwarefrom the

Internet will get a price break.

0 to get/be given a break

5 (AmE) a tax break

break clause noun [c]

{Law) especially in the UK, a part of an agreement
that allows you to end the agreement early, used
especially in agreements that allow you to use a

building, piece of land, etc. for a particular period

of time (leases)

breakdown /'breikdaun/ noun [C]

1 the failure or end of sth: The breakdown of the

talks means that a strike is likely, o a breakdown of
investor confidence

2 (AmE also 'breakout) [usually sing.] a list of all the

details of sth: let's look at a breakdown of the costs.

-> BREAK DOWN at BREAK Verb

break- even noun [u]

[Finance) a time when a company or a piece of

business earns just enough money to pay for its

costs; the state of not making a profit or a loss: The
company expects to reach break-even nextyear, o
The group has promised a break-even performance in

the second quarter. -> break even at break verb

break-even

total

revenue

break-even point
profit

total costs

loss k- £ safety margin

quantity

break- even a, naiysis noun [u,c]

(Finance) a way of finding out or studying when a

new business or product will start earning enough
money to pay for its costs: You will need to do a

break-even analysis before you approach a bankfor
finance. -» break even at break verb

break even chart noun [c]

{Finance) a diagram that shows how the profits and
costs of a company will increase or decrease
according to how much business it does, and when
the business or product will reach break-even

break- even point noun [c]

(Finance) the level of sales at which a company or a
piece of business earns just enough money to pay
for its costs and does not make a profit or a loss: We
estimate it will take a year to reach break-even point.

0 Revenuesfor 2005 are well below the estimated
break-even point of€1 billion.

'break fee noun [c]

(Law)

1 (also 'break-up fee) especially in the US, an
amount of money that a company must pay if it

breaks an agreement to be sold to another
company: A breakfee of $60 million is payable if the

company pulb out of the sale.

2 (AmE) an amount of money that you must pay if

you end a legal agreement before the agreed time:

There is a breakfee ofseveral thousand dollars if the

loan is repaid early.

'breaking point noun [u,c] (usually uncountable
in British English and countable in American English)

the time when problems become so great that a

person, an organization or a system can no longer
deal with them: The economy is close to breaking

point, o The country's health-care system has
reached a breaking point.

breakout /'breikaut/ noun, adjective

• noun [C] (AmE)

1 [usually sing.] = BREAKDOWN (2)

2 an increase or decrease that is bigger than
normal: The price may go higher and show a
breakout above 110 rupees, o We expect a big

breakout in new orders nextyear.

3 a meeting of a smaller group of people away
from the main meeting: You can attend several

breakouts.

• adjective [only before noun]

1 that is very successful and brings fame to sb/sth:

We believe this is the breakout product we've been

lookingfor.

2 (AmE) that takes place separately from a main
meeting and involves a smaller group of people: a
number of breakout sessions on specific topics

breakthrough /'breikGru:/ noun [C]

an important discovery or development: Intel has
achieved a major breakthrough in chip design, o a

significant breakthrough in the negotiations

O to achieve/make a breakthrough * a big/historic/

major/significant breakthrough a scientific/

technological breakthrough

'break-up (AmE spelling breakup) noun [C]

the separation of a large company or group of

companies into smaller parts: The government has
announced the break-up of China Telecom, o the

company's break-up plans

break-up fee = break fee (l)

'break-up value (BrE) noun [c]

(Accounting) an estimate of the value a company
would have if it was sold in separate parts rather

than as a single active company: The break-up value

is twice the current market price, o a break-up value

of€630 million -» break up at break verb, going
CONCERN

bribe /braib/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

money, etc. that you give or offer to sb to persuade
them to help you, especially by doing sth

dishonest: The company paid bribes to government
officials to win the contract. -» sweetener
O to accept/offer/pay/take a bribe

• verb [+ obj]

to give or offer sb money, etc. to persuade them to

help you, especially by doing sth dishonest: He
bribed them to stay with a pay rise, o She was bribed

into handing over secret information.

O to attempt/try to bribe sb

has broken through the $10 million barrier, .break

up (into sth); break sth 'up (into sth) to be
divided into smaller parts; to divide sth in this way:
Tyco plans to break up into smaller companies, o The

company will be broken up or sold. -» break-up
•noun [C]



bribery /'braibari/ noun [u]

the giving or taking of bribes: allegations of

bribery and corruption

brick /brik/ noun
n»T7l come up against/hit/run into a brick wall

to be unable to make any progress because there is

a difficulty that stops you: The group has hit a brick

wall in negotiations with its lenders.

bricks and mortar noun [u]

buildings, especially when you are thinking of

them in connection with how much they cost to

build or how much they are worth: We own our

own buildings and consider bricks and mortar to be a

key part of our business strategy, o a new Internet

company without a lot of bricks-and-mortar

businesses (= businesses with buildings that

customers go to) o (AmE) brick-and-mortar

businesses -» idiom at clicks

bridge /bnd3/ = bridging

bridging /'bnd3irj/ {BrE) {AmE bridge) adjective

[only before noun]

(Finance) used about money that you borrow for a

short time until you can arrange a longer loan

0 bridging finance/financing/funds/loans

• brief /bri:f/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: watching brief

1 the instructions that a person is given explaining

what their job is and what their duties are: I was
given the brief of reorganizing the department, o a
design brieffor a new product o We've prepared a

brieffor the architect, o to stick toyour brief'(= to

do only what you are asked to do)

O to give sb a brief* to prepare/produce/write a brief

(forsb)

2 [Law) [BrE] a legal case that is given to a lawyer to

argue in court; a piece of work for a barrister:
preparing a brieffor counsel (= the lawyer who will

represent sb in court)

O to accept/prepare a brief

3 (Law) (AmE) a written summary of the facts

supporting one side of a legal case, that will be
presented to a court: The organization has filed a
brief with the Indiana Supreme Court.

0 to file/submit a brief

• verb [+ obj]

1 to give sb information about sth or instructions

to do a particular job: The director has been briefed

on what questions to expect.

2 (Law) (BrE) to give a lawyer, especially a
barrister, the main facts of a legal case so that it

can be argued in a court

briefcase /'bri:fkeis/ noun [c]

a flat case used for carrying papers and documents

briefing /'bri:frrj/ noun
1 [c] a meeting in which people are given
instructions or information: a daily briefing o a
media/press briefing

2 [c,u] the detailed instructions or information
that are given at such a meeting: Details of the

project were included in briefing papers.

bring /bnrj/ verb [+ obj] (brought, brought /bro:t/)

1 bring sth to an end/a close/a conclusion to end
sth: She brought the meeting to a close with thanks
to all who had attended.

2 to make sb/sth come to a particular place, level,

etc: December's figures brought overall sales for the

year to 3.97 million vehicles, o We cannot afford
mistakes ifwe are to bring our products to market
on time.

Uilill bring sth into force to cause a law, rule, etc.

to start being used -> idioms at control noun,
question noun
HUH 'bring sb/sth before sb (formal) to present
sb/sth for discussion or judgement: The case will be
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brought before the bankruptcy judge today .bring

sb/sth 'down to end sb/sth's period of success or

power: Shareholders' loss of confidence finally
brought down the company, bring sth 'down to

reduce sth: We need to look at ways to bring down
costs, .bring sth 'forward 1 to move sth to an
earlier date or time: The board meeting was brought
forward by two days to discuss the crisis. See note at

postpone 2 to suggest sth for discussion: The
environment minister broughtforward new
proposals to reduce pollution. 3 (Accounting) to

move a total sum from the bottom of one page or

column of numbers to the top of the next .bring sb
'in to ask sb to do a particular job or to be involved

in sth, especially to help or advise: The CEO brought
in a team of consultants to sort out the company's
problems, .bring sth 'in 1 to make a new product
or service available to people for the first time: We
plan to bring in a new range of vans nextyear.
Isyni introduce 2 to introduce a new law, rule,

etc: They are bringing in limits on overtimefrom
June. Isyni introduce 3 to attract sb/sth to a place

of business: Our new website should bring in a lot of
new business. 4 (Law) to give a decision in a court:

Thejury brought in a verdict ofguilty, .bring 'in sth;

.bring sb 'in sth to make or earn a particular

amount of money: The marketing campaign brought
in over €6 million in sales, .bring sth 'out 1 to

produce sth; to publish sth: They are bringing out
the next version of the software next month. 2 to

make sth appear: A good manager is able to bring
out the best in people, .bring sth 'up 1 to mention
a subject or start to talk about it: Bring it up at the

meeting. [synI raise 2 to make sth appear on a

computer screen: Typing in 'Portugal industries'

brought up over 350 000 links on one search engine.

brink /brink/ noun [sing.]

ifyou are on the brink of sth, you are almost in a

very new, dangerous or exciting situation: The
company was on the brink of bankruptcy, o He's

pulled thefirm backfrom the brink (= he has
saved it from disaster).

O on the brink of bankruptcy/collapse/disaster/

failure/recession

nail teeter on the brink/ edge of sth to be very
close to a very unpleasant or dangerous situation:

The company is teetering on the brink of bankruptcy.

brisk /brisk/ adjective (brisker, briskest)

quick; busy, with a lot of activity: The shop is doing
brisk business in umbrellas today, o Trading was
brisk, with almost two million shares changing
hands.

.British Rate and 'Data noun [sing.] (abbr

BRAD)
(Marketing) in the UK, a book published every
month that contains information about all the

newspapers, magazines and other media that have
advertising, such as how many are sold, how much
they charge for advertising, etc. -> Standard Rate
and Data Service

BRM /,bi: a:r 'em/ abbr (AmE)

business reply mail business reply service

broadband /'bro:dbaend/ noun [u]

(IT) a system that can send large amounts of

electronic data at a very fast speed: a campaign to

teach consumers the benefits of broadband -» ADSL
'broadband adjective: the country's leading

provider of broadband Internet services

.broad banding noun [u]

(HR) a way of dividing the jobs and ranges of pay in

a company into only a small number of levels with

a big difference between the lowest and highest

pay in each level

I
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'broad-based {also 'broadly-based) adjective

based on a wide variety of people, things or ideas;

not limited: She managed to develop broad-based

supportfor her project, o a broadly-based training

and employment programme

broadcast /'bro:dka:st; AmE-kasst/ verb, noun
• verb (broadcast, broadcast)

1 [+ obj or no obj] to send out programmes on
television, radio, etc: The channel broadcasts to

millions of homes in the south of the country.

2 [+ obj] to tell a lot of people about sth: J don't

want to broadcast our mistake.

'broadcaster noun [c]: a terrestrial/satellite

broadcaster o a crowd ofjournalists and broadcasters

'broadcasting noun [u]: She works in broadcasting.

• noun
1 [c] a programme on radio, television, etc: a live

broadcast of the speech

2 [u] {only used before another noun) the activity or

business of making programmes for television,

radio, etc: More viewers means more revenue for the

broadcast industry.

O the broadcast business/industry a broadcast

business/division/network

'broadly-based = broad-based

broad .money noun [u]

[Economics) a term used in the measurement of a

country's money supply, that includes more than
just notes and coins and the money that people
have in ordinary bank accounts: The large increase

in broad money growth will lead to a rise in

spending. -» Mo, Mi, etc., narrow money

• brochure /'brauja(r); /\/77£ brou'Jur/ noun [c]

{Marketing) a small magazine or book that contains

pictures and information about sth or advertises

sth: See our brochurefor more details, o a marketing
team writing product brochures

0 a marketing/product brochure to produce/
publish/write a brochure

broke /brauk; AmE brouk/ adjective [not before

noun] {informaf)

having no money: During the recession thousands of
small businesses went broke.

EEl go for 'broke {informaf) to risk everything in

one determined effort to do sth

broken- line graph noun [c]

a graph that shows data as points joined by lines

• broker /'brauka(r); AmE "brou-/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: agency broker, bill ~, commission ~,

customs ~, discount ~, insurance ~, money ~, real

estate ~

1 {Commerce) a person or company that buys and
sells things, for example shares, bonds, etc., for

other people: Luis works for afirm of insurance

brokers, o He watches how the brokers work when
they are on the phone to customers. See note at

AGENT
0 an insurance/money/mortgage broker

2 {Stock Exchange) = stockbroker
• verb [+ obj] to arrange the details of an agreement:
The airline has brokered a joint marketing deal with

the city tourist board.

brokerage /'braukarid3; AmE 'brou-/ noun

see also: discount brokerage

{Commerce)

1 Lu] the business of being a broker; the work a

broker does: brokerage services/fees o a brokerage

firm/house
2 [C] a company whose business is buying and
selling things, for example, shares, bonds, etc., for

other people: Brokerages reported a steep fall in

earnings.

3 [C,U] an amount of money charged by a broker
for the work done: a sales brokerage of $25

broker- dealer (also spelled broker/dealer)
noun [c]

(Stock Exchange) a person or company that sells

shares, bonds, etc. for other people and for

themselves

broking /'braukirj; AmE 'brou-/ noun [u] {BrE)

the business or service of buying and selling things,

for example shares, bonds, etc., for other people:

The bank is hoping to break into the online broking
market.

O the broking industry/market/sector a broking

company/firm/house

Bros (also spelled Bros., especially in AmE) abbr{only

used in written English)

(used in the names of companies) brothers: Moss
Bros

brought 'forward [abbr b/f, b/fwd) (also

.brought 'down abbr b/d) adverb, adjective

{Accounting) used to describe an amount that has
been copied from a previous period or page of

accounts: Then enter the amount broughtforward, o
Put thatfigure in the broughtforward column.
-» balance brought down itL'lH This is usually

written as an abbreviation in accounts.

brownfield /hraunfi:ld/ adjective, noun
{Property)

• adjective [only before noun]

used to describe an area of land in a city that was
used by industry or for offices in the past and that

may now be cleared for new building development
0 a brownfield site brownfield development/land

• noun [C]

1 {especially AmE) {BrE usually 'brownfield site) an
area of land in a city that was used by industry or

for offices in the past and that may now be cleared

for new building development
2 an area of land that was used by industry and
that could be used for new development, but may
be affected by dangerous substances -> Greenfield

brown goods noun [pi ]

(Commerce) small electrical items such as

televisions, radios, music and video equipment
-> GREY GOODS, WHITE GOODS

browse /brauz/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

1 {IT) to look for information on a computer,
especially on the Internet: / spent an hour browsing
competitors' websites.

2 to look at a lot of things in a shop/store rather

than looking for one particular thing

browse noun [sing.] : I went into a bookstorefor a

browse.

browser /'brauza(r)/ noun [C]

1 {IT) a program that lets you look at or read

documents on the Internet: Click the 'back' button

on your browser, o an Internet/a Web browser

2 a person who looks at things in a shop/store but

may not seriously intend to buy anything: The sale

brought in a steady stream of browsers.

BRS /,bi: cm- 'es/ = business reply service

BS /,bi: 'es/ abbr

1 British Standard a number given to a particular

standard of quality set by the British Standards

Institution: BS 5750, the British Standard of
excellence in quality management
2 (Law) (BrE) = bill of sale

'B-SChool noun [C]

(usually used in newspapers) a business school

'B share (also class 'B share) -» A/B/C share

BSI /,bi: es ai/ abbr British Standards Institution

an organization formed in the UK that sets and



tests quality and safety standards for industry,

especially for building, engineering, chemical,

textile and electrical products Kitemark

,B-tO-'B - B2B

,B-tO-'C = B2C

B-tO- E - B2E

BTW abbr

used in writing for 'by the way, a way of

introducing a comment or question that is not

directly related to what you have been talking

about

bubble /'bAbl/ noun [c, usually sing ]

[Economics) a situation that cannot last in which
prices rise very quickly and many people make a lot

of money: the bubble sectors of technology, media
and telecommunications o They went out of business

when the Internet bubble burst (= ended, causing

people to lose a lot of money).

bubble e conomy noun [c]

{Economics) a temporary situation when businesses

grow very fast, the prices of shares and homes, etc.

rise and employment increases: We were in a bubble

economy o The central bank failed to put up interest

rates and a bubble economy developed.

'bubble pack = BLISTER PACK, BUBBLE WRAP

bubble packaging = blister packaging,
BUBBLE WRAP

'bubble wrap {AmE spelling also Bubble Wrap™)
{also 'bubble pack, 'bubble .packaging) noun [u]

plastic material containing small bubbles of air,

used to protect goods that are easily damaged—
Picture at packaging

buck jb\k/ noun, verb

• noun
1 {informal) [c] {especially AmE) a US or an
Australian dollar: They cost ten bucks, o We're

talking big bucks (= a lot of money) here.

2 the buck [sing ] used in some expressions to

refer to the responsibility or blame for sth: It was
my decision. The buck stops here (= nobody else

can be blamed), o Everyone was trying to pass the

buck (= not accept responsibility).

[EEl bang for your/the 'buck {AmE) {informaf)

value for the money that you spend: You get more
bangfor your buck with a desktop than with a

laptop, make a (quick, fast, etc.) 'buck {informaf)

to make a lot of money quickly and easily: investors

who just want to make a quick buck
• verb [+ obj]

to resist or oppose sth: Most share prices fell, but one
or two companies managed to buck the trend with a

small rise. oHer attempts to buck the system (= to

oppose authority or rules) caused problems with her

manager.

'bucket shop noun [C] {informal)

1 {Stock Exchange) a company that buys and sells

shares without having a licence and often deals in a

dishonest way
2 {BrE) a company that only provides very cheap air

tickets for travellers: We booked through a bucket
shop, o bucket-shop tickets

• budget /'bAd3it/ noun, verb, adjective

• noun

see also: balanced budget, capital ~, cash ~,

sales ~, variable ~

1 {Accounting) [c,U] a plan for a particular period of

time of the income and spending of a company, an
organization or part of a company, etc: Each
department sets its own budget, o Revenues are

approximately in line with the budget, o Sales have
exceeded budget expectations this year.

O an annual a departmental/draft budget to agree/

approve/balance/draw up/present/set a budget
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below/in tine with/on/over/under/within budget

budget constraints/cuts

2 {Economics) {BrE spelling also Budget) [c] the

official statement made by a government of the

country's income from taxes, etc. and how it will be

spent: tax cuts in this year's Budget o The budget

deficit widened to 2.6% of GDP.

O the annual/draft/federal/government budget a

balanced budget an austere/a tax-cutting/tough

budget * a budget deficit/shortfall/surplus

3 [C,u] an amount of money that a person or a

company can spend on particular activities,

equipment, etc: He was given a budget of$l billion

to buy assets, o We had to furnish the offices on a
tight budget (= without spending too much money),
o Is there any money left in the advertising budget? o
They went over budget (= spent too much money),

o The project came in under budget (
= did not spend

all the money available).

0 a generous/large/low/small/tight budget to be
given/have/keep to a budget to be/come in below/
over/under/within budget to cut/trim a budget

• verb

1 {Accounting) [+ obj or no obj] budget (sth) (for sth)
j

budget sth (at sth) to plan to spend an amount of

money for a particular purpose: / budgeted for two
new members of staff. o Ten million euros has been

budgetedfor the project, o The project has been

budgeted at ten million euros.

2 [no obj] to be careful about the amount of money
you spend: If we budget carefully well be able to

afford the trip.

'budgeting noun [u] : We train our employees in

time management and budgeting.

• adjective [only before noun]

(used in advertising, etc.) low in price; selling

things that are low in price

0 a budget flight/hotel a budget airline/carrier

budget ac count noun [c] {BrE)

{Accounting) a type of account, usually at a bank,

that you put fixed regular amounts of money into

in order to be able to pay large bills when they are

due; an arrangement with a shop/store or company
to pay your bills in fixed regular amounts

budgetary /'bAd3itari; 4/7?£ -teri/ adjective [only

before noun]

{Accounting; Economics) connected with a budget: He
doesn'tfind it easy to work within budgetary

constraints (= limits on the amount of money he
can spend).

.budgetary ac counting noun [u]

{Accounting) a type of accounting that records how a

budget is spent and how much of it is left

budgetary con trol noun [u]

{Accounting) the process by which an organization

plans how much money can be spent on each one
of its activities or costs during the next accounting

period and then continuously compares the actual

amounts with the planned amounts to see if any
changes are necessary: to develop a budgetary

control system

buffer /'bAfa(r)/ noun [c]

1 (/7) a temporary memory in a computer or a

device connected to a computer that is used for

storing information when data is being sent

between two machines that work at different

speeds
2 a thing or person that reduces a shock or

protects sb/sth against difficulties: The extra stock

acts as a buffer against any problem with supplies, o

The personnel officer often has to act as a buffer

between workers and management.
-> idiom at hit verb
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buffer stock noun [u,c]

1 (Commerce; Production) an extra quantity of

goods that is kept in case it is needed: We have now
increased our buffer stocks, and should not have any
shortages.

2 [Economics) an amount of a product or raw
material (a commodity), owned, for example, by a

government, that is stored or sold in order to keep
the supply and price of the product level

bug /bAg/ noun [c]

(IT) a problem in a computer system or program:
The software company has posted a bugfix (- a

program that will remove the problem) on its

website. -» virus

• build /bild/ verb, noun
• verb (built, built /bilt/)

1 [+ obj or no obj] to make sth, especially a

building, by putting parts together: They have
permission to build 200 new houses, o We are looking

for a suitable site to build on. o The cars are built in

the company's Detroitfactory.

2 [+ obj] to create or develop sth: They have built a

website that generates big sales, o She's building a

new career, o We built a 50-person software company
in under a year. -» build sth up
3 (IT) [+ obj] to write a set of instructions for a

computer
333 ,build sth in; ,build sth into sth (often be
built hi/into sth) to make sth a permanent part of

a system, plan, etc: The computer comes with a CD-
writer built in. 'build on sth to use sth as a basis

for further progress: We aim to build on our success

in the comingyear. ,build 'up (to sth) to become
greater, more powerful or larger in number: All the

pressure built up and he was off work for weeks with

stress. -> build-up ,build sth 'up to create or
develop sth: She's built up a very successful business.

-> BUILD (2)

• noun
1 [c] the way that sth such as a vehicle is made
2 [c] an increase in the size, amount or degree of
sth over a period of time: a large build in product
StOCkS [SYNJ BUILD-UP
3» (IT) [c] the process of developing a computer
program; the program that is being developed: We
did the builds at night and tested them the next day.

4 (Manufacturing) [u,C] the process of building sth;

sth that is built: The company has enough cashfor
the build.

builder /'bilda(r)/ noun [C]

1 a person or company whose job is to build or

repair houses or other buildings

2 (usually used in compounds) a person or thing that

builds, creates or develops sth: a shipbuilder o She's

a good team builder.

building /'bildm/ noun

see also: team building

1 [c] a structure such as a house or school that has
a roof and walls: office buildings

2 [u] the process or work of building: a building

company o building materials See note at

CONSTRUCTION

building and loan association = savings
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

building blocks noun [pi ]

parts that are joined together in order to make a
large thing: Chips are the tiny electrical circuits that

are the building blocks of computers.

'building code noun [C, usually sing ]

official rules that must be followed when building:

The materials used comply with the building code.

'building .permit (especially BrE) (AmE usually

construction .permit) noun [c]

official permission to build sth: They were granted a
building permit to construct offices on the site.

building regu lation noun [c, usually pi ]

in the UK, an official rule that must be followed
when building: They installed smoke detectors in

every room to comply with building regulations.

building so ciety noun [c] (BrE)

(Finance) in the UK, an organization like a bank that

lends money to people who want to buy a home.
People also save money with a building society:

interest on savings held in banks and building

societies -> savings and loan association

build-to-'order adjective [usually before noun]

(Manufacturing) made for a particular customer,
who chooses what parts, functions, features, etc.

the product will have: build-to-order computer
systems

build-to-'stock adjective [usually before noun]

(Manufacturing) made with the same parts,

functions, features, etc. for all customers

build-up noun
1 [sing; U] an increase in the amount of sth over a
period of time: a worrying build-up of household
debt o a build-up in stocks of crude oil -> build sth
up at build verb

2 [c, usually sing.] the time before an important
event, when people are preparing for it: the build-

up to the conference

built /bilt/ combiningform (used after adverbs and in

compound adjectives)

see also: custom-built

made in the particular way or place that is

mentioned: American-built cars o newly built houses

built-in (also in-built, less frequent) adjective [only

before noun]

included as part of sth and not separate from it: a

mobile phone with a tiny built-in camera

built to flip adjective

used to describe companies that people create just

to make money quickly by selling them soon after

they start, rather than with the intention of

developing them over a period of years: Built-to-flip

Internet businesses have created many millionaires.

.built to last adjective

created or manufactured so that it will last for a

long time: Their toys are expensive but they are built

to last, o They are a built-to-last company in a built-

to-flip environment.

bulge-, bracket adjective [only before noun]

(used about investment banks) largest and most
successful: The City is dominated by Wall Street's

bulge-bracketfirms.

bulk /bAlk/ noun, adjective

• noun [u]

1 the bulk (of sth) the main part of sth; most of

sth: The cosmetics division accounts for the bulk of
group profits, o The bulk of the savings will come
from stopping all overtime.

2 (used about goods such as grain, oil or milk)

loose; not packed: Grain is often transported in

bulk.

DHS1 buy/order/sell (sth) in bulk to buy, order or

sell sth in large amounts, usually at a reduced
price: Companies will buy tickets and hotel rooms in

bulk to get a better price.

• adjective [only before noun]

(Commerce) in large amounts: bulk orders of over 100

copies o They offer bulk quantities of low-price

products.

'bulk .cargo noun [c,u]

(Transport) a large amount of goods carried in a ship



loose and not packed in bags or boxes: a bulk cargo

of30000 tonnes ofgrain

'bulk .carrier noun [c]

{Transport) a company or a large ship that carries

large amounts of goods loose and not packed in

bags or boxes

bulk cash noun [u]

a large amount of money in the form of coins and
notes/bills: Our bulk cash collection service is a

convenient and safe way of depositingyour takings.

bulk discount noun [c.u]

(Commerce) a reduction in the price of goods when
you buy a large amount: A 20% bulk discount

applies on all orders of20 or more items.

[SYN] VOLUME DISCOUNT

bulk freight noun [u]

{Transport) a large amount of goods such as wheat,

metals, etc. carried in a train, lorry/ truck, ship or

plane loose or in very large containers

'bulk goods noun [pi.]

1 (Transport) items that are transported in large

amounts and not packed in bags or boxes: Coal
grain and sand are bulk goods, o We transport most
kinds of bulk goodsfor our customers.

2 large items, for example pieces of furniture: We
will collect bulk goodsfor disposal on Wednesday
mornings.

'bulk mail noun [u] (especially Am E)

advertisements and other notices that are sent to

large numbers of people either by post or by email:

Many groups are discussing ways to help reduce

unsolicited bulk mail. -» junk mail

bulk shipping noun [u]

(Transport) the activity of moving large amounts of

goods such as grain or coal, usually loose and not

packed, in a large ship: There are losses in the

group's container and bulk shipping ventures.

bulk 'shipment noun [c] : The ship unloads the

bulk shipment immediately upon arrival.

* bull /bul/ noun [c]

(Finance; Stock Exchange)

1 a person who buys shares, a particular currency,

etc., hoping to sell them soon afterwards at a

higher price because they think prices are going to

rise rather than fall

2 = BULL MARKET
-> BEAR

bulletin /'bulatm/ noun [c]

1 a printed report that gives news about an
organization or a group: the European Central

Bank's monthly bulletin

2 a short news report: a television news bulletin

bulletin board noun [c]

1 (IT) a place in a computer system where any user
can write or read messages: Post a note on the

central bulletin board.

2 = NOTICEBOARD

'bullet point (also bullet /'buht/) noun [c]

a black circle, square, etc. at the beginning of each
item in a printed list; an item marked in this way:
Limityour bullet points to four per slide.

bullion /'bulian/ noun [U]

gold or silver in large amounts or in the form of
bars: the marketfor gold bullion o Bullion rose to

$322 an ounce.

bullish /'buhJV adjective

1 (Finance: Stock Exchange) connected with, causing
or expecting an increase in the price of shares, etc:

a bullish market o Analysts are bullish on the

company, [oppj bearish
2 confident about the future: The Chief Executive is

bullish about the company's outlook, o a bullish

forecast

65 burden

'bull market (also bull) noun [c]

(Finance; Stock Exchange) a long period during which
the prices of shares, etc. are rising and people are

buying them: We've been in a 25-year bull market, o
(figurative) It's a bull marketfor talent.

-> BEAR MARKET

bull po sition noun [c]

(Finance; Stock Exchange) a situation in which a

dealer has bought shares, etc. and plans to sell

them later at a higher price Isyni long position
-> BEAR POSITION

O to establish/take a bull position

'bull run noun [c]

(Finance; Stock Exchange) a situation where the value
of shares, etc. is rising because they are being
bought in large numbers: The stock market was on a

spectacular bull run. -» bear run

'bull .session noun [c] (AmE) (informal)

an informal discussion

bumper /'bAmpa(r)/ adjective [only before noun]

unusually large; producing an unusually large

amount: Bumper sales may not mean bumper
profits.

0 bumper profits/sales a bumper crop/harvest/

season/year

bumpy /'bAmpi/ adjective (bumpier, bumpiest)

1 (about a journey) uncomfortable with a lot of

unpleasant movement: a bumpyflight

2 (about a surface) not even; with a lot of raised

parts: a bumpy road o (figurative) US shares are on
the bumpy road to recovery (= there are a lot of

problems and difficulties on the way).

DiCa to have/give sb a bumpy 'ride to have a

difficult time; to make a situation difficult for sb:

The company's shares have had a bumpy ride (= they
have gone up and down in price several times) this

week.

bundle /'bAndl/ noun, verb

• noun
1 [C] a number of things that belong or are sold

together: a bundle ofgraphics applicationsforyour
PCoA company is more than a bundle of assets.

2 a bundle [sing.] (informal) a lot of money: He
retired after making a bundle in investment

banking, o An MBA can cost a bundle.

• verb [+ obj]

to supply a product, a service or a piece of extra

equipment with another product or service at no
extra cost: Afurther nine applications are bundled
with the system. IoppI unbundle (2)

buoy /boi; AmE also 'bu:i/ verb [+ obj] buoy sth (up)

(usually be buoyed) to keep prices or figures at a

high or satisfactory level: Demandfor mortgages has

been buoyed up by low interest rates.

buoyant /'boiant/ adjective

(about prices, business activity, etc.) tending to

increase or stay at a high level, usually showing
financial success: buoyant consumer spending

0 buoyant prices/sales/spending a buoyant
economy/market
buoyancy /'baiansi/ noun [u]: the buoyancy of

the market

burden /'b3:dn; AmE 'b3:rdn/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

1 a duty, responsibility, etc. that causes difficulty

or hard work: Business customers will bear most of

the burden of the rise in postage rates.

O to bear/carry a burden to cut/ease/lighten/

reduce/relieve a burden

2 the fact of having to pay an amount of money;
the amount of money that you owe: concern about

the burden of debt being taken on by households
[SYN] load
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0 a debt/tax burden to cut/ease/reduce the burden

to take on a burden

• verb [+ obj] {often be burdened)
to give sb a duty, responsibility, etc. that causes

difficulty or hard work: The company is burdened
with debts of over $10 million.

burden of 'proof noun [sing ]

{Law) the task or responsibility of proving that sth is

true: The burden ofproof lies with companies to

show that they have been harmed by an online critic.

bureau /'bjuarau; AmE 'bjurou/ noun [C] {plural

bureaux or bureaus /-rauz; AmE -rouz/)

see also: credit bureau, service bureau

1 an office or organization that provides

information on a particular subject: an employment
bureau
2 in the US and other countries, a government
department or part of a government department:
the Australian Bureau of Statistics

bureaucracy /bjua'rokrasi; AmE bju'ra:k-/

noun [u]

the system of official rules and ways of doing
things that an organization or a government has,

especially when these seem to be too complicated:

Importers have to deal with high taxes and complex
bureaucracy. Isyni red tape

bureaucrat /'bjuarakrast; AmE'bjur-/ noun [C]

an official working in an organization or a

government department, especially one who
follows the rules of the department too strictly:

big-company bureaucrats who make bad decisions

bureaucratic /.bjuara'kraetik; AmE ,bjur-/

adjective

connected with bureaucracy or bureaucrats
and involving complicated official rules which may
seem unnecessary: The management has been

criticized for being bureaucratic and slow-moving.

bureaucratically /.bjuara'kraetikli; AmE ,bjur-/

adverb

bureau de change /.bjuarau da 'Ja:n3 ; AmE
.bjurou/ noun [c] {plural bureaux de change
/.bjuarau; AmE .bjurou/)

an office at a hotel, in an airport, etc., where you
can exchange one currency for another EED3 This

is a French phrase.

burgeon /'b3:d3an; AmE 'b3:rd3an/ verb [no obj]

to begin to grow or develop rapidly: The leisure

industry has burgeoned over the last ten years.

'burgeoning adjective [usually before noun]: They
are developing new production methods to meet the

burgeoning demand.

burn /b3:n; AmE D3:rn/ verb, noun
• verb (burnt, burnt /b3:nt; AmE b3:rnt/) or (burned,

burned /b3:nd; AmE b3:vnd/)

1 {informal) [+ obj or no obj] to spend a lot of money
in a careless way: The company was burning
(through) cash at a rate of $2 million a day.

2 {IT, informal) [+ obj] to put information onto a

computer disk: to burn a CD
3 {informal) [+ obj] be/get burned to cause sb to

lose money because they do sth without realizing

the possible bad results: Many companies were
badly burnt by the rise in fuel tax.

EE! get your fingers burnt; burn your fingers
to lose money as a result of doing sth without
realizing the possible bad results: Many investors

got theirfingers burnt when the Internet bubble
burst. -» idiom at crash verb

233 ,burn out; .burn sth out to stop working
or make sth stop working because it gets too hot or

is used too much: The machines will burn out if they

are left running all night. ,burn 'out; ,burn

yourself/sb 'out to become extremely tired or ill/

sick by working too hard over a period of time: The
daily demands of her job eventually burned her out.

-> BURNOUT
• noun [u.C] {informal)

the process of a company spending money: The
company's cash burn is still running at $4 million a
quarter, o a burn rate of$7 million a month

burnout /'b3:naut; AmE 'b3:rnaut/ noun
1 [u,c] the state of being extremely tired or sick,

either physically or mentally, because you have
worked too hard: He gives advice to companies about
preventing burnout among their employees.

2 [C] {especially AmE) a person who is suffering

from burnout
-» burn out, burn yourself/sb out at burn verb

* business /'biznas/ noun

see also: any other business, big ~, e-business, first

order of ~, organizing ~, small ~, volume ~

1 [u] the activity of making, buying, selling or

supplying goods or services for money: She works
in the computer business, o She has set up in business

as a hairdresser, o He has business interests on both

sides of the Atlantic, o The prime minister addressed

the audience of business leaders and economists, olt's

been a pleasure to do business with you.
-> commerce, trade
O to go into/set up in business business activities/

affairs/dealings/interests a business analyst/

consultant/executive/guru/leader/manager a

business deal/transaction * a business contact/

partner/relationship a business idea/investment/

proposition/ventare

2 [u] work that is part of your job: Is your trip

business or pleasure? o Mr Castorri is away on
business, o business travel -> business lunch,
BUSINESS TRIP

3 [U] the amount of work done by a company, etc.;

the rate or quality of this work: Business was bad. o
Business was booming, o Her job was to drum up

(= increase) business, o The opportunity to grow
business in Europe would be slow and challenging.

O business is bad/booming/brisk/slow to drum up/
grow/increase business to attract/encourage/

generate/seek/win new business

4 [c] a commercial organization such as a

company, shop/store or factory: They run their own
catering business, o She didn't want to work in the

family business, o It has taken ten years to build up
the business to its current size, o business premises

See note at trade
O to have/manage/run/set up/start a business * to

build up/expand/grow a business

5 [u] important matters that need to be dealt with

or discussed: the main business of the meeting -> any
OTHER BUSINESS
6 [U] the fact of being a customer: We're grateful

for your business, [syn] custom
7 [u] something that concerns a particular person

or organization: She made it her business to

improve the general atmosphere in the office.

mEl business as usual a way of saying that

things will continue as normal in spite of a difficult

situation: We're under new management, but it's

business as usual for our workers, .business is

'business a way of saying that financial and
commercial matters are the important things to

consider and you should not be influenced by
friendship, etc. get down to 'business to start

dealing with the matter that needs to be dealt

with, or doing the work that needs to be done go/
put sb out of 'business to stop or to make sb stop

operating as a business because there is no more
money or work available: The new regulations will

put many smallfirms out of business. See note at

bankrupt in 'business 1 to be operating as a

business: The loan will help the company remain in

business. 2 to have everything that you need in



order to be able to start sth immediately: All we
need is a van and well be in business. -> idioms at

LAND OFFICE, ORDER noun

, business admini stration noun [u]

the study or practice of planning, organizing and
running a business -» MBA

business .agent noun [c]

1 a person whose job is to represent another
person in business matters: We are lookingfor a

business agent in China.

2 (HR) in the US, a member of a union who
represents all the members from one company

business .analyst business analysis
= COMPUTER ANALYST

'business angel noun [c] (BrE)

{Finance, informal) an investor who helps new
companies develop by lending them their own
money, which may involve a lot of risk -» venture
CAPITALIST

business card {also card) noun [c]

a small card printed with sb's name and the details

of their job and company: I exchanged business

cards with everyone I spoke to at the conference.

O to exchange/swap business cards

'business case noun [c]

{Finance) a document that presents the reasons that

show why a product, project, etc. would be
successful and make money, used to try to get

people to invest in the project: The website teaches

you how to build a business case for a new product
range.

'business .centre {AmE spelling ~ center)
noun [C]

a place that people can pay to use for work,
meetings, etc. away from their usual place of work:
The hotel's business centre offers videoconferencing
facilities and a full range of business services.

business class noun [u]

the part of a plane, etc. where passengers have a
very high level of comfort and service, designed for

people travelling on business 'business class
adverb: I always fly business class. -» economy
CLASS, FIRST CLASS

business .college noun
\

a college where students can learn basic business
skills, such as accounting, management and
managing an office

67 business interruption

'business combination noun
I I

the act of joining or working together with another
company after a takeover or a merger:
Shareholders will vote on the company's proposed
business combination with AXL Enterprises.

.business conti nuity noun [u]

the process of making sure that the important parts

of a business continue working if there is a disaster:

Computer viruses may be a greater threat to business

continuity than fires and floods, o business

continuity planning/management o business

continuity services/plans -> disaster recovery

'business .cycle noun [c]

{Economics) the usual pattern of a country's

economy over a period of time, with periods of

success (growth) and periods of difficulty

(recession) happening regularly one after another
[syn] economic cycle, trade cycle

business cycle

time

'business day noun [c]

a day when stock exchanges and banks are open

'business debt [also 'trade debt) noun [u,C]

{Accounting) money that a company owes to other

companies

business .entity noun [c]

a business of a particular type, for example a

corporation, a partnership, a limited
COMPANY, etc.

.business entity .concept noun [c]

{Accounting) the idea that a business is separate

from the people who own it, so that the financial

records only show the activities of the business, not

the owners

'business game {also 'management game)
noun [c]

(HR) a way of training people, especially managers,
in business skills that asks teams, sometimes
competing with each other, to deal with situations

that could exist in reality: a management gamefor
team building, communications and leadership

'business gift noun [c]

{Accounting; Marketing) a small item that a company
gives free to people in order to advertise itself; an
amount of money that a company gives to a charity.

iu*u* These gifts may be used to obtain a reduction

in the amount of tax a company has to pay.

business hours noun [pi ]

the times of day when a shop/store, an office, a

bank, etc. is open: Normal business hours are

between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

.business inter ruption noun [uj

{Insurance) a situation where a company loses

money when it has to stop work because of a

WHICH WORD?

business/agency/company/
consultancy/firm/house

Business is used especially to mean a business

that is owned by an individual or family: to start

your own business o a smallfamily business

Company is the general word for a business with a

number of managers and employees: to join a

company o the director of the company. The word
is often combined with other nouns: an insurance/

oil/a phone company

Firm is the general word for a business that

provides a professional service: an accountancy/a

lawfirm

Other words, such as consultancy, agency and
house, are used in fewer contexts. Nouns that are

often combined with these words include:

• a design/IT/management consultancy

• an advertising/employment agency
• a publishing/software house o an auction house

See note at trade
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disaster: Tens of millions of dollars were paid out on

business interruption insurance claims as a result of

the computer virus.

businesslike /'biznaslaik/ adjective

(about a person) working in an efficient and
organized way and not wasting time or thinking

about personal things: She has a brisk and
businesslike manner.

O a businesslike approach/manner/voice/way

business lunch noun [c]

a meeting with lunch to talk about business or to

entertain customers

0 to attend/have/speak at a business lunch

* businessman /'biznasmaen; -man/,

businesswoman /'biznaswuman/ noun [c]

(plural businessmen /-men; -man/ businesswomen
/-wimm/)

1 a person who works in business, especially at a

high level: She had a distinguished career as a

businesswoman.

0 a high-powered/leading/prominent/self-made/

successful/wealthy businessman

2 a person who is skilful in business and financial

matters: J should have got a better pricefor the car,

but I'm not a very shrewd businessman.

© an astute/a good/shrewd businessman a hard-

nosed/tough businessman
[SYNJ BUSINESS PERSON

'business mix noun [c]

the types of product and/or customer that form a

company's business: We need to adapt our business

mix to the current economic climate.

business park noun [c]

an area of land, usually outside a town or city, that

is specially designed for offices and small factories

-> INDUSTRIAL ESTATE

business person {also spelled

businessperson, especially in Am E) noun [C] {plural

business people or, especially in formal use, business

persons)

1 a person who works in business, especially at a

high level: a group ofJapanese business people

2 a person who is skilful in business and financial

matters : As an artist, I'm not much ofa business

person. rcPIT* Business people is usually used to

talk about a group of men and women, or to avoid

having to say 'businessmen' or 'businesswomen'.

Business person/business people is also used in

more formal language.

business plan noun [c]

(Finance) a written document that states what a

company, or part of a company, aims to do to sell

its products, develop new products, etc. within a

particular period, and how it will get the money it

needs: They spent a month preparing a business plan

to present to the board.

O to draft/draw up/develop/put together/prepare/

write a business plan

.business 'process noun [c]

the systems, the way things are organized and the

order in which things are done inside a company in

order to produce a product or service

business 'process out'sourcing noun [c]

(abbr BPO)
the practice of giving the responsibility for running
a particular system or a service to people outside

the company

business 'process re-engi neering (AmE
spelling usually - reengineering) (also 'business

'process .redesign) noun [u] (abbr BPR)

a method of improving a business and its value to

customers by organizing its systems and the way

things are done in a completely new and different

way, especially in order to make full use of

computer systems

O to apply/embark on/implement/introduce business

process re-engineering

.business re' ply .service noun [c] (BrE) (abbr

BRS) (AmE .business re ply mail [u] (abbr BRM)
a service that allows a company to supply cards or

envelopes with its address on that people can use
for replying without paying the postage (= the

cost of a stamp). The company only pays for the

ones that are sent back.

business school noun [c u]

a college, or part of a college or university, that

teaches business studies: She graduatedfrom a
business school in 2002. o They don't teach you that

in business school.

0 to apply to/enrol at/in/go to (a) business school to

graduatefrom/leave (a) business school

'business sense noun [u.c]

1 action that may help to make a business make
money, be efficient, etc: It makes good business
sense to make sure your employees are happy.

2 a good understanding and judgement of

business: He has a sharp business sense.

'business .strategy noun [c]

a plan for what a business wants to achieve and
how they will do it that joins together all the

different parts of the business

O to develop/implement/plan a business strategy

business .studies noun [pi ]

the study of subjects connected with money and
managing a business: a degree in Business Studies o
All students take Business Studies in theirfirst year.

O to do/graduate in/take business studies

.business 'systems .analyst, .business
'systems a nalysis = systems analyst

'business trip noun [c]

ajourney to a place and back again in order to do
business: He's gone on a business trip to Greece.

0 to be away on/be on/go on a business trip to come
backfrom/return from a business trip

business trust noun [c]

(Finance) (in the US) an association that manages
investments, property, etc. for businesses and
people involved in them

• bust /bAst/ adjective, noun, verb

• adjective (informal)

(about a business or a person) failed because of a

lack of money: If the company does not cut its

workforce it will go bust. See note at bankrupt
• noun
1 (Economics, informal) [C, usually sing., u] a time

when a period of economic success ends suddenly:

Hundreds of companies went under (= failed) in the

dot-com bust. -» boom
2 (informal) [C] (especially AmE) (a person or thing

that fails: The plan turned out to be a bust.

-> idiom at boom noun
• verb [+ obj] (informal)

to make sth fail; to break sth: The government's

proposed tax cuts could bust the budget.

.busted 'flush noun [C] (informal)

a person, company, etc. that did not improve or

become as successful as expected

busy /'bizi/ adjective (busier, busiest)

1 having a lot of work to do; not free to do sth else

because you are working on sth: I'm afraid Mr Endo
is busy at the moment. Can I get him to call you
back? o I'm too busy to go to the meeting.

2 spending a lot of time on sth: This month the

team have been busy making presentations to

potential investors.



3 full of people, activity, vehicles, etc: one of
Europe's busiest airports

4 full of work and activity: Have you had a busy-

day? o Summer is our busiest season, o I've got a

busy schedule this week.

5 = ENGAGED

button /'bAtn/ noun [C]

1 a small part of a machine that you press to make
it work: You can control the temperature at the

touch ofa button.

0 to hit/press/push a button

2 {IT) a small place on a computer screen that you
click on to make it work: To reply to an email, click

on the 'reply' button.

3 {Marketing) = button ad

'button ad {also 'button ad vertisement, 'button)

noun [C]

{Marketing) an advertisement in the form of a small

square or circle on a web page -» banner ad

buttoned-down (also 'button-down) adjective

[only before noun] (both especiallyAm E)

used to describe a traditional approach to business:

He is seen as a conventional, button-down, corporate

type, o a company with a buttoned-down culture

• buy /bai/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj or no obj] (bought, bought /bo:t/) buy
sth (for sb)

|

buy sb sth

1 to obtain sth by paying money for it: Many people

buy airline tickets online, o Interbrew bought the

companyfor $3 billion, o Let me buyyou lunch, o If

you're thinking ofgetting a new car, now is a good
time to buy. o We always buy in bulk (= buy large

numbers of things at one time).

2 (used about money) to be enough to pay for sth:

In December 2001, €1 would buyyou $1.65.

-» idiom at bulk noun
339 ,buy sth 'in 1 (BrE) (used about a company
that produces or sells things) to buy sth from
another company because you cannot produce it

yourself or because you want to increase your
supplies: The power company couldn't meet demand
and wasforced to buy in electricity. 2 to buy shares

or bonds in a company, especially when you are

putting money into that company for the first time:

With bonds, you stay with the interest rate you buy in

at. ,buy 'into sth 1 to buy shares in a company,
especially in order to gain some control over it: The
company paid $1.5 billion to buy into its rival. 2 to

invest in something: The broker advised its clients to

buy into the stock. 3 to believe that an idea is good
or that a plan will be successful: Many companies
have bought into the idea of hiring a chief knowledge
officer. ,buy sb 'out to pay money for someone to

be freed from a contract ,buy sb/sth 'out to buy
sb's share in a company, usually in order to get total

control of it for yourself: He was bought out by his

partners. -> buyout ,buy sth 'up to buy all or as

much as possible of sth, especially because it is

cheap
• noun

see also: best buy, impulse ~, make-or-~

1 [C] something that is bought or that is for sale:

The 17-inch monitor is a good buy (= is worth the
money you pay for it) o The company denies it is

lookingfor a big buy (= a company to buy that will

cost a lot of money).
2 (Stock Exchange) [u; sing.] = buy rating
3 (Stock Exchange) [C] = buy order

'buy-back (also spelled buyback) noun [u,C]

1 (Commerce) an act of buying sth from the person
that you previously sold it to: The book store

operates a book buy-back at the end of the semester.

2 (Finance) a situation where a company buys its

shares back from the people who own them, in

order to reduce the number of its shares available,

to reduce its debt, etc: Even after a 15% share buy-

69 buy-in

back, the company will have plenty of cash left to

make acquisitions, o buy-back contracts [syn] buy-in
3 (Finance) a situation when a government reduces
its country's debt to foreign banks by buying some
of it back: a debt buy-back plan
[SYNJ REPURCHASE

buyer /'baia(r)/ noun [C]

see also: materials buyer, target ~, trade ~

1 a person or company that buys sth, especially

something valuable like a business or a home: The
company is trying to find a buyerfor its toiletries

business. oA majority of car buyers browse the

Internetfor information. -> purchaser
O possible/potential/prospective buyers car/

computer/home buyers

2 the person or company that buys sth, rather than
the person who sells it (the seller) .foreign exchange
brokers who link buyers and sellers offoreign
currency

3 (Commerce) a person in a company who chooses
the goods, equipment or materials that the

company buys: He works as a buyerfor a
department store.

UnU buyer be'ware (also let the buyer be ware)
(Law) used to say that when you are buying
something it is your responsibility to check that

there is nothing wrong with what you are buying
CED3 'Buyer beware' is the meaning of the Latin

phrase 'caveat emptor'.

buyer concen tration noun [c.u]

(Economics) the extent to which a large percentage
of an industry's products are bought by only a small

number of buyers: High buyer concentration (= only
a few buyers) increases buyers' bargaining power, o
The lower the buyer concentration (= the more
buyers there are) the better it isfor your industry.

0 to increase/reduce buyer concentration

'buyer .power noun [u]

(Economics) the amount that buyers are able to

influence price, for example because they buy in

large quantities or can choose particular suppliers:

The supermarket chain's excessive buying power
forced some wholesalers out of business.

'buyer risk (also 'buyer's risk) noun [u]

(Commerce) the risk that sb takes when buying sth,

for example that the goods will not be supplied or

will be of poor quality

.buyer's 'market noun [c, usually sing.]

a situation where the price of a particular item is

low and people have a choice, because there are

more people selling the item than people who want
to buy it: It's a buyer's market in the car industry.

[opp] seller's market

.buyer's 'risk noun [u]

1 (Trade) if goods are sent at buyer's risk, the

buyer has to insure the goods during transport

2 (Commerce) = buyer risk

.buyer's 'surplus = consumer surplus

'buy-in noun

see also: management buy-in

1 (Finance) [C] a situation where a group of people
from outside a company buy more than 50% of its

shares because they want to take over the

management of the company -> buyout
2 [u] support for an idea from other people: She

spent months getting buy-infrom managementfor
her proposal.

3 (Finance) [C] a situation where a company buys
its shares back from the people who own them: The

buy-in was part of the company's strategy to protect

itself against a hostile takeover, isyni buy-back
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buying /'bang/ noun [u]

see also: media buying

1 the activity of getting sth by paying money for it:

online buying o the buying habits of customers o
peak buying periods

2 the activity of choosing the goods, equipment or

materials that a company or shop/store buys: I did

all my own buyingfor my store.

buying agent noun [c]

{Trade) a person or company whose job is to find

and buy sth for sb else: They sell their textiles

through a buying agent.

buying be haviour {AmE spelling ~ behavior)
= BUYING HABITS

'buying .centre (AmE spelling ~ center) noun [c]

1 the group of people who make decisions about
buying things for a company Isyni decision-
making unit
2 {Commerce) (often used with another noun) a place

where a lot of a particular product can be bought:
The city is the country's leading diamond buying
centre.

buying de cision noun [c]

the process involved in deciding to buy a particular

product

'buying .habits noun [pi.] (also 'buying
be,haviour [u])

(Marketing) the way that people buy things, for

example how they decide what to buy, where they
buy it, how much they are willing to spend, etc.

buying .order = buy order

buying .power noun [u]

1 the amount of money that a person or business

has available for buying goods and services: Cuts in

interest rates increase consumer buying power.
2 the amount of goods and services that a

currency can buy at a particular time: the dollar's

buying power
[SYNJ PURCHASING POWER

'buying price noun [C, usually sing.]

1 (Commerce) the price at which you can buy sth:

We will require a downpayment of 10% of the buying
price of the vehicle.

2 (Finance) the price at which an investor or a

dealer will or can buy particular shares, bonds,
etc.: The spread between the buying price and the

selling price of the company's shares is half a

percentage point.

ISYNI PURCHASE PRICE -» SELLING PRICE

buying .signals noun [pi ]

words, movements or actions that show that sb is

ready to buy sth

buy limit .order noun [c]

(Stock Exchange) an instruction to a broker to buy a

number of shares, bonds, etc. at a particular price

or lower-* sell limit order
O to execute/place a buy limit order

'buy .order (also buy, 'buying .order) noun [c]

(Stock Exchange) an instruction to a broker to buy a

particular number of shares, bonds, etc. -> sell
order
O to execute/place a buy order

buyout /'baiaut/ noun [C]

see also: employee buyout, management buyout

(Finance) a situation in which a person or group
gains control of a company or a particular part of it

by buying all or most of its shares: The management

are considering a buyout of the company, o The
publishing group approached the company with a
buyout offer worth over $400 million, o We are

attempting a leveraged buyout of a much larger

company.

O to accept/fund/lead/reject a buyout a buyout bid/

deal/offer

'buy .rating noun [c] (also buy [u; sing.])

(Stock Exchange) a statement made by a bank, a

dealer, etc. that a particular company's shares are
worth buying: Our analyst has put a strong buy
rating on the stock.

O to have/put a buy rating on sth

'buy .signal noun [c]

(Stock Exchange) a situation where the pattern of
recent movements in a share price indicates that it

is a good time to buy shares -> sell signal
0 to generate/give a buy signal

buzz group noun [c]

(Marketing) one of the small groups of people that a

large group can be divided into in order to talk

about and have ideas about a particular subject:

The buzz groups came up with some creative ideas for
a marketing campaign.

buzz,marketing noun [u]

(Marketing) a form of marketing where a company
creates interest in a new product by persuading
interested users or websites to pass on the message
about it to other people or websites [syn] viral
MARKETING

buzzword /'bAzw3:d;/\mE-w3:rd/ (also 'buzz-

phrase) noun [c]

a word or phrase, especially one connected with a

particular subject, that has become fashionable and
popular and is used a lot in newspapers: B2E has

become a buzzword in business.

BV / ;

bi: 'vi:/ = book value

'by-law noun [c]

(Law)

1 (AmE spelling also bylaw) (BrE spelling also bye-
law) an official rule made by an organization for its

members
2 (usually Bylaws) [pi.] (AmE) one of the legal

documents that is created when a company is

formed. It contains rules about how the company
must be managed, what rights shareholders have,

what the directors can do and what formal
meetings must be held, [syn] articles of
association
3 (especially BrE) a law that is made by a local

authority and that applies only to that area

byline /'bailam/ noun [c]

a line at the beginning or end of a piece of writing

in a newspaper or magazine that gives the writer's

name

bypass /'baipa:s/ verb [+ obj]

to ignore a system, a rule, or sb in authority: Coffee

growers are now bypassing the middlemen and
dealing directly with consumers.

'by-,product (also spelled byproduct, especially in

AmE) noun [c]

1 a substance that is produced during the process

of making or destroying sth else: When burnt,

plastics produce dangerous by-products.

2 a thing that happens, often unexpectedly, as the

result of sth else: The cut in workforce has been a by-

product of the company's investment in new
technology.

byte /bait/ noun [C]

(IT) a unit of information stored in a computer,
equal to 8 bits. A computer's memory is measured
in bytes.
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Cc
C2C {also spelled c2c, C-to-C) /,si: ta 'si:/ adjective

[only before noun]

{E-commerce) consumer-to-consumer used to

describe the buying, selling and exchanging over

the Internet of products, services or information

between individuals: C2C commerce o consumer-to-

consumer auctions on the Internet -» B2C

C2DE /si: ,tu: di: 'i:/ noun [u] {BrE)

{Marketing) the lower three social and economic
groups in a society, used to refer to these groups as

possible customers for particular products: C2DE
men have a fairly strong interest in designer clothing.

-> ABCi

cable /'keibl/ noun

see also: pay cable

1 [c,u] a set of wires, covered in plastic or rubber,

that carries electricity, telephone signals, etc:

Connect the printer cable to your PC. ofibre-optic
cable

2 {IT) [U] = CABLE TELEVISION
3 {IT) [u] a way of connecting a computer to the

Internet using a cable: Cable and DSL connections

are much faster than a standard modem.
-» FAX, TELEX, WIRE

cable .company noun [c]

a company that provides services such as

television, the Internet, etc. by using underground
cables

.cable television {also cable, cable TV) {AmE
also com.munity an'tenna .television) noun [u]

a service that uses a system of wires to broadcast

television programmes instead of radio waves: the

UK's biggest cable television operator o Around 80%
of homes in the country are equipped with cable.

.cable 'transfer = wire transfer

.cable T'V = cable television

cabotage /'kaebata^/ noun [u]

{Economics; Transport)

1 the activity of moving people or goods by plane,

ship, etc. within a particular country or area; the

right of foreign ships, planes, etc. to do this: airline

cabotage o The law allowed unlimited cabotage rights

within the EU.

2 a policy that a country has preventing foreign

ships, planes, etc. from transporting people or

goods within the country

CAC 40 /,kaek To:ti; ,si: ei si:; AmE 'foirti/ noun
[sing.]

a measurement of how well the Paris stock

exchange is performing, calculated using the share
prices of the 40 largest companies on the stock
exchange: In Paris, the CAC 40 closed up 1.5 per cent.

-> INDEX

cache /kaej"/ noun [C]

{IT) a part of a computer's memory that stores

copies of data so that the data can be found very
quickly cache verb [+ obj]: cached data

CAD abbr

1 /kaed/ {IT) computer-aided design; computer-
assisted design
2 /,si: ei 'di:/ {Trade) cash against documents

CAE /,si: ei "i:/ abbr

{Manufacturing) computer-aided engineering;
computer-assisted engineering

C& F abbr

{Trade, only used in written English) carriage and
freight -> cost and freight

cafeteria /.kaefa'tiaria; AmE -'tir-/ noun [C]

a restaurant, especially one for staff or workers,

where people choose and collect their meals
themselves and carry them to their tables

-» CANTEEN

cafe'teria plan noun [c] {also cafe'teria .benefits

[pl.])

{HR) a system that allows employees to choose the

benefits, such as health insurance, use of a car, etc.

that they receive in addition to their pay, up to a

particular amount of money: We offer a cafeteria

plan to provide for the individual and changing needs

of our employees. flexible benefits

calculate /'k«lkjuleit/ verb [+ obj]

1 to use numbers to find out a total number,
amount, distance, etc: Use theformula to calculate

the interest on the loan, o The figure was calculated

by dividing the costs by the number ofproducts we
expect to sell.

2 to guess sth or form an opinion by using all the

information available: We calculated that the

advantages would be greater than the disadvantages.

calculator /'kaelkjuleita(r)/ noun [c]

1 a small electronic device used for calculating

with numbers: to use a pocket calculator

2 {IT) a piece of software used for calculating

difficult things, such as how much income tax you
have to pay: Use the loan calculator tofind out what
your monthly repayments will be.

calendar /•kaelmda(r)/ noun [c]

1 a page or series of pages showing the days,

weeks and months of a particular year, especially

one that you hang on a wall: a calendarfor 2006
DIARY

2 {AmE) a record of what you have to do each day;

the book or computer system where you keep this:

The device has a built-in calendar. fsWl diary,

appointment book

VOCABULARY BUILDING

Calendars and diaries

A calendar shows the days, weeks and months of

a year and is usually hung on the wall. It is used

for finding out the date or keeping a brief record

of an event A diary {especially BrE; AmE usually

datebook) is a book with spaces for each day of

the year, used for writing down appointments or

recording events in more detail.

Calendar, diary and datebook are also used to

describe some computer programs that perform

the same function as the paper versions.

A personal organizer or Filofax™ is a small book
with loose sheets of paper in which you can write

down addresses, appointments or other

information. Diary and personal organizer can

also be used to describe a small computer used

for the same purpose, although these are usually

called electronic/handheld organizers or PDAs (=

personal digital assistants).

Note: An agenda is not a diary but a list of items

to be discussed at a meeting.



calendar month

3 [usually sing.] a list of important events or dates

of a particular type during the year: the busiest day
in the City's calendar

4 calendar 2006, 2007, etc. {AmE) = calendar
YEAR

calendar month noun [c]

1 one of the 12 months of the year: We finalize the

accounts on the last day of each calendar month.
2 a period of time from a particular date in one
month to the same date in the next one: Payment
must be received within one calendar monthfrom
date of invoice.

calendar 'year {AmE also calendar 2006, 2007,
etc.) noun [C]

the period of time from 1 January to 31 December
in the same year: We expect to see more growth next

calendar year, o The government plans to spend €60
billion on health care in calendar 2006. fsvt<1 year

call /ko:l/ verb, noun
• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to telephone sb: You can call him
on his cellphone, o I called the office to tell them I'd be

late.

2 [no obj] {especially BrE) call (on sb/in) to make a

short visit to a person or place: 7 was out when the

sales rep called.

3 [+ obj] to order sth to happen; to announce that

sth will happen: I've called a meeting of the

management team to try resolve the problem, o The
union has called a national strike. See note at

ARRANGE
4 [+ obj] to predict what will happen to sth: She
believes that analysts have called the bottom of the

market (= predicted that the prices of shares, etc.

will begin to rise) too early.

5 [+ obj] {often be called) to order sb to come to a

place: Several candidates were calledfor a second
interview.

6 {Finance) [+ obj] call sth (back/in) to demand that

sb immediately pays back the money they owe: The
bank has threatened to call a €460 million loan.

7 {Finance) [+ obj] call a bond
|
call in a bond to

pay back the money that was borrowed with a

bond: The bond can be called afterfive yearsfor a

price of $1 100.

8 {Law) [+ o^j] to require sb to give evidence to a

court or to government officials: to call a witness

[Ed, call (sb) coi'lect {AmE) to make a telephone
call which is paid for by the person that you are

telephoning -> reverse-charge call in the
re'ceivers to appoint an independent person to

manage the financial affairs of a business because it

is unable to pay its debts: The company has called in

the receivers after losing the support of its bankers.

call sb/sth to 'order to ask people in a meeting to

be quiet so that the meeting can start or continue
,call the 'shots/'tune {informal) to be the person
who controls a situation -> idioms at play noun,

question noun
LiiliU ,call 'back to visit sb again for a particular

purpose: 77/ call back for your order this evening.

.call 'back; ,call sb 'back to telephone sb again or

to telephone sb who telephoned you earlier 'call

for sth; 'call for sb to do sth to publicly ask for

sth to happen; to need sth: The business plan calls

forfurther cost reductions, .call 'in to telephone a

place, especially the place where you work: Several

people have called in sick today. ,call sb 'in to ask
for the services of sb: We called in Ernst & Young as

consultants. ,call sth 'in {Commerce) to order or ask
for the return of sth: Cars with serious faults have
been called in by the manufacturers. Isyni recall
.call sth 'off to cancel sth; to decide that sth will

not happen: The deal was called off after the buyer

reduced its offer. See note at postpone 'call on sb
1 {also 'call upon sb formal) to ask or demand that

sb do sth: The unions have called on government to

support their demands. 2 to visit sb for a short time:
Her job is to call on schools to talk to teachers about
the material. 3 {also call upon sb formal) to

formally invite or ask sb to speak: 7 now call upon
the chairman to address the meeting, .call 'up; .call

sb 'up to telephone sb .call sth 'up to use sth that

is stored or kept available: 7 called up his address on
the computer.

• noun

see also: at call, cash ~, conference ~, courtesy ~,

covered ~, margin ~, money at ~, wake-up ~

1 {also 'phone call) [c] the act of speaking to sb on
the telephone: 7 got a callfrom our supplier, o Were
there any callsfor me while I was out? o III take (=
answer) the call in my office, o This is a courtesy call

from your bank.

0 to give sb/make/return a call to get/have/receive

a callfrom sb an international/a local/ long-

distance call

2 [C] a short visit to sb's house: I've gotfive calls to

make this morning, o He paid a call on three of his

clients yesterday.

3 [c] a request, an order or a demand for sb to do
sth or to go somewhere: The Bank has resisted calls

for a cut in interest rates.

4 [sing ] a call on sth
|
no call for sth the demand

for sth; no demand for sth: Warmer temperatures
have reduced the call on heating oil. o There isn't a
lot of callfor small specialist stores these days.

5 [c] a decision; an act of predicting sth: It's your
call! o Traders have made a number of bad calls in

recent months.

6 {Finance) [c] = call option
7 {Finance) [C] a situation in which a company asks

shareholders to pay part of the money that they
owe for their shares: The directors have made a call

of 10 cents a share. -» callable (2)

Dim at/on 'call if your money is at/on call with a

bank, you can have it when you like, but you have
to warn the bank before you can take it out. Banks
invest money that is at/on call and pay you a

higher rate of interest. -» call account, on
DEMAND at DEMAND

callable /'kodabl/ adjective

{Finance)

1 if a bond or a similar investment is callable, the

company or government that sold it can buy it back
early (before the maturity date) at an agreed price:

The bond is callable after 5 years. IoppI non-
callable -> redeemable
0 a callable bond/debenture/note/security

2 if a company's shares are callable, they are not

completely paid for and the company can require

the shareholders to pay more money for them in

the future

'call ac,count {also .call de'posit ac.count) noun
[C] {BrE)

a type of bank account used for investing money
that pays a higher rate of interest than a normal
bank account. You can have your money when you
like, but you may have to warn the bank a short

time before you want it. -» at/on call at call
noun

callback /'ko:lbaek/ noun
1 {HR) [C] {especially AmE) an occasion when sb is

asked to return somewhere, especially for a second
interview for a job; a second interview: Students

receiving callbacks should prepare thoroughlyfor the

interview, o a callback interview -> flyback
2 [C] a telephone call which you make to sb who
has just called you or to sb you have called earlier:

Does the company offer callbacks when they are

busy?
3 [C] an occasion when people are asked to return

goods that they have bought, usually because they

are not safe



4 [c] [AmE) an occasion when sb is asked to go
back to work, especially to deal with a sudden
serious or dangerous situation

5 (IT) {also 'dial-back) [u] a process in which sb

logs on to a company computer system which
then calls their computer back, used for security or

to reduce telephone costs

callback pay = call-in pay

'call .centre (AmE spelling ~ center) noun [c]

an office in which a large number of people work
using telephones, for example arranging insurance

for people, doing market research or taking

customers' orders and answering questions for a

large organization: We operate a 24-hour call centre

for customer support. -> contact centre

cail de posit ac count {also call de posit

= CALL ACCOUNT

called-up 'capital (also .called-up share
.capital) noun [u] (BrE)

(Finance) the amount of money that a company has

asked shareholders to pay for their shares (has

called up) at a particular time, when the full

payment is made over a period of time: Called-up

share capital nowforms 79% of the total share

capital. -» paid-up capital .

caller /'ko:l9(r)/ noun [C]

a person who is making a telephone call: US callers

pay 8<£ a minute to Australia.

caller dis'play (BrE) (AmE .caller I'D) noun [u]

a system that uses a device on your telephone to

identify and display the telephone number of the

person who is calling you

'call .feature = call provision (l)

.call forwarding noun [u]

the ability of a telephone system to transfer a call to

another telephone automatically: You can use the

callforwardingfacility to divert calls to your mobile.

'calling card noun [C] (especially AmE)
1 a card that you buy in order to make telephone
calls from public telephones, etc. It allows you to

make calls up to the amount that you have paid: an
international pre-paid calling card

2 a card that you use to make telephone calls from
public telephones, hotels, etc. and pay for them
later with your home telephone bill -> charge
card
-> phonecard

'call-in pay (also 'callback pay, re'porting pay)

noun [u] (all AmE)
(HR) an amount of money paid to workers who are
asked to go to work outside their usual hours, even
if there is no work for them to do

'call loan = demand loan

call .money noun [u]

(Finance) money that a bank invests for short
periods of time and can get back whenever it

demands -» at call at call

'call .option (also call) noun [C]

(Finance) a right to buy sth, such as a number of
shares in a company or a quantity of raw materials,
at a particular price within a fixed period or on a
particular date: a call option to purchase 10000
pounds ofsugar at $0.50 per pound -» put option
0 to buy/exercise/hold/purchase/use a call option

call pro vision noun [c]

(Finance)

1 (also 'call .feature) a section (clause) in a bond
contract that allows the seller to buy the bond back
early: Most corporate bonds have a call provision, o
The issuing company can usually exercise the call

provision at any time after a specified date.

2 part of an arrangement for a loan that allows the
bank to demand full payment early if payments
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have not been made, or if a business has not

achieved the results it expected

call .routing noun [u]

on
1 the process by which a customer is connected to

a particular place or person through a single

central number
2 the ability to transfer calls from one telephone to

another

'call .waiting noun [u]

the ability of a telephone system to keep a person
calling you waiting (on hold) while you deal with
another telephone call

CAM /kaem/ abbr [u]

(IT; Manufacturing) computer-aided manufacturing;
computer-assisted manufacturing

C & m = CARE AND MAINTENANCE

* campaign /kaem'pem/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: sales campaign

a series of planned activities to persuade people to

buy or to do something: They launched a campaign
to block the merger, o We spent $15 million on an
advertising campaign to raise awareness of the brand
name.

0 to build/fund/launch a campaign an advertising/

a cost-cutting/marketing campaign a campaign
aimed at sb/'sth/designed to do sth

• verb [no obj] campaign for/against sth to lead or

take part in a series of planned activities designed
to persuade sb to do sth: They were campaigningfor
better working conditions.

campus /'kaempas/ noun [C,u]

1 the area of land where the main buildings of a

college or university are: the college campus o She
lives on campus.
2 (AmE) an area of land where a company has
many buildings: The conference will take place at

Cisco's San Jose Campus.

can /kaen/ verb [+ obj] (-nn-)

1 (especially AmE) to preserve food by putting it in a

metal container (a can)

2 (informal) (AmE) to dismiss sb from their job

* cancel /'kaensl/ verb (-W-, AmE -I-)

1 [+ obj] to decide that sth that has been planned
or arranged will not happen: The meeting has been

cancelled, o Allflights have been cancelled because of
the bad weather. See note at postpone
2 (Law) [+ obj or no obj] to say that you no longer
want to continue with an agreement, especially

one that has been legally arranged: If the goods
don't arrive on time, you can cancel the order, o The

US has agreed to cancel debts (= say that they no
longer need to be paid) totalling $10 million.

3 [+ obj] to mark a ticket, a cheque or an official

document in order to show that it has been used or

that it must not be used; to stop using these items:

The media group will buy back and cancel 33 million

shares, o The cancelled cheque is proof that the

payment was made.
4 [+ obj] if you cancel a cheque, you stop it being
paid: I realized the deal was a scam (= a trick for

making money) so I phoned the bank and cancelled

the cheque. Isyni stop
5 [+ obj] to stop an instruction to a machine,
especially a computer

cancellation (AmE spelling also cancelation)
/.kaensa'leijn/ noun [u,C]

1 a decision to stop sth that has already been
arranged from happening; a statement that sth will

not happen: We have been badly affected by the

I
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cancellation of orders, o Cancellations must be made
in writing, o a $200 cancellation charge

O to cause/make (a) cancellation

2 {Law) the fact of making sth no longer valid: the

cancellation of the contract

3 the act of marking a document, cheque, ticket,

etc. or to show it has been used or can no longer be
used; a decision to stop using these items

• candidate /'kaendidat; -deit/ noun [c]

a person who is applying for a job: We have some
very good candidatesfor the post, o The HR
department screens job candidates carefully

(- checks they are suitable for the job).

0 to evaluate/interview/screen a candidate to

choose/find/hire/recruit/reject a candidate a

good/ an ideal/ a successful/ an unsuccessful

candidate

'can-do adjective [only before noun]

willing to try new things and expecting that they
will be successful: Her can-do attitude got her to the

top of the organization.

cannibalize , -ise /'kaembalaiz/ verb [+ obj]

1 {Marketing) (used about a company) to reduce the

sales of one of its products by introducing a similar

new product: We believe the two perfumes appeal to

different buyers and won't cannibalize one another's

sales.

2 {Manufacturing) to use the parts of a machine or a

vehicle to repair or build another: They only keep

the helicopters flying by cannibalizing others.

cannibalization, -isation /.kaenibalai'zeifn;

AmE -la'z-/ noun [u]: the risk of sales cannibalization

ofexisting products o the cannibalization of aircraft

for parts

canteen /kaen'tiin/ noun [C] {especially BrE)

a place where food and drink are served in a

factory, an office, etc: J usually grab a sandwich in

the staff canteen.

0 a company/an office/a staff canteen canteen

food/lunches/prices to eat in/go to/use the

canteen

canvass /'kaenvas/ verb

1 {Marketing) [+ obj] to ask people about sth in

order to find out what they think about it: The
market research team has been canvassingyoung
people about their attitudes to computers.

2 [+ obj or no obj] to try and get support from a

group of people: The management have been

canvassing supportfor the merger among
shareholders.

3 [+ obj] to discuss an idea thoroughly: The
proposal is currently being canvassed.

'canvass noun [c] : to carry out a canvass

'canvassing noun [u]

cap /kaep/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: large cap, mid ~, small ~

1 [C] an upper limit on an amount of money that

can be spent, borrowed or charged: The government
has put a cap on local council spending, o Domestic
electricity consumers {- families that use electricity)

are protected by a price cap.

0 to impose/put/set a cap on sth

2 {Stock Exchange, informal) [u; sing.] a short way of

saying or writing capitalization (= the amount of

money that shareholders have invested in a

company by buying shares): The company has a

market cap of $30 million.

• verb [+ obj] (-pp-)

1 {often be capped) to put a top limit on sth, for

example, the amount of money that can be spent,

lent, charged, etc: The government's new plan

involves cutting public spending and capping the

price ofgoods and services, o For the firstyear the

service is offered at a capped rate of $200 a month.
-> CAPPED-RATE
2 to finish sth, such as a process or a period of

time, in a particular way: The company capped a
very bad year by reporting a $3 billion loss for the

final quarter.

capability /.keipa'bilati/ noun [c,U] {plural

capabilities)

the ability or qualities necessary to do sth: The task

is well within her capabilities, o They tried to

expand beyond their distribution capabilities and
ran into problems.

capacity /ka'paesati/ noun {plural capacities)

see also: excess capacity, installed ~, legal ~

1 [u; C, usually sing.] the number of things or
people or the amount of sth that a container or

space can hold: a fuel tank with a capacity of50
litres o large-capacity disk drives

2 {Manufacturing) [u; sing.] the quantity of goods
that a factory, machine, etc. can produce; the

number of people that a company can provide a

service to: The factory is working atfull capacity, o
The Renault plant near Paris had lots ofspare

capacity (= it had the equipment, etc. to produce
more vehicles), o The new carfactory will open in

2006, with a capacity of300000 units a year

O full/spare/total capacity * manufacturing/
production capacity to cut/expand/increase/

reduce capacity

3 [C, usually sing., u] the ability to understand or to

do sth: She has an enormous capacityfor hard work.

0 Limited resources are restricting our capacity to

develop new products.

4 [C, usually sing.] the official position or function

that sb has: acting in her capacity as manager o He
worksfor several banks in an advisory capacity.

cap and 'collar noun [sing.]

{Finance) an upper and a lower limit between which
an interest rate or a share price is fixed for a period

of time: Under the takeover deal, the shares issued

will be subject to a cap and collar of $20 to $28.

cap and 'collar verb [+ obj]: You have the option

to cap and collar the lending rate on our loans.

capex abbr

{Accounting) a short way of writing capital

expenditure

capital /'kaepitl/ noun

see also: authorized capital, authorized share ~,

called-up ~, circulating ~, core ~, customer ~, etc.

1 {Accounting; Finance) [u] the total value of the

land, buildings, machinery, shares in other

companies, etc. (assets) that a company owns,
minus its debts: Our capital is all tied up in property

(= it can not easily be turned into money), o The

trust sold its shareholdings in other companies to

release capital.

O to free up/release/tie up/unlock capital

2 {Finance) [ti; sing.] an amount of money that is

invested in or is used to start a business: They help

start-up companies in business planning and raising

capital, o The company badly need an injection of
capital, o They set up the business with a starting

capital of €200000. -> loan capital, share
capital

O to attract/borrow/generate/have/raise capital * to

put up/provide capital initial/starting/start-up

capital foreign/private capital

3 {Finance) [u] money that is lent or borrowed on
which interest is paid: Investors want an immediate

return on their capital.

O to borrow/invest/lend capital foreign/private

capital

4 {Economics) [u] something of value that a

company or an organization has, such as



machinery or money, that can be used to produce
wealth: Raw materials, land, labour and capital are

used to produce finished goods.

capital ac count noun [c]

1 {Economics) a record of the money coming into

and going out of a country in the form of

investments and loans: The capital account surplus

is due to the increase in foreign investment over the

lastyear. -» balance of payments, current
account (2)

2 {Accounting) a record of how much owners,

shareholders or partners have invested in a

company
3 {Accounting) a record of how much a company is

worth at a particular time, minus its debts

4 {Accounting) a record of the money that a

company spends on land, buildings, machinery,

shares in other companies, etc: The capital account

shows that the company invested heavily in new
machine took. -» revenue account

capital accumu lation {also capital

formation) noun [u]

{Economics) the process of getting more and more
land, buildings, machinery, etc. that can be used to

increase wealth; the process of getting more and
more money to save or to invest in these things: For

employers, a cheap labour supply contributes to

capital accumulation.

capital adequacy noun [u]

{Finance) the fact of a bank, a broker, etc. having
enough to cover possible losses and to pay debts:

Securitiesfirms have to pass a capital adequacy test

that reflects the risks theyface.

.capital adequacy .ratio {abbr car) {also

'capital , ratio) noun [c]

{Accounting) the amount of money or shares, bonds,
etc. that can easily be changed into money (liquid

assets) that a bank has, expressed as a percentage
of the money it has lent and therefore risks losing:

The government recommends banks to have a
minimum capital adequacy ratio of 8%. -> solvency
ratio

.capital al lowance {also in vestment
allowance) noun [c]

{Accounting) an amount of money invested in a new
building, machine, etc. that a company can take
away from profits before calculating its tax: The
government is to raise capital allowances in order to

encourage greater capital investment.
-» TAX DEPRECIATION

.capital appreci ation {also capital growth,
.asset appreciation) noun [u]

{Economics) an increase in the value of the land,

buildings, machinery, investments, etc. (assets) that

a company or a person owns: During the long bull

market, investors could depend on steady capital

appreciation.

.capital 'asset {also .fixed 'asset) noun [c,

usually pi.]

{Accounting) an item of value that a company owns
and will keep, such as buildings, machinery,
vehicles, shares in other companies, etc: The
company must include an inventory and valuation of
its capital assets in the financial statement.
-» CURRENT ASSET

.capital 'bonus = bonus (3)

.capital budget noun [c]

{Finance) the plan that a company or an
organization makes for buying buildings,

machinery, equipment, etc. over a period of time

.capital con sumption mm [u]

{Economics) the loss or decrease in value over a
particular period of money, buildings, machines,
equipment, etc. that are used to produce goods and
services in a country IsynI depreciation
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.capital em ployed noun [u]

see also: return on capital employed

{Accounting) the amount of money invested in a

business by its shareholders, equal to the total

value of assets minus the total value of liabilities

.capital e'quipment noui

the machinery, equipment, buildings, etc. that a

company or an organization uses to produce goods
or services: Some businesses are unwilling to invest

in capital equipment.

.capital exp enditure noun [u] {also .capital

ex'pense [C,u]) {abbr capex)

{Accounting) money that is spent on valuable items

such as buildings, machines or vehicles, which are

used for longer than the accounting period in

which they are bought: The group needs $500
million to finance its capital expenditure

programme. IsynI capital outlay
-> REVENUE EXPENDITURE

capital flight noun [u]

{Economics) the sudden movement of money out of

a country where it is invested to another, in order

to reduce risk or to increase profit: The capitalflight

thatfollowed the stock market crash caused several

banks to fail. flight capital

'capital flow {also 'capital .movement) noun [c,u]

{Economics) the movement of money for investment
from one country to another: A small change in

interest rates can cause a large capital flow.

'capital for.mation = capital accumulation

.capital 'gain noun [c,u]

{Accounting) a profit that is made from the sale of

property or an investment: The sale of the land and
buildings generated a capital gain of $2.3 billion.

-> capital loss

O to generate/make/realize a capital gain

.capital 'gains tax noun [C,u] {abbr CGI)

a tax that sb must pay when they have made a

profit above a particular level on the sale of a

capital asset (= buildings, machinery, vehicles,

shares, etc.). In the UK companies do not pay this

tax, but in the US they do.

capital .gearing = gearing

'capital goods {also investment goods)
noun [pi.]

{Economics) items such as machines, equipment or

buildings that are used to produce goods or

services: Companies should start investing heavily in

capital goods. -> consumer goods
O to invest in/purchase/supply capital goods

.capital 'growth = capital appreciation

.capital growth share = capital share

.capital-in tensive adjective

used to describe an industry or a company in which
the cost of raw materials, equipment, machinery,
etc. is much higher than the cost of workers: In

capital-intensive industries such as paper production,

maintenance costs can be up to 50% ofproduction

costs. -> labour-intensive

.capital in vestment noun [u.c]

{Finance) the act of spending money on machines,
equipment, etc. for producing goods or services;

money that is spent in this way: The water industry

has a huge capital investment programme.

O big/heavy/high/major/small capital investment • a

capital investment plan/programme
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capitalism /'kaepitalizam/ noun [u]

see also: crony capitalism

an economic system in which a country's

businesses and industry are controlled and run for

profit by private owners rather than by the

government: the growth of industrial capitalism in

the West-* socialism

capitalist /'kaspitahst/ noun, adjective

• noun [C]

see also: venture capitalist

1 a person who supports capitalism
2 a person who controls a lot of wealth and uses it

to produce more wealth
• adjective {also capitalistic /.kaepita'hstik/ less

frequent)

based on the principles of capitalism
0 a capitalist economy/society/system/

capitalization , -isation /.kaepitalai'zeirn; AmE
-la'z-/ noun [U; sing.]

1 [Finance) the act of starting to function as a

company; the act of providing a company, etc. with
the money it needs to function: The paper planned
to go straight to capitalization as a commercial
company.
2 {Finance) = capital structure
3 {Stock Exchange) {abbr cap) - market
CAPITALIZATION

.capitalization .issue noun [c] {especially BrE)

{Finance) a situation in which a company uses its

spare profits (reserves) to create new shares, which
are then given free to the shareholders in

proportion to the number of shares that they
already own: The total share capital of the company
was increased through a capitalization issue.

[SYNjBONUS ISSUE, SCRIP ISSUE

capitali zation of re'serves noun [c]

{Finance) a situation in which a company uses the

spare profits that it has saved to create new shares

in the company: The shareholders have approved an
increase of share capital through a capitalization of
reserves.

capitali zation .rate noun [c] {abbr 'cap rate)

{Accounting) a rate of interest that is used to help
estimate the present value of an investment that

will provide an income over a long period of time,

such as a business or a property: It is important to

choose an appropriate capitalization rate when
valuing the land.

• capitalize , -ise /'kaepitalaiz/ verb

1 {Finance; Stock Exchange) [+ obj or no obj] {often be
capitalized at) to get enough money to start to

function as a company; to provide a company with
the money it needs to function: The company could

not sell enough shares and sofailed to capitalize, o
Thefirm is being capitalized at about €3.5 billion.

2 {Accounting) [+ obj] to record money spent on
machines, equipment, buildings, etc. as an asset in

a company's financial records rather than as an
expense: It is company policy to capitalize assets over

€5000.
-> CAPITALIZED
GEES3 'capitalize on/upon sth to gain an
advantage for yourself from a situation: The
company have capitalized on their successes by
putting up prices.

capitalized , -ised /'kaepitalaizd/ adjective

{Finance) having the amount of money (capital)

mentioned to operate as a company: a highly
capitalized industry (= one with a lot of money) o a
thinly capitalized company {= one without enough
money) -» overcapitalized, undercapitalized

.capital levy = capital tax

.capital loss noun [c,u]

{Accounting) a loss that is made when an asset is

sold: Those who bought homes before prices fell have
incurred a capital loss, o a capital loss of5% per
year -> capital gain

capital .market noun [c]

{Finance) the group of markets and stock exchanges
where companies and governments sell shares,

bonds, etc. in order to obtain the money they need:
The government aims to borrow $3 billion on the

international capital market, o Smaller companies
can find it difficult to gain access to the capital

markets.

0 to borrow/raise (money) in/on the capital market
to invest in/on the capital market

capital .movement = capital flow

.capital 'outlay noun [c]

{Finance) money that is spent to buy valuable items
that will be kept, such as buildings, machines or
vehicles: The project requires an initial capital outlay

of $1.5 million. [Wn] capital expenditure

.capital 'project noun [c]

{Finance) a large project that involves building or

improving factories, buildings, roads, etc. : One
cereal manufacturer has undertaken a major capital

project that will double its output.

'capital .ratio = capital adequacy ratio

.capital 'rationing noun [u]

(Finance) the policy of a company limiting the

amount of money that it uses to finance new
projects and only investing in the ones most worth
doing: Under capital rationing, a company has a

fixed investment budget.

.capital re demption re.serve noun [c]

(Accounting) a supply of money that a company
must keep and not give to shareholders when it

buys back (redeems) its own shares

.capital re quirement noun [c]

(Finance) an amount of capital that a company is

legally required to have; the rule that sets this

amount: The government wants to increase the

capital requirementsforfinancial institutions, o
Banks are subject to minimum capital requirements.

-> CAPITAL ADEQUACY

.capital re'serve noun [c, usually pi.]

(Accounting)

1 (also .undis.tributable re'serve, ,non-

dis.tributable re'serve, both especially BrE) profits,

such as the increased value of a building, etc., that

a company keeps as part of its capital and which
cannot be paid to shareholders: The profit on the

sale of the shares was transferred to capital reserves.

-» RESERVE noun (3), RETAINED EARNINGS, REVENUE
RESERVE
2 a supply of money that a company or an
organization keeps for an expected future cost,

such as repairing property or buying new
equipment: We have built up capital reserves to

replace the roof in five years' time.

'capital .share (also .capital growth .share) noun
[C] (especially BrE)

(Finance) a type of share in an investment trust
(= a company that invests money on behalf of its

shareholders). The owners of capital shares gain

from any increase in value of the investments but

do not receive regular payments from the

company's profits. -» income share, profit share

.capital 'stock noun [u.c]

1 (Economics) the total value of the buildings,

equipment and materials that a company owns and
uses to produce goods or services: Companies
adjust their capital stock in response to changes in

demand.



2 (Finance) (AmE) all the shares a company can
make available; the value of those shares: The
group will buy all the capital stock of the company
for $212 million, o The corporation has a capital

stock of$500 million. Isyni share capital, stock

capital 'structure (also financial structure,

.capitali zation) noun [C,u]

(Finance) the way in which a company obtains

money for its business activities: Their capital

structure consists of200 000 ordinary shares offive
euros each, o The company has afairly complex
share and loan capital structure.

capital sum noun [c]

(Finance) a single payment that you receive, for

example from an insurance policy, a gift or an
investment: Under the terms of the plan, you will

receive an initial capital sum and regular monthly
payments. -» lump sum

'capital tax (also .capital 'levy) noun [c]

(Economics) a tax that is based on the value of the

land, buildings, investments, etc. owned by a
person or a company, rather than their income: The
government imposed a capital tax on corporate

assets. -> CAPITAL GAINS TAX
.capital tax'ation noun [u].

.capital 'turnover noun [c, usually sing.]

(Accounting) the value of a company's sales for a

year in relation to the total amount of money
invested in the company, used as a measure of how
well a company uses its assets to create sales: We
hope to improve capital turnover by closing down our
old plants, o The capital turnover ratefor the group
increasedfrom 3.07 to 3.64.

.capital 'value noun [C, usually sing., u]

(Accounting) the total worth of a company's assets,

as recorded in its financial accounts: The company
has a capital value of about $50 million.

capped-rate adjective [only before noun] (BrE)

(Finance) a capped-rate loan has a rate of interest

that can change but will not increase above the
level that has been set cap verb

'cap rate = capitalization rate

.captain of 'industry noun [c]

used in newspapers, etc. to describe a person who
manages a large company: He is one of the most
influential captains of industry in the US.

captive /'kaeptiv/ adjective [only before noun]

1 not free to leave a particular place or to choose
what you want do to: A salesman loves to have a
captive audience (= who listen because they have
no choice), o As the only supplier of electricity in the

country they have a captive market (= people have
to buy from them).

O a captive audience/customer/market
2 (Marketing) only being able to sell the products of
a particular company: Many insurance companies
sell their policies through captive agents.

0 a captive agent/dealer

capture /'kaeptra(r)/ verb [+ obj]

1 to succeed in making people buy your products
or services rather than those of other companies:
We have captured 25% of the US marketfor refriger-

ators (= we produce 25% of all the refrigerators

sold).

2 (IT) to put sth into a computer in a form it can
use: We capture the data using a document scanner.
-» DATA CAPTURE

CAR /,si: ei 'a:(r)/ = capital adequacy ratio

Carbon /'ka:ban; A/r?E 'ka:rb-/ noun [U]

1 a chemical substance that is found in all living

things, and also diamonds, coal, petrol, etc: The
body of the car is madefrom carbonfibre.
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2 used to refer to gases, such as carbon dioxide,
that are produced from burning fuels and can harm
the planet if they are produced in large amounts:
Britain wants to reduce its carbon emissions by 60
per cent by 2050. o proposals for a carbon tax
-> CARBON DIOXIDE

.carbon copy noun [c]

1 a copy of a document, letter, etc. made with
carbon paper: / kept a carbon copy of theform for
the file, o (figurative) He's a carbon copy ofmyformer
boss.

2 (IT) (abbr cc) a copy of an email message: Add
additional names in the cc box ifyou want to send
copies to other people. -» bcc

'carbon .credit noun [c, usually pi.]

a right to send out a measured amount of harmful
gases such as carbon dioxide into the air:

Countries thatfail to reduce their emissions

sufficiently will have to buy carbon credits.

EEEB The word carbon is used because the

harmful gases are measured in standard units

(carbon dioxide equivalents) based on the

damage caused to the environment by carbon
dioxide. See note at emission unit

.carbon di'oxide noun [u] (abbr co
2 )

a gas that is produced by burning carbon and
which can harm the planet if it is produced in large

amounts: targetsfor reducing carbon dioxide

emissions

.carbon mo'noxide noun [u]

a poisonous gas formed when carbon burns partly

but not completely. It is produced when petrol/gas
is burnt in car engines.

.carbon-'neutral adjective

used to describe an activity where other action is

taken to cancel the amount of carbon gases
produced by the activity: The company has become
carbon-neutral after planting more than 26 000 trees.

carbon .paper noun [u]

thin paper with a dark substance on one side, that

is used between two sheets of paper for making
copies of written or typed documents

card /ka:d; AmE ka:rd/ noun [C]

see also: affinity card, bank ~, banker's ~,

boarding ~, business ~, calling ~, cash ~, etc.

1 a small piece of plastic, especially one given by a

bank or a shop/store, used for buying things,

obtaining money or using a telephone or computer
system: I put the meal on (= paid for it with) my
card, o Please swipe your card [= pass it through a

machine that reads the information) to payfor your
purchase, o There has been an increase in card

fraud.

O to buy sth with/pay by/pay with/put sth on/use a

card to insert/remove/swipe a card to apply for/
issue/withdraw a card

2 = business card
3 a small piece of stiff paper or plastic with
information on it, especially information about sb's

identity: a membership card o an appointment card
o a laminated identity card (= one that is covered
with plastic)

4 (IT) a small device containing an electronic

circuit that is part of a computer or added to it,

enabling it to perform particular functions: a

graphics card with 8 MB of memory o installing a

memory card

O a graphics/memory/modem/sound/video card to

install/remove a card

'card .catalog (BrE spelling- catalogue) = card
index
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cardholder /'ka:dhaulda(r); AmE 'kcurdhoul-/

noun [C]

a person who has a credit card from a bank, etc: a

Cardholder Not Present transaction (= when you pay
by card by mail, phone or over the Internet)

'card .index {also 'index) {both especially BrE) {AmE
usually 'card .catalog) noun [c]

a box of cards with information about an item on
each one, arranged in alphabetical order: We keep a

card index of our client's details.—Picture at office

care /kea(r); AmE ker/ noun [U]

see also: customer care, health ~, personal ~

the process of caring for sb and providing what
they need, for example for their health or

protection: a conti'act to provide employee care

services

323 care and 'maintenance {abbr c & m)
{Manufacturing) a situation in which a building,

mine, machine, etc. that is no longer in use, is kept

in good condition so that it can be used again in the

future: The mine was closed and placed under care

and maintenance, 'care of sb {AmE also in 'care of

sb) {abbr c/o) used when writing to sb at another
person's address: Write to him care of his lawyer.

career /ka'na(r); AmE ka'rir/ noun [C]

see also: dual career, portfolio career

the series ofjobs that a person has in a particular

area of work, usually involving more responsibility

as time passes: She began her working career as an
engineer at IBM. o He left teaching to take up a career

in the music industry, o It's an interestingjob but has

limited career prospects. See note at job
O to begin/build/pursue/take up/start a career (in

sth) to change/end/give up your career career

goals/opportunities/prospects careers advice/

management

ca reer ad vice = careers advice

ca reer break noun [c]

a period of time when you do not do your usual

job, either with or without the support of your
employer, for example because you have children

to care for or want to study: He has taken a career

break to do j'urther studies, o women returning to

employment after a career break

0 to be on/need/take a career break

ca reer change noun [c, usually sing.]

the act of changing to a different type ofjob or

profession: He's thinking about making a career

change. -» career move

ca reer .counselling {also ca reers .coun-

selling, less frequent) {AmE spelling - counseling)
noun [u]

{HR) the activity of giving people information and
advice to help them choose or develop their career

ca'reer .counsellor {also ca reers .counsellor,

less frequent) {AmE spelling ~ counselor) noun [c]

{HR)

1 {especially AmE) a person whose job is to give

students advice and information about jobs and
careers [Iyn] careers officer
2 a person whose job is to give people advice and
information about how to change or develop their

career

ca'reer fair = careers fair

ca'reer .guidance = careers advice

ca'reer .ladder noun [c, usually sing.]

a series ofjobs from junior to senior level in a
company, an organization or a profession, that

have increasing amounts of responsibility: Success

was measured in terms of climbing the career ladder.

o She's reached the top of her career ladder.

-> CORPORATE ladder

ca'reer move noun [c]

the act of changing your job for one that you think
is better and will bring the chance of more
responsibility: She's thinking about making a major
career move, o Staying in the company wouldn't have
been a smart career move.

ca'reer path noun [c, usually sing ]

a planned series ofjobs in one or more professions:

We help our staffmap out a career path in the

company.

O to decide on/follow/have/map out a career path

ca'reer .pattern noun [c]

{HR) the series ofjobs that sb has during their

working life; the series ofjobs that a group of

people in a particular profession or industry are

likely to have: There is a great variety of work in the

organization and each person's career pattern is

different, o a study of typical career patterns of men
and women

ca reersad vice {also ca'reers .guidance) {both

BrE) {AmE ca'reer ad.vice, ca'reer .guidance)

noun [u]

{HR) advice about what career to choose or how to

develop your career: The college's careers service

offers careers advice and counselling.

ca'reers ad viser = careers officer

ca'reers .counselling = career counselling

ca'reers .counsellor = career counsellor

ca'reers fair {AmE ca'reer fair) = job fair

ca'reers .guidance = careers advice

ca'reers .officer {also ca'reers ad.viser) noun [c]

{both BrE)

{HR) a person whose job is to give students advice

and information about jobs and careers: the school

careers officer |syn| career counsellor

ca'reer .structure noun [c, usually sing., u]

{HR) the planned way in which people move to

higher levels of responsibility in a particular

company or profession: The profession has no clear

career structure.

O to build/develop/establish a career structure

ca'reer .woman noun [c]

a woman who has a career or whose career is more
important to her than getting married and having
children

careline /'kealam; /\/r/£ 'kerl-/ noun [C]

{Marketing) a telephone service that you can call to

get help, advice or information on a company's
products: Call our customer carelinefor advice.

caretaker /'keateika(r); AmE 'kert-/ {BrE) {AmE
cus'todian, janitor) noun [c]

a person whose job is to take care of a building

such as a school, offices or a block of flats/an

apartment building

cargo /'ka:gau; AmE 'ka:rgou/ noun [C,u] {plural

cargoes or cargos, especially in AmE)

see also: bulk cargo, dry cargo

{Transport) the goods carried in a ship, plane or

lorry/truck: a cargo ofsugar o The ship can carry 40
passengers plus cargo, o a decline in passenger and
cargo volumes

O to carry/deliver/load/unload (a) cargo • a cargo

plane/ship/vessel cargo traffic/volumes

cargo .handling noun [u]

{Transport) the process of moving goods onto and
off ships, aircraft and lorries/trucks: There is a risk

that goods will be damaged during cargo handling, o

The port offers the most up-to-date cargo-handling

facilities.



carmaker /'ka:meika(r); AmE 'ka:rm-/ noun [C]

(AmE)

a company that makes cars: Toyota, Japan's largest

carmaker

carnet /'ka:nei; AmE 'kairnei/ noun [C]

{Trade) a document that allows you to take goods
into a country temporarily for your work without

paying taxes (import duties) on them: A carnet can

be usedfor importing goods for exhibitions . o Apply
to the Chamber of Commercefor a carnet. EK3JB One
important type of carnet is the ATA carnet. The
letters 'ATA' are an abbreviation of the French and
English words Admission Temporaire—Temporary
Admission'.

'carpet-bomb verb [+ obj or no obj]

[Marketing) to send an advertisement to a very large

number of people, especially by email or to their

computer screen: They carpet-bombed the public

with commercialsfor their product. -> spam
'carpet-,bombing noun [u]

car pool
• noun [C]

1 (BrE) [also 'motor pool, AmE, BrE) a group of cars

owned by a company, that its staff can use

2 carpool a group of car owners who take turns to

drive everyone in the group to work, so that only

one car is used at a time
• verb (also spelled carpool) /'ka:pu:l; AmE 'ka:rp-/

[no obj]

(used about a group of people) to take turns to

drive everyone in the group to work

carr. fwd. abbr

{Trade) a short way of writing carriage forward

carriage /'kaend3/ noun [U] (BrE)

(Trade; Transport) the act or cost of transporting

goods from one place to another: €25 including all

taxes and carriage o We charge €15 for carriage and
insurance to anywhere in Europe. IsynI handling

carriage and freight = cost and freight

carriage and in surance paid to phrase

(abbr CIP)

(Trade) a term meaning that the seller pays for the

transport and insurance of goods to the place

mentioned: CIPAthens -» Incoterm

.carriage 'forward phrase (BrE) (abbr can. fwd.)

(Trade) a term meaning that the buyer pays for the
transport of goods

.carriage 'paid to phrase (abbr CPT)

(Trade) a term meaning that the seller pays for the
transport of goods to the place mentioned
-> Incoterm

.carried 'forward adjective (abbr c/f, c/fwd) (also

.carried 'down)

(Accounting) used to describe an amount at the end
of one accounting period or page of accounts that

will be copied at the start of the next: an amount
carriedforward EHD This is usually written as an
abbreviation in accounts. -» balance carried
FORWARD

.carried 'over adjective (abbr c/o)

(Accounting) used to describe an amount at the end
of a page in an account that will be moved to the
start of the next page liMH This is usually written
as an abbreviation in accounts.

• carrier /'kaeria(r)/ noun [C]

see also: bulk carrier, common ~, contract ~,

free ~, insurance ~, public ~

1 a company that carries goods or passengers from
one place to another, especially by air: The airline

aims to become Europe's biggest carrier.

O a budget/low-cost/no-frills carrier

79 case

2 (IT) a company that provides access to a

communications network: the leading wireless

Internet carrier

carrier's risk noun [u,c]

(Trade) if goods are sent at carrier's risk, the
transport company has to insure the goods during
transport

carryback /'kaeribaek/ noun [u.C]

(Accounting) a system which allows you to treat the

current year's profit or loss as if it happened in an
earlier year; the amount of money that you use in

this way: A company which is making a loss can use

carryback to claim back taxes paid in the three

previous years.

carryforward /,kaeri'fo:wad; AmE -'foirward/

noun [u,C]

(Accounting) a system which allows you to treat the

current year's profit or loss as if it happened in a

later year; the amount of money that you use in

this way: The company has an operating loss

carryforward of $74 million for income tax purposes.

carrying charge noun [c]

1 (Accounting) (also 'carrying cost, 'holding cost)

the cost to a business of storing goods or holding
assets rather than using them to earn income
2 (Commerce) (especially AmE) money that you pay
as interest and charges when you buy sth using

credit

'carry-.over (AmE spelling usually carryover) noun
1 [C] something that is transferred from the

previous period, situation, owner, etc. to the

present one: The slow trading was a carry-overfrom
the big losses of last week.

2 (Accounting) [u] the amount that is moved to the

next part of the accounts or the next accounting
period: Thefunds were approvedfor carry-overfrom
one budget period to the next.

cartel /ka:'tel; AmE ka:r'tel/ (also 'price ring) noun
[C with sing./pl. verb]

(Economics) a group of separate companies that

agree to increase profits by fixing prices and not

competing with each other: Ten companies were

fined for taking part in a cartel to control the

vitamins market, o an oil/coffee cartel

0 to form/have/join/take part in a cartel an illegal/

a price-fixing cartel

carton /'ka:tn;/\m£'ka:rtn/ noun [C]

1 a light cardboard or plastic box or pot for

holding goods, especially food or liquid; the

contents of a carton: a milk carton o a carton of
milk—Picture at packaging
2 (especially AmE) a box in which goods are packed,
often in smaller containers: Machines load bottles of
ketchup into cartons before they go to the stores, o
Most online vendors sell cigarettes by the carton.

case /keis/ noun [c]

see also: basket case, business ~, display ~, test ~

1 (Law) a question to be decided in court: The case

was settled out of court, o A group offoreign

creditors has brought a bankruptcy case against the

company.
2 [usually sing.] a set of facts or arguments that

support one side in a court, discussion, etc:

Customers who lost money have a good case for

compensation.

3 a container or covering used to protect or store

things; a container with its contents or the amount
that it contains: a packing case (= a large wooden
box for packing things in) o a case ofchampagne
(= 12 bottles in a box)

4 a suitcase



case study so

'case .study noun [c]

1 a detailed account of the development of a

person, a group of people or a situation over a

period of time, especially for teaching or training:

The results are based on case studies of27 leading

companies, o a business school case study o case

study interviews

O to offer/present/provide/teach/write up a case

study

2 a particular example of sth that is used to

explain a theory, a rule, an idea, a method, etc: The

agency's success is a case study of/in leadership in a

difficult situation.

0 to be/provide a case study (of/in sth)

• cash /kaej/ noun, verb

• noun [u]

see also: all-cash, bulk ~, digital ~, e-cash, hard ~,

non-~, petty ~, etc.

1 money in the form of coins or notes/bills: We
offer discounts for customers paying (in) cash. olH
give you the rest of the money in cash, o You can

make cash withdrawals of up to $500 a day.

0 to have/hold/pay/withdraw cash

2 money generally, especially if it is immediately
available: Telecoms companies are known for
generating (= producing) cash, o Shareholders have
accepted a $10 a share cash offer.

Q to be short of/generate/need/raise/run out of cash
FTiTTl cash 'down {BrE) {also ,cash up front, AmE,
BrE) (Commerce) with immediate payment of cash:

We paid $100 cash down and then 10 monthly
installments of $20. .cash in 'hand 1 {informal) if

you pay for goods and services cash in hand, you
pay in cash, especially so that the person being paid

can avoid paying tax on the amount: He took his

payments cash in hand, o cash-in-hand jobs 2 (AmE
also ,cash on 'hand) (Accounting) money that you
have and can use immediately: Our reserves consist

of cash in hand and deposits at the bank. ,cash up
'front = CASH DOWN

• verb [+ obj]

to exchange a cheque, share, bond, etc. for money:
Traveller's cheques can be cashed at most hotels.

-» UNCASHED
liiLXi ,cash 'in (on sth) to gain an advantage for

yourself frcm a situation: Sports retailers are

cashing in on the interest generated by the World
Cup. ,cash sth 'in to exchange sth, such as an
insurance policy, for money before the date on
which it would normally end: She cashed in her

shares just before their price fell, .cash 'out; ,cash

sth 'out (AmE) to sell an asset or an investment in

order to make a profit: / planned to sell the company
and cash out after two years, .cash 'up (BrE) (AmE
.cash 'out) to add up the amount of money that has
been received in a shop/store, club, etc., especially

at the end of the day: The men broke into the office

while staffwere cashing up.

cashable /'kaejabl/ adjective

that can be changed into cash: These bonds are

cashable without penalty after 90 days.

cash ac count noun [c]

1 (Accounting) a financial account where a record is

kept of money spent and received in cash
2 (especially AmE) = current account (1)

3 (Stock Exchange) an account with a broker where
a customer buying shares, bonds, etc. has to pay
immediately in cash

cash ac counting noun [u]

(Accounting) a system of keeping accounts where
amounts of money are written down at the time
when they are paid or received -> accruals
ACCOUNTING

.cash against documents phrase (abbrCAD)
(Trade) a way of paying for imports where the buyer
must first pay for the goods at the bank or agent to

which the shipping documents have been sent,

and can then collect the goods when they arrive

,cash and 'carry noun [c,u]

(Commerce) a large wholesale shop/store that sells

goods in large quantities at low prices to customers
from other businesses who pay in cash and take the
goods away themselves; the system of buying and
selling goods in this way: We buy huge packs of
coffeefrom the local cash and carry, o a cash-and-
carry store/chain -> warehouse club

.cash at 'bank (also spelled Cash at Bank)
noun [u]

(Accounting, usually used in written English) used in

financial records to show the total amount of

money that a company has in the bank: Every
month the Cash at Bank account must be reconciled

with the bank statement.

cashback /'kae.rbaek/ noun [u]

(Commerce)
1 (AmE spelling cash-back) cash that is given to

customers who buy a product or service, offered as

a way of persuading people to buy it: Take out a

mortgage now and receive 2% cashback. o big cash-

back offers See note at reduction
2 (BrE) money from your bank account that you
can get when you pay for sth in a shop using a

debit card: Wouldyou like cashback?

'cash .basis noun [sing.]

(Accounting) the principle that cash accounting is

based on: The effects of transactions can be

recognized on a cash basis (= when money is paid
or received). -» accruals basis

.cash before de livery phrase (abbr cbd)

(Trade) an arrangement where a buyer must pay for

goods before they are sent

'cash book noun [c]

(Accounting) a record of money spent and received:

The cheque had been credited in the cash book but

notyet presented to the bank.

'cash box (AmE spelling cashbox) noun [c]

a strong box with a lock in which cash is kept

'cash .budget noun [c]

(Accounting) an estimate of how much money will

be paid and received over a particular period of

time: A large surplus wasforecastfor March in the

cash budget, [synj cash-flow forecast

'cash call noun [c]

(Finance) a request by a company to its shareholders

for more money: The struggling company announced
a cash call to raise €200 million.

'cash card noun [c] (especially BrE)

a plastic card used to get money from a cash
MACHINE -» CHEQUE CARD, DEBIT CARD

.cash con version noun [u]

(Accounting) the process by which a business

changes the raw materials that it buys into money
received from the sale of the finished goods:

calculating the cash conversion cycle (= the number
of days that this process takes)

'cash COW noun [C] (informal)

1 (Finance) the part of a business or a product that

always makes a profit and that provides money for

the rest of the business

2 (Marketing) in the Boston Matrix, a product

that has a large market share in a market that is

growing very little—Picture at Boston Matrix

'cash crop noun [c]

a crop grown for selling, rather than for use by the

person who grows it



'cash deal = cash settlement

.cash-de posit ratio = cash ratio (i)

.cash 'discount noun [c]

(Commerce) a price reduction that is given if a buyer
pays immediately or in cash

cash dis penser = cash machine

.cash dividend noun [c]

[Finance) money, rather than shares, that is given to

shareholders as part of a company's profits

.cash e quivalent noun [c]

[Accounting)

1 an asset or an investment that can easily be sold

or changed into money: The company said it had
cash and cash equivalents of over $90 000.

2 an amount of money that is estimated to be
equal to the value of sth: The cash equivalent of
employee benefits such as company cars must be

calculated for tax purposes.

cash flow noun [c,u]

see also: discounted cash flow, free cash flow

(Accounting) the movement of money into and out

of a business as goods are bought and sold; the

difference between the amouRt of money a

business receives and the amount it pays during a

particular period of time: We expect to return to

profitability and positive cashflow in the current

fiscal year, o cash-fow problems

0 a good/healthy/negative/positive/steady/strong/

weak cash flow to generate/improve cash flow * a

cash-flow crisis/problem

cash-flow .forecast (also cash-flow

projection) noun [C]

(Accounting) an estimate of how much money will

be paid and received over a particular period of

time Isyni cash budget

cash gene, ration noun [u]

(Finance) the process of a company making extra

money that can be invested after costs have been
paid: The aim ofour central strategy is to increase

earnings and improve cash generation, o strong cash
generation

cashier /kae'J*i8(r); AmE -'JYr/ noun [C]

1 a person whose job is to receive and pay out
money in a bank, shop/store, hotel, etc: a cashier at

a petrol/gas station

2 (Accounting) a person in a company or an
organization who is responsible for paying out and
receiving money and for keeping records of this:

She was promoted to Head Cashier of the Manchester
property company.

ca shier's 'cheque (AmE spelling- check)
noun [c]

a cheque written by a bank against its own bank
account: Payment must be made with cash or by
cashier's cheque.

'cash .issue noun [c]

(Finance) new shares that a company offers to

existing shareholders in order to raise extra money
-> RIGHTS ISSUE

cashless /'kaejlas/ adjective

that works without using cash; done without using
cash: We are moving towards the cashless society, o
cashless transactions

'cash ma,chine (BrEalso cash dis.penser,
'Cashpoint™) noun [c]

a machine in or outside a bank, etc., from which
you can get money from your bank account using a
special plastic card [syn] ATM
O to withdraw moneyfrom/use a cash machine

"cash .management (also treasury
.management) noun [u]

(Accounting) the activity of controlling the money

81 cash shell

that comes in and goes out of a company in order

to maintain a good cash flow: Cost control and
effective cash management are our prioritiesfor the

coming year.

'cash .market = spot market

'cash pile (also 'cash .mountain) noun [C,

usually sing.]

a large amount of money that a company has
available for investment: The company used its

$3.2 billion cash pile to make several acquisitions.

Cashpoint™ /'kaejpomt/ = cash machine

'cash po sition noun [c, usually sing.]

(Accounting) the amount of money that a company
has immediately available: We have reduced our
debt levels and have a strong cash position, o What is

your current cash position?

0 a good/strong/weak cash position

'cash price noun [c]

1 (Commerce) the price that a seller will accept if

payment is made immediately: The cash price and
the price ifyou pay by credit are the same.
2 (Finance) = spot price
3 (Finance) the price that a company will pay in

cash to shareholders when it buys another
company: A cash price of€15 per share has been
agreed.

'cash .ratio noun [c]

(Accounting)

1 (also ,cash-de' posit .ratio) the relationship

between the amount of money a bank holds in cash

and the total amount it holds in deposits (
= money

that customers have paid into their accounts) and
investments: The higher the cash ratio, the less

money the bank has available to lend, [syn! reserve
REQUIREMENT
O to have/keep/maintain a cash ratio

2 the relationship between the amount of money
that a company holds in cash, in the bank, etc. and
its liabilities (= the money that it owes): If a

company has a low cash ratio, it may not be able to

pay its future liabilities, [syn] liquidity ratio
O a cash ratio drops/falls/rises

-» ACID-TEST RATIO

.cash ratio de'posits noun [pi.] (abbr CRD)
(Economics) the amount of money that banks must
keep in the country's central bank

'cash .register (AmE also 'register) noun [c]

a machine used in shop/stores, restaurants, etc.

that has a drawer for keeping money in, and that

shows and records the amount of money received

for each thing that is sold [syn] till

—Picture at store

.cash 'rich adjective

(Accounting) (especially about a company) having a

lot of money available immediately: The company
has little debt and is cash rich, o the cash-rich

telecoms group o cash-rich, time-poorfamily
shoppers

'cash sale noun [c]

(Commerce) a sale where payment is made
immediately: Smaller shops are dependent on cash

sales, o Ifyou can't make a cash sale, take a deposit.

'cash .settlement (also 'cash deal) noun [c]

(Finance) an act of buying or selling shares,

futures, etc. where they are exchanged
immediately for cash: When a grain futures contract

expires, either the grain is delivered or ownership is

transferred in a cash settlement.

'cash shell = shell company



cash-starved 82

'cash-Starved adjective [only before noun]

without enough money, usually because another
organization, such as the government, has failed to

provide it: cash-starved public services

'cash-Strapped adjective [only before noun]

not having enough money-* strapped

.casting 'vote noun [C, usually sing.]

the vote given by the person in charge of an official

meeting to decide an issue when there are an equal
number of votes on each side: The chairman has the

casting vote.

0 to give/have/use a casting vote

• casual /'kae3ual/ adjective, noun
• adjective

1 {HR) (about work or workers) not done regularly,

or not doing sth regularly, but only when needed:
Students lookingfor casual work come to the coast in

summer, o They are employed on a casual basis

(= they do not have a permanent job with the

company), [synj temporary
2 not formal: We're supposed to wear casual clothes

for the conference.

'casually adverb: Half their staff are employed
casually, o dressed casually in jeans and a sweater

• noun
1 {HR) [c] a casual worker (= one who does not
work permanently for a company): They use casuals

to supplement the basic staff in the restaurant.

[synI temp
2 casuals [pi ] informal clothes or shoes: dressed in

casuals

'casualty insurance noun [u]

a type of insurance in which money is paid for

injury or death or damage to property caused by a

company's product or by the lack of care of the

company's employees

• catalogue (AmE spelling usually catalog)

/'kaetalrjg; AmE -lo:g; -la:g/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: back catalogue

1 {Marketing) a complete list of items that a

company sells, often with pictures of the items and
prices: She ran up a huge bill with a mail-order

catalogue, c The company sells home furnishings

through/via an online catalogue. -» brochure
O a home shopping/mail-order/an online catalogue

a catalogue business/company/retailer catalogue

prices/shopping to look at/produce/sendfor/send
out a catalogue

2 [usually sing.] = back catalogue
3 {IT) a website that has lists of other sites in

groups according to their type or subject, and has
links to them -> search engine

• verb [+ obj]

to arrange a list of things in order in a catalogue;
to record sth in a catalogue: The website catalogues

everything that the company makes.

catch /kaetJV verb, noun
•verb (caught, caught, /ko:t/)

QUE1 have/be caught with your hand/ fingers
in the till used to describe a situation when sb is

stealing money from their employer
UiLftLI ,catch 'on 1 (used about a product or an
idea) to become popular with people: Electronic

greetings cards are catching on quickly, o The idea

never really caught on. 2 {informal) to understand
or realize sth: Consumers have caught on to the

superior quality of DVDs, .catch 'up (with sb/sth)

{BrE also ,catch sb/sth 'up) to reach the same level

or standard as sb/sth that was bigger, better or

more advanced: The supermarket chain is rapidly

catching up with its rivals.

• noun [C, usually sing ]

a hidden difficulty or disadvantage: The service was
so cheap that I thought there must be a catch.

'catchment ,area noun [c] {BrE)

the area from which a business gets its customers, a
hospital its patients, etc.

catchphrase /'kaetJTreiz/ noun [C]

a popular phrase that is connected with the person,
company, advertisement, etc. that used it and
made it famous: Audi's catchphrase: Vorsprung
durch Technik

'catch-up noun [U]

the process of trying to reach sb who is more
advanced or better: We are in a state of constant
catch-up. -» idiom at play verb

catchy /'kaetJV adjective

(about words or music used to advertise sth) easy to

remember
O a catchy name/phrase/slogan/tune

categorize , -ise /'kaetagararz/ verb [+ obj]

to put people or things into groups according to

what type they are: Organizations can be

categorized into the following groups.

[SYNJ PIGEONHOLE

category /'kaetagari; AmE -go:ri/ noun [c] {plural

categories)

see also: product category

a group of people or products with particular

features in common: Our customersfall into two
broad categories, o Their software can be divided into

two categories: business and general applications.

.category 'killer noun [c]

{Marketing) a big company that sells a large

collection of a particular type of branded goods,

such as toys or books, at low prices and puts

smaller companies out of business

.category leader noun [c]

{Marketing) the company that sells the most of a

particular type of product: McVitie's is the category

leader of the biscuit market.

O to establish yourself as/be/become category leader

category .management noun [u] {abbr CM)
{Marketing) the process of manufacturers and
businesses who sell to the public working together

using data about what customers want in order to

increase the sales of types of products (categories)

-> BRAND MANAGEMENT

.category 'manager {also .product line

'manager) noun [c]

{Marketing) a person at a company who is in charge
of developing and selling a group of related

products or a type of product -» brand manager

cater /'keita(r)/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to provide the food and drinks for an organization,

a meeting or a social event: Who's cateringfor the

conference? o {AmE) We have catered 950functions
this year, o a catered lunch

333 'cater for/to sb/sth to provide the things

that a particular type of person or situation needs
or wants: a website that caters for health-care

professionals o The service caters mainly to business

travellers.

caterer /'keitara(r)/ noun [c]

see also: contract caterer

a person or company whose job is to provide food

and drinks for organizations, meetings or social

events: They brought in an outside catererfor the

conference.

catering /'keitarrn/ noun [u]

the work of providing food and drinks for



organizations, meetings or social events: an airline

catering business

0 a catering business/company catering services

CATV /,si: ei ti: 'vi:/ = community antenna
TELEVISION

cause and effect .diagram = fishbone
DIAGRAM

cautious /'koijas/ adjective

being careful about what you say or do, especially

in order to avoid mistakes; not taking any risks:

Investors stayed cautious (= were unwilling to buy)

in the face of uncertain stock markets, o a cautious

forecast

caveat /'kaeviaet/ noun [c] {formal)

a warning that particular things need to be
considered before sth can be done: Ifyou are

thinking about buying this type of keyboard there is

one important cavea t: some PCs might not recognize

the keyboard. CHO Caveat is a Latin word
meaning 'Let a person be careful'.

caveat emptor /.kaeviait 'empta:(r)/ phrase

(Law) used to say that when you are buying
something it is your responsibility to check that

there is nothing wrong with what you are buying
-> buyer beware at buyer EZEXQ Caveat emptor
is a Latin phrase that means 'Let the buyer be
careful'.

CBA /,si:bi:'ei/ = cost-benefit analysis

CBD /,si: bi: 'di:/ = cash before delivery,
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT

CBT /,si: bi: 'ti:/ = computer-based training

CBU /,si: bi: 'ju:/ = completely built-up

CC = CARBON COPY (2)

CCTV /,si: si: ti: 'vi:/ = closed-circuit television

CD /,si: 'di:/ noun [c]

1 a small disc on which sound or information is

recorded. EHD CD is an abbreviation for 'compact
disc'.

2 [Finance) = certificate of deposit

c/d abbr

{Accounting, only used in written English) carried

down

CD-ROM /,si: di: 'rom; AmE 'ra:m/ noun [c,u]

a plastic disc on which large amounts of

information, sound and pictures can be stored, for

use on a computer: The software package contains

five CD-ROMs, o The encyclopedia is available on CD-
ROM, o a computer with a CD-ROM drive—Picture at

office. [ZEiB CD-ROM is an abbreviation of

'compact disc read-only memory'.

cede /si:d/ verb [+ obj]

to give sb control of sth or give them power, a right,

etc., especially unwillingly: It is difficult to cede

control ofprojects to people who might make
mistakes.

ceiling /'si:rrrj/ noun [c]

see also: glass ceiling, price ceiling

the greatest amount of sth that is allowed; the top
limit: They have put a 10% ceiling on wage increases.

o Have house prices hit their ceiling? o setting a
ceiling pricefor oil IqppI floor
O to place/put a ceiling on sth to impose/lift/set a

ceiling (on sth) to exceed/hit/reach a ceiling a
lending/ an output/ a price/production/wage
ceiling

* cellphone {AmE spellingalso cell phone)
/'selfaun; AmE -foun/ (also .cellular 'phone) (also

cell, informal) noun [C] (all especially AmE)
a telephone that does not have wires and works by
radio, that you can carry with you and use
anywhere [syn] mobile phone
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cellular /'seljala(r)/ adjective [only before noun]

(often used in the names of companies) connected
with a telephone system that works by radio

instead of wires: the country's largest cellular

provider o The service uses cellular technology to

provide users with road maps, o BellSouth Cellular

(Corporation)

0 a cellular carrier/company/operator/provider a

cellular network/system/telephone

.cellular 'phone = cellphone

center = centre

-centered = -centred

centi- /'senti-/ combining form (in nouns)

(often used in units of measurement) one
hundredth (= 0.01): a centimetre

.central 'bank (also .national bank, re serve

bank) noun [c]

the institution that controls the supply of money in

a country and provides financial services to the

government and other banks: The central bank has

cut interest rates to try to stimulate economic
growth.

.central 'business .district noun [c] (especially

AmE) (abbr CBD)

the part of a town or city where most of the offices

are: The hotel is situated in the heart of(= near the

centre of) the central business district.

.centra! 'counterparty noun [c]

(Finance) an organization that transfers and pays for

investments on behalf of buyers and sellers so that

they avoid dealing with each other directly and
reduce risk: The London Clearing House acts as a

central counterpartyfor trades on London's futures

and options markets.

centralize , -ise /'sentralaiz/ verb [+ obj]

to control the different parts of sth or operate sth

from one particular place; to give control of sth to

one group of people: Most banks have centralized

their telephone services, o His first move was to

centralize training. [opS decentralize

centralized , -ised /'sentralaizd/ adjective

that controls the different parts of sth or operates

from one particular place: The company uses a
centralized computer system, o We have a centralized

human resources departmentfor the group of
companies.

.central 'processing .unit (abbr CPU) (also

.central 'processor) noun [c]

(IT) the part of a computer that controls all the

other parts of the system [syn] processor

centre (AmE spelling center) /'senta(r)/ noun,

adjective

• noun [C]

see also: assessment centre, business ~, buying ~,

call ~, contact ~, cost ~, data ~, etc.

1 a building or place used for a particular purpose
or activity: He's the director of the company's
research centre, o She's a researcher at the Centrefor

International Studies.

2 a place where a lot of business activity takes

place: London is a centrefor international finance, o
New York is a worldfinancial centre.

O a commercial/economic/financial/industrial

centre

3 (especially BrE) (AmE usually 'downtown [u,c]) the

main part of a town or city where there are a lot of

shops/stores and offices: Most of our stores are

situated in the city/town centre, o the centre of

town
• adjective
rrn?n take centre 'stage to be considered the most
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important subject, person, etc. at a particular time:

Manufacturing techniques took centre stage at the

conference.

-centred {AmE spelling -centered) /'senta:d; AmE
-ard/ combiningform {in adjectives)

having the person mentioned as the centre of

attention: a user-centred approach to software design

o a client-centred organization

.centre of 'excellence {AmE spelling center ~)

noun [c]

a place where a particular kind of work is done
extremely well: The company is Europe's centre of
excellencefor producing aircraft engines.

CEO /,si: i: 'au; AmE 'ou/ = chief executive
OFFICER

cert, abbr

a short way of writing certificate

• certificate /sa'tifikat; AmE sar't-/ noun, verb

•noun [C]

see also: deposit certificate, doctor's ~, fire ~,

gift ~, insurance ~, medical ~, practising ~, etc.

an official document that can be used to prove sth,

for example, that facts are true, that you own sth or

have a particular qualification: Some shareholders

will not be able to vote as they have not received their

share certificates, o a certificate of registration as a
pharmacist

0 to get/issue/obtain/provide/receive/require a

certificate a bond/share/stock certificate a birth/

death/marriage certificate a certificate of
membership/ownership/registration

• verb /sa'trfikeit; AmE sar't-/ [+ obj] {BrE) {usually be
certificated)

to give a person, a course, etc. an official document
to show that a particular standard has been
reached: The qualifications are certificated by
SCOTVEC.

certificated /sa'tifikeitid; AmE sar't-/ adjective

[usually before noun] {BrE)

{HR) having the certificate which shows that the

necessary training for a particular job has been
done or a particular standard has been reached: a
certificated teacher/notary o a certificated vessel/

aircraft

certificate of a nalysis noun [c]

{Manufacturing) a certificate provided by a company
that produces chemicals or raw materials, to show
what the products contain and that they have a

particular quality: All our products are thoroughly
tested and supplied with a certificate of analysis.

cer tificate of at tendance noun [c]

an official document that states that you have
attended a training course or series of lessons

cer tificate of de posit {abbr CD) {also de posit

certificate) noun [c]

{Finance) a type of investment offered by banks and
other financial institutions in which money is lent

to the bank, etc. for a fixed period of time with a

fixed rate of interest: Investing in a certificate of
deposit will earn you more interest than a savings

account. -> time deposit

certificate of e'xistence noun [c]

1 {Law) {AmE) a document provided by a
government office that an organization can show to

people to prove that it legally exists: Foreign

companies must submit an original certificate of
existence.

2 {Insurance) {BrE) an official document that proves
that sb is still alive and can claim a pension

cer tificate of in,corpo ration noun [c]

{Law)

1 an official document that states that a company
has officially been created: Before a company can do
business it must obtain a certificate of incorporation

from the Registrar of Companies.
2 {AmE) in some states in the US, another name for

articles of incorporation: preparing and filing

the certificate of incorporation

CHARTER (1,2)

certificate of insurance {also in surance
certificate) noun [C]

{Insurance) a document that you get from an
insurance company that proves you have insurance
and gives the details: Your insurance cover begins

when you receive your certificate of insurance.

cer tificate of occupancy noun [c]

{Law; Property) especially in the US, a document
that proves that a building has been carefully

checked and is suitable for the kind of business that

will use it: A certificate of occupancy is required for
all commercial spaces.

certificate of origin noun [c]

{Trade) an official document that states where sth

was produced and who produced it, used especially

for importing goods into a country: A certificate of
origin is required where the item is worth more than

$1 000.

certificate of posting noun [c] {BrE)

a document that you can get from the post office

that proves when you posted sth: A certificate of
posting can be used to prove thatyou sent offyour
tax return in time. -> recorded delivery

certification /,s3:tin
,

keij'n; Am£ ,s3:rt-/ noun [u]

the process of checking whether sb/sth has reached
a particular standard and giving them an official

document to show this; the qualification that is

given: We are authorized to carry out certification of

fire safety equipment, o The software is tested

thoroughly before certification is awarded.

0 to award/grant certification to achieve/attain/

gain certification a certification authority/body

certification procedures a certification

programme/scheme

.certified 'cheque {AmE spelling ~ check)
noun [C]

a cheque that a bank promises to pay by writing

'Good for payment' on it: Payment must be made by

certified cheque or bank draft.

.certified 'copy {also at.tested 'copy) noun [c]

{Law) a copy of a document that has been signed by
a legal official who has examined it and believes it

to be genuine

.certified 'mail = recorded delivery

'certified management ac'countant noun
[C] {abbr CMA)
{Accounting) in the US, a person who has received a

qualification from the Institute of Management
Accountants. Certified management accountants
have training and experience in managing the

finances of companies and put CMA after their

names.

certified 'public ac'countant noun [c] {abbr

CPA)

{Accounting) in the US, a person who is qualified to

work as a professional accountant in a particular

state. They put the letters CPA after their names.

* certify /'S3:tifai; AmE 'S3:rt-/ verb [+ obj]

(certifies, certifying, certified, certified)

1 {usually be certified) to give sth an official

document proving that it has reached a particular

standard of quality: All our products are certified

100% organic.



2 (usually be certified) to give sb an official

document proving that they are qualified to do a

particular job: She's certified to work on jet engines.

0 a certified consultant/accountant

3 to state officially, especially in writing, that sth is

true: The accounts were certified (as) correct by the

finance department.

c/f abbr

(Accounting, only used in written English) carried

forward

cf. abbr (only used in written English)

a short way of writing compare with when you
want the reader to look at sth else in the same
document or in another one: The shareholders own
the company (cf point 5, p 109).

CFO /,si:ef 'du;AmE 'ou/ = chief financial
OFFICER

CFR /,si:ef "a:(r)/ = cost and freight

CGT /,si: d3i: 'ti:/ = capital gains tax

Chaebol /'tjeibul; AmE 'kaiba:l; -bo:l/ noun [C]

(plural chaebol or chaebols)

a very large group of companies in South Korea
that is involved in many kinds of business

chain ItSem/ noun [C]

see also: distribution chain, supply ~, value ~

1 a group of shops/stores, hotels, etc. owned by
the same company: The company sells its products

through retail chains, o a chain of book stores

0 a fast-food/grocery/hotel/retail/supermarket chain

a chain of chemists/clubs/restaurants/stores/

supermarkets

2 a series of things or people that are connected:
Most organizations have aformal chain of
command (= a system by which instructions are

passed down from one person to another), o a
chain of events that led to the collapse of the

company

chain of distri bution = distribution chain

chain store noun [c]

a shop/store that is one of a series of similar shops/
stores in many different towns and cities owned by
the same company: an electrical/clothing chain store

oln most towns, you willfind branches ofchain
stores such as Marks and Spencers, Gap and Virgin, o
Chain store sales fell last month. IsVnI multiple

chair /tjea(r); AmE tjer/ noun, verb

noun
1 (usually the chair) [sing] the position of being in

charge of a meeting or committee; the person who
holds this position: She takes the chair in all our
meetings, o Please address comments to the chair.

2 [c] the person who is in charge of a company or

an organization: She's vice chair of the group.
-» CHAIRPERSON
verb [+ obj or no obj]

to act as the chairperson of a meeting, discussion,

etc: Who's chairing the meeting?

chairman /'tjeaman; AmE 'tjer-/ noun [c] (plural

chairmen /-man/)

see also: executive chairman

1 (also .chairman of the board) the person who
leads a company's board of directors : She was
the founder, chairman and CEO of the company, o He
serves as non-executive chairman (= he is not
involved in running the company on a daily basis),

o the outgoing chairman (= the one who is about to

leave the company) o He stepped down as Vivendi's

vice chairman. -» president (1)

O to be promoted to/serve as t hairman to appoint
sb (as)/elect sb/make sb chairman to resign/

retire/step down as chairman

85 Chamber of Commerce

2 the head of an official committee or

organization: the chairman of the British Medical

Association

O to appoint sb (as)/elect sb/make sb/serve as

chairman to resign/retire/stepdown as chairman
an acting chairman

3 the person in charge of a meeting, who tells

people when they can speak, etc: The chairman
opened the meeting by welcoming those present, o
She was elected chairman at the committee's first

meeting.

O to appoint sb (as)/make sb chairman

chairperson /'tj"eap3:sn; AmE 'tj"erp3:rsn/ noun
[C] (plural chairpersons or, less frequent,

chairpeople)

a chairman or a chairwoman -» chair noun See
note at meeting

chairwoman /'tjeawuman; AmE 'tjer-/ noun
[C] (plural chairwomen /-wimm/)

a woman in charge of a meeting, a committee, an
organization or a company's board of directors
chair noun, chairman

chalk /tJo:k/ verb

UILUi ,chalk 'up sth (informal) to have or record a

success or a failure: The company chalked up profits

of $600 million lastyear.

challenge /'t raeland3/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

1 a new or difficult task that tests sb/sth's ability

and skill: Managers in the IT industry arefacing
some real challenges, o How will the government
meet the challenge of rising unemployment? o Do you
enjoy a challenge?

O a big/huge/major/real/tough challenge a

competitive/management/technical challenge to

be/pose a challenge * to accept/face/take on/meet
a challenge

2 an act of testing the authority or the strength of

sb/sth: The group isfacing a legal challengefrom its

shareholders.

0 to face a challenge to launch/mount a challenge

(to sb/sth)

• verb [+ obj]

1 to question whether sth is right, legal, etc: The
government's policies have been challenged by the

unions, o He does not like anyone challenging his

authority.

2 to compete with sb/sth for the highest position:

The group is trying to challenge Korea Telecom for
market leadership.

3 to test sb's ability and skills, especially in an
interesting way: The job doesn't really challenge her.

oHe always challenges his staff to find new solutions

to problems.

Chamber of Commerce (also spelled

chamber of commerce) noun [c] (abbr C. of C.)

see also: International Chamber of Commerce

1 (BrE) a group of business people in a particular

town or area who work together to help their trade

MORE ABOUT

Referring to men and women in job
titles

Neutral words like assistant, worker,

representative or person are now used instead of

-man and -woman in the names of jobs. For

example, you can refer to a person who sells

things in a shop/store as a sales assistant rather

than a saleswoman or a salesman, and you can use

chairperson instead of chairman or chairwoman.
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and provide information and training in business: a

training centre operated by the local Chamber of

Commerce o the Birmingham Chamber ofCommerce
2 a national organization that encourages trade

between its own country and foreign companies:

the US Chamber of Commerce in Japan

champion of change noun [c]

1 somebody who is enthusiastic about change in

an organization, a company, etc. and tries to get

others to support it: He has a reputation in the

group as a champion of change.

2 a person who is chosen to lead a change
programme (= a project to change the way a

company, an organization, etc. operates): She was
appointed as a champion of change in management's
drive to modernize the company, [synj change
AGENT

Chancellor of the Ex chequer {also

chancellor /'tj"a:nsala(r); AmE "tjaens-/) noun [c]

in the UK, the government minister who is

responsible for financial affairs: The chancellor

announced a new tax on luxury goods.

• change /.tjemd3/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

1 to exchange money into the money of another
country: Where can I change my traveller's cheques?

o to change dollars into yen
2 to exchange money for the same amount in

different coins or notes: Can you change a £20 note?

0 to change a dollar billforfour quarters

3 (BrE) to exchange sth that you have bought for

sth else, especially because there is sth wrong with

it; to give a customer a new item because there is

sth wrong with the one they have bought: This shirt

1 bought's too small—III have to change itfor a

bigger one. 0 Of course well change itfor a smaller

sizefor you. See note at exchange
IEEI change hands [also exchange hands) to

pass to a different owner: The company has changed
hands several times.

• noun

see also: agent of change, bureau de ~, career ~,

champion of ~, pocket ~, short--, step ~

1 [c,u] the act or result of sth becoming different:

important changes to the tax system o a change in

interest rates o people who resist change o Technology

creates economic and social change.

O economic/social/structural/technological change

2 [C] the process of replacing sth with sth new or

different; a thing that is used to replace sth: We
must notify the bank of our change of address, o
The company has announced a number of
management changes.

3 [u] the money that you get back if you pay more
than the amount sth costs: Don'tforgetyour change!

o The ticket machine gives change.

4 coins rather than paper money: I need some
change for the phone, o a dollar in change {= coins

that together are worth one dollar) o Have you got

changefor a twenty-euro note (= coins or notes that

are worth this amount)?

change ,agent [also .agent of change, less

frequent) noun [c]

a person who organizes and looks after change in a

company for example changes in the way the

company operates IsynJchampion of change

change con,trol noun [u]

{IT; Production) the process of controlling the

changes that are made to a system, design or plan:

Change control is a vital part of the repair,

maintenance, and development of software. oA
formal change control process has been adopted.

change .management noun [u]

{HR) the process of organizing the way in which a

new method of working is introduced into a

business or an organization: Change management is

the most challenging process facing organizations, o
The introduction of new technology requires a change
management strategy, o a change management
consultant 'change .manager noun [C]

changeover /'tjemd3auva(r); AmE -ouvar/

noun [c]

a change from one system or method of working to

another: the changeoverfrom a manual to a
computerized system o a changeover period

change .programme {AmE spelling ~

program) noun [c]

a project to change the way sth operates, especially

a company or an organization: implementing a

change programme in an organization o a major
change programme to improve the quality of the

company's service

channel /'tj'senl/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: distribution channel, pay channel

1 a television station: The programme was shown
on Channel 4. o a free-to-air channel (= one that

you don't have to pay for) o a cable channel

2 a method or system that people use to get

information or to communicate: Complaints should

be made through the proper channels.

3 {Marketing) {also 'sales .channel) a way in which a

company makes its products available to

customers: developing new marketing channels o
Banks often act as a channel for selling insurance.

• verb [+ obj] (-II-, AmE usually -I-)

to direct money or effort towards a particular

purpose; to do this using a particular route: Most of

our income is channelled into research and
development, o The government is accused of
channelingfunds awayfrom health care.

channel of distribution = distribution
CHANNEL

CHAPS /tjaeps/ abbr Clearing House Automated
Payment System in the UK, a computer system
that is used when a customer of one bank needs to

pay a large amount of money to a customer of

another bank: The payments are made through
CHAPS. -» CHIPS

Chapter /'tjaeptafr)/ noun [C]

1 {Law) a separate section of a written law or

contract, usually with a number and tide: The bill of

rights isfound in chapter 2 of the constitution.

-> Chapter 7, Chapter ii

2 {especially AmE) a local branch of a society, club,

etc.

.Chapter '11 noun [u]

{Law) in the US, a section of the law dealing with

bankruptcy (=being unable to pay debts), that

allows companies to stop paying their debts in the

normal way while they try to find a solution to

their financial problems: The company has filedfor
(= applied for) Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection, o
Their US operations remain in (= are being dealt

with under) Chapter 11. o trying to help the airline

out of Chapter 11 -» administration

.Chapter '7 noun [u]

{Law) in the US, a section of the law dealing with

bankruptcy (= being unable to pay debts) that

allows a court to take assets belonging to a

company or a person which are then sold to pay
their debts: Thefirm has filedfor {= applied for)

Chapter 7 bankruptcy', o The case has been converted

from Chapter 11 to Chapter 7.

character /'kaerakta(r)/ noun [C]

a letter, sign, mark or symbol used in writing,



printing or on computers: You can send a text

message of up to 150 characters in length. -» optical
CHARACTER RECOGNITION

• charge /tja:d3; AmE tja:rd3/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: accrued charge, bank ~, carrying ~,

certificate of ~, cover ~, finance ~, floating ~, etc.

1 [c,u] the amount of money that sb asks for goods

or services; the amount of money that you pay
regularly for a service: bank/interest/telephone

charges o a charge of$50 o a $50 charge o They are

going to introduce chargesfor special deliveries, o
There's no chargefor the service, o You can download
the softwarefree ofcharge (= without paying for

it). -» fee See note at price

O to impose/introduce/levy/make/waive a charge

(for sth) an additional/ a fixed charge

2 {Accounting) [C] a large cost that a company has

to pay, which affects its financial results (BrE): a

one-off charge o (AmE) a one-time charge o The

company said it would take (= pay) a $280 million

charge to cover two new acquisitions.

O an exceptional/a one-off/special charge

3 (Law) [C,U] a formal claim that sb has committed
a crime or done sth wrong: No criminal charges will

be brought against the company directors, o After a

few hours, she was released without charge, o The

manager has rejected the charge offavouritism.

0 to bring/file/lay/press charges (against sb) to

admit/deny a charge/the charges

4 [u] responsibility for a group of people, a job or a

task: Nokia's vice-president in charge ofInternet
security products o The profits have improved
sharply since she took charge as chief executive, o
Who's in charge here? See note at responsibility
-> CHARGE on assets

• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] charge (sb) (for sth)
|

charge (sb)

sth (for sth) to require payment for goods or

services: They have begun to chargefor access to

their website, o We charge al% commission for
changing traveller's cheques, o Do you charge on an
hourly basis? o They charge clients a monthlyfee of
$25. -> overcharge, undercharge
2 [+ obj] to record the cost of sth as an amount that

sb has to pay: The subscription price will be charged
to your account annually, o (AmE) Can I charge it (

=
pay by credit card)?

3 (Accounting) [+ obj] to record that a cost belongs
to a particular financial account: The interest is

charged to the profit and loss account. Isyni debit
4 (Law) [+ obj] to accuse sb formally of committing
a crime or doing sth wrong: The committee charged
her with professional misconduct. [ZEES In the US,
indict is used instead of charge for a serious crime.

5 (formal) [+ obj] (usually be charged with sth) to

give sb a job or a task: The team has been charged
with developing new computer applications.

Chargeable /'tfa:d3abl; AmE 'tja:rd3-/ adjective

(Accounting)

1 (used about an amount of money) that must be
paid by sb: Any expenses you may incur will be

chargeable to the company, o VAT is not chargeable

on this service, o They work 35-40 chargeable hours
(= that they must be paid for) per week.

2 (used about income or other money that you
earn) that you must pay tax on

.chargeable 'asset noun [c] (BrE)

(Accounting) an asset on which tax must be paid if it

is sold

'charge ac count = account noun (2)

'charge card noun [c]

1 (Commerce) a small plastic card provided by a
shop/store which you use to buy goods there,

paying for them later
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2 (BrE) a small plastic card with a special number
on it that you can use to make calls from public

phones, hotels, etc. which you pay for later with
your home telephone bill -> calling card,
PHONECARD

charge on assets noun [c]

{Law) the legal right to have some of a company's
assets if the company fails to pay a debt

charitable /'tjaeratabl/ adjective

connected with a charity or charities {BrE): Amateur-

sports clubs are to be given charitable status (
= will

become official charities), o The bank gives €170 m
of its profits to charitable causes every year.
-> NON-PROFIT
0 a charitablefoundation/group/organization/trust

charity /'tjaerati/ noun (plural charities)

1 [C] an organization for helping people in need:

The company makes donations to several local

charities.

2 [U] the aim of giving money, food, help, etc. to

people who are in need: The concert raised millions

of dollars for charity.

• chart /tfa:t; AmE tja:rt/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: bar chart, break-even ~, flip ~, flow ~,

Gantt ~, operation process ~, organization ~, pie ~

1 a page or sheet of information in the form of

diagrams, lists of figures, etc: a sales chart (=

showing the level of a company's sales) o The chart

shows the growth of exports and imports over the last

30 years. See note at graph
0 to draw/make/produce a chart the chart depicts/

shows sth

2 (especially AmE) = graph
• verb [+ obj]

1 to record or follow the progress or development
of sb/sth: The software allows you to chart how a

particular product is selling at any given moment.
2 to plan a course of action: We must chart a new
course to win more customers.

• charter /'tjaita(r); AmE 'tja:rt-/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: time charter, voyage charter

1 (HR) a formal written statement of the principles

and aims of an organization: Under the new charter

all employees must sign a contract of employment.

2 (Law) (also .corporate 'charter) (both AmE) in

some US states, the name used for the articles of
incorporation (= one of the legal documents
that is created when a company is formed):

Shareholders voted on an amendment to the

company charter.

3 a written statement describing the rights that a

particular group of people should have: the

European Union's Social Charter of workers' rights

4 (Transport) the system of hiring/ renting a plane,

boat, etc. for use by a group of people; a vehicle

used in this way: a yacht availablefor charter o a

charter airline o a charterflight (= where a travel

agency buys all the seats and sells them to its

customers)
• verb [+ obj]

(Transport) to hire/rent a plane, boat, etc. for your
own use: chartered ships

• chartered /'tjaitod; AmE 'tj"a:rtard/ adjective

[only before noun]

1 (BrE) qualified according to the rules of a

particular professional organization: a chartered

surveyor/engineer

2 (AmE) that has a charter allowing it to operate:

the offices of a newly chartered bank
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3 (about an aircraft., a ship or a boat) hired for a

particular purpose: a chartered plane -> charter
verb

chartered ac countant noun [c]

(Accounting) in the UK, a fully trained and qualified

accountant who is a member of one of the

Institutes of Chartered Accountants

chartered 'certified ac countant noun [c]

{Accounting) in the UK, a person who is a member of

the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants
(ACCA). Certified accountants are qualified to do
all types of accounting work and can become
AUDITORS.

chartered life underwriter noun [c] {abbr

CLU)

[Insurance) in the US, a person who is fully qualified

to sell and give advice on life insurance

charterer /tTcrtara(r); AmE 'tjarrt-/ noun [c]

(Transport) a company or person that hires/rents or

hires out a ship, an aircraft, etc.

,charter 'member = founder member

charter .party noun [c]

(Transport) a contract in which the owner of a ship

allows another company to use the ship to

transport goods -» charter

chartist /'t ra:tist; AmE 'tjairt-/ = technical
ANALYST

chat /tjaet/ noun [u,C]

(IT) communication, usually about one particular

topic, between people in a special area on the

Internet: The website hosts a chat room for
freelancers, o There will be a live chat session on web
design at 9pm.

cheap /tTiip/ adjective, adverb

• adjective (cheaper, cheapest)

1 costing little money or less money than you
expected: Domesticfarmers have been harmed by
cheap imports, o Cheap financing deals have boosted

sales of new cars, o immigrant workers used as a

source of cheap labour-* inexpensive
2 charging low prices: a cheap airline/supermarket
-» inexpensive
3 low in price and quality: cheap jewellery

cheapness noun [u]

D3EI on the 'cheap (informal) spending less money
than you usually need to spend to do sth: They are

getting the company's PC operations on the cheap,

•adverb (cheaper no superlative) (informal)

for a low price: You may get it cheaper on the

Internet.

DEEl be .going 'cheap to be offered for sale at a

lower price than usual sth does not come cheap
something is expensive: Conference facilities like this

don't come cheap.

Cheaply /'tjkpli/ adverb

without spending or costing much money: The
product was developed very quickly and cheaply, o He
hoped to buy the shares back more cheaply later.

.cheap money noun [u]

(Economics) money that can be borrowed at a low
rate of interest: Cheap money and easy credit led to

record growth in high-street sales. IsynJeasy money

cheat /tjut/ verb, noun
• verb

1 [+ obj] to trick or deceive sb: Customers felt

cheated by the sudden rise in price.

2 [no obj] to act in a dishonest way in order to gain
an advantage: Somefarmers are cheating by
producing more than their quotas, o opportunities

for tax cheating

IEI3 cheat sb of sth; cheat sb
(
out) of sth to

prevent sb from having sth, especially in a way that

is not honest or fair: The broker is accused of
cheating wealthy clients out of tens of millions of
dollars.

• noun [C] (especially BrE)

1 (also 'cheater, especially AmE) a person who
cheats: The government has promised to clamp down
on tax cheats.

2 something that seems unfair or dishonest, for

example a way of doing sth with less effort than it

usually needs: By using a simple cheat, it was
possible to avoid payingfor phone calls.

• check /tjek/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: credit check, sales ~, spot ~

1 (AmE) = cheque UE52 You will find some words
formed with check at the spelling cheque.
2 an act of making sure that sth is safe, correct or
in good condition by examining it: All our machines
are given regular checks, o Myjob is to keep a check
on each stage of the production process, o You should
run a virus check on your laptop.

O a regular/routine/security check to be given/get/

have a check to do/run a check (on sth)

3 something that slows down the progress of sth

else or stops it from getting worse: The new
measures should keep a check on inflation, o Public

opinion can act as a check on the power of the

executive.

0 to act as/serve as a check on sth

4 (especially AmE) = bill (2)

5 (AmE) - tick noun (1)

EEl hold/keep sth in check to keep sth under
control so that it does not spread or get worse: The

bank may raise interest rates to keep prices in check.

• verb

see also: double-check

1 [+ obj or no obj] to examine sth to see if it is

correct, safe or satisfactory, or to see if it contains

sth: Get someone to check your application form, o
Have you checked the program for errors?

2 [+ obj or no obj] to find out if sth is correct or true

or if sth is how you think it is: You'd better check

with Ken what time he's expecting us. o checking the

time

3 [+ obj] to control sth; to stop sth from increasing

or getting worse: The government is determined to

check the growth ofpublic spending.

4 (AmE) [+ obj] to leave bags or cases with an
official so that they can be put on a plane or train:

You must check your luggage at the airport ticket

counter.

5 (AmE) [+ obj] = tick verb

GZH39 .check in (at ... ); .check into ... to go to a

desk in a hotel, an airport, etc. and tell an official

there that you have arrived: Please check in at least

an hour before departure. -» check-in .check sth

'in (BrE) to leave bags or cases with an official to be
put on a plane or train: We checked in our luggage

and went through to the departure lounge. -» check-
in .check sb/sth 'off (AmE) = tick sb/sth off
'check on sb/sth to look to see how sb/sth is : J

phoned to check on my order [= to find out how it

was progressing), .check 'out (especially AmE) if

facts, etc. check out, they can be shown to be
correct or true: Most of the claims they make for the

product do check out. .check 'out (of... ) to pay
your bill and leave a hotel, etc: Guests should check

out of their rooms by 11am. -» checkout .check
sth 'out 1 to find out if sth is correct, true or

acceptable: They check out all new employees to

make sure they don't have a criminal record.

2 (informal) to look at or examine sth that seems
interesting or attractive: Check out the prices at our

new store! .check 'over/'through sth to examine
sth carefully to make sure that it is correct or

acceptable: We spent several days checking over the



contract before signing, .check 'up on sth to find

out if sth is true or correct: Ijust need to check up on

afewfacts before the presentation.

checkbook /'tjekbuk/ = chequebook

checkbox /'tJekbDks; AmE -ba:ks/ {BrE also

'tickbox) noun [c]

(IT) a small square on a computer screen that you
click on with the mouse to choose whether a

particular function is switched on or off

'check card = debit card

checker /'tjeka(r)/ noun [c]

1 (AmE) a person who works at the checkout in a

supermarket: a supermarket checker

2 (IT) (used in compounds) a computer program that

you use to check sth, for example the spelling and
grammar of sth you have written

0 a grammar/spelling/virus checker

check guaran tee card = cheque card

check-in noun
1 [C,U] the place where you go first when you
arrive at an airport, to show your ticket, etc: The

Airline apologizes for long delays at check-ins today.

0 the check-in counter

2 [u] the act of showing your ticket, etc. when you
arrive at an airport: Do you knowyour check-in

time?

'checking ac,count - current account (l)

'check kiting (BrE spelling cheque ~) noun [u]

(AmE only)

the illegal activity of writing cheques between one
bank account and another in order to get credit or

take out more money than you have available in

the accounts

check mark = tick noun (l)

checkoff /'tJekDf/ noun [u] (AmE)

(HR) in the US, money that an employee agrees can
be taken from their wages to pay for being a

member of a particular union

checkout /'tjekaot/ noun
1 [C] the place where you pay for the things that

you are buying in a supermarket: to pay at the

checkout o (Am E) standing in line at the checkout
counter [sVn]till (BrE)

0 a checkout assistant/operator checkout staff*

checkout delays/lines/queues

2 [u] the time when you leave a hotel at the end of

your stay: At checkout, your bill will be printedfor
you.

cheerleader /'t.fi8li:d8(r); AmE 'tjirl-/ noun [c]

(informal)

a person who supports a particular person, idea, or
way of doing sth: The cheerleaders of the new
technology say it will completely change the way
companies use information technology.

chemical /'kemikl/ adjective, noun
• adjective

1 connected with chemistry: the chemical industry
o a chemical element o Eastman Chemical Co.

2 produced by or using processes which involve
changes to atoms, etc.

O chemical processes/reactions

chemically /'kemikli/ adverb: Caffeine can be
removed chemicallyfrom coffee.

• noun [c]

a substance obtained by or used in a chemical
process: toxic chemicals oaUS chemicals group

.chemical engi neering noun [u]

the study of the design and use of machines in

industrial chemical processes .chemical
engi'neer noun [c]
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• cheque (AmE spelling check) /tj*ek/ noun [c]

see also: bank-certified cheque, bank ~, banker's ~,

blank ~, cashier's ~, certified ~, dividend ~, etc.

(Finance) a printed form that you can write on and
sign as a way of paying for sth instead of using

money: a chequefor £100 o Will you take a cheque
(= can I pay by cheque)? o Who shall I make the

cheque out to (= what name shall I write on it)? o
Cheques should be made payable to Toyland pic. o
He drew a large cheque on his company's account, o
to cash a cheque (= to get or give money for a

cheque) ol am afraid your cheque bounced (= was
not paid by your bank because there was not
enough money in your account).

© to pay (for) sth by cheque to draw/issue/make
out/sign/write sb/write (out) a cheque to deposit/

pay in a cheque to accept/clear/honour/take a

cheque to bounce/cancel/stop a cheque

'cheque ac,count (AmE spelling check ~)

= CURRENT account (1)

chequebook (AmE spelling checkbook)
/'tjekbuk/ noun [C]

a book of printed cheques

'cheque card (also .cheque guaran'tee card) (AmE
spelling check ~) (also 'banker's card) noun [c] (all

especially British)

a plastic card that you must show when you pay by
cheque to prove that the bank where you have your
account will pay the amount on the cheque bank
CARD, CREDIT CARD, DEBIT CARD

'cheque .kiting = check kiting

'cheque run {AmE spelling check ~) noun [c]

the process of using a computer to record payments
to be made and print cheques

'cherry-pick verb [+ obj or no obj]

to choose the best things or people from a group
and leave those which are not so good: Competitors

may cherry-pick the most profitable mail services, o
He cherry-picked the phone industryfor the best

people to work with him. 'cherry .picker noun [C]

'cherry-, picking noun [u]

chief /tSitE/ adjective, noun
• adjective [only before noun]

1 most important; main: They havefallen behind

their chief competitor in recent months.
2 highest in rank: former chief technology officer

• noun [C]

a person with a high rank or the highest rank in a

company or an organization: Industry chiefs are

meeting today to discuss the latest tax rise.

*,chief e xecutive .officer (also .chief

e'xecutive, especially in BrE) noun [C] (abbr CEO)

the person in a company who has the most power
and authority and is responsible for managing its

daily affairs under the authority of the board of
directors: He is the chairman and chief executive

officer.

© to appoint sb (as)/make sb/name sb (as)Zpromote

sb to chief executive officer to be/become/retire
as/serve as chief executive officer

EEffl The chief executive officer is usually a

member of a company's board of directors. In the

US (but not the UK) the CEO is often also the

chairman of the board. managing director

chief fi nancial .officer (also .chief finance

.officer) noun [c] (abbr CFO)

the person in charge of the financial department of

a company The chief financial officer is

often a member of a company's board of directors.
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.chief infor mation .officer noun [c] (abbr

CIO)

1 the person in an organization who is responsible

for the computer systems and technology
2 the person in an organization who is responsible

for giving information about it to the public

.chief operating .officer {also .chief

ope'rations .officer) noun [c] (abbr COO)
a person who is employed to manage the daily

affairs of a company, usually under the authority of

a CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

childcare (AmE spelling child care) /'tjaildkea(r);

AmE -ker/ noun [u]

the job of taking care of children, especially while
their parents are at work: the problems offinding

good childcare o Better childcare provision would
encourage mothers back to work.

.child 'labour {AmE spelling ~ labor) noun [u]

the use of children to do work: products produced
by child labour

childrenswear /'tJildranzweaCr); AmE-wer/
noun [u]

(used especially in shops/stores) clothes for

children: Childrenswear is on the firstfloor, o the

childrenswear market-* menswear, womenswear

.Chinese 'wall (also 'firewall) noun [c, usually

sing]

1 something that makes it difficult or impossible to

do sth, especially for people to communicate with
each other: He was accused of erecting a Chinese wall

between shareholders and the board.

O to create/erect/raise a Chinese wall

2 (Stock Exchange) a set of strict rules that prevent
one department of a stock exchange business

passing secret information to another department
that could result in the information being used
illegally in order to gain money: Wall Street insists

that a Chinese Wall separates its research and its

investment banking activities. -> insider trading
O to create/erect/raise a Chinese wall

chip /tjip/ = MICROCHIP

'chip card noun [c]

a small plastic card, for example a credit card, on
which a large amount of information is stored in

electronic rorm: Chip cards will help preventfraud as

they can't be copied. Isyni smart card

chipmaking /'tjipmeikm/ noun [u]

the business or process of making microchips: a
chipmaking plant chipmaker noun [C]

CHIPS It$ips/ abbr
Clearing House Interbank Payments System in

the US, a computer system that is used for making
large payments between banks: The payments will

be processed through CHIPS, o CHIPS handles about
240000 transactions a day. -> CHAPS

choice /tJ"ois/ noun, adjective

• noun [sing; u]

the number or range of things that you can choose
from: We are now able to offer our customers an even
greater choice ofproducts, o There wasn't much
choice of colour. -> selection (3)

O an extensive/ a good/great/huge/large/wide choice

a limited/restricted choice

Eia of 'choice (for sb/sth) (used after a noun) that

is chosen by a particular group of people or for a
particular purpose: It's the software of choice for
business use. of your 'choice (used after a noun)
that you have chosen: Passengers can enjoy the

movie of their choice on their personal screen.

• adjective [only before noun]

(used especially about food) of very good quality:

choice farm-fresh produce

churn /tj3:n; AmE tj3:rn/ noun, verb

• noun [u]

1 (Marketing) the situation when customers stop
using a particular make of goods or services or
change to another: A reduction in customer churn is

our marketing priority. -> loyalty
2 (HR) the situation of employees leaving a
company and being replaced by other people: the

management churn within organizations
-» TURNOVER
3 (HR) the situation when a company or an
organization moves workers or equipment from
one job or place to another
-> CHURN RATE

• verb

1 (Marketing) [+ obj or no obj] (used about
customers) to stop using a particular make of goods
or services or change to another: attempts to win
back customers who had churned
2 (Stock Exchange) [+ obj] (used about brokers) to

buy and sell shares, bonds, etc. for investors more
than necessary in order to earn more commission
(= money that is paid for buying and selling shares,

etc.): Thefees are an incentive to churn the portfolio

of shares.

3 (HR) [+ obj] to move employees to another job or

place: Office arrangements only last weeks as tasks

change and staff are churned.

Ululli .churn sth 'out (informal) to produce sth

quickly and in large amounts: The plant churns out
over half a million vehicles a year. See note at

PRODUCE

churn rate noun [c]

1 (Marketing) the number of customers who stop

using a particular make of goods or services or

change to another: The phone company said that its

churn rate was half that of other UK networks.

2 (HR) the number of people who leave jobs in an
organization and are replaced by others: Most
people here have come straightfrom college and
stayed—the churn rate is very low.

CIF /.si: ai 'ef/ = cost, insurance and freight

CIM /.siiai'em/ = computer-integrated
MANUFACTURING, RAIL CONSIGNMENT NOTE
UHSn CIM is formed from the first letters of the

words in a French phrase.

CIO /,si: ai 'au; AmE 'ou/ = chief information
OFFICER

CIP abbr

(Trade, only used in written English) carriage and
insurance paid to...

Circuit /'S3:kit; AmE 'S3:rkit/ noun [C]

the complete path of wires and equipment along
which an electric current flows: an electrical circuit

0 a circuit diagram (= one showing all the

connections in the different parts of the circuit)

circuit board noun [c]

(IT) a board that holds electrical circuits inside a

piece of electrical equipment

circuit-.breaker (AmE spelling circuit breaker)
noun
1 (Technical) a device that can automatically stop

an electric current if it becomes dangerous
2 (Stock Exchange) a rule that automatically stops or

slows trading on a stock exchange when prices rise

and fall too quickly or too far: circuit-breaker

trading o How many times can the circuit breaker be

triggered during the day?

circular /s3:kj8la(r); AmE 'S3:rk-/ noun, adjective

• noun [C]

a printed letter, notice or advertisement that is sent

to a large number of people at the same time: The

details of the agreement will be released in a circular

to shareholders.



• adjective

(about a letter) sent to a large number of people: a

circular letter

circulate /'S3:kjaleit; AmE 'S3:rk-/ verb [+ obj or

no obj]

if an idea, information, a document, etc. circulates

or if you circulate it, it is passed from one person

to another: Rumours began to circulate about their

financial problems, o This document will be

circulated to all members.

circulating 'asset = current asset

circulating 'capital = working capital

circulation /.saikja'leijn; AmE ,s3:rk-/ noun

see also: velocity of circulation

1 [u] the passing or spreading of sth from one
person or place to another: the circulation of
information/ideas

2 [u] the use of coins and notes as money: There is

a large amount offorged money in circulation, o The

notes were taken out of circulation.

3 [C. usually sing ] the usual number of copies of a

newspaper or magazine that are sold each day,

week, etc: a daily circulation of more than one
million

cite /sait/ verb [+ obj]

to mention sth as a reason or an example, or in

order to support what you are saying: Bertelli

resigned as Chief Executive last month, citing

personal reasons, o Microsoft is often cited as one of

the world's largest businesses.

the City /'siti/ noun [sing.]

Britain's financial and business centre, in the oldest

part of London: a City stockbroker o What is the

City's reaction to the cut in interest rates? o the

newspaper's City desk (= the department dealing

with financial news) -» Square Mile

civil /'sivl/ adjective [only before noun]

1 [Law] involving legal matters between
individuals, companies, etc. and not criminal law:

Many shareholders havefiled civil lawsuits to try to

recover their money. -» civil law (1)

0 a civil action/case/claim/lawsuit • civil charges/

liability/litigation

2 connected with the state rather than with the

armed forces or with religion: civil aircraft

.civil avi ation noun [u]

the designing, building and flying of aircraft that

carry ordinary and not military passengers: the civil

aviation industry

.civil damages noun [pi ]

{Law) money that a court forces sb/sth to pay to sb
for harming them or damaging their property: The
court ordered the manufacturer to pay nearly
€500 000 in fines and civil damages.

.civil engineer noun [pi ]

a person whose job involves designing, building
and repairing roads, bridges, etc. .civil
engineering noun [u]

.civil 'law noun [u]

{Law)

1 law that deals with commercial issues and the
relationships between individuals, companies, etc.,

rather than with crime: The store will seek damages
from thieves under civil law. -» criminal law
2 a system of law that is used in many countries,

especially in Europe, that is based on the law of
ancient Rome (Roman law) and uses laws recorded
in large written documents (called codes): a civil

law country/system -» common law

.civil servant noun [c]

a person who works in the civil service
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the .civil 'service noun [sing.]

the government departments in a country, (except

the armed forces), and the people who work for

them: She had a long career in the civil service.

CKD /,si: kei 'di:/ = completely knocked-down

• claim /kleim/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: counterclaim, baggage ~, expenses ~,

pay ~, priority ~, small ~, statement of ~

1 {Insurance) {also in'surance claim) a request that

you make to an insurance company for an amount
of money to be paid for loss or damage for which
you are insured: You can make a claim on your
insurance policy, o We're putting in an insurance

claimforflood damage, o The insurer has decided to

settle (= pay) the claim.

© to make/put in/submit a claim to pay/refuse/

settle a claim

2 a request for money that you believe you have a

legal right to from the government, an official

organization or a company: claims for
unemployment benefits o Make sure your claimsfor
expenses (= money you have spent while working
for your company) are submitted by the end of the

month.

O disability/jobless/unemployment claims to file/

make/submit a claim to deal with/pay/refuse a

claim

3 {Law) a demand for sth that you make by starting

a court case: She has filed a claim against the

companyfor breach of contract, o a claim for unfair

dismissal (= from a job) o They have offered to settle

the claim (= agree on the amount to be paid

without going to court).

O to bring/file/make a claim to allow/uphold a

claim to dismiss/reject/strike out a claim

4 a legal right that sb believes they have to sth,

especially property, land, etc: The company's claim

to the oilfields has been contested.

© to have a claim on/to sth

5 {Marketing) a statement about the nature or

quality of a product, that may not be true: The

company has been ordered to correct its false and
misleading advertising claims.

0 to make a claim

• verb [+ obj or no obj]

1 to ask for sth from sb/sth, especially money,
because you think it is your legal right to have it:

He's not entitled to claim unemployment benefit, o
Both companies have claimed rights to the

trademark, o You can claim on your insurancefor
that coatyou left on the train.

2 to say that a product has a particular nature or

quality although this may not be true

claim adjuster = claims adjuster

claimant /'kleimant/ noun [C]

1 a person who is receiving money from the state

because they are unemployed, etc: sickness benefit

claimants

2 {Insurance) a person or company that claims an
amount of money from an insurance company:
Section E of theform must be signed by all claimants.

3 {Law) {BrE) a person or company that starts a

court case against sb/sth: The claimants are seeking

compensationfor their injuries. Isyni plaintiff
-» DEFENDANT
4 {Law) a person who believes they have a legal

right to sth, especially property: rival claimants to

the land

claim form noun [c]

1 a form that you complete in order to claim

money from an insurance company or the

government
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2 {Law) in England and Wales, an official document
that you complete in order to start a court case
wma in the past, this document was called a

SUMMONS.

claims adjuster {also claim adjuster, claims

as.sessor) {also spelled adjustor) noun [c] {all

especially AmE)
{Insurance) a person who investigates an insurance

claim on behalf of an insurance company and
decides how much money the insurance company
should pay: Do not start the repairs until a claims

adjuster has assessed the damage. Isyni loss
adjuster {BrE)

'claims as sessor = loss assessor, claims
ADJUSTER

clampdown /'klaempdaun/ noun [C, usually sing ]

sudden action that is taken in order to stop an
activity that is illegal or seen as harmful: a
clampdown on tax evasion

class /k\a:s; AmE klaes/ noun

see also: best in class, business ~, economy ~,

first ~, second ~

1 [C, usually pi.] a series of lessons on a particular

subject: The institute holds classes in/on accounting

throughout the year, [synj course
0 to attend/go to/take classes to have/hold/offer/

teach a class

2 [C with sing./pl. verb] one of the groups of people
in a society that are thought of as being at the same
social or economic level: The new taxes will hurt all

classes of society, o the professional classes

3 [c] a group of things that have similar

characteristics or qualities: The painkiller is part of
a new class of drugs, o It's the best computer
available in its class.

4 [C] each of several different levels of comfort
that are available to travellers in a plane, etc.

.class 'A/'B/'C share = a/b/c share

class action noun [c] {especially AmE)
{Law) a type of court case in which one person or a

small group of people make a claim on behalf of a
larger group of people who have the same legal

problem: Hundreds of class actions have been filed
against the investment bank, o a class action lawsuit

brought by consumers -> group action, personal
action

.classifi cation society {AmE also

.classifi cation authority) noun [c]

{Insurance) an official organization that checks
whether a ship meets particular standards of

design, safety, etc. and provides a certificate as

proof of this

classified /'klaesrfaid/ adjective, noun
• adjective [usually before noun]

1 containing or connected with classified
advertisements: the New York Times classified

section o classified advertising

2 with information arranged in groups according
to subjects: a classified catalogue

• noun [pi.]

classifieds the part of a newspaper, magazine, etc.

or an Internet site that contains classified
advertisements: The job was advertised in the

classifieds.

.classified 'ad {AmE also 'want ad) noun [c,

usually pi.] {informal)

a classified advertisement: You can email us to place

a classified ad. Isyni small ad

.classified ad vertisement noun [c, usually pi.]

a small advertisement that you put in a newspaper,
magazine, etc. or on an Internet site, if you want to

buy or sell sth, employ sb, etc: Our ratesfor
classified advertisements are $10for the first 10
words and 50<tfor each additional word, o the

classified advertisement section of the daily paper
O to reply to/place/submit/read a classified

advertisement

.classified directory noun [c]

a list of the names, addresses and telephone
numbers of businesses in a particular area,

arranged in groups according to the type of
business -> Yellow Pages

classify /'klaesifai/ verb [+ obj] (classifies,

classifying, classified, classified)

to put sb/sth into a group with other people or

things of a similar type: Taxes may be classified as
either direct or indirect, o For insurance purposes,

cars are classified into five types, o The report

classifies companies according to annual income.

clause /kb:z/ noun [c]

see also: assignment clause, break ~, escalation ~,

escalator ~, escape ~, gag ~ gagging ~, etc.

a sentence or group of sentences in a contract or

legal document that has a number and deals with a

particular topic, item or condition: The clause

allows you to return the items ifyou are unsatisfied,

o They have put in a penalty clause which specifies

that late delivery will be fined, o Under clause 8, the

employer is responsible for the safety of employees.

0 to add/include/insert/put in a clause to delete/

take out/remove a clause a clause allows/

provides for/states/specifies sth a clause excludes/

limits sth

claw /klo:/ verb

n»m claw your way 'back; claw your way into/

out of/to sth to gradually achieve sth by using a

lot of determination and effort: The group is

clawing its way out offinancial crisis.

Uiliu .claw sth 'back 1 {also .claw 'back (from
sth)) to get back sth that has been lost, usually by
using a lot of effort: The company is trying to claw

back its share of the market. 2 {Finance) (about a

government) to get money back from people who
have received a benefit, usually by taxing them:
The Chancellor is expected to claw back £2.8 billion

in the budget. -» clawback 3 {Finance) {BrE) (about

a company) to offer existing shareholders the right

to buy a proportion of the shares that have already

been offered to new investors: Some of the shares

placed with institutional investors had to be clawed

back to satisfy the demand of existing shareholders.

-» CLAWBACK

clawback /'klo:baek/ noun [C,u]

{Finance)

1 the act of getting money back from people,

especially in tax, to pay for a benefit they have
received; the money that is paid back: They want
the basic pension to be increased, with a tax clawback

from wealthier pensioners.

2 {BrE) the act of offering existing shareholders the

right to buy a proportion of the shares that have
already been offered to new investors: The shares

are being placed with institutional investors subject

to a right of clawback by existing shareholders.

clean /kli:n/ adjective, verb, adverb

•adjective (cleaner, cleanest)

1 free from harmful or unpleasant substances:

clean air/water o the search for cleaner technologies

-» green
2 not showing or having any record of doing sth

dishonest or against the law: He is hoping to

maintain the company's clean record on safety, o
{AmE) a clean driver's license

3 {Finance) financially strong; having little or no
debt: Thefirm has a strong cash flow and a clean

balance sheet, o They are the country's biggest and
cleanest bank.



n»T7n a clean bill of health a report that says sth

is reliable, safe or in good condition: The auditors

gave the company a clean bill of health, clean
'hands if sb has clean hands they are not guilty of

any illegal or dishonest acts: The bank is in crisis

and needs a leader with clean hands.

-» CLEAN BILL OF LADING at BILL OF LADING
• verb
iron clean 'house to make a company, an
organization, etc. more honest and efficient, for

example by removing people or things that are not

necessary or not wanted .clean up your 'act

{informal) to start behaving in a moral or

responsible way: The call centre industry is trying to

clean up its act and improve working conditions for

staff

H33 clean sb 'out {informal) to use all of sb/sth's

money: Paying the fine cleaned me out. ,clean sth

'out to make the inside of sth very clean or empty,

for example by removing things you do not want or

need: Staff were given no time to clean out their

desks, o (figurative) She's cleaned out her bank
account (= taken all the money out of it), clean sth

'up 1 to remove crime and immoral behaviour
from a place or an activity: The industry needs to

clean up its image. 2 {Finance) to make sth

financially stronger; to reduce the amount of debt:

He cleaned up the group by getting rid of loss-making

activities. 3 to remove harmful substances from a

river, piece of land, building, etc: cleaning up
chemical spills -> clean-up

• adverb
n»m come clean (with sb) (about sth) to admit
and explain sth that you have kept as a secret: It's

time for the chairman to come clean about the

group's illegal dealings.

'clean-OUt {AmE spelling usually cleanout) noun
[C, usually sing.]

an act of making sth very clean, for example by
removing things that you do not want or need: a
cleanout of huge grain surpluses

'clean-up {AmE spelling usually cleanup) noun
[C, usually sing.]

1 the process of removing pollution: The clean-

up of the river is going to take months, o 40 000
volunteers took part in the cleanup effort on the

beaches.

0 a clean-up campaign/effort/operation/programme
2 {Finance) the act of making a company, an
industry, etc. financially stronger, especially by
reducing the amount of debt: a clean-up of bank
and corporate debt

clear /kha(r); AmE khr/ verb

1 [+ obj] to give or get official approval for sth to be
done: His appointment had been cleared by the

board, o III have to clear it with the manager before

lean refund your money, o The drug has been cleared

for use in the US.

2 [+ obj] to prove that sb is innocent: She has been
cleared of all charges against her.

3 {Commerce) [+ obj] clear (out) sth to sell all the
goods that you have available: The store is trying to

clear its stock of winter clothes, o The company has
dropped its prices in an attempt to clear out its

inventory (= its supply of products).

4 [+ obj] to remove sth that is not wanted from a
place {figurative): clearing bad debtsfrom the

company's books (= financial records) o Clear the

screen {= computer screen) and start again.

5 [+ obj or no obj] if a cheque that you pay into your
bank account clears, or a bank clears it, the money
is available for you to use: Cheques usually take
three working days to clear.

6 {Finance) [+ obj] to calculate the total amount of
money and the numbers of shares, etc. that
investors have agreed to exchange on a particular
date, in order to arrange the transfer of the money,
shares, etc. between them: Only certain members of
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the stock exchange are authorized to clear trades.

-> clearing, settle
7 {Trade) [+ obj] to give official permission for

goods to leave or enter a place: to clear goods
through customs
8 [+ obj] to gain or earn an amount of money as

profit: She cleared €2 000 on the deal.

9 {Finance) [+ obj] if you clear a debt or a loan, you
pay all the money back
10 [+ obj] to decide officially, after finding out
information about sb, that they can be given special

work or allowed to see secret papers: She hasn't

been cleared by security.

H321 clear your 'desk 1 {also clear out your desk)

to remove everything from your desk at work
because you are leaving your job: She was fired on
the spot and given an hour to clear her desk. 2 to

finish the work that you need to do: He was
desperately trying to clear his desk so he could get

home.

clearance /'kharans; AmE 'khr-/ noun
1 [u,C] official permission that is given to sb before

they can work somewhere, have particular

information, or do sth they want to do: The
company has been given clearance to market the

drug, o I need clearancefrom my supervisor before I

can make such a large payment.

O to be given/get/need/obtain/receive/require

clearance

2 {Transport) [U] official permission for a person, a

vehicle or goods to enter or leave an airport or a

country: The pilot was waitingfor clearancefor take-

off, o How long will customs clearance take?

0 to be given/get/need/obtain/receive/require

clearance

3 [u,C] the process of a cheque being paid by a

bank: Allowfour working days for cheque clearance.

4 {Commerce) [C] = clearance sale

'clearance sale {also 'clearance) noun [c]

{Commerce) an occasion when a shop/ store sells

goods cheaply in order to make space for new
goods: The department store is holding its end-of-

season clearance sale.

clearing /'kliarin^mE'klirirj/ noun [u]

{Finance) the activity of exchanging payments that

customers of different banks make to each other:

the cheque clearing system o an automated clearing

system (= one that uses a computer system to deal

with payments)

clearing bank noun [c]

{Finance)

1 in the UK, a bank that is a member of a clearing
house (= an organization that exchanges
payments between customers of different banks):

The country has eight main clearing banks.

2 in the UK, one of the major banks that people use

clearinghouse noun [c]

1 {Finance) an organization that exchanges
payments between customers of different banks:

The clearing house exchanges cheques worth over $20
billion every day. o an automated clearing house
{= one that uses a computer system to deal with
payments)
2 {Finance) an organization that manages the

exchange of futures (= a contract to buy or sell a

particular amount of sth at a particular time in the

future and for a particular price), currencies, etc.

between buyers and sellers: All trades are cleared

and guaranteed by the clearing house.

clerical /'klenkl/ adjective

connected with office work, especially the regular

tasks and activities such as dealing with documents
or putting information into a computer: We need

another clerical assistant to deal with the paperwork.
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o Owing to a clerical error, the document was
wronglyfiled.
0 clerical assistants/officers/staff/workers clerical

jobs/work

clerk /kla:k; AmE kl3:rk/ noun [C]

see also: articled clerk, bank ~, file ~, filing ~,

ledger ~, wages ~

1 a person whose job is to keep the records or

accounts in an office, shop/store etc: She is working
as an office clerk while studying interior design, o an
invoice clerk

0 an office/a ticket/wages clerk

2 {AmE) = SALES ASSISTANT
3 {also 'desk clerk) (both AmE) a person whose job is

dealing with people arriving at or leaving a hotel

[SYNJ RECEPTIONIST
4 an official in charge of the records of a council,

court, etc: the Clerk of the Court

click /khk/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj or no obj]

to press one of the buttons on a computer mouse:
When I'dfinished the email, I quickly clicked 'send', o
1 clicked on the link to the customer service website.

DOUBLE-CLICK
• noun [c]

the act of pressing a button on a computer mouse:
You can book yourflights with just afew clicks of the

mouse (- very quickly).

QHZ3 clicks and mortar (also .clicks and 'bricks)

(E-commerce) that uses the Internet as well as

physical shops/stores, etc. to sell products: a clicks-

and-mortar business/retailer/company -> bricks
AND MORTAR -» COST PER CLICK

'click rate = click-through rate

clickstream /'Wikstriim/ noun [c]

(IT; Marketing) a record of a person's activities when
spending time on the Internet, including the

websites they visit, how long they spend on each
one, emails they send or receive, etc: Marketing
companies find it useful to analyse clickstream data.

'click-through (also spelled clickthrough) noun
[c,u]

[IT; Marketing) an occasion when sb visits a

particular website because they clicked on an
advertisement on another web page; the extent to

which this happens: When someone clicks on a
banner ad it registers as a click-through, o improving
click-through

click-through rate (also spelled

clickthrough ~) (also 'click rate) noun [c]

[IT; Marketing) the number of people who visit a

website by clicking on an advertisement on another
web page, compared to the number of people who
visit the web page on which the advertisement
appears: Our banner ads have a click-through rate of
between 1.5% and 9%.

• client /'klaiant/ noun [c]

1 a person who uses the services or advice of a

professional person or organization: She advises

clients on their investments, o The consultingfirm
acts for several large corporate clients (=

companies), o The agency's client list includes Gucci

and British Airways. See note at customer
© a big/big-name/large/an important client a

corporate/private client a new/potential/

prospective client to act for/advise/represent/

serve a client to attract/find/get/keep/lose/retain

a client

2 a person who buys goods or services in a shop/
store: A good hairdresser never lacks clients.

3 (IT) a computer that is linked to a server: The
data is processed on the server and then delivered to

the client, o a client machine/computer

client ac count noun [c]

a bank account that a professional person or
company, such as a law firm, keeps for a client, so
that money paid or received on behalf of the client

is separate from the company's money

'client base noun [C, usually sing.]

the group of regular customers that a business has:

We are trying hard to expand our client base.

O to broaden/expand/increase a client base

clientele /.kliian'tel; AmE .klaian'tel/ noun [sing,

with sing./pl. verb]

all the customers or clients of a shop/store,

restaurant, an organization, etc: The boutique has
an exclusive clientele, o The restaurant's regular

clientele were mostlyyoung business people.

See note at customer
0 an exclusive/international/a regular/young

clientele to attract/build up/have a clientele

'client-,server adjective [only before noun]

(IT) used to describe a computer system in which a
powerful central computer (the server) provides
data to a number of smaller computers (clients)

connected together in a network: Only two-thirds of
their employees were on the client-server system.
-> architecture (3)

climb /klaim/ verb, noun
• verb [no obj]

1 to increase in value or amount: Their profits

climbedfrom $12.7 million to $185.7 million, o The
index has climbed 5% in the last week.

2 to move to a higher position by your own effort:

In afew years she had climbed to the top of her

profession.

UlKAU ,climb 'back to return to a particular value
or amount: The unemployment rate has climbed
back to last year's level. -> idiom at bandwagon

• noun [C, usually sing.]

1 an increase in value or amount: the dollar's climb

against the euro

2 progress to a higher standard or position: the

long slow climb out of the recession

clinch /klintj"/ verb [+ obj]

to succeed in getting or achieving sth: We clinched

the deal by lowering our price.

clinical 'trial (also .clinical 'study) noun [c]

a test of a new medicine/drug that is carried out on
a small number of people, in order to see whether
the drug is effective and safe to sell to the public:

We are conducting the final round of clinical trials.

'clip art noun [u]

(IT) pictures and symbols that are stored in

computer programs or on websites for computer
users to copy and add to their own documents

Clipboard /'klipbo:d; AmF-bo:rd/ noun [C]

1 a small board with a part that holds papers at

the top, used by sb who wants to write while
standing or moving around
2 (IT) a place where information from a computer
file is stored for a short time until it is added to

another file

CLM I,si: el 'em/ abbr (informal) career-limiting
move something you do that has a bad effect on
your career, for example making mistakes, being
rude to your boss, etc.

clock /kink; AmE kla:k/ verb

Una .clock 'in/'on (BrE) (AmE .punch 'in) to

record the time at which you arrive at work,
especially by putting a card into a machine: Staff

should clock in on arrival, .clock 'out/'off (BrE)

(AmE .punch 'out) to record the time at which you
leave work, especially by putting a card into a

machine: She clocks off at 5.15. .clock 'up sth

(informal) to reach a particular amount or number,
especially one that is very large or high: The



company has clocked up nearly $400 million in

losses, o clocking up record profits

clock speed noun [c]

(IT) the speed of a computer's central processing
unit (= the part that controls all the other parts of

the computer), which is used as a measure of how
fast the computer operates: The new chip has a clock

speed of 2.2 gigahertz.

clone /klaun; AmE kloon/ noun [C]

1 (IT) a computer designed to work in exactly the

same way as another more expensive one made by
a different company: a company producing TBM
clones

2 used in a disapproving way to say that a thing or

a person seems to be an exact copy of sth or sb else:

He's just a clone of the boss.

• dose /klauz; AmE klouz/ verb, noun
• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] (about a shop/store, business,

etc.) to finish business for the day; to not be open
for people to use: What time do the banks close? o
The storm closed the airport. Ioppi open
2 [+ obj or no obj] if a company, shop/store, etc.

closes, or if you close it, it stops operating as a

business: Four of the manufacturer's plants are to

close, o The retailer said it woulti close 12 stores and
cut 2 000 jobs, o The factory has closed its doors for
the last time. IoppI open -» close down, close sth
down
3 [+ obj] to end an activity or event: / took out all

my money and closed my account, o The company
closes its books (= completes its financial records)

on a quarterly basis. IoppI open
4 [+ obj or no obj] to stop a computer program that

has been running; to stop operating: Click on the 'X

in the top right-hand corner to close the window.
[oppI open
5 [no obj] if shares, currencies, etc. close at a

particular price, they are worth that amount when
people stop trading them at the beginning of the

day: a closing price of€19 a share o The shares closed

at $3.67. fsTNl finish roppl open
6 [+ obj or no obj] to agree to sth after having
discussed it for a period of time; to be agreed: The
company is only days awayfrom closing the deal, o
We hope the deal will close on Friday.

7 {+ obj or no obj] if a meeting closes or sb closes
it, it ends: The meeting closed at 5.30. IoppI open
8 [+ obj] to make it impossible for goods, people,

etc. to come through: Neighbouring countries have
closed their borders. IoppI open
9 (Stock Exchange) [+ obj] close (out/off) sth to sell

all the shares in a particular collection, or to buy
back shares you have borrowed and sold in order to

return the shares, resulting in a final profit or loss:

Many investors closed out their positions ahead of
the New Year's holidays. -» cover verb (6)

339 close down; close sth down if a

company, shop/store, etc. closes down, or ifyou
close it down, it stops operating as a business: The
company is closing down two of its manufacturing
plants. IoppI open sth up, open up -» close verb (2),

close-down .close sth 'out (AmE) to sell goods
very cheaply in order to get rid of them quickly

• noun [C, usually sing.]

see also: complimentary close

the end of the day of trading, especially on a stock

exchange; the price of a share, bond, etc. at this

time: By the close ofLondon trading, Wall Street was
up 9.78 points. IsynI finish IoppI open
O a flat/low/weak close * a firm/high/strong close

close-circuit television = closed-circuit
TELEVISION

.Close 'company /klaus; AmE klous/ (0/50 'closed
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.company), (both BrE) (AmE also .close corpo ration,

.closed corpo ration) noun [(

)

a company whose shares are not bought and sold

publicly but are owned by a small number of
investors, especially the directors of the company

closed /klaozd; AmE klouzd/ adjective

1 [not before noun] shut, used especially about a

shop/store or public building that is not open for a

period of time: The stock market will be closed on
Mondayfor a national holiday.

2 [usually before noun] limited to a particular group
of people; not open to everyone: The CEO spoke to

union representatives in a closed meeting.

ELa behind closed doors with only particular

people being allowed to attend or know what is

happening; in private: The merger was discussed

behind closed doors.

.closed bid noun [c]

(Commerce) a situation where companies compete
to supply work or goods, or to buy sth, by offering a

particular price or amount of money. The offers are

kept secret until a particular time when they are all

opened and the best offer is chosen: All closed bids

have to be in by 1 June. -> open bid, sealed bid

.closed-circuit television (also .close-circuit

'television, less frequent) noun [u] (abbrQCW)
a television system that works within a limited

area, for example a public building, to protect it

from crime

.closed 'company = close company

.closed corpo ration = close company

closed- door adjective [only before noun]

used to describe work, a meeting, etc. that takes

place privately: closed-door meetings with selected

investors

,closed- door .policy noun [c]

1 (Trade) the practice of making it difficult for

foreign companies to do business in your country,

for example by taxing their goods, in order to

protect your own industry -> protectionism
2 the practice of keeping things secret and not

allowing the media or anyone else to know
anything about them

,closed-'end adjective [only before noun]

(Finance)

1 (used about a contract or a loan) that must finish

or be paid back at a fixed time in the future

2 (AmE) used to describe a type of investment

company that can only issue a fixed number of

shares: a closed-endfund
[opp] open-ended

.closed market noun [c]

(Economics) a market in which foreign companies
are not allowed to sell their goods or services

'close-down noun [C] (BrE)

when a company, shop/store, etc. stops operating,

usually permanently: Serious unemployment
followed the close-down ofmany state-owned

businesses, o planned close-downs ofplantsfor
maintenance -» shutdown

.closed 'shop (AmE also 'union shop) noun [c]

(HR) a factory, business, etc. in which employees
must all be members of a particular union -> open
shop
O to abolish/enforce/establish/operate a closed shop

.closely held company (BrE) (AmE ,closely-

held corpo ration) noun [C]

a public company where five or fewer people own
more than half of the shares

closeout /'klauzaut; AmE'klouz-/ noun [C] (AmE)

(Commerce) an occasion when all the goods in a
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shop/store that is going to stop operating are sold

cheaply in order to get rid of them quickly

fSYNl CLOSING-DOWN SALE -» CLOSE STH OUT at

CLOSE

• closing /'klauzin; AmE 'klouzrn/ noun, adjective

• noun
1 [u,c] the act of shutting sth such as a factory,

hospital, school, etc. permanently: The plan

includes the closing ofsome of the company's
factories, ojobs lost because ofplant closings

2 [u,C] the act of finishing business for the day,

especially on a stock market: The Nikkei stock index

reached a record high at Friday's closing, o The Dow
Jones was down 3.6% an hour before the closing bell.

3 [u] the state of being closed: Thefactory will

remain open exceptfor the regular New Year closing.

4 [u] the final stage in a sale, the arranging of a

loan, etc. when all the details have been agreed: a
sale progressingfrom cold call to closing

IOPP1 OPENING -» CLOSURE
• adjective [only before noun]

coming at the end of sth: the closing stages of the

deal \opp\ opening

closing 'balance noun [C, usually sing.]

{Accounting) the balance shown in an account at the

end of an accounting period -» opening balance

closing date noun [c]

the last date by which sth must be done, such as

applying for a job or entering a competition: The
closing datefor applications is 31 March.

closing- down sale noun [c] {BrE)

{Commerce) an occasion when all the goods in a

shop/store that is going to stop operating are sold

cheaply in order to get rid of them quickly
Isyni closeout -» close down at close verb

.closing entry noun [c]

{Accounting) a final amount that is written in an
account at the end of an accounting period, before
moving the balance to the account for the next
period

.closing stock noun [u]

{Accounting) the amount of goods that a shop/store

has available for sale at the end of a particular

period of time; the value of these goods

'closing time noun [c,u]

the time when a pub, shop/store, bar, etc. ends
business for the day and people have to leave

Closure /'klao3a(r); AmE 'kloo-/ noun [C,U]

the situation when a factory, school, hospital, etc.

shuts permanently: The company is hoping to avoid

plant closures and lay-offs, ofactories earmarked for
closure

O branch/plant/store closures to avoid/face/force/

lead to/prevent closure(s)

clothing /'klauoin;/\/T7F'klouSin/ noun [u]

clothes, especially a particular type of clothes:

Protective clothing must be worn at all times, o the

country's leading retailer of men's clothing

O an item/a piece/an article of clothing a clothing

company/factory/manufacturer/store the

clothing business/industry/trade

CLU /,si: el 'ju:/ = chartered life underwriter

'cluster analysis noun [u,c]

{Marketing) a way of analysing large amounts of

data to find groups of people, things, etc. that are

similar to each other in some way: A cluster analysis

of 10 000 customersfound that 95% fell into seven

groups (clusters).

CLV /,si: el 'vi:/ abbr

{Marketing) customer lifetime value -» lifetime
value

CM /,si: 'em/ = category management

CMA /,si:em'ei/ = certified management
ACCOUNTANT

CMR / si: em 'a:(r)/ = road consignment note
CHQQ CMR is formed from the first letters of the
words in a French phrase.

Co. /kau; AmE kou/ abbr {usually used in written

English)

(often used in names) company: the Consett Iron Co.

0 Pitt, Briggs and Co. See note at Ltd

CO- /kau; AmE kou/ prefix {used in nouns, adjectives,

adverbs and verbs)

together with: co-founder of the company o co-chief/

co-director o cooperatively o coexist

c/o abbr {only used in written English)

1 {Accounting) = carried over
2 care of used to address a letter to sb at an
address that is not their own home: MrSR Brown
c/o Ms DA Philips

coach /kautj*; AmE koutj"/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

1 {HR) a person who trains sb to do sth or gives

lessons or advice: Coaches can help you become a

better business leader.

O a business/career/executive/team coach

2 {BrE) a comfortable bus for carrying passengers
over long distances: Travel is by coach to Berlin.

3 {AmE) the cheapest seats in a plane: to fly coach

0 coach fares/passengers/seats

• verb [+ obj or no obj]

{HR) to give sb training, lessons or advice: She
coaches people on how to get their ideas across

effectively, 'coaching noun [u]: a one-on-one
coaching session o The training programme uses

group exercises and coaching pairs. -> mentor

coalface /'kaulfeis; AmE 'koul-/ {also face) noun [C]

the place deep inside a mine where the coal is cut

out of the rock
n»T?n at the 'coalface {BrE) where the real work is

done, not just where people talk about it: Some
managers would benefitfrom spending afew vjeeks

at the coalface.

coalition /.kaua'lijri; AmE ,koua-/ noun
1 [C with si ng./pl. verb] a group formed by people
from several different groups agreeing to work
together for a particular purpose: They haveformed
a coalition to protect the future of manufacturing in

the region, o coalition partners

0 to build/create/form/join/lead a coalition

2 [u] the act of two or more groups joining

together: their planned coalition with the American
airline

COBOL {also spelled Cobol) /'kaubDl; AmE 'koubcul;

-ba:l/ noun [u]

{IT) Common Business Oriented Language a

computer language designed to write programs for

use in business: a program in Cobol

COD /.si: au 'di:; AmE ou/ abbr

{Trade) .cash on delivery or in American English

col lect on delivery payment for goods will be

made when the goods are delivered: Most people

will offer a discountfor cash on delivery, o to pay
COD

*Code /kaud; AmE koud/ noun

see also: area code, authorization ~, bar ~,

building ~, colour--, dialling ~, dress ~, etc.

1 [C,u] {often used in compounds) a system of words,

letters, numbers or symbols that represent

information about sth: Tap your code number into

the machine, o In the event of the machine not

operating correctly, an error code will appear.

O an access/error/a log-in/product/reference/security

code



2 [c] a set of standards that members of a

particular profession, or people who do a particular

activity, agree to follow or are recommended to

follow: The Department has issued an approved code

ofpracticefor the management of noise in the

workplace, o Theyfailed to observe the banks'

voluntary code ofconduct.

0 to approve/draft/draw up/produce a code of

practice, etc. to adhere to/break/comply with/

follow/observe a code of practice, etc.

3 {IT} [u] a system of computer programming
instructions: to write code

4 [C] = DIALLING CODE

coder /'kauda(r); AmE 'koudar/ noun [C]

{IT} a person whose job is writing computer code

code- sharing noun [u]

an arrangement between airlines that allows them
to carry each other's passengers and use their own
set of letters and numbers for flights provided by
another airline: a code-sharing agreement between
KLM and British Airways

co-determi nation noun [u]

{HR) a system where workers as well as managers
are involved in making decisions in a company,
especially when workers have representatives on
boards of management

C.ofC. = Chamber of Commerce

coffers /kDfaz; /4m£ 'ko:farz; 'ka:farz/ noun [pi.]

{usually used in written English)

(usually used in newspapers) a way of referring to

the money that a government, an organization, etc.

has available to spend: The new taxes will contribute

over $60 billion to government coffers.

.cognitive 'dissonance noun [u]

{Marketing) a feeling of worry and disappointment
that people often feel after they have bought sth,

for example if they feel that it is not as good as they
expected or that another product might suit them
better: Almost all major purchases result in cognitive

dissonance.

COGS = COST OF GOODS SOLD

co hesion fund {also spelled Cohesion Fund)
noun [sing ]

{Economics) money that the European Union uses to

help the economic development of its poorer
members

coin /kom/ noun, verb

•noun
1 [c] a small flat piece of metal used as money: a
2-euro coin

2 [u] money made of metal: notes and coin

• verb [+ obj]

to make coins out of metal
DECS] be 'coining it (in); be 'coining money {both

BrE) {informal) to earn a lot of money quickly or
easily: He has a huge expenses allowance and must
be coining it in.

coinage /'kamid3/ noun [u]

{Economics) the coins or the system of money used
in a particular country: gold/silver/bronze coinage

co incident 'indicator {also co incident
eco'nomic 'indicator, less frequent) noun [C]

{Economics) a factor that is a direct result of a
country's economic situation at a particular time,
and can therefore be used as one of the measures
of the state of the economy at that time: Coincident
indicators like industrial production, personal
income and GNP all go up when the economy is going
Well. LAGGING INDICATOR, LEADING INDICATOR

col. abbr

a short way of writing column (= a series of
numbers or words arranged one under the other)
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COLA /'kaula; AmE 'koula/ = cost-of-living
ADJUSTMENT, COST-OF-LIVING ALLOWANCE

cold- calling noun [u]

{Marketing) the practice of telephoning or visiting sb

that you do not know in order to sell them sth: One
million people have said no to junk mail and cold-

calling, o a coursefor professionals who want to

improve their cold-calling skills cold- call verb

[+ obj or no obj]: J cold-called 500 companies. ,cold

'call noun [C]: I've just spent three hours making cold

calls, cold- caller noun [c]

cold- canvassing noun [u]

{Marketing) the practice of asking sb that you do not

know if they are interested in sth, for example
employing you or buying a product

,cold 'cash - hard cash

collaborate /ka'kebareit/ verb [no obj]

to work together with sb in order to produce or

achieve sth : We have collaborated on many projects

over the years, o They are collaborating closely with
two other companies in this research.

collaboration /ka.laeba'reijn/ noun
1 [U,C] the act of working with another person or

group of people to create or produce sth: Fourfirms
have been involved in technical collaboration on this

project, o Many of their products are designed in

collaboration with customers, o close collaboration

between schools and industry

2 [c] a piece of work produced by two or more
people or groups of people working together

collaborative /ka'laebarativ; AmE -reitiv/

adjective [only before noun]

involving, or done by, several people or groups of

people working together

0 collaborative projects/research/studies/ventures

col laborative working noun [u]

{HR) a method of working in which people in

different places or in different organizations work
together using email, videoconferencing, etc.

collapse /ka'laeps/ verb, noun
verb [no obj]

1 to fail suddenly or completely: Talks between
management and unions have collapsed, o Investors

lost their money when the company collapsed.

2 to decrease suddenly in amount or value: The
company's stock market value has collapsed to under
$10 million in the last year.

noun [c,U]

1 a sudden failure of sth, such as an institution, a

business or a course of action: the collapse of two
important companies o This breakdown in trust led

to the collapse of the deal, o a wave of corporate

collapses

2 a sudden fall in value: the collapse in technology

prices o the collapse of the Nasdaq index o share price

collapses

collate /ka'leit; AmE 'kool-/ verb [+ obj]

1 to collect information together from different

sources in order to examine and compare it: to

collate data/information/figures

2 to collect pages and arrange them in the correct

order, especially pages of a document when
printing or copying it

collation /ka'leijn/ noun [u]: the collation of
information

collateral /ka'laetaral/ noun [u]

1 {Finance) property or sth valuable that you
promise to give sb if you cannot pay back money
that you borrow: The company cannot sell its assets

as they act as collateralfor its loans.

2 {Marketing) {AmE) = collateral material

I
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collateralize , -ise /ka'laetaralaiz/ verb [+ obj]

{Finance) (usually be collateralized)

to provide collateral for a loan, bonds, etc: The

loan is collateralized by the company's plant and
equipment.

col lateral ma terial noun [u] {also collateral

ma terials [pi.]) {also collateral [u]) (all AmE)
(Marketing) printed information about a product,

service or company, such as brochures or

leaflets, that is usually sent or given directly to

individual customers: We designed a logo for use on
the company's website, business cards and other

collateral material.

colleague /'kuli:g;4m£ "ka:-/ noun [C]

a person who works at the same place as you,

especially in a profession or a business: a colleague

of minefrom the office o an emailfrom one ofmy
colleagues o swapping ideas with colleagues

© a former/junior/new/senior colleague

collect /ka'lekt/ verb

1 [+ obj] to obtain money that is owed; to be paid:

The rent is collectedfrom tenants at the end of each
month, o The dealer collects a small feefor every

trade.

O to collect debts/fees/payments/rent/taxes

2 [+ obj] to bring things together from different

people or places: We collected the datafrom
interviews with customers.

0 to collect data/evidence/information/statistics

3 (Finance) [+ obj] (about a bank) to receive a
cheque and arrange for the money to be paid from
the bank account of the person or company who
wrote it: The bank collected the cheque without
checking the name of the payee, o the collecting

bank
4 (informal) [no obj] to get sb/sth to pay back the

money that they owe: He's come to collect, o
Creditors often find it hard to collect on their debts.

collection /kalekjn/ noun

see also: debt collection, documentary collection

1 [U,C] the activity of obtaining money that is

owed; the amount of money that is obtained: My
work rangedfrom small debt collection to large

acquisitions, o Many states arefacing declining tax
collections.

O debt/tax/rent/revenue collection to improve/
speed up collection

2 [C] a group of objects that has been collected; a
group of objects or people: They have built up a rich

collection of resources to help small businesses.

3 [c,u] an act of taking sth away from a place; an
act of bringing things together into one place: The
last collectionfrom this mailbox is at 5.15 p.m. o
data collection

4 (Finance) [U,C] the act of a bank arranging for a

cheque, standing order, etc. to be paid from a

bank account: You can make a simple call to the

bank asking it to suspend collection so that no money
is transferred.

col lection agency (also com,mercial
col'lection .agency) noun [c]

(Finance) a business whose work is to obtain
payment of money that has been owed to a

company or an organization for a long time: a debt
collection agency

collective /ka'lektiv/ adjective, noun
• adjective [usually before noun]

done or snared by all members of a group of

people; involving a whole group of society : It was a
collective effort to get the projectfinished on tim.e.

O a collective effort/decision collective action/

decision-making/management/ownership/
responsibility

collectively adverb: The management board is

collectively responsiblefor all decisions.

• noun [C]

a group of people who own a business or a farm
and run it together; the business that they run: an
independent collective makingfilmsfor TV

collective a greement noun [c.u]

(HR) a signed agreement made between two groups
of people, especially an agreement made by a

union and an employer about the pay and working
conditions of the union members; the process of

making the agreement: Working hours and rest

periods should only be changed by collective

agreement.

collective bargaining noun [u]

see also: free collective bargaining

(HR) discussions between a union and an employer
about the pay and working conditions of the union
members: Job losses will be dealt with through

collective bargaining.

O a collective bargaining agreement/deal/system *

collective bargaining rights/rules

collective re dundancy noun [u.c]

(HR) the situation when a number of workers have
to leave their jobs within a short period of time

because there is no more work available for them

collector /ka'lekta(r)/ noun [C]

a person who obtains money that is owed
O debt/rent/tax collectors

collision /ka'li3n/ noun [c.u]

an accident in which two vehicles crash into each
other and there is damage or injury: The vehicle is

insuredfor collision damage.
EE3 be on a collision course (with sb/sth) to be

in a situation which is almost certain to cause a

disagreement: The government is on a collision

course with farmers over subsidies.

collusion /ka'lu:3n/ noun [u] (formal)

secret agreement especially in order to do sth

dishonest or harmful: The airline suspects collusion

between insurance companies in setting the new
rates. collusive /ka'lu:siv/ adjective: a collusive

agreement to reduce production

'color-code = colour-code

color .supplement = colour supplement

'colour-code (AmE spelling color—) noun [C]

a system of marking things with different colours

VOCABULARY BUILDING

Colleagues and rivals

People in the same organization

• If I'm not here, one of my colleagues will be able

to help you.

• (especially AmE) Most ofmy co-workers are older

than me.

People in the same job but in a different
organization

• She immediately informed her counterpart in the

US.

• (used especially in newspapers) the director of
BMW and his opposite number at Volvo

People that you are competing with

• We're constantly developing new products to stay

ahead of the competition.

• They are concerned about competitors stealing

their ideas.

• Our biggest rivals are the budget airlines.

• If we lose the case, we have to pay the other side's

legal fees.



so that you can easily identify them: Follow the

colour code carefully on all electrical wiring.

'colour-.coded (AmE spelling color-) adjective:

Each type of material has a colour-coded label.

colour .supplement {AmE spelling color ~)

noun [C] {BrE only)

(Marketing) a magazine printed in colour and
forming an extra part of a newspaper, particularly

on Saturdays or Sundays: advertising in the colour

supplements

column /'kDlam; AmE 'ka:lam/ noun [C]

1 (abbr col.) one of the vertical sections into which
the printed page of a book, newspaper, etc. is

divided: a column of text ^> column inch
2 a part of a newspaper or magazine which
appears regularly and deals with a particular

subject or is written by a particular writer: the

financial columns
3 a series of numbers or words arranged one
under the other: adding up a column offigures o
The data is arranged in rows and columns.

.column inch noun [c]

see also: single column inch

(Marketing) the amount of text or pictures that fits

into 2.5 centimetres (one inch)'of a column in a

newspaper, magazine, etc., used especially to

measure the length of advertisements: Our
advertising rates are $12 per column inch.

co- manager noun [c]

(Finance) a bank or other financial institution that

works with the lead manager in order to help a

company sell new shares, bonds, etc. A co-

manager agrees to buy a particular amount of the

shares, bonds, etc. and sell them to investors:

Morgan Stanley and Alex Brown & Sons acted as co-

managersfor the offering.

combination /.kombi'neijri; AmE ,ka:m-/ noun
[c,u]

see also: business combination

two or more things joined together; the act of

joining two or more things together: The
combination of the two producers would create the

world's largest chemical company, o Thefirm is

working on a new product in combination with
several overseas partners.

combine verb, noun
• verb /kam'bam/
1 [+ obj or no obj] to join two or more things or
groups together to form a single one; to come
together to form a single thing or group: plans to

combine the twofirms o The three oil companies
combinedforces (= joined together) toform
LevelSeas.

2 [+ obj] to have two or more different features or

characteristics; to put two or more different things,

features or qualities together: The device combines a
computer and mobile phone, o We are still lookingfor
someone who combines all the necessary qualities.

com'bined adjective [only before noun]: The
companies had combined sales of£30 million last

year.

• noun /'kDmbam; AmE 'ka:m-/ [C]

a group of people or organizations acting together
in business: He heads a combine that covers both the

traditional media and the Internet world.

com bined 'ratio noun [c]

(Insurance) a way of measuring how successful an
insurance company's business is by comparing the
amount of money the company receives from its

customers (premiums) with the amount it pays out
in claims and expenses: Their combined ratio has
improvedfrom 140% to 105%.

come /kAm/ verb [no obj] (came /keim/ come)
EEH3 Most idioms containing come are at the

99 command and control

entries for the nouns, verbs or adjectives in the

idioms, for example, come due is at due.

DUE] come under 'fire to be criticized strongly:

She has come under firefrom shareholdersfor her
management of the company. -» idiom at deliver
LiildkJ come 'down to become lower in value or

amount: Our costs have come down, o Gas is coming
down in price, .come 'in 1 (about money) to be
earned or received regularly: We can't go on much
longer without any money coming in. 2 (about a law
or rule) to be introduced; to begin to be used: The
act came in in 2001. .come 'in (at/below, etc. sth)

to be calculated as a final amount: Sales for 2005
will come in at around $6.8 billion, o Revenues came
in below estimates, .come 'in (on sth) to become
involved in sth: Ifyou want to come in on the deal,

you need to decide now. .come 'off (informal) to be
successful; to happen: The deal failed to come off.

.come 'off sth; .come 'off (not used in the passive)

(about prices, etc.) to start to change, especially to

start to decrease after increasing for a period of

time: The shares have just come off an all-time high

of 570 cents (= the price is starting to fall), .come
'off sth (not used in the passive) to start to recover

from sth: The country was just coming off a

recession, .come 'out at/to sth (not used in the

passive) to add up to a particular cost or sum: The
total bill comes out at €500. .come 'out of sth (not

used in the passive) to reach the end of a difficult

period: The economy is coming out of recession.

.come 'out with sth (nor used in the passive) to

create sth and make it available to people: The
company has come out with a new type of telephone.

.come 'through (with sth) to successfully do or

provide sth that people expect or that you have
promised to do: The bank finally came through with

the money, 'come to sth (not used in the passive)

1 to add up to sth: The retailer's annual sales come
to €70 million. 2 to reach a particular state or

situation: The contract came to an end in March.

.come 'up for sth (not used in the passive) to reach

the time when a decision must be made about the

future of sb/sth: The contract is coming upfor
renewal, .come 'up with sth (not used in the passive)

to find or produce an answer, an amount of money,
etc: She came up with a new idea for increasing sales.

0 How soon can you come up with the money?

COMEX /'komeks; AmE 'ka:m-/ (also 'COMEX
di.vision) noun [sing.]

the part of the New York Mercantile Exchange that

deals with metals such as gold and silver: On the

Comex, silver rose to $7.26 an ounce. -» NYMEX
comfort .letter noun [c]

(Finance)

1 - LETTER OF COMFORT
2 a statement made by an auditor when a

company is planning to sell new shares, to say that

they have found no problems in the company^
financial records

comfort zone noun [c]

1 a situation in which sb feels safe, relaxed and
confident: New challenges can push you outside your
comfort zone.

2 if a person is in the comfort zone, he or she

does not work very hard and so does not produce
the best possible results

command /ka'mamd^mfka'maend/ noun [C]

(IT) an instruction given to a computer: Use the 'Is'

command to get a list of the files on the disk.

com mand and con trol noun [u]

a way of managing a company or country in which
a single leader or small group makes all the

decisions and gives people detailed instructions on
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what to do: The new economy relies on cooperation,

not command and control

com mand e conomy •also controlled

e'conomy) noun [C]

[Economics) a type of economic system in which a

government controls its country's industries and
decides what goods should be produced and in

what amounts: theformer command economies of
Eastern Europe and the Soxiet Union IsynI planned
ECONOMY [OTP] MARKET ECONOMY

comment card noun [c]

[Marketing) a small piece of stiff paper on which
customers answer questions to give their opinions

about a company's products or services: We invite

all our passengers to fill out comment cards.

* commerce ''kx)m3:s; AmE 'ka:m3:rs/ noun [u]

see also: chamber of commerce, e-commerce,

Internet ~ m-commerce, Net ~
3
t-commerce

the business of buying and selling things; trade:

leaders of industry and commerce o tradefigures

produced by the Commerce Department o More and
more commerce is moving to the Internet.

Commerce Clause noun [sing ]

[Law) a part of the US constitution (= the basic

law of the country) that allows the national

parliament (Congress) to control trade between the

US and foreign countries and between the different

states within the US

commercial ka'imKjl; AmE ka'ms^jl/
adjective, noun

• adjective

1 [usually before noun] connected with the buying
and selling of goods and services: the commercial
heart of the city o Tesco's commercial director o He
owns hotels and property and has a range of
commercial interests, o commercial flights (= ones
that carry passengers)

2 [only before noun] connected with businesses or

the process of carrying out business: commercial
insurance companies o legislation controlling the

noise levelfrom industrial and commercial premises

0 a downturn in the commercial property market o
The group has a fleet of38 000 commercial vehicles

for hire.

3 [only before noun] making or intended to make a

profit: the commercial use ofgenetically-modified

crops o The new product was not a commercial
success (= it did not make much money).
4 (about television or radio) paid for by the money
charged for broadcasting advertisements: a
commercial radio station/TV channel
commercially /ka'ma^ali; AmE ka'm3:r-/ adverb:

commercially produced/grown/developed o The
product will be commercially available nextyear.

• noun [c]

1 an advertisement on television or on the radio:

TV commercials o a commercial break (= a time
during or between programmes when
advertisements are shown)
2 [Stock Exchange) commercials [pi ] shares in

companies that buy and sell goods to individual

customers: In the City today, commercials rose

slightly but there was little interest in industrials.

com mercial agency noun [c.i]

1 [Property) a business whose work is to buy and
sell property, such as office buildings, for

businesses to use: We have to cut 65 jobs in our
residential and commercial agency divisions.

2 [Finance) [BrE) a business whose work is to collect

information about the financial position of a person
or a business, especially whether they would be
able to pay back any money that they borrow
[syn] credit reference agency

3 [Commerce) a business that provides a service to

other businesses and intends to make a profit: We
work independently, not through a commercial
agency or a tourist board.

com mercial agent noun [c]

1 [Trade) an independent person who works on
behalf of a company to find business for it,

especially abroad: The company needs a commercial
agentfor Chile.

2 [Property) a person or a business whose work is to

buy and sell property, such as office buildings, for

businesses to use: a commercial agent specializing in

business, commercial/industrial leasing and property
investment

com mercial art noun [u]

the activity of designing advertisements, the

materials used to pack products, etc: She trained at

commercial art school. com,mercial 'artist noun
[c] : We have a large team ofgraphic designers,

commercial artists and copywriters.

com mercial bank noun [c]

a bank with branches in many different places, that

provides a range of services, especially related to

current accounts, loans and saving money, for

people and businesses: big commercial banks, such
as Barclays and NatWest o the Commercial Bank of
New York* com.mercial banking noun [u]

com mercial bill = trade bill

com mercial col lection agency
= COLLECTION agency

com mercial corres pondence noun [u]

business letters, emails, and other documents,
especially as a subject of study

Com,mercial Counsellor [AmE spelling-

counselor) noun [c]

[Trade) a government official who works in a

foreign country and helps to develop trade

between that country and their home country: the

Commercial Counsellor at the Australian embassy in

Washington -» trade representative

commercialize, -ise /ka'msijaiaiz; AmE
-'marrjl-/ verb [+ obj]

1 to develop a product into sth that can be

produced and sold widely: They research, develop

and commercialize vaccinesfor cancer and other

diseases.

2 to produce sth to try to make as much profit as

possible: Their music has become very

commercialized in recentyears.

commercialization, -isation /ka,m3:j8lai'zeijn;

AmE -,m3:rjla'z-/ noun [u] : moving projects to

commercialization quickly o the commercialization

ofsport

com mercial law noun [u]

[Law) the collection of laws that deal with all

aspects of business and trade, including contracts,

buying, selling, storing and transporting goods,

etC. fSY^Jl MERCANTILE LAW

com,mercial loan noun [c]

[Finance) a loan made to a business

com.mercial manager noun [c]

the person who is in charge of the part of a

company that deals with selling goods or services

com.mercial mo nopoly noun [c]

[Economics) a situation where one buyer or supplier

can fix the price of a product, a raw material, or a

service: In the UK, air traffic services are provided by

a commercial monopoly.

com.mercial paper noun [u]

[Finance) a method that a large company, bank, etc.

can use to borrow money from investors, usually

for a period of less than a year. The lender cannot

take the assets of the company if the loan is not



repaid: 222 companies had issued sterling

commercial paper.

O to default on/issue commercial paper

com mercial .sector noun [sing ]

[Economics) the part of a country's economy that

consists of businesses that are not involved in

manufacturing or transport, for example, hotels,

restaurants, offices, shops/stores and other

businesses that offer services, and government
organizations, health and education institutions,

etc.

com mercial set noun [c]

[Trade) the documents that are required when
exporting goods, usually including a bill of
exchange, a bill of lading, an invoice and an
insurance certificate

com mercial 'traveller [AmE spelling -

traveler) noun [C] [BrE only, old-fashioned)

a person who sells a company's goods or services by
visiting possible customers, usually receiving a

commission on what they sell

[SYN] SALES REPRESENTATIVE

com mercial treaty = trade agreement

commingle /ka'mirjgl/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to mix different things together: Each company's

data can be stored separately or commingled with
the data of the other companies in the group, o
commingled fibres commingling noun [u]: the

commingling of expired produce with fresh produce

0 the commingling offunds

k commission /ka'mijn/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: Equal Employment Opportunities

Commission, Equal Opportunities ~, overriding ~,

Securities and Exchange ~

1 [Commerce) [u,C] an amount of money that is paid

to sb for selling goods or services and which
usually increases with the quantity they sell: You
get a 10% commission on everythingyou sell, o They
work on commission (= they are paid according to

how much they sell) and so they try to sellyou more.

See note at price, salary
O to earn/get/pay (a) commission
2 [u.C] an amount of money that is charged by a

bank, for example, for providing a particular

service: Agents charge their clients 2% commission
on the sale of a house, o The two banks have similar

commission rates.

© to charge/pay a commission

3 [often Commission [C]) a group of people who
are officially asked to find out about a problem and
suggest some actions in a report: The Commission
will investigate the number ofjobs created, o She is to

head a commission to look into working conditions in

the industry, o a commission of enquiry

O to appoint/head/set up a commission a

commission investigates/reports on/studies sth

4 [often Commission) [C] an official organization
with a particular purpose that manages sth or

makes sure that the law is obeyed: the Equal
Opportunities Commission -> European
Commission
O to appoint/head/set up a commission a

commission investigates/reports on/studies sth

5 [c] a formal request to an artist or a writer, for

example, to produce a piece of work: I received a
commission to write an article.

Q to accept/be given/get/receive a commission
EE] in/out of com mission available/not

available to be used: Several planes are temporarily

out of commission and undergoing safety checks.

• verb [+ obj]

to officially ask sb to write, make or create sth or to

do a task for you: The survey on consumer taste was
commissioned by local stores.
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com mission agent noun [c]

[Trade) a person or company who sells goods for sb

in another country and is paid a percentage of the

value of the goods for this service: We are looking

for somebody to act as a commission agent in the

region.

com mission .broker noun [c]

[Stock Exchange) a person who buys and sells shares,

bonds, etc. for other people and is paid a

percentage of their value for this service

[SYNJ BROKER

commissioner /ka'miJanaCr)/ noun [c]

the person in charge of, or a member of, a

commission (= an official group of people who are

responsible for finding out about sth or for

controlling sth): the EU Transport Commissioner

commitment /ka'mitmant/ noun
1 [C,u] a promise to do sth or to behave in a

particular way; a promise to support sb/sth; the

fact of committing yourself: The company's
commitment to providing quality at low prices has

been vital to its success, o a commitment to excellence

O a clear/firm/formal/serious/strong commitment a

continuing/long-term commitment to give/make
a commitment

2 [C,u] commitment (of sb/sth) (to sth/sb) the

willingness to give time, money, effort, etc. in order

to achieve sth; complete loyalty to one
organization, person, etc: Developing a new product

requires a major commitment of time and money, o
He demands total commitmentfrom his staff.

O to demand/lack/need/require commitment
employee/personal/total commitment

3 [C] a thing that you have promised or agreed to

do; something that you have to do: The company
became unable to meet its financial commitments
and went bankrupt, o Mr Castorri has a prior

commitment and is unable to attend.

O business/contractual/family/financial

commitments to fulfil/honour/meet a

commitment

com'mitmentfee noun [c]

[Finance) a charge made by a bank for keeping a

loan available for a customer to use later

com mitment .letter noun [c]

[Finance) a document formally offering to lend

money to sb: All lenders issue a commitment letter in

connection with a mortgage loan.

committed /ka'mitid/ adjective

willing to work hard and give your time and energy
to sth; believing strongly in sth: a highly committed

workforce

committee /ka'miti/ noun [C with sing./pl. verb]

see also: creditors' committee, management ~,

steering ~

a group of people who are chosen, usually by a

larger group, to make decisions or to deal with a

particular subject: She's on the management
committee, o The Monetary Policy Committee has/

have voted to keep interest rates unchanged, o a

committee member/a member of the committee o a

committee meeting

O to create/establish/form/set up a committee to

be/serve/sit on a committee * to be appointed to/be

elected to/chair a committee * a committee meets/

votes

com modities .market = commodity
MARKET
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commodity ka'rrmdati; AmE -'ma:d-/ noun [c]

{plural commodities)

see also: dry commodities, hard ~, soft ~

1 (Finance) a product or a raw material, such as

grain, coffee, cotton or metals, that can be bought
and sold in large quantities, especially between
countries: rice, flour and other basic commodities o
a drop in commodity prices

0 to deal/invest/trade in commodities commodity
exports/prices/trading

2 a thing that is useful or has a useful quality: Time
is a precious commodity.

com modity ex change noun [c]

[Finance) an organization, a system or a place for

business or trade in commodities: the Tokyo
Commodity Exchange

com modity futures noun [pi ]

[Finance) commodities that are bought at an
agreed price to be delivered at a date in the future:

trading/investing in commodityfutures

com modity .market {also com modities
.market) noun [c]

(Finance) business or trade in commodities: a place

where this is done: The price of cotton collapsed on
the world commodity market.

com modity .product noun [c]

(Marketing) a product that looks the same, functions

in the same way, etc., whoever produces it:

Customers are now aware that car tyres are not a

commodity product, o Price is the key to competition

in commodity product markets. -» differentiated
PRODUCT

commonality /.koma'naelati; AmE ,ka:m-/ noun
[u,c] (plural commonalities)

the state of sharing features or qualities; a feature

or quality that is shared: There is little commonality
between the systems used by the different

departments, o The three aircraft share 98% parts

and systems commonality (= they use the same
parts in their production).

.common 'carrier (also .public 'carrier) noun [c]

1 (IT) a company that provides

telecommunications services to the public: the

common ca; rier network
2 (Law, Transport) a company that transports

people or goods for the general public

common law noun [u]

(Law) (in England, the US, Australia and some other
countries) a system of laws that have been
developed from customs and from decisions made
byjudges, not created by Parliament: Givingfalse

information to police officers is against common law.

0 a common law crime -» civil law

.common 'market noun [c. usually sing.]

(Economics)

1 a group of countries that have agreed on low
taxes on goods traded between countries in the

group, and higher fixed taxes on goods imported
from countries outside the group: the Central

American Common Market
2 Common Market a former name of the European
Union

.common 'ownership (also .ownership in

'common) noun [u]

[Law)

1 the fact of sth, such as a piece of land, a building

or a company, being owned equally by more than
one person or group: land in common ownership
2 the fact of one or more companies being owned
by the same person or group: The directive allows

common ownership of track and rail operators by a
single group.

.common 'pricing = price-fixing

.common 'share = ordinary share

.common 'stock (BrE also .ordinary 'stock, less

frequent) noun [c,u]

(Finance) shares in a company that give the owner
the right to a dividend (= money paid to

shareholders) according to how much profit the
company has made, and the right to vote at

meetings of shareholders: The price of a share ofa
company's common stock generally changes daily.

-» ordinary share, preferred stock See note at

SHARE

COmms komz; AmE ka:mz/ noun [pi.]

(IT) used to refer to communications between
different computers, and the equipment that makes
this possible

Q comms packages/programs/software
L'MH Comms is a short form of the word
communications.

communication /ka.mjtcni'keijn/ noun

see also: corporate communication, non-verbal ~,

open ~, organizational ~

1 [u] the activity or process of expressing ideas

and feelings or of giving people information: She
has excellent communication skills, o We are in

regular communication by email, o Effective

communication is the key to good sales.

O external/internal communication
2 [D] (often communications [pi.]) methods of

sending information, especially telephones, radio,

computers, etc: They were quick to adopt video

conferencing as a communication tool

O communication(s) devices/equipment/technology/

tools the communications business/industry/

sector

3 communications [pi ] the road, rail, aircraft,

sea, etc. systems that allow goods and passengers

to be transported from one place to another: The
new airport will improve communications between
the islands.

O a communications infrastructure/network/system

4 (formal) [C] a message, letter or telephone call:

This letter is to confirm our recent telephone

communication.

communicator /ka'mju:nikeita(r)/ noun [C]

a person who is able to describe their ideas and
feelings clearly to others

0 an effective/a good/skilled/successful
communicator

communism kumjanrzam; AmE 'ka:mja-/

noun [u]

a political movement that believes in an economic
system in which the state controls the means of

producing everything on behalf of the people. It

aims to create a society in which everyone is

treated equally. -» capitalism communist
/'komjanist; AmE 'ka:mja-/ noun, adjective:

communist ideology

community /ka'mjumoti/ noun (plural

communities)

see also: bedroom community, European
community

1 [sing ] all the people who live in a particular

area, country, etc. when talked about as a group:

the international community (= the countries of

the world as a group) o The newfactory is great

news for the local community.
2 [C with sing./pl.verb] a group of people who share

the same race, religion, job, etc: ethnic communities
o The business community has/have doubts about

the budget proposals.

com munity an tenna .television (abbr

CATV) = cable television



com munity in vestment noun [u,c]

the act of giving money for schools, hospitals, etc.

in order to help a community improve its standard

of living: Many businesses have community
investment programmes.

commutation /.komju'teijri; AmE ,ka:m-/ noun

[c,u]

1 (Insurance) the right to exchange a series of

future payments for one large sum that you receive

now: The scheme providesforfull commutation of

pension benefits.

2 (AmE) the act of travelling regularly by bus, train,

car, etc. between your place of work and your
home: Commutation times for city residents have

lengthened considerably over the last ten years.

commute /ka'mju:t/ verb, noun

• verb

1 [no obj] to travel regularly by bus, train, car, etc.

between your place of work and your home: She

commutesfrom Oxford to London every day. o The

plant is within easy commuting distance of
Brussels.

2 (Law) [+ obj] to replace one punishment with
another that is less severe: They had their death

sentences commuted to life imprisonment.

• noun [c] (especially AmE)
the journey that a person makes when they

commute to work: Her daily commute takes 90
minutes.

commuter /k8'mju:ta(r)/ noun [c]

a person who travels into a city to work each day,

usually from quite far away: Rail commuters have

been badly affected by train delays, o (BrE) London's

commuter belt (= the area around the city where
lots of commuters live)

comp /kDmp; AmE ka:mp/ noun, adjective, verb

(AmE)

• noun
1 (informal) [u] a short way of writing or saying
compensation: Workmen's comp data shows a 15%
increase in construction injuries.

2 (informal) [c] something that you give or receive

free of charge
• adjective [only before noun] (informal)

free of charge: Donors will receive ten comp tickets to

all productions. Isyni complimentary
• verb [+ obj] (informal)

to give sb sth free of charge: When I complained, the

manager comped us a meal.

.Companies 'House noun [sing ]

(Law) in the UK, the government organization that

by law holds the names of all companies in the UK
and the details of their directors, shareholders and
accounts: The company mustfile its accounts with
Companies House by Thursday.

.companies 'register (also .register of

'companies) noun [c]

(Law) an official list of the companies that have
been created (registered) in a country. It includes

information about a company's directors,

shareholders, etc: We searched the companies
register tofind the names of the shareholders, o They
are registered in the companies register as a private

limited company.

.Companies Registry (also .Registry of

'Companies) noun [c, usually sing.]

(Law) in the UK and some other countries, the
official organization that keeps records of the
companies that are created (registered) in the
country and to which companies must send
information about their names, directors, financial

results, etc. It also makes sure that laws relating to

companies are obeyed: Audited accounts must be

filed with the Companies Registry.
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company /'kAmpani/ noun [C] (plural

companies)

see also: affiliated company, associate ~,

associated ~, cable ~, close ~, closed ~, closely

held ~, etc.

a business organization selling goods or services,

especially one that has been officially created
(registered) in a particular country and is owned by
shareholders: They are a large insurance and
investment company, o The company was founded in

1995. o She's been workingfor the same companyfor
15 years, o Four directors have resignedfrom the

company, o The company is listed (= its shares are

traded) on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange, o the

Tata group of companies
See note at business, corporation
O a big/large/medium-sized/small company to

create/establish/found/set up/start (up) a company
to manage/operate/own/run a company to join/

leave/resign from/work for a company to

acquire/buy/sell/take over a company to

dissolve/liquidate a company a company
expands/grows/faUs a company goes bankrupt/
goes out of business/goes under

FT?T?n take a company public; a company goes
'public if you take a company public or a company
goes public, it becomes part of a stock exchange
and its shares can be bought and sold by the public:

Since the company went public, its stock price has

soaredfrom $12 to $75. -» idiom at part verb

.company car noun [c]

a car that a company provides for an employee to

use: The perks (= extra benefits of a job) include a

yearly bonus and company car. See note at salary

.company director = director (l)

MORE ABOUT

Forms of businesses

Most countries allow you to run a business in at

least three different ways:

• as a sole trader (especially BrE) I sole

proprietorship (AmE)

• as a partnership

• as a company (BrE) I corporation (especially

AmE)

Important characteristics

SOLE TRADERS/SOLE PROPRIETORSHIPS

• few or no official procedures to follow

• the person starting the business is responsible

for its debts

PARTNERSHIPS

• they can usually be established without

following a formal procedure, although there is

often a written agreement between the partners

• each partner is personally responsible for the

debts of the business

• each partner can act as a representative of the

business

COMPANIES/CORPORATIONS
• a number of official procedures to follow

• the company exists independently of its

members and can last for ever

• the people who run the business can be

different from those who own it

• the owners are responsible for a limited amount
of the company's debts, equal to the value of

their investment

See note at corporation
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company doctor noun [c]

1 a specialist who is employed to manage a

company during a period of financial difficulty: As

Britain's top company doctor he is brought in to

rescuefailingfirms.

2 {HR) a medical doctor employed by a company to

look after its employees

'company limited by guarantee noun [c]

{plural companies limited by guarantee)

{Law) a type of company that does not sell shares to

obtain funds, but is supported by a group of people
who each promise to pay (guarantee) its debts up
to a particular amount if it fails

company limited by shares noun [c] {plural

companies limited by shares)

{Law) a type of company in which each shareholder

pays debts up to the amount of the shares they
have bought if it fails. Most companies in the UK
are of this type.

company meeting noun [c]

1 {Law) a meeting of the shareholders and
directors of a company -» general meeting
2 a meeting .of some or all of the employees of a

company

.company 'officer {AmEalso .corporate officer)

noun [c]

{Law) a person who has an official position in a

company and represents the company in its

activities: Theform must be signed by a company
officer, such as a director or company secretary.

.company president = president (1)

.company 'secretary {BrE) {also 'secretary, AmE,
BrE) {AmE also .corporate 'secretary) noun [c]

{Law) a person in a company, usually chosen by the

directors, who has various legal duties, such as

looking after the company's official documents and
arranging company meetings: He was appointed
company secretary last year.

.company union noun [c]

{HR) an organization that a company forms for its

employees to represent them when dealing with
the managers. Company unions are not
independent organizations like normal unions.

comparable /'kDmparabl; AmE 'ka:m-/ noun
[C, usually pi.] {AmE)

something with a known price or value and that is

similar to sth you want to buy or sell: Real estate

professionals look at comparables in deciding the

current market value of a property.

.comparable-store sales {also comps,
informal) - same-store sales

.comparable 'worth noun [u] {AmE)

{HR) the principle that men and women doing jobs
that have the same value to their employer should
get the same wage; the right of an employee to

receive a wage that relates to the value of their

work: the goal of achieving comparable worth for
women

comparative ad vantage noun [c,u]

{Economics) the ability of a country to make a
particular product or supply a particular service

better and more cheaply than others: Australia has
a comparative advantage in agricultural products.
-> ABSOLUTE ADVANTAGE

com parative 'advertising noun [u]

{Marketing) advertising that claims that the product
being advertised is better or cheaper than a

competitor's product: Comparative advertising is

common in the car industry. ui*ua Comparative
advertising is illegal in some countries.

-> KNOCKING COPY

compassionate leave noun [u]

{HR) time that you are allowed to be away from
work with pay because sb in your family is

suddenly ill/sick or has died, or for other personal
reasons: She was granted compassionate leave to

attend herfathersfuneral. -» personal day,
personal leave

compatibility /kam.paeta'bilati/ noun [u]

compatibility (with sb/sth)
|

compatibility
(between A and B) the ability of machines,
especially computers, and computer programs to

be used together: There is no compatibility between
the machines, o Check your system compatibility

before installing the software.

compatible /kam'paetabl/ adjective, noun
• adjective

(about equipment, especially computers or

programs) able to be used together; standard:

compatible software o The new system will be

compatible with existing equipment. oAre the web
pages that you want to view WAP compatible?
IQPPI INCOMPATIBLE

• noun [c]

{IT) a computer that is designed to work in exactly

the same way as another type or make and use the

same software: an IBM compatible

* compensate /'kDmpanseit; AmE 'ka:m-/ verb

1 [+ obj] to pay sb money because they have
suffered some damage, loss, injury, etc: Her lawyers

say she should be compensatedfor her injuries.

2 {AmE) [+ obj] to pay sb for work that they have
done: The positions on the boards and commissions
are compensated at a daily rate.

3 [no obj] to provide sth good to balance or reduce
the bad effects of damage, loss, etc: The savings

resultingfrom improved efficiency will help

compensatefor the increase in expenses.

.compensating 'balance noun [c] {especially

AmE)
{Finance) the amount of money a bank requires a

customer to keep in an account in order to receive

the bank's services free or to receive a loan

compensation /.kompan'seijri; AmE ,ka:m-/

noun [u,C]

see also: unemployment compensation

1 something, especially money, that sb gives you
because they have hurt you, or damaged sth that

you own; the act of giving this to sb: to pay
compensationfor injuries received at work o She
received $10 000 in compensation, o The bank was
judged to be liable for compensation payments to

customers who received poor advice. -> comp
O to award/give/offer/pay compensation to accept/

get/obtain/receive compensation to be eligible for/

be entitled to/claim/demand/seek compensation

2 {AmE) the money or other benefits that an
employee receives for the work that they do: falling

profits but rising employee compensation -» comp
0 to get/give/pay/receive compensation

compen sation .package noun [c]

1 a set of things, including money, that is given to

sb because they have been hurt in some way, for

example when sb loses their job: The CEO received a

compensation package worth over $2 million when
he was removedfrom his job.

2 {HR) {AmE) everything that an employee receives

from their employer including pay, benefits and
other rewards: Good compensation packages can

attract top executives.

compen satory damages {also .actual

'damages) {both AmE) noun [pi.]

{Law) an amount of money that a court orders sb to

pay you to help pay for the injury they have caused

you or the damage to your property, not to punish

them -» punitive damages



compete /kam'pkt/ verb [no obj]

to try to be more successful or better than sb else

who is trying to do the same as you: Several

companies are competingfor the contract, o We can't

compete with them on price, o Small traders cannot

compete in the face of cheapforeign imports, o
competing companies/products

competence /'kompitans^mE'kcKrn-/ noun

1 {also 'competency, less frequent) [u,C] the ability

to do sth well: He shows a high level of competence

in English, o professional/technical competence o
competence-based pay (= pay that goes up as the

employee's level of ability and skill rises)

2 (formal) {also 'competency, less frequent) [c] a

skill that you need in a particular job or for a

particular task: The seminars are designed to develop

specific management competences.

3 [C] the power that a court, an organization or a

person has to deal with sth: What employees do

after work is outside thefirm's area ofcompetence.

competence .profiling = competency
PROFILING

competency /'kmnpitansi; AmE 'ka:m-/ {plural

competencies) = competence (1,2)

'competency-based adjective

{HR) that involves looking at the skills that an
employee has or needs: a competency-based
approach to performance appraisal o competency-

based training

competency .profiling {also competence
.profiling) noun [u]

{HR) a method of discovering the skills, knowledge
and behaviour necessary for a particular task, job
or career: to undertake competency profiling

'competency .profile {also 'competence
.profile) noun [C]

competent /'kumpitant; AmE'kaim-/ adjective

1 (about a person) having enough skill or

knowledge to do sth well or to the necessary
standard: Make sure the firm is competent to carry
out the work, o He's very competent in his job. o a
competent worker
2 (about a piece of work) done well or to the
necessary standard: He wrote a very competent
repo rt.

IQPPI INCOMPETENT
'competently adverb: to perform competently

* competition /.kumpa'tij'n; AmE ,ka:m-/ noun

see also: free competition, imperfect ~, perfect ~,

price ~

1 [u] a situation in which people or organizations
compete with each other for sth that not everyone
can have: He really wants the job, but he will be

facing stiff competition, o We are in competition
withfour other companiesfor the contract, o They
are under pressure to cut costs amid growing
competitionfrom foreign firms.

O aggressive/fair/fierce/stiff/tough/unfair

competition • growing/increasing/intensifying

competition

2 the competition [sing, with sing./pl. verb] the
people who are competing against sb: Well be able

to assess the competition at the conference, o a
strategy to beat the competition See note at

COLLEAGUE
O to beat/keep ahead of/out-think the competition

compe tition law noun [u]

{Law) the branch of lav/ that deals with fair

competition between companies and the control of
MONOPOLIES
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competitive /kam'petativ/ adjective

see also: anti-competitive

1 used to describe a situation in which people or

organizations compete against each other: a highly

competitive market
2 as good as or better than others: We have a wide
range of electrical goods at competitive prices, o We
need to work harder to remain competitive with
other companies.

3 (about a person) trying hard to be better than
others: George is very competitive and wants to be

number one in the department.
IQPPI UNCOMPETITIVE
com petitiveiy adverb: competitively priced

goods com petitiveness {also competitivity

/kam.peta'tivati/ less frequent) noun [u]: an attempt
to improve the competitiveness of British industry

com petitive ad vantage noun [c.u]

a situation where a company is in a position to be
more successful than its competitors; something
that helps a company be in this position: In the new
economy, knowledge is the major source of
competitive advantage, o Their easy access to the

road and rail networks gives them a huge competitive

advantage over otherfirms. Isyni competitive edge
O to create/gain/have (a) competitive advantage to

strengthen/weaken a competitive advantage a

huge/key/significant/sustainable competitive

advantage

com petitive a nalysis {also competitor
a'nalysis, competitor profiling, less frequent) noun
[c.u]

{Marketing) a detailed study of a company's
competitors that looks for areas where the

company has or could gain an advantage: a

competitive analysis of online products and services

competitive balance noun [c.u]

{Economics) a situation where none of the

companies competing in a market has a very great

or an unfair advantage: attempts to preserve a

competitive balance in national music markets

competitive 'edge noun [sing.]

an advantage that a company has over its

competitors: Their early investment in the Internet

gave them a competitive edge over their main rivals.

ISYNI COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
O to gain/have/lose your competitive edge

competitive in telligence {also competitor
intelligence, less frequent) noun [u]

{Marketing) the ability to get and use information

about competitors; the information obtained

competitive 'strategy {also competitor
'strategy, less frequent) noun [c,u]

a plan that is intended to gain an advantage for a

company over its competitors; the process of

making such a plan: Research and development is a

key element of their competitive strategy.

competitivity = competitiveness at

COMPETITIVE

competitor /kam'petitaCr)/ noun [c]

see also: direct competitor

a business, person, product, etc. that competes
against others: We need to win market sharefrom
our competitors, o The web authoring software

promises to be a strong competitor to the market
leaders, [syn] rival See note at colleague
O our biggest/largest/main/major/nearest competitor

* a fierce/strong/tough competitor

competitor a nalysis = competitive
analysis
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com petitor in telligence = competitive
INTELLIGENCE

com petitor profiling = competitive
ANALYSIS

competitor strategy = competitive
STRATEGY

compile /kam'pail/ verb [+ obj]

1 to produce a list, report, book, etc. by bringing

together different items, articles, data, etc: The

report is based on statistics compiled by the Treasury.

2 {IT) to translate instructions from a computer
language into a form that can be read directly by
the computer: You can install the security updates

without having to compile source code.

compilation /.kDmpi'leiJn; AmE ,ka:m-/ noun [c,U]

compiler /kam'paila(r)/ noun [C]

1 a person who compiles sth: the compilers of the

report

2 {IT) a program that translates instructions from
one computer language into another for a

computer to understand

complainant /kam'plemant/ noun [C]

{Law) a person who makes a complaint, usually to

the police, that somebody has harmed them or

committed a crime -» plaintiff

*COmplaint /kam'plemt/ noun

1 [C] a reason for not being satisfied; a statement
that sb makes saying that they are not satisfied: I'd

like to make a complaint, o The most common
complaint is about poor service, o We have received a
number of complaintsfrom customers, o to lodge an
official complaint

O to have/make/receive a complaint common/
consumer/customer complaints a formal/an

official complaint to deal with/handle/

investigate/respond to a complaint

2 [u] the act of complaining: I can see no grounds
for complaint, o a letter of complaint

3 {Law) [c] a statement that gives the reasons why
sb is bringing a case or making a claim in a court

4 {Law) [c] a formal statement that sb has

committed a crime

com plaints .management noun [u]

the system of analysing and responding to

customers' complaints

complementary /.kDmpli'mentri; AmE ,ka:m-/

adjective

two things or people that are complementary are

different but together form a useful or attractive

combination of skills, qualities or physical features:

The acquisition of the bus company is complemen-
tary to their travel business, o a team ofpeople with

complementary skills

.complementary goods noun [pi ]

{Marketing) goods that are sold separately but that

are used together, for example cars and petrol/

gasoline

com pletely built- up adjective {abbr CBU)
{Manufacturing) (about a machine, etc. that is made
from parts) that has been manufactured and put

together: the import of completely built-up cars

completely knocked- down adjective {abbr

CKD)
{Manufacturing) (about a machine, etc. that is made
from parts) that has been manufactured but not put
together: The vehicle leaves the factory completely

knocked-down for assembly ebewhere.

completion /kam'pli:.fn/ noun [u,C] (BrE)

{Property) the formal act of completing the sale of

property, for example the sale of a house: The keys

will be handed over on completion.

com pletion date noun [c]

1 the date on which a project, especially a building
project, is expected to be finished. This date is

often included in the contract for the work.
2 {BrE) the date on which the ownership of

something, especially a piece of property, is legally

transferred from one person to another

com pletion .statement noun [c] {BrE)

{Property) a statement that says how much sb

buying a property has to pay the seller when the

sale is completed

compliance /kam'plaians/ noun [u] {usually used
in written English)

the practice of obeying rules or requests made by
people in authority: All our products are in

compliance with existing safety laws, o We have a
Health and Safety Department to ensure strict

compliance to labor laws, o the bank's legal and
compliance departments Ioppi non-compliance
-> COMPLY

com pliance .officer noun [c]

a person working in a financial organization whose
job is to make sure that the company is obeying the

laws and rules that apply to it

compliant /kam'plaiant/ adjective

1 in agreement with the rules: Some of the bank's

practices were not compliant with the law.

2 {Technical) (about technical equipment, software,

systems, etc.) that can be used with a particular

system or set of rules: The application is compliant

with the industry standard, ofully Internet
compliant
-> COMPLY

complimentary /.kDmpli'mentri; AmE ,ka:m-/

adjective

1 given free of charge: The hotel offers a
complimentary cellphonefor business travellers.

2 expressing admiration, praise, etc: She was
extremely complimentary about his work.

complementary close {also complementary
'closing) noun [sing.] {AmE)

the word or words that you write at the end of a

business letter just before you sign your name, for

example 'sincerely' or 'regards'

'compliments slip {also compliment slip) noun
[C] {both BrE)

a small piece of paper printed with the name of a

company, that is sent out together with infor-

mation, goods, etc.

comply /kam'plai/ verb [no obj] (complies,

complying, complied, complied)

to obey a rule, an order, etc: Three employees

refused to comply with the new regulations.

-> compliance, compliant

component /kam'paunant; AmE -'pou-/ noun [C]

one of several parts of which sth is made: the

components of a machine o one of the leading makers

of components for cellphones o Petroleum is a key

component of their economy.

0 car/computer/vehicle components a component
maker/manufacturer/supplier * an essential/a

key/an important/a vital component (of sth)

com'ponent adjective [only before noun]: to

break sth down into its component parts

composite /'kDmpazit; AmE kam'pa:zat/ adjective

[only before noun]

made of different parts or materials: These

composite materials are stiffer and lighter than most

metals, o the Nasdaq Composite Index

composition /.kDmpa'ziJn; AmE ,ka:m-/ noun

1 [u] the different parts which sth is made of; the

way in which the parts are organized: There were

disagreements about the composition of the new
board (= about the people who would be on it).



2 {Manufacturing) [u] an artificial material made of

several different substances, often used instead of a

natural material: composition floors

3 {Law) [c, usually sing ] a legal agreement by which
a person who is owed money by sb who cannot pay
it all agrees to accept a percentage of the money;
the agreed percentage that will be paid: The

defendant had been released by deed on making a

composition with the creditors.

compound adjective, noun, verb

• adjective /'kompaund; AmE 'ka:m-/

1 {Accounting) that pays or charges interest on an
amount of money that includes any interest already

earned or charged: Revenues have grown at a
compound annual rate of 50%.
2 {Technical) [only before noun] formed of two or

more parts: a compound lens

• noun /'kompaund; AmE 'ka:m-/ [C]

a thing consisting of two or more separate things

combined together: Management requires a

compound of skills.

• verb /kam'paund/ [+ obj]

{Accounting) to keep adding interest, profit, etc. to

an amount of money as it is earned, so that the

amount used as a basis for calculations keeps
growing: compounded earnings on investments

com pounded 'rate = compound rate

.compound entry noun [c]

{Accounting) an item in an account book that

involves more than one amount of money to be
recorded

.compound growth rate noun [sing ]

{Accounting) a rate at which an economy, a

company, an investment, etc. must grow in each of

a number of years in order to reach a particular size

.compound Interest noun [u]

{Accounting) interest that is calculated on an
amount of money to which all previous interest

that has not yet been paid has been added
-> SIMPLE INTEREST

.compound 'rate {also com,pounded rate) noun
[c]

{Accounting) the percentage of interest on an
amount of money which includes interest that has
already been added

comprehensive /.kDmpri'hensiv; AmE ,ka:m-/

adjective

{Insurance) that pays for ail types of loss or damage,
except in the circumstances mentioned: compre-
hensive insurance o Fully comprehensive cover is

expensive for young drivers. -» all-risk

compress /kam'pres/ verb [+ obj]

{IT) to make computer files, etc. smaller so that they
use less space on a disk, etc. [syn! zip

|

opp
| decompress compression /kam'prejn/

noun [u] : current developments in data compression

comprise /kam'praiz/ verb [+ obj] {not used in the

continuous tenses)

1 [also be com 'prised of) to have sb/sth as parts or
members; to consist of sb/sth: The Internet
comprises more than 4 billion IP addresses, o The
committee is comprised of representativesfrom both
the public and private sectors.

2 to be the parts or members that form sth:

Overseas sales comprise 52% of our total sales.

[SYNj MAKE UP STH
CHn Although this verb is not used in the
continuous tenses in some meanings, it is common
to see the present participle form comprising.

• Compromise /'kompramaiz; AmE 'ka:m-/ noun,
verb

• noun
1 [c.u] an agreement made between two people or
groups in which each side gives up some of the
things they want so that both sides are happy at the
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end; the process of reaching this agreement: We
came to a compromise on the exact amount to be

paid, o The company has reached a compromise with
its creditors.

0 to agree on/arrive at/come to/make/reach a
compromise • a compromise deal/plan/proposal/
scheme

2 [c] a solution to a problem where two or more
things cannot exist together as they are, in which
each thing is changed slightly so that they can exist

together: This model represents the best compromise
between price and quality.

• verb

1 [no obj] to give up some of your demands in a

dispute with sb, in order to reach an agreement:
Neither side is prepared to compromise, o They might
compromise with the union on the timing of the pay
increase.

2 [+ obj] to allow the standard of sth to become
lower: They have managed to make the car more
comfortable without compromising its performance.
3 [+ obj] compromise sb/sth/yourself to put sb/

sth/yourself in danger or at risk: He compromised
his career by refusing to carry out his boss's

instructions.

COmps /komps; AmE ka:mps/ = comparable-
store sales

comptime noun [u] {AmE)

{HR) extra time away from work that employees can
have if they have worked extra hours: When can
you give your employees comp time instead of
overtime pay? Isyni time off in lieu {BrE)

-> overtime

comptroller /kan'traula(r); kamp-; AmE -'trou-/

= controller (2)

compulsory /kam'pAlsari/ adjective

that must be done because of a law or a rule: The
training is compulsoryfor all new staff.

[SYNJ OBLIGATORY

com pulsory acqui sition = compulsory
PURCHASE

com pulsory liqui dation {also .forced

liquidation) noun [u,C]

{Law) a situation where a company is forced to stop

doing business so that it can pay its debts
[SYN] INVOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION fOPPl VOLUNTARY
LIQUIDATION

com pulsory 'purchase {also com.pulsory

acquisition) noun [u,C] {BrE)

{Law) a situation in which sb has the legal right to

force sb to sell sth, for example when the

government needs to buy land in order to build a

road: The Council obtained a compulsory purchase
order on the land (= legal permission to buy it).

com.pulsory re tirement noun [u,c]

{HR) the law or rule that people must retire at a

particular age: Your contract does not include a
compulsory retirement age.

computer /kam'pju:ta(r)/ noun [C]

see also: desktop computer, microcomputer

an electronic machine that can store, organize and
find information, do calculations and control other

machines: The data is all held on (the) computer, o
My computer crashed (= stopped working) and I lost

the work I was doing, o The computers are down
(= not working).

O to boot up/log onto/reboot/restart/start up a

computer to log off/shut down a computer
computer applications/files/games/hardware/

programs/software a computer network/system
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com puter- aided {also com.puter-as'sisted)

adjective [only before noun]

that uses a computer to do most of the work
0 computer-aided design/engineering/learning/

manufacture

com puter .analyst {also business .analyst)

noun [c]

a person whose job is to analyse the needs of a

business company or an organization and then
design processes for working efficiently using

computer programs (synI systems analyst
com'puter a nalysis {also 'business a.nalysis)

noun [u]

com.puter-as'sisted = computer-aided

computerate /kam'pju:tarat/ = computer-
literate

com puter-based training noun [u] {abbr

CBT)

training that uses computers as the main means of

teaching

com, puter- generated adjective

produced by a computer after data or instructions

are put into it: a computer-generated image of a

bridge o Computer-generated presentations are

becoming very popular.

com,puter 'graphics {also 'graphics) noun [pi.]

pictures that are made using a computer: the use of
computer graphics to design products

com puter-integrated manu facturing
noun [u] {abbr C\M)

the use of computers to link and control all the

stages of the design and manufacturing processes

in a company

computerize , -ise /kam'pju:taraiz/ verb [+ obj]

1 to use computers to run sth: The factory has been

fully computerized, o a computerized factory/
machine/system
2 to store information on a computer: Thefirm has

computerized its records, o computerized databases/

information.

computerization, -isation /kam,pju:tarai'zeijri;

AmE -ra'z-/ noun [u]

com puter .language {also programming
.language) noun [c,u]

a set of words, symbols and rules that is used to

write computer programs

com,puter-' Iiterate {also computerate)
adjective

able to use computers well com,puter 'literacy

noun [u]

com'puter .program = program noun (1)

com puter programmer = programmer

com puter programming = programming

com puter 'science noun [u]

the study of computers and how they can be used:

a graduate in computer science

computing /kam'pjuitirj/ noun [u]

the fact of using computers; the use or

development of computers of the type mentioned:
to work in computing o The company played an
important role in handheld computing, o It's better to

have more computing power than a bigger monitor.

O computing devices/services/skills/systems

handheld/mobile/personal computing

con /kDn; AmE ka:n/ noun, verb {informal)

• noun {BrEalso 'confidence trick, formal) [c, usually

sing.] {informal)

a trick; an act of cheating sb: The so-called bargain

was just a big con! o {BrE) a con trick o {AmE) a con
game -» idiom at pro

• verb [+ obj] (-nn-) con sb (into doing sth/out of sth)

to trick sb, especially in order to get money from
them or persuade them to do sth for you: I was
conned into buying a useless car. o He conned his

way into the job usingfalse references.

concentration /.konsn'treijri; AmE ,ka:n-/ noun

see also: buyer concentration, market concentration

1 [C] a lot of sth in one place: insurance premiums
for commercial buildings with high concentrations of
visitors or workers o This area has the highest

concentration ofindustry in the country.

2 [u] the act of bringing things together, or of
coming together, to form a group: Concentration of
investments in a single company's shares was foolish.

0 There is concern about the concentration of
ownership in the regional press {= a small number of

people or groups own most of the newspapers).
3 [u] the ability to direct all your effort and
attention on one thing, without thinking of other
things: The job demands total concentration.

4 [u] the process of people directing effort and
attention on a particular thing: Their concentration

on developing new markets is starting to bring

profits.

concept /'kDnsept; AmE'ka:n-j noun [c]

see also: business entity concept, consistency ~,

high--, marketing ~, production ~, sales ~, selling ~

1 an idea for a new product or to help sell a

product: He has experience in bringing high-tech

equipmentfrom concept to market, o a new concept

in corporate hospitality

2 an idea or principle that is connected with sth: a
course to teach key business concepts

concept .testing noun [u]

{Marketing) a way of finding out if an idea for a new
product or for advertising a product is a good one
by asking a number of people for their opinions

0 to do/engage in/undertake concept testing

concern /kan's3:n; AmE -'S3:rn/ noun, verb

•noun [c]

see also: going concern

a business: a major publishing concern

• verb [+ obj]

1 {often be concerned) to affect sb; to involve sb:

The matter doesn't concern us. o The closure of the

firm was upsetting to all concerned (- everyone

involved).

2 {also be concerned with sth) to be about sth: The

report's criticism concerns the way the company
manages its pension fund.
rr»T7l To whom it may concern ... {only used in

written English) used, for example, at the beginning

of a public notice or of a job reference, when you
do not know the name of the person you are

writing to

• concession /kan'sejn/ noun

1 [C,u] something that you allow or do, or allow sb

to have, in order to end an argument or to make a

situation less difficult: Thefirm will beforced to

make concessions if it wants to avoid a strike, o to

win a concessionfrom sb

O to demand/seek/win concessions to make/offer

concessions

2 [C, usually pi.] {BrE) a reduction in an amount of

money that has to be paid for sth; a ticket that is

sold at a reduced price to a particular group of

people: tax concessions o tickets €20, concessions

€12
O to get/give/offer concessions

3 {Commerce) [C] {especially AmE) the right to sell

sth in a particular place; the place where you sell it,

sometimes an area which is part of a larger



building or store: They run a burger concession at

the stadium, o airport/hotel concessions

-> FRANCHISE
O to open/operate/take concessions

4 {Commerce) [C] a right to trade or operate that is

given to a company or a person, especially by a

government: The government granted mining
concessions covering 22 million hectares.

0 to award/grant/offer a concession

concessionaire /kan.sera'neaCr); AmE -'ner/ {also

concessioner /kan'sejana(r)/) noun [C]

{Commerce) a company or a person that has been
given a concession to trade or operate in a

particular place: Some department stores include

concessionaires or 'shops within shops'.

concierge /,kDnsi'ea3; AmE ,ka:nsi'er3/ noun [c]

a person who is employed, for example by a hotel,

to provide services to a person or a group, such as

booking accommodation and travel, shopping,
finding out information, etc: We provide personal

and corporate concierge servicesfor visitors to

London.

conciliation /kan.sili'eijn/ noun [U]

a process of helping two sides in a dispute, usually

employers and employees, to find a way to meet
and discuss the problem and reach an agreement:
A conciliation service helps to settle disputes between
employers and workers. -> ACAS

con current engi neering {also

simul taneous engi neering) noun [u]

{Production) a systematic method of developing new
products in which people involved in designing,
manufacturing, selling and using the products
work together from the beginning

condition /kan'dijn/ noun
1 [u,c] the state that sth is in: a used car in perfect

condition

O in excellent/fair/good/perfect/reasonable

condition in bad/poor condition

2 conditions [pi ] the circumstances or situation in

which people live, work or do things: a campaign to

create better working conditions o difficult market
conditions o a strike to improve, pay and conditions
O bad/difficult/harsh/poor conditions * favourable/
good conditions business/economic/employment/
living/market/trading conditions living/working
conditions to change/create/improve conditions

3 [c] a rule or decision that you must agree to,

sometimes forming part of a contract or an official

agreement: Congress can impose strict conditions on
the bank, o The offer is subject to certain conditions,

o the terms and conditions of employment o This

product is sold under the condition that it cannot
be returned under any circumstances.

O strict/stringent/tough conditions lending/licence/

loan/membership conditions to accept/ease/
impose/meet/set conditions

4 [c] a situation that must exist in order for sth
else to happen: a necessary conditionfor economic
growth OA good training programme is one of the

conditionsfor successful industry.
-» idiom at mint noun

conditional /kan'dijanl/ adjective

that only happens if sth else is done or happens
first: Payment is conditional upon/on delivery of the

goods, o She received a conditional offer of
appointment to the post. (oppI unconditional
O conditional acceptance/approval a conditional

agreement/offer

conditionally /kan'dijanali/ adverb

con ditional sale noun [c]

{Commerce) a type of sale where there is a contract
with particular conditions, usually that the buyer
can pay in instalments (= a series of regular
payments) but will not legally own the goods until

full payment has been made
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conditional takeover bid noun [c]

{Finance) an offer to buy a company's shares at a
particular price if particular conditions are met, for

example that the buyer can buy enough shares to

have control of the company -» unconditional
takeover bid

con ditions off sale noun [pi.]

{Commerce) details concerning how goods will be
sold, which the seller decides and the buyer must
accept, for example how the goods will be paid for

and delivered and what the buyer has the right to

do with them

conduct verb, noun
• verb /kan'dAkt/ [+ obj]

1 to organize and/or do a particular activity: The
company conducted in-depth interviews with
potential users in three states.

2 conduct yourself to behave in a particular way:
The article gives advice on how to conduct yourself in

an interview.

• noun /'knndAkt; AmE 'ka:n-/ [u]

1 the way in which a business or an activity is

organized and managed: Partners have equal
responsibilityfor the conduct of the firm's affairs.

2 a person's behaviour in a particular place or a
particular situation: improving standards of training

and professional conduct

confederation /kan.feda'reijn/ noun [C]

an organization consisting of countries, businesses,

etc. that have joined together in order to help each
other: the Confederation ofBritish Industry

confer /kan'f3:(r)/ verb [no obj] (-rr-)

to discuss sth with sb, especially in order to

exchange opinions or get advice: She conferred
with her colleagues before making a decision.

conference /'konfarans; AmE 'ka:n-/ noun [c]

see also: news conference, press ~, sales ~,

shipping ~

1 a large official meeting, usually lasting for a few
days, at which people with the same work or

interests come together to discuss their views: She
is attending a two-day conference on electronic

commerce in Munich, o I've been invited to speak at

the annual conference, o 125 of the 400 delegates at
the conference were women. [sVnI convention
O to attend/go to/participate in a conference to

hold/organize a conference to speak at/address a

conference a conference centre/hall/room/suite

a conference attendee/delegate/participant

2 a meeting at which a small number of people
have formal discussions: She was in conference
with her lawyers all day. o It was difficult to get all

the parties around the conference table.

-» teleconference, videoconferencing

conference call noun [c]

a telephone call in which three or more people take

part: We hold a weekly conference call with the

design team.

O to have/hold a conference call

conferencing /'kDnl'aransirj;/\m£ 'ka:n-/ noun
[U]

see also: audio conferencing

{IT) the act of taking part in discussions with two or

more other people by using telephones, video
equipment, etc: softwarefor conferencing on the

Web o Courses are offered via online conferencing.

-> teleconference, videoconference
O Internet/online/web conferencing
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confidence /'kmindans; AmE 'ka:n-/ noun [u]

see also: breach of confidence, consumer ~, vote

of ~, vote of no ~

1 the feeling that you can trust, believe in and be
sure about the abilities or good qualities of sb/sth:

We have complete confidence in our products, o The
management have lost the confidence of their

employees (= their employees do not trust them), o
attempts to restore confidence in financial advice

O to express/have/lose confidence in sth to build

(up)/destroy/improve/rebuild/restore confidence

2 a feeling that things will get better and not get

worse: Business confidence has fallen sharply, c
Confidence among American consumers has risen

this month, o The company has been hit by a crisis of
confidence {- investors do not believe it will be

Successful). [SYNJ SENTIMENT
O business/investor/public confidence confidence

declines/falls/grows/returns/rises

3 a feeling of trust that sb will keep information

private: He told me about the project in confidence.

'confidence trick {BrE) {AmE 'confidence game)
= con noun

confidential /.kDnfi'denJi; AmE ,ka:n-/ adjective

meant to be kept secret: This information is strictly

confidential, o The details of the report were kept

confidential.

0 highly/strictly confidential * to be/be kept/remain

confidential

confidentiality /.kDnfi.denJ'i'aelati; AmE
,ka:n-/ noun [u]

the need to keep particular information secret:

There is a right of confidentiality between lawyer and
client, o Most contracts of employment have a
confidentiality clause.

configure /kan'figa(r); AmE -'figjar/ verb [+ obj]

{IT; Technical) to organize or arrange sth, especially

computer equipment, for a particular task: The
machine is configured to run on a network.
-> RECONFIGURE

configuration /kan.figa'reijn; AmE -.figja'r-/

noun [c,u]

confirm /kan'f3:m; AmE -'f3:rm/ verb [+ obj]

1 to say o" show that sth is definitely true or

correct: The date of the meeting has notyet been

confirmed, o Please write to confirm your reservation

(= say that it is definite), o The company confirmed
that it would cut 6 000 jobs.

2 {HR) to make a position more definite or official:

After a six-month probationary period, her position

was confirmed, o Joseph Bull is likely to be confirmed
as finance director.

confirmation /.kDnfa'meiJri; AmE ,ka:nfar'm-/

noun [C,U]

a statement, letter, etc. that shows that sth is true,

correct or definite: We are waitingfor confirmation

of the report, o I need email confirmation before I

can process the order, o to receive order/shipping

confirmation

confiscate /'kDnfiskeit; AmE 'ka:n-/ verb [+ obj]

to officially take sth away from sb, as a punishment
or because they are doing sth illegal: They had their

passports confiscated on entering the country, o
confiscated property^ impound

confiscation /.krjnfi'skeijn; AmE ,ka:n-/ noun
[C,U]

conflict noun, verb

noun /'krjnfhkt; AmE 'ka:n-/ [C,U]

1 a situation in which people, groups or countries

are involved in a serious disagreement or

argument: The bank has run into conflict with the

authorities, o a conflict between two members of the

team o Theyfound themselves in conflict over the

future of the firm, o HR managers need to be skilled

in conflict resolution {= settling disagreements).

O to come into/create/run into (a) conflict to avoid/
manage/prevent/resolve (a) conflict conflict

management/resolution
2 a situation in which there are opposing ideas,

opinions, feelings or wishes and it may be difficult

to choose: There is often a conflict between long
working hours and the demands offamily life.

EEl conflict of 'interest(s) a situation in which
there are two jobs, aims, roles, etc. and it is not
possible for both of them to be treated equally and
fairly at the same time: There was a conflict of
interest between his business dealings and hi<;

political activities, conflict of 'law(s) {Law) a
situation in which a court must decide which
country's laws apply to a dispute

• verb /kan'flikt/ [no obj] A and B conflict
|
A

conflicts with B if two ideas, beliefs, stories, etc.

conflict, it is not possible for them to exist together
or for them both to be true: The statements of the

two witnesses conflict, o These results conflict with
earlierfindings, o The government is accused of
sending out conflicting messages on the state of the

economy.

conform /kan'foim; AmE -'fo:rm/ verb [no obj]

to obey a rule or a law: This building does not

conform with fire regulations, o The modem
conforms to the V.90 industry standard.

confrontation /.kDnfrAn'teiJri; AmE ,ka:nfran-/

noun [U,C]

confrontation (with sb)/(between A and B) a

situation in which there is an angry disagreement
between people or groups who have different

opinions: confrontation between employers and
unions

confrontational /.kDnfrAn'teiJanl; AmE
,ka:nfran-/ adjective

that involves or causes conflict: a confrontational

style of leadership

conglomerate /kan'gromarat; AmE -'gkr.m-/

noun [C]

a large organization formed byjoining together a

group of companies often with different business

activities: Bertelsmann, the media conglomerate

0 an engineering/a financial/an industrial/a media
conglomerate to build (up)/create/form a

conglomerate

congress /'krjrjgres; ,4/T7f 'ka:rjgras/ not/n [Cwith

sing./pl. verb]

a large formal meeting or series of meetings: an
international congress of trades unions o a medical

congress

'con man noun [C] {informal)

a man who tricks other people into giving him
money, etc: Have nothing to do with that company—
they're a bunch ofcon men!

connect /ka'nekt/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] connect (sth) (up) (to/with sth) to

join together two or more things; to be joined

together: She connected up the two computers, o I

can connect to the office computer via a modem.
Ioppj disconnect
2 {IT) [+ obj or no obj] to link or be linked to the

Internet: Our business is connecting people to the

Internet, o Sometimes the phone lines are so busy

that it's impossible to get connected {= to the

Internet). [oppj disconnect
3 [+ obj] to join telephone lines so that people can

speak to each other: Hold on please, I'm trying to

connect you. [synI put sb through
[oppJ disconnect
4 [no obj] (used about a bus, plane, train, etc.) to

arrive at a particular time, so that passengers can



change to another bus, train, plane, etc: a

connectingflight
-> RECONNECT
lT»T7n connect the dots {also join the dots,

especially in BrE) to find or show the relationships

between different things: In your training session,

connect the dots for your audience—relate the

training to real business demands. -> connect-the-
dots

* connection {BrE spelling also connexion, less

frequent) /ka'nekfn/ noun [c]

1 (IT) a link to the Internet, telephone system, etc:

You pay €20 a month for their high-speed Internet

connection, o I'm having trouble establishing a

connection to the network, o There is a €150
connectionfee (= when you start receiving the

service).

2 [usually pi.] a person or an organization that you
know and that can help or advise you in your social

or professional life: One ofmy business connections

gave them my name.
3 a bus, train, plane, etc. that leaves soon after

another arrives: Our plane was so late that we
missed our connection.

4 [usually pi.] a means of travelling to another
place: There are good bus and train connections

between the conference centre and the city.

USE! in con nection with sb/sth (only used in

written English) about or concerning: 7 am writing to

you in connection with your application.

connectivity /.konek'tivati; ka.nek'tivati; AmE
,ka:n-/ noun [u]

(IT) the ability to be connected to the Internet or

another computer: The basic service includes email

and Internet connectivity.

COn,nect-the-'dotS adjective [only before noun]

1 that brings together facts and information from
different places and shows the relationships

between them: a connect-the-dots article

2 easy to do or understand; not complicated:
connect-the-dots instructions

connexion = connection

connotation /.kona'teijri; AmE ,ka:n-/ noun [C]

an idea suggested by a word in addition to its main
meaning: It wasn't easy to choose a namefor the

company without negative connotations.

conscientious AkDnJTenJas; AmE ,ka:n-/

adjective

taking care to do things carefully and correctly: Her
pleasant personality and conscientious work made
her a valued member of staff, .conscientiously
adverb: He performed all his duties conscientiously.

.conscientiousness noun [u]

consensual /kan'senjual/ adjective (formal)

that involves getting everyone's agreement: a
consensual approach to management

* consensus /kan'sensas/ noun [sing; u]

1 agreement among a group of people: trying to

reach a consensus on an issue o There is a growing
consensus among experts that interest rates will rise.

oAll the board's decisions are made by consensus, o
the process of consensus building

O to achieve/build/reach/seek (a) consensus
2 (Finance) the general view among experts of how
well a company, an industry or an economy will

perform: Their quarterly sales figures beat consensus
by 25%. o The consensus forecastfor growth is now
1.7%.

O a consensus estimate/forecast

conse quential loss {also .indirect loss) noun
[u,c]

(Law) money that a business loses as an indirect

result of being harmed by sb, for example a loss of

profits because its factory was damaged by them

m consolidate

conservatism /kan'sarvatizam; AmE -'S3:rv-/

noun [u]

1 the tendency to avoid unnecessary risks: the

conservatism of investors

2 (Accounting) (especially AmE) = prudence (1)

conservative /kan's3:vativ; AmE -'S3:rv / adjective

1 not taking or involving unnecessary risk: We have
always had a conservative approach to financing our
business.

2 lower than what is probably the real amount or

number: At a conservative estimate, shell be

earning €80 000. o The company's forecasts were
conservative.

conservator /kan's3:vata(r); 'krjnsaveita(r); AmE
kan's3:rvatar/ noun [C] (AmE)

(Law) a person chosen by a court to look after sb or

their finances, because they are too old, ill/sick,

etc. to do so themselves: The judge appointed a

conservator to manager her assets.

consignee /.konsai'ni:; AmE ,ka:n-/ noun [c]

(Transport) a person or an organization that goods
are sent to: We have informed the consignee of the

delivery date. -» consignor

consignment /kan'sainmant/ noun
1 (Transport) [c] a quantity of goods that are sent or

delivered somewhere: a consignment of books
[SYN] SHIPMENT
2 (Commerce) [C,u] goods that you deliver to sb, for

them to sell on your behalf or return if they cannot
sell them: These pieces are being offered on
consignment, o imports made on a consignment
account basis

con signment note noun [c]

(Transport) a document that gives details of goods
that have been sent or delivered somewhere and is

sent with them

consignment store noun [c]

especially in the US, a type of shop/store where you
can take items to be sold on your behalf or returned

to you if they are not sold

consignor /kan'sama(r)/ noun [C]

1 (Commerce) a person who delivers an item to sb

for them to sell on their behalf

2 (Transport) a person or an organization that sends
goods to sb/sth: The package must be marked with

the consignor's name and address. Isyni sender
t» CONSIGNEE
See note at employer

con sistency .concept noun [sing ]

(Accounting) one of the principles used in

accounting that says that similar items should be
treated in the same way within each accounting
period and from one period to the next, and that

the organization's rules for accounting should
always be followed

consolidate /kan'sDhdeit; AmE -'sail-/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to join things, especially

businesses, together into one; to be joined into one:

The two companies consolidatedfor greater

efficiency, o consolidated companies o a loan to help

you consolidate your debts (= replace smaller debts

with one big debt) -» unconsolidated
2 (Accounting) [+ obj] to combine the financial

results of a group of companies into one set of

figures: There was a rise in consolidated sales, o The

parent company is required to prepare a set of
consolidated accounts. -> unconsolidated
3 [+ obj or no obj] to make a position of power or

success stronger so that it is more likely to

continue: The merger will consolidate the group's

position in the market.



consolidation 112

4 [Transport) [+ obj] to combine separate items into

one load to transport them

consolidation /kan.SDli'deiJn; AmE -,sa:l-/ noun
[u.c]

see also: debt consolidation

1 [Economics) the situation when companies of the

same type join together: the rapid consolidation of
the industry into afew large companies o 2 500jobs
have been lost as part of the consolidation.

2 the act ofjoining two or more things together:

The consolidation of the two production sites into one
will strengthen our competitiveness.

3 the act of making your power, success,

knowledge, etc. stronger: The trainingfocuses on
the consolidation of skills.

4 [Transport) [AmE) = groupage

COnsolidator /kan'sDhdeita(r); AmE -'sa:\-/

noun [c]

1 [Economics) a company that takes control of

several others in the same industry to form a single

business: The group has ambitions to act as a

consolidator ofEuropean broadcasters.

2 [Commerce) a travel company that buys travel

tickets, rents hotel rooms, etc. in large numbers
and offers them to the public or travel agencies
at low prices: We offer consolidator airfares to

Southern Africa. -> bucket shop
3 [Transport) a transport company that receives

goods from different suppliers and packs them so

that they can be transported together: For small

shipments a freight consolidator is used.

Consols /'kDnsDlz; kan'SDlz; AmE 'ka:nsa:lz;

kan'sailz/ noun [pi.]

[Finance) in the UK, government bonds that have a

fairly low fixed interest rate but do not have a fixed

date for when the loan will be paid back
ItL'lH Consols is an abbreviation of the words
'Consolidated Stock' or 'Consolidated Annuities'.

Consortium /kan'sa:tiam; AmE -'so:rt-/ noun [C]

[plural consortiums or consortia /-tia/)

[Finance) a group of companies, banks,
organizations, etc. working together on a particular

project: The company has been rescued by a
consortium of banks, o The consortium is led by BP.

0 to form/Join/lead a consortium

constituent /kan'stitjuant; AmE -tju-/ adjective,

noun
• adjective [only before noun]

forming a whole; being a part of a whole: the

group's two constituent companies
•noun [c]

one of the parts that forms sth: the constituents of
the FTSE 100 index

constitute /'kDnstitju:t; AmE 'ka:nstatu:t/ verb

1 [+ obj] [usually be constituted) to form a group
legally or officially: a properly constituted company
with a proper balance sheet

2 [linking verb) [not used in the continuous tenses) to

be the parts that together form sth: In the UK,
women constitute 30% of managers. Isyni make up
3 [formal, usually used in written English) [linking

verb) [not used in the continuous tenses) to be
considered to be sth: Does such an activity constitute

a crim inal offence?

L'l'IH Although this verb is not used in the

continuous tenses in some meanings, it is common
to see the present participle form constituting:

Management has to fix a maximum number of hours

as constituting a day's work.

• constitution /.kDnsti'tju^n; AmE ,ka:nsta-

'tu:Jri/ noun [C]

the basic law or rules of a country or an
organization: A director must act according to the

company's constitution. oA two-thirds majority is

needed to amend the club's constitution. -» charter
noun (1)

0 to adopt/amend/draft/violate a constitution a
constitution allows sth/forbids sth/guarantees sth/

states that...

constitutional /.kraisti'tjuijanl; AmF,ka:nsta'tu:-/

adjective

connected with or allowed by a constitution: Do
corporations have a constitutional right to tell

untruths? oltis not constitutional to imprison
somebody without trial.

construct /kan'strAkt/ verb [+ obj]

1 construct sth (from/out of/of sth) [often be
constructed) to build or make sth large, such as a
road, building or machine: The building was
constructed in 1972. o Theframe is constructedfrom
steel and plastic, o a newly constructed hotel -» build
verb (1)

2 to create sth by putting different things or parts

together: I've consti'ucted my own homepage on the

Web. o a carefully constructed letter -» build verb (2)

-> RECONSTRUCT

* construction /kan'strAkJn/ noun
1 [u] the process or method of building or making
sth large, especially roads, buildings, bridges, etc:

Construction of the new offices has now been
completed, o This web page is currently under
construction (= being built), o He was working as a
labourer on a construction site. -» manufacturing
O to begin/complete/start construction bridge/

pipeline/plant/road construction a construction

site/yard/worker construction costs/materials/

methods/techniques
2 [u] the business of building roads, buildings, etc:

His businesses rangefrom shipping and construction

to motet.

O the construction industry/sector a construction

business/company/firm/group
3 [u] the process or method of creating sth by
putting different things or parts together: the

construction of rules/agreements
4 [u,C] the way that sth has been built or made:
wails of solid construction

5 [formal) [C] a thing that has been built or made:
massive constructions ofbamboo and paper
-» RECONSTRUCTION

con struction .permit = building permit

constructive dis missal noun [u; c, usually

sing ] (Brf)

[HR) the situation when an employer makes an
employee's working conditions so difficult or

unpleasant that they have to leave their job: The

court held that the reduction in pay amounted to

constructive dismissal. -» unfair dismissal

WHICH WORD?

construction/building

Both building [U] and construction [U] can be

used to describe the making of any structure or

large, complicated piece of equipment: the

building/construction of a new hospital/pipeline/

runway.

Construction is slightly more formal and more
commonly used about industrial buildings or

structures used for transport, such as roads or

bridges.

Building [U], especially when combined with

other nouns, usually describes the process of

building structures for living or working in:

cement, bricks and other building materials o The
houses failed to meet local building regulations.



consul /'kDnsl; AmE 'ka:nsl/ noun [c]

a government official working in a foreign city who
helps people from his/her own country who are

living or visiting there and encourages trade

between the two countries: the Indian consul in

Toronto consular /'krmsjala(r); AmE "kcunsalar/

adjective

consultancy /kan'SAltansi/ noun {plural

consultancies)

see also: internal consultancy

1 [c] a company that gives expert advice on a

particular subject: Accenture, a management
consultancyfirm See note at business
© a design/an IT/a management/marketing/

recruitment consultancy a consultancy business/

company/firm/group
2 [u] expert advice that an independent company
or person is paid to provide on a particular subject:

She's doing consultancy work with the IMF. oHeis
working on a consultancy basis (= he is not an
employee).

O consultancy costs/fees/work

consultant /kan'sAltant/ noun [c]

see also: management consultant

a person who knows a lot about a particular subject

and is paid to give advice about it to other people:

afirm of business consultants o She acts as a
consultant to start-ups. o a consultant on business

ethics See note at profession
0 a career/design/financial/marketing consultant

an independent/outside consultant to bring in/

call in/hire/use a consultant

consultation /.kDnsl'teiJn; AmE ,ka:n-/ noun

see also: joint consultation

1 [u] the act of discussing sth with sb or with a
group of people before a decision is made: The
plant was closed without any consultation with
workers, o The decision was taken in close

consultation with all the departments involved.

O after/following/in/without consultation (with sb) *

close/full/further/proper consultation public/

wide/worker consultation a consultation

document/paper/period/process
2 [c] a formal meeting to discuss sth: Thefirm will

hold consultations with the local council before plans
arefinalized.

O to have/hold a consultation

3 [c] a meeting with an expert to get advice: A 30-

minute consultation will cost €60.

O to book/have a consultation (with sb) to conduct/
do consultations

consulting /kan'SAltirj/ noun [u]

(often used in the names of companies) the activity

and business of providing expert advice, especially
about how a business can be improved: She works
in consulting, o Most of the large accountancyfirms
provide consulting services, o Deloitte Consulting

0 a consulting business/company/firm/group/
practice the consulting business/industry

consulting services/work

consume /kan'sju:m; AmE -'su:m/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to buy goods and services to use
yourself: There is an index that measures how
content we are with the goods and services we
consume, o the consuming public

2 [+ obj] to use sth such as fuel, energy, time or
money: The system consumes only 5 watts ofpower.
0 Such projects consume 20% of the country's budget.

consumer /kan'sju:ma(r>; AmE -'su:-/ noun [c]

see also: direct-to-consumer, end ~, ultimate ~

1 a person who buys goods or services for their

own use: Interest rate cuts have persuaded
consumers to spend more, o Videophones are still too

113 consumer credit

expensive for the average consumer, o Consumer
spending will be up 2.4% this year, o The new service

has been slow to take off{= become popular) among
consumers, o Low interest rates were responsiblefor
the consumer boom {

= period when people spend
a lot). -» end-user See note at customer
O average/individual/rural/urban consumers

domestic/foreign/online consumers • consumer
attitudes/choice/habits/needs/tastes consumer
activity/expenditure/spending/trends

2 a person, a group, a country, etc. that uses sth

such as fuel or energy: He said that America was the

world's largest consumer of natural resources per
head ofpopulation, o Mexicans are believed to be the

biggest consumers of soft drinks.

0 a big/great/large consumer (of sth) commercial/
industrial consumers (of sth) electricity/energy

consumers

con sumer advertising noun [u]

{Marketing) advertising that is aimed at individual

people and families, not businesses

consumer a wareness noun [u]

{Marketing) how far buyers know that a product or

service exists: We are trying to strengthen consumer
awareness of our brand. -> brand awareness

con sumer banking - retail banking

con'sumer base = customer base

con sumer be haviour {AmE spelling

~ behavior) noun [u]

{Marketing) the way in which individuals or families

decide what product or service to buy and where
and how to buy it: The company sent out millions of
emails to try to influence consumer behaviour, o
changes in consumer behaviour L'MH This is also

known as consumer buying behaviour.

con sumer borrowing noun [u]

{Economics) the amount of money that people have
borrowed, for example by using credit cards, in

order to buy things: New consumer borrowing
reached €1.53 billion in October. Isyni consumer
debt

con'sumer brand noun [cj

(Marketing) a brand that members of the public buy
regularly: The company has concentrated on
building a strong consumer brand, o leading

consumer brands, such as Nike and Benetton

consumer confidence noun [u]

1 (Economics) (also consumer 'sentiment, especially

in AmE) a measure of how willing people are to

spend money, because they feel that the economy
will get better or worse: a strong increase in

consumer confidence o the link between rising

unemployment andfalling consumer confidence o the

consumer confidence index
2 the fact that people trust and are willing to buy
particular products: The company is trying to

restore consumer confidence after a scandal

involving its products, o consumer confidence in the

food industry

con sumer co operative {also spelled - co-

operative) {also consumers' co operative, .retail

co'operative) noun [c]

{Finance) a business that is formed, owned and
controlled by a group of customers, who also share

the profits

con sumer credit {also .personal credit)

noun [u]

(Economics; Finance) loans made by banks and
shops/stores to customers, that allow them to buy
sth now and pay for it later: In order to restrict

consumer credit, the government is forced to raise



consumer credit insurance 114 particular purpose, for example, to buy a car or
improve their house

con sumer maga zine noun [c]

a magazine that is sold to members of the public
-> TRADE MAGAZINE

con sumer .market noun [sing ]

1 the buying and selling of goods for individual

and personal use: Sales in the consumer market are
beginning to improve.

2 the buying and selling of a particular product or
service: an expanding consumer marketfor leisure

goods

con sumer market re search = consumer
RESEARCH

con sumer non- durables {also ,non-
durables, .non-'durable goods, dis posables)

noun [pi.]

{Economics; Marketing) goods such as food, drinks,

newspapers, etc. that only last for a short time and
need to be replaced often: These small factories
make consumer non-durables—products ranging

from shoes to shampoo. O investment in consumer
non-durables (= in companies producing these

goods) lOPPl CONSUMER DURABLES

con sumer panel {also customer .panel,

especially in BrE) noun [C]

{Marketing) a carefully chosen group of customers
used by a company or an organization to give their

opinions or advice on particular products, services

or issues, often over a long period of time: We
conduct a consumer panel in five European countries

to ask people what sports shoes they buy, why they

buy them, etc.

con sumer preference noun [u; sing.]

{Marketing) the desire buyers have for one product
or feature rather than another: a shift in consumer
preferencefrom white sports shoes to brown o a
strong consumer preferencefor one brand of soft
drink

con'sumer price noun [c, usually pi.]

{Economics) the price that the public pays for

various ordinary goods and services: Consumer
prices having been falling at a rate of about one per

cent a year, o consumer prices for dairy products

con sumer 'price .index noun [sing.] {abbr

CPI)

{Economics) in the US and some other countries, a

list of the prices of some ordinary goods and
services which shows how much these prices

change each month, used to measure the rate of

inflation {- a general rise in the prices of goods
and services): The consumer price index rose 0.3 per

cent in May. [synj cost-of-living index, retail
PRICE INDEX

con sumer price in flation noun [u]

{Economics) a rise in the prices that people pay for

ordinary goods and services over a period of time;

the rate at which this happens: Consumer price

inflation fell to only 2.1 per cent in November.

con sumer products = consumer goods

con sumer profile = customer profile (1)

con,sumer pro motion noun [u,c]

{Marketing) activities done in order to encourage
people to try or to buy a product or service: The

most widely used consumer promotion is the price

reduction, o We ran a major consumer promotion.

con sumer pro tection noun [u]

{Law) the act of using laws to protect customers
from dishonest businesses, products that are not

safe or are too expensive, etc: There is a needfor
greater consumer protection in e-commerce. o
consumer protection legislation

con sumer re search {also con sumer market

interest rates, o Consumer creditfell by $82 million in

October, o a consumer credit agreement

con sumer credit insurance = credit
insurance (2)

con sumer debt noun [u]

{Economics) the amount of money that people owe
to shops/stores or banks for the things they have
bought but not yet paid for: Consumer debt grew
$1.8 billion in September, o One of the main risks for
the economy is the high level of consumer debt.

[SYNJ CONSUMER BORROWING

con sumer de mand noun [u,c]

the desire or need of customers for particular

goods or services: Ordersfor motor vehicles rose 5%,
aided by strong consumer demand, o consumer
demandfor housing/flights/organicfood

con sumer durables {BrE) {AmE durable
goods) {also 'durables, BrE, AmE) noun [pi.]

{Economics; Marketing) goods such as cars,

televisions, computers, furniture, etc. that last for a

long time after you have bought them
[OPPJ CONSUMER NON-DURABLES

con sumer elec tronics noun [pi ]

electronic goods, such as radios, televisions and
music systems, that are bought and used by
members of the public: Europe's largest consumer
electronics manufacturer

consumer finance noun [u]

{Finance) the business of lending money to

customers so that they can buy goods and pay for

them later: The retailer wants to sell off its consumer
finance unit.

0 a consumerfinance company/operation/unit

con'sumer goods {also con'sumer .products)

noun [pi.]

{Economics; Marketing) goods such as food, clothing,

etc. bought and used by individual customers:
There has been a steady increase in the demand for
consumer goods, o Unilever, the world's largest

consumer goods company [synj consumption
GOODS -> CAPITAL GOODS, INDUSTRIAL GOODS

con sumer group noun [c]

1 an organization that protects the rights of people
who buy particular products or services: The
consumer group Energywatch criticized the gas price

rise. Isynj consumer watchdog
2 {Marketing) one of a number of groups that

individual buyers belong to and that influence their

behaviour, such as a family group, a work group or

a professional group: consumer groups rangingfrom
milk drinkers to motorcycle riders

consumerism /kan'sju:marizam; AmE -'su:-/

noun [u]

see also: green consumerism

1 {Marketing) the activity of protecting the interests

of customers or of influencing the way
manufacturers make and sell goods: The growth of
consumerism has led to companies improving the

service to customers after they have bought a

product.

2 {Economics) the buying and using of goods and
services; the belief that it is good for a society or an
individual person to buy and use a large quantity of

goods and services: We are living in an age of mass
consumerism.

con'sumerist adjective [usually before noun]: a

consumerist society con'sumerist noun [C]:

Advertising has been under attack by government
and consumerists.

con,sumer 'loan noun [C] {especially AmE)
a loan that a bank makes to a person for a



research) {also .customer research, less frequent)

noun [u]

{Marketing) a study of the needs and opinions of

customers, especially in connection with a

particular product or service: Consumer research

showed that people were unwilling to pay higher

prices for organicfood, o a consumer research group/
centre/company

con sumer re sistance {also customer
re'sistance, less frequent) noun [U]

{Marketing) when people are unwilling to buy a

particular product or service, or dislike an aspect of

it: There is growing consumer resistance to

genetically modified foods, o overcoming consumer
resistance to shopping online

O to break down/ease/overcome consumer resistance

con sinners' co operative = consumer
COOPERATIVE

con sumer sentiment = consumer
CONFIDENCE

con sumer so ciety noun [c]

{Economics) a society in which the buying and
selling of goods and services is the most important
social and economic activity: We live in a consumer
society and people are used to choosing what they use

and how they use it.

con sumer surplus {also .buyer's surplus, less

frequent) noun [c]

{Economics) the difference between the highest

amount that a buyer is willing to pay for sth and
the lower price that he/she in fact pays

con sumer watchdog noun [c] {informal)

an independent organization that checks that

companies are not doing anything illegal and
protects the rights of individual customers
[SYNJ CONSUMER GROUP

* consumption /kan'sAmpJri/ noun [u]

see also: capital consumption

the act of using goods, services, energy, food or
materials; the amount used: Consumption of soft
drinks has grown by about 4 per cent this year, o the

country with the highestfuel consumption in the

world o The region produces crops for domestic
consumption (= to be used in the country).
-» CONSUME
O average/high/low/total consumption household/

mass/personal consumption domestic/home/
local consumption to increase/reduce

consumption consumption declines/falls/

increases/rises

con sumption ex penditure noun [u; pi.]

{Economics) the amount of money that is spent on
the goods and services that people use during a

particular period of time: During the quarter, total

consumption expenditure grew by 6. 7%. o Housing
and rent accountedfor 33% ofpersonal consumption
expenditures.

con sumption goods noun [pi ]

{Economics) goods that are designed to be used by
individual customers, for example clothes, food,
cars, etc: Poorer countries use up most of their

resources in producing consumption goods and
services. |syn| consumer goods

con sumption tax noun [c,u]

{Economics) a tax that is added to the price of goods
and services: Most countries levy (•= charge)
consumption taxes, such as VAT or sales tax.

-> EXPENDITURE tax, income tax, VAT

cont. abbr {only used in written Englisn)

continued: cont. on p 18
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* contact /'krjntaekt; AmE 'keen-/ noun, verb

• noun
1 [U] the act of communicating with sb, especially

regularly: Ifinally made contact with (= succeeded
in meeting) him in Frankfurt, o They put us in

contact with (= helped us to meet) an investment

banker, o My contact details are on my business card.

-» EYE CONTACT
O to get into/make contact with sb*a contact

address/name/number
2 [c] a person that you know, especially sb who
can be helpful to you in your work: She has some
good business contacts, o building up a network of
contacts

0 to build up/have/make contacts • a business/good/

personal/useful contact

-» idiom at point noun
• verb [+ obj]

to communicate with sb, for example by telephone
or letter: I've been trying to contact you all day. o You
can contact me on/at thefollowing number...

'contact .centre {AmE spelling ~ center) noun [C]

an office in which a large number of people work
using telephones and email for communicating
with customers, for example taking orders and
answering questions -» call centre

contact-to- order .ratio noun [c]

{Commerce; Marketing) the number of times a

customer contacts a company before placing an
order, compared to the number of orders the

company receives. The contact-to-order ratio is

used as a measure of how efficiently a company's
ordering system works.

container /kan'tema(r)/ noun [C]

1 a box, bottle, etc. in which sth can be stored or

transported: drinks in plastic and glass containers

2 {Transport) a large metal box that is used for

transporting goods by sea, road or rail: UK ports

expect a 5% annual increase in container traffic

{= the number of containers transported).

—Picture at transport
0 a container lorry/port/ship/truck to load/unload

containers

containerized, -ised /kan'teinaraizd/ adjective

[only before noun]: containerized cargo/shipping

containerization, -isation /kan.temarai'zeijri;

AmE-rd'z-/ noun [u]

contango /kan'taengau; AmE -goo/ noun [u]

{Finance) a situation where the price of a

commodity (= for example, an agricultural

product, a metal, oil, etc.) that will be delivered in

the future is higher than its price if it were
delivered immediately: Gold is generally in

contango. -» backwardation

* content /'kontent; AmE 'ka:n-/ noun

see also: local content

1 contents [pi ] the things that are contained in

sth: Fire has caused severe damage to the contents of
the building.

2 [U; pi ] the ideas in sth or the subject that sth

deals with: We met to decide on the content of our
presentation, o She hadn't read the letter so was
unaware of its contents.

3 [u] the information or other material contained

on a website, a CD-ROM, etc: How do we know if

our Web content meets customers' needs? o the

company's strength as a content provider
4 [sing.] {used after another noun) the amount of a

substance that is contained in sth else: iron with a
high carbon content

5 {Manufacturing) [u] the parts that make up a

product: The car manufacturer is aimingfor 100%



content theory of motivation ne

local content (= all the parts made within the

country).

content theory off moti vation noun [c]

{HR) a formal idea that tries to explain why
employees behave in a particular way

contingency /kan'tmd3ansi/ noun [c] {plural

contingencies)

an event that you hope will not happen, but for

which you plan in case it does: We must consider all

possible contingencies.

UHSi on a con tingency basis if you provide

services to sb/sth on a contingency basis, you are

only paid if your services help them to achieve a

particular aim, for example, winning money in a
court case: Personal injury lawyers will often work
on a contingency basis.

con tingency ac.count - contingency
FUND

contingency fee {AmE also con tingent fee)

noun [C]

{Law) an arrangement by which a client pays a

lawyer only if the lawyer wins money for the client

in court

contingency fund {also con tingency ac.count,

con'tingency re.serve) noun [c]

[Accounting) an amount of money that sb keeps to

pay for a possible future expense or loss: We have a
contingencyfundfor unexpected emergencies.

O to establish/have/set up a contingencyfund

con tingency lia bility = contingent
LIABILITY

con tingency plan noun [c]

a plan a business makes that will be followed if a

particular disaster or other event happens: We have
a contingency plan to deal with a strike, o
contingency plansfor possible breakdowns
-> BUSINESS CONTINUITY, DISASTER RECOVERY
0 to draft/have/make/prepare a contingency plan

con'tingency planning noun [u]

contingency re,serve = contingency fund

contingent /kan'tmd3ant/ adjective {formal)

that will only take place if a particular event
happens: The acquisition is contingent on/upon
shareholder approval.

contingent fee = contingency fee

contingent lia bility (a/so contingency
liability, less frequent) noun [c]

{Accounting) a debt shown in a company's financial

records that does not exist now but may exist in the

future if a particular event happens: The company
has a number ofpossible contingent liabilities arising

from lawsuits.

contingent work noun [u]

{HR) work done by people who do not have a
permanent contract with a company
[synJ assignment work con tingent .worker
noun [c]

con tinuous audit noun [u.c]

1 {Accounting) a system of keeping a constant check
on a company's financial records at all times rather

than checking them once a year
2 {HR) a system of keeping a constant check on
how well part of a business or a system works: a

system of staff appraisal and development that is

subject to continuous audit

continuous em ployment noun [u]

{HR) the fact of working for a company for a period

of time with no breaks: two years' continuous

employment

continuous im provement noun [u]

the process of continuing to make a company, its

products or services better by making frequent
small changes to deal with problems rather than
fewer very large changes -» kaizen

continuous inventory {also per.petual
'inventory) noun [u,c]

{Accounting) a system of keeping a constant check
on the type and quantity of products that a

business has to sell

continuous production {also continuous
'processing) = flow production

contra ac count /'kxmtra: AmE 'ka:ntra//70i/n [C]

{Accounting) a financial account that forms a pair

with another account. When money goes out of one
of the accounts, it goes into the other.

contraband /'kontrabasnd; AmE 'ka:n-/ noun [u]

goods that are illegally taken into or out of a
country: contraband goods o to smuggle contraband

• contract noun, verb

• noun /'kDntraekt; AmE 'ka:n-/ [C]

see also: annual hours contract, bilateral ~,

forward ~, futures ~, labor ~, personal ~, rolling ~,

etc.

1 an official written agreement: a contractfor the

supply of vehicles o These clausesform part of the

contract between buyer and seller, o I had to draw
up and cost a cleaning contractfor the offices, o The
shipbuildingfirm has won a contract to build two
cruise liners, o J was on a three-year contract which
expired last week, o Under the terms of the
contract the job should have been finished yesterday.
o They were suedfor breach ofcontract (= for not
keeping to a contract). See note at agreement
0 to draw up/enter into/make/sign a contract to be

awarded/bidfor/get/tenderfor/win a contract a

casual/fixed-term/long-term/permanent contract

a big/lucrative/major contract

2 {Finance) an agreement to buy or sell a fixed

quantity of sth at a fixed price by a fixed date in the

future: The March cocoa contract closed $46 lower.

• verb /kan'traekt/

1 [+ obj or no obj] to become less or smaller; to

make sth less or smaller: a contracting market
2 [+ obj] to make a legal agreement with sb for

them to work for you or provide you with a service:

Several computer engineers have been contracted to

thefinance department.

3 [no obj] to make a legal agreement to work for sb

or to provide them with a service: She has

contracted to work 20 hours a week.

USJH con .tract 'in (to sth) {BrE) to formally agree

that you will take part in sth con tract 'out (of sth)

{BrE) to formally agree that you will not take part in

sth: Many employees contracted out of the pension

plan, con.tract sth 'out (to sb) to arrange for work
to be done by another company or by sb outside

your company: The maintenance and cleaning of the

building has been contracted out.

contract bond {also per formance bond)
noun [c]

{Law) a guarantee provided by a bank or an
insurance company that their customer, for

example a supplier or a building company, who has

a contract to supply sth or do some work for sb will

complete the work. If they do not, a sum of money
will be paid: The contractor must provide a contract

bond. oA performance bond is a financial guarantee

thatyou will honour a business contract.

.contract carrier noun [c]

{Transport) a transport company that has a contract

to carry goods or people for an organization
-> common carrier



contract caterer noun [c]

a company that has a contract to provide food for

the employees of an organization

.contract labour (AmE spelling ~ labor) noun [u]

(HR) workers who are employed by a business,

often through another organization, for a fixed

period of time, for example in order to work on a

particular project

contract note noun [c]

{Stock Exchange) a document that gives details of the

shares, bonds, etc. that a broker has bought or

sold for a customer

.contract of em ployment (also .contract of

'service) noun [C]

{HR) a formal agreement made between an
employer and an employee, giving details of pay,

holidays, hours of work, etc: Under her contract of
employment, she is entitled to three months' pay in

lieu of notice. employment (1), service
CONTRACT

.contract of in surance = insurance policy

.contract of purchase (also purchase
a.greement) noun [C]

(Law) a document that gives details of the

conditions under which sth is sold

.contract of 'service = contract of
employment

* contractor /kan'traekta(r); AmE 'kamtraektar/

noun [c]

see also: approved contractor, general ~,

independent ~

a person or company that has a contract to do work
or provide goods or services for another company:
They have employed outside contractors to install the

new computer system, o a building/haulage

contractors subcontractor
O an approved/independent/outside/a recognized

contractor

contractual /kan'traektjual/ adjective

(Law) connected with the conditions of a legal

written agreement; agreed in a contract: The
companyfailed to meet its contractual commitments,
o Mr Ronson exercised his contractual right to give

six months' notice.

0 a contractual commitment/duty/obligation/
relationship/responsibility a contractual

agreement/requirement/righ t

'contract .worker noun [c]

(HR) a person who works for a company for a fixed

period of time, for example in order to work on a
particular project, but is not an employee of the
company

'contra .entry /'kDntra; AmE •kamtrd/noun [C]

(Accounting) an amount recorded in a financial

account that forms a pair with another amount.
Both amounts have the same value but one is a

credit and the other a debit.

contrarian /kan'trearian; AmE -'trer-/ noun [C]

(Stock Exchange) an investor who does the opposite
of what everybody else is doing, for example,
buying shares when other investors are selling

con'trarian adjective

con tributing shares = partly paid shares

contribution /,kDntri'bju:J^; AmE ,ka:n-/ noun

see also: defined contribution

1 (HR) [c, usually pi.] an amount of money that sb
or their employer pays for benefits such as health
insurance, a pension, etc: You can increase your
monthly contributions to the pension scheme.
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2 [c] an amount of money that is given to a person
or an organization in order to help pay for sth:

Environmental taxes make only a small contribution

to government revenues.

3 (Accounting) [c, usually sing., u] the amount of
money that an individual product or service pays
towards a company's fixed costs, based on its

sales and variable costs: We looked at how much
contribution each product made in order to make
decisions aboutfuture products.

4 (Insurance) [c,u] a share of a payment made for

an item that is lost or damaged when it is insured
with two or more companies; the act of sharing
payments between insurance companies: Ifyour
coat is stolen from your car, your household insurer

may seek a contribution from your car insurer.

contributor /kan'tnbjata(r)/ noun [C]

1 (HR) a person who makes regular payments to

pay for benefits such as health insurance or a
pension: pension-fund contributors

2 a person or thing that gives money to help pay
for sth, or provides support for a project: Older

people are important contributors to the economy.

contributory /kan'tribjatari; /Amf -to:ri/ adjective

[usually before noun]

1 helping to cause sth: The bad weather was a
contributoryfactor in the fall in sales.

2 involving payments from the people who will

benefit: a contributory pension plan/scheme
(= paid for by employees as well as employers)
IQPPI NON-CONTRIBUTORY

* control /kan'traol; AmE -'trool/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: budgetary control, change ~, command
and ~, cost ~, credit ~, damage ~, exchange ~, etc.

1 [u] the power to make decisions about how an
organization, an area, a country, etc. is run: The
family has sold most of its shares and will lose control

of the company, o Workers were given more control

over the company's management, o The railway

network is under public control.

O to acquire/assume/be given/gain/get/take control

of sth to give up/hand over/keep/lose/relinquish

control of sth

2 [u] the ability to make sb/sth do what you want:
We have no control over the situation, o /fear the

company has lost control of its future, o Owing to

circumstances beyond our control, this service will

not be available today.

O to have/keep/lose control of/over sth

3 (Finance) [u] the fact of owning sth such as

shares: He claims he knows nothing about the control

of shares (= who owns the shares) held through the

trust.

4 [u,c] the act of restricting, limiting or managing
sth; a method of doing this: Poor cost control led to

the company's problems, o The government has
imposed tough controls on steel imports.

O strict/stringent/tight/tough controls to impose/
introducefrelax/remove/tighten controls

5 [C, usually pi.] the switches and buttons, etc. that

you use to operate a machine or a vehicle: the

controls of an aircraft o the control panel

6 (Technical) [c] a person, thing, group or test that

you use as a standard of comparison when doing
an experiment, in order to check your results: One
group was treated with the new drug, and the

control group was given a sugar pill.

7 [u] (also con'trol key [sing.]) (abbr Ctrl) a button

on a computer keyboard that you press with other

buttons when you want to perform particular

operations: Press control + Sto save the document.
fTO?! be in con'trol (of sth) to direct or manage an
organization, an area or a situation be/get/run



control account us

out of con'trol to be or become impossible to

manage or to control: Consumer spending has been

allowed to get out of control, be under con'trol to

be being dealt with successfully: The situation's

under control, bring/get/keep sth under con'trol

to succeed in dealing with sth so that it does not

cause any harm: attempts to keep inflation under
control

• verb{-\\) [+ obj]

1 to have power over a person, company, country,

etc. so that you are able to decide what they must
do or how it is run: By the age of21 he controlled the

company, o One oil company controls 60% of the

country's petrol stations.

2 {Finance) to own sth such as shares: Thefamily
still controls almost half the shares in the company.
3 to limit sth or make it happen in a particular

way: legislation to control drug prices

4 to stop sth from getting worse: a rise in interest

rates to control inflation

5 to make sth, such as a machine or system, work
in the way that you want it to: The temperature is

controlled by sensors.

con'trol ac,count {also ad justment ac count
noun [c]

{Accounting) an account that is kept in addition to

official accounts, in order to check that the official

accounts are accurate

con'trol key = control noun (7)

controlled e'conomy = command
ECONOMY

controller /kan'traula(r); AmE-'trou-/ noun [c]

1 a person who manages or directs sth, especially

a large organization or part of an organization:

She's been appointed controller of their US
operations.

2 {also comptroller, especially in AmE) a person
who is in charge of the finances of a business or

government department: He joined the group in

2002 as a financial controller.

controlling Interest noun [c, usually sing.]

{Finance) when a person or an organization owns
enough shares in a company to be able to make
decisions about what the company should do; a

number of shares that are bought in order to

achieve this: He has a 51% controlling interest in the

new company. -» blocking minority

controlling shareholder {especially BrE)

{AmE usually controlling stockholder) noun [c]

{Finance) a person or a company that owns enough
shares in a company to be able to make decisions

about what the company's activities and policies

should be: She is the company'sfounder and
controlling shareholder.

controlling 'stockholder = controlling
SHAREHOLDER

convene /kan'vim/ verb {formal)

1 [+ obj] to arrange for people to come together for

a formal meeting: A special board meeting has been

convened, o He convened a team of top managers to

work on improving customer service. KMH The verb
call can be used as a less formal way of saying
convene when talking about arranging a meeting:
A special board meeting has been called.

2 [no obj] to come together for a formal meeting:
The committee will convene at 11.30 next Thursday.

See note at arrange

convenience /kan'vi:nians/ noun
USUI at sb's convenience {format) at a time or a

place which is suitable for sb: Can you telephone me
atyour convenience to arrange a meeting?

conVenience food noun [c,u]

food that is sold as a prepared meal or product,
that you can cook or use very quickly and easily:

We manufacture convenience foods for the retail and
catering markets.

convenience Store noun [C] {especially AmE) a
small shop/store that sells food, newspapers, etc.

and often stays open all or most of the day and
night: The company operates a chain of convenience
stores at gas stations. See note at shop

convention /kan'venjn/ noun [C]

a large meeting of the members of a profession, an
organization, etc: The industry has its annual
convention in Cannes, [syni conference
0 to arrange/have/hold/organize a convention to

attend/go to a convention a convention centre/

delegate/hall

conversion /kan'v3:Jn; AmE -'V3:r3n; -in/ noun
[U,C]

see also: cash conversion

1 the act or process of changing sth from one form,
use or system to another: the conversion of the

business into a public company o the conversion of
dollars to pesos o No conversion is needed to run this

software.

2 {Finance) the act of exchanging special bonds or

shares for ordinary shares in a company: The
company is considering the conversion of 103 million

preference shares into ordinary shares, o The new
bond has a conversion price of $10.

con'version cost noun [c, usually sing.]

1 {Accounting) the cost of the work, the wages and
other regular expenses (overheads) involved in

producing finished goods from raw material or in

changing material from one stage of production to

the next: a profit margin of3% on direct materials

cost and $10 on conversion cost

2 {Marketing) the relationship between the cost of

advertising products on the Internet and the

number of items sold: Ifwe spend $1 000 on our
advertising campaign and sell 20 items, the

conversion cost per sale is $50.

• convert /kan'v3:t; AmE -'V3:rt/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to change or make sth change
from one form, purpose, system, etc. to another:

The software converts filesfrom Macintoshformat to

Windows format, o converting ideas into actions o
Our offices are on the secondfloor of a converted

warehouse, o Many TV companies are converting to

digital.

2 {Finance) [+ obj] to change an amount of one type

of money, investment, unit, etc. into another type:

What rate will I get if I convert my dollars into euros?

o The bonds can be converted into common shares.

-» idiom at action

convertibility /kan,v3:ta'bilati; AmE -,v3:rt-/

noun [U]

{Economics) the fact that the money of a particular

country can easily be changed into the money of

another country: He said that China will steadily

promote the full convertibility of its currency.

-> convertible currency

convertible /kan'v3:tabl; AmE -'V3:rt-/ adjective,

noun
{Finance)

• adjective

(about bonds or shares) that can be exchanged for

another type of investment in a company, usually

ordinary snares: The bonds are convertible into

France Telecom shares, o The company issued

€1 billion in convertible bonds. -> exchangeable
• noun [C] {also convertible se curity)

a special type of bond or share that can be

exchanged for another investment in the company



that sold it, usually ordinary shares: The company
raised $302 million selling convertibles.

convertible currency noun [c,u]

(Economics; Finance) money of one country that can

easily be changed into the money of another

country, especially into a strong currency such as

the dollar or the euro: All payments shall be made in

freely convertible currency. -> convertibility

con vertible note noun [c]

(Finance) a loan made to a company that has a fixed

rate of interest and can either be paid back in cash

or changed into ordinary shares: The group has

announced a $100 million offering (
= sale) of

convertible notes.

con vertible se curity = convertible noun

conveyancer /kan'veiansa(r)/ noun [C]

(Law) a person, especially a lawyer, who is an
expert in conveyancing: Ask a licensed

conveyancer to check the title deeds of the house.

conveyancing /kan'veiansin/ noun [u]

(Law) the work done in legally moving property

from one owner to another; the branch of law that

is concerned with this: We did our own
conveyancing.

con'veyor belt (also conveyor /kan'veia(r)/)

noun [c]

a continuous moving band for transporting goods
from one part of a building to another, for example
products in a factor}' or suitcases in an airport: As
the bottles move along the conveyor belt, tubes drop

the right medicine into the right bottle.—Picture at

TRANSPORT

COO /,si: au 'au; AmE ou 'ou/ = chief operating
officer

COOkie /'kuki/ noun [C]

(IT) a computer file that an Internet site sends to

your computer, which is used to store information

about how you use the site: To use this website you
will have to turn cookies on (= set your computer
so that it receives them).

cooling- off period noun [c]

1 a period of time during which two sides in a

dispute try to reach an agreement before taking
further action, for example going on strike: If talks

fail, there is a 30-day cooling-offperiod before the

union can strike.

2 (Law) a period of time after sb has agreed to buy
sth, such as an insurance plan, during which they
can change their mind: You have a 14-day cooling-

offperiod during which you can cancel the contract.

'co-op noun [c] (informal)

a cooperative shop/store, business or farm: Many
farmersformed agricultural co-ops to obtain better

prices.

cooperative (also spelled co-operative)
/kau'Dparativ; AmE kou'a:p-/ noun, adjective

• noun (BrE also .workers' cooperative) [c]

see also: agricultural cooperative, consumer ~,

credit ~, retail ~, retailer ~, savings and credit ~,

wholesale ~

a business or other organization that is owned and
run by the people involved, who work together and
share the profits: Theyformed a cooperativefor
marketing their vegetables, o The factory is now a
workers' cooperative.

• adjective [usually before noun]
owned and run by the people involved, with the
profits shared by them: a cooperative association/

organization/society o a cooperative bank/farm/store

co operative marketing {also spelled

co-operative ~) noun [u]

(Marketing) the activity of two or more businesses
working together to advertise and sell each other's

119 copycat

products: The software company has announced a

cooperative marketing agreement with IBM.

* coordinate (also spelled co-ordinate)
/kau'a:dmeit; AmE koo'3:rd-/ verb [+ obj]

to organize the different parts of an activity and the

people involved in it so that it works well: It is her
job to coordinate the work of the teams, o We need to

develop a coordinated approach to the problem, o a

coordinating committee coordination (also

spelled co-ordination) /kao,o:di'neijn; AmE
kou,a:rd-/ noun [u]: a needfor greater coordination

between departments coordinator (also spelled

co-ordinator) noun [C]: She is the campaign's
coordinator. 0 a project coordinator

copier /'kDpia(r); AmE 'ka:p-/ = photocopier

* copy /'kDpi; AmE 'ka:pi/ noun, verb

* noun (plural copies)

see also: advance copy, attested ~, body ~,

carbon ~, certified ~, hard ~, knocking ~, proof ~

1 [C] one of a number of books, newspapers,
pieces of software, etc. that have been produced
and are the same: a copy of 'The Financial Times'

o

The book has sold more than 8 million copies

worldwide.

2 [C] a document or computer file that is the same
as an original from which it is made: Please make
two copies of the letterfor the files, o a backup copy

of the disk (= to be used if you lose the original)

ISYNl DUPLICATE -» PHOTOCOPY noun

O to keep/make/print (out) a copy

3 [C] a product that is made to be the same as or

very similar to another product, especially when
this is done illegally: a bootleg copy of a CD
-> BOOTLEG, PIRATE
4 (Marketing) [u] written material that is to be

printed or used in an advertisement: This will make
great copyfor the ad. -» copywriter

• verb [+ obj] (copies, copying, copied, copied)

1 to make another document, computer file, etc.

that is the same as the original: Copy the CD onto
your hard disk, o illegally copied software

-» photocopy verb (1)

2 to do sth or try to do sth the same as sb/sth else:

Competitors are quick to copy good ideas.

GEHEl ,copy sb 'in (on sth) to make sure that sb

receives a copy of a letter, an electronic message,

etc. that you are sending to sb else: Please copy me
in on all correspondence.

copycat /'kDpikcet; AmE 'ka:p-/ adjective [only

before noun]

that copies sb else's successful idea, design, etc:

strong sales of established and copycat drugs o The

insurerfaces a host of copycat claims if it loses this

case.

O a copycat claim/drug/medicine/product/version

'copycat noun [c] : copycats of the successful

diabetes drug See note at copy

VOCABULARY BUILDING

Copies of products

Products that are similar to popular brands

• They're developing a copycat version of the drug.

• It's difficult to compete in a crowded market with

a me-too product.

• a knock-off designer handbag

Illegal copies of software, CDs, videos, etc.

• a stall selling bootleg CDs
• pirated/pirate copies ofAmerican movies

• illegal/unauthorized/unlicensed copies of the

software
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copyright /'kopirait; AmE 'ka:p-/ noun,

adjective, verb

• noun [C,U]

the right to be the only person who may publish,

broadcast, make copies of, etc. an original piece of

work, such as a book, film/movie or computer
program and give other people permission to use it

or any part of it: This software is protected by
copyright, o The publisher has the copyright on all

his books, o Copyright expires seventy years after the

death of the author, o It is an infringement of
copyright to photocopy a book.

O to have/hold/own/retain copyright in/on sth * a

breach ojVan infringement of copyright the

copyright holder/owner * be in/out of/under
copyright

• adjective

protected by copyright; not allowed to be copied
without permission: a copyright work

• verb [+ obj]

to have the copyright for sth: copyrighted material
-» PATENT

'copy .testing noun [u]

{Marketing) the process of testing an advertisement
with a small group of people to see how effective it

is before it is used publicly: We carried out copy
testing to see which heading attracted the most
response, 'copy test verb [+ obj or no obj]: The ads

were copy tested before the campaign and the scripts

changed, 'copy test noun [C]: She questions whether
copy tests can really predict sales results.

copywriter /'kDpiraita(r); AmE 'ka:p-/ noun [c]

a person whose job is to write the words (copy) to

be used in advertisements: She works as a

copywriter at a London ad agency.

cordless /'ko:dlas; AmE 'korrd-/ adjective

not connected to a power supply or another device

by wires

O a cordless drill/mouse/telephone/tool

• core /ko:(r)/ noun, adjective

• noun [C, usually sing ]

the centre of sth; the most important or essential

part of sth: One brand willform the company's core,

o The customer is at the core of our business, o We
have a core of experienced staff.

• adjective

most important, main or essential; making the
most profit: The manufacturers core brands include

Zanussi and AEG. o We moved awayfrom our core PC
business to build a consultingfirm, o The programme
is run by a core team of researchers. IoppI non-core
-> DIVERSIFY, HARD-CORE
0 a core brand/product a core business/division/

market/operation core activities/skills core

customers/employees/workers * to focus on/
develop/strengthen core brands, etc.

.core 'area noun [c]

1 the main part of a particular activity where most
of the work or business is done; the place where
most work or business is done: The school offers

courses in three core areas: business reasoning, social

knowledge and interpersonal skills, o We have more
readers in our core area than any other newspaper.
2 {HR) one of the essential parts of a particular job:

In your appraisal your work will be evaluated in five

core areas.

.core 'capital noun [u]

{Finance) the main part of a bank's funds that comes
from the money that shareholders have invested in

it and spare profits that it has kept: Banks are

required to keep core capital at 4% of assets.

[SYEDTlER I CAPITAL

.core 'competency {also .core competence)
noun [C]

1 an important ability or strength that a company
has that makes it successful and gives it an
advantage over its competitors: Manufacturing was
their core competency, o They decided to cut costs and
justfocus on their strategic core competencies.

2 {HR) an important skill that is essential for a

particular job: The company has identifiedfive core

competencies for executives.

.core de posits noun [pi.]

{Finance) the part of a bank's funds that comes from
customers who generally leave money in their bank
accounts: The bank hasfound it difficult to attract

core deposits. -> retail deposits

.core 'earnings noun [pi.]

{Accounting) the profit that a company makes from
its main business activities: The company has
announced a 95% increase in core earnings, o We
only invest in companies with strong core earnings.

.core in'flation noun [u]

{Economics) the rate at which the prices of goods
and services rise over a period of time, measured
without considering prices that change a lot, such
as the cost of energy and some foods: approaches to

measuring core inflation o Core inflation rose by
2.4% in April.

.core 'values noun [pi.]

1 the ideas and beliefs of an organization that

managers and employees share and practise in

their work: We have nine core values and beliefs that

govern how we operate, o to adhere to core values

-> CORPORATE CULTURE
2 the ideas and beliefs that a person has that

influence what they do and help them make
important decisions: I have changed, but my core

values haven't.

'corner shop {BrE) {also 'corner store, BrE, AmE)
noun [C]

a small shop/store that sells food, newspapers,

cigarettes, etc., especially one near people's houses

See note at shop

MORE ABOUT

copyright/patent/trademark

Copyright

If you produce an original piece of work such as a

book or computer program, you own the

copyright on it. This gives you the right to stop

other people from copying the work without
permission.

The right is created automatically—you do not

need to apply to the authorities.

The © symbol is used to remind people that the

work is copyright. It is not a legal requirement.

Patent

If you design a new product, device or method, for

example a new medicine, you can apply for a

patent. The patent gives you a limited period of

time, usually 20 years, in which to sell the
invention without other people copying it.

Trademarks

If you have a unique name or symbol that you use

for your products, you can apply to register it as a

trademark.

Once a trademark has been registered, other

people cannot use it in connection with similar

products.

The ® and ™ symbols are used to show that a

trademark is protected.



* Corp. abbr (especially AmE)

a short way of writing corporation: Sony Corp. See
note at Ltd

* corporate /'ko:parat; AmE 'ko:rp-/ adjective,

noun
• adjective [only before noun]

1 connected with a company or a group, or with
business in general: His corporate clients include 3M
and Nabisco, o Corporate profits have grown less

than analysts expected, o The big hotels are suffering

from cutbacks in corporate travel.

2 (often Corporate) corporate America, Britain,

etc. used especially in newspapers to talk about the

people and organizations that control a country's

business: The stock market continues to suffer as

corporate America struggles to make a profit.

3 involving or shared by all the members of a

group: The success of the project wasn't due to one
person—it was a corporate effort.

• noun [C]

see also: body corporate

1 a company, especially a large one: The bank will

focus on corporates and financial markets, o Asia's

leading corporates

2 [Finance) = corporate bond

.corporate advertising noun [u]

{Marketing) advertising that tells the public about a

company, rather than particular products that it

sells, and tries to create a good image for it: Our
corporate advertising is designed to create a strong

and desirable corporate brand image.
-> INSTITUTIONAL ADVERTISING

.corporate 'bond {also 'corporate) noun [c]

(Finance) a bond that is issued (= sold) by a

company

.corporate 'charter = charter noun (2)

.corporate communi cation (also

.organizational communication) noun [U; C, usually

Plj

(HR; Marketing) the things that a company does to

share information with its employees or with its

customers and the public, in order to keep a good
relationship with them and give a clear idea of
what it is: Effective PR and corporate communication
will build awareness ofyour organization's brands
and products. -> public relations

.corporate 'culture [also .organizational

'culture) noun [u,c]

the ideas, beliefs and values of a particular

company or organization: We are trying to make our
corporate culture more international.

.corporate debt noun [u]

(Economics) money that companies borrow from
investors, banks, etc.; investments that involve
lending money to companies: The economy has been
burdened by heavy corporate debt, o the corporate
debt market -> consumer debt

.corporate 'finance noun [u]

the activity of helping companies to get the money
they need in order to run and develop their

businesses: Hefollowed a career in corporate
finance, o the corporatefinance arm (= business/
department) ofKPMG .corporate fi'nancier noun
[C] : Senior corporatefinanciers were handling the

sale.

.corporate governance noun [u]

the way in which directors and managers control a
company and make decisions, especially decisions
that have an important effect on shareholders: a set

ofguidelines for good corporate governance
-» GOVERNANCE

.corporate hospi tality noun [u]

(Marketing) when companies entertain customers,
business partners, their staff, etc. for example at a
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big sports event, in order to help develop good
business relationships: Corporate hospitality often

plays an important role in achieving marketing
goab.

.corporate i'dentity noun [c, usually sing , u]

(Marketing) the features, qualities or personality of a

company that make it different from others, often

expressed in its name, in symbols, in its

advertisements, etc: The airline has developed a new
corporate identityfor the 2000s. o Your corporate

identity can create pride and motivation in your
employees.

O to build/create/develop/establish a corporate

identity

.corporate 'image noun [c
,
usually sing., u]

(Marketing) what people think or feel about a

particular company; the way that a company
presents itself to the public: Creating a positive

corporate image is an important part of marketing
strategy.

O to build/create/develop/project/promote a

corporate image

.corporate income tax = corporation tax

.corporate 'ladder noun [c, usually sing.]

a series ofjobs from junior to senior level by which
you can make progress in a company: After several

years successfully climbing the corporate ladder, I

left to start my own business. -> career ladder

.corporate 'marketing noun [u]

the activity of planning and controlling a

company's marketing, to make sure that it uses the

same styles, messages, etc. and creates a particular

image for the whole company: As vice-president of
corporate marketing, she will oversee the use of the

company's brand worldwide.

O a corporate marketing plan/programme/strategy

.corporate officer = company officer

.corporate raider noun [c]

(Finance) a person or company that regularly buys
large numbers of shares in other companies against

the company's wishes, either to control the

company or to sell the shares again for a large

profit: corporate raiders, whose motto is 'Get in, get

out, get rich' (= buy a company and then sell it

quickly for a large profit)

.corporate re newal noun [u.c]

the act of making changes to a company in order to

make it more successful; the process of becoming
more successful in this way: a programme of
corporate renewal

.corporate responsi bility noun [u]

the fact of companies being concerned about social,

political or environmental issues

.corporate 'secretary = company secretary

'corporate .sector noun [c, usually sing.]

the part of a country's economy that is made up of

all the public and private companies in the country:

The corporate sector is still struggling, even as the

consumer economy booms.

corporate 'social responsi bility noun [u,c]

(abbr CSR)

the process of running a business in a way that

helps people in society to improve their quality of

life

.corporate 'strategy noun [u,c]

the things a company plans to do in order to

become more successful; the activity of planning

these actions: Our corporate strategy is to increase

the size of both of our core businesses, o He went on

to become head of corporate strategy.

I
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corporate structure noun [c,u]

the way in which the different parts of a company
or group of companies are connected with each
other and managed: We have aflat corporate

structure (= management is shared between lots of

people). -» HIERARCHY

corporate 'veil noun [sing ]

{Law) the principle that a company's shareholders

or employees are not personally responsible for its

debts: Whatyou want to avoid is anything that

might pierce the corporate veil (= would destroy

this protection).

.corporate venturing noun [u]

{Finance) the activity of a larger company investing

in a smaller business in order to develop new
products, markets, etc. as well as get a share of the

profits: Corporate venturing can bring strategic

advantages to a firm, .corporate 'venture noun
[C]: The company is involved in a number of
corporate ventures, o a corporate venturefund

corporation /,ka:pa'reiJn; AmE ,ko:rp-/

noun [c]

see also: closely held corporation, development ~,

municipal ~, public ~

1 a large company or group of companies: the rise

ofgiant corporations See note at company
O a big/giant/large/major corporation * a global/

multinational/transnational corporation

2 {Law) {abbr Corp.) a business organization that

has been officially created (incorporated) and is

owned by shareholders: the IBM Corporation o They
formed a corporation to buy and develop the

property.

O to create/form/set up a corporation to dissolve/

liquidate a corporation

3 a large organization that is created by the

government, in order to provide a particular

service to the public: the British Broadcasting

Corporation

corpo ration tax (Srf) {AmE .corporate income
tax) noun [U,C] {abbr CT)

{Accounting) a tax that companies pay on their

profits: Charities are not subject to corporation tax. o
The rate of corporation tax was cutfrom 35% to

34%.

correction /ka'rekjn/ noun [C,u]

see also: error correction

1 a change in prices, for example on a stock

market, especially a sudden temporary fall after

they have been too high: Share prices could rise

until next week, but after that there should be a

correction, o She predicts a sharp correction in

consumer spending.

2 a change that makes a calculation more accurate
than it was before: a note indicating corrections to

be made to the annual accounts o account
corrections

correspondence /.kDra'spDndans; AmE
,ka:ra'spa:n-; ,ka:-/ noun

see also: commercial correspondence

1 [u,C] the activity of writing letters: The
organization has been in correspondence with the

bank about the matter, o a long correspondence

2 [u] the letters a person sends and receives: email
correspondence o Address all correspondence to...

corre spondence course noun [c]

a course of study that you do at home, using books
and exercises sent to you by post/mail: Much of the

training is done by correspondence course.

-> DISTANCE learning

correspondent /.kDra'spDndant; AmE
,ka:ra'spa:n-; ,ka:-/ noun [C]

1 a person who reports news from a particular

country or on a particular subject for a newspaper
or a television or radio station: a reportfrom our
Employment Correspondent
2 a person who writes letters to another person:

email correspondents

3 = correspondent bank

.correspondent bank {also .corres pondent)
noun [c]

{Finance) a bank that provides services for a bank in

another place, especially one in another country:

The exporter's bank sends the bill of exchange to its

correspondent bank in the importer's country.

correspondent banking noun [u]

corresponding /.kDra'spDndirj; AmE ,ko:ra-

'spa:n-; ,ka:-/ adjective

matching or connected with sth that you have just

mentioned: Fourth-quarter profits fell 10 per cent

compared with the corresponding period last year, o
Although consumer spending improved, there was no
corresponding increase in manufacturing activity.

corres pondingly adverb: a period of high

demand and correspondingly high prices

corrupt /ka'r-Apt/ adjective, verb

• adjective

1 (about people) willing to use their power to do
dishonest or illegal things in return for money or to

get an advantage: Corrupt employees had passed on
confidential information.

2 (about behaviour) dishonest or immoral: The

firm is notorious for its corrupt practices.

3 {IT) containing changes or faults, and no longer

in the original state: software that restores corrupt

files o The text on the disk seems to be corrupt.

• verb

1 to make sb/sth start behaving in a dishonest or

immoral way: He was accused of trying to corrupt a

judge, o the corrupting influence of money
2 {IT) to cause mistakes to appear in a computer
file, etc. with the result that the information in it is

no longer correct: It seems the virus has corrupted

the file, o rescuing a corrupted disk

corruption /ka'r-ApJri/ noun [u]

1 dishonest or illegal behaviour, especially of

people in authority: allegations of bribery and
corruption o Two of the partners were charged with

corruption.

O to combat/eliminate/fight (against)/root out

corruption

2 {IT) damage to or loss of data caused by a

computer, a disk, etc. not working correctly: data

corruption

C02 /,si: au 'tu:; AmE ou/ = carbon dioxide

WHICH WORD?

corporation/company

In both BrE and AmE, the word company can refer

to any type of business organization, but it usually

refers to a business that has been incorporated (=

created according to a particular set of laws).

The laws of different countries allow for different

types of companies to be created. The type of

company is shown by an abbreviation after its

name (See note at ltd).

In AmE, but not BrE, the word corporation is used

after the name of a business to show that it has

been incorporated.

In BrE, the word corporation is usually used for

foreign or international companies or public

organizations: a multinational corporation o the

British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC)



COSmeceutical /,krjzma'su:tikl; -'sju:-; AmE
.kcczma'su:-/ noun, adjective

•noun [C, usually pi.]

a cosmetic (= a substance that you put on your
face or body to make it more attractive) that also

has the qualities of a medicine/drug: skin-care

cosmeceuticals o the new cosmeceuticals market
• adjective [only before noun]: a cosmeceutical product

0 The US cosmeceutical industry is growing rapidly.

EES! Cosmeceutical is formed from the words
cosmetic and pharmaceutical.

cosmetic /kDz'metik; AmE ka:z-/ noun, adjective

• noun [c, usually pi.]

a substance that you put on your face or body to

make it more attractive: Shefound a job selling

cosmetics, o the cosmetics industry o cosmetic

products

• adjective

1 [usually before noun] connected with a substance,

medical treatment, etc. that is intended to improve
a person's appearance: cosmetic surgery

2 improving only the outside appearance of sth

and not its basic character: These reforms appear
mainly cosmetic, o cosmetic changes

• cost /kDst; AmE ko:st/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: acquisition cost, conversion ~, current ~,

customer acquisition ~, depreciated ~, direct ~,

employment ~, etc.

1 [C,u] the amount of money that you need in

order to buy, make or do sth: The airport was built

at a cost of $5.3 billion, o the high cost offuel o
Business should bear the full cost of developing

greener energy sources, o The total cost to you is

€2 000. o proposals to cut the costs of calling mobile

phones See note at price

O an additional/average/a high/low cost the

budgeted/estimated/full/gross/net/total cost(s)

an annual/a monthly cost to absorb/bear/cover/
incur/meet/pay the cost(s) (of sth) to cut/increase/

raise/reduce the cost(s) (of sth) to calculate/weigh

up thecost(s) (of sth)

2 costs [pi ] the amount of money that a business
needs to spend regularly: We are working with

suppliers to cut costs by 30%. o They have stopped

manufacturing in the UK due to high labour costs, o
the costs associated with launching a new line of
clothing -> cost-cutting
0 to cut/lower/reduce/slash costs to contain/

control/pay costs to keep costs down/low/under
control high/escalating/increasing/mounting/

rising costs falling/low costs * labour/

manufacturing/production costs

3 {Accounting) [c] a large amount of money that a
company has to pay, which affects its financial

results: The figure will be treated as an
extraordinary cost (= not connected with normal
business activities) in the profit-and-loss accountfor
2005. o Profits fell by 7% before (= without
considering) exceptional costs.

4 [u] the amount of money that is paid to produce
sth; the price that sb pays for goods they are going
to sell: Sales of computers dropped 30% and
manufacturers were forced to sell their products
below cost, o The group has offered to provide the

drugs to developing nations at cost. Isyni cost price
5 {Law) costs {also 'court costs) [pi.] the amount of
money that sb is ordered or agrees to pay for

lawyers, etc. in a legal case: The defendant was
ordered to pay €5 000 in cos ts.

• verb [+ obj] (cost, cost) HUH In meaning 3 costed is

used for the past tense and the past participle.

1 cost (sb) sth if something costs a particular

amount of money, you have to pay that amount in

order to buy, make or do it: The hotel costs €90 a
night, o How much does it cost? o These delays cost

small businesses well over €1 billion, o These reforms
will cost money (= be expensive).

123 cost-benefit analysis

output

2 cost (sb) sth to make sb/sth lose sth: The rise in

interest rates could cost thousands ofjobs, o The
merger has cost the company its independence.

3 {Accounting) (costed, costed) cost sth (out) {often

be costed) to calculate how much money is needed
to make or do sth: Calls are costed per unit, o The
programme was first costed at $23 billion.

CECa cost a 'bomb {BrE) {informal) to be very
expensive: An MBA can cost a bomb. -» bundle (2)

cost sb 'dear to make sb lose a lot of money or

suffer a lot: Public ownership of the phone company
has cost taxpayers dear, cost the 'earth; cost a
(small) fortune; cost sb a (small) fortune
{informal) to be very expensive: Office space in

London costs the company a small fortune.

cost ac counting noun [u]

see also: historic cost accounting

{Accounting) the process of calculating and
recording the detailed costs of producing goods or

providing services in order to help managers
control and plan a company's work: We
implemented a cost accounting system for our
factory, to help make betterfinancial decisions.

-> MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
cost ac countant noun [c]: We abandoned the

project on the advice of our cost accountant.

cost allo cation noun [u,c]

{Accounting) the act of recording in a company's
financial records that a cost relates to a particular

department, product, etc. (a cost centre)

,COSt and 'freight {abbr CFR) {also .carriage and
'freight) phrase

{Trade) a term meaning that the seller pays for the

goods to be transported by ship to the port

mentioned, but the buyer is responsible for

insuring them while they are on the snip: Our
prices are quoted CFR Hamburg. EHU The
abbreviation C&F is sometimes used for this.

Incoterm

cost ap portionment = apportionment (2)

'cost base noun [c, usually sing.]

(Accounting) all the things that a business pays for in

order to produce and sell its products: Thefirm is

seeking to cut its cost base by renegotiating salaries.

O a high/low cost base * to adjust/control/cut/lower/

reduce a cost base

'cost , benefit noun [u,c]

{Economics) the relationship between the cost of

doing sth and the profit or advantages that result

from it: analyzing the cost benefits of different types

of industry o a cost-benefit approach to decision-

making

cost- benefit a, nalysis {abbr CBA) {also

,benefit-'cost a.nalysis) noun [c,u]

(Economics) the activity of comparing the cost of
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doing sth with the profit or advantages that result

from it, in order to see whether it is worth doing: A
cost-benefit analysis was carried out before the new
harbour was built.

'cost centre {AmE spelling ~ center) noun [C]

{Accounting) a part of a business that a company
uses as a unit for accounting so that all the costs

related to it can be calculated: Manufacturing and
distribution i.s our largest cost centre, o Expenses are

allocated to the appropriate cost centre, o Equipment
costs were shared between cost centres. -> profit
CENTRE
O to allocate/charge sth to a cost centre

cost-,conscious adjective

careful not to spend more money than is necessary

cost con tainment noun [u]

{Accounting) the process by which a company
controls and limits how much money it spends: The
company's financial results were helped by strong

cost containment.

cost con trol noun [u,c]

{Accounting), the process of making sure that the
different parts of a company do not spend too

much money; a particular method used to achieve

this: The company sufferedfrom overstaffing and
poor cost control, o The bank is maintaining tight

cost controls and is cutting some management jobs.

'cost-.cutting noun [u] {often used like an adjective)

a reduction in the amount of money a company
spends: Three thousand jobs could go as part of a

cost-cutting drive.

0 a cost-cutting drive/exercise/measure/plan/

programme
'cost cut noun [C] : The company has announced

$20 million of cost cuts.

.COSt-ef'fective adjective

giving the best possible profit or benefits for the

money that is spent: Printing the books locally is not
cost-effective, o We need a more cost-effective way to

distribute our products. ,cost-effectiveness
noun [u]

.cost-efficiency noun
1 [u] another way of saying cost-effectiveness :

She has promised to improved the company's cost-

efficiency.

2 [c] a way of saving money or wasting less money
in a business: key areas where cost-efficiencies can be

achieved

.cost-efficient adjective

another way of saying cost-effective: a cost-

efficient project

,COSt in'flation {also .cost- push in flation

noun [u]

{Economics) when a cost such as wages or raw
materials increases and businesses then increase

their prices in order to keep their profits -» demand
INFLATION

costing /'kDstirj;/\mf 'korst-/ noun [C,u]

see also: absorption costing, batch ~, direct ~,

full ~, job ~, marginal ~, standard ~, variable ~

{Accounting) an estimate of how much money will

be needed for sth: A team of consultants has been

asked to prepare a detailed costingfor the plan, o
You'd better do some costings, o Accurate costing of
the work is essential.

Q to prepare/do/produce/provide a costing

cost, insurance and freight phrase {abbr

CIF)

{Trade) a term meaning that the seller pays for the

goods to be transported by ship to the port

mentioned, and pays for basic insurance of the

goods while they are on the ship: CIF Singapore
-> Incoterm

'cost .leader {also 'low-cost .leader) noun [c]

{Marketing) a company that can make a particular

product at a lower cost than its competitors: They
have positioned themselves as the cost leader in

digital telephones, o adopting a low-cost leader

strategy

O to be/become/establish yourself as/(re)position

yourself as a cost leader

,COSt of goods 'sold {abbr COGS) (0/50 .cost of
'sales) noun [u]

{Accounting) the total amount of money that a
business spends on obtaining and producing the
goods that it sells in a particular accounting period,

for example the cost of raw materials, workers, etc:

The strike led to an increase in cost ofgoods sold.

the .cost of living noun [sing.]

the amount of money that people need to pay for

ordinary goods and services, such as food, clothing

and somewhere to live: The city has the highest cost

of living in the EU.

0 a high/low cost of living an increase/a rise/fall in

the cost of living

cost-of-living adjustment noun [c] {abbr

COLA)

{Economics; HR) in the US, an increase that is made
once a year to a wage, pension, etc. because the

cost of living has increased: The Act provides for an
annual cost-of-living adjustment to workers'

compensation {= for getting injured at work).

cost-of- living allowance noun [c, usually

sing.] (abbr COLA)
{Economics; HR) extra money that an organization

pays to its employees as part of their wages,
because the cost of living has increased: All nurses

living in London will qualifyfor the new cost-of-living

allowance.

cost-of- living .index noun [c, usually sing.]

{Economics) especially in the UK, a list of the prices

of some ordinary goods and services which shows
how much these prices change in a particular

period of time: The cost-of-living index rose by more
than six per cent between May and July.

[SYNJ CONSUMER PRICE INDEX, RETAIL PRICE INDEX

.cost of replacement = replacement cost

.cost of 'sales = COST of goods sold

.cost 'overrun noun [c,u]

a situation in which a manufacturer, building

company, etc. spends more money on a project

than was planned (budgeted); the extra amount
that is spent: They had huge cost overruns on
building thefactory.

.COSt per 'click noun [U] {abbr CPC)

{Marketing) the amount an advertiser pays to the

owner of a website each time a visitor to the site

clicks on their advertisement -> cost per
IMPRESSION, COST PER THOUSAND

.cost per im'pression noun [u] {abbr CP\)

{Marketing) the cost of an advertisement or an
advertising item divided by the number of times it

is seen -» cost per thousand

.cost per 'thousand noun [u] {abbr CPM)
{Marketing)

1 the cost of showing an advertisement to a

thousand people using a particular form of

advertising, such as television or newspapers:

Media costs are usually compared in terms of cost per

thousand. oOna cost-per-thousand basis,

newspapers tend to be a cheap way of advertising.

2 the amount an advertiser pays to the owner of a

website for every thousand people who see or click

on their advertisement



HMH The M in the abbreviation CPM represents

mille, the Latin word for a thousand.

cost- plus adjective [only before noun]

used to describe a way of deciding on a price for sth

that involves adding a fixed extra amount to the

costs for profit or to cover an unexpected increase

in costs: We offer a wide variety ofgoods to members
at cost-plus prices, o The work will be charged on a
cost-plus basis. -» fixed-price

'cost price noun [c]

the amount of money that is paid to produce sth;

the price that sb pays for goods they are going to

sell: Higher prices of raw materials have added to the

manufacturer's cost price, o Superstores often sell

items such as bread and milk at below cost price.

ISYNl COST -> SELLING PRICE

cost- push in flation = cost inflation

'cost .saving noun [c, usually pi.] {often used like an

adjective)

an amount of money that a business manages not

to spend, for example by becoming smaller or more
efficient: The restructure of the company could

achieve annual cost savings of$45 million, o $45
million cost savings o The company's cost-saving

measures include reducing salaries.

O to achieve/make cost savings expected/potential/

substantial cost savings cost-saving initiatives/

measures/programmes/targets

'cost .structure noun [c, usually sing.]

{Accounting) the relationship between the different

types of costs that a company has, which make up
its total costs: Your competitors may sell at lower

prices because they have a different cost structure.

0 a high/low cost structure to improve/lower/

maintain/manage/reduce your cost structure

.cottage 'industry noun [c]

a small business in which the work is done by
people in their homes: Desktop publishing has

become a modern cottage industry, o She

transformed the businessfrom a cottage industry

into a telecommunications giant.

COUgh /kof; AmE ko:f/ verb

Q339 .cough up; .cough sth 'up {informaf) to

give sth, especially money, unwillingly: Unless they

can convince investors to cough up more cash, the

company will close.

council /'kaunsl/ noun [c]

see also: works council

1 (used especially in names) a group of people,

especially politicians or officials, that are chosen to

give advice, make rules, do research, provide
money, etc: the governing council of the European
Central Bank o She is the chairman of the Councilfor
Economic Planning, o a council meeting

O the executive/governing/ruling council (of sth) to

form/set up a council to be elected to/be on/serve

on/sit on a council a council meeting/member
2 a group of people who are elected to govern an
area such as a city or county: She was on the Boston
City Councilfor 20 years.

0 to be elected to/be on/serve on/sit on/ a council a

council meeting/member

counsel /'kaunsl/ noun [C] {plural counsel)

see also: general counsel

{Law)

1 a lawyer or group of lawyers representing sb in a

court case: to be represented by counsel o the counsel

for the defence/prosecution o defence/prosecuting

counsel -» barrister
2 {AmE) a person or group of people that provides
legal advice to an organization: He worked as in-

house counsel at CBS Records.
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counselling {AmE spelling counseling)
/'kaonsalin/ noun [U]

see also: career counselling, debt counselling

professional advice that is given to sb about a

problem -» mentoring at mentor

counsellor {AmE spelling usually counselor)
/'kaunsala(r)/ noun [C]

see also: career counsellor, Commercial counsellor

1 a person whose job is to give advice: Have you
considered seeing a debt counsellor?

0 a debt/guidance/stress counsellor* to be referred

to/see/talk to a counsellor

2 {Law) {AmE) a lawyer

counter /'kaunta(r)/ noun [C]

see also: bargaining counter, bean ~, over-the-~,

trade ~

a long flat surface in a shop/store, bank, etc. where
customers are served: Please ask at the information

counterfor a free brochure, o the assistant behind
the counter o goods displayed on a counter—Picture
at store
EEl under the 'counter goods that are bought or

sold under the counter are sold secretly and
sometimes illegally: under-the-counter deals

counteract /.kauntar'aekt/ verb [+ obj]

to do sth to reduce or prevent the bad or harmful
effects of sth: These exercises aim to counteract the

effects of stress and tension at work.

COunterbid {also spelled counter-bid) /'kaunta-

bid; AmE -tarb-/ {also 'counter-offer) noun [C]

{Commerce; Finance) an offer to buy sth, especially a

company, that is higher than an offer made by sb

else: We improved our offerfor the company
following a counterbidfrom a rival Internet

company, o a counterbidfor the company

'counterclaim /'kauntakleim; AmE -tark-/ noun [C]

{Law) a legal claim that sb (the defendant) makes
against sb else who has started a legal case against

them (the claimant or plaintiff): The tenant put

forward a counterclaim, in which she claimed she

was wrongfully evicted, 'counterclaim verb [+ obj

or no obj]

countercyclical {also spelled counter-cyclical)

/.kaunta'siklikl; AmE .kauntar-/ adjective

1 {Economics) used to describe actions or policies

that are intended to balance or limit the effects of

natural business patterns: the government's

countercyclical policy of keeping full employment
despite the depression

2 {Finance) used to describe shares, businesses,

ways of investing, etc. that do not follow the

normal pattern of business activity: countercyclical

stocks (= for example, that rise when the economy
is getting weaker)

counterfeit /'kauntafit; AmE -tarf-/ adjective, verb

• adjective

(especially about money and goods for sale) made
to look exactly like the real thing, in order to trick

people: Are you aware these notes are counterfeit? o

It is a crime to knowingly buy counterfeit products.

'counterfeit noun [c]: trademark counterfeits

forgery
• verb [+ obj]

to make an exact copy of sth in order to trick

people into thinking that it is the real thing: The

dollar is still the most counterfeited currency in the

world. -> FORGE
counterfeiting noun [U] counterfeiter

noun [c]
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counterfoil /'kauntafoil; AmE -tarfoil/ noun [c]

{especially BrE)

the part of a cheque, ticket, etc. that you keep as a

record when you give the other part to sb else: Keep
the counterfoil as a record ofyour payment.
HyHstub
0 to fill in/keep/tear off the counterfoil to complete/

detach/retain the counterfoil

counter-in flationary adjective

{Economics) that reduces or tries to reduce
inflation (= a general rise in the prices of goods
and services): Governments had to take counter-

inflationary measures to try to cope with the effects

of the increase in oil prices.

counter-.offer (AmE spelling counteroffer)
noun [c]

1 {Commerce; Finance) = counterbid
2 {Law) if sb trying to make an agreement or a
contract with sb makes a counter-offer, they
suggest new conditions because they cannot accept
the ones the other person has suggested
3 (HR) if a company makes a counter-offer to an
employee who has been offered a job in another
company, they offer better pay and conditions in

order to try to keep the employee

counterpart /'kauntapa:t; AmE -tarpa:rt/

noun [c]

a person or thing that has a similar position or
function in a different country or organization: Our
engineering teams called their counterparts at IBM to

help resolve the problem. See note at colleague

counterparty /'kauntapa:ti; AmE -tarpairti/ noun
[c] {plural counterparties)

see also: central counterparty

{Finance) one of the people, companies or

organizations that are involved in a contract or

some financial business: an agreement between two
counterparties

counterproductive /.kauntapra'dAktiv; AmE
-tarp-/ adjective [not usually before noun]

having the opposite effect to the one that was
intended: It's counterproductive to put too much
pressure on your staff. -» productive

countersign /'kauntasam; AmE -tars-/ verb [+ obj

or no obj]

to sign a document that has already been signed,

usually by another person, in order to show that it

is valid: All orders must be countersigned by one of
the directors.

countertrade /'kaontatreid; AmE -tart-/ noun [u]

{Economics) international trade that involves

exchanging goods or services for goods or services,

rather than for money: Producer countries resort to

countertrade when they do not have enough foreign
exchange for imports, 'countertrader noun [c]

countertrading noun [u]

countervailing 'duty noun [c] (BrE)

(Economics) an extra tax that must be paid on
particular imports that can be produced very
cheaply in the country they come from, in order to

protect local producers -» anti-dumping

country 'risk (also .sovereign 'risk) noun [u,c]

(Economics) the possibility that political events,

financial problems, etc. in a particular country will

decrease the value of investments in that country
or make the government, etc. unable to pay its

debts: There is still a lot of country risk to doing
business there.

coupon /'ku:pDn; AmE -pa:n; 'kju:-/ noun [C]

see also: international reply coupon

1 (Marketing) a small piece of printed paper which
you can use to buy goods at a lower price or to get
sth free; a printed form that you fill in in order to

enter a competition, order goods, etc: She had saved
enough coupons to get afree flight, o money-off
coupons o Fill in and return the coupon belowfor
yourfree T-shirt. -» voucher
O to collect/redeem/save coupons to cut out/fill in/

return/send (off) a coupon
2 (Finance) the rate of interest that is paid to sb

who invests in a bond: The bonds mature in 2010
and carry a 7% coupon.

0 to carry/have a coupon a high/low coupon

* courier /'kuria(r)/ noun, verb (especially BrE)

• noun [C]

1 a person or company whose job is to take

packages or important papers somewhere: We sent

the documents by courier, o They operate a same-day
courier service.

2 a person who is employed by a travel company to

give advice and help to a group of tourists on
holiday

• verb [+ obj]

to send a package or an important document
somewhere by courier: Courier that letter—it needs

to get there today.

course /ka:s; AmE ko:rs/ noun [C]

see also: correspondence course, refresher ~,

sandwich ~

a complete series of lessons or talks on a particular

subject: They offer a short course on management
accounting, o He took a course in how to give good
presentations. oAll new employees attend a training

course on company policy. -» idioms at collision,
due
© to develop/offer/run/teach a course to attend/do/

enrol on/go on/take a course to complete/fail/

pass a course a full-time/an intensive/a part-

time/short-time course

courseware /'k3:swea(r);4m£ •ko-.rswer/ noun [u]

(IT) computer software that is designed to teach

people about a particular subject or train them in a

particular activity: courseware that helps you
preparefor the exam

* court /ka:t; AmE ka:rt/ noun

see also: labour court, law ~, out-of-~

1 [u,c] the group of people, led by a judge, a group
ofjudges or another official, who listen to legal

cases and make decisions on them: We would have

to go to court in order to stop the merger, o They
took the directors to court over the decision, o The

firm offered $20 million to settle out ofcourt (=

end the case without the court making a decision).

-> tribunal
O a court hears/orders/rules/says sth a court

decision/ruling a court action/case/hearing/trial

2 [C,U] the place where legal cases are listened to

and decided: Her lawyer made a statement outside

the court, [syn] law court -» courtroom
3 [C] the group of people, led by a judge or

another official, who deal with a particular type of

legal case or with cases from a particular area; the

place where these cases are listened to and
decided: The sale of the company must be approved

by the bankruptcy court.

O a bankruptcy/divorce court a county/federal/

state court
IT»n rule/throw sth out of court to say that sth

is completely wrong or not worth considering,

especially in a court: The charges were thrown out of
court, o Well that's my theory ruled out of court.



'court COStS = cost noun (5)

courtesy /'k3:tasi; AmE 'k3:rt-/ noun, adjective

• noun [u]

polite and pleasant behaviour that shows respect

for people: I was treated with great courtesy.

fPTfll courtesy of sb/sth {also by courtesy of sb/

sth) 1 {usually used in written English) with the

official permission of sb/sth and as a favour: The

pictures have been reproduced by courtesy of the

British Museum. 2 given as a prize or provided free

by a person or an organization, often as a way of

advertising: Win a holiday in Milan, courtesy of Fiat.

• adjective [only before noun]

provided free, at no cost to the person using it:

There is a courtesy bus that runs between the hotel

and the airport.

'courtesy call noun [c]

a telephone call from a bank or company that you
are a customer of, to see if you are satisfied with

their service

.court of 'law {BrE also 'law court) noun [C]

{formal)

the group of people, led by a judge or another
official, who deal with legal cases; the place where
cases are listened to and decided: You can only be

forced to leave your home by a court of law. o They
should be put on trial in a court of law. o an office in

the law courts

,court 'order noun [c,u]

{Law) a decision by a court about a legal case; the

official document in which the decision is written:

We sought a court order to stop them using our
trademark, o A copy of the court order must be

attached to theform.
0 to apply for/get/obtain/seek/win a court order to

enforce/grant/issue a court order to break/comply
with/defy/disobey a court order

courtroom /'ko:tru:m; -rum; AmE 'ko:rt-/ noun [c]

a room in which trials or other legal cases are held

covenant /'kAvsnant/ noun, verb

• noun
1 [Law) [c,u] a promise that is part of a formal
written contract (a deed) to take particular actions

or avoid particular situations: The lease contains a
covenant given by the tenant to maintain the

property, o They have committed a serious breach of
covenant.

O to breach/enforce/give/perform/relax a covenant
2 {Finance) [C] a written promise to take particular

actions or avoid particular situations which is made
by sb borrowing money, so that the lender knows
that the loan will be paid back: The covenants
require the company to keep a certain ratio between
debt and earnings.

0 a bank/banking/debt/financial/loan covenant* to

breach/maintain/negotiate a covenant
• verb [no obj]

{Law) to promise sth in a formal written contract:

Under the agreement, they covenanted to repay the

loan over two years.

• cover /'kAva(r)/ verb, noun
• verb

1 [+ obj] to include sth; to deal with sth: Do the

rules cover (= apply to) a case like this? o We are
covered by (= included in) a confidentiality

agreement.

2 [+ obj] to provide a service to people or
businesses in a particular area or market: a
distribution network that covers 70 countries

3 [+ obj] to be or provide enough money for sth:

The cost covers two weeks of training, o The show
barely covered its costs.

4 {Insurance) [+ obj] to protect sb/sth against loss,

injury, damage, etc. by insurance: The policy covers

you and yourfamily against personal injury, o You
arefully coveredfor emergency treatment abroad.

127 cowboy

5 [no obj] to do sb's work or duties while they are

away: Who's coveringfor Joan while she's on leave?

6 {Finance; Stock Exchange) [+ obj] to buy the shares,

currency, etc. that you have already agreed to sell

to sb, especially so that you will not lose money if

the price rises: The Korean market saw significant

gains as investors scrambled to cover their short
positions. -» close verb (9)

7 [+ obj] cover yourself (against sth) to take action

in order to protect yourself against being blamed
for sth: Companies can use performance reviews to

cover themselves against lawsuits.

• noun

see also: dividend cover, forward ~, insurance ~,

interest ~

1 [c] the outside of a book or a magazine: the

front/back cover

2 {Insurance) {AmE 'coverage) [u] protection that an
insurance company provides by promising to pay
you money if a particular event happens: They took

out additional coverfor accidental damage, o The
policy includes cover of up to €50 000 against legal

expenses, [syn] insurance cover
0 to get/obtain/take out cover to arrange/provide/

withdraw cover additional/extended/standard

cover accident/fire/health/life/medical cover

full/restricted cover

3 {Finance) [u] {BrE) an amount of money that is

large enough to meet a debt, loss, expense, etc.

4 {HR) [u] when sb does another person's job when
they are away or when there are not enough staff:

It's the manager's job to organize coverfor staffwho
are absent.
UsEH under separate 'cover if a document, book
or other item is sent under separate cover, it is

sent in another envelope or package

coverage /'kAvarid3/ noun [u]

1 {Insurance) {AmE) = cover noun (2)

2 {Commerce) the area where a particular service is

provided: Mobile-phone coverage is limited to the big

cities, o The deal gives the airline coverage across the

whole country.

3 {Marketing) the percentage of a possible audience
for an advertisement, etc. who see it at least once
4 {Accounting) = interest cover

coveralls /'kAvarodz/ = overall noun (2)

'cover charge noun [C, usually sing.]

an amount of money that you pay to get into some
clubs, or that you pay in addition to the cost of your
meal in some restaurants

.covered 'call {also .covered call .option,

.covered 'option) noun [c]

{Finance) a type of investment in which sb has the

right to buy shares, bonds, etc. for a fixed price on
or before a particular date (a call option) from a

seller who owns those shares, bonds, etc. and has

them ready to sell: to write (= sell) a covered call

.covering 'letter {BrE) {AmE 'cover .letter)

noun [c]

a letter that you send with a document, package,

etc. that gives more information about it:

Applicants should send a covering letter (= giving

more information about themselves) and aCVto the

following address ...

'cover note noun [C] {BrE)

{Insurance) a document that an insurance company
provides until it sends the full insurance policy, so

that you can prove you have bought insurance
-> BINDER (3)

'cowboy /'kaoboi/ noun [c] {BrE) {informal)

a dishonest person in business, especially sb who
produces work of bad quality or charges too much:
a cowboy builder/tradesman
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'co-,WOrker [AmE spelling coworker) noun [C]

a person that sb works with, doing the same kind of

job: 95% of our employees know their co-workers on
a first-name basis. See note at colleague

CPA /,si: pi: 'ei/ = certified public accountant,
CRITICAL PATH ANALYSIS

CPC /,si: pi: 'si:/ = cost per click

CPI /,si:pi:'ai/ = consumer price index, cost
PER IMPRESSION

CPM /,si: pi: 'em/ = cost per thousand, critical
PATH METHOD

CPT abbr

[Trade, only used in written English) carriage paid to:

CPT Osaka

CPU /,si: pi: 'ju:/ - central processing unit

Cr [AmE spelling cr) abbr

[Accounting, only used in written English) a short way
of writing credit in financial records

craft /kra:ft; AmE kraeft/ noun [C,U]

ajob or an activity for which you need skill with
your hands; the objects that are made: traditional

crafts like basket-weaving o a craftfair o The shop
sells local crafts.

craftsman /'kra:ftsman; AmE 'kraef-/ noun [c]

[plural craftsmen /-man/) [also 'craftsperson)

a skilled person, especially one who makes things

by hand: The furniture is built by a team of highly

skilled craftsmen.

craftsmanship /'kra:ftsmanjip; AmE 'kraef-/

noun [u]

1 the skill used by sb to make sth of high quality

with their hands: Their designs combine traditional

craftsmanship and the latest technology.

2 the quality of design and work shown by sth that

has been made by hand: the superb craftsmanship of
the interior of the car

craftsperson /'kra:ftsp3:sn; AmE 'kraeftsp3:rsn/

[plural craftspeople /-pi:pl/) = craftsman

craftswoman /'kra:ftswuman; AmE 'kraef-/ noun
[C] [plural craftswomen /-wimm/)

a skilled woman, especially one who makes things

by hand

crane /krem/ noun [C]

a tall machine with a long arm, used to lift and
move building materials and other heavy objects:

They used a crane to lower the bridge into position.

—Picture at transport

• crash /kraeJV noun, verb

• noun [C]

1 a sudden serious fall in the price or value of sth;

the occasion when a business, etc. fails: a crash in

share prices o the dot-com crash

0 a bank/financial/property/stock market crash

2 [IT) a sudden failure of a computer or software:

We believe the system crash was caused by disk

failure.

• verb

1 [no obj] to lose value or fail suddenly and
quickly: Share prices crashed to an all-time low
yesterday, o The business crashed with debts of
€80 million.

2 [IT) [+ obj or no obj] (about a computer or

software) to suddenly stop or be stopped from
working because there is a fault: The virus crashed

our computer network, o The system keeps crashing.

D3C1 crash and 'burn [informal) to fail in a

dramatic way: Why do some teams fly and other

crash and burn?

crate /kreit/ noun [C]

1 a large wooden, metal or plastic box in which
goods are carried or stored: a crate of bananas
—Picture at transport
2 the amount of sth contained in a crate: They
drank two crates of soft drinks at the meeting.

crawling 'peg [also .sliding 'peg) noun [c]

[Economics) a way of controlling the exchange
rate (= the price of a currency in relation to other
currencies) by changing it by small amounts at

regular intervals: They abandoned a fixed exchange
rate infavour of a crawling peg. -» adjustable peg

CRD /.si: a: 'di:; AmE a:r/ = cash ratio deposits

• creative /kri'eitiv/ adjective, noun
• adjective

1 involving the use of skill and imagination to

make or do new things: a creative solution to the

problem o We encourage employees to engage in

creative thinking, o the creative process

2 having the skill and imagination to make or do
new things: creative people

cre'atively adverb creativity /,kri:ei'tivati/ noun
[uj : Creativity and originality are more important
than technical skill.

• noun [c]

[Marketing, informal)

1 a person in an advertising agency who designs

advertisements, rather than sb who manages the

agency or sells advertising: ad agency creatives

2 an advertisement, especially on the Internet:

They developed 200 creatives in order to establish a
memorable campaign.

cre.ative ac counting [also cre.ative

accountancy) noun [u]

[Accounting, informal) recording a company's
financial activities in a way that hides the true

situation: The benefits of the merger were
exaggerated through creative accounting.

cre.ative di rector noun [c]

[Marketing) a person in a company or an advertising

agency who is responsible for planning and
managing the imaginative work of advertising and
selling products

cre.ative financing noun [u]

unusual or imaginative ways of obtaining money to

buy sth, especially a home, or to finance a business:

We offer creative financingfor low-income families
wanting to buy homes.

creche [also spelled creche) /krei/ noun [c] [BrE)

a place where babies and small children are looked
after while their parents are working, studying,

etc: plans for more workplace creches

credentials /kra'denflz/ noun [pi.]

the qualities, training or experience that make you
suitable to do sth: She doesn't have the right

credentiabfor the job. o He has impeccable

credentials as a researcher.

0 impeccable/impressive/strong credentials

• credit /'kredit/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: bank credit, bank giro ~, bilateral ~,

carbon ~, consumer ~, deferred ~, documentary ~,

etc.

1 [Commerce) [u] an arrangement that you make
with a bank, shop/store, etc., to be able to buy
things now and pay for them later: / bought it on
credit, o The supplier won't give her credit because

she's a new customer, o We offer you six months'

interest-free credit (= without an extra charge for

interest) on purchases over €800.

O to get/have/use credit to extend/give/offer/

provide credit to deny/refuse credit a credit

agreement/limit credit facilities/terms



2 {Finance) [u] money that financial institutions

lend to businesses, governments and people: It is

unlikely that the bank will extend additional credit to

the firm, o Credit costs have risen sharplyfor

smaller businesses.

O to gain access to/have access to/get/obtain/seek

credit to extend/provide credit domestic/

international credit

3 [U] the fact that there is money in a bank
account: Your account is in credit. -> be, remain,
ETC. IN THE BLACK at BLACK, OVERDRAWN
4 [c] an amount that is paid into a bank account; a

record of this: a credit of €100 [opE debit
5 {Accounting) [c] {abbr Cr) {AmE spelling cr) an
amount that is written in a company's financial

account to show an increase in money that the

company owes or a decrease in the value of its

assets: Produce a trial balance to ensure that credits

equal the debits, o the credit side of an account
[oTpI debit—Picture at T-account H3H The
credits are recorded on the right side of a

traditional T-account.

6 [C,u] a reduction in an amount of money you
have to pay; a payment that you have a right to

receive: The government's tax plans included

expanding the existing creditfor small businesses.

7 {Accounting) [C,u] an amount of money that is

paid back or owed to you, because you paid too

much; a record of the amount: We will issue you
with a creditfor any damaged goods thatyou return.

0 a credit of€60
8 [u] the status of being trusted to pay back
money to sb who lends it to you: Her credit isn't

good anywhere now. -» credit history, credit
RATING

• verb [+ obj]

1 to put an amount of money into a bank account:

Thefunds will be credited to your cheque account
today, o Your account has been credited with
$50000.
2 {Accounting) to write an amount in a company's
financial account to show an increase in the money
the company owes or a decrease in the value of its

assets: The cash received was debited in the cash book
and credited to the sales account.

IQPPI debit Cnm You credit a traditional T-account
by writing amounts on the right side.

'credit ac count = account noun (2)

credit ad vice noun [c]

a message from a bank to a customer, telling them
that a payment has been made into their bank
account

'credit .agency = credit rating agency

credit a nalysis noun [u,c]

(Finance) the activity and business of calculating the
risks of lending money to particular companies or
governments: a firm specializing in credit analysis o
conducting a credit analysis of a company 'credit

.analyst noun [c]

credit ap praisal noun [u,c]

(Finance) an examination of how much money a
person or a company can afford to borrow; an
opinion about their ability to pay their debts: All

new accounts will be subject to credit appraisal, o The
firm has an overall fair' credit appraisal.

credit .balance noun [c]

1 the amount of money that is left in a bank
account at a particular time: The bank is offering

4% interest on credit balances, o The bank statement
shows a credit balance of €274. foppl debit balance
2 (Accounting) in a company's financial records, the
amount by which the total credits are greater
than the total debits in a part icular account: A
credit balance of$127 was carriedforwardfrom the

previous year.

credit .bureau = credit reference agency
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credit card noun [c]

a small plastic card that you can use to buy goods
and services and pay for them later: Can I pay by
credit card? o I'll put it on (= use) my credit card, o
We accept all major credit cards, o Please fill in your
name and credit-card number. -» debit card
0 to pay by/use a credit card to accept/take credit

cards * a credit-card payment/transaction • a credit-

card bill/receipt/slip/statement

credit check noun [c]

an act of checking how well sb has paid their debts
in the past, to see if they are a reliable person: We
run credit checks on all loan applicants. 'credit

.checking noun [u]: a credit checking business

credit .company noun [c]

1 a company that lends money for people or

companies to buy things: the Ford Motor Credit

Company o a credit company specializing in truck

leasing and hire-purchase -» finance company
2 a company that provides (issues) credit cards to

people

credit con trol noun [c,u]

1 (Accounting) the way that a business manages the

money it is owed, for example checking whether its

customers can pay, making sure that payments are

made on time, etc: A lack of credit control led to

large bills going unpaid, o developing a credit

control policy
2 (Finance) the way that a bank controls the money
it lends, for example checking who it lends money
to and how much it can safely lend them: The bank
has tightened credit controls in response to the

worsening economy.
3 (Economics) the actions of a government to limit

the amount of money that people or companies can
borrow or spend using credit: The government
imposed credit controls in an attempt to reduce

inflation.

'credit co operative (also .savings and credit

cooperative) noun [c]

(Finance) in some countries, a group of people,

especially from a particular profession, who create

a fund of money from which they can borrow at

low rates of interest [syn] credit society, credit
union

credit cre ation noun [u]

(Economics) the fact of banks making more money
available for borrowers, so increasing the money
supply

credit ex posure noun [u]

(Finance) money that an organization has lent to sb

and so risks losing if it is not paid back: The bank
incurred heavy losses as a result of its credit exposure

to thefailing company, [syn] debt exposure

credit fa cility noun [c]

(Finance) an arrangement that a business has with a

bank, company, etc. to be able to borrow money up
to an agreed limit for a particular period of time:

The company has secured a 5-year creditfacility

worth $350 million, [syn] credit line

'credit .history noun [c, usually sing]

a record of the loans and credit that sb has received

and whether they have paid back the amounts that

they owe in the right way: Getting a mortgage
requires a good credit history, o The rate of interest

will be based on your credit history. -» credit
rating
O a good/bad/poor credit history little/no credit

history to build/create/establish/have a credit

history

credit information noun [u]

details about the financial state of a company or a
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person that is used to judge how much credit they

can be given and are likely to be able to pay back:

We supply up-to-date credit information on
companies you may be considering doing business

with.

credit in surance noun [u,c]

1 insurance that a company buys to protect

themselves against financial losses if customers do
not pay their bills: The company has taken out credit

insurance to guard against bad debt.

2 {also consumer credit in surance insurance

that sb buys that will make payments on a loan,

credit card, etc. if they cannot make them, for

example because they are ill/sick and cannot work

'credit .limit {also .credit line) noun [c, usually

sing]

the highest amount of money that a customer is

allowed to owe, for example to a bank or on a

credit card: She has a credit limit of $6 500 on her

Visa card, o There is a fee for exceedingyour credit

limit, o The country's credit limitfor buying grain
has been doubled.

Q to be at/exceed/have a credit limit to impose/
increase/raise/reduce/set sb's credit limit

credit line noun [c]

1 {Finance) {also .line of 'credit) an amount of credit

that a bank, company, etc. makes available to a

person or a company for a particular period: We
negotiated an arrangement with a new bank that

gave us a $250 000 credit line, o The company was
forced to draw on credit lines as its finances

worsened. Isyni credit facility

0 to arrange/get/have/open/secure/set up a line of
credit to give sb/provide a line of credit to cut

off/extend/increase a line of credit to draw (down)
on/overdraw/pay down/use a line of credit

2 = CREDIT LIMIT

'credit loss noun [c,u]

{Accounting) money that a business loses because its

customers have not paid the money they owe: The
bank reported credit losses of $67 million, o credit

loss protection/provision

'credit .market noun [c]

{Economics) the business of financial institutions

lending money to people, companies or govern-

ments: Poor households have limited access to credit

markets, o The financial crisis had a massive effect

on the credit market.

'credit note noun [c] {BrE)

{Commerce) a document that a shop/store gives you
when you have returned sth, that allows you to

have goods of the same value in exchange

creditor /'kredita(r)/ noun

see also: general creditor, preferential ~, trade ~

1 [c] a person, company, country, etc. that sb/sth

owes money to: The property will be sold to pay off

their creditors, o a meeting of the company's creditors

o Japan, the worlds biggest creditor nation (= it

has invested more in other countries than other
countries have invested in it)

2 {Accounting) creditors [pi ] {BrE) the amounts that

a business owes to its suppliers or to people who
have made loans, shown as liabilities on its

balance sheet: creditors falling due within one
year (= debts that must be paid within a year)

[SYNJ ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
-> DEBTOR (2)

.creditors' com mittee noun [c]

{Law) a group of people representing the creditors

of a bankrupt company or person, that help

decide how the debts will be paid back: The

agreement reached by the creditors' committee still

has to be approved by the court.

creditors' .ledger noun [c]

{Accounting) in a company's financial records, the
group of accounts in which amounts owed to

suppliers are recorded (syn! purchase ledger

'credit .policy noun [u,c]

1 {Economics) the decisions that a government
makes about how easy or expensive it will be for

people and businesses to borrow money: The
governmen t has adopted a tight credit policy and
high interest rates. -> credit control
2 {Finance) the decisions a business has made
about the way it will lend money or give credit; a

document that describes these decisions: A business

should have a credit policy before extending any
credit.

credit .quality noun [u]

{Finance)

1 how likely or unlikely it is that people or

businesses will pay back money they borrow: The
bank has seen a decline in consumer credit quality.

2 how likely or unlikely it is that a company
issuing (= selling) a bond will be able to make
regular payments of interest and repay the value of

the bond: stocks with good credit quality

'credit .rating {also 'rating) noun [c,U]

{Finance) a measurement of the ability of a

company, person or government to pay their debts;

the process of estimating this: The company's credit

rating has been downgraded to 'junk' status, o People

with no credit rating can find it difficult to take out a

loan. fSYNl DEBT RATING -> CREDIT SCORE
O to downgrade/lower/raise/upgrade a credit rating

to be given/have a credit rating a good/low/poor
credit rating

credit .rating .agency {also credit .ratings

.agency, 'credit .agency) noun [c]

{Finance) an organization that provides scores

(credit ratings) for how likely companies, people or

governments are to pay their debts: The credit

rating agency has now lowered the company's credit

rating. IsynI rating agency -» credit reference
AGENCY

credit .rationing noun [u]

{Economics) when lenders limit the amount of

money available for borrowers or the rate of

interest is very high

.credit reference .agency {BrE) {also credit

.bureau, especially in AmE) noun [C]

{Finance) an organization that keeps information

about whether people have paid their debts and
provides this information to banks or companies:
You can ask a credit reference agencyfor a copy of
your report, o Debts not repaid may be registered

with credit reference agencies. -> credit rating
AGENCY

'credit re, pair noun [u]

{Finance) the activity of helping a person or a

company to improve their credit rating, so that

they will be able to borrow money or get credit: a

guide to successful credit and credit repair

credit re port noun [c]

{Finance) a document that gives information about a

borrower's financial position and how they have
paid back loans in the past: Credit bureaus must
provide you with a free copy ofyour credit report if

you've been turned downfor credit. 'credit

re, porting noun [u] : a campaign forfair credit

reporting o credit reporting agencies

credit re search noun [u]

{Finance) studying the financial state of particular

companies and their ability to pay their debts: She's

a member of the credit research team at JP Morgan.



credit risk noun
(Finance)

1 [u,c] how likely it is that sb/sth will be able to

pay their debts: The interest rate charged reflects the

credit risk of the borrower.

2 [c] a particular person or company who is likely

not to be able to pay their debts: The company is not

a serious credit risk.

credit sale noun

1 {Commerce; Law) [c,U] an act of selling sth where
the price will only be paid in the future but the

buyer becomes the owner as soon as the goods are

received: To protect our cash we limited credit sales

and charged interest on every credit sale, o a credit

sale agreement-* hire purchase
2 {Accounting) credit sales [pi.] the amount of

money that a business receives in an accounting

period for goods or services sold in this way: Total

credit sales invoicedfor March were $90000.

'credit score (also 'credit .scoring) noun [c]

(Finance) a number that is a measurement of a

person's ability to pay their debts: Before offering

you a loan, a lender will check your credit score.

-» CREDIT RATING

credit .scoring noun
(Finance)

1 [u] the activity of calculating a credit score for

sb before deciding whether or not to give them a

loan or credit

2 [C] = CREDIT SCORE

'credit so.ciety noun [c]

(Finance) a group of people, especially from a

particular profession, who create a fund of money
from which they can borrow at low rates of
interest: an agricultural credit society [synj credit
union

'credit squeeze noun [c, usually sing.]

(Economics) a period of time during which it

becomes difficult and expensive to borrow money;
actions taken by a government to achieve this:

Consumer demand collapsed as a result of the credit

squeeze.

'credit .Standing (also 'credit .status) noun [sing.]

the reputation that a person or an organization has
for paying their debts: The country has managed to

restore its international credit standing, o a
satisfactory credit standing
|SYN| CREDITWORTHINESS

'credit terms noun [pi.]

(Commerce) the conditions on which a business is

prepared to give credit to sb/sth, such as the time
limit for paying the debt, the amount that can be
spent, etc: Our standard credit terms are full
payment within 30 days. oAll their business is cash;

they don't offer credit terms, o buying goods on credit

terms

O easy/favourable/standard credit terms to agree/

grant/negotiate/offer credit terms

'credit .transfer noun [u,c] (BrE)

the process of sending money from one person's
bank account to another's: Your salary will be paid
monthly by automated credit transfer. -> BACS

'credit .union noun [c]

(Finance) an organization whose members create a
fund of money from which they can borrow at low
rates of interest

creditworthy /'kreditw3:oi; AmE -W3:r6i/

adjective

able to be trusted to pay back money that is owed;
safe to lend money to: The bank will lend only to the

most creditworthy borrowers. &•> 'creditworthiness
noun [U] [SYNJ CREDIT STANDING

131 crisis

creep /kri:p/ verb, noun
• verb [no obj]

to change very slowly or by a small amount,
especially to increase or rise in this way:
Unemployment has crept back to 9%. o Exports crept

up 0.6% to $77.3 billion, o House prices continue to

creep upwards.
• noun [u]

see also: bracket creep, mission creep

slow, steady movement, especially an increase: the

gradual creep of inflation

creeping /'krkpin/ adjective [only before noun]

happening or increasing gradually and not easily

noticed: The move is part of the government's

creepingfinancial reforms, o their attempt to gain

creeping control of the company
0 creeping control/expenses/inflation/privatization

crew /kru:/ noun [Cwith sing./pl. verb]

see also: flight crew

1 all the people working on a ship, plane, etc:

There were 85 passengers and crew on the flight.

2 all the people working on a ship, plane, etc.

except the officers who are in charge: the pilot and
cabin crew

3 a group of people with special technical skills

working together: a camera/an ambulance crew

crime /kraim/ noun
1 [c] an illegal act that can be punished by law: No
bank employee has been charged with a crime, o In

some countries tax evasion is not a crime.

O to carry out/commit a crime * to accuse sb of/

charge sb with a crime

2 [u] illegal activities: an increase in violent crime o
the government's fight against computer crime o
reducing the crime rate

0 non-violent/petty/serious/violent crime

computer/corporate/financial/white-collar crime

criminal /'krimml/ adjective, noun
• adjective

1 [usually before noun] connected with or involving

crime: It is a criminal offence to bribe a public

official, o There was no evidence of criminal

wrongdoing.

O a criminal act/conviction/offence criminal

activity/behaviour/conduct/wrongdoing criminal

damage/injury/liability/negligence

2 [only before noun] connected to the laws and
institutions that deal with crime: He could face

criminal chargesfor obstruction ofjustice, o the

criminal justice system

O a criminal case/charge/prosecution/trial a

criminal inquiry/investigation

• noun [C]

a person who commits a crime: websites and
Internet programs targeted by criminals

.criminal law noun [u]

(Law) law that deals with crimes, rather than with

commercial issues and the relationships between
individuals, companies, etc: Such actions are

punishable under criminal law. o a breach of the

criminal law -» civil law
.criminal lawyer noun [c]

crisis /'kraisis/ noun [C,U] (plural crises /'kraisi:z/)

a time of great danger or difficulty when problems
must be solved or important decisions must be

made: The country's economic crisis has deepened, o
The business is still in crisis, o The global car industry

was in one of its most serious crises ever.

O a major/serious/the worst crisis an economic/a

corporate/financial/political crisis a banking/

cash/currency/debt/an energy crisis a crisis arises/

deepens/is over/worsens to face/avert/resolve/
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suffer/tackle a crisis sth causes/creates/triggers a

crisis

'crisis-hit adjective [only before noun]

experiencing a crisis, especially a financial one:

The crisis-hitfirm will have to make redundancies.

O a crisis-hit company/country/industry

crisis management noun [u]

actions taken by an organization to deal with a very
difficult or unexpected situation: Market crises can
develop very quickly and crisis management needs to

be adapted to each situation.

criterion /krai'tiarian; AmE -'tir-/ noun [C] {plural

criteria /-ria/)

a standard that you use when you make a decision

or form an opinion about sb/sth: What criteria do
you usefor hiring new staff? o Each investment must
meet a set offinancial criteria.

O to establish/set/use criteria (for sth) to fulfil/meet/

satisfy criteria

critical incident noun [c]

{HR) an example of the way a person doing a job
behaves that has a good or bad effect: identifying

the critical incidents that distinguish satisfactory

workersfrom unsatisfactory workers

critical incident method {also .critical

incidents .method) noun [c]

{HR) a way of deciding what abilities are needed to

do a particular job and discovering how well sb is

doing their job, by looking at real examples of the

way people have behaved in the job that have had
good or bad effects: The critical incidents method
can be used to decide on training needs for managers.

.critical 'mass noun [u] [sing.]

the number of customers, amount of resources, etc.

needed to allow a business, an industry, etc. to

make a profit and continue without outside help:

We needfive or six stores to achieve critical mass, o
They lack critical mass in their core markets.

0 to achieve/create/have/reach (a) critical mass

.critical 'path noun [sing.]

{Economics; Production) the series of tasks in a

project that must be completed on time in order for

the project to finish on time—Picture at PERT

.critical path a nalysis {abbr CPA) {also .critical

path .method abbr CPM) (0/50 'network a nalysis

noun [u,C]

{Economics; Production) a way of planning a project

and calculating how long it will last by examining
which order of tasks will have the fewest delays

and complete the project in the fastest and
cheapest way: They use critical path analysis for
scheduling complexjobs, o The critical path method
is a key tool for managing project schedules.—Picture

at PERT

.critical suc'cess .factor noun [c. usually pi.]

one of the areas of a business that are most
important for it to be successful: Customer service is

a critical success factorfor any retailer, o identifying

the critical success factors of a business

CRM /,si:a:r'em/ = customer relationship
MANAGEMENT

,crony 'capitalism noun [u] {informal)

a system in some capitalist countries in which
business contracts, bank loans, etc. are given to the

family and friends of the government and business

leaders

crop /krop; AmE krcup/ noun [C]

see also: cash crop

1 a plant that is grown in large quantities,

especially as food: Sugar has always been an

important crop on the island, o concerns over GM
{= genetically modified) crops

2 the amount of grain, fruit, etc. that is grown in

one season: a fall in this year's coffee crop o We are

lookingforward to a bumper {= very large) crop.

cross /kros; AmE kro:s/ verb [+ obj] {BrE)

if you cross a cheque, you draw two lines across it

to show that it must be paid into sb's bank account
and not exchanged for cash: a crossed cheque o
Make sure you cross the cheque and write 'account

payee only
1

between the lines. -> account payee,
UNCROSSED CHEQUE

a crossed 'line a situation in which you can
hear another telephone call when you are making a

call, because a connection has been wrongiy made

.cross-'border adjective [only before noun]

that takes place between people or businesses in

different countries, especially ones that are next to

or near each other: The number of cross-border

mergers has increased in recent years, o cross-border

trade/trading

cross-e xamine verb [+ obj or no obj]

to question sb carefully and in a lot of detail about
answers that they have already given, especially a

witness for the other side in a court case: They
always cross-examine applicants (= ask them a lot of

questions) on their previous experience, .cross-
exami'nation noun [u,C]: He confessed to the crime

under {- during) cross-examination.

.cross- functional adjective

{HR) that involves people, departments, etc. with
different jobs or skills working together: We use

cross-functional teams to develop new products.

.cross guaran tee noun [c]

{Finance) a promise made by members of a

particular group of companies to pay back the

debts of a company in the group if it fails to do so,

in order to help the company borrow money: The
company's subsidiaries have provided cross

guarantees to secure the loan, o cross guarantees

between subsidiaries .cross-guaran'tee
verb [+ obj]

cross- holding (0/50 .cross-'shareholding) noun
[C] {especially BrE)

{Finance) a situation in which two companies or

groups own some of each other's shares; the shares

that each company or group owns in the other: a

cross-holding ofshares between Fiat's car division

and General Motors o Investors generally dislike

cross-holdings as they reduce the chances of a

takeover.

.cross-'media adjective

involving or using different types of media such as

television, radio, etc: We have a cross-media

strategy, using television, radio and printfor our
advertising, o cross-media publishing

.cross-media 'ownership noun [u] {especially

BrE)

{Economics) the fact of a single organization

controlling several different kinds of media
company such as newspapers, television stations,

etc: The new cross-media ownership rules would still

prevent the owner of a large newspaper businessfrom
buying a large TV channel.

.cross- merchandising noun [u]

{Marketing) the activity of displaying related

products together in a shop/store to encourage
customers to buy several items instead ofjust one:

the cross-merchandising ofswimwear with
sunglasses o We use cross-merchandising to

encourage multiple sales, .cross-'merchandise
verb [+ obj or no obj]: Apples can be cross-

merchandised with other lunch box suggestions.

-» CROSS-PROMOTION, CROSS-SELLING



.cross-ownership noun [u]

(Economics) the fact of a single organization

controlling companies with related interests,

especially in the area of newspapers and television:

Legislation prevented cross-ownership of a newspaper

and television station in the same city.

.cross-
1platform adjective [usually before noun]

(IT) that can be used with or involves different types

of computer systems (platforms): There are afew
cross-platform problems with the software, o cross-

platform compatibility

,cross-'posting noun [u]

1 (IT) when the same message is sent to more than

one news or discussion group on the Internet at the

same time
2 (HR) (BrE) when an employee is moved to a

different department, country or company

.cross-promotion noun [c,u]

(Marketing)

1 a set of advertisements or other activities that

are designed to help two companies sell their

products or services together: The two TV networks

have agreed to an extensive cross-promotion.

2 a situation where a company advertises one of

its products, such as a newspaper or a book, in

another
-> CROSS-MERCHANDISING, CROSS-SELLING

cross-pro motional adjective [only before noun]:

cross-promotional opportunities o a cross-

promotional deal/partnership ,cross-pro'mote verb

[+ obj or no obj]

'cross-rate noun [c]

(Finance) an exchange rate for two currencies

that is calculated by comparing the value of each
currency to a third currency (especially the US
dollar) : the cross-rate between the yen and the

krone

cross- selling noun [u]

(Marketing) the activity of selling other products or

services that your company or another company
provides at the same time as a customer is buying
one product or service: cross-selling opportunities/

activities o The inquiry will examine the cross-selling

of banking products, .cross-'sell verb [+ obj]

-» cross-merchandising, cross-promotion

.cross-shareholding = cross-holding

.crowded market noun [c]

a situation where there are a lot of companies all

trying to sell similar products: The new beauty
magazine is being launched into an already crowded
market, o competing in a crowded market

,crown jewel noun [c]

the most valuable part of sth, especially of a
business or an industry: The company needs to raise

cash and is selling off its crown jewels. [ZEES Jewel
in the crown has the same meaning: Harvey
Nichols regard the Edinburgh store as the jewel in

their crown.

crude /kru:d/ adjective, noun
• adjective

1 (about oil and other natural substances) in its

natural state, before it has been treated with
chemicals: the refining ofcrude oil

O crude oil/petroleum/iron/metal/steel/sugar

2 (cruder, crudest) simple and not very accurate
but giving a general idea of sth: We produced a
crude estimate ofour spendingfor the nextfour years.

O a crude calculation/estimate/measure (of sth)

• noun (also .crude 'oil) [u]

oil in its natural state, before it has been treated

with chemicals: 50000 barreh of crude o a rise in

crude prices

crunch /kr-AntJV noun, verb

• noun [C, usually sing.]

a situation in which there is suddenly not enough

133 cumulative audience

of sth, especially money: The company is facing a

severe cash crunch.

O a cash/credit/liquidity/supply crunch * an energy/a

labour crunch to avoid/ease/experience/face a

crunch

• verb [+ obj]

(IT) to deal with large amounts of data very quickly:

Today's processors can crunch numbers at an
incredible rate. -> number cruncher

'C share (also class 'C share) -> A/B/C share

CSR /,si: es 'a:(r)/ = corporate social
responsibility

'C-Suite noun [c, usually sing.] (often the C-suite) the

most important managers in a company: senior

executives at the C-suite level o C-suite executives

EEH3 The letter C in C-suite may refer to the word
'corporate', or to 'chief, which is found in some job

titles.

CT /,si: 'ti:/ = corporation tax

.C-tO-'C - C2C

Ctrl = control noun (7)

CU. abbr

a short way of writing cubic: a volume of 15 cu. m
(= 15 cubic metres)

'cube farm noun [c] (informal)

an office that is divided into cubicles

cubic /'kjuibik/ adjective [only before noun] (abbr cu.)

used to show that a measurement is the volume of

sth, that is the height multiplied by the length and
the width: The plant processes 7 million cubic metres

ofgas a day.

cubicle /'kju:bikl/ noun [C] (especiallyAmE)

a small office that is made by separating off part of

a larger room: She shares a cubicle with three team
members, o working in a cubicle

culture /'kAltJa(r)/ noun [c,u]

see also: corporate culture, organizational ~,

safety ~

the ways in which people in an organization relate

to each other and deal with their work: Team
meetings are part of the company's culture, o We
have a culture in which staffwork quickly, o
developing a culture of innovation

O to create/develop/have/promote a culture (of sth)

business/company/management/workplace
culture

cum /kAm/ preposition

(Finance) used to show that the buyer of a share,

bond, etc. is getting the right to claim the thing

mentioned: The shares will trade cum bonus until 15

March 2005. o The bonds were acquired on acum-
interest basis. CEIO Cum is the Latin word for

'with', [opp] ex

cum 'dividend (also ,cum 'div., informal) adverb,

adjective

(Finance) (about a share that is sold) giving the

buyer the right to claim the next payment
(dividend) arranged: buying shares cum dividend o
the cum-dividend price [oppI ex-dividend

cume /kju:m/ = cumulative audience

cumulative /'kju:mjalativ; AmE -leitiv/ adjective

(about a figure) that includes all the amounts that

have been added previously: We predict that

cumulative sales will exceed 2 million units by 2006.

o That gives a cumulative total of 4103.

.cumulative audience (also cume, informal)

noun [C, usually sing.]

(Marketing) the number of different people who
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watch a particular television channel, hear a radio

programme, etc. over one or more periods of time:

We reach an estimated weekly cumulative audience of
1 million viewers, o the cumulative audience for the

evening news -» circulation, reach

cumulative dividend noun [c]

{Finance) the regular payment that is made to sb

who owns a cumulative preference share: The
shares were issued with a cumulative dividend of

9.25%, payable quarterly.

cumulative preference share noun [c]

{BrE) [AmE .cumulative preferred stock [u])

[Finance] a type of share that a company issues

(= sells) that gives its owner the right to receive

regular payments (dividends) from the company. If

the company cannot afford to make a payment on
time, it has to pay the amount later when it can
afford to: 5% cumulative preference shares (= ones
for which you receive a 5% dividend)

curb /k3:b; AmE k3:rb/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

to control or limit sth, especially sth bad: raising

interest rates to curb inflation o A new resolution has
curbed the power of the board.

• noun [C]

a control or limit on sth: a curb on local government
spending o The local steel industry is protected

through import curbs. Isynj limitation

curb market = kerb market

* currency /'kAransi; AmE 'k3:r-/ noun {plural

currencies)

see also: basket of currencies, convertible ~,

digital ~, dual ~, e-currency, fixed ~, hard ~, etc.

1 [c.u] the system of money that a country uses;

the value of the country's money: Brazil's currency,

the real o trading in foreign currencies o I had to

change my euros into local currency, oA weaker
currency would help our exports, o The government
has devalued the national currency by 29%. o The
dollar rose against European currencies butfell

against the Japanese yen. See note at increase
O common/domestic/foreign/local/national currency

a stable/strong/volatile/weak currency • to buy/
change/exchange/sell currency to devalue/
depreciate/'peg'prop up a currency * currency

devaluation/fluctuation/movement a currency

dealer/speculator/trader

2 [u] the period of time during which sth is valid

or is used: The facts must remain true and accurate
during the currency of the advertisement.

currency ac count (also .foreign currency
account noun [C]

{Finance) a type of current account for

businesses that is available in a wide range of
foreign currencies

'currency bloc (also blod noun [c]

{Economics) a group of countries that use the same
type of money: the creation of the euro currency bloc

currency board noun [c]

{Economics) in some countries, a government
institution that controls the value of the country's

money, for example, by deciding its exchange
rate

currency effect noun [c. usually pi.]

(Accounting) the way that changes in the value of

currency can change a financial result: Sales were
up 5%—or 1% excluding currency effects, o positive/

negative currency effects

currency ex posure (also .foreign currency
ex.posure) noun [u,c]

(Finance) the amount of an investment that is in a

foreign currency and could be affected by changes
in the value of the currency; the state of being at

risk in this way: The company manages its currency

exposure by keeping dollar reserves, o Our main
currency exposures are in the Canadian dollar and
the yen. [synj currency risk

'currency .future noun [c, usually pi.]

(Finance) a type of investment that involves

agreeing to buy or sell a fixed amount of a foreign

currency on a specific date in the future at a fixed

price (which is usually stated in US dollars)

currency hedge noun [c]

(Finance) a way of trying to protect investments
from problems caused by changes in the value of

foreign currency; an investment that reduces this

risk

currency .market noun [c]

(Finance) a market in which traders buy and sell

currencies: The euro weakened against the dollar on
the currency markets, o the star performers in the

currency market [synj foreign exchange market

'currency note noun [c, usually pi.]

money of a particular system in the form of

banknotes: The old currency notes have been taken

out of circulation.

currency .option noun [c]

(Finance) a type of investment that allows you to

exchange an amount of one currency for another at

an agreed exchange rate within a particular

period of time: We use currency options to guard
againstforeign exchange risk.

currency pair noun [c]

(Finance) the relation in value between two
particular currencies: the EUR/USD currency pair

(= the euro and the United States dollar)

'currency peg noun [c]

(Economics) an economic policy in which the value

of a country's currency is linked to that of a foreign

currency: The government wasforced to abandon the

one-to-one currency peg with the dollar, o a fixed

currency peg -> adjustable peg

'currency rate noun [c]

the relation in value between one currency and
another: the currency rate between the yen and the

pound [synj exchange rate

'currency re.serves = foreign currency
reserves

VOCABULARY BUILDING

Describing what happens to

currencies

Deciding the value of a currency

• Many developing economies have their currencies

pegged to the dollar.

• The government allowed the peso to float freely.

• Countries devalued their currencies to encourage

exports.

• They revalued the currency to reflect the change
in economic growth.

Increases in value

• The yen nas appreciated around 7.5% against the

dollar so far this year.

• The Swiss franc is strengthening against the euro.

Decreases in value

• The central bank cannot afford to defend a

depreciating currency.

• The rand weakened by 5% to the euro.

See note at increase



'currency risk (also .foreign 'currency risk) noun

[U,C; usually pi.]

(Finance) the possibility that an investment that is in

a foreign currency could lose value because of

changes in the value of the currency; the state of

being at risk in this way: The group is exposed to

currency riskfrom its international business, o to

hedge (against) (= protect against) currency 7'isk

|SYN| CURRENCY EXPOSURE

current /'kArant; AmE 'k3:r-/ adjective [only before

noun]

happening now; of the present time: current

economic conditions oyour current employer o a

budgetfor the currentyear

current ac,count noun [c]

1 (BrE) (AmE 'checking ac.count) (also 'cash

ac.count, AmE, BrE) (BrE also cheque ac.count) a

bank account that you use to receive payments and
pay bills, for example by cheque or bank
transfer: When you open a current account, you
will be issued with a chequebook, o The monthly
interest will be paid directly into your current

account, o Some banks will pay interest on current

accounts.

2 (Economics) (also ex.ternal ac'count) a record of

the money coming into and going out of a country

as a result of imports and exports of goods and
services, income from investments, etc: Declining

car exports were responsiblefor the €2 billion current

account deficit (= the amount by which money
received from exports, etc. was less than money
spent on imports, etc.). -» balance of trade,
CAPITAL ACCOUNT

.current 'asset (also .circulating 'asset) noun [c,

usually pi.]

see also: net current assets

(Accounting) an asset that a company holds for a

short period of time, including cash or sth that can
easily provide cash, such as products to be sold; the

value of these assets: Thefirm has $1.2 billion in

current assets, of which $800 million is held in cash.

0 If current liabilities are greater than current assets,

it becomes difficult tofinance day-to-day operations.

-» CAPITAL ASSET, CURRENT LIABILITY

.current 'cost noun [c]

(Accounting) the present value of sth, calculated by
increasing its original cost to include a sum for

inflation (= a general rise in the price of goods
and services), or by considering the cost of buying
or producing the same item today: The accounts are

modified to maintain the current costs of assets.

-> HISTORICAL COST, REPLACEMENT COST

.current lia bility noun [c, usually pi.] (also

.short-term liabilities [p!.])

(Accounting) a debt that must be paid within a year;

the value of these debts in a company's financial

records: Total current liabilities were $149 million, o
The bank overdraft is repayable within three months
and thus a current liability, [synj amount falling
DUE WITHIN ONE YEAR -» CURRENT ASSET, LONG-
TERM LIABILITIES, NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

.current 'prices noun [pi.]

(Accounting; Economics)

1 the prices that are being paid today for similar

things: At current prices, the company is worth
around €23 billion.

2 the original amount increased to include a sum
for inflation (= a general rise in the price of

goods and services): The 1992 hurricane cost the

state almost $20 billion in current prices.

'current .ratio = acid-test ratio

.current 'yield noun [c, usually sing.]

(Finance) the amount of interest paid on an
investment that compares the annual interest

payment to the current price of the investment: The
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current yield on the bond is 5.2%. -» redemption
yield

curriculum vitae /ka.nkjalam 'viitai/ = cv

cursor /'k3:sa(r); AmE 'k3:rs-/ noun [C]

a small mark on a computer screen that can be
moved and that shows the place, for example,
where text will appear when typing: Move the

cursor to the bottom of the screen. -» pointer

curtail /k3:'teil; AmEteir't-/ verb [+ obj] (formal)

to limit or reduce sth: There is pressure on the

company to curtail spending, o Union powers have
been curtailed. cur'tailment noun [u]

curve /k3:v; AmE k3:rv/ noun

see also: adoption curve, bell ~, demand ~,

experience ~, J-curve, learning ~

1 [C] a line on a graph that shows the relationship

between two things: the unemployment-income
curve (= showing the relationship between the

number of unemployed people and national

income) o The new range of clothing has made their

sales curve steeper.

0 a flat/shallow/steep curve a curve flattens/

steepens to plot a curve (on a graph)

2 the curve [sing ] the general level of skill,

knowledge, etc. that exists in a particular industry

or area of activity: We invest a lot in research to try

stay ahead of the curve.

cushion /'kufn/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

to reduce the unpleasant effects of sth: The south of

the country has been cushionedfrom the worst

effects of the recession, o The government is expected

to reduce taxes to cushion the blow of higher

unemployment (= make the effects less bad).

• noun [c]

something that protects you against sth unpleasant

that might happen: Their €59 million cash reserve

should provide a comfortable cushion if their

expansion plans fail, o They need a cash cushion to

survive the difficulties ahead.

custodial /kA'staudial; AmE-'stou-/ adjective

[usually before noun]

1 that involves spending time in prison: The judge

gave him a custodial sentence.

2 (Finance) relating to the work of a custodian (2):

the custodial fees chargedfor holding securities

cu stodial ac.count noun [c]

(Finance) in the US, a collection of money, property

or shares, etc. that sb (a custodian) manages on
behalf of a child; the account in which these items

are recorded: She opened a custodial accountfor her

daughter at the bank, o Almost any kind ofproperty

can be transferred to a custodial account.

custodian /kA'staudian; AmE -'stou-/ noun [C]

1 a person who is responsible for taking care of or

protecting sth: the museum's custodians o He sees his

role as custodian of the corporate culture.

2 (Finance) a financial institution that looks after

shares, bonds, etc. and their certificates on behalf

of investors: The trust has appointed Kleinwort

Benson to act as custodian of the securities, o a

custodian bank
3 (Law) (AmE) in the US, a person or company that

is given the responsibility of looking after property

or money on behalf of a child

4 (AmE) = caretaker

custody /'kAstadi/ noun [u]

1 the legal right or duty to take care of or keep sb/

sth; the act of taking care of sth/sb: The bank
provides safe custodyfor valuables, o The records

are in the custody of the National Archives.
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2 {Finance) the activity of keeping shares, bonds,

etc. and their certificates on behalf of investors: The

bank holds millions ofpounds' worth of assets in

custodyfor pension funds, o a custody bank/account

custom /'kAStam/ noun, adjective

• noun
1 [u] {especially BrE) the fact of being a customer:
They have cut their prices to attract custom, o Thank
you for your custom. Please call again. Isyni business
2 [c,u] an accepted way of behaving or of doing
sth in a particular company or industry: The
payment of a commission was a trade custom, oltis

the employer's custom and practice {= it has been
done like this for so long it is now like a law) for

full-time workers to work a 37-hour week.

• adjective [only before noun] {especiallyAm E)

= custom-built, custom-made: a company
making custom furniture

custom- built {also 'custom, especially in AmE)
adjective

built according to a special design, usually for a

particular person or company: The computers are

custom-builtfor each client, o a custom-built Ferrari

-> BESPOKE

• customer /'kAstama(r)/ noun [C]

see also: internal customer, target customer

a person or an organization that buys a product or

service from a shop/store or a business: The
company has around 7 million customers worldwide,

o They had no problem finding customers for their

new service, o one of the store's biggest customers o
Can you serve the next customer? -» client See note

at SUPPLY CHAIN
O to acquire/attract/find/get/have/keep/lose

customers • a big/good/large/loyal/regular

customer* an awkward/a demanding/difficult

customer existing/future/new/potential customers

customerfeedback/preferences

customer acqui sition noun [u]

{Marketing) the activity of getting new customers for

a business: They spent nearly €1.5 on customer
acquisition, o They are sufferingfrom poor customer
acquisition rates.

customer acqui sition cost = acquisition
COST (2)

'customer base {also con'sumer base, less

frequent) noun [c, usually sing.]

all the people who buy or use a particular product
or service: We need to appeal to a wider customer
base. -» INSTALLED BASE

customer 'capital noun [u]

{Economics; HR) the value of a company's
relationship with its customers and the businesses

that it sells good or services to

.customer 'care = customer service

customer- centric adjective

that is organized around the needs of customers:
building a customer-centric organization o a
customer-centric approach

customer- focused adjective

giving all your attention and effort to the needs of

customers: They have changedfrom a sales-oriented

to a customer-focused business, .customer 'focus

noun [u; C, usually sing.]

customer lifetime value = lifetime
VALUE

.customer loyalty noun [u]

the fact that a customer prefers to use a particular

shop/store, etc. or continues to buy a particular

type of product: We send 'thank-you letters' to all our
clients as a way of strengthening customer loyalty.

0 to build/develop/increase/strengthen customer
loyalty

.customer 'management noun [u]

a system of collecting and analysing information

about customers in order to provide them with the

products or services they need: customer
management technology

'customer .panel = consumer panel

.customer profile noun [c]

{Marketing)

1 (o/so con.sumer 'profile) a detailed description of

the type of person who buys a particular product or

service, shops at a particular store, etc: We may
need to adjust the style of clothes we sell to suit our
customer profile.

2 a detailed description of a particular customer:

The software instantly displays the customer profile

that corresponds to the caller's phone number.

.customer re lations noun
{Marketing)

1 [pi.] the way in which a company deals with its

customers: trying to improve customer relations o a
customer relations manager
O excellent/good customer relations to improve

customer relations

2 [u with sing./pl. verb: pi ] the department of a

company that is responsible for dealing with
customers: Contact us at Customer Relations ifyou
have a problem.

.customer re lationship noun [c] {often the
customer relationship) the way in which a

company and its customers behave towards each
other: Managing the customer relationship is critical

to long-term success, o the importance of
maintaining healthy customer relationships

.customer re lationship .management

,

.customer re lationship .marketing {abbr

CRM) {also re lationship .management) noun [u]

[IT; Marketing) a system in which a business aims to

develop a good relationship with customers, for

WHICH WORD?

customer/client/clientele/consumer

Customer and client can be used to refer to either

people or companies that buy things, while

consumei and clientele are used about people.

The word customer is usually used when the thing

being sold is a standard product or service: Phone
companies are competing to sign up domestic

customers.

Client is preferred when the thing being sold is

specially prepared or designed, for example
professional advice: They had advised their clients

to buy the shares.

It is now common for organizations providing

public services, for example hospitals or bus
companies, to refer to the people who use their

services as customers or clients rather than
patients, passengers, etc. This is because the

words customer and client are thought to present

a more professional image.

The word consumer is used to describe any
member of the public who buys things rather than
a customer of a particular company: changes in

consumer behaviour o consumer demand for cheap
flights

The word clientele describes all the people who
use a particular shop/store, restaurant or service:

The restaurant attracts a younger clientele.



example by keeping information about their needs,

in order to sell as many goods or services as

possible and keep customers satisfied; software
that helps businesses do this: Customer relationship

management has become a top priorityfor
companies seeking a competitive advantage in today's

economy, o The software company is the market
leader in CRM. o CRM solutions/software
customer re'lationship .manager noun [c]

customer re search = consumer research

.customer resistance = consumer
RESISTANCE

.customer satis faction noun [u]

the extent to which customers are happy with a

particular product or service: Our staffwork as a
team to achieve customer satisfaction, o Thefirm did

well in a recent customer-satisfaction survey.

0 to achieve/create/improve/increase/measure

customer satisfaction * a customer-satisfaction

index/rating/survey

customer 'service {also .customer 'care [u])

noun
1 [U,C] the way in which a company treats its

customers and answers their questions, complaints,
etc: Howyou handle complaints, is an important part

ofcustomer service, o changes in the way some
customer services are delivered o You can now contact

our customer-service centre by email.

0 excellent/good/poor customer service to deliver/

improve/provide customer service a customer-

service adviser/centre/department/manager/
representative

2 .customer 'services [u with sing./pl. verb; pi.] the
department in a company that deals with
customers' questions, complaints, etc: A copy of the

brochure is availablefrom customer services, o She is

head ofcustomer services, o Customer Services has/
have improved its/their efficiency.

customize , -ise /'kAStamaiz/ verb [+ obj]

to make or change sth to meet the needs of the
customer or user: We customize our training courses

to fit the needs ofyour staff, o You can customize the

software in several ways, 'customized, -ised
adjective: a customized version of the software
.customi zation, -isation noun [u]

,CUStom-'made (also 'custom) adjective (both

especiallyAm E)

designed and made for a particular person: custom-
made shoes [SYN] BESPOKE

customs /'KAstamz/ noun [pi.]

1 (usually Customs) the government department
that gives permission for goods to be imported and
charges taxes on them (import duties); the officials

at an airport, etc. that work for this department:
The Customs have seized large quantities of cigarettes

and tobacco, o obtaining customs clearancefor the
goods (= permission to import them)
Ha American English uses a singular verb with
customs in this meaning. -> Customs and Excise,
CUSTOMS OFFICER
2 the place at an airport, etc. where your bags are
checked as you come into a country: to go through
customs and passport control

3 (Trade) = customs duty

'customs .agent = customs officer, customs
BROKER

Customs and 'Excise noun [u]

in the UK, the government department that collects

taxes on goods bought and sold and on goods
brought into the country, and that checks what is

brought in, now part of hm revenue and customs

'customs bond noun [C,U] (especiallyAm E)

(Trade) a type of insurance that an importer must
buy, which promises that all taxes on goods that
they import will be paid and all the rules obeyed:
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You are required to post (= provide) a customs bond
for the goods, o goods shipped under customs bond

'customs .broker [also 'customs .agent) noun [c]

(Trade) a person or company that is paid to arrange
for goods to be brought into a country (to clear
customs) on behalf of an importer

customs declaration noun [c]

(Trade) an official description of the goods that you
want to send to another country or bring into a
country: A fidly completed customs declaration must
be attached to the package, o On entering the

country, all tourists must fill in a customs
declaration form.

'customs .duty noun [c, usually pi., u] (also

'customs [pi.])

(Trade) taxes that must be paid to the government
when goods are imported: the customs duties on
foreign cars o paying customs duties o Fruit

importedfrom these countries is subject to customs
duty of20%.

'customs .entry noun [c,u]

(Trade) an official record that must be made of
goods that are brought into or taken out of a
country; the process of bringing goods into or
taking goods out of a country in the official way:
You are required to complete a separate customs
entryfor each shipment ofgoods, ofollowing the

formal customs entry procedures

'customs .officer (also customs of.ficial) (also

'customs .agent, especially in AmE) noun [c]

a government official that works at an airport, etc.,

whose job involves checking for illegally imported
goods

customs .union noun [c]

(Economics) a group of countries that have agreed
not to charge taxes (import duties) on goods they
trade with each other, and to charge the same taxes

on goods imported from other countries: Andorra
joined the EC customs union in July 1990.

.Customs 'warehouse = bonded warehouse

cut /kAt/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj] (cutting, cut, cut)

1 to reduce sth, especially by a large amount: The
airline is to cut 2 500 more jobs, o The number of
factories has been cutfrom 13 to 6. o His salary has
been cut by ten per cent, o Forecasts for their 2005
profits have been cut.

2 to remove text or images from one place on a

computer screen, in order to put them somewhere
else: You can cut and paste between the programs.
[Ed cut a deal (with sb); cut (sb) a deal
(informal) to make an arrangement with sb: She cut

a deal with the boss who allowed her to work on the

project if she raised half the funds, a cut and 'paste
job (informal) a document that sb has created

quickly by taking ideas or sections of text from
other documents, rather than sth original that they
have worked hard on
HII!] .cut back (on sth); cut sth back to reduce
sth: There is no evidence that shoppers were cutting

back (- on spending) over the holiday season, o to

cut back on spending o Ifwe don't sell more well have
to cut back production. -> cutback .cut 'down (on
sth); .cut sth 'down (to sth) to reduce the size,

amount or number of sth: She wants to cut her

travel load down to two days a week, .cut sb 'in (on
sth) (informal) to give sb a share of the profit in a
business or an activity .cut sb 'off to interrupt sb

who is speaking on the telephone by breaking the

connection: We were cut off in the middle of our
conversation, .cut 'off sb/sth (often be cut off) to

stop the supply of sth to sb/sth: The bank has

threatened to cut off their credit.
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•noun [C]

see also: price cut

1 a reduction in the amount or number of sb/sth:

making a cut in interest rates o an interest-rate cut o
The aircraft maker announced a further 1 000 cuts

(= in the number of employees) last week, o The
managers had to take a 20% cut in pay.

O interest-rate/tax cuts budget/cost/expenditure/

spending cuts job/pay/wage cuts a big/deep/

dramatic cut to announce/implement/make/
propose cuts

2 (informal) [usually sing.] a share in a profit or

money: We take a cut of any sales to customers that

we refer to them.

0 to get/take a cut (ofsth)

cutback /'kAtbaek/ noun [C, usually pi ]

a reduction in sth: cutbacks in production o staff

cutbacks -» cut back (on sth) at cut verb

'cut-off adjective, noun
• adjective [only before noun]

forming a limit at which sth must stop: The union

has set a cut-offpointfor the negotiations, o When is

the cut-off date?
• noun [C, usually sing.]

a point or limit when you stop sth: The government
announced a cut-off in overseas aid. o Mortgage
lending should have an upper limit cut-off.

cut-off score noun [c]

(HR) the number of points on a test below which sb

will not be considered for employment

CUtOVer /'kAtauva(r); A/7?£-ou-/ noun [C]

a time when an organization stops using one type

of system, especially a computer system, and
immediately starts using a new one: The cutover is

planned for 31 May 2006. o the cutoverfrom a

mainframe to an Internet-based network

,cut-
1

price [especially BrE) (AmE usually ,cut-'rate)

adjective [usually before noun]

1 sold at a reduced price

O cut-price deals/fares/goods/offers

2 selling goods or services at a reduced price

0 a cut-price airline/store/supermarket

'cut-throat adjective [usually before noun]

(about an activity) in which people compete with
each other in aggressive and unfair ways: rival

companies engaged in cut-throat competition o They

are struggling to compete in the cut-throat world of
IT services.

rutting edge noun [sing.]

1 the cutting edge (of sth) the newest, most
advanced stage in the development of sth: They are

at the cutting edge of scientific research, o operating

on the cutting edge of technology o cutting-edge

designs Isyni leading edge
2 a quality or feature that gives sb/sth an
advantage: This qualification will give you a cutting

edge over other candidates when you applyfor a job.

• CV /,si: 'vi:/ abbr curriculum vitae a written

record of your education and employment that you
send when you are applying for a job: Applicants

should send a full CV and covering letter to... o
Voluntary work will look good on your CV (= give a

good impression). MB resume (AmE)

C.W.O. (also spelled CWO) /,si: .dAblju: 'ao; AmE 'ou/

abbr

(Trade) cash with order payment for goods will be
made when the goods are ordered: Our normal
terms of business are c.w.o.

CWt. abbr (plural cwt.)

a short way of writing hundredweight

cyber- /'saiba(r)/ combiningform (in nouns and
adjectives)

connected with electronic communication
networks, especially the Internet: a cybershop o a

cybercafe o cybersales o cybermarketing

'cyber mall {also .electronic 'mall) noun [c]

(E-commerce) a website that is shared by two or
more businesses: Afashion retailer is launching a
cyber mall that will enable Internet users to buy
productsfrom a number of high street retailers.

cyberslacker /'saibaslaeka(r); AmE 'saibar-/ noun
[C] (informal)

an employee who uses the Internet in work time to

send personal emails, shop, play games, etc. when
they should be working

Cyberspace /'saibaspeis; AmE -bars-/ noun [u]

the imaginary place where electronic messages,
Internet pages, etc. exist while they are being sent

between computers: Some people are reluctant to

transfer money through cyberspace.

cybersquatting /'saibaskwDtin; AmE
'saibarskwa:tirj/ noun [u]

the illegal activity of buying and officially

recording an address on the Internet that is the

name of an existing company or a well-known
person, with the intention of selling it to the owner
in order to make a profit: a victim of cybersquatting

0 a cybersquatting lawsuit 'cybersquatter
noun [c]

cycle /'saikl/ noun [C]

see also: accounting cycle, billing ~, business ~,

economic ~, family life ~, Kondratieff ~, life ~, etc.

1 a regular pattern of events: a vicious (= very
bad) cycle of reduced spending, lower production and
unemployment o Fashions tend to go in cycles, o
breaking the cycle offive working days and two
leisure days

2 a pattern that an economy, an industry, a

market, etc. tends to follow, with periods of success

and periods of difficulty happening regularly one
after another: The market is at the bottom of the

cycle and should start improving soon, o The IT

industry has been through many boom-and-bust
cycles.

3 a single period of success, failure, etc. that forms
part of a regular series: The economy appears to be

moving into a down cycle, o a growth cycle

4 a regular period of time during which sb/sth

completes a particular activity: We are trying to

shorten our product-development cycle, o We tend to

work in 12-month cycles.

'cycle time noun [u,c]

(Production) the time between starting and
completing a production process: There has been a

dramatic reduction in manufacturing cycle time, oln
one work area, cycle time was cut by 15 seconds by

adding another worker. -> lead time

cyclical /'saikhkl; 'sik-/ adjective, noun
• adjective

see also: countercyclical

(Economics; Finance)

1 that follows a regular pattern of success and
failure, increase and decrease, etc: History has

shown that economic markets are cyclical, o the

cyclical demandfor steel products o a cyclical

downturn (= period of difficulty) in the advertising

industry

O a cyclical downturn/peak/recovery

2 easily affected by the success or failure of the

general economy: Improved economic conditions

have benefitted cyclical stocks, o cyclical

unemployment-* defensive



O cyclical shares/stocks a cyclical company/industry

• noun [C, usually pi.]

{Finance) an investment whose value is easily

affected by the success or failure of the general

economy: Consumer cyclicals, like technology and

1
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industrial stocks, offer good value for investors right

nOW. -> DEFENSIVE

Dd
D/A = DOCUMENTS AGAINST ACCEPTANCE,
DEPOSIT ACCOUNT

DA /,di: 'ei/ = district attorney

DAF /,di: ei 'ef/ = delivered at frontier

the 'Daily Official List noun [sing]

[Stock Exchange) a detailed record that gives

information about the shares that are traded on a

stock exchange on a particular day, especially the

London Stock Exchange

damage /'daemid3/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: actual damages, apparent ~, civil ~,

compensatory ~, liquidated ~, nominal ~, non-

economic ~, punitive ~

1 [u] physical harm caused to sth which makes it

less valuable or for which sb can claim money from
an insurance company: The storm didn't do much
damage, o The cost of the damage is estimated at $30
million, o The policy covers the buildingfor
accidental damage.

O to cause/do damage (to sb/sth) to suffer damage
to assess/prevent/repair damage considerable/

extensive/irreparable/permanent/serious/severe

damage accidental/environmental/structural

damage bomb/fire/flood/smoke/storm damage
2 [u] harmful effects on sb/sth: damage to a
person's reputation o This could cause serious

damage to the country's economy.

O to cause/do damage (to sb/sth) inflict damage (on

sb/sth) to suffer damage to assess/repair damage
considerable/irreparable/long-term/serious

damage * financial/political damage
3 [Law) damages [pi ] money that a court orders a

person, company, etc. to pay to sb, because they
have caused them harm, injury or loss: He was
ordered to pay damages of€50000. o The jury
awarded the plaintiff $505 million in damages.

O to be awarded/receive/recover/win damages to

claim/seek for/sue damages a damages action/

award/claim

WHICH WORD?

damage/damages
Damage [U] refers to the harm that is done to

something:

• Did the fire cause much damage?
• The fire caused terrible damages.

Damages [plural] has a different meaning. It

refers to the money paid to someone as part of a

legal case: She is suing the company for damages, o
He was awarded damages of€100 000.

The word injury [C/U], not damage, is used to

describe harm done to a person's body:

• The driver suffered serious injuries.

• The driver suffered serious damage.

• verb [+ obj]

to harm or spoil sb/sth: The fire badly damaged the

offices, o Investor confidence has been seriously

damaged by the scandal, o Her strategies are

damaging the company.

'damage limi tation [also damage con.trol

especially in AmE) noun [u]

the process of trying to limit the amount of damage
that is caused by a particular event or situation

danger .money (erf) {AmE hazard pay)

noun [u]

(HR) extra money which is paid to sb who works in

a dangerous situation: The miners have argued that

they should be paid danger money.

* data /'delta; Brf also 'da:ta; AmE also 'daeta/ noun

see also: hard data, secondary ~, soft ~

1 [U; pi.] (used as a plural noun in technical English,

when the singular is datum) facts or information,

especially when examined and used to find out
things or to make decisions: This data was collected

from 73 countries, o They havefound some
interesting things in the data, o raw data (= data
that has not been studied yet) o [Technical) Recent

economic data show that more than 2 500 jobs are

created each month.

O to collect/get/obtain data to analyse/interpret/

look at/use data the analysis/interpretation of

data • data indicate(s)/show(s)/suggest(s) sth

economic/financial/scientific/technical data

2 (IT) [u] information that is stored by a computer:
Once we have checked the stock, we enter the data

into the computer, o a data-storage system

O to access/enter/process/retrieve/store data data

management/processing/retrieval/storage

databank [also spelled data bank, especially in

AmE) /'deitabaerjk; AmE also 'daeta-/ noun [C]

(IT) a large amount of data on a particular subject

that is stored in a computer: establishing a

databank of customers o a pay databank

database /'deitabeis; AmE also 'daeta-/ noun [C]

[IT) an organized set of data that is stored in a

computer and can be looked at and used in various

ways: We maintain a database of all our clients, o
The details of each call are stored in a database, o We
have more than 10 000 CVs on our database.

0 to build/create/establish/set up a database to add
to/store sth in/maintain/manage/update/use a

database database marketing a client/customer

database a central/an online database

'data .capture noun [u]

(IT) the process of putting information into a

computer system: We use a portable bar-code

scannerfor the data capture, o a data-capture system

'data .centre [AmE spelling ~ center) noun [c]

1 an organization that collects scientific

information about a particular subject; the place or

system where the data is stored: the World Data

Centrefor Greenhouse Gases -> databank
2 (IT) a safe place at which a number of computers
that store or process data are kept: Backups of all

our data are transferred to a secure data centre.

'data .entry noun [u]

(IT) the work of putting information into a

computer, for example from paper documents: I've
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got a new job doing data entryfor a mail-order

company, o Data entry clerks were paid by howfast

they could key data.

'data mining noun [u]

{IT; Marketing) using software to look at large

amounts of information that has been collected on
a computer and find new patterns, etc: Credit-card

companies can use data mining to detectfraud, by

lookingfor unusual spending patterns.

.data 'processing noun [u]

(IT) a series of actions that a computer performs on
data to analyse and organize it; the part of a

company where this is done: the people in

accounting and data processing

.data pro tection noun [u]

(Law) legal restrictions that keep information stored

on computers private and that control who can
read it or use it: In terms of the data protection laws,

you can find out what information the company has

aboutyou. o a breach of the Data Protection Act

.data warehouse noun [c]

(IT) a collection of business information, for

example about costs and profits, that a company
keeps on a single computer system, so that is can be
analysed and used to make decisions: Thefirm built

a data warehouse to help improve financial
management, .data 'warehousing noun [u]

date /deit/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: best-before date, best-if-used-by ~,

closing ~, completion ~, delivery ~, drop-dead ~,

due-, etc.

1 [C] a particular day of the month given in

numbers and words: today's date o We need to fix a
datefor the next meeting, o The building must be

finished by the date agreed.

0 to agree (on)/arrange/decide (on)/fix/set a date

2 [sing ] a time in the past or future that is not a

particular day: The work will be carried out at a
future date.
rr»rrci to 'date up to the present time: The new plant

is their largest to date, o The stock has dropped 30%
in the year to date.

• verb [+ obj]

to write or print the date on sth: Thank you for your
letter dated 24th March. -> undated

'datebook /'deitbuk/ = diary (1)

.dated se'curity noun [c, usually pi.]

(Finance) an investment, such as a bond, that has a

fixed maturity (= when the lender must payback
the amount borrowed) -» undated

'date Stamp noun, verb

• noun [C]

1 a date that is printed on sth, especially an
envelope or a food product: The date stamp shows
the letter was posted yesterday.

2 a device for printing the date on a document
—Picture at office

• verb [+ obj] date-stamp to print the date on a
document, an envelope or a food product: Food
items must be date-stamped to make sure the oldest

stock is used first, date-stamping noun [u]

datum /'deitam/ noun [c] (plural data)

(Technical) a fact or piece of information -> data

daughter .company noun [c]

a company that is owned completely or partly by
another company (a parent company): They are a

large group, with 15 daughter companies across

Europe. Isyni subsidiary

.dawn 'raid noun [c] (especially BrE)

(Stock Exchange) a situation when a company

suddenly and unexpectedly buys a large number of
shares in another company at the beginning of a

day's business on the stock exchange: Thefirm
mounted a dawn raid on shares in the retailer, and
is now likely to make a full takeover bid.

the DAX (also spelled Dax) /daeks/ noun [sing.]

Deutsche Aktienindex a share index of shares in

30 of the most important companies on the
Frankfurt stock market: Frankfurt's DAX index
gained 0.2% in late trade. See note at increase

daybook /'deibuk/ noun [C]

(Accounting) a printed or an electronic record of the
sales made and the goods bought by a business
each day: Enter the invoice number in the daybook, o
a purchase/sales daybook

,day 'off noun [c] (plural days off)

a day on which you do not have to work: When was
the last time you had a day ofP o She took afew days

off. o a day off in lieu (= in return for working
during a holiday)

0 to askfor/have/take a day off* be due for/be owed
a day off

'day .order noun [c]

(Stock Exchange) an order to buy or sell shares,

bonds, etc. that is only valid on the day it is made

'day rate noun [c]

the amount sb is paid or charges to do a day's work:
What is your day rate? o She sets a minimum day
rate of£200.

.day release noun [u] (BrE)

(HR) a system of allowing an employee days away
from work in order to study at a college: She goes to

college on day release, o a day-release course

day-to- day adjective [only before noun]

involving the usual events or tasks of each day: He
has recently handed over the day-to-day running of
the business, o the day-to-day work of the

department o She will continue to run the group on a
day-to-day basis.

'day .trading noun [u]

(Stock Exchange) the process of buying and selling

shares very quickly using the Internet in order to

take advantage of small price changes and so make
small quick profits: The company struggled as

enthusiasm for the Internet and day trading

decreased, 'day .trader noun [c] 'day-trade verb

[+ obj or no obj]

dba abbr (especiallyAm E)

a short way of writing doing business as in the

name of a business, especially one owned by a sole
proprietor: Kim Winton, dba Winton Tractor

Spares

DBR /,di:bi: 'a:(r)/ = drum-buffer-rope

DC /,di: 'si:/ = documentary credit

DCF /,di: si: "ef/ = discounted cash flow

DDI l,di:di:'ai/abbr{BrE)

Direct Dial Inwards a system where an office

building, a hotel, etc. can have a large range of

telephone numbers sharing one or a small number
of direct lines. Calls go directly to an extension
without being connected by an operator or

receptionist. -» DID

DDP /,di: di: 'pi:/ = delivered duty paid

DDU /,di: di: 'ju:/ = delivered duty unpaid

dead /ded/ adjective

1 [not before noun] no longer thought likely to be

successful or no longer being aimed for: Investors

believe the controversial deal is all but dead, o The

restructuring plan now appears to be dead.

2 [not before noun] no longer used, fashionable or

important: Who says e-commerce is dead? o Analysts

say the issue is dead and buried.



3 without activity; with nobody buying or selling

anything: The market is absolutely dead this

morning, o Since the beginning of the year the

economy has been dead.

4 {informal) (about machines or equipment) not

working, especially because of a lack of power: The

hard disk seems to be dead, o The phone's gone dead.

deadbeat /'dedbi:t/ noun [C] {AmE) [informal)

a person or company that tries to avoid paying

money that they owe: We keep a database on
deadbeats who pass bad checks.

.dead cat bounce noun [sing ]

{Stock Exchange) a temporary and small upward
movement in share prices after a large fall, often

before they start to fall again: Traders described the

recovery as nothing more than a dead cat bounce.

dead- end adjective [only before noun]

in which no more progress or development is

possible: a dead-end task/project oHeis stuck in a

dead-endjob (= one with low wages and no chance
of getting a better job).

deadline /'dedlam/ noun [c]

a time or date by which sth must be done or

completed: The deadlinefor applications is next

Friday, o She gave herself a two-year deadline to

reverse the group's decline, oltis critical that we
meet the 30 April deadline, o The people here work
under tight deadlines and intense pressure, o You
must be able to work to deadlines.

O to extend/impose/set a deadline to hit/make/
meet/miss a deadline strict/tight deadlines a
deadline approaches/looms/nears/passes

dead load -> deadweight (1)

deadlock /'dedmk; AmE -la:k/ noun [sing; U]

a complete failure to reach agreement or settle a

dispute: The two sides met to try to break {- end) the

deadlock on/overfundingfor a pay deal, o The
strike has reached a deadlock, o {BrE) The
negotiations appear to have reached deadlock today.

0 to break/resolve a deadlock to end in/reach (a)

deadlock

deadlocked /'dedbokt; AmE -la:kt/ adjective

[usually before noun]: Pay talks remained deadlocked

for weeks.

'dead .season noun [sing.]

the time of year when the level of demand is at its

lowest point: Stock markets usually experience a
dead season in August, o dead-season prices

'dead time noun [u,c]

{Production) time that is not being used: Bosses

should take advantage ofperiods of dead time to

rethink jobs, and tune up departments.

deadweight {also spelled dead weight, especially

in AmE) /.ded'weit/ noun [C,U]

1 {Technical) {abbr dwt) {also .dead 'load) the weight
of a structure or a vehicle that has no load or is

empty: These oil tankers measure 70000 to 110000
deadweight tonnes.

2 {Transport) {abbr dwt) a measure of the total

goods, fuel, passengers, etc. that a ship can carry

O deadweight capacity/tonnage
3 {Economics) {used as an adjective) a financial cost
or loss that is the result of money, materials, etc.

not being shared out in an efficient way, for

example because of the tax system: Job creation

schemes can be associated with high deadweight
costs, o a deadweight burden

.dead 'wood {AmE spelling deadwood) noun [u]

people or things that have become useless or
unnecessary in an organization: Herfirst task was
to clear out the dead woodfrom 'he department.

O to clear out/cut away/cut out/get rid of/sweep
away the dead wood
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deal /did/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: bought deal, cash ~, new ~, package ~,

sweetheart ~

{Commerce)

1 [C] a formal business agreement, especially an
agreement to buy or sell goods or provide a service:

The board of directors have approved the deal, o The
two companies signed a deal worth $1.7 billion, o The
deal fell through {= no agreement was reached), o
The board reached a deal with a large Chinese

conglomerate, o We did a deal with the management
on overtime, o They were hopingfor a better pay
deal, o {only used in spoken English) It's a deal! (= I

agree to your terms) See note at agreement
O to agree/make/reach/sign a deal to clinch/close/

conclude/strike a deal to block/call off/oppose/
reject a deal a bad/big/good/large/lucrative deal

a deal falls through/goes ahead/goes through
2 a reduction in the price of a product, usually for

a short period of time only: The airline is offering

deals on flights this month, olgot a good deal on the

car (= I bought it cheaply), o The website gives

advice on how to get the best deal.

O to get/offer a deal an excellent/a good deal

-> idioms at cut verb, done
• verb (dealt, dealt /delt/)

EE] deal sb/sth a (serious, severe, etc.) blow;
deal a (serious, severe, etc.) blow to sb/sth to

be very harmful to sb/sth: The oil spill has dealt a

severe blow to the area's fishing industry.

ffiaa 'deal in sth {Commerce; Finance) to buy or

sell a particular product; to trade: The company
deals in computer software, o a trader dealing in

futures and options 'deal with sb to talk or behave
in an appropriate way according to who you are

talking to, managing, etc: You need to be good at

dealing with the public, 'deal with sb/sth to do
business regularly with a person, a company or an
organization: / usually deal with the sales manager.
0 We want our customers to know they're dealing

with the same firm, 'deal with sth 1 to take action

to solve a problem, carry out a task, etc., especially

as part of your job: I have to deal with 300 emails a

day. o Your order was dealt with yesterday. 2 to be
concerned with a particular subject: This report

deals with our sales prospectsfor the coming year.

dealer /'di:la(r)/ noun [c]

see also: broker-dealer, primary ~

1 {Commerce) a person or shop/store whose
business is buying and selling a particular product:

Britain's biggest car dealer o She is a dealer in

antiques, o Here's how to find a dealer near you. o
the company's US dealer network
-> WHEELER-DEALER at WHEELING AND DEALING
2 {Finance; Stock Exchange) {BrE) {AmE 'trader) a

person who buys and sells shares, bonds,
currencies, etc. without using a broker or an
agent: She is a dealer in thefinancial futures market,

o a senior UK equity dealer o Wall Street dealers See
note at agent
3 {Finance; Stock Exchange) a bank employee who
buys and sells shares, bonds, etc. or foreign

currency on behalf of the bank

dealership /'didajip; AmE -larj-/ noun [c]

{Commerce) a business that sells products, especially

cars, for a particular company; the position of being

a dealer who can buy and sell sth: a car/an auto/a

Mercedes dealership
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dealing /'didm/ noun

see also: fair dealing, insider ~, self--, wheeling

and ~

1 dealings [pi ] business activities between people
or organizations: J have had no dealings with {=

done no business with) this company recently, o an
investigation into the group's financial dealings

2 {Finance; Stock Exchange) [C,u] {especially BrE)

buying and selling shares, foreign currencies, etc:

Dealings in the company's shares have been

suspended, o The rules relating to directors' share

dealings are being tightened. -» trading
3 [u] a way of doing business with sb: He has a
reputation forfair/honest dealing, o dodgy/shady
dealing (= that seems to be dishonest or illegal)

'dealing floor = trading floor

dealmaker {also spelled deal maker)
/'di:lmeika(r)/ noun [C]

a person who is skilled at making financial deals or

taking part in negotiations: one of Wall Street's

most aggressive dealmakers o a City deal maker
deal making {also spelled deal making) noun

[u]: the result of intense last-minute dealmaking

dear /dia(r); AmE dir/ adjective, adverb

• adjective

1 (dearer, dearest) costing a lot of money or more
money than you expected: The company was hit

hard by dearer oil prices.

2 Dear used at the beginning of a letter before the

name or tide of the person that you are writing to:

Dear Sir or Madam o Dear Mrs Jones
• adverb
at a high price: to buy cheap and sell dear -» idiom at

cost verb

.dear 'money noun [u]

{Economics) a situation when money is difficult to

borrow and can only be borrowed at a high rate of

interest [syn] tight money

dear money .policy noun [c,u]

{Economics) a government policy of raising interest

rates in order to make it more expensive to borrow
money and so reduce the level of spending
|SYN| TIGHT MONEY POLICY

dearth /d3:G; AmE d3:rG/ noun [sing.]

a lack of sth; the fact of there not being enough of

sth: There is a real dearth of candidates with the

right experiencefor the job. o a dearth ofpublic

sector investment -» glut

death .benefit noun [c,u]

{Insurance) money that is paid to the family of an
insured person who dies

'death .duty = inheritance tax (1)

'death tax = estate tax, inheritance tax (2)

deb {also spelled deb.) abbr

1 {Accounting) {also Deb) a short way of writing

debit
2 {Finance) a short way of writing debenture

debenture /di'bentj8(r)/ noun [C, usually pi.]

{abbr deb) {AmE also de benture bond)

see also: naked debenture

{Finance) a loan for a long period of time on which a

company promises to pay a fixed rate of interest;

the official document that is given to the lender

CEIO In Britain, debentures are always secured
on the company's assets (= the lender will get

property or items of value if the company cannot
pay back the money). In the US, debentures are not

secured in this way: The company issued debentures

to certain shareholders, o The debentures yielded

10% a year in interest, o a debenture holder

de'benture stock noun [c u]

{Finance) a type of share in a company that pays
fixed amounts at fixed times: The company used
cash reserves to pay back €10 m of bank debt and
debenture stock.

• debit /'debit/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: direct debit

1 [C] an amount that is taken from a bank account;
a record of this: a debit of€100 o The total debits on
the account were £2 000 last month.
[opp] credit
2 [u] the fact that there is no money in a bank
account: Your account is €200 in debit. -» be,

remain, etc. in the red at red, overdrawn
3 {Accounting) [C] {abbr Deb, deb) an amount that is

written in a company's financial account to show a

decrease in money that the company owes or an
increase in the value of its assets: on the debit side

ofan account o Every debit must have a
corresponding credit. IoppI credit—Picture at T-

account Ikl'ill The debits are recorded on the left

side of a traditional T-account.

• verb [+ obj]

1 to take an amount of money from an account,

especially a bank account: Premiums will be debited

monthlyfrom your account, o Please debit my credit

card, o Your account has been debited with $50 000.

2 {Accounting) to write an amount in a company's
financial account to show a decrease in the money
the company owes or an increase in the value of its

assets EHH You debit a traditional T-account by
writing amounts on the left side: The cash received

was debited in the cash book and credited to the sales

account.
IOPPI CREDIT -» CHARGE Verb (3)

debit ac count noun [c]

{Commerce) an arrangement with a bank, shop/

store or business to pay for the cost of goods or

services using money that you already have or have
paid: You can dial this number to find out how much
you have left in your debit account. -> credit
account at account noun (2)

debit .balance noun [c]

1 the amount by which the money paid out of a

bank account is greater than the amount paid into

it at a particular time: There is an outstanding debit

balance on your account, [oppj credit balance
2 {Accounting) in a company's financial records, the

amount by which the total debits are greater than
the total credits in a particular account: The

calculation of minority interest gives rise to a debit

balance in the balance sheet.

'debit card {AmE 'check card) noun [c]

a plastic card that can be used to take money
directly out of your bank account when you pay for

goods and services: Can I pay by debit card? o the

growth of debit-card use in the UK and abroad
-> CREDIT CARD

'debit note {BrE) {AmE 'debit re.ceipt) noun [C]

{Commerce)

1 a note sent to a customer showing that they owe
money: We realized we had undercharged the

customer and raised a debit note.

2 a note sent by a customer to a supplier showing
the amount that will be taken away from the total

bill, for example because goods supplied were not

correct: A debit note must accompany the returned

goods, stating the reasonsfor rejection in full.

debriefing /,di:'bri:firj/ noun [C,U]

a meeting where sb gives a report about a task that

they have just completed: a debriefing session



debt /det/ noun

see also: assumed debt, bad ~, bank ~, book ~,

business ~, consumer ~, corporate ~, etc.

1 [c] an amount of money that a person, a

company, a country, etc. owes: The group has debts

of$3 billion, o It took her years to pay off all her

debts, o interest payments on an outstanding (= not

paid) debt o He had run up huge credit-card debts (=

let them reach a very large amount). -» liability

O a big/crippling/huge/massive debt to amass/
have/incur/run up debts to clear/pay back/pay
off/repay/settle a debt to default on a debt

2 [u] the situation of owing money, especially

when you cannot pay: The business is heavily in

debt, o The company is $17m in debt o I've been

afraid ofgetting into debt, o We had to borrow to

stay out of debt.

O to be in/get into/go into/run into/slip into debt to

get out of/keep sb/sth out of/stay out of debt to

be deeply/heavily in debt

3 {Finance) [u.c] capital (= money used for

business activities) that a company or a government
borrows, on which interest is paid: Some analysts

were worried about the company's debt, o Sales

proceeds would be used to pay down debt (= reduce
the amount of debt that is owed), o the burden of
servicing a debt (= paying interest on it) o The
government would not default on its debt

repayments.

0 to cut/pay down/reduce (a) debt to cancel/default

on/write off a debt to refinance/reschedule/

restructure a company's debt long-term/short-

term debt

debt adjustment noun [u,c]

1 the process in which sb who owes money agrees
to make regular payments to a person or business,

who takes this money and arranges with the
businesses who are owed money how the debt will

be paid: We are fully licensed to deal in debt

adjustment and counselling.

2 (Law) a legal process that a person who is

bankrupt (= unable to pay their bills) can use to

reduce the amount of their debts and the period of
time over which they must be paid: The court must
confirm the debt adjustment plan.
debt adjuster noun [c] debt adjusting noun [u]

'debt .capital noun [u]

(Finance) capital (= money used for business
activities) that a company gets by borrowing from
banks, investors, etc: The bond issue and loan will

give thefirm access to about $1.65 billion of debt
capital, o the debt capital markets [syn] loan
capital

debt col lection noun [u]

the activity of obtaining money from people who
owe money for goods or services they have
received, often by going to their homes to get it: If

you are late with a payment, your account may be
handed over to a debt collection agency. 'debt
col, lector noun [c] -» commercial collection
AGENCY

debt consoli dation noun [c]

the act of borrowing a larger amount of money
from one lender in order to pay back several
smaller debts to other lenders: Debt consolidation
can help lower your monthly payments, o a debt
consolidation loan debt con soli dator noun
[c]: You will need to make one monthly payment to

the debt consolidator.

debt .counselling (AmE spelling- counseling)
noun [u]

the activity of providing advice to people about
how they can pay back the money that they owe
debt .counsellor (AmE spelling - counselor)

noun [c]
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debt- equity .ratio {also spelled debt/equity
ratio) (also .debt-to-'equity .ratio) noun [C]

(Accounting) a measure of how much debt (= loans,

bonds, etc.) a company uses in order to finance its

activities, compared to money invested by
shareholders: a debt-equity ratio of 3:1 (= for every
dollar invested by shareholders, the company
borrows another 3 dollars) o A high debt-equity ratio

results in high returns for shareholders, but
potentially big losses if the company fails.

[syn] gearing

debt- equity swap (also spelled debt/equity
swap) (also .debt-for-'equity swap, debt swap)
noun [c]

(Finance) an arrangement in which a lender reduces
the amount of a company's debt, in exchange for

receiving shares in the company: The debt-equity

swap will give creditors a 30% stake in the company

debt ex posure noun [u]

(Finance) money that an organization has lent to sb/

sth and so risks losing if it is not paid back: The
company's shares fell because of anxiety about its

debt exposure. Isyni credit exposure

'debt .finance noun [u]

(Finance) money that a company borrows from
banks, investors, etc. in order to finance its

activities; the business of providing this money to

companies: The company has secured debtfinance

from Royal Bank of Scotland tofund the deal, o She Ls

head of the bank's debtfinance division. -» equity
FINANCE, LOAN CAPITAL

debt- financed adjective: a debt-financed

acquisition 'debt .financing noun [U,C]: sources of
debtfinancing o a debtfinancing of $250 000

,debt-for-'equity swap = debt equity swap

debt-.laden adjective [usually before noun]

(used especially in newspapers) having a lot of

debt; badly affected by debt: The debt-laden group
is selling assets in an attempt to avoid bankruptcy, o
a debt-laden balance sheet

'debt .leverage noun [u] (especially AmE)
(Finance)

1 the relationship between the amount of money
that a company ov/es (debt) and the value of its

shares (equity): The subsidiary has received $4.5

billion to help reduce its debt leverage.

2 using borrowed money to buy an investment or

to add to the amount invested, in order to try to

increase possible profits from the investment

debtor /'deta(r)/ noun

see also: sundry debtor

1 [C] a person, a country or an organization that

owes money: It is becoming too easyfor debtors to

default on their loans, o They are the world's biggest

debtor nation ( = many countries have invested in

it). -» CREDITOR (1)

2 (Accounting) debtors [pi.] (BrE) the amounts of

money that are owed to a company, which are

recorded as assets on its balance sheet: During
the period under review, debtors increasedfrom €44
million to €57 million, [syn] accounts receivable
-» CREDITOR (2)

debtor-in-pos session .financing noun [u]

(abbr DIP Financing)

(Finance) in the US, a type of loan that a company
can get while it remains officially bankrupt (=

unable to pay its debts): The $1.5 billion debtor-in-

possession financing will allow the airline to continue

operating in the event of a bankruptcyfiling.

'debtors' .ledger noun [c] (BrE)

(Accounting, old-fashioned) in a company's financial
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records, a group of accounts that is used to record

the amounts owed by particular customers: All sales

are recorded in the debtors' ledger. Isyni sales
LEDGER -» CREDITORS' LEDGER

'debt overhang noun [c, usually sing., u]

{Economics) a situation in which the debts that a

government, an organization or a person has are

larger than they can pay back in the agreed time:

an initiative to remove the debt overhang ofpoor
countries

debt .payment noun [c]

an amount of money that a government or an
organization must pay back to a lender: The
company must meet (= pay) a debt payment on
Monday, o The government has suspended foreign
debt payments.

debt .rating noun [c]

{Finance) a measurement of the ability of a

government or an organization to pay its debts and
interest on them; the process of estimating this:

The company's debt rating has been downgraded to

'junk' status, o a debt-rating agency [syn] credit
RATING
0 to cut/downgrade/lower/raise/upgrade a debt

rating to be given/have a debt rating

'debt .ratio noun [u] {AmE)

{Accounting) a figure that is equal to a company's
total debts divided by its total assets, used as a

measure of a company's ability to pay back its loans

and other debts -> debt-equity ratio

debt restructuring {also debt rescheduling)
noun [u]

{Finance) the act of finding a new way for an
organization or a government to pay back money
that they have borrowed and are having difficulty

paying back: The company needs fresh funding and
debt restructuring in order to survive, o a debt

rescheduling agreement/plan

debt retirement noun [u]

{Finance) the fact of a debt being paid back
completely: a chargefor early debt retirement

'debt-.Hdden adjective [usually before noun]

(used especially in newspapers) having a lot of

debt; badly affected by debt: merger talks to save

the debt-ridden company

'debt .service {also 'debt .servicing) noun [u]

{Finance) the act of making regular payments to a

lender; the payments that are made: The company
has the necessaryfunds to cover immediate debt
service.

'debt service .ratio noun [c] {abbr dsr)

1 {Economics) the amount of money that a
government needs to pay to foreign lenders every
year, compared to the amount of money received
from exporting goods and services: The country's

debt service ratio hasjumped to 31%.
2 {Finance) the amount of money that a company or

a person needs to pay to lenders, compared to the
amount of particular types of income: Lenders

usually insist that a company maintains a certain

debt service ratio or else risk penalties.

'debt swap noun [c]

{Finance)

1 = DEBT-EQUITY SWAP
2 an arrangement between a government and a

foreign lender. The lender agrees to reduce the

amount of the government's debt in exchange for

the government spending money on developing the

country: The debt swap will generatefundsfor local

conservation programmes.

,debt-to-'equity .ratio = debt-equity ratio

debug /,di:'bAg/ verb [+ obj] (-gg-)

{IT) to look for and remove the faults in computer
software or equipment: The software still needs to be
written and debugged.

debut {also spelled debut) /'deibju:; 'debju:; AmE
dei'bju:/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

the first time that sb/sth appears in public; the first

time that sth is available to buy: The new car makes
its debut in the UK this weekend, o Shares in the

company soared 40% on their stock market debut, o
a debut bond issue

• verb [+ obj or no obj]

to become or make sth available to the public for

the first time; to start selling sth or being sold: They
recently debuted a phone incorporating a digital

camera, o The shares debuted at €15.25.

deceased /di'skst/ adjective

1 dead: // the policyholder is deceased, thefunds will

be paid to their heir.

2 the deceased noun [c] {plural the deceased)
a person who has died, especially recently

decelerate /,di:'selareit/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to happen or make sth happen
more slowly: Prices have decelerated rapidly, o
decelerating consumer spending IoppI accelerate
2 {Economics) [no obj] (about the economy) to

decrease in activity so that demand for goods
decreases: Economic growth decelerated sharply in

January, loppj accelerate
deceleration /,di:sela'reijri/ noun [C,U]: We have

seen a sharp deceleration in consumer spending.

• decentralize , -ise /,di:'sentralaiz/ verb [+ obj

or no obj]

to give some of the power of a central organization

to smaller organizations in different areas or

countries; to divide the responsibilities of running
an organization between many different people,

departments, etc: The company is decentralizing its

corporate structure, o Firms are decentralizing in

search of reserves of labour. [oppJ centralize
decentralization, -isation /,di:,sentralai'zeijri;

AmE-\d'z-/ noun [U; sing.] decentralized, -ised

/,di:'sentralaizd/ adjective: Our recruitment process is

decentralized, with each manager doing their own
hiring.

de cision-,maker noun [c]

a person in an organization or a government who
has authority to make important decisions: The

campaign was targeted at key decision-makers.

de cision- making noun [u]

the process of deciding about sth important,

especially in a group of people or in an
organization: Management excluded the unionfrom
decision-making, o simplifying the decision-making

process

O corporate/executive/management decision-making

consensus/consensus-based decision-making

de'cision-making .unit noun [c] {abbr dmv)
{Marketing) the group of people in an organization

who help to make a decision about whether to buy
sth: Key members of decision-making units include

buyers, users and influencers. IsynI buying centre

de cision sup port .system noun [c] {abbr

DSS)

{IT) a computer program that analyses business

data so that users can make decisions more easily

-> EXECUTIVE INFORMATION SYSTEM

de'cision tree noun [c]

a diagram that is used to help decide the best

action to take in a particular situation. Possible

actions and their results are represented using

lines, boxes and circles: We developed a decision tree

to compare options forfunding.
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declaration /.dekla'reijn/ noun [C,U]

see also: customs declaration, tax declaration

1 an official or formal statement, especially about
the plans of an organization or a government; the

act of making such a statement: Insurers

traditionally make their annual bonus declarations

in the first three months of the year.

O to adopt/issue/make/sign a declaration

2 {Law) an official statement by a court about the

legal rights or status of sb/sth: They are seeking a
court declaration that the contract no longer applies.

O to grant/make/seek a declaration

3 an official written statement giving information
or stating that sth is true: You will need to sign a
declaration thatyou are an EU resident, o a
declaration of income
0 to complete/make/sign/submit a declaration

declare /di'klea(r); AmE di'kler/ verb [+ obj]

1 to say sth officially or publicly: They declared

their intention to buy a 25% stake in the company, o
The company was declared insolvent (= by a court), o
{BrE) Thefirm declared itself insolvent, o {AmE) The
company declared bankruptcy last December.
2 to announce that a share of company's profits (a

dividend) will be paid to shareholders: The Board
declared a dividend of 7.5 cents a share.

3 to tell the tax authorities how much money you
have earned, etc: The group declared a loss of $187
million.

4 to tell customs officers (= at the the border of a
country) that you are carrying goods on which you
should pay tax: Do you have anything to declare?

DUZa declare an 'interest (in sth) to tell people
that you have a connection with sth that could
affect the decisions you make, because you may
benefit in some way: Directors are required to

declare their interest in any contract with the

company.

decline /di'kiam/ noun, verb

• noun [c, usually sing., u]

a process or period of becoming weaker, smaller or
less good: The country suffered a sharp decline in
exports o She has failed to reverse the company's
decline, o The rate of decline is now slowing, o The
currency has been in decline since the 1980s.

—Picture at product life cycle
O a dramatic/rapid/sharp/steep decline a gradual/

slight/slow decline • a continued/continuing/steady
decline to halt/reverse/stop/suffer a decline

• verb [no obj]

to become weaker, smaller or less good: The
number of tourists to the resort declined by 10% last

year, o The group has been hit by declining sales. See
note at increase
O to decline dramatically/sharply/steeply • to decline

gradually/slowly/steadily

decliner /di'klama(r)/ {also declining 'stock)

noun [C, usually pi ]

{Stock Exchange) (used in newspapers) a company
whose shares have decreased (declined) in value in

a particular period: Technology stocks were the

biggest decliners on the London Stock Exchange
today, [synj faller [opp] advancer

declining balance .method = reducing
BALANCE METHOD

de,dining stock {also declining share) =
DECLINER

decompress /,di:kam'pres/ verb [+ obj]

{IT) to return computer files, etc. to their original

size after they have been compressed (= made
smaller): decompressed data Isynj unzip
[oppj compress

decontrol /,di:kan'traul; AmE -'trooi/ verb [+ obj]

(-II-) {especially AmE)
{Economics) {often be decontrolled)
to remove official rules or controls from sth,

especially prices or rents: a debate over whether gas

prices should be totally decontrolled -» deregulate
decon irol noun [u]

decouple /,di:'kApl/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to break the connection between two activities or

systems: Their country's economy has decoupled

from the problems of its neighbours, o the need to

decouple economic growthfrom environmental

destruction

decoy /'diikoi/ = seed noun (2)

decrease verb, noun
• verb /di'kri:s/ [+ obj or no obj]

to become or make sth become smaller in size,

number, etc: Profits decreased by 9.4%, from €1.17

million to 1.05 million, o People's savings have

decreased in value, o decreasing costs

See note at increase

O to decrease considerably/dramatically/sharply/

significantly to decrease gradually/slightly/

steadily * to decrease in number/size/value

de'creased adjective [only before noun]: decreased

productivity

• noun /'di:kri:s/ [C,U]

the process of reducing sth; the amount that sth is

reduced by: There has been a slight decrease in

consumer spending this year, o a decrease of nearly

6% in the number of visitors [opp] increase
0 a large/marked/sharp/slight decrease a price/

revenue/sales/tax decrease

decree /di'kri:/ noun, verb

• noun
1 {Law) [c] a decision that is made in a court: The
court granted a decree of divorce.

2 [C,u] an official order from a ruler or a

government that becomes the law: a presidential

decree

• verb [+ obj] (decreeing, decreed, decreed)

to decide, judge or order sth officially: The

government decreed a national holiday.

decrypt /dk'knpt/ verb [+ obj]

{IT) to change text or a message that is written in

code into a form that can be understood by anyone
[opp] encrypt decryption /di:'knpjn/ noun [u,C]:

decryption programs and tools

dedicated /'dedikeitid/ adjective [only before

noun]

designed to do only one particular type of work;

used for one particular purpose only: They
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recommend thatyou use a dedicated serverfor the

software, o We have our own dedicated warehouse.

• deduct /di'dAkt/ verb [+ obj or no obj] {often be
deducted
to take away money, a number, etc. from a total

amount: Pension contributions will be deducted

from your salary each month, o Income tax is

deducted at source {= from your pay, before you
receive it).

deductible /di'dAktabl/ adjective, noun
• adjective

see also: tax-deductible

{Accounting) that can be taken away from an
amount on which you must pay tax: These costs are

deductiblefrom profits. deductibility noun [u]:

the deductibility of training expenses

• noun [C] {AmE)

{Insurance) a fixed charge that you must pay before

an insurance company will pay the costs of sth:

Medicare will cover half of the drug costs after a $600
deductible is paid. Isyni excess {BrE)

• deduction /di'dAkJh/ noun [c.u]

see also: standard deduction, tax deduction

the process of taking an amount of sth, especially

money, away from a total; the amount that is taken

away: The payment was made without deduction of
tax. o The deductionsfrom your salary are made
directly byyour employer. -» tax credit
See note at reduction

deed /di:d/ noun [C]

see also: title deed, transfer ~, trust ~

a type of written agreement that is made and
signed in a formal way. Deeds are required in

particular circumstances, for example when a

house is sold: the deeds of the house See note at

AGREEMENT

deed of ar rangement noun [c]

{Law) in the UK, a formal written agreement
between a failing company and the people it owes
money to (its creditors), in which it agrees to pay its

debts in a particular way

deed of partnership noun [c]

{Law) a legal agreement to form a partnership
that gives the details of the arrangement

deed of transfer = transfer deed

deed of 'trust = trust deed

deep /di:p/ adjective, adverb (deeper, deepest)

• adjective

extreme or serious: The market is in a deeper

recession than expected, o We are having to make
deep cuts in our operating costs, o The weak
economyforced retailers to offer deep discounts

{= big reductions in price).

QHU.deep pockets if sb/sth has deep pockets
they have a lot of money available to spend on sth:

corporate buyers with deep pockets jump/be
thrown in at the 'deep end {informaf) to start or

be made to start a new and difficult activity that

you are not prepared for: She was just thrown in at

the deep end on herfirst day and had to deal with a

difficult client.

• adverb
to an extreme or serious degree: The company is

being dragged deeper and deeper into debt.

,deep-'discount adjective [only before noun]

{Commerce; Marketing) very much reduced in price;

selling at a very low price: deep-discount brands

deepen /'di:pan/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to become worse; to make sth worse: Third-quarter

losses deepened, o a deepening economic crisis

de facto /,dei 'faektau; ,di:; AmE -tou/ adjective

[usually before noun], adverb

{Law orformal)

(about an authority, a system, etc.) that exists

because of the circumstances, rather than because
it was created officially: For a while he was the de

facto plant manager, o The situation was accepted de

facto. EED3 De facto is a Latin phrase. de jure

defamation /.defa'meijn/ noun [u]

{Law orformat)

the act of causing harm to sb by saying or writing

bad or false things about them: He has threatened to

sue the newspaperfor defamation, o a defamation
case defame /di'feim/ verb [+ obj]

• default /di'fo:lt; 'didbilt/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: judgement by/in default

1 {Law) [u,C] failure to do sth that is required by an
agreement or by law, especially paying a debt: The
country is trying to avoid a default on its foreign

debt, o They are in default of their obligations, o The
risk of default is very high, o loan defaults

2 {IT) [u,C] what happens or appears if you do not

make any other choice or change: The default

option is to save your work everyfive minutes, o
What do you use as your default browser?
tTiTTI by de fault if something happens by default

it happens because nothing has been done to make
things happen differently or because sb has not

done what they should have done: He became Chief

Executive of the merged company almost by default, o
They won their lawsuit by default.

• verb [no obj]

1 {Law) to fail to do sth that you are legally

required to do, especially by not paying a debt: The

company defaulted on a $5 million loan repayment,

o a defaulted bond {= one for which the investors

did not receive a payment) o defaulting tenants

2 {IT} to happen when you do not make any other

choice or change: The browsers default to the

internal home page.

de faulter noun [C]: loan defaulters

de fault judgement {also judgement by/in

de'fault) {also spelled judgment) noun [c]

{Law) a decision that a court makes against sb/sth

because they do not defend a claim that is brought
against them

defect noun, verb

• noun /'diifekt; di'fekt/ [C]

see also: latent defect, zero defect

a fault in sth or in the way it has been made which
means that it is not perfect: Engineersfound several

defects in the design of the vehicle, o Thefactory has

a defect rate of 1 per 4 engines produced.

0 an important/a major/minor/serious/slight defect

a design/mechanical/safety/structural defect

• verb /di'fekt/ [no obj]

1 to stop using a particular supplier, product, etc.

and use a competing one: Many of their customers

defected to rivalfirms.

2 to leave an employer, political party, etc. to join

another that is considered to be a competitor or

enemy: Several presenters have defectedfrom radio

to TV.

defection /di'fekjn/ noun [u,C]: the defection of

business travellers to low-fare airlines de'fector

noun [c]

defective /di'fektiv/ adjective

having a fault or faults; not perfect or complete:

The manufacture offered to repair or replace any
defective products, o The car's tyres were defective, o
defective workmanship/equipment



defence {AmE spelling defense) /di'fens/ noun

1 {Law) [C] (in a legal case) the reasons that sb/sth

gives for not being guilty of a crime or of doing sth

wrong; the act of presenting this argument in a

court: Their defence was that they were prevented

from finishing the work on time, o He wanted to

conduct his own defence.

2 {Law) the defence [sing, with sing./pl. verb] the

lawyer or lawyers whose job is to prove in a court

that sb/sth did not commit a crime or do sth

wrong: The defence has tried to discredit the witness.

-> PROSECUTION
3 [c] {used in compounds) a particular method by
which a company tries to avoid a takeover
(= being bought by another company): preparing

a bid defence

de fence .document {AmE spelling defense ~)

noun [C] {BrE only)

a document that is written by a company to its

shareholders, explaining why they should reject an
offer to buy the company (a takeover bid)

• defend /di'fend/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to protect sb/sth against an
attack or harm: Thefirm is prepared to defend

(itself) against a hostile takeover bid. o They have

been struggling to defend market share.

2 [+ obj] to say or write sth in support of sb/sth

that has been criticized: They have defended their

decision to close the plant.

3 {Law) [+ obj] to resist a legal claim that is brought
against you: You need to inform the court ifyou
intend to defend the claim.

4 {Law) [+ obj] to act as a lawyer for sb who has
been charged with a crime: She hired one of the UK's

top lawyers to defend her.

defendant /defendant/ noun [c]

{Law) the person in a court who is being sued by
another person or who is accused of committing a

crime: The three defendants have pleaded not guilty.

-» PLAINTIFF

defense = defence

defensive /di'fensiv/ adjective, noun
• adjective

1 {Finance) (about an investment) safe in times of

economic difficulty, because the price or value is

not easily affected by circumstances: There has been
a move to defensive sectors, such as health care and
food. -» cyclical See note at stock
O defensive shares/stocks a defensive industry/

investment/sector

2 that tries to protect sb/sth from attack or harm:
The job cuts were a defensive move against decreasing

sales.

• noun [c, usually pi.]

{Finance) an investment that is not easily affected by
times of economic difficulty: Investors have been
buying defensives, like utility andfood stocks.

defer /di'f3:(r)/ verb [+ obj] (-it-)

to delay sth until a later time: The lenders agreed to

defer the first debt repayment, o The department
deferred the decision for six months, o a deferred

payment de ferment {also deferral /di'f3:ral/)

noun [c,U] : payment deferrals o a 90-day deferral

period -» tax-deferred

deferred 'credit noun [c] {also de.ferred
'income [u])

{Accounting) an amount written in a company's
financial records which represents money received
that has not yet been earned, for example for goods
or services that will be provided during a later

accounting period. These amounts are shown as

liabilities: Paymentsfor orders not yet delivered

are dealt with as deferred crech, .

deferred .lia bility noun [c]

{Accounting) an amount written in a company's
financial records which represents money that the
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company will pay back during a future accounting

period: Money should be set aside for deferred

liabilities.

deferred share noun [c]

{Finance) a type of share for which a company can
delay the payment of a dividend (= money paid to

shareholders) See note at share

deferred tax ation noun [u] {also de.ferred

'tax [u,c])

{Accounting) tax on profits made during a particular

accounting period which only needs to be paid

during a later period. Companies keep an amount
of money separate in their financial records to pay
for this: Provision has been made for deferred

taxation, o The effect of deferred taxation was to

reduce after-tax profit by £6.5 million.

deficiency /di'fijnsi/ noun [c] {plural

deficiencies)

see also: notice of deficiency

1 the amount by which sth, especially income, is

less than it should be: a budget deficiency of $96
billion IsynI deficit
2 {Accounting) {AmE) a situation in which sb owes
more tax than they have shown on their tax forms;

the amount they owe: The IRS assessed a deficiency

of $40 000 against the estate.

de'ficiency judgment (erf spelling ~

judgement) noun [C] {AmE only)

{Law) a court decision that forces sb to finish paying

a debt for which they did not give enough
security (= valuable items that will be lost if the

money is not paid back): The lender has the right to

obtain a deficiencyjudgment against you.

de'ficiency .notice = notice of deficiency

deficit /'defisit/ noun [c]

see also: structural deficit, trade deficit

1 {Accounting; Economics) the amount by which
money that a government or business spends or

owes is greater than money received in a particular

period of time: Germany was running a budget

deficit of 3. 75 per cent, o The trade balance is in

deficit, o an annual operating deficit o the

government/federal deficit -» surplus
0 a high/large/low/modest/small deficit to face/

have/run/show a deficit (of sth) to cut/eliminate/

make up/reduce a deficit * a deficit grows/narrows/

shrinks/widens (from/to sth) to finance/fund a

deficit

2 [usually sing.] the amount by which sth,

especially an amount of money, is too small or

smaller than sth else: The group claims it can make
up the $47 million deficit in its pension fund, o The

industry has shown a deficit of creativity and
innovation.

deficit financing noun [u]

{Economics) the practice of a government borrowing
money in order to pay for things not paid for by the

money received from taxes, etc: The government
tried to stimulate the economy through deficit

financing. -> deficit spending

deficit .spending noun [u]

{Economics) money that a government spends which
it needs to borrow, because it does not receive

enough tax, etc: Deficit spending was seen as a way
of reducing unemployment. -» deficit financing

define /di'fam/ verb [+ obj]

1 to say or explain what the meaning of a word or

phrase is: The Act defines 'small companies' asfirms

with fewer than 25 employees.
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2 to describe sth accurately: They define success in

terms offinancial gain, o A project needs to have

clearly defined objectives.

definition /.defi'nijn/ noun [C,U]

de,fined 'benefit noun [c]

a fixed amount of money that will be paid by a

pension plan: The plan offers guaranteed defined

benefits to retiring employees, o a defined-benefit

pension scheme

de,fined contri bution noun [c]

fixed payments that are made to a pension plan
where the amount that will be paid out can
change: a new scheme based on defined

contributions rather than final salary o a defined-

contribution pension plan

deflate verb [+ obj or no obj]

1 (Economics) /,di:'fleit/ to reduce the amount of

money being used in a country so that prices fall or

stay steady: The government raised interest rates in

an attempt to deflate the economy. -> inflate,

REFLATE
2 /,di:'fleit; di'fleit/ to become or make sth less

valuable, expensive or active: Food prices are

deflating by 1.5% a year, o a badly deflated share

price

* deflation /,di:'fleijn/ noun [u]

see also: asset deflation

1 (Economics) a reduction in the amount of money
in a country's economy so that prices fall or remain
the same: The government is introducing measures
to combat deflation, o Companies are still laying off

employees as deflation continues to reduce their

revenue. -> disinflation, inflation, reflation at

REFLATE
2 a situation in which prices continuously become
lower: the deflation of raw materials prices o The
retailer experienced price deflation of2% last year.

deflationary /,di:'fleiXanri; AmE -neri/ adjective:

deflationary policies o the deflationary pressures on
the economy

deflator /.dii'flertaOr); di-/ noun [C]

(Economics) a figure that is used to reduce the

current price of sth, so that it can be compared
fairly with a price in the past: Current prices were
converted to constant prices using a price deflator.

defraud /di'fra:d/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to get money illegally from a person or an
organization by tricking them: They were accused of

defrauding the company of$600 million, o The five
men are charged with conspiracy to defraud.

defray /di'frei/ verb [+ obj] (formal)

to provide money to pay or help pay for the cost of

sth: a grant to help the company defray the cost of its

technology upgrade

O to defray charges/costs/expenses

defunct /di'fAnkt/ adjective

no longer existing or being used: The routes were
operated by the now defunct Sabena Airlines.

degrade /di'greid/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

(Technical) to become or to make sth become worse,
especially in quality: The software tends to degrade
the performance of other programs.

de jure /,dei 'd3uari; ,di:; AmE 'd3ori/ adjective

[usually before noun], adverb

(Law) according to the law; official: The takeover has

now been cleared and the group will take de jure
control of the company on Monday. De jure is

a Latin phrase. -4 de facto

Del abbr (only used in written English)

delete; delete key

delayering /,di:'leianrj;/\m£ -lear-/ noun [u]

(HR) the act of reducing the number of levels of
staff in a company, especially by removing a level

of managers from their jobs: the delayering of
middle management .delayer verb [+ obj or
no obj] See note at dismiss

,del 'credere .agent /,del 'kreidari:/ noun [C]

(Trade) a person or company that sells goods for

another and who agrees to pay for them if the

customers fail to do so, receiving an extra

commission for this risk

• delegate noun, verb

• noun /'dehgat/ [c]

a person who is chosen to speak and take decisions

for a group of people, especially at a meeting: More
than 300 delegatesfrom 60 countries attended the

conference.

• verb /'dehgeit/ [+ obj or no obj]

to give part of your work, power or authority to sb

or a group of people, usually in a lower position

than you: Some managers finds it hard to delegate, o
She delegated responsibilityfor the project to the

marketing department.

0 to delegate authority/responsibility/tasks/work

delegation /.deh'geijn/ noun

see also: trade delegation

1 [C] a group of people who represent the views of

an organization, a country, etc: He will lead the

country's delegation to the trade fair next month, o
They are sending a delegation of business people to

the talks.

2 [U] the process of giving sb work or

responsibilities that would usually be yours: the

delegation of authority

delete /di'li:t/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

1 to remove sth that has been written or printed,

or that has been stored on a computer: Your name
has been deletedfrom the list, o I accidentally deleted

your email. -> insert
2 to stop making or selling a particular product,

especially a CD, video, etc: The recording has been

deleted in the UK, but is still available in the US.

deletion /di'lkjn/ noun [c,u]: We publish a
monthly list of additions and deletions to the

products in this catalogue, o the deletion of incorrect

data
• noun [u] (also de'lete key [c]) (abbr Del)

a button on a computer keyboard that you press to

remove text or images: Select the text and hit delete.

deleveraging /,di:li:vorid3irj; AmE lev-/

noun [U]

(Finance) a method of changing how a company
funds its activities in which it reduces the amount
of money that it borrows: the group's deleveraging

and refinancing programme o Moneyfrom the sale of

the asset has helped the deleveraging of the company.
de leverage verb [+ obj or no obj]: The company is

under pressure to deleverage. -> leveraging at

LEVERAGE

delinquency /di'hrjkwansi/ noun [C] (plural

delinquencies) (especially AmE)
(Accounting) an act of failing to pay money that you
owe to a bank or business: Higher interest rates have

led to an increase in credit-card delinquencies, o The

delinquency rate on personal loans rose to 2.3 per

cent in March. delinquent /di'lirjkwant/ adjective

[usually before noun]: Customers with delinquent

accounts will not receive anyfurther credit.

delist /,di:'hst/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

(Stock Exchange) to remove a company from the

official list of a stock exchange so that its shares are

no longer traded there: Their shares have been

delistedfrom the Tokyo stock market, o The group

revealed that it was planning to delist, .delisting



noun [u,C]: They have applied to the stock exchange

for delisting.

deliver /di'lrva(r)/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to take goods, letters, etc. to the

person or people they have been sent to: Leaflets

have been delivered to every household, o We promise

to deliver within 48 hours.

2 [+ obj or no obj] to make and supply sth that has

been requested by a customer: The manufacturer
delivered 112 new aircraft last year, o The challenge is

for the company to deliver on time and on budget.

3 [+ obj] to provide a service: They deliver

exceptional customer service.

4 [+ obj or no obj] to produce, provide or achieve

sth that people expect or that will benefit sb/sth:

The company delivered strongfinancial results last

year, o We are committed to delivering real value (=

profits) to shareholders, o We are delivering on all

the targets we set ourselves, o The website looked

promising, butfailed to deliver.

5 [+ obj] to give a speech, talk, etc. or make an
official statement: His talk was delivered in a clear,

interesting way. o The company has delivered a profit

warning.
-» idiom at goods

deliverable /di'hvarabl/ nopn, adjective

• noun [C, usually pi ]

{Commerce; Production) a piece of work that must be
completed, especially as part of a long project: The

development team have agreed on datesfor all

deliverables, including the final product, o tracking

project deliverables with software -» milestone
• adjective [not usually before noun]

that can be achieved, provided or delivered: Is the

proposal deliverable? o Thefutures contract becomes
deliverable on January 31. o deliverable results

de livered at 'frontier phrase {abbr DAF)

(Trade) [usually used as an adjective or adverb)

a term meaning that the seller delivers the goods to

the border of the country mentioned. The buyer
collects the goods and is responsible for bringing

them into the country in the official way.
-> Incoterm

de livered 'duty 'paid phrase {abbr DDP)
(Trade) (usually used as an adjective or adverb)

a term meaning that the seller delivers the goods to

the place mentioned, in the buyer's country, and
pays for any import duties (= taxes on goods
brought into a country) -» Incoterm

delivered 'duty un paid phrase (abbr DDU)
(Trade) (usually used as an adjective or adverb)

a term meaning that the seller delivers the goods to

the place mentioned, in the buyer's country. The
buyer arranges for the goods to be brought into the
country in the official way, and pays for any
import duties (= taxes on goods brought into a
country). -» Incoterm

delivered ex 'quay phrase (abbr deq)
(Trade) (usually used as an adjective or adverb)

a term meaning that the seller delivers the goods
by ship to the port in the buyer's country that is

mentioned. The buyer collects the goods from the
port and is responsible for bringing them into the
country in the official way. -> Incoterm

de livered ex 'ship phrase (abbr DES)

(Trade) (usually used as an adjective or adverb)
a term meaning that the seller delivers the goods
by ship to the port in the buyer's country that is

mentioned. The buyer collects the goods from the
ship and is responsible for bringing them into the
country in the official way. -» Incoterm

de livered price noun [c]

(Commerce) a price that includes all the costs for

packing and transporting the goods as far as the
place where they are going
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delivery /di'hvari/ noun (plural deliveries)

see also: cash before delivery, nearby ~, non-~,

part ~, recorded ~, special ~, spot ~

1 [U,C] the act of taking goods, letters, etc. to the

people they have been sent to: They offer

guaranteed next-day delivery to any home in the UK.

0 Please payfor the goods on delivery (= when you
receive them), o Allow 28 daysfor delivery, o Is there

a delivery charge? o The airline will take delivery of
(= receive) 11 new planes in 2006. o We do all out-

deliveries in the morning. See note at distribution
© express/fast/next-day/overnight/same-day delivery

to do/make a delivery a delivery boy/business/

man/van
2 [c] a load of goods that is received: The store

receives one delivery of books a week.

© to get/receive/wait for a delivery

3 [u] the act of supplying sth or providing a

service to sb/sth: improving the delivery ofpublic

services o a new training delivery system

4 (Law) [u,c] the act of sb receiving or getting

control of sth they have bought: Delivery will take

place at the seller's place of business.

delivery date noun [c]

1 (Production) the date on which a manufacturer or

supplier agrees to deliver goods or raw materials

that have been bought: We need a firm delivery

date, o The plant missed the delivery date on two new
aircraft (= it did not deliver them at the agreed
time).

© a firm/an estimated/a guaranteed/promised/
revised delivery date * to miss/agree/change/meet a

delivery date

2 (Production) the date on which a new product
will be available and ready for use: The six-month

delivery date on the new system did not give us time

to develop itfrom scratch.

3 (Finance) the date on which an investment, such

as a futures contract, must be finally

completed: The delivery datefor the futures contract

is 30 June.

delivery note (especially BrE) (AmE usually

de'livery re.ceipt) noun [C]

(Transport) a form that you sign when goods,

documents, etc. are delivered: Record any shortages

on the delivery note before signing it. -» advice
NOTE, DISPATCH NOTE

delivery ,order noun [c] (abbr DO)

(Trade) a written document that a seller of goods
gives to a buyer, to allow them to collect the goods
from the place where they are being stored: The

goods must be collected within 7 days of the receipt of

the delivery order.

delivery re.ceipt = delivery note

Delphi tech nique (also Delphi .method)

/'delfi; AmE 'delfai/ noun [C, usually sing.]

a method of getting a group of experts to agree

about sth, but without them discussing it. The
experts write down their opinions in response to a

set of questions and then in response to the results

based on the opinions of all the experts. A group
leader decides when the written opinions show
that the experts have reached an agreement: We
used the Delphi technique to gain insights into future

development of IT.

demand /di'ma:nd; AmE di'maend/ noun, verb

noun

see also: composite demand, consumer ~,

derived ~, elasticity of ~, excess ~, final ~, on ~, etc.

1 [u,c] the desire or need of customers for goods or

services which they want to buy or use: Demand
for new cars has fallen, o a sharp fall in car demand
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o The plant has increased production in order to meet

demand, o Demand for the aircraft has outstripped

(= has been greater than) supply, o The price is

determined by the balance between demand and
supply, o Traders reported a strong demandfrom
investors. -» supply noun (3)

O demand falls/drops/slows down/weakens
demand grows/picks up/recovers/rises to meet/
keep up with/satisfy demand to boost/create/

increase/reduce/stimulate demand demand
outstrips/exceeds supply (a) strong/growing/

huge/rising demand (a) declining/falling/poor/

low/weak demand • domestic/external/global/

world demand consumer/investor/market

demand
2 [c] a very firm request for sth; sth that sb needs
or asks for: Management has rejected the union's

demand for a 40 per cent pay rise, o Thefirm is

struggling to satisfy the demands of its shareholders.

Q to accept/agree to/meet/reject/satisfy a demand
3 [c] a written request to pay money that is owed:
You will receive a demand for the extra tax owing.

0 to get/ignore/issue/receive a demand
nnm on de mand 1 as soon as requested: The loan

is repayable on demand. 2 (usually used with a noun)

when you want it: The company website offers

employees information on demand, o on-demand
computing

• verb [+ obj]

to ask for sth very firmly: She demanded an apology

from him. o They are demanding €1.6 million in

compensation, o I demand to see the manager.

de'mand curve noun [C, usually sing.] [usually

the demand curve)

{Economics) a line on a graph that shows the

relationship between the price of a product or

service and the quantity of it that people buy: Each
point on the demand curve represents the quantity

demanded at a particular price. oAn increase in

incomes caused a shift in the demand curvefor
automobiles.

de'mand de posit = sight deposit

de'mand draft = demand note (l)

de'mand in flation (a/so de mand- pull

in flation noun [u]

(Economics) an increase in prices due to the fact that

the demand for goods and services rises quicker

than the amount of goods and services that can be
supplied -» cost inflation

de'mand loan {also 'call loan) noun [c] (both

especially AmE)
(Finance) a type of loan which a borrower agrees to

pay back as soon as the lender asks: Until a
repayment date is decided, the loan will be treated as

a demand loan. -» term loan

de'mand note noun [c]

(Finance)

1 (also de'mand draft) (both especially AmE) a

document in which sb agrees to pay an amount of

money to sb else whenever they ask for it: A lot of
small business loans are, in fact, demand notes,

meaning that the banks have the right to ask forfull
payment at any time.

2 a written demand for a debt to be paid: an
income tax demand note

de'mand price noun [c, usually sing.]

(Economics) the price that customers are willing to

pay when a particular amount of a product or
service is available: The demand price for a product

decreases with every increase in the amount offered.

demand-pull inflation = demand
inflation

de'mand side noun [sing.] (usually the demand
side)

(Economics) the part of an economy that relates to

the buying or using of goods and services, rather

than their production: On the demand side, the

government has lowered taxes to encourage people to

spend. -> supply side

de mand-side adjective [only before noun]: the

demand-side effects of a change in income tax rates o
demand-side policies (= that try to control the

demand for goods and services)

demarcation /,di:ma:'keijri; AmE -ma:r'k-/ noun
[U] (BrE)

(HR) when a company can give particular types of
jobs only to members of particular unions: By
working as a machine operator, the cleaner had
broken the demarcation rules, o a rigid system ofjob
demarcation

.demar cation dispute noun [c] (BrE)

(HR) a disagreement between different unions
about who should do particular jobs in a company

dematerialized , -ised /,di:ma'tiarialaizd; AmE
-'tir-/ adjective

(Stock Exchange) used to describe shares, bonds, etc.

that only exist in electronic records: An investor can
hold his shares in either physical or dematerialized

form.

demerge /,di:'m3:d3; AmE -'m3:rd3/ verb [+ obj or

no obj]

to make a new company out of part of a larger

business; to split from a larger business and
become a separate company: The group intends to

demerge the advertising division into a separate

business, o The mobile phone company demerged
from the BTgroup in 2001. o head of the demerged
retail business

demerger /,di:'m3:d3a(r); A/7?E-'m3:rd3-/ noun [C]

the act of separating a company from a larger

company or business, especially when they had
been joined together (merged) earlier: The
restaurant chain has struggled since its demerger

from itsformer parent company, o a proposed
demerger of the group/business/division -> merger,
demerge

• demo /'demau; AmE -moo/ noun, verb

•noun [C] (plural demos) (informal)

1 a demonstration
2 (informal) - demonstration version

• verb [+ obj] (demos, demoing, demoed, demoed)
(Marketing) to show or be shown the features of a

piece of equipment or software: They will demo the

phone at this year's technologyfair, o Click here to

demo the software. -» demonstrate

democracy /di'irmkrasi; AmE -'ma:k-/ noun [u]

fair and equal treatment of everyone in an
organization, etc., and their right to take part in

making decisions: the need to promote democracy in

the workplace

democratic /.dema'kraetik/ adjective

based on the principle that all members have an
equal right to be involved in running an
organization, etc: The decision-making process

should be more open and democratic, o a democratic

organization democratically /.dema'kraetikli/

adverb: The decision was taken democratically.

demographic /.dema'graefik/ noun, adjective

• noun
1 demographics [pi ] the basic features of the

members of a group of people, such as how old,

rich, etc. they are, how many males and females

there are, etc: We chose the cityfor ourfirst store as

its demographics were young and wealthy, o
analysing customer demographics
2 (Marketing) [sing.] a group of customers who are

of a similar age, sex, etc: The publication is popular

within the 15 to 24-year-old male demographic.



adjective

1 connected with the features of a population,

especially as these change over a period of time:

Demographic changes have led to an increased

demand for health care.

2 (Marketing) connected with a particular group of

people who are of a similar age, sex, etc: Younger

professionals are one of the most attractive consumer
demographic groups.

demographically /.dema'graefikli/ adverb: a

demographically representative audience

demographic profile noun [c]

{Marketing) a description of the age, sex, income,

etc. of people in a particular group: They developed

a demographic profile of the restaurant's customers.

demography /di'nrografi; AmE -'ma:g-/ noun [u]

1 the changing number of births, deaths, diseases,

etc. in a community over a period of time; the

scientific study of these changes: Demography is a

useful starting pointfor looking atfuture economic
developments.

2 the basic features of a particular population: The

mobility and demography of the workforce is

changing.

'demo model = demonstration model

demonetize , -ise /.dh'mAnrtaiz/ verb [+ obj]

to decide officially that particular notes, coins, etc.

can no longer be used as money: The government
demonetized silver in 1873. o These demonetized

notes are no longer exchangeable.

de moneti zation -isation noun [u]

demonstrate /'demanstrert/ verb [+ obj]

to show and explain how sth works or how to do
sth: The chief engineer demonstrated the features of
the new videophone, o people demonstrating how to

use a product and givingfree samples -> demo verb

demonstration /.deman'streijri/ noun [c,u]

{Marketing) an act of showing or explaining a

product or service, especially a new one: They
invited us to give a product demonstration, o We are

promoting the camera through in-store

demonstration. -» demo noun
0 to give/provide a demonstration a customer/

product/sales demonstration (an) in-store/a

practical/working demonstration

.demonstration ef.fect noun [c, usually sing.]

{Economics) the way that people, businesses, etc. are

likely to copy the actions of others that they see are

successful or to use sth that they can see is useful;

an influence on sb to copy or avoid sth: Through the

demonstration effect, one successful start-up can lead

to many new businesses.

.demon stration model {also demo model,
informal) noun [C]

one example of a product that is used to show to

possible customers: We sometimes offer

demonstration models for sale at lower prices.

.demon stration .version {also demo
.version, 'demo, informai) noun [c]

{IT) a form of a computer program that you can try

before deciding whether you want to buy the
complete program: You can download the

demonstration version of the software by clicking

here.

demote /,di:'maut; AmE -'moot/ verb [+ obj]

{often be demoted)
1 [HR) to move sb to a lower position in an
organization, often as a punishment: She was
demotedfrom chief executive to sales director.

2 {Finance) to move a company to a lower position

within a particular system, such as a stock
exchange index: The airline has been demotedfrom
the FTSE 100 Index.
-» DOWNGRADE lOPPl PROMOTE
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demotion /,di:'maujn; AmE -'moo-/ noun [U,C]:

She had to work unpaid overtime or risk demotion, o
The companyfaces a demotion from the index

following the drop in its share price.

demotivate /,di:'mautiveit; AmE -'moo-/ verb

[+ obj] {often be demotivated)
[HR) to make sb not want to work or study: Ifyou
hire bright people you don't want to demotivate
them. IoppJ motivate de motivated adjective: a
demotivated workforce .demotivatingod/ecf/ve:
Too many assessments can be demotivatingfor staff

demotivation /,di:,maoti'veiJn; AmE -,moo-/ noun
[u]: the problems of staff demotivation
demoti vationai adjective,de'motivator noun [C]:

Continually correcting someone's mistakes can be a
big demotivator.

'demo .version {also 'demo) = demonstration
VERSION

demutualize , -ise /.dii'mjuitjualaiz/ verb [+ obj

or no obj]

{Finance) to change a mutual organization (= one
that is run on behalf of the people who use its

services) into a company with shareholders; to be
changed in this way: a demutualized building

society o The life insurer demutualized and listed on
the London Stock Exchange lastyear.

demutualization, -isation

/,di:,mju:tjualai'zeijn; AmE -la'z-/ noun [U,C]

denationalize , -ise /,di:'naejrialaiz/ verb [+ obj]

{Economics) to sell a company or an industry so that

it is no longer owned by the government: The
country is seeking to denationalize its railways.

ISYNI PRIVATIZE lOPPl NATIONALIZE
denationalization, -isation

/.dii.naejnalai'zeijn; AmE -la'z-/ noun [u]

denominate /di'nommeit; AmE -'na:m-/ verb

[+ obj] {usually be denominated)
to measure or state the value of sth using a

particular currency: Most of the country's foreign

debt is denominated in dollars.

denominated /di'nmnineitid; AmE -'na:m-/

combiningform {used in adjectives)

expressed in the unit of money mentioned: Thirty

per cent of our sales are dollar denominated o euro-

denominated bonds/products (= that pay interest,

etc. in euros)

denomination /di.nDmi'neiJri; AmE -,na:m-/

noun [C]

the value stated on a note, coin, stamp, etc: The

new banknotes are being printed in denominations of

10, 20, 50 and 100. o The central bank is considering

higher denomination coins.

O a high/large/low/small denomination

department /di'pa:tmant; AmE -'pa:rt-/ noun [C]

a section of a large organization, store or

government: She heads the company's legal

department. oHe works in thefinance department, o
Do people outside your department ask you to help on
projects? o the home furnishings/jewellery

department o the Department of the Environment

O to head/manage/run a department department

heads/managers/staff
fT?T7n be sb's department {only used in spoken

English) to be sth that sb is responsible for or knows
a lot about: That's not my department—let me
transfer you (= said on the telephone).

departmental /.dirpait'mentl; AmE -pa:rt-/

adjective [only before noun]

connected with a department rather than with the

whole organization or government

O a departmental budget/manager/meeting
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the Department ofTrade and
'Industry noun [sing ] {abbr DTI)

the name in some countries, for example the UK,
for the government department that supports the

development of businesses and helps them trade

with foreign companies

de partment store noun [c]

a large shop/store that is divided into several parts,

each part selling a different type of goods: She
works as a fashion buyerfor an upmarket London
department store, o a struggling department store

chain

departure /di'pa:t.fa(r); AmE -'pa:rt-/ noun
1 [c,u] the act of leaving a job; an example of this:

She has announced her departurefrom the company,
o The sudden departure of top executives has left the

group in crisis.

O an abrupt/early/a sudden/an unexpected
departure a forced/planned/voluntary departure

executive/management/staff departures

2 [u,C] the act of leaving a place; a plane, train,

etc. leaving a place at a particular time: Passengers

must check in at least two hours before departure, o
There are 30 daily departures on the route between
London and Edinburgh, o the departures board
(= which shows when planes, etc. are leaving)

0 a departure gate/lounge/time
-» idiom at point noun

deplete /di'pliit/ verb [+ obj] {usually be depleted)

to reduce sth by a large amount so that there is not
enough left: Production has fallen and stocks have
become severely depleted, o Their cash is being

depleted by spending on investments and
unprofitable trading. oA rights issue would shore up
our depleted capital base. depletion /di'pli: fn/

noun [u] : stock depletion o the depletion of
international reserves

* deposit /di'pDzit; AmE -'pa:z-/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: bank deposit, cash ratio ~, certificate of ~,

core ~, demand ~, direct ~, fixed ~, etc.

1 [C] an amount of money that is paid into a bank
or savings account: Deposits can be made at any
branch, o I wish to make a deposit of $5 000. o
Payments are placed on deposit to earn interest.

IQPPI WITHDRAWAL
2 {Economics) deposits [pi.] the total amount of

money that has been paid into bank accounts in a

particular area or country: The combined banks
would have deposits of more than $22 billion, o The
governmentfears a run on deposits, o the ratio of
deposits to gross domestic product o dollar/sterling

deposits

3 {Commerce) [c, usually sing ] an amount of money
that is given as the first part of a larger payment,
especially to prevent the goods being sold to sb

else: You pay a $250 deposit now and the balance

within 30 days, o We've put down a deposit on a
house, o Ifyou cancel the agreement after signature,

you lose your deposit. IsynI dqwn payment
O to askfor/require/take a deposit to pay/put down

a deposit to forfeit/lose a deposit to reclaim/

repay/return a deposit a refundable/returnable/

non-refundable deposit

4 {Property) [C, usually sing ] an amount of money
that is paid by sb when they rent sth and that is

returned to them if they do not lose or damage the

thing they are renting: Rent is £500 per month, plus

a deposit of£300. o Tenants need to pay a deposit of
one month's rent, o You claim back your deposit

when you return the car.

O to askfor/require/take a deposit to leave/pay a
deposit to forfeit/lose a deposit • to reclaim/

repay/return a deposit

• verb [+ obj]

1 to put money into a bank or savings account:
At a bank you can deposit money or take out a loan.

0 You can arrange to have your salary deposited

directly into your bank account o the banks' income
from cash deposited with them in current accounts
loppj withdraw (1)

2 to put documents, money or sth valuable into a
bank or other safe place: We deposited the title deeds

of the house at the bank, o Full company accounts
are deposited with Companies House.

de posit ac count {abbr d/a) {BrE also 'notice

ac count {AmE also 'time ac.count) noun [C] {BrE)

a type of account at a bank or building society
that pays interest on money that is left in it. You
have to warn the bank a few days before you want
to take the money out: The deposit account offers a
high rate of interest. -> current account

depositary /di'pDzitri; AmE di'pa:zateri/ noun [C]

{plural depositaries)

1 {also spelled depository) a person or company
with whom money or documents can be left

2 = depository (1)

de positary re ceipt {also spelled

depository ~) noun [c]

{Stock Exchange) a certificate that represents a

number of shares in a foreign company. These
certificates are bought and sold instead of the

shares themselves, in the currency of the investor's

stock exchange: Marks and Spencer depositary

receipts are traded on Euronext in Brussels and
Amsterdam. -> ADR, EDR
de posit cer tificate = certificate of
deposit

de posit in surance noun [u]

{Economics) insurance payments made by banks to a

central organization. The money would be used to

pay people with money in accounts at a bank if the

bank went bankrupt (= was unable to pay its

debts): a deposit insurance system o New Zealand has

scrapped deposit insurance altogether.

deposition /.depa'zijh/ noun [c]

{Law) a formal statement, taken from sb and used in

a court

de posit lia bilities noun [pi ]

{Finance) money that is paid into a bank, thought of

as money that the bank owes and will have to pay
back at some time: Canadian banks increased their

deposit liabilities with theirforeign affiliates.

depositor /di'pDZita(r); AmE -'pa:z-/ noun [C]

a person or an organization that puts money in a

bank account: The government has sought to

reassure depositors that the country's banks are in no
danger of collapse.

depository /di'pDzitri; AmE di'pa:z9to:ri/ noun [C]

{plural depositories)

see also: night depository

1 {also spelled depositary) a place where things,

especially money or official documents, can be
stored or kept safely: The documents are stored in a

public UK depository, o satellites acting as

depositories for digital cash o afurniture depository

2 = DEPOSITARY (1)

de pository insti tution noun [c]

a deposit-taking financial institution

depository re ceipt = depositary receipt

de posit slip {also de'posit re.ceipt) noun [C]

{both especially AmE)
a printed form on which you record the amount of

money, the date, etc. when you put money into

your bank account [synI paying-in slip {BrE)

de posit- taking adjective [only before noun]

(about a financial institution) which accepts



deposits, for which it pays interest or provides

services: new legislation governing deposit-taking

financial institutions such as commercial banks,

merchant banks, and building societies

depot /'depau; AmE 'diipoo/ noun [c]

1 {Commerce) a place where large amounts of

goods or equipment are stored, especially before

being sent somewhere else: an oil/food depot o
French hauliers are blockadingfuel depots, o a

distribution/storage depot

2 {Transport) {BrE) a place where vehicles, for

example buses, are kept and repaired: a bus depot

3 {Transport) {AmE) a small station where trains or

buses stop: The train left the depot on time.

depreciable /di'priijabl/ adjective

{Accounting) able to be depreciated over a period

of time: Baseball players should be treated as

depreciable assets with a fixed useful life.

de preciable life noun [c]

{Accounting) the period of time over which an asset

is depreciated: An item of equipment might have a
depreciable life offive years but actually be usedfor
two years longer.

depreciate /di'pri:J"ieit/ verb

1 {Economics) [+ obj or no obj] (about a currency) to

decrease in value, compared to the currencies of

other countries: Sterling is expected to depreciate

against the US dollar, o The Brazilian real

depreciated (by) 28% against the euro, o the

country's rapidly depreciating currency
[oppj appreciate See note at currency
2 {Accounting) [+ obj] to gradually reduce the value
of machinery, a vehicle or other asset over a
particular period of time, as stated in a company's
accounts: Fixed assets are depreciated overfour
years. -> amortize (1), write off
3 [no obj] to decrease in value over a period of

time: Shares continued to depreciate on the stock

markets today, o New cars start to depreciate as soon
as they are on the road, o a depreciating asset

depreciated 'cost noun [c, usually sing.]

{Accounting) the cost of an asset with the amount
that is being claimed against tax for depreciation
taken away: You are reimbursedfor the depreciated

cost ofyour computer only. -> net book value

depreciation /di.priijTeijn/ noun

see also: accelerated depreciation, accrued ~,

accumulated ~, book ~, rate of ~, tax ~

1 {Economics) [U; sing.] a fall in the value of a
country's currency, compared to the currencies of
other countries: a 22% depreciation in the South
African rand o a sharp depreciation in Brazil's

currency, the real o The decline reflects the

depreciation of the euro against sterling.

[OE3 APPRECIATION
2 {Accounting) [u] a gradual reduction in the value
of machinery, a vehicle or other asset over a
particular period of time, as stated in a company's
accounts: the calculation of depreciation on business
furniture and equipment o a sharp rate of
depreciation -> amortization
3 [u] a gradual reduction in the value of sth over a
period of time: the depreciation of house prices

depreci ation ac count noun [c]

{Accounting) a financial record in which the amount
of depreciation on an asset is recorded: the balance
in the depreciation account

de preci ation allowance noun [c]

{Accounting) an amount of money that a business
can take away from its profit when calculating the
amount of tax it must pay, based on the fact that an
asset such as machinery or a venicle has lost part of
its value over a period of time: The government has
raised depreciation allowances for small and
medium-sized companies.
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de preci ation fund noun [c]

{Accounting) an amount of money made available by
a company to buy new assets. The money comes
from investing an amount of money equal to the

depreciation allowance on an asset that the

company already has.

depreci ation .method noun [c]

{Accounting) any of the methods used to calculate

the depreciation of an asset over the time it is

expected to be in use: Which depreciation method
wouldyou use ifyou were trying to minimize taxes?

-> ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION

depreciation rate {also .rate of depreci ation,

less frequent) noun [C]

{Accounting) the rate at which a company's asset is

calculated as reducing in value each year in the

accounts: a depreciation rate of20%

* depress /di'pres/ verb [+ obj]

1 to make an economy or market less active: The
recession has depressed the housing market, o
Lowering spending would depress the economic
climate.

2 to reduce the value of prices, wages, sales, etc:

Profits were depressed by reorganization costs, o
Warm weather has depressed sales of winter clothing.

depressed /di'prest/ adjective

1 without enough economic activity or

employment: The manufacturing sector remains

firmly depressed, o the depressed economic climate o
the depressed state of the global economy
2 having a lower amount or level than usual: Many
people are buying computers at today's depressed

prices, o Car sales remain depressed, o depressed

consumer demand
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de,pressed market noun [c]

a market where there is not much demand for the

products and services being offered for sale: The

break-up value of the company in the current

depressed market would be limited, o the depressed

marketfor IT stocks

depression /di'prejn/ noun
1 {Economics) [C,U] a long period when there is

little economic activity, many businesses fail and
many people are poor or without jobs: The collapse

of investment and consumption can often lead to

depression, o We have been through a global

economic depression, o Is the country sliding into

depression? -> boom, recession, slump
O to sink into/slide into/tip sth into depression (a)

full-scale/major/severe depression • a depression

deepens/ends

2 the Depression {also the .Great De pression)

[sing.] the period from 1929 to 1934 when large

numbers of people in the US and Europe were
unemployed and poor because there was so little

economic activity

3 [sing ] the lowering or reducing of sth: a
continued depression in travel demand o the

depression of energy prices

Dept {also spelled dept) {AmE spelling Dept., dept.)

abbr {only used in written English)

department: Dept ofEconomic Development

depth .interview noun [c]

{Marketing) an interview in which one person is

asked detailed questions in order to find out their

opinions about a particular product 'depth
.interviewing noun [u]

deputize , -ise /'depjutaiz/ verb [no obj]

to do sth that sb in a higher position than you
would usually do: Ms Green has asked me to

deputizefor her at the meeting. Isyni stand in

deputy /'depjuti/ noun [C] {plural deputies)

a person who is immediately below the head of an
organization, a department, etc. in rank and who is

officially in charge when that person is not there:

Tesco's deputy chairman o The chairman is away
today, but I'm acting as his deputy.

Q a deputy chairman/chief executive/governor/
manager/managing director

DEQ /,di: i: 'kju:/ = delivered ex quay

derail /di'reil/ verb [+ obj]

to prevent a plan, an agreement, etc. from
continuing or succeeding: This announcement
threatened to derail the deal, o Spending plans have

been derailed by the slowdown in the economy.

deregulate /,di:'regjuleit/ verb [+ obj] {usually be
deregulated)

to remove government rules and controls from an
industry, a business activity, etc: The
telecommunications market is being deregulated, o
Congress deregulated the airline industry in 1978.

fopp] regulate -> decontrol .de regulated
adjective [only before noun]: Power generation is a
deregulated, competitive industry, deregulatory
/,di:'regjalatari; AmE -to:ri/ adjective [only before

noun]

deregulation /,di:,regju'leijn/ noun [u]

{Economics) the removing of government rules and
controls from an industry, a business activity, etc:

the deregulation of USfinancial services o Under
deregulation, power companies can sell electricity

anywhere in the nation. IoppI regulation

derivative /di'nvativ/ {also derivative 'instru-

ment, derivative 'product) noun [c, usually pi.]

{Finance) a financial investment such as an option
(= that gives you the right to buy or sell sth in the

future) or a future (= a contract to buy or sell sth

in the future) whose price depends on the value of
the shares, bonds, raw materials, etc. that it relates

to: trading in energy derivatives o the Swiss

derivatives market o Revenuesfrom derivatives

trading rose 2.5%. o Liffe, London's derivatives

exchange

0 a derivatives broker/business/deal/transaction

the derivatives industry/market energy/equity/

gold/property derivatives

de rivative instrument = derivative

derivative product noun [c]

1 {Finance) = derivative
2 {Marketing) a new product based on changes
made to some of the features of an existing product
to improve it or make it suitable for different

customers: developing derivative products

de, rived de mand noun [u.c]

{Economics) the idea that the demand for sth, such
as a natural material used to produce sth, depends
on the demand for the final goods produced: A car

manufacturer has a derived demandfor
manufacturing equipment, components, steel, etc. so

that it can satisfy its customers.

derrick /'denk/ noun [c]

1 a tall machine used for moving or lifting heavy
weights, especially on a ship

2 a tall structure over an oil well for holding the

drill (= the machine that makes the hole in the

ground for getting the oil out)

DES /,di: i: 'es/ abbr

1 {IT) data encryption standard a popular
method for protecting business information

2 {Trade) = delivered ex ship

• design /di'zam/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: job design, graphic ~, industrial ~, web ~

1 [C,u] the general arrangement of the different

parts of sth that is made, such as a building,

machine etc.; a drawing or plan that shows how to

make it: They have created a design for a solar-

powered car. o The building suffersfrom poor design.

o The architects can refine their designs on screen.

O to create/produce/use a design to change/
improve/modify the design (of sth) (a)bad/good/

new/poor/unique design a basic/preliminary/

standard design * a design feature/flaw/problem

2 [u] the art or process of deciding how sth will

look, work, etc: a course in art and design o the

design and development ofnew products o Most of
the design work was done by outside studios, o We
use computers at each stage of the design process.

0 a design agency/company/consultancy/firm/studio

a design department/team
->CAD

• verb [+ obj]

1 to decide how sth will look, work, etc: They have

won a contract to design and build two new ships, o a

well-designed computer desk

2 to think of and plan a system, a way of doing sth,

etc: We allow staff to design their own work
schedules, o designing a solution to meet customers'

needs

3 {usually be designed) to make, plan or intend sth

for a particular purpose or use: The phone is

specially designedfor use in wet conditions, o a

marketing strategy designed to improve the

company's image

designate verb, adjective

• verb /'dezigneit/ [+ obj] {usually be designated)

1 to say officially that sth has a particular name or

purpose: The area has been designated as 'industrial

land', o The money has been designatedfor creating

new jobs, o You may only park in the designated

areas.



2 to choose or name sb for a particular job or

position: The director is allowed to designate a

deputy, o Who has she designated as her successor? o
Someone should be designated to answer queries.

• adjective /'dezigneit; -nat/ [after noun]

chosen to do a job but not yet having officially

started it: the chief executive designate

designation /.dezig'neijn/ noun

1 [u] the action of choosing a person or thing for a

particular purpose, or of giving them or it a

particular status: They met the criteriafor

designation as a 'certified organic grower'.

2 [c] a name, title or description: Designations such

as 'Champagne' and 'Parma ham' are protected by

law.

• designer /di'zama(r)/ noun, adjective

• noun [C]

a person whose job is to decide how things will

look or work and to make drawings or plans

showing this; a business that makes designs for a

particular type of product: He worked as chief

designer at Alfa Romeo, o a designer ofjewellery o a

fashion/games/software designer o a Canadian
clothing designer and manufacturer

• adjective [only before noun]

made by a famous designer; expensive and having

a famous brand name: Fashion and designer brands

have been selling well, o designer clothes/furniture/

water

de signer label noun [c]

a famous company that makes expensive clothes,

bags, belts, etc. and puts a label with its name on
them; the clothing, etc. that such a company
makes: Advertisers include high-profile designer

labels such as Prada and Versace, o an increase in

demand for designer labels o designer-label jeans

de sign pro tection noun [u] {especially BrE)

(AmE usually de'sign .patent [C])

[Law) the way that the law protects how sth looks,

so that it cannot be copied or used by anyone else:

Design protection is primarily of importancefor
consumer goods such as mobile phones.
-> COPYRIGHT

desk /desk/ noun [c]

see also: cash desk, front ~, help ~

1 a piece of furniture like a table that you sit at to

work, use your computer, etc: All staff have to be at

their desks (= working) by nine o'clock, o Have the

report on my desk (= finish it and give it to me) by
Monday.—Picture at office
2 the part of an organization where a particular

type of work is done: Our dealing desks provide
market updates and analysis.

3 a place where you can get information or be
served at an airport, a hotel, etc: the person behind
the reception desk o Would Ben Potter please report to

the check-in desk?
-> idiom at clear

desk clerk = clerk (3)

deskfast /'deskfast/ noun [C,U]

used to refer to the first meal of the day (breakfast)

when you eat it at your desk at work

deskill /.dk'skil/ verb [+ obj]

(HR)

1 to change the form of a job so that sb needs less

special knowledge and training to do it: He claims
that most office work has become deskilled.

2 {often be deskilled) to reduce the skills that a

worker has, or that workers in general have, by
giving them less skilled work to do: Technological

advances have led to an increase in the number of
workers who have become deskilled.

.deskilled adjective: the development of a
deskilled labourforce in restaurants, hotels and
domestic service ,de skilling noun [u]: The

155 destination store

introduction of new technology can lead to deskilling.

0 the deskilling of workers

'desk job noun [c]

a job that involves working for long periods of time

at a desk: working at a tedious desk job o She left her

desk job to take up photography.

'desk jockey noun [c] {informal)

a person whose job involves spending a long time
sitting at a desk

'desk rage noun [u]

a situation in an office when sb who works there

becomes very angry or violent: Long hours and
stress can lead to desk rage.

'desk re,search noun [u]

{Marketing) a form of market research that is

done using data that already exists and is easy to

collect, such as company records or research results

that have been published

desktop /'desktop; AmE -ta:p/ noun [c]

1 the top of a desk: a desktop machine/PC o desktop

tools, such as computers and telephones

2 = DESKTOP COMPUTER
3 {IT) a screen on a computer which shows the

icons of the programs and files that can be used:

Click on the file and drag it to your desktop.

.desktop com'puter {also 'desktop) noun [c]

a computer with a keyboard, screen and main
processing unit, that fits on a desk: The software

runs on standard desktop computers, o transferring

data from your desktop computer to your notebook
-» laptop—Picture at office

.desktop publishing noun [u] {abbrDiP)

the use of a small computer and a printer to

produce a small book, a magazine or other printed

material: Desktop publishing has made in-house ad
services more affordable, o desktop publishing

software/systems .desktop publisher noun [c]

despatch = dispatch Cma You will find words
formed with despatch at the spelling dispatch.

destination /.desti'neijri/ noun [c]

1 {abbr destn) a place where sb/sth is going or

being sent: Spain is the most popular tourist

destination for Britons, o The goods are inspected

when they arrive at the port of destination.

O to arrive at/reach a destination an attractive/a

favourite/popular destination a business/an

investment destination a holiday/tourist

destination the final/ultimate destination

2 a place that an airline flies passengers to: The

airline flies out ofLondon to 10 destinations around
Europe.

0 to fly to/serve a destination a long-haul/short-

haul destination a domestic/foreign/overseas

destination

desti nation site noun [c]

an
1 a website that people often visit as it has a strong

image in their minds because of the amount of new
information and other features that they can find

there [syn! portal
2 a website that sb visits by clicking on a banner
ad or other link

desti nation store noun [c]

a store that has a strong image in customers' minds
because of features such as the variety or quality of

goods, the prices, etc. and is the place they choose
to go for a particular item or when they want to

shop: Harrods' reputation as London's top

destination store
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destn abbr

a short way of writing destination: destn address

destock /,di:'stDk; AmE -'sta:k/ verb [+ obj or

no obj]

{Commerce) to reduce the amount of goods that are

kept available for customers to buy; to reduce the

amount of materials that are kept available for

making new products, etc: A new range was
launched and a number ofproducts were destocked.

0 Many manufacturers wereforced to destock after a

downturn in demand. destocking noun [u]: a
decline in orders due to heavy customer destocking

detach /di'taetJV verb [+ obj or no obj]

detach (sth) (from sth) to remove sth from sth

larger; to become separated from sth: Detach the

coupon and return it as soon as possible, o The device

detaches from the computer completely when not in

use.

detailer /'di:teila(r); AmE also di'teilar/ noun [c]

{especially AmE)
1 {Marketing) a person whose job is to visit shops/

stores and inform them about a company's
products, especially drugs and medicines, and
make sure the products are displayed well

2 a person whose job is to clean a car thoroughly
and carefully in order to protect it and keep it in

good condition: a professional auto detailer

deteriorate /di'tiariareit; AmE -'tir-/ verb [no obj]

to become worse: Economic conditions have
deteriorated rapidly, o deteriorating business and
consumer confidence

0 to deteriorate dramatically/rapidly/sharply/

significantly

deterioration /di.tiaria'reijn; AmE -,tir-/ noun
[u,C]: a sharp deterioration in the groups financial
position

determination /di,t3:mi'neijn; AmE -,t3:rm-/

noun

see also: co-determination, pay determination

1 [U] the quality that makes you continue trying to

do sth even when this is difficult: We need people

with enthusiasm, drive and determination, o /

admire the company's determination to deliver the

best valujfor customers.

2 {formal) [c,u] an official decision orjudgement;
the process of deciding sth officially: A final

determination will have to be made by a court.

determine /di't3:mm; AmE -'t3:rm-/ verb [+ obj]

(formal)

1 to discover the facts about sth; to calculate sth

exactly: A team of experts is trying to determine the

cause of the accident, o We produced a business plan

to determine how much capital we would need.

2 to make sth happen in a particular way or be of a

particular type: Price is determined by supply and
demand, o Age and experience will be determining
factors in our choice of candidate.

3 to officially decide sth: A date for the meeting has

yet to be determined.

devalue /.dii'vaelju:/ verb

1 (Economics) [+ obj or no obj] to reduce the value of

the money of one country when it is exchanged for

the money of another country; to become a less

valuable currency compared to another: The
authorities devalued the peso against the US dollar

by nine per cent, o The country could be forced to

devalue, o a devalued currency fojpp] revalue See
note at currency
2 [+ obj] to make sth seem less important or

valuable than it should be: Theyfear that selling the

car alongside cheaper vehicles will devalue their

brand, o The skill of selling has become devalued.

devaluation /.dfc.vaelju'eijn/ noun [C,U]: a

currency devaluation o The company's profits were
affected by the sharp devaluation of the rand.

develop /di'velap/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obi] to gradually grow or become
bigger, more advanced, stronger, etc.; to make sth

do this: It developedfrom a smallfamily business

into a multinational group, o We have developed
close relationships with our suppliers.

2 [+ obj] to think of or produce a new idea,

product, etc. and make it successful: He helped
develop our best-selling brand, o The company
develops and markets new software.

3 [+ obj or no obj] to start to have a skill, an ability,

a quality, etc. that becomes better and stronger; to

become better and stronger: What new skilb have
you developed in the last six months? o His

confidence as a negotiator has developed.

4 (Property) [+ obj] to build new houses, factories,

etc. on an area of land, especially land that was not
being used effectively before: The site is being
developed as an airport.

5 [+ obj] to start using an area of land, a mine, etc.

as a source of natural materials

developed /di'velapt/ adjective

1 (used about a country, society, etc.) having many
industries and an advanced economic system:

financial aid to less developed countries
-> DEVELOPING
2 in an advanced state: people with highly

developed business skills

developer /di'velapa(r)/ noun [c]

1 (Property) a person or company that buys land or

buildings in order to build new houses, shops/

stores, etc., or to improve the old ones, and makes
a profit from doing this: The site has been sold to a
local property developer.

O a commercial/property/real-estate/residential

developer

2 a person or a company that designs and creates

new products: She was a product developer in the

Womenswear division.

0 a drug/product/software/website developer

developing /di'velapirj/ adjective [only before

noun]

(used about a country, society, etc.) poor, and trying

to make its industry and economic system more
advanced: opening markets to goodsfrom developing

nations o reducing poverty in the developing world
-> DEVELOPED

development /di'velapmant/ noun

see also: human resource development,

management ~, new product ~, personal ~,

product ~, property ~, research and ~, etc.

1 [u] the gradual growth of sth so that it becomes
more advanced, stronger, etc: key stages in the

company's development o Work continues on
development of the brand across a number of
markets.

2 [u,c] the process of producing or creating sth

new or more advanced; a new or advanced
product: a contractfor the development of new
computer systems o The software is still in/under
development (= being designed), o The new car will

be a joint development between the two companies, o
Development costs for the drug were high.

O drug/product/software/website development a

development department/division/team to

finance/lead/oversee the development (of sth)

3 (HR) [u] the process of getting new skills or

knowledge, especially so that you can do a job

more effectively: The job offers great opportunities

for career development, o an employee training and
development programme
O career/personal/professional/staff development

4 (Property) [u,c] the process and business of

building new houses, offices, etc. in order to make



a profit; a piece of land with new buildings on it:

[AmE) a company specializing in real-estate

development o The piece of land will be turned into a

new housing development.

0 (a) commercial/property/real-estate/residential

development

5 [u] the process of preparing an area of land, a

mine, etc. so that it can be a source of natural

materials: The development of the oil field could

create a thousand jobs.

de velopment .area noun [c]

in the UK, an area where new industries are

encouraged in order to create jobs: The government

offered lower taxes to companies willing to move into

development areas.

development bank noun [c]

(often used in names) a bank that gives loans to

help improve or protect the economy of a country
or an area, for example by lending money to create

new industries there: a $2 bn infrastructure

programme backed by the Asian Development Bank

development corporation noun [c]

(often used in names) an organization created by a

government or a group of organizations or people

in order to provide money for starting new
businesses, developing local economies, etc: the

state-owned Industrial Development Corporation

de velopment eco nomics noun [u]

(Economics) the branch of economics that is

concerned with the economic problems of less

developed countries and how they can grow and
change

de velopment grant noun [c]

an amount of money that a government or public

organization gives for a project that will improve
the economy of a particular area, such as a project

to build a new factory

de velopment land noun [u]

land that can be used for building new houses,
offices, etc: a shortage of development land in the

south ofEngland

deviation /,di:vi'ei.rn/ noun [C,u]

see also: standard deviation

1 a difference from what is normal, expected or
required: The loss represents a 20% deviationfrom
ourfinancial targets, o Any deviationfrom company
policy is unacceptable.

2 [Technical) the amount by which a single

measurement is different from the average

device /di'vais/ noun [C]

1 an object or a piece of equipment that has been
designed to do a particular job: a handheld device

thatfunctions as a mobile phone and an electronic

map
2 a method of doing sth that produces a particular

result or effect: Sending advertising by mail is very
successful as a marketing device.

devolve /di'vDlv; AmE-'vadv/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

devolve (sth) (from sb/sth) (to sb/sth) if a duty,

responsibility, power, etc. devolves or sb devolves
it, it passes to a more local group or to sb who has
less authority: Decision-making will devolve to a
local level, o Control of the website can now be
devolvedfrom specialist staff to the marketing
department. de'volved adjective: devolved
decision-making
GCma de volve sth into sth to divide sth into

smaller parts: The group was devolved into dozens of
smaller businesses.

diagnostic /.daiag'nDstik; /4rr?r -'na:s-/ adjective,

norn

{Technical)

• adjective [usually before noun]
connected with identifying sth, such as an illness or

157 diary

a problem with a computer system: diagnostic

software that discovers minor computer faults

0 diagnostic devices/instruments/tests/tools

• noun [C]

1 a device or system that is used to identify a

problem, an illness or a problem with a piece of

equipment or software: a detailed, in-depth

diagnostic of the company o Your car is hooked up to

a computer to run diagnostics.

2 a message on a computer screen giving

information about a fault

diagram /'daiagraem/ noun [C]

see also: block diagram, cause and effect ~,

fishbone ~, Ishikawa ~, scatter ~

a simple drawing using lines to explain where sth

is, how sth works, etc: a diagram of the wiring

system o The results are shown in the diagram below.

OAs you can seefrom the diagram, younger men are

less likely to be self-employed than older men.
See note at graph
0 to draw a diagram • a diagram depicts/indicates/

represents/shows sth

diagrammatic /.daiagra'maetik/ adjective: The
manufacturing process is represented in

diagrammaticform, diagrammatically
/.daiagra'maetikli/ adverb

dial /'daial/ verb [+ obj or no obj] (-II-, AmE -I-)

to use a telephone, for example by pushing
buttons: Dial 0032 for Belgium, o mobile phones with

features such as cameras and voice dialling

Q333 dial in (to sth); dial into sth; dial sb/sth

'in [IT) to make a temporary connection between
your computer and the Internet or another
computer system using a telephone line and a

modem: The system allows customers to dial in to

our network and check their accounts, o a dialled-in

computer -> dial-in dial up; dial sb/sth up
1 (IT) to make a temporary connection between
your computer and the Internet or another
computer system using a telephone line and a

modem: Dial up and log in. o The software lets you
dial up your office computer. -> dial-up 2 (informal)

to call a particular phone number: ffound the

number and dialled it up.

dial-back — CALLBACK (5)

'dial-in = dial-up

'dialling code (Sr£) (also code, AmE, BrE) noun [C]

the numbers for a particular area or city, that you
use when you are making a telephone call from
outside the local area: international dialling codes
-» AREA CODE

'dialog box (BrE spelling also dialogue ~) noun [C]

(IT) a box that appears on a computer screen asking

the user to choose what they want to do next:

Select an optionfrom the dialog box. o Clicking on
'Save as' brings up a dialogue box.

O a dialogue box appears/opens/pops up to bring

up/close/open a dialogue box

'diai-up (also 'dial-in) adjective [only before noun]

(IT) (about a computer system or service)

temporarily connected to another system or to the

Internet by a telephone line: Most of their

subscribers use dial-up connections to access their

email. -> always-on, broadband
0 a dial-up connection/modem/service
'dial-up (also 'dial-in) noun [u]: Their broadband

service is up to 25 times faster than dial-up.

diary /'daiari/ noun [C] (plural diaries)

1 (especially BrE) (AmE usually datebook) (also

ap'pointment book, BrE, AmE) a book with spaces

for each day of the year in which you write down
things you have to do; an electronic device or



Dictaphone™ iss

program that you use in the same way: My diary

is full until June, o Can you find space in your diary

(= do you have time) for a meeting on the 23rd?
-> organizer See note at calendar
0 to make a note ofsth/put sth/write sth in a diary

a desk/an electronic/a pocket diary

2 a book in which you can write down the events

that occur each day: / kept a diary of the project

(= wrote down what happened each day).

Dictaphone™ /'diktafaun; AmE -foun/ noun [c]

a small machine used to record what you want to

say in a letter, report, etc., so that sb can listen later

and type the document

dictate verb, noun
• verb /dik'teit; AmE 'dikteit/

1 [+ obj or no obj] to say words for sb else to write

down or type: She dictated a letter to her secretary.

2 [+ obj or no obj] to decide sth or tell sb what to

do, especially in a way that seems unfair:

Carmakers have enormous power to dictate how and
where their cars are sold.

3 [+ obj] to control or influence sth: The price is

dictated by marketforces.
Q233 dic'tate to sb [often be dictated to) to give

orders to sb, often in a rude or aggressive way: A
regional office mayfeel it's being dictated to by a

central office that doesn't understand local needs and
conditions.

• noun /'dikteit/ [c, usually pi.]

an order, a rule or a command that you must obey:

following the dictates of the marketplace

dic tating ma,chine = dictation machine

dictation /dik'teijn/ noun [u.C]

the act of speaking or recording a letter, report, etc.

so that it can be written down or typed; the words
that are spoken: to take dictation (- write/type

words that are being spoken) o The digital organizer

can record up to 45 minutes of dictation.

dic tation ma chine (especially BrE) (AmE
usually dic'tating ma,chine) noun [c]

a machine, especially an electronic one, used for

recording what you want to say in a letter, report,

etc., so that sb can listen to your words later and
type the document

DID /.diiai'di:/ abbr(AmE) Direct Inward Dialing
a system where an office building, a hotel, etc. can
have a large range of telephone numbers sharing

one or a small number of direct lines. Calls go
directly to an extension without being connected
by an operator or receptionist. -» DDI

differential /.difa'renjl/ noun, adjective

• noun [C]

see also: duty differential, earnings ~, wage ~

a difference in the amount, value or size of sth,

especially the difference in rates of pay for people
doing different work in the same industry or

profession: Theyfound that the differential between
men's and women's pay has narrowed slightly, o the

interest rate differential between the US and the

eurozone o a differential in prices

Q to create/increase/narrow/reduce/widen a

differential income/pay differentials interest

rate/price differentials

• adjective [only before noun]
that treats different people or things differently;

not equal: The tax is unfair in its differential effect

on large and small businesses, o Unions are objecting

to differential pay levelsfor similar skills, o Their

policy of differential pricing (= supplying the same
product to different markets at different prices)

means poorer countries can also afford the

medicines.

differentiate /.difa'renjieit/ verb

1 (Marketing) [+ obj] to make your product or
service seem different from other similar products
or services, for example to attract a particular

group of customers: We differentiate ourselvesfrom
our rivals by offering a higher standard of customer
service, o They have differentiated their vehicles with
new interior designs.

2 [+ obj] to be the particular thing that shows that

things or people are not the same: Our reputation

for quality differentiates usfrom our competitors, o
Customer service has become an important
differentiatingfactor.

3 [+ obj or no obj] differentiate (between) A and B

|
differentiate A (from B) to recognize or show that

two things are not the same: As a lender we need to

differentiate between high and low risk borrowers.

differentiated product noun [c]

(Marketing) a product that is similar to other
products but is different in design, quality or the

way it is presented or advertised, for example to

attract a particular group of customers: They have
developed a differentiated productfor low-price

markets. -» commodity product

differentiation /.drfa.renJTeiJ'n/ noun [U]

(Marketing) the process of making your product or

service seem different from other similar products

or services that it is competing with: Firms making
similar products compete through a combination of
price and product differentiation.

0 price/product differentiation to increase/

introduce/use differentiation

digerati /,did3a'ra:ti/ noun [pi.] (informal)

(often used in newspapers) people who are

considered to be, or who think they are, experts or

important in the area of computers and the

Internet: The digerati regarded the company as

boring and chained to old technology.

digit /'did3it/ noun [c]

1 any of the ten numbers from 0 to 9: a seven-digit

telephone number
2 used with a number or an adjective to describe

an amount of money or the amount by which a

number has increased or decreased: Sales have
grownfrom six digits (=$100 000 or more) to

$6 million (= seven digits) since 2001. o double-
digit rises (= 10% or more) in sales and earnings o
(especially AmE) an increase in the mid-single digit

range (= about 4-6%)
0 double/single/triple digits high-single/low-single/

mid-single digits

digital /'did3itl/ adjective, noun
•adjective

1 that uses a series of numbers in order to store,

send or deal with information: convertingfrom
analogue to digital technology o Digital content is so

easily stored and distributed that it is difficult to

protect. -» ANALOGUE
O a digital camera/phone/television a digital

broadcast/image/photograph/signal digital

broadcasting/technology

2 that relies on computer technology or the

Internet: The company has several digital brands

(= products sold on the Internet), o People need

more computer skills to compete in today's digital

economy.

O a digital brand/business/company/strategy digital

marketing/publishing
-» electronic
n»17n the .digital di'vide the difference between
communities that have computer equipment and
can use the Internet and those that do not

• noun [u]

digital television: The government wants to switch

all viewersfrom analogue to digital by 2010.

.digital cash = e-cash



digital currency = e-currency

digitally /'did3itali/ adverb

using digital technology: The shows will be

broadcast digitally.

digital 'money = e-money

digital rights .management = drm
.digital 'signature [also .electronic signature)

noun [C]

{IT} a unique number that is added to a computer
file in order to show who has created it, sent it, etc:

The system allows you to attach a digital signature to

your emails.

.digital wallet noun [c]

(E-commerce) software that can store details of your
name, bank account, address, etc. and provide

them automatically whenever you make a payment
on the Internet

diligence /'dilid3ans/ noun [u]

careful and thorough work or effort: His colleagues

respect his diligence and commitment. -> due
DILIGENCE

dilute /dai'luit; BrE also -'lju:t/ verb [+ obj]

1 to make sth less valuable or effective: Our strong

sales in the US were diluted by trte weakness of the

dollar, o The car manufacturer will not dilute its

brand image with cheaper models.

2 {Finance) to make shares less valuable by creating

(issuing) more of them without increasing assets,

which reduces the amount of profits that each
shareholder can claim; to reduce the percentage of
a company's shares that sb owns by doing this: The
share issue is likely to dilute the value of existing
shares, o After the merger our stake in the enlarged
company will be diluted to 35%.

dilutive /dai'lu:tiv; BrE also -'ljuitiv/ adjective: the

dilutive effect of the new share issue o The merger
would be dilutive to earnings per share, dilution
/dai'lu:J"n; BrE also -lju:Jri/ noun [sing; u]: There has
been a dilution ofdemandfor these vehicles in Japan.
0 brand/trademark dilution o a substantial dilution

ofshare value

diluted /dai'lu:tid; BrE also -'ljurtid/ adjective

{Accounting) used about a figure that is based on the
number of shares that a company has issued plus
the shares that it may need to issue in the future,

for example because it has sold convertible
bonds (= bonds that can be exchanged for shares):

Net income was $344 million, or 38 cents per diluted
share, o Diluted earnings per share rose by 30
Canadian cents.

dime /daim/ noun [c]

a coin of the US and Canada worth ten cents: He
developed a marketing plan that didn't cost him a
dime.

dimension /dai'menjri; di-/ noun [C]

1 a measurement in space, for example the height,
width or length of sth: First we need to measure the

dimensions of the room, o computer design tools that
work in three dimensions
2 {Marketing) an important aspect of a product or
service: The 24-hour help desk adds a new dimension
to the product, o the customer-service dimension ofe-
commerce

-dimensional /dai'menjanl; di-j combining form
{used in adjectives)

having the number of dimensions mentioned: We
work with three-dimensional models on-screen.

di minishing balance method =
REDUCING BALANCE METHOD

diminishing re turns noun [pi ]

{Economics) a situation where you gain less and less

benefit or profit from sth, even though you spend
more time or money on it: Our increased efforts

159 direct competitor

were producing diminishing returns, o The law of
diminishing returns applies to physical products: at

some point unit cost increases with volume.

dip /dip/ verb, noun
• verb [no obj] (-pp-)

dip (from sth) (to/below sth) to go down in value or
level, especially by a small amount or for a short
period of time: Sales offurniture have started to dip.

o Profits dipped slightly to $5.4 million from $5.7
million, o The share price dipped 4.5%.
[DEI dip into your pocket {informal) to spend
some of your money on sth dip a 'toe in/into sth;

dip a toe in/into the water to start doing sth

very carefully to see if it will be successful or not:

Some investors are now prepared to dip a toe in

riskier markets.

QUaa dip 'into sth to take an amount from
money that has been saved: The government has
had to dip into emergencyfunds.

• noun [c]

see also: double-dip

a decrease in the amount or success of sth, usually

for only a short period: They reported a 5% dip in

profitsfrom £8.1 million to £7.7 million, o The
survey reveals a slight dip in consumer confidence, o I

always try to buy on the dips (= buy shares, bonds,
etc. when prices fall).

0 a big/brief/sharp/slight/small/an unexpected dip

'DIP .Financing /dip/ = debtor-in-possession
FINANCING

direct /da'rekt; di-; dai-/ adjective, verb, adverb

• adjective [usually before noun]

1 happening or done without involving other
people or actions in between: Mr Dolan will take

direct responsibilityfor the team, o We have direct

access to the central computer system.

2 happening as an immediate result of sth,

without the influence of sth else: They want to see a

direct connection between performance and pay.

• verb [+ obj]

1 direct sth to/towards sb/sth
j
direct sth at/

against sb/sth to aim sth in a particular direction or

at a particular person: We are directing our efforts

towards expanding the business.

2 to control or be in charge of sb/sth: A new
manager has been appointed to direct the project.

3 to send a letter, etc. to a particular place or to a

particular person: Enquiries should be directed to the

Customer Services department.

• adverb
without involving other people or businesses: /

prefer to deal with them direct, o selling direct to

consumers

di.rect 'action noun [u,c]

{HR) the use of strikes, protests, etc. in order to

achieve a political or social aim: The drivers' union
has sofar opposed the campaign of direct action.

di.rect 'advertising noun [u]

{Marketing) advertising that uses normal methods,
such as magazine or television advertisements:

There has been an increase in direct advertising of
prescription drugs to consumers. -> indirect
ADVERTISING, DIRECT RESPONSE ADVERTISING

di.rect com petitor noun [c]

a business or product that is competing for the

same group of customers as your business or

product: We have no direct competitor in the UK. o
The new chocolate drink is a direct competitor to the

market leader. di.rect compe tition noun [u]:

The new games console will be in direct competition

with Sony's Playstation 3.



direct cost ieo

di.rect 'dialling {AmE spelling ~ dialing) noun [u]

the ability to make telephone calls without needing
to be connected by the operator or a

receptionist: international direct dialling tariffs o
All our rooms have direct dialling telephones.

di rect- dial adjective: Your direct-dial number
replaces your old extension number. -» DDI

di.rect 'export noun [c, usually pi., u]

{Economics; Trade) goods that are sold directly to

customers in another country; this method of

selling goods: Most of their revenue comesfrom
direct exportsfrom the UK. o If economic conditions

do notfavour direct exports, we get local companies
to manufacturefor us. -» indirect export

di.rect ex porting noun [u]

di.rect 'import noun [c, usually pi., u]

{Economics; Trade) goods that are bought directly

from producers in another country; this method of

buying goods di.rect im porting noun [u]

di.rect in vestment = foreign direct
investment

directive /da'rektiv; di-; dai-/ noun [C]

an official instruction: The EU has issued a new set of
directives on data protection, o a draft directive

di.rect 'labour {AmE spelling - labor) noun [u]

1 {Accounting) the people who work to produce a

particular product or supply a particular service;

the money that is spent on their wages: Direct

labour is a major element ofproduct costs for
manufacturing companies, o The direct labour costs

are about 80% of the cost ofproducing one unit.

-» DIRECT COST (1), DIRECT MATERIALS, DIRECT
OVERHEAD
2 {HR) people who are employed directly by a

company or an organization to build or produce
sth, rather than by an independent business that is

paid to find people to do the work: Most of the

construction work is done by direct labour rather

than by sub-contractors.

-> INDIRECT LABOUR

di.rect 'mail noun [u]

{Marketing) advertisements that are sent in the post/

mail usually to people who might be interested in

buying the products or services: UK consumers buy
over €30 bn worth ofgoods through direct mail each
year, o a direct mail campaign targeting new users o
We plan to use direct mail to promote our new
magazine. -» junk mail
O to buy/market/sell sth by/through direct mail to

use direct mail direct mail advertising/marketing/

selling • direct mail advertisers/marketers direct

mail buyers/customers

di.rect 'mailing noun [u,c] : There was a good
response to the initial direct mailing, o a direct

mailing campaign

di.rect 'marketing noun [u]

{Marketing) the business of selling products or
services directly to customers by contacting them
by mail or telephone, by visiting their homes or
through online computer shopping: Direct

marketing cuts out the costs ofsupplying shops and
enables customers to buy at lower prices. di.rect

'marketer noun [c]

di.rect ma'terials noun [pi ]

{Accounting) the basic things that a business uses in

order to produce a particular product or provide a
particular service; money that is spent on these:

Cost ofproduction is calculated as direct materials

and labour plus a share of manufacturing overheads.

0 Direct materials costs for each unit were €4.30.
-» INDIRECT MATERIALS

director /da'rekta(r); di-; dai-/ noun [c]

see also: board of directors, creative ~, executive ~,

independent ~, managing ~, non-executive ~,

outside ~, worker ~

1 {also .company di'rector) one of a group of
people who are chosen by shareholders to run a
company and decide its policies: Three new
directors have been appointed to the board, o The
bank has reduced the number of executive directors

on its board to six. See note at boss
O to be appointed (as)/become/be elected/be made

(a) director to act as/serve as a director to resign

as/step down as director* an acting/an assistant/a

deputy director

2 a person who is in charge of a particular activity

or department in a company, an organization, etc:

He was appointedfinance director of British

Aerospace in 1992. o She became director offinance
at the company. oHeis taking up the newly created

post ofgroup creative director. -» vice-president
0 to be appointed (as)/become/be made (a) director

to act as/serve as a director to resign as/retire as/

step down as director * a finance/commercial/
marketing/production/research/sales director an
acting/an assistant/a deputy director

directorate /da'rektarat; di-; dai-/ noun [c]

1 a section of a government department in charge
of one particular activity: the EU's Competition

Directorate

2 the group of directors who run a company

di,rector 'general {AmE spelling also director-
general) noun [c] {plural directors general)

the head of a large organization, especially a public

organization: the director general of the BBC o They
have appointed a new director general.

directorship /da'rektajip; di-; dai-; AmE -tarj"-/

noun [c]

the position of a company director; the period

during which this is held: He has been disqualified

from holding company directorships, o Under her

directorship, thefirm nearly doubled in size.

O to hold/resign/take up a directorship an
executive/a non-executive directorship

director's 'interest noun [c, usually pi.]

{Law) the fact that a company director benefits in a

personal way from a contract, deal, etc. with the

company: The company is obliged to keep a record of
all of its directors' interests. IMQ Two plural forms
are possible: 'director's interests', referring to one
director, or 'directors' interests', referring to several

or all the directors.

directors' re port noun [c]

a report that a company's directors must write for

shareholders every year, giving a summary of the

company's activities, details about the dividend
that will be paid and the names of the directors

di.rect 'cost noun [c, usually pi.]

{Accounting) the cost of raw materials and workers
involved in making a particular product or

providing a particular service: They have
modernized the production line in an attempt to cut

direct costs, o The project manager's salary is a direct

COSt. ISYNI PRIME COST -> DIRECT LABOUR (1), DIRECT
OVERHEAD, INDIRECT COST

di.rect 'costing = variable costing

di.rect 'debit {AmE also 'bank draft) noun [u,C]

especially in the UK, an instruction to your bank to

allow sb else to take an amount of money from
your account on a particular date, especially to pay
bills: They give you a discount ifyou pay by direct

debit. -» STANDING ORDER
O to cancel/set up a direct debit

di rect de posit noun [u,c]

the system of paying sb's wages, etc. straight into

their bank account



and what they earned: The directors' reportfor the

year to June 30 lists the chairman as owner of29% of

the company's share capital.

directory /da'rektari; di-; dai-/ noun [C] {plural

directories)

see also: classified directory, ex-~, telephone -

1 a book or series of Internet pages containing lists

of information, usually in alphabetical order, for

example people's telephone numbers or the names
and addresses of businesses in a particular area:

They publish a directory of lawfirms, o creating an
online business directory o They have decided to sell

their directories business.

O an online/a printed directory a business/

telephone/trade directory to compile/create/

publish a directory to be listed in a directory to

consult/look sb up in/search a directory

2 {IT) a file containing a group of other files or

programs in a computer: Create a directory called

'DATA' on your hard disk and copy the files to it.

0 to create/delete a directory to copy sth from/into/

to a directory a current/default/root directory

directory en quiries {BrE) {AmE also di rectory

assistance, .information) noun [u with sing./pl.

verb]

a telephone service that you can use to find out a

person's telephone number: I got the numberfrom
directory enquiries, o They are expanding their

directory-enquiries service to include mobile-phone

numbers.

di rect overhead noun [c]

{Accounting) a share of overheads (= money that a

business spends on equipment, electricity, rent,

etc.) that are considered to be part of the cost of

producing a particular product or supplying a

particular service: We have a system for allocating

direct overheads between the different production

units, o the direct overhead costs associated with the

project -> INDIRECT OVERHEAD

di rect par tici pation noun [u]

{HR) a system in which managers in an organization

provide opportunities for individual employees to

take part in decision-making

di rect re port noun [c]

a person who has a position directly below
someone else in an organization: the relationship

between manager and direct report o I try to have
regular meetings with my direct reports. -» line
manager See note at boss

di.rect res ponse .advertising {also di.rect

res ponse .marketing) noun [u]

{Marketing) advertising that asks people to reply to

the company in some way in order to buy a
product, for example by making a telephone call or

sending an email: A coupon or afree phone number
are the most common forms of direct response
advertising, o direct response TV advertising
-» DIRECT ADVERTISING, IMAGE ADVERTISING,
INSTITUTIONAL ADVERTISING

di.rect res'ponse ad noun [c]: Our direct

response ads generated hundreds of enquiries.

di.rect sale noun
{Marketing)

1 [C, usually pi., u] {also di.rect 'selling [u]) the
practice of selling goods or services directly to

customers, rather than through a system of
suppliers or shop/stores: The new law could allow
the direct sale of certain medicines, o Direct sales rose

by nearly 11%.
2 [c] an item sold in this way: We are trying to

increase direct sales to small businesses, o The car
was a direct salefrom thefactory.
-> INDIRECT SALE

161 disaster

di.rect 'tax noun [c,u]

{Economics) tax which is collected directly from the

person or company who pays it, for example
income tax: The government has reduced direct taxes

but raised taxes on spending. -» indirect tax
di.rect tax ation noun [u]

di.rect-tO-COn'sumer adjective [only before

noun] {abbr DTC)

{Marketing) aimed at or involving members of the

public directly: Direct-to-consumer advertisingfor
prescription drugs is allowed in the US. o a direct-to-

consumer product/sale

dirigisme /'dir^izam/ noun [u]

{Economics) the control of a country's economy by
the government -» laissez-faire dirigiste

/'diri3ist/ adjective

dirty /'d3:ti; AmE 'd3:rti/ adjective (dirtier, dirtiest)

1 unpleasant or dishonest: dirtyfighting in the

boardroom o Small airlines have accused the

national carrier of using dirty tricks to steal their

customers.

2 causing pollution; containing substances that

may be harmful: Energy production today relies on
dirtyfuels, such as coal, oil and gas. IqppI clean

(do sb's) 'dirty work (to do) the unpleasant or

dishonest jobs that sb else does not want to do:

They hired an external consultant to do the dirty

work offiring people, .quick and 'dirty {informal)

quick and dirty methods or systems provide fast,

simple solutions to problems but may not last or be
effective for a long time

.dirty 'money noun [u]

money that sb gains from dishonest or illegal

activities: preventing the banking system from
attracting dirty money

disability /.disa'bilati/ noun {plural disabilities)

1 [C] a physical or mental condition that means
that you cannot use a part of your body completely

or easily or carry out some normal day-to-day

activities: making computers easier to usefor people

with disabilities o Almost all of the company's
employees have a physical disability.

2 [u] the state of not being able to use a part of

your body completely or easily or carry out some
normal day-to-day activities: He qualifiesfor help on
the grounds of disability, o Small employers need

support to comply with disability legislation {= that

states that people with a disability must not be

treated less fairly than others).

3 [u,C] the state of not being able to work because
of an injury or an illness; the injury or illness itself:

insuring against unemployment and disability o
people on disability benefit(s)/pensions

4 [u] (AmE) money that is paid to sb who cannot
work because of an injury, illness, etc: He had back

surgery and has been on disability since 2003. o She

lives on her monthly disability check.

disabled /dis'eibld/ adjective

1 unable to use a part of your body completely or

easily because of a physical condition, illness,

injury, etc: Grants are availablefor the changes firms

need to make to employ disabled workers.

2 the disabled noun [pi ] people who are

disabled: facilities for the disabled

disallow /.disa'lau/ verb [+ obj]

to officially refuse to accept sth or give permission

for sth: Their claim for a tax deduction was
disallowed, o The Commission disallowed the merger

because it might hurt the consumer.

disaster /di'za:sta(r); AmE -'zaes-/ noun

1 [C] an unexpected event such as a very bad
accident, a flood or a fire that kills a lot of people or
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after a disaster to reduce the effects on the business
-» BUSINESS CONTINUITY, DISASTER RECOVERY

disaster recovery noun [u] {abbr dr)

[IT) [often used as an adjective)

the process of making sure that the computer
systems of a business operate again as quickly as

possible after a disaster such as a flood, a fire or an
explosion, etc., and that as little data as possible is

lost: It is essential to plan thoroughlyfor disaster

recovery, o Every business needs to have a disaster

recovery plan, o disaster recovery services/software/

systems -> business continuity

disburse /dis'b3:s; AmE -'b3:rs/ verb [+ obj]

to pay money to sb from a large amount that has
been collected for a purpose: The funds were
disbursed in two instalments, o The current aid

programme disburses about €150 million tofarmers
everyyear.

disbursement /dis'b3:smant; AmE -'b3:rs-/ noun
1 [u,c] money that is paid to sb/sth from a large

fund; the act of paying it: the disbursement offunds
0 aid disbursements

2 [Accounting) [c] a payment that a professional

person makes on behalf of a customer while
performing services for them, such as a payment of

court fees by a lawyer : We can only provide you
with an estimate of ourfees and disbursements.

disc [also spelled disk, especially in AmE) /disk/

noun [c]

1 a thin flat circular device that is used for storing

information: a blank disc

2 [BrE) a disk for a computer: The computer comes
with a built-in disc drive.

CD, DVD
discharge /dis'tfa:d3; AmE -'tja:rd3/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

1 [usually be discharged) to give sb official

permission to leave a place or job; to make sb leave

a job: She was dischargedfrom the police forcefor
bad conduct.

2 [format) to do everything that is necessary to

perform and complete a particular duty or task: to

discharge your duties/obligations/responsibilities o to

discharge a debt/liability (= to finish paying back
money you owe)
3 [formal) to free sb from a particular duty or

responsibility: The judge discharged the juryfrom
reaching a decision.

4 [Law) to officially allow a bankrupt person to

stop paying back their debts and do business again:

First-time bankrupts are discharged automatically

after three years.

• noun
1 [u,c] the act of officially allowing sb, or of telling

sb, to leave a job or a place [AmE): The fired
employees suedfor unlawful discharge.

2 [formal) [u] the act of performing a task or a duty
or of paying an amount of money that is owed: the

discharge of a contract [- doing everything that you
were required to do) <o the discharge of debts/

liabilities/duties

3 [Law) [u] the official act of allowing a person
who is bankrupt to stop paying their debts and do
business again: applying to courtfor the discharge of

a bankrupt

4 [C,u] an act of releasing a substance such as a

liquid or gas into the environment: a project to

reduce discharges of hazardous waste o the discharge

of chemicals into rivers

5 [Transport) [u] the act of removing goods or

passengers from a ship that has arrived at a port:

the port of discharge (= where the goods are being
sent)

disciplinary /'disaplmari; .disa'plmari; AmE
'disaplaneri/ adjective

[HR) connected with punishing people who break
the rules of an organization or society, especially

employees or professional people: Information on
disciplinary matters can befound in the staff

handbook, o Disciplinary measures were taken but
no one was fired, o It is a disciplinary offence to send
offensive emails to other employees.

O a disciplinary enquiry/investigation disciplinary

measures/proceedings a disciplinary committee/
tribunal

.disciplinary action noun [u,c]

[HR) ways in which an employer or an authority can
punish sb who does not meet the required

standards of the organization or who breaks the

rules: The company will take disciplinary action

against any employee who violates [= breaks)

workplace safety rules.

.disciplinary hearing noun [c]

[HR) a meeting like a court trial, at which senior

people decide if an employee or a member of the

organization has broken the rules and, if so, how
they should be punished: They were wrong to fire

her without holding a formal disciplinary hearing.

.disciplinary pro cedure noun [c, usually pi.]

[HR) the formal process that an employer or

authority must follow if sb has broken the rules of

the organization; action that is taken against sb

according to this process: if the employees
behaviour does not improve it may be necessary to

start disciplinary procedures, o They did notfollow

the internal disciplinary procedure in firing him.

disclaimer /dis'kleima(r)/ noun [c]

[Law) a statement in which sb says that they are not

connected with or responsible for sth, or that they
do not have any knowledge of it: The report

included a disclaimer that the writers accepted no
responsibilityfor the accuracy of the data.

0 to issue/make/publish/use a disclaimer

disclose /dis'klauz; AmE-'klouz/ verb [+ obj]

to tell sb sth; to make sth known publicly:

Management refused to disclose details of the

takeover to the press, o The company disclosed that

it had overstated its profits by $11 million.

disclosure /dis'klau3a(r);,4/77£ -'klou-/ noun
[c,u]

1 the act of making sth known or public; the facts

that are made known: the disclosure of confidential

information o He resignedfollowing disclosures

about his private life.

2 information that a company is required to make
public about its financial position, important

events, etc.; the act of doing this: Privately owned
companies make only limited financial disclosures, o
rules requiring the disclosure of directors' salaries

IoppI non-disclosure

disconnect /.diska'nekt/ verb, noun

verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to separate two things that were
joined together: Disconnect the modemfrom the

computer.

2 [IT) [+ obj or no obj] to end a connection to the

Internet: / keep getting disconnected when I'm on the

Web. o My computer crashes every time I disconnect

from the Internet.

causes a lot of damage: an air/ferry/rail disaster o a

natural disaster (= one caused by nature)

2 [u,c] a very bad situation that causes problems; a

failure: The company's expansion into the US proved

to be a financial disaster, o The scheme ended in

disaster.

di saster management noun [u]

the actions that a business takes before, during and



3 [+ obj] {usually be disconnected) to break the

contact between two people who are talking on the

telephone: We were suddenly disconnected.

[opp] connect
discon nection noun [u,C]

• noun [C]

a situation where there is no connection between
sb/sth: There can be a disconnect between

boardrooms and IT departments when it comes to

technology.

discontinue /.diskan'tmju:/ verb [+ obj]

to stop doing sth, especially making a particular

product: They have discontinued their adult line of

clothing, o Operations at the plant were discontinued

in 2002. o a discontinued product

• discount noun, verb

• noun /'diskaunt/

see also: bulk discount, cash ~, deep--,

frequency ~, trade ~, volume ~

1 {Commerce) [C,u] an amount of money that is

taken off the usual cost of sth: We give a 15%
discount on large orders, o They were forced to sell

their old stock at a discount (= at reduced prices),

o Retailers are offering deep discounts to get shoppers

into stores, o a discountfor paying within 30 days o
a discount airline (= one that sells tickets at low
prices) See note at reduction
0 to get/give/offer a discount a big/deep/heavy

discount discount airlines/carriers/fares/tickets

a discount brand/chain/retailer/store

2 {Finance) [C, usually sing.] if a share, etc. is bought
or sold at a discount, its price is lower than sth,

such as its price at an earlier time or its par value
(= the value shown on the share, etc.): The
company should continue trading at a discount to

the rest of the industry, o The new shares were issued

at 131$, at a discount ofl4.5<t to yesterdays closing

price, o The gilts were offered at a discount of 10%.
• verb /dis'kaunt; AmE also 'diskaunt/

1 {Commerce) [+ obj or no obj] to take an amount of

money off the usual cost of sth; to sell sth at a

discount: The airline has discounted its fares by
20%). o They have discounted heavily in order to

attract orders, o Shops achieved higher sales through
aggressive price discounting.

2 {Finance) [+ obj] {often be discounted) (about a

price) to include the effect of what investors expect
to happen: Analysts believe the publisher's share
price already discounts lower profitsfor next year, o
A lot of the bad news is already discounted in the

share price {= the price had already fallen because
people expected the bad news).

3 {Finance) [+ obj] to buy or sell a bill of
exchange before its payment date for less than the

amount that will be paid on it in the future: The
bank discounts the bill of exchange and advances the

money to the seller.

discountable /dis'kauntabl/ adjective

discount .broker noun [c]

1 {Stock Exchange) a type of broker that charges
low fees but does not provide extra services, such
as advice on what shares, bonds, etc. to buy
2 {Finance) {BrE) = bill broker

'discount .brokerage noun [c] {especially AmE)
{Stock Exchange) a business that buys and sells

shares, bonds, etc. on behalf of investors for low
fees, but does not provide extra services such as

advice on the best investments

dis counted cash flow noun [u; c, usually

sing.] {abbr DCF)

{Accounting) a method of comparing how much
profit investments will make by calculating what
the future income would be worth now
-> DISCOUNT RATE

1
163 discrepancy

discounter /'diskaonta(r)/ noun [C]

{Commerce)

1 a shop/store that sells things very cheaply, often

in large quantities or from a limited range of goods:

Discounters have stolen market sharefrom
department stores, [syn] discount store
2 a business that offers its products at very low
prices: They have established themselves as a deep
discounter of computer hardware.

'discount house noun [c]

1 {Finance) a financial institution that buys and
sells bills of exchange before their payment date

for less than the value shown on them: The exporter

can overcome problems of cash flow by discounting

the bill with a discount house.

2 {Commerce) {AmE) = discount store

discounting /'diskaontirj/ noun [u]

1 {Commerce) taking an amount of money off the

usual cost of sth: a period of aggressive discounting

by retailers

0 aggressive/heavy/widespread discounting* fare/

price discounting

2 {Finance) = invoice discounting
3 {Finance) the act of buying a bill of exchange
for less than the amount that will be paid on it in

the future

discount loan noun [c]

{Finance) an amount of money that sb borrows from
which the interest and other charges have been
taken away before they receive the money

'discount .market noun [c, usually sing.]

1 {Finance) the part of the financial market that

deals in the buying and selling of bills of
exchange
2 {Commerce) the part of a market in which goods
or services are sold at low prices: The airline cannot

be a genuine competitor in the discount market until

its cost base matches its fares.

discount price noun [c]

a price that is lower than the normal price: We offer

a wide selection ofproducts at discount prices.

discount rate noun [c]

1 {Finance) {also 'bill rate) the amount that the

price of a bill of exchange is reduced by when it

is bought before it reaches its payment date

2 {Finance) in the US and other countries, the rate

of interest at which banks can borrow money from
the Federal Reserve Bank
3 {Accounting) a rate of interest that is used to

calculate how much an amount of money that will

be paid or received in the future is worth now

'discount Store {also 'discount house) noun [c]

a shop that sells goods at prices that are much
lower than normal: a chain of high-street discount

stores o Discount stores thrive even in the current

sluggish economy. Isyni discounter

.discount 'warehouse noun [c]

a large discount store: Profit warnings have been

pouring infrom discount warehouses.

discount .window noun [c]

{Finance) in the US, a time when banks are able to

borrow money from the central bank at low rates of

interest: The Fed has to closely monitor discount

window borrowing.

discrepancy /dis'krepansi/ noun [C,u] {plural

discrepancies)

a difference between two or more numbers or

amounts that should be the same: The investigation

uncovered numerous discrepancies in the company's

accounts, o Why is there a discrepancy between these

two figures?

O a growing/large/minor/small discrepancy •

accounting/price discrepancies
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group of people or a particular class of things

differently from another in an unfair way: The
company has been accused of discrimination against

people with disabilities, o This is a clear case of
discrimination, o discrimination on the grounds of
age o Accusations of race and gender discrimination

accounted for a majority of the complaints.

O gender/race/racial/sex/sexual discrimination

discrimination against/in favour ofsth

discriminatory /di'skrimmatari; AmE
di'skriminato:ri/ adjective

(Law) treating a person or one group of people
worse than others, in an unfair way: He claimed his

treatment was discriminatory under human rights

law. o sexually/racially discriminatory laws

0 discriminatory laws/measures/practices/rules

dis criminatory tax noun
1 [Economics) [c,u] a tax that is charged only on a
particular group of producers or goods, for

example producers from other countries, so that

other groups can compete more easily:

discriminatory taxes on foreign alcohol products o
Magazine publishers arefighting the discriminatory

tax of25% on magazines and zero on newspapers.

2 [c] a particular tax that some people think is

unfair as it does not affect everyone equally
dis criminatory ta'xation noun [u]

diseconomy /.disi'kDnami; AmE -'ka:n-/ noun [C,

usually pi., u] [plural diseconomies)

(Economics) a financial or economic disadvantage
such as increases in cost; sth that produces an
increase in cost: Urban diseconomies are the

financial and social burdens arisingfrom location in

a major urban area.

diseconomy of 'scale noun [c, usually pi., u]

(Economics) an economic disadvantage, such as an
increase in the average cost of producing goods,

that may happen when an organization becomes
larger: Somefirms become too large and reach a

point where diseconomies of scale occur.—-Picture at

ECONOMY OF SCALE

disequilibrium /^s.iikwi'libriam; ,dis,ek-/

noun [u]

(Economics) a loss or lack of balance in a situation,

especially in relation to supply, demand and prices:

a high disequilibrium between market demand and
supply of the product oA surplus or a shortage

indicates market disequilibrium.

dishoarding /dis'ho:dir);/\/77£ -'ho:rd-/ noun [u]

(Economics) spending or investing money rather

than keeping or saving it, especially the selling of

gold by investors: The dramatic rise in local currency

gold prices led to high levels of dishoarding.
-> hoard verb

dishonour (AmE spelling dishonor) /dis'Dna(r);

AmE -'a:n-/ verb [+ obj]

1 (used about a bank) to refuse to pay a cheque,

usually because there is not enough money in the

account: If the account is overdrawn, the cheques are

automatically dishonoured. Isyni bounce
2 (Finance) to fail to accept a bill of exchange or

fail to pay it after accepting it

3 to fail to keep an agreement or promise that you
have made: The union claims thefirm dishonoured

an agreement to improve working conditions.

-> HONOUR

disincentive /.dism'sentiv/ noun [c]

something that makes sb less willing to do sth:

removingfinancial disincentivesfor people to work
after the age of55 o Such a tax would act as a major
disincentive to compan ies expanding by taking over

other companies. ipVpj incentive

disinflation /.dism'fleijri/ noun [u]

(Economics) a gradual reduction in the rate of

inflation in a country's economy, without

discretion /di'skrejn/ noun [U]

the freedom or power to decide what should be
done in a particular situation: / leave it to your
discretion, o Managers should use their own
discretion to arrange schedules, o Firms have a lot of
discretion about the wage rates they set.

rr»T7l at sb's discretion according to what sb

decides or wishes to do: Bonuses may be paid to

employees at their manager's discretion.

discretionary /di'skrejanari; AmE -neri/

adjective [usually before noun]

1 decided according to the judgement of a person
in authority about what is necessary in each
particular situation, rather than being decided by a

set of rules: Each member of staff is eligible for a
discretionary bonus.

0 a discretionary award/bonus/grant/payment
2 (Finance) relating to investment funds placed
with a broker or manager who is free to make
decisions about how to invest them on the

investor's behalf: a discretionary portfolio manager

dis cretionary ac count noun [c]

(Finance) an investor's account where the broker
or manager is given the freedom to make decisions

about what shares, bonds, etc. to buy and sell on
the investor's behalf

dis cretionary income noun [u]

(Economics) the income sb is left with to spend or

save as they want after taxes, etc. and necessary
living expenses have been taken away from it: The
rise in energy costs is taking a big bite out of
discretionary income. -» disposable income

dis cretionary order noun [c]

(Stock Exchange) a piece of financial business in

which the broker can decide when to buy or sell

in order to get the best price for the investor

dis cretionary spending noun [u]

1 (Economics) the amount of money that consumers
spend on things they want rather than on things

they need: Increases in taxes eat into discretionary

spending by consumers.

2 (Accounting) the amount of money that a

company spends that can easily be controlled: The
company slashed discretionary spending such as

travel and delayed raises.

dis cretionary trust noun [c]

(Law) a trust in which the person managing it is

able to decide what kind of investments to make or

how the money should be shared out

discriminate /di'skrimmeit/ verb

1 (Law) [no obj] to treat one person or group
differently from another in an unfair way: He has

been accused of discriminating infavour offemale
candidates, oltis illegal to discriminate on grounds

of race, sex or religion.

2 [+ obj or no obj] to recognize that there is a
difference between people or things; to show a

difference between people or things: These

regulations do not discriminate a large company
from a small one. o The Web does not discriminate

between Macs and PCs.

dis criminating duty (also discriminating
'tariff) noun [c.u]

(Trade) a tax charged on imported goods which
varies depending on the country that the goods
come from: A discriminating duty of 10% of the

value is imposed on goods importedfrom foreign
countries.

discrimination /di.skrimi'neij'n/ noun [u]

see also: age discrimination, genetic ~, positive ~,

price ~, reverse ~



increasing unemployment. This is done by such
measures as restricting consumers' spending by
raising interest rates, restricting credit agreements

and introducing price controls on goods that are in

short supply: We may have already moved beyond

disinflation into a period offull-scale deflation, o the

government's policy of disinflation -» deflation,
INFLATION, REFLATION at REFLATE

disinflationary /.dismfleijanri; AmE -neri/

adjective

disintegration /dis.mti'greijn/ noun [u]

the breaking up of a company or group of

companies: This takeover is likely to trigger the total

disintegration of the century-old firm. -> vertical
DISINTEGRATION

disintermediation / l
disinta

1

mi:di
,

ei.fn; AmE
tar.m-/ noun [u]

{Economics)

1 a reduction in the use of banks and other

financial institutions to arrange business between
borrowers and lenders, or between buyers and
sellers of investments, etc. -» intermediation
2 a reduction in the use of a person or an
organization to arrange business between
producers and customers
-» INTERMEDIARY »

disinvest /.dism'vest/ verb [no obj]

{Economics} to stop investing money in a company,
an industry or a country; to reduce the amount of

money invested: The recession has caused many
companies to disinvest. .disinvestment noun
[u,C]: He blamed the huge backlog in repairs on
disinvestment in the railways over manyyears.

disk /disk/ noun [c]

see also: fixed disk, floppy ~, hard ~

1 {especially AmE) = disc
2 [also mag.netic 'disk) a flat piece of metal or

plastic used for storing information on a computer:
Can you read this disk? o I'm running out of disk

space, o III sendyou a copy of the report on disk.

'disk drive noun [c]

{IT} a device in a computer that passes data
between a disk and the memory of the computer or

from one disk or computer to another: a disk drive

manufacturer

diskette /dis'ket/ = floppy disk

dislocation /.disla'keijn; AmE -loo-/ noun [u,C]

{Economics) the state of no longer being in the usual
place or continuing in the usual way; the process of

making this happen: a period of economic
dislocation o the dismissal and dislocation of
thousands ofworkers

dismiss /dis'mis/ verb [+ obj]

1 {HR) to officially remove an employee from their

job: She claims she was unfairly dismissedfrom her
post. oHe was dismissedfor breach of contract, o to

be summarily dismissed (= without paying attention
to the normal process that should be followed)
2 {Law) to say that a trial or legal case should not
continue, usually because there is not enough
evidence: After afive-day hearing the case was
dismissed.

dismissal /drs'misi/ noun [u,c]

see also: constructive dismissal, unfair ~,

wrongful ~

1 {HR) the act of removing an employee from their

job; an example of this: Six employees face possible

dismissal, o The dismissalsfollowed the resignation of
the chairman, o Going over budget can be grounds
for dismissal, o dismissal with/without notice

2 {Law) the act of not allowing a trial or legal case
to continue, usually because there is not enough
evidence: the dismissal of the appeal

dispense

VOCABULARY BUILDING

Getting rid of employees

When employees do something wrong

• to dismiss sb - She was dismissed for misuse of
company property.

• to fire sb (more informal) - We fired him for

dishonesty.

• to remove sb (used especially about people with

important jobs) - He has been removedfrom the

company's board.

• to sack sb {BrE; used informally or in

newspapers) - The company sacked its chief

executive after a series of poor results.

When employees are no longer needed or a

company needs to save money
• to make sb redundant {BrE) - More than 100

workers have been made redundant.

• to lay sb off - The company has laid off 200 of its

employees.

• to terminate sb {especially AmE) - They are

obliged to compensate terminated employees.

• to downsize - Big companies are downsizing and
increasing their temporary workforce.

• to delayer (= to reduce the number of levels of

management) - Restructuring and delayering

have meant redundancies for many experienced

people.

See note at employ

dispatch {also spelled despatch, especially in BrE)

/di'spaetJV verb [+ obj]

1 to send sb somewhere, especially for a special

purpose: A courier was dispatched to collect the

documents.

2 {Commerce) to send a letter, parcel/package or

message somewhere: Goods are dispatched within

24 hours ofyour order reaching us.

dis patch {also spelled despatch, especially in BrE)

noun [u] : The goods are readyfor dispatch, o the

central dispatch office

See note at distribution

dispatcher /di'spaetJXr)/ noun [C]

1 {Transport) {especially AmE) a person whose job is

to control a group of vehicles such as lorries/trucks

or taxis and send them to where they are needed:
The new technology means that dispatchers always

know the exact location of every truck, o cab

dispatchers

2 {Transport) a person whose job is to see that

planes, trains or buses leave on time: flight

dispatchers

3 {Commerce) a person or a company that has sent

goods to customers

dis patch note {also spelled despatch ~) noun [c]

{Commerce) a document that is sent to a customer,

either with goods or separately, giving details of

the items that have been sent: When returning

items, please include a copy of the dispatch note.

-» ADVICE NOTE, DELIVERY NOTE

dis patch .rider {also spelled despatch ~) noun

[C] {BrE only)

a person who delivers urgent business documents
using a motorcycle

dispense /di'spens/ verb

1 [+ obj] to provide sth or give it out to people: The

machine dispenses a range of drinks and snacks, o

The organization has dispensed over $35 million in

small business grants.
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2 [+ obj or no obj] to prepare medicine and give it

to people, as a job: About 115 million prescriptions

were dispensed through July of this year, o {BrE) a

dispensing chemist

WkMj di'spense with sb/sth to stop using sb/sth

because you no longer need them or it: Debit cards

dispense with the need for cash altogether, o He has
dispensed with the services of management
consultants.

dispenser /di'spensa(r)/ noun [c]

see also: cash dispenser

1 {usually used with another noun) a machine or

container holding money, drinks, paper towels,

etc., that you can obtain quickly, for example by
pulling a handle or pressing buttons: a drinks/tape

dispenser

2 a person who prepares medicine and gives it to

people, as a job
3 a person or thing that provides sth

display /di'splei/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: caller display, island display

1 [c] an arrangement of goods for people to look
at or buy, often in a shop/store: an attractive display

of merchandise o Our window displays are changed
weekly, o a point-of-sale display—Picture at store
2 (IT) [C] a computer screen or other piece of

equipment that shows information: a 17-inch flat-

panel display o There is a miniature display at the

bottom ofmy mobile phone, o a display panel/screen

3 {IT} [u] the words, pictures, etc. shown on a
computer screen; the way in which these appear on
the screen: There are some display problems with

this model, o Double-click on the 'Display' icon and
select the 'Settings' tab.

0333 on di 'splay put in a place where people can
see it: All the goods on display are in the sale.

• verb [+ obj]

1 to arrange sth in a place where people can see it

easily, especially sth that is for sale: We are looking

at new ways to display our products, o Their

merchandise is attractively displayed in the window.
0 The posters will be displayed for three weeks.

2 {IT} to show information on a computer screen:

This column displays the title of the mail message, o
The date and time are displayed on the screen.

display ad {also di'splay .advert, di'splay

advertisement) noun [c]

{Marketing) an advertisement that is designed in a

way that will attract people's attention: The volume

of display ads being booked in national newspapers
has been in decline. di'splay .advertising noun
[u] : Display advertising is expected to fall 9% in the

full year.

di splay al lowance noun [c]

{Marketing) a fee that a manufacturer pays to a

shop/store to put their goods in a place where
people will easily see them

di splay bin = dump bin

di'splay case {also di'splay .cabinet) noun [c]

a special container, made all or partly of glass, used
for showing items in a shop/store: display casesfor
cosmetics—Picture at store

di'splay .medium noun [c]

1 {Marketing) a thing, such as a poster, sign, card,

etc., that attracts people's attention to goods on
sale: specialists in the fields ofprint, broadcast and
display media advertising

2 a way of showing information to people: The Web
is mainly a display medium, like television, o display

media such as graphs, letters, lines, and drawings

di splay pack noun [c]

{Marketing) a box that is designed to show goods
that are on sale and attract people's attention: a
front-of-counter display pack

di splay type noun [u]

{Marketing) large printed letters that are designed to

be immediately noticeable, used especially in

advertisements

disposable /di'spauzabl; AmE -'spou-/ adjective,

noun
• adjective

1 [usually before noun] (about goods, etc.) produced
cheaply and intended to be thrown away after use:

a disposable camera/razor/bottle [synJ throwaway
-> SINGLE-USE
2 [only before noun] available for use

0 disposable assets/capital/resources

• noun disposables [pi ]

{Economics; Marketing) = consumer non-durables

disposable 'income {also expendable
'income, especially in AmE) noun [u,C]

{Economics)

1 income left after taxes, etc. have been taken
away from it and that you are free to spend or save:

Higherfuel costs reduce people's disposable income, o
Interest payments stand at 7% of disposable income.
-> discretionary income, take-home pay
2 in a particular country, the total amount of

money that people have to spend or save, after

taxes, etc. have been paid

• disposal /di'spauzl; AmE -'spou-/ noun
1 [C,u] the sale of part of a business, property, etc:

the disposal of the company's chemical services

division o The disposal is expected to raise around
$50 m. o The sale is part of an asset disposal to shore

up the company's finances.
2 [u] the act of getting rid of sth that you do not
want or cannot keep: Disposal of industrial waste is

a serious problem, o waste disposal

nail at sb's dis posal available for sb to use:

Larger companies have larger resources at their

disposal.

dispose /di'spauz; AmE di'spouz/ verb

LULU di'spose of sth 1 to sell part of a business,

property, etc: The company has pledged to dispose of
its non-core assets. oHeis disposing of his stake in

the company. 2 to get rid of sth that you do not

want or cannot keep: Chrome is difficult to dispose

of safely, o We need to reduce the amount of toxic

waste disposed of in landfill sites.

dispute noun, verb

• noun /di'spju:t; 'dispju:t/ [C,u]

see also: demarcation dispute, industrial ~,

labour ~, trade ~

an argument or a disagreement between two
people, groups or countries; discussion about a

subject where there is disagreement: They are

making renewed efforts to settle the pay dispute, o
The union is in dispute with management over

working hours, o There is no sign ofan end to the

long-running dispute between the two executives.

O to be involved in/have/resolve/settle a dispute

industrial/labour/pay disputes a bitter/damaging

dispute

• verb /di'spju:t/ [+ obj]

to question whether sth is true and valid: These

figures have been disputed.

di'spute pro cedure {also dispute ~)

= DISPUTES PROCEDURE

di'spute resolution {also dispute ~) noun [u]

see also: alternative dispute resolution

{Law) the process of settling disputes, for example
by using a court or an arbitrator (= a person

chosen to settle the dispute): The study recommends



arbitration as a cheaper alternative to more
traditionalforms of dispute resolution, o a dispute

resolution procedure/process

di sputes procedure {also di spute

procedure, 'dispute(s) ~) noun [c]

{Law) an official process that is followed in order to

settle a dispute, especially one involving members
of an organization: Management and employees

should use the disputes procedure where there is a

possibility of a strike.

disqualify /dis'kwDlrfai; AmE -'kwa:l-/ verb [+ obj]

(disqualifies, disqualifying, disqualified,

disqualified)

to prevent sb from doing sth because they have
broken a rule or are not suitable: She has been

disqualifiedfrom practising as a lawyer, o He was
disqualified as a director after being declared

bankrupt. disqualification /dis.kwDlifi'keiJn;

AmE -,kwa:l-/ noun [c,u] : Directors can face fines or

disqualification if they allow an insolvent company
to go on trading.

disrupt /dis'rApt/ verb [+ obj]

to make it difficult for sth to continue in the normal
way: The strike could disrupt oil supplies, o Train

services have been severely disrupted by the storm.

disruption /dis'rApJn/ noun [u,C]: We have tried

to minimize the disruption to our services, o a

disruption in operations/production/supply

disruptive /dis'rAptiv/ adjective: disruptive protests

and strikes

disruptive tech nology noun [c,u]

{Technical) any new technology that completely
changes the way people and businesses work: What
will be the next disruptive technology after the

Internet?

dissaving /dis'seivrrj/ noun
{Economics)

1 [u,C] the act of spending more money than you
earn during a particular period of time: The act of
borrowing moneyfrom a bank is aform of dissaving,

o a dissaving of£8 million o government/public/
private dissaving

2 dissavings [pi ] the amount by which the money
spent is more than the money earned
-> SAVING

dis'save verb [+ obj or no obj]: Governments
dissave by spending more money than they receive in

taxes, o The studyfound that households in the 65+
age group dissaved €3 000 a year. -» save

dissolution /,disa'lu:Jri/ noun [u; C, usually sing.]

the act of officially ending a contract or business
relationship; the act of breaking up an
organization, etc: The board of directors approved
the dissolution of the company and the disposal of its

assets.

dissolve /di'zDlv; AmE -'zailv/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to officially end a contract or business relationship;

to come to an end: The airline is seeking to dissolve

its contract with the union, o The partnership
dissolved in 2004.

distance learning {also ,open learning)
noun [u]

a system of education or training in which people
study at home, at the place where they work, etc.

with the help of special Internet sites and/or
television and radio programmes, and send or
email work to their teachers: an MBA by distance
learning o web-based distance learning

distress /di'stres/ noun [u]

{Law) when the goods of a person or a company are
legally taken in order to pay money that they owe:
The distress sale is unlikely to raise enough to repay
all the loans.
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distressed /dis'trest/ adjective {especially AmE)
1 {Law) used to describe property or goods that

have been legally taken from sb who cannot pay
money that they owe, and are offered for sale

cheaply: buyers and sellers of distressed assets

2 used to describe goods that have been damaged
or used

distributable 'profit noun [c, usually pi , u]

{Accounting) the amount of profit from normal
business activities that a company has left at the

end of an accounting period, which it can pay to

shareholders as dividends: The company's
distributable profits are not sufficient to pay any
dividends, o a distributable profit after tax of
$3.48 million -> distributed profit

distributable re'serve noun [c, usually pi ]

{Accounting) a fund of money that a company keeps
which it can use to make payments to

shareholders; the money in this fund, which
comes, for example, from profits left at the end of

an accounting period: An extra dividend can only be

paid if sufficient distributable reserves are available.

0 a transfer to distributable reserves

-> NON-DISTRIBUTABLE RESERVE

distribute /di'stribjuit; AmE 'distnbju:t/ verb

1 {Marketing) [+ obj or no obj] to make a product
available to customers, for example, by supplying it

to shops/stores and businesses: Who distributes our
products in the UK? o The magazine is distributed

through restaurants and clubs, o We distribute

worldwide. 4 distribution, distributor
2 [+ obj] to share money, goods or property
between a group of people; to give things to a large

number of people: The company distributes most of
its profits to investors as dividends, o The firm's
assets will be distributed among creditors, o The

newspaper is distributed free.

distributed 'profit noun [c, usually pi ]

{Accounting) the amount of the profits that a

company has left at the end of an accounting

period and has paid to shareholders: Domestic

companies are liable to an income tax of 10% on
distributed profits. dividend

* distribution /.distn'bjuijri/ noun

see also: channel of distribution, retail ~,

selective ~

1 {Marketing) [u] the activity of making a product

available to customers, for example by supplying it

to shops/stores; the system of transporting and
delivering a product to shops/stores or customers:

marketing, sales and distribution o European
distribution is handledfrom our centre in the

Netherlands, o high distribution costs caused by poor
transport systems o We have secured exclusive

distribution rights for the product in the UK.

-» distribute, distributor See note on next page.

O to control/handle/improve/organize distribution

broad/international/limited/local/wide

distribution a distribution agreement/deal a

distribution network/operation/system a

distribution facility/warehouse a distribution

business/company
2 [U,C] the act of sharing money, goods or property

between a group of people or giving people things;

the money or goods that people receive: the

distribution of leaflets o The board has approved a

cash distribution to stockholders of $2.50 a share.

.distri bution .centre {AmE spelling- center

noun [C]

a large warehouse that receives goods from

factories and suppliers and sends them to shops/

stores or customers: They have opened a new
distribution centre north ofMexico City.
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.distri bution chain {also .chain of

distribution, less frequent) noun [c]

(Marketing) the series of businesses that deal with a

product between when it is produced and the time
that customers receive it: pushing products through
the distribution chain o By supplying direct we cut

out an entire level of the distribution chain.

-> supply chain See note at distribution

distri bution .channel {also .channel of

distribution, less frequent) noun [C]

{Marketing) the way that products are made
available to customers: The Internet is a new
distribution channelfor us.

See note at distribution

distributor /di'stribj8ta(r)/ noun [C]

a person or business that supplies goods produced
by other companies to shops/stores or directly to

the public: Japan's largest software distributor o the

largest US distributor of cannedfruit and vegetables o
We have been appointed sole distributorfor these

products in Australia and New Zealand, o Most of our
sales are through distributors, o a wholesale

distributor (= one that only sells to shop/stores,

etc.) See note at supply chain
0 to act as/appoint (sb as)/use a distributor an

authorized/exclusive/a sole distributor a foreign/

local distributor

dis'tributorship noun [c] : The group has won an
exclusive distributorship for the range in Singapore.

.district attorney noun [c] (abbr DA)

in the US, a government lawyer in a particular area
' or state who decides whether to accuse sb of a

crime and start a court case against them

div /div/ abbr

1 Div. a short way of writing division (= a part of

a large company): IBM's Microelectronics Div.

2 (Finance) a short way of writing or saying
dividend: shares traded cum div (= the buyer
receives the next dividend)

dive /daiv/ verb, noun
• verb [no obj] (dived, dived, AmE also dove /dauv;

AmE doov/ dived)

(about a price, figure, etc.) to fall suddenly: The

share price dived 11.8% to an all-time low of455<t. o
They have seen their sales dive by 28%.
See note at increase

• noun [C, usually sing.]

a sudden drop in a price, figure, etc: a dive in the

company's share price idiom at take verb
-> NOSEDIVE

diverge /dai'v3:d3; AmE -'V3:rd3/ verb [no obj]

1 if two things diverge, or one thing diverges
from another, they become different and the
difference between them increases: The speeds of
growth in the manufacturing and consumer sectors

are diverging, o The country's interest rates have
divergedfurtherfrom those in Europe, o the

diverging economicfortunes of the two countries

2 (about opinions, decisions, etc.) to be different:

Opinions diverge greatly on this issue, o diverging

policies

3 to be or become different from what is expected,
planned, etc: Inflation has divergedfrom the central

bank's target, o to divergefrom the norm
divergence /dai'v3:d3ans; AmE -V3:rd3-/ noun

[C,U] : a continuing divergence between the prices of
goods and services o a divergence in/ofopinion o a
divergencefrom objectives divergent /dai'v3:d3ant;

AmE -'V3:rd3-/ adjective: The US and Japanese
economies show divergent trends, o divergent views

diversify /dai'v3:sifai; AmE -'V3:rs-/ verb [+ obj or

no obj] (diversifies, diversifying, diversified,

diversified)

(about a business, an investor, etc.) to develop a

wider range of products, markets, investments, etc.

in order to be more successful or reduce risk: The
company has grown and diversified, o The trust

wants to diversify its investments, o Many investors

are diversifyingfrom shares into bonds and
commodities, o We want to diversify awayfrom
traditional phone services. diversification

/dai,v3:sifi'kei.Tn; AmE -,v3:rs-/ noun [U,C]: Toyota's

diversification into housing and telecommunications

0 the diversification of risk diversified adjective: We
continue to benefitfrom our diversified business mix.

diversion /dai'v3:.rn; /\/?i£ -'V3:r3n/ noun [C,U]

1 diversion (from sth) (into/to sth) the act of

changing what sth is used for or of using sth for a

different purpose from what was intended: the

diversion of revenue awayfrom product research

2 (Economics; Marketing) (also .product diversion)

the situation when goods that are supplied to be

sold in a particular area or place are sold in a

different area or place, more cheaply than when
they are bought from an official local supplier:

Many big clothing brands sufferfrom diversion of
their products, o the diversion ofcheap drugs

intendedfor poor countries to rich countries

diversity /daiV3:sati; Am£-V3:rs-/ noun [U;

c, usually sing.]

the quality or fact of including a range of many
people or things, especially people's different skills

and qualities; a range of different people or things:

Valuing and managing diversity in an organization

leads to more satisfied employees, o Use the diversity

ofjobs thatyou've had to emphasize your skills.

divert /dai'v3:t; AmE -V3:rt/ verb [+ obj]

1 divert sb/sth (from sth) (into/to sth) to use

money, materials, etc. for a different purpose from
their original purpose or for sth new: diverting

resources awayfrom research and development o The

company is diverting its savings into improving

facilities.

2 (Economics; Marketing) to sell goods outside the

area or place where they were intended to be sold:

There are things you can do to avoid havingyour
products diverted, o Our distributors are required to

buy back any diverted product that can be traced to

them.

WHICH WORD?

distribution/delivery/dispatch/

logistics

These words are all used about sending goods to

customers.

Distribution involves arranging for a product to

pass from one business to another until it reaches

somewhere, for example a shop/store, where
people can buy it. The series of businesses is the

distribution chain and a particular business or

place where the goods are finally sold is a

distribution channel: Our main distribution

channels are convenience stores and the Internet.

Logistics involves physically collecting,

transporting and delivering goods. These
responsibilities are often given to a transport

company: FedEx handle the logistics.

Delivery involves giving the goods to the

customer: Allow up to 3 weeks for delivery, o Our
terms are cash on delivery (= you pay when the

goods arrive).

Dispatch refers to the process of goods leaving a

factory or office: We check all orders before

dispatch, o the date of dispatch

See note at supply chain



3 (Transport) to change the place that a load of

goods is going to or the way that it is being sent:

Instructions were received to divert the shipment

from motor to air transportation.

di'verter noun [c]

divest /dai'vest/ verb [+ obj] [format)

to sell part of a business or assets; to get rid of sth

you own: He said that the company is not planning

to divest its auto-parts business, o The government is

seeking to divest itselfofa 72% stake in the

manufacturer.

0 to divest assets/businesses/brands/products

di'vestment noun [C,U]: The company has

identified non-core assets for divestment, o They have

announced divestments worth $5bn. o a divestment

programme divestiture /dai'vestitj*a(r)/ noun [C,u]:

the possible divestiture of one or more product lines o
mergers, acquisitions and divestitures

divi /'divi/ noun [c] {plural divis) (BrE)

[Finance) an informal word for dividend: Thefinal
divi will depend on our cash position in March.
IsynI divvy

divide /di'vaid/ verb

1 [+ obj] to find out how many times one number
is contained in another: The bond's yield is the

interest payment divided by the price.

2 [+ obj or no obj] to separate or make sth separate

into parts: The work process was divided into

different tasks.

dividend /'dividend/ (abbr d\v) (also 'share

.dividend) noun [c]

see also: accumulated dividend, cash ~, cum ~,

cumulative ~, ex-~, extra ~, etc.

(Finance) an amount of the profits that a company
pays to shareholders: The company will pay a
dividend of 10 cents a share, o The board declared

(= announced) a quarterly dividend of $0,125. o
They increased the dividend payoutfor the yearfrom
7<t to 9<t- -» idioms at pay verb, pass verb

O to declare/pay/propose/receive a dividend to

increase/maintain/raise a dividend to cut/omit/

pass/scrap/suspend a dividend a dividend

forecast/payment/payout

'dividend cheque (AmE spelling ~ check) (BrE

also 'dividend .warrant) noun [C]

(Finance) a cheque that a. shareholder receives as

payment of a dividend, that also gives details of
the tax paid

'dividend .cover noun [sing; u]

(Accounting) the number of times a company's
profits would pay the dividend: Our policy is to

keep the group's dividend cover within a range of2.5
to 3 times.

.dividend reinvestment plan noun [c] (abbr
DRIP)

(Finance) in the US, an investment plan that some
companies offer in which shareholders can buy
more shares in the company instead of receiving
regular cash dividends

'dividend .warrant (BrE) = dividend cheque

.dividend 'yield noun [c,u]

(Finance) the dividend that a company pays on each
share, compared to the current price of the share:
It's an attractive stock, offering a dividend yield of
over 5%.

division /di'vi3n/ noun [C] (abbr div)

a large and important unit or section of an
organization that has responsibility for a particular
market or area of activity: The company's electronics

division reported a 8.4 per cent drop in sales, o He
works in the marketing division, o thefinance/
research/sales/service division o the chemicals/
software/truck division divisional /di'vi3anl/
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adjective [only before noun]: a divisional head/
manager o divisional results/revenue/profits

di,vision of 'labour (AmE spelling ~ labor) noun
[u,c]

1 (HR) the way in which different people do
different tasks in a process in order to make the
best use of time and money and produce as many
goods as possible: He believes that division of labour
improves productivity as people specialize in what
they do best. -» multiskilling
2 a way of arranging a society, an organization or a
group so that each type of work is done by a

particular group of people: the division of labour
between member states and the EU

divvy /'divi/ verb, noun
• verb (d ivvies, divvying, divvied, divvied)

0339 ,diwy sth 'up (informal) to divide sth,

especially sth valuable, into two or more parts: a
dispute over how to divvy up the assets o The profits

have been divvied up to shareholders, o Complex
computing tasks are divvied up among several PCs.

• noun [c] (plural divvies) (BrE)

(Finance) an informal word for dividend [synI divi

DIY /,di: ai 'wai/ abbr (especially BrE)

do-it-yourself (used as an uncountable noun)

the activity of making, repairing or decorating
things in the home yourself, instead of paying sb to

do it: These tools are availablefrom most DIY stores.

0 Castorama, the French DIY chain [syn| home
REPAIR
.DI'Y'er noun [c]

DJIA™ /,di: d3ei ai 'ei/ = Dow Jones Industrial
Average: a fall of4.7% in the DJIA

DLC /,di: el 'si:/ abbr

1 (Trade) documentary letter of credit

DOCUMENTARY CREDIT
2 (Stock Exchange) = dual-listed company

DMU /,di:em'ju:/ = decision-making unit

DO /,di: 'au; AmE 'ou/ = delivery order

doable /'du:abl/ adjective

that is possible and likely to be achieved: Decide on
afew small doable changes, o The price increases

seem doable.

dock /dDk; AmE da:k/ noun, verb

•noun
1 [C] a part of a port where ships are repaired or

where goods are put onto or taken off them: dock

workers o a dock strike o The ship is in dock.

2 docks [pi ] a group of docks in a port and the

buildings around them that are used for repairing

ships, storing goods, etc: He works at the docks.

3 [C] (AmE) a raised platform for loading vehicles

or trains

4 [C] the part of a court where the person who has

been accused of a crime stands or sits during a trial

n»T71 be in the dock (over sth) (used especially in

newspapers) to be heavily criticized for sth; to be

asked questions that are difficult to deal with: The

company is in the dock over its poor safety record.

• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] if a ship docks or you dock a

ship, it sails into a harbour and stays there: The ship

is expected to dock in Durban at 14.00 tomorrow.

2 [+ obj] to take away part of sb's wages, etc:

Employers have threatened to dock the strikers'

wages, o They've docked 15% offmy payfor this

week.

3 (IT) [+ obj] to connect a computer to a docking
station: / docked my portable and started work.

docker /'dDka(r); AmE 'da:k-/ noun [C] (BrE)

a person whose job is moving goods on and off

ships [synI stevedore (AmE)
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docket /'dokit; AmE 'da:k-/ noun [C]

1 a document or label that shows what is in a

package, which goods have been delivered, which
jobs have been done, etc: a delivery docket

2 {AmE) a list of items to be discussed or things to

be done

docking station noun [c]

{IT) a device to which a laptop computer can be
connected so that it can be used like a desktop
computer

dockyard /'dDkja:d; AmE 'da:kja:rd/ noun [c]

an area with docks {- the place where ships are

loaded and unloaded in a port) and equipment for

building and repairing ships

doctor's certificate = medical certificate

• document noun, verb

• noun /'dDkjumant; AmE 'da:k-/ [c]

see also: defence document, offer document

1 an official paper or book that gives information

about sth, or that can be used as evidence or proof

of sth: The company has published a 29-page
document outlining the proposed merger, o a
consultation document on boardroom pay o Have
you received your tickets and travel documents? o
Copies of the relevant documents must be filed at

court.

O a formal/legal/an official/a written document* a

consultation/discussion/policy/strategy document
to draft/draw up/publish/sign a document to

destroy/shred/tear up documents a document
details/outlines/says/states sth

2 a computer file that contains text that has a

name that identifies it: To create a new document,
select 'New'from the File menu, o scrolling through a

document
0 to create/edit/save a document to close/

download/open/print (out) a document
• verb /'dokjument; AmE 'da:k-/ [+ obj]

to record the details of sth in writing: a project to

document manufacturing procedures o The country's

economic problems have been well documented.

documentary col lection noun [c,u]

{Trade) a way of arranging payment for exports,

especially by ship, in which the seller gives the

documents that are needed to collect the goods to

the buyer's bank, which keeps them until it receives

payment for the goods

documentary 'credit noun [u,c] {abbr DC) {also

documentary 'letter of 'credit [c])

{Trade) a letter of credit in which a bank
promises to pay an exporter for goods when
documents are provided that prove the goods have
been sent

documentation /.dDkjumen'teiJri; AmE ,da±-/

noun [u]

1 the documents that are required for sth, or that

give evidence or proof of sth: / couldn't enter the

country because I didn't have all the necessary

documentation, o They have insufficient

documentation to support their claims.

2 the act of recording sth in a document; the state

of being recorded in a document: the

documentation of accounting decisions o an
electronic documentation system
3 the documents that describe how sth works or

how to operate it: the technical documentation for a
computer system

.document of title noun [c]

{Law; Trade) a document, such as a bill of lading,
that allows sb to claim the goods that are described

in it: The agent presented the documents of title at the

airport.

documents a gainst ac ceptance phrase
{abbr D/A)

{Trade) a way of paying for imports where the buyer
must sign a document (bill of exchange) promising
to pay for the goods within a particular amount of
time before the bank gives them the documents
needed to collect the goods: The method ofpayment
shall be documents against acceptance, within 120
days after sight {- the time when the importer signs

the bill of exchange). -> documents against
PAYMENT

documents a gainst payment phrase {abbr

D/P)

{Trade) a way of paying for imports in which the

buyer pays for the goods when the bank gives them
the documents that are needed to collect the goods
-> DOCUMENTS AGAINST ACCEPTANCE

document .sharing noun [u]

{IT} the ability that some computer systems have
that allows people in different places to look at and
work on the same computer document at the same
time

dodge /dDd3; AmE da:dz/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

a clever and dishonest trick, done in order to avoid

sth: Many people bought the pensions as aform of
tax dodge.

• verb {+ obj]

to avoid doing sth, especially in a dishonest way:
She tried to dodge paying her taxes.

dodger /'dDd39(r); AmE 'da:d3-/ noun [C] {informal)

a person who dishonestly avoids doing sth: tax

dodgers

dodgy /'dDd3i; AmE 'da:d3i/ adjective (dodgier,

dodgiest) {BrE) {informal)

seeming or likely to be dishonest: rumours about
dodgy accounting o I don't want to get involved in

anything dodgy.

dog /dog; AmE do:g/ noun [c]

see also: top dog

1 {Marketing) in the Boston Matrix, a product

that has a small market share in a market that is

growing very little—Picture at Boston Matrix
2 {informal) used to describe sth that is very bad or

a failure, especially an investment that always does
badly: Ifyou have bought a dogfund, be brave and
get out! o It's been a dog ofa year.

EE3 (a case of) ,dog eat dog a situation in

business, politics, etc. where there is a lot of

competition and people are willing to harm each
other in order to succeed: I'm afraid in this line of
work it's a case of dog eat dog. o We're operating in a

dog-eat-dog world, eat your own 'dog food (/7",

informal) when a company tests or uses its own
software products in the organization go to the
dogs {AmE also go to hell in a 'handbasket)

{informal) to get into a very bad state: This firm's

gone to the dogs since the new management took

over, that dog won't 'hunt {AmE) {informal) used to

say that an idea will not work

dog and 'pony show noun [c] {AmE) {informal)

a complicated presentation, event or display that is

designed, for example, to persuade people to invest

in a company -» road show

dogsbody /'dngzbodi; AmE 'do:gzba:di/ noun [C]

{plural dogsbodies) {BrE) {informal)

a person who does all the boring jobs that nobody
else wants to do, and who is treated as being less

important than other people Isyni gofer

,do-it-your'self = DIY: a do-it-yourself chain/

retailer/store

doL abbr

a short way of writing dollar or dollars: a cost of

7 dot per day



doldrums /'duldramz; Am£ 'doul-/ noun [pi.]

a lack of activity or improvement: The media sector

remains in the doldrums as companies advertise

less, o There are signs that the country is climbing out

of its economic doldrums.

dole /daul; AmE doul/ noun [sing.] {usually the dole)

[BrE] {informal)

money paid by the state to unemployed people: The

number ofpeople on the dole (= without a job) is

the highestfor 19 years, o The government is

changing the rulesfor claiming (the) dole.

[synI welfare {AmE)

'dole queue {BrE) {AmE .unem ployment line)

noun [C]

used especially in newspapers to describe the

group of unemployed people in a society: the

country's lengthening dole queues o Thousands more
workers could join the dole queue next year.

dollar /'dDla(r); AmE 'da:l-/ noun, adjective

• noun

see also: benefit dollar, top dollar

1 [c] {abbr dol., $) the unit of money in the US,

Canada, Australia and several other countries: All

prices are quoted in dollars, o converting dollars into

pesos o an investment worth millions of dollars o a
multi-million dollar investments buck (1)

2 the dollar [sing ] the value of the US dollar

compared with the value of the money of other
countries: The dollar closed two cents down, o The
strong dollar has made US goods expensive overseas.

0 The currencyfell to a two-week low against
(= compared to) the dollar, o an exchange rate of
two pesos to the dollar -» greenback
3 [C] dollars that are spent on a particular activity

or come from a particular source: They spent their

research dollars (= money intended to be spent on
research) in other areas of the business, o competing
for investment dollars

4 [c] a banknote or coin worth one dollar: Do you
have a dollar? o a dollar bill

See note at increase
• adjective [only before noun]
having a price or value that is measured in US
dollars: dollar assets/bonds/debts

the dollar area noun [sing.]

{Economics) the area of the world where the US
dollar is used as the main currency or where the
currency is linked to the dollar

dollar-cost averaging noun [u]

{Finance) in the US, a method of investing money
that involves investing a fixed amount of money
regularly in particular shares, whatever their price

dollarization , -isation /.dularai'zeijri; AmE
,da:lara-/ noun [u,C]

{Economics)

1 the process of a country or group of countries
starting to use the US dollar in addition to or
instead of their national currency: He has predicted
a dollarization of the Americas.
2 the process of linking the value of a country's
currency with the value of the US dollar

dollarize, -ise verb [+ obj or no obj]: Ecuador's
decision to dollarize was taken in January 2000. o a
dollarized economy

domain /da'mem; dau-; AmE dou-/ noun [c]

see also: public domain, top-level domain

1 {IT) a set of Internet addresses that end with the
same group of letters: .com is the most popular
domain on the Internet, with over 21 million names,
o You will need to register a domain name {= an
individual Internet address).

2 an area of knowledge or activity, especially one
that sb is responsible for: a collection of documents
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relating to the domain of banking o Sometimes
things outside your domain go wrong.

domestic /da'mestik adjective

1 [usually before noun] of or inside a particular

country; not foreign or international: One carmaker
reported a 13% drop in domestic sales of new
vehicles, o They hope the reforms will attract new
investment, both foreign and domestic, o They
produce cheap cars for domestic consumption {= to

be sold in the country where they are produced), o
a domesticflight/route/service {= to and from places

within a country) [synI internal -» home adj. (4)

2 [only before noun] used in the home; connected
with the home or family: domestic appliances

domestically /da'mestikli/ adverb: domestically

produced goods -» gross domestic product

dominant /'dominant; AmE 'da:m-/ adjective

more important or powerful than other things: The
firm has established a dominant market position, o
There arefour dominant players in the banking
industry. dominance /'dDmmans; AmE 'da:-/

noun [u] : They have lost their market dominance.

* dominate /'dommeit; AmE 'da:m-/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to control or have a lot of

influence over sth: The mobile phone market is

dominated by a handful of very large companies, o a
male-dominated industry (= one in which there are

more men than women and they have more
influence)

2 [+ obj] to be the most important or noticeable

feature of sth: an economy dominated by oil exports

domination /.dDmi'neiJri; AmE ,da:-/ noun [u]:

companies fightingfor domination of the software

market o economic/political domination

domino ef,feet noun [c, usually sing.]

a situation in which one event causes a series of

similar events to happen one after the other:

Employers fear the strike could cause a domino effect

(= that there will be many other strikes as a result).

donate /dau'neit; AmE 'douneit/ verb [+ obj or

no obj]

to give money, equipment, etc. to sb/sth to help

them: They donate 1% of their sales to charity, o The

school's computers were donated by IBM.

donation /dau'neijn; AmE dou-/ noun [C,u]: They
made a €50 000 donation to charity.

done /dAn/ adjective, exclamation

• adjective

Unm a ,done 'deal {especially AmE) a plan, an
agreement or a project that has been completely
arranged and agreed: The takeover is not yet a done
deal.

• exclamation {only used in spoken English)

used to show that you accept an offer: 77/ give you

$800for it."Done!'

door to door adverb

1 {Marketing) visiting all the homes or offices in an
area, especially to try to sell sth: They sell household

goods door to door and through catalogues.

2 if sth is delivered door to door, it is brought
directly from the factory or supplier to the

customer: We deliver door to door anywhere in

the US.

,door-to-'door adjective [only before noun]: a

door-to-door salesman/sales force o door-to-door

package delivery

dormant /'do:mant; AmE 'do:rm-/ adjective

1 not active or growing now but able to become
active or to grow in the future: a dormant company
o Inflation has remained dormant.

O to be/become/lie/remain/sit dormant
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a collection of documents that contain information

about a person, an event or a subject: He has

prepared a dossier on a number ofpotential

partners, o a dossier of information Isyni file

O to compile/keep/prepare/publish a dossier

dot /dDt; AmE da:t/ noun [C]

see also: connect-the-dots

a small symbol (.) that is used to separate different

parts of an email or Internet address: Please email

us at enquiry@oup.com. UE5B The email address
in this example would be said as 'enquiry at o u p
dot com'.

QHE1 on the 'dot [informal) exactly on time or at

the exact time mentioned: The cab showed up on the

dot. o Please tell him III call him on the dot of twelve.

-» idiom at connect

dotcom {also spelled dot-com, dot.com) /,dDt

'kDm; AmE ,da:t 'ka:m/ noun [C]

a company that sells goods and services on the

Internet, especially one whose address ends '.com':

The weaker dotcoms have collapsed, o a dotcom
millionaire o the bursting of the dotcom bubble

[= when many dotcoms failed)

O a dotcom business/company/start-up the dotcom
boom/bubble/collapse/crash

,dot 'matrix .printer noun [c]

[IT) a machine that prints letters, numbers, etc.

formed from very small dots

.dotted 'line noun [c] [informal)

a line made of dots, especially the place in a legal

agreement where you sign your name -> idiom at

sign verb

.double 'bind noun [C, usually sing.]

a situation in which it is difficult to choose what to

do because whatever you choose will have negative

results

.double-'biind [also double- blinded) adjective

[usually before noun]

used to describe a type of research that tests the

effects of a new product, especially a new
medicine. Neither the testers nor the people testing

the product know who has received the real

product and who has received a substance that

does not contain any of it: a double-blind trial/study

-> blind trial

.double-'book verb [+ obj] [often be double-
booked)
to promise the same room, seat, table, etc. to two
different people at the same time: I'm afraid that

the room has been double-booked. -» overbook
.double- booking noun [c,u]

double- check verb [+ obj or no obj]

to check sth for a second time or with great care:

77/ double-check the figures. double- check
noun [C]

double- 'click verb [+ obj or no obj]

to press one of the buttons on a computer mouse
twice quickly in order to open a computer file,

program, etc: Just double-click on the icon to open
the file, o Double-click the 'My Documents'folder.
double- click noun [C]

.double-declining balance .method noun
[sing]

[Accounting) a way of reducing the value of
(depreciating) an asset in a company's financial

records in which the amount taken from the asset's

value decreases each year. The value of the asset

(its book value) is reduced at a fixed rate each year,

calculated as the difference between the original

value of the asset and its final (residual) value,

divided by a particular number of years and
multiplied by two. -» reducing balance method,
STRAIGHT-LINE METHOD, SUM OF THE DIGITS
METHOD

.double 'digits = double figures

.double dip noun [c]

a situation where there is a second decrease in

prices, the growth of an economy etc. after a short

period of improvement: The stock market is

recovering but the chances of a double dip remain
high, o a double-dip recession

double- dip verb [no obj] (-pp-) [especially AmE)
[informal)

to obtain two incomes, pensions, etc. in an illegal

or unfair way; to be paid twice for sth: He had been
double-dipping in that he had claimed a pension

while still receiving a salary. double- dipper
noun |< 1 double- dipping noun [u]

.double-entry bookkeeping noun [u]

[Accounting) the usual way of keeping a company's
financial records, in which each amount spent,

received, etc. is recorded with a credit in one
account and a debit in another. For example, if a

company paid €1 000 in cash for a new computer,
this amount would be recorded as a credit in the

cash account and as a debit in an asset account.

.double 'figures [especially BrE) [AmE usually

.double 'digits) noun [pi.]

used to describe a number that is not less than 10

and not more than 99: Inflation is in double figures.
-» SINGLE FIGURES
.double- figure [especially BrE) [AmE usually

.double-'digit) adjective [only before noun]: a double-

figure pay rise

.double in demnity noun [u.c] [AmE)

[Insurance) an arrangement in which an insurance

company will pay twice the normal amount in

particular circumstances, for example if the person
who is insured is injured or dies in an accident: The
policy pays double indemnityfor accidental death, o
a double-indemnity clause/policy

.double in surance noun [u.c]

[Insurance) a situation in which sb has bought
insurance to protect themselves against sth from
more than one company

.double ta'xation noun [u]

Recounting)
1 a situation in which sb must pay tax on the same
income, etc. to two different governments: The two
countries have signed a treatyfor the avoidance of
double taxation, o a double-taxation agreement
(= between two countries, so that people living in

one and earning money in the other avoid paying
tax in both)

2 a situation in which the authorities charge tax

twice on the same income, etc: the double taxation

of dividends [= when a government taxes

companies for paying dividends and taxes

shareholders for receiving them)

.double 'time noun [u]

[HR) twice sb's normal pay, that they earn for

working at times which are not normal working
hours: We are paid time and a halffor extra hours on
weekdays and double time for public holidays.

-> TIME AND A HALF

2 (about a bank account) that has not been used
for a long time: a dormant account

O to be/become/lie/remain/sit dormant

DOS /dDs; AmE da:s/ abbr

[IT) disk operating system a set of programs that

control the way a computer works and runs other

programs

dossier /'rinsim: Amf'dr>:s-: 'dn:s-/ noun fd



double- witching noun [u]

(Stock Exchange) a situation where people buy and
sell more shares, bonds, etc. than normal on a

particular day, because sales of two types of

options or futures must be completed: Friday

was a double-witching day, with futures and options

expiring. -» triple-witching

doubtful 'debt noun [c]

(Accounting) a debt that is not likely to be paid: a

provision against doubtful debts

dough /dau; AmE dou/ noun [u] (slang)

money: They made a pile of dough on the deal.

DOW Jones™ /,dau 'd3aunz; AmE 'd30unz/ noun
1 (usually the Dow Jones™) (also the Dow™)
[sing.] used to refer to the Dow Jones Industrial

Average: The Dow Jones slipped below the 10 000
level yesterday, o the Dow Jones average/index

2 [u] a company in the US that publishes measures
(indexes) of the share prices of important
companies. Its most famous measure is the Dow
Jones Industrial Average: the Dow Jones Stoxx Index

of shares in European companies o Dow Jones

Averages™

the Dow Jones In dustrial Average noun
[sing.] {abbr D]IA™)

a measure of the share prices of the 30 most
important companies that are traded on the New
York Stock Exchange: By late morning, the Dow
Jones Industrial Average was up 57 points to 8 455.

Dow Jones in dustrials noun [pi ]

(Stock Exchange) the 30 companies whose share

prices make up the Dow Jones Industrial Average;
the Dow Jones Industrial Average: The Dow Jones
industrials fell to their lowest level in 5 months, o The
Dow Jones industrials climbed above the 9 000 level.

down /daun/ adverb, verb, adjective

• adverb For the special uses of down in

phrasal verbs, look at the entries for the verbs. For
example, break down is in the phrasal verb section

at break.

see also: balance carried down, buttoned--, close-

~, completely knocked--, drop--, knock--, etc.

1 at a lower level or rate: Prices have gone down
recently, o Output was down by 20%.
See note at increase
2 having lost the amount of money mentioned: At
the end of the day we were $200 down.
3 if you pay an amount of money down, you pay
that to start with, and the rest later: You can buy
this car with no money down, o a cash-down
payment
nnn be down to sth to have only a little money
left: I'm down to my last dollar. -» idiom at cash
noun

• verb

0331 .down 'tools (BrE) (about workers) to stop
work; to go on strike

• adjective [not before noun]
if a computer or a computer system is down, it is

not working: The system was down all morning.
-> DOWNTIME

downbeat /'daunbirt/ adjective

not feeling much hope about the future: The group
remained downbeat about the outlookfor nextyear.
0 a downbeat assessment of the group's trading
prospects foppl upbeat

downgrade /.daun'greid/ verb [+ obj]

1 (Economics; Finance) to give sth a lower grade,
value or status: They have now downgraded the
group's credit rating (= the group is now less likely

to pay its debts), o The share price fell after analysts
downgraded the stock, o The Bank has downgraded
its forecastfor economic growth.
2 (HR) to give sb a less important job; to make a job
less important: They plan to make six managers

173 downside

redundant and downgrade three others, o Some jobs

had gradually been downgradedfrom skilled to

semi-skilled.

-» demote
downgrade /'daongreid/ noun [< \:A credit

rating downgrade could increase borrowing costs for
the company, o a downgradefrom AAA to A
downgrading /.daun'greidirj/ noun [U,C]

-» UPGRADE

• download verb, noun
(IT)

• verb /.daun'laud; AmE -'loud/ [+ obj or no obj]

to move data to a smaller computer system from a

larger one; to be moved in this way: data
downloadedfrom the Internet o You can look at one
site while another is downloading, foppl upload
downloadable /.daun'laudabl; AmE -'loud-/

adjective: The software is downloadable forfree on
the Web.

• noun /'daunlaud; AmE -loud/

1 [U,C] the act or process of copying data from a

larger computer system to a smaller one
2 [C] data copied from a larger computer system to

a smaller one: a popular downloadfrom bulletin

boards

downmarket /,daun'ma:kit; AmE -'ma:rk-/ (AmE
also 'downscale) adjective [usually before noun]

1 designed for or used by large numbers of
customers who have less money; cheap and of poor
quality: a downmarketfashion chain o The company
is starting to lose its downmarket image.

0 a downmarket brand/hotel/image/product/store

2 used to describe people who have less money
and cannot afford expensive products and services:

downmarket customers
.down market (AmE also .downscale) adverb: To

get more viewers the TV station will have to move
downmarket. \opp] upmarket

down payment noun [c]

(Commerce) an amount of money that is given as the

first part of a larger payment when you buy sth

over a period of time or invest in sth: saving money
for a down payment on a house o The company has

made a €30 million down payment on developing

the new drug, [syn! deposit -> pay sth down at pay
verb

downscale /'daunskeil; .daun'skeil/ verb, adjective

(AmE)

• verb [+ obj]

to reduce the size or extent of sth: We had to

downscale the programme due to lack offunds.

• adjective [usually before noun] = downmarket

downshift /'daunjrft/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

1 to change to a job where you may earn less but

which puts less pressure on you and involves less

stress: He decided to downshift to spend more time

with his family, o Since downshifting her career she

only worksfour days a week.

2 to reduce sth; to become or make sth less active

or important: The union has downshifted its

demands, o a downshifting economy
'downshift noun [c,u] : a career downshift o the

downshift in economic growth 'downshifter noun
[c] 'downshifting noun [u]

downside /'daunsaid/ noun

1 (Economics; Finance) [sing; u] the possibility that

sth will decrease in price or value: She claims that

there is little downside to the oil price at the moment.
o The shares carry downside protection, o The

takeover bid means that there is limited downside
risk, o Analysts warn that these stocks could see a

further downside (= decrease in value).

2 [C] the disadvantages or less positive aspects of

sth: The major downside to the new model is that it
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uses more fuel, o I enjoy thefreedom of workingfrom
home. On the downside, I miss the contact with

colleagues.

IOPPJ upside

downsize /'daunsaiz/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

1 (HR) to reduce the number of people who work in

a company, business, etc. in order to reduce costs:

Several of their smaller offices are being downsized, o
The company has downsized to eight employees, o
downsized organizations/workers

See note at dismiss
2 {especially AmE) to make sth smaller; to produce
sth in a smaller size: downsized cars

'downsizing noun [U,C] : the downsizing of the

manufacturing division o He lost his job in a
corporate downsizing, o the downsizing offood
portions

downstream /,daun'stri:m/ adjective

[Economics; Production) at a late stage in an
industrial or commercial process: downstream
activities, such as refining o They have decided to sell

their downstream gas business. IoppI upstream
0 downstream assets/businesses/earnings/operations

,down'stream adverb: Many manufacturers are

moving downstream into retailing.

downswing /'daunswm/ = downturn
[OPPJ upswing

downtick /'dauntik/ {also 'minus tick) noun [c,

usually sing.] {both Am E)

{Economics; Finance) a small decrease in the level or

value of sth, especially in the price of shares: a
downtick in unemployment/the economy o stocks

bought on a downtick {= when their prices have
started to decrease) IoppI uptick

downtime /'daontaim/ noun [u]

1 {IT) the period of time when a machine,
especially a computer, is not working and cannot
be used: A high percentage ofsystem downtime is

caused by software failure, o The downtime resulted

in lost production.

2 {Production) a period of time when a factory is

not working, for example because a machine needs
to be repaired or there is not enough demand for

goods: There is scheduled downtimefrom 5.00p.m
Friday until 8.00a.m. Monday.
3 {especially AmE) the time when sb stops working
and is able to relax: Everyone needs a little

downtime.
-» IDLE TIME, UPTIME

downtown /.daun'taun/ adverb {especially AmE)
in or towards the centre of a city, especially its

main business area: to go/work downtown
'downtown adjective [only before noun]: a

downtown hotel o Their headquarters are in

downtown Toronto, o Hong Kong's downtown area

'downtown noun [u,C] = centre noun (3)

downtrend /'dauntrend/ noun [sing.] {especially

AmE)
a situation in which business activity or

performance decreases over a period of time: a

global downtrend in the car market IoppI uptrend

* downturn /'daunt3:n; AmE -tairn/ {also

'downswing) noun [C, usually sing.]

a time when an economy, industry, etc. is weaker
than normal; a fall in the amount of business that is

done: There are signs that the economy is recovering

from last year's downturn, o We experienced a sharp
downturn in sales last month. IsynJ turndown
IoppI upturn -» turn down at turn verb

O a dramatic/prolonged/severe/sharp/steep

downturn a business/global/market downturn
an economic/industry downturn

dowry /'dauri/ noun [C] {plural dowries) {figurative)

(used especially in newspapers) an extra amount of
money that a company offers in order to encourage
another company to agree to a takeover (= where
one company buys another): The merger has been
consummated

(
= completed) with a dowry of more

than $8 billion. HUB When journalists use the
word dowry in this way they are comparing the

process of buying a company to getting married. In

some cultures, a wife or her family must give

money and/or property (a dowry) to her husband
when they get married.

doz. abbr

a short way of writing dozen: price: €8 per doz.

dozen /'dAzn/ noun [c] {plural dozen)

see also: half a dozen

1 {abbr doz.) a group of twelve of the same thing:

two dozen eggs

2 a group of approximately twelve people or

things: several dozen/a few dozen people
-» idiom at dime

D/P = documents against payment

dpi /,di: pi: 'ai/ abbr

{IT) dots per inch a measure ofhow clear the

images produced by a printer, scanner, etc. are: a
600 dpi laser printer -» resolution

DPS /,di: pi: 'es/ abbr

{Finance, usually used in written English) dividend
per share the amount of profits (the dividend) that

a company pays to each shareholder: a DPS of $2

DR /,di: 'a:(r)/ = disaster recovery, overdrawn

• draft /dra:ft; AmE drasft/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: banker's draft, demand ~, exposure ~,

sight ~

1 a rough written version of a document that is not

yet in its final form: the first draft of the report o The

committee has drawn up a draft action plan, o a

draft agreement/letter

0 to draw up/prepare/produce/write a draft an
early/the final/latest draft

2 {Finance) a written order to a bank to pay money
to sb: Please pay by draft or cheque, o She presented

a draft on a bank in New York. IsynI bank draft
• verb [+ obj] {also spelled draught, especially in BrE)

to write the first rough version of a document: to

draft a contract o III draft a letter and show it to you.

'drafter {also spelled draughter, especially in BrE)

noun [c] : legal drafters

333 .draft sb in; draft sb into sth to choose
sb or a group of people and send them somewhere
for a special task: He has been drafted in to try to

repair the group's finances.

drag /draeg/ verb, noun
• verb{-gg-)
1 [+ obj] to move some text, an icon, etc. across

the screen of a computer using the mouse: Click on

the file and drag it across, o You can drag and drop
text between the two windows (= move it from one
window and put it in the other). -» drop verb (4)

2 [+ obj or no obj] {used with an adverb or a

preposition) to make an economy, a market, etc.

decrease in size or grow more slowly; to bring sth

to a lower level: Low consumer demand is dragging

the economy down, o Poor sales dragged thefirm to a

loss of $659 million.

3 [+ obj] {used with an adverb or a preposition) to use

a lot of effort to make sb/sth go in a particular

direction: The store is offering big discounts to drag

shoppers in. o These policies are aimed at dragging

the country out of recession.



• noun [c, usually sing.]

see also: fiscal drag

something that causes an economy, a market, etc.

to decrease in size or value or to grow more slowly:

Rising oil prices are a potential drag on growth.

drain /drem/ noun, verb

• noun [sing ]

see also: brain drain

1 a thing that uses a lot of the time, money, etc.

that could be used for sth else: The training

programme proved to be a huge drain on the

company's resources, o Our Canadian operations

have become a cash drain.

2 a process by which people with important skills,

etc. leave an organization or a place in order to

work somewhere else: There has been a drain of top

talentfrom the company.
idiom at money

• verb

1 [+ obj] to make sth/sb poorer, weaker, etc. by
gradually using up their money, supplies, strength,

etc: Going into new markets has drained our
resources, o Thefund has become drained of capital.

0 They accuse the government ofdraining skilled

workersfrom poorer countries, o Her work has left

her physically and emotionally drained.

2 [no obj] (about money, supplies, strength, etc.) to

gradually disappear: The firm's cash started to drain

away.

draught draughter = draft verb

draw /dro:/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj] (drew /dru:/ drawn /drain/)

1 {Finance) draw sth out (of sth)
|

draw sth from
sth to take money from a bank account: He's gone to

the bank to draw out some money, o to draw $500
from/out ofan account o You can use your credit

card to draw cashfrom an ATM. [syn! withdraw
2 (Finance) {often be drawn) to write out a cheque
or bill of exchange: Please draw cheques in

favour of 'Highland Glassware', o The cheque was
drawn on his personal account.

3 to receive a regular income or a pension: He
draws a €40 000 salary, o The number ofpeople
drawing a pension has increased.

4 (Finance) = draw sth down (from sth), draw
down on sth
ECEI3 draw sth down: ,draw 'down (especially

AmE) to reduce a supply of sth that has been
created over a period of time; to be reduced: There
are many life events that can unexpectedly draw
down savings, o Ifwe don't cut costs, our reserves will

draw down. drawdown (1), draw on/upon sth
,draw sth down (from sth); draw 'down on sth
(especially AmE) (BrE usually draw) (Finance) to take
money from a fund that a bank, etc. has made
available: The company has already drawn down
€600 million of its €725 million credit line, o They
can draw down on the loan at any time.

-> drawdown (2) 'draw sth from sth to get sth

from a particular source: The country draws most of
its revenuefrom exports, 'draw on/upon sth to

start using a supply of sth that has been created
over a period of time: Countries may be forced to

draw on their oil reserves, o III have to draw on my
savings. -» draw sth down, draw down .draw
sth 'out (Finance) = draw (1) draw sth 'up to

make or write sth that needs careful thought or
planning: to draw up a plan/list/contract

• noun [C]

1 a person, a thing or an event that attracts a lot of
people: Picture messaging on cellphones will be a big
drawfor consumers.
2 [usually sing.] (especially AmE) the act of using part
of a supply that has been created over a period of
time, especially a supply of oil or gas; the amount
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that is used: Increased use of oil by refineries

accounted for some, but not all, of the stock draw.

drawback /'dr3:baek/ noun
1 [C] a disadvantage or problem that makes sth a
less attractive idea: The main drawback to the plan
is the cost, o This is the one major drawback of the

new system.

2 (Trade) [u,C] (AmE) = duty drawback

drawdown /'dro.-daun/ noun [C,u]

1 the act of reducing a supply of sth that has been
created over a period of time; the amount used:
The cold winter has led to a larger-than-expected

drawdown on oil stocks.

2 (Finance) the act of using money that is available

to you; the amount used : a drawdown of cashfrom
the company's reserves o The interest rate isfixed at

drawdown.

drawee /.droi'i:/ noun [c]

(Finance)

1 (also .drawee 'bank) the bank of the person or

organization that has written a cheque, which is

therefore asked to pay the amount written on it to

the person named: The cheque was dishonoured (
=

not paid) by the drawee (bank) because there were
insufficientfunds in the account. -» drawer, payee
2 the bank or company that agrees to pay the

amount written on a bill of exchange

drawer /'dra:a(r)/ noun [C]

see also: refer to drawer

(Finance) a person who writes a cheque or bill of
exchange that asks for a payment to be made to

sb: Any correction on the cheque must be signed in

full by the drawer, o the drawer of a bill -» drawee

drawing ac count noun [c] (AmE)

1 (Accounting) an account in which the money that

the owners of a company take for their personal

use is recorded
2 a company account that a company's
salespeople can use when they are spending
money doing their job

drayage /'dreid3/ noun [U] (AmE)

(Transport) the process of moving goods a short

distance by lorry/truck; the charge made for this:

For exhibitors requiring drayage, please ensure that

all boxes are packed and ready.

dress /dres/ noun, verb

• noun [u]

clothes for men or women: We have a policy of

casual dress in the office, oformal business dress

• verb

333 .dress 'down (often used as an adjective) to

wear clothes that are more informal than those you
usually wear: Staff are allowed to dress down on
Fridays, o The company has a dress-down Friday.

'dress code noun [c]

a set of rules that an organization has about what
people must or must not wear: The company has an
informal dress code.

drift /drift/ verb, noun
• verb [no obj]

(about a share price, figure, etc.) to change slowly,

especially to a lower level and in a way that does

not seem to be controlled: The Nikkei average

drifted lower yesterday, o Inflation rates have drifted

below 2 per cent.

O to drift higher/lower to drift above/below sth to

drift down/up (by sth)

• noun [sing; u]

see also: wage drift

a gradual change or development from one
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situation to another, especially to sth bad; a slow,

steady movement from one place to another: a

downward drift in inflation o a long period of drift

or decline in the markets o a drift to the cities

drill /dril/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to make a deep hole in the ground using a

machine, in order to look for valuable natural

substances, especially oil or gas: They're drillingfor
oil off the Irish coast. drilling noun [U]

333 .drill 'down {IT} to go to deeper and deeper
levels of an organized set of data on a computer or

a website in order to find more and more detail:

You can view orders by customer and date and then

drill down to view individual order details, invoices

and payments.

DRIP /drip; ,di: a:r ai'pi:/ = dividend
REINVESTMENT PLAN

'drip .advertising noun [u]

{Marketing) a continuous small amount of

advertising for a product over a long period of time

drip marketing noun [u]

{Marketing) the activity of trying to sell products to

customers by contacting them often over a long
period of time: an email drip marketing campaign
-» DRIP ADVERTISING

drive /draiv/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj] (drove /draov; AmE drouv/ driven

/'dnvn/)

1 {often be driven) to cause sth; to be the main
influence on sth: Our products are driven by
customers' needs. -» -driven (1)

2 drive sth (forward) to make sth grow stronger,

develop or progress: Exports have helped to drive

economic growth, o Profits rose 38 per cent, driven by
strong sales in Asia.

3 {used with an adverb or a preposition) to force a

price, figure, etc. to go up or down or move to a

particular level: The conflict is driving oil prices

higher, o Management is under pressure to drive

down costs.

4 to force sb to act in a particular way: Fears about
unemployment drove consumers to cut back on
spending, o You're driving yourself too hard

(= you're making yourself work too much).

EE! be Ia the 'driving seat {also be in the
'driver's seat) to be the person in control of a

situation: The workshop will putyoufirmly in the

driving seat of change in your company. -> idioms at

ground noun, hard adj.

333 .drive sb/sth out (of sth) to make sb/sth

disappear or stop doing sth: The supermarkets are

driving small shopkeepers out of business.

• noun [c]

see also: disk drive, economy ~, flash ~, hard ~,

sales ~, tape ~, test ~

1 an organized effort by a group of people to

achieve sth: They cut their staff by 400 in a drive to

reduce costs, o a drivefor greater efficiency

0 a cost-cutting/marketing/recruitment drive

2 {IT} the part of a computer that reads and stores

information on disks or tapes: a CD-ROM drive o a
DVD drive

'drive-in noun [c]

a place where you can buy food or other goods,
watch films/movies, etc. without leaving your car:

We stopped at a drive-in for a hamburger, o a drive-

in bank

* -driven /'dnvn/ combiningform {used to form
adjectives)

1 influenced or caused by a particular thing or

person: a customer-driven approach to marketing o
a results-driven sales team o 15% of car sales will be

Internet-driven by 2005. -» drive (1)

2 (about machines, computer systems, etc.)

operated, moved or controlled by a particular

thing: a petrol-driven engine

driver /'draiva(r)/ noun [C]

1 a person who drives a vehicle: a bus/cab/truck
driver o High-risk drivers pay more in insurance
premiums.
2 an important influence on sth, especially sth that

makes it grow, develop or progress: Consumer
spending has been one of the main drivers of
economic growth, o Technology is a key business

driver.

3 {IT} software that controls the sending of data
between a computer and a piece of equipment that

is attached to it such as a printer

GEE1 be in the 'driver's seat = be in the driving
seat at drive verb

'drive-through {AmE spelling also -thru, informal)

noun [C] {especially AmE)
a restaurant, bank, etc. where you can be served
without leaving your car: The drive-through is open
24 hours a day. o The bank has a drive-through

window.

'drive time noun [u]

{Marketing) a time during the day when many
people are driving their cars, for example to or

from work, considered to be a good time to put an
advertisement on the radio 'drive-time adjective:

an ad on a drive-time radio show

'drive-up noun [C] {especially AmE)
a place at a bank, restaurant, etc. where you can be
served without leaving your car

driving force noun [c]

a person or an event with a very strong influence

on sth and that causes a big change: Newflavours

are a drivingforce in the soft-drinks trade, o Who
was the drivingforce behind the company's
growth?

DRM /,di: a:r 'em/ abbr

{E-commerce) digital rights management actions

and devices that are designed to prevent people
from illegally copying software or other electronic

material from the Internet: The songs you purchased
are DRM protected.

drop /drop; AmE dra:p/ verb, noun
• verb (-pp-)

1 [+ obj or no obj] to become or make sth weaker,

lower or less: The price of the shares dropped by 14<t.

o The shares dropped in price by 14<t. o Inflation

dropped 0.5 per cent in November, o He had to drop
his price by $300.

O to drop dramatically/sharply/slightly/steeply

2 [+ obj] to not continue with sth; to stop using sb/

sth: They have dropped their plans to build a new
factory, o Dropping that supplier was a good
decision.

3 [+ obj] to lose money: / dropped $3 000 in salary

when I changed jobs.

4 [+ obj] to place text, a file, etc. in a particular

place on a computer screen by using the mouse
button: Drag the file and drop it in the recycling bin.

-> drag verb (1)

QUA,drop the 'ball (on sth) {AmE) {informal) to be
responsible for sth going wrong or for doing sth

badly; to stop taking responsibility for sth: J want to

know who dropped the ball on this project. -» idiom
at BOTTOM
333 drop a'way = drop off ,drop back (to

sth) to return to a lower level or amount: The price

ofgold dropped back to $378 an ounce. ,drop 'off

{BrE) {also ,drop a'way, AmE, BrE) to decrease in

level or amount, especially after being high for a

long time: Consumer spending dropped off sharply in

February. -> drop-off ,drop 'out (of sth) to no



longer take part in or be part of sth: Some investors

want to drop out of the deal.

• noun [C, usually sing.]

see also: leaflet drop

a fall or reduction in the amount, level or number
of sth: The airline has seen a steep drop in ticket

sales, o Manufacturing activity showed a drop of
1.2%. in July, o a 15% drop in profits

0 a big/dramatic/large/sharp/slight/steep drop to

expect/forecast/report/suffer a drop (in sth)

'drop box noun [C] {especially Am E)

a box in which you can safely leave sth for sb to

collect later, such as a payment, the keys of a car,

etc: Payments made by cheque can be deposited in the

drop box.

drop- dead date noun [c] {AmE) {informal)

a final date by which sth must be done, especially

one fixed in a contract or by someone in authority:

We got the job done two hours before the drop-dead

date. -> DEADLINE

'drop-down {also 'pull-down) adjective [only before

noun]

{If) used to describe a list of choices that appears on
a computer screen below the place where you click:

Choose the 'New picture' optionfrom the drop-down
menu. -» pop-up adj.

'drop-off noun
1 [C, usually sing., u] a decrease in the level or

amount of sth, especially after being high for a long
time: The industry has seen a sharp drop-off in sales,

o We are expecting some drop-off in demand. -» drop
off at drop verb

0 a massive/sharp/slight/steep drop-off

2 [C] the act of delivering sth/sb to a particular

place; the place where sb/sth is delivered or the

thing or person that is delivered: They've increased

the size of the trucks and the number of drop-off

s

that drivers have to make.
-> PICKUP

drop shipment noun
{Commerce; Transport)

1 [u] = DROP SHIPPING
2 [c] an amount of goods that is advertised and
sold by a business but is delivered directly from the
producer to the customer: There is an additional
charge for each drop shipment.

'drop shipping {also drop .shipment, less

frequent) noun [u]

{Commerce; Transport) an arrangement in which a
business advertises and sells goods, but they are
delivered directly from the producer to the
customer: We offer drop shipping at an additional
charge, 'drop-ship verb [+ obj or no obj] (-pp-): We
can drop-ship at any location in the US and Canada.

drug /drAg/ noun [c]

1 a substance used as a medicine or used in a
medicine: They are the world's largest drug
company, o a blockbuster drug {= one that sells

very well) o sales ofprescription drugs (= drugs you
can only buy with a written order from a doctor)
-» COPYCAT, DRUGMAKER
2 an illegal substance that people use to give them
pleasant or exciting feelings: Drugs have been seized
with a street value of two million dollars.

drugmaker {also spelled drug maker)
/'drAgmeika(r)/ noun [C]

a company that manufactures medicines

drugstore /'drAgsto:(r)/ noun [c] {AmE)
a shop/store that sells medicines and also other
types of goods, for example cosmetics

drum /drAm/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

a tall metal or plastic container with round ends
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that is used for oil or chemicals: an oil drum o a

50-gallon drum -» barrel—Picture at transport
• verb (-mm)
DIII13 drum sth 'up to try hard to get support or
business: They are running promotions to try to

drum up supportfor the product.

O to drum up business/interest/support

,drum-'buffer-rope adjective [only before noun]

{abbr DBR)
{Production) using a method of planning a

production process which makes sure that there is

always an efficient flow of work by considering
possible problems and delays

0 a drum-buffer-rope system/technique/model
drum-buffer-rope production management/
scheduling

dry /drai/ verb (dries, drying, dried, dried)

uiliHJ ,dry 'up if a supply of sth dries up, there is

gradually less of it until there is none left: Their

sources offinance are drying up. o Manufacturers
have suffered as orders have dried up.

,dry 'cargo noun [u]

{Transport) goods that are not liquid that are

transported on ships, especially goods that are

transported in large quantities, such as coal, wood,
metals, etc: The port handles both containerized and
dry cargo, o a dry-cargo vessel/ship

'dry goods noun [pi.]

1 {Trade) {also 'dry com, modifies) goods such as

coffee, sugar, cloth, etc. that are not liquid and
must be kept in dry conditions -> wet goods
2 {Commerce) {AmE) goods such as cloth and things

that are made out of cloth, materials for sewing,
etc. -» SOFT GOODS

'dry lease noun [u,c]

an arrangement that allows a company to use
another company's aircraft, but not people to fly

them, for a period of time

'dry spell noun [c]

{Stock Exchange) a time when there is little buying or

selling or business activity: a two-month dry spell in

the IPO market

DSL /,di: es 'el/ abbr

{IT) digital subscriber line a telephone line which
can carry data, for television, video and Internet

access, at high speed -» ADSL

DSR /,di: es 'a:(r)/ = debt service ratio

DSS /,di:es 'es/ = decision support system

DTC /,di:ti: 'si:/ = direct-to-consumer

DTI /.di: ti: 'ai/ .== Department of Trade and
Industry

DTP /,di: ti: "pi:/ = desktop publishing

dual /'dju:al; AmE 'du:al/ adjective [only before noun]

having two parts or aspects: She has taken on the

dual role of chairman and chief executive, o The

rooms serve a dual purpose as offices and small

meeting rooms.

.dual ca'reer noun [c, usually pi., u]

1 the situation when a husband and wife or other

couple both have careers: couples trying to manage
dual careers and children's activities o dual-career

families/couples

2 the situation when one person has two careers

,dual currency noun [c,u]

{Economics) when two valid currencies are used for

accounts, trading, etc: a dual currency system in

which sterling and the euro operate alongside each

other
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dual e conomy noun [c]

(Economics) an economy that has two clearly

different parts: We have the problems of managing a

dual economy, where manufacturing output is at

record lows but the service sector output was up
almost 4.5 per cent last year.

dual-listed company noun [c] (abbr DLC)

[Stock Exchange) a business that is made of two
companies whose shares are traded on stock

exchanges in different countries: The dual-listed

company will be traded in London and New York.

dual 'listing noun [c]

[Stock Exchange) a situation in which a company
sells its shares on two different stock exchanges;
the shares that are sold in this way: The company is

seeking a dual listing in London and Dublin. ,dual-

'listed adjective: dual-listed stocks

dual pricing noun [u]

1 [Economics) the act of selling the same goods or

services for different prices in different markets:

Dual pricing sets different pricesfor domestic markets

and export markets.

2 (Finance)when there is one price for people who
are selling sth, such as shares, and a different,

higher one for people who are buying: Unit Trusts

often operate a dual-pricing system.

3 (Commerce) when prices are given in two
different currencies: Retailers were told to stop using

dual pricing—in euros and pounds.

dual- purpose adjective

that can be used for two different purposes: a dual-

purpose vehicle (= for carrying passengers or goods)

dual 'sourcing noun [u]

(Production) when a company, especially a

manufacturer, buys its supplies of a particular

product from two different suppliers: A strategy of
dual-sourcing can be expensive, but there is less risk

ofhaving a shortage of materials, dual-source
verb [+ obj or no obj]

dud /dAd/ noun [c]

a thing that is useless, especially because it does
not work correctly or provide any benefit: What we
thought was a good investment turned out to be a
dud. dud adjective [only before noun]: a dud
cheque (= written by sb who has not enough money
in their bank account)

due /dju:; AmE du:/ adjective

see also: past due

1 [not usually before noun] (about a payment or

debt) that must be paid immediately or at the time
mentioned: Payment is due on 1 October, o The
company has $9 billion in debt coming due this year,

o Ifyou miss a repayment the full amount of the loan

becomes due and payable.

O a payment, etc. becomes/comes/falls/is due
2 [not before noun] arranged or expected: The
committee is due to meet on Tuesday, o The pipeline

is duefor completion in January 2006.

3 [not before noun] owed sth; deserving sth: I'm

still due 15 days' leave, o She's duefor promotion
soon.

-» DUES
naZD in ,due 'course at the right time and not
before: Your request will be dealt with in due course.

in ,due 'form (Law) in the legally correct way:
Applicationsforfunding must be submitted in

writing in dueform.

'due bill noun [C] (AmE)

a document that shows what sb owes Isyni IOU

'due date noun [c, usually sing.]

the date on or by which sth, especially an amount

of money, is owed or expected: Ifpayment is not
made by the due date, 10% will be added to the bill.

,due 'diligence noun
1 [u] the process of taking great care in doing sth

or deciding sth, especially in buying or selling sth:

We try to exercise due diligence in selecting

employees, o She believes brokers are not doing
enough due diligence on investmentfunds.

O to act with/conduct/do/exercise/undertake due
diligence

2 (Law) [u,C] a process in which sb examines the

financial records, documents, etc. of a business in

order to decide whether they want to buy it and
how much money to offer: The deal is subject to due
diligence. oAn exact sale price will be set after a due
diligence is completed in May. o doing due diligence

on a company
0 to carry out/complete/conduct/do/undertake (a)

due diligence (on sth) a due diligence exercise/

procedure/process

dues /dju:z; AmE du:z/ noun [pi.]

1 money that you pay regularly to belong to an
organization, especially a union: paying union dues
2 (Commerce; Production) orders accepted for goods
that cannot be supplied immediately: When the new
stock arrives all dues will be given priority.

3 (Transport) money that the owner of a ship pays
for using a port: Dock dues are chargedfor each ton

of cargo shipped.

dummy /'dAmi/ noun, adjective

• noun [c] (plural dummies)
1 a thing that seems to be real but is only a copy of

the real thing: The bottles ofperfume on display are

all dummies. -» mock-up
2 a model of a person, used especially when
making clothes or for showing them in a shop
window: clothes displayed on dummies

• adjective [only before noun]

1 made to look real, or used instead of sth real: a

dummy edition of the newspaper o I put dummy
numbers in the spreadsheet when I didn't know the

real figures.

2 created to deceive people, especially about
where money came from or who it was paid to: He
set up a dummy company through which stolen funds
were passed.

dump /dAmp/ verb [+ obj]

1 to get rid of sth you do not want, especially in a

place which is not suitable: Too much toxic waste is

being dumped at sea. o dumped cars/PCs

2 to sell sth that is not worth keeping, especially in

large quantities and at low prices: Worried investors

dumped 8 million shares in the company atjust 40<t

each.

3 (Economics) to sell your goods in another country

at very low prices, with the result that local

companies cannot compete fairly: They claim the

company is dumpingfish in the US at belowfair
prices.

4 to get rid of sb/sth that is no longer useful or

helpful: They have dumped thefirm as their

auditors, o They dumped the 'BakeMax' name in

favour of 'Jo's Bakery Supplies'.

-> DUMPING

'dump bin (BrE) (also dis'play bin, AmE, BrE)

noun [C]

(Marketing) a container like a box in a shop/store for

displaying goods, especially goods whose prices

have been reduced—Picture at store

dumping /'dAmpirj/ noun [u]

see also: anti-dumping

1 (Economics) the practice of selling large amounts
of goods in a particular country at prices that are

unfairly low: They claim the dumping of steel below

the cost ofproduction is harming the domestic

industry.



2 the act of getting rid of sth you do not want,
especially dangerous substances: a ban on the

dumping of radioactive waste at sea

'dumping ground noun [C, usually sing.]

a place where sth that is not wanted is dumped:
{figurative) Auction houses are being used as a

dumping groundfor used or out-of-date PCs.

Dumpster™ /'dAmpsta(r)/ = skip—Picture at

TRANSPORT

DUNS™ .number /dAnz/ abbr Data Universal
Numbering System number a unique number
given to a business by D&B™, (an organization that

supplies financial information about companies),
that is used to identify an individual business

duopoly /dju:'Dpali; AmE du:'a:-/ noun [C] (plural

duopolies)

{Economics) a situation in which an industry is

controlled by two companies; the two companies
themselves: The two companies have a duopoly in

the heavy aircraft market, o The business is one half

of a duopoly. -» monopoly

• duplicate verb, adjective, noun
• verb /'dju:plikeit; AmE 'du:-/ [+ obj]

1 (often be duplicated) to make an exact copy of

sth: a duplicated form/letter

2 to do sth again, especially when it is

unnecessary: The two departments are duplicating

each other's efforts.

duplication /,dju:ph'keijri; AmE ,du:-/ noun [u,C]

• adjective /'dju:plikai; AmE 'du:-/ [only before noun]

exactly like sth else; made as a copy of sth else:

Make sure you keep a duplicate copy of the letter, o a
duplicate invoice

• noun /'dju:plikat; AmE 'du:-/ [C]

one of two or more things that are the same in

every detail: 7s this a duplicate or the original?

[SYNl CQPY
nnm in duplicate (about documents, etc.) as two
copies that are exactly the same in every detail: The
form must be completed in duplicate. -> triplicate

durable /'djuarabl; AmE 'dor-/ adjective

see also: consumer durables, consumer non-~,
semi-~

likely to last for a long time without breaking or
getting weaker: durable plastics/fabrics o He claims
their software is more durable and reliable, o
creating a durable economy [opp! non-durable

durability /.djuara'bilati; AmE ,dor-/ noun [u]:

She doubts the durability of the economic recovery.

'durable goods (also hard goods) = consumer
DURABLES

durables /'djuarablz; AmE 'dor-/ = CONSUMER
DURABLES

duress /dju'res; AmE du-/ noun [u]

(Law) threats or force that are used to make sb do
sth: She claims the payment was made under duress.

Dutch 'auction noun [c]

1 (Commerce) a type of auction in which the price
of the item being sold is gradually reduced until sb
offers to buy it

2 (Commerce) (also .uniform 'price .auction) away
of selling a number of similar items in which
people offer to buy a particular number at a
particular price. The seller accepts as many of the
highest offers as are needed to sell all the items and
the selling price is set at the price of the lowest
successful offer: The company is selling $1.5 million

of bills in a Dutch auction, o He believes a Dutch
auction achieves fairer results than a traditional IPO.

3 (Finance) in the US, a method by which a
company can buy back shares from its

shareholders. Shareholders offer to sell a particular
number of shares to the company at a particular
price, which they choose from a range of prices
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that the company sets. The company then accepts

as many of the highest offers as are needed to

reach the number of shares it wants to sell. The
buying price is set at the price of the lowest
successful offer.

dutiable /'djuitiabl; AmE 'du:-/ adjective

(Trade) (about goods brought into a country) on
which tax (import duty) must be paid: dutiable

goods/imports 0 If the parcel contains items that are

dutiable you must complete a customs form.

• duty /'dju:ti; AmE 'du:ti/ noun (plural duties)

see also: countervailing duty, customs ~, death ~,

discriminating ~, heavy--, import ~, light--, etc.

1 (Economics; Trade) [C,u] a tax that you pay on
things that you buy, especially those that you bring

into a country: They have put higher duties on steel

imports, o $500 m was paid to the government in

duty, o There is no increase in the duty on fuel.

2 [u] the work that is your job: Reportfor duty at

8 a.m. o I'm on night duty this week.

3 duties [pi] tasks that are part of your job: Your
duties will include setting up a new computer system.

duty diffe rential noun [c]

(Economics)

1 a difference in the rate of tax that is charged on
two similar types of imported goods or materials:

There is a huge duty differential between crude

(65%) and refined oils (92.5%).
2 a difference in the rate of tax that one country
charges on particular imported goods compared to

another country: The duty differential between the

UK and France has led to smuggling of alcohol and
cigarettes.

.duty 'drawback (AmE also 'drawback) noun
[u.c]

(Trade) all or part of a tax paid on imported goods
that is paid back when the goods are exported
again or used to make new goods for export :

Exporters can now claim duty drawback on locally

purchased raw materials.

.duty-free adjective, noun
• adjective
(Trade) used to describe goods that can be brought
or sent into a country without paying tax on them:
duty-free cigarettes/alcohol (= bought at an airport,

etc.) o Under the scheme, imports offarm products

from the area will be made duty-free, o Duty-free

exports to the US grew by 83%. ,duty- free adverb:

They can sell some goods into the US market duty-

free.

• noun (plural duty-frees) (informal)

1 [u; pi ] (BrE) goods that can be brought into a

country without paying tax on them: We bought a

load of duty-frees at the airport.

2 [C] = DUTY-FREE SHOP

,duty- free shop (also ,duty- free) noun [c]

a shop/store in an airport or on a ship, etc. that

sells goods such as cigarettes, alcohol, jewellery,

etc. without tax on them

duty- paid adjective [usually before noun]

(Trade) used to describe goods being imported on
which taxes have been paid: There are no limits on
the import of duty-paid goods, if they arefor

personal use.

DVD /,di: vi: 'di:/ noun [C]

a disk on which large amounts of information,

especially photographs and video, can be stored,

for use on a computer or DVD-player: a DVD-ROM
drive m*m DVD is short for 'digital videodisc' or

'digital versatile disc'.
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'dwell time noun [u,c]

1 (Marketing) the amount of time that people spend
at a shop/store, website, etc. or looking at sth such

as a piece of advertising: The site gets over 10 000
visitors a month and the average dwell time is 12

minutes, o Dwell time at the tills is longer than in the

aisles.

2 (Production) the amount of time that sth spends
in a particular stage of a process

dwindle /'dwmdl/ verb [no obj]

to become gradually less or smaller: dwindling

audiences/profits/supplies o Jobs in the clothing

industry have dwindledfrom about 500 000 to

175 000.

dwt abbr

(Transport) a short way of writing deadweight or

deadweight tonnes/tonnage: 14 vessels were over
175 000 dwt.

dynamic /dai'naemik/ adjective, noun
• adjective

1 always changing; always adapting to new
circumstances and making progress: It's difficult to

set prices in such a dynamic market. IoppI static
2 having a lot of energy and a strong personality: a
dynamic boss

• noun
1 dynamics [pi ] the way in which people or things

behave and react to each other in a particular

situation: group dynamics (- the way in which
members of a group react to each other) o Market
dynamics are working in the company's favour.
2 [sing ] a force that produces change, action or

effects: a changing dynamic in the communications
industry

Ee
*e- /i:/ combiningform (used to form nouns and
verbs)

1 connected with the use of electronic

communication, especially the Internet, for sending
information, doing business, etc: e-banking o
e-marketing o an e-poll o Lastyear our e-sales

totalled $91 billion.

2 stored in electronic form on a disk, microchip,
etc: an e-book/e-document o e-money

ea. abbr

a short way of writing each, used especially when
giving prices: T-shirts €20 ea.

Eagle /'i:gl/ (also A.merican 'Eagle) noun [c]

in the US, a coin made from gold, silver or

platinum that you can buy as an investment:

Statisticsfrom the US Mint indicate strong sales of
Silver Eagles, o an American Eagle gold coin

EAI /,i:ei'ai/ = enterprise application
integration

E&OE abbr

(Commerce) errors and omissions excepted
written in a document, for example a list of prices,

to show that the writer is not responsible for any
mistakes it contains, nor for leaving out any
information: All prices are correct as of today's date,

E&OE.

EAP /,i:ei'pi:/ = employee assistance
programme, employment assistance
programme

EAR /,i: ei 'a:(r)/ abbr

(Finance) effective annual rate the amount of

interest paid in one year for borrowing money
compared with the amount of money borrowed,
used when interest is normally paid more often

than once a year; the amount of interest received
from money invested: Interest is charged at an EAR
of 10%. -» APR

early /'3:li; AmE "3:rli/ adjective (earlier, earliest)

Q3EI at your earliest con venience (only used in

written English) as soon as possible: Please telephone

atyour earliest convenience.

.early a'dopter noun [c]

(Marketing) a person or an organization that starts

using a new product, especially a new piece of

technology, as soon as it becomes available: The
company was an early adopter of the new technology.

.early majority noun [sing.]

1 (Marketing) the group of customers who will start

to use a new product once some people (early

adopters) have tried it and shown it is successful,

but before many other people use it

2 (HR) the people in an organization who start to

use a new method, process or system after some
people in the organization have tested it, but
before many others
-» LATE MAJORITY

.early re'tirement noun [u]

(HR) the act of stopping work before the usual age:

The chief executive took early retirementfor health

reasons.

'early-Stage adjective [only before noun]

used to describe sth that is being developed or that

began not very long before: Several early-stage

products have been dropped, o investing in small,

early-stage companies

.early-stage financing noun [u]

(Finance) the first stages of investment in a young
company, including start-up investment, seed
money and first-round financing

earmark /'iamcuk; AmE 'irmcL-rk/ verb [+ obj]

(usually be earmarked)
to decide that sth will be used for a particular

purpose; to state that sth will happen to sb/sth in

the future: The factory has been earmarkedfor
closure, o They earmarked €8 million of their budget

for new stores, o He has been earmarked to take over

as president.

earn /3:n; AmE 3:rn/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to get money for work that you
do: She earned about €40 000 lastyear in pay and
bonuses, o You will earn a basic salary of $2 000 a

month, o He earns a livingfrom selling second-hand

books, o She must earn afortune (= earn a lot of

money)/ o J only have to pay back the loan when I

start earning.

O to earn a fee/an income/a salary/wage to earn

money to earn a bonus/raise/rise

2 [+ obj] to obtain money from business activities:

In the last quarter the company earned $1.16 billion,

or 47 cents a share, o Thefirm earns most of its

moneyfrom renting out property, o There are special

tax rates on income earnedfrom exports.

O to earn an income/a profit/return * to earn income/

money/profits/revenue(s)



3 [+ obj] to get money as a profit or interest on
money that you invest, lend, etc: How much interest

do you earn on your savings? o The shares earned a

17% return.

0 to earn interest to earn a dividend/return

4 [+ obj] to get a benefit because you buy sth from
a particular shop/store, etc. or use a particular

credit card: Shoppers will be able to earn points on
all credit-card purchases.

QHZD earn your 'keep to be worth the amount of

time or money that is being spent: He felt he no
longer deserved such a high salary. He just wasn't

earning his keep.

.earned 'income noun [u]

(Accounting) money that you receive from the work
that you do, not from investments, etc: You must
enter the amount of earned income on your taxform.
lOPPl UNEARNED INCOME

earner /'3:na(r); AmE '3:rn-/ noun [c]

see also: wage earner

1 a person who earns money for a job that they do:

The survey revealed that top earners in the country

tended to be men.

© a high/low earner income/salary/wage earners

2 an activity or a business that makes a profit:

Tourism is the country's biggestforeign currency

earner, o (BrE) (informal) Her new business has turned

out to be a nice little earner.

0 a big/steady earner * a dollar/an export/a foreign

currency earner

'earnest .money noun [u] (also earnest /'3:nist;

AmE '3:rn-/ [C]) (both especially AmE)
(Commerce) an amount of money that you pay to

show sb that you are serious about doing business
with them, especially when you are buying a home

'earning .power noun [u]

the ability of sb to earn money from doing work;
the ability of sth to make a profit: The studyfound
that the earning power of men was twice that of
women, o the earning power of an investment

learnings /'3:nirjz; AmE'3:rn-/ noun [pi.]

see also: average earnings, core ~, headline ~, loss

of ~, retained ~, statement of ~, undistributed ~

1 the money that you earn for the work that you
do; the money that people earn in a particular

industry or during a particular time: She has
earnings of $60 000 per year, o compensation for loss

of earnings caused by the accident

O annual/hourly/weekly earnings gross/net/pre-

tax/taxable earnings high/low earnings

2 the profit that a country, a company, an industry
or an investment makes: Germany's earningsfrom
exports rose by 2%. o The company has reduced its

2005 earnings forecast. See note at income
O annual/full-year/quarterly earnings expected/

strong earnings corporate/export/operating
earnings to boost/grow/have/report earnings

earnings before interest and 'tax(es)
= EBIT

earnings before interest, 'tax(es),

depreci'ation and amortization
= EBITDA

earnings diffe rential noun [c]

(Economics) the amount of money that one group of
people in society generally earn compared to
another group: The earnings differential between
skilled and unskilled workers has increased, o the

male-female earnings differential -> wage
differential

earnings per share noun [pi.] (abbr EPS)

(Accounting) the amount of profit that a company
has made during a particular period, divided by the
number of ordinary shares (= shares that give
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their owners the right to a share of the company's
profits) that people own: Earnings per share were 15

cents, down from 22 cents a year ago. o The company
expects annual earnings-per-share growth of 12 per
cent, o an earnings-per-share estimate/forecast o The
company expects EPS growth of 15 per cent next year.

GEE This phrase can also be used as a singula r

noun: an earnings per share of 121 cents. BEH1 This

is also sometimes called earnings per common
share in American English and earnings per
ordinary share in British English.

earnings-re lated adjective [usually before noun]
(BrE)

(about payments, etc.) connected to the amount of
money that you earn and changing as that amount
does: an earnings-related pension scheme

earnings re,port noun [c] (AmE)

(Accounting) a record that a company publishes of
its income and expenses for a particular period that

shows if it has made a profit: Nissan's shares went
up after it issued a positive earnings report.

|SYN| PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT

earnings .statement = statement of
EARNINGS

earnings yield noun [c]

(Accounting) a financial measure that compares the

amount of profit that a company has available to

pay on each share (the earnings per share) with the

current share price: In the UK the average earnings

yield is near 5 per cent, which is very close to the

average bond yield. price-earnings ratio

'earn-out noun [c]

(Finance) an extra payment that is made to the

seller of a company, in addition to the original

price, if the company's income goes above a fixed

level after the company has been sold but before

the new owner has control: earn-out payments/
deals

ease /i:z/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

1 to become or to make sth less unpleasant,

severe, etc: They have started importingfuel to ease

the shortage, o He believes the pressure on the

economy is easing.

2 to become or make sth lower in value or level:

Share prices eased backfrom yesterday's levels, o The
shares eased IOC to $27. 70.

3 if a central bank eases, or eases interest rates,

the rates become slightly lower: There is a strong

chance the Fed will ease rates by a quarter point.

easing /'i:zirj/ noun [u,C]: an easing of the tax

rules o We can expect to see an easing in inflation, o
an easing bias/policy

Q3ZI3 ,ease 'off; ,ease 'off sth to start to become
lower in value or level: There is evidence that

consumer spending may be easing off. ,ease 'up 1 to

do sth in a more reasonable and less extreme way:
Directors were urged to ease up on pay (= not take

such large pay rises), o You seem very tired—you
should ease up a bit (= not work so hard). 2 to

become less strong, unpleasant, etc: The rate at

which budgets are being cut is easing up.

easy /'i:zi/ adjective (easier, easiest)

nnTi be, close, finish, etc. easier (Stock Exchange)

to be, close, etc. slightly lower in price or level: The

index was 0.4% easier at 2 627 points, (be, live) on
'easy street (AmE) (to be) enjoying a comfortable

way of life with plenty of money

.easy 'monetary .policy {also easy money
.policy) noun [C,u]

(Economics) a policy of making it cheap and easy for

people to borrow money, so that they will invest

more money in business activities and help the

economy to grow
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,easy 'money noun [u]

1 money that you get without having to work very

hard for it: She says there's no easy money to be

made on the stock exchange any more.

2 {Economics) money that can be borrowed at a low
rate of interest Isyni cheap money

.easy 'terms noun [pi.] {especially BrE)

{Commerce; Finance) a way of borrowing money to

pay for sth at a low rate of interest and paying it

back in small amounts: loans on easy terms.

EBIT {also spelled ebit) /'ebit/ abbr

{Accounting) earnings before interest and tax(es)

(used as a singular or an uncountable noun) the

amount of profit that a company makes during a

particular period, without taking away the tax that

it owes or the interest that it has paid to its lenders:

an EBIT of€151 million o They predict an increase in

EBIT of23%. o an EBIT loss/profit [3352 The full

phrase is sometimes used with a singular verb.

OPERATING PROFIT

EBITDA {also spelled ebitda) /'ebitda/ abbr

{Accounting) earnings before interest, tax(es),

depreciation and amortization {used as a

singular or an uncountable noun) the amount of

profit that a company makes during a particular

period, without taking away the tax that it owes,
the interest that it has paid to its lenders, or the

amount by which its assets have become less

valuable: EBITDA is expected to reach €2 billion this

year, o The company's goal is to keep its debt below

three times EBITDA, o the debt to EBITDA ratio o an
EBITDA loss/profitEHH The full phrase is

sometimes used with a singular verb.

'e-, business {also .electronic 'business, less

frequent) noun [u,C]

any business activity that is done using the

Internet, such as selling goods and services or

linking parts of a business together; a company that

uses the Internet in this way: The company has

decided to move into e-business, o our e-business

strategy manager o E-businesses can fail if they don't

have the right kind of security.

EC /,i: 'si:/ = European Community, European
Commission

'e-cash {also .electronic 'cash, less frequent) {also

.digital 'cash) noun [u]

1 {E-commerce) a system for paying for goods or

services on the Internet without using a credit card.

You store a small amount of money in electronic

form which is used whenever you need to pay for

sth.

2 a way of paying for small items without using

cash. You store money in electronic form on a

plastic card (a smart card), which you use in a

similar way to a bank card

ECB /,i: si: 'bi:/ = European Central Bank

echelon /'ejakm; /\m£ -la:n/ noun [C, usually pi.]

a rank or position of authority in an organization or

a society; the people who have that rank or

position: people in the top echelons of organizations

ECN /,h si: 'en/ abbr

{Stock Exchange) electronic communications
network {used as a countable noun)

an electronic system that allows people to buy and
sell shares privately at any time without using a

broker

*'e-,commerce {also .electronic 'commerce, less

frequent) {also 'Internet .commerce) noun [u]

the business of buying and selling things using the

Internet: E-commerce has completely changed the

way we buy goods and services, o The mail-order

firm launched an e-commerce operation last year, o

Our e-commerce sales have increased significantly.

-» m-commerce
0 to be involved in/expand into/move into

e-commerce an e-commerce initiative/operation/

strategy * an e-commerce business/company
e-commerce software/solutions/systems

econometrics /i.krjna'metriks; AmE i,ka:n-/ noun
[U]

{Economics) the branch of economics that uses
mathematical methods (statistics) in order to

understand how economies operate: using

econometrics to measure the return on investment
econo metric adjective: econometric methods/

models/techniques econometrician /i.krjnama-

'tnjn; AmE i,ka:n-/ noun [C]

* economic /,i:k8'nDmik; ,eka-; AmE -'na:m-/

adjective

1 [only before noun] connected with the trade,

industry and development of wealth of a country,

an area or a society: social, economic and political

issues o Exports accountfor two-thirds of our
economic activity, o He blamed the drop in sales on
the global economic downturn, o The economic
outlook remains positive.

O economic activity/development/growth/reform/

weakness an economic boom/recovery/upturn
an economic crisis/downturn/slowdown the

economic climate/conditions/environment/

outlook/situation economic data/figures/reports/

research

2 (about a process, a business or an activity)

producing enough profit to continue: The company
will have to get rid of staff if it is to remain
economic. Hyn] profitable [opp] uneconomic
3 that costs less money or uses less time, materials

or effort: In this case, trains would be more economic

for transporting the goods, o an economic use of
resources [syn] economical [opp] uneconomic

.economic agent noun [c]

{Economics) any person or organization that

influences an economy by making or spending

money: The government is usually the largest

economic agent in a country.

* economical /,i:ka'nrjmikl; ,eka-; AmE -'na:m-/

adjective

1 providing good value, profit or service in relation

to the amount of time or money spent; not wasting

time or money: We are lookingfor the most
economical production methods, oltis not

economical to sell these chemicals in small quantities.

[opp] uneconomical See note at economic
2 using no more of sth than is necessary: an
economical use of space

WHICH WORD?

economic/economical

These two adjectives are often confused.

Economical relates to the cost of things.

Something is economical if it provides good value

for the amount of money you spend on it: It was
more economical to hire the vehicles than to buy
them.

In its most common sense, economic only

appears before nouns and its meaning is

connected with the word economy and the

subject of economics. It is used mainly when
describing the financial situation of a country: the

region's gradual economic recovery o economic

reforms

Less commonly, economic is used to mean
'making enough profit' or as a synonym of

economical. In these senses the word can appear

before or after the noun.



economically /,i:ka'nDmikli;
t

ekd-;AmE
-'na:m-/ adverb

1 in a way that is connected with the trade,

industry and development of wealth of a country,

an area or a society: The country isfacing a crisis,

both economically and socially.

2 in a way that provides good value, profit or

service in relation to the amount of time or money
spent: Ifwe can show that the project is econom-
ically viable, the bank has agreed to finance it.

3 in a way that uses no more of sth than is

necessary: The design is intended to use space as

economically as possible.

-> UNECONOMICAL

economic 'cycle noun [c, usually sing.]

(Economics) the usual pattern of a country's

economy over a period of time, with periods of

success (growth) and periods of difficulty

(recession) happening regularly one after another:

The improvement in sales could mean we have passed

the low point in the economic cycle. Isyni business
cycle

.economic 'good noun [c, usually pi.]

(Economics) anything that people want and are

willing to pay a price for, rather than sth that is

available freely: the transformation of natural

resources into economic goodsfor the household

.economic 'indicator noun [c, usually pi.]

(Economics) a figure, such as the level of

employment or prices, that is seen as a measure of

the success of an economy: Gold (= its price)

remains an important economic indicator, o an index

of leading economic indicators (= ones that change
before the economy improves or gets worse)

.economic 'life noun [c, usually sing.]

(Accounting) the period of time that you can use an
asset such as a machine or vehicle before it is worth
buying a new one to replace it: The period of the

loan will depend on the economic life of the asset

beingfinanced, [syn] useful life

.economic order .quantity noun [c,u] (abbr

EOQ)

(Accounting) the best amount of sth to order that is

enough for what you need and keeps all the costs

involved, such as the cost of storing items, as low as

possible: We calculate the economic order quantity

for each stock item.

economics /,i:ka'nDmiks; ,eka-; AmE -'na:m-/

noun

see also: development economics, industrial

economics

1 [u] the study of the production, distribution
and use of goods and services; the study of how a

society organizes its money, trade and industry: a
degree in politics and economics o Keynesian/
Marxist/market economics
2 [pi.; u] the financial aspects of a business, a
project, etc., especially the relationship between
money spent and the benefits or profit produced:
The economics of the project are very encouraging.

.economic value noun [u,c]

(Accounting) the value of sth, such as a business, a
product or an asset, that is based on the future
income it will produce: The firm's fair economic
value, based on long-term prospects, is estimated at
€1.1 billion.

economist /I'konamist; AmE i'ka:n-/ noun [C]

a person who studies or writes about economics; a
person whose job involves studying particular

economies and predicting their future progress: an
academic/business economist o The bank's chief

economist has reduced herforecastfor growth in the

eurozone to 0.5%.
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economize , -ise /rkmiamaiz; AmE i'ka:n-/ verb

[no obj]

to use less money, time, etc. than you normally use:

We need to economize on electricity costs, o They
centralized their operations in an attempt to

economize.

economy /rkDnami; AmE i'ka:n-/ noun (plural

economies)

see also: black economy, bubble ~, command ~,

controlled ~, dual ~, exchange ~, experience ~, etc.

1 (often the economy) [c] the relationship between
production, trade and the supply of money in a

particular country or region: The economy is in

recession, o While exports have improved the

domestic economy remains weak, o The US is moving
from a manufacturing economy to a service one. oA
further interest-rate cut may help to boost the

economy.

O to control/handle/manage/run the economy to

boost/strengthen/weaken the economy a

booming/sluggish/strong/weak economy the

economy expands/grows/recovers the economy
contracts/slows {down)/weakens

2 [c] a country, when you are thinking about its

economic system: China is one of the world's fastest-

growing economies.

3 [u,c] the use of the time, money, etc. that is

available in a way that avoids waste: The diesel

version of the car has betterfuel economy, o economy
of effort in the handling of loads

4 [C, usually pi.] a reduction in the amount of

money that you spend: We need to make substantial

economies, o It's a false economy to buy cheap tools

(= it seems cheaper but it is not really since they do
not last very long), o Tough economy measures in

every area of the company should halve the losses.

5 [u] (used as an adjective) offering good value for

the money that you spend: a regular pack of30
tablets or an economy pack of 60 o an economyfare
(= the cheapest)

6 [U] = ECONOMY CLASS

e conomy class (also e'conomy) noun [u]

the cheapest class of air travel; the part of a plane
where people with the cheapest tickets sit: Fares

startfrom €597for economy class, o an economy-
class fare/ticket/seat o I always fly economy class.

-> business class

e'conomy drive noun [c, usually sing.]

an organized effort to reduce costs and avoid

wasting money: We're on an economy drive.

economies of scale

diseconomies

of scale

output

e.conomy of 'scale (also 'scale e,conomy, less

frequent) noun [C, usually pi., U]

(Economics) the fact that as the amount of goods or

services produced increases, the cost decreases: To

achieve economies of scale, many retailers have
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• noun

merged, o These manufacturers benefitfrom
economies of scale by using the same parts in all their

products. -» DISECONOMY OF SCALE

e'conomy-size {also e'conomy-sized) adjective

[usually before noun]

used to describe sth that you buy that offers a

larger quantity than usual, especially when it is the

best value for money of the sizes available: an
economy-size bottle of ketchup

ecotourism /,i:kau'toanzam; -
,

to:r-; AmE
,i:kou'tur-/ noun [U]

organized holidays/vacations to places that not

many people have the chance to see, designed so

that the tourists damage the environment as little

as possible, especially when some of the money
they pay is used to protect the local environment
and animals: Ecotourism isfinancing rainforest

preservation, .eco'tourist noun [c]

ECR /,i: si: 'a:(r)/ = efficient consumer response

'e-.currency {also .electronic 'currency, less

frequent) {also .digital 'currency) noun [c,u]

{E-commerce) one of the electronic forms of money
(e-money) that you can buy from particular

companies on the Internet and use for making and
receiving payments on the Internet: We accept

payment by bank transfer or any of the following

e-currencies ... o They offer a service to exchange
cash into e-currency.

ED /,i: 'di:/ = exposure draft

edge /ed3/ noun, verb

•noun [sing.]

see also: competitive edge, cutting ~, leading ~

1 a slight advantage over sb/sth: They have the edge

in car design, o This technology gives us an edge over

our rivals.

O to gain/have/keep/lose/maintain an edge (on/over

sb/sth) sth gives you an edge (on/over sb/sth)

2 {usually the edge) the point at which sth,

especially sth bad, may begin to happen: The
country is on the edge offinancial collapse,

nnm be on 'edge; put sb/sth on 'edge to be
nervous or uncertain: The increasing oil price has

put markets on edge. idiom at brink
• verb [no obj] {used with an adverb or a preposition)

(used especially in newspapers) to increase or

decrease slightly in value or level: The share price

edged up l%to ¥5350. o Inflation has edged below
the 2% target. See note at increase

EDI /,i: di: 'ai/ = electronic data interchange

EDR /.i: di: 'a:(r)/ = European Depositary
Receipt

edutainment /.edju'temmant/ noun [u,C]

products such as computer software, books and
television programmes that both educate and
entertain; the activity of using a form of

entertainment in order to teach sb sth edutain
verb [+ obj or no obj]: These games are designed to

edutain people.

EEA /,i: i: 'ei/ = European Economic Area

EEC /,i: i: 'si:/ = European Economic Community

e-e,nabled adjective

using the Internet to do business, to communicate
with other people, companies, etc: an e-enabled

business/company

EEO /,i: i: 'au; AmE 'ou/ - equal employment
OPPORTUNITY

EEOC /,i: i: au 'si:; AmE oo/ = Equal Employment
Opportunities Commission

see also: currency effect, demonstration ~,

domino ~, halo ~, Hawthorne ~, income ~, price ~,

etc.

1 [C,u] a change that sb/sth causes in sb/sth else; a
result: The fall in tourism is having an adverse effect

on business, o What are the long-term effects of this

strategy? o We are still feeling the effects of the stock-

market crash, o Excluding the effect of exchange
rates, profits grew 9.7% lastyear.

0 to have/produce an effect (on sth) a big/dramatic/

significant effect little/no effect an adverse/a

damaging/harmful/negative effect a beneficial/

positive effect to feel/suffer the effects (of sth) to

counter/offset/reverse the effects (of sth)

2 effects [pi.] {formal, only used in written English)

your personal possessions: The insurance policy

covers all baggage and personal effects.

n»T?n bring/put sth into effect to cause sth to

come into use: The recommendations will soon be

put into effect, come into effect to come into use;

to begin to apply: New controls come into effect next

month, in effect (about a law or rule) in use: These

laws are in effect in twenty states, take effect to

come into use; to begin to apply: The new pricing

structure will take effectfrom 1 July, to the effect

that ...; to this/that effect {format) used in formal

or legal documents to say that what has been
written has a particular meaning, purpose or result

with immediate effect; with effect from ...

starting now; starting from ...: She has resigned as

chairman with immediate effect, o With effectfrom 1

August, there will be an extra €2 charge on all

deliveries.

• verb [+ obj] {formal)

to make sth happen: You may effect paymentfor
your order in several currencies.

effective /iTektiv/ adjective

see also: cost-effective

1 producing the result that is wanted or intended;

producing a successful result: training managers to

be more effective leaders o The ad was simple but

highly effective, o Promotions can be effective in

attracting new customers.

2 (about laws, contracts, etc.) officially starting to

apply: The law becomes effective on 1 March, o The

price increase, effectivefrom 15 July, has received a

lot of criticism. -» effective date
3 [only before noun] in reality, although not

officially intended: The deal gives the bank effective

control of the company.
effectiveness noun [u]: assessing the

effectiveness of the marketing campaign

effective 'age noun [c,u]

(Accounting) the age of an asset plus or minus a

number of years depending on how bad or good its

condition is judged to be

effective date noun [c] (usually the effective

date [sing.])

(Law)

1 the date on which a law or rule comes into use:

The effective date of the court order has been delayed

for two weeks.

2 a date chosen in a legal contract for when sth

will happen or when sth must be done: These

changes to your policy applyfrom the effective date

shown below.

effective 'tax rate noun [c] {abbr etr)

(Accounting) the total amount of tax that a business

pays in a particular period of time divided by its

total profit



efficiency /I'fijnsi/ noun

see also: cost-efficiency, technical ~, x-~

1 [u] the ability to do sth well with no waste of

time or money: improvements in efficiency at the

factory o I was impressed by the speed and efficiency

with which my order was processed, o The increase in

profits was mainly due to efficiency gains.

O to achieve/boost/improve/increase/maximize

efficiency efficiency gains/savings an efficiency

drive/programme
2 efficiencies [pi ] ways of wasting less time and
money or of saving time and money: We are looking

at our business to see where efficiencies can be made.

3 {Technical) [u] the relationship between the

amount of energy that goes into a machine or an
engine, and the amount that it produces: The

generator is running at only 40% efficiency.

efficient /I'fijnt/ adjective [after noun]

see also: cost-efficient

doing sth well and thoroughly with no waste of

time, money or energy: an efficient organization/

manager/service o ensuring money is used in the

most efficient way o afuel-efficient car (= that does
not use much fuel) fo#1 inefficient

efficiently /iTiJntli/ adverb: They did the job

quickly and efficiently, o an efficiently run company

ef ficient con sumer res ponse noun [u;

sing.] {abbr ECR)

{Marketing; Production) (used especially in the food

industry) a process in which manufacturers,
suppliers and retailers (= businesses that sell

goods directly to the public) work together to

reduce costs and give the public a better, faster

service

ef ficient market noun [c]

{Economics) a market in which the prices of shares,

bonds, etc. are set by buyers and sellers who know
all the current information that affects their value,

with the result that prices are always accurate: In

an efficient market, news offinancial difficulties will

have an immediate effect on a company's share price.

EFT /eft; ,i: ef 'ti:/ abbr

{Finance),electronic fund(s) .transfer a system for

making payments to and from bank accounts using
computers; a payment that is made in this way:
Payment must be made by EFT. o an EFTpayment

EFTPOS /'eftpns; AmE -pa:s/ abbr

{Commerce) electronic funds transfer at point of
sale a system used in shops/stores to allow people
to pay for goods or services using a bank card or

credit card. The money is paid directly from the

customer's account by a computer link.

e.g. /,i: 'd3i:/ abbr

for example : direct investments e.g. shares and
bonds Enm e.g. is formed from the first letters of a

Latin phrase meaning 'for example'.

egalitarian /i.gaeli'tearian; AmE -'ter-/ adjective

based on, or holding, the belief that everyone is

equal and should have the same rights and
opportunities: egalitarian companies/workplaces

EGM /,i: d3i: 'em/ = extraordinary general
meeting

e-goods noun [pi.]

{E-commerce) products that you can buy on the
Internet and transfer to your computer (download),
such as software or electronic books

EHO /,i:eitj'8u;/\wf 'oo/ = environmental
HEALTH OFFICER

El /,i: 'ai/ = employee involvement

185 elasticity of demand

EIS /,i: ai 'es/ abbr

1 environmental impact statement in the US, a

written document that describes the good and bad
effects on the environment of proposed projects,

based on a scientific study
2 {IT) = EXECUTIVE INFORMATION SYSTEM

'e-lance adjective

used to describe a way of earning money by using

the Internet to sell your work or services to

different organizations anywhere in the world: e-

lance work/workers o the new e-lance economy
'e-lance verb [no obj]: Are you ready to e-lance?

'e-lancer noun [c] UESS E-lance is formed from
'e - (electronic) and 'freelance'.

elastic /i'laestik/ adjective

{Economics) used to describe the situation when a

small change in one thing, such as the price of a

product or service, or a change in people's incomes,
results in a larger change in another thing, such as

the amount that people want to buy: Demandfor
oil is not very elastic, o The broadsheet market is less

price elastic than the tabloid market.

IoppI inelastic—Picture at elasticity of demand

elasticity of demand {also price elas ticity of

de'mand) noun [c, usually sing., u]

{Economics) the extent to which people want to buy
more or less of a product or service when its price

changes: The elasticity ofdemand for luxury goods
tends to be higher than for necessities {= a small

change in price results in a large change in the

number of people buying them). -» income
ELASTICITY OF DEMAND

elasticity of demand
inelastic demand

demand

quantity

elastic demand

demand

A ;
\>

price

change

h 1 demand
: change

quantity
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e , learning noun [u]

the process of learning sth using the Internet or an
intranet: E-learning helps workers develop new
knowledge and skills, o a company-wide e-learning

programme -» computer-aided

• elect /ilekt/ verb, adjective

• verb [+ obj]

elect sb (to sth)
|
elect sb (as) sth {often be elected)

to choose sb to do a particular job by voting for

them: elected directors/officials/representatives o He
has been elected to the management committee, o She

was elected chief executive by the board of directors.

• adjective

used after nouns to show that sb has been chosen
for a job, but is not yet doing that job: the chairman
elect

election A'lekjn/ noun
1 [U,C] the process of choosing a person or a group
of people for a position by voting: the election of
directors to the board o They plan to hold elections in

November.

Q to call/have/hold an election to lose/win an
election

2 [u] the fact of being chosen for a position by
election: We welcome his election as president, o
They have proposed her election to the board.

e lectrical engineering noun [u]

the design and building of machines and systems
that use or produce electricity; the study of this

subject e.lectrical engi' neer noun [c]

electrician /i.lek'tnfn/ noun [c]

a person whose job is to connect, repair, etc.

electrical equipment

electronic /i.lek'tromk; AmE -'tra:nik/ adjective

[usually before noun] ES52 You will find most words
formed with electronic at the form e-.

1 (about a device) having many small parts, such
as microchips, that control and direct a small

electric current: an electronic calculator o electronic

equipment/products o a manufacturer of electronic

components/parts
2 (about information) stored in electronic form on
a disk, computer or microchip: an electronic book/
document o They are developing an electronicform of
Cash. -» DIGITAL, E-

3 using an electronic system of communication,
especially the Internet, in order to exchange
information, do business, etc: the rise of electronic

banking o a system for making electronic payments
-» E-

,electronic cottage noun [c]

(HR; IT) a home, usually in the country, where sb

has the necessary computer and telephone
equipment, so that they can work there instead of

travelling to an office in a town or city

-> TELECOTTAGE

.electronic data .interchange noun [u]

(abbr EDI)

{IT) the activity of exchanging standard business
documents, such as order forms and invoices,
electronically rather than on paper: Many
companies use electronic data interchange to link

their systems with those of their suppliers.

.electronic 'mail = email noun (l)

.electronic mall = cyber mall

.electronic purse noun [c]

a small amount of money that is stored in

electronic form, for example on a smart card, and
can be used to pay for sth instead of cash: You can
top up your electronic purse at any automatic teller

machine.

electronics /i.lek'truniks; AmE -'tram-/ noun

see also: consumer electronics

1 [u] the branch of science and technology that

studies electronic currents in electronic equipment
2 [U] the use of electronic technology, especially in

developing new equipment: the electronics

industry/sector o Samsung Electronics

3 [pi ] the electronic circuits and components
(= parts) used in electronic equipment: There may
be a fault in the electronics, o an electronics maker/
manufacturer
4 [pi ] electronic goods, such as CD players,

televisions, etc: Stores reported strong demand for
clothing, electronics, books and toys.

.electronic 'signature = digital signature

elephant /'enfant/ noun [C] {informal)

see also: white elephant

a way of referring to a company that is very large

and employs a lot of people, but creates very few
new jobs -» gazelle, mouse

elevator /'elaveita(r)/ = lift noun (2)

elevator pitch noun [c]

a very short, clear summary of a business idea or

company for possible investors, that should last

only the few minutes that a ride in an elevator
would take

eligible /'elid3abl/ adjective

having the right to have sth or to do sth, because
you have the right qualifications, are the right age,

etc: About a million people are eligiblefor the new
tax credit, o All shareholders are eligible to vote on
the scheme. IoppI ineligible

eligibility /,ehd3a'bilati/ noun [u]: eligibility

requirements/criteria

* email {also spelled e-mail) /'irmeil/ noun, verb

• noun
1 {also .electronic 'mail, formal) [u] a way of

sending messages and data to other people by
means of computers connected together in a

network: You can contact us by email, o Do you have

email (= a system to send and receive emails)? o
They offer a free email servicefrom their website.

O to have/use email an email program/service/

system
2 [C,u] a message sent by email: We will send you
an email confirmingyour order, o I need to check my
email (= see if I have received any emails), o an
email attachment (= a document that is sent

together with an email)

O to fire off/forward/send an email (to sb) to get/

receive an email (from sb) to check/delete/read

emails

• verb [+ obj or no obj]

email sth (to sb)
|
email (sb) (sth) to send a

message to sb by email: email the documents to

her. o III email her the documents, o I sent him an
email last week but he hasn't emailed me back yet. o
How much time do you spend emailing?

email ac,count noun [c]

an arrangement with a company that allows you to

receive, store and send emails: Do you have an
email account? o You can set up an email account on

the Internet. -» mailbox

EMAS /'i:maes/ abbr
Eco-Management and Audit Scheme in the EU,

a system that organizations can join if they want to

reduce the harmful effects ofwhat they do on the

environment

embargo /im'ba:gau; AmE im'ba:rgou/ noun [C]

(plural embargoes)
(Economics) an official order that prevents trade

with another country: The government has put an



embargo on oil exports, o a trade embargo against/

on certain countries -> boycott
0 to enforce/impose an embargo (on sth) to place/

put an embargo on sth to end/lift an embargo an

arms/oil/a trade embargo
em bargo verb [+ obj] (embargoes, embargoing,

embargoed, embargoed): All grain sales were

embargoed. -> boycott

embattled /im'baetld/ adjective [only before noun]

(used especially in newspapers) surrounded by
problems and difficulties: The embattled chief

executive has been advised to cut his pay, not raise it.

embed {also spelled imbed) /im'bed/ verb [+ obj]

(-dd-)

{IT) {usually be embedded)
1 to fix electronic parts or a computer system

inside a product so that it can perform a special

function: a washing machine with an embedded
computer o embedded chips/software/systems

2 to include text, a piece of computer code or a

computer program as part of a file, an Internet

page, an email, etc: an email with an embedded
hyperlink

embezzle /im'bezl/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to steal money that you are responsible for or that

belongs to your employer: He admitted embezzling

nearly $2 millionfrom his clients' accounts.

embezzlement noun [u]: She wasfound guilty

of embezzlement, embezzler /im'bezla(r)/ noun [c]

emerge /i'm3:d3; AmE i'm3:rd3/ verb [no obj]

1 to appear or become known; to start to gain

influence, power or wealth: Amazon has emerged as

a leader in e-commerce. o the emerging markets of
East Asia

2 (about facts, ideas, etc.) to become known: More
evidence has emerged that sales growth during the

holiday season was very weak.

3 to return to a normal state after a period of

difficulty: The company should emergefrom
bankruptcy in September.

emergence /i'm3:d3ans; AmE i'm3:rd3-/ noun
[u]: the emergence of new technologies/evidence

emergency /i'm3:d3ansi; AmE i'm3:rd3-/ noun
{plural emergencies)

1 [C,u] a sudden serious event or situation which
needs immediate action: Staff are trained on what
to do in an emergency.

2 [u] {used as an adjective) used or done in an
emergency: They maintain emergency stocks of oil. o
The company called an emergency board meeting to

discuss the offer.

emission /i'mijn/ noun
1 [C, usually pi.] harmful gas, etc. that is sent out
into the air: emissionsfrom vehicles/power stations o
They aim to reduce carbon dioxide emissions by 20%
by 2010.

2 [u] the production or sending out of harmful
gas, etc: low emission cars

e mission .credit {also e missions .credit,

pollution .credit) noun [c, usually pi ]

a right to send out a measured amount of harmful
gases into the air: Companies that beat their sulphur
dioxide targets can sell emission credits to those that

exceed them. See note at emission unit

e missions .trading noun [u]

the activity of buying and selling emission credits
or emission units: a scheme for emissions trading

across Europe

e mission .unit noun [c, usually pi.]

a right to send out a measured amount of harmful
gases such as carbon dioxide into the air: The
Kyoto Protocol permits trading of emission units

between countries. -> carbon credit

187 employ

emolument /I'moljumant; AmE i'ma:l-/ noun [C,

usually pi.]

{Accounting, formal) the total amount of money that

sb gets for the job they do or the position they hold,

including any extra benefits that they receive,

especially when this is a lot of money: He received

an €800000 bonus last year, which took his total

emoluments to €1.82 million.

'e-.money {also .electronic 'money, .digital

'money) noun [u]

money that is stored in electronic form, for

example on a smart card or in the memory of a

computer, and can be used to make electronic

payments: Under the system, you will be able to store

e-money in your mobile-phone account.

emoticon /I'mautikDn; AmE i'moutika:n/ noun [C]

a short set of keyboard symbols that represents the

expression on sb's face, used in email, etc. to show
the feelings of the person sending the message. For

example, :-) represents a smiling face.

e,motional 'capital noun [sing; u]

(HR) the feelings, beliefs and values of a company's
employees that make good relationships possible

and help a business to be successful

e motional in telligence noun [u]

(HR) the ability of a person to understand, control

and use their feelings and to understand the

feelings of others -> EQ
empire /'empaia(r)/ noun [c]

a group of commercial organizations controlled by
one person or company: The company is part of the

Virgin empire, o She rapidly built her business empire
by investing in start-ups.

0 to break up/build (up)/control'/expand'/run an
empire an empire collapses/grows • a business/

media/publishing/retail empire

• employ /im'pbi/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

1 to give sb a job to do for payment: How many
people does the company employ? o For the past three

years he has been employed as a systems analyst, o
The number ofpeople employed in manufacturing
has fallen, o IT workers employed to install new
computer systems

2 (Jormaf) to use sth such as a skill, method, etc. for

a particular purpose: the accounting practices

employed by large companies
• noun
Unm in sb's em ploy; in the em ploy of sb
(format) working for sb; employed by sb: How long

has she been in your employ?

MORE ABOUT

Emission units

Under the Kyoto Protocol, countries are given a

number of emission units equal to the maximum
amount of harmful gases they are allowed to

produce. Countries that produce a smaller amount
than their limit can sell units to countries that

produce more than their limit. Countries can also

earn units, for example by planting trees or

helping other countries to use technologies that

use energy more efficiently.

All units are the same size and can be traded in

the same way. But some people distinguish units

that are earned from those that are given by

calling them carbon credits or emission credits

rather than emission units.

Emission credit is also used to describe the units

of systems other than the Kyoto Protocol, for

example the system in the US to reduce sulphur

dioxide pollution.



employable iss

employable /im'ploiabl/ adjective

having the skills and qualifications that will make
sb want to employ you: training schemes that aim to

make young people more employable
[opE unemployable employability
/im.pbia'bilati/ noun [u]

employed /im'pbid/ adjective

see also: self-employed

1 having a job: employed people/adults/workers o a
fully employed economy Isyni working
2 the employed noun [pi] people who are

employed: Factory-floor workers accountfor almost

50% of the employed.
-¥ UNEMPLOYED

employee /im'pbii:/ noun [c]

see also: public employee

a person who is paid to work for sb: Thefirm has
over 500 employees, o In addition to a competitive

salary, the company offers attractive employee
benefits.

Q full-time/'part-time/'permanent/temporary
employees hourly/salaried employees key/

junior/senior/valued employees to have/hire/

recruit/retain/train employees to dismiss/fire/lay

off employees to empower/motivate employees

employee benefits/relations/rights/status

em ployee as sistance .programme {also

employment as'sistance .programme) {AmE
spelling ~ program) noun [C] {abbr EAP)

(HR) a service that employers offer that helps

employees with problems that may affect the way
they do their job: Our employee assistance

programme provides advice, counselling, training

and support.

em ployee buyout noun [c]

(Finance) a situation in which the employees gain

control of a company, or a particular part of it, by
buying most of its shares: She led an employee
buyout of the plant.

em,ployee in volvement noun [u] (abbr El)

(HR) ways of making employees feel that they are

an important part of a company so that they will

work better, especially by allowing them to take

part in making decisions on things that affect them:
The survey showed that many workers want a higher

level of employee involvement. -» employee
PARTICIPATION

em,ployee leasing noun [u]

(HR)

1 an arrangement in which workers are supplied

to work in a company for a short period of time

2 an arrangement in which a business that has

special skill in employing people takes respon-

sibility for some or all of the employees of a company
and pays them, arranges their benefits, etc.

employee ownership noun [u]

(HR) the situation when workers own some or all of
the shares in the company they work for: a sense of
partnership created by the employee ownership
structure

em ployee participation (also .worker
participation) noun [u]

(HR) a system where employees take part in making
decisions in a company: proposals to encourage
employee participation in management-* employee
INVOLVEMENT

em ployee re ferral .programme (AmE
spelling ~ program) noun [c]

(HR) especially in the US, a policy of encouraging
employees to suggest people that they know for a

job, usually by offering money

em ployee relations noun [pi.] (abbr ER)

(HR) ways in which managers exchange
information and ideas with their employees,
involve them in making decisions and encourage
them to want to work well; the department of a

company that is responsible for this: Flexible

working arrangements can lead to improved
employee relations, o head of employee relations at

the bank

em ployee self service noun [u] (abbr ESS)

(HR) a system in which employees can use the

Internet to do administrative tasks connected with
their pay, benefits, personal information, etc. that

used to be done by managers or office staff

em,ployee share .ownership plan (BrE)

(AmE em, ployee 'stock .ownership plan) noun [c]

(abbr ESOP)

(Finance; HR) a system in which a company gives its

employees shares, or allows them to buy shares, so

that when the company makes a profit they will

receive part of it [sTnI share incentive plan

em,ployee stock .option noun [c] (abbr ESO)

(Finance; HR) the right given to some employees in a

company to buy shares in the company at a fixed

price

employee 'stock .ownership plan
= EMPLOYEE SHARE OWNERSHIP PLAN

employer /im'pbia(r)/ noun [c]

a person or company that pays people to work for

them: They're very good employers (= they treat the

people that work for them well), o one of the largest

employers in the area o How long haveyou worked
for your current employer?

O a big/large/major/small employer a private

sector/public sector employer a current/former/

potential/previous/prospective employer to work
for/have an employer

employer of 'record noun [c] (AmE)

(HR; Law) the person or company who is legally

responsible for employees' pay, taxes, benefits, etc.

VOCABULARY BUILDING

Employing people

• to recruit sb - Many businesses are having

trouble recruiting workers with adequate skills.

• to hire sb (especially AmE) - If you want to keep

growing, hire more salespeople.

• to take on sb - She was taken on as a trainee last

year.

• to appoint sb - A new head of the Environment
Agency was appointed last year.

• to headhunt sb - He was headhunted by a major
US lawfirm.

See note at dismiss

GRAMMAR POINT

Words ending in -or, -er and -ee

Nouns ending in -or/-er often refer to a person

who gives or sends something to somebody.
Nouns ending in -ee refer to the person who
receives the thing. For example:

• an employer gives a job to an employee
• a consignor sends goods to a consignee

• a franchiser gives the right to operate a business

to a franchisee

• a /essor gives a lessee the use of a building

• a licensor gives a licensee the right to use sth



employment /im'pbimant/ noun

see also: continuous employment, contract of ~,

lifetime ~, precarious ~
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em'ploymenttax noun [u,c] (Amf)

{Accounting) the amount of money that you pay to

the government according to how much you earn,

which is taken out of your pay by your employer

employment tri bunal [also in dustrial

tri'bunal, old-fashioned) noun [c]

{HR) in the UK, a type of court that can deal with
disagreements between employees and employers:

She took her case to an employment tribunal, who
decided she had been unfairly dismissed. -> labour
court

emporium /em'po:riam/ noun [C] {plural

emporiums or emporia /em'po:ria/)

1 a shop/store where you can buy a wide variety of

a particular type of goods: afashion emporium
2 (old-fashioned) a large shop/store

empower /im'paoa(r)/ verb [+ obj] {often be
empowered)
1 to give sb the ability and confidence to control

the situation they are in: The Internet empowers
consumers to shop efficiently. oA successful business

requires an empowered workforce.

2 {formal) to give sb the power or authority to do
sth: Congress has empowered a committee to

investigate the claims, dm] authorize

empowerment /im'paoamant; AmE -'pauar-/

noun [u]

{HR) when managers give employees more
responsibility to control their own work, make their

own decisions, etc: Companies that take

empowerment and training seriously tend to perform
better.

.empty 'nester /.empti 'nesta(r)/ noun [c, usually pi.]

a parent whose children have grown up and left

home: an ideal smaller home forfirst-time buyers or

empty nesters

EMS /.iiem'es/ noun,abbr
• noun
1 [u] enhanced message service a system for

sending pictures, music and long written messages
from one mobile phone/cellphone to another
2 [C] a message sent by EMS
-> SMS, MMS

• abbr = environmental management system

EMU /'i:mju:; ,i: em 'ju:/ abbr European Monetary
Union an arrangement by which countries in

Europe use similar economic policies and a single

currency (the euro); the group of countries who use
the euro: EMU entry/membership CEZQ This is also

sometimes referred to as Economic and Monetary
Union.

-enabled /i'neibld/ combiningform {used in

compound adjectives)

see also: e-enabled, web-enabled

that can be used with a particular system or

technology, especially the Internet: Your browser is

not Java-enabled, o Internet-enabled business is like

any other business.

enabling /I'neiblirj/ adjective

giving sb/sth new powers or abilities to do
particular things: We are developing an enabling
technologyfor wireless Internet, o Goodfeedback
can be very enabling.

enc. = encl.

encash /m'kaeJV verb [+ obj] {BrE) (formal)

1 {Finance; Insurance) to exchange an investment

for money: You will receive a lump sum when the

policy is encashed. IsynI cash sth in at cash
2 {Finance) to exchange a cheque, etc. for money:
Most banks impose a charge for encashingforeign
cheques. Isyni cash

1 [u,c] work, especially when it is done to earn

money; the state of being employed: to be in paid

employment o Graduates arefinding it more and
more difficult tofind employment, o conditions/

terms of employment o She has negotiated a five-year

employment contract with the company. -» work
O casual/full-time/part-time/seasonal/temporary

employment to be in/get/have/take up
employment to find/look for/seek employment
employment opportunities/prospects an
employment agreement/contract

2 [u] the situation in which people have work: The

government is aiming at full employment (= when
nobody is unemployed), o Changes in farming
methods have badly affected employment in the area,

o school-leavers entering the employment market
[oppI unemployment
O falling/full/high/low/total employment * to boost/

create/cut/increase/reduce employment •

employment data/figures/growth/records

3 [u] the act of employing sb: The expansion of the

factory will mean the employment of sixty extra

workers.

em ployment .agency {BrE also 'staff .agency)

noun [c]

{HR) a business that helps people to find work and
employers to find workers: Many peoplefind jobs

very quickly by going to private employment
agencies, o You must register with a government
employment agency.

em ployment as sistance .programme
= EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME

em ployment costs noun [pi ]

the amount of money that a business spends on
employing people, including wages, payments for

health insurance, pensions, etc: Introducing a 35-

hour week would mean a rise in employment costs.

em,ployment 'equity noun [u]

the policy of giving everyone the same chances of

employment, especially by helping groups that are

often treated unfairly because of their race, sex, etc.

em ployment law noun [u]

the collection of laws that deal with all aspects of

employment and the rights of people who are

employed Isyni labour law

em ployment projection {also "job

projection) noun [u]

{HR) a group of laws that protect the rights of

workers in a company, including pay, time away
from work, etc.; the rights that are protected: The
most important aspect of employment protection is

the unfair dismissal scheme.

em ployment re lations noun [pi ]

{HR) the rights of employees, employers,
unemployed and self-employed people and the

relations between individuals, organizations and
the government; the laws that deal with this: the

1999 Employment Relations Act -» industrial
RELATIONS

em ployment re lationship noun [sing ]

{Law) the situation that exists when an employer
pays an employee in exchange for work or services,

usually with written conditions: reasons to

terminate an employment relationship

em,ployment se curity {also se.curity of

em'ployment) noun [u]

a situation where a job is likely to last for a long
time and you will keep the job if you do what you
are expected to: These jobs offer low pay, few
benefits and less employment security. Isyni job
security

I
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en'cashment noun [U,c]: Policyholders will have

to pay a 10 per cent charge on early encashment (= if

they want the policy paid early).

end. {also spelled enc.) abbr

a short way of writing enclosed or enclosure on
business letters to show that another document is

being sent in the same envelope: draft agenda end.

enclose /m'klauz; AmE m'klouz/ verb [+ obj]

to put sth in the same envelope, parcel/package,

etc. as sth else: Please return the completedform,
enclosing a stamped addressed envelope, o [format)

Pleasefind enclosed a cheque for €300.

enclosure /m'klau3a(r); -'klou-/ noun [C]

something that is placed in an envelope with a

letter: Always state the number of enclosures at the

bottom ofyour letter.

encrypt /m'knpt/ verb [+ obj]

{IT) to put information into a special code,

especially in order to prevent people from looking

at it without permission: The system encrypts your
email so that only the intended receiver can read it. o
encrypted data IoppI decrypt

encryption /m'knpjri/ noun [U,C] : encryption

programs/software/technology

end /end/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: back end, closed--, dead--, ~-to-~,

front ~, high--, low--, etc.

1 [sing ] the final part of a period of time, an event
or an activity: They plan to cut 2 500 jobs by the end

of the year, o There will be a chance to ask questions

at the end. o an end-of-season sale

2 [c] a point or level that is the highest or lowest in

a particular range: These two products arefrom
opposite ends of the price range, o We are aiming at

the premium (= very expensive) end of the market.

O the bottom/high/low/top/upper end the budget/
cheap/expensive/premium end

3 [sing.] a situation in which sth does not exist any
more: Her contract comes to an end (= finishes) in

June, o The two sides finally reached a deal,

bringing the ten-day strike to an end.

4 [C, usually sing.] a part of an activity with which
sb is concerned, especially in business: We need
somebody to handle the marketing end of the

business, o I have kept my end of the bargain.

5 [C, usually sing.] either of two places connected
by a telephone call, journey, etc: I answered the

phone but there was no one at the other end.
0*171 make (both) ends 'meet to earn just enough
money to be able to buy the things you need, pay
what you owe, etc: Many small businesses are

struggling to make ends meet. -> idioms at deep
adjective, sharp

• verb [+ obj or no obj]

to finish; to make sth finish : The meeting ended on
a positive note, o They reported a €16 million lossfor
the year ending 31 August.

,end con sumer noun [c]

a member of the public who buys and uses a
product: We want to give end consumers an easy way
to buy online, o creating the best productfor the end
consumer

,end-of-'year adjective [only before noun]

relating to the end of December; relating to the end
of a financial year: The company's end-of-year
results will be released in February, o End-of-year
spending by consumers has lifted sales of mobile
phones. -» year end

endorse {AmE spelling also indorse) /in'do:s; AmE
m'dD:rs/ verb [+ obj]

1 to say publicly that you support a person,
statement or course of action: / strongly endorse the

directors' plans.

2 {Marketing) to say in an advertisement that you
use and like a particular product or service so that

other people will want to buy or use it: We decided
to use a celebrity to endorse our restaurant, o
products endorsed by loyal customers
3 {Finance) to sign the back of a cheque or bill of
exchange so that it can be paid to sb else; to sign

the back of a cheque in order to receive cash from
the bank: You must endorse the cheque before we can
deposit it.

4 {Insurance) to add conditions to a standard
insurance policy so that it applies to particular

circumstances: Policies that refer only to employees
should be endorsed to include volunteer workers.

endorsement {AmE spelling also indorsement)
/m'do:smant; AmE -'do:rs-/ noun [C,u]

1 a public statement or action snowing that you
support sb/sth; official approval of sth: The
chairman's comments were a ringing (= powerful)
endorsement of the senior management team, o The
plan will now go to the bankruptcy courtfor
endorsement.

2 {Marketing) a statement made in an
advertisement, usually by sb famous or important,
saying that they use and like a particular product
or service: They are lookingfor a celebrity

endorsement {= one given by a famous person) of
their new line of T-shirts, o She has signed an
endorsement deal with Nike.

3 {Finance) the act of signing the back of a cheque
or bill of exchange; the signature and the words
that are written: The trader will transfer the bill of
exchange to his bank through endorsement.

4 {Insurance) conditions that are added to a

standard insurance policy in order to make it apply
to particular circumstances: This endorsement
should be applied where the building to be insured is

afarmhouse, o a policy endorsement

endorser /in'do:sa(r); AmE in'doirs-/ noun [c]

1 {Accounting) a person, usually sb famous or

important, who says in an advertisement that they
use and like a particular product or service: There is

no moneyfor a celebrity endorser.

2 {Finance) the person who signs the back of a

cheque, a bill of exchange, etc.

endowment /m'daumant/ noun
1 [c,u] money that is given to a school, a college or

another institution to provide it with an income;
the act of giving this money: The university has a

$10.5 billion endowmentfund, o afundfor the

endowment of the performing arts

2 {Finance; Insurance) [C] a type of investment that

you can buy from an insurance company in which
you make regular payments over a period of time,

or until you die, after which the company pays out

an amount of money: to buy/sell an endowment o
Final payouts on 25-year endowment policies have

fallen by 9 per cent in the past year.

en dowment .mortgage noun [c] (BrE)

a type of mortgage (= a loan to buy property) in

which money is regularly paid into an
endowment. At the end of a particular period of

time this money is then used to pay back the

money that was borrowed.

,end product noun [c]

something that is produced by a particular activity

or process: This report is the end product of two
years of market research, o Parts are assembled by

hand and the end products are exported.

end-to-'end adjective [usually before noun]

connected with all the stages of a process or an
activity: It's an end-to-end solution—from product



design to production, o end-to-end testing of the

system

.end-'user {AmE spelling also end user) noun [c]

a person who actually uses a product rather than

one who makes or sells it, especially a person who
uses a product connected with computers: They sell

their computers directly to businesses and individual

end-users, o end- user demand [synj ultimate
CONSUMER CONSUMER

energy /'enad3i; AmE -ard3i/ noun [u]

a source of power, such as fuel, used for driving

machines, providing heat, etc: solar/wind/nuclear

energy o We have sufferedfrom disappointing sales

and higher energy costs, o energy-saving equipment o
an energy company/supplier

* enforce /in'fa:s; AmE m'foirs/ verb [+ obj]

1 to make sure that people obey a particular law or

rule: The legislation will be difficult to enforce, o The

rules were strictly enforced.

2 to make sth happen or force sb to do sth: The

company has said there will be no enforced

redundancies.

enforceable /m'forsabl; AmE -'fo:rs-/ adjective:

legally enforceable contracts en'forcement noun [u]

engage /m'geid3/ verb [+ obj] (formal)

to employ sb to do a particular job: He is currently

engaged as a consultant, o They engaged a young
designer to create a new corporate identity.

engaged /m'geid3d/ {BrE) (also 'busy, AmE, BrE)

adjective

(about a telephone line) being used: J couldn't get

through—the line's engaged, o I phoned earlier but

you were engaged (= using your phone), o the

engaged tone/signal

engagement /m'geid3mant/ noun

see also: letter of engagement, without engagement

1 [C] an arrangement to do sth at a particular

time, especially sth official or sth connected with
your job: / had to refuse because of a prior
engagement, o She has a number ofspeaking
engagements next month, o an engagement book/
diary

2 (HR) [u,c] an arrangement to employ sb; the

process of employing sb: The terms ofengagement
are to be agreed in writing.

en gagement .letter = letter of
engagement

engine /'end3in/ noun [C]

see also: search engine

1 the part of a vehicle that produces power to

make the vehicle move: a diesel/petrol engine o an
aircraft/car engine

2 a thing that makes sth happen or has a very
strong influence: He believes that China will become
the engine ofgrowth for Asia.

3 (IT) the part of a computer program that is

designed to keep performing a particular task: Each
charge is processed through the payment engine, o
You can use the shopping engine to find the best

prices on the net.

* engineer /,end3i'nia(r); AmE -'nir/ noun, verb

* noun [C]

see also: automotive engineer, chemical
engineer at chemical engineering, civil ~,

product ~, project ~, re-~, sales ~, software ~

1 a person whose job involves designing and
building engines, machines, roads, bridges, etc. See
note at profession
2 a person who is trained to repair machines and
electrical equipment: They're sending an engineer to

fix the phone.
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3 a person whose job is to control and repair

engines, especially on a ship or an aircraft: a flight

engineer o the chief engineer on a cruise liner

• verb [+ obj]

1 to design and build sth: The car is beautifully

engineered and a pleasure to drive.

2 to arrange for sth to happen or take place,

especially when this is done secretly in order to

give yourself an advantage: He is trying to engineer

a merger of two leading department store groups.

engineering /,end3i'nianrj;/\m£ -'nir-/ noun [u]

see also: chemical engineering, concurrent ~,

electrical ~, financial ~, genetic ~, heavy ~, human
factors ~, etc.

the activity of applying scientific knowledge to the

design, building and control of machines, roads,

bridges, electrical equipment, etc: The engine is an
impressive piece of engineering, o We try to focus on
engineering and production rather than on
marketing, o an engineering company/firm/group

engi neering insurance noun [u]

a type of insurance in which money is paid if

electrical equipment or machinery stops working
because of a fault

enhance /m'ha:ns; AmE -'haens/ verb [+ obj]

to improve the good quality, value or status of sb/

sth: This is an opportunity to enhance the reputation

of the company, o The acquisition has enhanced
earnings. en'hanced adjective: enhanced
productivity o enhanced software enhancement
noun [u,C] : Formal training leads to skill

enhancement, o software enhancements

enlargement /m'la:d3mant; AmE -'la:rd3-/ noun
[u; sing.]

the process or result of sth becoming or being made
larger: the enlargement of the company's overseas

business activities o EU enlargement (= the fact of

more countries joining the EU)

enquire (also spelled inquire, especially in AmE)
/m'kwaia(r)/ verb [no obj]

to ask sb for some information: Several people

telephoned to enquire about the new service, o
Someone was enquiring whether the business was
for sale. en'quirer (also spelled inquirer,

especially in AmE) noun [c] : Take down the name and
telephone numbers of any enquirers.

333 en'quire into sth to find out more
information about sth: A committee was appointed
to enquire into the complaints. Isyni investigate

* enquiry (also spelled inquiry, especially in AmE)
/m'kwaiari; AmE usually 'mkwari/ noun (plural

enquiries)

see also: status enquiry

1 [c] ~ (from sb) (about sb/sth) a request for

information about sb/sth; a question about sb/sth:

a telephone enquiry o We received over 300 enquiries

about the job. o III have to make a few enquiries

(= try to find out about it) and get back to you.
o enquiriesfrom prospective buyers

O to make/receive an enquiry to answer/deal with/

handle/respond to an enquiry

2 [c] an official process to find out the cause of sth

or to find out information about sth: The
organization has launched an internal enquiry into

the matter, o a merger enquiry (= to see if it should
happen or not)

O to conduct/hold/launch an enquiry to call for/

demand/order an enquiry

3 [u] the act of asking questions or collecting

information about sb/sth: scientific enquiry o a

committee of enquiry
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4 enquiries [pi ] (BrE) a place where you can get

information: Ask at enquiries to see ifyour bag has

been handed in.

5 (IT; Production) [C,u] the act of finding

information, for example about orders, costs or

stock, that is stored in electronic form: using SAP
for a basic stock enquiry

enter /'enta(r)/ verb [+ obj]

1 to begin taking part in an activity or a situation,

especially to start competing in a particular kind of

business: As more manufacturers enter the market,
price falls sharply, o A new company has entered the

biddingfor the supermarket chain.

2 (be entered is not used) (used about people or

products) to arrive in a country or region: He has
calledfor a ban on new GM products entering the EU.

o tariffs on steel entering the US market
3 to begin or reach a particular period of time in a

process: Our economy is entering a phase of recovery.

0 The strike is entering its seventh month.
4 (be entered is not used) to start working in a

profession or career: What advice would you give to

anyone entering the industry? o the number ofyoung
people entering the workforce o She entered

management as a young graduate.

5 enter sth (in/into/on sth) to put information into

a set of accounts, a list, a computer file, etc: Enter

your username and password, o a system for entering

and retrieving data o I enter all my travel expenses on
a spreadsheet. -» data entry
IBEl enter/join the 'fray to join in a situation in

which people or companies are competing with
each other for sth: Several more companies have
entered thefray to win the contract, enter 'service

to start to be used for the first time: The new
aircraft will be ready to enter service in 2009.
-> idiom at force noun
QIEEJ 'enter into sth (with sb) to begin sth or

become involved in sth, especially an official

discussion or agreement: Management has agreed to

enter into discussions with the unions.

* enterprise /'entapraiz; AmE -tarp-/ noun

see also: free enterprise, private ~, small and
medium-sized ~

1 [C] a company or business: a thrivingfast-food

enterprise o How do you turn a loss-making

enterprise into a profitable concern? o The country
has been selling off its state enterprises.

© a family/multinational/private/public/state-

owned enterprise a large/medium-sized/small

enterprise to control/invest in/manage/run an
enterprise an enterprise expands/grows/fails/

succeeds

2 [c] a business project or activity, especially one
that is difficult or involves taking risks: a joint

enterprise between French and Japanese companies o
his latest business enterprise o I have some concerns

about the whole enterprise, [syn] venture
O a business/commercial/new enterprise an

ambitious/a difficult/an exciting enterprise to

embark on/start/undertake an enterprise an
en terprisefails/succeeds

3 [u] the activity of starting and developing
businesses: grants to encourage enterprise in the

region o an enterprise culture (
= in which people

are encouraged to develop small businesses)

O to encourage/promote enterprise

4 [u] the ability to think of new projects and make
them successful, especially by taking risks: Its

profits can be seen as a rewardfor enterprise and
innovation, o a man of enterprise

O great enterprise to show enterprise

enterprise appli cation noun [c]

{IT) software that is designed to help an
organization manage an important part of the

business, such as the payment of staff (payroll),

human resources and supplies of goods (stock), and
is used by many different parts of the organization

enterprise appli cation inte gration noun
[U] {abbr EAI)

(IT) a central service that links other pieces of

software within an organization so that

information can easily be shared

.enterprise bargaining = workplace
bargaining

'enterprise .centre (AmE spelling- center) noun
[c]

an office where people who want to start or
develop a small business can get information,

advice and help

.enterprise re source .planning noun [u]

(abbr ERP)

(Production) a software system that links together
all the aspects of a company's activities, such as

finance, manufacturing, human resources and
distribution, designed to help the business

manage and control its work most efficiently

enterprise .union noun [c]

(HR) in some countries, a union for employees in

one business or company

enterprise zone noun [c]

(Economics) an area of a country which the

government helps by encouraging companies to

open new offices and factories there, usually by
offering them financial benefits such as lower taxes

enterprising /'entapraizirj; AmE -tarp-/ adjective

able to think of new projects or new ways of doing
things and make them successful: Six enterprising

college students decided to start their own business.

entertainment /.enta'temmant; AmE-tdr't-f

noun [u]

see also: home entertainment

1 (HR) the act of taking a company's customers out

for meals, drinks, etc.; the money spent on this: We
are specialists in corporate entertainment, o an
entertainment budget

2 the business of making films/movies, television

programmes, records, etc. to entertain people: the

entertainment industry

entitle /m'taitl/ verb [+ obj] (usually be entitled)

to give sb the right to do or to have sth: Ifyou are

over 65 years of age you are entitled to a reduction, o
A clause in his contract entitles him to two years'

salary if the company is taken over.

entitlement /m'taitlmant/ noun
1 [U] the official right to have or do sth: This may
affectyour entitlement to the full pension.

2 [c] something that you have an official right to;

the amount that you have the right to receive: Staff

must use theirfull holiday entitlement, o Some people

regard huge pay rises as an entitlement.

3 [C] (AmE) a government system that provides

financial support to a particular group of people: a

reform of entitlements o Medicard, Medicare and
other entitlement programs

entity /'entati/ noun [C] (plural entities)

see also: business entity, legal entity

(Accounting; Law) a business that exists as a separate

unit and has its own legal identity: The unit has

become part of a larger department and no longer

exists as a separate entity, o We have to compete with

giant corporate entities.

0 an independent/a legal/new/separate/single

entity

entrant /'entrant/ noun [c]

1 (Marketing) a company that starts to sell goods or

services in a particular market: Competition would



be fierce even without a new entrant in the market, o
a late entrant to the industry o Two recent entrants

offer competing services.

2 a person who has recently joined a profession,

university, etc: new entrants to the teaching

profession

entrepot /'Dntrapao; AmE 'amtrapou/ noun [C]

{Trade) a port or other trading centre where goods
are brought for import and export and are stored

before being sent somewhere else: Dubai now
serves as the main entrepot of the Persian Gulf

EEBB Entrepot is a French word.

* entrepreneur /,Dntrapra'n3:(r); AmE ,a:n-/

noun [C]

see also: serial entrepreneur

a person who makes money by starting or running
businesses, especially when this involves taking

financial risks: a dotcom/fashion/high-tech/an
Internet/a media entrepreneur entrepreneurial
/,Dntrapra'n3:rial; AmE ,a:n-/ adjective:

entrepreneurial skills/flair entrepreneurialism
/,Dntrapra'n3:rializm; AmE ,a:n-/ noun [U]: Our
competitive advantage lies in our innovation,

creativity and entrepreneurialism.

entrepreneurship /,Dntrapra'n3:Jip; AmE
,a:ntrapra'n3:r-/ noun [u]: fostering entrepreneurship

in inner cities

entry /'entri/ noun {plural entries)

see also: barrier to entry, bill of ~, book ~, book of

final ~, book of first ~, book of original ~, book of

prime ~, etc.

1 [u] the right or opportunity to take part in sth or

become a member of an organization, a profession

or a group: The government has ruled out early entry

into the single currency, o the five economic testsfor
euro entry o More young people are postponing their

entry into full-time work, o We have 30 remaining
graduate entry positions.

O early/late entry to delay/gain/negotiate (sb's)

entry to oppose/support (sb's) entry

2 {Marketing) [u] when a company starts competing
in a particular kind of business: Shell's entry into
Japan's retail gas market o Restrictions on market
entry are soon to be abolished altogether.

O early/first/late entry to announce/gain/plan entry

(into sth)

3 {Accounting; IT) [c] an item, for example a piece
of information, that is written or printed in a set of
accounts, a computer file, a diary, etc: an
accounting entry o Hefaces charges of bankfraud
and makingfalse entries, o There is no entry in his

diaryfor that day. -> double-entry bookkeeping,
SINGLE-ENTRY BOOKKEEPING
O to check/make/write an entry accounting/ledger

entries calendar/diary/journal entries

4 {IT) [u] the act of putting information into a

computer: The manual entry ofsome information
led to errors.

O to do/handle/speed up entry

5 [u] the right of people or goods to enter a place;

the act of entering a place: We were refused entry to
the building, o an entry visa o new entry pointsfor
goods

0 to be denied/be granted/be refused/gain entry an
entry charge/fee

'entry .barrier = barrier to entry

'entry level {also spelled entry-level, especially in

AmE) noun [C,u]

1 (HR) {especially AmE) the lowest level ofjob in a
particular profession, company, etc: Not enough
good people are being recrwted at the entry level.

2 the most basic of a group of similar products,
suitable for new users who may later move on to a
more advanced product
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'entry-, level adjective [usually before noun]: an
entry-level job o an entry-level computer

envelope /'envalaup; 'on-; AmE 'envaloup; 'a:n-/

noun [C]

see also: padded envelope, pre-addressed envelope

1 a flat paper container used for sending letters in:

an airmail/a padded/prepaid envelope -» sae, SASE
2 a flat container made of plastic for keeping
papers in

-> idiom at push verb

environment /m'vairanmant/ noun

see also: marketing environment

1 [C,u] the conditions that affect the behaviour
and development of sb/sth; the physical conditions

that sb/sth exists in: a pleasant working/learning
environment o We need to respond quickly to the

changing business environment.

O the business/economic/political environment
2 the environment [sing.] the natural world in

which people, animals and plants live: measures to

protect the environment o pollution of the

environment
3 {IT) [c] the complete structure within which a

user, computer or program operates: a desktop
development environment
environmental /m.vairan'mentl/ adjective

[usually before noun]: the environmental effect of
tourism environmentally /m.vairan'mentali/

adverb: an environmentally sensitive area (= one
that is easily damaged or that contains rare

animals, plants, etc.)

environmental a nalysis =
ENVIRONMENTAL SCANNING

environmental health noun [u]

the activity of making sure that people are not
damaged by the conditions in which they live or

work: Ifyou provide food, register with the local

environmental health departmentforfood hygiene

training.

environmental health .officer noun [c]

{abbr EHO)
a person who is responsible for making sure that

people are not damaged by the conditions in which
they live or work

environmental 'impact noun [c, usually sing.,

u]

the effect that sth such as a new development, a

business activity, etc. has on the environment:
examining the environmental impact of adopting the

new technology o an environmental impact policy/

study

environmentalist /m.vairan'mentahst/
noun [c]

a person who is concerned about the natural

environment and wants to improve and protect it

en viron mentalism noun [u]

environmentally-friendly (also

en.vironment-'friendly) adjective

(about products) not harming the environment:
environmentally-friendly cars/energy/fuel/packaging

environmental management .system
noun [u] {abbr EMS)

the way in which a business plans to manage and
control its activities in order to protect and
preserve natural resources such as clean air and
water, the countryside, etc.

environmental marketing = green
MARKETING



environmental scanning 194 Equal Oppor tunities Com mission noun
[sing ] (abbr EOC)

the organization in the UK that tries to make sure
that women have the same chances of employment
and the same pay as men, and that men and
women are treated fairly at work

equal opportunity {also .equal em ployment
opportunity) noun [u,c; usually pi ]

(HR) the idea that everyone should have the same
chances of employment, without differences such
as race, religion, sex or age being considered: The
company has a policy of equal opportunity, o She
advises banks and other large companies on equal
opportunities, o We are an equal opportunity
employer.

equal 'pay noun [u]

{HR) the idea that men and women should receive

the same pay for doing the same work: Women are

gaining access to the bestjobs and winning equal pay.

o equal pay cases/claims/legislation

equation /I'kwe^n/ noun [C]

see also: accounting equation

a statement showing that two amounts or values

are equal

equilibrium /,i:kwi'libriam; ,ek-/ (also .market
equilibrium) noun [u; sing.]

see also: partial equilibrium

{Economics) a situation in which the amount of

particular goods or services that people want to

buy (demand) at a particular price equals the

amount that businesses want to supply (supply): He
believes that the steel market is reaching an
equilibrium, o The market is in equilibrium, o the

equilibrium rate of employment (= the supply of

work and the demand for work are equal)—Picture
at SUPPLY AND DEMAND

equi librium price noun [c]

(Economics) the price at which the amount of a

particular product or service being supplied equals

the amount demanded -> market price—Picture at

SUPPLY AND DEMAND

equi librium .quantity noun [c]

(Economics) the amount of a particular product or

service being bought or sold at the equilibrium
price—Picture at supply and demand

equip /i'kwip/ verb [+ obj] (-pp-) (often be
equipped)
to supply sb/sth with what is needed for a

particular purpose or task: We needed €650 000 to

build and equip the manufacturing plant, o a fully

equipped office o The phone comes equipped with a

built-in digital camera.

equipment ,/i'kwipmant/ noun [u]

see also: capital equipment

the machines, tools, etc. that are needed for a

particular purpose or activity: They supply

equipmentfor the food industry, o Spending on
computer equipment has decreased, o This piece of
equipment is used to label the bottles. See note at

INFORMATION
0 to install/provide/supply/use equipment

business/computer/industrial/office/telecoms

equipment heavy/high-tech/obsolete/standard

equipment

equity /'ekwati/ noun

see also: book equity, brand ~, employment ~,

external ~, home ~, horizontal ~, internal ~, etc.

1 (Finance) [u] the money for business activities

(capital) that a company obtains by selling shares

rather than from loans: The company has raised

€7 million offresh equity, o holding equity in a

environmental scanning noun [u] (also

environmental a nalysis [u.c])

the process of obtaining and using information

about current events, developments, changes, etc.

that may affect an organization, so that the

managers of the organization can plan its future

en vironment- friendly = environ
MENTALLY-FRIENDLY

EOC /,i: au 'si:; AmE ou/ = Equal Opportunities
Commission

Eol /,i: au 'ai; AmE ou/ = expression of interest

EOQ /,i: au 'kju:; AmE ou/ = economic order
quantity

EPOS /'iipos; AmE -pa:s/ abbr

(Commerce) electronic point of sale the electronic

machines and computer systems used in shops/
stores to record information about the goods sold:

suppliers of cash tills, EPOS and scanning systems for
supermarkets o Stock control andfinancial data is

updated directlyfrom the EPOS terminal.

e-pro curcment noun [u]

(Production) the process of businesses obtaining

supplies of goods or services using the Internet

EPS (AmE spelling usually eps) /,i: pi: 'es/

= earnings per share, extensive problem
solving

EQ /,i: 'kju:/ abbr

(HR) emotional quotient (used as a countable noun)

a measurement of a person's emotional
intelligence, sometimes calculated from the

results of special tests: Employees with a high EQ are

much more productive than those with a low EQ.

equal /'i:kwal/ adjective, verb

• adjective

1 the same in size, quantity, value, etc. as sth else:

You will get a commission equal to 5% of the selling

price, o Thefour companies are broadly equal in size.

o We have an equal number of men and women
working here.

2 having the same rights or being treated the same
as other people: / was never treated as an equal

partner in the business, o campaigningfor equal

treatmentfor all employees

QUZa on .equal terms (with sb) having the same
advantages and disadvantages as sb else: Can our
industry compete on equal terms with its overseas

rivals?

• verb [+ obj] (-II-, AmE -I-)

to be the same in size, quantity, value, etc. as sth

else: two plus two equalsfour (2+2=4) o Profits this

quarter rose 50%, equalling the profits made in the

whole of lastyear.

Equal Em ployment Opportunities
Com mission noun [sing.] (abbr EEOC)

(HR) the organization in the US that tries to make
sure that everyone has the same chances of

employment, and is treated the same way at work,
without differences of race, colour, religion, sex or

race being considered

equal em ployment opportunity (abbr

EEO) = EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

equality /i'kwDlati;^m£i'kwa:-//7oi/n [u]

the fact of being equal in rights, status, advantages,
etc: equality of opportunity o We are committed to

promoting equality in the workplace, o Women were
working to achieve economic equality with men.

O economic/gender/social equality to achieve/

demand/promote equality



company o We have decided to reduce our equity

capital, o They have taken a large equity stake in the

airline. -> debt
© to issue/raise equity • an equity interest/stake (in

sth) equity holdings/investments equity

markets/prices/values • an equity analyst/investor/

trader

2 [Finance; Stock Exchange) equities [pi ] shares in

companies, especially ordinary shares; the

business of trading shares: Investing in equities

carries afairly high risk, o Many investors are

switchingfrom equities to bonds, o Equities fell 8.4%
in June, o the equities market

O to buy/hold/invest in/sell/trade equities

3 {also 'home .equity, especially in AmE) [u] the

value of a property after all debts have been paid:

They have 10 years of mortgage payments left and
about $75000 equity in their home.

0 to have/take out/use equity

equity ac counting noun [u] {also 'equity

.method [sing.])

{Accounting) the practice of recording in your
company's financial records the share of profits

that you could claim from another company
because you own part of it

'equity .finance noun [u].

{Finance) money that a company gets by selling

shares in order to finance its activities; the business

of helping companies get money in this way: It is

now easierfor smaller companies to attract investors

and raise equityfinance, o the bank's equityfinance
division -> debt finance

equity-financed adjective: Thefirm is entirely

equity-financed.'equity .financing noun [u,C]

equity fund noun [c]

{Finance) an investment company that invests the

money that people pay into it in shares: Investors

have withdrawn $80 billion from equityfunds in the

lastfour months, o an equityfund manager

equity .gearing = gearing

equity .kicker noun [c]

{Finance)

1 a right to buy shares, often at a lower price than
usual, that a company gives to sb as extra payment
for receiving a loan: By offering an equity kicker

they can borrow at lower rates of interest.

2 {especially Am E) a share of the profits from a

property that you promise to sb who lends you
money to buy it

the 'equity .method = equity accounting

equity share noun [c]

{Finance) a share in a company that gives its owner
the right to receive payments from profits

(dividends) and vote in company meetings; a

number of these that sb owns: The company issued

12 000 equity shares of 12 rupees each, o They have
bought a 50% equity share in the company.

ER /,i: 'ai(r)/ = employee relations

erase /i'reiz; AmE I'reis/ verb [+ obj]

1 to remove or destroy sth completely: The share

price dropped 5% today, erasing yesterday's gains.

2 to remove a recording from a tape or

information from a computer's memory: The files

have been erasedfrom the disk. -> delete verb (1)

'e-re,cruitment noun [u]

{HR) the practice of using the Internet to find new
people to join a company or an organization

ergonomic /,3:ga'nDmik; AmE ,3:rga'na:m-/

adjective

designed to be used or operated in a safe,

comfortable and efficient way: an ergonomic chair/

keyboard o the ergonomic design of workplaces
ergo nomically /,3:ga'nDmikli; AmE ,3:rga'na:m-/

adverb

195 escalator clause

ergonomics /,3:ga'nDmiks; AmE ,3:rga'na:m-/

noun
1 {AmE also .biotech'nology) [u] the study of how
offices, equipment, furniture, etc. can be made
more comfortable, safe and efficient for working
people to use
2 [pi ] the aspects of the design of sth that make it

comfortable, safe and efficient to use: the

ergonomics of the workstation

ergonomist /3:'gDnamist; AmE 3:r'ga:n-/ noun [C]

a person who studies how offices, equipment,
furniture, etc. can be made more comfortable, safe

and efficient for working people to use

ERISA /e'nsa/ abbr
Employee Retirement Income Security Act in

the US, a law that protects the rights of people who
take part in employee benefit and pension plans

ERM /,i:a:r'em/ = Exchange Rate
Mechanism (1)

erode /i'raod; AmE I'roud/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

{often be eroded)
to gradually destroy sth or make it weaker over a

period of time; to be destroyed or made weaker in

this way: Unemployment is eroding consumer
confidence, o By the early 2000s the chain's brand
identity had eroded. erosion /i'rau3n; AmE
I'rough/ noun [u]: the erosion of consumer
confidence o brand/price erosion

ERP /,i: a: 'pi:; AmE a:r/ = enterprise resource
PLANNING

erratic /iTaetik/ adjective

not following any plan or regular pattern; that you
cannot rely on: The share price has been erratic over

the lastyear, o erratic swings in price

error /'era(r)/ noun [C,U]

see also: margin of error

a mistake, especially one that causes problems or

affects the result of sth: The auditorsfound several

errors in the accounts, o He believes the company
made a strategic error in cutting staff. o The payment
was made in error (= by mistake).

0 to correct/discover/find/make an error * to check
for/look for errors (in sth) an accounting/a

clerical/typing error a computer/factual/pricing

error a fatal/serious/small error

error correction noun [u]

{IT} a process by which a computer automatically

corrects mistakes in data

'error .message noun [c]

{IT) a message that appears on a computer screen
which tells you that you have done sth wrong or

that the program cannot do what you want it to do

Esc = ESCAPE

escalate /'eskaleit/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to become or to make sth

greater, more serious, etc: The organization is faced
with escalating costs and decreasing revenue, o The
management's action could escalate the dispute.

2 [+ obj] to increase a price, charge, etc. in order to

pay for a rise in the cost of materials, wages, etc:

Our managementfees are escalated at 3% a year.

escalation /.eska'leijn/ noun [c,u]: an escalation

infood prices

.esca lation clause noun [c]

a condition in a contract that allows sb to charge
extra in order to pay for an increase in the cost of

materials, wages, etc.

'escalator clause {also escalator /'eskaleita(r)/)

noun [c] {both especially AmE)
a condition in a contract that allows wages, prices,



escape

etc. to increase or decrease in particular

circumstances, for example when costs rise or fall:

The pension includes an escalator clause that raises

payments in line with inflation.

escape /I'skeip/ noun [u] {also es'cape key [c])

(abbr Esc)

(If) a button on a computer keyboard that you press

to stop a particular operation or leave a program:
Press escape to get back to the menu.

e scape clause noun [c]

a condition in a contract that allows you to break
part of the contract in particular circumstances

es'cape key = escape

escrow /'eskrau; AmE 'eskrou/ noun [U,C]

{IT; Law) an arrangement in which sth valuable,

such as a document, an amount of money, etc. is

held by an independent person or organization

until a particular condition has been met, when it is

transferred to the person or organization who has a

right to claim it; a document or other valuable item
held in this way: The shares will be held in escrow
pending completion of the sale, o The company has
paid 1.5 million into an escrow account to cover

potential tax liabilities. 'escrow verb [+ obj]

ESO es 'au; AmE 'ou/ = employee stock option

ESOP /'i:sDp; AmE 'i:sa:p/ = employee share
ownership plan, employee stock ownership
PLAN

espionage /'espiana:3/ noun [u]

the activity of finding out secret information about
a country or an organization for another country or

organization: Twoformer research staffwere
arrested on charges of industrial espionage.

ESS /,i: es 'es/ = employee self service

est, abbr

1 a short way of writing established to show
when a company was formed: Grove's Tea

Merchants, est. 1982
2 a short way of writing estimated to show that a

figure is not exact: Est. total cost: $47 million

establish /I'staebhJV verb [+ obj]

1 to start or create an organization, a system, etc.

that is mean*- to last for a long time: The group was
established in 1934. o The treaty established a free
trade zone across Europe.

2 establish sb/sth/yourself (in sth) (as sth) to

become successful, especially in a new business: It

has quickly established itself as one of the top

computer systems companies.

establishment /I'stasblijmant/ noun
1 [C] an organization, a large institution, a hotel or

a restaurant: a fast-food establishment o The hotel is

a comfortable and well-run establishment, o a survey

of business establishments used to calculate the

number ofpeople in work
2 (usually the establishment) [sing, with sing./pl.

verb] the people in a society or a profession who
have influence and power and who usually do not

support change: the banking establishment

3 [u] the act of starting or creating sth that is

meant to last for a long time: Since its establishment

in 2001, thefirm has enjoyed rapid growth, o the

establishment of a pension scheme

estate /I'steit/ noun

see also: industrial estate, real ~, trading ~

1 [C] (BrE) an area of land with a lot of houses,

office buildings or factories of the same type on it:

There are several office buildings empty on the estate,

o a housing estate

2 (Law) [c,u] all the money and property that a
person owns, especially everything that is left

when they die: Her estate was left to her daughter, o
a bankrupt estate

3 [C, usually sing., U] (BrE) a group of small
businesses, especially places where people go to

drink alcohol (pubs), that are owned and
controlled by a single organization: The company
plans to sell its estate of 108 coffee bars, o a pub
estate

e state .agent (BrE) (also 'real estate .agent, AmE,
BrE) (AmE also 'Realtor™) noun [C]

a person or business that sells or rents houses,
buildings and land for the owners, usually in return

for a fee that is a percentage of the price of the
property: a national network of estate agents

es tate .agency (BrE) (also 'real estate .agency,

AmE, BrE) noun [C]: an estate agency chain/network

e state tax (also 'death tax, informal) noun [c,u]

in the US, tax that must be paid on the value of the

money and property of sb who has died
inheritance tax

-A- estimate noun, verb

• noun /'estimat/ [C]

1 ajudgement that you make without having the

exact details or figures about the size, amount,
cost, etc. of sth: Can you give me a rough estimate of
the time involved? o Estimates of inflation range

from 4 to 6 per cent, o We had to cut our sales

estimate by 5%. o Earnings are in line with our
estimates.

O a final/an initial/a preliminary estimate * a best/

careful/rough estimate to cut/lower/raise/revise

an estimate sth is in line with/above/below an
estimate

2 (Commerce) a statement of how much a piece of

work will probably cost: We got estimatesfrom three

firms and accepted the lowest. See note at quote
0 to give (sb)/prepare/provide (sb with)/submit an

estimate to accept/askfor/get an estimate

-» idiom at ballpark
• verb /'estimeit/ [+ obj] (often be estimated)
to form an idea of the cost, size, value etc. of sth,

but without calculating it exactly: They estimate

that the oil price could increase to $27 by 2025. o
Sales this year are estimated at £6 billion, o a

contract estimated to be worth €100 million o The
contract is worth an estimated €100 million, o The
costs were more than originally estimated.

estimation /.esti'meijn/ noun [c]: Estimations of
our total world sales are around 50 million.

estimator /'estimeita(r)/ noun [C]

a person whose job involves calculating the cost,

price or value of sth: She works as an estimator at a
construction company.

e-tailer noun [c]

(E-commerce) a business that sells goods to the

public on the Internet: a furniture e-tailer

h'L'lH E-tailer is formed from 'e-' (electronic) and
'retailer'. e- tailing noun [u]: an e-tailing

business/site

etc, /,et 'setara; ,it/ abbr
et cetera used after a list to show that there are

other things that you could mention : We talked

about the contract, the pay, etc. Et cetera is a

Latin phrase meaning 'and the rest'.

Ethernet /'i:Ganet; AmE -Barn-/ noun [U]

(IT) a system for connecting a number of computer
systems to form a network

ethic /'eGik/ noun
1 ethics [pi.] moral principles that control or

influence a person's behaviour: professional/

business/corporate ethics o The company has drawn
up a code of ethicsfor its managers.



2 [sing.] a system of moral principles or rules of

behaviour: There is a strong work ethic among the

staff.

ethical /'eGikl/ adjective

1 morally correct or acceptable: Is it ethical to read

employees' emails? o an ethical investmentfund
(= that invests in companies, etc. whose actions are

considered morally acceptable) IoppI unethical
2 connected with beliefs and principles about
what is right and wrong: an ethical issue/problem/
question

ethically /'eBikli/ adverb

ethnic 'monitoring noun [u]

(HR) the activity of collecting and analysing

information about the race of all the employees in a

company or an organization to check that all races

are present in a fair way

ethos /'i:0Ds; AmE 'i:9a:s/ noun [sing.]

the moral ideas and attitudes that belong to a

particular group, organization or society: Our
company ethos is based on being totally reliable.

e-.ticket {also .electronic 'ticket) noun [c]

1 a series of numbers, letters or symbols that you
receive instead of a paper ticket when you pay on
the Internet or by telephone for a service,

especially to travel on a plane, go to a theatre, etc.

It is recorded on the computer of the business that

provides the service: Customers who book online

will be issued with an e-ticket.

2 a ticket, for example, one to travel on a train or

bus, which is stored electronically on a small plastic

card (a smart card)

'e-,ticketing {also .electronic 'ticketing) noun [u]:

They have introduced e-ticketingfor all local flights.

etiquette /'etiket; AmE -kat/ noun [u]

the rules of polite and correct behaviour:

Punctuality is an important aspect of business

etiquette. -» netiquette

ETR /,i: ti: 'a:(r)/ = effective tax rate

EU /,i: 'ju:/ = European Union

Euribor /'juaribo:(r); AmE 'juribo:r/ abbr

{Finance) Euro Interbank Offered Rate the
average rate of interest that the largest European
banks charge each other for borrowing an amount
of euros for a particular period of time: Interest on
the loan is charged at 2 per cent over Euribor.

Euro /'juarau; AmE 'jurou/ adjective {informal)

1 (used especially in newspapers) connected with
Europe or the European Union: Euro laws/leaders

2 {Finance) used to describe a currency or an
investment that is traded in the Euromarkets:
Euro commercial paper

euro /'juarau; AmE 'jurou/ noun {plural euros)

1 [c] the unit of money of some countries of the

European Union; €: The price is given in dollars or

euros, o In New York, the US currency rose half a cent

against the euro, o the introduction of euro coins and
banknotes See note at increase
2 {often the euro) [sing.] the system of using the
euro as a national currency: He believes that

Denmark will join the euro.

Euro- /'juarau; AmE 'jurou/ combiningform
1 {used to form nouns and adjectives) connected with
Europe or the European Union: a Euro-MP
2 {Finance) used with the name of a currency or an
investment to indicate that it is traded in the

Euromarkets: Euro-Yen

'euro .area = eurozone

Eurobond /'juaraubDnd; AmE 'jurouba:nd/ {also

global bond) noun [c]

{Finance) a type of bond in a particular currency
that governments and large organizations sell to

international investors outside the country that

uses that currency: The bank plans to issue
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eurobonds worth €200 million with a term offive

years, o a five-year dollar-denominated eurobond
-» foreign bond UMH The word Euro in

Eurobond does not refer to Europe or the euro.

Eurobonds can be sold in any country and have a

price in any currency.

Eurocurrency /'juaraokAransi; AmE 'jurouk3:r-/

noun [c,u] {plural Eurocurrencies)

{Finance) a form of money that is held or bought
and sold outside its home country: London has

become the major centrefor Eurocurrency business.

IlL'IM The word Euro in Eurocurrency does not
refer to Europe or the euro. A Eurocurrency can be
from any country in the world.

Eurodollar /'joaraudt)la(r); AmE 'juroodad-/ noun [C]

{Finance) a US dollar that is held in a bank account
or borrowed by an organization outside the US: The

price ofEurodollars has been falling.

Euroland {also spelled euro\and) /'juaraulaend;

AmE 'jurou-/ noun [u] {informal)

(used especially in newspapers) the countries in the

European Union that use the euro as a unit of

money-* Eurozone

Euromarket / 'juarauma:kit; AmE 'juroomaxk-/
noun [C]

{Finance)

1 an international market in which banks and
large organizations buy and sell Eurobonds,
Eurocurrencies, etc: A group of 10 international

banks will underwrite and sell the bonds in the

Euromarkets.

2 the European Union considered as a single

financial or commercial market

the European 'Central Bank noun [sing ]

{abbr ECB)

a central bank for the countries in Europe who use

the euro as their national currency (the eurozone)

the .European Com mission noun [sing ]

{abbr EC)

a group of officials, led by a president, who run the

European Union and apply its laws. Its members
are chosen by the governments of the countries in

the European Union.

the .European Com munity noun [sing.]

{abbr EC)

a group of countries in Europe that have developed
common rules on many political and economic
matters, for example on what taxes to charge on
imported goods and on how companies may
compete fairly with each other CHlQ The
European Community is now part of the

European Union. The term European Community
is still sometimes used to refer to the European
Union.

European De'positary Re'ceipt noun [c]

{abbr EDR)

{Stock Exchange) a type of depositary receipt that

is bought and sold on stock exchanges in Europe

the European Economic Area noun [sing ]

{abbr EEA)

an agreement between many countries in Europe.

People living in one of these countries can work in

any of the other countries, and goods, money, etc.

can be moved between the countries without
having to pay taxes.

the European Economic Com munity
noun [sing.] {abbr EEC)

an organization of European countries that was
formed in 1957 in order to reduce trade restrictions

in Europe. It developed into the European
Community.

European Monetary Union = emu
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the .European 'Union noun [sing.] (abbrEU)

an economic and political organization that many
European countries belong to

EurostOCks /'juaraustDks; AmE 'juroustaiks/

noun [pi.]

(used especially in newspapers) shares that are

traded on European stock exchanges

Eurozone (also spelled eurozone) /'juarauzaun;

AmE 'jurouzoun/ [also 'euro ,area) noun [sing.]

the countries in the European Union that use the

euro as a unit of money: a cut in interest rates in the

Eurozone -> Euroland

evade /rveid/ verb [+ obj]

to find a way of not doing sth, especially sth that

legally or morally you should do: He has been

charged with evading sales tax on $15 million of
purchases. evasion /I've^n/ noun [c,u]: plans to

fightfare evasion on public transport -> tax evasion

devaluate /i'vaeljueit/ verb [+ obj]

see also: re-evaluate

to study all the available information about sb/sth

and then form an opinion about them/it: We use

written tests and interviews to evaluate job

candidates, o The bids will be evaluated by an
independent committee. Isynj assess

evaluative /i'vaeljuativ/ adjective: They have
developed a set of evaluative criteriafor websites.

evaluation /i.vaelju'eijri/ noun

see also: job evaluation, performance evaluation

1 [U] the process of studying all the available

information about sb/sth and forming an opinion
about them/it: Ongoing training and evaluation of
employees should be a priority.

2 [c] a spoken or written opinion about the

quality, value, importance, etc. of sb/sth: All

employees will have an annual performance
evaluation, o We conducted a thorough evaluation of
the system.

e vent .management noun [u]

1 (Marketing) the activity of organizing events such
as concerts, sports competitions and parties for

companies as part of their marketing activities: The
company specializes in event management and
corporate hospitality.

2 (Production) = supply chain event
MANAGEMENT

e vent .marketing noun [u]

1 the activity of showing and advertising products

or services to people in public places or at special

events such as trade shows or sports

competitions: We set up stalls in several shopping
malls as part of an event marketing campaign.
2 the activity of advertising and attracting people
to a special event

evict /iVikt/ verb [+ obj]

(Law) to force sb to leave a house or land, especially

when you have the legal right to do so: A number of
tenants have been evictedfor not paying the rent.

eviction /I'vikjn/ noun [u,c]: to face eviction

from your home

evidence /'evidans/ noun [U]

the information that is used in a court to try to

prove sth: You cannot be forced to give evidence

(= say what you know, describe what you have
seen, etc. in a court) againstyour spouse, o The
investigation found no evidence of wrongdoing.

O to give/present (sb with)/produce evidence to

consider/examine/hear/study evidence to admit/
allow/exclude evidence

evolve /i'vDlv; AmE i'vadv/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to develop gradually, especially from a simple to a
more complicated form; to develop sth in this way:
The company has evolved into a major electronics

manufacturer, o Their business evolvedfrom a series

of mergers, o We constantly evolve our products to

meet the changing needs of customers.

EVP /,i:vi:'pi:/ = executive vice-president

ex /eks/ preposition

1 (BrE) not including sth: The price is €2 000 ex VAT.

-» EXCLUDING
2 (Trade) used to show that a price or contract

includes the cost of delivering goods to the place

mentioned: All prices are ex dock New York.

-> DELIVERED EX QUAY, DELIVERED EX SHIP
3 (Trade) used to show that a price or contract does
not include transport from the place mentioned
-> EX WAREHOUSE, EX WORKS
4 (Finance) used to show that the buyer of a share,

bond, etc. will not receive the right to claim the

thing mentioned: As of 11 May, the shares will be

traded ex bonus, o The bonds will be issued on an ex-

interest basis, loppl cum

• exceed /ik'siid/ verb [+ obj]

1 to be greater than a particular number or

amount: Total sales are expected to exceed

€250 million, o While demand exceeds supply, prices

will continue to rise, o We have exceeded our
earnings target this year.

2 to do more than the law or an order, etc. allows

you to do: There is a chargefor exceedingyour
overdraft limit.

excellence /'eksalans/ noun [u]

see also: centre of excellence

the quality of being extremely good: an awardfor
excellence in design and engineering o efforts to

achieve manufacturing excellence

except /ik''sept/ preposition, verb

•preposition (also ex'cept for)

not including: We are open every day except Sunday.
• verb [+ obj] (usually be excepted)
to not include sb/sth: Some types of advertisements

are exceptedfrom the regulations.

exception /ik'sepjn/ noun [C]

see also: management by exception

1 (Insurance) in an insurance policy, particular risks

that you are not protected for: The policy exceptions

include claims for sports injuries.

2 (IT) the fact that a computer cannot process an
instruction in the normal way: The software

generates a daily exception report of sales that cannot

be processed. -» error

exceptional /ik'sepjanl/ adjective, noun
• adjective

see also: pre-exceptional

1 unusually good: 2005 was an exceptional yearfor
the business.

2 very unusual: We reserve the right to close the

account in exceptional circumstances.

3 (Accounting) used to describe an amount of

money in a company's financial records that is

connected with a company's normal business

activities but is much larger than usual and will

have an important effect on profits: The cost of
cancelling the contract will be accountedfor as an
exceptional charge.

• noun [C] (usually exceptionals [pi.])

(Accounting) = exceptional item

ex ceptional 'item (also exceptional) noun [c,

usually pi.]

(Accounting) (in a company's financial records) an
amount of money that is paid or received as part of

normal business activities but which is unusually



large and has an important effect on profits: Net

profit before (= not including) exceptional items fell

by 5.9%. -» EXTRAORDINARY ITEM

• excess noun, adjective

• noun /ik'ses/

1 [sing; u] more than is necessary or acceptable:

There is an excess ofdiamonds in the marketplace, o
Growth in sales is expected to be in excess of
(= more than) five per cent.

2 [C,u] an amount by which sth is larger than sth

else: We cover costs up to €800 and then you pay the

excess.

3 {Insurance) [c,u] the part of an insurance claim

that you must pay while the insurance company
pays the rest: All claims are subject to an excess of

€100.

• adjective /'ekses/ [only before noun]

in addition to an amount that is necessary or that

can be used: The excess office space has been rented

to another company, o We have cut our prices in an
attempt to reduce excess stock.

.excess 'baggage noun [u]

bags, cases, etc. taken on to a plane that weigh
more than the amount each passenger is allowed to

carry without paying extra

excess ca pacity noun [u]

(Economics; Production) the ability to produce or

supply more of a product or service than is needed;
the extra quantity that could be produced or

supplied: Some aircraft and telecoms companies are

still struggling with excess capacity.

excess de mand noun [u]

{Economics) a situation in which more of a product

or service is wanted by buyers at a particular price

than the industry can supply: Because there is excess

demandfor energy, we can expect the price to rise.

excess sup ply noun [u,c]

(Economics) a situation in which more of a product
or service is supplied by an industry than buyers

want at the price; the extra goods or services

available: Prices have fallen as a result of excess

supply.

• exchange /iks'tjemd3/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: B2B exchange, bill of ~, commodity ~,

foreign ~, futures ~, information ~, International

Securities ~, etc.

1 [c,u] an act of giving sth to sb or doing sth for sb

and receiving sth in return: an exchange of emails o
Workers agreed to a pay cut in exchangefor shares

in the company.
2 (Commerce; Finance) [c] an organized system that

allows traders to buy and sell currencies,

investments, goods, etc.; a place where this takes

place: The company's shares are traded on the

Euronext exchange in Paris, o the floor of the

exchange (= where traders deal with each other) o
They have set up an electronic trading exchange
(= for example, using an Internet site)/or wood
products.

3 [u] the process of changing an amount of one
currency for an equal value of another: The
government plans to introduce controls on currency
exchange. exchange rate, foreign exchange
4 [c] an arrangement when two people or groups
from different countries visit each other's homes or

do each other's jobs for a short time: a 12-month
work exchangefor recent graduates o an exchange
student

5 [C] = TELEPHONE EXCHANGE
• verb [+ obj]

1 to give sth to sb and receive sth else from them:
We exchanged business cards, o The bank will

exchange €2 million of debtfor shares in the

company.

199 exchange rate exposure

2 to change an amount of one currency for

another: They exchanged their dollars for pesos.

3 if you exchange sth you have bought, or a shop/

store exchanges it, you return it and get sth

different or better instead: Can I exchange this shirt

for a larger size? o Sale goods cannot be exchanged.

4 (Law) (BrE) exchange contracts to sign a contract

with the person that you are buying a building or

piece of land from: They have just exchanged
contracts on the purchase of a new warehouse.

[HUH ex.change hands = change hands at

change verb

WHICH WORD?

exchange/change/return

If you are unhappy with goods you have bought
from a shop/store, you can usually exchange or

change them.

If you return something, you take it back to the

seller and get your money back.

exchangeable /iks'tjemd38bl/ adjective

1 that can be exchanged: These vouchers are not

exchangeablefor cash.

2 (Finance) (about bonds) that can be exchanged for

shares in another company at a particular time in

the future: The bonds are exchangeable into shares

of Thomson Multimedia. -> convertible

ex change con.trol noun [c, usually pi., u]

(Economics) a set of rules that a government uses to

limit the amount of local currency that people can
sell or the price at which they can sell it: The
government has implemented exchange controls to

protect the bolivar currency, o exchange control

regulations

O to impose/introduce/tighten exchange controls to

lift/relax exchange controls

ex change e conomy noun [c]

(Economics) an economy in which people trade

goods with each other or buy goods using money

ex change .market = foreign exchange
MARKET

ex change of shares (BrE) (AmE exchange of

'stock) noun [c.U]

(Finance) when a company buys or joins with
another company by using some of its shares to pay
for shares in the other company: The merger will be

financed by an exchange of shares.

ex change rate (also ,rate of ex'change) noun [c]

see also: floating exchange rate, real exchange rate

the relation in value between one currency and
another: The current exchange rate is 50 rupees to

the euro, o the rupee/euro exchange rate o The euro

has a high exchange rate against the yen. o
movements/fluctuations in the exchange rate

|SYN| CURRENCY RATE
O a high/low/stable/strong/weak exchange rate a

competitive/favourable exchange rate the

exchange rate drops/falls/rises * an exchange rate

regime/system

ex change rate ex.posure noun [u,c]

(Finance) the fact that a business may lose money in

the future by having to buy an expensive currency

using one that has become less valuable: Our high

percentage offoreign sales means weface significant

exchange rate exposure, o We have a large exchange

rate exposure to the yen. o to hedge (against)

(= protect against) exchange rate exposure
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see also: Customs and Excise

a tax on particular goods and services that are sold

within a country, such as alcohol and cigarettes:

The government has decided to freeze the excise on
fuel, o (BrE) a reduction in excise duties on beer o
(AmE) a proposal to increase the excise tax on
cigarettes -> customs duty

excL abbr (only used in written English)

excluding: Price: $15 each (excl GST)

exclude /ik'sklu:d/ verb [+ obj]

1 to deliberately not include sth in what you are

doing or considering: The price of the trip excludes

insurance, o The cost of borrowing has been excluded

from the inflation figures. IoppI include
2 to prevent sb/sth from entering a place or taking

part in sth: The public were excludedfrom the board
meeting.

excluding /ik'sklu:dirj/ preposition {abbr excl.)

not including: Lunch costs $25 per person, excluding

drinks, o Excluding unusual charges, income was up
by 54%. -> ex (1)

exclusion /ik'sklu^n/ noun
1 [u] the act of preventing sb/sth from entering a

place or taking part in sth: The companyfaces
exclusionfrom the FTSE 100. o Focus on your career,

but not to the exclusion of everything else.

2 [Law) [c] a particular person, thing or situation

that a contract, law, tax, etc. does not apply to:

Check the list of exclusions in the insurance policy, o
There are several exclusions to the trade tariff.

exclusive /ik'sklu:siv/ adjective

1 only given to one particular person, group or

organization; not involving others: The CEO has

exclusive use ofa company car. o We have exclusive

rights to distribute the products in the UK. o These

travel products are exclusive to our company (= no
one else sells them).

2 being the only official one or ones: We are the

exclusive distributor of the products worldwide.

3 of a high quality and expensive and therefore

not often bought or used by most people: an
exclusive hotel o exclusive designer stores/clothes

4 exclusive of sb/sth not including sb/sth: The
price quoted is exclusive of VAT.

exclusivity /,eksklu:'sivoti/ noun [u]

1 the right to be the only person or organization to

do sth: Agents are given exclusivity to trade in certain

areas, o The retailer has exclusivity deals with several

suppliers (= they do not supply others).

O to give/grant exclusivity to sb/sth an exclusivity

agreement/clause/contract/deal

2 {also exclusiveness / ik'sklu:sivnas/ less frequent)

the fact that people see a product or service as

being of high quality and expensive and therefore

only a small group buy or use it: a designer whose
clothes have not lost their exclusivity

excuse /ik'skju:s/ = sick note

ex-di rectory adjective {BrE)

(about a person or telephone number) not listed in

the public telephone book, at the request of the

owner of the telephone. Telephone services will

not give these numbers to people who ask for

them: an ex-directory number [synI unlisted

ex- dividend (also ,ex-'div., informal) adverb,

adjective (abbr xd)

(Finance) (about a share that is sold) that does not
give the buyer the right to claim the next payment
(dividend): The shares will trade ex dividendfrom
June 18. o the ex-dividend price o The shares begin
trading xd asfrom next Friday. [oppJcum dividend

exec /ig'zek/ noun [c] (informal)

an executive in a business: the company's chief exec

0 the high salaries paid to top execs

execute /'eksikju:t/ verb

1 [+ obj] to do a piece of work, perform a duty, put
a plan into action, etc: We can execute most orders in

just one week, o to execute a plan/strategy/project o
All trades (= in shares, etc.) are executed through a
broker.

2 [no obj] to achieve a particular business goal; to

be successful as a business: Our success is due to our
managers' ability to execute, o Their online travel

company is executing well and showing impressive

growth.

3 (IT) [+ obj] to make a computer perform an
action: To execute a program, type the program
name, o execute a command/an instruction/a query
[synIrun
13333 'execute on sth to complete a task or
perform an activity properly: Thefirm now has the

necessary skills andfunding to execute on its business

plan.

execution /.eksi'kjiuijn/ noun [u]

see also: writ of execution

1 the act of doing a piece of work, performing a

duty, or putting a plan into action: There are doubts

about the company's execution of its business

strategy, o The idea was good, but the execution was
poor.

2 the act of achieving a particular business goal or

being successful as a business: Most CEOs fail due to

a lack of execution.

3 (Finance) the act of transferring money and
shares, bonds, etc. between buyers and sellers in a

market: They have set up an online execution service.

exe cution risk noun [u,c]

the risk that a new business, project, etc. will fail

because it is not managed or carried out in the

right way: the execution risks associated with

expanding into a new region

• executive /ig'zekjotiv/ noun, adjective

• noun

see also: account executive

1 [c] (abbr exec) a person who has an important
job as a manager of a company or an organization:

Several top executives have left the company, o Our
executives arejudged on how well they manage
people and look after the company's reputation. See
note at boss
0 high-ranking/key/senior/top executives business/

company/corporate/industry executives an
advertising/a marketing/media/an oil/a sales

executive

2 [C with sing./pl. verb] a group of people who run a

company or an organization: The union's executive

has/have yet to reach a decision.

• adjective [only before noun]

1 connected with managing a business or an
organization, and with making plans and decisions:

She has an executive position in a finance company, o
the executive management team

O executive decisions/duties/jobs/positions

executive bonuses/pay/perks

2 having the power to put important laws and
decisions into effect; connected with this: The

executive board have approved the redundancies, o

ex change rate mechanism noun
(Economics)

1 Exchange Rate Mechanism (abbr ERM) [sing ] a

way of linking the currencies of some European
Union countries and controlling their exchange
rates, before the euro was introduced in 1999
2 [c] any system in which the values of different

currencies are linked together: She predicts that

Asian economies will set up an exchange rate

mechanism.

excise /'eksaiz/ noun [u]



He sits on the board but has no executive power.

-> NON-EXECUTIVE

O on executive board/committee/officer

3 for the use of sb who is important; expensive and
of good quality: the executive lounge (= at an
airport)

0 an executive jet/lounge/suite * executive cars/

housing

executive as sistant noun [c]

a person whose job is to help a senior manager or

executive in a company by organizing their affairs,

dealing with letters, etc: He was appointed executive

assistant to the managing director. Isyni executive
SECRETARY

executive 'chairman noun [c]

a person who is the most senior member of the

board of a large company and is also involved in

running it: He movedfrom being executive chairman
to chief executive.

e xecutive di rector noun [c]

a member of the board that controls a company
who is also employed as a senior manager of the

company -» non-executive director

e xecutive infor mation system noun [c]

(abbr EIS)

{IT) computer software that contains all the data

and information that senior managers need to

make decisions -» decision support system

e xecutive search noun [c,u]

{HR) the process of finding sb who is suitable for a

very senior job in a company by looking at people
working in other companies who have the right

skills and experience: They carried out an executive

searchfor a new chief executive, o an executive search

firm HEADHUNT

e xecutive 'secretary noun [c]

1 a person who works as secretary for a senior

manager or an executive in a company: an
executive secretary to the HR director

[SYNl EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT, PA
2 the leader of some types of public or government
organizations; a senior official in some businesses:

She has been appointed (as) executive secretary of
the Economic Commissionfor Europe.

executive 'summary {also .management
'summary, less frequent) noun [c]

a short statement that gives the important facts,

conclusions and suggestions of a report, usually
printed at the beginning of the report

e xecutive .vice- president noun [c]

{especially Am E) {abbr EVP)

an important person who is in charge of a
particular part of a business and who works closely

with the chief executive officer

e xemplary 'damages = punitive damages

* exempt /ig'zempt/ adjective, verb

• adjective

1 if sb/sth is exempt from sth, they are not
affected by it, do not have to do it, pay it, etc:

Payments into a pension fund are exemptfrom tax. o
Larger companies will have to pay the charge, but
small businesses are exempt.
2 {used with a noun to form adjectives): The company
has lost its tax-exempt status.

• verb [+ obj]

to decide officially that a rule or law, especially one
concerning payment of tax, will not apply to

particular people or things: The government may
exempt various productsfrom the import tax.

* exemption /ig'zempjn/ noun

see also: personal exemption, tax exemption

1 [U,C] official permission not to do sth or pay sth
that you would normally have to do or pay:

201 exhibition

Graduates in accounting may qualifyfor exemption

from some professional examinations, o The law
contains a small-business exemption {= it does not

apply to small businesses).

O to apply for/claim/qualify for/seek (an) exemption

to enjoy/secure/win (an) exemption • to give/grant

(an) exemption (to sb)

2 [C] an amount of income, profit, etc. on which
you do not have to pay tax; a product or service on
which tax is not charged: a $4 000 personal

exemption on income tax

0 to apply for/claim/qualify for/seek an exemption
to give/grant an exemption (to sb)

exercise /'eksasaiz; AmE -sars-/ noun, verb

• noun
1 [C] an activity or series of activities that is

designed to achieve a particular result: a training

exercise o The company has undertaken a rebranding

exercise, o an exercise in public relations

O to carry out/conduct/undertake an exercise

2 [uj the use of power or a right to make sth

happen: The Internet has made the exercise of choice

by consumers easy.

0 to encourage/justify/limit the exercise of sth

3 (Finance) [u] the exercise of an option an act of

using an option, especially in order to buy or sell

shares in a company: revenuesfrom the exercise of
share options

• verb [+ obj]

1 to use your power or rights in order to achieve

sth: We are continuing to exercise tight control over

costs, o to exercise a veto

2 (Finance) if you exercise an option you use it,

especially in order to buy or sell shares in a

company: The company has exercised an option to

sell its remaining shares in the business.

'exercise price (also 'strike price, 'striking price)

noun [c]

(Finance) the price at which sb/sth can buy or sell

shares in a company for which they own options:
The options have an exercise price of26 Canadian
dollars per share.

,ex 'factory = ex works

,ex 'gratia /,eks 'greija/ adjective (only used in

written English)

given or done as a gift or favour, not because there

is a legal duty to do it: ex gratia payments o The

bonus was made on an ex gratia basis.. ex 'gratia

adverb: The sum was paid ex gratia. CdO Ex gratia

is a Latin phrase.

exhaust /ig'zoist/ verb [+ obj]

to use all of sth so that there is none left: The trust

had exhausted its funds, o Don't give up until you
have exhausted all the possibilities.

exhibit /ig'zibit/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj or no obj]

to show sth in a public place for people to enjoy or

to give them information: They will be exhibiting

their new designs at the trade fairs this spring, o Over
sixty companies are exhibiting at thefood festival.

• noun [c]

1 (especially AmE) = exhibition
2 an object or a collection of objects put in a public

place for people to see

exhibition /.eksi'bijn/ (especially BrE) (AmE usually

ex'hibit) noun [C]

see also: trade exhibition

a collection of things, for example products

produced by different companies, that are shown
to the public; an event at which these things are

shown: an exhibition ofphotographs o You are

invited to join us at our exhibition stand in hall 9. o
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see also: barrier to exit

1 a way out of a public building or vehicle: // the

alarm sounds, leave by the nearestfire exit.

2 an act of leaving, especially when sb leaves a job,

or a business or an investor leaves a market: Her
exit has been a blow to the company, o the group's

exitfrom the insurance business

O to find/lookfor/make an exit (from sth) sth

provides an exit (from sth)

3 a way of ending an agreement, a contract, a

loan, etc.; an act of doing so: We must make sure

that we have an exitfrom the contract, o You pay a
25% exit penalty ifyou cash in the policy early.

0 an exit charge/cost/fee/penalty

• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to go out; to leave a building,

vehicle, etc: We exited via the fire escape.

2 [+ obj] to leave a job; to stop being involved in

sth, such as a type of business or an investment: He
is the latest in a series of senior executives to exit the

company, o The group is considering exiting

television.

3 (IT) [+ obj] to finish using a computer program or

a part of it: Press 'Esc' to exit the program.

'exit .barrier = barrier to exit

'exit charge = back-end load

exit .interview noun [c]

{HR) a meeting between an employer and an
employee who is leaving the company to find out
why they arc leaving: Small companies may not

have the time to carry out exit interviews and
employee-satisfaction surveys.

exodus /'eksadas/ noun [c, usually sing ]

a situation in which many people or businesses

leave a place, an activity, etc. at the same time: the

exodus of companiesfrom the region o preventing a
mass exodus of staff to rivalfirms

,ex officio /,eks aTiJiau; AmE -J"ioo/ adjective

{formal)

included or allowed because of your job, position

or rank: an ex officio member of the committee .ex
officio adverb: He was present at the meeting ex

officio. CEEQ Ex officio is a Latin phrase.

exorbitant /ig'zo:bitant; AmE -'zo:rb-/ adjective

(about a price) much too high: exorbitant prices/

fees/costs o It is a nice building but the rent is

exorbitant. e xorbitantly adverb: They charge

exorbitantly high rates of interest.

* expand /ik'spaend/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

1 to become greater in size, number or value; to

make sth greater in size, number or value: an
expanding range ofproducts o The company recently

expanded its boardfrom 11 to 15 members.
2 if a business expands or is expanded, new
branches are opened, it makes more money, etc:

Our business has expanded rapidly, from 16 to 30
stores in a year, o The group wants to expand its

presence in the Balkan region, o ambitious plans to

develop the business and expand into new markets

expansion /ik'spaenjn/ noun [u,c]

see also: horizontal expansion, margin ~, vertical -

an act of increasing or making sth increase in size,

amount or value: There was little expansion in

business investment last year, o a period of rapid
economic expansion o The company has announced
plans for a major expansion of its retail business.

0 an expansion drive/plan/programme/project/
strategy to continue/halt/slow/stop expansion *

to finance/fund (an) expansion

expatriate /.eks'paetriat; AmE -'peit-/ {also expat
/.eks'paet/ informal) noun [C]

a person living in a country that is not their own:
helping expatriates adjust to life in another country o
Australian expats living in Europe ,ex' patriate
(also .ex'pat, informal) adjective [only before noun]:

expatriate workers

ex'pectancy .theory noun [sing.]

(HR) the idea that employees will want to work
hard if they feel that they will be successful and
that there are likely to be good results for them
that they think are important

expectation of life = life expectancy (i)

expedite /'ekspadait/ verb [+ obj] {formal)

to make a process happen more quickly: We have
developed rapid order processing to expedite

deliveries to customers, o expedited delivery

expendable /ik'spendabl/ adjective

1 that you believe you can get rid of without
causing yourself or your business harm: He was
seen as expendable to the organization, o They sold

all their expendable assets.

2 expendable supplies are items that have little

value and are used in such a way that they cannot
be used again or there is little or none left

afterwards: expendable office supplies such as paper,

pens, paper clips, staples, etc.

3 made to be used for a limited period of time and
then replaced: The warranty does not included

expendable items such as tyres and batteries.

ex pendable noun [Cj: the cost of chemicals and
other expendables -> consumable, disposable

ex pendable income = disposable income

expenditure /ik'spenditja(r)/ noun [u,c]

see also: capital expenditure, consumption ~,

operating ~, revenue ~

(Accounting; Economics) the act of spending or using

money; an amount of money that sb/sth spends
during a particular period of time: a reduction in

government/corporate expenditure o The group has

been aggressive in cutting expenditure, o Expenditure

on advertising was 2.3 per cent higher this year, o IT

expenditure (= money spent on computers, etc.) o
The budget providedfor a total expenditure of$27
billion. -» income See note at spending
0 heavy/high/huge/low/major expenditure to cut

(back)/limit/reduce/trim expenditure to increase/

raise expenditure expenditure decreases/doubles/

drops/falls/rises

expenditure tax noun [c.u]

(Economics) a tax that is based on the amount of

money that people spend rather than on their

income: They argue that an expenditure tax would
promote savings, o In effect, VAT is a consumer
expenditure tax. -» consumption tax, income tax

expense /ik'spens/ noun

see also: accrued expense, capital ~, fixed ~,

interest-, operating-

1 (Accounting) [c.U] money that a business spends

on supplies, workers, services, etc. in order to

The hotel has space for conferences and exhibitions, o
the cost of exhibit space -» expo, fair, show
O to have/hold/host an exhibition to organize/put

on/set up an exhibition * to attend/visit an
exhibition an exhibition centre/hall/space/stand

exhibitor /ig'zibita(r)/ noun [C]

a business or an organization that shows their

products or services at an exhibition: The
agricultural show has attracted over 1 000 exhibitors

from 33 countries.

Eximbank {also spelled Exim bank, Ex-lm bank)
/'eksimbaerjk/ = Export-Import Bank

exit /'eksit; 'egzit/ noun, verb

• noun [c]



operate i>'mh Expenses are taken away from
profits in a company's financial records: Labour is

the airline industry's biggest expense, o marketing/

sales expenses o The cost of the insurance can be

deducted as a business expense, o Even after expenses,

healthy profit margins remain.

O to bear/incur an expense to cover/meet an

expense to deduct sth/treat sth/write sth off as an
expense to control/cut/reduce/trim expenses big/

high/large/low expenses an extra/unexpected/

unnecessary expense

2 expenses [pi ] money that you spend while

doing a job that your employer or the person you
are working for will pay back to you later : We will

cover your travel expenses, o I charge $200 an hour
plus expenses, o {BrE) to take a client outfor a meal
on expenses o an all-expenses-paid trip

-» EXPENSES CLAIM
O basic/out-of-pocket expenses to incur expenses to

cover/pay/refund/reimburse sb's expenses * to

claim (back)/recover your expenses

3 [uj the money that you spend on sth: The factory
was rebuilt at considerable expense, o He arranged
everything, no expense spared (= he spent as much
as was needed).
FT»T71 at sb's expense paid for by sb/sth: We were

taken for a meal at the company's expense.

ex pense ac count noun [c]

an arrangement by which money spent by sb while

they are at work is later paid back to them by their

employer; a record of money spent in this way: Put

the cost of the petrol/gas on your expense account.

ex'penses claim {BrE) {AmE ex'pense re.port)

noun [C]

a list of amounts that you spend while you are

working that your employer will pay back: Your
manager must approve the expenses claim before you
submit it. o Employees nowfile their expense reports

by email.

* expensive /ik'spensiv/ adjective

costing a lot of money: expensive equipment/ tools o
expensive hotels/restaurants/stores (= that charge
high prices) o What is the least expensive option? o
The new model is less expensive to produce, o
Restructuring the company could prove expensive.

lOPPl INEXPENSIVE
0 to be/become/look/prove/sound expensive *

extremely/hugely/prohibitively/relatively/very

expensive

ex pensively adverb: expensively priced o The
private sector can produce these products less

expensively than the government.

experience /ik'spiarians; AmE -'spir-/ noun

see also: work experience

1 [u] the knowledge and skill that you have gained
through doing sth for a period of time; the process
of gaining this: Do you have any previous experience

of this type ofwork? o Consultants should have a
college degree and at least 10 years' business

experience.

O practical/previous/prior/relevant/valuable

experience considerable/extensive/little

experience business/financial/industry/

management experience to have/gain/lack

experience

2 [c] an event or activity that affects you in some
way: We have to provide a better customer
experience.

O a/the customer/learning/shopping experience a
negative/positive experience * to have an experience

3 [u] the things that have happened to you that

influence the way you think and behave: Based on
past experience, most visitors to the website will fill

out theform.
O direct/first-hand/personal experience

203 expiry date

ex'perience curve (also 'learning curve) noun
[C, usually sing ]

the rate at which the cost of producing sth falls as

the number produced increases, as a result of the

knowledge and skill that a company and its

workers gain

experienced /ik'spiarianst; AmE -'spir-/ adjective

having knowledge or skill in a particular job or

activity: an experienced management team o We
need someone experienced in marketing.

ex'perience e conomy noun [c]

(Economics) an economy in which companies aim to

sell their products by telling people not about what
a particular product can do, but about the way
buying or using it will affect them and their lives

* expert /'eksp3:t; AmE -p3:rt/ noun, adjective

• noun [c]

a person with special knowledge, skill or training in

sth: a legal/financial/tax expert o a leading expert

on/in tax law o an expert at designing web pages o
Industry experts predict that oil prices could rise even

higher.

• adjective

done with, having or involving great knowledge or

skill: to seek expert advice/help o / need an expert

opinion on this, o We are expert at planning and
running corporate events.

expertise /,eksp3:'ti:z;^/r?£-p3:r't-/ flour? [U]

expert knowledge or skill in a particular subject,

activity or job: We have the expertise to help you run
your business, o the group's expertise in developing

new products

0 great/little expertise business/financial/

management/technical expertise to gain/have/
lack expertise

.expert 'system noun [c]

(IT) a computer system that can provide information

and expert advice on a particular subject. The
program asks users a series of questions about their

problem and gives them advice based on its store of

knowledge: We use an expert system to decide

whether to lend money to a client.

expiration /.ekspa'reijn/ = expiry

expi ration date = expiry date

expire /ik'spaia(r)/ verb [no obj]

1 (about a document, an agreement, a right to buy
or sell shares, etc.) to be no longer valid because
the period of time for which it could be used has

ended: Our lease on the property expires next month.
0 The offer to buy the company expired without a

deal beingfinalized. O The August crude oil contract

expires today (= today is the last day you can buy or

sell contracts to have oil delivered in August).

[synI run out
2 (about a period of time, especially one during
which sb holds a position of authority) to end: The

chairman's three-year term is due to expire in March.

expiry /ik'spaiari/ (plural expiries) (especially BrE)

(AmE usually .expi'ration) noun [u,c]

1 an ending of the period of time when an official

document can be used, or when an agreement or

contract is valid: The licence can be renewed on

expiry.

2 (Finance) the end of the period of time when an
option can be used or a futures contract is

valid: The oilfutures contract reached $30 a barrel

before its expiry at the end of the day.

ex'piry date (especially BrE) (AmE usually

expi'ration date) noun [c]

1 the date after which an official document,
agreement, etc. is no longer valid: What is the

expiry date on your credit card?
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2 {Finance) the final or only day on which you can

use your right to buy or sell particular shares,

bonds, etc. (an option)

3 the date, printed on a container or package, by
which an item of food, a medicine, etc. should be
eaten or a product should be used. The items must
not be sold after this date: Do not take medicine

after its expiry date. See note at best-before date

ex plicit knowledge noun [u]

(HR) information that can be described and written

down, for example in books, documents, reports,

etc: Explicit knowledge can be easily communicated
and shared. -> tacit knowledge

exploit /ik'spbit/ verb [+ obj]

1 to treat sb unfairly by making them work and not

giving them much in return: Some employers exploit

young workers, making them work long hours for
low pay.

2 to use sth as an opportunity to gain an
advantage for yourself: He exploited his father's

name to get himself a job.

3 to develop or make the best use of sth for

business or industry: to exploit an oilfield o
exploiting opportunities for growth ofinding ways to

fully exploit the potential of the brand
exploitation /.ekspbi'teijn/ noun [uj: the

exploitation of cheap labour o commercial
exploitation of the mineral resources in Antarctica

expo /'ekspau; AmE -pou/ noun [C]

1 [Trade) Expo a large international event at which
representatives from different countries show the

products, machinery, buildings, etc. that their

countries are producing, building, etc: Shanghai
will host the 2010 World Expo.

2 (Marketing) a public event at which one company
or many different companies producing related

products show and sell their new products and
services: a toy industry expo o the expo hall

|SYN| TRADE SHOW
L'MH The word expo is a short form of exposition,

exponential /.ekspa'nenfl/ adjective

(about a rate of increase) becoming faster and
faster: China's economy has seen exponential growth.

0 Since the mid 1990's, e-commerce has grown at an
exponential rate. exponentially /.ekspa'nenfali/

adverb: Our sales in Russia are increasing

exponentially.

• export noun, verb

• noun /'ekspo:t; AmE 'ekspairt/

see also: direct export, import--, indirect ~, re-~,

visible ~

1 [c, usually pi.] a product or service that is sold

and sent or supplied to another country: Copper is

Chile's biggest export, o Demand for Asian exports

has grown.
2 exports [pi ] the amount or value of goods and
services that are sold and sent or supplied to other
countries over a period of time: oil'steel/'wheat

exports o Exports accountfor around 40 per cent of
the country's GDP. o A weaker dollar would boost

exports.

3 [U] the selling and sending of goods or services

to another country: There are strict controls on the

export of certain chemicals, o Most ofwhat we
produce isfor export, o export earnings/revenue o
Europe remains the UK's largest export market, o an
export licence for the sale of chemicals
[oppj import

• verb /ik'spo:t; AmE ik'spo:rt/

1 [+ obj or no obj] to sell and send goods or services

to another country: Nigeria exports around two
million barrels of crude oil a day. o 90% of the

engines are exported to Europe, o an exporting

country/nation

2 [+ obj] to introduce an idea or activity to another
country or area: The retailer has exported its

marketing expertise to the US.

3 (IT) [+ obj] to change data into a form that allows
it to be used with a different type of software: Can
you export it as an ASCIIfile?
[oppj import

exportability /ik,spa:ta'bilati; AmE -,spo:rt-/

noun [u] exportable /ik'spa:tabl; AmE -'spo:rt-/

adjective: quality standards for exportable coffee

exportation /,ekspa:'teijri; AmE -spoir't-/ noun [u,C]

'export .credit noun [u,c]

(Trade) an arrangement by which an importer can
buy foreign goods or services now and pay for

them later: The bank provides international buyers

with export credits to buy US goods, o an export

credit agency (= that helps exporters to sell goods
in this way)

export credit guaran tee noun [c]

(Trade) a promise, often by a government, to pay for

goods that are exported if the importer does not
pay (often used in the names of institutions that

give these promises): The construction firm has

applied for export credit guaranteesfrom the British

government, o the Export Credit Guarantee Company
ofEgypt

exporter /ek'spa:ta(r); AmE ek'spo:rt-/ noun [r]

see also: net exporter

1 a business, country or person that sells goods or

services to another country: A stronger yen hurts

Japanese exporters because it makes their goods more
expensive abroad, o Ecuador is the world's largest

banana exporter.

2 a country whose people or businesses invest

money (capital) in companies, funds, etc. in other

countries: The country has movedfrom being a

supplier ofcheap goods to an exporter of capital.

-» IMPORTER

export .factoring noun [u]

(Trade) a financial arrangement in which a bank (a

factor) takes responsibility for collecting payments
for goods that an exporter sends abroad, so that

the exporter can borrow money from the bank
before customers pay their debts

.Export- Import Bank (also Eximbank)
noun [C]

(Trade) in some countries, a bank that is created by
the government to provide loans, etc. so that

foreign companies and governments can buy goods
and services that are exported by local businesses:

Exports to Malaysia can be supported by the US
Export-Import Bank.

exposed /ik'spauzd; AmE ik'spouzd/ adjective

(Finance) likely to experience financial losses: The

decision to invest only in shares left a number of
investors exposed, o The UK economy is highly

exposed to consumer spending (- it is likely to suffer

if people stop spending).

exposition /.ekspa'zijri/ noun [C]

(Marketing, formal) a public event at which many
different companies producing related products

show and sell their new products and services: an
annual exposition of computer technology

fSYNl TRADE SHOW -» EXPO

exposure /ik'spau3a(r);/\/7)£ -'spou-/ noun [u,C]

see also: credit exposure, currency ~, debt ~,

exchange rate ~

1 (Finance) the fact that a business, an investor, etc.

risks losing money, for example if customers do not

pay their bills, or if investments fail; the amount
that could be lost: The company has plans to reduce

their high exposure to bad debt, o The bank has a

€3 billion exposure (= the bank has lent €3 billion)

to the Brazilian economy.



O to have (an) exposure to avoid/increase/limit/

reduce exposure heavy/high/large exposure

2 {Finance) the opportunity to invest money in sth:

It's hard to gain exposure to property with small

amounts of money.

3 {Marketing) opportunities for people to see

advertisements and information about a company
or its products on television, in the newspapers, on
the Internet, etc: gaining media exposurefor your
products o We are trying to increase our brand
exposure on the Internet.

0 to gain/have/increase exposure

ex posure draft noun [c] (6rf) {abbr ED)

{Accounting) a document that is produced for

discussion before a final document is published,

especially one produced by the Financial

Accounting Standards Board before an accounting

rule (standard) is completed

express /ik'spres/ verb, adjective, adverb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

1 to describe an amount, a quantity, etc. using a

particular unit of measurement: On the income
statement, costs are expressed as a percentage of
sales, o Expressed in dollars, sales increased by 23%.
2 to send sth by express post/mail: As soon as I

receive payment I will express the book to you.

• adjective [only before noun]

1 travelling very fast; sent or delivered very

quickly: an express bus o The parcel was sent by
express mail, o Wz offer an express delivery service.

2 (about a piece of business, etc.) that can be done
very quickly: express clearance through customs o
Use the express checkout ifyou are buyingfive items

orfewer.

3 {Law) (about a part of a contract) that is stated or

put in writing and agreed: It was an express term of
the contract that their employment wasfor a period

offour years. -> implied
• adverb
using a special fast service: I'd like to send this

package express, please.

• noun
1 [C] a fast train or bus that does not stop at many
places

2 [u] a service for sending or transporting things

quickly; a company that provides this: The books
were sent by express. -» special delivery

expression of interest noun [c] {abbr Eol)

{Commerce) a formal statement in which a company
or person says that they would be interested in

doing sth, such as making an offer to supply sth or

do a piece of work, buying shares, joining sth, etc:

The company has made an expression of interest in a
motor business, o She said it was an expression of
interest, not a formal bid. o The government has
received 23 expressions of interestfrom developers

interested in building the stadium. -> letter of
intent
O to make/submit an expression of interest to set a

deadline for/invite/receive expressions of interest

ex'press lane noun [c] {AmE)

a place in a shop/store where particular customers
can go to avoid waiting for a long time: Customers
with ten items orfewer can use the express lane, o
express lanes atfast-food restaurants

,ex-'rightS adverb, adjective

{Finance) (about a share) that is sold without giving
the buyer the right to buy any new shares that the
company may offer: The shares go ex rights on 9
August (= if you buy them after this date you will

not receive the right to buy new shares), o an ex-

rights price of€l

,ex 'stock adverb, adjective

{Commerce; Production) used to describe goods that

can be delivered immediately because the seller

has a supply of them available: Most standard sizes

205 extensive problem solving

are available ex stock, o We offer ex-stock delivery on
a wide range ofproducts.

ext. abbr {only used in written English)

extension (used with a telephone number)

extend /ik'stend/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to make sth last longer: The
deadline has been extended to next Friday, o The
lease runs for two years with an option to extend for
a further two. o supermarkets with extended trading

hours (= that are open longer than normal)
2 [+ obj] to make a business, a law, etc. cover more
areas or operate in more places: The company plans

to extend its operations into Asia, o The law is being

extended to all businesses that employ more than ten

people.

3 [+ obj] to offer or give sth to sb: The bank refused

to extend anyfurther credit to the company {= to

lend them any more money), o The company
extended an invitation to shareholders to visit the

factory.

4 {Marketing) [+ obj] if a business extends a brand,
it uses a successful brand name to sell new
products: an attempt to extend the Easy brand
beyond EasyJet o They have extended their brand into

the mobile phone market.
-> extension

ex tended credit noun [u]

an arrangement by which you can spend as much
money as you wish using your credit card, if you do
not spend more than the limit you are allowed and
ifyou pay back a particular amount every month

ex tended 'warranty {also ex.tended
guaran'tee, less frequent) noun [c]

a type of insurance that shops/stores sell to

customers that increases the period of time during
which a product will be repaired or replaced if it

breaks

extension /ik'stenjn/ noun

see also: brand extension, line extension

1 [C,u] the act of making sth longer, larger, more
complicated, etc.; the thing that is added to do this:

The extension of the subway will take several months,

o We see the website as an extension ofour telephone

service, o The bank plans various extensions to its

creditfacilities.

2 [C] an extra period of time allowed for sth: He's

been granted an extension of the contractfor another
year, o a 14-month extension to the loan facility

3 [C] a new part that is added to a building: They
are planning a $60 million extension to the airport

terminal.

4 [C] {abbr ext.) one of many telephone lines that

are connected to a switchboard in a large

building, each with its own number: What's your
extension number? o Can I have extension 1125
please?

5 {IT) [C] the set of letters that are placed after a

dot at the end of the name of a file and that show
what type of file it is: The file must be saved with a
.htm extension.

ex tension .strategy noun [c]

{Marketing) a plan for reaching new customers for

an existing product by making small changes to it,

finding new uses for it, etc.—Picture at product
LIFE CYCLE

ex tensive problem .solving noun [u] {abbr

EPS)

{Marketing) the situation when a customer must find

information about a new product or service and
think carefully before deciding which brand to buy
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external trade o Japan's economy has been supported

largely by external demand.
4 {17) that is not built into the main computer or

device but must be connected to it: an external

modem/disk drive

lOPPl INTERNAL

external ac count = current account (2)

external a nalysis noun [c,u]

{Marketing) the study of the things outside a

company that are important for its success, such as

customers, competition and social change

external competitiveness noun [u]

1 {Economics) the ability to sell goods and services

to foreign customers at an attractive (= good) price

2 {HR) = EXTERNAL EQUITY

external debt noun [u]

{Economics) money that the government and
organizations in a particular country owe to

lenders in other countries: The country has $90
billion of external debt. IsynI foreign debt

external 'equity {also external
com petitiveness) noun [u]

{HR) a situation in which the basic pay that

employees in an organization receive is similar to

the pay for the same type of work in other

organizations: achieving external equity in pay
-> internal equity

external labour .market {AmE spelling ~

labor ~) noun [C]

{HR) the people who are available for work in the

area outside an organization that an employer is

likely to get new workers from: The skills that a

particular employer needs may be in short supply on
the external Izbour market. -> internal labour
MARKET

external .lia bility noun [c, usually pi., u]

1 {Accounting) the money that an organization

owes that is not owed to its shareholders: A
company's net worth is the value of its assets minus
its external liabilities.

2 {Economics) the money that a country owes to

foreign lenders: Their exports are sufficient to cover

external liabilities.

extinguish /ik'stirjgwiJV verb [+ obj]

to stop sth from continuing or developing: to

extinguish a debt/liability/right o Ifa currency

becomes too strong it can extinguish growth in

exports.

extinguisher /ik'stmgwija(r)/ = fire
EXTINGUISHER

extort /ik'stoit; AmE ik'sto:rt/ verb [+ obj]

to make sb give you sth, especially money, by
threatening them: Some people have tried to extort

moneyfrom companies for a domain name.
extortion /ik'sto:Jn; AmE ik'sto:rJri/ noun [U,C]:

She was arrested and charged with extortion.

extra /'ekstra/ adjective, noun, adverb

• adjective

more than is usual, expected, or than exists

already: Breakfast is provided at no extra charge, o
The conference is going to be a lot of extra work, o

They said they would need to borrow an extra $500
million.

• noun [C]

1 a thing that is added to sth that is not usual,

standard or necessary and that costs more: The
monthlyfee is fixed and there are no hidden extras

(= unexpected costs), o The CD player is an optional

extra.

2 {Finance) = extra dividend
• adverb
1 in addition; more than is usual, expected or
exists already: You pay a little extrafor their

overnight delivery service, o The ratefor a room is

€50, but breakfast is extra.

0 to charge/cost/pay extra

2 {used with an adjective or adverb) more than
usually: an extra-large T-shirl

extract verb, noun
• verb /ik'straekt/ [+ obj] extract sth (from sth)

1 to remove or obtain a substance from sth, for

example by using an industrial or a chemical
process: The gas is extractedfrom coal, o We should
be able to extract 80 million barreb of oilfrom the

site.

2 to get money, information, etc., especially from
sb who is unwilling to give it: The government is

confident it can extract an emergency loanfrom the

IMF.

3 to find information in a computer file, a

document, etc. to use for a particular purpose: The
program extracts email addressesfrom websites.

• noun /'ekstraekt/ [c]

a substance that has been obtained from sth else

using a particular process: yeast extract oface cream
containing natural plant extracts

extractor /ik'straekta(r)/ noun [C]

1 {also ex'tractor fan) a device that removes hot
air, unpleasant smells, etc. from a room: the noise of
the factory's extractorfan ofume extractor

equipment
2 a device or machine that removes sth from sth

else

3 {IT) software that finds and collects particular

information from a computer file, web page, etc: an
email extractor

.extra dividend {also extra) = special
dividend

extranet /'ekstranet/ noun [c]

{IT} a type of intranet (= a computer network used
within a company) which a company's customers
and suppliers can link to using the Internet in order

to obtain or provide information: We have set up
extranets with our 51 top suppliers, o communicating
with customers via an extranet

extraordinary /ik'stro:dnri; AmE ik'stro:rdoneri/

adjective

1 not normal or ordinary; greater or better than
usual: These bonds pay an extraordinary rate of

interest, o What we have achieved is extraordinary.

2 {Accounting) [only before noun] (about a cost) that

is unusual for a company to pay and does not relate

to its normal business activities: extraordinary costs

relating to repairingflood damage -> exceptional
3 [only before noun] arranged for a special purpose
and happening in addition to what normally or

regularly happens: An extraordinary meeting was
held to discuss the problem.

ex traordinary general meeting noun [c]

{BrE) {abbr EGM)
a meeting of the shareholders or members of a

company that is held to discuss an urgent issue that

cannot be left until the next annual general
meeting: The deal has been approved by

shareholders at an extraordinary general meeting.

external /ik'st3:nl; AmE ik'st3:rnl/ adjective

1 coming from outside an organization: An
external auditor will verify the accounts, o The

company has interviewed both internal and external

candidates for the job.

2 used to describe the situation when a company
increases in size by buying or joining with other

companies: They expect to use about €3.5 billion for
external growth over a three-year period.

-> inorganic
3 connected with foreign countries: an increase in



ex traordinary 'item noun [c, usually pi ]

{Accounting) (in a company's financial records) an
amount of money paid that is unusual for a

company and does not relate to its normal business

activities: Profits are expected to be an improvement
on last year, excluding extraordinary items.

-> EXCEPTIONAL ITEM

extravagant /ik'straevagant/ adjective

spending or costing too much money: an
extravagant pay package o It seemed extravagantfor

ayoungfirm to have such large offices. -» frugal

EXW - EX WORKS

,ex 'works (abbr EXW) {also ,ex 'factory, ,ex

'warehouse) adverb, adjective {BrF)

{Trade) a term meaning that goods are delivered to

the buyer at the factory or the place where they are

made or stored, and the buyer pays for

transporting and insuring the goods from there:

Prices start at £9 000 ex works, o All stock is sold ex

warehouse, o ex-factory prices -> Incoterm

eyeballs /'aibadz/ noun [pi ]

{Marketing, informal) people who watch a particular

television channel or visit a particular website: The
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more eyeballs you can claim, the more you can
charge advertisers, o a pair/set of eyeballs (= one
person)

HUH (be) up to your eyeballs (in sth) to have a lot

of sth to deal with: They're up to their eyeballs in

work.

'eye .contact noun [u]

if you make eye contact with sb, you look at them
at the same time as they look at you: To hold the

attention ofyour customers, you need to make eye

contact with them.

O to avoid/have/make eye contact (with sb)

'eye .tracking noun [u]

{Marketing) a research method that studies which
parts of an advertisement people look at by
watching how their eyes move

'e-zine noun [c]

a magazine published in electronic form on the

Internet or sent by email

Ff
F2F {also spelled \2A, F-to-F) /,ef tu: 'ef/ adjective

[only before noun] {informal) face-to-face used to

describe a situation where people meet together in

order to discuss sth: We can discuss this at our F2F
meeting next week. EHQUi It can also be used as a

noun:
l

F2F is indispensablefor many business

activities'

FA /.ef'ei/ = functional acknowledgement

the FAA /,ef ei 'ei/ = Federal Aviation
Administration

fab /faeb/ noun [C]

{Manufacturing) a factory where microchips are

made See note at fabricate fab verb [+ obj]

(-bb-): The chips arefobbed by IBM. UHB The word
fab was formed from,the words 'fabrication (plant)'

and 'fabricate'.

fabricate /Taebrikeit/ verb [+ obj]

{Manufacturing) {often be fabricated)
to build or make equipment, structures, etc.,

especially by putting together different parts or
materials: Thefirm fabricates all kinds of rubber
products, o The structure is fabricatedfrom standard
steel sections. fabrication /.faebn'keifn/ noun
[U]: the fabrication of computer chips fabricator
/'faebnkeita(r)/ noun [cj; a steel fabricator

face /feis/ = COALFACE

face a mount noun [c,u] {especiallyAmE)

1 {Insurance) the amount of money stated in an
insurance policy to be paid if the person who is

insured dies or the contract ends (matures) -» sum
assured
2 {Finance) = face value

facelift /'feishft/ noun [C, usually sing.]

changes made to a building, product, service, etc.

to make it more attractive to customers: They have
given the flagship Paris store a €50 million facelift.

,face 'out adverb

used to describe the way books are placed on a

shelf in a shop/store so that their covers can be
seen: Books that areface out on the shelves sell much
better than books that are spine out.

'face-,saving adjective [only before noun]

intended to protect sb's reputation and to avoid

embarrassment: a face-saving solution/compromise
-9 save (sb's) face at SAVE

'face time noun [u]

(HR, informal)

1 time that you spend talking to sb in the same
room rather than sending them emails, talking to

them on the telephone, etc: Managers are

encouraged to give employees plenty offace time, o
getting moreface time with clients

2 the amount of time that sb spends at work,
especially beyond their normal working hours:

People here work incredibly long hours because there

is a strongface time culture.

,face-to-'face adjective, noun

• adjective

involving people in the same room or place: a face-

to-face meeting/interview ,face-to-'face adverb:

The discussions will take place face-to-face. -» F2F
• noun [c] {plural face-to-faces) {informal)

a face-to-face meeting: There often isn't time to

have a face-to-face with the boss.

,face 'value {also 'face a,mount, especially in AmE)
noun [C,U]

{Finance) the value that is shown on a coin, a note, a

financial document, etc: The bond is trading at only

half of its face value. -» market value, par value

WHICH WORD?

fabrication/fab/fabricator/factory

Fabrication is an uncountable noun and refers to

the process of manufacturing something, not to

the place where it is made, which is often called a

factory [C]: the fabrication of computer circuits o to

open a new factory

The word fabricator refers to a business that has
special skills in building things: The work was done
by specialist fabricators, o a fabricator of steel

structures

A fab is a factory where microchips are produced:
a chip fab

See note at factory
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facia = fascia

facilitate /fa'sihteit/ verb [+ obj]

1 to make an action or a process possible or easier:

She used her contacts at the company to facilitate a

deal, o a website thatfacilitates online payments
2 to help people work together or reach an
agreement

facilitation /fa.sili'teijn/ noun [u; sing.]: the

facilitation of trade o team facilitation

facilitator /fa'siliteita(r)/ noun [C]

a person who helps sb or a group of people to do
sth more easily or reach an agreement about sth by
discussing problems, giving advice, etc. rather than
by telling them what to do: They brought in an
outside facilitator to lead the discussions.

facilities .management noun [u]

the activity of looking after or operating a building,

factory, equipment, etc., often on behalf of another
organization: The company has won a 40-year

contract to provide facilities management to

hospitab.

facility /fa'silati/ noun (p/t/ra/ facilities)

see also: bank facility, credit facility

1 [c] a factory or a set of buildings where
particular goods are produced or particular work is

done: They built a newfacility to produce the drug, o
an oil storage facility See note at factory
O a distribution/manufacturing/production/

research/storage facility • to build/close/open a

facility^

2 facilities [pi ] buildings, services, equipment,
etc. that are provided for a particular purpose: Does
the hotel have conference facilities? o The airport

provides good facilities for business travellers. oAll

rooms have private facilities (= a private bathroom).

O conference/cooking/leisure/parking/sports facilities

to improve/provide/use facilities

3 {Finance) [C] an arrangement that a person, a
business, etc. has with a bank or a company to be
able to borrow money during a particular period of

time up to an agreed amount: We have sufficient

borrowingfacilities tofund the purchase, o to draw
down on (= borrow money using) a facility o The
facility runs until next December. See note at loan
0 to arrange,'have/(re)negotiate/obtain/secure a

facility a bank, etc. extends/grants/increases/

provides/withdraws a facility a facility ends/
expires/matures/runs to draw (down) on/have
access to/use a facility

4 [c] a special feature of a machine, piece of

software, etc. that makes it possible to do sth extra:

The program has a facilityfor checking spelling.

facsimile /faek'simali/ = fax

factor /'faekta(r)/ noun, verb

noun

see also: adjustment factor, critical success ~,

load ~, wow ~

1 [C] one of several things that cause or influence

sth: You need to take economicfactors into account,

o Training is a bigfactor in the success of a company.
Q a big/critical/crucial/an important/a key/

significant factor the deciding/decisive/

determining/main/major factor * factors affect/

cause/contribute to/influence sth

2 [sing. ] the ... factor a quality or feature that has
an important influence on whether sb/sth is

popular, successful, etc: The hasslefactor of extra

security checks has stopped many business people

from flying.

3 [c] the amount by which sth increases or
decreases: The real wage of the average worker has
increased by afactor of over ten (= by more than
ten times) in the last 70 years.
4 {Finance) [c] a business that buys the right to

collect payments that are owed to a manufacturer:
Afactor can take anything between two and eight per
cent of an invoice as theirfee. o a debt/invoicefactor
-> FACTORING
5 {Commerce) [C] a person or business that acts as

an agent in particular trades, usually receiving a
fee based on the amount of sales achieved. Factors
hold the goods and sell them in their own name.
-> idiom at feel-good

• verb [+ obj]

{Finance) to sell the right to collect payments from
customers to a bank, company, etc: The company
was forced to raise money byfactoring its accounts
receivable, o to factor an invoice -> factoring
339 .factor sth in; .factor sth into sth
{Technical) to include a particular fact or situation

when you are calculating sth or when you are

thinking about or planning sth: Remember to factor

in staffing costs when you are planning the project.

.factor sth 'out; .factor sth 'out of sth {Technical)

to not include a particular fact or situation when
you are calculating sth or when you are thinking

about or planning sth: You have to factor out newly
opened or closed stores when comparing sales

between one year and the next.

'factor cost noun [c,u]

{Economics) the cost of producing goods and
services based on the cost of what is needed to

produce it, such as labour, land and capital: It is

preferable to measure the value of total output at

factor cost rather than in market prices.

factoring /'faektarirj/ noun [u]

see also: export factoring

{Finance) a financial arrangement in which a bank
or other business (a factor) buys the right to collect

payments that are owed to a manufacturer. The
factor pays the debts and then collects the money,
receiving a percentage of the money owed for

doing this: They sold their debts to a bank under a

factoring arrangement in order to raise cash, o debt/

invoice factoring o afactoring company/agent

factor of pro duction noun [c]

{Economics) any person or thing that is involved in

producing goods or providing services: Land,

labour and capital are the main factors of
production. Isyni input

factory /'faektri; -tori/ noun [C] (plural factories)

see also: bonded factory, ex factory

a building or group of buildings where goods are

made: a carfactory o to work in a factory ofactory
workers o a fall in factory output

O to build/close/open a factory

VOCABULARY BUILDING

Types of factories

General Words

• a factory - an aircraft/a clothing/large/small

factory

• a plant - an assembly/a car/chemical plant

Words with more limited use

• a production/research facility

• a flour/paper/steel/wood mill

• an industrial/a manufacturing/production site

• a cement/chemical/gas/steel works

See note at fabrication



'factory cost noun [c, usually sing ]

{Accounting) the cost of manufacturing a product,

including labour and raw materials but not costs

such as transport, etc.

'factory farm noun [c] (BrE)

a type of farm in which animals are kept inside in

small spaces and are fed special food so that a large

amount of meat, milk, etc. is produced as quickly

and cheaply as possible 'factory farming
noun [u]

.factory 'floor noun [sing.]

[often the factory floor) the part of a factory where
the goods are actually produced: He believes

executives should spend more time with workers on
the factoryfloor.

.factory 'gate noun [c]

(Economics) the entrance to a factory, used to

describe the time when a finished product leaves a

factory: Manufacturers were only able to raise prices

at thefactory gate (= the basic price paid to the

manufacturer before transport or any profits have
been added) by 0.1% over the month, o a fall in

factory-gate prices

'factory .outlet = factory shop

'factory price noun [c, usually pi.]

the price at which a manufacturer sells goods, used
especially in advertising to show that a shop/store

is selling sth at a very low price: Designer clothing at

nearfactory prices! -> factory gate

'factory shop (BrE) (AmE 'factory store) (0/50

'factory .outlet, AmE, BrE) noun [c]

a shop/store in which goods, especially goods that

are slightly damaged or not needed, are sold

directly by the company that produces them at a

cheaper price than normal

fact sheet noun [c] (especially BrE)

a piece of paper or a small book giving information
about a product or service

fail /feil/ verb, noun
• verb

1 [no obj] to not be successful in achieving sth:

Their marketing strategyfailed to increase sales, o
Theyfailed in their bid to buy the company, o So far,

negotiations have failed.

2 [no obj] to not do sth: She failed to keep the

appointment, o They claim that the government has
failed in its duties.

3 [no obj] (about a business) to be unable to

continue: Statistics show that 80% of businesses fail
within the firstfive years, o a failing company
4 [no obj] (about a machine or system) to stop
working: The idea is that if one part of the system
fails, the others continue to run.

5 [+ obj] to not pass a test or an exam; to decide
that sb/sth has not passed a test or an exam: She
failed her professional exams, o 190 units failed

inspection last month. IoppI pass
• noun [c]

the result of a test or an exam when sb/sth is not
successful

IHia without 'fail 1 when you tell sb to do sth

without fail, you are telling them that they must
do it: / wantyou here by two o'clock withoutfail.

2 always: She attends board meetings withoutfail.

failed /feild/ adjective [only before noun]

1 not successful: a failed attempt to merge the

companies o a failed bid

2 (about a business) that has stopped operating: a
failed airline

'fail-safe adjective [usually before noun]
(about machinery or equipment) designed to stop
working if anything goes wrong: a fail-safe device/

mechanism
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failure /'feilja(r)/ noun

see also: audit failure

1 [u] lack of success in doing or achieving sth: The
company's failure to meet sales targets resulted in

serious problems, o thefailure of the company's
marketing strategy

2 [c] somebody or something that is not

successful: He was a failure as a manager, o The
project sufferedfrom too many mistakes and failures.

3 [u,c] an act of not doing sth, especially sth that

you are expected to do: Failure to comply with the

regulations will result in prosecution.

4 [c,u] a situation in which a business has to close

because it is not successful : Business failures
dropped by 6% last year, o New companies suffer

from a high failure rate.

5 [u,C] (about a machine or system) the state of not
working correctly or as expected; an occasion when
this happens: The crash was caused by engine failure.

0 a systems/technical failure

*fair /fea(r); AmE fer/ adjective, adverb, noun
• adjective (fairer, fairest)

1 acceptable and appropriate in a particular

situation: a fair deal/price o a fair estimate of the

company's value o We believe our offer is fair and
reasonable.

2 treating everyone equally and according to the
rules or law: demands for a fairer tax system o My
manager is always veryfair.
IoppI UNFAIR
uHZH (give sb/get) a fair hearing (to allow sb) the

opportunity to give their opinion of sth before

deciding if they have done sth wrong: III see that

you get a fair hearing, (give sb/get) a fair 'shake
(AmE) (informal) (to give sb/get) fair treatment that

gives you the same chance as sb else: Are older

people getting a fair shake in the workplace?
• adverb
according to the rules; in a way that is considered
to be acceptable and appropriate: He claims they

didn't playfair in winning the contract (= they did

sth dishonest in order to get it).

IH21 set fair (to do sth/for sth) (BrE) having the

necessary qualities or conditions to succeed: The
company looks setfairfor growth.

• noun [C]

see also: careers fair, job ~, recruitment ~, trade ~

an event at which people, businesses, etc. show
and sell their goods: Fewerforeign exhibitors took

part in the fair this year, o a technology/agricultural

fair-> exhibition, show

'fair 'average 'quality noun [u] (abbrfAQ)

(Trade) used to describe goods, especially crops,

that are sold on the understanding that the quality

will be the same as the average quality of goods
produced in the same country in the same period of

time, or the average quality of several samples: The

contract wasfor goods offair average quality.

.fair 'dealing noun [u]

(Law)

1 ways of doing business that are honest and fair

to your customers and the people you do business

with: Financial advisers should have a reputation for

fair dealing.

2 (especially BrE) (AmE usually .fair 'use) conditions

under which you are allowed to use or copy an
original piece of work, such as part of a book, a

song, etc: Fair dealing covers activities such as

quoting a passagefrom a bookfor a review.

fair market value = fair value

.fair 'trade noun [u]

1 trade which supports producers in developing

countries by paying fair prices and making sure
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that workers have good working conditions and
fair pay: Our aim is to supportfair trade by giving

the cocoa growers a fair price for their beans, o We
buy 10% of our bananasfrom fair-trade sources.

2 trade that is fair to customers: fair trade laws to

prevent misleading advertising

.fair 'trading noun [u]

1 buying and selling activities that are honest and
fair to businesses, producers, sellers and
customers: The company is committed to a policy of

fair trading, o a fair trading agreement
2 {Economics) a system of international trade where
the countries involved agree not to put taxes on
particular items they import from each other: Some
state subsidies could pose a threat to fair trading

conditions. -» free trade

.fair 'use = fair dealing (2)

.fair 'value [also 'fair 'market Value) noun [c,u]

1 a price paid for an item that is fair to both the

buyer and the seller: Afair value for crude oil would
be around $32 a barrel, o afair value price

2 {Accounting) a method of valuing the assets of a
business based on the price at which they could be
sold: Some analysts thought afair value for the

assets would be $500 million.

.fair 'wage noun [c]

{HR) an amount of money paid to a worker that is

equal to the work done: fair wages for coffee

farmers

faithfully /'feiBfali/ adverb

EEl Yours faithfully [BrE) {only used in written

English) used at the end of a formal letter before

you sign your name, when you have addressed sb

as 'Dear Sir/Dear Madam', etc. and not by their

name

fake /feik/ adjective, noun, verb

• adjective

1 not genuine; appearing to be sth it is not: The

fake DVDs were ofpoor quality, ofake designer

Clothings COUNTERFEIT, PIRATE
2 made to look like sth else: a jacket infakefur

• noun [C]

a product, work of art, piece ofjewellery, etc. that

is not genuine but has been made to look as if it is:

The trade in fakes costs industry billions ofpounds a
year.

• verb [+ obj]

to make sth false appear to be genuine, especially

in order to deceive sb: She hadfaked her

supervisor's signature on the document.

fall /fed/ verb, noun
• verb [no obi] (fell /fel/ fallen /'fo:lan/)

1 to decrease in amount, value or level: Orders for
new products have continued to fall, o Their profits

fell (by) nearly 30 per cent, o The company's shares

fell sharply on Tuesday, o a period offalling prices o
Our market share has fallen to its lowest level ever.

See note at increase
2 to pass into a particular state; to begin to be sth:

The companyfell into bankruptcy with debts of
$12 billion, o The first interest paymentfalls due
'= must be paid) in January.
fT»T7n fall foul of sb/sth to be guilty of not obeying
sb/sth: Companies risk heavy penalties if theyfall

foul of the new accounting rules, .fall from 'grace

to become less popular and successful, especially

after doing sth wrong and losing people's trust:

After the collapse of the Internet bubble, he quickly

fellfrom grace and later left the company, .fall on
your 'sword to take responsibility for sth bad that

has happened, especially by leaving your job: If the

company's profits don't improve this year, the CEO
will beforced to fall on his sword, fall 'short of sth

to fail to reach the standard that you expected or

need: We're going to fall short of our sales targets for
this year. -» idioms at arrears, prey noun, stand
verb

UiLJLi fall a part 1 to be in very bad condition so
that parts break off: The machines are falling apart.

2 to have so many problems that it is no longer
possible to exist or function: The merger plans fell

apart last week. -» fall through .fall a'way to

become gradually fewer or smaller; to disappear:
The marketfor their products fell away to almost
nothing, .fall 'back to decrease in value or amount:
Share prices fell back after brisk early trading, .fall

'back on sth {not used in the passive) to have sth to

use when you are in difficulty or if other things fail:

Many households have no savings to fall back on. o
The company can fall back on its classic brands.

-» fallback .fall be hind; .fall be hind sb/sth to

fail to keep level with sb/sth: All too often,

companies fall behind technologically, o The project

has fallen behind schedule, .fall be'hind with sth to

not pay or do sth at the right time: They hadfallen

behind with their loan repayments, .fall 'off to

decrease in quantity or level: We expect sales to fall

off in the new year. -» fall-off .fall 'out of sth to

no longer be part of a particular group or have a
particular status: The group is in danger offalling
out of the FTSE 100. .fall 'through to not be
completed, or not happen: The deal fell through
when they could not agree on price. -> fall apart

• noun [C]

see also: free fall

a decrease in size, number, rate or level: Thefirm
announced a five per-cent-fall in profits, o a
dramaticfall in unemployment
Q a big/dramatic/sharp/slight/steep fall (in sth)

EEI sb's .fall from 'grace a situation in which a

person or a company becomes less popular and
successful, especially after doing sth wrong and
losing people's trust: The company suffered a

dramatic fallfrom grace and most of its directors

were replaced. -» idiom at ride verb

fallback /'fodbaek/ noun [C]

1 a plan or course of action that is ready to be used
in an emergency if other things fail: Each stage of

the plan has a fallback, o We need a fallback

position if they don't accept our offer. -» fall back
on sth at fall verb

2 a reduction or decrease in sth: a fallback in

energy prices Isyni fall -> fall back at fall verb

.fallen angel noun [c]

{Finance, informal) a company whose bonds were
once a good investment but have now dropped in

value

faller /'fo:la(r)/ noun [c]

{Stock Exchange) (used in newspapers) a company
whose shares have decreased in value: The airline

was the biggestfaller in FTSE 100 index today,

dropping 7.6 percent, [syn] decliner[opp| gainer

'fall guy noun [C] {especially AmE)
a person who is blamed or punished for sth wrong
that sb else has done: He was made the fall guyfor
the company's failure.

.falling market noun [c]

1 a market in which most investments are

decreasing in value: They were forced to sell the

shares in a falling market.

2 a situation in which the demand for a particular

type of product is decreasing: a falling marketfor IT
products and services.

falling- off = fall-off

'fall-off {AmEspellingiaUofi) {BrE also .falling-'off,

less frequent) noun [sing]

a reduction in the amount, level or quality of sth: a

recentfall-off in demandfor exports -> fall off at

fall verb



fallout /'fo:laut/ noun [u]

the bad results of a situation or an action: The

banks were hit by the falloutfrom the economic
crisis.

false /foils/ adjective

1 wrong; not correct or true: She gavefalse

information to the insurance company, ofalse
marketing claims

2 not genuine, but made to look real to deceive

people: a false passport

3 wrong, because it is based on sth that is not true

or correct: Buying a cheap computer is a false

economy (= will not actually save you money).
'falsely adverb: to be falsely accused of sth

fT»rai by/under/on false pre tences {AmE spelling

~ pretenses) by claiming that sth is true which is

not, especially in order to gain some advantage for

yourself: She was accused of obtaining money by

false pretences.

false ac counting noun [u]

the crime of reporting information about a

company's financial state that is not true, so that

people believe it has less debt, more profit, etc.

than it really has

.false bottom noun [c]

{Economics) if a market in which share prices are

falling has a false bottom, it seems as if prices have
reached their lowest level because they begin to

rise, but then they fall even lower

,false 'dawn noun [c]

a situation in which you think that sth good is

going to happen but it does not: a false dawn for the

economy

falsify /'foilsifai/ verb [+ obj] (falsifies, falsifying,

falsified, falsified)

to change a written record or information so that it

is no longer true: to falsify data/documents/records
0 The directors had falsified the accounts.

falsification /,fo:lsifi'keiJn/ noun [u,C]: the

deliberatefalsification of the company's records

falter /'fb:lta(r)/ verb [no obj]

to become weaker or less effective; to stop

increasing or improving: The business faltered and
then collapsed, o The economy shows no signs of
faltering. faltering /'fodtann/ adjective: the

country's faltering economy

family brand noun [c]

[Marketing) a name that a company uses to sell a

range of different products: Each product line is sold

under a differentfamily brand, 'family .branding
noun [u] : a strongfamily branding

family- friendly adjective

{HR) suitable for workers who have children:

family-friendly policies/working hours

.family 'life .cycle noun [C, usually sing.]

{Marketing) the different stages of family life that

depend on the age of the parents and children, and
how many children are living at home: Clothing
needs differ throughout thefamily life cycle.

fancy /'faensi/ adjective (fancier, fanciest)

1 unusually complicated, often in an unnecessary
way: The program has a lot offancy graphics.

2 [only before noun] (especially about small things)

attractive, with a lot of decorations or bright
colours: fancy goods (= things sold as gifts or for

decoration)

3 (sometimes disapproving) expensive or
connected with an expensive way of life -.fancy

restaurants with fancy prices

Fannie Mae™ /.faeni 'meil noun {Finance,

informal)

1 [sing.] {abbr FNMA) in the US, the Federal
National Mortgage Association, a private company
supported by the government that supplies money

fascia

for mortgages: Fannie Mae leads the market to

expand home ownership.

2 [c, usually pi ] the bonds that are issued by
Fannie Mae: Fannie Maes with a yield of4.05% o a

fund that invests in Fanny Maes
-> Freddie Mac, Ginnie Mae

fao /,ef ei 'au; AmE 'oojabbr {BrE)

for the attention of; written on a business letter or

document to say who should deal with it

FAQ /,ef ei 'kju:; AmE also fzek/abbr, noun
• abbr
1 {IT, usually used in written English) also /faek/

frequently asked questions: The site has a list of
FAQs on the new tax law.

2 {Trade) = fair average quality
• noun [c, usually pi.] {plural FAQs)

{IT) an Internet page on which there are answers to

questions that people often ask about the site or a

special topic: Please check our FAQs before contacting

the customer support centre, o an FAQ page/section

fare /fea(r); AmE fer/ noun

see also: low-fare

1 [C,U] the money that you pay to travel by bus,

plane, taxi, etc: Bus fares will go up by 7% next

week, o Children over 16 payfull fare, o a 7% fare

increase o The price of walk-up fares (= that you do
not book before you travel) has been cut. -» airfare
0 a one-way/single fare * a return/round-trip fare •

full/halffare cheap/discount/high/low fares off-

peak/peak fares last-minute/standby/walk-up

fares

2 [c] a passenger in a taxi: The taxi driver picked up
a fare at the station.

farm /fa:m; AmE fa:rm/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: cube farm, fish ~, non-~, server ~, wind ~

1 an area of land, and the buildings on it, used for

growing crops and/or keeping animals: a 40-

hectarefarm o afarm labourer/worker ofarm
buildings/machinery o an increase in jobs in thefarm
sector

2 a place where particular fish or animals are

bred: a cattle/chicken/fishfarm -> factory farm
• verb [+ obj or no obj]

to use land for growing crops and/or keeping
animals: Thefamily hasfarmed in the areafor
generations, o organicallyfarmed produce
CCIE] .farm sth 'out to sb {BrE) to send out work
for other people to do: Most of the engineering work
isfarmed out to independentfirms.

farmer /'fa:ma(r); AmE 'fa:rm-/ noun [C]

a person who owns or manages a farm

.farmer's 'market {also spelled farmers' ~) noun
[c]

a market where farmers sell their fruit and
vegetables

farming /'fa:min; AmE 'fa:rm-/ noun [u]

the business of managing or working on a farm: to

take upfarming o sheep/fish/organicfarming o
farming systems/techniques o a farming community

FAS /.efei'es/ = free alongside ship

FASB /'faesbi/ = Financial Accounting
Standards Board

fascia [BrE spelling also facia) /'feija/ noun [C] {BrE)

1 a board above the entrance of a shop/ store, with

the name of the shop/store on it; the name of a

shop/store: Some stores will continue to operate

under the Safewayfascia.
2 the hard cover on a mobile phone/cellphone
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fashion /'fasjn/ noun
1 [U,C] a popular style of clothes, hair, etc. at a

particular time or place: dressed in the latestfashion

o new hairfashions o Black is always in fashion, o a

store selling shoes andfashion accessories

O current/the latest/newfashions to be in/out of
fashion

2 [u] the business of making or selling clothes,

shoes, etc., especially in new and different styles:

the world offashion o a career in the fashion

industry

0 a fashion business/chain/house/retailer * a fashion

designer/magazine/show

fashion goods noun [pi ]

(Commerce) items such as clothes, shoes, etc. that

manufacturers need to change often as styles, etc.

change: Its fashion goods now rangefrom watches to

shoes.

fast /fa:st; AmE faest/ adjective, adverb

• adjective (faster, fastest)

1 happening quickly or without delay: thefastest

rate of increasefor several years o a fast response

time o a fast Internet connection

2 moving quickly; producing or allowing quick
movement: a fast train service o thefastest route

between two cities

-> idiom at hard adj.

• adverb (faster, fastest)

1 quickly: Exports are growingfaster than GDP.

2 in a short time; without delay: We want to get our
new products on the shelves as fast as possible.

fast- changing adjective

changing quickly: satisfyingfast-changing consumer
demands

,fast 'food noun [u]

hot food that is served very quickly in special

restaurants, and often taken away to be eaten in

the street: We intend to offer qualityfastfood, o the

world's largestfast-food chain

,fast-'forward verb, adjective

• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to wind a tape or video forward
without playing it

2 [no obj] to think about a point later in time: Ifwe
can fast-forward two years, let's have a look at our
sales projections.

3 (informal) [+ obj or no obj] to grow or progress

quickly; to make sth do this: We will fast-forward
the product and bring it to the market by 2008.

• adjective (informal)

growing or progressing very quickly: a fast-forward

company/marketplace

,fast-'growing adjective [only before noun]

getting bigger quickly: a fast-growing business o
Portables make up thefastest-growing segment of the

computer market.

'fast lane noun [sing.]

1 a very busy life, where a lot is happening, that

often also has a lot of stress and worry: Life in the

fast lane can have long-term effects on health and
family life.

2 (HR) = FAST TRACK

,fast-'moving adjective [usually before noun]

1 growing, developing or changing quickly: fast-

moving technology companies o thefast-moving
world of computer gaming
2 selling quickly: fast-moving consumer goods
-> FMCG

fast- paced adjective [usually before noun]

developing or changing quickly: a fast-paced

marketplace

'fast track (also 'fast lane) noun [sing.]

(HR) a plan or path that brings success in your
career and more important jobs more quickly than
normal: The company put him on a fast track to

higher management, o a fast-track career/executive

'fast-track verb [+ obj]: Exceptional employees can
befast-tracked into positions ofgreater responsibility.

fast- tracking noun [U]

'fat cat noun [C] (informal)

a person who earns, or who has, a lot of money
(especially when compared to people who do not
earn so much): corporate/industryfat cats

fatware /'faetwea(r); AmE -wer/ = bloatware

fault /fo:lt/ noun
1 [C] something that is wrong or noi perfect with
sth; something that is wrong with a machine or

system that stops it from working correctly: a
technical fault ofaults in design

2 [u] the responsibility for sth wrong that has
happened or been done: She lost her job through no
fault of her own.

fault- finding noun [u]

the act of looking for faults in sth: We provide

computer servicing, fault-finding and repair.

fault .tolerance noun [u]

(IT) the ability of a computer or a network to

continue to work even when there is an unexpected
problem with the hardware or software fault-

tolerant adjective [usually before noun]

faulty /'fodti/ adjective

1 not perfect; not working or made correctly:

faulty goods/workmanship o The product was
recalled because a part was faulty.

2 (about a way of thinking) wrong or containing

mistakes, often resulting in bad decisions: faulty

analysis

favourable {AmE spelling favorable) /'feivarabl/

adjective

1 good for sth/sb and making it/them likely to be
successful or have an advantage: Conditions are not

favourablefor private investors at the moment, o
favourable economic conditions

2 fairly good and not too expensive: Because of its

size, the company can buy supplies onfavourable
terms.
fOPPl UNFAVOURABLE

*fax /faeks/ noun, verb

• noun (also fac simile, formal)

1 (also 'fax ma.chine) [c] a machine that sends and
receives documents in an electronic form along

telephone wires and then prints them: Do you have

afax?
2 [U] a system for sending documents using a fax

machine: Can you send it to me byfax? o What's

yourfax number?
3 [C] a letter or message sent by fax: Did you get

myfax? o You can sendfaxes by emailfrom your
computer.

O an incoming/outgoing fax to get/receive/send a

fax
• verb [+ obj or no obj]

to send sb a document, message, etc. by fax: Could

youfax me the latest version? o Couldyou fax it to

me? o The printer can also fax, scan and copy.

faxback /'faeksbaek/ noun [u.C]

a system in which sb can automatically receive

information by fax from a website, or, when they

ask, from a fax machine or a telephone

'fax ma.chine = fax noun (l)

FCA /.ef si: 'ei/ = free carrier

FCL /,ef si: 'el/ = Full Container Load

FCM /,efsi:'em/ - futures commission
MERCHANT

fco /,ef si: 'au; AmE 'ou/ = franco



FDI /,ef di: 'ai/ = foreign direct investment

feasi bility .study {also .feasi bility re.port, less

frequent) noun [c]

an examination of every detail of a new project,

such as the costs, benefits and risks, in order to

decide if it is possible and likely to be achieved; the

document that is produced: We are doing a
feasibility study on building a factory in France.

feasible /'fi:zabl/ adjective

that is possible and likely to be achieved: It is not

feasible to complete the project in under 3 months.

0 a feasible idea/plan/suggestion

feasibility /,fi:za'bilati/ noun [u]: The directors

are examining the feasibility of a management
buyout, o a feasibility test

feather- bedding {AmE spelling

featherbedding) noun [u]

{HR) the activity of limiting the production of goods
or of using too many workers, in order to save or

create jobs, especially because of a contract with a

union

• feature /'fi:tra(r)/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: call feature

1 something important, interesting or typical of a

thing or place: Ease of use is a keyfeature of all their

products, o The new computer system is much more
powerful and has more safety and securityfeatures.

0 a distinguishing/key/major/standard/striking/

unique feature * a handy/an interesting/a useful

feature design/safety/security features

2 (in newspapers, on television, etc.) a special

article or programme about sth/sb: There's a special

feature on Japan in next week's issue.

• verb

1 [+ obj] to include a particular thing or person as

a special feature: The latest models of notebook
computers feature a 30 cm screen, o The company is

featured in the current edition of the magazine.
2 [no obj] to be included as an important part of
sth: The plant does notfeature in the company's
plansfor the future. [sVFjI figure

the Fed /fed/ = Federal Reserve Board,
Federal Reserve Bank, Federal Reserve
System

federal /'federal/ adjective

1 having a system of government in which the
individual states of a country have control over
their own affairs, but are controlled by a central

government for national decisions, etc: a federal
republic

2 within a federal system, especially the US,
connected with national government rather than
the local government of an individual state: state

and federal income taxes o afederal court ofederal
funding/grants

federally adverb

the .Federal Avi ation Admini stration
noun [sing, with sing./pl. verb] {abbr FAA)

the department of the US government that is

responsible for non-military air travel

.Federal 'funds {also 'fed funds) noun [pi.]

money that is put into federal reserve banks by
other banks that can be used for short, temporary
loans to banks that need it. The rate of interest

charged on such loans is an important sign of what
the economy is doing: a cut in the 3.5 per cent
Federalfunds rate

the .Federal Re'serve - federal reserve
System

the Federal Re'serve Bank {also the Fed,
informal) noun [C] {abbr FRB)
one of the 12 banks that form the central bank of
the US
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the .Federal Re'serve Board {also the
Federal Re'serve Board of Governors) {also the
Fed, informal) noun [sing, with sing./pl. verb] {abbr

FRB)

a group of seven people who are named by the US
President and elected politicians (the Senate) to

manage the Federal Reserve System

the .Federal Re'serve .System {also the
.Federal Re'serve) {also the Fed, informal) noun
[sing.] {abbr FRS)

the banking system in the US that lends money to

banks and to the government and issues (= makes
available) notes and coins

.Federal Trade Com,mission noun [sing with

sing./pl. verb] {abbr FTC)

in the US, an independent government
organization that makes sure that business is done
in a legal and fair way and protects the rights of

consumers, etc: The Federal Trade Commission has
conditionally approved the merger. -» Office of
Fair Trading

federated /'fedareitid/ adjective

(about states, organizations, etc.) united under a

central government or organization but keeping
some local control

federation /.feda'reijri/ noun [c]

see also: labour federation

1 a group of companies, unions, clubs, etc. that

have joined together to form an organization: the

European Chemical Industry Federation

2 a country consisting of a group of individual

states that have control over their own affairs but
are controlled by a central government for national

decisions, etc.

fee /fi:/ noun [C]

see also: break fee, break-up ~, commitment ~,

contingency ~, contingent ~, licence ~, no-win no-~,

user ~

1 {Commerce) an amount of money that you pay for

professional advice or services: legal fees o Does the

bank charge a feefor setting up the account? o
There's an upfrontfee of€50 and a small annual
charge, o a pool offee incomefrom advisory work
See note at price

O to charge/collect/earn/pay a fee a fat/high/huge/
low/nominal fee an annual/hourly/a monthly fee

a fixed/flat/one-off/an upfront fee consultancy/

management/transaction/transferfees
2 an amount of money that you pay to join an
organization or to do sth: a membership fee
0 access/entry/membership/registration/

subscription fees to charge/collect/pay a fee

'fee-based adjective

{Commerce) (about a service) that you have to pay a

fee to use: a fee-based information service

feed /fid/ verb, noun
• verb (fed, fed /fed/) [+ obj]

1 feed A (with B)
|
feed B into A to supply sth to

sb/sth: The electricity line isfed with power through

an underground cable.

2 feed A (with B)
|
feed B into/through A to put or

push sth into or through a machine: You have to

feed the sheets into the printer one at a time.

CEEEJ ,feed 'back (into sth) to have an influence

on the development of sth; to help to improve sth:

The goodwillfeeds back into increased store sales.

.feed sth 'back (into sth) to return sth, especially

money, to an organization, etc. so that it can be
used to help improve it: Our profits are usuallyfed
back into the company to keep it growing. ,feed sth

'back (to sb) to give sb information, advice or
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opinions about sth such as how good a product or

sb's work is, especially so that it can be improved:

The results ofour research will be fed back to the

teams. -> feedback feed into sth; .feed through
into sth (about information, an opinion, etc.) to

affect sth; to help to form or develop sth: The
report's findings will feed into company policy, o
Increases in public spending will feed through into

higher employment. ,feed 'through (to sb/sth) to

reach sb/sth after going through a process or

system: It will take time for the higher rates to feed
through to investors. -> feed into sth

• noun

see also: sheet feed

1 [C] a pipe, device, etc. which supplies a machine
with sth: The printer has an automatic paperfeed.
2 [u,c] material supplied to a machine: a feed pipe

3 [U] {AmE) television programmes that are sent

from a central station to other stations in a

network; the system of sending out these

programmes

• feedback /'fi:dbaek/ noun [u]

see also: fuH-circle feedback, 360-degree feedback

1 {HR) advice or information that is given to an
employee about how good their work is so that

they can improve

O constructive/immediate/negative/positive/useful

feedback to get/give/offer/provide/receive

feedback
2 {Marketing) information that is given by users to a

business about how useful a product or service is so

that it can be improved: They offeredfree product
samples in return for customerfeedback.

O consumer/customer/investorfeedback good/
immediate/negative/positive/useful feedback to

get/give/offer/provide/receive/solicit feedback

'feeding .frenzy noun [C] {informal)

a situation in which a lot of people compete with
each other to buy or get sth for themselves:

Shortages of the toys created a feedingfrenzy.

feedstock /Ti:dstDk; /\m£ -sta:k/ noun [c.U]

{Manufacturing) a raw material used in the process

of manufacturing a product, or as fuel for a

machine

'feel-good {also spelled feelgood) adjective [only

before noun]

making you feel happy and pleased about life: The
social events organized for staff are importantfor
theirfeel-good effect.

QlEl the/a 'feel-good factor {BrE) a feeling of

confidence in the future that is shared by many
people

felt-tip 'pen {also 'felt tip, ,felt-tipped pen) noun
[c]

a pen that has a point made of a soft, thick material

feminization , -isation /.femmai'zeijn; AmE
-na'z-/ noun [u]

{HR) the fact that more women than before are

involved in a particular activity: the feminization of
management

ferry /Ten/ noun, verb

• noun [C] {plural ferries)

a boat that carries goods, people and vehicles

across a river or across a narrow part of the sea: the

cross-Channel ferry service

O a ferry business/company/operator/service

• verb [+ obj or no obj] (ferries, ferrying, ferried,

ferried)

{usually used with an adverb or a preposition)

to carry goods, people or vehicles from one place to

another, often for a short distance and as a regular
service: Barges ferry the gas and heating oil to

regional distributors.

fertilizer , -iser /'f3:tilaiza(r); AmE "fort-/ noun
[c,u]

a substance added to soil to make plants grow
more successfully: artificial/chemical /liquid

fertilizers

FEU /.efii'ju:/ noun [c]

{Transport) forty-foot equivalent unit a standard
container for transporting goods, that is

approximately twelve metres long

ff. abbr {only used in written English)

following pages

FHLMC /.efeitjelem 'si:/ = Freddie Mac

fiber optics
,
fiber-optic = fibre optics

fibre {AmE spelling fiber) /Taiba(r)/ noun
1 [c,u] a material that is made from a mass of

natural or artificial threads: nylon and other man-
made fibres

2 [C] one of the many thin threads that form
natural materials, such as wood and cotton: cotton

fibres

,fibre 'optics {AmE spelling fiber ~) noun [u]

{17) the use of thin fibres of glass, etc. for sending
information in the form of light signals ,fibre-

optic {AmE spelling fiber— )
adjective: fibre-optic

cables

fickle /Tiki/ adjective

1 changing often and suddenly: the notoriously

fickle fashion sportswear market
2 (about a person) often changing their mind so

you cannot rely on them: fickle consumers/investors

'fickleness noun [u]: the fickleness offinancial

markets

fiddle /'fidl/ verb, noun
{informal)

• verb [+ obj]

to change the details or figures of sth in order to try

to get money dishonestly, or gain an advantage: to

fiddle the accounts o Shefiddled the books {=

changed the company's financial records) while

working as an accountant.

• noun [C]

something that is done dishonestly to get money:
an insurance/a taxfiddle

fi'delity bond noun [c] {also fi'delity insurance
[u])

{Insurance) protection that a company can have to

pay for losses caused by an employee doing sth

dishonest or making a mistake

fiduciary /fi'djuijari; -'du:J-; AmE also fi'dmjleri/

adjective, noun
{Law)

• adjective

used to describe the relationship based on trust

between the people who manage money or

property for sb, and the person/people they

manage it for: The company's directors were accused

of breaching theirfiduciary duty to the

shareholders.

• noun [C] [plural fiduciaries)

a person or an organization that is responsible for

managing money or property for another person or

group of people [syn] trustee

field /fiild/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: gold field, playing field

1 [sing, with sing./pl. verb] all the people or

products competing in a particular area of

business: They lead the field in home entertainment

systems, o The company is recognized as a world

leader in its field.



2 [c] a particular subject or activity that sb works
in or is interested in: Whatfield of business are you
in?

3 [sing.] {often used as an adjective) used to describe

work or study that is done outside the office,

factory or laboratory and the people who do this

work: We get vital customer informationfrom our

agents in thefield, o We carried outfield research on
people's shopping habits. -» field-test

4 {IT) [C] a space for a separate item of data: You

will need to create separatefields forfirst name,
surname and address.

• verb [+ obj]

to receive and deal with questions or comments: /

had to field some difficult questions after the

presentation.

'field sales noun [u; pi ]

{Marketing) the business of selling things outside a

company's offices; the people who do this work:
jobs infield sales o Our experiencedfield sales force

cover all areas of the UK. o thefield sales manager

'field-test verb [+ obj]

to test sth, such as a product or a piece of

equipment, in the place where it will be used
'field test noun [c] : The cards are undergoingfield

tests and could be available next year.

FIFO /'faifau; AmE-iou/ = first in, first out

,fifty-'fifty adjective, adverb {informal)

divided equally between two people, groups or

possibilities: J think our bid has a better than fifty-

fifty chance of success, o Let's split the moneyfifty-

fifty.

fig* abbr {only used in written English)

a figure: See fig. 34.

• figure /'figa(r); AmE 'ftgjar/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: double figures, sales single ~, trade ~

1 a number representing a particular amount,
especially one given in official information: Profits

were well below last year's figure of $58 million, o
The latestfigures show that prices are still rising, o
Unemployment rose to 4.1 million last month
according to official figures, o risingjobless figures o
a decline in listening/viewingfigures {= the number
of people who listen to or watch a programme on
the radio or TV)

O a high/lowfigure an average/exact/a rough figure

final/interim/preliminary figures current/

official/recent figures

2 a symbol rather than a word representing one of
the numbers between 0 and 9: a six-figure salary {=
over 100 000 dollars, euros, etc.)

3 a person of the type mentioned: a leadingfigure
in the music industry

O an important/a leading/key/respected/senior

figure corporate/government/industry/public

figures

4 {abbr fig.) a picture, diagram, etc. in a book, that

is referred to by a number: The results are illustrated

in figure 3 opposite.

EE] put a 'figure on sth to say the exact price or
number of sth -» idiom at ballpark

files
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• verb

1 [+ obj] {AmE) to calculate an amount or the cost

of sth: We've figured the cost of moving offices at

about $10000.
2 [no obj] figure (as sth) (in/among sth) to be part

of a process, situation, etc. especially an important
part: The factory doesn'tfigure in the company's
future plans. [synJ feature
Q339 .figure sth 'out 1 to calculate an amount or

the cost of sth: Have you figured out how much it

will cost? 2 to find the answer to sth; to solve sth:

We have to figure out how to improve cash flow. 3 to

plan or think of sth: Have you figured out what to do
next? [SYNJ WORK STH OUT

• file /fail/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: box file, lever arch ~, log ~, Pay and ~,

rank and ~, sig ~, suspension etc.

1 {IT) a collection of information stored together in

a computer, under a particular name: Youllfind the

document on the C-drive in a file called 'Zambia'.

O to access/copy/create/delete/save a file • a

computer/data/text file

2 a box or folded piece of card for keeping loose

papers together and in order: Put that letter in the

file marked 'Urgent'.

3 a file and the information it contains, for

example about a particular person or subject: They
have vastfiles on markets, clients and competitors, o
Your application will be kept on file.

0 to have/keep/maintain a file (on sb/sth) * to

consult/have access to/read/refer to a file

• verb

1 [+ obj] to put and keep documents, etc. in a

particular place and in a particular order so that

you can find them easily: Ifiled the letters away in

the drawer, o Theforms should be filed
alphabetically.

2 [+ obj or no obj] to present sth so that it can be
officially recorded and dealt with: to filefor
bankruptcy o to file a claim/a lawsuit o The company
filed its accounts last week. -> lodge

'file .cabinet = filing cabinet

'file clerk = filing clerk

file .manager noun [c]

{IT) a computer program that is used to organize,

arrange and find files and directories (= groups
of files)

file .server = server

'file .transfer noun [c,u]

(IT) an act or the process of sending an electronic

file from one computer to another: You can use the

cable to connect two computers for a file transfer.

filing /'faihrj/ noun

see also: regulatory filing

1 [u] the act of putting documents, letters, etc.

into a file: We hired an assistant to do all the filing, o
a centralizedfiling system
2 [u] the act of presenting sth so that it can be
officially recorded and dealt with: There are

penalties for late filing of accounts, o the filing of

lever arch file box file binder folder
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lawsuits/criminal charges o taxfiling software

3 [c] {especiallyAm E) an act of presenting

documents to a court or government department; a

document that is presented in this way: The
company is required to make filings to/with the

Securities and Exchange Commission, olna court

filing, he claims thefirm acted legally, o bankruptcy/
regulatory/taxfilings

'filing .cabinet (AmE also 'file .cabinet) noun [c]

a piece of office furniture with deep drawers for

storing files: All the records are stored in a metal

filing cabinet.

-> suspension file—Picture at office

'filing clerk {BrE) {AmE 'file clerk) noun [C]

a person whose job is to file letters, etc. and do
general office tasks

fill /h\/ verb [+ obj]

1 to appoint sb to a job: The vacancy has already

been filled.

2 to do a job, have a role or position, etc: He fills

the post satisfactorily {= performs his duties well), o
The team needs someone to fill the role ofmanager
very soon.

3 to make or sell sth that is not yet available: The
managing editor thinks the new magazine will fill a
gap in the market.

4 to provide sth that will stop people from
continuing to want or need sth: The hardware store

has devoted itself to filling customers' needs.

5 if a company fills an order, it gives the customer
the goods they have asked for: They have a
reputation forfilling orders quickly.

6 if sb fills a shortfall, they provide sth so that

there will be as much as is needed or expected:

plans to train staff in order to fill the shortfall of
skilb

nnSI fill your 'pockets to make or take a lot of

money for yourself: There were rumours that the

bosses had filled their pockets at the expense of
shareholders, fill sb's shoes/ boots to do sb's job
in a satisfactory way when they are not there:

When she leaves it will not be easy to find somebody
to fill her shoes.

EEEE] .fill 'in (for sb/as sth) to do sb's job for a

short time while they are not there .fill sth 'in {also

.fill sth 'out) to complete a form, etc. by writing

information on it: You can fill out the application

online, .fill sb 'in (on sth) to tell sb about sth that

has happened: Can you fill me in on what happened
in the meeting? .fill sth 'out = fill sth in .fill 'up
(with sth); .fill sth up (with sth) to become
completely full; to make sth completely full: Our
order books are beginning to fill up.

.fill or 'kill .order {also .fill or 'kill, less frequent)

noun [C] {abbr FOK)

{Stock Exchange) an instruction to a broker to buy
or sell a particular number of shares at a particular

price immediately or else not at all: The trade was
carried out on a fill or kill basis, o to submit an FOK
Ui'im The plural is usually fill or kill orders.

Filofax™ /'failaufaeks; /\m£ -loo-/ noun [C]

a small book with pages that can be added or

removed easily, used for writing notes, addresses,

etc. in -» personal organizer See note at

CALENDAR

filter /'filta(r)/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

{IT} a computer program that receives data and
processes it according to particular rules before

displaying it, or sending it somewhere to stop

particular things from being seen: You can set up
filters to manage your incoming and outgoing emails,

o We use a web filter to block access to certain

websites.

• verb

1 {IT} [+ obj] (about a computer program) to process
data according to particular rules before displaying
it or sending it somewhere, for example in order to

stop particular figures, text, etc. from being seen:

The program filters web pagesfor unsuitable

contents, o Incoming emails are filtered into different

mail boxes based on their subject.

2 [no obj] {used with an adverb or a preposition) to

have an effect on sth, especially in small amounts
over a period of time: The economic recovery is

beginning to filter through to the job market.

UiLU .filter sth 'out to remove sth that you do not
want using a special device or system: The system
filters out alljunk emails, o {figurative) The test is

used to filter out candidates who may be unsuitable.

filtering /'filtanrj/ noun [u]

{IT} using a computer program to decide whether
particular emails, Internet pages, data, etc. should
be displayed or sent somewhere: an email filtering
program

fin. abbr

1 a short way of writing financial: fin. statements

2 a short way of writing finance: the International

Lease Fin. Corp.

• final /'faml/ adjective, noun
• adjective

1 [only before noun] being or happening at the end
of a series of events, actions, statements, etc: Sales

increased by 5% in thefinal quarter of the year, o a
final report/draft/payment o The project is in its final

stages/phase.

2 [only before noun] being the result of a particular

process: the final product o The parts are made in

China and shipped to Scotland forfinal assembly.

3 that cannot be argued with or changed: The
judge's decision is final, o The deal still needsfinal
approvalfrom the bankruptcy court, o €12 000 is our
best andfinal offer.

finally /'famali/ adverb: The matter was not

finally settled until later.

• noun finals [pi ]

{Accounting, informal) a short way of writing or

saying final results: Finals are expectedfrom several

companies this week. -» interims

.final ac counts noun [pi ]

{Accounting) the set of accounts that a business

produces at the end of the financial year: The

final accounts were prepared by afirm of local

accountants, o to sign thefinal accounts

.final de mand noun
1 {Economics) [u] the extent to which people and
businesses are buying goods and services; a

measure of this: An increase in final demand leads to

an increase in production, o Final demand grew by
2.5% lastyear.

2 {Accounting) {also .final re'minder) [c] {both BrE)

the last request for payment of a bill or a debt

before court action is taken; the document that

states this: The council issued a final demand and
threatened legal action.

.final dividend noun [c]

{Finance) a dividend that is paid at the end of the

financial year and must be approved by the

shareholders at the AGM: Analysts believe it will pass

(= not pay) its final dividend. -> interim dividend

• finalize , -ise /'famalaiz/ verb [+ obj]

to complete the last part of a plan, a project, an
agreement, etc: We have nowfinalized the deal, o
The details of the contract have not yet been finalized,

o to finalize yourarrangements/ plans

finalization, -isation /.famalai'zeijn; AmE -la'z-/

noun [u]

.final re'minder = final demand (2)



.final salary pension scheme noun [c]

(HR) especially in the UK, an arrangement in which
employees receive a pension when they retire

based on how long they have worked for the

company and the amount of money they were
earning when they stopped: Many big-name

companies have closed theirfinal salary pension

schemes to new staff.

finance /'famaens; fai'naens; fa'naens/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: consumer finance, corporate ~, debt ~,

equity ~ high ~, mezzanine ~, mortgage ~, etc.

1 [u] money that sb/sth borrows from a bank,

receives from investors, etc. in order to run a

business, complete an activity or buy sth: The

project will only go ahead if they can raise the

necessaryfinance, o A group of banks will provide

financefor the takeover, o international sources of

finance

O to apply for/get/obtain/raise/secure finance to

arrange/provide finance long-term/short-term

finance a finance business/group

2 [u] the activity of managing money, especially

by a commercial organization or a government: the

company's newfinance chiefo She works in the

finance department, o a diploma in banking and
finance o the company's consumerfinance arm {—

that provides loans, etc. to customers) o The
government's poor management ofpublicfinance lost

it the election. -» chief finance officer

O a finance chief/director * a finance committee/
department/team company/corporate/personal/
public finance

3 finances [pi ] the money available to a person,

an organization or a country; the way this money is

managed: The company is battling to put its finances

in order, o Buying new premises put a strain on our
finances, o Her personal finances are in a mess.

O to sort out/handle/manage yourfinances *

company/corporate/government/household/
publicfinances • healthy/sound/strong finances
deteriorating/shaky/weak finances sth boosts/

strengthens yourfinances

• verb [+ obj]

to provide or obtain money for a project, or for a

business or government to operate: We have
sufficientfunds tofinance operationsfor another
year, o The deal was largelyfinanced by/with/
through a share issue. Isyni fund

finance charge noun [c]

the amount you must pay when you arrange a loan;

the amount of interest you pay on the money you
borrow: He has huge credit-card debt and pays
hundreds of dollars a month in finance charges.

finance company {also finance house,
especially in BrE) noun [c]

a company that lends money to people or
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businesses so that they can buy expensive items,

such as vehicles, pieces of equipment, etc. and pay
the money back over a period of time: a consumer
finance company (

= that lends money to

consumers) o Many car manufacturers operate their

own finance companies.

'finance house noun [c] {especially BrE)

1 = FINANCE COMPANY
2 {Finance) a company that arranges loans,

investors, etc. for business projects: a finance house
that specializes in securingfundingfor start-up

technology companies

finance lease noun [c]

an arrangement in which a financial institution

buys a vehicle, piece of machinery, etc. and lets a

business use it for an agreed period of time in

exchange for regular payments: The aircraft were
acquired under a finance lease. -» operating lease

• financial /fai'naen rl; fa'naen-/ adjective, noun
• adjective

1 [usually before noun] connected with money and
finance: a financial transaction/arrangement o
financial institutions o a financial adviser/

consultant/planner o They offer independent

financial advice on all types of mortgages, o Thefirm
has run into financial difficulties , o Tokyo and New
York are majorfinancial centres. d*XQ The word
financial is sometimes used in the names of

companies that provide loans, advice about money,
etc.: Capital One Financial, the credit-card issuer.

2 [only before noun] interested in making a profit;

intended to make a profit: A group offinancial

buyers is interested in acquiring the business (=
because they want to make a profit, not run the

business), o Our stake in the company is a financial

investment rather than central to our business

strategy.

financially /fai'naenjali; fa'naen-/ adverb:

Financially, thefirm is better off than a year ago. o a
financially sound company o Such projects are not

financially viable without governmentfunding.
• noun
1 {Stock Exchange) [C, usually pi.] a company that

provides financial services whose shares are

traded on a stock exchange, for example, a bank:
Technology stocks andfinancials recorded strong

gains on the market today.

2 {Accounting) financials [pi] {informal) a way of

referring to a company's financial results: The
company's financials for the six months to 30 June
are disappointing.

fi nancial ac counting noun [u]

{Accounting) the branch of accounting concerned
with preparing accurate records of the activities

and state of a business (financial statements),

rather than with looking at the profit and costs of

different parts of the business

Financial Ac counting Standards
Board noun [sing.] {abbr FASB)
in the US, the organization that decides on
accounting standards

financial ac counts noun [pi ]

{Accounting) the written records of an organization's

assets, debts, profits, etc.; a summary of these that

is prepared for shareholders, lenders, etc. and
describes the financial activity during a particular

period of time: ro prepare a set offinancial accounts

o The annual financial accounts will be presented to

shareholders next week.

financial analyst noun [c]

a person whose job involves studying the financial

state of particular companies and advising people
whether to buy or sell those shares: Financial

VOCABULARY BUILDING

Providing finance
VERB NOUN PERSON

finance financing financier

invest investment investor

fund funding funder

sponsor sponsorship sponsor

back backing backer

• The organization is financed by the government.
• They invested $50 000 in the trust

• Extra funding will be needed to pay for the

project.

• The company has agreed to sponsor a TV show.
• They are struggling to win financial backing for

their plans



financial asset

analysts forecast pre-tax profits of£40 billion this

year. financial a'nalysis noun [u,C]

financial 'asset noun [c]

{Accounting) an asset that is not physically useful

but has a financial value, for example money, an
investment or a right to claim payments: Thefirm
has financial assets of $18.4 billion.

financial engi neering noun [u]

{Finance) (often used in a disapproving way) the

practice of changing the way in which a company
borrows money, owns assets, pays debts, etc.,

especially in order to make its profits seem greater:

Thefirm used complexfinancial engineering to

remove debtfrom its balance sheet, o techniques of
financial engineering, such as reporting profitsfrom
future business

fi nancial indicator noun [c]

a figure that is seen as a measure of the success of a

company, an economy, a market, etc: The company
has improved its keyfinancial indicators, including

profitability and the debt-equity ratio, oltis clear

that on everyfinancial indicator the country is doing
Well. -> ECONOMIC INDICATOR

financial insti tution noun [c]

an organization such as a bank that offers financial

services, such as accepting deposits, making loans

or investing customers' money

fi nancial instrument noun [c]

{Finance) any investment that has a cash value and
can be bought and sold in an organized system,

such as shares, bonds, futures (= contracts to buy
or sell a particular amount of sth at a particular

time in the future for a particular price), etc: In the

city there are banks which trade in all types of
financial instruments, o Newfinancial instruments,

such as credit derivatives, are continually being

created, [syn] instrument

financial inter mediary noun [c]

{Finance) a financial organization such as a bank
that holds money from lenders in order to make
loans to borrowers: banks and non-bank financial
intermediaries

financial 'market {also 'market) noun [c]

{Finance) the activity of buying and selling shares,

bonds, currencies, etc.; the organized structure for

doing this or the place where it happens: Brazil's

financial markets o a singlefinancial marketfor
Europe o Financial markets reacted positively to the

cut in interest rates, o They offered their shares to be

traded on the financial market.

fi nancial 'ratio [also ac counting ratio

noun [c]

{Accounting) the result of comparing two figures

that describe a company's financial state, for

example its share price and the amount of profit

each shareholder can claim, used by managers or

investors to decide how well a company is

performing: Smaller companies can offer greater

value in terms of keyfinancial ratios, such as price-

earnings.

financial re porting noun [u]

{Accounting) the act of giving investors and
authorities regular financial information about a

company's profits, debts, assets, etc: good/
inaccurate/fraudulentfinancial reporting o Auditors

have a critical role in the financial reporting process,

ofinancial reporting rules/standards

financial re sults = results (i)

financial services noun [pi ]

{Finance) the business of dealing with money for

people or providing advice about money and
investments: They offer a broad range offinancial

services, from credit cards to travel insurance, o The
economy is heavily dependent on financial services, o
the financial services industry/market/sector

the Fi nancial Services Au thority noun
[sing.] {abbrKA)
in the UK, the public organization that controls

companies that provide financial services, for

example insurance companies and banks

* fi nancial 'statement noun [c, usually pi ]

{Accounting) a document that a company, etc. must
prepare regularly, showing its financial

performance during a particular period of time. It

usually includes the profit and loss account,
the balance sheet and other information: The
trust is required to publish auditedfinancial
statements by April 30. o The auditors refused to sign

off thefinancial statements.

O to prepare/publish financial statements to file/

submitfinancial statements to approve/certify/

sign/sign offfinancial statements annual/half-

year/quarterly/year-endfinancial statements

fi nancial structure = capital structure

fi nancial 'supermarket noun [c]

(used in newspapers) a bank or company that

provides many kinds of financial services, such as

loans, insurance policies, investments, etc: The
bank aims to become a financial supermarket, with

divisions operating in insurance and share trading.

fi nancial 'year (6rf) {also .fiscal 'year, AmE, BrF)

noun [C] {abbr FY)

{Accounting) a period of twelve months that a
company chooses as the time over which it will

complete a full set of financial records: They
forecast sales of ¥1.5 billion for the currentfinancial

year, ending 30 June, othe 2006/2007financial year
(= for example, that starts on 1 April 2006 and ends
on 31 March 2007) o the first/second half of the

financial year -> tax year

financier /fai'naensia(r); fa-; AmE .fman'sir/

noun [c]

{Finance) a person who is an expert in financial

matters and who lends money to businesses or

manages large amounts of money for a business:

George Soros, the billionairefinancier o The
financiers will have to struggle to make the firm's

books balance. -> corporate financier at

corporate finance See note at finance

* financing /'famaensirj; fai'naensirj; fa'naensirj/

noun [u]

see also: creative financing, debtor-in-possession ~,

deficit ~, early-stage ~, first-round ~, self -,

takeout ~

{Finance) money that is made available to sb/sth in

order to buy sth or run a business or activity; the

process of obtaining this money or making it

available: We need to secure additional financingfor
the project, o They will provide $120 million in

financing to help thefirm reduce its debt, o Thisfirm
has shown a preference for debt over equityfinancing

{- it prefers to borrow money rather than sell

shares), o Car manufacturers have been offering

cheap financing deals {= with a low rate of interest)

to attract customers. See note at finance
0 to get/raise/secure financing to arrange/offer/

provide financing long-term/short-term financing

bank/bond/debt/equity financing a financing

arrangement/deal/facility/package a financing

plan/strategy * financing charges/costs

find /famd/ verb (found, found /faund/)

1 [+ obj] to have sth available so that you can use

it: How are we going to find €1 million for the new
equipment? o They have not yetfound the financial

backing they need.

2 {Law) [+ obj or no obj] to make a particular

decision in a court: The juryfound him guilty of



fraud, o The courtfoundfor (= supported the

claims of) the plaintiff. -> hold verb (9)

0 to find against/for/in favour of sb

finding /'faindirj/ noun

see also: fault-finding

1 [c, usually pi ] information that is discovered as

the result of research into sth: What were the main
findingsfrom the survey? o The committee will issue

its initial findings tomorrow.

O to issue/present/publish/release/report findings

initial/preliminary findings

2 {Law) [C] a decision made by a court, etc.

concerning a dispute: They reached afinding of

professional misconduct.

O to make/reach a finding to overturn/uphold a

finding a finding against/in favour of sb/sth

fine /fain/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

an amount of money that must be paid as

punishment for breaking a law or rule: a parking

fine o Offenders will be liable to a heavyfine (= one
that costs a lot of money), o Thefirm has been

ordered to pay a fine of $7.5 million for misleading

customers.

0 to impose/levy a fine to avoid/be liable to/face/

pay a fine a heavy/hefty/large/an unlimited fine
• verb [+ obj]

to make sb pay money as an official punishment:
The five banks werefined $100 000forfixing prices, o
He was fined heavilyfor insider trading.

the ,fine 'print = small print

fine- tune verb [+ obj]

to make very small changes to sth so that it is as

good as it can possibly be: We need to fine-tune the

marketing concept, fine- tuning noun [u]: The
system is set up but it needs some fine-tuning.

finish /'fmiJV verb, noun
• verb [+ obj or no obj]

to be at a particular price or level at the end of a

period of trading on a stock exchange: The Nikkei

stock average finished 2% higher yesterday, o China
Telecom (= its share price) finished the morning
session at HK$1.45. [syn] close

• noun
1 [sing ] the end of a period of trading on a stock

exchange; the level of share prices, etc. at this time:

At London's finish, the Dow Jones was down 0.8 per
cent, o The share price rose to $1.94from a finish of
$1.81 yesterday, [syn] close
2 [c] the final details that are added to sth to make
it complete: The packaging gives the product a stylish

finish.

finished /'fmijt./ adjective [usually before noun]

see also: semi-finished

(about a product) that has been put together from
different parts or materials and is fully completed:
Manufacturers are trying to lower their stocks of
finished goods, o transforming raw materials into

finished products

finite ca pacity scheduling noun [u]

{Production) the process, using computer software,
that organizes tasks in a production process so that

the best and most efficient way of producing what
is needed at the right time is achieved using the
available resources

• fire /'faia(r)/ verb [+ obj]

{HR) to force sb to leave their job: 'You're fired!' o
She gotfiredfrom herfirstjob for always being late.

o Who is responsible for hiring and firing staff?
[syn] sack See note at dismiss
UiliHJ ,fire a 'way {usually used in spoken English,

informal) used to tell sb to begin to speak or ask a
question: 'Can I ask you a question?' 'Fire away!'
.fire sth 'off 1 to write or say sth to sb very
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quickly, often when you are angry: He fired off a

letter of complaint. 2 if you fire off an email, you
send it ,fire sth 'up {informal) to start a machine,
piece of equipment, computer program, etc: Let me
justfire up my laptop.

fire a larm noun [c]

a bell or other device that gives people warning of

a fire in a building: to set off the fire alarm

fire cer tificate noun [c]

a legal document that shows that a building meets
the official standards for keeping workers safe in

case of fire and gives details of safety measures,
ways of escape, etc: to applyfor a fire certificate

'fire door noun [c]

a heavy door that is used to prevent a fire from
spreading in a building

'fire drill {BrE also 'fire .practice) noun [c,u]

a practice of what people must do in order to

escape safely from a fire in a building

'fire es cape noun [c]

metal stairs, etc. on the outside of a building,

which people can use to escape from a fire

fire ex tinguisher {also ex'tinguisher) noun [c]

a metal container with water or chemicals inside

for putting out small fires

firefighting /'faiafartrrj; AmE 'faiarf-/ noun [u]

the activity of dealing with problems in a company
or an organization as they happen: Most of the CEOs
werefocused on dailyfirefighting rather than
strategy.

fire in surance noun [u]

insurance that pays for goods, vehicles, etc. that are

damaged by fire

'fire .marshal = fire safety officer

firepower /'faiapaua(r); AmE 'faiarp-/ noun [u]

the amount of money, power or influence that an
organization has available: The company has
enormous financial firepower, o The merger will give

us morefirepower to compete with our bigger rivals.

fire .practice = fire drill

'fire safety .officer {also 'fire .marshal) noun [c]

an employee in an organization who is responsible

for equipment, activities, etc. to keep places of

work and workers safe in case of fire

'fire sale noun [c]

1 an occasion when a company sells goods cheaply
because they have been damaged in a fire

2 a situation in which a company sells its

machinery, parts of its business, etc. cheaply
because it needs money quickly: The store may be

forced to conduct afire sale in order to stay alive, o
selling key assets at fire-sale prices

firewall /'faiawod; AmE'faiarw-/ noun [C,

usually sing.]

1 {IT) a part of a computer system that is designed
to prevent people from getting at information
without authority but still allows them to receive

information that is sent to them: firewall programs/
software o The program sits behind a firewall, and
cannot be accessed by Internet users directly.

O to build/install a firewall

2 {Stock Exchange) = Chinese wall

firing line noun
DEE! be in the firing line {BrE) {AmE be on the
'firing line) to be in a position where people can
criticize or blame you: The employment secretary

found himself in the firing line over recentjob cuts.

-» idiom at line noun
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*firm /f3:m; AmE f3:rm/ noun, adjective, verb

• noun [C]

see also: search firm

a business or company, especially one that provides

a professional service: an accounting/engineering/

investmentfirm o a lawfirm o She hired afirm of
management consultants to study the problems, o
Thefirm wasfounded in 1996. o new tax breaksfor
smallfirms See note at business
0 to create/found/set up/start (up) a firm to

manage/run a firm to close (down)Zshut (down) a

firm

• adjective

1 {not used in theform firmer, firmest) that cannot
be changed after it has been decided or agreed: The
airline has placedfirm ordersfor 10 new planes, o We
need afirm date for delivery.

O a firm bid/date/offer/order a firm agreement/
commitment/decision/promise

2 (firmer, firmest) at a good or high price or level;

steady: The pound remainedfirm against (==

compared to) the dollar, o Shares in oil companies
werefirmer. IoppI soft

• verb [no obj]

(about shares, prices, etc.) to become steady or rise

steadily: Philips' sharesfirmed 5.8 per cent to €18.19.

0 The Canadian dollarfirmed against (= compared
to) the US currency today. 'firmness noun [u] : the

recentfirmness in share prices

HII9 ,firm 'up to become stronger or more stable:

Prices arefirming up. o Sales growth needs to firm
up before we expandfurther. .firm 'up sth to make
sth stronger, more stable or fixed: The company has

notyetfirmed up its plans for expansion, o The
precise details still have to befirmed up.

firmware /'f3:mwea(r); AmE 'f3:rmwer/ noun [u]

{IT) a type of software that is stored in such a way
that it cannot be changed or lost: downloading a

firmware upgrade o mobile phone/cellphone

firmware

.first 'class noun, adverb

• noun [u]

1 the best and most expensive seats or

accommodation on a train, ship, etc: You can
upgrade to first class for €50. o first-class travel

-> BUSINESS CLASS
2 in the UK, the class of mail that is delivered most
quickly: First class costs more. OA book offirst-class

stamps, please.

3 in the US, the class of mail that is used for letters

and cards
• adverb
1 using the best and most expensive seats or

accommodation in a train, ship, etc: to travel first

class

2 by the quickest form of mail: Orders within the

UK are sentfirst class.

.first 'cost = PRIME COST

.first-gene'ration adjective [only before noun]

used to describe the first type of a machine to be
developed: thefirst-generation personal computers
-» SECOND-GENERATION, THIRD-GENERATION

.first 'half noun [C, usually sing ]

1 {Accounting) {also .fiscal first 'half, especially in

AmE) the first six months of a company's financial
year: The company had a good first half, o First-half

profits were up 21 per cent compared with the same
period last year.

2 the period of six months between 1 January and
30 June: Exports to Asia rose steeply in the first half

of the year.

-» SECOND HALF

.first in, .first out phrase

1 {Production) {abbr FIFO) a method of stock
control in which the first goods or raw materials
bought or produced are the first ones used or sold

2 {Accounting) {abbr FIFO) a method of valuing
supplies of goods or units of raw materials based
on the idea that the first goods bought or produced
are the first ones used or sold. The value of goods
left at the end of the year is based on the most
recent prices.

3 {HR) used, for example in a situation when
people are losing their jobs, to say that the first

people to be employed will be the first to go
4 {IT) used to describe a system where the data that

is received first is the first to be processed
-» LAST IN, FIRST OUT

.first-line manager noun [c]

{HR) the lowest level of manager in an organization
-» SUPERVISORY MANAGEMENT

.first 'mover noun [c]

{Marketing) a business that is the first to offer a new
product or service or to use a new technology: In

new industries, such as the Internet, the first movers
have a great advantage over new entrants, o We have
first-mover advantage in this market.

.first order of 'business noun [c]

the most important task that sb must deal with: His

first order of business was making the company
solvent.

.first re'fusal = right of first refusal

.first-round financing noun [u]

{Finance) the first investment in a young company
that is made by investors who are not closely

connected with the company or its managers, to

help the company develop manufacturing,
marketing and selling -> early-stage financing

.first 'section noun [sing.]

the part of the Tokyo Stock Exchange on which the

shares of the largest and most successful

companies are traded: first-section shares/stocks

BLUE CHIP, SECOND SECTION

.first 'tier noun [c]

the first level of sth or the top level of sth: the first

tier of local government ofirst-tier companies/stock
(= the biggest, most important companies)

.first-tier sup plier noun [c]

{Production) a company that is responsible for

delivering raw materials or goods directly to the

customer's factory -> second-tier supplier

.first-'time adjective [only before noun]

doing or experiencing sth for the first time: a
computer program designed forfirst-time users o
First-time buyers arefinding it increasingly difficult

to get into the housing market.

* fiscal /'fiskl/ adjective, noun
• adjective

1 {Economics) connected with government or

public money, especially taxes: a package offiscal

reforms o The fiscal deficit is running at 7 per cent of

GDP. o The government must impose fiscal discipline

and reduce spending. -» fiscal policy

O fiscal austerity/discipline/prudence/restraint

fiscal loosening/tightening a fiscal deficit/surplus

2 {Finance) {especially AmE) connected with financial

matters: More and more companies arefacing a

fiscal crisis.

3 {Accounting) {especially AmE) connected with the

period of twelve months over which a government
or a company prepares a full set of financial

records, or part of this period: Orders in the

company's fiscal third quarter dropped by 12%.

fiscally /'fiskali/ adverb {Economics): The

government has become more fiscally responsible, o
fiscally conservative/prudent



• noun [c] fiscal 2006, 2007, etc. (AmE)

(Accounting) = fiscal year: Fiscal 2006 is likely to

be our bestyear ever.

.fiscal 'drag noun [u]

(Economics) a situation in which a government takes

an increasing proportion of people's wages in

income tax because it does not increase the levels

of income at which tax is charged at the same rate

as INFLATION -» BRACKET CREEP

.fiscal first 'half = first half (l)

.fiscal policy noun [c,u]

(Economics) the way in which a government charges

taxes or spends money in order to manage the

economy: Loose fiscal policy (— low taxes and/or
high government spending) could lead to high

inflation. -» monetary policy

0 loose/tight fiscal policy to loosen/tighten fiscal

policy

.fiscal second half = second half

.fiscal 'year (abbr FY) (AmE also fiscal 2006, 2007,
etc.) noun [c]

1 (Accounting) (especially AmE) — financial year
2 (Economics) the period of twelve months over

which a government prepares a full set of financial

records: Parliament has approved the budgetfor the

2006-07fiscal year. KL'IH In the UK, the fiscal year
runs from 6 April of one year to 5 April of the next.

In the US it runs from 1 October to 30 September.

fishbone .diagram (also .cause and effect

.diagram, Ishi'kawa .diagram) noun [c]

a diagram that is used to analyse the different

causes of a particular effect or problem

fishbone diagram
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area

e.g. machinery

area

e.g. manpower

cause 1

cause 2

cause 3

cause 1

reason for

cause 1 /

effect/problem

e.g. product

too expensive

cause 2

cause 1

area

e.g. stock levels

area

e.g. distribution

fishery /'njari/ noun (plural fisheries)

1 [c] a part of the sea or a river where fish are

caught in large quantities: a herring/tuna fishery o
The oil spill is threatening one of Spain's richest

fisheries.

2 [c] = fish farm
3 [U; pi.] the business or industry of catching fish:

EUfishery ministers o the North Atlantic Fisheries

College

'fish farm (also 'fishery) noun [c]

a place where fish are bred as a business

fit /fit/ verb, noun, adjective

• verb (fitting, fitted, fitted) (AmE usually fitting, fit,

fit except in the passive)

1 [+ obj] (often be fitted) to out or fix sth

somewhere: Several expensive features arefitted as

standard on these vehicles.

2 [+ obj or no obj] (used with an adverb or a
preposition) to put or join sth in the right place: The

parts must be machined accurately in order to fit

together properly.

3 [+ obj or no obj] (not used in the continuous tenses)

to agree with, match or be suitable for sth: choosing

software that fits your company's needs o Expanding
into new areas doesn't fit with our plans. -> fit in

(with sb/sth)
4 [+ obj] (especially BrE) to make sb/sth suitable for

a particular job: His experience fitted him perfectly

for the job. o His experience fitted him to do the job.

-» idiom at size noun
UiLEi fit sb/sth in; fit sb/sth in/ into sth to

find time to see sb or to do sth: /'// try and fityou in

after lunch, .fit 'in (with sb/sth) 1 to work in an
easy and natural way with sb/sth: We tried to decide

how well each candidate would fit in. 2 to agree
with, match or be suitable for sth: It was a nice offer

but it didn'tfit in with our main business. -> fit

verb (3) .fit sb/sth out/ up (with sth) to supply sb/

sth with all the equipment, clothes, etc. that they
need: The cost offitting out the coffee shop was
nearly $200 000.

tnoun [c, usually sing., u]

see also: strategic fit

the way in which things or people match each
other or are suitable for each other: We need to

work out the bestfit between the staff needed and
the people available, o These brands are an excellent

fit with our core business, o She is a good fitfor the

job. o She and the company make a good fit.

nail by/in .fits and 'starts frequently starting and
stopping again; not continuously: Economic
recovery is proceeding in fits and starts.

• adjective (fitter, fittest)

healthy and strong: The government aims to make
British industry leaner andfitter ( = employing
fewer people and with lower costs).

fitness /'fttnas/ noun [u]

1 the state of being physically healthy and strong:

They operate a chain offitness clubs, o the health and
fitness sector/industry o We need to ensure the

company's financial fitness.
2 the state of being suitable or good enough for

sth: There were doubts about herfitness for the

position.

fitter /'fita(r)/ noun [c]

1 a person whose job is to put together or repair

equipment: a pipe/gas fitter

2 a person whose job is to cut and fit clothes or

carpets, etc: carpetfitters

.five 'nines noun [u]

(IT) 99.999 per cent, which is the percentage of the

time that some computer systems are expected to

work properly: Most telephone companies are able to

offer the five nines—or 99.999% reliability, o a server

with five nines availability

*fix /fiks/ verb, noun
• verb

1 [+ obj] to decide on a date, a time, an amount,
etc. for sth: Has the date of the next meeting been

fixed? o Interest on the loan isfixed at 4.5%for the

first three years (= will not change during that

time). Isyni set See note at arrange
2 [+ obi] fix sth (up) to arrange or organize sth: III

fix up a meeting with the supplier, o How are you
fixed (= do you have any plans) for Thursday?
3 [+ obj] to repair or correct sth: Our engineers are

trying to fix the problem.
4 (Economics) [+ obj] fix prices to decide with other

businesses that you will sell particular goods or
services at the same prices and not compete with
each other. This is illegal in many countries: The
companies were fined over $20 million forfixing toy

prices. -> price-fixing
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5 {Finance) [+ obj or no obj] {usually be fixed) to

decide on the official price of sth, especially gold,

at a particular time of the day, based on supply and
demand: Gold was fixed at $318.70 an ounce on
Wednesday afternoon in London. -» fixing

• noun [C]

1 {informal) a solution to a problem, especially an
easy or temporary one: There is no quickfixfor the

steel industry.

2 {IT) a small computer program that is used to

repair a problem with a larger piece of software: a

bugfix o You can download a temporaryfixfrom
their website.

3 {Finance) the official price of sth, especially gold,

at a particular time of the day, based on supply and
demand; the process of deciding this price: Gold's

lowestfix this week was below $354 per ounce.

-> FIXING

fixed /fikst/ adjective

staying the same; not changing or able to be
changed -.fixed prices o a fixed rate of interest o The
money has been investedfor a fixed period, o You can
either pay a fixed monthlyfee or per minute.

fixed 'asset = capital asset

fixed capital noun [u]

{Accounting) money that a company has invested in

its buildings, machinery, etc. (capital assets)

fixed 'cost {also .fixed ex pense) noun [c,

usually pi.]

{Accounting) an amount of money used to run a

business that remains the same whatever quantity

of goods is produced: Rent is a fixed cost, o They are

used to buying goodsfrom the Far East, where the

fixed costs are much lower. -» variable cost—
Picture at cost

fixed 'currency noun [c]

{Economics) a currency whose value is fixed

compared to sth else, especially units of another
currency

fixed de posit noun [c,u]

an arrangement where you leave an amount of

money in a bank account for a particular period of

time or longer in order to get a better rate of

interest: a fixed-deposit account

fixed ex'pense = fixed cost

fixed income noun [c,u]

{Finance)

1 money that sb receives from an investment or a

pension that does not change or increase: retired

people living onfixed incomes ofixed-income
investments/securities

2 investments that offer an income that does not
change over a period of time: They invest about $18
billion in fixed income, ofixed-income trading

fixed-interest se curity noun [c, usually pi ]

{Finance) an investment that pays you agreed
regular amounts of income that do not change:
Many investors have switchedfrom shares to fixed-

interest securities, such as government bonds.

fixed in vestment noun [u.c]

{Economics) money that a business invests in

machinery, buildings, vehicles, etc. that will be
used over a long period of time (capital

equipment)

.fixed 'line {also iandline noun [c]

a series of wires carried on poles or under the

ground that joins a home, an office, etc. to a

telephone network: Many of their customers have
switchedfrom fixed lines to mobile phones, o Calls to

fixed-line phones are charged at 12<t a minute.

.fixed network noun [c]

{IT) a series of wires and devices that permanently
joins together telephones, computers, etc. that are

in different places

.fixed 'parity noun [c,u]

{Economics) a fixed price at which a unit of a
currency can be bought; a system in which there is

a fixed relationship between the value of two
currencies: The US dollar was convertible to gold at a

fixed parity, o The currency has fixed parity against

the euro.

.fixed 'phone = fixed telephone

,fixed-'price adjective [only before noun]

a fixed-price contract, deal, etc. is one in which a
particular fee is agreed which does not change
even if there is an increase in costs: Fixed-price

contracts can give the manufacturer an unfair share

of risks and costs. -» cost-plus

'fixed-rate adjective [only before noun]

charging or paying a particular fixed rate of
interest, etc: fixed-rate bonds/debt/loans/mortgages
-> floating rate

.fixed 'tax {BrE also .flat tax, pro portional tax)

noun [C, usually sing.]

{Accounting; Economics) a system in which tax is paid

at the same rate, however much you earn or spend:

an annual fixed tax on vehicle ownership
-» PROGRESSIVE, REGRESSIVE

.fixed 'telephone {also .fixed "phone) noun [c]

a telephone that is permanently attached to a

network using wires -» mobile phone

.fixed 'term noun [c]

{Commerce) an agreed or limited period of time:

employees taken on for a fixed term o The policy will

pay a lump sum at the end of a fixed term, o workers

employed onfixed-term contractsfor specific

assignments

.fixed wireless noun [u]

{IT) a system or device that does not use wires to

connect to other telephones, computers, etc. and is

situated in one place, such as a home or an office:

Fixed wireless is ideal for people living in remote

areas, ofixed-wireless broadband (= that allows a

fast connection to the Internet)

fixer /'fiksa(r)/ noun [c]

a person who arranges business deals, especially

illegal or dishonest ones

fixing /fiksin/ noun [c]

see also: price-fixing

{Finance) the process of deciding on the official

price of sth, especially gold, at a particular time of

the day, based on supply and demand: Gold was
$341.50 an ounce at London's afternoon fixing.

-> fix noun (3)

flag /flaeg/ verb, noun
• verb (-gg-)

1 [no obj] to become tired, weaker or less

enthusiastic: It's been a long day and I'm starting to

flag, o Supportfor the deal isflagging, oflagging
sales/demand/confidence
2 [+ obj] to put a special mark next to information,

an email, etc. that you think is important: I've

flagged the paragraphs that we need to look at in

more detail.

3 [+ obj] flag (up) sth to announce or draw
attention to sth: The groupflagged 15% growth in

the first half of the year, o We have flagged up various

problems with the deal.

•noun [C]

a special mark that you put next to information, an
email, etc. that you think is important

.flag of con venience noun [c]

{Transport) a flag of a foreign country that is used by



a ship from another country for legal or financial

reasons

flagship /'flaegjip/ noun [C, usually sing ]

1 the most important product, service, building,

etc. that an organization owns or produces: They

are opening a newflagship store in Madrid, o The

software will continue to be ourflagship.

O a flagship brand/product/store

2 the most important company in an industry or

economy: They were once the flagship of the

chocolate industry, o UBS, Switzerland's banking

flagship

0 a flagship airline/company/fund

flame /fleim/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

a rude, offensive or unacceptable message sent by
email: flames about inexperienced users posting

stupid messages
• verb [+ obj]

to send sb a flame; to criticize sb in a flame: They

flamed him on chat rooms across the Internet.

flame mail noun [c,u]

rude, offensive or unacceptable messages sent by
email; a message of this type: Some people have

been so upset byflame mail that they have left their

jobs.

flash /flaej"/ noun
1 {Marketing) [C] a band of colour or writing across

a book, pack, etc.

2 {IT) Flash™ [u] a program which creates moving
images for websites

'flash drive {also flash .memory drive, .flash

memory 'pen drive) noun [c]

{IT) a small device that you can connect to a

computer and use to store data and move it from
one computer to another

flat /flaet/ adjective (flatter, flattest)

1 not very successful because very little is being
sold: The housing market has been flatfor months, o
Profits rose last year, despite flat sales.

2 (about prices, numbers, etc.) increasing only a

small amount; not increasing or falling: Shares were

flat at €53. o Staff numbers will remain broadlyflat
next year, oflat profits

3 {not used in theforms flatter, flattest) (about a

payment) fixed; without any extra payments or

charges: She charges a flatfeefor her services rather

than an hourly rate.

4 [HR) used to describe an organization where
there are fewer levels between the top and the

bottom: They plan to introduce a flatter

organizational structure, eliminating middle
managers and increasing the needfor knowledgeable
workers. -» horizontal, tall

.flatbed 'scanner [also flatbed /'flatbed/)

noun [c]

{IT) a scanner (= device for copying pictures and
documents so that they can be stored on a

computer) on which the picture or document can
be laid flat for copying—Picture at office

.flat-' panel = flat-screen

.flat 'rate noun [c, usually sing.]

a price for sth that is fixed at a particular amount
and does not change; an amount paid or charged
that is the same for everyone: Repayments on the

loan are made at a flat rate of interest, o Employees
contribute aflat rate of5% of income to the fund, o a
flat-rate tax system {= in which everyone pays the
same percentage of tax)

,flat-'screen {also .flat-'panel) adjective [only before

noun] {both especially BrE)

(especially about televisions or computer screens

not curved and usually in a thin case: A flat-screen

monitor would saveyou a lot of desk space.—Picture
at OFFICE

223 flexecutive

.flat 'tax = FIXED TAX

flatten /'flaetn/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

1 if a price or number flattens or sb/sth flattens

it, it stops increasing or continues to increase at a

slower rate: Sales of its portable computers have

flattened, o There has been a flattening trend in

industrial production.

2 {HR) if sb/sth flattens an organization or it

flattens, the number of levels between the top and
the bottom are reduced: We flattened the

organization by removing several layers of
management, o As a business flattens, it tends to

become more productive.

333 .flatten 'out/'off to stay at a steady level of

development or progress after a period of sharp
rises or falls: Oil prices are now flattening out. o
There are signs that the economy has hit bottom or

flattened out. IsynI level off/out

flaw /f[o:/ noun [C]

a mistake in sth that means that it is not correct or

does not work correctly: Theyfound aflaw in the

software's security system, o a fatal (= extremely
serious) design flaw o The business plan has

fundamental [= very serious) flaws.

O fatal/fundamental/serious flaws design/security/

structural flaws

flawed /fb:d/ adjective

having a flaw: We are trying to reduce the number of

flawed products that reach customers, o We believe

that the report is fundamentallyflawed.

0 deeply/fatally/fundamentally/seriously flawed

flea .market noun [c]

an outdoor market at which goods are sold at

cheap prices, especially second-hand goods (
=

ones that are old or used)

fledgling {also spelled fledgeling) /'fled3lirj/ noun
[C] {usually used before another noun)

a person, an organization or a system that is new
and without experience: a fledgling business/

company/start-up o protectingfledgling industries

fleece /fli:s/ verb [+ obj] {informal)

to take a lot of money from sb by charging them too

much: He claims that banks arefleecing their small

business clients.

fleet /fli:t/ noun [C]

see also: rental fleet

1 a group of planes, vehicles, ships, etc. travelling

together or owned by the same organization: the

company's new fleet of vans o The airline plans to cut

its long-haul fleet by a quarter.

2 {used before another noun) a fleet customer,
business, etc. is one that uses the same supplier,

insurance company, etc. for all its vehicles: We can

offer a range of discounts to fleet customers.

3 a group of ships fishing together: a fishing/

whalingfleet

fleet .management noun [u]

the activity of looking after, repairing, etc. a fleet

of vehicles on behalf of a company: We offer fleet

managementfor companies with both big and small

fleets, o a fleet management company/service
fleet .manager noun [c]

'Fleet Street noun [u]

a street in central London where many national

newspapers used to have their offices (now used to

mean British newspapers and journalists in

general)

flexecutive /flek'sekjativ/ noun [c]

a manager whose hours or place of work can
change easily because of new technology; a

professional worker who has many skills and can
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change jobs or tasks easily: Flexecutives can choose

where they live and still remain connected to the

business world. UESB Flexecutive is formed from
the words 'flexible' and 'executive'.

flexible /'fleksabl/ adjective

able to change or be changed to suit new
conditions or situations: Our plans need to be

flexible enough to caterfor the needs of everyone, o a

flexible approach to clients' requirements
IQPPI INFLEXIBLE -> STIFF (3)

flexibility /.fleksa'bilati/ noun [u]: Computers

offer a much greater degree offlexibility in the way
work is organized, o greaterflexibility on pay and
duties 'flexibly adverb: We allow our staff to work
flexibly—when they want and where they want.

flexible 'benefits noun [pi ]

{HR) benefits, such as health insurance, use of a car,

etc. that employees receive in addition to their pay
and can choose themselves: flexible benefits

packages -» cafeteria plan

.flexible 'hours {also .flexible working hours)

noun [pi.]

{HR) a system in which an employee can choose
what time he or she will start or finish work each
day: Parents with young children can askforflexible
hours. -» flexitime See note at salary

.flexible working {also .flexible work)
noun [U]

{HR) a way of organizing work in a company or an
organization that is different from the traditional

way and may not have fixed times or places of

work, for example: We now offer flexible working.

Staffcan work part-time or only in the school terms.

0 increased part-time working and the introduction

offlexible working practices

.flexible 'working hours = flexible hours

flexing /'fleksirj/ noun [u]

{HR) changing the hours that employees work to

suit the changing needs of the company: the flexing

ofworking days/hours flex /fleks/ verb [+ obj]:

Buyers can flex their start time and occasionally work
from home.

flexitime /'fleksitaim/ {especially BrE) {AmE usually

flextime /'flekstaim/) noun [u]

{HR) a system in which employees work a particular

number of hours each week or month but can
choose when they start and finish work each day:

She works flexitime, oflextime schedules

flier = flyer

flight /flait/ noun

see also: capital flight, top flight

1 [C] a journey made by air, especially in a plane; a
plane making a particular journey: Did you have a
goodflight? o They operate 78 dailyflights between
the UK and US. o I'd like to catch an earlierflight.

O to cancel/operate/overbook a flight a domestic/
an international/a long-haul/short-haul flight * a
charter/scheduled flight cheap/low-cost flights

2 {Economics; Finance) [u; sing.] a situation in which
people quickly move their money from one country
to another or from one type of investment to

another in order to avoid risk or to improve profits:

There has been a flight of capital awayfrom the stock

market . o Investors have made a flight to quality

{= they have begun to buy more expensive and
safer shares, bonds, etc.).

flight at tendant noun [c]

a person whose job is to take care of passengers on
a plane, bring them meals, etc.

flight .capital noun [u]

{Economics) money that people move out of a

country to avoid taxes or because they believe
there is too much financial risk there: This country
is one of the largest sources offlight capital, with an
annualflow of $2.8 billion. -» capital flight

'flight crew noun [C with sing./pl. verb]

the people who work on a plane during a flight

flighting /'flaitirj/ noun [u]

{Marketing) a pattern of advertising a product
during a period of time in which there is more
advertising at some times and less or none at

others -» pulsing

flip chart noun [c]

large sheets of paper fixed at the top to a stand so
that they can be turned over, used for presenting
information at a talk or meeting—Picture at

presentation

• float /flaut; AmE flout/ verb, noun
• verb

1 {Stock Exchange) [+ obj or no obj] to sell a

company's shares on a stock exchange for the first

time: The business wasfloated on the stock market in

1992. o We plan to float by the end ofJune, o The
sharesfloated at $14.50. o The shares were floated at

$14.50.

2 {Economics) [+ obj or no obj] if a government
floats its currency or allows it to float, it removes
controls on the price so that its value is decided by
what people are willing to pay for it: Investors have
praised the decision of the central bank to float the

currency, o The peso is nowfreelyfloating alongside

the dollar, o a floating currency/regime/system o the

floating of the Thai baht See note at currency
3 [+ obj] to suggest an idea or a plan for other

people to consider: The idea of the merger was
floated several months ago.

339 .float 'off/'out sth {Stock Exchange) {often be
floated off/out) to form a new company from part

of a business and sell its shares on a stock

exchange: The joint venture may be floated off as a

new company. A pronoun comes between the

verb and off/out
• noun
1 {Stock Exchange) [C,u] = flotation
2 {Economics) [C, usually sing.] a situation where a

government stops controlling the price of its

currency and allows it to be bought and sold freely:

The currencyfell by 40% against the dollar on the

first day of the float. -> free-floating
3 [C] {especially BrE) an amount of money
consisting of coins and notes of low value that is

given to sb before they start selling things so that

they can give customers change
4 {Finance) [C, usually sing.] the number of a

company's shares that are owned by the public and
are available to be bought and sold

floatation - flotation

floater /'flauta(r); AmE 'flou-/ noun [C] {AmE)

1 {Finance, informal) = floating-rate note
2 {Insurance) insurance you can buy that pays for

items that are lost, damaged, etc. wherever they

are: You can purchase a floater to cover movable
property such as tools and equipment, o a personal

articles floater

3 a person who is employed to do a variety ofjobs

as needed: I have been working as a floater secretary

in different departments of the firm.

floating /'flautm; AmE 'flout-/ adjective [usually

before noun]

see also: free-floating

not fixed permanently at a particular level or value:

They use a combination offixed and floating prices.

.floating charge noun [c]

{Law) in the UK and some other countries, an
arrangement where all the assets of a business can

be claimed or sold if a debt is not paid
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noun [C]

(Economics) an exchange rate for a currency that is

not controlled by the government but changes as

the demand for the currency changes: a floating

exchange rate system/regime

floating popu lation noun [c]

used to describe people who frequently move from

one place to another: a floating population of

migrant workers

floating rate noun [c]

1 {Finance) a percentage of interest that you pay or

receive that changes because it is linked to the cost

of borrowing money in a market: Most mortgages

sold in the UK have floating rates, o a floating-rate

mortgage/bond/loan

2 {Economics) = floating exchange rate

.floating-rate note {abbr FRN) (also floater,

informal) noun [C]

(Finance) a type of bond that pays interest at a rate

which can vary, for example when the rate at

which banks lend money to each other changes:

The company is selling $1.5 billion of two-year

floating-rate notes.

flog /flog; AmE fla:g; flo:g/ verb [+ obj] (-gg-)

(informal)

to sell sth to sb: The airline plans to flog the tickets

over the Internet.

DEED ,flog sth off 1 to sell all or part of an
industry, a company, etc., often at a low price in

order to get rid of it 2 to sell things cheaply
because you want to get rid of them or because you
need the money

• flood /flAd/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

a very large number or amount of sth that appears
at the same time: aflood of complaints o There has

been aflood of cheap imports into the market, o The

trickle of bankruptcies has become a flood.
• verb

1 [no obj] flood in/into/out of sth to arrive or go
somewhere in large numbers or amounts:
Investment has flooded into the country, o Shoppers
are flooding to the High Street stores, o Telephone
calls cameflooding infrom customers.

2 [+ obj] (usually be flooded) to send sth

somewhere in large numbers: The office wasflooded
with applications for the job. o We've been flooded
with complaints.

3 [+ obj] to become or to make sth become
available somewhere in large numbers or amounts:
Cheap imported goods areflooding the market, o
Investors normallyflood the stock market with cash

early in the year.

floor /fb:(r)/ noun

see also: dealing floor, factory ~, ground ~, shop ~,

trading ~

1 [C, usually sing ] the area in a factory, shop/ store,
stock exchange, etc. where things are made,
displayed or traded: The new stores will increase our
floor space by 45%. o trading on the floor of the New
York Stock Exchange
2 [C, usually sing.] a level below which it is difficult

for a price, number, etc. to fall; the lowest price,

number, etc. that is possible: The market could lose

500 points before reaching a floor, o an attempt to

put a floor underfalling share prices o They set a
floor price of$l. 7 million for the bidding, o Sales

arefalling through thefloor. [oppI ceiling

O to find/hit/reach a floor to keep/put a floor under
sth to set a floor to/for stii

3 the floor [sing ] the group of people who attend
a formal talk or discussion: Are there are any
questionsfrom the floor? o to take the floor (= to

make a statement or ask a question)

EEa get/be given/have the floor to get/be
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given/have the right to speak during a formal

discussion -» idiom at hold verb

floor .broker noun [f]

(Stock Exchange) a person who is employed to buy
and sell shares, options, etc. on behalf of others

on an exchange

floor .limit noun [c]

(Commerce) the value of goods or services that you
can buy with a bank or credit card without the

shop/store having to get permission from the bank,

etc. to accept the payment: If the sale exceeds the

merchant's floor limit, she must phone the credit-

card companyfor authorization.

'floor .manager noun [c] (AmE)

(Commerce) a person who works in a large store and
who is in charge of one floor or department

floor plan noun [c]

a drawing of the shape of a room or building, as

seen from above, showing the position of the

furniture, etc.

floor .trader noun [c]

(Stock Exchange) an individual investor who is

allowed to buy and sell shares, options, etc. on an
EXCHANGE

flop /flop; AmE fla:p/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

a plan, project, product, etc. that fails badly: Their

new sports magazine proved a costlyflop.

• verb [no obj] (-pp-)

to be a complete failure: The businessflopped and
investors lost all their money.

floppy /'flopi; AmE 'fla:pi/ (plural floppies)

= FLOPPY DISK

.floppy 'disk (also dis'kette, 'floppy) noun [c]

(IT) a flat disk inside a plastic cover, that is used to

store data in the form that a computer can read,

and that can be removed from the computer: to

save files on/onto afloppy disk -> hard disk

flotation (also spelled floatation) /flau'teijri; AmE
flou-/ (also float) (both especially BrE) noun [c,u]

(Stock Exchange) the act of selling shares in a

company on a stock exchange for the first time:

plansforflotation on the stock exchange o a stock-

marketflotation o They have announced the partial

flotation (- only a percentage of the total shares

are sold) of their luxuryfashion brand, o The shares

havefallen far below their 160<t flotation price.

fSYNlIPQ

O to announce/consider/plan/seek a flotation to

abandon/cancel/pull a flotation to handle/
launch/manage a flotation a partial/successful

flotation

flounder /'flaunda(r)/ verb [no obj]

(often used in newspapers) to have a lot of

problems and to be in danger of failing completely:

The stock market isfloundering at all-time lows, o
The drop in business travel left the airline

floundering.

flourish /'flAnJ"; AmE !

fl3:nJ7 verb [no obj]

to develop quickly and be successful or common:
Few businesses areflourishing in the present

economic climate, o a flourishing black market
[SYNJ THRIVE

*flow /flau; AmE floo/' noun, verb

• noun [c, usually sing., u]

see also: audience flow, capital ~, cash ~

the continuous movement of sth from one person,

place or thing to another; the thing that moves:
There has been a constantflow of investment into the

region, o We need to improve theflow of information



flow chart

up, down and across our organization, o The strike

has interrupted theflow ofgoods, o theflow of work
through thefactory

0 a constant/continuous/free/steady flow ofsth to

control/improve/increase/manage/speed (up) the

flow to disrupt/prevent/reduce/reverse/stop the

flow
• verb [no obj]

1 (usually used with an adverb or a preposition) to

move or pass continuously from one place or

person to another, especially in large numbers or

amounts: More than €60 billion flowed out of these

funds last year, o Capital isflowing back into the

country, o We try to keep information flowing
between the different departments.

O to flow easily/freely/smoothly

2 to be available easily and in large amounts: Once
demand improves, profits will start to flow.

'flow from sth (formal) to come or result

from sth: These changesflowedfrom the

reorganization of the company, .flow 'through to
sth to reach sb/sth or have an effect on them/ it: It

will take time for the drop in manufacturing costs to

flow through to consumers.

'flow chart {also spelled flowchart) [also 'flow

.diagram, 'flowsheet) noun [c]

a diagram that shows the connections between the

different stages of a process or parts of a system: a

flow chart showing what happens to the product
between manufacture and final delivery

flow chart

action

.flow Of 'funds noun [C, usually sing.]

(Economics) the way in which money moves from
one country to another or between different parts

of the economy, for example by people giving and
receiving loans: The Federal Reserve's 'flow offunds'
report shows a decrease in the wealth of households.

flow production (also continuous
production) noun [u]

(Production) a way of manufacturing a product in

large quantities in which each unit moves
continuously through the stages of production one
after the other -> batch production, job
PRODUCTION, MASS PRODUCTION

flowsheet /'flaujlit; AmE 'flou-/ = flowchart

fluctuate /'flAktJueit/ verb [no obj]

to change frequentiy in size, amount, level, etc.,

especially from one extreme to another: The price of
cocoa can fluctuate wildly on world markets, o
Workers can move between factories as the workload
fluctuates, ofluctuating prices

O to fluctuate dramatically/widely/wildly

fluctuation /.flAktJu'eiJri/ noun [c.U]

frequent changes in the size, amount, level, etc. of
sth, especially from one extreme to another: We
saw wildfluctuations in salesfrom week to week.

0 day-to-day/monthly/seasonal/short-term/weekly
fluctuations

flush /flAjy adjective, verb

• adjective [not before noun] (informal)

having a lot of money, usually for a short time:

companies flush with cash/funds/money o With the

high cost of borrowing, consumers are no longer

feelingflush.

• verb

Una .flush sb 'out to force sb who is planning or
doing sth secretly, especially sth dishonest, to say
what they are planning or who they are: Their offer

is likely to flush out any rival bidders.

flutter /'flAta(r)/ noun [C. usually sing.] (BrE)

(informal)

a small amount of money that you risk on a bet, an
investment, etc: to have a flutter on the stock

market IsynI bet, gamble

fly /flai/ verb (flies, flying, flew /flu:/ flown /flaon;

AmE floon/)

1 [+ obj] to transport goods or passengers in a
plane: The airlineflew nearly a million passengers

last month, o The replacement parts had to beflown
in specially.

2 (AmE) [no obj] to be successful: It remains to be

seen whether his project will fly.

ITO71 fly 'standby to travel by plane using a ticket

that cannot be bought in advance and is only
available a very short time before the plane leaves

(a standby ticket): One in ten business travellers flies

standby. -» idiom at shelf

flyback /'flaibaek/ noun [C] (AmE)

(HR) a very thorough and detailed job interview

that sb, especially a student, has in an employer's

office, generally after a first more general

interview with the employer: Getting a flyback
shows that thefirm thinks you are qualifiedfor the

job. o a flyback interview [syn! callback (1)

'fly-by-night adjective [only before noun]

(about a person or business) dishonest and only
interested in making money quickly: There are

plenty offly-by-night operators who enter the trade

lookingfor easy money. 'fly-by-night noun [c]

flyer (also spelled flier) /'flaia(r)/ noun [c]

see also: frequent flyer, high-flyer

(Marketing) a small sheet of paper that advertises a

product or an event, copies of which are given to a

large number of people: to hand outflyersfor a new
club o We put out a flyer promoting our product range.

[DEI take a 'flyer (on sb/sth) {also spelled ~ flier)

(especially AmE) (informal) to risk your money,
reputation, etc. on sb/sth that you are not sure of:

Are you ready to throw awayyour success and take a

flyer on something new?

FMCG /.efemsi: 'd3i:/ abbr

(Marketing) fast-moving consumer goods goods
that sell quickly because people use them in large

quantities every day, especially food and drinks:

the FMCG sector/industry o Unilever, the FMCG giant

FNMA /.efenem'ei/ = Fannie Mae

FOB /,ef au 'bi:; AmE ou/ = free on board

• focus /'faukas; AmE 'fou-/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj or no obj] (-s- or -ss-)

to give attention, effort, etc. to one particular

subject, situation or person rather than another:

They need to focus more on marketing the products.

o We are going to focus our resources on our most
promising products.

O to focus your attention/efforts/energy/resources on

sb/sth



• noun
1 [c, usually sing., u] the thing or person that is

most important to a business or a group of people;

the act of paying special attention to a particular

aim or activity: The focus will remain on improving

sales, o The company is shifting its focusfrom
manufacturing to distribution, o We have tried to

develop a customerfocus (= to concentrate on
treating customers well).

0 to develop/have a focus to lack (a) focus * to

change/keep/lose/maintain/shift yourfocus

2 [u] the quality of being able to give all your

attention to a particular aim or activity and not

spend time and energy on other things

focused {also spelled focussed) /'faukast; AmE 'fou-/

adjective

with very clear aims; with your attention directed

to what you want to do or to a particular thing:

adopting a morefocused approach to marketing o
The challenge is to keep stafffocused and productive.

-» CUSTOMER-FOCUSED

focus group noun [C]

1 {Marketing) a small group of people, specially

chosen to represent different social classes, etc.,

who are asked to discuss and give their opinions

about a particular subject. The information

obtained is used by people doing market
research, for example about new products or

advertisements: Feedbackfrom focus groups
suggested the advertisement made people feel they

could talk to the bank, ofocus-group research

O to conduct/do/hold/run/use a focus group

2 {HR) a small group of employees who are asked
to discuss and give their opinions about aspects of

company policy such as management or changes:
Sheformed a focus group composed of
representativesfrom every department.

0 to conduct/do/hold/run/use a focus group

'focus list noun [C]

{Stock Exchange) a list of companies whose shares

are worth buying or selling, according to a

particular bank, etc: a focus list ofpoor performers

focussed = FOCUSED

FOK /,ef au 'kei; AmE ou/ = fill or kill order

fold /fauld; AmE fould/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

(about a business) to close because it is not
successful: The company will fold unless it gets more
financing, o Some of the smallerfunds are at risk of
folding .

lilililU .fold sth into sth to make a smaller
business, service, etc. part of a larger one; to join

different businesses, services, etc. together: The
company is beingfolded into GM's European
operations.

-fold /fauld; AmE fould/ combiningform {used in

adjectives and adverbs)

multiplied by; having the number of parts

mentioned: Interware reported a fourfold increase in

pre-tax profits, o The company's share price has
climbed nearly tenfold in three years.

folder /•faulda(r); AmE 'fould-/ noun [C]

see also: square cut folder

1 a cardboard or plastic cover for holding loose

papers, etc: a folder of invoices—Picture at file

O to keep/put sth in/take sth out of a folder* to

close/open a folder

2 {IT} (in some computer systems) a way of

organizing and storing computer files: Create a new
folderfor each project, o The program allows you to

organize your emails into folders, o Click on the files

and drag them into the 'set-up'folder.

O to create/delete/name/rename a folder to close/

open a folder
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'fold-out {AmE spelling foldout) adjective [only

before noun]

used to describe a page in a book, magazine, etc.

that is designed to be opened out to make a larger

page 'fold-out {AmE spelling foldout) noun [c]

follow /'fDlau; AmE 'fa:lou/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to come after sth/sb else in time

or order; to happen as a result of sth: The share

price fell dramaticallyfollowing the company's poor
results, o Our opening hours are as follows...

2 [+ obj] to accept advice, instructions, etc. and do
what you have been told or shown to do: We are

required to follow certain rules on hygiene and safety.

3 [+ obj or no obj] to act or behave in the same way
that sb else has just done; to copy sb/sth: If the

insurer cuts its dividend others will surelyfollow, o
Theyfollowed the lead of other carmakers and
reduced their product range.

4 [+ obj] to develop or happen in a particular way:
Inflation is likely to follow a downward trend until

next year.

33a follow through (on/with sth); follow sth

'through to finish sth that you have started: They

failed to follow through on their commitments.
FOLLOW-THROUGH follow Sth Up; .follow Up

on sth/sb to find out more about sth/sb that sb has

told you about or suggested to you: Remember to

follow up on all sales leads (= information about
possible customers). follow-up .follow sth 'up

with sth to add to sth that you have just done by
doing sth else: You should follow up your phone call

with an email or a letter. -> follow-up

follower /'folaua(r); AmE 'fa:lou-/ noun [C]

1 a company that only produces new products,

uses new technologies, etc. once others have tried

to do so; a company that enters a market after

others: Their company is a follower rather than an
innovator, o They entered the electronics industry as

a marketfollower, producing cheap versions of
established products.

2 a person who is very interested in a particular

activity and is aware of all the recent news about it:

Followers of the company think that it is headingfor
good results.

-» LEADER

follow- through noun [u]

the actions that sb takes in order to complete a

plan: The project could fail if there is inadequate

follow-through. -> follow sth through at

FOLLOW

follow-up noun [C,u]

an action or a thing that continues sth that has

already started or comes after sth similar that was
done earlier: The call will be afollow-up to the email

sent to customers last week, o There had been no
follow-up after the initial training. -» follow sth
up, follow up on sth/sb at follow
0 a follow-up call/letter/meeting/report

food /fu:d/ noun

see also: convenience food, fast ~, non-~, spider ~

1 [u] things that people eat: thefood industry o
Imports offood products have exceeded exports.

2 [C,u] a particular type of food EEOB This is

sometimes used, especially in the plural, in the

names of organizations that produce or deal with

food: packaged/frozen/chilledfoods o The marketfor
fastfood has shrunk, o Iberia Foods

-» idiom at dog

'food .service noun [u, c]

the business of making, transporting and serving

food, for example in schools, stores, airports or

companies: food service businesses o working in food

service management -> catering
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foodstuff /'fuidstAf/ noun [C, usually pi.]

{Economics) any substance that is used as food:

There is no sales tax on basic foodstuffs.

foot /fbt/ noun, verb

• noun [C] [plural feet /fi:t/ or foot)

a unit for measuring length equal to 12 inches or

30.48 centimetres

DEE] be run/rushed off your feet to be
extremely busy; to have too many things to do get
your 'feet wet [especially Am E) [informal] to start

doing sth new: This is a good way ofgettingyourfeet
wet in e-commerce. get/have a/your ,foot in the
'door to manage to enter an organization, a field of

business, etc. that could bring you success: They
wanted to get afoot in the door of the developing

telecoms industry, on your 'feet in a normal state

again after a period of trouble or difficulty: The new
chairman hopes to get the company back on itsfeet

within six months.
• verb

Ed foot the bill [informal) to be responsible for

paying the cost of sth: Manufacturers will have to

foot the bill for recycling their products.

footer /'futa(r)/ noun [C]

a line or block of text that is automatically added to

the bottom of every page that is printed from a

computer: The page number and heading appear in

the footer. -> header

footfall /'futfbil/ [especially BrE) [AmE usually 'foot

.traffic) noun [c,u]

[Marketing) the number of people that visit a

particular shop/store, shopping centre, etc. over a

period of time: The centre has an average weekly

footfall of 600 000 visitors, o a campaign to increase

footfall

foothold
,

fothauld; AmE -hould/ noun [C,

usually sing.]

a strong position in a business, profession, etc. from
which sb can make progress and achieve success:

The deal will give us a foothold in the competitive

Australian market. -> beachhead
0 to establish/gain/have/obtain/secure a foothold

sth gives you a foothold

footing /'futirj/ noun
1 [sing; u] the state of being strong and steady: The
economy has struggled to regain itsfooting, o The
loan has put the company back on a soundfinancial
footing.

O to find/gain/lose/regain yourfooting to be on/put
sb/sth on a.. .footing a firm/good/solid/sound/
stable/strongfooting

2 [sing ] the position or status of sb/sth in relation

to others; the relationship between two or more
people or groups: We are competing on an equal

footing with foreign firms, o The new law puts

temporary staff on the samefooting as long-term

employees.

0 to be on a ...footing a competitive/an equal/the

samefooting

footprint /'futprmt/ noun [c]

1 the amount of space on a desk that a computer
or other piece of equipment fills: This model has a
smallerfootprint than anything else on the market
2 [IT] the area on the earth in which a signal from a

communications satellite can be received

Footsie /'futsi/ = FTSE ioo Index

foot traffic noun [u]

1 [Marketing) [especially AmE) = footfall
2 the movement of people from one place to

another

footwear /'futwea(r); Amf. -wev/ noun [u]

(used especially in shops/stores) things that people
wear on their feet, especially shoes or boots: Sales

of clothing andfootwear climbed by 11%. o the

footwear market/industry

foray /•fmei; AmE To:-; 'fa:-/ noun [c]

(often used in newspapers) an attempt to become
involved in a different business activity or market:
The bank has made its firstforay into Brazil, o the

company's disastrousforay into telecommunications

0 to end/launch/make a foray (into sth)

force /fo:s; AmE fo:rs/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: driving force, labour ~, sales ~, task ~

1 [C] a person or thing that has a lot of power or
influence: The company has become a majorforce in

the cellphone industry. oHeis seen as a powerful
force for change. -» market forces
0 a dominant/driving/major/powerfulforce

competitive/economic forces
2 [U] the authority of sth: These guidelines do not
have theforce of law.
3 [HR) [C with sing./pl. verb] a group of people who
have been organized for a particular purpose
-» WORKFORCE
[EL2 come/enter into force (about a law, rule,

etc.) to start being used: New accounting rules come
into force next year, in 'force (about a law, rule,

etc.) being used or applied: the environmental
standards in force in Europe join/combine 'forces

(with sb) to work together in order to achieve a

shared aim: They hoped to join forces with Fiat to

develop new vehicles. -> idiom at bring
• verb [+ obj]

1 [often be forced) to make sb/sth do sth that they
do not want to do: The president wasforced into

resigning, o She wasforced out of her job. o The
economic downturn has forced us to cutjobs, o to be

forced into bankruptcy
2 [often used with an adverb or a preposition) to make
sth happen, especially sth bad or sth other people
do not want: They have collected enough signatures

to force a vote, o Fierce competition has forced down
the cost of telephone services.

forced /fo:st; AmE foirst/ adjective

used to describe sth that happens or is done when
sb does not want it: a forced sale of his property o
the forced departure/resignation of the chief

executive -> compulsory

forced liqui dation = compulsory
liquidation

.forced selling noun [u]

[Finance) a situation in which an investment fund
must sell particular shares, bonds, etc. in order to

follow its own rules, for example, rules about the

quality of investments it can keep .forced 'seller

noun [c]

.force field a nalysis noun [c]

[HR) a way of making change more acceptable in an
organization by analysing the positive and negative

aspects and working to increase the positive and
decrease the negative

force majeure /,fo:s mae'33:(r); AmE ,fo:rs/

noun [u]

[Law) unexpected circumstances, such as war, that

can be used as an excuse when they prevent sb

from doing sth that is written in a contract : a force

majeure clause [- in a written contract) CHE Force
majeure is a French phrase.

O to accept/challenge/declare force majeure

• forecast /'fD:ka:st; AmE 'foxkaest/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: cash-flow forecast

a statement about what will happen in the future,

based on information that is available now: It is

difficult to give an accurateforecast of sales, o We
have raised ourforecastfor growth by 2 per cent, o



Profits are in line with our previous forecast of€6.4
billion.

0 an economic/a financial forecast an earnings/

inflation/a growth/profit/sales forecast to give/

make/provide a forecast to change/revise a

forecast to increase/raise a forecast to

downgrade/lower/reduce a forecast to beat/

exceed/meet/miss a forecast

• verb [+ obj] (forecast, forecast or forecasted,

forecasted)

to say what you think will happen in the future

based on information that you have now: Experts

areforecasting a recovery in the economy, o Rice

exports areforecast to fall sharply, o Sales were lower

than forecast, [syn] predict 'forecasting noun
[u] : forecasting models/techniques

forecaster /'fo:ka:sta(r); AmE 'fo:rkaestar/

noun [C]

a person or an organization that studies an
economy, industry, etc. and says what they think

will happen to it in the future: Most independent

forecasters expect the economy to grow by under 1.5

per cent this year, o an economic/a financial
forecaster

foreclose /foi'klauz; AmE fa:r'klouz/ verb

1 (Finance) [+ obj or no obj] (especially about a

bank) to take control of sb's property because they
have not paid back money that they have
borrowed: to foreclose on a mortgage/property o The
bank has threatened to foreclose on the company.
2 (formal) [+ obj] to reject sth as a possibility: We
cannotforeclose any of the options at this stage.

[SYN] EXCLUDE

foreclosure /fo:'klao3a(r); Am£ foir'klou-/ noun
Eu.c]

(Finance) the act of foreclosing on money that

has been borrowed or the right to do this; an
example of this: Mortgage foreclosures reached their

highest level in April, o The bank applied to the court

for an orderforforeclosure.

forefront /'foifrAnt; AmE 'fo:rf-/ noun [sing.]

at/in/to the forefront (of sth) in or into an
important or leading position in a particular group
or activity: The group was then at the forefront of
new drug development.

* foreign /'fbran; AmE 'fD:ran; 'farran/ adjective

1 in or from a country, that is not your own:
earningforeign currencyfrom exporting goods o
Developing countries need to attractforeign capital/

investment, o aforeign-owned company
-> offshore
2 [only before noun] dealing with or involving other
countries: foreign affairs/policy/trade

.foreign bond noun [c]

(Finance) a bond that investors in a particular

country can buy in their own currency but which is

issued by a foreign company: Canadians invested

$2.5 billion in foreign bonds during the quarter.
-» Eurobond

MORE ABOUT

Foreign bonds
There are different names for foreign bonds that

are sold in particular countries. For example, a

foreign bond that is sold in the US can be called a

Yankee bond, one sold in Japan a Samurai bond
and one sold in the UK a Bulldog bond.

.foreign currency ac count = currency
ACCOUNT

.foreign currency ex posure - currency
EXPOSURE
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.foreign currency re,serves (also currency
re,serves) noun [pi.]

(Economics) supplies of foreign money, and assets

such as gold that can easily be exchanged for

money, that a government keeps to buy its own
currency when it needs to protect its value
compared to other currencies [syn! foreign
EXCHANGE RESERVES

.foreign 'currency risk = currency risk

.foreign debt noun [c.u]

(Economics; Finance) money that the government
and organizations in a particular country owe to

lenders in other countries: The country owes more
than $100 billion in foreign debt, oforeign debt

payments/repayments Isyni external debt

foreign di rect in vestment (abbr fdi) {also

di.rect investment) noun [u; C, usually sing.]

(Economics) money that people or companies of one
country invest in another by buying property,

building factories, buying businesses, etc: The
continuedflow offoreign direct investment is critical

for developing countries.

foreign ex change noun
(Economics; Finance)

1 [U] (abbr forex) the system of exchanging the

money of one country for that of another: Controls

on foreign exchange limit the amount of moneyyou
can take out of the country, o a country's foreign

exchange policy

2 [U] money that is obtained using this system:

Tourism is our largest source offoreign exchange, o a

foreign exchange trader/dealer o Oil exports account

for 70% of the country's foreign exchange earnings.

-» FOREX
3 [C] a place where money of different countries is

exchanged: The pound fell on the foreign exchanges
yesterday.

.foreign ex change .market (also ex change
.market, less frequent) noun [c]

(Finance) the system in which organizations,

governments and investors buy and sell currencies;

anywhere that this happens: The foreign exchange
market is the largestfinancial market in the world
with a daily turnover of over $1.3 trillion, o By
midday the dollar was trading at 121.92 yen on the

Tokyo foreign exchange market. \sVu\ currency
MARKET -» FOREX

.foreign ex change re,serves (also .foreign

re'serves, .international re serves) noun [pi ]

(Economics) supplies of foreign money and assets

such as gold that can easily be exchanged for

money, which a government keeps to buy its own
currency when it needs to protect its value

compared to other currencies: The central bank
holds most of its foreign exchange reserves in US
dollars and Treasury bilb. [syn] foreign currency
RESERVES

.foreign 'trade zone noun [c] (abbr ftz) (AmE)

(Trade) an area in the US where you can receive,

work with and store imported goods without

paying taxes on them -» free zone

foreman /'foanan; AmE fb:rman/, forewoman
/'foiwuman; AmE 'fo:rw-/ noun [C] (plural foremen
/-man/ forewomen /-wimm/)

1 a worker who is in charge of a group of other

factory or building workers: aforeman on a

building site o a factory/drillingforeman
2 a person who acts as the leader of a jury in a

court

fo rensic ac counting /fa'rensik; -'renzik/

noun [u]

(Accounting) the activity of investigating financial

records in order to find evidence of illegal
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payments, stolen money, etc: auditors trained in

forensic accounting .forensic ac countant noun
[C]

forestry /'fonstri; AmE "fo:r-; 'ids-1 noun [u]

the science or industry of planting and taking care

of trees and forests: a forestry company oforestry
products such as timber and paper

forex (also spelled Forex) /'foreks; AmE 'fo:r-; 'fax-/

{also FX) abbr

{Finance) a short way of saying or writing foreign

exchange: trading in the forex market oforex
trading o a forex dealer/trader

forfeit /'foifrt; AmE To:rf9t/ verb [+ obj]

1 to lose sth or have sth taken away from you
because you have done sth wrong: Ifyou cancel

yourflight, you will forfeityour deposit.

2 to agree not to receive sth that you have a right

to: Sheforfeited her salaryfor an extended period of
leave.

forfeiture /'fo:fitJa(r); AmF f^rfatjar/ noun [u,C]

an act of forfeiting sth: theforfeiture ofproperty

forge Ifoi&y/AmE fo:rd3/ verb [+ obj]

1 to put a lot of effort into making sth successful or

strong so that it will last: We have tried to forge

closer links with our suppliers.

0 to forge links/ties (with sb) to forge an alliance/a

partnership/relationship to forge a deal/merger

2 to make an illegal copy of sth in order to deceive

people: They had been passingforged notes, o a

forged signature -> counterfeit
© to forge a banknote/document/passport/signature

QH33 ,forge a'head (about a price, number, etc.)

to increase, especially by a large amount within a

short period of time: Sales have forged ahead (by)

7%. ,forge a'head (with sth) to move forward
quickly; to make a lot of progress quickly: They are

forging ahead with their merger plans. ,forge

'higher if the value of a share, a currency, etc.

forges higher, it rises by a large amount within a

short period of time: The dollarforged higher

against (- compared to) the euro yesterday.

forgery /'fo:d3ari; AmE 'fo:rd3-/ noun [C] (plural

forgeries)

1 [u] the crime of copying money, documents, etc.

in order to deceive people
2 [c] something, for example a document, piece of

paper money, etc., that has been copied in order to

deceive people: The signature was aforgery.

forgive /fa'giv; AmE far'giv/ verb [+ obj] (forgave

/fa'geiv; AmE far'g-/ forgiven /fa'givn; AmE far'g-/)

(formal)

(about a bank, company, etc.) to say that sb does
not need to pay back money that they have
borrowed: The company has forgiven a $15 million

loan to itsformer chairman, oforgiving developing

countries' debt forgiveness /fa'givnas; AmE
far'g-/ noun [u] : debtforgiveness

fork /fo:k; AmE fo:rk/ verb

WLMU fork out (for sth); fork out sth (for/on
sth) (AmE also ,fork 'over sth (for sth)) (informal) to

spend a lot of money on sth, especially unwillingly:

We doubt whether consumers will fork outfor such
an expensive service, o Theyforked over $60 000for
legal fees. [synJshell out

forklift /'forklift; AmE'fo:rk-/ (also .forklift 'truck)

noun [c]

a vehicle with special equipment on the front for

moving and lifting heavy objects—Picture at

TRANSPORT

*form /fo:m; AmE fa:rm/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: application form, claim ~, 1-9 ~
3
order ~,

substance over ~, tax ~

an official paper or electronic document containing
questions and spaces for answers or information:

Useform 8E ifyou are renewingyour passport, o You
can submityourform by email. -> idiom at due
0 to complete/fill in/fill out/sign a form to file/

return/submit a form a booking/an entry/a

registration/reservation form
• verb [+ obj or no obj]

to start a group of people, such as an organization,

a committee, etc.; to come together in a group of

this kind: The group wasformedfrom the merger of
two engineeringfirms, o They haveformed an
alliance with a British bank, o a newlyformed
company o The partnershipformed in 1996. See note
at FOUND

• formal /'fo:ml; AmE 'fo:rml/ adjective

1 (about a style of dress, speech, writing,

behaviour, etc.) very correct and suitable for official

or important occasions: legalfirms may have a

policy offormal dress, o You should use aformal style

of writing in the report.

2 official; following an agreed or official way of

doing things: formal legal processes oAformal
announcement of the appointment is expected today.

0 Noformal agreement has yet been reached.

3 (Economics) [only before noun] used to describe

the part of an economy that involves businesses

which are officially established or recognized and
employment in these businesses: Only 15% of the

labourforce are employed in theformal sector.

-» SHADOW ECONOMY
formally /'fo:mali; AmE 'fa:rm-/ adverb: Dress

formallyfor your interview, o The accounts were

formally approved by the board.

formality /fo:'maelati; AmE fo:r'm-/ noun (plural

formalities)

1 [C, usually pi ] a thing that you must do as a

formal or an official part of a legal process, a social

situation, etc: It takes a month to complete the legal

formalities of the sale, o Let's skip the formalities and
get down to business, o lengthy customs formalities

0 to complete/deal with/follow/go through (the)

formalities * to dispense with/skip (the) formalities

2 [C, usually sing.] a thing that you must do as part

of an official process, but which has little meaning
and will not affect what happens: He already knows
he has the job so the interview is a mereformality.
3 [u] correct and formal behaviour

formalize , -ise /'fa:malaiz; AmE 'fa:rm-/ verb

[+ obj]

1 to give sth a fixed structure or form by
introducing rules: Entry to jobs at all levels has

become moreformalized.
2 to make an arrangement, a plan, etc. legal or

official: They have nowformalized the investigation.

formalization, -isation /.fo.malai'zeij'n; AmE
,fa:rmala'z-/ noun [u]

format /'fa:maet; AmE 'fa:rmaet/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

1 the arrangement, plan, design, etc. that is

chosen for sth: About half the stores are being

converted into a convenience storeformat, o The

document uses a question-and-answerformat.

2 the way in which information is stored on a

computer, disk, tape, etc: The images are stored in a

digital format, o the increasing popularity of the DVD
format o Convert the document into HTML format.

3 (Marketing) the shape and size of a book,

magazine, etc: The magazine is being relaunched in

a newformat, o advertising on large-format

billboards



• verb [+ obj] (-tt-)

1 to arrange text or numbers in a particular way
on a page or a screen: Format the document in two

columns, o The data is automaticallyformatted into

the report.

2 {IT) to prepare a computer disk so that data can

be recorded on it IsynI initialize

formation /fD:'meiJri; AmE foir'm-/ noun [u,C]

see also: capital formation

the action of establishing or developing sth; sth

that is established or developed: She has been in

charge of the firm since itsformation in 1998. o the

formation of corporate strategy o The country has a

high rate of new business formation(s).

formatting /'fDimsetii); AmE 'farm-/ noun [U,C]

the way in which you arrange text and numbers on
the screen in an electronic document, a

spreadsheet, etc: You will lose some of the

formatting when viewing the document in another

program, o paragraph formatting

former /To:ma(r); AmE 'foirm-/ adjective [only

before noun]

1 that used to have a particular position or status

in the past: myformer boss/colleague

2 that used to exist in earlier times: the former
Soviet republics

'form , letter noun [c]

a letter with standard content that can be sent to a

large number of people, especially one produced in

large numbers using a computer program -» pro
forma

formula /'fo:mjala; AmE 'fo:rm-/ noun [C] {plural

formulas or, especially in scientific use, formulae
/'formjoli:; AmE 'foirm-/)

see also: golden formula

1 {Technicaf) a series of letters, numbers or symbols
that represent a rule or law: They use complex
mathematicalformulas to calculate the insurance

premium.
2 a particular method of doing or achieving sth:

There's no simpleformula for the success ofa
business.

formula in vesting noun [u]

{Finance) a way of investing money by following a
particular set of rules

* formulate /'fomjuleit; AmE 'fo:rm-/ verb [+ obj]

to create or prepare sth carefully, giving particular

attention to the details: to formulate a plan/policy/

strategy o The patent covers the way in which the

drug isformulated. formulation /.foimju'leifn;

AmE ,fo:rm-/ noun [U,C]: theformulation of new
policies o newformulations of existing drugs

,for-'profit adjective [only before noun]

used to describe a company or an organization that

is run with the aim of making a profit: They operate

afor-profit hospital chain. -» non-profit

fortune /'foitjum; AmE 'fon-tl-/ noun
1 [c] a large amount of money: She made afortune
in real estate, o He built hisfortune selling computers
in Latin America.

O to amass/build (up)/make a fortune to lose/pay/
spend a fortune a considerable/large/substantial

fortune a family/personal fortune
2 [c, usually pi., u] the good and bad things that

happen to a person, business, country, etc: The
company's financialfortunes are closely linked to

those of Mexico, o the changingfortunes of thefilm
industry o a plan to restore the group's fortunes

O changing/'declining'flagging,'mixed fortunes to

restore/reverse/revive sb 's/sth s fortunes
-> idiom at cost verb

231 forward exchange rate

Fortune '500 /.farv 'h.\ndrad//ioun [sing ]

a list that is published every year of the 500 US
companies that have the largest income: The
company ranks 33rd on/in the Fortune 500. o a

Fortune 500 company

-Ar forum /'fo:ram/ noun [c]

a place where people can exchange opinions and
ideas on a particular issue; a meeting organized for

this purpose: an electronic discussion forum o Our
weekly meetings provide aforum for debating
important issues.

• forward /'fcwad; AmE 'fo:rward/ adverb,

adjective, verb

• adverb

see also: brought forward, carriage ~, carried ~

1 towards a good result: She felt she needed to

moveforward in her career, o technologies that will

drive the industryforward o The project will go
forward {= continue) as planned.

2 in or concerning the future: Lookingforward,
we expect sales to increase significantly.

3 {Commerce; Finance) if sth is sold or bought
forward, the seller agrees to provide it for a fixed

price at a particular time in the future, when they
have produced or obtained it: Growers can currently

sellforward cotton to be picked in 2006for about
A$540 a bale.

EE],going 'forward in the future: The competition

will be less intense goingforward, o Goingforward,
we expect to see increased profit growth.

• adjective

1 relating to the future: A littleforward planning
could have saved us a lot of expense, oforward
economic growth
2 {Commerce) relating to sth that will be provided
or delivered in the future: We hold stocks equivalent

to 90 days offorward demand, o theforward market

for crude oil -» forward contract, forward sale
• verb [+ obj]

see also: fast-forward, store-and-forward

1 to send or pass goods, information, an email, etc.

to sb: We will beforwarding our new catalogue to

you next week, o The message is automatically

forwarded to your email account. Isyni send sth on
-> CALL FORWARDING
2 to send a letter, etc. received at the address a

person used to live or work at to their new address:

Could youforward any mail to us in Shanghai?
[synI send sth on EEEH The words 'Please forward'

or 'to be forwarded' are usually written on the

envelope.

forward .contract noun [c]

{Finance) an agreement to supply sth for a fixed

price at a particular time in the future, when it has

been produced or obtained, especially an amount
of a commodity (= an agricultural product, oil, a

metal, etc.) or a currency: aforward contract to

supply oil and gas o Forward contracts can provide a

hedge (= protection) againstfuture changes in the

exchange rate. -¥ future

.forward 'cover noun [u,c]

{Finance) a right to buy or sell an amount of

currency for a fixed price at a particular time in the

future. Businesses buy forward cover to protect

against changes in the value of currencies they will

need in the future: We obtain forward cover on all

export orders.

forwarder /'fo:wada(r); AmE 'fo:rwardar/

= FREIGHT FORWARDER

.forward ex change rate noun [c]

{Finance) the price agreed for buying an amount of

currency at a particular time in the future

I
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forwarding l'fo:viddix);AmE 'fa:rward-/ noun [u]

see also: call forwarding

{Trade; Transport) the process of arranging for goods
to be transported and/or exported on behalf of

others: forwarding instructions

forwarding ad dress noun [c]

a new address to which letters should be sent from
an old address that sb has moved away from: She

left noforwarding address.

forwarding .agent noun [c]

{Trade; Transport) a company that is paid to arrange
for goods to be transported and often exported on
behalf of others: Your order will be delivered by our
USforwarding agent. Isyni freight forwarder

.forward integration noun [u]

{Economics) a situation where a company buys a

business that it normally supplies goods or services

to, or starts doing the same work as that business:

Forward integration into retailing should bring us a
competitive advantage, o an aggressiveforward-
integration strategy-* backward integration
—Picture at integration

forward .looking adjective

planning for the future; willing to consider modern
ideas and methods: aforward-looking company o
We need someone dynamic andforward-looking to

grow the company.

forward price noun [c]

{Finance) the price agreed for goods, currencies, etc.

which will be delivered at a particular time in the

future -> spot price

forward sale noun [c]

{Finance) a type of sale where sb agrees to supply
sth for a fixed price at a particular time in the

future, when they have produced or received it:

Mining companies have reduced theirforward sales

ofgold, o matchingforward sales with future
production

forward .selling noun [u]

{Finance) the practice of agreeing to supply sth for a

fixed price at a particular time in the future, when
it has been produced or obtained: theforward
selling ofyet-to-be-mined gold

forward slash noun [c]

the symbol (/) used in computer commands and in

Internet addresses to separate the different parts
-> BACKSLASH

found /faund/ verb [+ obj]

to start sth, such as an organization or an
institution, especially by providing money: Fiat was
founded in 1899 by the Agnellifamily, o She was one

of thefounding members of the firm.

foundation /faun'deijn/ noun
1 [C] an organization that is established to provide

money for a particular purpose, for example

charity, or that does research on a particular

subject: a report published by the Foundation for
International Business and Economic Research
2 [u] the act of starting a new institution or
organization: The organization has grown
enormously since itsfoundation in 2002.

founder /'faunda(r)/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

a person who starts an organization, a company,
etc: He is the group'sfounder and chief executive, o a
founder shareholder {= who invests money in

shares to help start a company)
mverb [no obj]

(about a plan, business, etc.) to fail because of a
particular problem or difficulty: The project

foundered after problems with funding, o
Negotiationsfoundered on the issue ofpay.

.founder member (erf) {AmE .charter

'member) noun [c]

one of the first members of a society, an
organization, etc., especially one who helped
start it

foundry /'faundri/ noun [C] {plural foundries)

1 a factory where metal or glass is melted and
made into different shapes or objects: an iron

foundry
2 a factory where microchips are made: a chip/

siliconfoundry

.four-colour process {AmE spelling ~ color ~)

noun [C]

a system used in printing in which the colours blue,

red, yellow and black are combined to create a
wide range of colours

four-pack noun [c]

a set of four things wrapped and sold together

fraction /'fraekfn/ noun [c]

a small part or amount of sth: These investments are

now worth only a fraction of their original value.

-> SAMPLING FRACTION

fractional /'fraekjanl/ adjective

1 {formal) very small; not important: afractional
decline in earnings

2 [only before noun] forming or connected with a

part of sth larger: They sold most of the business but
kept thefractional part that was profitable.

fractionally /'fraekjanali/ adverb: Passenger

numbers werefractionally higher in February.

.fractional 'ownership noun [u]

{Finance; Law) a situation where different people or

companies buy and share an asset; the right that

they each have to use, keep, etc. the asset: Many
aircraft manufacturers now offerfractional

ownership programs, o sellingfractional ownership
in a property fractional 'owner noun [c]

framework a greement noun [c]

a formal arrangement between two or more
groups, companies, countries, etc. to behave in a

particular way or do particular things. It also

suggests future actions or discussions: a framework
agreement on the voluntary reduction ofgreenhouse

gas emissions

franchise /Traentfaiz/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: area franchise, master franchise

1 {Commerce) [C,U] a right that sb buys from a

company that allows them to do particular business

activities, such as selling the company's goods and
services in a particular area; formal permission

given by a government to sb that wants to operate

a public service as a business: They won the

franchise to operate outlets in the UK. o to operate a

business underfranchise o In the reorganization,

Southern Television lost theirfranchise.

VOCABULARY BUILDING

Starting a business

• The company has a long history, beingfounded in

1904.

• The group was created in 2001 through a merger

of three banks.

• They areforming a joint venture with a Canadian
manufacturer.

• She set herself up as a management consultant.

• We set up a company to market the products.

• He had always wanted to start up his own
business.



O to buy/have/hold/lose/own/win a franchise to

award/give sb/grant sb/sell a franchise a

catering/fast food/rail/television franchise a

franchise business/company/operation a

franchise agreement/holder/owner

2 {Commerce) [c] a business or service run under
franchise: The restaurant chain has 257franchises
across Europe, o a burgerfranchise

3 (Marketing) [c] the group of people within a

population that buy a particular product or service:

The young-male franchise generally consider it to be

their brand, o We needed to widen the brand's

franchise.

4 [Marketing) [C] the right to sell a particular film/

movie, television show, computer program, etc.

and use the name to market other products; the

group of products that have the name: They own
the Tomb Raiderfranchise, o a new movie in the

Harry Potterfranchise

• verb [+ obj]

[Commerce) [usually be franchised) to give or sell a

franchise to sb: Catering has been franchised (out)

to a private company, o The group has 9 000
franchised restaurants, 'franchising noun [u]:

They intend to expand through franchising
agreements.

franchisee /.fraentjai'zi:/ noun [C]

(Commerce) a person or company that has been
given a franchise -» master franchise

franchiser (also spelled franchisor)

/'fraent faiza(r)/ noun [C]

(Commerce) a company or an organization that gives

sb a franchise See note at employer

franco /'fraerjkau; AmE -oo/ adverb (abbr fco)

(Trade) used to say that goods will be delivered to a

particular place without any charge for transport:

The goods will be deliveredfranco to your warehouse.

frank /fraerjk/ verb [+ obj] (often be franked)

to stamp a mark on an envelope, etc. to show that

the cost of posting it has been paid or does not

need to be paid: a franked envelope o afranking
machine

fraud /fro:d/ noun [u.C]

the crime of deceiving sb in order to get money or

things illegally: property that has been obtained by

fraud o Investigators have uncovered a $12 million

accountingfraud, o She was accused of committing

fraud against her clients.

0 a complex/massive/serious fraud accounting/
bank/credit-card/tax fraud corporate/financial

fraud to commit/engage in/perpetratefraud a

fraud case/investigation/trial

fraudulent /'fro:djalant; AmE -d3a-/ adjective

intended to deceive sb, usually in order to make
money illegally: He had made severalfraudulent
insurance claims, o Statistics show that 33% ofjob
applications contain fraudulent information.

fraudulently /'fra:djalantli; AmE -d3a-/ adverb:

charged with fraudulently obtaining a bank loan

FRB /,ef a: 'bi:; AmE a:r/ = Federal Reserve Bank,
Federal Reserve Board

Freddie Mac™ /.fredi 'mask/ noun
(Finance)

1 [sing.] (abbr FHLMC) in the US, the Federal Home
Loan Mortgage Corporation, a private company
supported by the government that supplies money
for mortgages: Freddie Mac sold a total of
$3 billion of one-month bills on Monday.
2 [c, usually pi.] the bonds that are issued by
Freddie Mac: Freddie Macs with a yield of4.10%
-> Fannie Mae, Ginnie Mae

233 free competition

*free /fri:/ adjective, verb, adverb

• adjective (freer /'fri:a(r)/ freest /'frinst/)

see also: duty-free, hands--, interest--, post--,

smoke--, tax--, toll

—

"1 costing nothing: Drug companies regularly give

outfree samples of their products, o The website is

freefor personal use (but companies pay to use it).

2 able to move or be exchanged between people
without restrictions: There is free movement of
capital and labour within the European Union, o a

freeflow of information

3 not containing or affected by sth harmful or

unpleasant: Our products are completelyfreefrom
harmful chemicals, o Benefits received under the

policy are free of tax.

4 -free (in adjectives) without the thing mentioned;
not affected by the thing mentioned: a risk-free

investment

5 available to be used: The software requires about
20 megabytes offree hard-disk space.

6 (about a person or a time) without particular

plans or arrangements; not busy: Keep Monday
morningfreefor a meeting.

DUE] there's no such ,thing as a free lunch used
to say that it is not possible to get sth for nothing

• verb [+ obj]

free sb/sth (up) to make sb/sth available for a

particular purpose: Selling these assets will free up
capital to invest in our core business.

• adverb
without payment: Children underfive travel free, o
You can download the bookletfree ofcharge.

.free 'agent noun [c]

(Commerce) a person who is independent and works
for several different companies or organizations:

Free agents often work longer hours and under
greater pressure than their colleagues inside

companies, .free 'agency noun [u]

free alongside 'ship phrase (abbr FAS)

(Trade) a term meaning that the seller delivers the

goods to a ship at a particular port and gets official

permission for them to be exported. The buyer is

responsible for having the goods loaded onto the

ship and transported: We deliver FAS Tokyo.

-> Incoterm

freebie /'friibi/ noun [c] (informal)

something that is given to sb without payment,
usually by a company: They always put some freebies

in with the orders, o a freebie holiday

.free 'carrier noun [u] (abbr fca)

(Trade) a term meaning that the seller gets official

permission for the goods to be exported and
delivers them to the person or company (carrier)

who will then transport them on behalf of the

buyer: Our delivery terms are FCA Stockholm
airport. -» Incoterm

.free 'cash flow noun [u,c]

(Accounting) income that a business has left at the

end of an accounting period after paying for its

supplies, workers, etc. and any assets that it has

bought, such as machinery or property; the state of

having this income available to spend: The group is

anxious to generate free cash flow in order to repay

debt, o We expect to achieve free cash flow by the end

of the year.

.free collective bargaining noun [u] (BrE)

(HR) formal talks between unions and employers,

about pay and working conditions, that are not

limited by the law or government

.free compe tition noun [u]

(Economics) a system in which prices, incomes, etc.

are controlled by supply and demand and
businesses compete freely with each other
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.freedom of associ ation noun [u]

{Law) the right to join or form an organization,

especially a union

,free 'enterprise noun [u]

an economic system in which private businesses

compete with each other without much
government control -» private enterprise

,free 'fall noun [u]

a sudden drop in the value of sth that cannot be
stopped: The share price went into free fall after the

firm announced poor year-end results.

.free-floating adjective

able to move freely; not controlled by anything: a
free-floating exchange rate

Freefone™ = freephone

'free-for-all noun [sing]

a situation in which there are no rules or controls

and everyone acts for their own advantage: The
lowering of trade barriers has led to a free-for-all

among exporters, o a price-cuttingfree-for-all

,free 'gift noun [c]

(Marketing) a gift that a shop/store, a business, etc.

offers people to encourage them to do sth,

especially to buy a product or service: Subscribe to

the magazine and receive a free gift!

freehold /'fri:hauld; AmE -hould/ noun [c,u] [also

.freehold e'state [C] less frequent) {both especially BrE)

(Law; Property) the fact of owning a building or

piece of land for a period of time that is not
limited: Private tenants in flats have the right to buy
the freeholdfrom their landlord, 'freehold
adjective 'freehold adverb -> leasehold

freeholder /'fri:haulda(r); Am£ -hould-/ noun [C]

(especially BrE)

(Law; Property) a company, person, etc. who owns
the freehold of a building or piece of land
-> leaseholder

'free .issue = scrip issue

freelance /'fri:la:ns; AmE -laens/ adjective, noun,

verb

• adjective

used to describe a way of earning money by selling

your work or services to several different

organizations rather than being employed by one
particular organization: a freelance writer/

journalist/executive ofreelance work/income o I

workfor the company on afreelance basis.

'freelance adverb: She went (= started to work)
freelance in 2005.

• noun (also freelancer /'fri:la:nsa(r); AmE-laensar/) [C]

a person who works freelance: They have two full-

time employees and 100 freelances around the world.

• verb [no obj]

to earn money by selling your work to several

different organizations: He freelancesfor several

companies.

• .free market noun [c]

(Economics) an economic system in which the price

of goods and services is affected by supply and
demand rather than controlled by a government: to

compete in a free market o The new law will create a

free marketfor electricity, ofree-market policies

.free-market e conomy = market economy

.free marke teer noun [c]

a person who believes that countries should have
free markets .free marke teering noun [u]

.free on 'board phrase (abbr FOB)

(Trade) a term meaning that the seller delivers the

goods to a ship at a particular port and gets official

permission for them to be exported. The buyer is

responsible for the goods once they are put on the

ship: All our prices are FOB Rotterdam. -» free
carrier, Incoterm

Freephone (also spelled Freefone™) /Tri:faun;

AmE -foun/ noun [u]

in the UK, a system in which the cost of a telephone
call is paid for by the organization being called,

rather than by the person making the call: Call now
on Freephone 0800 89216 forfurther details. -» toll-
free

.free 'port noun [c]

(Trade) a port at which tax is not paid on goods that

have been brought there temporarily before being
sent to a different country

Freepost /'fri:paust; AmE -poust/ noun [u]

in the UK, a system in which the cost of sending a

letter is paid for by the organization receiving it,

rather than by the person sending it: Send the

completedform to the Freepost address given below.

.free 'rider noun [c]

a person or an organization that accepts a benefit

or service that other people pay for or have worked
to get: There are about 3 million free riders in Britain

who benefitfrom collective bargaining but are not

union members, .free 'ride noun [c, usually sing.]:

people getting afree ride by viewing news on the Web
rather than buying newspapers 'freeride verb

[no obj]

freesheet / fri:Ji:t/ noun [C] (BrE)

a free newspaper, especially one that is delivered to

all the homes in a particular area and is paid for by
advertising

.free-standing 'insert noun [c] (abbrts\)

(Marketing) a printed advertisement of one or more
pages that is put inside a newspaper or magazine,
but is not attached to it

.free television = free tv

,free-tO-'air adjective [usually before noun]

(about television programmes) that you do not have
to pay to watch: a free-to-air television channel

,free-to-'air adverb: The games are being shown
free-to-air.

.free 'trade noun [u]

(Economics) a system of international trade in which
there are no restrictions or taxes on imports and
exports: The pact encourages free trade in the region.

o The EU is negotiating a free-trade agreement with

Chile.

0 a free-trade agreement/area/zone

.free 'trial noun [c]

(Marketing) the chance to use a product or service

for a short period without paying anything before

you decide whether to buy it or not: The service

costs $100 a year, but there is a 30-dayfree trial, o a

free trial offer/period

.free TV (also .free 'television) noun [u]

a system of television broadcasting in which you do
not pay to watch programmes: afree-TV broadcaster

^ pay TV

freeware /'fri:wea(r);/\mE-wer/ noun [u]

(IT) software that is offered free for anyone to use
-> SHAREWARE

freeze /fri:z/ verb, noun
• verb (froze /frauz; AmE frouz/ frozen /'frauzn; AmE
'frouzn/)

1 [+ obj] to hold costs, wages, prices, etc. at a fixed

level for a period of time: Salaries have been frozen

for the current year. Isyni peg
2 [+ obj] to prevent money, a bank account, etc.

from being used, especially by getting a court

order: The company's assets have been frozen, o a

government decision to freeze bank deposits

3 [no obj] when a computer screen freezes, you
cannot move any of the images, etc. on it, because

there is a problem with the system



EEE1 .freeze sb 'out (of sth) to deliberately try to

prevent other businesses from competing in a

particular market, for example by selling goods
very cheaply: The high tariffs were intended to freeze

outforeign companies, o Small producers are being

frozen out of the health food market. -> frozen
• noun [C]

1 the act of keeping costs, wages, prices, etc. at a

particular level for a period of time: Thefirm
announced an immediate spendingfreeze to cut costs,

o The payfreeze has now been lifted (= stopped), o a

freeze on income tax rates

O a pay/price/salary/wage freeze a hiring/

recruitment freeze to implement/impose/
introduce a freeze * to end/lift a freeze

2 the act of stopping sth: The company has put a

freeze on all recruitment, o a freeze on exports

O to impose/put a freeze on sth to end/lift a freeze

3 an official rule or order that prevents sb/sth from
using their bank account, selling their assets, etc:

The sanctions involve a freeze on the government's

foreign assets.

0 to impose/put a freeze on sth to end/lift a freeze

'free zone noun [c] {AmE)

{Trade) an area in a country where goods can be
imported and stored without paying taxes on them:
Free zones are considered to be outside the US
Customs territory. foreign trade zone

• freight /freit/ noun, verb

{Transport)

• noun [u]

see also: bulk freight, carriage and ~, cost and ~,

cost, insurance and ~

1 goods that are transported by ships, planes,

trains or lorries/trucks; the system of transporting

goods in this way: Firms are being encouraged to

shiftfreight off the roads and onto rail, o Freight was
organized by our distributor. -> airfreight
O ocean/rail/road freight a freight ship/train * a

freight depot/terminal/yard to carry/haul/move/
ship/transport freight to load/unload freight a

freigh t carrier/handler/hauler/haulier/operator

2 the amount charged to transport a load of goods
by ship, plane, train or lorry/truck: The buyer pays
the freight.

• verb [+ obj]

to send or carry goods by air, sea or train: The goods
were freighted by air. freighting noun [u]

freightage /'freitid3/ noun [U]

{Transport) the amount charged to transport a load
of goods by ship, plane, train or lorry/truck

.freight collect {also .freight 'forward, especially

in BrE) phrase

{Trade) a term meaning that the person or company
receiving the goods pays the delivery costs when
they receive the goods from the transport
company: The delivery will be on afreight collect

basis. oAll shipments arefreight collect.

freighter /'freit9(r)/ noun [C]

a large ship or plane that carries goods

.freight forward = freight collect

'freight .forwarder {also 'forwarder) noun [c]

{Trade; Transport) a company that is paid to arrange
for goods to be transported and often exported on
behalf of others UHSS The freight forwarder often
arranges insurance for the goods and completes
the official procedures to allow the exporter to be
paid. Isynj forwarding agent
'freight .forwarding noun [u] : afreight

forwarding company

.freight pre paid phrase {especially AmE)
{Trade) a term meaning that the person or company
sending the goods pays for the delivery costs before
giving them to the transport company: Our terms of
sale are freight prepaid.
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frequency .discount noun [c]

{Marketing) a reduced price offered to advertisers

who publish an advertisement a particular number
of times during a particular period of time

.frequent 'flyer noun [c]

a person who uses a particular airline a lot,

especially sb who belongs to a club which allows

them to receive free flights or special advantages
from the airline: A free transfer service is available to

ourfrequent flyers, o Earn frequent-flyer miles each

time you fly.

.fresh money noun [u]

{Finance) money for investments that has not been
invested before: They may be forced to raise fresh

moneyfrom shareholders.

frictional unem ployment {also .search

unemployment) noun [u]

{Economics) the number of people who are not
doing paid employment because they are moving
between jobs and have not yet found another one,

although there are jobs available -» seasonal
UNEMPLOYMENT, STRUCTURAL UNEMPLOYMENT

friendly /'frendli/ adjective (friendlier, friendliest)

see also: environmentally-friendly, family--, user--

1 {often used in compound adjectives) that is helpful

and easy to use; that helps sb/sth or does not harm
them/it: This software is much friendlier than the

previous version, o child-friendly instructions

2 {Finance) (about an attempt to buy or gain control

of a company) that the directors of the company
that is to be bought want and are willing to accept

or consider: The bank has launched a friendly bid for
Credit Lyonnais worth 19.5 billion euros. hostile
0 a friendly bid/offer/takeover * a friendly

acquisition/approach/deal a friendly acquirer/

bidder

frills /frilz/ noun [pi.]

see also: no-frills

things that are not necessary but are added to

make sth more attractive or interesting: They offer

cheap flights with no frills.

fringe /frmdz/ noun [C]

the outer or less important part of an area or a

group: offices on the fringe of the City oHeis more of
a fringe player than a decision maker.

'fringe .benefit noun [c, usually pi.]

{HR) extra things that an employer gives you as well

as your wages: The fringe benefits includefree health

insurance.

FRN = floating-rate note

front /frAnt/ noun, adjective, verb

• noun
1 [sing ] behaviour that is not genuine, done in

order to hide your true feelings or opinions: We
need to present a unitedfront at the negotiations

{= show the others that we have the same views

and demands).
2 [C usually sing ] a person or an organization that

is used to hide an illegal or secret activity: They

used front companies to import goods into Europe

without paying duties.

3 [C] the front side of a building: a shop/store front

nnil,front of 'mind {also .top of mind) {Marketing)

if a brand or product is front of mind, it is one that

people are very aware of and will name first when
thinking about a particular type of product: A
newsletter will help to keep the product (at) front of

mind, ofront-of-mind awareness -» share of mind
at share noun (.out) ,in 'front leading a particular

industry: In certain areas of aircraft engine
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manufacture Rolls Royce is now out in front.,up
'front {informal) as payment in advance: They

wanted three months' rent upfront, o We'll payyou
half up front and the other halfwhen you've finished

the job. -> upfront -> idioms at cash, lead verb,

queue noun
• adjective
nsTra on the front burner {especially AmE)
{informal) (about an issue, a plan, etc.) being given a

lot of attention because it is considered important:

In a recession you need to put cost-cutting on the

front burner. -» idiom at back adj

• verb [+ obj]

to lead or represent a company, an organization,

etc., especially in a particular activity or project: He
fronts a multinational company, o She will front the

presentation to shareholders on Monday.
333 'front for sb/sth to represent a group or an
organization and try to hide its secret or illegal

activities: He fronted for them in several illegal

property deals.

frontage /TrAntid3/ noun [C.U]

{Property) the front of a building such as a shop/
store, especially when this faces a road or river: The
warehouse also has retail shopfrontage.

frontage road = service road

front 'desk noun [c, usually sing.]

the place where visitors go to introduce themselves
or get information when they enter a hotel, an
office building, etc: There's a parcel waitingfor you
at the front desk.

'front end noun, adjective

• noun [C]

1 the part of a business that meets and deals with
customers: The website serves as the front end of the

supply chain.

2 the beginning of a project, a process, an
investment, a period of time, etc: You may have to

pay a fee at the front end of the loan.

3 {IT) the part of a computer program that a user

sees and uses to operate other parts of the program
or system: a graphicalfront end -> interface
-> BACK END

• adjective [only before noun]

1 connected with the beginning of a project, a

process, an investment, a period of time, etc: The

front-end design takes six to nine months, o The
policy has a front-end fee and exit charges.

2 {IT) that allows the user to operate other parts of

a computer program or system

front-end load noun [c]

{Finance) the fee an investor pays when they buy
shares in an investment fund, an insurance policy,

etc., which is included in the first payment -» back-
end load ,front-end 'loaded adjective

.front-end loading noun [u]

{Finance) the practice of a fund, bank, etc. taking

most of its fees and expenses from payments that

are made at the beginning of the period of an
investment, a loan, etc.; the fees and expenses
taken in this way: Front-end loading puts all the

charges onto the early years of the policy. -» front-
load

.front 'line {also spelled frontline) noun [c] {usually

the front line)

1 the area of greatest activity, where you can have
an important effect on sth: The company is in the

front line of the global telecoms industry.

2 the group of employees in a company who deal

directly with customers or who physically produce
sth; the work that they do: Managers weren't giving

feedback to the people on thefront line.

'front-line {also spelled frontline) adjective [only

before noun]

{HR)

1 used to describe an employee who deals directly

with customers or physically makes a product:
Front-line staffshould know all the products on sale.

2 used to describe a manager who deals directly

with a group of workers: The frontline manager has
an important role in supporting the team.

.front-
1 load verb [+ obj]

{Finance) {usually be front-loaded) to charge or pay
for sth at or near the beginning: Most of the project's

costs will befront-loaded in the firstfew years, o the

front-loaded costs of acquiring a new business

front- loading noun [U]

.front 'office noun [sing.] {especiallyAm E)

the part of a business concerned with managing
things or dealing with the public: He worked at all

levels of thefirm, from the boardroom to the front

office.

.front of house noun [u]

the part of a hotel, restaurant or other business

that involves dealing directly with customers: J

cooked and my wife did front of house, o a front-of-
house manager/worker

.front runner noun [c]

a person or an organization that seems most likely

to win a race or competition: They have emerged as

the front runners in the race to buy the airline.

front- running noun [u]

{Stock Exchange) the activity of buying particular

shares after obtaining secret information that sb is

about to buy a large number of them , which will

probably make their value rise h'MH Front-

running is usually illegal.

frozen /'frauzn; AmE 'frouzn/ adjective

1 (about food) kept at a very low temperature in

order to preserve it: frozen desserts/meals/vegetables

0 a chain offrozenfood stores

2 (about money, assets, etc.) not available tc be
used or sold because of an official rule or order:

People's savings remain frozen in bank accounts.

-» freeze verb

FRS /,ef a:r 'es/ = Federal Reserve System

frugal /'fru:gl/ adjective

using only as much money or food as is necessary:

Frugal shoppers are waitingfor bargains.

[OPPl extravagant
frugality /fru'gaelati/ noun [u]: consumer

frugality frugally /'frurgali/ adverb

FSA /,ef es 'ei/ = Financial Services Authority

FSI /,ef es 'ai/ = free-standing insert

FT /,ef 'ti:/ abbr

1 in the UK, Financial Times
2 {only used in written English) = full-time

FTA /,efti:'ei/ abbr

{Economics) a free trade agreement: negotiations

for a bilateral US-Australia FTA

FTC /,ef ti: 'si:/ = Federal Trade Commission

FTSE™ /Tutsi/ noun [sing.]

1 a company that publishes indices (= average

prices for groups of shares, bonds, etc.) for

particular markets : The main FTSE indices enjoyed

strong gains. [ZEIS FTSE is a short form of Financial

Times-Stock Exchange.

2 an average of the share prices of particular

companies traded on the London Stock Exchange,

usually the 100 largest companies: On Friday, the

FTSE closed down U points at 3 567. o The FTSE has

fallen to its lowest level since November, o FTSE stocks

{= companies whose share price are included in

the average)



FTSE '100 Index {also ,FTSE '100) /.futsi waii

'hAndrad/ {also 'Footsie, informal) noun [sing ]

an average of the share prices of the 100 largest

companies traded on the London Stock Exchange:

The FTSE 100 Indexfell 11 points to 3567. o FTSE 100

compan ies/stocks

FTZ /,ef ti: 'zed; AmE 'zi:/ = foreign trade zone

fuel /'fju:al/ noun, verb

• noun [U,C]

any material that produces heat or power, usually

when it is burnt : fossil/nuclearfuels o Airlines are

suffering with higherfuel costs.

• verb[+ obj] {AmE-l-)

1 to supply sth with material that can be burnt to

produce heat or power: Natural gas is used to fuel

the plant, o oil-fuelled power stations

2 to increase sth; to make sth stronger: Higher

salaries helped to fuel inflation, o Job cuts have

fuelled workers'fears that the factory will soon close.

• fulfil {AmE spelling fulfill) /fulfil/ verb [+ obj]

(fulfilling, fulfilled, fulfilled)

1 to do or have what is required or necessary: to

fulfil the terms/conditions of an agreement o He was
accused of notfulfilling his duties as a director. oNo
candidate fulfils all the criteriafor this position.

O to fulfil a duty/an obligation/a pledge/promise to

fulfil demands/expectations/instructions/needs/

requirements

2 to do or achieve what was hoped for or

expected: The deal has fulfilled the company's
ambition to expand into widerfinancial services, o
helping employees to fulfil their potential

O to fulfil an ambition/a dream to fulfil your
potential/promise

3 to have a particular role or purpose: The 'touch

screen'fulfils the function of a keyboard.

0 to fulfil the function/role ofsb/sth

4 {Commerce) if a business fulfils an order, they
supply the full amount of sth that has been asked
for: the processes involved in taking and fulfilling

orders over the Web
5 if a job fulfils you or you fulfil yourself, you feel

happy and satisfied with what you are doing or
what you have done: J need a job that reallyfulfils

me.

fulfilled /foTfild/ adjective

feeling happy and satisfied that you are doing sth

useful with your life: He doesn'tfeel fulfilled in his

presentjob.

fulfilling /fulfilm/ adjective

causing sb to feel satisfied and useful: I'm finding
the work much more fulfilling now.

fulfilment {AmE spelling fulfillment) /fulfilment/

noun [u]

1 the act of doing what is required or necessary:
The offer is subject to the fulfilment of certain
conditions.

2 {Commerce) the act of supplying the full amount
of sth that sb has asked for: The software tracks

every stage oforderfulfilment and billing, o He has
20full-time employees in thefulfillment warehouse.
3 the feeling of being happy and satisfied with
what you are doing or have done: The most
common reason for leaving ajob is lack ofpersonal
fulfillment.

4 the act of doing or achieving what was hoped for

or expected: the fulfilment of expectations

fulfilment house noun [c]

{Commerce) an organization that is paid to deal with
mail, requests for information or orders for another
company: She has delegated order-taking to an
outsidefulfillment house so thai she can focus on
design and marketing.

.full-circle 'feedback = 36o-degree
feedback
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.Full Con tainer Load noun [c] {abbr FCL)

{Transport) an amount of goods being transported

for sb that fills one whole container: Ratesfor Full

Container Load depend on the size of the container

needed, ofull-container-load shipments -» Less than
Container Load

.full 'costing noun [u]

{Accounting) a way of calculating the cost of a

product by including all costs involved in

producing it and running the business, such as raw
materials, rent, electricity or wages: Under the full

costing method, fixed overheads are allocated evenly

to the units produced, [synj absorption costing
-» marginal costing

.full- page adjective [only before noun]

filling a complete page of a newspaper or

magazine: a full-page ad

,full-'service adjective [only before noun]

providing a complete range of services for

customers: a full-service bank/brokerage o The full-

service airlines havefound it difficult to compete with

no-frills operators.

.full-'size {also .full-'sized) adjective [usually before

noun]

not made smaller; of the usual size: full-size trucks

0 The laptop has a full-sized keyboard.

full- time adjective, adverb {abbr FT)

for all the hours of a week during which people
normally work, rather than just for a part of it: a

full-time employee o a full-time job o He was hired on
afull-time basis, o We need somebody to work on
the projectfull-time. -» part-time, regular adj. (6)

.full- timer noun [c]

a person who works full-time: She has a staff of 14

full-timers.

.full-'year adjective [only before noun]

{Accounting) relating to a complete financial year
(= a period of 12 months over which a company
prepares a full set of financial records): full-year

results/profits/forecasts o He said thatfull-year 2005
earnings would be disappointing.

• function /fAnkJn/ noun, verb

• noun
1 [C,U] a special activity or purpose of a person or

thing: to fulfil/perform a useful function o
Smartphones combine the functions of cellphones and
handheld computers, o Yourfunction is to run your
department efficiently.

2 [c] the part of a company that is responsible for a

particular area: accounting, manufacturing, sales

and marketing and other corporate functions o We
considered splitting up our key business functions so

that they were not all in one place.

3 {IT) [c] a part of a program, etc. that carries out a

basic operation: the function keys

4 [C] a social event or official ceremony: The staff

are allowed two social functions a year.

5 [sing] a function of sth if one thing is a function

of another, its value depends on the varying values

of the other thing: {figurative) Salary is a function of

age and experience.

• verb [no obj]

to work in the correct way: The fire alarm system is

nowfunctioning again, o a fullyfunctioning market
economy [syn] operate
333 'function as sb/sth to perform the action or

the job of the thing or person mentioned: The sofa

also functions as a bed. o The managers had already

beenfunctioning as owners of the company.
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functional /'fArjkJanl/ adjective

see also: cross-functional

1 having a special purpose: Any project can be

broken down into differentfunctional roles.

2 {HR) connected with a particular area of activity

or skill, especially within a business: The main
functional areas of a business arefinance,

production, personnel and marketing, o a functional

team (= of accountants, engineers, etc.) oln a

functional structure, employees are grouped
according to work activity.

3 practical and useful, often with little or no
decoration: The design is simple and functional.

4 working; able to do the job for which it is

intended: The device is a fullyfunctional computer.

0 The system is only 80% functional.

functionally /'fArjkJanali/ adverb: Both versions

of the software are visually andfunctionally similar.

functional ack nowledgement noun [c]

{abbr FA)

{E-commerce) an electronic message sent to sb to say

that their electronic order, invoice, etc. has been
received

.functional flexi bility noun [u]

(HR) the policy of training workers so that they have
more skills and abilities and can do a greater

variety of tasks

functionality /.fAnkJa'naelati/ noun {plural

functionalities)

1 {IT) [u,c] the range of functions that a computer
or other electronic system can perform: People

generally use only 10% of a program's functionality.

0 a phone with email functionality

2 [u] the quality in sth of being very suitable for

the purpose it was designed for: We carry out

extensive tests to prove the functionality and
reliability of the system.

.functional organi zation noun [c]

{HR) an organization where employees are put into

different departments depending on the type of

work that they do: We changedfrom a functional

organization into a team-based operation.

fund /f'And/ noun, verb

{Finance)

• noun

see also: balanced fund, bond ~, cohesion ~,

contingency ~, depreciation ~, equity ~, etc.

1 [c] an amount of money that is saved or

collected for a particular purpose, especially for

investing in companies, projects, etc.; an
organization that controls this money: We set up a

fundfor technological research. oa$7.5 billion

investmentfund o Thefund went down in value by
13% this year, o the International Monetary Fund o a

fund company/group (= that manages investments)
-> FUND MANAGER at FUND MANAGEMENT
© to create/establish/set up/start a fund to invest

in/manage/run a fund
2 funds [pi.] money that sb/sth has available to

spend: We have limitedfunds availablefor research.

o The company will need to raisefresh fundsfrom its

shareholders, o They ran out offunds before they

couldfinish the building work, o We decided to

allocate morefunds to advertising. -> fund-raising

O to borrow/obtain/raise/securefunds • to have/use

funds to be short of/run out offunds to allocate/

provide funds insufficient/limited/sufficient

funds private/publicfunds
• verb [+ obj]

fund sth (by/with/from sth) {often be funded)
to provide money for sth: The group is seeking

partners tofund a new €2 billion production plant, o

The acquisition will be entirelyfunded by debt, o The
company claims its business plan is fullyfunded, o a
government-funded programme -> overfunded,
underfunded See note at finance
O to fund expansion/growth/operations •fully/well

funded privately/publicly funded

fundamentals /.fXnda'mentlz/ noun [pi ]

{Economics) the important aspects of an economy,
an industry or a business, which lead to its success

or failure over a long period of time; measures of

these: The economicfundamentals remain weak-
high inflation, high interest rates and low
productivity.

funder /'fAnda(r)/ noun [c]

a person or an organization that provides money
for a particular purpose: The start-up failed after its

mainfunders withdrew support. See note at

FINANCE

• funding /'fAndirj/ noun [u]

money for a particular purpose; the act of

providing money for such a purpose: There have

been large cuts in governmentfundingfor scientific

research, o We secured €5 million in fundingfrom
our shareholders, ofinding alternative sources of

funding o The group faces a $2.2 billion funding gap

(= they still need this amount). See note at

FINANCE
0 to find/look for/seek funding to attract/get/raise/

secure funding to cut/provide/withdraw funding
government/private/public/statefunding a

funding crisis/deficit/gap/problem/shortfall

fund .management noun [u]

{Finance) the act of managing an amount of money
which is used to buy and sell shares, bonds, etc. on
behalf of investors in order to make as much profit

as possible: thefund management industry

ISYNJ INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
'fund .manager noun [c] : Manyfund managers

believe that share prices are likely to rise in the next

few months.

.fund of 'funds noun [cj

{Finance) a type of investment fund, especially a

unit trust, that invests money in a range of other

investment funds

fund- raising noun
1 {Finance) [C,U] the act or activity of obtaining

money from investors, lenders, etc: The group has

launched a €150 million fund-raising, o afund-
raising exercise/plan

2 [U] the activity of collecting money for a charity

or organization: a fund-raising campaign/dinner/
event

fungible /'fAnd3abl/ adjective, noun

• adjective

{Finance; Law) that can be replaced or exchanged
with sth of the same kind without changing the

quality, characteristics or value: Oil is a fungible

commodity: if one producer stops supplying you, you
can simply go to another, o These bonds arefungible

with those already listed.

• noun [c, usually pi.]

1 {Finance; Law) shares, bonds, etc. that can replace

or be exchanged with others without losing their

value: Fungibles have been issued by several

multinational companies to raisefundsfrom
different markets at the same time.

2 {Commerce; Law) goods that are valued and sold

by their number or weight: Grain andflour are

typical fungibles.

'funny .money noun [u]

1 money with little or no value, such as money
that has been printed illegally or is in an unusual

currency
2 an unusual type of shares, bonds, etc. that a

company issues, whose value often moves up and
down rapidly



furnish /'f3:nij; AmE 'f3:rnif/ verb [+ obj]

1 to put furniture in an office, a room, etc: The

room isfurnished with a desk, chair and bookshelf.

ofurnished accommodation (= with furniture)

2 (formal) furnish sb/sth with sth
|
furnish sth to

supply or provide sb/sth with sth; to supply sth to

sb: Please furnish us with the correct information.

'further to preposition (formal)

used in letters, emails, etc. to refer to a previous

letter, email, conversation, etc: Further to our
conversation of last Friday, I would like to book the

conference centrefor 26 June.

future /'fju:tja(r)/ noun [C, usually pi.] {also

futures .contract [c])

see also: commodity futures, currency future

{Finance) a contract to buy or sell a particular

amount of sth, such as a raw material, currency or

shares, at a particular time in the future and for a

particular price. Futures are traded in organized
markets (futures exchanges): coffee/gold/oil/energy

futures o bond/commodity/stock futures o Futures

pricesfor natural gas are up 130%from last year.

-> forward contract -» idiom at hitch verb

O to buy/offer/sell/trade (in) futures futures expire/

trade a futures broker/trader
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.futures com mission .merchant noun [< I

{abbr FCM)
{Finance) a person or an organization that tries to

get or accepts orders from people who want to buy
or sell futures

futures .contract = future

futures ex change noun [cj

{Finance) a market at a particular place where
futures are traded: The Chicago Mercantile

Exchange is the world's second-largest futures

exchange.

futures .market noun [c]

{Finance) the buying and selling of futures; a

particular place where this type of trading occurs:

The price of cocoa has shot up on the futures market,

o LIFFE, the London futures market

fwd {AmE spelling fwd.) abbr

a short way of writing forward

FX /,ef 'eks/ = forex

FY /,ef 'wai/ = financial year, fiscal year

FYI abbr (informal)

a short way of writing for your information: FYI, I

have attached our programmefor next year.

Gg
G /d3i:/ abbr {informaf)

a short way of saying or writing grand (= one
thousand dollars, etc.)

theGIO /,d3i: 'ten/ abbr
Group of Ten the eleven nations whose central

banks meet and work together to support the

international finance and currency system and who
lend money to the IMF GESH It is called the G10
because originally there were only ten members.
The members now are: Belgium, Canada, France,

Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Sweden,
Switzerland, the UK and the USA. It is also known
as the Paris Club.

the G7 /,d3i: 'sevn/ abbr
Group of Seven the seven leading industrial

nations whose finance officers meet regularly to

discuss economic and financial matters EED3 The
G7 are: Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the
UK and the USA.

the G8 /,d3i: 'eit/ abbr
Group of Eight the eight leading industrial nations
that meet regularly to discuss political and
economic issues F7FIP The G8 are: Canada, France,

Germany, Italy, Japan, Russia, the UK and the USA.

:

Third-world debt is a major theme of the G8 summit
this year.

G&A /,d3i: and 'ei/ abbr

general and administrative {also G&AE /,d3i: and
ei 'i:/ general and administrative expenses)
{Accounting) used to describe the general costs of
running a business, such as those of employing
accountants or lawyers, rather than those
connected with a particular product or service:

G&A costs are expected to be 23% of sales.

GAAP /ga:p/ = Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles

gadget /'gaed3it/ noun [c]

a small tool or device that does sth useful:

electronic gadgets

'gag clause = gagging clause

gage = gauge

'gagging clause {BrE) {AmE 'gag clause) noun [c]

{HR) a part of a contract of employment that

prevents an employee from giving information

about the company to journalists, politicians, union
officers, etc. -» whistle-blower

'gagging .order {BrE) {AmE 'gag .order) noun [c]

{Law) an order made by a court, a government, etc.

that prevents sth being discussed in public or

reported by journalists: The chief executive sought a

gagging order preventing the twoformer employees

from talking to the press or passing on information

about the company. oAgag order was imposed while

the jury considered how much compensation to

award.

• gain /gem/ verb, noun
• verb

1 [+ obj] to gradually get more of sth: / have gained

a lot of experience in the job. o The economy is out of
recession now and gaining strength.

2 [+ obj or no obj] (about a currency, share price,

etc.) to increase in value: The shares gained 5 per

cent to $14.70. o The Canadian dollar gained
against (= compared to) the yen today. IoppI lose
See note at increase
3 [+ obj or no obj] gain (sth) (by/from sth) to obtain

an advantage or a benefit from sth or from doing

sth: There may be no advantage to be gainedfrom
lowering prices, o Who stands to gain mostfrom the

sale of the company?
-> idiom at ground noun

• noun

see also: book gain, capital ~, paper ~

1 [c] an increase or an improvement in the

amount, value or level of sth: The company reported

a 16%o gain in market share, o Media shares enjoyed

strong gains this week, o Increased spending on new
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technology resulted in a dramatic gain in

productivity, o efficiency/productivity gains IoppI loss

O a big/dramatic/an impressive/a significant/strong

gain a modest/small/slight gain to bring/make a

gain to enjoy/show a gain to expect/forecast a

gain to post/record/report a gain to erase/lose/

reverse/wipe out a gain

2 [c] an advantage, benefit or profit that is

achieved from doing sth: This figure includes a €1.7
million one-offgainfrom sale of assets, o The
potential gains of doing business online are great, but

so are the challenges.

O to bring/have/make/result in a gain

3 [u] financial profit, especially when tiiis benefits

only yourself: They sold the company purelyfor
short-term gain, o He only seems to be interested in

personal gain.

0 to be motivated by/do sth for/seek gain

gainer /'gema(r)/ noun [C]

1 (used in newspapers) shares, a currency, an
investment, etc. that increases (gains) in value over
a period of time: The Swissfranc was the biggest

gainer in early trade, o the FTSE 100 gainers
|SYN| WINNER- [OPPl LOSER
2 a person, an organization, etc. that benefits from
sth: The biggest gainersfrom the new rules will be

high-rate taxpayers.

gainful /'gemfl/ adjective {formal)

used to describe useful work that you are paid for:

gainful employment gainfully /'gemfali/ adverb:

gainfully employed

gainsharing {also spelled gain sharing)
/'gemjeanrj; AmE-$er-/ noun [U]

{HR) a system in which employees receive part of

the increased profit that has been made by
improvements in the rate, the amount or the cost of

producing goods that they have helped to make:
The company's gainsharing program ties bonuses
directly to team performance.

gal. abbr {only used in written English)

gallon(s)

galleria /,gaela'ri:s/ noun [C]

a collection of small shops/stores under a single

rOOf -» ARCADE

gallon /'gislan/ noun [c] {abbr ga\.)

a unit for measuring liquid. In the UK it is equal to

about 4.5 litres; in the US it is equal to about 3.8

litres. The UK measure is often referred to as an
imperial gallon: In the US, oil is measured in barrels

ofabout 42 gallons, or 159 litres.

galloping /'gaelapirj/ adjective [only before noun]

increasing or growing rapidly: Galloping inflation

pushed the economy into chaos.

Gallup poll™ /'gaelap paul; AmE pool/ noun [c]

a way of finding out public opinion by asking a
typical group of people questions: A recent Gallup
poll showed that 25% ofpeople intend to spend less

on clothing this year.

gamble /'gaembl/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj or no obj]

1 to take a risk with sth, hoping that you will be
successful: He's gambling his reputation on the deal,

o We gambled that consumers would pay morefor an
online service.

2 to risk money on a card game, horse race, etc: He
gambled all his money on the race.

gambler /'gaembla(r)/ noun [C]

339 .gamble sth a'way to lose sth such as

money, possessions, etc. by gambling: Theyfound
theirfunds had been gambled away on the stock

market.

• noun [C, usually sing.]

an action that you take when you know there is a
risk but when you hope that the result will be a
success: They took a gamble on the yen going up in

value, o Entering the sports car market was a huge
gamblefor us, but it paid off{= was successful).

game /germ/ noun [c] {informal)

see also: business game, confidence ~,

management ~, positive-sum ~, zero-sum ~

a type of activity or business: How long have you
been in this game? o We decided to get back into the

marketing game.
nnZD the only, best, biggest, etc. game in town
{especially AmE) the only, best, biggest, etc. thing or
person that is available or worth dealing with: At
that time, bonds were the only game in town, raise/

lift/up your 'game to improve the way that you
perform an activity or do business: She believes the

train operator should raise its game and offer cut-

price deals. -» idioms at ahead of, beat, rule noun

'game plan noun [c]

a plan for success in the future: Our game plan is to

buy property now, while the market is weak, o to

develop a game plan for the business

'game .theory noun [u]

an economic theory in which situations where
people, businesses, etc. compete with each other
are analysed as a type of game, with each person,
business, etc. choosing the best action from a

limited set of actions, based on what the others are

likely to do

gaming /'geimirj/ noun [U]

1 the business of taking bets from people or

providing games, activities, etc. that allow people
to bet money: regulation of the gaming industry o
gaming laws

2 playing computer games: online gaming

Gantt chart /'gaent/ noun [C]

a chart used for managing the tasks involved in a

project that shows when each stage should start

and end and compares the amount of work done
with the amount planned

Gantt chart

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

Taskl

Task 2

Task 3

Task 4

Task 5

Task 6

*gap /gaep/ noun [c]

see also: gender pay gap, trade ~, wage ~

1 a difference that separates two people, groups or

things: The gap between men's and women's pay has

narrowed, o The country is closing the technology

gap with (= between it and) its economic rivals.

O to bridge/close/narrow a gap a gap grows/
narrows/opens/widens a big/growing/small/

wide/widening gap
2 a space where sth is missing: They took a $1
million loan to plug the gap in theirfinances, o We
need to fill the gaps in our top management, o a €1.5

billion financing gap
O a big/crucial/major/significant gap to bridge/

close/fill/plug a gap
3 an area of business in which few or no
companies operate but where profits could be
made: We saw a gap in the marketfor low-cost

pensions, o They aim to fill the gap left by the large

manufacturers that moved overseas. -» niche

O to fill/identify/leave/see a gap



gapa nalysis noun [c,u]

(Marketing) a comparison between the products,

skills, etc. that are available and what is needed,
used to decide what products, skills, etc. to

develop: Gap analysis can help the retailer to re-

evaluate their product range.

garbage /'ga:bid3; AmE 'ga:rb-/ noun
n»m garbage ,in, garbage 'out (abbr GIGO) {IT}

used to express the idea that if wrong or poor
quality data is put into a computer, wrong or poor
quality data will come out of it

'gardening leave (also "garden leave) noun [u]

(both BrE)

(HR) a period when an employee, especially a senior

person, who is going to leave a company is not

allowed to work but is sent home on full pay, so

that they will not be able to compete with the

company or pass important information to a
competitor: She has been put on gardening leave

until the end of her contract.

garnish /'ga:ni.f; AmE 'gairniJV (also .garni'shee)

verb [+ obj]

(Law) to take away part of sb's income or money
and pay it to a person or an organization that they
owe money to: He agreed to pay off his debt by
having his wages garnished. 'garnishment noun
[l),c]:He paid the debt in cash to avoid garnishment.
0 wage garnishments

garnishee /.gccm'Ji:; AmE ,ga:rn-/ noun, verb

(Law)

• noun [c]

a company, bank, etc. that is ordered by a court to

keep or to garnish sb's income or money
• verb [+ obj] (garnishees, garnisheeing, garnisheed)
1 to make sb a garnishee
2 = GARNISH

gas /gaes/ noun (plural gases or gasses less frequent)

see also: natural gas

1 [c,u] any substance like air that is neither a solid

nor a liquid: CFC gases o The pipeline could carry up
to 700 billion cubicfeet ofgas a year.

2 [u] a particular type of gas or mixture of gases
used as fuel for heating, cooking, etc: a gas cooker/
furnace o a gas-fired power station

gate /geit/ noun [c]

see also: factory gate, stage-gate

the door or area at an airport, a bus station, etc.

where passengers leave or arrive: a departure gate o
The flight to Jakarta is now boarding at gate 12.

gatefold /-geitfauid; gatefold
AmE -fould/ noun [C,U]

an extra large page in a

book, magazine, etc.

that is folded to be the
same size as the other
pages so that you open
it out to look at it; a

sheet of paper that is

folded from left and
right to make three or
more pages: an
advertising gatefold

gatekeeper /'geitki:pa(r)/ noun [C]

a person in an organization who controls access to

information, goods or services, or to the people in

the organization who make the important
decisions: He told me you've got to get past the

gatekeeper to the decision-maker before you can
make a sale.

gateway /'geitwei/ noun
1 [C, usually sing.] a place through which you can
go to reach another larger place: The port is an
important gateway to/into southern Africa.

gear

2 [c, usually sing ] a means of getting or achieving
sth: A good education is the gateway to success.

3 (IT) [c] a device that is used to connect two
computer networks together, especially a

connection to the Internet

gauge (AmE spelling also gage) /geid3/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

1 [usually sing ] a fact or an event that can be used
to estimate or judge sth: The retail sector is closely

watched as a key gauge of consumer spending, o
Question-and-answer interviews may not be a good
gauge ofa candidate's abilities.

2 a system that is used to calculate or measure the
level, size, etc. of sth: the consumer price index, the

main US inflation gauge
3 (often used in compounds) an instrument for

measuring the amount or level of sth: a fuel/petrol/
temperature gauge

• verb [+ obj]

1 to estimate or measure the level, size, etc. of sth:

We rely on previous sales figures to gauge demand, o
gauging the strength of the economy
2 to make ajudgement about sb/sth: It's too early

to gauge whether the scheme was a success.

3 (Technical) to measure sth accurately using a
special instrument: precision instruments that can
gauge the diameter to afraction of a millimetre

gazelle /ga'zel/ noun [c] (informal)

a way of referring to a company that is growing
very quickly elephant, mouse

gazette /ga'zet/ noun [C]

1 a newspaper or magazine published by an
organization, a government, etc. containing official

notices and information: a stock-exchange gazette

2 Gazette used in the titles of some newspapers:
the Montreal Gazette

gazump /ga'ZAmp/ verb [+ obj] (BrE)

(Property) (usually be gazumped) when sb who has
made an offer to pay a particular price for sth, and
who has had this offer accepted, is gazumped,
their offer is no longer accepted by the seller,

because sb else has made a higher offer: The merger
failed when their bid was gazumped by a larger US
firm. gazumping /ga'zAmpirj/ noun [u]

GB (also spelled Gb) /,d3i: 'bi:/ = gigabyte

•GDP /,d3i: di: 'pi:/ abbr

(Economics) gross domestic product the total

value of all the goods and services produced by a

country in one year: Tourism contributes about 5%
of GDP. o GDP grew by 0.5 per cent in the fourth
quarter.

gear /gia(r); AmE gir/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

gear sth for/to/towards sth (usually be geared) to

make, change or prepare sth so that it is suitable

for a particular purpose or for particular people:

The magazine is geared towards women over 35. o
The economy is now geared to growth.

LiiiLHJ gear sth/yourself for sth to make sth/

yourself ready for sth: The company is gearing itself

forfuture success, 'gear sth/yourself to sth to

depend on sth; to be connected with sth: Salary

adjustments are geared to the cost of living, o Life

assurance companies are heavily geared to stock

market performance. ,gear 'up (for/to sth); ,gear

sb/sth 'up (for/to sth) to prepare yourself/sb/sth

to do sth: The country is gearing up for elections.

• noun
1 [u] (informal) a piece of equipment or a system:

computer/networking/telecom gear

2 [u] equipment or clothing used for a particular

purpose: sports/protective gear o They carry all their

gear (files, phones and laptops) to a new desk every

day.
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3 {informal) [u,C] the speed at which sth takes

place; the effort involved in doing sth [BrE): Sales

growth has moved into top gear, o {AmE) The tax-cut

plans are shifting into high gear.

n»n get, kick, swing, etc. into gear; get, kick,

etc. sth into 'gear to start working, or to start sth

working, in an efficient way: Ifyou fill in theform,
within 24 hours the service will kick into gear.

geared /giad; AmE gird/ adjective [BrE)

{Finance)

1 (about a company or an organization) using

borrowed money in order to operate, in addition to

money from shareholders: Thefirm is about 88%
geared, o The company is highly geared, with

borrowings of€1.5 million compared with physical

assets of€3 million.

2 (about an investment) using borrowed money: a
geared investment
-> LEVERAGED

gearing /'gierirj; AmE 'ginn/ {also 'capital

.gearing, 'equity .gearing) {all especially BrE) noun [u]

{Finance) the relationship between the amount of

money that a company owes (debt) and the value of

its shares (equity): There is concern about the

company's high gearing {= it has borrowed a large

amount compared to the value of its shares), o It is

importantfor the company to maintain a low
gearing ratio (= to borrow a small amount
compared to the value of its shares), o The group
hopes to reduce gearingfrom 121 per cent to a more
manageable 100 per cent. |syn| debt-equity ratio,
LEVERAGE

gender /'d3enda(r)/ noun [u]

the fact of being male or female: Employers are not
allowed to discriminate on the basis ofgender.

'gender .bias noun [u; C, usually sing.]

{HR) the situation where men and women are not
treated in the same way, often in a way that is

unfair to women: evidence ofgender bias in the ICT
sector 'gender-, biased {also spelled ~ biassed)
adjective: The construction industry is no longer a
gender-biased profession.

gender pay gap noun [sing.]

{HR) the difference in the average amount of money
that men and women earn: The increases paid to the

highest-earning men have widened the gender pay gap.

general /'d3enral/ adjective

see also: attorney general, director general

1 used in some job titles to indicate that the person
is the head of the organization or business, or part

of it: She is the general directorfor human resources,

o the director general of the World Trade

Organization

2 not limited to one thing, aspect, subject, etc:

Sales ofgeneral merchandise, including clothing,

shoes and gifts, went up 10.4%.

.general con tractor noun [c] {especially AmE)
{Property) a person or company that takes

responsibility for building sth, such as an office, a

factory, etc. and hires other businesses

(subcontractors) to do the work

.general 'counsel noun [u] {especially AmE)
{Law) an organization's senior lawyer, who usually

works as an employee of the organization: She
became general counsel of Lotus in 1996.

-> counsel (2)

.general 'creditor noun [c] {especially AmE)
{Law) a person, company, etc. that lends money to

sb without an agreement that they will receive

some of the borrower's assets if the borrower does
not pay back the money -» secured (2),

UNSECURED (2)

.general ex penses noun [pi.]

{Accounting) money that is spent on managing and
organizing a business rather than on any one
activity such as producing goods, selling services,

etc: We have cut costs by lowering our general

expenses, o Administrative and general expenses are

rising.

.general in surance noun [u]

insurance that you buy to protect any kind of
property or goods: The company provides both life

and general insurance, .general in'surer noun [c]

generalist /'d3enralist/ noun [C]

a person who has knowledge of several different

subjects or activities; a business that is involved in a
range of activities, investments, etc: We have one
technician in the team and the rest of us are

generalists. o generalist knowledge/training o
generalistfirms -» specialist

.general 'ledger {also .nominal 'ledger) noun [c]

{Accounting) a set of financial accounts in which a

company records all the amounts it pays, receives,

etc: The sales are first recorded in a journal and then

posted to {= written in) a general ledger.

Generally Ac cepted Ac counting
.Principles noun [pi.] {abbr GAAP)
{Accounting) in the US, a set of rules and principles

that accountants must follow when keeping
financial records and preparing financial reports:

Thefinancial statements were prepared in

accordance with GAAP.

.general manager noun [c]

a person who is responsible for running a business,

or part of it, on a daily basis: She is general manager
of marketing and advertising, o assistant general

managerfor supply-chain planning

.general meeting noun [c]

see also: annual general meeting, extraordinary

general meeting

{Law) a meeting of the shareholders of a company,
at which important decisions about the company
are made: The company will be holding an
emergency general meetingfor shareholders to vote

on the merger.

.general offer noun [c]

{Finance) an offer to buy all the shares in a

company: The law requires a shareholder to make a

general offer if their shareholding goes above 30%.

.general 'partner noun [c]

a member of a business partnership who shares

its profits and can be made to pay all its debts if it

fails -> LIMITED PARTNER at LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

.general 'partnership noun [c] {especially AmE)
a type of business partnership in which members
share profits and any member can be made to pay
all the debts if the business fails See note at

COMPANY

.general 'practice noun [u,c] {especially AmE)
{Law) the work of a lawyer who deals with all kinds

of legal cases and who is not a specialist in one
particular area of law; the place where a lawyer

like this works

the .general 'public noun [sing, with sing./pl.

verb]

ordinary people who are not members of a

particular group or organization: The general public

has/have a right to know about the safety offood.

.general retailer noun [c]

{Commerce) a shop/ store, or a group of shops/stores,

that sells a wide variety of goods

.general 'store noun [c] {BrE also .general 'stores

[pl-])

a shop/store that sells a wide variety of goods,



especially one in a small town or village: She runs

the post office and general store.

general strike noun [c]

a period of time when most of the employees in a

country stop working because of a disagreement
over pay or conditions: Union leaders called a

general strike over rises in fuel prices.

.general 'union noun [c]

{HR) especially in the UK, a union that organizes

workers from different industries and jobs

• generate /'d3enareit/ verb [+ obj]

1 to produce or create sth: to generate cash/cost

savings/income o The proposal has generated a lot of
interest, o Around 80% of our sales are generated by

30 stores.

2 to produce energy, especially electricity: to

generate electricity/power o a generating plant/

station

generation /,d3ena'rei rn/ noun

see also: cash generation, first--, next -, second--,

third-

1 [C, usually sing.] a stage in the development of a

product or system, usually a technical one: the

latest generation ofhandheld computers
2 [u] the production of sth: They arefocusing on
the generation offree cash flow, o methods of income
generation

3 [u] the production of energy, especially

electricity: the generation of electricity

.Generation 'X noun [u]

the group of people who were born between the

early 1960s and the middle of the 1970s, who are

often thought to lack a sense of direction in life and
not feel an important part of society: We wanted to

associate the brand with things that would appeal to

Generation X. Generation Xer /- 'eksa(r)/ noun
[C] -» BABY BOOMER

generative /'d3enarativ/ adjective

that can produce sth: The company is well run and
strongly cash generative.

generator /'d3enareita(r)/ noun [C]

1 a machine or series of machines for producing
electricity: a nuclear/wind generator (= one that

uses nuclear/wind power to produce electricity)

2 a person, company, product, etc. that produces
or creates sth: the role of small companies as

generators ofjobs o Mobile-phone messaging has
been a major cash generatorfor the group.

3 [BrE) a company that produces and sells

electricity: the UK's major electricity generator

generic /d3a'nenk/ adjective, noun
• adjective

1 (about products, especially drugs) produced as a

standard type of product, that does not have a

brand name or is not protected by a trademark:
generic copies ofpatented drugs o Seven of their

drugs nowface generic competition.

2 typical of or connected with a whole group of
things; not specific: A name like 'service provider' is

too generic to trademark, o They argued that feta' is

a generic term and should not be reservedfor use by
Greek producers.

• noun [also ge.neric 'drug) [c]

a drug that is sold with a name that is not protected
by a trademark: The drug went offpatent and is

now available as a cheap generic, o generic makers/
manufacturers/competitors

ge netically 'modified = gm (l)

ge netic discrimi nation noun [u]

unfair treatment of people because they are likely

to develop a particular disease that their parents or
other members of their family have: laws to prevent
genetic discrimination in health insurance

giant

ge.netic .engi neering noun [u]

the science of changing how a living creature or

plant develops by changing the information in its

cells

ge.netic modification = gm (l)

.gentleman's a greement {also .gentlemen's
a'greement) noun [C]

an informal agreement between people who trust

each other, which is not written down and does not
have legal status

get /get/ verb [+ obj] (getting, got, got /got; AmE
ga:t/) (not used in the passive) 11L1U In spoken
American English the past participle gotten is

almost always used.

1 to receive sth: She gets (= earns) €50 000 a year, o
We got more than a hundred responses to the

questionnaire.

2 to obtain sth: He just got a new job. o You can get

the basic modelfor $100.

3 to obtain or receive an amount of money by
selling sth: We got a good pricefor the van.

4 to buy sth, for example a newspaper or

magazine, regularly: Which newspaper do you get?
-» idiom at arrears
333 get a cross (to sb); .get sth a cross (to sb)

to be communicated or understood; to succeed in

communicating sth: He's not very good at getting his

ideas across, .get a'head (of sb) to make progress

(further than others have done): She wants to get

ahead in her career, .get 'back to sb to speak or

write to sb again later, especially in order to give a

reply: I'llfind out the price and get back to you. .get

be hind (with sth) to fail to make enough progress
or to produce sth at the right time: We're getting

behind with the project, o She got behind with her

loan repayments, .get 'by (on/in/with sth) to

manage to live or do a particular thing using the

money, knowledge, equipment, etc. that you have:

How does she get by on such a small salary? .get

'down to sth to begin to do sth; to give serious

attention to sth: Let's get down to business, .get

'into sth to start a career in a particular profession:

How did you get into programming? .get 'off; ,get

'off sth to leave work with permission: What time

do you get off (work) on Friday? ,get 'on to sb
(about sth) to contact sb by telephone, letter or

email: The money should have been paid yesterday;
I'll get on to our accounts department, .get 'on with
sth used to talk or ask about how well or fast sb is

doing a task: I'm not getting on veryfast with this

job. .get 'out (of sth) to stop being involved in sth;

to escape a difficult situation: We wanted to make a

quick profit and then get out (= of the market, deal,

etc.). .get sth 'out to produce or publish sth: We are

determined to get the new model out by the end of the

year, .get 'through sth to manage to do or

complete sth: Let's start the meeting—there's a lot to

get through, .get 'through (sth); ,get sth 'through
(sth) to be officially accepted; to make sth be
officially accepted: The firm will still need to get the

drug through the US approval process, .get 'through
(to sb) to make contact with sb by telephone: J

couldn't get through on the number you gave me.

.get 'through to sb to make sb understand or

accept what you say, especially when you are trying

to help them: Her views have finally got through to

the directors.

'get-out clause noun [C, usually sing ] {BrE)

sl way of avoiding sth, especially a responsibility or

duty: a get-out clause in the contract -> escape
clause

giant /'d3aiant/ noun, adjective

• noun [c]

a very large and powerful organization: a banking/
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oil/retail/software giant o There is room in the PC
marketfor two or three giants,

•adjective [only before noun]

very large; much larger or more important than
similar things usually are: a giant poster o services

offered by giant banks o Three giant stores have
opened in the area.

'giant-sized {also 'giant-size) adjective [usually

before noun]

{Commerce) used to describe sth that you buy that is

very large or the largest you can get: a giant-size

box of tissues

GIF™ {also spelled gif) /gif/ abbr

{IT) Graphic Interchange Format {used as a

countable noun) a type of computer file that

contains images and is used a lot on the Internet:

Send it as a GIF. o animated gifs

gift /gift/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: business gift, free gift

1 a thing, an amount of money, etc. that you give

to sb: We are not allowed to accept giftsfrom clients.

0 Thankyoufor your generous gift.

2 {Law) property or money that is given to sb and
recognized as a present in law: She made a gift of
her property to charity.

3 {informal) [usually sing ] a thing that is very easy
to do or cheap to buy: At €17 a share, this stock is a

gift-

• verb [+ obj]

to give money or property to sb, especially in order
to help them financially: The government had gifted

the company more than $1 billion in loans and
support.

'gift card noun [c]

1 a small plastic card that is worth a particular

amount of money and that can be used to buy
goods in a particular shop/store up to that amount:
Many retailers now issue wallet-sized gift cards

rather than paper certificates. -» gift voucher
2 a piece of stiff paper that is folded in the middle
and has a picture on the front of it, used for

sending sb a gift voucher

gift certificate = gift voucher

'gift .coupon = GIFT VOUCHER

'gift pack noun [c]

a small attractive container with several products
inside, usually sold to be given to people as

presents: We also sell gift packs containing a
selection of beauty products.

'gift shop (also 'gift store, especially in AmE)
noun [C]

a shop/store that sells small goods that are suitable

for giving as presents

'gift tax noun [U.C]

tax that is charged on gifts made by people who are

still alive that are worth more than a particular

amount: Shares given to children may be subject to

gift tax. -» ESTATE TAX, INHERITANCE TAX

gift .voucher {also gift .token, gift .coupon) {all

especially BrE) {AmE usually 'gift certificate) noun [c]

a piece of paper that is worth a particular amount
of money and that can be exchanged for goods in a

particular shop/store: Join today and receive afree
€20 gift voucher, o to redeem a gift voucher (= to

exchange it for goods)

'gift wrap noun [u]

attractive coloured or patterned paper used for

wrapping presents in 'gift-wrap verb [+ obj] (-pp-)

{often be gift-wrapped) to wrap sth as a present for

sb, especially in a shop/store: Would you like the

chocolates gift-wrapped? o The store offers a gift-

wrapping service.

gig /gig/ noun [C]

1 {IT, informal) = gigabyte
2 {informal) {AmE) a temporary job or task: She is

making a career out of different projects and
consulting gigs, o Time to get a new gig.

gigabyte /'gigabait/ {also gig, informal) noun [c]

{abbr GB)

{IT) a unit of computer memory, equal to 230 (or

about a billion) bytes: an 80 gigabyte hard drive

GIGO /'gaigau; AmE -gou/ = garbage in, garbage
OUT at GARBAGE

gilt /gilt/ noun [c, usually pi.]

{Finance) bonds paying a fixed amount of interest

that are sold by the British government to obtain
funds: It is likely that the government will issue new
gilts to finance its spending plans, o The yield on the

10-year gilt has fallen to 4.2 per cent, o long-dated/

short-dated gilts (= that pay interest over a long/

short period of time)

0 to buy/issue/sell/trade (in) gilts

gilt- edged adjective

{Finance)

1 [usually before noun] (used especially about
investments) very safe: The country has raised its

credit rating to a gilt-edged AAA. o These investments

enjoy a gilt-edged reputation.

2 [only before noun] connected with gilts: gilt-

edged securities/stock o the gilt-edged market

gimmick /'gimik/ noun [c]

an unusual trick or unnecessary device that is

intended to attract attention or to persuade people
to buy sth: Thefree gift is just a gimmick to getyou
to buy the magazine, o It's a competitive business and
you've got to have a gimmick.
0 to have/rely on/use gimmicks a marketing/

promotional/sales gimmick
gimmicky /'gimiki/ adjective: a gimmicky title

GinnieMae™ /,d3ini 'mei/ noun {AmE)

{Finance)

1 [sing ] {abbr GNMA) Government National
Mortgage Association a US government
organization that is responsible for helping to

provide mortgages (= loans to buy homes) for

people with low incomes
2 [c, usually pi.] the bonds that are issued by
Ginnie Mae
-» Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac

giro /'d3airau; AmE -roo/ noun [C] {plural giros)

a system in which money can be moved from one
bank or post office account to another by a central

computer: to pay by giro o giro banking o a giro

credit/payment/transfer

GIS /,d3i: ai 'es/ abbr

{IT) geographical information system software

and other tools that are used to collect and analyse

information about the earth's surface, physical

features, divisions, products, population, etc.

gismo = gizmo

giveaway /'givawei/ noun, adjective

• noun [C]

something that a company or an organization gives

free, usually with sth else that is for sale; an
occasion when things are given in this way: There's

a giveaway with our magazine next month—a free
CD! o the airline's latest ticket giveaway

• adjective [only before noun] {informal)

(about prices) very low: They were offering giveaway

prices on furniture.

giveback /'givbaek/ noun [c,u] {AmE)

{HR) a situation in which employees agree to accept

lower wages or fewer benefits than had been
agreed, usually in return for new benefits later:



Workers were askedfor givebacks on the wage
increases they had won. o The airline is negotiating a

giveback plan with its unions.

gizmo (0/50 spelled gismo) /'grzmau; AmE -mou/

noun [C] {plural gizmos) {informal)

a general word for a small piece of equipment,

often one that does sth in a new and clever way: a

new electronic gizmo for storing telephone numbers

'glamour stock {AmE spelling glamor ~)

noun [C]

{Stock Exchange) a company whose shares become
very popular with investors at a particular time: the

glamour stocks of the telecoms sector

glass ceiling noun [sing.]

{HR) the imaginary barrier that stops women, or

other groups, from getting the best jobs in a

company, etc. although there are no official rules to

prevent them from getting these jobs: the first

woman to break through the glass ceiling in

engineering

glass 'wall noun [c]

{HR) the imaginary barrier that stops women, or

other groups, from being employed outside

particular industries or jobs, although there are no
official rules to prevent this: Women at the radio

station were confined to officejobs—the glass wall—
and to lower administrative levels—the glass ceiling.

glitch /ghtJ/ noun [c] {informal)

a small problem or fault that stops sth working
successfully: Technical glitches delayed the launch

of the service.

* global /'glaubl; AmE 'gloubl/ adjective

1 [usually before noun] covering or affecting the

whole world: Global demand for oil is increasing, o a

global network of accountingfirms o We are trying to

build a global brand (= that will be sold

everywhere), o In the lastfew years the business has
gone global (= started operating in different

countries across the world).

2 considering or including all parts of sth: We need
to take a more global approach to the problem, o
They sent a global email to all staff.

'globally /'glaubali; AmE 'gloub-/ adverb: We have
increased our market share both domestically and
globally, o The group employs 50 000 staff globally.

'global bond = Eurobond

* globalization , -isation /.glaubalai'zeijn;

AmE .gloubala'z-/ noun [U]

1 the process by which businesses and organiza-

tions grow and start to operate in countries all over
the world, which has been made easier by new
technology and political developments:
Globalization may not be a viable strategyfor most
US steelmakers, o As a result of the globalization of
business, a broad range of skills will now be needed

for professional success.

2 the fact that different cultures and economic
systems around the world are becoming connected
with and similar to each other because of the

influence of large multinational companies and
of improved communication: the globalization of
world markets

* globalize , -ise /'glaubalaiz; AmE "glou-/ verb

[+ obj or no obj]

if something, for example a business, globalizes or
is globalized, it operates all around the world: If

companies hope to grow, then their only choice is to

globalize, o Our advertising will globalize the brand
so it is recognized in every country, globalized
-ised adjective: As the economy becomes more
globalized, individual governments have less power, o
They run a globalized operation with factories all

round the world.
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global market noun [c]

the world population who might buy goods: They
are building several newfactories so they can supply

the global market with their products.

global marketing noun [u]

presenting, advertising and selling a product all

over the world: A strong brand image can be the key
to global marketing success.

global village noun [sing]

the whole world, looked at as a single community
that is connected by electronic communication
systems: Television helped to create a global village.

globe /glaub; AmE gloub/ noun [sing.]

the world, especially when considered as a

commercial unit: The bank operates across the globe,

o From a computer, anyone can now do business with

companies on the other side of the globe.

globetrotting /'glaubtrDtin; AmE 'gloobtra:tin/

adjective {informal)

travelling often to many different places around
the world: The sales job is a globetrotting post as we
have customers in several countries. 'globetrotter

noun [c] 'globetrotting noun [u]

localization , -isation /.glaukalai'zeijn; AmE
.gloukala'z-/ noun [u]

{Marketing) a strategy where a company is operating

all round the world but adapts its products or

services and its manufacturing methods to make
them suitable for local conditions EEQT3 This word
is formed from the words 'globalization' and 'local'.

gloom /glu:m/ noun [U; sing.]

a feeling that things will not get better; a situation

without much hope: Lower interest rates will lift the

economic gloom as companies recover, oltis not all

doom and gloomfor shareholders as sales improved
slightly last month. -> pessimism

gloomy / glu:mi/ adjective (gloomier, gloomiest)

without much hope of success for the future: Retail

stores said sales were down in January and the

outlook was gloomy as customers were staying at

home. -> BUOYANT

glut /gUt/ noun, verb

• noun [c, usually sing.]

a situation where there is a greater supply of sth

than there is demand: Fricesfell because of a glut of
steel on world markets, o a global banana glut

ISYNl SURPLUS fOPPl SHORTAGE DEARTH
0 an inventory/supply glut

• verb [+ obj] (-tt-)

{usually be glutted) to supply or provide sth,

usually a market, with too much of sth: The market
was glutted with small cars so production was shut

down. gYN] SATURATE

GM /,d3i: 'em/ abbr

1 {Technical) genetically modified, genetic
modification (about food, animals, etc.) having

had units in their cells deliberately changed to

make them able to resist insects or disease; the

process of doing this: GM crops/food

2 {Accounting) - gross margin

GmbH abbr {only used in written English)

used in the names of some companies in German-
speaking countries: Mertz Pharmaceuticals GmbH
See note at Ltd

GNMA /,d3i: en em 'ei/ = Ginnie Mae (1)

Gnomes of Zurich /.naumz av 'zjuank; zuank;

AmE ,noumz av 'zunk/ noun [pi.]

Swiss bankers who control foreign money
EEH1 This phrase is often used to suggest that

these bankers are powerful in a secret way. You can

also refer to bankers in any city who control foreign

money as gnomes: the gnomes ofBrussels.
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GNP /,d3i: en 'pi:/ abbr

{Economics) gross national product the total value

of all the goods and services produced by a country
in a particular period including the income from
investments in foreign countries: Todayfarming
produces only about 2-4% of GNP. -> GDP

go /gau; AmE gou/ verb, noun
• verb [no obj] (goes /gauz; AmE gouz/ went /went/

gone /gDn; AmE go:n; ga:n/)

1 when money goes, it is spent or used for sth: 5%
of the profits went on repairs, o I don't know where
the money goes!

2 to be sold: Thefirm went to an Italian groupfor
€400 m.

3 (about jobs, opportunities, etc.) to disappear or

no longer exist: If the merger happens then 250 jobs
will go.

4 (informal) be going to be available: There just

aren't anyjobs going in this area.

5 (about a machine, an economy, etc.) to work or

function properly: They're trying to get the economy
going again.

6 to leave a place or an organization: The current

chief executive has finally agreed to go [= to leave his

job).

7 {usually used with an adjective) to become
different in a particular way: to go global/national o
to go bankrupt o We've gonefrom being a loss-maker

to be ing a money-maker.

nnS3 CEm Most idioms containing go are at the

entries for the nouns, verbs or adjectives in the

idioms, for example go from strength to strength
is at strength.

go all 'out for sth; go all out to do sth to make a

very great effort to get sth or do sth: We continue to

go all out to meet our own higher expectations, go it

a lone to do sth without help from anyone: Andrew
decided to go it alone and start his own business, go
'plural (informal) to leave an important job that you
do for all the hours of the working week and take

several less important jobs for shorter hours
-» downshift go through the 'roof (about prices,

etc.) to rise or increase very quickly: House prices

here have gone through the roof.

339 ,go 'after sb/sth to try to get sb/sth: We're

both going after the same job. ,go a'head to

happen; to be done: The building of the new offices

will go ahead as planned. Isyni proceed -» go-
ahead ,go a'head (with sth) to begin to do sth,

especially when sb has given permission or has
expressed doubts or opposition: 'May I start now?'
Yes, go ahead.' ,go along with sb/sth to agree
with sb/sth: / do not go along with his views on the

EU. ,go 'down 1 to become lower or smaller: The
price of oil is going down, o Oil is going down in

price. See note at increase 2 to stop working
temporarily: The system is going down in ten

minutes. crash 'go for sth 1 to try hard to get

or achieve sth: It sounds a great idea. Gofor it! 2 to

choose sth; to be persuaded that sth is a good idea:

Shoppers are goingfor the cheap options. ,go

'forward (with sth) to continue with a plan,

project, etc: Prices will rise if either of the deals goes

forward. ,go 'in with sb (informal) to join sb in

starting a business: My brothers are opening a
garage and they want me to go in with them. ,go

'into sth 1 to start working in a particular field or

for a particular organization, especially in order to

have a career in it: After graduating, she went into

corporate law. 2 to examine sth carefully: We need

to go into the question of costs. 3 (about money,
time, effort, etc.) to be spent on sth or used to do
sth: A lot of money has gone into the project. ,go 'on

to sth to pass from one item to the next: Let's go on
to the next item on the agenda. ,go 'over sth to

examine or check sth carefully: We went over the

contract several times in case we had forgotten

something. ,go 'through if a law, contract, etc.

goes through, it is officially accepted or
completed: If both deals go through, Citibank would
become the single largest shareholder. ,go 'through
sth 1 to look at or examine sth carefully, especially

in order to find sth: She went through the company's
accounts, lookingfor evidence offraud. 2 to perform
a series of actions; to follow a method or
procedure: All new staffgo through an orientation

program. 3 to experience or suffer sth: We are

going through an economic downturn. ,go 'through
with sth to do what is necessary to complete a

course of action, especially one that is difficult or
unpleasant: They decided not to go through with the

planned merger, 'go to sb/sth to be given to sb/sth:

All the proceedsfrom the concert (- the money
received from selling tickets, etc.) will go to charity.

'go towards sth to be used as part of the payment
for sth: The money will go towards developing the

business. ,go 'under (informal) to become
bankrupt (= be unable to pay what you owe): The
firm will go under unless business improves. See note
at bankrupt ,go 'up 1 to become higher or larger:

The price of cigarettes is going up. o Cigarettes are

going up in price. See note at increase 2 to be
built: New offices buildings are going up everywhere.

'go with sth 1 to be included with or as part of

sth: A cargoes with the job. 2 to accept or choose
sth, for example a plan or an offer: You're offering

$5 000? I think we can go with that.

• noun [c] (plural goes /gauz/)

see also: go-go, pay-as-you-~, stop--

EE] be a 'go (AmE) (informal) to be planned and
possible or allowed: We're still not sure if the project

is a go. make a 'go of sth (informal) to be
successful in sth: We've had afew problems, but
we're both determined to make a go of this business.

'go-ahead noun, adjective

• noun [sing.]

permission for sb to start doing sth: The project has

finally got the go-ahead, o The local council has
given the go-aheadfor the development.

• adjective [usually before noun]

willing to try new ideas, methods, etc. and
therefore likely to succeed: a go-ahead company

• goal /gaol; AmE goul/ noun [c]

something that you hope to achieve: The company
has set itself some long-term organizational goals, o
Our goal is to increase market share this year, o Team
members are committed to achieving common goals,

oA goal should be thought of as an agreement
between a manager and an employee.
[SYNJ OBJECTIVE, TARGET
0 to define/establish/set a goal to achieve/meet/

pursue/reach a goal your long-term/short-term/

ultimate goal an achievable/a measurable/
realistic goal a clear/main/primary/specific goal
business/career/financial/profit/strategic goals

goal-di rected (also 'goal-,oriented) adjective

1 (about a person or a group) working hard
because they want to achieve the tasks that have
been set: Wefound that the successful people were

self-motivated and goal-directed.

2 (about a plan, an activity, etc.) that aims to

achieve particular things: goal-directed training

'goal .setting noun [u]

(HR) the process of deciding and agreeing on what
you will try to achieve: The most important part of
goal setting is that the people who have to reach the

goals also take part in setting them, o a consultant

who assists executive teams with goal setting

go-be.tween noun [c.u]

a person or an organization that takes messages
between one group and another: to act as (a)

go-between o Sumitomo, the trading house, was the

go-between in the Wal-Mart/Seiyu deal.



godown /'gaudaun; AmE 'gou-/ noun [C]

a word used in India and some other countries to

mean a warehouse (= a building where goods are

stored)

gofer {also spelled gopher) /'gaufa(r); AmE 'gou-/

noun [C] {informal)

a person whose job is to do small boring tasks for

other people in a company: He's the office gofer who
runs errands for us. Isyni dogsbody

'go-.getter noun [C] {informal)

a person who is determined to succeed, especially

in business: Older employees have just as much talent

as the young go-getters.

'go-go adjective [usually before noun]

1 (about an investment, shares, etc.) expected to

make a lot of money quickly: the go-go stock of the

hi-tech boom
2 used to describe a period of time when
businesses are growing and people are making
money fast: the go-go 1990s

.going con cern noun [c]

1 a business or an activity that is making a profit

and is expected to continue: He sold the cafe as a

going concern.

2 {Accounting) a method of valuing an asset, a

project or a business that assumes that the business

will continue to operate for a long period of time:

the going concern concept

going 'rate noun [c] the going rate {Technical) the

usual amount of money paid for goods or services

at a particular time: They pay slightly more than the

going rateforfreelance work.

gold /gauld; AmE gould/ noun [U]

a chemical element. Gold is a yellow substance
used for making coins, jewellery, etc. and kept by
central banks as part of their foreign exchange
reserves: safe investments like gold and bonds
-> bullion -» idiom at strike verb

golden fare well = golden goodbye

golden 'formula noun [sing ]

{HR) in the UK, a rule that says that strikes

organized by unions are only legal if they are about
matters that are connected with employment
rather than about political matters, and that

workers involved in legal strikes should not lose

their jobs

golden good'bye [also .golden fare well)

noun [C]

{HR) a large amount of money given by a company
to a senior employee when they are forced to leave
their job before they want to: moves to stop

companies paying golden goodbyes to get rid of
underperforming directors

.golden handcuffs noun [pi ]

{HR) a large amount of money and other financial

benefits that are given to sb to persuade them to

continue working for a company rather than
leaving to work for another company: Benefit
schemes that become more attractive the longer

employees stay with the company act as golden
handcuffs tying them to the company, o a golden
handcuffs contract/deal

.golden handshake {also handshake) noun [c]

{HR) a large amount of money given by a company
to an employee when they retire or when they are
forced to leave their job: The company has asked
people over 50 if they would like to leave in returnfor
a golden handshake of a year's pay.

.golden hel lo noun [c]

{HR) a large amount of money or other financial
benefits given by a company :o some new
employees in order to attract good people

247 good faith

.golden parachute noun [< I

{HR, informal) a part of a contract in which a

company promises to give a large sum of money to

a very senior employee if they have to leave their

job, for example if the company is bought by
another company; the money that is given

,

golden 'share noun [c] {BrE)

a share in a company that gives the holder, usually

the government, the power to stop any changes to

the company that they do not approve of
-» controlling interest

goldfield /'gauldfuld; Amf 'gould-/ noun [C]

a area of land where gold is dug out of the ground

gold mine noun [c]

1 a place where gold is dug out of the ground
2 a business or an activity that makes a large

profit: Air conditioner companies see India as a
potential gold mine.

'gold re.serve noun [c, usually pi ]

an amount of gold kept by a country's central bank
in order to support the supply of money: plans to

sell some of the country's gold reserves

'gold rush noun [C, usually sing.]

a situation in which a new opportunity to make
money appears and a lot of people try to take

advantage of it: a pioneer of the Internet gold rush

'gold .Standard noun [sing.] {usually the gold
standard)

1 {Economics) an economic system in which the
value of money is based on the value of gold:

Britain left the gold standard in 1931.

2 something that is considered to be the best in a

particular field and that other similar things are

compared to: This system is considered the gold

standardfor 3-D computer games.

Goliath {also spelled goliath) /ga'laiaO/ noun
[C, usually sing.]

a person or company that is very large or powerful:

The company is the Goliath of the computer industry.

0 a telecoms goliath CEuTJ This comes from
Goliath, a giant in the Bible who was killed by the

boy David with a stone.

gondola /'gondola; AmE 'ga:n-; gam'doula/
noun [c]

1 {Commerce) {BrE) a set of shelves in a shop/store

or supermarket with goods on all sides—Picture at

STORE
2 {Transport) {also 'gondola car) {both AmE) a long,

low open section of a train that is used to transport

heavy goods

'gone-a.way noun [c]

{Marketing) people on a company's mailing list

(= a list of the names and addresses of people who
are regularly sent information, advertising

material, etc.), who no longer live at the address on
the list; items that are sent to these people: Our
lists will be regularly cleaned ofgone-aways.
it'WM From the words 'gone away5

that are written

on items of mail that have to be returned to the

sender as the person no longer lives at the address.

good /gud / noun [sing ]

see also: economic good

{Economics) a thing that is made to be used or sold:

a graph of the demandfor a good against income
-> goods -» idiom at repair noun

.good 'faith noun [u]

see also: utmost good faith

the intention to be honest and helpful: a gesture of

good faith o They reached a good faith agreement on
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the value of the business, o He acted in good faith, o
Customers buy our product in goodfaith {= they
trUSt US). -» BAD FAITH, BONA FIDES

* goods /gudz/ noun [pi.]

see also: brown goods, bulk ~, capital ~,

complementary ~, consumer ~, consumption ~,

dry ~, etc.

1 physical things that are produced to be sold,

including things that are manufactured or

prepared and raw materials: agricultural/electrical/

household/sporting goods o a French luxury goods
company o a rise in the price of basic goods o New
orders for costly manufactured goods are falling, o
Customers feel more confident about buying goods
and services on the Internet, o There is a time lag

between invoicing a client and delivery of the goods.

O cheap/low-priced/mass-produced goods
branded/brand-name/own-label goods to make/
manufacture/produce goods to buy/export/

import/sell goods to deliver/supply/transport

goods
2 {BrE) {often used before a noun) things (not people)

that are transported by rail, road, ship, etc: a goods
train o a heavy goods vehicle -» cargo, freight
O a goods train/van/vehicle a goods depot/yard
DEEl deliver/come up with the 'goods {informal)

to do what you have promised to do or what people
expect or want you to do: The company looks good
on paper, and its shares could go higher if it delivers

the goods.

good-till- cancelled .order {AmE spelling

good-til-canceled ~) noun [c] {abbr GTC order)

{Stock Exchange) an order to a broker to buy or sell

shares, futures, etc. at a particular price that

remains valid until it is completed or until it is

cancelled by the investor

goodwill /.gud'wil/ noun [u]

{Accounting) assets that a company has that do not
exist physically but are calculated as part of its

value, such as a good relationship with its

customers, its name , the knowledge and skill of its

workers, etc. GEXO Only goodwill that a company
pays for when it buys a business is recorded in the
financial accounts: Goodwill is the amount a buyer
pays above a company's assets, o Earnings before

goodwill amortization and exceptional items rose

32%.

O to build (up)/keep/lose/value goodwill to

amortize/write offgoodwill goodwill accounting/
amortization/impairment a goodwill charge/
write-down/write-off

good will .payment noun [c]

an amount of money that a company believes it

should pay to sb even though they may not have a

legal right to it, for example a payment to a

customer who has experienced problems: Goodwill

payments were made by the electricity company to

9 000 customers affected by power cuts.

gopher = gofer

,gO-slow {BrE) {AmE 'slowdown) noun [C]

{HR) a protest that workers make by doing their

work more slowly than usual: Roads were blocked as

200 cab drivers staged a go-slow. See note at strike

O to resort to/stage/start a go-slow to be on a go-

slow

'go-to adjective [only before noun] {informal)

used to refer to the person, place, system, etc. that

is the best person, place, etc. to go to if you need
help, advice or information: This is the go-to sitefor
researching companies.

govern /'gAvn; AmE 'gAvarn/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to legally control a country or its

people and be responsible for introducing new
laws, organizing public services, etc: The country is

governed by elected representatives of the people, o
the governing party
2 [+ obj] {often be governed) to control or
influence sb/sth or how sth happens, etc: Prices are
governed by market demand, o The company has a
new policy governing the use of computers and email
in the workplace.

governance /'gAvanans; AmE -varn-/ noun [u]

see also: corporate governance

the activity of controlling a company, an
organization, or a country; the way in which this is

done: They wish to change the governance of the rail

industry, o the group's governance structure

.government- 1backed adjective

1 {Finance) used to describe credit, debt, loans, etc.

that the government has promised to pay if the
borrower is unable to do so: government-backed
bonds/insurance o The airline has got about $380
million in government-backed loans.

2 a plan, project, etc. that receives money and
support from the government: government-backed
research

.government 'bond noun [c]

{Finance) a bond that is sold by a government:
Japanese government bond prices rose sharply, o The
yield on a 10-year government bond is less than 1%.

.government se'curity noun [c, usually pi.] {also

.government 'stock [c,u])

{Finance) a bond that is issued (= sold) by a

government in order to raise money: In the bond
market, government securities rose sharply, o a
government securities dealer -> gilt, gilt-edged,
treasury bond

governor /'gAvana(r); AmE -varn-/ noun [C]

1 a person who is in charge of an institution such
as the Central Bank: the governor of the Bank of
England o the new Bank ofJapan governor
2 a member of a group of people who are

responsible for controlling an institution such as a
school, hospital, etc: a BBC governor

govt {also spelled govt., especially in AmE) abbr

a short way of writing government

GPM /,d3i: pi: 'em/ = gross profit margin

GPRS /,d3i: pi: a:(r) 'es/ abbr
General Packet Radio Service a system that

allows you to send and receive information such as

emails using a mobile phone/cellphone: GPRS
networks/phones/technology

gr {also spelled gr.) = gross (1,2)

grace /greis/ noun [u]

extra time that is given to sb to enable them to pay
a bill, finish a piece of work, etc: The banks have
given him a month's grace to pay the amount, o The
seller had allowed a period ofgracefor late

payment. -» idiom at fall verb

grade /greid/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: high-grade, investment ~, low--

1 the quality of a particular product or material:

All the materials used were of the highest grade.

2 {HR) a level in a system of pay or employment in

an organization: salary grades {= levels of pay) o
She's still only on a secretarial grade.

3 {Finance) a measurement of how good or safe sth

such as an investment is: The company has been

downgraded to non-investment grade.

Q3E1 make the 'grade to reach the necessary

standard; to succeed: About 10% of trainees fail to

make the grade.



• verb [+ obj] {often be graded)

to arrange people or things in groups according to

their ability, quality, size, etc: The containers are

graded according to size, o Employees are constantly

gradedfor performance, o the highest-graded hotel

in the area

grading /'greidirj/ noun [u,C]

see also: job grading

1 the process of examining a product, a company,
etc. and giving it a label to show its quality, size,

etc: regulations covering vegetable grading o a six-

level grading system for corn o gradings of
companies' creditworthiness

2 {HR) the process of giving a grade to an employee
that shows how well they are doing their job; the

grade that is given: There are clear limits on how
employers can use pay and grading to reward
achievement, o She received a grading of 'Excellent'.

graduated /'graed3ueitid/ adjective

divided into groups or levels on a scale: Our income
tax is based on a graduated tax scale (= the more
you earn, the higher the rate of tax you pay).

graft /gra:ft; AmE graeft/ noun, verb

• noun [U]

1 {especially AmE) the use of iHegal or unfair

methods, especially giving or taking bribes, in

order to gain advantage in business, etc.; money
obtained in this way: He promised an end to graft

and corruption in public life, o a multi-million dollar

graft scandal

2 {BrE) {informal) hard work: Their success was the

result ofyears of hard graft.

• verb

1 [+ obj] graft sth (onto sth) to make one idea,

system, etc. become part of another one: The new
regulations are being grafted onto the old.

2 [no obj] {BrE) {informaf) to work hard: She's been
grafting all day.

grain /grem/ noun [u]

food crops such as corn and rice: a record grain
harvest of85 million tons o grain imports/exports o
US grain and livestock futures prices rose yesterday.

grandfather /'graenfa:6a(r)/ verb [+ obj] {AmE)

{Law, informal) grandfather sb/sth (in) to give sb
official permission not to do sth that is required by
a new law, or to continue doing sth that is now
illegal: The new zoning law grandfathered in existing

buildings, o a grandfathered activity

'grandfather clause {also grandfather
provision) noun [c] {also 'grandfather rights [pi.])

{allAmE)
{Law, informal) a part of a new law that allows those
who already do the activity that is controlled or
made illegal by the new law to continue to do so:

The new law does not allow any retail outlets in this

zone but the grandfather clause exempts existing

retail outlets.

'grandfather rights noun [pi.] {AmE) {informal)

1 {Law) = GRANDFATHER CLAUSE
2 {Transport) the rights of airlines that have
operated at an airport for a long time to keep the
same times for landing or taking off that they have
always had

.grand 'total noun [c]

the final total when a number of other totals have
been added together: That makes a grand total of
11000 dollars.

grant /gra:nt; AmE graent/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

1 grant sth (to sb/sth)
|

grant (sb) sth to agree to
give sb what they ask for, especially formal or legal
permission to do sth: The bank finally granted the
company a loan, o The bank finally granted a loan to

the company, o Local officials grant and revoke
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(= take away) licences, o The plant has not yet been

granted permission to operate atfull power.

2 [Law) to transfer the legal right to own particular

property or a piece of land from one person to

another
• noun

see also: development grant

1 [C] an amount of money that is given by the

government or by another organization to be used
for a particular purpose: The study was supported by
a $70 000 grantfrom a research group, o They were
awarded grants to develop new methods of crop

production.

2 [u,C] the action of formally giving sb sth, or
giving them legal permission to do sth

grantee /gram'ti:; AmE graen'ti:/ noun [c]

1 a person who receives an amount of money (a

grant) to pay for research, a project, etc.

2 (Law) a person who receives the right to own a
particular property or an area of land
See note at employer

grantor /gra:n'to:(r); /\w£ gram't-/ noun [C]

1 a person or an organization that gives an
amount of money (a grant) to sb to pay for

research, a project, etc.

2 {Law) a person who transfers the right to own a

particular property or an area of land to sb

3 {formal) a person or an organization that agrees
to give sb what they ask for such as permission to

do sth: credit grantors such as credit-card

companies and banks
See note at employer

the grapevine /'greipvam/ noun [c, usually sing.]

an informal way in which information and news is

spread simply by people talking to each other: /

heard on the grapevine (= by talking to other
people) that you're leaving.

* graph /graef; BrE also gra:f/ noun, verb

• noun [c] {also chart, especially in AmE)

see also: bar graph, broken-line ~, line ~

a planned drawing, usually consisting of a line or

lines, showing how two or more sets of numbers
are related to each other: to plot a graph ofprice

against earnings o The graph shows the company's

net profits over the past ten years.

WHICH WORD?

graph/chart/diagram/graphic

A graph {BrE and AmE) or chart {especially AmE)
uses lines and regular shapes to illustrate

numbers: This graph shows how sales have been
declining steadily, o The largest slice of the pie chart

represents customers under the age of 25. Graphic
is a related adjective: The guide summarizes the

year's results in a graphic format.

In both BrE and AmE, a chart can also be a list of

figures: Income for the last three years is displayed

in the following chart. Graph is not used in this

way.

A diagram uses lines and symbols to illustrate a

concept or system: The next diagram shows how
the responsibilities of the two departments overlap,

o a wiring diagram

As a noun, graphic [C] is used to mean a diagram
or picture, especially one that appears on a

computer screen or in a newspaper or book: We
use the same graphic on each page to make the

design more consistent.
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0 to draw/plot a graph to show sth in/on a graph • a

graph shows sth

• verb [+ obj]

to present information on a graph: The computer
program uses statistical techniques to graph different

financial scenarios.

-A- graphic /'graefik/ adjective, noun
•adjective

1 connected with diagrams or pictures used on a

computer screen: graphic images/software See note
at GRAPH
2 shown in the form of a graph: graphic

information

3 connected with drawings, printing and design,

especially in the production of books, magazines,
etc: a graphic artist -» graphic design

• noun [C]

a diagram or picture, especially one that appears
on a computer screen or in a newspaper or book:
This Java-based graphicfits in the upper right corner

of the screen. -> computer graphics

graphical /'graenkl/ adjective

1 [only before noun] connected with art or

computer graphics: The system uses an impressive

graphical interface.

2 in the form of a diagram or graph: a graphical

presentation of results

graphic de sign noun [u]

the process of arranging text and pictures in a

magazine, an advertisement, etc. in a clear and
effective way; the result of this process: She runs a
graphic design and publishing company, o poor
graphic design graphic de'signer noun [c]

graphics /'graefxks/ = computer graphics

graphics card noun [c]

{IT) a device that can be put into a computer to

allow the use of video and other images on the

screen

graphology /grae'tioLadsi; AmE -'fail-/ noun [u]

{HR) the study of the way sb writes (their

handwriting), sometimes used to find out more
about a person who has applied for ajob

grassroots {also spelled grass roots) /,gra:s'ru:ts;

AmE 'graesru:ts/ noun [pi.]

the ordinary people in an organization or in

society, rather than the leaders or people who
usually make the decisions: Change begins at the

grassroots of an organization, o a grassroots

campaign/initiative/movement grassroot
adjective [only before noun]: people working at

grassroot level

gratis /'graetis; 'greitis; 'grcutis/ adverb

done or given without having to be paid for: She
agreed to work gratis {= for no money) for the first

few months. 'gratis adjective: Gratis software can
be downloaded.

gratuity /gra'tju:ati; Am£ -'tu:-/ noun [c] {plural

gratuities)

1 money that you give to sb who has provided a

service for you: Our staff are not permitted to accept

gratuities. Isyni tip

2 {BrE) money that is given to employees when
they leave their job: a retirement gratuity

graveyard .market noun [c]

{Stock Exchange) a bear market (= a market in

which prices are falling) in which owners of shares

who have already lost a lot of money want to sell

their shares but buyers do not want to buy until the

market improves

'graveyard shift noun [c, usually sing ]

{HR) a period of time worked late at night or in the

very early morning, especially the hours between

midnight and 8 a.m.; the people who work these
hours: She went to college during the day and then
worked the graveyard shift at the plant.

'gravy train noun [sing.] {informal)

a way of getting a lot of money easily without much
work: Investors are trying tojump on the gravy train.

gray = grey reran you will find most words
formed with gray at the spelling grey.

the .Great De pression - depression (2)

green /gri:n/ adjective (greener, greenest)

not harming the environment; concerned with the
protection of the environment, often as a political

principle: green energy/products o The company has
decided to go green (= start using green policies).

.green audit noun [c]

an official examination of the effect of a company
or an industry on the environment: Businesses in

the city were asked to carry out a green audit.

greenback /'gri:nbaek/ noun [C, usually sing.]

{AmE) {informal)

an American dollar note or other note; the dollar

when it is traded on currency markets: Employees
may need greenbacks for cab fares or parking, o The
greenback rose to 124.6 yen.

.green 'belt {also spelled Green Belt) noun [u;

C, usually sing.] {especially BrE)

an area of open land around a city where new
building is not usually allowed: A large area of
green belt will be lost ifa new airport is built.

.green 'card {also spelled Green Card) noun [c]

1 a document that legally allows sb to live and
work in a country that is not their own
2 {also .International 'Motor Insurance
Certificate) in the UK, an insurance document that

you need when you drive a car, motorcycle, truck,

etc. in another country

.green con sumerism noun [u]

when customers choose to buy and use products

that cause the least harm to the environment: a

national survey regardingyour level ofgreen

consumerism

greenfield /'gri:nfi:ld/ adjective, noun
{Property)

• adjective [only before noun]

used to describe an area of land that has not yet

had buildings on it, but for which building

development may be planned
0 a greenfield site greenfield development/land

• noun [c] {especially AmE) {BrE usually .greenfield

site)

an area of land that has not yet had buildings on it,

but for which building development may be
planned -> brownfield

.green light noun [sing ]

permission for a project, etc. to start or continue:

The company has decided to give the plan the green

light, 'green-light verb [+ obj] {especially AmE): The

managing director decided to green-light the idea.

.green 'marketing {also environmental
'marketing) noun [u]

marketing that tries to present a product or

company as not harmful to the environment: Green

marketing often uses terms like 'recyclable', 'refillable'

and 'biodegradable'.

the .Green Revo lution noun [sing ]

1 the dramatic increase in the quantity of crops

such as rice and wheat produced, which happened
in the second half of the twentieth century as the

result of more scientific methods of agriculture

2 a dramatic rise in concern about the

environment in countries with developed
industries



grey (AmE spelling gray) /grei/ adjective [only before

noun]

1 {Economics) used to describe the situation when
goods are not bought from an official supplier but

are bought in another country and then imported

to be sold at a lower price than the official price:

the grey trade in drugs through the Internet o There

has been a range of action in the courts against grey
goods. -> GREY MARKET (2), PARALLEL (l)

2 belonging to or aimed at the older section of the

population: US advertisers are competingfor the

gray dollar (= the money that older people can

spend on goods). oAn increase in life span causes an
increase in greypower (

= the economic and
political power of older people). -» grey market (3)

'grey goods {AmE spelling gray ~) noun [pi.]

{Commerce) computer equipment: The marketfor
brown and grey goods grew by 2.4%. -» brown
GOODS, WHITE GOODS

,grey 'knight {AmE spelling gray ~) noun [c]

{Finance) a third company or person that is a

possible buyer for another company. They are 'grey'

because it is not known if they will be good or bad
for the company. -» black knight, white knight

,grey 'market (AmE spelling gray ~) noun [C,

usually sing.]

1 (Stock Exchange) the buying and selling of new
shares before they are officially issued on the stock

market: The unofficial grey market initially priced

the shares between €2.89 and €2.96.

2 (Economics) the buying and selling of goods that

have not been obtained from an official supplier,

usually at a lower price than the official price: Grey
market buyers can obtain goods up to 40% cheaper

than through authorized channels. -» grey (1),

black market, parallel (1) (ZEES The grey
market is legal but secret; the black market is

illegal.

3 (also .silver 'market) older people, when they are

thought of as customers for goods; the goods that

are produced for them or that they buy: The grey
market is worth €46.4 billion and accountsfor
12.3% of total retail spending.

grid /grid/ noun [C]

1 a system of cables,, pipes, etc. for sending
electricity, gas or water over a large area: the

national power grid (= the electricity supply in a
country)

2 (IT) a number of computers that are linked

together using the Internet so that they can share
power, data, etc. in order to work on difficult

problems: Grid computing allows widely dispersed

organizations to share applications, data and
resources.

3 a pattern of straight lines, usually crossing each
other to form squares: Results are shown on a grid
showing a candidate's strengths and weaknesses.

grievance /'gri:vans/ noun [c,U]

1 (HR) a complaint that an employee or a union
makes to an employer about sth at work that they
feel is unfair: The employee should first send the

employer a written statement of the grievance, o Does
the company have aformal grievance procedure (=
a formal way of telling sb your complaints)?
2 the feeling that you have been treated unfairly:

He had been nursing a grievance against the boss

for months.

grind /gramd/ noun, verb

• noun [sing.]

an activity, especially work, that is tiring or boring
and takes a lot of time: the daily grind ofwork-
phone calls, emails, meetings

• verb (ground, ground /graund/)
EEl grind to a halt; come to a grinding halt to

go slower gradually and then stop completely:
Production ground to a halt during the strike, o If
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consumers stop spending, the economy will come to a

grinding halt.

grocer /'graosa(r); AmE 'grou-/ noun [C]

1 (also grocer's) (plural grocers) a shop/store or

company that sells food and some other things

used in the home; a supermarket: the supermarket
chain that is the UK's leading grocer

2 a person who owns, manages or works in a shop/
store selling food and other things used in the

home

grocery /'grausari; AmE 'grou-/ noun (plural

groceries)

1 (especially BrE) (AmE usually 'grocery store) [C] a

shop/store that sells food and other things used in

the home i:i=»j in American English 'grocery store'

is often used to mean 'supermarket': She had a job

at a grocery, o The average grocery store stocks

around 30 000 items.

2 groceries [pi ] food and other goods sold by a

grocer or at a supermarket: low prices on groceries

0 People are buying groceries online.

'grocery adjective [only before noun] : grocery

chains o the grocery business/industry

• gross /graus; AmE grous/ adjective, adverb, verb,

noun
• adjective

1 (Accounting) (abbr gr) (about an amount of money)
being the total before tax or other costs are taken
away: She has a gross income of $55 000. o Our gross

revenues rose 5% last year, o It will soon be easier for
overseas investors to receive gross interest. -» net
0 gross earnings/income/revenue/salary/wages

gross interest/returns/yields

2 (abbr gr) (about a weight) including everything

such as the container or wrapping as well as the

contents: The regulations do not apply to goods
vehicles with a maximum gross weight (= including

the vehicle and the contents) of less than 3 500 kg.

3 (Law, formal) [only before noun] (about behaviour)

very bad and unacceptable: The firm had suffered

from years ofgross mismanagement, o Thefinance
director was dismissedfor gross misconduct.

• adverb
in total, before tax or any other costs are taken
away: She earns $30 000 a year gross. -> net

• verb [+ obj]

to earn a particular amount of money before tax

and other costs are taken away: He predicted that

the company would gross $20 million in 2005. oltis

one of the highest grossing movies of all time.

Liililli .gross sth 'up (Accounting) to calculate a

total amount by adding the amount that is usually

taken off in taxes, etc. to a net amount (= with
taxes taken off): You must gross it up by 30% to give

you the equivalent amount ofgross income.
-» GROSS-UP

• noun [C]

1 (plural grosses) (especially AmE) a total amount of

money earned by sb/sth, especially a film/movie,

before any costs are taken away
2 (plural gross) (abbr gr.) a group of 144 things: to

sell sth by the gross

'gross do mestic product = gdp

.gross investment noun [C, usually sing.]

(Accounting; Economics) the total amount spent in a

particular period on buying new equipment and
structures, and repairing and replacing old ones:

Gross investment in plant and machineryfor that

year was over $60 billion.

.gross 'loss = trading loss

.gross 'margin (abbr GM) (also .gross 'profit

, margin abbr GPM) noun [c]

(Accounting) a percentage showing the relationship

between a business's profits before overheads are
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taken away (gross profit), and the total amount of

income from sales: Sales increased and the

company's gross margin reached a record 61.4%. o
The store needs a gross margin of25% to become
profitable. -» gross profit, net margin

gross national product {also .national

product) = GNP

gross 'profit = trading profit

.gross profit .margin = gross margin

.gross 'rating point noun [c] {abbr grp)
{Marketing) a measurement of the number of people
who see a particular TV programme or advertise-

ment, used to show if it is good at reaching the

group of people that a business wants to sell its

products to. It is equal to the percentage of the

possible audience who see it multiplied by the

number of times it is shown: The strength of a

television schedule is measured in terms of Gross

Rating Points (GRPs). oAn average GRP goalfor a
typical packaged product is 1 000 to 5 000 in a year.

.gross 'sales noun [pi.]

{Accounting) the total amount of money that is

received from selling goods or services before

taking away money for goods returned by
customers, price reductions (discounts), etc: The
company generates gross sales of€l million a month.
-> NET SALES

'gross-up noun [c.u]

{Accounting) the act of calculating a total amount by
adding the amount that is usually taken off in

taxes, etc. to a net amount (= with taxes taken
off): a 25%> gross-up of the amount received -» to
gross sth up at gross verb

ground /graund/ noun, verb

• noun [C, usually pi.]

see also: dumping ground

a good or true reason for saying, doing or believing

sth: You have no groundsfor complaint, o He retired

from the job on health grounds, o Employers
cannot discriminate on grounds of age.

ii'LM drive/run/work sb/yourself into the
'ground to work sb/yourself so hard that they or

you become extremely tired and unable to work
gain/make up 'ground 1 to rise in value: The yen
has gained ground against the euro. 2 to gradually
become more powerful or successful in relation to a

competitor: The supermarket chain is determined to

gain ground on its main rival, get (sth) off the
'ground to start happening successfully; to make
sth start happening successfully: Without more
money, the project is unlikely to get off the ground, o
to get a new company off the ground give/lose
'ground (to sb/sth) to allow sb to have an
advantage; to lose an advantage for yourself: They
are not prepared to give ground on tax cuts, o The
company has lost a lot ofground to its rival, run/
drive sth/sb into the 'ground to use sth so much
that it is broken or damaged: The country has been

overtaxed and almost run into the ground. -» idioms
at break verb, hit verb, lose verb

• verb [+ obj]

to prevent an aircraft from taking off: All planes out

ofHeathrow have been grounded by the strikes.

'groundbreaking /'graondbreikirj/ adjective

[only before noun]

making new discoveries; using new methods: a

groundbreaking piece of research -» break new
ground at break verb

'groundbreaker noun [C]: These programs were
groundbreakers in their time.

grounded /'graondid/ adjective

EEl (be) 'grounded (in/on sth) (to be) based on
sth such as facts, an idea, etc: His views are

grounded on a belief in the free market, o a well-

grounded claim/theory
-> ground verb

.ground floor noun
CEEI be/get in on the ground 'floor to become
involved in a plan, project, etc. at the beginning
and so gain an advantage over those who follow
later: This is a chance for investors to get in on the

groundfloor of a new industry.

grounding /'graundirj/ noun
1 [sing ] knowledge of, or training in, the basic

parts of a subject: The course will give you a good
grounding in advertising.

2 [u,c] the act of keeping a plane on the ground or

a ship in a port: The airline collapsed, resulting in the

grounding of its fleetfor lack of cash.

ground rules noun [pi]

the basic rules on which sth is based: The new code

ofconduct lays down the ground rules for
management-union relations.

'ground transportation noun [u] {especially

AmE)
ways in which passengers travel between a town or

the place where they are staying and an airport, a

ship, etc.

groundwork /'graundw3:k; AmE -W3:rk/ noun [u]

work that is done as preparation for sth else: They
are laying the groundworkfor a possible takeover

bid.

group /gru:pl noun [c with sing./pl. verb]

see also: action group, age ~, buzz ~, consumer ~,

focus ~, income ~, investor ~, etc.

1 {also .group of companies) a number of

companies that are owned by the same person or

organization: a media group o the chief executive of
Vodafone Group o The group's shares fell 11%
yesterday, o the group sales director o an external

audit of the group accounts (= accounts showing
the costs, profit, etc. for each part of the group)

2 a number of people or things that are together in

the same place or that are connected in some way:
A small group of us got together and started a

business, oA group of 10 banks will provide the new
loan, o a group discussion/interview

.group action noun [c]

{Law) a type of court case in which a large number
of claims against the same person or organization,

or resulting from the same event, are dealt with

together -» class action

VOCABULARY BUILDING

Subsidiaries and groups of companies

A subsidiary is a company that is controlled by

another company, called a holding company or a

parent company. (See note at holding company)

Companies that are subsidiaries of the same
holding/parent company are often called sister

companies, related companies or affiliates: We
share customer information with our affiliates.

A holding/parent company and its subsidiaries are

called a group or group of companies.

Often the word Holdings or Group is used in the

names of holding/parent companies:
Intercontinental Hotels Group, parent company of

Holiday Inn



groupage /'gru:pid3/ {BrE) (AmE consolidation)

noun [U.C]

{Transport) the action of putting items from
different exporters together into one load in order

to transport them; a load consisting of different

items of this kind: a UK company specializing in

groupage and full loads to Europe o Ifyour shipment
does not fill a container, you can save money by

sending it groupage. o a groupage company/service/
load

group in'centive noun [c] {BrE)

{HR) a reward given to a group or team of

employees based on the group's achievements:

Group incentives can have a very positive impact on
performance, o group incentive wages

.group in surance noun [u]

a single insurance contract that protects a group of

people such as all the people who work for a

particular company: The company arranges group

insurancefor its employees.

group of companies {also spelled Group of

Companies) = group (1)

groupthink /'gru:p0ir)k/ noun [U] {especially AmE)

a process in which bad decisions are made because

the different members of a group do not express

their individual opinions about a plan, proposal,

etc. but only say what they think the rest of the

group would agree with

groupware /'gru:pwea(r);/\w£ -wer/ noun [u]

{IT) software that is designed to help a group of

people on different computers to work together

grow /grao; AmE grou/ verb (grew /gru:/ grown
/graun; AmE groon/)

1 [no obj] to increase in size, number, strength or

quality: Profits grew by 5% last year, o The
company's turnover grewfrom $1.56 billion to $1.58

billion, o The economyfailed to grow in the final

quarter, o The company is growing bigger all the

time, o the challenges of running a growing business

0 the fastest-growing sector of the aviation industry

2 [+ obj] to increase the size, quality or number of

sth: We are trying to grow the business, o The savings

were used to grow market share.

Grow and grow up are sometimes confused.

Grow up only means 'to become an adult'. It does
not mean 'to increase'.

[EEl it/money doesn't grow on 'trees {informal)

used to tell sb not to use sth or spend money
carelessly because you do not have a lot of it

Q333 ,grow 'into sth to become more confident in

a new job, etc. and learn to do it better: He needed
time to grow into the job. ,grow 'out of sth to

develop from sth: The introduction ofjob-sharing

grew out of a desirefor more flexible working hours.

* growth /grauG; AmE grouG/ noun [u]

see also: capital growth, high-growth

1 an increase in the size, amount or degree of sth:

Sales showed 0.3 per cent growth in the first quarter,

o rapid growth in consumer spending o Online travel

is the company's biggest growth area (= a part of
the business where sales are growing fast), o
Internet companies are on a steep growth curve.

O fast/rapid/slow/steady/strong growth • earnings/

profit/revenue/sales growth growth companies/
industries/markets/stocks

2 {Economics) an increase in economic activity: a
disappointingyear of little growth in Britain and
America o the impact ofweak economic growth and
falling tax revenues o an annual growth rate of 10%
o Growth forecasts were cutfor Japan and Europe.

O fast/high/rapid/steady/strong/sustainable growth
low/slow/sluggish/weak growth

growth fund noun [c]

{Finance) a fund that invests in shares that are likely

to increase in value quickly, rather than those
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which pay large dividends: The average large

company growth fund has declined in value by 30 per

Cent. *» AGGRESSIVE GROWTH FUND

'growth share = growth stock

,growth-share matrix [also spelled growth/
share ~) = Boston Matrix

'growth Stock noun [u,C] {BrE also 'growth share

[C, usually pi.])

{Stock Exchange) shares in companies that grow
more quickly than average companies and are

likely to continue to grow fast because they invest

in order to do so: Thefund focuses on low-risk

growth stocks, o A growth stock usually pays no
dividends but increases in value, rjt glamour stock
See note at stock

GRP /,d3i: a: 'pi:; AmE a:r/ = gross rating point

grubstake /'grAbsteik/ noun [U,C] {AmE)

{Finance, informal) money or materials given to sb to

start a business, project, etc. in return for part of

the future profits: Venture capital firms raised nine-

figure grubstakesfrom institutional investors.

'grubstake verb [+ obj]

gr. wt. {also spelled GR. Wt.) abbr

a short way of writing gross weight

GSM /,d3i: es 'em/ abbr
Global System for Mobiles a system that allows

you to use a mobile phone/cellphone in different

countries

GST /,d3i: es 'ti:/ noun [u]

{Accounting) Goods and Services Tax in Australia,

Canada, New Zealand and some other countries, a

general tax on the supply of almost all goods and
services -» VAT

GTC Order /,d3i: ti: 'si: ,o:da(r); AmE 'o:rd-/ =
GOOD-TILL-CANCELLED ORDER

* guarantee /.gaeran'ti:/ noun, verb {abbr guar.)

• noun

see also: bank guarantee, company limited by ~,

cross--, export credit ~, money-back ~

1 [C,U] a written promise given by a company that

sth you buy will be replaced or repaired without

payment if it goes wrong within a particular

period: We provide a 5-year guarantee against

manufacturing faults, o The watch is still under
guarantee, o The television comes with a year's

guarantee, o a money-back guarantee
[SYN] WARRANTY
O to offer/provide a guarantee sth carries/comes

with/has a guarantee

2 {Finance; Law) {also 'guaranty) [c,u] money or sth

valuable that you give or promise to a bank, for

example, to make sure that you will pay back
money that you borrow: We had to offer our house

as a guarantee when getting the loan, o guarantees

against bad loans -» collateral
O to give/offer/provide (sth as) a guarantee

3 {Finance; Law) {also 'guaranty) [c] an agreement
to be legally responsible for sth, especially for

paying sb's debts if they cannot pay them: The

airline is seeking government loan guarantees of

$1.8 billion to avoid bankruptcy.

O to give/provide a guarantee to get/seek a

guarantee

4 [C] a firm promise that you will do sth or that sth

will happen: He wanted written guarantees of the

package before accepting, o They have given a

guarantee that the business will not be sold.

O to give/offer/provide a guarantee to askfor/get/

want a guarantee
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• verb [+ obj]

1 to promise to do sth; to promise that sth will

happen: We guarantee to deliver your goods within a

week.

2 to give a written promise to replace or repair a

product free if it goes wrong: The toaster is

guaranteedfor a year againstfaulty workmanship.
3 {Finance; Law) to agree to be legally responsible

for sth or for doing sth such as paying back a loan:

The loan will be guaranteed by the German
government, o to guarantee to pay somebody's debts

guaranteed 'wage noun [sing.] {also

.guaranteed wages [pi.]) (0/50 .guaranteed 'pay

[U])

{HR) the level of pay that employees are promised
in their contract during a particular period of time,

even if there is little or no work to do

.guaran tee fund noun [c]

{Finance) an amount of money that can be used to

pay back a loan if the borrower is unable to do so,

or to pay sb for a financial loss

guarantor /,gaeran'to:(r)/ noun [c]

1 {Finance; Law) {AmE also 'guaranty) a person or an
organization that agrees to pay back a loan or a

debt, etc. if the person or company that borrowed
the money is not able to do so: a mortgage
guarantor o The company had to act as guarantor

for a loan of$750m.
2 {Law) a person who agrees to be responsible for

sb or sth: In Japan, you may need a guarantor in

order to rent an apartment.

guaranty /'gaeranti/ {plural guaranties) =
GUARANTEE (2), GUARANTEE (3), GUARANTOR (1)

guardian /'gcudian; AmE 'ga:rd-/ noun [C]

1 a person who is responsible for protecting sth:

Board members are the guardians of shareholders'

interests.

2 {Law) a person who is legally responsible for the

care of another person

guer rilla .marketing {also spelled guerilla ~)

noun [u]

a type of marketing that uses different and unusual
methods to achieve the greatest effect for the

smallest amount of money guer rilla .marketer
{also speller1 guerilla ~) noun [c]

guesstimate {also spelled guestimate)
/'gestimat/ noun [c] {informal)

an attempt to calculate sth that is based more on
guessing than on real information guesstimate
{also spelled guestimate) /'gestimeit/ verb [+ obj or

no obj] EEES Guesstimate is formed from the

words 'guess' and 'estimate'.

guest /gest/ noun [C]

1 a person who is visiting a place, for example sb

else's home, company, or country, usually after

being invited to go there: They are here as guests of
our company, o Make sure he's on the guest list, o
She was invited as the guest speaker.

2 a customer in a hotel or restaurant: Guests should
vacate their rooms by 10.30 a.m.

guestimate = guesstimate

'guest .worker noun [c]

a person who is allowed to come and work in a

country which is not their own country for a period
of time

GUI /,d3i: ju: 'ai/ abbr

{IT) graphical user interface a way of giving

instructions to a computer using things that can be
seen on the screen such as symbols, windows and
MENUS

• guidance /'gaidns/ noun [u]

1 help or advice: Managers need to monitor
progress and offer guidance.

2 the act of managing or guiding sb/sth: Thefund
was set up under the guidance of the finance
director.

3 written instructions which tell you what you
may or must do when dealing with a particular

thing: Revised guidance was issued, o guidance on
employment rights Isyni guideline

guide /gaid/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

1 something that indicates what may happen or
what is happening: Investors know that past

performance is no guide to future returns.

2 something that helps you to form an opinion or
make a decision: Thesefigures are just a rough
guide. -» GUIDELINE
3 a book or document which tells you about sth: a

restaurant/hotel/city guide o You can download the

site's 10-step guide to investing.

4 = GUIDE PRICE
• verb [+ obj]

1 to help sb/sth to move in a particular direction:

He guided the company to sales of more than $60
million, o The company has been guiding down
investor expectations.

2 to explain to sb how to do sth, especially sth

complicated or difficult: The health and safety

officer will guide you through the safety procedures.

guideline /'gaidlam/ noun
1 guidelines [pi ] written instructions which tell

you what you may or must do when dealing with a

particular thing: The organization has issued a set of
guidelinesfor builders, o Some companies have
breached government guidelines on pollution.

ISYNJ GUIDANCE
O to draw up/give/issue/publish guidelines to

breach/follow/stick to guidelines clear/revised/

strict guidelines

2 guidelines [pi ] advice: Here are some basic

guidelines to help you delegate more effectively.

3 [c] something that helps you to form an opinion

or make a decision: The figure of $30 per person is

just a guideline.

'guide price {also guide, less frequent) noun [c]

a price which is approximately the amount that you
will have to pay for sth such as property or shares:

The building is for sale at a guide price of€5 million.

gulf /gAlf/ noun [C, usually sing.]

an extremely large difference between people,

ideas or things: attempts to bridge the gulf between
management and employees

gun /gAn/ verb, noun
• verb

mis be 'gunning for sth to be trying very hard
to achieve sth or to get sth: The board is gunningfor
a price of€40 per share, o She's definitely gunning

for the top job.

• noun -> idiom at big adj. -» hired gun, laser gun,
STAPLE GUN

guru /'guru:/ noun [C] {informal)

an expert on a particular subject who shares his or

her knowledge through books, articles and
training: She is one of the highest paid management
gurus in the world.

O a business/design/an investment/a management/
technology guru
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hack /hdek/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj or no obj]

1 (IT) to use a computer to steal, change or look at

data on sb else's computer system without
permission: He hacked into the bank's computer, o
They had hacked secret data.

2 {often used with an adverb or a preposition) to

reduce jobs, costs, etc. in a very severe way: To curb

costs, he is planning to hack back bonuses.

'hacker noun [c] 'hacking noun [u]

• noun [c]

a writer or journalist who does a lot of low-quality

work and does not get paid much

haemorrhage {AmE spelling hemorrhage)
/'hemaria^/ noun, verb

• noun [c, usually sing.]

a serious loss of people or money from a company
or an organization: The haemorrhage of senior staff

has continued.

• verb [+ obj or no obj]

if a company or an organization haemorrhages
money, people or jobs, it loses a large amount: Our
immediate task is to stop the company
haemorrhaging cash.

nnU haemorrhage red 'ink (often used in

newspapers) to lose a large amount of money: In

the timber industry, mills are closing, unemployment
is rising and companies are haemorrhaging red ink.

haggle /'haegl/ verb [no obj]

haggle (with sb) (over sth) to argue with sb in order
to reach an agreement, especially about the price

of sth: They were haggling over the price. 'haggle
noun [c]

the 'Hague Rules /'heig/ noun [pi.]

a set of international rules relating to the transport

of goods by ship

haircut /'heakAt; AmE 'herkAt/ noun [sing.]

1 a reduction, especially in an amount of money:
Most of the Internet-related stocks took a haircut
(= lost value) yesterday.

2 {Finance) an amount of money that dealers take
off the price that they pay for shares, bonds, etc. or
add to the price that they sell them for, which pays
their fee: A haircut of 2.5 per cent is applied to each
buy/sell-back transaction.

'haircut verb [+ obj]

half a 'dozen = half-dozen

,half 'day noun [c]

a day on which people work only in the morning or
in the afternoon: Tuesday is her half day.

'half-day adjective [only before noun]

lasting for either the morning or the afternoon: a
half-day trading session o Workers staged a half-day
strike.

half- dozen {also .half a 'dozen) noun [sing.]

a set or group of six: a half-dozen companies o We
hope, to have about half a dozen new products in the
shops by December.

half- page adjective [only before noun]
using or covering half a page: a half-page
advertisement

half point noun [c]

{Finance) one of two equal divisions of a unit of
measurement, especially half of one per cent: Rates
were cut by a halfpoint, o a half-point cut in interest

rates

half- price adjective [only before noun]

costing half the usual price: a half-price ticket

half-price adverb: Children aged underfour go
half-price. ,half 'price noun [u]: We have many items

at halfprice or less.

.half-'year adjective [only before noun]

relating to a period of six months: Half-yearfigures

showed a 20% rise in pre-tax profits, o half-year

losses/profits ,half-'year noun [sing.]: We returned

to profit in the half-year ending Feb 28th.

,half-'yearly adjective [only before noun]

happening every six months; happening after the

first six months of the year: a half-yearly meeting o
the half-yearly sales figures .half-yearly adverb:

Interest will be paid half-yearly in June and
December.

hallmark /'hD:lma:k; AmE -ma:rk/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

1 a feature or quality that is typical of sth:

Cooperation has been the hallmark of the entire

project, o The award is the hallmark of excellence
{= a sign of high quality) for business

communication.
2 in the UK, a mark put on a gold, silver or

platinum object, showing the quality of the metal
and where and when the object was made

• verb [+ obj]

to put a hallmark on an object made from gold,

silver or platinum

'hall test noun [c]

{Marketing) a form of market research in which a

group of people are asked to come into a room and
give their opinions about a product, an
advertisement, etc.

halo ef fect noun [sing.]

the way that a good feeling or opinion about one
thing, or about one aspect of a person, is likely to

give you a good feeling about other things or about
the whole person: The new sports car has provided a

halo effectfor the whole brand, o Beware of the halo

effect when you are interviewing candidatesfor a job.

hammer /'haema(r)/ noun, verb

• noun
nn?l be/come/go under the hammer
{Commerce) to be sold at an auction (= a sale

where items are sold to the person who offers the

highest price)

• verb [+ obj]

to reduce the amount or value of sth in a sudden or

extreme way: Shares have been hammered by the

recent news, o The cold weather hammered ice cream
sales.

GCE13 ,hammer a'way at sth to keep working on
sth or emphasizing sth: People will continue to

hammer away at this issue, .hammer sth 'down to

reduce prices, costs, etc. by a large amount: All our
goods are at hammered-down prices, .hammer sth

'out to discuss a plan or a deal until all the details

are agreed: Final details have yet to be hammered
out.

hammering /'haemanrj/ noun [c, usually sing ]

a sudden and extreme reduction in value or

strength: Shares have taken a hammering.
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handbook. -> manual

hand /haend/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: second-hand, stock in hand

1 {informal) a hand [sing] help in doing sth: Do you
need a hand with those invoices?

2 {used in adjectives and verbs) by a person rather

than a machine: hand-painted pottery

3 [C] a person who does physical work, especially

on a farm or in a factory
n»n be good with your hands to be skilful at

making or doing things with your hands by 'hand
1 by a person rather than a machine: The vases are

painted by hand. 2 if a letter is delivered by hand,
it is delivered personally rather than sent by post/

mail get your 'hands on sth/sb to find or get sb/

sth: They want to get their hands on the company's
assets, in 'hand 1 if you have sth in hand, it is

available to be used: We have the money in hand to

begin the work now. -» on hand 2 if you have a

particular situation in hand, you are in control of

it: Don't worry about the travel arrangements—
everything is in hand. 3 the job or task in hand is

the one that you are dealing with: She likes to

dedicate herself 100% to the job in hand, in the
hands of sb; in sb's hands 1 owned or

controlled by a particular person or group: The
airline will remain in UK hands. 2 being dealt with
by sb; being taken care of by sb: III leave that in

your hands, on 'hand 1 available: Staff are on
hand to give you help and advice, o We still have

12 000 of the older models on hand. 2 {AmE) = to
hand ,out of your 'hands no longer your
responsibility: I'm afraid the matter is now out ofmy
hands, put your hand in your pocket {BrE) to

provide the money for sth, usually unwillingly: The
government has put its hand in its pocket to rescue

the jishing industry, to 'hand {BrE) {AmE on 'hand)

available immediately; easy to reach: Do you have

the figures to hand? -> idioms at cash noun, catch
verb, change verb, clean adj., exchange verb,

hold verb, money, show
• verb
nrm hand sth 'down (to sb) 1 to give or leave

sth to a younger member of your family: These skilb

used to be handed downfrom father to son. 2 {Law)

{especially AmE) to officially give a decision,

statement, etc: Ajudgement may be handed down
within days. ,hand sth 'in (to sb) to give sth to sb in

authority, especially a piece of work, a plan, etc:

Please make sure all proposals are handed in by
Friday, o I heard she had handed in her notice/
resignation (= had formally told her employer that

she wanted to stop working for them), hand sth

'off (to sb) {AmE) to give sb else your responsibility

for sth: handing off the project to your successor

.hand sth 'on (to sb) to give or leave sth to sb else:

The company is not obliged to hand this benefit on to

customers. Isyni pass sth on hand sth 'out (to sb)

to give a number of things to members of a group:

Copies of the report will be handed out at the

meeting. Isyni distribute -> handout hand sth

'over (to sb); ,hand 'over (to sb) to give sb else

your position of power or the responsibility for sth:

She will hand over the day-to-day running of the

division to Mr Butler.

'hand .baggage - hand luggage

handbill /'haendbil/ noun [c]

a small printed advertisement that is given to

people by hand

handbook /'haendbuk/ noun [c]

see also: service handbook

a book that contains information or instructions on
a particular subject: a practical handbook for

handcraft /'haendkra:ft; AmE -kraeft/ =
HANDICRAFT

hand-held adjective, noun
• adjective ,hand-'held [usually before noun]

small enough to be held in the hand while being
used: a hand-held camera

• noun hand-held [c]

a small computer that can be used in the hand

hand- holding noun [u]

the act of giving sb a lot of help and support (often

used in a disapproving way): Some customers
require a tremendous amount of hand-holding and
follow-up service.

handicraft /'ha3ndikra:ft; AmE -kraeft/ {AmE also

'handcraft) noun [c, usually pi., u]

the activity of making things with your hands using
technical skill and artistic ability; things made in

this way: traditional activities such asfarming and
handicrafts

• handle /'haendl/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

1 to deal with sth, especially products, money or

customers: Banks are used to handling large

amounts of cash, o The UK's seven airports handle
about 10 million passengers a month, o We can't

handle ordersfor less than 500. o The system handles

huge amounts of data.

2 to manage, organize or be responsible for sth:

Eddie handles marketing, sales andfinance, o The
launch of the new website was handled by an outside

agency.

3 {Transport) to store, pack or move goods: We
handle merchandise for several well-known firms.
-» handling
4 to touch, hold or move sth with your hands: The

package was marked: 'Fragile. Handle with care.

'

5 to deal with a difficult situation or person: The
crisis was handled very badly, o Can you give me
some advice about handling difficult customers?

• noun
DTEI get/have a 'handle on sth {informal) to get/

have the information that you need in order to deal

with sth: online tools to help employees get a handle

on theirfinances

handler /'haendl8(r)/ noun [C]

1 a company that moves, stores or packs goods:

grain/freight handlers

2 a person who carries or touches sth as part of

their job: food handlers

handling /'haendhrj/ noun [u]

see also: cargo handling, manual ~, materials ~,

shipping and ~

1 {Transport) the act or cost of storing, packing and
moving goods: a $2 chargefor postage and handling

o moves to cut handling costs o The company plans to

sell its handling division. IsynI carriage {BrE)

O handling charges/costs/expenses/fees a handling

agent/company
2 {Commerce) the cost of dealing with an order,

booking tickets, etc: There is a small handling charge

for advance bookings.

3 the way that sb deals with a situation: / was
impressed by his handling of the recent buy-out.

O assured/careful/firm/poor handling

4 the act of touching, carrying or moving sth:

products that can stand up to rough handling o
baggage handling o In the manufacturing industries

heavy materials handling is often done by robots.

O baggage/food/materials handling careful/rough

handling

5 {IT) the activities of storing, moving, and
processing data; the ability to do this



6 the process of dealing with sth: the firm's cash

handling operations o The airport has limited

passenger handlingfacilities.

'hand luggage {also hand .baggage, less

frequent) noun [u] {both especially BrE)

small bags that you can carry with you onto a plane

handmade /.haend'meid/ adjective

made by a person using their hands rather than by
machines: handmade shoes and bags -> machine-
made

hand- operated adjective

(about a machine) controlled by a person rather

than working automatically

handout /'haendaut/ noun [c]

1 money or goods given to sb who needs help: to

rely on handouts
2 money that is given to a person or an
organization by the government, etc., for example
to encourage commercial activity: The company
needed another massive state handout to keep going.

3 a document that is given out at a meeting or

other event
-» hand sth out (to sb) at hand verb

handover /'haendauva(r); AmE -ouvar/ noun [C,U]

an act of giving sth to sb else, for example control

of an organization or country; the period when this

is done: He agreed to remain as CEO until the

handover was complete, o Everything is in place for a
smooth handover.

hand- picked adjective

1 chosen very carefully, often by a particular

person: a hand-picked team
2 picked by people rather than by machines: All

ourfruit is hand-picked, hand-pick verb [+ obj]:

She was able to hand-pick her own team.

'hands-free adjective [usually before noun]

(about a telephone) able to be used without
needing to be held in the hand: hands-free phones/
headsets

handshake /'haendjeik/ noun [c]

1 an act of shaking sb's hand, used especially to

say hello or goodbye or when you have made an
agreement: Everything was agreed on a handshake.
2 handshake deal/agreement a deal which has
been agreed in a conversation or an email,
although there is not yet a formal written
agreement: He is determined to get them to stick to

their handshake deal
3 = golden handshake
4 {IT) an instance of handshaking

handshaking /'haendjeikin/ noun [u]

{IT) the process of your computer connecting with
another computer, for example when you use the
Internet; the sound of this happening

,hands-'off adjective [usually before noun]
dealing with people or a situation by not becoming
directly involved and by allowing people to do
what they want: He has a hands-offapproach to

managing the company. -» hands-on

hands-'on adjective [usually before noun]

1 dealing with sth by becoming directly involved,
rather than leaving other people to do it: his hands-
on approach to running the business o I'm a hands-
on manager. -> hands-off
2 doing something rather than just talking about
it: They both have hands-on experience of
marketing, o hands-on training

'hang-out loan noun [c] {AmE)
{Finance) the amount of money that you still have to
pay at the end of the period of time that you have
borrowed the money for
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the Hang Seng Index [also the Hang Seng)
/.haerj 'serj/ noun [sing ]

a figure which shows the average price of shares on
the Hong Kong stock exchange: The Hang Seng
Index was up 35.81 points.

happy 'camper noun [c] {informal)

a customer, an employee, etc. who has no
complaints: 'We are not exactly happy campers', one
employee said after the job cuts.

harass /'haeras; ha'raes/ verb [+ obj] {often be
harassed)

to annoy, worry or threaten sb by putting pressure

on them or saying or doing unpleasant things to

them: She claims she has been sexually harassed at

work, o harassing phone calls

harassment /'haerasmant; ha'raesmant/ noun [U]

behaviour which is deliberately unpleasant or

frightening, and which causes sb to feel upset:

claims of bullying and harassment in the workplace o
He had been subjected to continual racial harassment
(= harassment because of his race) by colleagues.

0 to be subjected to/be subject to/suffer harassment
racial/sexual harassment

hard /ha:d; AmE ha:rd/ adjective, adverb

• adjective (harder, hardest)

1 [only before noun] definite; based on information
that can be proved: Is there any hard evidence that

the company is recovering? o We think about 90% of
the email is internal, but we have no hard figures.

O hard evidence/facts/figures/numbers

2 [usually before noun] if the market is hard, or if

prices are hard, prices remain high: We expect the

hard market to be sharp and brief.

-» SOFT
EE] drive/strike a hard bargain to argue in an
aggressive way to try to force sb to agree on the

best possible price or arrangement ,hard and 'fast

{used especially after no, not etc.) that cannot be
changed in any circumstances: There are no hard
andfast rules about this.

• adverb
uHZH be hard 'up for sth to have too few or too

little of sth: We're hard up for good ideas. -> hard up
-» idiom at hit verb

hard 'asset noun [c, usually pi.]

{Finance) an investment in physical things such as

gold, silver, coins and art -> intangible asset

hardball /'ha:dbo:l;4/nF'ha:rd-/ noun [u]

a way of behaving which shows that you are very
determined to get what you want and will not let

sb else gain an advantage: BA is prepared to play
hardball, o This is management hardball, o a
hardball negotiator

,hard 'cash (BrE) {AmE ,cold 'cash) noun [u]

money, especially in the form of coins and notes,

that you can spend: hard cash on the balance sheet o
turningyour equity into hard cash

hard- charging adjective

working very hard and being very determined to get

what you want: hard-charging managers/executives

hard- code verb [+ obj]

(IT) to write data so that it cannot easily be changed

,hard com'modity noun [c, usually pi.]

(Finance) a raw material such as metal, chemicals,

oil, etc. that can be bought and sold to make a

profit: trading in hard commodities o hard-

commodity prices -» soft commodity

,hard 'copy noun [c.u]

text, pictures, etc. on paper rather than in a

computer file: Do you keep hard copies ofyour
emails?
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'hard-core adjective [usually before noun]

1 particularly active or enthusiastic: Early Xbox
sales were mainly to hard-core gamers.
2 involving people who are unlikely to change
their opinions or behaviour: the hard-core

unemployed (= who have had no work for a long
time and are not very likely to find a job)

'hard costs noun [pi.]

{Accounting) money that is spent on physical

equipment and materials soft costs

.hard currency noun [u,c]

{Economics) money which is easy to exchange for

money from another country because it is not likely

to lose its value: Expatriate workers are paid in hard
currency. -> soft currency

.hard 'data noun [u]

information that can be measured or proved: The
business plan is full of hard data in theform of tables

and graphs. -» soft data

.hard 'disk {also 'hard drive) noun [c]

{IT) the part inside a computer on which data and
programs are stored: Save it to the hard disk.

hard- earned adjective [only before noun]

that you get only after a lot of work and effort: their

hard-earned cash

harden /'ha:dn; AmE 'ha:rdn/ verb [no obj]

if prices harden, or if the market hardens, prices

rise and stay high: Gold hardened to around $347 an
ounce.

'hard goods = durable goods

.hard 'hat noun [c]

1 a hat worn for safety in areas where building
work is being done, or in factories

2 {informal) {especially AmE) a worker in the building
trade: We need to get the hard hats back on the job.

.hard HR'M /,eitja:r 'em/ noun [u]

{HR) hard human resources management an
approach to managing people that regards them as

assets that must be used for the benefit of the
business -> soft HRM

.hard 'landing noun [c, usually sing.]

{Economics, informal) a situation when the economy,
or part of ir, experiences a rapid decrease in trade

and activity after a long period when it has been
growing: The government has lowered interest rates

to try to avoid a hard landingfor the economy.
-» soft landing

.hard loan noun [c]

{Finance) a loan to a person or country at a normal
rate of interest and which must be paid back in

HARD CURRENCY -» SOFT LOAN

.hard 'sell noun
{Marketing)

1 [sing; u] the process of trying very hard to

persuade sb to buy sth, in a way that puts pressure
on them: Customers don't like the hard sell, o There's

no hard sell here, o hard-sell advertising

2 [sing.] {AmE) a product that is not easy to sell: The
shares will be a hard sell in the current market.
-» SOFT SELL

.hard 'selling noun [u]

{Marketing) the activity of trying very hard to

persuade sb to buy sth, in a way that puts pressure
on them ,hard-selling ad/ecf/Ve [only before

noun]: hard-selling salespeople

hardship /'ha:d.fip; AmE 'ha:rd-/ noun [sing; U]

a situation that is difficult or unpleasant because
you do not have enough money or are working in

difficult conditions: a hardship allowance for
doctors working in unpleasant conditions

.hard 'up adjective {informal)

not having enough money: The company's now so
hard up, it can't afford to pay its staff, o hard-up
students -> idiom at hard adv

• hardware /'hu:dwea(r); AmE 'ha:rdwer/ noun [u]

1 {IT) the machinery and electronic parts of a
computer system: computer hardware and software
suppliers -> software
2 electronic or mechanical equipment: suppliers of
machinery, trucks, hardware and other items

.hard-'wired adjective

1 {IT) being part of a computer system, rather than
being provided by software

2 (about behaviour) that happens automatically
and that cannot be changed: We are hard-wired to

communicate verbally.

,hard-'wire verb [+ obj]

, hard- working adjective

putting a lot of effort into your work: She's open,

hard-working and a good team member.

harmonization , -isation /.hcKmanai'zeijn;

AmE ,ha:rmana'z-/ noun [u; sing.]

1 the activity of making systems, rules or
standards the same in different areas, countries,

parts of an organization, etc: global harmonization
2 {HR) the process of giving all of your employees
the same status or conditions, for example by
removing the difference between workers and
managers, or by making everyone wear the same
uniform

harmonize , -ise /'ha:manaiz; AmE 'ha:rm-/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to successfully combine different

ideas, systems or people; to combine successfully:

The leader's role is to put together and harmonize
such views.

2 [+ obj] to make systems, rules or standards the

same in different parts of an organization or area:

the need to harmonize tax levels across the European
Union

harness /'ha:ms; AmE 'ha:rnis/ verb [+ obj]

to use energy, skills or resources in order to achieve

sth: There are many ways to harness the power of the

Net. o We must harness the skill and creativity of our
workforce.

harvesting /'ha:vistirj;/\m£ 'ha:rv-/ noun [c,u]

{Marketing) the practice of no longer investing in a

product but continuing to sell it, so that profits

increase. This usually happens in the period before
the product is removed from the market.

'hatchet man noun [C] {informal)

a person in an organization who is responsible for

telling people that they have lost their jobs or for

making other changes which are not popular

haul /had/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

{Transport) to transport or move goods by road or

rail: a trucking business that haub containers to and
from the ports o a waste hauling company
IEE3 haul sb over the 'coals {BrE) {AmE rake sb

over the 'coals) to criticize sb severely because they

have done sth wrong: / was hauled over the coals by
my boss for being late.

• noun [C]

see also: short-haul

1 {Transport) the distance covered in a particular

journey: The truck's last haul was less than 75 miles.

-» BACKHAUL
2 a quantity of fish caught at one time

haulage /'ho:lid3/ {especially BrE) {AmE usually

'hauling) noun [u]

see also: heavy haulage, road haulage

{Transport) the activity or business of transporting

goods by road or rail; money charged for this: the



road haulage industry o a haulagefirm/contractor o
How much is haulage?

haulier /'ho:lia(r)/ (BrE) {AmE hauler /'ho:la(r)/)

noun [C]

see also: road haulier

(Transport) a company or person whose business is

transporting goods by road or rail Isyni carrier

hauling /'ho:lin/ = haulage

have /haev/ verb

nvn be 'had {informal) if you have been had, you
have been cheated or tricked: You've been had—it's

not worth that much.

haven /'heivn/ noun [c]

see also: safe haven, tax haven

a safe place: Gold stocks are a havenfor investors in

difficult times.

the Hawthorne effect noun [sing]

(HR) the fact that people's behaviour changes if

they believe they are being observed or studied

the 'Hay ,system noun [sing.]

(HR) a system for measuring the knowledge and
skills that are needed or used in a particular job

hazard /'hsezad; AmE -ard/ noun [C]

see also: moral hazard, occupational hazard

a thing that can be dangerous or cause damage:
This would not pose a safety hazard, o The aim is to

make employees aware ofpotential hazards.

.hazardous substances noun [pi ]

types of solids, liquids or gases which may be
present where people work and are dangerous to

their health

'hazard pay = danger money

head /hed/ noun, verb

• noun [c,u]

see also: head-to-head

the person in charge of a group of people or an
organization: / am the head of a small company, o a
meeting of department heads o She resigned as head
of marketing, o the head buyer ofwomen's wear See
note at responsibility
[EE] a/per 'head for each person: The meal worked
out at $50 a head, get your head around/round
sth to be able to understand sth: Once we've got our
heads around this problem, we can start to suggest
solutions, have/get/keep your head down to

start/continue to work very hard: Let's just get our
heads down and finish the project, have a 'head for
sth to be good at sth: a hardworking manager with
a good headfor business have/get/give sb a head
'start (in sth/on sb/over sb) to have or give sb an
advantage at the beginning of sth: This course will

giveyou a head start in your career, o The compe-
tition had a one-year head start onus(= they
produced the product one year before we did),

heads will 'roll {informal) used to say that some
people will be punished because of sth that has
happened (be) in over your 'head (be) involved in

sth that is too difficult for you to deal with: After a
week in the new job, I soon realized that I was in over
my head, keep your head above water to deal
with a difficult situation, especially one in which
you have financial problems, and just manage to
survive: The French company is struggling to keep its

head above water, over sb's 'head 1 too difficult

or complicated for sb to understand: Much of the
technical information was over my head. 2 to a
higher position of authority than sb: I'm not happy
thatyou went over my head to askfor this time off.

put our/your/their heads together to think
about or discuss sth as a group two heads are
better than 'one used to say that two people can

259 headline

achieve more than one person working alone
-> idioms at block noun, turn verb

• verb

1 [+ obj] to lead or be in charge of sth: She has been
appointed to head a team of 50 sales staff, o a
committee headed by an outside lawyer Isyni head up
sth
2 [no obj] {also be headed, especially in AmE) (used

with an adverb or a preposition) to move in a

particular direction: Can you forecast where the

economy is heading? o The manufacturing sector

may be heading back towards recession, o Prices are

already headed higher, o 100 000 copies of the new
game are headedfor the US.

3 [+ obj] (usually be headed) to put a word or
words at the top of a page or section of a book or an
article as a title: a section of the report headed
'Strengths and weaknesses of the company' o Print

the letter on headed paper (= paper with the
company's name and address on it).

DEE! head north/ south (about share prices,

currencies, etc.) to rise/fall in value: The country's

currency headed southfor the second day, weakening
1.4% '

mod ,head sth 'off to take action in order to

prevent sth from happening: trying to head offjob
losses ,head 'up sth to lead or be in charge of a

department, part of an organization, etc: They are

searchingfor someone to head up the new
department. LiilU A noun must always follow up,
but a pronoun comes between the verb and up
Isyni head See note at responsibility

headcount (AmE spelling usually head count)
/'hedkaunt/ noun [C,U]

an act of counting the number of people who are

employed by an organization, are at an event, etc.;

the number of people that have been counted in

this way: The company is cutting its headcount to

about 45 000.

0 to cut/lower/reduce (the) headcount the

headcount drops/falls to do/make/take a
headcount

header /'heda(r)/ noun [C]

a line or block of text that is automatically added to

the top of every page that is printed from a

computer: The header gives the page number and
date of the document. -> footer

headhunt /'hedhAnt/ verb [+ obj]

(HR) (usually be headhunted)
to find sb who has the right skills and experience
for a senior job in a company or an organization

and persuade them to leave their present job: / was
headhunted by a marketing agency. See note at

employ headhunter noun [C]: Headhunters
have been brought in to search for a successor to the

chatrman.'headhunting noun [u]: a headhunting
firm

heading /'hedirj/ noun [C]

1 a title printed at the top of a page or at the

beginning of a section of a book, report, etc.

2 the subject of each section of a speech or piece of

writing: The company's aims can be grouped under
three main headings.

headline /'hedlam/ adjective (BrE)

1 (Economics) used to describe a number, figure,

rate, etc. that includes everything: The unadjusted

headline figurefor unemployment is 4.2 million.

2 (Finance) used to describe a figure that does not

include profits or losses related to unusual events:

Headline pre-tax profits before goodwill rose 32% to

$98 m.
-» underlying



headline earnings 2so

.headline 'earnings noun [pi ] (er£)

(Finance) the profit that a company makes, not

including profits or losses related to unusual events

such as the sale of assets, emergency payments,
etc: The company reported a sharp fall in headline

earnings, o Regular earnings per share may have
collapsed but headline EPS are up 1.5%.

headline in flation noun [u] [also headline
'rate of inflation [c, usually sing.]) {both BrE)

(Economics) the rate at which the prices of goods
and services rise over a period of time, including

costs which are likely to change, such as food and
fuel and, in the UK, the cost of mortgages (=
loans to buy a home): Headline inflation rose by
2.9%. -» UNDERLYING INFLATION, RETAIL PRICE
INDEX

*,head 'office (abbrHO) (also ,main 'office) noun
[C; U with sing./pl. verb]

the main office of a company; the managers who
work there: Their head office is in New York, o I don 't

know what head office will think about this proposal.

head- on adjective [only before noun]

in which people compete or deal with sb/sth in a

direct and determined way: The store is trying to

avoid head-on competition with the supermarkets, o
There was a head-on confrontation between
management and unions, head- on adverb: We
must tackle the problem head-on (- without trying

to avoid it).

headquartered /,hed'kw3:tad; AmE 'hed-

kwa:rtard/ adjective [not before noun]

having headquarters in the place mentioned: The
business will be headquartered in London.

headquarters /,hed'kwo:taz; AmE 'hed-

kwo:rtarz/ noun [u with sing./pl. verb; C] (plural

headquarters) (abbr HQ)
the place from where an organization is controlled;

the people who work there: The company's
headquarters is/are in Cambridge, o Several

companies have their headquarters in the area, ol'm
now based at headquarters.

headset /'hedset/ noun [C]

equipment worn on the head, for example when
using a telephone or computer: hands-free
headsetsf01 mobile phones/cellphones

heads of a greement noun [c,u] (plural heads
of agreement) (BrE)

(Law) a document that states the main points in a

deal or an agreement that two organizations are

discussing, before a full legal contract is written:

The two companies have signed a non-binding heads

ofagreement to merge.

heads-up noun [C, usually sing.]

1 a warning about sth: Thanks for the heads-up
about business etiquette!

2 a short report giving the most recent

information, especially about what is going to

happen: Let me give you a quick heads-up on the new
design.

, head-to-'head adjective [only before noun]

in which two people or groups face each other
directly in order to decide the result of a dispute or

competition: a head-to-head battle between the low-

fares airlines head-to- head adverb: The two
banks will go head-to-head in a battle to win the

deal.

headway /'hedwei/ noun
fnHH make 'headway to rise in value: The pound
made headway against the euro, o In thefood retail

sector Tesco made headway, rising 0.8%.

health /heie/ noun [u]

1 how successful or strong sth is: There were fears
about the health of the US economy, o Investors were
misled about the company's financial health.

2 the work of providing medical services: The job
includes pension and health benefits.

3 the condition of a person's body or mind: Health
and beauty sales were up by 3.3%.
-> idiom at clean adjective

health and safety noun [u]

(HR) activities connected with recognizing risks and
dangers to health in places of work and protecting

employees from these risks: We are committed to

improving health and safety standards for all our
employees, o She's head ofHealth and Safety at the

Fire Brigades Union.

0 health and safety laws/policies/regulations/

requirements/rules/standards

EEH3 In the UK, health and safety regulations are
based on the Health and Safety Act of 1974 and the

1992 Health and Safety at Work Regulations and
are an important part of an employee's contract of
employment.

'health care (also spelled healthcare) noun [u]

1 the service of providing medical care: providers

ofprivate health care o There was a dispute over

employee health-care benefits.

O health-care benefits/costs health-care personnel/

professionals/workers

2 medical products and services: The group has
split into three divisions—health care, chemicals and
agrochemicals. o reductions on beauty and health-

care products

O a health-care business/company/group/market
health-care products

health in surance noun [u]

a type of insurance in which a person receives

money to pay for medical treatment if they are ill/

sick or injured, often provided by employers: Many
companies offer private health insurance as part of
their employment packages. Isyni medical
insurance See note at salary

health .warning noun [c]

a notice on particular products, required by law,

that warns people that using the items can damage
their health: Cigarette packets are required to carry a

health warning, o (figurative) These investments come
with a health warning that their value can go up or

down.

healthy /'helOi/ adjective (healthier, healthiest)

large or successful, working well, etc: a healthy

economy o The telecom group have made a healthy

profit, o We are in a much healthier position now
than we were last year. healthily /'helGili/ adverb

hearing /'hiarirj; AmE'hir-/ noun [c]

see also: disciplinary hearing

an official meeting at which the facts about a

crime, complaint, etc. are presented to the person

or group of people who will have to decide what
action to take: A court hearing ruled that the

directors had acted illegally, o There was a hearing

into the causes of the accident. -> idiom at fair adj.

0 to conduct/have/hold a hearing to attend a

hearing * a committee/court/tribunal hearing a

full/private/public hearing

heartland
;
"ha:tia3nd; /4m£ 'harrt-/ noun [C] (also

heartlands [pi.])

1 an area where an activity or an organization is

especially successful, popular or important: the

industrial heartlands of Germany o the heartland of
the automobile business

O the agricultural/industrial/manufacturing

heartland



2 a place which is considered to be at the centre of

a country or region: a dairy company in America's

heartland

heatseeker /'hi:tsi:ka(r)/ noun [c] {informal)

a customer who always buys the newest version of

a product as soon as it is available

heavy /'hevi/ adjective (heavier, heaviest)

1 more or worse than usual in amount, degree,

etc: Trading was heavy at 818 million shares, o The
bankfaces heavy losses, o Competition from cheap
imports is now heavier than ever.

2 (about machines, vehicles, etc.) large and
powerful: The company manufactures a wide range

of heavy machinery, o heavy trucks

3 {BrE) heavy on sth using or having a lot of sth:

We're light on stocks and heavy on bonds.

4 [usually before noun] involving a lot of work or

activity; very busy: a heavy schedule

5 needing a lot of physical strength: J have been
advised to avoid heavy lifting.

heavily /'hevili/ adverb: Microsoft has invested

heavily in China, o heavily indebted telecomsfirms
{= with large amounts of debt) o a heavily loaded
van -» light

,heavy-'duty adjective [only before noun]

very strong and suitable for hard physical work or

to be used all the time: heavy-duty trucks {= strong
and large) o For business use you need a heavy-duty
word-processing program. IoppI light-duty
-> MEDIUM-DUTY

.heavy engi neering noun [u]

businesses that design and produce large things

such as ships, machinery and vehicles; the
activities of these businesses light engineering

,heavy 'goods .vehicle = hgv
'heavy half noun [sing.]

{Marketing) the group of customers which are half

or less than half of the total number, who buy more
than half of the total goods sold

.heavy haulage noun [u]

{Transport) the activity or business of transporting
heavy goods or materials; the vehicles or systems
used for this

.heavy 'hitter {also ,big 'hitter) noun [c]

1 (often used in newspapers) a person who has a
lot of influence in business, politics or public life: A
heavy hitter has been brought in as chairman.
2 (often used in newspapers) a product or business
which is very successful: The business has decided to

focus on their heavy hitters.

.heavy industry noun [u,c]

businesses that use large amounts of raw materials
and large machines to produce metal, coal,

vehicles, etc: The area has been hit by the decline of
heavy industry. -» light industry .heavy
industrial adjective: heavy industrial facilities

heavyweight /'heviwert/ noun [c]

1 a successful or important person, company or
thing, that has a lot of influence: technology/
software/oil heavyweights o He transformed the
company into a global gas and power heavyweight, o
the appointment of several heavyweights to the Board
2 a thing, material, etc. that weighs more than
usual
-» LIGHTWEIGHT
'heavyweight adjective [only before noun]:

heavyweight stocks

hectic /'hektik/ adjective

full of activity; extremely busy: a hectic day's
trading o I have a hectic schedule, o It's been hectic in
the store this morning.

hecto- /'hektau; AmE -too/ combiningform {used in

nouns; often used in units of measurement)
one hundred: hectolitre

261 heritage

hedge /hed3/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj or no obj] {Finance)

to protect yourself against the risk of losing money
in the future because of changes in the value of

shares, currencies, raw materials, etc., for example
by buying or selling futures (= contracts to buy or

sell a particular amount of sth for a fixed price at a

particular time in the future), options (= the right

to buy or sell sth for a fixed price in the future), etc:

They want to hedge their exposure to interest-rate

risk, o The airline has hedged 77% of its expected fuel
requirements next quarter at 79€ a gallon, o He
prefers companies that choose not to hedge.

'hedging noun [u]: There's a balance between the

cost of hedging and running an acceptable risk, o
hedging strategies/techniques

Q3E1,hedge your 'bets to reduce the risk of losing

or making a mistake by supporting more than one
side in a competition, an argument, etc., or by
having several choices available to you: She hedged
her bets by applyingfor several jobs.

Q333 'hedge against sth to do sth to protect

yourself against problems, especially against losing

money: The news encouraged investors to hedge
against a fall in the dollar.

• noun [C]

see also: currency hedge

a way of reducing the risk of losing money in the
future because of changes in the value or price of
sth such as shares, currencies, raw materials, rates

of interest, etc: Real estate can be a hedge against
inflation (= property will rise in value more than
the rate of inflation).

'hedge fund noun [c]

{Finance) a type of investment fund used by people
or organizations with large amounts of money to

invest and not open to the general public, that tries

to gain maximum profit by using a variety of
investment strategies, including some with very
high risk: Hedgefunds have invested $29 bn in

Japan, o a hedgefund manager

hefty /'hefti/ adjective (heftier, heftiest)

large; in large quantities: They sold it easily and
made a hefty profit, o Interest rates have gone up to a

hefty 12%.

'helicopter view noun [c] {informal)

a broad general view or description of a problem
[SYNl OVERVIEW -» 10 000-FOOT VIEW

helm /helm/ nou

n

EE} at the 'helm (of sth) in charge of an
organization or a project: With MrMunro at the

helm, the company has continued to grow, take the
'helm (of/at sth) to take charge of an organization
or a project: He took the helm at the bank in 1999.

'help desk noun [c]

a service, usually in a company, that gives people
information and help, especially if they are having
problems with a computer

helpline /'helplam/ noun [C] {BrF)

a telephone service that provides advice and
information about particular problems: a 24-hour
telephone helpline o a health helpline

help .menu noun [c]

{It) a list of subjects shown on a computer screen

that you can click on when you need help with a

computer program

hemorrhage = haemorrhage

heritage /'hentid3/ noun [C, usually sing.]

the history, traditions and qualities that a country,

society or company has had for many years and
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that are considered an important part of its

character: Aston Martin's prestigious brand heritage

'heritage .industry noun [c with sing./pl.verb]

organizations that are involved in the history,

traditions and culture of a place; the people, places

and activities connected with these organizations:

a managerial role in the heritage industry

HFE /.eitjef'i:/ = human factors engineering

HGV /.eitj d3i: 'vi:/ abbr (BrE)

heavy goods vehicle a large lorry/truck: an HGV
licence o HGV drivers

hidden a genda noun [c]

the thing that sb is really trying to achieve, rather

than the thing that they say they are trying to

achieve: Analysts should be trusted advisers, not

salesmen with a hidden agenda.

hidden unem ployment noun [u]

{Economics) people who have no work or very little

work but who are not officially recorded as

unemployed, for example people who are ill/sick or

who are caring for sb: The country suffersfrom
severe hidden unemployment, with the official jobless

count a fraction of the real total. .hidden
unem ployed noun [pi.]: The number of hidden

unemployed had risen 130000 since 2002.

• hierarchy /'haiara:ki; AmE -ra:rki/ noun
1 [C,u] the different levels at which people or

things are organized, depending on how much
authority, responsibility or importance they have:

the highest levels of the corporate hierarchy o She's

quite high up in the management hierarchy.

2 [c with sing./pl. verb] the group of people in

control of a large organization or institution

hierarchical /,haia'ra:kikl; AmE -'ra:rk-/

adjective: Most of us work in hierarchical

organizations, hierarchically /,haia'ra:kikli; AmE
-'ra:rk-/ adverb

.hierarchy of 'needs = maslow's hierarchy
OF NEEDS

high /hai/ adjective, adverb, noun
• adjective (higher, highest)

1 greater or better than normal in quantity, size or

degree: high prices o a high rate of inflation o a
demand for higher wages o Sales were 5.9% higher

than lastyear, o Unemployment is at its highest level

for eight years, o The job needs a high degree of
accuracy.

2 [usually before noun] above other people or

things in importance or status: She has reached the

highest rankfor a woman ever at the company, o We
place a high priority on employees' development.

3 containing a lot of a particular substance: foods
which are high in fat
4 above the usual or expected standard: Our
customers expect the highest quality of service.

IoppI low -> idioms at play verb, ride verb

• adverb (higher, highest)

at or to a large cost, value or amount: high-priced

products o Prices are expected to rise even higher this

year. IoppI low
•noun [C]

see also: historic high, sky-high

.high a chiever noun [c]

a person who is very successful in their work or
studies: The women were all high achievers in their

fields. -» high-flyer

high- concept adjective [usually before noun]

used to describe sth that has a very interesting,

attractive and clear idea: high-concept designer

stores

high- cost {also ,higher-'cost) adjective [usually

before noun]

involving high costs; expensive: the higher-cost

airports o Thefirm is located in a high-cost area.

[OPP] LOW-COST

'high-end adjective [usually before noun]

having the highest price, quality or importance: a
high-end product o high-end retailers o buying high-

end PCs 'high-end noun [sing.] [opp] low-end

higher- cost - high-cost

higher-income = high-income

higher- up {especially AmE) {BrE usually ,high-'up)

noun [C] {informal)

a person with a high position in a company or an
organization: improving the way higher-ups

communicate with employees

high finance noun [u]

business activities which involve very large

amounts of money: the world of high finance o
They're a big name in high finance.

,high-'flyer {AmE spelling usually -flier) noun [c]

1 a person who has the desire and the ability to be
very successful in their job: high-flyers in retail

banking -» high achiever
2 a company or an investment that is or has been
very successful: The company was a stock market
high-flyer during the Internet boom.

high- flying adjective: a high-flying career in

advertising

.high- grade adjective [usually before noun]

1 having a high level or quality: The plans were

printed on high-grade waste paper, o high-grade

workers/specialists

2 {Finance) not likely to lose money: high-grade

bonds
[oppj low-grade

.high-'growth adjective [usually before noun]

growing quickly in value or importance; likely to

do this: The bank has concentrated on high-growth

areas, o high-growth stocks

high- impact adjective [usually before noun]

making a strong impression; having a strong
influence: a high-impact ad campaign IoppI low-
impact

high- income adjective [usually before noun]

1 {also .higher-'income) having or earning a lot of

money: high-income countries/households o higher-

income earners/taxpayers

2 earning a high level of interest: high-income

bonds
[OPPJ low-income

high-in volvement .product noun [c]

{Marketing) a product that customers are willing to

spend a lot of time and effort looking for and
buying-* low-involvement product

.high-
1

level adjective [only before noun]

1 involving senior people: high-level meetings o a

series of high-level management changes

2 {IT) (about a computer language) similar to an
existing language such as English, making it fairly

simple to use: written in a high-level language like

BASIC
[OPP] LOW-LEVEL

the highest level or amount: The share price has

fallen from a high of773<t to 95$. o Unemployment
hit record highs. IoppI low
O an all-time/a record high to hit/reach/rise to a

high of ...

nTTTl on 'high used in a humorous way to refer to

the people in senior positions in an organization:

An order came downfrom on high that lunch breaks



highlight /'hailait/ verb, noun

• verb [+ obj]

1 to make sth very obvious so that people give it

more attention: The figures highlighted the needfor

reforms to the market, o The dollar's problems were

highlighted by its weakness against the yen.

2 to emphasize parts of a text with colour, using a

pen or a computer: Highlight the section thatyou
want to delete.

• noun
1 highlights [pi ] the most important information

about sth; a document containing this information:

sales highlights o Here are some highlights of the

survey.

2 [c] the best or most important part of an activity

or event: the highlight of his career

highly /'haili/ adverb

1 at or to a high standard, level or amount: a

highly paid job o highly trained workers

2 very: a highly successful business woman o a

highly skilled workforce

high- margin adjective [usually before noun]

{Accounting; Marketing) providing a high profit:

Greater sales of higher-margin products had helped

the company to meet the target earlier than expected.

LOW-MARGIN

high net 'worth adjective [only before noun]

having a large amount of money; involving a large

amount of money: high net worth customers/clients/

investors -> HNWI

high- paid adjective [usually before noun]

1 earning a lot of money: high-paid accountants
and lawyers

2 the high-paid noun [pi ] people who are paid a

lot of money
|OPP| LOW-PAID

high-per formance adjective [only before noun]

that can go very fast or do complicated things:

high-performance organizations/companies o high-

performance computers

high-per forming adjective [usually before noun]

working to a very high standard: a high-performing
company/team

high- powered adjective

1 (about people) having a lot of power and
influence; full of energy: high-powered executives

2 (about a job) important; with a lot of
responsibility: She has an extremely high-powered
job in London.
3 {also ,high-'power) (about machines) very
powerful: a high-powered computer/laser

.high-pressure adjective [only before noun]

1 that involves aggressive ways of persuading sb to

do sth or to buy sth: high-pressure selling techniques

2 that involves a lot of worry and anxiety: a high-

pressure job iSYNl STRESSFUL
lOPPl LOW-PRESSURE

high- priced {also ,high-'price) adjective [usually

before noun]

expensive: high-priced housing/hotel rooms o high-

price advertising space IoppI low-priced

high- profile adjective [usually before noun]
receiving a great deal of attention in the media;
well-known: high-profile events such as boxing
matches o high-profile companies foppl low-profile

high- quality adjective

of a high standard: high-quality products o high-
quality, committed workers

high- ranking adjective [usually before noun]
senior; important: the highest ranking executives o a
high-ranking post

263 high touch

.high-reso lution {also hi res, high-res / hai

'rez/) adjective [usually before noun]

showing a lot of clear, sharp detail: high- resolution

cameras o high-resolution photographs IoppI low-
resolution

'high-rise adjective [only before noun]

a high-rise building is very tall, with many levels: a
high-rise apartment building o the company's new
high-rise headquarters 'high-rise noun [c]: the

city's most expensive high-rise

'high road noun [sing ]

(MR) a method of gaining an advantage in business

which involves developing workers' skills, paying
them high wages, giving them good conditions, etc.

and producing goods of high value: encouraging

corporations to take the high road o a high-road

company -» low road

,high 'roller noun [C] {AmE) {informal)

1 a person who gambles very large amounts of

money, either on the stock exchange or in clubs

where you play games for money (casinos): City

high rollers o the high rollers thatflock to Las Vegas

2 an important person who earns or spends a great

deal of money: a meeting of high-tech high rollers

high- rolling adjective

the ,high 'seas noun [pi.] [formal)

areas of the oceans that are not under the legal

control of a particular country

high 'season noun [u; sing.] {especially BrE)

the time of year when a hotel or tourist area
receives most visitors: Hotels usually raise their

prices in (the) high season, o {figurative) It's high

season for bankers in the region as they competefor
clients who are eager to move theirfunds. IoppI low
season

,high-'speed adjective [only before noun]

fast: high-speed Internet access o a high-speed

connection to the Internet o a high-speed rail link

'high street noun [c, usually sing.] {BrE)

the main road in a town, where the shops/stores,

banks, etc. are: They have a store in the High Street.

0 Sales were stronger in out-of-town centres than on
the high street {= the businesses in the centre of a

town), o high-street stores/retailers o High-street

sales have been poor.

*,high-'tech {also spelled hi ~) adjective, noun
• adjective

1 using the most modern methods, machines or

devices, especially electronic ones: high-tech

equipment/systems o Today's clothing industry is

very high-tech and computerized.

2 (about objects, designs, etc.) very modern in

appearance; using modern materials: a high-tech

table made ofglass and steel

3 [usually before noun] producing things that

include very modern technologies: the high-tech

boom of the late 1990s

-> LOW-TECH
• noun [u] {informal) = high technology

.high tech nology {formal) {also ,high-'tech)

noun [u]

areas of business which provide or use very

advanced computers and methods; the computers
and methods involved: the number ofpeople

working in high technology o high-technology stocks/

exports

,high 'touch adjective [usually before noun]

involving a lot of human contact or activity, rather

than relying on machines: a process that maintains

a high-touch, personal feel .high 'touch noun [u]:

Thefocus is on high touch rather than high tech.
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high- up - HIGHER-UP

,high volume noun [c,u]

a large quantity of sth: We need to make a high

volume of calls around the world every day. o We are

ready to start high-volume production. IoppI low
VOLUME

high- yield {also ,high-'yielding) adjective [only

before noun]

{Finance) used to describe investments that produce
a high income but may have some risk: high-yield

bonds/funds/debt o high-yielding currencies/stocks o
the European high-yield market -> junk bond,
low-yield

, high-'yielder noun [c]

hijack /'haid3aek/ verb [+ obj]

1 to take over a meeting, an idea or a system in a

way that other people do not like, in order to

achieve what you want: Its annual meeting was
hijacked by critics.

2 to take control of sth, especially sb's computer,
without their agreement: A hacker had hijacked

their email system.

hike /haik/ noun, verb {informal)

• noun [C] {especially AmE)
a large or sudden increase in prices, costs, etc: a

16% hike in profits o Another hike in interest rates

has been announced, o a tax/rate/price hike

• verb [+ obj or no obj]

hike sth (up) to increase prices, taxes, etc. suddenly
or by a large amount: He is not planning to hike

interest rates, o They will not hike up prices.

hinterland /'hmtalaend; AmE -tarl-/ noun [C,

usually sing.]

1 the areas of a country that are away from the

coast, from the banks of a large river or from the

main cities

2 the area around a major town or port: Who is

buying property in London's green hinterland?

• hire /'haia(r)/ verb, noun
• verb

1 {HR) [+ obj or no obj] {especially AmE) to give sb a
job: She was hired three years ago. o He does the

hiring andfiring in our company, o We're not

hiring right now.

2 [+ obj] to employ sb for a short time to do a

particular job: to hire a lawyer o They hired afirm of
consultants to design the new system.

3 [+ obj] {especially BrE) to pay money to borrow sth

for a short time: to hire a car/room/DVD -» rent
LiiliU ,hire sth "out {Commerce) to let sb use sth for

a short time, in return for payment: The rooms are

hired outfor corporate meetings, .hire yourself
'out (to sb) to arrange to work for sb: He hired

himself out to whoever needed his services. See note
at EMPLOY

• noun
1 {Commerce) [u] {especially BrE) the act of paying to

use sth for a short time: Mobile phones are available

for hire, o The price includes the hire of the hall, o a
hire car o a car hirefirm Isyni rental -» rent noun
2 {HR) [C] {especially AmE) a person that a company
has recently given a job to: New hires get raises after

a set period of time. Isyni recruit

.hired 'gun noun [C] {AmE) {informal)

1 an expert who is brought into a company to

solve difficult legal or financial problems, for

example during a takeover
2 a person who works for different companies as

they are needed: There will be core workers and
hired guns.

.hire 'purchase noun [U] {abbrh.p.) {BrE) {also

in'stalment plan [c] AmE, BiE)

{Commerce) a way of paying for goods gradually

over a long period. You have the goods
immediately, but legally you do not own them until

you have finished paying: They bought it on hire

purchase, o a hire purchase agreement/contract

hirer /'harara(r)/ noun [C]

1 {especially AmE) a person who employs other
people: Her company has a reputation as a skilled

hirer.

2 {BrE) a person who hires sth such as a tool or
vehicle

3 {Commerce) {BrE) a person who buys sth by hire
purchase

,hi-'res = high-resolution

'hiring hall noun [c] {AmE)

{HR) an employment agency, managed by a
union, which provides skilled workers as employers
need them

histogram /'histagraem/ noun [C]

a diagram which uses bands of different heights to

show the rate at which sth happens and different

widths to show a range, so that they can be
compared -» bar chart

histogram
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his torical 'cost = historic cost

his torical cost ac counting = historic
COST ACCOUNTING

his torical 'high - historic high

his torical low = historic low

his toric 'cost {also historical 'cost) noun [u.c]

{Accounting) the original price or value of an item:

Companies report on derivatives at market values

rather than historic cost.

his toric cost ac counting {also his torical

'cost accounting noun [u]

{Accounting) a method of accounting that uses the

original price or value of items

his toric 'high {also historical 'high, less frequent)

noun [c]

a time when a value or amount is higher than at

any other time; this value or amount: Job creation

was at a historic high, o The dollar hit a historic high

of 760 pesos.

his,toric 'low {also historical 'low, less frequent)

noun [c]

a time when a value or amount is lower than at any
other time; this value or amount: Interest rates are

at historic lows, o The yield on the bond fell to a

historic low of 0.7%.

history /'histri/ noun [c] {plural histories)

see also: credit history, sales history

a record of the things that a person has done or

that have happened to them: We always check

candidates' education, employment history and
references.

* hit /hit/ verb, noun
• verb (hitting, hit, hit)

1 [+ obj or no obj] to have a bad effect on sb/sth:

The industry has been hit by a series of strikes, o We



were hit with a 10% tax penalty, o A global recession

hit and markets plunged.

2 [+ obj] to reach a particular price or level,

especially one that is very high or low:

Unemployment has hit a 10-year high, o He believes

crude oil could hit $40 a barrel, o There are signs

that the economy has hit bottom and will start to

improve.

3 {informal) [+ obj] to experience sth difficult; to

stop making progress with sth: We hit a problem

installing the system, o The economy hit a rough
patch (= a difficult period) this year.

4 {informal) [+ obj] if a product hits the shelves,

stores, etc. it becomes available and starts being

sold: The camera should hit the shelves in early May.

0 The shares hit the market at $4.

[EEU be hit hard (by sth); be hard hit (by sth) to

be affected very badly by sth: The area has been

hard hit by a decline in manufacturing, o the hard-

hit steel industry hit (it) 'big {informal) to be very
successful: We all know some company owners who
have hit it big and made lots of money, hit the
'buffers {especially BrE) {informal) if sth hits the
buffers it suddenly stops happening or being
successful: Consumer spending has hit the buffers.

,hit the ground 'running {informal) to start doing
sth and continue very quickly and successfully: We
need people who are trained properly and can hit the

ground running, hit a 'wall if a company, a person,

a price, etc. hits a wall, they reach a point where
they are unable to make any further progress: After

years ofbooming sales and profits, the company has

hit a wall, hit the 'wall if a company hits the wall,

it starts to fail or fails completely: Ifyour company
hit the wall and fired all of its employees tomorrow,
how long would it take you to find a newjob?
-» idiom at brick
mia ,hit sb up (for sth); hit sb for sth {AmE)

{informal) to ask sb for money: When launching their

new companies they hit up friends and family.

• noun [C]

1 {IT) a result of a search on a computer, especially

on the Internet; a person who visits an Internet

page: You can limit the number of search hits, o The
site had 20 000 hits on just one day.

2 a person or thing that is very popular: The drink
is proving a big hit with young consumers.
3 something that has a bad effect on sb/sth: The
legislation will limit the hit to taxpayers.

UHM take a 'hit 1 to be damaged or badly affected

by sth: The airline industry took a hit lastyear, o The
economy has taken a big hitfrom high energy costs.

2 if a company's profits take a hit, they are
reduced by the amount mentioned, especially

because the company has had to pay an unusual
cost: The company has taken a €170 million hit to its

earnings.

hitch /hitJV noun, verb

• noun [C]

a problem or difficulty that causes a short delay:
The introduction of the new currency went ahead
without a hitch, o a last-minute/legal/technical hitch

• verb

UHul hitch your wagon/ fortunes/ future to sb/
sth {especially AmE) to rely on a particular person or
thing for your success: Thefirm had hitched its

fortunes to the US technology boom, o They chose the

wrong leader to hitch their wagon to.

333 , hitch 'up (with sb/sth) {informal) (about
two businesses) to join together: It isfifteen years
since the two companies hitched up.

,hi-'tech = HIGH-TECH

'hit list noun [c] {informal)

a list of people, organizations, etc. against whom
some action is being planned or is needed: They
publish an annual hit list ofpoorly performing
shares.

hold

hive / haiv/ verb

Lilian ,hive sth 'off (into/to sth) {especially BrE)

{often be hived off) to separate one part of a group
from the rest; to sell part of a business: The retail

business is being hived off into a separate company, o
We decided to hive off the research departments and
run them as a separate company.

HM Revenue and 'Customs noun [u] {abbr

HMRC)
the government organization in the UK that is

responsible for collecting all taxes, paying some
benefits, protecting borders, etc.

HNWI /.eitj en .dAblju: 'ai/ abbr {informal) high net
worth individual a very rich person

HO /,eitj" 'au; 'ou/ = head office

Ho. = house (2)

hoard /ho:d; AmE ho:rd/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

a collection of money, supplies, food, etc. that is

kept safe to be used in the future: They have a huge
hoard of investments.

• verb [+ obj or no obj]

to collect and keep large amounts of money,
supplies, food, etc., especially secretly: The group
has traditionally hoarded any spare cash rather than
returning it to shareholders. 'hoarder noun [c]

:

cash hoarders

hoarding /
,ho:dir);AmE 'ho:rd-/ noun [C] {BrE)

{Marketing) a large board on the outside of a

building or at the side of the road, used for putting

advertisements on: a 20x 10foot advertising

hoarding Isyni billboard

• hold /hauld; AmE hould/ verb, noun
• verb {held, held /held/)

1 [+ obj] to have or own sth: The government holds

a 55% stake in the firm, o a privately/publicly held
company o Most ofourfunds are held in cash.

2 [+ obj] to organize and have a meeting, a

discussion, an event, etc: The board will hold a
meeting on Tuesday to discuss the proposals.

3 [+ obj] to have a particular job or position,

especially an important or official one: Few women
hold top executive jobs.

4 [+ obj] to have enough space for sth/sb; to

contain sth/sb: This barrel holds 25 litres.

5 [+ obj] to keep a price, cost, etc. at a particular

level: The central bank has decided to hold interest

rates at 4.0 per cent.

6 [+ obj or no obj] to remain the same: How long

can these prices hold? o These stocks tend to hold
their value.

7 [+ obj] to keep sth so that it can be used later:

records held on computer o We can hold your
reservation for three days, o stocks offinished goods
held by manufacturers
8 [+ obj or no obj] to wait until you can speak to the

person you have telephoned: That extension is busy
right now. Can you hold?

9 {Law) [+ obj or no obj] to make ajudgement about
sb/sth in a court: The judge held (that) she had been

negligent. find (2)

nnU be in a 'holding pattern to be in a situation

where there is not much change or activity: The

market will be in a holding pattern until after the

holiday, hold sb's 'hand to give sb a lot of support

and help (often used in a disapproving way): A
qualified employee shouldn't need anyone to hold

their hand. -» hand-holding ,hold the 'floor to

speak during a formal discussion, especially for a

long time so that nobody else can speak ,hold the
'purse strings to be in control of how money is

spent -» idioms at check noun, ground noun

333 ,hold sb/sth 'back to limit or slow down the

progress of sb/sth: High interest rates are holding

back growth. ,hold sth 'down 1 to keep sth at a
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low level: The rate of inflation must be held down, o
holding down costs 2 to keep a job for some time:

Hefinds it difficult to hold down a job. .hold 'on

used on the telephone to ask sb to wait until they

can talk to the person they want: Can you hold on?
I'll see if he's here, .hold 'on to sth/sb; .hold 'onto
sth/sb to keep sth/sb that is valuable or that

provides an advantage; to not give or sell sth to sb

else: You should hold on to your oil shares, o the

difficulty of holding on to skilled employees .hold

'out for sth to cause a delay in reaching an
agreement because you hope you will gain sth: The
union is holding outfor a higher pay offer.

holdout .hold sth 'over (usually be held over)

to not deal with sth immediately; to leave sth to be
dealt with later: This matter will be held over until

the next meeting, .hold 'up to remain strong; to

work well: Sales for the third quarter held up better

than expected, .hold sb/sth 'up to delay or block

the movement or progress of sb/sth: Differences of
opinion over price could hold up a deal. -> hold-up

• noun
1 [sing.] influence, power or control over sb/sth:

The merger will allow them to increase their hold on
the domestic market, o The management still have a
strong hold over the company.
0 to gain/increase/loosen/lose/maintain/tighten a

hold

2 {Stock Exchange) [u; sing.] = hold rating:
Deutsche Bank downgraded the stockfrom 'hold' to

'sell'.

3 {Transport) [c] the part of a ship or plane where
the goods being carried are stored: The goods were
loaded into the ship's hold.

EEl on 'hold 1 delayed until a later time or date:

The project has been put on hold due to lack of

funding. 2 (especially about interest rates)

remaining the same: The committee voted to keep/
leave interest rates on hold. 3 if a person on the

telephone is put on hold, they have to wait until

the person that they want to talk to is free: Do you
mind if I putyou on hold? take 'hold to start to

have an effect; to become strong: A new idea about
management took hold in boardrooms and business

schools.

* holder /'haulda(r); AmE 'hou-/ noun [c]

see also: title-holder

a person who has or owns the thing mentioned: a
licence/patent holder o a holder of bonds/debt/

equity/shares o an account holder o Thisform must
be signed by the credit-card holder, o previous holders

of the post ojob holders

.holder of 'record = shareholder of record

holding /'hauldirj; AmE 'hou-/ noun

see also: cross-holding, hand-holding

(Finance)

1 [c, usually pi ] an amount of sth that a company,
fund, etc. owns as an asset: The group has large

holdings in/ofgovernment bonds, o Central banks
have increased their euro holdings, o a cash holding

of 1.76 billion pounds -> shareholding (2)

O bond/equity/property/real estate holdings

2 [C] a share of the ownership of a company; the

number or value of the shares owned: They have a
27% holding in the company, o The chairman
increased his holding to 670 000 shares, o The fund's
holdings include Samsung Electronics Co. and SK
Telecom Corp (= shares in these companies).
[SYN] SHAREHOLDING (1)

O to build (up)/have/increase/raise/reduce/sell a

holding * a majority/minority holding

3 Holdings [pi ] used especially in the names of

companies to show that the company is a holding
company: HSBC Holdings PLC

holding .company noun [c]

(Finance) a company that is formed to buy shares in

other companies which it then controls: Electro

Investments is the holding company of/for the

group, o The group consists ofa holding company
and three subsidiaries. -» holding (3), parent
company

'holding cost = carrying charge (l)

holding ope ration noun [c]

a series of actions that are taken so that a particular

situation stays the same or does not get any worse:
They are engaged in a holding operation, designed to

keep the company afloat (= with enough money to

survive).

holdout /'hauldaut; /Amf 'hould-/ noun [C]

(especially AmE)
a person who resists or delays accepting sth; an act

of resisting sth: The last holdouts were the engineers,

who refused to accept pay cuts. -> hold out for sth
at hold verb

'hold .rating noun [c] (also hold [u; sing.])

(Stock Exchange) a statement by a bank, a dealer, etc.

that investors should keep a particular company's
shares rather than buy or sell them: Most analysts

have a hold rating on the shares.

0 to have/put a hold rating on sth

'hold-up noun [C]

a situation in which sth is prevented from
happening for a short time: The fault caused a hold-

up in production, o technical hold-ups -» hold sb/
sth up at hold verb

.hole in the 'wall noun [sing.] (BrE) (informal)

a cash machine (= a machine from which you can

get money using a bank card)

holiday /'hDladei; AmE 'had-; BrE also -di/ noun

see also: bank holiday, legal ~, package ~, public ~,

tax-

1 [u] (also holidays [pi.]) (both BrE) (AmE va'cation)

a period of time when you are not at work.
Employees are allowed a particular number of days

of paid holiday: I'm afraid Mr. Walsh is away on
holiday this week, o The package includes 20 days'

paid holiday a year, o holiday pay o My holiday

entitlement is 25 working days.

2 [C] (BrE) (AmE va'cation) a period of time spent

travelling or resting away from home: An increasing

number ofpeople are booking holidays on the

Internet, o a bad yearfor holiday companies

3 [C] a day when most people do not go to work or

school, especially because of a religious or national

celebration: Financial markets were closedfor the

New Year's holiday, o The store has had its busiest

holiday shopping season for some years.

WHICH WORD?

holding company/parent company
Both words are used about companies that own
other companies (called subsidiaries).

Parent company is more common when referring

to a company that is the main owner of a

subsidiary and operates in the same type of

business: Citigroup, the parent company of
Citibank.

Holding company often describes a company that

owns shares in different types of businesses and
may or may not carry out its own business

activities: The holding company owns 25% of each

of the regional banks, o Zest Ventures is a holding

company for the family's publishing and property

interests.

See note at group



4 holidays [pi.] (AmE) the time in December and
early January that includes Christmas, Hanukkah
and New Year: the last trading day before the year-

end holidays

5 [c] (BrE) a period of time when you do not need
to make a particular payment: As there was a

surplus in the pension fund, the employer took a

contribution holiday.

© a contribution/payment/pension holiday

'holiday rep = representative noun (3)

holidays = holiday (1,4)

home /haum; AmE houm/ adjective, adverb

• adjective [only before noun]

see also: at-home, in-~, stay-at-~

1 connected with the place where sb lives: a

person's home address/town o They offerfree home
delivery on all their products.

2 connected with the place where a business or an
organization is established: We established excellent

distribution networks in our home state ofNorth

Carolina.

3 used or made at home: a home computer
4 (especially BrE) connected with your own country
or region rather than foreign countries or regions:

productsfor the home market *svn| domestic
• adverb
n»T?n bring home the 'bacon [informal) to earn
money for your company, your family, etc.; to be
successful at sth: The quality ofyour product is what
is going to bring home the bacon, take/bring home
sth to earn the amount mentioned: The directors

took home an additional $5 million in bonuses.

-» TAKE-HOME PAY

home banking noun [u]

a system for controlling a bank account from your
home, for example, giving instructions to the bank
by telephone

home country noun [c]

the country where an organization that operates in

many countries is based: The manufacturer earns
more than 50% of its revenue outside its home
country. -» host country

home enter tainment noun [u]

all the electronic equipment, movies/films, music
recordings, etc. that people use in their homes for

entertainment; the business of selling these things:

a supplier of home entertainment equipment o the

home entertainment sector

home equity = equity (3)

home equity loan [also spelled home-
equity ~) noun [C]

a loan that you can get by using the value of your
home after all debts have been paid as collateral
(= sth that you will lose if you do not pay back the
loan)

home im provement noun [u] {also .home
improvements, plural)

making changes to your home, for example by
adding a new room, better windows, etc.; the
business of providing equipment, tools, supplies,

etc. for this: a home improvement chain/retailer/
store o a home improvement loan

home 'loan noun [c]

a loan that you get from a bank or similar financial

organization to buy a house, flat/apartment, etc: A
record number of home loans were approved in

December. -» mortgage See note at loan

.home 'office noun [c]

a part of your home that you use regularly for

business: She works out of her home office in

Chicago.
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homeowner /'haumaona(r); AmE 'houmou-/
noun [C]

a person who owns their house or flat/apartment:

Many homeowners are selling their properties and
renting.

home page noun [c]

(IT)

1 the main page created by a company, an
organization, etc. on the Internet from which
connections to other pages can be made
2 a page on the Internet that you choose to appear
first on your screen whenever you make a

connection to the Internet

'home .product noun [c, usually pi.]

goods that are used in the home, such as items for

the kitchen and bathroom, sheets, furniture, etc:

The new store combines upmarketfood retail with

home products.

.home re pair noun [u]

the activity of repairing or decorating things in the

home yourself, instead of paying sb to do it:

Because of the national passion for home repair, Dry
sales have risen almost 7%. IsynI diy

.home shopping noun [u]

a way of choosing goods at home and buying them
by ordering by telephone, email, or on the Internet

and having them delivered to your home: The
supermarket operates a successful home-shopping
service.

homeshoring /'haumsho:rirj; AmE 'hoom-/

noun [u]

(HR, informal) the act of moving part of your
company's operations to smaller towns in your own
country or to people working from their homes
-» offshore verb

homeworker /'haumw3:ka(r); AmE 'houmw3:rk-/

noun [c]

(HR) a person who works for a company at home
rather than in an office homeworking noun [U]

Hon (also spelled Hon., especially in AmE) abbr (BrE)

a short way of writing Honorary in official titles of

jobs: Hon Treasurer: K Scott

honcho /'hnntjau; AmE "haintjou/ noun [C] (plural

honchos) (especially AmE) (informal)

the person who is in charge: the company's head
honcho -» boss

hone /haun; AmE houn/ verb [+ obj]

to develop and improve sth, especially a skill, over
a period of time: She's afinance expert who has

honed her skills workingfor top accountingfirms.

honor = honour
honorarium /.Dna'reariam; AmE ,a:na'rer-/ noun

[C] (plural honoraria /.ona'rearia; AmE ,a:na'rer-/)

(HR, formal) a payment made for sb's professional

services r.iin-j Use an, not a before honorarium.

honorary /'onarari; AmE 'amareri/ adjective

(abbr Hon)

(about a position in an organization) not paid: an
honorary chairman

honour (AmE spelling honor) /'tma(r); AmE 'a:nar/

verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

1 to do what you have agreed or promised to do:

The company was advised that they were not obliged

to honour the contract, o The bank refused to honour
the cheque (= keep an agreement to pay it), o The

store has a policy of honouring all cards (= allowing

them to be used).

O to honour a commitment/contract/obligation/

pledge to honour a card/cheque/ticket
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2 to pay money that you owe: They think the group
will be unable to honour its debts.

0 to honour a commitment/debt/payment
-» DISHONOUR

• noun liiau Use an, not a, before honour.
1 [u] great respect and admiration for sb: the

guest ofhonour (= the most important one)

2 [c] an award, official title, etc. given to sb as a

reward for sth that they have done: Two European
companies took top honours for best car and truck.

hook /huk/ noun, verb

•noun [c] {informal)

something interesting, clever, strange, etc. that is

used to attract people's attention: The promotion is

a hook to attract consumers.

QTXZ3 be on the 'hook (for sth/to do sth) {informal)

{AmE) to be legally responsible for paying sth or for

doing sth: Unlessyou report the theft ofyour credit

card immediatelyyou may be on the hook for $500.

get (sb) off the hook; let sb off the hook
{informal) to free yourself or sb else from a difficult

situation or a punishment -> idiom at ring verb

• verb [+ obj] {informal)

to attract and keep sb's attention: The show hooked
around 2.4 million viewers.

QH39 hook 'in; hook 'into sth; hook sth 'into

sth {IT) to be connected or to connect sth to a

computer or telephone system, etc: Our customers

can still hook infrom America, hook 'up (with sb)

{informal) to start working with sb: She hooked up
with a partner to start a children's clothing company.
hook 'up (to sth); hook sth 'up (to sth) to

connect sb/sth to a piece of electronic equipment or

to a power supply: Check that the modem is hooked
up to the phone line. hook-up ,hook sb 'up
(with sb/sth) {informal) to arrange for sb to meet sb

or to do sth: I can hook you up with their chief buyer.

'hook-up {also spelled hookup) noun [c]

a connection between two or more pieces of

equipment, especially electronic equipment: Each
room has a high-speed Internet hook-up.

HOQ /.eitj" au 'kju:; AmE ou/ = House of Quality

horizontal /.hDri'zDntl; AmE .horra'zamtl; ,ha:r-/

adjective

1 {HR) having few levels of management or control

between the top and the bottom: changingfrom a
vertical to a horizontal organization o a horizontal

management structure -> flat
2 {HR) having the same level in a group or an
organization; involving people or jobs at the same
level: Her transfer to the marketing department was
a horizontal move rather than a promotion, o
Horizontal communication in a company isfar more
informal and social than vertical communication.
ISYNl LATERAL
3 (about a line, etc.) flat and level; going across

and parallel to the ground rather than going up
and down: the horizontal axis of the graph
-» VERTICAL

.horizontal 'equity noun [u]

{Economics) the principle that people with the same
characteristics should be treated in the same way,
for example that people with a similar level of

income should pay the same rate of tax -» vertical
equity

hori zontal integration {also hori zontal

ex pansion, .lateral inte gration) noun [u,C]

{Economics) a situation where different companies
that are involved in the same stage of producing or

selling sth join together -> horizontal merger—
Picture at integration

.horizontal loading noun [u]

[HR) the fact of giving sb more tasks to do in their

job, but no more responsibility -> vertical
LOADING

.horizontal merger noun [c]

{Economics) a situation where a company joins with
another company that produces similar goods or
provides similar services -» horizontal
INTEGRATION

.horizontal segre gation noun [u]

{HR) used to describe the fact that there are more
men than women in some kinds ofjobs or industry,

and more women than men in others -» vertical
SEGREGATION

horse- trading noun [u]

(often used in newspapers) the activity of

discussing business with sb using clever or strong
methods in order to reach an agreement that suits

you

hospitality /.hnspi'taelati; AmE ,ha:s-/ noun [U]

see also: corporate hospitality

1 food, drink or services that are provided by an
organization for guests, customers, etc: the

hospitality industry (= hotels, restaurants, etc.)

2 friendly and generous behaviour towards guests:

Thank youfor your kind hospitality.

host /haust; AmE hoost/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

1 a country, a city or an organization that provides

the space, services, etc. for a special event and may
also arrange it: The business school is playing host
to the conference this year.

2 a country, a city or an area where an
organization operates, especially an organization

that is based in another country or city: The country

is now host to 96 multinationals. -> host country
3 {IT) a computer that provides information or

services to other computers that are connected to

it: transferringfilesfrom the host to your local

computer o a host computer
• verb [+ obj]

1 to act as a host for an event, an organization,

etc: to host a conference/an event/a meeting o Japan
hosts the biggest proportion of the world's major
multinationals.

2 {IT) to store a website on a computer connected
to the Internet, usually in exchange for a fee: a

company that builds and hosts e-commerce sites o
You pay a monthly charge for the hosting service.

-¥ WEB HOSTING

.host country noun [c]

a country where an organization that is based in

another country operates: Smallerfirms may need

tofind a partner to work with in the host country, o
Many of the senior posts go to host-country

nationals. -» home country

hostile /'hDstail; AmE 'ha:stl; -tail/ {also

un'friendly, less frequent) adjective

{Finance) (about an attempt to buy or gain control of

a company) not wanted by the directors of the

company that is to be bought: a hostile attempt to

acquire the company o They are trying to fight offa

$1.2 billion hostile bidfrom a rival travel operator, o
The falling share price makes the company vulnerable

to a hostile takeover. -» friendly

O a hostile bid/offer/takeover a hostile acquisition/

approach/deal a hostile acquirer/bidder
n»T7l to go/turn 'hostile {Finance) to try to force

the sale of a company against the wishes of its

directors, by offering to buy large enough
quantities of shares from its shareholders: Thefirm
has threatened to go hostile if the board refuses the

takeover offer.



hot-desking noun [u]

{HR) the practice in an office of giving workers an
available desk when they need one, rather than
giving each worker their own desk: cutting costs by

promoting teleworking and hot-desking

-» HOTELLING
,hot-'desk verb [no obj]: Some workers such as

sales people have traditionally hot-desked.

hotel /hau'tel; AmE hou-/ noun [C]

a building where people stay, usually for a short

time, paying for their rooms and meals: to stay at/

in a hotel o to book a hotel room o a budget/luxury/

five-star hotel o The group is Europe's largest hotel

operator.

hotelier /hau'telia(r); -liei; AmE hoo'teljar;

.outel'jei/ noun [C]

a person who owns or manages a hotel

hotelling {also spelled hoteling, especially in AmE)
/hau'tehrj; AmE hou-/ noun [u] {especially AmE)
{HR) a system in which employees who normally
work outside the company offices, or employees of

another company, can arrange to have office space

when they need it: We used hotellingfor our audit

staff who spend most of their time with clients.

-» hot-desking hotel /hau'tel; AmE hou-/ verb

[+ obj or no obj] (-II-, AmE -I-)
'

'hot key noun [c]

{IT) one key, or a group of two or three keys, on a

computer keyboard that you can press to make a
program perform a particular task quickly

hotline /'hDtlam; AmE 'ha:t-/ noun [c]

a special telephone line that people can use in

order to get information or to talk about sth: They
set up a telephone hotlinefor customers with

questions or complaints.

hotlink /'hotlmk; /4m£ 'ha:t-/ noun [C]

{IT) a place in an electronic document that you can
click on to move from there to another place in the

document or to another electronic document
[synj hyperlink hotlink verb [+ obj]

hot .money noun [u]

1 {Finance) money that is moved quickly between
countries in order to make profits from changes in

interest rates or in the value of currencies
2 used to say what people who know a lot think
will happen: The hot money is on an outsider as the

new CEO.

the 'hot seat noun [sing.] {informal)

being in a difficult or unpleasant position where
you have to take responsibility for decisions and
actions that people may not like: He has resigned as

chief executive afterfour years in the hot seat.

hotshot /'hDtjDt; AmE 'ha:tja:t/ noun [c] {informal)

a person who is extremely successful in their

career: Wall Street is filled with hardworkingyoung
hotshots. 'hotshot adjective [only before noun]: a
hotshot lawyer

'hot spot {also spelled hotspot) noun [c]

(IT)

1 an area on a computer screen that you can click

on to start an operation such as loading a file

2 a place in a hotel, restaurant, station, etc. that is

fitted with a special device that enables you to

connect a computer to the Internet without using
wires: a wireless/wi-fi hot spot

.hourly rate noun [c]

the amount paid for each hour worked: All store

employees are paid an hourly rate.

house /haus/ noun {plural houses /'hauziz/)

see also: clearing house, Companies ~, discount ~,

finance ~, front of ~, fulfilment ~, in-~, etc.

1 [C] {with other nouns) a company involved in a
particular kind of business; an institution of a
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particular kind: a fashion/banking/publishing house
0 a house magazine/journal (= for the people who
work in that company or business) See note at

BUSINESS
2 House [sing.] (BrE) {abbr Ho.) used in the names
of office buildings: Their offices are on the second

floor of Chester House.

3 [C] {with other nouns) a restaurant: a coffee house
-> idiom at clean adj.

'house brand [also 'house .label) noun [c] {both

especially AmE)
{Commerce; Marketing) a product that a shop/store

sells with its own name on: Tesco's successful house
brands o house-brand products Isyni qwn brand,
PRIVATE BRAND, STORE BRAND

household /'haushauld; AmE -hould/ noun,
adjective

• noun [c]

all the people living together in a single house or

flat/apartment, considered as a unit: This report is

based on a survey of around 5 000 households, o How
much does the average household spend on food each

week?

© high-income/low-income/middle-income/single-

earner households rural/urban households

• adjective [only before noun]
1 connected with looking after a house or flat/

apartment and the people living in it: There has
been a sharp increase in household debt.

2 designed for use in the home: Sales of durable

household goods, such as televisions and washing
machines, were strong. -> housewares

householder /'haoshaulda(r); AmE -hould-/ noun
[C] {formal)

a person who owns or rents the home that they live

in; the person who is in charge of a household

.household name {also household word, less

frequent) noun [c]

a name or brand that has become very well known:
The Electrolux group includes household names such
as AEG, Zanussi and Frigidaire.

.household 'product noun [c, usually pi.]

a small item that is used in the home, especially for

cleaning: household products such as cleaning

liquids, glue and paints

.household 'word = household name

housekeeping /'hauskkpm/ noun [u]

1 jobs that are done to enable an organization or a

computer system to work well: A spending review is

simply good housekeeping.

2 the work involved in taking care of a hotel, an
office building, etc. especially cleaning the rooms;
the department that is responsible for this: Call

housekeeping and tell them to bring us some clean

towels.

.House of 'Quality noun [c,u] {abbr HOQ)
{Production) a technique used when new products
are being planned, that collects information from
customers about what they want and need,

information about competing products, and
technical information -> Quality Function
Deployment

houseware /'hauswea(r);/\/77£-wer/ noun [u]

{also 'housewares [pi.] especially AmE)
small things that are used in the home, especially

kitchen equipment and electrical items Ul'ltl The
term household goods is also used, especially in

British English.

housing /'hauzirj/ noun

1 [u] houses, flats/apartments, etc. that people

live in, especially when referring to their type, price

or condition: There is a shortage of affordable
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housing in the city, o a boom/slowdown in the

housing market (= the activity of buying and
selling houses, etc.)

2 [u] the job of providing houses, flats/

apartments, etc. for people to live in: a housing
committee/department/officer
3 [C] a hard cover that protects part of a machine
or a piece of equipment: There was a small crack in

the plastic housing.

housing start noun [c]

{Economics) a new home that has started to be built

The number of housing starts in a particular

period is used as an important sign of the state of

the economy: Housing starts rose 2.4% in November
as low mortgage rates attracted buyers.

'how-to adjective, noun
• adjective [only before noun]

used to describe a book, course, etc. that gives you
detailed and practical advice: a how-to guide to

building a business plan
• noun [c] {plural how-tos)

a piece of detailed and practical advice; a book, etc.

containing this kind of advice: Now we come to the

how-tos of web design.

h.p. {also spelled HP) /.eitj 'pi:/ = hire purchase

HQ /,eitj kju:/ = HEADQUARTERS

HR /.eitj* 'a:(r)/ = human resources (2)

HRD /,eitj a: 'di:; AmE a:r/ = human resource
DEVELOPMENT

HRIS /.eitj" a:r ai 'es/ = human resource
INFORMATION SYSTEM

HRM /.eitJ a:r 'em / = human resource
MANAGEMENT

HRP /.eitja: 'pi:; AmE a:r/ = human resource
PLANNING

• HTML /.eitjti: em 'el / abbr

{IT) Hypertext Mark-up Language a system used
to mark text for World Wide Web pages in order
to obtain colours, style, pictures, etc: an HTML
document/file/version

HTTP /.eitj ti: ti: 'pi:/ abbr

{IT} Hypertext Transfer Protocol the set of rules

that contrc' the way data is sent and received over
the Internet

hub /h\b/ noun [C, usually sing.]

1 the central and most important part of a

particular place or activity: the commercial hub of
the city o Mumbai, India's financial hub o He's a man
who likes to feel he's at the hub of things {= where
things happen and where important decisions are

made).
2 {IT] Transport) in a system of transport or

communication, a central place to which
passengers, messages, etc. go before going on to

another place: All international flights are via our
hub at Schipol airport, o a distribution/

transportation/'network hub o a hub airport

hub and- spoke system noun [c]

{Transport) a system of transport in which
passengers or cargo go from local airports, stations,

etc. to a central one (a hub), from where flights,

etc. go to other places; any organization, system of

communication, etc. with this structure

human capital noun [u]

{Economics; HR) people, when considering the value

of their skills, knowledge and experience to an
organization or a country: Financial capital means
little to a company without human capital, o to

invest in human capital {= to provide better

education, training, etc.)

.human factors engineering noun [u] {abbr
HFE)

the use of scientific knowledge in designing
systems, equipment, tools, etc. for work so that

people can use them in the safest and most
effective way-* ergonomics

.human relations noun
(HR)

1 [pi.] the way in which employees treat and deal
with each other in an organization

2 [u] the study of how to improve this in order to

make an organization more friendly, efficient, etc.

.human re source de velopment noun [u]

(abbr HRD)
(HR) the process of encouraging employees to gain
new skills and knowledge through training,

courses, etc.

human re source infor mation .system
noun [C] (totoHRIS)

(HR) a computer system that is used to collect, store

and provide information about employees that will

be used in human resource management

.human re source .management noun [u]

(abbr HRM)
(HR) the activities involved in choosing, training,

etc. and taking care of employees in an
organization, especially in helping them develop
their skills and abilities in a way that will help the

organization -» hard HRM, soft HRM
.human re source .planning noun [u] (abbr

HRP)
(HR) the activity of deciding what skills, knowledge
and abilities an organization needs and how these

can be met by existing and new employees

human re sources noun
(HR)

1 [pi ] the people who work for a particular

organization; their skills and abilities, seen as sth

the organization can use: investing in human
resources o the human resources manager
2 [u with sing./pl. verb] (abbr HR) the department in

a company that deals with employing and training

people: the human resources director o HR
executives/managers/professionals Isyni personnel
.human re'source adjective [only before noun]: a

human resource policy/strategy o human resource

managers/'professionals/'consultants

hundredweight /'hAndradweit/ noun [C] (plural

hundredweight) (abbr cwt.)

a unit for measuring weight equal to 112 pounds in

the UK and 100 pounds in the US. There are 20
hundredweight in a ton.

hurdle /'h3:dl; AmE 'h3:rdl/ noun [C]

a problem or difficulty that must be solved or dealt

with before you can achieve sth: There are several

legal hurdles to overcome before the merger can go
ahead.

hush .money noun [u]

money that is paid to sb so that they do not tell

others about sth secret or dishonest

hybrid /'haibrid/ noun [C]

something that is the product of mixing two or

more different things: The new magazine is a hybrid

between a consumer and a customer magazine, o a

hybrid vehicle (= for example, one that has both a

petrol engine and an electric motor)

hygiene /'haid3i:n/ noun [u]

see also: industrial hygiene, occupational hygiene

the practice of keeping yourself and your working
areas clean in order to prevent illness and disease:

food hygiene o In the interests of hygiene, please wash
your hands, o The factoryfailed to meet hygiene

standards.



hype /haip/ noun, verb

• noun [U]

advertisements and discussion on television, radio,

etc. telling the public about a product, service, etc.

and about how good or important it is: marketing/

media hype o Despite all the hype about/
surrounding electronic books, sales have been slow.

• verb [+ obj] {informal)

hype sth (up) to advertise sth a lot and exaggerate

its good qualities, in order to get a lot of attention

for it: Brokers were accused of hyping certain stocks

during the technology boom.

hyper- /'haipa(r)/ prefix {used in adjectives and
nouns)

more than normal; too much: a hypercompetitive

industry o a period of hypergrowth

hypercompetition /.haipa.kompa'tijri; AmE
,haipar,ka:m-/ noun [u]

{Economics) a situation in which all the companies
producing particular goods or services continue to

compete with each other in order to try to make
the way they produce them as cheap and efficient

as possible hypercompetitive /.haipakam-

'petativ; AmE ,harpar-/ adjective

hyperinflation /.haiparm'fleijri/ noun [U]

{Economics) a situation in which prices and wages

identity theft

rise very fast, causing damage to a country's

economy

hyperlink /'haipahnk; AmE -pari-/ noun [C]

{if) a place in an electronic document, for example
an Internet page, that you can click on in order to

show another document or a different part of the

same document: There are hyperlinks to our
partners' websites, o an email with embedded
hyperlinks [synJ hotlink hyperlink verb [+ obj]:

a hyperlinked set of web pages

hypermarket /'haipama:kit; AmE -parma:rk-/

noun [C]

a very large shop/store, usually outside a town,
that sells a wide range of goods: The company plans

to open 15 hypermarkets in Japan, o a chain of
hypermarkets See note at shop

hypertext /'haipatekst; -part-/ noun [u]

{IT) text stored in a computer system that contains

links that allow the user to move from one piece of

text or document to another: a hypertext link on the

Internet -» HTML

li

1-9 form /ai 'nam/ noun [C]

{HR) an official document that an employer must
have which shows that an employee has the right

to work in the US

IAS /,ai ei 'es/ = International Accounting
Standards

IASB /,ai ei es 'bi:/ = International Accounting
Standards Board

IATA /ai'a:ta/ abbr
International Air Transport Association the

organization that most of the world's airlines

belong to, which helps them to operate efficiently

and sets standards for how tickets are sold, the
safety of aircraft, etc: an IATA approved travel

agency

IC /,ai 'si:/ = independent contractor

ICAO /,ai si: ei 'au; AmE 'ou/ = International
Civil Aviation Organization

ICC /,ai si: 'si:/ = International Chamber of
Commerce

icon /'aikon; AmE -ka:n/ noun [C]

1 {IT) a small picture on a computer screen that
represents a program or a file: Click on the printer
icon.

2 a famous person, organization or thing that
people admire and see as a symbol of a particular
idea, style, way of doing things, etc: Fiat became an
icon ofItalian industry.

iconic /ai'kDnik; AmE -'ka:nik/: The Body Shop
achieved iconic status in the 1980s.

ICT /,ai si: 'ti:/ abbr {BrE)

information and communication technology/
technologies the use of computers, the Internet,
video, and other technology in an organization to
collect, store and send information; the computers
and other equipment that are used for this

ID /,ai 'di:/ noun, verb

• noun [U,C]

an official way of showing who you are, for

example a document with your name, date of birth

and often a photograph on it: You must carry ID at

all times, o an ID card/badge/number [ZECQ ID is a

short form of 'identity' or 'identification'.

• verb [+ obj] (ID's, ID'ing, ID'd, ID'd) {informal)

to ask sb to show an official document that shows
who they are, how old they are, etc: You can't get

into the building without being ID'd.

IDD /,ai di: 'di:/ abbr
International Direct Dialling a system that

allows you to telephone people in other countries

without needing to be connected by the operator

identification /ai.dentnr'keijri/ noun [u,C]

1 [U,C] the process of showing, proving or

recognizing who or what sb/sth is: Each part has a

numberfor easy identification, o an identification

number
2 [u] official papers or a document that can prove
who you are: Can I see some identification, please?
-» ID noun

identifier /ai'dentifaia(r)/ noun [C]

1 a number, name, etc. that is used to identify a

person or thing: Your social security number serves

as a personal identifier.

2 {if) a series of characters used to refer to a

program or set of data within a program

identify /ai'dentifai/ verb [+ obj] (identifies,

identifying, identified, identified)

1 to find or discover sb/sth: As yet they have not

identified a buyerfor the company, o The group
identified €16 million in possible cost savings, o We
think we have identified a gap in the market.

2 to recognize sb/sth and be able to say who or

what they are: The machine identifies you by

scanningyourfingerprint.

i dentity theft noun [u]

using somebody else's name to obtain credit cards

in their name or to take money out of their

account: victims of identity theft i'dentity thief

noun [c]
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ideology /,aidi'Dlad3i; AmE -'a:l-/ noun [C,U] {plural

ideologies)

a set of beliefs, especially one held by a particular

group, that influences the way people behave: Key
decisions are in line with the core ideology of the

organization. ideological /,aidia'lDd3ikl; AmE
-'la:d3-/ adjective ideologically /,aidia'lDd3ikli; AmE
-'lct:d3-/ adverb

idle /'aidl/ adjective, verb

•adjective

1 (about machines, factories, etc.) not being used:

Many of the factories lie idle during the holiday

season, o an increase in idle capacity (= machines,
factories, etc. that are not being used) o Recent

research shows there is a lot of idle money in the

banking system.

O to lie/remain/sit/stand idle

2 (about people) not working; without work: Over
ten per cent of the workforce is now idle.

-» UNEMPLOYED
• verb [+ obj] (AmE)

to close a factory, etc. or stop providing work for

the workers, especially temporarily: The strikes

have idled nearly 4 000 workers.

'idle time noun [u]

(IT) the time that a machine, especially a computer,
is not being used although it is available to use: The
service may be automatically disconnected after 10

minutes of idle time. -> downtime, uptime

i.e, /,ai abbr

used to explain exactly what the previous thing

that you have mentioned means d*XQ i.e. is

formed from the first letters of a Latin phrase
meaning 'that is'.

IFA /.aief'ei/ = independent financial adviser

IFRS /,ai ef a:r 'es/ - International Financial
Reporting Standards

IHT /.aieitj'ti:/ = inheritance tax

illegal /I'liigl/ adjective

not allowed by the law: They claimed that illegal

payments had been made to executives, o The
legislation will make it illegal to use personal

information for marketing purposes. IqppI legal
0 illegal activities/payments/practices/trading * to

declare/j'jdge/make/rule sth illegal

illegally /i'li:gali/ adverb: The company had acted

illegally infixing the price of its product, o illegally

copied CDs See note at copy

illegality /.ili'gaelati/ noun (plural illegalities)

1 [u] the state of being illegal: There was no
illegality in their actions.

2 [c] an illegal act

-» LEGALITY

illicit /ilisit/ adjective

not allowed by the law: the illicit trade in tobacco

products [|yn] illegal il licitly adverb

illiquid /ilikwid/ adjective

(Accounting; Finance)

1 (about assets) that cannot easily be sold and
changed into cash: Property is a highly illiquid

investment.

2 (about a company, an investor, etc.) having little

cash or few assets that can easily be changed into

cash: Much of their money is tied up in a small,

illiquid company.
3 an illiquid market is one where there is little

buying and selling: In an illiquid market the only

way to sell shares fast is to accept a lower price.

lopp! liquid—Picture at liquidity
illiquidity /.ih'kwidati/ noun [u]

ILO /,aie\'du; AmE 'ou/ = International Labour
Organization

IM /,ai'em/ = information management,
INSTANT MESSAGING

image /'miid3/ noun

see also: brand image, corporate image

1 [C,u] the impression that a person, an
organization or a product, etc. gives to other
people or to the public: The advertisements are

intended to improve the product's image, o We are

trying to convey an image of a reliable, safe brand, o
In todays business environment, image seUs. o The
industry suffersfrom an image problem.

O to create/develop/have/present an image to

change/improve/promote/shed an image sth

damages/tarnishes sb's/sth's image a good/
positive/strong image a negative/poor image

2 [c] a picture of sb/sth seen through a camera or
on a television or computer: The camera produces
sharp, high-resolution images.

O to capture/display/produce/scan/store an image
a black-and-white/colour/digital image

image advertising noun [u]

(Marketing) advertising that creates an attractive

impression of a company or a product, so that

people will want to buy the product: Television is

the best medium for image advertising, o a brand/
corporate image advertising campaign 'image
advertisement noun [c] -» institutional
ADVERTISING, PRODUCT ADVERTISING

image .marketing noun [u]

(Marketing) the activity of trying to sell products by
creating an attractive image for a company or a

product: Selling sports shoes through image
marketing is more successful than selling through

need or usefulness.

imaging /'imid3irj/ noun [u]

(IT) the use of computers and electronic equipment
to obtain, store and display images of objects,

documents, pictures, etc: imaging software/systems/

technology

imbalance /im'baelans/ noun [c,u]

a situation in which two or more things are not the

same size or are not treated the same, in a way that

is unfair or that causes problems: an imbalance in/

ofsupply and demand o Attempts are being made to

redress (= put right) the imbalance between our
export and importfigures, o the growing trade

imbalance between China and the US -> balance
O to cause/correct/create/redress (an) imbalance

imbed = embed

IMC /.aiem'si:/ = integrated marketing
COMMUNICATIONS

IMF /.aiem'ef/ abbr
International Monetary Fund an organization

within the United Nations which encourages trade

and economic development. It lends money to

countries that are having economic problems and
sometimes tells governments to change their

economic policies

im mediate pos session noun [u] (especially

AmE)
(Property) if a house, flat/apartment, etc. is offered

for sale with immediate possession, you can move
into it as soon as the sale is complete

impact noun, verb

• noun /'impaekt/ [C, usually sing., u]

see also: environmental impact

the powerful effect that sth has on sb/sth: What
impact will a strong currency have on the economy?

ILM /,ai el 'em/ = internal labour market



• verb /im'paskt/ [+ obj or no obj]

to have an effect on sth, usually a bad one: The high

cost of labour will impact on/upon business growth.

impairment /im'peam8nt;/\m£ -'perm-/ noun [u]

{Accounting) a situation where an asset becomes less

valuable and a company must show this by
reducing its value in the financial records: a charge

for goodwill impairment o An impairment charge

will have to be taken (= paid) to cover the drop in

value of their properties.

impeach /im'pi:tJ7 verb [+ obj]

(about a court or other official body, especially in

the US) to charge an important person with a

serious crime im'peachment noun [u,c]: the

impeachment process/trial

imperfect /im'p3:fikt; AmE -'p3:rf-/ adjective

containing mistakes or faults: All our sale items are

slightly imperfect, o Flawed or imperfect goods are

sold at reduced prices.

imp erfect compe tition noun [u]

(Economics) a situation where there are a limited

number of sellers, each with a lot of control over
prices and little information about what the others

are doing -» perfect competition

imperfection /,impa'fekjri;*,4/?i£ -par'f-/ noun
[C,U]

a fault or weakness in sb/sth: Rapid cooling can
cause imperfections in the glass, o the imperfections

of the international trading system

im.perfect 'market noun [c, usually sing.]

{Economics) a situation where individual buyers and
sellers can influence the price of goods, for

example if there are only a few sellers, buyers do
not have enough information about products and
prices, or there are not enough goods of the same
type produced: Health care is an imperfect market,
and does notfollow the classic rules ofsupply and
demand.

implement /'imphment/ verb [+ obj]

1 to make sth that has been officially decided start

to happen or be used: The banks have agreed to

implement measures to improve customer
information, o These changes will be implemented
over afive-year period.

0 to implement changes/measures/reforms to

implement a decision/plan/policy/strategy to

implement sth extensively/fully/successfully

2 (IT) to introduce or start to use a new system: We
have implemented the software across our
distribution network.

implementation /.implimen'teij'n/ noun [u,C]:

the successful implementation of new technology o
software implementations

implicit 'knowledge = tacit knowledge

implied /im'plaid/ adjective [only before noun]
(Law)

1 an implied condition is one that becomes part of
an agreement automatically because of the law and
does need to be stated: In a contractfor sale of
goods there is an implied condition that the goods are

ofsatisfactory quality.

2 (about a legal agreement) that is believed to exist

because of people's behaviour rather than agreed
in a formal way: They argued that they had an
implied licence to use the software.
-» EXPRESS

im'pliedly adverb: an expressly or impliedly
authorized act

implode /mrplaud; AmE im'ploud/ verb [no obj]

(about an organization, a system, etc.) to fail

suddenly and completely: The stock market
imploded, losing a quarter of its value in two hours.
implosion /im'plao3n; AmE -'plou-/ noun [C,u]
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* import noun, verb

• noun /'impa:t; AmE 'impa:rt/

see also: direct import, visible imports

1 [C, usually pi ] a product or service that is brought
into one country from another: Our largest

agricultural import is wheat, ofood importsfrom
abroad o Some domestic producers had been harmed
by cheap imports.

2 imports [pi ] the amount or value of goods and
services that are brought from one country into

another over a period of time: an $11 billion

increase in imports ofgoods and services in October o
Exports fell while imports rose.

3 [u] the act of buying a product or service from
another country and bringing it into a country:

There are strict controls on the import of meat and
plants, o products approvedfor import into the EUo
The import marketfor organicfoods has grown
rapidly, o an import licence

fowl export
• verb /im'po:t; AmE im'pa:rt/

1 [+ obj or no obj] to bring a product or service into

one country from another: The country has to

import most of its raw materials, o goods imported

from Japan into the US o Sales of imported cars

have increased, o importing countries/nations

2 [+ obj] to introduce an idea or activity from
another country or area: They are using

management ideas importedfrom the business world.

3 (IT) [+ obj] to move data into one computer file,

program or system from another: Click on the

button to import the table into your document.
[opp] EXPORT

importable /im'pD:tabl; AmE -'po:rt-/ adjective:

importable goods o importable file formats
importation /,irnpa:'teirn; AmE -po:r't-/ noun [U,C]:

The government has banned the importation of these

foods.

'import .duty noun [c,u]

(Trade) a tax that is paid on particular goods or

services that are brought into a country: The
government imposes import duties on tea of up to 30
per cent, o Uncut diamonds are no longer subject to

import duty. -» tariff

importer /im'po:ta(r); AmE -'po:rt-/ noun [c]

1 a business, country or person that buys and
brings in goods or services from another country: a

London-based importer of Italian goods o China
(= its businesses, etc.) became the second-largest

importer ofJapanese steel, o The country is a net
importer of oil (- it imports more than it exports).

2 a country whose government or businesses

borrow money or receive investment from other

countries: Traditionally, the country was an
importer of capital to finance industrial growth.
-» EXPORTER

,import-'export adjective [usually before noun]

(Trade)

1 an import-export company, business, etc. is one
that buys goods from foreign suppliers to sell to

local companies, as well as supplying local goods to

foreign buyers
2 connected with goods and services that are

brought into or sent out of a country: import-export

statistics o the import-export market

'import .surcharge noun [c]

(Economics) an extra tax charged on goods being

brought into a country in addition to the normal
tax (import duty)

impose /irn'pauz; AmE im'pouz/ verb [+ obj]

to introduce a new law, rule, tax, etc.; to order that

a rule, punishment, etc. be used: A new tax was
imposed on fuel, o The court can impose fines of up
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to two million euros. imposition /.impa'zijn/

noun [u]: the imposition of tax on domesticfuel

impound /im'paund/ verb [+ obj]

to officially take sth away from sb, so that they
cannot use it: Customs agents impounded the goods
at the docks. -> confiscate

impression /im'prejn/ {also ad view) noun [C]

see also: cost per impression, page impression

{Marketing)

1 the number of times a web page or a banner ad
is shown: What is the cost per thousand impressions?

2 the number of times that one person sees an
advertisement
-> PAGE VIEW

imprest /'imprest/ noun [C]

{Accounting)

1 a fund that is used by a business for making
regular small payments: Each office holds an
imprestfor its running expenses, o an imprest

account/fund -» float, petty cash
2 an amount of money that is given in advance to

sb for a particular purpose

imprint /'imprint/ noun [C]

1 a brand name under which books are published:

They publish under several imprints.

2 the name of the publisher of a book, usually

printed below the title on the first page

improper /im'prrjpa(r); AmE -'pra:p-/ adjective

dishonest; against the rules: improper accounting
practices o She was sued for making improper use of
companyfunds. im'properly adverb

impropriety /.impra'praiati/ noun [u.C] {plural

improprieties) {formal)

behaviour or actions that are dishonest or not

appropriate for a person in a position of

responsibility: allegations offinancial impropriety o
The bank has denied any impropriety in the way it

managed the accounts.

improve /im'pru:v/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to become better than before; to make sth/sb better

than before: Market conditions have improved
considerably, o The shares improved 5<t to 542<t. o We
aim to improve efficiency at all our plants, o I need to

improve my French, o an improved quality of service

0 sb/sth begins/continues/fails/starts to improve to

aim/attempt/try/work to improve sth to improve

(sth) considerably'/greatly'/dramatically/

significantly to improve (sth) continuously/

slightly/slowly/steadily

E3IHS3 im prove on/upon sth to achieve or

produce sth that is of a better quality than sth else:

We've certainly improved on lastyear's figures.

improvement /im'pru:vmant/ noun

see also: continuous improvement, home
improvement

1 [u] the act of making sth better; the process of

sth becoming better: The economy is showing signs

of improvement, o Although we have made progress

with quality standards, there is still roomfor
improvement, o Retailers saw some improvement in

sales this year.

O to expect/report/see improvement (in sth) sth

shows improvement
2 [C] improvement from/on/over sth a change in

sth that makes it better; sth that is better than it

was before: These figures are a big improvement
from a year ago. o We have made improvements to

the design of many of our products, o benefitsfrom
cost-cutting and productivity improvements

O to achieve/expect/make/report/see an
improvement sth shows an improvement a big/

dramatic/major/significant improvement a
modest/slight/steady improvement

imprudent /im'pru:dnt/ adjective {formal)

not wise or sensible: It would be imprudent to invest

all your money in one company, o imprudent
purchases [oppj prudent imprudence
/im'pru:dns/ noun [U] im prudently adverb

'impulse buy {also impulse .purchase) noun [c]

(Marketing) a product that you see in a shop/ store,
etc. and suddenly decide to buy without planning
to do so: One out of every two books sold is an
impulse buy. o The shelves next to the tills are

reservedfor impulse buys, impulse ,buyer (also

'impulse .purchaser) noun |( 1
impulse .buying

{also 'impulse .purchasing) noun [u]: The layout of a
supermarket is designed to encourage impulse
buying.

in. (plural in. or ins.) = inch

inactive /m'aektiv/ adjective

1 not doing anything; not active: inactive

customers o The stock market is likely to remain
inactive this week.

2 not in use; not working: an inactive bank account
0 an inactive oil well

inactivity /.maek'tivati/ noun [U]: The financial
markets have suffered a long period of inactivity.

inadmissible /.mad'misabl/ adjective

(Law) that cannot be allowed or accepted, especially

in court: inadmissible evidence \opp\ admissible

inappropriate /.ma'praupriat; AmE -'prou-/

adjective

not suitable or appropriate in a particular situation:

inappropriate actions/behaviour/language o It would
be inappropriatefor me to comment on the

situation, inap propriately adverbjnap'pro-
priateness noun [u]

in- basket - inbox (2)

inbound /'mbaund/ adjective

going towards a place rather than leaving it:

inbound flights/passengers o The centre handles over

6 000 inbound calls a weekfrom all around the

world, o attempts to attract inbound investment

{= from abroad) IoppI outbound -> incoming (2)

.inbound tele marketing noun [u]

{Marketing) selling goods or services by inviting

people to telephone the company selling the

product -» outbound telemarketing

inbox /'mbDks;/\wf -ba:ks/ noun [c]

1 (IT) the place in a computer where email

messages are shown when they arrive: Keep the

number of messages in your inbox to a minimum.
-» OUTBOX
2 (also spelled in-box, AmE also 'in-, basket) = in

TRAY

in built = built-in

Inc. (also spelled inc) /ink/ abbr

used in the names of companies in the US as a short

way of writing Incorporated (= officially created

as a company): Microsoft Inc. See note at Ltd

inc. = incl.

inca pacity .benefit noun [u,c]

in the UK, money that the government pays to

people who cannot work because they are ill,

injured, etc: The number ofyoung people on
incapacity benefit has risen.

incentive /m'sentiv/ noun [C,U]

see also: group incentive, sales ~, tax ~

something that encourages people to do sth,

especially to work harder, spend more money, etc:

generous incentivesfor small businesses to invest in

new equipment o They are trying to increase their

market share by offering customers bigfinancial



incentives, o creating an incentive plan to retain key

workers [synj inducement [opp] disincentive

0 big/generous/powerful/real/strong incentives to

create/offer/provide incentives an incentive

package/payment/plan/system

in centive .marketing noun [u]

a way of selling more goods or services by offering

rewards such as low prices, gifts, etc. to customers

to persuade them to buy

sn centivize , -ise /in'sentivaiz/ verb [+ obj]

to encourage sb to do sth, especially to work harder

or to buy sth, by offering them a reward for doing

it: We set up a system of bonuses to incentivize sales

staff, o incentivizing the purchase of energy-efficient

vehicles

inch /mtjy noun, verb

• noun [C] [abbr in.)

see also: column inch

a unit for measuring length, equal to 2.54

centimetres: a screen measuring 3.4 inches by 1.8

inches o a 14-inch monitor
• verb [no obj] [used with an adverb or a preposition)

to move slowly towards a particular level or

position: The euro inched higher to 122.69 against

the yen.

incidental /.msi'dentl/ adjective, noun
• adjective

happening in connection with sth else, but not as

important as it: We regarded the delivery service as

incidental to our main business, o You can claim up
to €30for incidental expenses (= small costs

related to your main activity).

• noun [c, usually pi.]

something that happens in connection with sth

else, but is less important: Youll need moneyfor
incidentals such as tips and taxis.

incl. {BrEalso inc.) abbr

1 a short way of writing including or included,
especially in advertisements: breakfast not incl. o
€170 inc. all taxes

2 a short way of writing inclusive: The exhibition

runsfrom 9 to 16 June incl.

• include /m'klu:d/ verb [+ obj]

1 [not used in the continuous tenses) if one thing

includes another, it has the second thing as one of
its parts: Does the price include tax? o Their clients

included Unilever and Coca-Cola, o Your duties

include receiving guests and answering the telephone.

2 include sb/sth (as/in/on sth) to make sb/sth part
of sth: We haven't included February's sales in these

figures. IoppI exclude

including /in'khrdirj/ preposition [abbr incl.)

having sth as part of a group or set: afare of €79,
including taxes o How much time do you spend using
the Internetfor work, not including email?
[OPfJ EXCLUDING

inclusive /m'kluisrv/ adjective

see also: all-inclusive

1 having the total cost, or the cost of the thing
mentioned, contained in the price: Prices are
inclusive of all packaging and delivery, o a VAT-
inclusive price IoppI exclusive
2 [BrE) [abbr incl.) including all the days, months,
numbers, etc. mentioned: An extra charge applies

for the period (from) 1 to 14 July inclusive.

3 including a wide range of people, not only the
people with power or authority: The company takes
an inclusive approach to decision making (= it

includes the workers in the process).
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* income /'mkAm; -kam/ noun [c,u]

see also: accrued income, adjusted gross ~,

deferred ~, discretionary ~, disposable ~, earned ~,

expendable ~, etc.

the money that a person, a region, a country, etc.

earns from work, from investing money, from
business, etc: people on high/low incomes o a weekly

income of€400 o They receive a proportion of their

incomefrom the sale ofgoods and services, o Tourism

is a major source of incomefor the area.

-> expenditure See note at increase

O an annual/a monthly/quarterly/weekly income •

family/household/national/personal income
gross/net income after-tax/pre-tax/post-tax/

taxable income dividend/investment/rental/

retirement income to earn/generate/have/

provide/receive (an) income

income and ex penditure ac count
noun [C]

[Accounting) a financial account used by non-
profit organizations such as charities, universities,

etc. to record income and expenses; a report of the

income and expenses for a particular period:

Donations are credited to the income and expenditure

account, o The society's income and expenditure

accountfor the year end 31 December shows a sur-

plus of£3.7 million. -> profit and loss account

income bond noun [c]

[Finance)

1 in the UK, a type of bond that pays the investor

an amount of interest regularly, for example every

month: Many pensioners buy income bonds with part

of their pensionfund to boost their income.

2 in the US, a bond that pays interest at a rate

which is related to the amount of money earned by
the company selling it

income effect noun [c]

(Economics) the way in which a change in the price

of a product or service results in a change in the

quantity demanded because the consumer is able

to buy more or less with their money as a result of

the price change -> substitution effect

WHICH WORD?

income/earnings/revenue

These words all describe money that is earned.

Income is used to describe money earned by a

person, an organization or a country, especially on
a regular basis. It is usually used in the singular or

as an uncountable noun: an income of $10 000 a

year o a drop in income. In the plural, it refers only

to money earned by individuals: The research

shows that families on low incomes are struggling

with debts.

Earnings is a plural noun and is used mainly in

the context of calculating or reporting amounts
that are earned by people or businesses: Full-year

earnings rose by 15%. o You must declare all

earnings to the tax office. It is also used to describe

money that a country earns from exporting goods:

export earnings

Revenue [U] or revenues [plural] are used about
money earned by a business: A product generates

revenue for the business, o Over half the company's

revenues are in dollars.

Income [U] or revenue [U or plural], not earnings,

are used when describing the way in which money
is earned: fee/investment/sales income (= money
earned from fees/investments/sales) o licence/

sales/tax revenues
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income elas ticity of de mand noun [c.u]

{Economics) the extent to which people buy more or

less of a product or service when the amount of

money that they earn changes -» elasticity of
DEMAND

income fund noun [c]

{Finance) a type of fund that invests in shares,

bonds, etc. that are safe and pay a regular income
-» GROWTH FUND

income group noun [c]

{Economics) a group of people within the population

who earn similar wages: There is a high percentage

ofpart-time workers within Britain's lowest income
group.

0 high/low/middle income groups

income insurance {also income pro tection

insurance) noun [u,C]

a type of insurance in which you receive money if

you are unable to work, because you are ill/ sick, etc.

'income share noun [c, usually pi.] (also 'income
stock [u.c])

(Finance) a share in a company that is likely to

provide investors with high, regular dividends

(= payments from company profits)

'income .statement noun [c] (AmE)

(Accounting) an official financial record that gives

details of all a company's income and expenses for

a particular period and shows if it has made a

profit or a loss (synI profit and loss account

income stock = income share

income stream noun [c]

(Finance)

1 regular payments that sb receives from an
investment or a property, especially over a long

period of time: The investment will bring a steady

income stream.

2 the money that a business produces: Our
research services continue to provide a substantial

income stream.

'income tax noun [u,c]

the amount of money that you pay to the

government according to how much you earn or

receive from some other sources. In the US,

businesses also pay income tax: cuts in the rate of

income tax o the agency collectingfederal income tax

0 corporate/personal income tax to avoid/evade/

pay income tax to collect/levy income tax to cut/

increase/raise/reduce income tax

incoming /'mkAmirj/ adjective [only before noun]

1 recently elected or chosen: the incoming
chairman/chief executive/president
2 arriving somewhere, or being received: an
incomingflight o incoming mail/messages/orders
-> inbound
[OPP] OUTGOING

incomings /'mkAmmz/ noun [pi.] (BrE) (informal)

income IoppI outgoings

,in-'company = in-house

incompatible /.mkam'paetabl/ adjective, noun
• adjective

(about equipment, especially computers or

programs) not able to be used together; not
standard: New software is often incompatible with
older computers, o These two systems are

incompatible. |oppj compatible incompatibility
/.mkam.paeta'bilati/ noun [u.C] (plural

incompatibilities)

• noun [C. usually pi.]

something, such as a piece of equipment, a

computer program, a drug, a chemical, etc. that

cannot be used with something else

incompetence /m'kompitans; AmE -'ka:m-/

noun [u]

the lack of skill or ability to do a job as it should be
done: managerial/professional incompetence o She
was firedfor incompetence.

incompetent /m'kDmpitant; AmE -'ka:m-/

adjective, noun
• adjective

not having the skill or ability to do a job as it should
be done: incompetent managers/workers o his

incompetent handling of the company's finances
[OPP] COMPETENT

in competently adverb

• noun [C]

a person who does not have the skill or ability to do
a job as it should be done

• incorporate /m'k3:pareit; AmE -'ko:rp-/ verb

(often be incorporated)

1 [+ obj or no obj] to form a legal company or

organization, for example by obtaining a certificate

from the authorities: The business was incorporated

as a limited liability company, o Thefirm
incorporated in Delaware in 1997.

2 [+ obj] incorporate sth (in/into/within sth) to

include sth as part of sth else: Many ofyour
suggestions have been incorporated into the plan, o a

phone incorporating a digital camera

• incorporated /m'ka:pareitid; AmE -'ko:rp-/

adjective

formed into an official company or organization

with legal status: an incorporated company o the

Incorporated Society of British Advertisers o Wal-

Mart Stores Incorporated -» Inc. See note at

CORPORATION

incorporation /m,ka:pa'reijri; AmE -,ko:rp-/

noun [U,C]

see also: articles of incorporation, certificate of

incorporation

an act of forming a legal company or organization:

Delaware is the most popular state in the USfor
incorporation, o The rate of new incorporations is a

good measure of business activity, o The company
moved its incorporationfrom the US to Bermuda for
tax purposes (= it changed its legal home to

Bermuda).

Incoterm /'mkaut3:m; 'irj-; AmE -kout3:rm/

noun [C]

(Trade) (used in contracts between exporters,

importers, etc.) one of a list of standard phrases

that show who is responsible for the delivery and
insurance of goods being sent between countries

mon Incoterm is formed from the phrase

International Commercial Term. The Incoterms
are created by the International Chamber of

Commerce and are changed from time to time.

They are referred to in contracts by their

abbreviations, such as CIF (cost, insurance, freight)

and FOB (free on board). Note on page S6

• increase verb, noun

• verb /m'kri:s/ [+ obj or no obj]

to become or to make sth greater in amount,
number, value, etc: Revenues increased 4.5 per cent

to ¥3 537 billion, o The rate of inflation increased by

2%. o Oil has increased in price, o concerns over

increasing unemployment o We need to increase

productivity, o They've increased the price by 50%.
[QPPl DECREASE
O to increase considerably/dramatically/sharply/

significantly * to increase gradually/slightly/

steadily to increase in number/size/value

in'creased adjective [only before noun]: increased

demand
• noun /'irjkri:s/ [c,u]

a rise in the amount, number or value of sth: The

company reported a 12 per cent increase in costs, o

We expect sales to show a significant increasefrom/



over last year, o a year-on-year increase (
= between

this year and the previous year) o They demanded a

wage increase of3 per cent, o Industrial activity is on
the increase, o The rate of increase has slowed.

lOPPl DECREASE
O a big/dramatic/large/sharp/significant increase a

pay/salary/wage increase a cost/(an interest)

rate/price/tax increase

increment /'inkramant/ noun [C]

1 {HR) a regular increase in the amount of
money that sb is paid for their job: The pay
system contains automatic annual increments in

the early years.

2 an increase in a number or an amount,
especially one in a series: The bids rose in

increments of$l 000.

incremental /.inkra'mentl/ adjective

1 used to describe sth that happens gradually, a
little at a time: incremental changes/improvements
to existing products o slow incremental growth
2 used to describe an increase in a number or
amount: Thefactory then begins production runs in

incremental jumps, from 1 000 to 10000 and on up.

3 {HR) used to describe a system in which the
amount of money that sb is paid for their job
increases regularly: After three months you will

move to the next point on the incremental scale.

4 {Accounting) used to describe the total change in

income, sales, costs, etc. that results from an extra
activity, product, service, customer, employee, etc:

If 12% ofpossible new customers upgrade their PCs,
that could mean tens of millions of dollars in

incremental revenue, o The incremental cost of
delivering one more page of data is zero.

incrementally /.irjkra'mentali/ adverb: The
number of employees has grown incrementally over
the last decade.
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incubator /'irjkjubeita(r)/ noun [C]

a company that helps people to start businesses,

especially ones connected with modern technology
or the Internet: They set up an incubatorfor
biotechnology start-ups. o an Internet incubator (=
that helps to start Internet companies)

incubator space noun [c,u]

offices, buildings, etc. that are provided free or at

low cost to small, new businesses: The university

provides an incubator space for emerging technology

companies.

incumbent /m'kAmbant/ noun, adjective

• noun [c]

1 a person who has an official position: They are

lookingfor a new chief executive, the previous

incumbent having left suddenly.

2 a company that has a large share of a particular

market: the Swedish telecoms incumbent
• adjective

1 [only before noun] having an official position: the

incumbent manager/chief executive

2 [only before noun] having a large market share:

incumbent operators without a real threat of
competition

3 {formal) [not before noun] necessary as part of

sb's duties: It was incumbent on/upon them to

attend.

• incur /m'k3:(r)/ verb [+ obj] (-rr-)

1 to do sth that means you lose or have to pay an
amount of money: You risk incurring bank charges if

you exceed your overdraft limit, o The group incurred

a €3 million loss on the sale of the business.

O to incur charges/costs/debts/expenses/losses

2 to do sth that means you have to deal with sth

unpleasant: At busy times, orders may incur delays,

o They incurred the wrath of their customers (=

made them angry) by putting up their prices again.

0 to incur delays/risks

indebted /m'detid/ adjective {formal)

(about companies, governments, etc.) owing money
to other countries or organizations: The scheme
provides relieffor heavily indebted countries, o
Several insurance companies are indebted to the

bank. in debtedness noun [u]: The board has

focused on reducing the level of indebtedness of the

group, o a rise in consumer indebtedness

indemnify /in'demmfai/ verb [+ obj]

(indemnifies, indemnifying, indemnified,

indemnified)

{Law) to promise to pay sb an amount of money if

they suffer any damage or loss: The contract

indemnifies them against loss of earnings, o You

are indemnifiedfor the legal costs of defending a

claim.

indemnification /m.demnifi'keijri/ noun [u,C]

indemnity /m'demnati/ noun [u,C] {plural

indemnities)

see also: double indemnity, letter of indemnity

{Law)

1 protection against damage or loss, especially in

the form of a promise to pay for any that happens;

a payment that is made for damage or loss: an
indemnity clause/fund/policy o indemnity insurance/

cover o The parcel service only paid a small

indemnityfor loss of the two packages.

2 an agreement not to make sb legally responsible

for sth: She has gained indemnityfrom prosecution.

-» MORTGAGE INDEMNITY INSURANCE

indenture /m'dent.ra(r)/ noun [C]

{Finance) a legal document that states the

conditions that apply to a particular bond: The

VOCABULARY BUILDING

Increases and decreases

Newspapers use a wide variety of verbs to describe

the way in which figures and prices increase and
decrease.

Increase

NEUTRALTERMS

be up

The share price was up
2% by midday.

go up |
increase

|

rise

Sales rose (by) 2%, from
$20,050 to $20,450.

gain sth

The index gained 7.39

points.

edge/inch up...
|
edge/

inch higher

Earnings edged up 2<t to

24<t a share.

STRONGER TERMS

jump | rocket | shoot
up

|
skyrocket | soar

Revenues have
skyrocketed (by) 86%

Decrease

be down

Orders for new vehicles

are down on last year.

go down | decrease |

decline
|
drop |

fall

Business confidence has

been declining steadily.

lose sth

The market lost 20% of
its value in a single day.

edge/inch down...
|

edge/inch lower
|
slip

Government bonds are

edging lower.

dive
|
plummet

|

plunge
|
slump

The FTSE slumped to its

lowest level in two years.

Note: when talking about currencies, you say

decrease/increase in value: The euro has increased

in value relative to the dollar.

See note at currency



independent

dates for payment of interest are specified in the

bond indenture.

• independent /,independent/ adjective, noun
• adjective

1 not part of a larger company or group of

companies: small independent retailers o an
independent bookstore

2 not connected with or controlled by sb/sth; not
connected with each other: The marketing team is

independent of the sales department, o Two
independent reports reached the same conclusions, o
a review by independent auditors

3 done or given by sb who is not involved in a

situation and so is able to judge it fairly: You should
seek independent legal advice, o an independent
inquiry

4 supported by private money rather than
government money: independent television/schoob
0 the independent sector

,inde pendently adverb: a small independently

owned airline o The two departments work
independently of each other.

• noun [c]

a business that is not connected with a larger

company or group of companies: The group has
been buying up smaller independents and converting

them into brands.

independent con tractor noun [c] (abbr ic)

a person or business that has a contract with a
company to do particular work dOH The company
controls what is done, but not how it is done: The
company employs 6 full-time employees and 17
independent contractors.

inde pendent di rector = non-executive
DIRECTOR

inde pendent fi nancial ad viser noun [c]

(abbr\FA) {BrE)

a person who gives advice about different

companies' insurance policies, investments, etc.

and helps people to buy them: Most of their

products are sold through independentfinancial
advisers. -> tied agent

• index /'mdeks/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: All-Share index, All-Stock ~, average

earnings ~, card ~, consumer price ~, cost-of-living ~,

FTSE100~ etc.

1 {Economics; Finance) {plural indices /'indiskz/ or

indexes, especially in AmE) a system that shows the
level of prices, wages, etc. so that they can be
compared with those of a previous day or time: the

cost-of-living index o an index measuring consumer
confidence o an index of business activity o In the US,

all three major indices—the Dow, the Nasdaq and S&P
500—fell today, o The manufacturing sector index

jumped to 4.9 in December. -> share index See note
at increase
2 {plural indices /'mdisiiz/) a sign or measure that

sth else can be judged by: The number of new houses

being built is a good index of a country's prosperity.

-» indicator
3 {plural indexes) {especially BrE) = card index

• verb [+ obj]

{Economics; Finance) {usually be indexed) to link

wages, payments, etc. to the level of prices of

particular items, so that they both increase at the

same rate: Salaries are indexed to the rate of
inflation, o Interest on the bond is indexed to the

price of oil.

indexation /.mdek'seifn/ noun [u]

the practice of linking increases in wages, pensions,

etc. to increases in prices

'index card noun [c]

a small card used for recording information, kept
with others in a box (a card index)

-indexed /'mdekst/ combiningform
{Finance) (about investments) having a value or
payments that are linked to the thing mentioned:
inflation-indexed securities

.indexed bond noun [c]

{Finance) a bond whose value or interest payments
vary according to changes in a particular index,

especially one that measures the general level of
prices (inflation)

'index fund = tracker fund

,
index- ' I inked adjective {especially BrE)

{Economics; Finance) if a bond, pension, wage, etc. is

index-linked, its value or payments vary according
to the rate of inflation (= a general rise in the
price of goods and services): We offer an index-

linked policy where the sum insured is adjusted in

line with general rises in costs, index- linking
noun [u]

'index .option noun [c]

{Finance) a type of investment which involves

buying the right to receive or pay an amount of

money in the future that is based on the change in

value of a particular share index (= a system for

showing the average value of a chosen group of

shares)

indicative /m'dikativ/ adjective

1 {Finance) [usually before noun] an indicative offer,

price, etc. shows the amount you expect to pay,

charge, etc., but is not decided definitely: The bank
has received an indicative bidfor its car leasing

business, o She said the profit targets were indicative

rather than afirm commitment.
2 showing or suggesting sth: These results are not
indicative offuture sales trends.

indicator /'mdikeita(r)/ noun [C]

see also: coincident indicator, economic ~,

financial ~, key performance ~, lagging ~, leading ~,

performance ~, technical ~

a sign or figure that shows you what sth is like or

how a situation is changing: January sales are

closely watched as an early indicator of consumer
confidence. oAll the indicators are pointing towards

further weakness in the economy.

0 a good/an important/a key/reliable indicator sth

is considered (as)/seen as/watched as an indicator

(of sth) indicators point towards/show/signal/

suggest/tell us sth

indices = plural of index

indict /m'dait/ verb [+ obj] {especially AmE)
{Law) {usually be indicted) to officially charge sb

with a serious crime: He was indictedforfailing to

pay taxes. -» charge verb (4)

indictment /m'daitmant/ noun [c.U]

{Law)

1 (used in connection with serious crimes) a formal

document that accuses sb of committing a crime:

The indictment charges him with 14 counts offraud.

2 in the US, a decision by a jury to accuse sb of

committing a crime: Prosecutors are seeking an
indictment against thefirm.

indie /'indi/ noun [c] (informal)

a small independent company, especially one
producing films/movies, books, music CDs, etc.

.indirect advertising noun [u]

{Marketing) advertising that a company uses to

make people aware of a product often without

them realizing it, for example putting a name on
clothing, paying for a sports event or a concert, or

giving the product to people free: In some countries



there is a ban on direct and indirect advertising of

alcohol and tobacco. -» direct advertising

.indirect 'cost noun [C, usually pi.]

{Accounting) costs that are not directly connected

with making a particular product or providing a

particular service, for example training, heating,

rent, etc: The move to a single office reduced indirect

costs by 13%. o The software enables us to measure

the exact cost of a customer order, including indirect

COStS. -> OVERHEAD fOPPl DIRECT COST

.indirect 'export noun [c, usually pi., u]

(Economics; Trade)

1 goods or services that are sold to another

country through another company, sometimes in a

different country, rather than sold directly to

customers; this method of selling goods: The figure

for exports includes indirect exportsfrom third

countries via our ports.

2 parts, materials, etc. that are sent from one
producer to another before being made into goods
that are exported; this method of exporting goods:

Most of our products are supplied to furniture

manufacturersfor indirect export to North America.
-» DIRECT EXPORT
.indirect ex'porting r/oivn [u]

.indirect 'labour {AmE spelling ~ labor) noun [u]

1 [Accounting; HR) the people in a business who are

not directly involved in producing goods or

providing services, for example senior managers,
secretaries, etc.; the money that is spent on these

people: As technology advanced, labour costs

decreased and indirect labour increased, o We aim to

reduce indirect labour costs by removing some layers

of supervision. -> indirect cost, indirect
MATERIALS, INDIRECT OVERHEAD
2 (HR) people who work for a company or an
organization but are employed by an independent
business that provides their services under a

contract
-» DIRECT LABOUR

.indirect 'loss = consequential loss

.indirect materials noun [pi ]

(Accounting) things such as electricity, gas, etc. that

are used when making a product but that do not
form part of the finished product: Indirect materials

normally representjust 20% of corporate purchasing.
-> DIRECT MATERIALS

.indirect 'overhead noun [c]

(Accounting) a share of the overheads (= money
that a business spends on equipment, electricity,

rent, etc.) that are not connected to a particular

project but form part of the general cost of running
a business: Indirect overhead costs are often
overlooked when preparing a project budget.
-> DIRECT OVERHEAD

.indirect partici pation noun [u]

(HR) the system of workers taking part in making
important decisions through a representative

.indirect sale noun
(Marketing)

1 [c, usually pi., u] (also .indirect 'selling [u]) the
practice of using another company's shops/stores,
salespeople, etc. in order to sell your product
rather than selling it yourself; goods that are sold
in this way: the indirect sale offinancial assets o An
indirect sales channel can be more costly than the
direct approach.
2 [c] an item sold in this way
-> DIRECT SALE

.indirect 'tax noun [c,u]

(Economics) tax which is collected from businesses
on the goods and services that people buy from
them: The government raises most of its revenue
from indirect taxes such as VAT and duty on fuel.
-> direct tax indirect tax ation noun [u]
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individual /,mdi'vid3ual/ adjective, noun
• adjective [only before noun]

1 connected with one person; designed for one
person: individual income taxo individual investors

0 We set team and individual goals.

2 considered separately rather than as part of a

group: Our products are designed for individual

markets, o We can't discuss individual cases.

• noun [C]

a person considered separately rather than as part

of a group: The tests are used to assess the

individual's strengths and weaknesses.

indorse = endorse

indorsement = endorsement

inducement /m'dju:smant; AmE m'du:s-/ noun
[C,U]

inducement (to sb) (to do sth) something that is

given to sb to persuade them to do sth: She was
offered a large block of shares as an inducement to

take the job. o With interest rates so low there is little

inducement to save. Isyn] incentive

induction /m'dAkJri/ noun [u,C]

(HR) the process of introducing sb to a new job,

skill, organization, etc: induction into an
organization's culture o an induction course/

programme o Your induction is tomorrow.

• industrial /m'dAStrial/ adjective, noun
• adjective [usually before noun]

1 connected with industry: an expansion in

industrial activity o industrial development/
production/output o a large industrial business/

conglomerate/group
2 used by industries: chips designedfor
communications and industrial applications o
industrial chemicals/equipment
3 connected with businesses rather than
individuals: industrial advertising (= advertising to

businesses) o industrial consumers
4 having many industries: an industrial area o the

world's leading industrial nations

5 (HR) connected with the work that you do: a

report on industrial injuries o an industrial accident/

disease [syn] job-related, work-related
• noun industrials [pi ]

(Stock Exchange) manufacturers whose shares are

bought and sold on the stock exchange: Industrials

showed strong earnings growth in thefourth quarter.

o the industrials sector

in dustrial 'action (erf) (AmE job .action) noun
[u,c]

(HR) action that workers take, especially stopping

work, to protest to their employers about sth:

Unions took industrial action over wage demands.

O to call (for)/organize/take/threaten industrial

action to avert/avoid/call off industrial action

in dustrial and .organi zational
psychology noun [u] (abbr I/O psychology)

(especially AmE)
(HR) the study of how people behave at work and
what influences their attitudes and behaviour, in

order to make organizations better places to work
in and more successful -» occupational
psychology in dustrial and .organi zational

psychologist noun [c] (abbr I/O psychologist)

in'dustrial base = manufacturing base (l)

industrial con trol noun [c]

(Manufacturing) an electronic or a mechanical
device that is used to control machinery

industrial de'sign noun [u]

the job or skill of designing the shape and
appearance of manufactured products such as



industrial dispute 280 improve its industrial relations, o an industrial

relations breakdown Isyni labour relations

in dustrial-strength adjective {often used in a
humorous way)

very strong or powerful: an industrial-strength

cleaner o industrial-strength coffee

industrial tri bunal = employment
TRIBUNAL

industrious /m'dAstrias/ adjective

working hard; busy: an industrious labourforce
fSYNl HARD-WORKING

in dustriously adverb

industry /'mdastri/ noun {plural industries)

see also: agro-industry, basic ~, captain of ~,

cottage ~, Department of Trade and ~, heavy ~,

heritage ~, etc.

1 [u] the production of goods from raw materials,

especially in factories: They raised import duties to

protect local industry, o the problems ofBritish

industry o He left college and went into industry.

O domestic/local/traditional industry to be in/go

into/enter industry

2 [c] the people and activities involved in

producing a particular thing, or in providing a
particular service: the banking/car/steel industry o
We're in an industry that's growing at 14% a year, o
We're in a growth industry, o Sales fell across the

industry. See note at trade
0 a global/growing/growth/key/mature industry *

domestic/global/local/traditional industries

communications/manufacturing/service industries

to create/dominate/lead an industry * to

regulate/restructure an industry an industry

analyst/expert/observer

industry associ ation noun [c]

an organization for companies in the same
industry, that provides advice, information and
other services for its members: the Computer &
Communications Industry Association [syn] trade
association

industry leader noun [c]

1 a company which is the most successful in its

area of business: They built the company up into an
industry leader.

2 a successful and important business person:

Industry leaders have criticized the proposals.

industrywide /.mdastri'waid/ adjective

through all of an area of business: the industrywide

drop in advertising .industrywide adverb:

Revenue fell 1.5% industrywide in November.

inefficiency /.mitijansi/ noun [c,u] {plural

inefficiencies)

see also: technical inefficiency

failure to use time, money, resources or people in

the best way; an example of this: The organization

has been criticizedfor inefficiency and corruption, o
Reorganization has reduced operating inefficiencies.

-» x-inefficiency

inefficient /.mrfijnt/ adjective

not using time, money, resources or people in the

best way: The industry remains highly inefficient, o
an inefficient way of working IoppI efficient

inelastic /.mi'laestik/ adjective

{Economics) used to describe the situation when a

change in one thing, such as the price of a product

or service, or a change in people's incomes, results

in only a small change in another thing, such as the

amount that people want to buy: Demandfor their

product is inelastic, o Some products such as petrol/

gas are price inelastic—even when prices go up

demand doesn't fall. (opp| elastic—Picture at

elasticity of demand

furniture, electronic equipment, etc. in dustrial

de'signer noun [c]

in dustrial dis pute noun [c] {BrE)

{HR)

1 a disagreement between workers and employers
about pay or conditions: attempts to resolve the

industrial dispute

2 a strike: The ports were closed because ofan
industrial dispute.

Isyni labour dispute, trade dispute See note at

STRIKE

in dustrial eco nomics noun [u]

the branch of economics that studies how
businesses operate and compete with each other
within industries

industrial engi neering noun [u]

the branch of engineering that studies and designs

the most efficient ways that organizations can use
people, processes, technology, materials,

information, etc. to make or process a product
-> ergonomics in dustrial engi'neer noun [c]

industrial es tate {BrE) {AmE industrial park)

{BrE also 'trading es.tate) noun [c]

an area especially for factories, on the edge of a

town: The plant is located on a nearby industrial

estate.

in dustrial goods {also in dustrial .products)

noun [pi.]

{Economics) machines, tools, parts, etc. that are

produced for use in industry rather than by the

public: They want to eliminate import duties on most
consumer and industrial goods. -> capital goods,
CONSUMER GOODS, CONSUMPTION GOODS

industrial hygiene {also .occupational

'hygiene) noun [u]

{HR) the study and practice of protecting and
improving the safety and health of people at work

industrialist /m'dAStrialist/ noun [cj

a person who owns or runs a large factory or

industrial company: Alfred Nobel, the Swedish
industrialist o a leading/prominent/wealthy
industrialist

* industrialize , -ise /m'dAStrialaiz/ verb [+ obj

or no obj]

if a country or an area is industrialized or if it

industrializes, industries are developed there: The
southern part of the country was slow to

industrialize, o a meeting of the world's largest

industrialized nations o The country has the highest

level ofpublic debt in the industrialized world.
industrialization, -isation /in.dAStrialai'zeiJn;

AmE -la'z-/ noun [u]

in dustrial 'marketing noun [u]

the activity of selling goods and services to other
businesses or organizations rather than the public

EHO This is sometimes called B2B marketing.

in dustrial 'park = industrial estate

industrial pro duction noun [u]

1 {Economics) the total amount that factories,

mines, gas and electricity industries, etc. in a

country produce during a particular period: the

industrial production indexfor October
2 {Manufacturing) the process of making sth in

large amounts in a factory: the industrial

production of iron

in dustrial .products = industrial goods

industrial re lations noun [pi ] {abbr\R)

{HR) relations between employers and employees in

an organization or an industry, particularly

through trade/labor unions: laws on labour and
industrial relations o The company is attempting to



ineligible /m'elid3abl/ adjective

not having the right to do sth or have sth, because

you do not have the necessary qualifications, are

not the right age, etc: She was ineligiblefor the

grant because her business was too small.

[oppI eligible ineligibility /m,elid3a'bilati/

noun [u]

inertia /i'n3:Ja; AmE -3:rja/ noun [u]

lack of action or change; lack of desire to act or to

change things: Banks can no longer rely on customer

inertia as people become less loyal, o inertia in

consumer prices

inexpensive /.mik'spensiv/ adjective

not costing a lot of money: simple, inexpensive

software [syn] cheap [opp] expensive

inflate /m'tleit/ verb

1 [+ obj] to deliberately make a number, an
amount, etc. appear higher or be higher, often in a

dishonest way: He knowingly inflated sales figures, o
An employee claimed that earnings had been inflated

by accounting tricks.

2 [+ obj or no obj j to increase in price; to increase

the price of sth: Oil prices were inflated by the threat

of war. o Food prices are no longer inflating at the

same rate as last year.

-» deflate, reflate

inflated /m'fleitid/ adjective [usually before noun]

(especially about prices) very high; much higher

than normal or reasonable: Customers no longer

want to pay highly inflated pricesfor designer

clothes, o the chairman's grossly inflated pay packet

* inflation /m'fleijri/ noun [u]

see also: anti-inflation, asset ~, consumer price ~,

core ~, cost ~, cost-push ~, demand ~, etc.

a rise in the general prices of goods and services in

a particular country over a period of time, resulting

in a fall in the value of money; the rate at which
this happens: Inflation rose again this year, o the

current low rate of inflation o an annual inflation

rate of3% o Wage increases must be in line with
inflation, o The price offood, adjustedfor inflation,

has fallen by around 1% annually. oa3% inflation

target o the November inflation report

O inflation falls/rises * falling/rising inflation a
jump/rise/surge in inflation a decline/drop/fall in

inflation high/low/stable/zero inflation

galloping/rapid/runaway/spiralling inflation to

bring down/control/curb/reduce inflation

in flation ac counting noun [u]

{Accounting) a method of keeping a company's
financial records which considers the general
increase in prices, and values assets according to

how much it would cost to buy them today

in flation-ad justed adjective [usually before

noun]

{Economics) (about prices, income, etc.) that takes
into account a general increase in prices and a
general decrease in the value of money: inflation-

adjusted interest rates o Spendingfell an inflation-

adjusted 0.3%.

inflationary /m'fleij'anri; AmE -neri/ adjective

[usually before noun]

see also: counter-inflationary

causing or connected with a general increase in

prices and a general decrease in the value of
money: the inflationary effects of the government's
spending o Higher economic growth will increase

inflationary pressure, o inflationary pay awards

in flection point noun [c]

a time of very noticeable change in a business or an
industry; a time when sth important happens: Last
spring we hit an inflection point, o The software
industry is at an inflection point.
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* inflexible /m'fleksabl/ adjective

1 that cannot change or be changed to suit new
conditions or situations: an inflexible attitude/

routine/system o an inflexible retirement age

2 (about a material) difficult or impossible to bend
[OPPl FLEXIBLE

inflexibility /in.fleksa'bilati/ noun [u]

inflow /'mflau; Am£ -flou/ noun [u,C]

the movement of money or assets into a business or

a country; the amount of money or assets coming
in: Cash inflowfor the halfyear was $3.5 m. o
inflows offoreign funds into the region

[OPPl OUTFLOW -» INFLUX

influencer /'mfluansa(r)/ noun [C]

{Marketing) a person or a group that can directly

affect the opinions and behaviour of those who
make decisions

influx /'mflAks/ noun [C, usually sing.]

a sudden arrival of many things or people at the

same time: the influx ofjobs brought in by new
investment o the influx of wealth into the region

-» INFLOW

info /'mfau; AmE 'mfou/ noun
1 {informal) [U] information: I shall send info to all

dept heads asap. o For prices and stockists email:

info@ouptext.com.
2 info- {in nouns) connected with information: an
infosheet o We send all potential clients an infopack.

infobahn /'mfaubcun; AmE 'mfoo-/ =
INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY

infomediary /,infa'mi:diari/ noun [C] {plural

infomediaries)

{E-commerce) a website that collects and provides

information for businesses and their customers
EIiXH Infomediary is formed from the words
'information' and 'intermediary',

infomercial /.mfao'msiji; AmE
1

infou
,

m3:rJ'l/ {also

.infor'mercial) noun [c]

{Marketing) a long advertisement on television or

the Internet that tries to give a lot of information

about a subject, so that it does not appear to be an
advertisement: We produced a 30-minute

infomercialfor our new range ofproducts.
-¥ advertorial GEEQ Infomercial is formed from
the words 'information' and 'commercial'.

* inform /m'fa:m; AmE m'fo:rm/ verb [+ obj]

1 inform sb (of/about sth) to tell sb about sth,

especially in an official way: The employer must
inform the employee of its decision, o / am pleased to

inform you thatyou have been selectedfor interview,

olt's vital to keep staff informed. -» notify
2 to influence sth; to be the basis for sth: This belief

has always informed the board's decisions.

the in formal e conomy = shadow
economy
informant /m'fa:mant; AmE -'fo:rm-/ noun [C]

{Marketing) a person who answers questions in a

survey or gives information about their attitudes,

opinions, etc: a representative group of informants o
informant interviews -» respondent

* information /.infa'tneiin; AmE jnfar'm-/ noun

see also: credit information, inside ~, insider ~

1 [u] facts or details about sth or sb: information

about employees o Forfurther information, call... o
This information is confidential, o The leaflet is

producedfor the information of{= to inform) our

customers, o a piece of information o an information

desk/bureau/office -> info

O to collect/gather/obtain/receive information to

give/pass on/provide information company/
competitor/financial information
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2 (AmE) [U with sing./pl. verb] = directory
ENQUIRIES

informational /.mfa'meijanl; AmE -far'm-/

adjective [only before noun]: informational

advertising o They launched an informational site

lastyear.
n»m for information only written on documents
that are sent to sb who needs to know the

information in them but does not need to deal

with them -» FYI

.information 'architecture noun [u]

(IT) the process of designing the way websites are

organized and used, in order to help users find and
manage information more successfully

.infor mation ex,change noun [c,u]

the act of giving and receiving information,

especially electronically; a system, an opportunity
or a place for doing this: protocols for information

exchange between publishers and agencies o the need

for information exchange agreements

.infor mation .management noun [u] (abbr

I Mi

the collection, control and use of data in an
organization; a system for organizing and using

data: We increased the use of computers for
information management, o the development of
information management systems for manufacturers

.information re trieval noun [u]

(IT) the process of finding particular data that is

stored in a computer

infor mation .science noun [u]

the study of processes for storing and obtaining

data electronically

.information super highway (also

.superhighway, 'infobahn) noun [c, usually sing.]

(IT) a large electronic network such as the Internet,

used for sending information such as sound,
pictures and video quickly

.information technology = it (1)

informercial /.mfbi'msijl; AmE ,mfo:r'm3:r-/

= INFOMERCIAL

infraction /in'fraekjn/ noun [C,U]

an act of breaking a rule or law: minor infractions

ofcompany regulations

infrastructure /'mfr9strAktj9(r)/ noun [c,u]

1 (Economics) the basic systems and services that

are necessary for a country to run smoothly, for

example buildings, transport, and water and power
supplies: They need to attractforeign investment to

improve the country's infrastructure.

2 the systems or equipment that an organization
needs in order to be able to operate efficiently: a
leading supplier ofIT infrastructure

infrastructural /.mfra'strAktJargl/ adjective

[usually before noun]: infrastructural development

infringe /m'frmd3/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to break a law or rule: The material can be copied

without infringing copyright. infringement
/m'frmd3m9nt/ noun [U,C] : copyright infringement o
an infringement of copyright/patent

infusion /in'fju:3n/ noun [C,U]

infusion (of sth) (into sth) the act of adding sth to

sth else in order to make it stronger or more
successful: a cash infusion into the business o The
company needs an infusion of new blood (= new
employees with new ideas).

ingot /'inggt/ noun [c]

a solid piece of metal, especially gold or silver,

usually shaped like a brick

ingredient /m'grudiant/ noun [C]

1 one of the things from which sth is made: The
only active ingredient in this medicine is aspirin. OA
food safety agency has been set up to approve new
food ingredients.

2 one of the things or qualities that are necessary
to make sth successful: Customer loyalty is one of
the key ingredients in business success.

in herent vice noun [c]

(Insurance) a natural tendency that particular

goods, such as foods, have to become damaged or

be destroyed, especially when they are being
transported L'MH This is not usually covered by
insurance policies: The courtfound the shortage was
caused by an inherent vice in the cargo.

inherit /inherit/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to receive money, property, etc.

from sb when they die: She inherited the company
from herfather, o the tax on inherited wealth

2 [+ obj] if you inherit a particular situation from
sb, you are now responsible for dealing with it,

especially because you have replaced that person in

their job: I inherited a number ofproblemsfrom my
predecessor. oHe's inherited a very motivated and
talented team.

in'heritor noun [c]

inheritance /m'heritgns/ noun [c, usually sing., u]

the money, property, etc. that you receive from sb

when they die; the fact of receiving sth when sb

dies: She decided to invest her inheritance.

[syn] legacy

in heritance tax noun [c.u] (abbr Ml)
1 (BrE also 'death .duty, old-fashioned) in the UK,

tax that is paid on the total value of the money and
property of sb who has died -» estate tax
2 (AmE also 'death tax, informal) tax that you must
pay on the value of the money or property that you
receive from sb when they die

in- home adjective [only before noun]

happening in sb's home: in-home selling o an in-

home demonstration of a product

in- house (also ,in-'company) adjective [only before

noun]

existing or happening within a company or an
organization: an in-house magazine o in-house

lawyers/design teams o in-company training> in-

house adverb: The software was developed in-house.

-> OUT-OF-HOUSE

initial /I'niji/ adjective, noun, verb

• adjective [only before noun]

happening at the beginning; first: an initial

payment of€75 and ten instalments of€30 o The

initial estimate for the project was ¥12 bn.

GRAMMAR POINT

Uncountable nouns

Many nouns in English are uncountable, they are

not used with a or an, and do not have plural

forms, for example information: / need some
information.

In order to refer to a particular number of an
uncountable noun, especially one, you can join

the noun to a word that is countable, or use a

countable synonym instead.

Uncountable noun

equipment

machinery

software

training

A particular number

a piece of equipment

a piece of machinery
a machine

a piece of software

an application

a program

a training course

a training programme



• noun
1 initials [pi ] the first letters of all of a person's

names: Just write your initials.

2 [C] the first letter of a person's first name
• verb (-II-, AmE usually [+ obj]

to mark or sign sth with your initials: Please initial

each page and sign in the space provided.

initialize , -ise /i'nijalaiz/ verb [+ obj]

1 to make a computer program or system ready for

use -» boot (1)

2 to prepare a computer disk so that data can be

recorded on it Isyni format
initialization, -isation /i.nijalai'zeijn; AmE -la'z-/

noun [u]

i nitial 'price noun [c]

1 {Finance) the price that a new share, bond, etc. is

sold for [s7n| issue price

2 the first or original price that sth is sold for

i nitial 'public 'offering {also i nitial public

offer) = IPO

i nitial 'yield noun [c]

{Finance)

1 the amount of profit that an investment makes
within the first financial period, that compares the

income to the original cost

2 the amount of interest that a bond offers when it

is first issued: a 10-year bond with a face value of
$1 000 and an initial yield of 6.5%

initiative /I'nijativ/ noun
1 [c] a new plan for dealing with a particular

problem or for achieving a particular purpose: In a
new initiative, the company is targeting local

advertisers, o The CEO announced a series of cost-

cutting initiatives.

2 the initiative [sing ] the power or opportunity to

act and gain an advantage before other people do:

Several leading companies took the initiative to

establish an independent business school, o to seize/

lose the initiative

3 [u] the ability to decide and act on your own
without waiting for sb to tell you what to do: J

encourage my employees to use their judgement and
initiative rightfrom the start.

injunction /m^Ankjn/ noun [c]

see also: interim injunction, preliminary injunction

{Law) an official order given by a court which
demands that sth must or must not be done: They
are seeking an injunction to prevent the sale of the

product in the UK. o The court issued a temporary
injunction against the takeover.

0 to apply for/obtain/seek an injunction * to grant/
issue/refuse/uphold an injunction to lift/

withdraw an injunction a permanent/temporary
injunction

injure /'md3a(r)/ verb [+ obj]

1 to harm yourself or sb else physically, especially
in an accident: No one was injured in the fire at the

factory, o Injured workers are entitled to medical care.

2 to damage sb's reputation, pride, etc: This could
seriously injure the company's reputation.

injury /'md3ari/ noun {plural injuries)

see also: personal injury, repetitive strain injury

1 [C,u] harm done to a person's body, for example
in an accident: They cannot afford to insure staff
against injuries at work, o We need to reduce the
number of workdays lost because of injury. See note
at DAMAGE
2 [u] harm that is done to a company, an industry,
a person's career or reputation, etc: Unfairly
dismissed employees can sue for injury to feelings, o
Imported products could cause serious injury to the
domestic industry.
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ink /irjk/ noun, verb

• noun [U,C]

see also: red ink

coloured liquid for writing, drawing and printing:

Dell sells its own line of ink and toner cartridges, o
{figurative) The ink was hardly dry on the deal (= it

had only just been arranged). -> idiom at

HAEMORRHAGE Verb

• verb [+ obj] {informal)

to sign a document, especially a contract: The group
has just inked a $10 million deal.

B333 ,ink sth/sb 'in to decide on a definite date

for an appointment, a meeting, etc: The company
has inked in June 1stfor the launch. -» pencil
sb/sth in at PENCIL

inland adjective, adverb

• adjective /'intend/ [usually before noun]

1 used to describe mail, transport, etc. that only
goes within one country rather than to another
country: Your inland mail is delivered within two
working days, o inland cargo transport
-» INTERNATIONAL, OVERSEAS
2 located in or near the middle of a country, not

near the edge or on the coast: Business is booming
in both inland and coastal resorts.

• adverb /.m'laend/ in a direction towards the middle
of a country; away from the coast: The airport lies a

few kilometres inland.

the .Inland 'Revenue {also the Revenue) noun
[sing.] {abbr\R)

the government department in the UK that is

responsible for collecting taxes, now part of hm
revenue and customs -> internal revenue
Service

in- line adjective

{Finance; Stock Exchange) used to describe sth that is

making as much profit as expected or the same
amount as other similar things: Goldman Sachs
upgraded the stock to 'in-line'from 'underperform', o
Retail sales were in-line or weaker. -> outperform,
UNDERPERFORM

• innovate /'inaveit/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to introduce new things, ideas or ways of doing
sth: We must constantly adapt and innovate to

ensure success in a growing market, o to innovate

new products innovator /'maveita(r)/ noun [c]

• innovation /.ma'veijn/ noun

see also: product innovation

1 [u] the introduction or development of new
things, ideas or ways of doing sth: We have a
passion for quality, innovation and valuefor money.
0 They have been the leaders in product innovation, o
scientific and technological innovation

2 [c] a new idea, way of doing sth, etc: recent

innovations in steel-making technology

innovative /'mavertiv; BrE also 'mavativ/ {also

innovatory, less frequent /.ina'veitari; AmE also

'mavato:ri/) adjective

introducing or using new ideas, ways of doing sth,

etc: The company's dedicated to developing

innovative new products, o an innovative approach

to training innovatively adverb

inoperative /m'Dparativ; AmE m'a:p-/ adjective

1 (about a rule, system, etc.) not valid or able to be

used: Your insurance policy will become inoperative

ifyour circumstances change.

2 (about a machine) not working: The inoperative

pump was sent back to the manufacturer.

inorganic /.mai'gaenik; AmE ,mo:r'g-/ adjective

[usually before noun]

used to describe the situation when a company
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increases in size by buying or joining with other

companies: She sees inorganic growth as the way
forward for the bank in the coming days, o inorganic

expansion/development -> external (2)

, in-'pack adjective [only before noun]

{Marketing) inside the container that goods are sold

in: in-pack promotions

,in-'person adjective [usually before noun]

involving a direct meeting with another person
rather than communicating by letter, telephone,

etc: an in-person interview o The training would be

both in-person and online.

• input /'input/ noun, verb

• noun
1 {Economics) [u,c, usually pi ] any person or thing

that is involved in producing goods or providing

services: Women provide 25% of the labour input in

farming, o Inputs of labour, capital and energy are

becoming more costly, o The increase in input costs

was largely due to the rise in oil prices. Isyni factor
OF PRODUCTION -> OUTPUT
2 [u.c] advice, ideas, knowledge, etc. that you give

to a project, meeting, etc. in order to make it

succeed; the act of doing this: I'd appreciate your
input on this, o Do your employees have an input

into the decision-making process? o We get customer
input early in the development of new products.

3 {IT) [u] the act of putting information into a

computer; the information that you put in: data
input o This program accepts inputfrom most word
processors. -> output
4 [c] a place or means for electricity, data, etc. to

enter a machine or system: Is there an audio input

on the PC?
-» OUTPUT

• verb (inputting, input, input) or (inputting,

inputted, inputted) [+ obj]

{IT) to put information into a computer: to input

text/data/figures o She is responsible for inputting

customer information into the database. -» output

input/ output adjective

1 {IT) {abbr I/O) relating to information passing into

and out of a computer, computer system, etc. or the

devices that control this process: the basic input/

output system ofyour computer
2 {Economics) used to describe a method of

analysing the economy of an area that considers

the relationships between different parts of the

economy and how changes in the amount that one
part produces affects what happens in others: an
economic input/output model of the United States

input/ output noun [u] {IT)

'input tax noun [c,u]

{Accounting) the tax (VAT) that a company pays on
goods and services that it buys -> output tax

inquire, inquirer -> enquire

inquiry = enquiry

inquisitorial /m.kwiza'toirial/ adjective

{Law) (about a trial or legal system) in which a judge
examines the evidence and questions people
involved in the case

inroad /inraod; AmE -rood/ noun [C]

something that is achieved, especially by reducing
the power or success of sth else: This deal is their

first major inroad into the American market.
tHSl make inroads (into/on sth) if one thing

makes inroads into another, it has an important
effect on the second thing, especially by reducing
it, or influencing it: They are likely to make further
inroads into the UK market.

insert verb, noun
• verb {+ obj] /m's3:t; AmE m's3:rt/

1 insert sth (in/into/between sth) to put sth into

sth else or between two things: J inserted the disk

into my computer, o Our leaflets will be inserted in

the next issue of the magazine.
2 to add sth to a piece of writing: Position the

cursor where you want to insert a word. IoppI delete
insertion /m's3:J*n; AmE m's3:rjri/ noun [u,cj:

She suggested the insertion of an extra clause in the

contract, ofull-page colour insertions

• noun /'ms3:t; AmE 'ms3:rt/ {also 'inset, less frequent)

ra

see also: free-standing insert

an extra section added to a book, newspaper or
magazine, especially to advertise sth: an 8-page
insert on the new car models

,in-'service adjective [only before noun]

(HR)

1 (about training, courses of study, etc.) done while
sb is working in a job, in order to learn new skills:

in-service training

2 used to describe sb who is working or sth that is

being used for a particular purpose: pre-service and
in-service teachers o The ship has a scheduled in-

service date of2011.

in-service with drawai noun [u,c]

when an employee leaves a company pension plan
while they are still employed by the company

inset /'inset/ = insert

inside /.m'said/ adjective [only before noun]

known or done by sb in a group or an organization:

He has an extensive inside knowledge of the telecoms

industry.

inside infor mation {also in.sider

infor mation) noun [u]

{Finance) secret information which is known by
people who work for a company or an organization
but which is not known by the public GEED It is

usually illegal to make use of this information

when buying or selling shares, bonds, etc.: She is

accused of relying on inside information when she

sold nearly 4 000 shares. insider trading

insider /m'saida(r)/ noun [C]

1 a person who knows a lot about a group or an
organization, because they are part of it: The
situation was described by one insider as 'absolute

chaos', o Industry insiders predict a merger within

the nextyear.

2 {Finance) the directors, senior officers, lawyers,

accountants, etc. of a company and anyone who
owns more than ten per cent of the company's
voting shares: company/corporate insiders o
Insider buying of shares is a positive sign of a
company's future.

in.sider dealing = insider trading

in.sider infor mation = inside information

in.sider 'trade noun [c, usually pi., u]

{Stock Exchange) the buying and selling of a

company's shares, options, etc. by directors or

senior managers of the company: Executives must
report insider trades within two days, o an analysis

of insider trade behavior Isyni insider trading

in.sider 'trading {also in.sider dealing)

noun [u]

{Stock Exchange)

1 the crime of buying or selling shares, bonds, etc.

in a company with the help of secret information

about the company that is not available to the

public: He was convicted of insider trading and fined
$2.2 million.

2 the buying and selling of a company's shares,

bonds, etc. by directors or senior managers of the

company IsynI insider trading



, inside 'track noun [sing.] {especially AmE)
a position in which you have an advantage over sb

else or know about sth before other people do: This

is a good way to get on the inside track forfuture

career opportunities.

.inside worker noun [c]

(HR) an employee who works in a company's
offices, factory, etc. -> outside worker

* insolvency /m'snlvansi; AmE -'sail-/ noun [U,C]

(plural insolvencies)

{Accounting; Law) the state of not having enough
money to pay what you owe: The company is close

to insolvency, o The government may support the

firm, which said it could filefor insolvency at any
time, o a wave of corporate insolvencies o Its

European carrier business is expected to start

insolvency proceedings soon, fopp] solvency
-> BANKRUPTCY, INSOLVENT
O to face/file for/go into insolvency to avoid/be

rescuedfrom/stave off insolvency an insolvency

expert/lawyer/specialist

insolvency prac titioner noun [c] (BrE)

in the UK, a person or company that is legally

qualified to manage the affairs of a company that is

insolvent (= does not have enough money to pay
its debts) .

* insolvent /m'SDlvant; AmE -'sa:l-/ adjective

(Accounting; Law) not having enough money to pay
what you owe: The company has been declared

insolvent, o plans to take over insolvent private banks
o The bank's liabilities exceed its assets, making it

technically insolvent, foppl solvent insolvency
See note at bankrupt
0 to become/be declared insolvent to be/declare

yourself insolvent

insourcing /'mso:srrj; AmE -sa:rs-/ noun [U]

(HR) the process of producing goods or providing
services within a company rather than buying them
from outside: The cooperative has benefitedfrom the

insourcing ofproducts previously purchasedfrom
outside suppliers. insource verb [+ obj or no obj]:

We insource our training, o We are providing an
insourced telesales solution for the company's call

centre in Scotland.

inspect /m'spekt/ verb [+ obj]

1 to look closely at sth/sb, especially to check that
everything is as it should be: Make sure you inspect

the goods before signingfor them, o Samples of the

products are inspectedfor quality and consistency.

2 to officially visit a factory, restaurant, etc. in

order to check that laws are being obeyed and that

standards are acceptable: Public health officials

were called in to inspect the premises.

inspection /m'spekjn/ noun [u,C]

1 an official visit to a factory, restaurant, etc. in

order to check that rules are being obeyed and that
standards are acceptable: Regular inspections are
carried out at thefactory, o Banks were hit by
concern over inspections by the Financial Services

Agency.

O to carry out/conduct/make an inspection to fail/

pass an inspection a full/regular/routine/surprise
inspection

2 the act of looking closely at sth/sb, especially to
check that everything is as it should be: The
documents are availablefor inspection, o On closer
inspection, the notes proved to be forgeries.
0 to carry out/make an inspection a close/detailed/

thorough inspection

inspector /m'spekta(r)/ noun [c]

1 a person whose job is to visit factories,

restaurants, etc. to check that laws are being
obeyed and that standards are acceptable: Her role

as a factory inspector is to enforce health and safety
legislation.
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0 a factory/quality/safety inspector • a government/
an independent inspector

2 (AmE) = surveyor (2)

inspectorate /m'spektarat/ noun [C with sing./pl.

verb] (especially BrE)

an official group of inspectors who work together

on the same subject or at the same kind of

institution: A member of the company inspectorate

was sent into the firm.

inspector of 'taxes (also tax inspector)
noun [c]

in the UK, a person who is responsible for collecting

the tax that people must pay on the money they
earn [synJtaxman

inSt. abbr

1 (old-fashioned) a short way of writing instant,

used in business letters to mean 'of this month': We
acknowledge receipt ofyour letter of 14 inst.

2 a short way of writing institute or institution

* install /m'stod/ verb [+ obj]

1 (IT) to put a new program into a computer: I'll

need some help installing the software, o The new
software was installed on 850 desktops.

2 to fix equipment on to sth or into position so that

it can be used: They plan to install motion detectors

on many appliances, o The hotel has had terminals

installed in every room.
3 to put sb in a new position of authority: He was
installed as CEO last May. o The company has
installed its own management team in Toulouse.

installation /.insta'leijri/ noun
1 [U,C] the act of fixing equipment or furniture in

position so that it can be used: Installation of the

security system will take several days, o We offerfree

installation and free service, o installation costs

2 (IT) [u] the act of putting a new program into a

computer: the installation of the SAP software

3 [c] a piece of equipment or machinery that has
been fixed in position so that it can be used: a

heating installation

4 [c] a place where specialist equipment is kept

and used: a chemical/nuclear/oil installation

5 [U] the act of placing sb in a new position of

authority: the installation of a new chief executive

in stalled base noun [c, usually sing.]

(IT; Marketing) the total number of a particular

product, especially equipment such as computers,
that have been sold and are still used by customers:

The installed base ofPCs in India rose to 5 million

units last month. -» customer base

in stalled ca'pacity noun [u; c, usually sing.]

(Technical) the full amount of energy that a

particular power station, machine, etc. could
supply: China's installed capacity exceeds 400 million

kw.

installer /m'sta:la(r)/ noun [C]

1 (IT) a piece of software that helps you to put

another larger piece of software onto your
computer: J downloaded the software and ran the

installer.

2 a person or company that fixes equipment or

furniture in position so that it can be used: an
installer of security systems o phone installers

instalment (AmE spelling usually installment)

/m'stodmant/ noun [C]

(Commerce) one of a number of payments that are

made regularly over a period of time until sth has

been paid for or an agreed amount has been paid:

We paidfor it by/in instalments, o The loan can be

repaid in 24 monthly instalments, o The final

instalment on the loan is due next week, o They were

unable to keep up (= continue to pay) the

instalments.
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0 to keep up/pay/repay (the) instalments

instalment plan [AmE spelling usually

installment ~) = hire purchase

instalment sale (AmE spelling usually

installment ~) noun [u,C]

(Commerce) an arrangement in which the seller of

goods, assets, etc. receives the money in regular

payments over a fixed period of time -> hire
purchase

instant /'instant/ adjective

happening immediately: This connection gives you
instant access to the Internet, o Don't expect instant

results.

instant access ac count noun [c] {BrE)

a bank account that allows you to take your money
out at any time you like without paying a fee

instant 'messaging noun [u] (abbr\M)

{IT) a system on the Internet that allows people to

exchange written messages with each other very
quickly .instant 'message noun [c]

instigate /'mstigeit/ verb [+ obj]

1 (especially BrE) to make sth start or happen,
usually sth official: The council has instigated an
independent inquiry.

2 to cause sth bad to happen: The company has

been blamed for instigating the price war.

institute /'mstitju:t; AmE -tu:t/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

an organization that has a particular purpose,

especially one that is connected with education or

a particular profession; the building used by this

organization: the senior economist at Nomura
Research Institute o the Institute of Chartered

Accountants
• verb [+ obj]

to introduce a system, policy, etc. or start a process:

The new management intends to institute a number
of changes, o to institute criminal proceedings

against sb

• institution /.msti'tju^n; AmE -'tu:Jri/ noun

see also: depository institution, financial ~, thrift ~

1 [C] a large important organization that has a

particular purpose, for example a bank: a banking/
an investment/a lending institution o The sale has

already been accepted by the big City institutions (=

the banks and finance companies in London), o the

Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors

2 [C] a custom or system that has existed for a long
time among a particular group of people: The Web
as an institution seems more important than ever.

3 [u] the act of starting or introducing sth such as

a system or a law: the institution of new safety

procedures

institutional /.msti'tjuijanl; AmE-tw.-j adjective

[usually before noun]

connected with an institution, especially a large

financial organization: institutional buyers/clients/

investors/shareholders o There is a strong

institutional demandfor government bonds.

institutionally /,msti'tju:J*anoli; AmE -'tu:-/

adverb

.institutional advertising noun [u]

(Marketing) advertising that tells the public about an
organization, a company or a product in general

(for example, coffee), rather than about particular

products. It usually tries to create an attractive

image and is used by large well-known companies:
an institutional advertising campaign for the water
industry -» image advertising, product
ADVERTISING

.institutional ad vertisement noun [c]

.institutional 'fund noun [c]

(Finance) an investment fund that is only open to

large financial organizations: an institutionalfund
manager

,in-'store adjective [only before noun]

1 within a large shop/store: in-store marketing/
promotions o The Internet will reduce in-store sales, o
The company uses signs and in-store displays to grab
consumer attention.

2 belonging to a particular shop/store: special

discounts for shoppers who use in-store credit cards o
the supermarket's in-store magazine
,in-'store adverb: His focus has turned to products

being sold in-store.

• instruct /m'strAkt/ verb [+ obj]

1 to tell sb to do sth, especially in a formal or an
official way: Some mechanics were instructed to do
jobs that they weren't qualified to do. o My boss

instructed me not to spend too much time on the

task.

2 to teach sb sth, especially a practical skill: We
instructed managers (on) how to use the online

hiring system, o instructing new employees in the use

of the equipment
3 (Law) (especially BrE) to employ sb to represent

you in a legal situation, especially as a lawyer, and
give them information or orders: He must indicate

which of thefirms he wishes to instruct.

-A- instruction /in'strAkJn/ noun, adjective

• noun
1 instructions [pi ] detailed information on how to

do or use sth: You shouldfollow the instructions

given by the manufacturer, o It comes with step-by-

step instructions (= that tell you exactly what to do
at each stage).

O to follow/read (the) instructions clear/detailed/

full instructions assembly/installation/operating

instructions

2 [c, usually pi.] something that sb tells you to do:

Have you given the payment instructions to the

bank? o Salespeople were given instructions to offer a

reduced price.

O to give sb/issue/'receive instructions * to carry out/

ignore sb's instructions clear/firm/strict/written

instructions

3 (IT) [c] a piece of information that tells a

computer to perform a particular operation: This

computer can carry out 400 million instructions per

second.

0 to carry out/execute instructions

• adjective [only before noun]

giving detailed information on how to do or use

sth: an instruction book/manual

instructional /m'strAkfanl/ adjective [usually

before noun]

that teaches people sth: instructional materials/

videos

instrument /'mstromant/ noun [c]

see also: derivative instrument, financial ~, trust ~

1 (Finance) any investment such as shares, bonds,

options, futures, etc. that is bought and sold in

an organized system: We have had to replace our

investments with lower-yielding instruments, ofixed-
income instruments o equity/liquid/low-risk

instruments IsynI financial instrument
2 a tool or device used for a particular task,

especially for delicate or scientific work: optical/

precision)surgical instruments

3 a device used for measuring speed, distance,

temperature, etc. in a vehicle or on a piece of

machinery: the flight instruments o the instrument

panel
4 (Law) a formal legal document: an instrument of

transfer (= that shows that property has been
passed to sb else)



insufficient /.msa'fijrit/ adjective

not large, strong or important enough for a

particular purpose: insufficient time o His salary is

insufficient to meet his needs. -» n.s.f.

insufficiency /.msaTiJansi/ noun [u;sing.]

.insufficiently adverb

insurable /m'Jo:rabl; -'Tuar-; AmE -'Jur-/

adjective

able to be insured: $3.5 bi'ZZton is the maximum
payoutfor a single insurable incident, o The

challenge is to work out what risks are insurable.

|OPP| UNINSURABLE
0 insurable events/incidents/risks

* insurance /m'Joirans; -'Juar-- AmE-'Sur-/ noun

see also: accident insurance, block ~, casualty ~,

certificate of ~, consumer credit ~, contract of ~,

credit ~, etc.

1 [u] an arrangement with a company in which
you pay them regular amounts of money or make a

single payment and they agree to pay the costs, for

example if you die or are ill/sick, or if you lose or

damage sth: car/travel/home/unemployment
insurance o Make sure you take out adequate
insurance to cover your possessions, o Can you claim

for the loss on your insurance? p Many people have

insurance against sickness and unemployment, o It's

time to renew your motor insurance. L'MH There are

four main classes of insurance: accident, fire, life

and marine.

O to arrange/have/renew/take out insurance to

buy/sell insurance to offer/provide/refuse

insurance insurance covers/pays for sth

insurance contributions/payments/premiums
2 [u] (often used in the names of companies) the

business of providing people with insurance: She
works in insurance, o The insurance industry is one

of the country's biggest employers, o Cox Insurance
3 [u] money paid to an insurance company;
money paid by an insurance company: Some people
just cannot afford to pay insurance, o After the

accident he received €15 000 in insurance.

4 {Stock Exchange) [pi.; u] used to refer to shares in

insurance companies: Insurances did well,

recovering some of last week's losses.

insurance adjuster {also spelled ~ adjustor,
especially in AmE) noun [C] {AmE only)

an independent person or company that decides
whether insurance claims are valid and how much
should be paid Isyni claims adjuster, loss
adjuster {BrE)

in surance agent noun [c]

a person or company whose job is to give advice
about and sell insurance on behalf of one or more
companies: I contacted several life insurance agents.
o The San Francisco-based insurance agent was
founded in 1994.

in surance broker noun [c]

an independent person or company that gives
people advice about insurance and arranges
insurance for them: Speak to your insurance broker
regularly to make sure you are getting the best deal.
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in'surance .carrier = insurance company

in surance certificate = certificate of
insurance

in'surance claim = claim noun (l)

in'surance .company {AmE also in surance
.carrier) noun [C]

an organization whose business is providing
insurance: Insurance companies have been badly hit

by the recent storms andfloods. Isyni insurer

in'surance .cover (0/50 in surance .coverage)

noun [u]

protection that an insurance company provides by
promising to pay you money if a particular event
happens: Many mortgage lenders will require you to

take out full insurance cover. IsWl cover
O adequate/full insurance cover to take out/get/

obtain insurance cover to arrange/provide/

withdraw insurance cover

in'surance .policy {also .contract of in surance)
noun [c]

a written agreement between a person or company
and an insurance company: One in fifteen

holidaymakers who took out a travel insurance

policy lastyear made a claim.

0 to take out/applyfor/have an insurance policy an
accident/a life/travel insurance policy

in surance .premium noun [c]

a payment made to an insurance company in return

for which the company agrees to pay for loss,

damage or expenses, usually up to a particular

amount: Insurance premiums are expected to

continue rising, o You can payyour car insurance

premiums annually or monthly. Isyni premium

in surance .rating = rating (5)

in'surance risk noun [c]

the possibility of loss or damage that sth is insured

against: Airlines were given help to cover insurance

risks. [synIrisk

in'surance .underwriter noun [c]

1 {Insurance) a person whose job is to estimate the

risks involved in a particular activity or in insuring

a particular client and decide how much sb must
pay for insurance
2 a company or person that agrees to accept all the

risks involved in an insurance contract: He used to

workfor Lloyd's, the insurance underwriters.

[SYNl UNDERWRITER

* insure /m'Jo:(r); -'Jua(r); AmE-'Sur/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] insure (sth/yourself) (for/against

sth) to make an arrangement with a company in

which you pay them regular amounts of money or

make a single payment and they agree to pay you
money, for example if you die or are ill/sick, or if

you lose or damage sth: The painting is insuredfor

$10 million, o Companies are required to insure

against accidents in the workplace, o Are you
adequately insured?

2 [+ obj] to sell insurance to sb for sth: The
company insures high-risk drivers.

insured /m'Joid; -'Joed; AmE -'ford/ adjective

see also: sum insured

1 having insurance: Her life was insuredfor
$250 000. o The buildings were insured againstfire
damage, o Are you insured to drive this car?

2 the insured noun [c] {plural the insured) the

person who has made an agreement with an
insurance company and who receives money if, for

example, they are ill/sick or if they lose or damage
sth: The insured had made a claim against the

insurers. -> assured (2)

WHICH WORD?

insurance/assurance

In BrE, insurance that pays out a sum of money
when a person dies or reaches a particular age is

called life assurance or life insurance. The term
used in AmE is life insurance.

In both BrE and AmE, insurance is used to

describe types of insurance that protect you
against uncertain future events, such as injuries,

car crashes, thefts or natural disasters: car/house/
medical insurance.
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insurer /m'JoiraCr); -'Juar-; AmE -'Jur-/ noun [C]

a company that provides insurance: Allianz is the

world's number two insurer, o The insurers (= the

particular company that has a contract to provide
insurance) are refusing to pay the full claim.

ISYNI INSURANCE COMPANY

intangible /m'taend38bl/ adjective, noun
• adjective [usually before noun]

1 that exists but is not physical: Everything is

changing—some of the change is intangible, some
very physical.

O intangible benefits/changes/ideas/rewards

2 that does not exist physically, but represents a

cost or a benefit to a company: My work involves

developing intangible success factors such as trust,

commitment and competitive advantage.

0 intangible capital/expenses/liabilities/property/

value
[OPP] TANGIBLE adj.

• noun
1 [c] a thing that exists but is not physical

2 [Accounting; Finance) [c, usually pi ] = intangible
asset
[opp] tangible noun

in tangible 'asset {also in'tangible) noun [c.

usually pi.]

(Accounting; Finance) something that a company has
and that benefits it but does not exist physically, for

example a brand or the company's reputation: The
most important intangible asset is the company's
brand , o the value ofgoodwill and other intangible

assets IoppI tangible asset

* integrate /intigreit/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

integrate (A) (into/with B)
|

integrate A and B to

combine two or more things so that they work
together; to combine with sth else in this way:
These programs will integrate with your existing

software, o These programs can be integrated with
your existing software, o the problems involved in

integrating the two businesses

integrated /'mtigreitid/ adjective [usually before

noun]

1 in which several different parts are closely

connected and work successfully together: an
integrated vrint and online recruitment strategy

2 (about a company or a business) that does
everything connected with producing and selling

its products: an integrated oil company that digs for
and refines crude oil and natural gas products

3 included as part of a product, not supplied
separately: phones with integrated cameras

.integrated marketing noun [u]

the process of organizing all the different areas of

marketing, for example the way things are

advertised (promotion), the way they are wrapped
(packaging), the way they are sent to shops/stores

to be sold (distribution) and the price, so that they
all work well together: developing an integrated

marketing strategy o an integrated marketing
campaign

integrated marketing communi-
cations noun [U; pi.] (abbr IMC)

a way of managing a company's marketing so that

all forms of information about products or the

company are carefully linked: She emphasized the

importance of integrated marketing communications
in achieving customer loyalty.

integrated pro ducer noun [c]

(Manufacturing) a company producing goods that

owns more than one stage in the process

fi* Oxford 8aA*y

o o

XYZ
FOODS

integration /.inti'greijn/ noun [u]

see also: backward integration, enterprise

application ~, forward ~, horizontal ~, lateral ~,

vertical ~

1 a process of combining two or more companies,
organizations or systems so that they work
together well: The aim is to promote closer economic
integration, o The new technology will mean better

integration of the company's existing computer
systems.

2 (Economics) a situation in which a company gains

control of its competitors, customers or suppliers,

so that there are fewer companies operating in a

particular area: The airline has now completed the

integration of its rival, o Recentyears have seen

increasing integration in the car industry.

integrator /'mtigreita(r)/ noun [c]

1 (IT) (also 'systems .integrator, system
.integrator) a person or company that puts together

computers and programs to make a complete
system for a particular customer, especially a

business: Our aim was to rebuild IBM as the premier
integrator of total solutions, o the systems

integrators who worked on our supply chain

2 a person who is skilled at making the different

parts of a business or different businesses work
well together: He has little experience as an
integrator of businesses.

intel lectual assets noun [pi ]

(HR) the knowledge and skills of a company's
employees that can be used to make the business

more successful: We need to find more ways to

extract valuefrom our intellectual assets.

.intellectual capital noun [u]

(HR) anything that is not physical that can be used
to make a business more successful, for example its

relationships with its customers, its brands, ideas

or designs for new products, the knowledge and
skills of employees, etc: The company is putting

emphasis on intellectual capital over bricks and
mortar.

inte llectual property noun [u]

(Law) an idea, a design, a piece of writing, etc. that

belongs to a person or an organization and cannot
be sold or copied without the owner's permission:

Awareness of the need to protect intellectual property



rights is growing, o Theft of intellectual property is

threatening many American companies.

inter- /'mta(r)/ prefix {used in verbs, nouns, adjectives

and adverbs)

between; from one to another: interaction o inter-

company loans o interfirm collaboration

interactive /.mtar'aektrv/ adjective

interactive technology allows information to be

passed continuously and in both directions

between the user and the piece of technology,

allowing the user to control what happens: View
our interactive map by clicking here, o Grey

Interactive TV has developed a series of interactive

adverts for the bank.

0 interactive media/software/television

.inter actively adverb interactivity

/.mtaraek'tivati/ noun [u]: Each episode will be

broadcast with added interactivity.

interactive 'marketing noun [u]

the use of a website and the Internet to sell

products in a way that allows the customer and the

seller to influence what happens and what
information is exchanged: the brand manager in

charge of interactive marketing

.interactive 'whiteboard
t
noun [c]

a piece of equipment using a computer linked to a

large screen like a whiteboard that you can write

on or use to control the computer by touching it or

pointing at it with a pen. It can be used for teaching
or for giving talks.

inter alia /.inter 'eilia/ adverb (formal)

among other things: The report is concerned, inter

alia, with the reform of the tax system. [HDE This is

a Latin phrase.

interbank /'mtabaerjk; AmE -terb-/ adjective [only

before noun]

happening between banks: The three-month
interbank interest rate is currently 3%. o the

interbank lending trade

inter- company {also spelled intercompany)
adjective [only before noun]

happening between companies, especially linked
companies: inter-company meetings o The company
was owed $1.2 billion of inter-company debt.

interest /'mtrast; -trest/ noun

see also: accrued interest, add-on ~, bank ~,

beneficial ~, compound ~, controlling ~, expression
of~, etc.

1 [u] the extra money that you have to pay when
you borrow money: You H have to pay interest on the

loan, o The money was repaid with interest, o The
company is set to default on (= fail to pay) its interest

payments. interest rate
O to charge/pay interest interest charges/payments

annual/monthly interest

2 [u] the extra money that you receive when you
invest money: Their business account pays 3%
interest, o That cash could be earning interest in a
bank account. oBond interest is fixed, but earnings
per share are growing. -» interest rate See note at
PROFIT
O earn/pay interest interest payments annual/

monthly interest

3 {Finance) [c, usually pi.] a share in a business or
company and a legal right to a share of its profits:

The group has extensive interests in China, o She has
business interests in France, o American interests in

Europe {= money invested in European countries)
-> HOLDING
O business/commercial/economic interests energy/

mining/oil interests

4 [c,u] a connection with sth which affects your
attitude to it, especially because you may benefit
from it in some way: Organizations have an
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interest in ensuring that employee motivation is

high, o I should, at this point, declare my interest.

5 [C, usually pi ] a group of people who are in the

same business or who share the same aims which
they want to protect: powerfulfarming interests o
relationships between local government and business

interests

6 {Law) [c] a legal right to land or property: You
must give the names and addresses of anyone you
know who has an interest in the land.

-> idioms at conflict noun, declare

interest- bearing adjective [usually before noun]

{Finance) used to describe loans, etc. on which
interest is paid: They are cutting their workforce and
reducing their interest-bearing debt, o interest-

bearing deposits

'interest .cover (0/50 -coverage) noun [u]

{Accounting) a company's profit in relation to the

amount of interest it has to pay on loans: The
company has interest cover of seven times its

operating profits, o Interest cover remains very

comfortable.

.interested party noun [c] t

a person or an organization that is in a position to

gain from a situation or to be affected by it,

especially one with a financial interest in a

company: The financier will deliver his rescue plan

for the company to interested parties this week.

'interest ex.pense noun [u,c, usually pi ]

{Accounting) the amount that a company has to pay
in interest on money it has borrowed: They reported

a drop in profits, largely due to a sharp rise in

interest expense, o Interest expenses rose almost 10%.

.interest-'free adjective

used to describe loans on which the borrower does
not have to pay interest: Ford said on Monday it

was extending interest-free loans on some models, o
You should always pay the loan off at the end of the

interest-free period.

O interest-free credit/financing * an interest-free loan/

period

'interest rate {also .rate of 'interest) noun [c]

the cost of borrowing money, usually expressed as

a percentage of the amount borrowed: Interest rates

are low and unlikely to be raised soon, o The Bank of
England has cut interest rates by half a percentage

point. O Interest rates of2.75% are low by past
standards, o Stocks rose on hopes of an interest-rate

cut this week.

0 high/low interest rates to cut/increase/raise/

reduce/slash interest rates interest rates fall/rise

'interest-rate risk noun [u]

{Finance) the risk that the value of an investment or

an asset will fall if rates of interest change, for

example that the value of a bond will fall as rates of

interest rise: The group may have trouble managing
its exposure to interest rate risk.

interest-rate swap noun [c]

{Finance) an agreement between two organizations

that have borrowed money at different rates of

interest, for example one at a fixed rate and the

other at a rate that changes. In order to reduce
interest-rate risk, they agree to exchange
regular payments based on the rates of interest at

which they have borrowed.

interface /'mtafeis; AmE -tarf-/ noun, verb

noun [C]

1 the point where two systems, subjects, etc. meet
and affect each other: He is interested in the

interface between big business and small

communities, o We work at the interface with the

public.
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2 (IT) the way a computer program presents

information to a user or receives information from
a user: The software has a standard Windows™
interface, o Customers have suggested improvements
to our user interface. -» GUI
3 (IT) a connection between one device or system
and another: the interface between the computer
and the printer

• verb

1 [no obj] to come into contact with a person,

product, system, etc. and to affect them or be
affected by them in some way: How users actually

interface with the product is very important, o We
thought people would interface with call centres only

at peak times.

2 (IT) [+ obj or no obj] interface (sth) (with sth)
|

interface A and B to connect sth using an
interface; to be connected in this way: The system

interfaces with many differentfinancial software

packages.

* interim /'interim/ adjective [only before noun]

1 {Accounting) interim results, figures, etc. are

calculated before the final figures are known, often

after half a financial year: Interim figures released

yesterday show strong growth. oa21% increase in

interim pre-tax profits

0 interim accounts/figures/losses/profits/results

2 intended to last for only a short time, until sth/sb

more permanent is found: He will take over the

running of the company on an interim basis, o The
union agreed to an interim 4% pay offer.

.interim dividend noun [c]

(Finance) a dividend that is paid half way through
the FINANCIAL YEAR -» FINAL DIVIDEND

.interim injunction (BrE) (AmE preliminary
in junction noun [C]

(Law) an official order from a court that a person or

company must not do sth until a dispute has been
resolved: They asked the court to issue an immediate
interim injunction against the company.

.interim management noun [u]

a situation where a company is temporarily

controlled by managers who do not normally
control it, usually because of serious problems; the

managers who are in charge of a company in this

way: The company has been under interim

management since the CEO resigned last month.

.interim payment noun [c]

1 a payment that is made before full payment, or

while the size of the full payment is being decided:

Our insurer was prepared to make an interim

payment.
2 (Finance) an interim dividend

interims /'mtarimz/ noun [pi.]

(Accounting) results or figures that are calculated

before the final figures are known: International

Greetings announces its interims tomorrow.

intermediary /.inta'mkdiari; AmE
,mt3r'mi:dieri/ noun [C] (plural intermediaries)

see also: financial intermediary

a person or an organization that helps other people
or organizations who are unable or unwilling to

deal with each other directly to reach an
agreement: The company acts as an intermediary

between buyers and growers. Isyni middleman
inter mediary adjective: a small intermediary

company o an intermediary role

inter mediate goods noun [pi ]

(Manufacturing) partly finished goods that are used
in the manufacture of other goods: Ordersfor
intermediate goods rose 3.5%.

.intermediate tech nology noun [c,u]

1 technology that is suitable for use in developing
countries, because it is cheap and simple and can
use local materials

2 a technology that comes between early and later

versions, and is less successful than either

intermediation Amta.mLdi'eiJn; AmE -tar'm-/

noun [u]

(Finance) an arrangement where a bank or similar

financial institution helps two people or groups
(parties) to borrow and lend money, bearing all or
part of the risk -> disintermediation (1)

intern (also spelled interne) /'mt3:n; AmE 'mt3:rn/

noun [c] (AmE)

a student, or a person who has recently finished

studying, who is getting practical experience in a

job: She spent last summer as an intern at a software
company. internship /'mt3:njip; AmE -t3:rn-/

noun [c] -> work experience

internal /m'tainl; AmE m't3:rnl/ adjective

1 [usually before noun] involving or concerning
only the people who are part of a particular

organization rather than people from outside it: an
internal inquiry o internal emails/memos o Internal

recruitment gives staff opportunities for promotion
and new challenges.

2 used to describe the situation when a company
develops its existing business rather than growing
by buying other companies, etc: We have tripled our
sales through internal growth and acquisitions.

-> organic (1)

3 [only before noun] connected with a country's

own affairs rather than those that involve other

countries: internal affairs/trade/markets o an
internalflight (= within a country) Isyni domestic
lOPPl EXTERNAL

internally /m't3:nali; AmE m't3:rn-/ adverb: It is

too early to say whether the positions will be filled

internally or externally.

in ternal 'audit noun [c,u]

(Accounting) an examination that an organization

does of its own activities, especially to see if its own
controls and systems are working properly: The

theft was uncovered by an internal audit lastyear.

in ternal auditor noun [c]

in,ternal con sistency = internal equity

in ternal con sultancy noun [c,u]

(HR) a situation where one department with special

skills in an organization sells its services to other

departments, who can choose to use outside

experts instead: IT consultants and staffwho provide

internal consultancy internal con'sultant

noun [C]

in ternal 'customer noun [c]

(HR) the idea that an employee working on one
stage of a process is a customer of employees
working on the stage before. This encourages
employees to produce work of a good quality at

each stage of a process: good relationships with

external and internal customers o a facilities

manager serving and supporting the company's
internal customers

in ternal 'equity (also internal con sistency)

noun [u]

(HR) a situation in which the pay that employees in

an organization receive is related to the type of job

they do in the organization: Internal equity is

achieved if the employees pay corresponds to their

responsibilities. -» external equity

in,ternal labour .market (AmE spelling ~

labor ~) noun [C] (abbr ILM)

(HR) in an internal labour market, employers find

people for senior positions from employees within

the organization, rather than looking outside: The

employer is building an internal labour market, with



a view to retaining skilled workers. -> external
LABOUR MARKET
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internal 'market noun [c, usually sing ]

{Economics)

1 = SINGLE MARKET
2 a situation in which different departments in the

same organization buy goods and services from
each other

in ternal rate of re turn noun [c,u] (abbr \RR)

{Accounting) a way of comparing the value of

different investments based on the income they
will produce and the amount spent on them. A rate

of interest is calculated for which the value of the

income from each investment equals the amount
spent on it. -» present value

Internal 'Revenue Code noun [sing ] {abbr

IRC)

the tax laws of the US

In ternal Revenue .Service noun [sing ]

{abbr IRS)

the branch of government in the US that is

responsible for collecting most taxes, including

INCOME TAX -» HM REVENUE AND CUSTOMS

in ternal 'search noun [c,u]

{Marketing) the process by which consumers use
information from their own experiences and
memory when they make a decision about buying a
product or service

* international /.mta'naejrial; AmE -tar'n-/

adjective [usually before noun]

connected with or involving two or more countries:

The group has seen strong growth in its international

business, o a violation of the rulesfor international

trade o The number ofpassengers on international

flights fell last year by 4.4%. -» domestic (1)

internationally /.mta'naejriali; AmE -tar'n-/

adverb: Holiday Inn is an internationally recognized
name.

Inter national Ac counting .Standards
noun [pi.] {abbr IAS)

a set of rules for accounting, produced by the
International Accounting Standards Board. Firms
can choose whether or not to follow them.

Inter national Ac counting .Standards
Board noun [sing.] {abbr IASB)

an independent organization that decides on rules
for accounting that can be used all over the world
CHH This has replaced the International
Accounting Standards Committee (IASC).

inter national airport noun [c]

a large airport that has flights to and from many
different countries: Tokyo International Airport

Inter
1

national Chamber of Commerce
noun [sing.] {abbr \CC)

an international association of business people
based in Paris that aims to encourage, support and
protect world business and trade -> Incoterm

Inter national Civil Avi ation
Organi zation noun [sing.] (abbr \CAO)
an international organization that advises airlines
and sets safety standards for air travel

Inter national Fi nancial Re porting
.Standards noun [pi.] (abbr \FRS)

a set of rules for accounting, produced by the
International Accounting Standards Board

the .International Labour
Organi zation (AmE spelling- Labor ~) noun
[sing.] (abbr ILO)

an organization formed by the United Nations to
improve working conditions in all parts of the
world

inter national 'labour .standards (AmE
spelling ~ labor ~) noun [pi ]

a set of instructions for employment conditions
produced by the International Labour
Organization. Countries can choose whether or not
to follow them.

.international 'law noun [u]

the system of laws that are recognized by most
states as controlling their relations with each other
and their treatment of each other's citizens: The
proposed action would be illegal under international

law. o The company said its claim was in line with
international law.

.international management noun
1 [U; C with sing./pl. verb] the process of running a

business that operates in several different countries
(a multinational); the people who do this

2 [u] the process of developing an organization's

production or marketing activities across national
borders

inter national monetary .system noun
[sing.]

the system which controls the sale and exchange of
different currencies -» IMF

.International Motor In,surance
Certificate = green card (2)

.International Re ply .Coupon noun [c]

{abbr IRC)

a printed form that can be bought from a post
office and sent with a letter to another country and
is then exchanged for the cost of sending a reply by
air from that country

.international re'serves = foreign
EXCHANGE RESERVES

.International Se'curities Ex change noun
[sing.] (abbr ISE)

in the US, a system that allows people to use a
computer to trade options (= the right to buy or

sell a fixed quantity of shares, bonds, etc. for a

particular price within a particular period)

interne = intern

Internesia /,mta'ni:zia; AmE jntar'n-/ noun [U]

(informal)

an inability to remember on which website you saw
a particular piece of information or to find it again
IJMH Internesia is formed from Internet and
amnesia (= a medical condition in which sb loses

their memory).

* Internet /'mtanet; AmE -tarn-/ (usually the
Internet) (also the Net, informal) noun [sing.]

see also: wireless Internet

(IT) an international computer network that

connects other networks and computers all over
the world: The company is trying to build a strong

presence on the Internet, o You can download the

softwarefrom the Internet, o We aim to build a truly

global Internet company. -» extranet, intranet

.Internet cafe noun [c]

a place with computers where customers can use
the Internet and buy drinks and food: The Internet

cafe is openfrom 8 a.m. to midnight.

Internet .commerce (also Net .commerce, less

frequent) = e-commerce

interoperable /.mtar'Dparabl; AmE-a:v-l
adjective

(it) (about computer systems or programs) able to

exchange information or be used together

interoperability /.intar.npara'bilati; AmE -'a:p-/

noun [u]
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interpersonal / t
mta'p3:s9nl; AmE -tar'p3:rs-/

adjective [only before noun]

connected with relationships between people: We
always look for people with good interpersonal skills.

interpreter /m'taipntaOOMmE-'teirp-/ noun [c]

1 a person whose job is to translate what sb is

saying while they are speaking: The chairman spoke
through an interpreter.

2 {IT) a computer program that changes the

instructions of another program into a form that

the computer can understand and use

interruption /.mta'rApJri/ noun [c,u]

see also: business interruption

1 the act of stopping sb from speaking or doing
sth: The constant interruptions make it hard to

concentrate.

2 an event that temporarily stops an activity or a

process; a time when an activity is stopped: an
interruption to/in the power supply o Credits will be

given to any customer who experienced an
interruption ofservice.

intersect /.mta'sekt; AmE -tar's-/ verb [no obj]

if two areas of activity intersect, they come into

contact and affect each other: Traditional business

practices can cause problems when they intersect

with the world of the Internet, o The institute

explores ways in which technology and human issues

intersect. intersection /.mta'sekjn; AmE -tar's-/

noun [C,u]

interstate /'mtasteit; AmE -tars-/ adjective [only

before noun]

between states, especially in the US: interstate

commerce

intervene /,inta'vi:n; AmE -tar'v-/ verb [no obj]

to become involved in a situation in order to

improve it: 7f is not the government's role to

intervene in companies' problems, o The Central

Bank said it would intervene again to prop up the

currency. intervention /.mta'venjn; AmE -tar'v-/

noun [l),C]: an argument about state intervention in

industry o Officials threatened intei-vention to push
down the yen.

interventionism /.inta'venfanizam; AmE -tar'v-/

noun [u]

[Economics) the policy or practice of a government
influencing the economy of its own country

interventionist /.mta'venjanist; AmE -tar'v-/

adjective, noun [c]

.inter vention price noun [c]

{Economics) the rninimum price for a product,

especially an agricultural product, set by a

government or an organization such as the

European Union. If the market price falls below this

price, the government, etc. pays the difference to

the producer, or buys the product at the agreed
price: The goal is to move the EU's intervention prices

downwards.

* interview /'mtavju:; AmE -tarv-/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: depth interview, exit ~, screening ~, semi-

structured ~, situational ~

1 a formal meeting at which sb is asked questions

to see if they are suitable for a particular job: a job

interview o He has an interview next weekfor the

manager's post, o I've got an interview with United

Biscuits, o We're about to start the second round of
interviews, o to be invited for (an) interview

O to carry out/conduct/do/hold an interview to

attend/be called for/have an interview an
interview board/panel

2 a way of finding out sb's opinion about products
or services by asking them questions in a private

meeting: Interviews and questionnaires are the most
important tools of market research, o The survey
team carried out over 200 interviews with retired

people.

O a face-to-face/telephone interview to carry out/
conduct/do an interview

3 a meeting (often a public one) at which a
journalist asks sb questions in order to find out
their opinions: The interview with the new CEO was
published last Friday.

0 a newspaper/press/radio/television interview to

carry out/conduct/do an interview to do/give (sb)/

grant (sb) an interview

• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to talk to sb and ask them
questions at a formal meeting to find out if they are

suitable for a job, etc: We interviewed ten peoplefor
the job. o Which post are you being interviewedfor?
2 [no obj] {especially AmE) to talk to sb and answer
questions at a formal meeting to get a job, etc: If

you don't interview wellyou are unlikely to get the

job.

3 [+ obj] to ask sb questions at a private meeting,
especially to find out what they think about
particular products or services: We interviewed over

500 teenagers to find out whatyoung people want in

a magazine.

4 [+ obj] to ask sb questions about their life,

opinions, etc., especially on the radio or television

or for a newspaper or magazine: The directors

declined to be interviewed.

'interviewing noun [u] : The research involves in-

depth interviewing, o intennewing skills/techniques

interviewee /,intavju:
,

i:;/\mF-tarv-//ioiv/7 [C]

the person who answers the questions in an
interview

interviewer /'mtavju:a(r); AmE -tarv-/ noun [C]

the person who asks the questions in an interview

,in-the-'trenches adjective [only before noun]

in-the-trenches employees and managers are

directly involved in the most active part of the

business: Many in-the-trenches leaders blame the

people above them when theyfail to make progress.

intra- /'intra/ prefix {used in adjectives and adverbs)

inside; within: intra-departmental {= within a

department) <o intraday o intracompany
communication

intraday /'mtradei/ adjective [only before noun]

{AmE)

{Finance) happening within one day: The rand
recovered after a five per cent intradayfall against

the dollar, o The yield on the ten-year Japanese bond
fell to a four-year low in intraday trade yesterday.

intranet /'intranet/ noun [C, usually sing.]

{IT) a computer network that is private to a

company or an organization but is connected to

and uses the same software as the Internet: You
need a password to access the company intranet, o
intranet learning resources -» extranet

intrapreneur /,mtrapra'n3:(r)/ noun [C]

an employee in a large company who develops new
products or services, starts subsidiary businesses,

etc. for the company rather than leaving to form
their own company -> entrepreneur

intrapreneurial /,mtrapra'n3:rial/ adjective

intrapreneurship / 1
intrapra'n3:J

,

ip; AmE -'n3:rjrp/

noun [u]

'in tray [also 'inbox) noun [c]

a container on your desk for letters and other

documents that are waiting to be read or

answered: I've read through everything in my in

tray. -» out tray



intrinsic /m'trmsik; -zik/ adjective

belonging to or part of sth: Change is intrinsic to (=

an essential part of) business today, o With intrinsic

motivation (= doing sth because you want to) the

reward is the activity itself.

in trinsic value noun [c]

(Finance) the real value that a company, an asset,

etc. has, rather than the current value as shown,
for example, by share prices or its market value.

Intrinsic value can be calculated by experts:

Concentrate on building intrinsic value over time, o
The company's intrinsic value is well above $25 per

share.

* introduce /.mtra'djuis; AmE 'du:s/ verb [+ obj]

1 to make a new product or service available to

people for the first time: Earlier this year the

manufacturer introduced the product to the general

market, o The new service will be introduced next

year, [syn! bring sth in

2 to start to use a new system or a new method of

doing sth: We've introduced a computerised system

to deal with orders, [syn! bring sth in

3 introduce A (to B)
|
introduce A and B

|

introduce yourself (to sb) to tell two or more
people who have not met before what one
another's names are; to tell sb what your name is:

Can I introduce my wife? o Participants get one
minute to introduce themselves.

4 [often be introduced (to sth/sb)) to help sb find

out about sth/sb or do sth for the first time: Jones

was introduced to thefirm by a business associate, o
The course introduces students to drafting business

plans.

5 to formally suggest a new law so that it can be
discussed: The government has introduced a bill to

reform pensions.

introduction /.intra'dAkJh/ noun
1 [u] the act of bringing a product, service, system,
etc. into use for the first time: the introduction of
new manufacturing methods
2 [c] a product, service, etc. that is brought into

use for the first time: We have begun the biggest

wave of new product introductions in our history.

3 [c,u] the act of making one person formally
known to another: Shall I do the introductions (=
tell people one another's names)? o a letter of
introduction (= a letter which tells sb who you
are, written by sb who knows both you and the
person who will read the letter)

introductory /.mtra'dAktari/ adjective

1 offered for a short time only, when a product or
service is first on sale or when a new customer buys
it: This introductory offer is for three days only, o
credit cards offering a 0% introductory rate

O an introductory discount/offer/package/price/rate

2 written or said at the beginning of sth as an
introduction to what follows

O introductory chapters/paragraphs/remarks
3 intended as an introduction to a subject or an
activity for people who have never done it before
0 an introductory book/class/course

invalid /m'vaelid/ adjective

1 not legally or officially acceptable: The contract
was invalid because parts were added after it was
signed.

2 {IT) of a type that a computer cannot recognize:
The URL is invalid.

3 not based on all the facts and therefore not
correct: an invalid argument
IoppI VAi.in

invalidity / .mva'hdati/ noun [u]

invalidate /m'vaehdeit/ verb {+ obj]

to make a document, contract, etc. no longer
legally or officially valid: Putting the TV channel up
for sale would invalidate this contract, [syn) nullify
[opS validate invalidation /m.vaeh'deijri/
noun [u]
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invaluable /m'vaeljuabl/ adjective

invaluable (to/for sb/sth)
j
invaluable (in sth)

extremely useful: This information is invaluable, o
She has made an invaluable contribution to the

company, o His energy will be invaluable in driving

the businessforward, [synj valuable
lima Invaluable means 'very valuable or useful'.

The opposite of valuable is worthless.

invent /m'vent/ verb [+ obj]

to design or produce a product or method that has
not existed before: Inventing new products and
services is myfirst love, o Who invented the Internet?

0 Companies are inventing new ways of doing
business together.

invention /m'venjn/ noun
1 [C] a thing or an idea that has been invented:

What was Henry Ford's greatest invention? o The best

inventions are the simplest and most obvious.

2 [u] the act of inventing a product, method, etc:

the 100th anniversary of the invention ofair

conditioning

inventor /m'venta(r)/ noun [C]

a person who has invented sth or whose job is

inventing things: Dick Morley is the inventor of the

floppy disk.

• inventory /'mvantri; AmE -ta:ri/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: beginning inventory, continuous inventory

1 (Commerce; Production) [c,u] (especially AmE) the

goods that a business has for sale at a particular

time: We will carry a large inventory of candy, o
Crude oil inventories are running low. o What do you
do when you're stuck with inventoryyou can't sell?

Hyn] stock
O to buy {\n)lorder/replenish inventory to carry/

have/hold inventory to control/get rid of/reduce/

run down/sell off inventory

2 (Accounting; Production) [u,C] (especially AmE) all

the goods owned by a business, including raw
materials, parts, work not yet finished and finished

products: The company has no factories, no
inventory, no delivery trucks and no salesforce, o
The software can improve inventory management
and cash flow, o a drive to cut costs and reduce

inventory levels in manufacturing [syn! stock,
STOCK-IN-TRADE
O to build {up)/maintain/order/replenish/store

inventory to control/get rid of/reduce/run down/
sell (off) inventory

3 [c] a complete list of something, especially of all

the goods and property owned by a person, a

company, an organization, etc: She keeps a full

inventory ofcompany assets and updates it every six

months, o They made/took an inventory of all the

goods in the shop.

• verb [+ obj] (inventories, inventorying,

inventoried, inventoried)

to make a complete list of sth: The equipment was
rarely inventoried.

inventory control (also inventory

.management) noun [u] (especially AmE)
(Commerce; Production) the process of making sure

that a suitable quantity of goods, materials or parts

are stored and available at any time while keeping
the costs of doing this as low as possible; the

department in a company that is responsible for

this process: The industry has become much better at

inventory control, o They have cut costs by adopting

stricter inventory control practices. Isyni stock
control
'inventory controller (also inventory

.manager) noun [c]
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'inventory count noun [c]

{Accounting) an act of checking how many items a

shop/store or business has available for sale

ISYNI STOCK COUNT

.inventory on 'hand noun [u] {especially AmE)
{Accounting; Commerce) the materials, parts,

finished products, etc. that a company holds ready
to be used [syn! stock in hand

inventory risk noun [u]

{Commerce; Production) the risk that the goods and
materials that a business has will fall in value,

costing the business money: State-of-the-art IT

systems reduce inventory risk.

inventory to- sales ratio noun [c]

{Economics) a measure of the demand for goods or

of how well supplies are being managed, calculated

by dividing the value of the supply of goods that a

business or an industry has by the sales in a

particular period: The drop in inventory-to-sales

ratios are positivefor the economy.

.inventory 'turnover {also .inventory turn)

noun [c,u] [also .inventory 'turnover .ratio [c])

{Accounting) the relationship between the value of

goods that a business sells in a particular period,

usually 12 months, and the average value of the

goods it has available to sell: An inventory turnover

of40 to 60 times means that, on average, the entire

stock is replaced each week, o They wanted to achieve

14 inventory turns a year, [syn] stock turnover

inventory valu ation noun [u,c]

{Accounting) the process of calculating the value of

all the goods, finished or not finished, and
materials that a company, shop/store, etc. has
stored and available for use or sale at the end of a
particular period; the value that is calculated
[syn] stock valuation

inverse /,m'v3:s; AmE .in'V3:rs/ adjective [only

before noun]

opposite in amount or position to another thing:

There is an inverse relationship between shares and
the dollar (= the value of one goes up as the value

of the other goes down). inversely /,m'v3:sli;

AmE-'\3:rs-l adverb: The gold price often moves
inversely to the dollar.

n»I?l in ir. verse pro portion to if one thing is in

inverse proportion to another, the more of one
thing there is, the less there is of the other: The
attractiveness of a city tends to be in inverse

proportion to its economic productivity.

in,verted 'market = backwardation

invest /m'vest/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to buy property, shares, etc. in

order to sell them again and make a profit: Now is a
good time to invest in the property market, o We have
invested €100 000 in the business, o More individuals

are investing.

2 [+ obj or no obj] (about a company, government,
etc.) to spend money on sth in order to make it

better or more successful: The government has

invested heavily in public transport, o The company
will invest $160 million on new plant and equipment
this year. See note at finance
3 [+ obj] to save money in a bank account, an
insurance policy, etc. in order to receive interest:

You have to decide how best to investyour savings, o
She invested $10000 in a high interest savings

account.

investable {also spelled investible, less frequent)

/m'vestabl/ adjective: The bank has about 300 000
customers with $1 million or more in investable

assets.

in,vested 'capital noun [u]

{Accounting) the amount of money invested in a
business by its owners or shareholders

investible = investable at invest

investigate /m'vestigeit/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] investigate (sth)
|

investigate

how/what/whether etc. to carefully examine the

facts of a situation, an event, a crime, etc. to find

out the truth about it or how it happened:
Inspectors were asked to investigate possible instances

of insider dealing in the City, o The Board hired a law
firm to investigate.

2 [+ obj] investigate sb (for sth) to try to find out
the truth about the activities of a person or
company suspected of having done sth wrong or
illegal: He has been investigated forfraud.

investigation /m.vesti'geijn/ noun [c,U]: The
companyfaces an investigation into its accounting
practices, o Thefirm is under investigation by the

U.S. Justice Department.
investigator /in'vestigeita(r)/ noun [C]

* investment /in'vestmant/ noun

see also: alternative investment, autonomous ~,

capital ~, community ~, direct ~, fixed ~, foreign

direct ~, etc.

1 [U] the action or process of using money in order

to make a profit or earn interest, for example by
buying shares, bonds, property, etc: We need to

attractforeign investment, o Investment in these

savings plans is expected to grow rapidly, o Why is

the company an attractive investment opportunity? o
Investment income is liable to tax. o the bank's chief

investment officer

O domestic/foreign/private/public investment

2 [C] the amount of money that a person or

business invests: There is a minimum investment of
$10 000. o I have had a high return on my original

investment, o The company wishes to sell its entire

investment. See note at finance

O an initial/a maximum/minimum/one-off
investment to make an investment

3 [C] the thing that a person or business invests in:

Our investments are not doing well, o You should

think of equities as a medium- to long-term

investment, o The value of an investment can go
down as well as up.

O a good/low-risk/profitable/safe investment a bad/
high-risk/risky/speculative investment long-term/

medium-term/short-term investments to have/
hold investments to buy/sell investments

4 [C,U] the act or process of buying materials,

machines, etc. to make goods to sell: The area must
attract new industrial investment, o Investment in

manufacturing has fallen dramatically, o The

company has announced a $5 million investment in

new technology, o higher investment spending

O business/corporate investment heavy/major/new
investment (in sth) industrial/infrastructure/

technology investment to attract/boost/

encourage/stimulate investment (in sth)

in vestment al lowance = capital
ALLOWANCE

investment bank noun [c] {especially AmE)
{Finance) a bank that provides finance for

companies by buying their shares and selling them
to the public. It also advises on takeovers and
mergers (= when one company buys or joins with

another) and on ways of raising money: The sale

was handled by investment bank Merrill Lynch.

-» MERCHANT BANK
in vestment .banker noun [c] in vestment

.banking noun [u]

in vestment bou tique {also bou tique)

noun [c]

{Finance) a small business that offers advice and



help about a particular industry or area to people

or organizations that want to invest money

investment .company {also in vestment
trust, in vestment trust .company) noun [C]

{Finance) a company that invests its money in other

companies' shares, bonds, etc. It makes its profits

from the money made on these investments: a

Hong Kong-based investment company

in vestment goods = capital goods

investment grade adjective [only before noun]

{Finance) used to describe companies, bonds, etc.

that are fairly safe to invest in because they have a

low risk: The company's credit rating is now
investment grade, o investment-grade debt {= that is

likely to be paid back) o More than $28 billion of

new investment-grade bonds have been sold in the

past two weeks.

in vestment .management noun [u]

{Finance) the act of managing an amount of money
which is used to buy and sell shares, bonds, etc. on
behalf of investors in order to make as much profit

as possible: He is chief executive ofRostrum, an
investment management group, o The new company
will offer investment management services to

Japanese pension funds, [syn] fund management,
MONEY MANAGEMENT
investment .manager noun [c]: She began her

career as investment managerfor Mercury Asset

Management.

investment mix {also 'asset mix) noun [c,

usually sing., u]

{Finance) a combination of different investments
that are put together in order to get the highest

amount of profit from them: A good planner will

help come up with a good investment mixfor your
retirement savings.

investment re,search noun [u]

{Finance) the study of different types of

investments, in order to decide which ones are

good to invest in: Investment banks produce
investment research mainlyfor the benefit of their

investment clients.

investment trust = investment company

investment trust .company = investment
COMPANY

investor /m'vesta(r)/ noun [c]

see also: angel investor, small ~, value ~

a person or an organization that invests money in

order to make a profit or receive interest: Investors

in thefund lost all their money, o Foreign investors

have traditionally been welcome in Germany, o
Efforts are being made to restore investor confidence.
See note at finance
O institutional/large/major investors individual/

private investors * foreign/international/overseas

investors

investor group noun [c]

{Finance) a group of investors acting together,
especially to take over a company: He led an
investor group that acquired a $40 million
department store chain.

in.vestor projection noun [u]

systems and rules designed to make sure that
financial institutions treat investors fairly and do
not cheat them: We have to strike a balance between
investor protection and market efficiency.

in vestor re lations noun [u] {abbr\R)
the process by which a company communicates
with investors and possible investors, providing
them with accurate information about the
company and how successful it is likely to be in the
future: the director of investor relations o Effective
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investor relations can help a company build a

shareholder base and hold onto them.

invisibles /m'vizablz/ noun [pi ]

{Economics) services such as banking, education,

tourism, etc. that countries sell to and buy from
each other -» visibles

in visible trade noun [u]

{Economics) services such as education, banking,
tourism, etc. that countries sell to and buy from
each other -> visible trade

invitation /.mvi'teijn/ noun [c]

an invitation (to sth/to do sth) a spoken or written

request to sb to do sth or to go somewhere: an
invitation to a product demonstration o He accepted

the invitation to join the board.

0 to extend/issue/withdraw an invitation to accept/
decline/turn down/reject an invitation

* invite /m'vait/ verb [+ obj]

1 {formal) invite sth
|
invite sb to do sth

|
invite sb

(to/for sth) to offer sb the opportunity to do sth:

The company is inviting bids for a stake in the

business, o We invite customers to callfor a
prospectus, o Applications are invitedfrom suitably

qualified persons.

O invite bids/offers/tenders invite comments/
debate/questions/suggestions

2 {format) invite sb (to/for sth)
|

invite sb to do sth

to ask sb formally to go somewhere: Successful

candidates will be invited for interview, o I was
invited to their meetings.

3 invite sb (to sth/to do sth) to ask a person to

come to a social event: We were invited to lunch, o
He invited me to visit him if I were ever in Huston.

invoice /'mvois/ noun, verb

{Accounting)

• noun [c]

see also: purchase invoice, sales ~, tax ~

a list of goods that have been sold, work that has
been done, etc. showing what you must pay: Ifyou
pay the invoice within 15 days, you get a 5% discount

offyour next purchase, o When you confirm your
booking, an invoice will be automatically raised and
sent to you.

See note on next page
0 to generate/issue/raise/send/submit an invoice to

pay/settle an invoice

• verb [+ obj]

invoice sb (for sth)
|

invoice sth (to sb/sth) to write

or send a bill for work you have done or goods you
have provided: You will be invoicedfor these items at

the end of the month, o Invoice the goods to my
account, 'invoicing noun [u]

'invoice .discounting {also discounting)

noun [u]

{Finance) a financial arrangement in which a bank
or other business buys the right to receive

payments that are owed to a company. The bank
pays the debts immediately, receiving a percentage

of the money owed for doing this, and then gets

the money when the company has collected it.

factoring 'invoice .discounter noun [c]

invoice price noun [c]

the price for goods or services that is shown on an
invoice

invoke /m'vauk; AmE m'vouk/ verb [+ obj]

1 to mention or use a law, rule, etc. as a reason for

doing sth: They delayed their payment, invoking a

ten-day grace period (= extra time) allowed under

the terms of the deal.

2 {IT) to begin to run a program, etc: This command
will invoke the HELP system.
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involuntary /m'VDlantri; AmE in'va:lanteri/

adjective

happening without the person concerned wanting
it to: involuntary unemployment o There has been an
increase in involuntary part-time work [= when
people are unable to get a job for the normal
working hours), [oppI voluntary

in voluntary bankruptcy noun [u]

{Law) a situation in which a person's creditors (=

the people or companies who are owed money) ask

a court to officially declare that person bankrupt
-> VOLUNTARY BANKRUPTCY

in voluntary liqui dation noun [u.c]

{Law) a situation where a company is forced to stop

doing business so that it can pay its debts
[SYNl COMPULSORY LIQUIDATION lOPPl VOLUNTARY
LIQUIDATION

inward /'mwad; AmE -ward/ adjective

1 coming into a particular place rather than going

out of it: Scotland has little inward immigration, o
the inwardflow of cash and resources

2 towards the centre or the inside of sth: The

industry is becoming inward-looking and
conservative.

lOPPl OUTWARD

inward investment noun [u,c]

{Finance) investment in one country or area that is

made by another country or area: Inward
investment into the UK plunged lastyear, o inward
investment projects .inward in'vestor noun [C]:

The plant was opened by inward investorsfrom
Japan in the 1980s. -» outward investment

I/O = input/output (1)

.l/'O psy chology J/'O psy chologist
— industrial and organizational psychology

IOU /,ai au 'ju:; AmE -ou-/ noun [c] {informal)

a written promise that you will pay sb the money
that you owe them: / wrote him an IOUfor $200. o
Corporate bonds are lOUs issued by companies.

EHD 'IOU' is a way of writing 'I owe you'.

IPO /,ai pi: 'au; AmE 'ou/ abbr

{Stock Exchange) initial public offering, initial

public offer the act of selling shares in a company
on a stock exchange for the first time: The company
had its IPO in September 2004. o There have been 14

IPOs since January, o The investnient bankers set an
IPO price of $17 per share, o IPO shares
[SYNJ FLOTATION, PUBLIC ISSUE

0 to announce/launch/make/plan/seek an IPO to

complete/do/have/subschbe (to) an IPO to

handle/manage an IPO to abandon/cancel/
withdraw an IPO * a big/hot/large/lucrative/

successful IPO a partial IPO

IR /,ai 'a:(r)/ = industrial relations, Inland
Revenue, investor relations

IRC /,ai a: 'si:; AmE a:r/ = Internal Revenue
Code, International Reply Coupon

iron /'aian; AmE 'aiarn/ noun [U]

a hard metal that is used to make steel: an iron and
steel works

IRR /,ai a:r 'a:(r) / = internal rate of return

irrecoverable /.in'kAvarabl/ adjective

irrecoverable debts, losses, etc. will never be paid

back: The bank has to make provision for ¥480
billion in irrecoverable loans, [opp] recoverable

irredeemable /,in'di:mabl/ adjective

{Finance) used to describe bonds or other forms of

loans that pay interest but have no date when they
must be paid back -> undated (2

)

.irre'deemables noun [pi ]

irregular /i'regjala(r)/ adjective

1 not according to the usual rules or laws: The
inquiryfound there was no evidence of irregular

trading, o An employee claims that the firm's

accounting has been irregular.

2 not happening regularly: Many contract workers

have irregular incomes.

[oppj regular

irregularity /i.regja'lasrati/ noun [C, usually pi., U]

{plural irregularities)

an activity or a practice that is not according to the

usual rules: The company admitted to significant

accounting irregularities.

O massive/serious/significant irregularities

accounting/financial/management irregularities

to allege/deny/find/investigate irregularities

irretrievable /,in'tri:vabl/ adjective

that you can never make right or get back: an
irretrievable situation o The money already paid is

irretrievable. -» retrieve
irretrievably /,in'tri:vabli/ adverb

IRS /,ai a:r 'es/ = Internal Revenue Service

ISBN /.aiesbL-'en/abb/-

International Standard Book Number a number
that identifies an individual book, that you can use

when ordering the book: Can you give me the ISBN?

ISDN /,aiesdi:'en/nbbr

{II) integrated services digital network a system

that uses telephone connections to send sound,

images and data between computers at high speed:

an ISDN Internet connection

ISE /,ai es 'i:/ = International Securities
Exchange

Ishikawa diagram /,iri'ka:wa/ = fishbone
DIAGRAM

ISIC /,ai es ai si:/ abbr International Standard
Industrial Classification of all economic
activities an international list in which industries

and services are given a code of letters and
numbers to show which type of economic activity

they are involved in, for reference and research

purposes NACE, NAICS

WHICH WORD?

invoice/bill/check/receipt/statement

of account/voucher

Before you pay for something you receive a piece

of paper telling you how much you owe. This is

called by different names:

• Bill is often used about goods and services

provided to individuals: I can't afford to pay my
credit card bills.

• In BrE, bill is also used in the context of a

restaurant: Can we have the bill, please? The
AmE word is check: / asked the waiter to bring

the check.

• Invoice is the word that an accountant would
use: In order to be paid, you must submit an
invoice.

After you pay for something you receive a receipt

telling you how much you have paid: Keep your
receipt in case you want to return the goods In

accounting, this is often called a voucher:

Supporting vouchers should be attached to the

claim form.

A statement of account is used when several

payments are made over a period of time. It tells a

customer what money has been paid and what is

owing: We send you a monthly statement of
account.



island dis play noun [c]

(Marketing) a type of structure for displaying goods
with shelves on all four sides

island po sition noun [c]

(Marketing) a place for an advertisement with no
other advertisements near it, in a newspaper or

magazine, or on television or radio

ISO /,ai es 'au; 'aisau; AmE 'ou; 'aisoo/ abbr

1 International Organization for

Standardization the organization that sets

international quality and safety standards for

industry and business: All ISO standards are

voluntary.

2 (E-commerce) Independent Service
Organization a company that offers to deal with
credit-card payments made on the Internet

.ISO '14000 /-,fo:ti:n 'Gauznd; AmE ,fo:rti:n/ noun
[smg]

(Production) a set of standards to ensure that

businesses do not use processes that harm the

environment: All facilities must reach the ISO 14001

standard.

.ISO '9000 /-nam 'Gauznd/ noun [sing.]

(Production) a set of standards connected with the

processes organizations use to ensure the quality of

their products and services: More than 90 countries

have adopted ISO 9000 as their national standard.

ISP /,ai es "pi:/ abbr

(IT) Internet service provider a company that

provides you with an Internet connection and
services such as email, etc.

issuance /'ijuans; BrE also 'isju-/ noun [C, usually

sing., u]

1 (Finance) the act of issuing shares, bonds, etc.;

the shares, bonds, etc. that are issued: The company
said it would postpone the issuance ofnew stock, o
This pastyear has been a record yearfor bond
issuances.

2 the act of making sth available: the preparation
and issuance of audit reports

[syn] issue

• issue /'iju:; BrE also 'isju:/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: bank of issue, bonus ~, capitalization ~,

cash ~, free ~, new ~, note ~, etc.

1 (Finance) the act of offering shares, bonds, etc. for

sale: The bank plans to raise $1.37bn through a new
share issue, o The company has announced an issue

ofbonds in the coming weeks.
Hyn] issuance
2 (Finance) the number of shares that a company
offers for sale at one time: The new issue was heavily
oversubscribed (= more people wanted to buy
shares than could have them), o There was strong
demand for new corporate bond issues in January.
3 the act of producing coins and paper money and
making them available to the public; the coins and
paper money produced: a new issue ofbanknotes

• verb [+ obj]

1 (Finance) to offer shares, bonds, etc. for sale: The
engineering group issued $105 million of bonds, o
Several large euro-zone companies have recently
issued 30-year securities.

2 to produce coins and paper money and make
them available to the public: Three institutions in

Hong Kong are allowed to issue banknotes.
3 issue sb with sth \ issue sth (to sb) to give or
supply sth to sb; to make sth available: New
employees will be issued with a temporary identity
card, o Theyfound that payroll checks had been
issued to dead or non-existent employees.
4 to announce sth formally or officially: Yesterday
the group issued a fresh profits warning, o The board
will issue a statement on Thursday.
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.issued capital (also subscribed capital, less

frequent) (BrE also .issued 'share .capital) noun [u]

(Finance) the amount of money that a company has
raised from the sale of its shares: The company is

offering to buy back up to 10% of its issued capital.

-> AUTHORIZED CAPITAL

Issue price (also 'issued price, less frequent)

noun [c]

(Finance) the price that a new share, bond, etc. is

sold for: On Monday the shares were well below their

issue price of €27.75. Isyn] initial price

issuer /'iju:9(r); BrE also 'isju:a(r)/ noun [C]

1 a person or an organization that supplies sth to

sb: Credit-card issuers lose billions each year to

fraud.

2 (Finance) a company or government that offers

shares, bonds, etc. for sale: Vehicle manufacturers
are among the largest corporate Issuers of dollar
bonds.

issues .management noun [u]

the process of considering how a business's plans
might cause problems for members of the public,

the government, etc. in the future, and then
making plans to deal with this if it happens

issuing bank noun [c]

(Finance)

1 a bank or other financial institution that supplies

sb with a credit card and is responsible for their

account
2 a bank that supplies sth such as a cheque or a
letter of credit (= a letter from a bank
promising to pay sb on behalf of a customer): It

takes aboutfive days for the issuing bank to pay off
the letter of credit. -» advising bank

'issuing house noun [C] (BrE)

(Finance) a financial institution, especially a

merchant bank (= a bank that deals mainly with
businesses) that sells a company's shares to the
public: The issuing house buys the sharesfrom the

issuing company and places them with investors.

* IT /,ai 'til/ noun [u]

1 information technology the study or use of
electronic systems and equipment, especially

computers, for storing, sending and receiving

information: The company has invested a lot in IT. o
Mary works in IT. o The job requires good IT skills

2 a company that deals in computers, software,

computer services, the Internet, etc: IT stocks were
the worst performers last year.

3 the department in a company or an organization
that runs the computer systems: Marketing, sales

and IT are being merged to cut costs.

item /'aitam/ noun [C]

see also: action item, exceptional ~,

extraordinary ~

1 a single article or object, especially one that you
buy: The supermarket chain is reducing the prices of
about 1 000 items, o The camera-phone quickly

became a must-have item.

2 (Accounting) a single piece of information in a set

of accounts: Fuelformed one of the biggest items in

the accounts, o Excluding one-off items, the company
reported earnings of $4 billion.

3 a single thing on a list, especially on a list of

things to be discussed at a meeting (an agenda):

Shall we move on to the next item on the agenda? o
We queried several items on the bill. See note at

meeting

itemize , -ise /'aitamaiz/ verb

1 [+ obj] to produce a detailed list of things: The
report itemizes 23 differentfaults, o an itemized
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phone bill (= each call is shown separately) oBar
codes mean customers can have itemized receipts.

2 [+ obj or no obj] {especiallyAm E) to list separately

on a tax form all the amounts that you can take

away from your income before tax is calculated: //

you want to itemize instead of taking the standard
deduction, you need to use the longerform.
-> STANDARD DEDUCTION

itinerant /ai'tmarant/ adjective [usually before

noun]

travelling from place to place, especially to find

work: itinerant workers

Jj
jackpot /'d3aekpDt; AmE -pa:t/ noun [C]

a large amount of money that is the most valuable

prize in a game of chance: She won the lottery

jackpot, o [figurative) Investors are unlikely to hit the

jackpot (= make a large profit) with these shares.

janitor /'d3aenita(r)/ = caretaker

jargon /'d3a:gan; AmE 'd3a:rgan/ noun [u]

words or expressions that are used by a particular

profession or group of people, and are difficult for

others to understand: computer/legal/industry

jargon

Jasdaq /'d3aezdaek/ noun [sing.]

a type of stock market in Japan that deals with the

shares of young successful companies: The
publisher listed on the Jasdaq lastyear.

j-CUrve /'d3ei k3:v; AmE - k3:rv/ noun [C]

[Technical) any curve in the shape of the letter 'J',

which shows sth first decrease slightly then rapidly

increase to a much higher level KMH In

economics, the J-curve is used to show the change
in level of a country's imports compared to exports

(its balance of trade) after a decrease in the value

of the national currency.

JE /,d3ei'i:/ = job evaluation

jettison /'d3etisn/ verb [+ obj]

1 to get rid of sth/sb that you no longer need or

want: Theyjettisoned 217 staffwhen the recession

hit.

2 to reject an idea, a belief, plan, etc. that you no
longer think is useful or likely to be successful

Jiffy™ /'d3ifi/ noun [C] (plural Jiffies)

used to describe a thick soft envelope for sending
things that might break or tear easily: a Jiffy bag/
envelope/mailer -» padded envelope

jingle /'d3irjgl/ noun [C]

[Marketing) a short song or tune that is easy to

remember and is used as part of an advertisement
on radio, television, etc: a catchy advertising jingle o
to write a jingle

JIT /,d3ei ai 'ti:/ = just-in-time

jitters /
,

d3itaz;/\/r?£-t8rz/ noun [pi.]

(used in newspapers) feelings of being anxious
about whether sth bad is about to happen: The
threat offurther strikes has added to investor jitters.

jittery /'d3itari/ adjective

(used in newspapers) anxious and uncertain:

Shoppers are already jittery aboutjob security, o a

jittery market

*job /d3Db; AmE d^a±l noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: desk job, off-the-~, on-the-~

1 work for which you receive regular payment: She
appliedfor a job as director of marketing, o Who is

likely to get the top job at the bank? ojobs in the auto

industry o He's been out ofajob (= unemployed)

for six months now. o The plan involves about 10000
job losses.

O to apply for/look for a job to find/get/have/keep/

take a job to leave/lose/quit a job to offer sb/fill

a job a full-time/part-time/permanent/steady/

temporary job to create/cut/shedjobs job cuts/

losses job offers/openings/opportunities

2 a particular task or piece of work: Fighting

inflation is the bank's main job. o Two men have

been given the job ofpushing up the company's sales

and profits, o They have done a couple of design jobs

for us. o Clients pay professional advisers by the hour,

not by the job.

3 a responsibility or duty: The broker's job is to act

in the best interests of their investors, o It's not my
job to lock up!

4 [IT) an item of work which is processed by a

computer as a single unit: The job can be processed

overnight. Isyni task
irarci do a good, great, bad, etc. job (on sth);

make a good, bad, etc. job of sth to do sth well,

badly, etc: They did a very professional job. o The

authors make an excellentjob ofsummarizing their

approach to management, don't give up the 'day

job used to tell sb in a humorous way that you do
not think they are very good at sth they are doing

that is not their real job a job of 'work [BrE

EBB
job/career/position/post/vocation/

work
Your job is what you do in order to receive a

regular income. The word is often used when
describing how your work meets your personal or

financial requirements: a boring/an interesting/a

well-paid job

Work is an uncountable noun and is used to

describe what you do in your job: What work do
you do? o full-time/manual/skilled work. It is also

often used when speaking about the relationship

between your personal life and time spent

working: the difficulties of balancing work and
family

Both job and work are used to describe the state

of having work: to lookfor/find work/a job o to be
out of work/a job (= not doing any paid work)

A career is a series of jobs in a particular area of

work, especially one for which you need a

qualification or special training: a career in

business/law

A vocation describes a career that you believe is

particularly suitable for you, even though it may
be difficult or badly paid: Hefound his vocation in

teaching.

Post and position are both fairly formal and are

often found in advertisements. Post is often used

about academic or government jobs: a teaching

post. Position often refers to a job in a company
with a lot of responsibility: a managerial/senior

position



old-fashioned orformal) work that you are paid to do
or that must be done jobs for the 'boys (BrE)

[informal] people use the expression jobs for the

boys when they are criticizing the fact that sb in

power has given work to friends or relatives more
than your job's worth (to do sth) (BrE) (only used

in spoken English) not worth doing because it is

against the rules or because it might cause you to

lose your job on the job while doing a particular

job: No sleeping on the job! o on-the-job training

-> idiom at walk verb

• verb (-bb-) [no obj]

to do work for different people that is not regular

or permanent: He jobbed as a truck driverfor some
time.

339 job sth 'out {especially AmE) to arrange for

work to be done by another company rather than
your own: Some of the work was jobbed out to other

printers. Isyni contract sth out

job action = industrial action

jobanalysis noun [c,u]

(HR) a detailed study of a job and its relation to

other jobs in the organization, especially in order

to see what skills are needed for the job

job bank noun [C] (AmE) *

(HR)

1 a collection ofjob advertisements or details of

people looking for work: Search our online job bank
for a position that matches your requirements.

2 an arrangement by which workers who lose their

jobs continue to receive wages and sometimes
training while waiting for a new job to become
available; the fund of money from which they are

paid: Workers will be placed in a job bankforfuture
hire by the company.

jobber /'d3r>ba(r); /4/t?£ 'dza:b-/ noun [c]

1 (Stock Exchange) in the UK in the past, a person
who earned money on the stock exchange by
buying shares, bonds, etc. from brokers and
selling them to other brokers
2 (Commerce) (AmE) a business that buys large

amounts of particular goods and sells them to

other businesses: We purchase our booksfrom
jobbers, usually at a substantial discount.

[SYNJ WHOLESALER

jobbing /'d3rjbin; AmE 'd3a:b-/ adjective [only before

noun]

1 (BrE) used to describe sb who does work for

different people that is not regular or permanent: a
jobbing builder

2 (Commerce; Stock Exchange) used to describe a
company that buys and sells goods, shares, etc. as

an agent: a jobbing company with quality products
and competitive prices

jobcentre (AmE spelling jobcenter)
/'d3Dbsenta(r); AmE 'd3a:b-/ noun [C] (BrE only)

a government office where people can get advice in

finding work and where jobs are advertised:

advertising vacancies in local jobcentres

EMPLOYMENT AGENCY

job .costing noun [u]

(Accounting) the practice of calculating a separate
cost for each piece of work, project or order that is

done by a business: Producers of custom-built goods,
such as heavy machinery, generally use job costing.

-» BATCH COSTING

job cre ation noun [u]

(Economics) the process of providing opportunities
for paid work, especially for people who are
unemployed: Cutting taxes should encourage
investment and job creation

job des cription noun [c]

(HR) a written description of the exact work and
responsibilities of a job, its position in the
organization, the conditions of employment and

299 job lock

the pay: to write a formal job description o Make
sure you have an up-to-date job description, o She
never said 'That isn't in myjob description' (- about
sth she was asked to do that was not part of her
normal job). -» job specification

job de sign noun [u,c]

(HR) the process of putting together the tasks that

need to be done in an organization to form jobs

that individual people will do: Poorjob design or

conditions can cause stress.

job en richment noun [u]

(HR) a way of increasing the variety of tasks that an
employee does by giving them more difficult tasks

to do or more responsibility

job evaluation noun [U,C] (abbr\E)

(HR) a method of studying jobs and their relation to

each other in an organization in order to give them
a position on a scale and decide on the rate of pay
for each level; an occasion when this is done

job fair (BrE also ca reers fair, re cruitment fair)

noun [c]

(HR) an event where people who are looking for a
job can meet companies who are looking for new
employees: Companies attending the job fair will be

looking for graduates in all subjects.

job .family noun [c]

(HR) a group of jobs in an organization that have
similar activities and need similar skills but have
different levels on a scale: Each jobfamily contains

different levels of responsibility and has an individual

pay structure.

job for life noun [c] (plural jobs for life)

the idea that once you had a job with a company,
you could keep it until you retired: Employees must
now be moreflexible and mobile and not expectjobs

for life.

job .grading noun [u]

(HR) a system of arranging similar jobs in an
organization in order according to the type of

tasks, amount of responsibility, etc. that they have;

the rank that a particular job has: a job grading
structure based on skills and abilities

jobholder (also spelled job holder)
/'d3Dbhaulda(r); AmE 'd3a:bhouldar/ noun [c]

(HR) a person who has a particular job; a person
who has a regular job: How can the jobholder

improve his/her performance? o There is a decline in

the number ofpeople lookingfor work, not an
increase in the number ofjobholders.

job .hopping noun [u]

(HR) the practice of changing jobs very often 'job

hopper noun [C]

job- hunter noun [c]

a person who is trying to find a job: The number of
job-hunters rose to 3.5 million in January, 'job-
hunt verb [no obj]: A third of the unemployed have

been job-huntingfor more than a year, 'job-hunt
noun [c] : I've got to go on ajob-hunt, 'job-

hunting noun [U]: I'd used the Webfor job-hunting.
0job-hunting costs

jobless /'d3Dblas; AmE 'd3a:b-/ adjective

(HR)

1 unemployed; without a job: The closure left 500
people jobless.

2 the jobless noun [pi.] people who are

unemployed
'joblessness noun [u]: Joblessness among young

men is on the increase.

job lock noun [u,c]

(HR, informal) in the US, the situation where
employees cannot leave their jobs because they are
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afraid they will lose their health benefits: One effect

of employer-provided health insurance is job lock.

job 'lot noun [C] (6r£)

(Commerce) a collection of different things that are

sold together, usually at a low price: a job lot of car

parts

job .market = labour market

job .order noun [c]

1 {Production) an order for a particular piece of

work, quantity of items, etc. for a particular

customer
2 (HR) information that an employer provides to an
employment agency when they are looking for sb

for a particular job, including details of the job and
the qualifications and experience needed

job pro duction noun [u]

{Production) a way of producing things in which
products are made one at a time for individual

customers -» batch production

job-protected leave noun [u]

[HR) a longer period of time when you are officially

allowed to be away from your work for a special

reason and will not lose your job: a law that

guarantees up to 12 weeks of unpaid, job-protected

leave for certain employees, for example to carefor a

family member

job pro tection = employment protection

job-re lated adjective [usually before noun]

(especially AmE)
connected with the work that you do: 83 out of
every 1 000 workers experienced some kind ofjob-

related illness or injury last year, ojob-related skills/

activities -» industrial (5)

job rotation noun [u,c]

(HR) the practice of regularly changing the job that

a particular person does so that they have a variety

of tasks and become experienced in different areas:

Job rotation between different tasks was introduced

to reduce physical and mentalfatigue.

job satis faction noun [u]

the feeling of achievement and enjoyment that a

worker gets from their job: When employees take full

responsibility for their work, this can lead to higher

job satisfaction, o a job satisfaction survey

O high/low/poorjob satisfaction • a high/an

increased/a low level ofjob satisfaction to give/

improve/obtain/provide job satisfaction

job se.curity noun [u]

a situation where a job is likely to last for a long
time and you will keep the job if you do what you
are expected to: Consumers have cut back on their

spending because of worries aboutjob security.

ISYNI EMPLOYMENT SECURITY -> JOB STABILITY

O a high/low level ofjob security * to have/improve/
increase/provide job security

job .seeker (also spelled jobseeker) noun [c]

often used in official language in the UK to describe

a person without a job who is trying to find one:

claiming the job seeker's allowance job- seeking
noun [u]

job-sharing (also 'work-,sharing, less frequent)

noun [U]

(HR) an arrangement where two or more people do
one job, dividing the hours between them: Rather
than lay off staff, the company introduced a job-

sharing scheme. 'job-share verb [no obj]: We have

been job-sharingfor three months, job-share noun
[C] : We arrange job-shares and part-time workingfor
women with children, job-sharer noun [c]

job shop noun [c]

(Manufacturing) a small factory that makes small
quantities of goods, often designed for a particular

customer

job specification noun [c]

(HR) a written statement about a job that includes a

job description and the skills, experience and
personal qualities that sb needs in order to do the
job, used when an organization is looking for a new
person for a job

job sta bility noun [u]

(HR)

1 how long workers or groups of workers keep the

same job: Years ago job stability was a reality and
people stayed with the same company until

retirement. -» job security
2 how long sb has kept the jobs they have had: A
loan officer will consider your salary, job stability

(two years in the same line ofwork is preferred) and
disposable income.

job stress noun [u.c]

(HR) pressure or worry caused by your work: A
recent survey showed thatjob stress is the most
common cause of depression, o identifying and
managingjob stress

job .tenure noun [u]

(HR) how long sb keeps a particular job: Average job
tenure has remained stable in recentyears.

• join /d^om/ verb, noun
• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to become a member of an
organization, a company, a club, etc: She joined the

company as a trainee three years ago. o It costs €100
to join, o to join a pension/union scheme o
(figurative) to join the ranks of the unemployed
2 [+ obj] to take part in sth that sb else is doing or

to go somewhere with them: Willyou join usfor
lunch? o Do you mind if Ijoin you? o Over 200
members of staffjoined the strike. oJoin our online

discussion.

3 [+ obj or no obj] join A to B
|

join A and B
(together/up) to fix or connect two or more things

together: Join one section ofpipe to the next. oJoin
the two sections ofpipe together, o How do these two
pieces join?

4 [+ obj or no obj] if you join a train, plane, etc. you
get on it: joining passengers boarding the plane in

Brisbane
-> idioms at beat, enter, force noun
339 join in (sth/doing sth); join 'in (with sb/

sth) to take part in an activity with other people:

Several banks have joined in the bidding, join 'up

(with sb); 'join with sb/sth to combine with sb

else to do sth: The company has joined with two
others in its industry toform a new corporation.

• noun [C]

a place where two things are fixed together: The

two pieces were stuck together so well thatyou could

hardly see the join.

joined-'up adjective [usually before noun]

(often used in newspapers) intelligent and
involving good communication between different

parts so that they can work together effectively: We
need more joined-up thinking in our approach to the

environment.

joint /d3omt/ adjective [only before noun]

involving two or more people, organizations, etc.

together: The twofirms will take joint control of the

fund, o They are joint owners of the property (= they

own it together). -» co-

O a joint bid/initiative/offer/project/undertaking

'jointly adverb: a jointly owned company

joint ac count noun [c]

a bank account that is used by two or more people,

for example a husband and wife



joint consul tation noun [c,u]

(HR) in the UK, a formal arrangement for managers
and union representatives in an organization to

meet to discuss matters that affect both sides

before decisions are made

joint-Stock 'company noun [c] a business

organization that is owned by a group of people

(shareholders) who provide its funds, appoint its

managers and share its profits and debts

joint venture noun [c]

a new business that is started by two or more
companies, often in the form of an independent
company whose shares they own; the product or

service that the business sells or provides: The
French company has a joint venture with Dongfeng
Motor in China, o The twofirms plan to launch a 50-

50joint venture {= one which they each own half

of).

0 to create/form/have/launch/set up a joint venture

(with sb/sth) * a joint venture agreement/company/
partner

jolt /d39ult; AmE d3oult/ noun, verb

• noun [C, usually sing.]

a sudden shock or event that causes a change in the

price, value, etc. of sth: News' offalling sales

delivered a nasty jolt to the company's share price, o
The tax cuts will give the economy a much-needed
jolt.

• verb [+ obj]

to give sb/sth a sudden shock, especially so that

they start to take action or deal with a situation:

The government was jolted into action by the sudden
rise in inflation.

journal /'d33:nl; AmE 'd33:rnl/ noun [c]

see also: trade journal

1 a newspaper or magazine that deals with a

particular subject or profession: a business/

professional journal

2 used in the title of some newspapers: the Wall

Street Journal

3 {Accounting) a written record that is used to move
amounts from one financial account to another:
The journal entry consists of three parts: a debit

entry, a credit entry and a short explanation.

judge /d3Ad3/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

1 a person who has authority to decide legal cases:

a High Courtjudge oAfederal judge awarded the

company $1.2 million in damages. -» magistrate
2 a person who decides who has won a
competition: The judges' decision is final.

• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to form an opinion about sb/sth,

based on the information you have: Each project is

judged on the profits it could generate, o You need to

judge our results against those of our competitors.

2 [+ obj] to decide the result of a competition; to be
the judge in a competition: He was asked to judge
the design competition.

3 [+ obj] to decide whether sb/sth has committed a
crime or is legally responsible for sth: The company
wasjudged guilty ofprice-fixing.

judgement {also spelled judgment, especially in

AmE) /'d3Ad3mant/ noun CHH Judgement is the
usual spelling in BrE, but judgment is used in legal

situations. Judgment is also the normal spelling in

AmE.

see also: default judgement, deficiency ~, value ~

1 [u] the ability to make sensible decisions after
carefully considering the besc thing to do: good/
poor/sound judgement o I trust yourjudgement in

these matters.

jump-start

2 [C,u] an opinion that you form about sth after

thinking about it carefully; the act of making this

opinion known to others: We need to make a

judgement on/about this, o I would like to reserve

judgement until I have seen the report.

3 {usually judgment) [c,u] a decision of a court or a

judge; the reasons given for the decision: The court

will hand down (= give) its judgment on Friday, o
The court has yet to passjudgment {= make a

decision) in the case.

judgement by/in de fault {also spelled

judgment) {plural judgements by/in de fault)

= DEFAULT JUDGEMENT

judgment = judgement USS3 You will find

words formed with judgment at at the spelling

judgement.

judiciary /d3u'di.fari; AmE -.fieri/ noun [Cwith

sing./pl. verb] {plural judiciaries) {usually the
judiciary) {Law) the judges of a country or a state,

when they are considered as a group: an
independentjudiciary

juggernaut /'d3Agano:t; AmE -gam-/ noun [C]

1 a very large lorry/truck

2 a large and powerful force or institution that

cannot be controlled: They have created a
multimedia juggernaut.

juggle /'d3Agl/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

1 to try to deal with two or more important jobs or

activities at the same time so that you can fit all of

them into the time available: We have to jugglefour
orfive projects at a time, o As a mother of three, she

is used to juggling work and home life.

2 to organize information, figures, the money you
spend, etc. in the most useful or effective way: They
were accused ofjugglingfinances to make growth
and profits look better than they were.

jumbo /'d3Ambau; AmE -bou/ noun, adjective

• noun [c] {plural jumbos) {also jumbo 'jet)

a large plane that can carry several hundred
passengers, especially a Boeing 747

• adjective [only before noun] {informal)

very large; larger than usual: ajumbo pack of
cornflakes

jump /d3Amp/ verb, noun
• verb [no obj] {usually used with an adverb or a

preposition)

(about a price, level, etc.) to rise suddenly by a large

amount: The yen jumped to its highest level against

the dollarfor six months, o Investmentfrom abroad
has jumped sharply. See note at increase
0321 jump 'ship to change the organization that

you are loyal to, especially the company you work
for: Theirfinance director announced he was
jumping ship to take a position in a rivalfirm.
-» idioms at bandwagon, deep adjective, ship noun
Q333 'jump at sth to respond to sth quickly and
with enthusiasm: Hejumped at the chance of
workingfor the company, o Consumers havejumped
at these new phones, jump 'in; jump 'into sth to

become involved in sth: The company is keen to

jump into the profitable US market.

• noun [C]

a sudden increase in a price, cost, level, etc: We've

seen a 17%jump in insurance costs, o unusually

large pricejumps
O a big/huge/large/sharpjump a surprise/an

unexpectedjump
frarci get/have a 'jump on sb {AmE) {informal) to

get or have an advantage over sb, because you have
acted quickly

jump-start verb[+ obj]

to put a lot of energy into starting a process or an
activity or into making it start more quickly: The
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Fed has cut interest rates to jump-start the economy.
jump-start noun [c] -> kick-start

jumpy /'d3Ampi/ adjective (jumpier, jumpiest)

(informal)

nervous and anxious: Financial markets are

extremelyjumpy (= prices may go up and down
quickly).

• junior /'d3u:nia(r)/ adjective, noun
• adjective

1 [usually before noun] having a lower rank in an
organization or profession than others: junior
lawyers/analysts/bankers oHeis junior to me. olam
the mostjunior member of the design team, o
[figurative) The bank fears it would be the junior

partner in any merger with Lloyds. IoppI senior See
note at boss
O a junior employee/executive/manager * a junior

associate/partner a junior position/post

2 {Finance) used to describe a debt that will only be
paid after all other debts have been paid if the
borrower has financial problems
[SYNl SUBORDINATED
0 junior bonds/debentures/debt junior creditors/

lenders

• noun [C]

see also: office junior

a person with a lower level ofjob or status than
others: The firm's senior lawyers are allocated work
that could be done byjuniors. [oppI senior

junk /d3Arjk/ noun [u]

1 (Finance) used to show that a company or

government has a low credit rating or that there

is a lot of risk involved in buying their bonds: The
company's long-term debt is now rated as junk, o
Moody's dropped its rating on thefirm to one grade
above junk' status, o a junk-rated company
-> investment-grade
2 used to describe sth that is of little value: There's

so much junk in my office! o filtering outjunk email
(= emails advertising sth, sent to people who have
not asked for them) junk mail

junk bond noun [c]

(Finance) a type of bond that pays a high rate of
interest because there is a lot of risk involved, often

used if a company wants to raise money quickly in

order to buy the shares of another company: The
company plans to sell $925 million ofjunk bonds to

fund the acquisition, o investing in high-yield junk
bonds

junk mail noun [u]

advertising material that is sent either by post or by
email to people who have not asked for it -> bulk
MAIL, JUNK (2), SPAM

jurisdiction /.dsuaris'dikjn; AmE four-/ noun
(Law)

1 [u,c] the authority that an official organization
has to make legal decisions about sb/sth: The
commission has no jurisdiction overforeign
companies, o This sector does not come under the

jurisdiction of the World Trade Organization.

O to exercise/have jurisdiction over sth sth comes/
falls/is outside/under/within the jurisdiction ofsb/
sth

2 [C] an area or a country in which a particular

system of laws has authority: The tax rules are

different in each jurisdiction.

O a foreign/local/an offshore jurisdiction

jurist /'d3U9nst; AmF 'd^ur-/ noun [c] (formal)

a person who is an expert in law

ju ristic person = legal person

juror /'d3U8r9(r);/\/77f 'd3ur-/ noun [C]

a member of a jury: The jurors decided that

company had acted illegally.

jury /'d3uari; AmE 'd3uri/ (plural juries) (also 'panel,

'jury .panel, both especially AmE) noun [c with sing./

pi. verb]

a group of members of the public who listen to the
facts of a case in a court and decide who the

winner is or whether sb is guilty of a crime: The
jury awarded the plaintiffs $14 billion in damages, o
Thejury has/have returned a verdict ofguilty.

O to be on/serve on/sit on a jury a jury acquits/

convicts sb

riTCl the jury is (still) out on sth used when you
are saying that sth is still not certain: The jury is out
on whether the ad campaign will lead to greater

market share.

just-in-'time adjective [oniy before noun] (abbr JIT)

(Production) used to describe a system, especially

one for manufacturing goods, where things are

done, supplied, made, etc. only when they are

needed: We prefer suppliers who are able to deliver

on a just-in-time basis, o The aim ofjust-in-time

manufacturing is to keep stocks ofparts andfinished
goods to a minimum, o JIT delivery ofproducts to

customers

O just-in-time delivery/manufacturing/production

just-in-'time noun [u] (abbr JIT): Before the

industry adopted just-in-time, many electronicsfirms
held large stocks ofcomponents.

Kk
K /kei/ abbr

1 (informal) (used especially about an amount of
money) a thousand: He earns nearly 100K (= 100
thousand pounds/dollars per year).

2 (IT) kilobyte(s)

3 (IT) kilobit(s): a 56K modem

kaizen /.kai'zen/ noun [u]

the practice of continuously improving the way in

which a company operates: Companies that adopt
kaizen can boost their productivity by as much as

30%. -» continuous improvement liM» Kaizen
comes from the Japanese words for 'improvement'.

kai zen e,vent noun [c]

a series of activities, usually over a number of days,

in which a team of managers and workers decide

how to improve a particular process within a

company and then take the actions needed to do
so: We held a week-long kaizen event to redesign the

factoryfloor.

KAM /,kei ei 'em/ = key account management

kanban /'kaenbaen/ noun
(Production)

1 (also 'kanban .system) [u,c] a system of

manufacturing in which the production of parts

and their movement around the factory is

controlled using instructions, usually written on
cards, that are sent to the relevant group of

workers whenever the parts are needed -> just-in-

time
2 [C] in this type of manufacturing system, a card

with information about the type and number of



parts needed BEE Kanban comes from a Japanese

term meaning 'sign' or 'billboard'.

Kb {also spelled KB) abbr

{IT, only used in written English) kilobyte(s): The device

has a 512 Kb memory.

Kbps abbr

{It) a short way of writing kilobits per second (= a

unit for measuring the speed at which data is sent

or received, for example along a telephone line): a

56 Kbps modem

KD /,kei 'di:/ = knock-down (2)

keen /ki:n/ adjective (keener, keenest)

1 {especially BrE) if prices are keen, they are kept

low to compete with other prices: We are aiming to

provide better quality at keener prices.

2 involving people, businesses, etc. competing
very hard with each other: They arefacing keen

competitionfrom larger companies.

keenly adverb: keenly priced fashions o Our
products are keenly competitive.

keep /ki:p/ verb (kept, kept /kept/)

1 [+ obj or no obj] to stay in a particular condition,

or at a particular level; to make sb/sth do this: Our
job is to keep the customer happy, o Competition is

keeping down prices, o keeping up-to-date with

changes

2 [+ obj] to continue to have sth and not lose it or

give it back: There will be some new top people, but

the CEO is keeping his job. o Here's a ten euro note-
please keep the change.
3 [+ obj] to have a supply of sth; to store sth in a

particular place: We keep a large supply ofpopular
items.

4 [+ obj] to write down sth as a record: We keep a
record of all telephone conversations, o She keeps
the books (= the financial records) for the family
business.

5 [+ obj] to do what you should do or what you
have agreed to do: / agreed to see her but she didn't

keep the appointment.

6 [no obj] (about food) to remain in good condition:

Once it's been opened it won't keep more than afew
days.

7 [+ obj] {BrE) to own and manage a shop/store or

restaurant: Herfather kept a grocer's shop.

-> shopkeeper EELQ Idioms containing keep are at

the entries for the nouns or adjectives in the

idioms, for example keep your head above water
is at head.
333 ,keep sb 'on to continue to employ sb: If the

company is sold, some of the staff will be kept on.

'keep to sth to do what you have promised or

agreed to do: to keep to an agreement keep 'up
(with sb/sth) to move, make progress or increase

at the same rate as sb/sth: The company is is not
keeping up with demand. ,keep 'up with sth to

continue to pay or do sth regularly: Ifyou do not
keep up with the payments you could lose your home.
,keep sth 'up to continue to do sth at the same,
usually high, level: We're having difficulty keeping
up our mortgage payments, o Good work—keep it up!

keiretSU /kei'retsu:/ noun [C] {plural keiretsu)

in Japan, a group of companies that own large

numbers of shares in each other, with the result

that it is difficult for companies outside the group
to gain control of any of them

'kerb .market {also kerb) {AmE spelling curb ~)

/k3:b; AmE k3:rb/ noun [c]

{Finance) trading of shares that takes place outside
the official system of stock markets: The American
Stock Exchange developedfrom an informal kerb
market.

*key /ki:/ adjective, noun, verb

• adjective [usually before noun]
most important; essential: Japan is a key marketfor
us. o We identified five key areas for investment, o

303 key rate

They emerged as a key player in the pharmaceuticals

market, o This project is key to ourfinancial success.

• noun

see also: Alt key, control ~, escape ~, hot ~,

scroll ~, shift ~

1 [C, usually sing.] a thing that makes you able to

achieve or understand sth: In our industry, the key

to success is minimizing costs, o This plan holds {
=

is) the key to development in the region, o {especially

AmE) The key is to work as a team.

2 [C] any of the buttons that you press to operate a

computer: Press the escape key to quit the program.
• verb key sth (in)

|

key sth (into sth)

to put information into a computer using a

keyboard: Key (in) your password. Isyni enter
[ZmH 'key sth to sth {usually be keyed to) to link

sth closely to sth else: Pricing is keyed to value.

key ac count noun [c]

one of the most important customers that a

company has: She will oversee a number of key

accounts.

key ac count .management noun [u] {abbr

KAM)
the work of maintaining and developing a

company's relationship with its most important
customers ,key ac'count .manager noun [C]

keyboard /'ki:bo:d; AmE -bo:rd/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

the set of keys for operating a computer, etc.

NUMERIC KEYPAD—Picture at OFFICE
• verb [+ obj]

to type information into a computer
'keyboarding/70i//7 [u]

keyboarder /'ki:bo:da(r); AmE -bo:rd-/ noun [C]

a person whose job is to type data into a computer

keynote /'kiinaut; AmE -noot/ noun [C]

a keynote speech, speaker, etc. is an important one
that introduces a meeting or its subject: Steve Dobbs
will deliver the keynote address at the conference.

'keynoter noun [C]: She is known as a dynamic
keynoter and business consultant.

keypad /'ki:paed/ noun [c]

a small set of buttons with numbers, etc. on used to

operate a telephone, television, etc.; the buttons on
the right of a computer keyboard: Please press star

on your keypad.

.key per formance .indicator noun [c, usually

pi.] {abbr KP\)

1 a measure that shows if a company has reached

the necessary standard in one of the factors that

are essential for its success: Traditionally in our
industry the key performance indicators were price,

quality and delivery, o The company's key

performance indicators showed slowing growth in

subscriber numbers. -» metric noun
2 [HR) a measure that shows if a person, a team or

a department has achieved a particular standard

and is often connected with rates of pay: Bonuses

are offeredfor outstanding employees who meet key

performance indicators and complete 100 hours

training.

.key 'prospect noun [c]

{Marketing) a person, company, etc. that could

develop or be developed into a customer: Identify

your key prospects and invite them to your stand at

the show.

'key rate noun [c]

{Finance) the rate of interest at which a central bank
lends money to other banks and financial

institutions: The National Bank ofHungary has cut

its key rate to 8.5 per cent. -» base rate
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kg abbr {plural kg or kgs) [only used in written English)

kilogram(s): 10kg

kick /kik/ verb

[OE1 kick the 'tyres (AmE spelling ~ tires) {especially

AmE) {informal) to test the quality of sth; to see if sth

is suitable for you: We now spend longer kicking the

tyres before investing in start-ups. -» tyrekicker
UiLU ,kick sth a bout/a round {informal) to

discuss an idea, a plan, etc. in an informal way:
Well kick some ideas around and make a decision

tomorrow. ,kick 'back; ,kick 'back sth {AmE) {often

be kicked back) to pay money illegally to sb who
has helped you do sth or gain an advantage: In

order to get the contract, they agreed to kick back 5%
of theirfees to the project manager. 1393 A noun or

phrase must always follow back, but a pronoun is

placed between the verb and back. -> kickback
,kick off (with sth/by doing sth) {informal) to

start: The year kicked off with lower sales than
expected. -> kick-off ,kick 'off sth to start a

discussion, a meeting, an event, etc: The discounts

are likely to kick off a price war with other

supermarkets. -» kick-off .kick sb/sth 'out (of

sth) {informal) to make sb leave a job or position or

go away from somewhere; to remove sth: They
kicked out their chief executive, o Thefirm has been
kicked out of the index of top-performing companies.

kickback /'kikbask/ noun [c, often pi.]

money paid illegally to sb who has helped you do
sth or gain an advantage: They accuse her of
accepting kickbacks in exchangefor helping thefirm
win state contracts. -> bribe

'kick-off noun [sing.]

the start of an activity: the kick-off of the holiday

season o a kick-off meeting -» kick off at kick, kick
OFF STH at KICK

'kick-start verb [+ obj]

to do sth to help a process or project start more
quickly: These reforms were aimed at kick-starting

thefailing economy, 'kick-start noun [c, usually

sing.] : The project should give a kick-start to regional

tourism.

kidult /'kidAlt/ noun, adjective {informal)

• noun [C]

an adult who enjoys films/movies, books, games,
television programmes, etc. that are intended for

children and young people: Many ofour customers
are 25- to 55-year-old kidults with good incomes and
they like toys.

• adjective [only before noun]
intended for adults and children: the marketfor
kidult movies

kill ,/kil/ verb [+ obj]

to spoil or destroy sth; to stop or end sth: Too many
features can kill a product, o They didn't like the

terms and conditions and killed the deal.

[ansa ,kill sth 'off to stop or get rid of sth: They
have killed off several of their brands.

'killer app {also spelled ~ ap, less frequent) (also

killer appli cation noun [cj

1 (IT, informal) a computer program that is so
popular that it encourages people to buy or use the
computer system, operating system, etc. that it

runs on: Email remains the killer app of the Internet.

2 (Marketing) a special feature of a product that is

presented as being essential or much better than
competitors' products: There is no killer application

to excite consumers into buying these expensive
products and services.

killing /'kilin/ noun
EE],make a 'killing (informal) to make a lot of
money quickly: The company made a killing by
inventing the CD.

kilo /'ki:lau; AmE 'ki:lou/ noun [C] (plural kilos)

a kilogram

kilo- /'kilau; AmE 'kilou/ combiningform (used in

nouns; often used in units of measurement)

one thousand: kilogram o kilometre

kilobit /'kilobit/ noun [c] (abbrK)

(IT) a unit for measuring computer memory or
information, equal to 1024 bits

kilobyte /'kilabait/ noun [c] (abbr Kb, K)

(IT) a unit for measuring computer memory or
information, equal to 1 024 bytes

kind /kamd/ noun

IEE1 in 'kind (about a payment) consisting of goods
or services, not money: As well as his salary, he gets

benefits in kind.

king /kin/ noun [C]

a person, an organization or a thing that is thought
to be the best or most successful of a particular

type : Nokia, king of the mobile phone industry

[HE] sb/sth is 'king the person or thing mentioned
is the most important part of sth and should be
considered carefully: In this industry, the customer
is king, o The first rule ofweb development is that

content is king.

kingmaker /'kinmeika(r)/ noun [c]

(used especially in newspapers) a person or an
organization with power or influence who is able

to make sb/sth powerful or successful: He will play
the role of kingmaker in any merger between the

companies.

'king-size (also 'king-sized) adjective [usually before

noun]

very large; larger than normal when compared
with a range of sizes: a king-size bed

kiosk /'kiiDsk; AmE -a:sk/ noun [C]

1 a small shop/store, open at the front, where
newspapers, drinks, etc. are sold. In some countries

kiosks also sell food and things used in the home.
2 a small machine consisting of a computer and
screen, that is fixed in a particular place and that

members of the public can use, for example to get

information about sth: Passengers can check in using

the self-service kiosks, o an information kiosk with a

touch-sensitive screen

kit /kit/ noun

see also: press kit

1 [c.u] a set of tools, equipment, materials, etc.

that you use for a particular purpose: a tool kit o
The printer is an expensive piece of kit. o The
computer comes with a starter kit ofsoftware (=

one to help you start using the computer).

2 [C] a set of parts ready to be made into sth: The

car is designed to be assembledfrom a kit. o selling

furniture in kitform

kite /kait/ (AmE) (informal) verb [+ obj]

to use an illegal cheque to obtain money or credit

dishonestly: to kite checks -» check kiting

keyword /'ki:w3:d; AmE -W3:rd/ noun [C]

(IT) a word or phrase that you type on a computer
keyboard to give an instruction or to search for

information about sth: Type in the keyword 'hotels'

and click on Search, o You can search by keyword,

company name or business type.

keyword advertising noun [u]

(Marketing) a system of advertising on the Internet

in which a business pays for an advertisement and
a link to a website to be displayed when a user
searches for particular words .keyword 'ad (also

.keyword advertisement, less frequent) noun [c]:

Youll pay around $50 CPM (cost per thousand
impressions) for your keyword ads on most search

engines.



Kitemark™
/'kaitma:k; AmE -ma:rk/

noun [C, usually sing.]

in the UK, an official

mark that is put on
products to show that

they have been
approved by the British

Standards Institution

because they are of

good quality and safe to

use

kitty /'kiti/ noun [c]

an amount of money that a person, a group of

people, an organization, etc. has available to

spend: We don't have enough money in the kitty to

keep the project going.

KM /.kei'em/ = knowledge management

knock /nDk; AmE na:k/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj] {often used with an adverb)

to affect sb/sth badly: Scandals like this are

knocking investor confidence. OA decline in sales

knocked profits back 67% to €7.7 million.

Una come knocking {informal) if sb comes
knocking they speak to or visit you because they
want sth: You can't rely on existing customers to

come knocking when they need something, knock
on/at sb's/the door; knock on doors {informal)

to talk to or visit sb because you want sth from
them: Investment bankers have been knocking on
our door once a month (= wanting to invest).

LiiliiU ,knock sb/sth back {usually be knocked
back) 1 to have a bad effect on sb/sth; to prevent
sb/sth from achieving sth or making progress: The
economy was knocked back by lastyear's recession.

2 {informal) {especially BrE) to reject sb/sth: They
remain optimistic, although their takeover bid has
been knocked back, knock sb 'down (from sth) (to

sth) {informal) to persuade sb to reduce the price of

sth: I managed to knock him down to $400.
-» knock-down knock sth 'down (from sth) (to

sth) {informal) to reduce the price of sth: They
knocked down the pricefrom €400 to €300.
-> knock-down knock sth from sth to cause the
value of sth to fall by the amount mentioned: The
weakness of the currency knocked $30 millionfrom
our profits, .knock 'off; ,knock 'off sth {informal)

to stop doing sth, especially work: Do you want to

knock off early today?
,
knock 'off sth {informal) to

produce a product that is a cheap copy of sb else's

design, often illegally USS3 A noun or phrase must
follow off, but a pronoun is placed between the
verb and off. -» knock-off ,knock sth 'off;

.knock sth 'off sth to reduce the price, value,

length, etc. of sth: They knocked off€50 because
there was a scratch, o The news knocked 13% off the

company's shares.

• noun
IH21 take a (hard, severe, etc.) knock {informal)

to have an experience that makes sb/sth less

confident or successful; to be harmed or damaged:
Confidence in the industry took a severe knockfrom
the crisis.

'knock-down {AmE spelling also knockdown)
adjective [only before noun]

1 {informal) (about prices, etc.) much lower than
usual: They wereforced to sell the business at a
knock-down price. Isyni rock-bottom -» knock sth
down at knock verb

2 {AmE) {abbr KD) used to describe furniture that
can easily be put together and taken apart, and is

sold in separate pieces

'knocking .copy noun [u] {BrE)

{Marketing, informal) advertising in which an
opponent's product is criticized -» comparative
ADVERTISING
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'knock-off (AmE spelling also knockoff noun [c]

a copy of a product, especially an expensive
product: inexpensive knock-offs of well-known

perfumes -> knock off sth See note at copy

'knock-on adjective [only before noun] {especially

BrE)

causing other events to happen one after another
in a series: The increase in the oil price will have a

knock-on effect on airfares, o knock-on costs/benefits

'know-how noun [u]

knowledge of how to do sth and experience in

doing it: We do not have the technical know-how to

design this type of structure. 0 business/financial/

marketing know-how

knowledge /'nulid3; AmE 'na:l-/ noun [u,c]

see also: explicit knowledge, implicit ~, tacit ~

the information, understanding and skills that

people gain through education or experience: The
job allowed me to apply the knowledge I had acquired

at college, o We have specialist tools and materials

and a vast body of knowledge to draw on {= use), o A
working {= basic) knowledge ofFrench is essential, o
How long does it take to master the skills and
knowledge to do the job?

0 to acquire/gain/have/lack knowledge to apply/

draw on/use knowledge a deep/an extensive/in-

depth/intimate knowledge (of sth) a detailed/

thorough/working knowledge (of sth) business/

specialist/technical knowledge

'knowledge .asset noun [c, usually pi.] (also

'knowledge .capital [u])

a collection of information, for example in the form
of data or documents, or a set of skills that an
organization has and that helps it to succeed:

Knowledge assets include knowledge of markets,

products and technologies, o The real strength of an
organization lies in its knowledge assets.

-» INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL

knowledge base noun [c]

a collection of information or rules that can be
used to perform tasks or solve problems, especially

one that forms part of a computer system: We are

creating a knowledge base of our products, systems

and customers.

'knowledge-based adjective [usually before

noun]

1 making particular use of information, ideas, or

modern technology, especially computer systems:

the changefrom an industrial to a knowledge-based

economy
2 (IT) (about a computer system) that uses a

collection of information or rules (a knowledge
base) to solve problems: knowledge-based software/

systems

'knowledge .capital = knowledge asset

knowledge e.conomy noun [c]

(Economics) an economy in which information and
modern technology produces economic benefits

knowledge .management noun [u] {abbr

KM)
ways of organizing, keeping and sharing important

information in a company, for example about work
methods, customers, suppliers, etc. in order to

make the company more successful: One of the

main challenges of knowledge management is

keeping track ofwho knows what, o knowledge

management software/systems

knowledge .officer noun [c]

a person who is responsible for how a company
keeps important information and makes it available

to staff: She was appointed chief knowledge officer.
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knowledge .worker noun [c]

a person whose job involves working with
information rather than producing goods: Nearly

all knowledge workers use a computer in their jobs,

most of them all the time.

Kon'dratieff .cycle {also Kon'dratieff wave)
{also Kondratiev) /kDn'dra:tjef; AmE ka:n-/ noun [C]

{Economics) a pattern in a country's economy that

lasts 50-60 years in which a long period of

economic success (growth) is followed by a long
period of difficulty (recession) -> business cycle

KPI /,kei pi: 'ai/ = key performance indicator

LI
L /el/ abbr

(especially for sizes of clothes) large: S, M and L

[= small, medium and large)

lab /laeb/ = LABORATORY

• label /'leibl/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: brand label, designer ~, own ~, private ~,

store ~

1 a piece of paper, etc. that is attached to sth and
gives information about it: price/address labels o
The washing instructions are on the label, o Foods

containing the substance must carry a warning label.

-> TAG noun (1), TICKET
2 a name that is used to sell a range of goods to

the public, especially food, clothes or music; the

goods themselves: She sells thefoods under the label

Zest, o He only buysfamous labels. See note at brand
3 a company that produces and sells goods under
a particular name: One of the country's biggest labels

has merged with an Australian drinks giant.

• verb [+ obj] (-II-, AmE -I-) {often be labelled)

to fix a label on sth or write information on sth: We
carefully label each item with the contents and date.

0 The document was labelled 'Confidential'.

'labelling {AmE spelling labeling) noun [u]: new
rulesforfood labelling o They wereforced to change
the labelling on their products, o labelling laws/

regulations/requirements

labor = labour rrrara you will find most words
formed with labor at the spelling labour.

'labor a greement = labor contract

laboratory /la'bDratri; /\m£ 'laebrato:ri/ noun [c]

{plural laboratories) {also lab, informal)

(sometimes used in the plural in the names of

companies) a room or building used for scientific

research, experiments, testing, etc: We are carrying

out a number of tests in the laboratory, o Abbott
Laboratories discovers, develops, manufactures and
sells health-care products.

'labor .contract {also labor agreement) {BrE

spelling labour ~) noun [c] {AmE only)

(HR) an agreement between a union and a company
about the pay, benefits, etc. that workers will

receive: The new three-year labor contract, agreed on
Friday, will raise mechanics' pay by 18 per cent.

-» COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT

laborer = labourer

'labor .union = trade union

• labour {AmE spelling labor) /'leiba(r)/ noun, verb

• noun [u]

see also: agency labour, child ~, contract ~,

direct ~, division of ~, indirect ~, mobility of ~,

organized ~

1 work, especially physical work: The price will

include labour and materials, o manual labour
(= work using your hands) o {BrE) The workers voted

to withdraw their labour (= to stop work as a way
of protesting).

2 the people who work or are available for work in

a country or a company: a shortage of skilled labour
o countries with good supplies ofraw materials and
cheap labour o The company wants to keep down
labour costs.

• verb [no obj]

to try very hard to do sth difficult or to deal with a

difficult problem: He was still labouring away over

some papers in his office, o The group is labouring
under €5 bn of debt.

'labour court {AmE spelling labor ~) noun [c]

a type of court that can deal with disagreements
between employees and employers: The labour

court has ruled against the company.
-> EMPLOYMENT TRIBUNAL
0 to bring sth before/go to/refer sth to/take sb/sth to

a labour court

'labour dis.pute [AmE spelling labor ~) noun [c]

(HR)

1 a disagreement between workers and employers
about pay or conditions: a bitter labour dispute

between dock workers and port operators

2 a strike

|SYN| INDUSTRIAL DISPUTE

labourer {AmE spelling laborer) /'leibara(r)/

noun [C]

a person whose job involves hard physical work
that is not skilled, especially work that is done
outdoors: finding work as an agricultural labourer o
immigrant day laborers

labour .federation {AmE spelling labor ~)

noun [C]

a union or a group of unions

'labour force (AmE spelling labor ~) noun [C with

sing./pl. verb]

all the people who work for a company or country:

a skilled/an unskilled labourforce o Only 17% of the

labourforce in the UK is educated to degree level.

[SYNj WORKFORCE

labour-in tensive {AmE spelling labor ~)

adjective

(about a type of work) needing a lot of people to do
it; involving a lot of workers: Tourism is a labour-

intensive industry, o They are lookingfor ways to cut

costs on labour-intensive production lines.

-» CAPITAL-INTENSIVE

'labour law (AmE spelling labor ~) noun [u]

the collection of laws that deal with all aspects of

employment and the rights of people who are

employed [synJ employment law

'labour .market (AmE spelling labor ~) (also 'job

.market) noun [c]

the number of people who are available for work in

relation to the number ofjobs available: young
people about to enter the labour market o the

external labour market (= the number of possible

employees outside an organization)

O a flexible/an inflexible/a strong/tight/weak labour

market labour market conditions/flexibility



.labour mo bility {AmE spelling labor ~) {also

mo bility of labour) noun [u]

{Economics; HR) the ability and willingness of

workers to move from one place or job to another:

In theory there is full labour mobility within the EU.

0 legal and cultural barriers to labour mobility

'labour re lations {AmE spelling labor ~) noun
[pl.]

{HR) relations between employers and employees:

The company has a history ofpoor labour relations.

|SYN| INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

labour- saving {AmE spelling labor-) adjective

[usually before noun]

designed to reduce the amount of work or effort

needed to do sth: a labour-saving device/gadget o
Investment in labour-saving technology became the

key to economic growth.

ladder /'laeda(r)/ noun [C, usually sing.]

see also: career ladder, corporate ladder

a series of stages by which sb/sth makes progress:

She worked her way up the ladder to become CEO. o
climbing the technology ladder

laden /'leidn/ adjective

1 heavily loaded with sth: The tanker was laden

with 520000 barrels of oil. o afully/heavily laden

truck IQPP1 UNLADEN
2 having a lot of sth, especially sth unpleasant: The
company is laden with debts of 13 billion.

3 -laden used to form adjectives showing that sth

has a lot of, or is loaded with, the thing mentioned:
a debt-laden company

lading /'leidin/ noun [u,C]

see also: bill of lading

{Trade) the act of loading a ship with goods; the

cargo

lag /laeg/ verb, noun
• verb {-%%-)

1 [+ obj or no obj] to grow, increase, develop, etc.

more slowly than sb/sth else: Economic growth in

Europe has lagged behind the US this year, o Demand
for the chips doubled, but production laggedfar/well
behind, o The company lags Tesco in terms of market
share.

2 [no obj] to grow, increase, etc, more slowly than
normal: Business investment continues to lag. o They
continued to open new stores despite lagging sales.

~» lagging indicator
• noun [C] = TIME LAG

laggard /'lasgad; AmE-gard/ noun [c]

1 (used especially in newspapers) a company, an
economy, etc. that is slow to improve or grow
compared to others: They are the laggards in the

technology sector.

2 {Marketing) a person or an organization that is

among the last to start using a new product or
service

Jagging 'indicator {also 'lagging eco'nomic
'indicator, less frequent) noun [c]

{Economics) a measure of economic activity that
changes after the economy has already begun to
follow a particular pattern and shows the result of
previous actions: Many economists claim
unemployment is a lagging indicator; first, the

economy needs to improve and then employment
follows. -» COINCIDENT INDICATOR, LEADING
INDICATOR

,laid-'off adjective [only before noun]
{HR) (used about workers) told to stop work for a
short period or permanently because there is not
enough work in the company: payments to laid-off

workers -> lay sb off at lay, redundant
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laissez-faire {also spelled laisser-faire, less

frequent) /.lesei 'fea(r); AmE 'fer/ noun [u]

{Economics) the policy of allowing businesses and
the economy to develop without government
control: We live in an age of laissez-faire, o loissez-

faire economics/capitalism -> dirigisme
UEEB Laissez-faire is a French phrase.

lame duck noun [c]

1 a person or an organization that is not very
successful and that needs help: The government
gives too much support to lame ducks, o lame-duck
industries

2 a politician, a government or an official whose
period of office will soon end and who will not be
elected again or kept in the same position: Her
replacement has already been named, making her a

lame duck until she steps down, o a lame-duck
chairman

LAN /laen/ abbr

{IT) local area network a number of computers
and other devices, in the same building or in

buildings next to each other, that are connected
together so that equipment and information can be
shared WAN

land /laend/ verb

1 [no obj] to arrive somewhere in a plane or a boat:

We will shortly be landing at Narita International

Airport. -> take off at take verb

2 {Trade) [+ obj or no obj] to put sth/sb on land from
an aircraft, a boat, etc: It cost over $25 000 just to

land the goods (= pay for their transport, taxes,

etc.).

3 [+ obj] to succeed in getting a job, piece of work,
etc., especially one that is seen as very valuable:

She landed a top job at Microsoft, o The company has
landed a €350 million contract to construct the rail

line.

4 [no obj] {used with an adverb or a preposition)

(about a piece of work, document, etc.) to arrive

somewhere and cause difficulties that have to be
dealt with: Why do complaints always land on my
desk?

'land bank noun
1 [u; sing.] an amount of land that a person or a

company owns and is waiting to build on: The
company will develop its prime land bank when
economic conditions are right.

2 {Finance) {often Land Bank) [c] (often used in

names) a bank that helps farmers or people who
live in the countryside, especially by lending
money for longer periods than other banks: Texas

Land Bank

landed /'lasndid/ adjective [only before noun]

{Trade) including all taxes and transport costs

connected with bringing goods into a country: The

landed cost/price of oil has risen by 30% in the last

year.

landfill /'laendfil/ noun
1 [c,u] an area of land where large amounts of

waste material are buried under the earth: Old

tyres often end up in a landfill, o landfill sites

2 [u] the process of burying large amounts of

waste material: the choice of landfill or incineration

0 landfill taxes

3 [u] waste material that will be buried

landing /'laendm/ noun [C]

see also: hard landing, soft landing

1 the moment when an aircraft comes down to the

ground after a journey: a perfect/safe/smooth

landing IoppI take-off
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2 {Transport) an act of taking goods off a ship or

plane onto land; the amount of goods taken off:

Landings offish have been good recently.

landing card noun [c]

a card recording personal details that some
passengers must complete when they arrive in a

country

'landing charge {also 'landing fee, less frequent)

noun [c, usually pi.]

{Transport) a fee charged for using an airport or a

harbour

landing page noun [c]

{IT) the first page of a website that sb sees: How
many readers have clicked on the hyperlink in the

email and got to your landing page?

landlady /'laendleidi/ noun [c] {plural landladies)

1 a woman from whom you rent a room, a house,
etc.

2 {BrE) a woman who owns or manages a small

hotel or a pub
-> LANDLORD

landline /'lasndlam/ = fixed line

landlord /'landlord; AmE -bird/ noun [C]

1 a person or company that rents a building or

land to sb: The lease requires the landlord to carry

out repairs to the premises, o the law of landlord and
tenant {= that controls how people can rent

property) -> lessor
2 a person from whom you rent a room, a house,
etc: Her landlord threatened to throw her out ifshe

didn't pay the rent. -> landlady
3 {BrE) a man who owns or manages a small hotel

or a pub -» landlady

landmark /lffindma:k;/\mE-ma:rk/ noun [C]

an event, achievement, etc. that is seen as very
important, especially one that is the first of its kind:

The introduction of wind power is an important
landmarkfor the industry, o This is a landmark
agreement that will promotefreer world trade, o a
landmark court case/decision/ruling

'land .office noun [C, usually sing.]

in the US, a government office that keeps records of

sales of public land
nUU do (a) 'land-office business to do a lot of

successful business: They are doing a land-office

business selling music online.

the Land Registry noun [sing.]

a government office that keeps records ofwho
owns land in England and Wales

language /'laerjgwid3/ noun

see also: body language, computer ~,

programming ~

1 [c] the system of communication in speech and
writing that is used by people of a particular

country: the Japanese language o This manual is

available in five different languages, o good/poor
language skills

O to learn/speak/understand/use a language to

translate sth into a language

2 [u] a particular style of speaking or writing:

scientific/technical language o the language of
business/law

O to understand/use language

3 {IT) [c,u] a system of symbols and rules that is

used to operate a computer: Web pages are written

in HTML. -> COBOL, HTML
O to learn/use/write (a) language to write sth in (a)

language
n?T71 speak/talk the same language to be able to

communicate easily with another person because
you share similar experience or knowledge: Our

production and IT people don't speak the same
language.

languish /'laerjgwiJV verb [no obj]

(used especially in newspapers) to become weaker
or fail to make progress: The oil price was
languishing below $20 a barrel, o Our economy
continues to languish.

lapse /laeps/ verb, noun
• verb [no obj]

(about a contract, an offer, an agreement, etc.) to be
no longer valid because the period of time that it

lasts has come to an end or because payments have
not been made: The patent on the drug lapses in

2009. o We must decide whether to renew the lease or
allow it to lapse, oA life insurance policy lapses when
you stop paying the premiums. lapsed adjective

[only before noun]: a lapsed offer/subscription

339 'lapse into sth to gradually pass into a
worse or less active state: The economy has lapsed

into a mild recession.

• noun [C]

1 a small mistake, especially one that is caused by
forgetting sth or by being careless: The bank
admitted there had been a serious lapse in security, o
The mistake was caused by a lapse ofjudgement.
2 a period of time between two things that

happen: a time lapse of30 minutes

• laptop /laeptDp; AmE -ta:p/ {also .laptop

computer) noun [c]

a small computer that can work without wires and
be easily carried: I have a copy of the file on my
laptop. -» DESKTOP COMPUTER, NOTEBOOK,
palmtop—Picture at presentation

larceny /laisani; AmE lairs-/ noun [u,C] {plural

larcenies) {AmE or BrE old-fashioned)

the crime of stealing property or money from sb; an
occasion when this takes place: He was charged

with three counts ofgrand/petty larceny (= stealing

things that are valuable/not very valuable).

'large cap noun [c]

{Stock Exchange) a company that has a high total

value of shares (market capitalization) on the stock

exchange: Their research shows that small caps

usually outperform large caps, o They invest heavily

in large-cap stocks. -> mid cap, small cap

'large-scale adjective [usually before noun]

(about an organization or an activity) involving

many people or things, especially over a wide area:

large-scale job cuts/layoffs/redundancies o They are

planning large-scale trials of the drug, o the most
efficient large-scale car manufacturers in the world

tHEE] SMALL-SCALE

'large-sized {also 'large-size) adjective [usually

before noun]

large; important: large-sized companies o PCs with

large-size screens -» medium-sized, small-sized

largesse {also spelled largess) /la:'d3es; AmE
la:r'd3es/ noun [u] {often formal)

(used especially in newspapers, in a humorous or

disapproving way) the act or quality of being

generous with money: The industry has attracted

criticism for relying on government largesse.

laser /lerza(r)/ noun [C]

a device that produces a very strong line of

controlled light (a ray) that can be used as a tool: a

laser beam o The holes in the metal are cut with a

laser, o a laser bar-code reader

'laser gun noun [c]

a piece of equipment which uses a very strong line

of controlled light to read bar codes

laser .printer noun [c]

{IT) a printer that produces good quality printed

material by means of a laser



last- ditch adjective [only before noun]

used especially in newspapers to describe a final

attempt to achieve sth, when there is not much
hope of succeeding: Union leaders met with

government officials in a last-ditch attempt/effort
to avoid a strike.

,last 'in, .first 'out phrase

1 {Commerce; Production) {abbr LIFO) a method of

stock control in which the last goods or raw
materials bought or produced are the first ones

used or sold -> first in, first out
2 {Accounting) {abbr LIFO) a method of valuing

supplies of goods or units of raw materials based
on the idea that the last goods bought or produced
are the first ones used or sold. The value of goods
left at the end of the year is based on the earliest

price paid: The production costs were calculated on a

last in, first out basis, o The LIFO cost is lower than

the actual cost ofgoods when there is inflation.

-> FIRST IN, FIRST OUT
3 (HR) used, for example in a situation when
people are losing their jobs, to say that the last

people to be employed will be the first to go
4 (IT) used to describe a system where data
received last is the first to be processed

,late majority noun [sing.]
*

1 (Marketing) the group of customers who will only-

start to use a new product after many other people
are using it: Late majority people are sceptical about
new products and eventually adopt them because of
economic necessity or social pressure.

2 (HR) the people in an organization who will only
start to use a new method, process or system after

most people in the organization are using it

-» EARLY MAJORITY

late- night adjective [only before noun]

happening or available late at night: late-night

meetings/talks o Evening and late-night shopping is

becoming more common.

latent /'leitnt/ adjective [usually before noun]

existing, but not yet very noticeable, active or well-

developed: a latent market o Lookfor latent

management skills in your staff, o We estimate a
huge latent demandfor electronic dictionaries.

.latent 'defect noun [c.u]

(Law) a fault in a product that you notice only after

you have bought it: The seller will not be liablefor
any latent defects. -> patent defect

lateral /'laetaral/ adjective [usually before noun]

having the same level of status or authority;

involving people or jobs at the same level: He
decided to make a lateral career movefrom
production manager to head of marketing.
[SYNJ HORIZONTAL

laterally /'laetarali/ adverb: sharing information
laterally throughout the company

.lateral inte gration = horizontal
integration

* launch /b:ntJ7 verb, noun
• verb [+ obj or no obj]

1 to start an activity, especially an organized one:
an advertising campaign launched by the British

Tourist Authority o He has launched a bid for control

of the supermarket chain, o The business launched
lastyear with 15 employees.

2 to start selling a product or service for the first

time; to make sth available so that it can be bought
and sold: The company is launching a new telephone
service in Japan this year, o They are planning to

launch a $2 billion bond issue.

Hmia , launch 'out to do sth new in your career,

especially sth more exciting: It's time I launched out
on my own.
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• noun [C,u]

see also: product launch

the action of launching sth; an event at which sth

is launched: the successful launch of euro notes and
coins o The official launch date is in June, o The
channel has attracted an audience of two million

since its launch a month ago. o This is the first of a
number of new launchesfrom the company, o The
new drug is scheduledfor launch next month.

0 to announce/oversee/plan a launch • to bring

forward/delay/postpone/put back a launch a

commercial/formal/an official launch a launch

campaign/date/party

launder /'b:nda(r)/ verb [+ obj]

to move money that has been obtained illegally

into foreign bank accounts or legal businesses so

that it is difficult for people to know where the

money came from: $8 million had been laundered
through the firm. -> money laundering
launderer noun [c] 'laundering noun [is]: the

laundering of drug money through casinos

laundry list noun [c]

a long list of people or things: a laundry list of
problems o There is a laundry list ofprohibited

investments.

* law /lo:/ noun

see also: attorney-at-law, blue-sky laws, by-~,

civil ~, commercial ~, common ~, competition ~,

court of ~, criminal ~, employment ~,

international ~, labour ~, maritime ~, mercantile ~,

Moore's ~, Parkinson's ~, private ~, public ~

1 (also the law) [u] the whole system of rules that

everyone in a country or society must obey: You
would be breaking the law by not paying health

insurance, oltis against the law to discriminate

against someone because of their race or sex. o
Employers are required by law to provide a safe

working environment.

O to break/enforce/respect/violate the law the law
aliows/forbids/'prohibits/Requires/says sth

2 [u] usually ... law a particular branch of the law;

the laws of a particular country or area: company/
intellectual property/contract law o international/

federal/local law o The company denies any liability

under Indian law. o The merger would be in breach
ofEU competition law. o the law governing
competition

Q to breach/break/enforce/infringe/violate , law

... law allows/forbids/prohibits/requires/says sth

3 [c] a rule that deals with a particular crime,

agreement, etc: Existing laws on store opening hours

should be relaxed, o They passed (= officially

introduced) a law against sending 'spam' emails, o a

law banning the sale of cigarettes by mail order o
strict new anti-fraud laws

O to enact/introduce/pass a law to amend/change/
relax/strengthen a law a law allows/bans/

prohibits/requires/says sth • to break/enforce/

implement/violate a law strict/tough laws

international/local/national/state laws

4 [u] the study of the law as a subject at university,

etc.; the profession of being a lawyer: Chris is

studying law. o What made you go into law? o Hong
Kong is home to some of the worlds top international

lawfirms.

O to go into/practise/study law a law firm/practice/

school

5 [c] the fact that sth always happens in the same
way in an activity or in nature: the law ofsupply and
demand [syn] principle -» idioms at conflict
noun, letter noun
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law-a biding adjective

obeying and respecting the law: law-abiding

companies/citizens

'law court = court of law

lawful /'b:fl/ adjective

allowed or recognized by law; legal: It was judged
to be lawful for the company to monitor employees'

emails. I5»1 unlawful
lawfully /'b:fali/ adverb lawfulness noun [u]

law of 'one price noun [sing ]

[Economics) the rule that without trade restrictions,

transport costs, etc. the same goods would cost the

same in all countries

lawsuit /'b:su:t; BrE also -sjuit/ {also suit) noun [C]

a claim or complaint against sb that a person or an
organization can make in court: He filed a lawsuit

against the companyfor breach of contract, o a
string ofproduct liability lawsuits

0 to bring/file/settle a lawsuit

• lawyer /'b:ja(r)/ noun [c]

a person who is trained and qualified to advise

people about the law, to represent them in court,

and to write legal documents: Seek advicefrom your
lawyer before you finalize the contract, o corporate

lawyers o a bankruptcy lawyer -» barrister,
solicitor

lay /lei/ verb [+ obj]

1 to put something down: to lay a cable/pipe

2 to present a proposal, some information, etc. to

sb for them to think about and decide on: Proposals

will be laid before the committee at the next meeting.

QHZII lay it on the 'line {informal) to tell sb clearly

what you think, especially when they will not like

what you say: The manager laid it on the line—some
people would have to lose their jobs. -» idioms at

MARKER, BLOCK noun
QH33 ,lay sth 'down if you lay down a rule or a

principle, you state officially that people must obey
it or use it: The Department of Health lays down
guidelines for safety at work. Jay sb 'off {HR) to stop

employing sb because there is not enough work for

them to do: Although they wanted to cut costs, they

promised they would not lay anyone off. o About
1 000 workers at the factory will be laid off. -> laid-

off, lay-off See note at dismiss ,lay 'out (for/on

sth); ,lay sth 'out (for/on sth) {informal) to spend
money on sth: People do not want to have to lay out

for a new computer everyyear.

layaway /'leiawei/ noun [u] {AmE)

{Commerce) a system of buying goods in a store,

where the customer pays a small amount of the

price for an item and the store keeps the goods
until the full price has been paid: All ourfurniture
can be bought over 90 days on layaway. o Ifyou want
to extend payments over time, you can putyour
purchase on a layaway plan.

0 a layaway agreement/order/payment/plan/
program

layer /'leia(r); 'lea(r); AmE'ler/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

1 a level or part within a system or set of ideas:

There were too many layers of management in the

company.
2 a quantity or thickness of sth that lies over a

surface or between surfaces: Finally, three layers of
protective coating are sprayed onto the wood.

• verb [+ obj]

to arrange sth in levels or layers: a big layered

company o Layering new technology on top of
existing computer systems can cause problems.

'lay-off noun [c] (plural lay-offs)

1 an act of making people unemployed because
there is no more work left for them to do; an
example of this: They announced the temporary lay-

off of8000 car workers, o There may be more lay-

offs at thefactory.

2 a period of time when sb is not working or not
doing sth that they normally do regularly: an eight-

week lay-off with a broken leg

layout /'leiaut/ noun [C, usually sing.]

the way in which the parts of sth such as the page
of a book, a building or a town are arranged: We
need a more attractive page layoutfor our brochure.

0 The new store layout is very popular with

customers.

layover /'leiauva(r); AmE -ou-/ = stopover

lb {AmE spelling lb.) {plural lb or lbs) = pound (3)

LBO /,elbi: 'au; AmE 'ou/ abbr

{Finance) leveraged buyout when a person or an
organization buys a company with a large amount
of borrowed money, using the assets of the

company they are buying as collateral in order
to obtain the money

I.e. {also spelled L/C) = letter of credit

LCD /,el si: di:/ abbr liquid crystal display a way
of showing information in electronic equipment
such as laptop computers, etc. An electric current

is passed through a thin layer of liquid and images
can be seen on a small screen: an LCD monitor o a

pocket calculator with LCD

LCL /,el si: 'el/ = Less than Container Load

LDC /,eldi: 'si:/ = less-developed country

• lead /li:d/ verb, noun
• verb (led, led /led/)

1 [+ obj or no obj] to be the best at sth; to be in first

place: They have a reputation for leading the market
with creative advertising ideas, o We have led the

field in magazine publishingfor manyyears.

2 [+ obj] to be in control of sth; to be the leader of

sth: Daniel Snell leads the marketing team.

EE] lead from the front to take an active part in

what you are telling or persuading others to do:

Good managers leadfrom thefront.

333 'lead to sth to have sth as a result: We are

hoping that the contacts we made at the trade show
will lead to future business. ,lead 'up to sth to be an
introduction to or the cause of sth: The weeks
leading up to the sales conference are always busy.

• noun
1 [sing.] the position ahead of everyone else in a

competition or race; the amount that sb/sth is

ahead: Hyundai is determined to maintain its lead in

a competitive industry, o We have the highest market
share and we need to look at ways to stay in the

lead, o They have now lost their market lead, o They
have a lead of 12% of market share over their closest

competitor.

O to have/increase/lose/maintain/take a lead

2 {usually used as an adjective) the most important

person, product, etc: the lead engineer on the project

o Two of its lead products failed in clinical trials.

3 [sing ] an example or action for people to copy or

follow: If one bank raises interest rates, all the others

willfollow their lead, o They have taken the lead

in attractingyounger consumers.

4 {Marketing) [c] a piece of information that may
help you find new customers: We offer quality

information to help you generate business leads, o J

prefer not to source leadsfrom the Web.

O to follow up/generate/have/source leads

business/customer/sales leads

5 {Insurance) the group (syndicate) of Lloyd's

underwriters that accepts the most responsibility

for an insurance policy



lead bank = agent bank

leader /li:da(r)/ noun [C]

see also: brand leader, category ~, cost ~,

industry ~, loss--, low-cost ~, market ~, etc.

1 a company, a thing, a person, etc. that is the

best, or in first place in a business, competition, etc:

The company is a world leader in electrical goods, o
Our new product is a leader in its field.

2 a person who leads a group of people, especially

the head of a country, an organization, etc: The
changes are supported by a growing number of
business leaders, o The team leader has called a

meetingfor 3p.m. o Most organizations have at least

one person who is a natural leader. See note at boss

leadership /li:dajip;/\w£-d8rf-/ noun

see also: transactional leadership, transformational

leadership

1 [u] the state or position of being a leader: The
company had its most successful period under the

leadership ofMichael C. Potter, o They claim world
leadership in the chip-making sector.

2 [U] the ability to be a leader; the qualities a good
leader should have: leadership^ qualities/skills o The
company needs strong leadership to get it through

this difficult phase, o Their problems may be due to a
lack of leadership.

3 [C with sing./pl.verb] a group of leaders of a
particular organization, etc: The leadership of the

union was accused of not listening to ordinary

members.

leading /'lkdirj/ adjective [only before noun]

most important or most successful: We are Europe's

leading provider of business information, o The
magazine contains articles by leading analysts, o a
leading player in the European market

.leading 'edge noun [sing.]

the leading edge (of sth) the most important and
advanced position in an area of activity, especially

technology: We operate at/on the leading edge of
technology, o leading-edge technologies

[SYNJ CUTTING EDGE

leading indicator noun [c]

{Economics) a measure of economic activity that

changes before the economy begins to follow a
particular pattern and helps to show what the

economy is going to do: Jobs figures are closely

watched as they are considered a good leading
indicator of consumer demand. -> coincident
INDICATOR, LAGGING INDICATOR

,lead 'manager {also .lead underwriter,
.managing underwriter) noun [C]

{Stock Exchange) the main bank or financial

organization that is responsible for organizing an
initial public offering (= an act of selling

shares in a company for the first time), the sale of
bonds, etc: The company selected Salomon as lead

managerfor its $5 billion bond offering. lead-
manage verb [+ obj]: Three major banks are

competing to secure the right to lead-manage the sale

of the company.

.leads and 'lags noun [pi.]

{Finance) the process of making payments to

suppliers abroad or sending bills to foreign
customers more quickly than usual (leads) or later

than usual (lags) when a change in the exchange
rate is expected

'lead time noun [u,c]

{Production) the time between receiving an order
and delivering the product or -.ervice to the
customer: The lead timefor the motorcycle is two
months, o For small orders she's brought the lead
time downfrom ten days to three. -» cycle time

.lead underwriter = lead manager

311 leap

.lead 'user noun [c]

{Marketing) a company, person, etc. that is the first

to experience a particular need, and therefore

adapts an existing product or service to meet this

need or is the first to use a new service or product:

Lead users are a valuable source of new product
ideas.

leaflet /'liiflat/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

a printed sheet of paper or a few printed pages that

are given free of charge to advertise or give

information about sth: We have hired a team to

hand out promotional leaflets in the street.

• verb [+ obj or no obj]

to give out leaflets to people: We did a lot of
leafleting in the area.

leaflet drop noun [c]

{Marketing) a method of advertising by delivering

leaflets to a large number of houses

leak /li:k/ verb, noun
• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to allow liquid or gas to get in or
out through a small hole or crack: a leaking pipe

2 [+ obj] to give secret information to the public,

for example by telling a newspaper: The contents of
the report were leaked to the press, o a leaked

document
• noun [c]

1 a small hole or crack that lets liquid or gas flow
in or out of sth by accident: a leak in the gas pipe o
oil leaks

2 a deliberate act of giving secret information to

the newspapers, etc: a leak to the press about the

government plans on tax

leakage /'li:kid3/ noun
1 [c,u] an amount of liquid or gas escaping from a

container that has a fault; an occasion when this

happens: a leakage of toxic waste into the sea o
Check bottlesfor leakage before use. o {figurative) the

continuing leakage of depositsfrom the banking
system
2 {Commerce) = shrinkage (2)

lean /li:n/ adjective (leaner, leanest)

1 used to describe a method of production that

aims to cut costs while keeping quality high by
producing only the quantity of goods that has been
ordered and by reducing the amount of time and
space that the production process uses: Byfocusing
on the elimination of waste, the plant has become a
model of lean manufacturing, o They have cut costs

through leaner processes and more efficient logistics.

2 (about costs, quantities, etc.) very low; as low as

possible: Companies are trying to keep their

workforces lean, so jobs are hard to find, o If sales

fall dealers will cut back their lean inventories of
new cars even further.

3 (about organizations, etc.) strong and efficient,

especially because the number of employees has
been reduced: The closure of the factory is difficult

but will produce a leaner, fitter business.

4 [usually before noun] used to describe a difficult

period of time that does not produce much money,
etc: The company has recovered well after several

lean years, o This is the leanest time ofyearfor the

tourist industry.

leanness /'li:nnas/ noun [u]: We are aiming to

improve the leanness of the production process.

leap /li:p/ verb (leapt, leapt /lept/ or leaped,

leaped) [+ obj or no obj]

to increase suddenly and by a large amount: Shares

leapt in valuefrom 476<t to close at 536C- leap
noun [C] : a leap in profits/productivity
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leapfrog 'li:pfrog; AmE -fro:g; -fra:g/ verb (-gg-)

[+ obj or no obj]

to get to a higher position or rank by going past sb

else or by missing out some stages: Were looking at

how to leapfrog the competition, o They have
leapfrogged back to the top of the airline industry.

learning I'tezux}; AmE 'texvni/ noun [u]

see also: action learning, distance ~, e-learning,

lifelong ~, organizational ~. workplace ~

the process of learning sth: computer-assisted

learning

'learning curve noun [c. usually sing.]

1 the rate at which you learn a new subject or a

new skill; the process of learning from the mistakes

you make: Mastering this new equipment requires a

steep learning curve (= there is a lot to learn in a

short time).

2 = EXPERIENCE CURVE

• lease li:s noun, verb

{Law; Property)

• noun [c]

see also: dry lease, finance ~, operating ~, wet ~

a legal agreement that allows you to use a building,

a piece of equipment or some land for a period of

time, usually in return for rent: The current lease

expires on 31 March, o Under the terms of the lease,

you are liable for any repairs to the building.

O to take on/take out a lease a lease expires/runs

out
• verb [+ obj] lease sth (from sb)

|
lease sth (out) (to

sb)
I

lease sb sth to use, or to let sb use sth,

especially property or equipment, in exchange for

rent or a regular payment: We lease all our
photocopy equipment, o Parts of the building are

leased out to tenants, o the dealer that leased them
the vehicles -> lessee, lessor

'leasing noun [u] : car leasing o a leasing company
333 .lease sth 'back (to sb) to sell property or a

valuable asset and continue to use it by paying rent

to the new owner; to buy property or an asset and
allow the seller to continue using it in exchange for

rent: At one stage they had to sell and lease back their

head office to raise cash, o The trust has agreed to

lease the property back to them for 40 years.

leaseback /'lksbaek/ noun [u,c]

see also: sale and leaseback

[Property) the process of selling property or another
valuable asset and continuing to use it by paying
rent to the new owner; a legal agreement where
this happens: Thefirm used a leaseback on its

factories to raise the cash it needed.

leasehold /'lkshauld; AmE -hould/ noun, adjective

{Law; Property)

• noun [c,u] {also .leasehold e'state [c] less frequent)

the right to use a building or a piece of land
according to the arrangements in a lease: We hope
to acquire a long leasehold on the property, o
leasehold possession ofproperty^ freehold

• adjective

(about property or land) that can be used for a
limited period of time, according to the
arrangements in a lease: The group owns leasehold

properties worth over €50 million, 'leasehold
adverb: to purchase land leasehold -> freehold

leaseholder ii:should8(r);/\m£ -hould-/ noun [c]

{Law; Property) a company, person, etc. who has the

right to use a building or a piece of land according

to the arrangements in a lease -» freeholder

.leasehold e'state = leasehold noun

• leave /li:v/ noun [u]

see also: administrative leave, compassionate ~,

gardening ~, job-protected ~, maternity ~,

parental ~, paternity ~ etc.

1 {HR) a period of time when you are allowed to be
away from work for a holiday/vacation or for a
special reason: to take a months paid/unpaid leave

o Mr. Alden is on leave this week, o Your basic annual
leave entitlement is 20 days, o a period ofpaid
educational leave {= for formal study or training)

DJH2 In this meaning, leave is uncountable in

British English but can be uncountable or countable
in American English.

O to be entitled to/get/have leave to go on/save/
take/use (up) leave to apply for/be given/be
granted leave paid/unpaid leave

2 official permission to do sth: to be absent
without leave o The court granted him leave to

appeal against the sentence. -> idiom at ask
O to ask/obtain/request leave (to do sth) to give/

grant/refuse sb leave

,

leave of 'absence noun [u,C] {plural leaves of

absence)

{HR) permission to have time away from work for a
particular period; the period of time that you are

allowed: J wish to applyfor leave of absence on
medical grounds, o She hadfour months' leave of
absence.

0 to apply for/be given/be granted/take leave of
absence

-led /led/ combiningform {used toform adjectives)

1 having the thing mentioned as its main
influence: consumer-led product development o a
market-led economy {= one controlled by markets
rather than by the government) o stimulating

demand-led growth in the economy
2 organized or controlled by the person or

organization mentioned: manager-led discussions o
a government-ledfinancial rescue for thefirm

ledger /'led3a(r)/ noun [c]

see also: bought ledger, creditors' ~, debtors' ~,

general ~. nominal ~. purchase ~, sales ~

{Accounting) a book or computer file in which a

bank, a business, etc. records the money it has paid

and received: balancing a ledger oA company
director was accused offalsifying entries in the

company ledger.

ledger clerk noun [c]

a person whose job is to make and check entries in

a company ledger

,left 'luggage noun [u,c] {also .left-luggage .office

[C]) {both BrE) {AmE 'baggage room [c])

a place where you can pay to leave bags for a short

time, for example at a train station

leg /leg/ noun
rriTTl have, gain, grow 'legs {informal) if you say

that sth has legs, you mean that it will continue, or

people will be interested in it, for a long time: Some
investors think the rally (in share prices) still has

legs, o It's too early to tell if this idea has legs.

legacy /'legasi/ noun, adjective

• noun [c] {plural legacies)

1 a situation that exists now because of events,

actions, etc. that took place in the past: The failed
project left the company with a legacy of massive

debt.

2 money or property that is given to you by sb

when they die Isyni inheritance
• adjective

1 {IT) used to describe a system, product, etc. that

is no longer generally available, but that is still

used: legacy software such as Windows 98 o The cost

of replacing a legacy computer system can be huge.
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Idiomatic language in Business English

As you use this dictionary, you will see

many explanations of idioms that are used

frequently in Business English. When we
use the term 'idiom', people often think of

colourful expressions such as sell like hot

cakes or bring home the bacon. However,

the English language also includes

many thousands of less obviously colourful

expressions. We use these expressions

every day in speech and writing, often

without even noticing them. The language

ofbusiness is no exception to this. Consider

the following examples of Business

English:

Investors are worried about the health

ofthe economy.

The company is at risk ofgoing under.

The dollar has gained ground against

the euro.

These examples all use idiomatic language.

In the first example, the economy is being

seen as a human body, which can be

healthy or unhealthy. In the second, a

company that is failing is seen as

a sinking ship, going under the waves. And
in the third, it is as though the currencies

are in a race, with the euro being ahead but

the dollar catching up.

Common themes

Ifwe look at the language people use when
speaking and writing about business, we
can see that certain themes are repeated

over and over again.

Sport, games and war

The themes of sport, games and war are

some of the most frequent. This is not

surprising. Business is all about

competition, so it is natural that when
people speak and write about businesses

competing they should select expressions

related to other areas ofhuman activity

that involve success and failure, victory

and defeat.

Companies compete with rival

companies to be the best and most

successful in their field, just as athletes

and sportsmen and women compete to

win a race or a match. If competition is

fierce, rival businesses are even seen as

being like opposing countries or armies,

where the survival of one seems to require

the destruction of another. Businesses and

the people in charge ofthem are often

described as players, and business leaders

are portrayed as captains or generals,

developing strategy, directing operations,

attacking the enemy, or encouraging their

troops. The themes ofwar and sport run

through the following piece about

competition between supermarket

companies (some of the idiomatic

expressions are explained below)

:

• to play for high stakes:

to risk a lot ofmoney on being

the most successful

• the nation's shopping trolleys:

the retail industry

• to target: to choose to attack

somebody
• to outstrip: to become faster,

better or more successful than

a competitor

• the top spot: the first position in

a competition

Supermarket giants

battle for top place

Britain's two biggest supermarkets

are playing for high stakes in their

battle to control the nation's shopping

trolleys. The food retailing giants have

targeted some of their smaller rivals,

with one or more hostile takeovers pre-

dicted in the coming months. Control

of one or more of the smaller regional

chains would allow either group to

comfortably outstrip their rivals and

claim the top spot in British retailing.



Vehicles and machines

Another theme that occurs frequently in

Business English is that of businesses being

described in terms ofvehicles or machines.

Again, these seem to be quite natural

images. Like many machines, businesses

are complicated things made up ofmany
different parts that all have to work

well at the same time. They have to

move forwards in order to survive, and

movement is the defining characteristic of

vehicles. Have a look at the following text:

The writer has used several idioms relating

to vehicles and machinery to describe

the company's problems and recovery.

When the company was having problems it

was like a train that had left the tracks as

the result of an accident; like a car on a bad

road it was having a bumpy ride.

Its activities then suddenly stopped: when
a train hits the buffers, it hits the barrier at

the end of a railway line. Production

ground to a halt like a machine that stops

working or a vehicle that stops moving.

Now it has recovered, it is back on track.

Business leaders are often described in

terms of pilots or drivers, directing and

controlling the progress of the business,

and here the management team is in the

driving seat, firmly in control.

Health

The theme of health also features strongly

in Business English. People will often

describe a business, an industry or an

economy as if it were a living thing with a

state of health. Its condition is seen to

improve or worsen in the same way that a

person's health does, and it often needs a

particular treatment in order to regain its

health. The following examples use the

theme of health:

We're a leaner, fitter business than we

were ayear ago.

She admits that the company is

bleeding cash on the project.

Ifbanks tighten their lending policies,

healthyfirms may be starved ofcredit.

*» The risks ofthe economy suffering a

relapse are high.

An urgent plan is needed to revive the

ailing manufacturing industry.

The airline is seeking an injection

offunds from shareholders.

When you are reading or listening to

people talking about business in English,

look out for the kinds of themes and

idioms we have discussed here. It will

make your studies more interesting, and

help increase your understanding of

what Business English is all about.

Train parts manufacturer

back on track

Troubled train parts manufacturer

Railparts is back on track.The

company, which makes high-tech

components for high-speed trains,

has had a bumpy ride over the past

few years. Already under pressure

from foreign competitors, the

company hit the buffers when a

prolonged industrial dispute saw
production at its Scottish plant grind

to a halt late last year. Now, with a

new productivity agreement in

place and new management in the

driving seat, the business looks to be
on track to return to profitability by
the third quarter of this year.



S4

Computers and the Internet

In order to be able to run programs,

a computer uses an operating system, such

as Windows or Linux. Once this is installed,

applications can be loaded to perform

particular functions, such as:

• a word processesor for working

with text

• a spreadsheet for working with figures

• a database for working with details of

customers, products, etc.

• a CAD program for design

• a desktop publishing program for

creating brochures, posters, etc.

Ifyour computer is on a network, you will

have to enter your username and

password before you can use it. You will

then see the programs on your computer

displayed as icons on the desktop.

To open a program, click (or double-

click) on the icon, and the program will

open in a new window. Use the drop-down

menu on the menu toolbar to open an

existing document or to create a new one.

Ifyou create a new document, save it to

your hard disk so that you wont lose it if

the computer crashes.

workstation

desktop computer/PC

CD/DVD drive floppy drive monitor

When you have entered text or data in the

program, you can edit or format it in a

number ofways:

• You can use the menus or icons at the top

of the screen to delete it, to cut and

paste it, etc.

• You can right-click ( = click the right-

hand button on your mouse) and select

an option from the pop-up menu.

• You can also use keyboard shortcuts to

perform many functions, such as

Ctrl-C to copy text, or Ctrl-P to print out

a document.

To move text around, you can highlight

it, then click and drag it with the mouse.

To move to another part of a document,

use the scroll bar to scroll up or down,

and click to position the cursor where

you want it.

When you have a lot of files on your

computer, you should back them up, for

example by uploading them onto a server,

or by burning them onto a CD-ROM. In

order to take up less space, you may want
to zip/compress the files first.

hard disk/

hard drive

screen

cable printer

mouse mat (BrE)

mouse pad {AmE)
hard copy/printout

CD-ROM/DVD-ROM floppy disk
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To send an email, write the address of the

recipient in the To: field, or click on an

address from your address book. Ifyou

want to copy someone in on the email, put

their address in the Cc: (carbon copy) field,

or in the Bcc: (blind carbon copy) field ifyou

don't want the recipient to know who is

copied in. If you need to attach a document
to the email, selectAttachfile from the

menu, or click on the paperclip icon, and

then browse your computer for the

document you want to attach.

To say the email address:

j_martin@martin-wood.com

you would say 'j underscore martin at

martin hyphen wood dot com'

The Internet

In order to search for information on the

Internet, open your browser (for example

Microsoft Internet Explorer, Netscape or

Mozilla), and type some keywords into the

Search box ofwhatever search engine you
use (for example Yahoo! or Google). Ifyou
want to find the names of interpreters who
work in New York, for example, you could

type in the keywords interpreters and "New
York" (in double quotes to keep these words
together), and then click on one of the

websites that the search brings up.

To open a web page, click on a link, or

type the page's URL into the address bar

at the top of the screen, and the page will

download.

Ifyou want to save the address of a

website that you have searched for

orjust come across by chance, you
can bookmark it.

The URL of a company's home page is

often something like:

http://www.martinwood.com

To read this URL to somebody over the

phone, you would say:

i 'h-t-t-p colon, twoforward slashes,

double-u double-u double-u dot,

martinwood (all one word), dotcom'

The .com in the example above is called

a top-level domain. Common ones

include:

.com /,dnt 'knm/ (AmE /,da:t 'ka:m/)

- this is used by businesses

.org /.dot 'o:g/ (AmE/,da:t 'o:rg/)

- used by organizations that are not

businesses

.edu /,dnt 'edju:/ (AmE ,da:t 'edju:/

)

- used by colleges, universities, etc.

.gov /.dot 'qav/ (AmE/,da:t 'qav/

- used by government bodies

.net/.dDt 'net/ (AmE /,da:t 'net/)

- used especially by Internet service

providers

Most countries have their own domain

ending, and this is usually pronounced

as separate letters, for example Bulgaria

is .bg/,dot bi: 'd3i:/, and China is

.cn/.dotsi: 'en/.

Common UK domain names include:

.co.uk/dDt.kao dntju: 'kei/

- this is often used by companies

.ac.uk /dot ,aek dntju: 'kei/

- used by universities

c
ra

CD

CL

E
o
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Writing letters, emails and memos

Business letters are written in a formal style: you

should avoid short forms and informal expressions.

A lot of modern business communication takes place by

email. Emails are generally less formal in style than letters,

but emails to customers and suppliers are more formal

than emails between colleagues. Memos are used for

communication within companies and range from

formal to informal depending on the subject. Business

faxes use a similar style to formal letters.

aS Formal letters

^ York Designs

10 Turf Street • York • Y027 7QR

Telephone +44 (0)1632 523499 • Fax +44 (0)1632 523500

Email: joe@yorkdesigns.co.uk • www.yorkdesigns.co.uk

0 Yourref: 10/06/05

Ourref:JG/EW

0 26 June 2005

Ms E Wedgwood
Wedgwoods Furniture

High Street

Raleigh

Essex SS3 5TU

0 Dear Ms Wedgwood

0 Sales enquiry

Thank you for your recent enquiry concerning

the possibility of selling our traditional handmade
wooden furniture through your stores.

I amO pleased to enclose a copy of our catalogue and
current price list. In addition to the designs shown, we
will shortly be producing a range of storage units, for

which a catalogue will be available next month. Each

item is made to order, so there is usually a period of

four to six weeks between ordering and delivery.

Please let me know ifyou require any further

information or if I can be of assistance in any way.

Ifyou are in the area and would like to visit us, I

would be delighted to show you around our

workshop.

I look forward to hearing from you.

0 Yours sincerely

© Joe/QoodfzlLour

Joseph Goodfellow

(D Managing director

0

O Often there is a letterhead printed

on the paper, which can appear

anywhere at the top of the page.

Otherwise, the sender's address

and other details (phone number,

fax, email address, etc.) usually go

on the right-hand side.

0 If the letter to which you are

replying has a reference, often

made up of initials, a date, an

account number, etc., this can be

included at Yourref. Include any

reference that you want to

be used in the response to your

letter at Our ref. The references

can go either on the right- or

left-hand side.

0 The date can also go on the right

or the left. British style is to put

the day, then the month, then the

year. American style is to have the

month before the day {June 26,

2005 or 6-26-2005). In order to

avoid confusion, it is best to write

the month out in full rather than

use figures.

© The address of the person

receiving the letter goes on the

left of the page. If you know their

name and job title, put them

before the address. Alternatively,

you can put the name or job title

on a new line after the address

and use the expression for the

attention of (often shortened to

fao): For the attention of the

Marketing Director

0 There are various ways of starting

a letter. If you know the name of

the person you are writing to,

start with Dear Mr/Mrs/Ms/Dr. .

.

and the person's surname. If you

do not have the name of a specific

person, you can address the

letter: Dear Sir/Madam, Dear Sir

or Madam (in British English) or

To whom it may concern (in

American English). Dear Sirs is

used, especially in British English,

when addressing a company

rather than a particular person.

In American English, a letter to

a company usually starts with

© Encl.



Gentlemen. In British English,

you can choose whether to put

a comma after the name

(Dear Ms Wedgwood, or

Dear Ms Wedgwood).

In American English, it

is usual to put a colon

{Dear Mr Smith:).

0 You can mention the subject

of your letter in a title. It is not

necessary to begin the title

with Re (short for 'concerning').

© Avoid using short forms: use

I am rather than I'm.

Formal emails

0 It is usual to separate

paragraphs with a line space.

0 If the letter starts with Dear

Sir/Madam or Dear Sirs, the

usual ending in British English

is Yours faithfully. If you write

to a named person it is Yours

sincerely. In American English,

the endings Sincerely or

Sincerely yours can be used,

whether or not you write to a

named person. You can

choose whether to put a

comma after this [Yours

sincerely, or Yours sincerely).

fli) Your signature is followed

by your printed name. If

the letter is signed by

one person on behalf of

another, pp is used before

the printed name.

® It is a good idea to include

your job title, especially if you

have not dealt with the person

you are writing to before.

© End. stands for Enclosed or

Enclosure(s): it means that

there are other documents

sent with the letter.

Conference facilities

Q To: Country House Hotels

From: Sophie Benson

Cc: Mike Makin, Keiko Miyoshi, Hossein Azeri

Date: Thursday March 1 7 2005 1 5:39

Subject: Conference facilities

- Medium JB / U T IHif M I

Send Now §jj> Send Later Save as Draft
j
$ Add Attachments

@ Dear Sir/Madam

We are a Birmingham-based software development

firm specializing in custom-made data systems.

Your hotel has been recommended to us as

a suitable venue for our annual sales conference.

The dates are 25-27th October and we would

require accommodation for between 12 and 15

people, including all meals from dinner on 25th

to lunch on 27th. We would also require the use

of two conference rooms, with the usual facilities.

Can you please let me know before the end of the

week whether you can offer this kind of

accommodation, and what your rates are?

Many thanks

Sophie Benson

Business development manager
2nd City Software Solutions

33-35 West St

Birmingham BK7 9JG
+44 121 496 0140

email: sophie@secondcitysolutions.co.uk

www.secondcitysolutions.co.uk

O Header information: This

includes who the message is

to and from, and what it is

about. Cc ('carbon copies') is

for the email addresses of

anyone you want to send

copies to.

© Message text: Even formal

emails are often less formal

than letters. Sometimes there

is no opening greeting, and

phrases like Many thanks or

Regards are often used

instead of the more formal

Yours faithfully or Yours

sincerely, especially after the

initial exchange of emails.

Although a more informal

tone may be appropriate,

particularly when writing to

someone you deal with

regularly, you should still use

correct spelling, grammar and

punctuation. Avoid using

whole words in capitals

(URGENT), which may be

interpreted as shouting. If you

want to stress a word you can

use asterisks on either side

of it: *urgent*

0 Signature: this often includes

the name and address of the

sender's company, their

phone/fax number, email

address and the company's

website.



Informal emails

k£ Send Nov §3, Send Later Save as Draft
j
$ Add Attachments

To:

From:

Cc:

Date:

Subject:

Jane Mathews

Frances Jones

Friday 24/06/05

Lunch

B 7 U T 5 3

Hi^Janie

I'm ® going to be in Bristol next Wednesday and

thought maybe we could meet up for lunch

(and to discuss the stand at the Milan fair. . .)
-

are you free? €) My train gets in about 1 1 .30.

Btw® I ran into Kabir at a meeting last week and he

said he was looking forward to working with you on

the new range - he seems really nice and very keen.

Hope to see you next week.

Best®

Fran

O You can start an email with

Hi or Hello (with or without the

person's name) or just with their

first name: Janie. People often

start with no greeting at all,

especially if they have emailed

each other recently and are

continuing the same topic.

© In an email to someone you

know well it is appropriate to use

informal language and a tone

similar to that of conversation.

Short forms are acceptable {I'm

instead of I am).

Q Informal emails can be fairly free

in their punctuation, although

it still advisable to write full

sentences with initial capital

letters and full stops. An email

without basic punctuation may

be seen as rushed or

unprofessional.

O Abbreviations such as

btw {by the way), fyi

{for your information)

are commonly used.

0 Best is short for Best wishes.

Other possible ways to end

are Regards, All the best, or

Yours (slightly more formal).

A formal fax A formal memo

Fax

io:

Fax no:

From:

Date:

Subject:

Beth's Bags
1472 Grant Ave

Tuscon, AZ 17601

Fax: 717 3784166

Gino Conte, Prima Fashions

0039 055 295783
Beth Daly

5.30.05

Order for 50 leather purses

No of pages including this one: 2

Please note that your invoice no: 2753
of 4.22.05 was paid directly into your

bank account last Monday, as shown by

the accompanying deposit slip. Please

make the goods available for collection

immediately as we have customers

waiting for them.

Beth Daly

Confidential Memo
Bright Sky Productions

From: Frank Burgess

To: All staff

Subject: New head of marketing

Date: September 1 5 2005

I am pleased to announce that we have

appointed a new head of marketing,

Stephanie Collins, to replace Jim Laird.

Stephanie comes to us from Greymont
Media, where she has been director of

marketing for the past three years. She will

be joining us on October 3. Please note that

the appointment is currently confidential

and should not be discussed with anyone

outside the company until it has been

officially announced.

I am sure you will all wish to join me in

welcoming Stephanie to the company.

Frank

Frank Burgess

CEO
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Applying for a job

Job adverts and applications

Here are some useful phrases for

a cover letter:

saywhatjob you are applying for

and when you saw the advertisement

lam writing to applyfor the post ofsales

manager advertised in the Publishing

Times of6 November.

lam writing in response toyour

advertisement in the Publishing Times

of6 Novemberfor a sales manager.

say who you are and why your experience

and qualifications make you the right

person for the job

/ believe my long experience in selling

magazine advertising and managing

sales teams makes me a strong candidate

for thejob.

describe how the job is right for you

Jam lookingfor a challengingposition

with a leading magazine, which makes

the advertisedjob ideal.

lam extremely interested in this position

as Iam looking tojoin a company in which

leanfulfil mypotential

say when you would be available for

interview and to begin work
Jam availablefor interview any

day of the week.

My notice periodfor my currentjob

is 6 weeks.

Hi! magazine

Sales Manager
Leading magazine publisher
wishes to recruit a highly motivated
professional with a proven track

record in magazine publishing,

to extend its revenues and sales.

You will be responsible for:

researching and developing
new leads

managing and motivating

an experienced sales team
identifying and building

new business relationships

You will be a goal-oriented and
results-driven individual with

outstanding analytical and
communicative skills, together

with a sound understanding

of current market trends.

Attractive benefits package.

Send CV and cover letter with details

of current salary to

The Human Resources Director

Hi! Magazine
4 Albion Road
London SE1 8DD

Closing date 10 February 2006

Only shortlisted candidates will

be notified

o
00
c
[>
a
Q.
<

In newspaper adverts, abbreviations and foreign

terms are often used. Here is an example:

Wntd PA PT 20 hrs/wk sml mkt co. Slry circa 25k p.a.

neg pro rata. Apply with CV and cover letter.

Interviews w/c 24/8.

The full version of this advert might read as follows:

Wanted, personal assistant (part-time) to work
20 hours a week in a small marketing company.

Good salary in the region of£25 000peryear, pro rata :

(negotiable). Apply with a CVand cover letter.

Interviews are in the week commencing24August.

fe This is the full-time salary on which the part-time salary

will be based.

Other abbreviations you

may see include:

appt

comm
exp

FT

incl.

pref

p.w.

qual

reqd

temp
w/e

yrs

appointment

commission

experience

full-time

including

preferred

per week
qualified

required

temporary

weekends

years



S12 Writing a CV or resume

The principal differences between

a CV and a resume are:

• A CV is a complete record ofyour

professional and academic history,

together with a summary ofyour skills;

a resume is a summary of the experience

and strengths that you have that are

relevant to the particularjob you are

applying for.

• A resume is usually one page, except for

very senior posts; a CV can be longer

than this.

• It is unusual to include personal

information such as your birth date,

marital status, etc. on a resume;

this information is optional on a CV.

• It is common to include the names and

contact details ofyour referees on a CV,

but rare to do so on a resume.

CVs are moving closer to the model

of the US resume, in that it is now becoming
common to summarize your experience

and strengths in the Profile (also called

the Career summary) section.

CV (curriculum vitae) - British Style

Name: Julie Warwick

Date of birth: 12/10/72

Nationality: British

Address: 131 Fernley Road, London,

H17 90T
Tel: 0207 946 0277

Email: julie@jswarwick.net

Profile

A goal-oriented and motivational

retail manager with excellent

problem-solving and leadership skills.

Education and Qualifications

1982-1989

Tatfield Comprehensive School,

East Ham, London:

10 GCSEs and 3 A levels in English,

French, and Economics

1990-1993

University of Surrey:

BSc Hons Retail Management (2:i)

Employment

2000 -present

Mackson & Peters Retail Co.,

East London

Regional Manager
Responsible for managing operations,

refitting stores, negotiating contracts,

controlling budgets and liaising

with internal and external clients

and customers, collating information

from stores, as well as dealing with

all health and safety issues.

[i]

1995-1999

Hennford's Supermarket,

Ealing, London

General StoreManager
Responsible for profit and loss,

customer service and the training

and development of staff.

1993-1994

Hennford's Supermarket,

North Cheam, Surrey

Graduate TraineeManager
Introduction to all areas of store

management by shadowing
a manager and then working under

the manager's supervision.

Skills

Competent user of standard

office-suite computer programs

Fluent speaker of Spanish;

some knowledge of French

Interests

Golf, travel, cooking

Referees

Michael Page, Regional Director,

Mackson & Peters Retail Co.

61-63 Cotley Business Park,

Station Road, Reading,

Berkshire RG1 8TZ , Tel: 01632 261 085

Jenny Norman, Area Manager,

Hennford's Supermarkets,

Head Office, 311 Caesar Hill,

London SE7 6ES, Tel: 0207 946 0932

[2]



Resume - American style

Thomas D. Lanow

1252 Gains Street

Greyfield, PA 15904

thomaslanow@spacevision.com

telephone 814-266-9772

Objective

A challenging position in marketing

that allows me to utilize my creative

skills and critical thinking and to widen

my professional experience.

Summary of qualifications

Four years' experience in

managing major business projects

Strong record of success in

achieving targets

Excellent team management skills

Dynamic, articulate, analytical and

results-oriented

Professional Experience

2002-

Callphone

Deputy Marketing Manager
Developed campaign for highly

successful XV-200 range

Recruited and managed 30-strong

sales team.

2000-02

Vista Handheld Computers

Marketing Assistant

Handled Internet component
of major marketing campaigns

Assisted in development of

campaigns for full range of products

Education

Pennsylvania State University, Bachelor

of Science, Business Administration

Referees

Available on request

Other useful phrases for a CV or resume:

• Native French speaker

• Near-native command ofEnglish

• Good spoken and written German

• Computer literate

• Familiar with HTML
• Experienced trainer andfacilitator

• Baccalaureat, serie C (equivalent of

A levels in Maths and Physics)

• The qualifications described below do not

have exact equivalents in the American

system.

• J enclose photocopies ofmy certificates

with English translations.

• Four weeks ' work experience at a leading

software house

• Summer internship at a marketingfirm

• Team player

• Work well as part ofa team

• Work well under pressure

• Welcome new challenges

• Highly motivated

• Can-do attitude

• Interests include m usic and photography



Describing graphs

Here are some phrases you can use

to refer to a graph:

Ifwe look at the graph, we can see this

year's sales.

Ifyou look at this chart, you can see how
sales have gone over the pastyear.

This graph shows/illustrates sales against

timefor the lastyear.

They-axis shows unit sales in thousands.

Unit sales are shown on the vertical axis.

Values refer to thousands ofunits sold.

Some common verbs to describe

movements are:

1s climb, go up, grow, increase, rise

decrease, dip, drop, go down,

fall (away/off), sink

-> level out, plateau, remain

steady/unchanged

fluctuate

peak

x—> bottom out

70 _,

Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Use adverbs to describe changes in

more detail:

gradually, slightly, steadily; dramatically,

rapidly, sharply, significantly, steeply

Note how prepositions are used

to describe the levels and time periods

shown in the graph:

Sales rose gradually between January

and March to just short of60000.

In April, salesfell sharplyfromjust
under 60000 to around 1 5 000.

They then recovered slightly in

May to about 20000.

From May to October, salesfluctuated

between 20000 and 8 000.

From October onwards, sales remained

steady atsiightly more than 20000.

Sales increased by about 1 7%
over thefirst quarter.

Sales peaked at almost 60000 in March,

and bottomed out in June at 8 000.

Nouns can be used instead of verbs.

Again, note the prepositions used:

There was a significantfall in sales in April.

Sales reached a peak ofalmost

60000 in March.

In June, sales hit a low ofaround 8000.

Between March and May there was

afour-fold decrease in sales.

There was an overall upward trend

between June and October.

Adjectives you can use include:

dramatic, marked, sharp, steep, sudden,

significant, rapid; moderate, slight, steady
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Quarters

Phrases for comparing sales this year with last year include:

Salesfor the last quarter were up on lastyear.

Like-for-like salesfor the second quarter were down by 20%.

The year-on-year increasefor thefirst quarter was around 1 5%.

To compare results with predictions you can use:

In line with predictions, sales peaked in thefirst quarter.

Resultsfor the second quarter were much lower than expected.

Sales grew by a better-than-expected 20% in the third quarter.

Pie charts

Australia

3%

and Central

America

16% Africa

25%

Here are some useful phrases for describing

pie charts:

In this pie chart, sales are broken down by region.

This pie chart breaks sales down by region.

shows how the sales break down
regionally.

illustrates the distribution ofsales

across regions.

compares percentage sales in

different regions.

Total sales are divided into 7 regions.

The combined sales in SEAsia and Africa comprise

over half total sales.

Otherparts ofthe world make up less than

50% ofthe total.

SE Asia accounts for34% oftotal sales,

while Europe representsjust 2%.

Percentages rangefrom 2% in Europe,

to 34% in SEAsia.
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The development of a business

c

E
a.
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Planning

• decide on a product: a new type of fruit juice

• develop the product and do market research

• decide on a brand name: Forest Fruits

• develop a business plan

• decide on a form of business: sole trader/sole proprietorship,

partnership, company

• raise the finance: founder's own funds; loans;

look for backers or partners

Start-up

• form a company: Forest Fruits Ltd

• rent premises, purchase equipment and supplies, employ and train staff

• start producing and marketing the product

i

EXIT STRATEGIES

• sell the company's assets

• offer shares to other members of the company

Growth

• the number of customers grows; the company gains a share of the

fruit-juice market

• turnover increases; the company breaks even

• the company employs more staff and divides into different functions:

management, accounting, sales and marketing, production

• the company develops a network of suppliers and customers

• the Forest Fruits brand becomes well-known

• the company needs fresh capital to buy production facilities:

it decides to sell shares to the public to obtain the finance

i

EXIT STRATEGIES

• sell the business as a going concern

• sell the brand name and customer list to a competitor

Going public/flotation

• Forest Fruits Ltd is converted into a public company: Forest Fruits pic

• an investment bank draws up a prospectus giving details of the shares to be

sold, the value of the company, past earnings and future profits

• the company's shares are offered to private and institutional investors

• the shares are listed on the stock exchange

1
EXIT STRATEGY

sell shares to other investors on the stock exchange

Maturity

• the company continues to grow:

— organically, by developing its range of products

— through joint ventures with other producers

— by buying the brands of other businesses and integrating them into

the company's portfolio

— by acquiring other companies, using cash or shares

• the company uses an employee share/stock ownership plan to attract

and keep talent

• the company maintains a stable management structure

• shareholders receive regular dividends; the share price grows

RISKS

A the founder cannot

get a loan:

— poor credit rating

— insufficient collateral

A the founder is unable

to attract investors

RISKS

A the company fails

to achieve a critical

mass of customers

A bad debts

A lenders recall their loans

RISKS

A competition from

other producers

A fruit juices fall out fashion

A insufficient capital; poor

management of cash flow

A the founder finds it

difficult to delegate

authority

RISKS

A the share price is affected

by market volatility

A hostile takeover bids

A failure to integrate

businesses that are acquired;

management struggles

A poor media and

investor relations

A succession: who will lead

the company when the

founder leaves?



2 used to describe something that took place in the

past but still affects the present: The company's

difficulties are the result ofpoor legacy decisions.

* legal /'li:gl/ adjective

1 [only before noun] connected with the law: the

legal profession/system o to take/seek legal advice o a

legal adviser/expert o legal costs o They are currently

facing a long legal battle in the US courts, o the

company's legal department
2 allowed or required by law: Full-time employees

are entitled tofour weeks' leave as a legal minimum.
0 the legal rights of shareholders o legal currency o
Their actions were entirely legal. IoppI illegal

legally /'li:gali/ adverb: You are legally entitled to

a full refund, o The business has been conducted

perfectly legally, o a legally binding contract (= that

must be obeyed because it is accepted in law)

.legal 'action noun [u] {also .legal proceedings

[p!.])

the act of using the legal system to settle a

disagreement, etc: He threatened to take legal

action against the hospital. -» action noun (2)

.legal 'aid noun [u]

money that is given by the government or another
organization to sb who needs help to pay for legal

advice or a lawyer

.legal ca'pacity noun [u]

{Law) the right or ability to make legal

arrangements, to make legal decisions about your
property or affairs, to be legally responsible for sb/

sth, etc: reaching the age of legal capacity

'legal COStS {also 'legal ex.penses) noun [pi.]

money that sb who is involved in a legal case has to

pay

.legal 'entity noun [c]

{Law) an organization or a person that has the right

to make contracts, to use the legal system to settle

disputes, and to make other legal arrangements:
The company is a separate legal entity that can sue
and be sued.

legalese /,li:ga'li:z/ noun [u] {informal)

the sort of language used in legal documents that is

difficult to understand: If insurance policies are

written in legalese, people tend not to read them.

'legal ex.penses - legal costs

.legal holiday noun [c]

in the US, a public holiday that is fixed by law
-> BANK HOLIDAY

.legal in vestment noun [c]

{Finance) in the US, a type of investment that is

suitable for a person or an organization that is

looking after money for sb else

legality /lk'gaelati/ noun {plural legalities)

1 [u] the fact of being legal: Shareholders
challenged the legality of the merger.

2 [c] the legal aspect of an action or a situation:

You need a lawyer to explain all the legalities of the

contracts.

-» ILLEGALITY

legalize, -ise /'liigalaiz/ verb [+ obj]

to make sth legal: The government has legalized

irradiation for many types offood. legalization,
-isation /.liigalai'zeijn; AmE ,li:gala'z-/ noun [u]: the

legalization of electronic signatures

.legal 'list noun [c]

{Finance) in the US, a list of legal investments

.legal mo nopoly noun [c]

{Economics)

1 a situation in which only one company has the
legal right to provide a particular service or
product in a particular area: The Bank ofEngland
has a legal monopoly on the issue of banknotes in

England and Wales.
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2 a company that has this right: The national postal

service has been a legal monopoly until now, but is

about to be privatized.

legal pad noun [c] {AmE)

a book of writing paper, which is usually yellow
and has lines for writing on

.legal 'person {also .artificial 'person, ju.ristic

'person) noun [C] {plural - persons)

{Law) an organization or company that has its own
legal status and is treated in law as a person,

separate from the people who run and own it: The
benefit of the Act extends to both natural and legal

persons.

.legal proceedings = legal action

.legal re'serve noun [c]

{Accounting) the smallest amount of money that a

bank, an insurance company, etc., is legally

required to keep in case it is needed in the future

'legal .system noun [c]

the institutions and laws that exist in a particular

country to deal with legal cases

.legal tender noun [u]

money that can legally be used to pay for things in

a particular country: These coins are no longer legal

tender.

legible /'led3abl/ adjective

(about written or printed words) clear enough to

read: a legible signature o Both handhelds are

compact and have legible screens. legibility

/,led3a'bilati/ noun [u] legibly /'led3abli/ adverb

• legislation /,led3is'leijri/ noun [u]

1 a law or a set of laws passed by a parliament: an
important piece of legislation on working hours o
The conference will discuss the impact of new
legislation on the IT industry.

0 to draft/draw up legislation to amend/approve/
introduce/pass legislation to comply with

legislation

2 the process of making and passing laws:

Legislation will be difficult and will take time

legit /li'd3it/ adjective {informal)

legal, or acting according to the law or the rules:

The business seems legit. CQD Legit is a short form
of 'legitimate'.

legitimate adjective, verb

• adjective /h'd3itimat/

1 allowed and acceptable according to the law: We
are operating a perfectly legitimate business.

[syn] legal
2 for which there is a fair and acceptable reason: It

seemed a perfectly legitimate question, [synj valid
legitimacy /li'd3itimasi/ noun [u]: J intend to

challenge the legitimacy of his claim, legitimately
adverb: legitimately recorded music

• verb /li'd3itimeit/ [+ obj] {less frequent) =
LEGITIMIZE

legitimize, -ise /li'd3itamaiz/ {also legitimate,

less frequent) verb [+ obj]

1 to make sth legal: It is a simple matter to

legitimize your home business. Isynj legalize
2 to make sth that is wrong or unfair seem
acceptable: The union said that the tribunal's

decision legitimized discrimination.

leisure /'le3a(r); AmE '\\:^vj noun [u]

time that is spent doing what you enjoy when you
are not working or studying: These days we have

more money and more leisure to enjoy it. o The

airline relies more on business travellers than the

leisure market (= people who travel or buy
products for pleasure).
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'leisure .industry noun [c]

the people and activities involved in providing

goods and services for things that people do in

their free time: the hotel and leisure industry o
Sporting events and the leisure industry have been hit

by the bad weather.

lemon /'leman/ noun [c] {informal)

a product, especially a car, that is useless and does
not work as it should; a poor investment

lend /lend/ verb (lent, lent /lent/)

1 [+ obj or no obj] lend (sth) (to sb/sth)
|
lend sb

sth (about a bank or financial institution) to give

money to sb on condition that they pay it back over
a period of time and pay interest on it: The bank
refused to lend the money to us. o They refused to

lend us the money, o 30financial institutions lent $2
billion to the project, o Some banks have stopped

lending to small businesses.

2 [+ obj] to give sth to sb or allow them to use sth

that belongs to you, which they have to return to

you later: Can you lend me a pen? o Security cards

should not be lent to other employees.
[SYNl LOAN -» BORROW

lender /'lenda(r)/ noun [C]

see also: mortgage lender

a person or an organization that lends money: The
bank is Europe's biggest lender, o The company is in

rescue talks with its lenders. IoppI borrower
-» MONEYLENDER

lender of last re'sort noun [c]

(Economics) the role of a country's central bank
when it lends money in a time of great difficulty to

a bank that does not have enough to cover what its

customers are taking out and cannot borrow
money from anywhere else

lending /'lendin/ noun [u]

see also: bank lending, predatory lending

the act of lending money; the amount of money
that is lent: Lending by banks and building societies

rose to €4.9 billion last year, o the consumer lending

market I oppI borrowing
O commercial/consumer/mortgage/personal lending

an increase/a rise/surge in lending a decrease/

downturn in lending a lending bank/institution/

service

lending rate noun [cj

see also: prime lending rate

{Finance) the rate of interest that you must pay
when you borrow money from a bank or another
financial organization -» base rate

less /les/ preposition

used before a particular amount that must be taken
away from the amount just mentioned: a monthly
salary of€2 500 less tax and insurance o Send a
chequefor the catalogue price, less 10% discount.

ISYNJMINUS -> PLUS

, less-developed country noun [c] {abbr LDC)

(Economics) a country that is poor and trying to

make its industry and economic system more
advanced -> developing

lessee /le'si:/ noun [C]

(Law; Property) a person who has use of a building,

an area of land, etc. on a lease -» tenant

lessor /le'sor(r)/ noun [c]

{Law; Property) a person who gives sb the use of a
building, an area of land, etc. on a lease
-> landlord See note at employer

Less than Con tainer Load noun [c] (abbr

LCL)

(Transport) an amount of goods being transported
for sb that does not fill one whole container so will

be transported with other goods: We offer a less-

than-container-load service to andfrom Europe.
-> Full Container Load

let /let/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj] (letting, let, let) (especially BrE) let sth

(out) (to sb) to allow sb to use rooms, a building,

etc. in return for regular payments: They decided to

let out the smaller offices at low rents.

IN.'.I let sb 'go (informal) to make sb have to leave

their job: They're having to let 100 employees go
because offalling profits, o I'm going to have to let

you go (= dismiss you).

• noun [C] (BrE)

an act of renting a home, etc: We have three

industrial units available on a short-term let.

letter /'leta(r)/ noun, adjective

• noun [C]

see also: comfort letter, commitment ~, cover ~,

covering ~, form ~

1 a message that is written down or printed on
paper and usually put in an envelope and sent to

sb: a letter ofcomplaint o Who is the letter addressed

to? o You will be notified by letter, o guidelines for
writing effective sales letters (= to possible

customers)

O to mail/post/send a letter to draft/write a letter

to get/open/receive a letter * to acknowledge/
answer/reply to a letter a business/personal/

formal/informal letter

2 a written or printed sign representing a sound
used in speech: Your business card looks more
impressive ifyou have letters after your name (=
showing your qualifications).

IDE1 the .letter of the law the exact words of a

law or rule rather than its general meaning:
Although the company sticks to the letter of the law,

its employment practices are clearly unfair, to the
'letter exactly what sb/sth says, paying attention to

every detail: Ifollowed your instructions to the letter.

• adjective (Am E) - letter-size

letterhead /'letahed; AmE letar-/ noun [c]

the name and address of a business that is printed

at the top of the paper it uses for letters: The logo

appears in the company letterhead.

letter of ad vice noun [c]

(Commerce) a letter that is sent to sb giving them
some information or telling them of sth that the

sender has done

letter of appli cation (also appli cation .letter,

less frequent) noun [C]

(HR) a letter written by sb who is asking to be
considered for a job, usually one that has been
advertised: Send your CV, a letter of application and

WHICH WORD?

lend/borrow/loan

You borrow something from somebody but lend

something to somebody: / borrowed Dave's laptop.

o Dave lent me his laptop.

In the context of money, the verb loan is often

used instead of lend or borrow, especially in

American English: We loaned the moneyfrom the

bank o The bank was willing to loan us the money.

The person or organization that borrows
something or receives a loan is called the

borrower, and the person or organization that

lends something or gives a loan is called the

lender.

See note at loan



the names and addresses of two referees to the

Director of Personnel Services.

letter of ap pointment (also ap pointment
.letter, less frequent) noun [c]

(HR) a letter from an employer offering sb a job and
giving details of pay and conditions: The salary and
salary scale are as stated in individual letters of
appointment.

.letter of at'torney = power of attorney

.letter of comfort [also comfort .letter) noun
[c]

[Finance) a letter that a company writes to a bank to

support a subsidiary company (= a company that

it owns) that needs to borrow money: A letter of

comfort has been provided by the parent company in

order to secure the $100 000 loan.

.letter of 'credit noun [c] (abbr I.e., L/C)

(Finance; Trade) a letter that a bank prepares for a

customer in which it agrees to pay sb an amount of

money under particular circumstances, used
especially as a way of paying for imported goods:

The importer asks the bank to issue a letter of credit

on his behalf. -> documentary credit

.letter of en gagement (also en gagement
.letter) noun [c]

(HR) a letter which states the conditions under
which sb is employed to do work for a company

.letter of in demnity noun [c]

(Law) a letter from one person, company, etc. to

another in which they agree to be responsible for

particular damage, loss, etc. if it happens

.letter of in tent noun [c]

(Law, formal) a formal letter in which sb states what
they intend to do about sth. It is not a promise or a

legal contract but shows that they are serious about
doing sth: They have signed a letter of intent to buy
10% of the company.

.letter of 'licence (AmE spelling ~ license) noun
[c]

(Law) a letter in which sb who is owed money
agrees to allow the person who owes the money
more time in which to pay

.letter of re'gret (also re'gret .letter) noun [c]

a letter that is sent to a person who has had an
interview, a company that has tried to win a
contract, etc., to tell them that they have not been
successful

lettershop /'letajop; AmE 'leterjcnp/ noun [C]

(Marketing) a company that organizes and sends
letters or advertisements to large numbers of
people for other companies

'letter-size (also 'letter) adjective (both AmE)
used to describe paper that is 8 Vz inches (215.9
mm) wide and 11 inches (279.4 mm) long

letting /'letirj/ noun [u,C]

(Property) the act of allowing sb to use a building or
part of a building in return for regular payments; a
period of time when this is done or a building that
is used in this way: an office letting agency o
evening/weekend lettings

* level /'levl/ noun, adjective, verb

• noun

see also: entry level, high--, price ~, top--

1 [C] the amount of sth that exists in a particular
situation at a particular time: low levels of
investment o a high level of risk o attempts to raise

production levels o Profits were at the same level as
the year before.

O a high/low level of sth to control/improve/
increase/lower/raise the level of sth a level rises/

falls/stays the same/varies

leverage

2 [c,u] a particular standard or quality: We offer

the highest level of customer service, o This research

will take technology to another level.

O a high/low level (of sth) • an advanced/a basic/an

elementary level to achieve/reach a level

3 [c,u] a position on a scale of quantity or value:

The euro has dropped to its lowest level since 2003.

O a high/low level to break above/drop below/drop
to/fall below a level

4 [u,c] a position or rank in an organization or a

system: a decision taken at board level o Employees
at every level will be affected by the changes.

0 a high/low level a junior/senior level an
international/a local/national level to reach/rise

to a level

EEl on the level (AmE also on the ,up and 'up)

(informal) honest; legal: Are you sure this deal is on
the level?

• adjective

1 having a flat surface that does not slope

2 having the same value or position as sth: This

latest rise is intended to keep wages level with
inflation.

-» idiom at playing field
• verb [+ obj] (A\-,AmE -I-)

to make sth equal or similar: New technology has a
levelling effect on industries.

UlLXi .level down;
,
level sth down to become

the same low or lower level as sth; to make
standards, amounts, etc. be of the same low or

lower level: The company is aiming to level down the

salaries of its executives to cut costs, .level 'off/'out

to stay at a steady level of development or progress
after a period of sharp rises or falls: Sales have
levelled off after a period of rapid growth.
Isyni flatten off/out

,
level sth 'up to make

standards, amounts, etc. be of the same high or

higher level: We need to level up our after-sales

service to the standard of our products.

lever /li:va(r); AmE 'lever/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

1 a handle used to operate a piece of machinery or

a vehicle: Pull the lever towards you to start the

machine.

2 an action or thing that is used to persuade sb to

do sth: The company used every possible lever to

secure the deal, o a powerful leverfor change
• verb [+ obj]

to move sth with a lever: (figurative) The
government is hoping to lever moneyfrom private

investors for the project.

• leverage /'li:varid3; AmE 'lev-/ noun, verb

• noun [u]

see also: debt leverage

1 the ability to influence sth: Large stores use their

size as leverage to lower suppliers' prices.

2 (Finance) (especially AmE) the relationship

between the amount of money that a company
owes (debt) and the value of its shares (equity)

[syn] gearing
3 (Finance) (especially AmE) using borrowed money
to buy an investment or to add to the amount
invested, in order to try to increase possible profits

from the investment: The buyout provided a high

return on investment and excellent leverage.

• verb [+ obj]

1 to get as much advantage or profit as possible

from sth that you have: A consultant can advise you
on leveraging the skills ofyour workforce.

2 (Finance) to use borrowed money to buy an
investment or to add to the amount invested, in

order to try to increase possible profits from the

investment: a leveraged takeover bid
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3 to attract money or other advantages: The design

award we won leveraged large loansfrom several

sources.

'leveraging noun [u]

CUED leverage up; .leverage sth up 1 (Finance)

if a company or an investor leverages up, they
borrow more money in order to try to increase

profits: For years companies have leveraged up to

boost shareholder returns. 2 to increase or improve
sth: Our software will leverage up your efficiency.

leveraged ''lLvandsd; AmE 'lev-/ adjective

see also: over-leveraged

[Finance)

1 (about a company or an organization) having
borrowed a large amount of money in relation to

the value of the shares it has sold: Businesses such

as banks and credit-card companies are highly

leveraged.

2 (about an investment) involving a large amount
of borrowed money: a highly-leveraged transaction

o a leveraged buyout/takeover
-» geared, LBO

lever arch file noun [c]

a type of file for holding papers in which metal
rings that are opened and closed with a lever go
through the edges of the pages, holding them in

place—Picture at file

levy /'levi/ noun, verb

• noun [c] [plural levies)

see also: capita! levy

(Finance) an extra amount of money that has to be
paid, especially as a tax to the government: The
government has imposed a levy of20% on most
imports.

0 to be exemptfrom/pay a levy to impose/
introduce/put a levy on sth to abolish/end a levy

• verb [+ obj] (levies, levying, levied, levied)

to demand and collect a payment, tax, etc: A tax of
15% is levied on the sale ofshares.

LFL /.elef'el/ = like-for-like

* liability /.laia'bilati/ noun (plural liabilities

see also: accrued liability, admission of ~,

contingency ~, contingent ~, current ~, deferred ~,

deposit liabilities, etc.

1 (Accounting; Finance) [C, usually pi.] the amount of

money that a company or a person owes: The
company is reported to have liabilities of nearly

€90 000. o We need to make sure we have enough
money set aside to meetfuture liabilities. Isyni debt
-> ASSET
O to have/take on liabilities to cover/match/meet/

reduce liabilities * future/long-term/potential/

short-term liabilities insurance/pension/tax

liabilities

2 (Law) [u] the state of being legally responsible

for sth: The company cannot accept liabilityfor any
damage caused by natural disasters. -> liable
0 to accept/admit/deny/have liability (for sth) *fu\\/

legal liability

lia bility insurance (also lia bility .cover) noun
[u]

insurance that a person or an organization buys to

protect them against legal claims made by others,

for example by people who suffer an injury while

on their property: The company must display a copy

of their certificate of employer's liability insurance.

* liable /'laiabl/ adjective [not before noun]

[Law)

1 legally responsible for paying the cost of sth: Are

the manufacturers liablefor any damage their

products do? o The partners were held personally

liable for the debts of thefirm. See note at

RESPONSIBLE
2 likely to be punished by law for sth: Offenders are

liable to fines of up to $500.

3 having to do sth by law: The supply of services is

liable to VAT.

liaise /li'eiz/ verb [no obj]

1 (especially BrE) to work closely with sb and
exchange information with them: / have been
liaising closely with the marketing department.

2 to act as a link between two or more people or
groups: His job is to liaise between the staffand
management.

liberalize , -ise /'libralaiz/ verb [+ obj]

to make the rules that apply to an activity, an
industry, etc. less strict; to make it easier for more
people to take part: plans to liberalize world trade o
The country's energy market has been fully
liberalizedfor some time. liberalization, -isation

/.libralai'zeijn; AmE -la'z-/ noun [u]: economic/
market/trade liberalization

LIBOR /'laibo:(r)/ = London Inter-Bank
Offered Rate

* licence (AmE spelling license) /'laisns/ noun [c]

see also: letter of licence, practicing license

(Law) an official document that shows that

permission has been given to do, own or use sth:

(BrE) a driving licence o a licencefor the software o
The company won a licence to operate a mobile

phone network, o a licence holder (= a person who
has been given a licence)

0 to have/hold/get/own a licence to applyfor/
renew a licence to grant/issue/refuse/suspend/

take away a licence a licence expires/runs out

EEJ a licence to print money (informal) used to

describe a business which makes a lot of money
with little effort under 'licence (about a product)

made with the permission of a company or an
organization: The vehicles are manufactured under
licencefrom Toyota.

licence agreement (AmE spelling license ~)

noun [C]

(Law) a legal document with a piece of software

that states it can be used and how many people can
use it

'licence fee (AmE spelling license ~) (also

'licensing fee, especially in AmE) noun [c]

an amount of money paid to a business or an
authority in order to obtain a licence: They are

charging a licence fee of $100 per user of the

software.

* license /'laisns/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

(Commerce; Law) to give a person or an organization

official permission to do, own, or use sth, often in

exchange for a fee: The drug has notyet been

licensed in Europe, o We license the technology to

other manufacturers, o They had licensed thefirm to

produce the drug, o They rely heavily on licensing

income.

• noun [C] (AmE)

(Law) = licence Cma You will find words formed
with license at the spelling licence.

licensed /'laisnst/ adjective

(Commerce)

1 having official permission to do, make or use sth:

licensed dealers o We are licensed to make the toys.

2 that you have official permission to make, own
or use: licensed products o licensed cabs

licensee /.laisan'si:/ noun [c]

(Law) a person or company who has been given

official permission to do, make, own or use sth

-» LICENSOR

licensing fee = licence fee



licensor {also spelled licenser) /'laisansa(r)/ noun
[c]

(Law) a person or an organization that gives a

licence to sb: the licensor of the software -» licensee
See note at employer

Hen /'li:an; li:n/ noun [C]

see also: tax lien

(Law) a right to keep property belonging to sb else

until they pay what they owe: A mechanic may
claim a lien over a car he is repairing, o They hold a

lien on the shares as securityfor the debt, o The
mortgage lender will check for liens against the

property.

0 to claim/exercise/have/hold a lien

lienee /,li:a'ni:; ,li:'ni:/ noun [c] lienor

/'li:ano:(r); 'li:no:(r)/ noun [C]

lieu /lu:; BrE also lju:/ noun
EE] in lieu (of sth) (formal) instead (of sth): She
received six months' salary in lieu of notice.

-> TIME OFF IN LIEU

life /laif/ noun

see also: depreciable life, economic ~, expectation

of ~, job for ~, non-~, shelf ~, Useful ~, etc.

1 [C] the period of time when sth exists or works,
is good enough to use, etc: You will pay the same
interest rate over the life of the loan, o The restaurant

began life as afactory canteen, o methods of
prolonging the storage life offresh fruit (= the time it

can be stored)

2 [u,C] (often used with an adjective) the activities

and experiences that are typical of a particular way
of living or working: city life o Internal competition

is a natural part of corporate life.

3 [c] (often used with an adjective) the period of time
that sb spends in a particular situation: She was
lookingfor a better balance between her personal life

and her business life.

-» idiom at walk noun

'life as.surance = life insurance

'life-,balance adjective [only before noun]

(HR) used to describe the relationship between your
work and the rest of your life

lifeblood /'laifblAd/ noun [u]

the thing that keeps sth strong and healthy and
allows it to continue successfully: Money is the

lifeblood of any company, o The disaster is

threatening the area's economic lifeblood.

lifeboat /'laifbaut; AmE -bout/ noun [C]

(Finance) (used in newspapers) financial help given
to a company that is in trouble: The troubled
company is hopingfor afinancial lifeboatfrom the

banks. EHB A lifeboat is a special boat that is sent
out to rescue people who are in danger at sea.

'life .cycle noun [c]

see also: product life cycle

the period during which a product, a project, or an
organization exists; the developments and changes
which occur during this period: the natural life cycle

of new businesses o The tasks will vary over the life

cycle of the project, o These models are nearing the

end of their life cycles.

'life ex pectancy noun [u.c]

1 (also .expectation of 'life) the number of years
that a person is likely to live: Pensionfund managers
have to cope with longer life expectancy and new
pension regulations.

2 the length of time that sth is likely to exist or
continue for: the short life expectancy of dotcoms
3 the length of time that an asset is likely to be
used for

life fund noun [c]

money that is paid to insurance companies for life

lift

insurance and invested by them. Claims are paid

from this money: The present value of the life fund is

about $18 billion, o a with-profits lifefund

'life in surance (BrE also 'life as.surance) noun

m
a type of insurance in which you make a single

payment or regular payments so that you receive a

sum of money when you are a particular age, or so

that your family will receive a sum of money when
you die: Sales of life insurance and annuities have
increased, o life insurance companies o payouts on
life insurance policies

lifeline /'laiflam/ noun [C, usually sing.

J

help given to a person or an organization that is in

trouble; sth that sb/sth depends on: The
government threw a financial lifeline to the industry,

o The deal will offer a much-needed lifeline to the

firm.

.lifelong learning noun [u]

(HR) the idea that employees need to keep
developing their knowledge and skills throughout
their working lives: Universities are working with

businesses and local people to promote lifelong

learning.

lifespan /'laifspaen/ noun [C]

the length of time that sth will last, will be useful,

or will be wanted: The product has a 10-year

lifespan, o the lifespan of the software

lifestyle /'laifstail/ noun [c.u]

the way in which a person or a group of people
lives and works: They borrowed heavily to support
their lavish lifestyle (= they spent a lot of money), o
Thefood and health magazine is aimed at people

with busy lifestyles, o Are you living a healthy

lifestyle?

0 a comfortable/healthy/lavish/outdoor lifestyle

lifestyle brands/changes/choices/magazines

life .tables (also mor'tality .tables) noun [pi.]

(Insurance) lists that show how many years people
in particular groups are expected to live, used in

calculating insurance risks

.lifetime em ployment noun [u]

(HR) when employees in an organization are

promised a job until they retire: There is no
guarantee offull lifetime employment, o the concept

of lifetime employment in Japan -» tenure

.lifetime 'value (abbr LTV) (also 'customer
'lifetime 'value abbr CLV) noun [u]

(Marketing) the total amount of profit that a

company expects to make from each customer
during the period of time that they buy the

company's products

.life-work 'balance (also spelled life/work ~)

= WORK-LIFE balance

LIFFE /laif/ abbr London International Financial

Futures and Options Exchange a market for

buying and selling futures and options

LIFO /'larfau; AmE -ou/ = last in, first out
->FIFO

lift /lift/ verb, noun
• verb

1 [+ obj] to make an amount or level of sth greater:

The number of new jobs this year helped lift

consumer confidence and incomes.

2 [+ obj or no obj] to become or to make sth

become more valuable or successful: efforts to lift

the economy out of recession o Some stocks lifted

yesterday.

3 [+ obj] to remove or end a restriction, policy or

threat: The ban was later lifted, o efforts to lift

economic sanctions
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4 [+ obj] to raise sth to a higher position or level:

There are special ways of lifting large, heavy objects.

'lifting noun [u] : a partial lifting of the ban o Who
will do the heavy lifting?

• noun
1 [C, usually sing ] an increase in sth; an
improvement in sth: We recorded a 3% lift in sales in

April.

2 (BrE) (AmE 'elevator) [c] a machine that carries

people or goods up and down to different levels in

a building or a mine: It's on the sixth floor—let's

take the lift.

light /lait/ adjective (lighter, lightest)

1 not great in amount or degree: Trading was light

as many offices were closed, o The job losses were
lighter than at other banks.

2 [only before noun] used to describe smaller

vehicles, machines, etc. that are not of the most
powerful type: The plant will build light vehicles, o
Light truck sales were up 6 per cent, o light

manufacturing companies
3 {BrE) light on sth not having a large amount or

enough of sth: It's a service company, very light on
assets.

3 [usually before noun] not involving a lot of work
or activity; not very busy: My schedule is much
lighter this week.

4 not needing a lot of physical strength: After his

accident he was moved to lighter work.
-» HEAVY
0333 make light 'work of sth to do sth quickly

and with little effort: The big six-cylinder engines

made light work of the load.

light- duty adjective [only before noun]

designed to carry or operate with normal or small

loads: small, light-duty trucks IoppI heavy-duty
-» MEDIUM-DUTY

light engi neering noun [u]

businesses that design and build machinery or

equipment which is small or light; the activities of

these businesses: In the region there are light

industries such as clothing, electronics and light

engineering. -» heavy engineering

.light industry noun [u,c]

businesses that produce small or light goods, such
as things used in the house, using small machines
and factories: the shift towards light industry and
service activities -> heavy industry

light in'dustrial adjective: light industrial goods/
property

.lightning 'strike noun [c] {BrE)

(HR) a strike by a group of workers that happens
very suddenly -» wildcat adj. (1)

'light pen noun [c]

(IT)

1 a piece of equipment, shaped like a pen, that is

sensitive to light and can be used to pass

information to a computer when it touches the

screen

2 a similar piece of equipment that is used for

reading bar codes

lightweight /'laitweit/ adjective

1 not heavy: lightweight materials like aluminium o
lightweight laptops

2 not as powerful or successful as other people or

things

-» HEAVYWEIGHT
'lightweight noun [C] : He is considered a

lightweight.

like-for-like adjective [only before noun] {abbr

LFL)

{Accounting) used to describe figures that are

adjusted to allow comparison with a similar period,

excluding for example any new stores or businesses
or any unusual activities: Warm weather helped
trading in August, with like-for-like sales up 5.9%. o
Full-year like-for-like growth was 4.8%. o Operating
profits fell 11.2 per cent on a like-for-like basis.

-> SAME-STORE SALES

0 like-for-likefigures/growth/revenues/sales

like-for-like adverb: Sales grew by 1.7%, butfell
by 1.5% like-for-like.

like-for-likes noun [pi.]

(Accounting, informal) figures that have been
adjusted so that they can be compared with figures

for a similar period, excluding for example any new
stores or businesses or any unusual activities: They
have seen like-for-likes slip in the pastyear due to

increased competition andfalling sales, o Hotels had
reported an 8% increase in like-for-likes for the

beginning of the year.

limit /'limit/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: credit limit, floor ~, time ~

the greatest or smallest amount of sth that is

possible or allowed: Some banks set a daily limit on
cash withdrawals, o to keep government spending
within acceptable limits

• verb [+ obj]

1 to stop sth from increasing beyond a particular

amount or level: The agreement with the union
limits the number of layoffs to 400.

2 limit yourself/sb (to sth) to restrict or reduce the

amount of sth that you or sb can have or use:

Employees are limited to two short breaks a day.

QH33 'limit sth to sb/sth {usually be limited to) to

make sth exist or happen only in a particular place

or within a particular group: The service will be

limited to the US market.

limitation /.lrmi'teijri/ noun [C]

see also: damage limitation

a rule, fact or condition that limits sth: to impose
limitations on imports o Make clear the budget

available and any budgetary limitations. Isyni curb,
RESTRAINT

limi tation of lia bility noun [u,c]

(Law) the fact that sb's responsibility for sth such as

damage, loss, etc., especially their financial

responsibility, is limited

Limited /'limitid/ adjective

used in the UK after the name of a limited
company: LW Investments Limited -» Ltd

limited /'hmitid/ adjective

1 restricted; only for a particular time, particular

numbers, etc: This offer is for a limited period only.

2 not great in amount or extent; small: a limited

product range o He has limited experience in this

area, o We are doing our best with the limited

resources available.

.limited 'company noun [c]

see also: public limited company

in the UK, a company whose owners have
responsibility for paying only a limited amount of

the company's debt -> private company

.limited lia bility noun [u]

(Law) the legal position in which shareholders of a

company are only responsible for the money they

have given if the company cannot pay its debts: The

firm is a limited liability partnership.

.limited partnership noun [c] (abbr LP)

a business owned by two or more people who are

responsible only for the amount that they have

invested in the business if it is unable to pay its

debts: He set up a limited partnership, .limited
'partner noun [c]



limit order noun [c]

see also: buy limit order, sell limit order

{Stock Exchange) an order not to sell shares below a

particular price, or not to buy shares above a

particular price

linchpin {also spelled lynchpin) /'lmtjpm/ noun
[c, usually sing.]

the person or thing that an organization or a

project depends on; the most important person or

thing: Consumers are the linchpin of the economy.

• line /lam/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: above-the-line, assembly ~, below-the-~,

bottom ~, credit ~, dotted ~, firing ~, etc.

1 [c] a type of product made or sold by the same
company: We sell an exclusive line of children's

clothing, o Dell has recently moved to expand its line

ofproducts, [syn] range
2 [c] a system of making sth in a factory, in which
the product moves from one worker to the next

until it is finished: A new car rolled off the line every

49 seconds, o teams of line workers

3 [C] a telephone connection; e particular

telephone number: Ifyou hold the line (= stay on
the telephone and wait), 77Z see if she is available, o
Your bill includes line rental. -» helpline, hotline
4 [c, usually sing.] a series of people in order of

importance: a line ofcommand oHeis second in

line to the chairman, o Orders came down the line

from the very top. -» line manager
5 [sing.] a type or area of business, activity or

interest: My line ofwork pays pretty well.

-> SIDELINE
6 [C] a supply of sth such as credit: The company
has already put in place new lines of credit to cover

about $100 m.
7 [C] {AmE) = queue (1,2)

8 [c] (often used in names) a company that

provides transport for people or goods: The two
cruise lines said they remained confident of success.
-> AIRLINE
9 {Finance) [c] a number or group of a particular

share, bond, etc: a line of 1.9 m shares

EE] be, come, etc. on line 1 to start to operate;

to become available: The new working methods will

come on line in June. 2 using or connected to a
computer or the Internet; communicating with other
people by computer: All our offices are now on line.

-> online be in the line of 'fire to be in a position

where people can criticize or blame you bring sb/
sth, come, get, fall, etc. into 'line (with sb/sth)
to behave or make sb/sth behave in the same way
as other people or how they should behave: We
need to bring capacity into line with demand, in

'line under control or at an appropriate or
expected level: It takes some time for a big company
to get expenses in line, in 'line (for sth) likely to get
sth: She is in line for promotion, in 'line with sth
similar to sth or so that one thing is closely
connected with another: Annual pay increases will

be in line with inflation, (put sth) on the 'line

{informal) at risk: The proposed cutbacks have put
5 000jobs on the line, toe the 'line {AmE also toe
the 'mark) to do what sb in authority tells or orders
you to do, even if you do not think it is right

-» idioms at cross, firing line, lay, out, sign verb
• verb

CHE] line your (own)/sb's pockets to get richer or
make sb richer, especially by taking unfair
advantage of a situation or by being dishonest: Why
should I work 16 hours a day to line someone else's

pockets?
Una ,line 'up to stand in a line or row; to form a
queue: We've had people lining up outside the store

since 4 a.m. ,line 'up (behind sb/sth) to support
sb/sth on a particular issue: Other Board members

319 link

appear to have lined up behind the CEO. ,line sb/sth

'up to arrange for an event or activity to happen, or

arrange for sb to be available to do sth: They had
lined up a manufacturer to fill the order.

lineage /'lamid3/ noun [U]

{Marketing) the total amount of space used by an
advertisement

line au thority noun [u]

{HR) the power that managers have to control and
give orders to the people that they are responsible

for, in order to achieve the things that their own
managers expect

'line chart = line graph

line ex tension noun [c,u]

{Marketing) a new product that is closely related to

existing products and is sold using an existing

brand name; the practice of marketing products in

this way: We are developing two new apple flavours

as a line extension of our best-selling classic apple

juice.

line .filling noun [u]

{Marketing) the activity of adding new products to

an existing range in order to make the range more
complete: Line filling closes gaps in the market and
keeps competitors out.

line graph {also line line graph
chart) noun [c]

a type of graph which
displays data by means of

a series of points

connected by a line: This

line graph shows sales

trends over the five-year

period.

line .management
noun {BrE)

{HR)

1 [u] a system of organizing a company in which
information and instructions are passed from each
employee or manager to the person one rank above
or below them: Newly-qualified staff start out at the

bottom of a system of line management.
2 [u with sing./pl. verb] the managers in a company
who are responsible for the main activities of the

company, such as manufacturing, sales, etc: Line

management is/are responsiblefor ensuring that

production targets are met.

line .manager noun [c]

{HR)

1 a person who has a number of employees
working under them and who is responsible for

giving them work and checking how they develop:

/ have regular one-to-one meetings with my line

manager. direct report See note at boss
2 a manager who is involved in running the main
business activities of a company

line of credit = credit line

'line .Stretching {also product line .stretching)

noun [U]

{Marketing) the activity of adding new products to

an existing range that are higher or lower in price,

in order to attract a different group of customers:

For the luxury car manufacturer, line stretching

means producing a carfor the middle range of the

market.

link /lirjk/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

1 a relationship between two or more people,

countries or organizations: to establish/maintain

trade links with Asia o The project will strengthen

links between the two companies.
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2 a means of travelling or communicating between
two places: a high-speed rail link o a link road o a
telephone/video link

3 {IT} a place in an electronic document which
connects one part of the document to another part

or connects the document to a different one and
moves you there if you click on it: Click herefor

related links, o The site has links to a list ofsearch

engines.

• verb [+ obj] {often be linked)

1 link A to/with B
|
link A and B (together) to

make a connection between people, places, or

things: The Channel Tunnel links Britain with the

rest ofEurope, o The computers are linked together in

a network.

2 link A to/with B to say that there is a connection

or relationship between two or more things or

people: The company is being linked with a bid to

take over a rival supermarket chain, o He had been

linked to the vacant post of chief executive.

3 {Finance} if the value of an investment, a

currency, or a payment is linked to something else,

it changes in the same way that the other thing

does: All our investments were linked to the stock

market, o The country's currency is linked to the US
dollar. -> INDEX-LINKED
4 {IT} link A to/with B to connect websites or parts

of a web page so that a user can move to another
website or part of a document by clicking: Link

your s ite to ours.

QHII3 link 'up (with sb/sth) to work with another
company or organization to achieve something: The

designers have linked up with Britain's largest

furniture maker. -» link-up

linkage /'lirjkid3/ noun

1 [u] the act of linking things; the state of being

linked: We examine proposals to ensure linkage with
company policy.

2 [c] a connection between things: The study

identified important linkages between economic and
political change.

3 [C] an agreement to work with another company
or organization to achieve something: We have

established a linkage with a local college to provide

trainingfor new recruits.

4 [u] the act of making one part of an agreement
depend on another: the linkage ofpay to

productivity

'link-up noun [C]

a connection formed between two things, for

example two companies or two broadcasting

systems: There are rumours of a link-up between the

two big carmakers, o a video link-up with the

conference -» link up (with sb/sth) at link verb

the lion's share noun [sing.] {BrE}

the largest or best part of something when it is

divided: Software sales accountfor the lion's share of
the company's profits.

liquid /'likwid/ adjective

{Accounting; Finance}

1 (about assets) that can easily be sold and
changed into cash: The company has $2.8 billion in

cash and other liquid assets, o highly liquid shares

2 (about a company, an investor, etc.) having cash

or assets that can easily be changed into cash: They
have a strong position and are among the most liquid

companies in the industry.

3 a liquid market is one in which there is a lot of

buying and selling: In this highly liquid market,

prices are relatively stable.

[oppj illiquid—Picture at liquidity

liquidate /'hkwideit/ verb

1 {Law} [+ obj or no obj] to sell a company's assets

and pay its debts in order to close it: The
bankruptcy court has ordered the company to

liquidate, o If the deal falls through, the tour

operator is likely to be liquidated. Isynj wind up See
note at bankrupt
2 {Accounting; Finance} [+ obj] to sell sth in order to

get money or to avoid losing money: The group
announced plans to liquidate its assets. Isyni realize
3 {Accounting} [+ obj] to pay a debt: This land was
soldfor the purpose of liquidating debts.

liquidated damages noun [pi ]

{Law} in a contract, a fixed amount of money that sb

agrees to pay if they do not do what they have
promised: If the building is not completed in time,

the contractors must pay liquidated damages.

liquidation /.likwi'deijn/ noun [u]

see also: compulsory liquidation, forced ~,

involuntary ~, voluntary ~

1 {Law} the process of closing a company, selling its

assets and paying its debts: Thefirm has gone into

liquidation, o Shareholders are worried that the

group will be put into liquidation, [syn] winding up
See note at bankrupt
2 {Accounting; Finance} the action of selling sth to

get money or to avoid losing money: Falling prices

may lead to further liquidation of stocks.
-» BANKRUPTCY, RECEIVERSHIP

liquidator /'likwideita(r)/ noun [c]

{Law} a person responsible for selling a company's
assets and paying its debts, so that it can be closed:

The board has appointed liquidators to wind up the

company. -» administrator (2), receiver (1)

O to appoint/call in liquidators

liquidity

more cash

current accounts

shares, bonds, etc.

high interest deposit accounts

certificates of deposit

loans

7
physical assets, property,

less N/' machinery, etc.

liquidity /h'kwidati/ noun [u]

{Finance)

1 the state of owning cash or things of value that

can easily be exchanged for cash in order to pay
debts, etc: Asset sales are intended to improve the

company's liquidity, o The commercial banks'

liquidity is recovering, o The airline isfacing a

liquidity crisis.

2 the quality of being easy to exchange for cash:

Shareholders will benefitfrom an increase in

liquidity of their investment.

3 the amount of trading that takes place in a

market: Investors are concerned about market
liquidity.

-» illiquid

li quidity .preference noun [u]

{Economics} the way that people, especially

investors, prefer to have money or assets that can

easily be exchanged for cash

li quidity .ratio noun [c]

{Accounting} a way of measuring a company's ability

to pay its debts by comparing the amount of money
that it holds in cash or assets that can easily be



changed into cash and its liabilities (= the

amount of money it owes): The bank is required to

have a liquidity ratio of25%. [synI cash ratio

li quidity risk noun [c,u]

(Finance) the possibility that a person or company
will not be able to pay the money they owe because
they do not have enough cash or assets that can
easily be exchanged for cash

'liquid .ratio = acid-test ratio

list /list/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: A-list, Daily Official ~, focus ~, hit ~,

laundry ~, legal ~, Lloyd's ~, etc.

a series of names, items, figures, etc., especially

when they are written or printed: Well send you a

list of current prices, o His name is on the list of
candidates for the post. -» shortlist
0 to compile/draw up/make a list

• verb

1 [+ obj] to provide a list of things in a particular

order: The directory lists more than 900 000 lawyers

and lawfirms.
2 {Stock Exchange) [+ obj or no obj] to make shares in

a company available for trading on a stock

exchange: The company has applied to list its shares

on the New York Stock Exchange.

3 [+ obj or no obj] {AmE) to advertise sth for sale at

a particular price; to be advertised for sale at a

particular price: There has been an increase in the

number ofhomes listed at $750000 or higher, o The
new model lists for $28 105.

'list box noun [c]

{IT} a list of choices in a box on a computer screen

listed /'hstid/ adjective

{Stock Exchange)

1 a listed company is one whose shares may be
bought and sold on a stock exchange: the

government's holdings in listed companies o The
target of the takeover bid is afirm which is not listed,

o a London-listed bank
O a listed business/company/firm/subsidiary

2 that may be bought and sold on a stock
exchange: The value of listed stocks has fallen
sharply.

0 lis ted equity/securities/shares/stocks

ISYNI QUOTED fOPPl UNLISTED

listener /'lisana(r)/ noun [c]

someone who listens to a particular radio
programme or station -» viewer

listing /'listrn/ noun [C]

see also: application for listing, dual listing

1 {Stock Exchange) a place on the official list of
companies whose shares can be bought and sold on
a stock exchange: The company is seeking a stock
exchange listing, o Theyface losing their listings on
the New York Stock Exchange and NASDAQ.
2 a list, especially an official or published list of
people or things, often arranged in alphabetical
order: a comprehensive listing of all airlines

listless /'listlas/ adjective

developing or happening more slowly than usual:
Retail sales were listless during the summer months.

'list price {AmE also 'sticker price) noun [c]

{Commerce) the advertised or published price for

sth, especially a car: The store offers savings of as
much as 70% off the manufacturer s list price, o
These cars carry a sticker price of under $13 000.

'list .rental noun [u]

{Marketing) an arrangement in which the owner of a
list of the names and addresses of possible
customers allows it to be used on a temporary basis
by another organization in exchange for a fee:
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Email list rental can be an excellent way to reach new
customers, 'list .renting noun [u]

lite /lait/ adjective

(often used in the names of food or drink) light;

containing less fat or sugar than other similar food
or drink and therefore less likely to make you fat:

lite ice cream

literature /'litratJaCr); AmE also -tjur/ noun [U]

pieces of writing or printed information on a

particular subject, such as a product or a company:
promotional/sales literature

litigant /'litigant/ noun [C]

{Law) a person who is making or defending a claim

in court: Unsuccessful litigants have the right to

appeal.

* litigate /'htigeit/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

{Law) to take a claim or disagreement to court: The
workers obtained reasonable compensation without
having to litigate o The lawyer can tell you how long

it will take to litigate the case.

0 to litigate a case/claim/issue

litigation /.liti'geijri/ noun [u]

{Law) the process of making or defending a claim in

court: The company is in litigation over copyright

issues.

litigator /'htigeita(r)/ noun [C] {AmE)

{Law) a lawyer who presents or defends a claim in a

court of law: an international trade litigator

litigious /h'tid3as/ adjective {formal)

too ready to take disputes to a court of law:

Dissatisfied consumers are becoming increasingly

litigious. li'tigiousness noun [u]

livelihood /'laivlihud/ noun [u; C, usually sing.]

a means of earning money in order to live: Many
people depend on agriculture for their livelihood, o
Hundreds of workers may lose their livelihoods.

livery /'hvari/ noun [c,u] {plural liveries) {BrE)

{Marketing) the colours used by a particular

company for its vehicles or products: aircraft

painted in the new British Airways livery o their

distinctive gold and green livery

livestock /'laivstok; /\m£ -sta:k/ noun [u; pi.]

the animals kept by farmers as a source of income,
for example cows or sheep: The severe weather poses

a threat to both crops and livestock.

living /'livirj/ noun

see also: cost of living, standard of living

1 [C, usually sing.] money to buy the things that you
need in life: She earns her living as a freelance
journalist, o What do you dofor a living?

O to earn/make a living a good/decent/modest
living

2 [u] a way or style of life: People are moving away
because of the high costs of urban living, o a period of
economic growth and rising living standards

O daily/day-to-day/everyday living rural/urban

living living conditions/standards

Jiving trust noun [c]

{Law) an arrangement which allows sb to transfer

their assets to sb else while they are alive but keep
control of them, used in order to avoid the legal

process of dealing with a will when they die

Jiving 'wage noun [sing.]

a wage that is high enough for sb to buy the things

they need in order to live: The people who grow the

coffee now get something like a living wage, p unions

fightingfor a living wage
O to be paid/earn/receive a living wage to offer/pay

a living wage
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LLC /,el el 'si:/ abbr {AmE) {usually used in written

English)

limited liability company (used after the name of a
company or business) See note at Ltd

Lloyd's /bidz/ {also .Lloyd's of London) noun
[sing.]

{Insurance) an organization consisting of groups of

insurance underwriters (= people who provide
insurance, agreeing to pay if there is any loss or

damage), providing insurance especially for ships

and large risks: a Lloyd's insurance syndicate o
Lloyd's underwriters -> name (2)

.Lloyd's 'List noun [sing ]

{Transport) a daily newspaper providing
information about ships and businesses associated

with ships

Lloyd's of London = Lloyd's

.Lloyd's Register {also Lloyd's Register of

'Shipping) noun [sing ] {abbr LR)

{Transport) a list of ships arranged in groups
according to their size, with detailed information
about them, published once a year; the

organization that produces the list and sets the

standards for the groups

LME /,el em i:/ abbr London Metal Exchange a

market for trading metals that are bought at agreed
prices but delivered and paid for at a later time:

Copper prices on the LMEfell sharply.

load /laod; AmEloud/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: back-end load, dead ~, front-end ~, Full

Container ~, Less than Container ~

1 something that is being carried, especially in

large amounts: The trucks waited at the warehouse
to pick up their loads, o These planes are designed to

carry heavy loads. -» cargo
O to carry/deliver/pick up/transport a load a

heavy/large load

2 {often used to form a noun with another noun) the

total amount of sth that sth can carry or contain: a

busload of tourists o They ordered three truckloads of
sand, o The plane took off with a full load.

3 an amount of work that a person or machine has
to do: He hired more employees to lighten his load, o
Sharing the load makes work less stressful.

-> WORKLOAD
O to lighten/reduce a load to share/spread the load

4 the fact of having to pay an amount of money,
especially a large amount; the amount of money
that you owe: Many companies were already

struggling with high debt loads. Isyni burden
0 a debt/tax load

5 {Finance) a fee that is charged when an investor

buys or sells shares in an investment fund, an
insurance policy, etc: Thefund carries a 5.75% load.

• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] load sth (into/onto sth) to put
goods into or onto sth: The dockers had begun
loading the ship, o He finished loading and drove off.

o a fully loaded tanker IoppI unload -» load up,

LOAD STH UP
2 [no obj] to receive a load: The tankers were still

loading, foppl unload
3 [+ obj or no obj] load (sth) (up) to put data or a

program into the memory of a computer: Have you
loaded the software? o Waitfor the program to load.

-> DOWNLOAD
LiiiiAJ load up (with sth); load sth up (with

sth) to put a large amount of goods onto a vehicle:

Men were loading up a truck with timber. -> load
verb (1,3) load 'up on sth to get or buy a large

amount of sth: Consumers have loaded up on credit-

card debt.

loader /'lauda(r); AmE 'loudar/ noun [c]

1 a person who puts goods into or onto sth: weekly
bonuses for dock loaders

2 a lorry/truck of the type mentioned: He operates

a seven tonne loader.

load .factor noun [c]

1 {Transport) the number of seats on an aircraft,

etc. that have been sold, expressed as a percentage
of the total number of seats: The airline reported a
loadfactor of80% last month.
2 {Technical) the relationship between the actual

amount of sth and the total possible amount: the

cargo load factor

load fund noun [c]

{Finance) a type of fund, especially a unit trust,
that charges a fee when investors buy or sell -» no-
load fund

loading /'laudirj; Am£ 'loud-/ noun [C,u]

see also: back-end loading, front-end ~, vertical ~

1 an extra amount added to the basic cost of sth

such as insurance: Ifyou are ayoung or
inexperienced driver, a loading will be added to your
insurance premium, o The 2% loadingfor using the

card abroad has been removed.

2 {HR) especially in Australia and New Zealand,
extra money that sb is paid for their job because
they have special skills or qualifications

load line {also 'Plimsoll line, 'Plimsoll mark) noun
[c]

{Transport) a line on the side of a ship showing the

highest point that the water can safely reach when
the ship is loaded

* loan /laun; AmEloun/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: amortizing loan, back-to-back ~, bad ~,

bridge ~, call ~, commercial ~, consumer ~, etc.

money that an organization such as a bank lends

and sb borrows: The government offers low-interest

loans to small companies, o Many people take out a

loan to buy a new car. o The loans should be repaid

within ten years, o The company had breached the

terms of its loan agreement, o The banks have

WHICH WORD?

loan/facility/home loan/mortgage/
overdraft

All these words are used to describe money that

banks lend to customers.

Loan is the most general word and is used about
money lent both to individuals and businesses.

Loans can be paid back over short or long periods

of time and can be small or large.

Mortgages or home loans are used by individuals

to buy homes. The amount borrowed is large and
paid back over a number of years.

Overdrafts are used by individuals and businesses.

An overdraft differs from a loan in that there is not

a particular amount of money that is lent at a

particular time. It is an arrangement to borrow up
to an agreed amount whenever you need it. You
obtain the money through your bank account.

Facility is used to describe any arrangement in

which a person or company can borrow money
during a particular period of time up to an agreed

amount. This can be an overdraft, or it may have

special conditions and be established for a

particular purpose: The company has secured a

short-term facility to fund the purchase.

See note at lend



refused to extend (= give) more loans to the

company, o Lower interest rates have made it easier

for companies to service (= pay interest on) their

loans. -» loan servicing See note at lend
0 a high-interest/an interest-free/a low-interest/no-

interest loan a long-term/short-term loan *

consumer/corporate/personal loans to apply for/
arrange/take out a loan to get/give sb/make sb a

loan * to pay back/pay off/repay a loan a loan

agreement/facility)'repaymen t

• verb [+ obj] {especially Am E) loan sth (to sb)
|
loan

(sb) sth to lend sth to sb, especially money: The

bank loaned the business more than $200000. o
Lenders are reluctant to loan money to those they

consider to be afinancial risk. Isyn] lend

loan .capital noun [u]

{Finance) money used to start and run a business

that comes from borrowing rather than selling

shares |syn| debt capital -» share capital

loan loss noun [c.u]

{Accounting) money that is lost by a bank because a

borrower does not pay back a loan: The bank has set

aside $800 million to cover loan losses, o loan loss

provisions -> bad loan

loan note noun [c]

{Finance) a written agreement to pay a sum of

money that you owe DEH1 Loan notes are

sometimes preferred to cash because tax is not paid

until the money is received: The acquisition was
funded by a mixture of shares, loan notes and cash.

loan .servicing noun [u]

{Finance) the process of collecting and managing
the regular payments made to pay back a loan
-> service verb (1,2)

loan shark noun [c] {informal)

a person who lends money at very high rates of

interest: Loan sharks were charging 30% a month.
-» SHARK

'loan stock noun [c f u]

{Finance) investments in the form of loans to a
company for a fixed period of time that receive a
fixed rate of interest: Methods offinancing include

borrowingfrom banks and issuing loan stock.

-» debenture

local /'laukl; AmE 'loukl/ adjective, noun
• adjective [usually before noun]
belonging to or connected with the particular place
or area that you are talking about or with the place
where you live: Foreign oil companies began to

compete in the local market, o Decisions are made at

local rather than national level, o Some cable

companies offerfree local calls {= phone calls to a
place that is near), o We reach Delhi at 8.30 a.m.
local time. -» domestic

locally /'laukali; AmE 'loukali/ adverb: to

advertise/work/shop locally o locally grown fruit
• noun [C]

1 {AmE) a local branch of an organization,
especially a trade union
2 {AmE) a bus or train that stops at all the places on
the route

3 {Stock Exchange, informal) a trader at a stock
exchange who buys and sells shares, etc. for

themselves rather than for other investors

.local area network = lan

.local content noun [u]

{Manufacturing) the part of a manufactured product
that is made or supplied within a particular
country or area: The targetfor local content in the

Nigerian oil industry was 45%.

localize , -ise /'laukalarz; Ami 'lou-/ verb [+ obj]

1 {Marketing) to adapt a product or service to make
it more suitable for a particular region or country:
This is a US product and no attempt has been made
to localize itfor European markets.
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2 if a company localizes its activities, they happen
in particular areas rather than in a central area:

Localized control at ourfive plants had cost us

money.

locate /lau'keit; AmE 'loukeit/ verb

1 [+ obj] to put or build sth in a particular place:

They located their headquarters in Brussels.

-» relocate
2 [no obj] {especially AmE) {used with an adverb or a

preposition) to start a business in a particular place:

There are tax breaksfor businesses that locate in

rural areas.

located /lao'keitid; AmE 'loukei-/ adjective [not

before noun]

if sth is located in a particular place, it exists there

or is based there: Most of the fastest-growing

companies are located near the largest cities.

location /lao'keifn; AmE \ou-/ noun
1 [c] a place where sth happens or exists; the

position of sth: Ratings are based on the quality and
location of hotels, o Coffee shops need to be in high

street locations.

2 [u] the act of finding a place for sth or of placing

sth somewhere: Location of a suitable site may take

some time.

lock /h>k; AmE la:k/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj] be locked in/into sth to be involved in a

discussion or an argument that continues for a long
time: The company is still locked in talks with its

bankers, o The two sides are locked in a bitter legal

dispute.

0 be locked in discussions/negotiations/talks be
locked in an argument/a battle/conflict/dispute

EE] lock 'horns (with sb) (over sth) to get

involved in an argument or a dispute with sb

3II3 Jock sth a way {also Jock sth 'up) to put
money into an investment that you cannot easily

turn into cash: Investors should think carefully

before locking up their money in a long-term

annuity. Jock 'into sth {Finance) to agree to pay or

receive a fixed rate of interest for a fixed period of

time: We were able to lock into a very good interest

rate. Jock sb/sth/yourself into sth to involve sb,

sth or yourself in a situation that cannot easily be
changed: It is not advisable to lock yourself into a
lease agreement that is longer than necessary. Jock
sb 'out (of sth) 1 (HR) (about an employer) to

refuse to allow workers into their place of work
until they agree to particular conditions: Employers
have locked striking workers out of the factory.

-» lockout 2 to stop sb from doing a particular

activity or becoming involved in sth: those now
locked out of the job market Jock sth 'up = lock
STH AWAY

• noun
nnm get/have a 'lock on sth {especially AmE) to get

or have complete control, possession or use of sth:

These dealers had a lock on a small section of the

market.

lockbox /'lDkbDks; AmE 'la:kba:ks/ noun [C] (AmE)

1 a strong box with a lock that is used for keeping
mail or valuable items safe

2 (also 'lockbox .service) a bank or another
business that receives a fee for dealing with
payments sent to a company by mail

lockout /'lDkaut; AmE lark-/ noun [C]

(HR) a situation when an employer refuses to allow

workers into their place of work until they agree to

various conditions: The 10-day lockout of
dockworkers shut down 29 major ports, o a lockout

by employers -» lock sb out at lock See note at

STRIKE
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'lock-up noun [C]

1 {Finance) an agreement not to sell or exchange
shares for a particular period of time: The shares

will be subject to a lock-up for 180 days.

2 (BrE) a small shop/store that the owner does not
live in; a small building for cars (a garage) that is

usually separate from other buildings and is rented

to sb

'lock-up adjective [only before noun]: A lock-up

agreement prevented the sharesfrom being soldfor
six months, o a lock-up garage/shop/warehouse

lodge /lDd3; AmE\a:d3/ verb [+ obj]

1 lodge sth (with sb) (against sb/sth) to make a

formal statement about sth to a public organization

or authority: It is expected that the company will

lodge an appeal against the decision. Isyni file

0 to lodge an appeal/a claim/complaint

2 {Law) (BrE) to present sth so that it can be
officially recorded and dealt with: Copies of the

audited results were lodged with the stock exchange
last week. IsynI file

3 lodge sth with sb/in sth to leave money or sth

valuable in a safe place: Your will should be lodged

with your lawyer.

'lodgement noun [u]

log /log; AmE lo:g; la:g/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj] (-gg-)

1 to put information in an official record or write a

record of events: The system is designed to help

trainees log their progress. oAll incoming support

calls are logged. Isyni record
2 to do or get a large amount of sth: They logged

about $60 million in sales last year.

339 log 'in/ on; ,log into/ onto sth to perform
the actions that allow you to begin using a

computer system: You need a password to log on.

Jog off/ out; ,log off/'out of sth to perform the

actions that allow you to finish using a computer
system: Log out before switching the computer off.

• noun [c]

1 (also 'logbook) a record of events during a

particular period of time: At the end of the month,
the accountant receives copies of the weekly logs.

2 (HR) in Australia, a set of demands for better pay
or conditions, especially claims made by a trade

union to r.n industrial tribunal (= a type of

court that deals with disagreements between
employers and employees)

logbook /'mgbuk; AmE 'lo:g-; la:g-/ noun [C]

1 = log noun (1)

2 (Transport) (BrE) a document that records official

details about a vehicle, especially a car, and its

owner -> registration

'log file noun [C]

(IT) a computer file that keeps a record of tasks

performed by a computer. It can be used for

dealing with problems in the system or for

collecting information about users of a website: The
logfile tells you which search terms someone used to

find your website.

logic /'lDd3ik; AmE 'la:d3ik/ noun
1 [U; sing.] sensible reasons for doing sth: a

strategy based on sound commercial logic

2 (IT) [u] a system or set of principles used in

preparing a computer to perform a particular task

logistics /la'd3istiks/ noun [u with sing./pl. verb]

see also: reverse logistics

1 (Production) the work of planning and organizing

the supply of materials, goods and staff: The
company provides an excellent service in the areas of
logistics and distribution, o A logisticsfirm was hired

to organize deliveries.

2 the logistics of sth the practical organization
that is needed to make a complicated plan
successful: We had to think carefully about the

logistics of opening a new branch. See note at

DISTRIBUTION
lo'gistic (also logistical /la'd3istikl/) adjective: a

postal and logistic group o There are serious logistical

problems involved in introducing the new computer
system.

logjam /'lDgd3aem;^m£ 'b:g-; 'la:g-/ noun
1 [C, usually sing.] a complete failure to make
progress, reach agreement or settle sth: The
agreement on working hours is seen as a way of
breaking the logjam. -> deadlock
2 [c] a large amount of work that has not been
done because there are too many things to do:

logjams ofpaperwork backlog, bottleneck

*logO I 'Idugau; AmE 'lougou/ noun [C] (plural logos)

a printed design or symbol that a company or an
organization uses as its special sign: All over the

world there are red and white paper cups bearing the

company logo, o Putting logos on clothes is another

form of indirect advertising.

London Inter-Bank Offered Rate noun
[sing.] (abbr LIBOR)

the rate of interest at which London banks lend

money to each other: The interest rate is 1% above

the London Inter-Bank Offered Rate.

long /bon; AmE b:rj/ adjective

see also: year-long

(Finance; Stock Exchange) if somebody is long on/in

shares, currencies, etc., they have bought them,
intending to sell them later at a profit when their

value rises liilU The forms longer and longest are

not usually used in this meaning: Traders feel it is

unwise to be long on stocks, o Investors did not want
to be long in dollars due to political uncertainties.

fOPPl short
long adverb: We believe that technology stocks

have reached their lowest point, so now is a good
time to go long on these shares.

work/have long hours/ days to work more
hours in the day than usual: Managers often expect

staff to work very long hours. -> idiom at long run

long bond noun [c]

(Finance)

1 an investment in the form of an agreement to

lend a sum of money for ten years or more to a

company or government who will pay it back with

interest: Long bonds are affected more by interest

rate changes than short-term bonds.

2 a thirty-year bond issued by the US Treasury

long- dated adjective [usually before noun]

(Finance) used to describe investments that will be

paid back after a long period of time: Long-dated

government bonds were badly hit by inflation.

-> longs

'long-haul adjective [only before noun]

that involves transporting people or goods over

long distances: The company cut its loss-making

long-haul route to Australia, o long-haul passengers

-> short-haul

long po sition noun [c]

(Finance; Stock Exchange) a situation in which a

dealer or an investor has bought shares, currencies,

etc. and holds them intending to sell them later at

a profit as they expect their value to rise:

Speculative traders held long positions in the

currency, [syn! bull position -> short position

,long-'range adjective [only before noun]

made for a period of time that will last a long way
into the future: long-range planning/goals



Jong 'run (also .long 'term) noun [sing.]

(Economics) a period of time long enough for a

business or an industry to change everything that

can be changed: In the long run, the industry can

build newfactories and produce new products, o The

long run trend is one of modest growth.
-> SHORT RUN
EEl in/over the 'long run; in the long term
over a long period in the future: Shares are a good
investment in the long run. o The business should

make a profit in the long term.

'long-run = long-term (l)

longs /lorjz; AmE b:rjz/ noun [pi.]

(Finance)

1 investments such as government bonds that will

be paid back after a long period of time, for

example 15 years: A balance of longs and shorts

offers less risk than a traditional portfolio.

2 shares, bonds, currency, etc. that a dealer or an
investor holds and is intending to sell later at a

profit when the value rises -» long position,
shorts

,long-'serving adjective [only before noun]

having had the same job or position or worked for

the same employer for a long time: Three long-

serving members of staff are retiring.

longshoreman /'IonJ^man; AmE 'b:rjJo:rm9n/

(plural longshoremen /-man/) = stevedore

long term = long run

'long-term adjective [usually before noun]

1 (also 'long-run) that will continue or have an
effect for a long period of time: Bevan negotiated a
long-term contract with one of his clients, o a new
strategyfor dealing with long-term unemployment
2 (Accounting) relating to a period of one year or

longer: Rates on long-term financing, which
companies use to fund capital expenditure, are rising.

3 (Finance) (about money) that is borrowed, lent or

invested for a long period of time, usually more
than five years: expensive short-term debt and
cheaper long-term loans o The stock is expected to be

a good long-term investment.
-» SHORT-TERM

Jong-term lia bilities noun [pi ]

(Accounting) debts that do not need to be paid until

after a particular period of time, usually 12 months
ISYNl NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES -» CURRENT
LIABILITY

Jong 'ton noun [c] (especially BrE) (abbrW.)

a unit for measuring weight, equal to 2 240 pounds
or 1016.05 kilograms -» short ton, ton

look /luk/ verb

EEl be just 'looking (BrE) used in a shop/store to

say that you are not ready to buy sth: 'Can I help
you?' 'I'm just looking, thankyou. ' be looking to
do sth (often used in newspapers) to be trying to

find ways of doing sth; to be planning to do sth:

Thefirm is looking to sell its car and home insurance
unit, look 'good to show success or that sth good
might happen: This year's sales figures are looking
good.

333 ,look 'after sth/sb to be responsible for sth/

sb: She looks after export sales. Jook 'into sth to

examine sth: The committee is looking into whether
the company gave out secret information. Jook 'up
(informal) to improve: The economy is starting to

look up. o Things are looking up for the IT
industry.

loom /lu:m/ verb [no obj]

to appear important or threatening and likely to
happen soon: There was a staffing crisis looming.

loop /lu:p/ noun [c]

(IT) a set of instructions that is repeated again and
again until a particular set of conditions is satisfied

IHEJ in the 'loop (informal) part of a group of
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people who know what is happening and are

dealing with important matters: Do you feel you're

in the loop at work? out of the 'loop (informal) not

informed about important matters and so unable to

help make decisions about them

loophole /'lu:phaol; AmE -houl/ noun [C]

a small mistake in the way a law or contract has
been written that allows people to legally avoid sth

that the law or contract intended them to do: The
authorities will pursue companies that abuse tax

loopholes (- ways of paying less tax).

0 a legal/tax loophole • to close/plug a loophole

loose /lu:s/ adjective not tied together; not held in

position by anything or contained in anything
CHE1 The forms looser and loosest are not used in

this meaning: The potatoes are sold loose, not in

bags, o loose tea o The promotional leaflet will be a
loose insert in a weekly magazine.

JO-'reS = LOW-RESOLUTION

lorry /'tori; AmE 'b:ri/ noun [C] (plural lorries) (BrE)

a large motor vehicle for carrying heavy loads by
road: Goods are delivered to shops by a fleet of
lorries, o a lorry driver o Sixty-five per cent of Brazil's

freight is carried by lorry . |syn[ truck—Picture at

transport

lose /lu:z/ verb (lost, lost /lost; AmE la:st; lo:st/)

1 [+ obj or no obj] lose (sth) (on sth)
|
lose sb sth to

fail to keep money; to cause sb to fail to keep
money: The business is losing money, o Thefirm has
lost $176 million in the past six quarters, o We lost on
that deal.

2 [+ obj] lose sth (to sb)
|
lose sb sth to have sth

taken away by sb; to fail to keep sth: Singapore has
lost business to ports in Malaysia, o You will lose your
deposit ifyou cancel the order, o He lost his job as a
result of the incident.

3 [+ obj] (about a currency, share price, etc.) to fall

to a lower level or price: The FTSE 100 lost a quarter

of its value last year, o Royal Dutch Petroleum lost 0.3

per cent. IqppI gain See note at increase
EEl lose 'face to be less respected or look stupid

because of sth you have done -» loss of face at

loss, save (sb's) face at save lose 'ground to

fall in value: Tokyo shares lost ground on
Wednesday, lose your 'shirt (informal) to lose

everything you have: Ifyou just put your money in

the bank, at leastyou can't lose your shirt.

LiiLAJ Jose 'out (on sth) to not get sth that you
expected or wanted: Thousands of investors lost out

on the plans, o Thefirm has lost out on yet another
important contract. Jose 'out to sb/sth to not get

sth that you expected to get or used to get, because
someone else has taken it: They lost out to a rival

group in the bidding war.

loser /lu:za(r)/ noun [C]

see also: money loser

1 (Stock Exchange) (used especially in newspapers) a

company whose shares lose value in trading on a

stock exchange: The day's biggest loser was Sage

Group, foppl gainer
2 a person or company that loses or suffers in a

particular situation: The real losers here are the

taxpayers. IqppI winner

-A- loss /Ids; AmE lo:s/ noun

see also: all-loss, capital ~, credit ~, gross ~, loan ~,

operating ~, paper-, etc.

1 [c] money that has been lost by a business or an
organization: The company has announced losses of

$324 million, o The group made a loss of€29
million, o The airline is reelingfrom two years of

heavy losses, o We are now operating at a loss.

IoppI profit -» gain—Picture at break-even

I
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0 to announce/make/post/record/report a loss * to

face/stem/suffer a loss * heavy/huge/pre tax/

significant/substantial losses

2 [C,u] the state of no longer having sth or as much
of sth; the process that leads to this: The closure of
thefactory will lead to the loss of2 000 jobs, o The
loss of one of its biggest customers is a damaging
blow to the company.
3 [u] property that has been damaged or stolen

and that an insurance company will pay you money
to replace: This type ofpolicy does not cover loss of or

damage to your own vehicle.

QaU loss of 'face a situation when sb is less

respected or looks stupid because of sth they have
done -» lose face at lose

'loss a djuster {also a'djuster) noun [c]

(Insurance) an independent person or company that

decides whether insurance claims are valid and
how much should be paid Isyni insurance
ADJUSTER (A/7?£), CLAIMS ADJUSTER (AmE)

'loss assessor {also 'claims as.sessor) noun [c]

(both BrE)

(Insurance) a person who helps sb who has an
insurance policy to make a claim Isynj assessor

loss- leader noun [c]

(Marketing) a product or service that is sold at a very
low price in order to attract customers, who will

then buy goods or services that produce more
profit: Supermarkets use bread and milk as their

most important loss-leaders, o In promotional
pricing, the company must decide on loss-leader

pricing.

loss- making (also spelled lossmaking) adjective

1 a loss-making company, business, or part of a
business does not make a profit: The group is to sell

its loss-making computer assembly business, o
Research departments are generally loss-making.

2 a loss-making period of time is a period in

which a company does not make a profit: The aim is

to break even nextyear after several loss-making

years.

loss- maker noun [C]: The division has been a

heavy loss-maker.

.loss of earnings noun [u]

a situation in which a person or company does not
earn money that they expected to earn, as a result

of illness, an accident, sb's actions, etc: J want to

buy an accident policy that includes loss of earnings

cover.

.lost 'time noun [u]

working time that is lost, for example because
workers are injured or because machines are

broken: The average lost time per employee due to

on-the-job accidents has fallen by about 20 per cent.

lot /Ivt; AmE \a:t/ noun [C]

see also: job lot, round lot

1 (Commerce) an item or a group of items that is

sold at an auction (= a sale where items are sold

to the person who offers the most money): Lot 183
Ls a document shredder.

2 (Production) a quantity of goods that are

produced or sold together: The trend in some
industries is towards making smaller lots in greater

varieties, o The products bear the lot number L32891.

3 an area of land used for a particular purpose: a
parking lot o a vacant lot (= one available to be
built on or used for sth)

low /lau; AmE lou/ adjective, adverb, noun
• adjective (lower, lowest)

1 below the usual or average amount, level or
value: The brand offers high value at low prices, o a

low level of unemployment o Inflation is at its lowest

level for ten years, o Annual profits were lower than
expected, foppl high
2 having a reduced amount or not enough of sth:

Our money is running low (= we do not have much
left), o Many supermarkets are now low on staples

such as bread and bottled water.

3 below the usual or expected standard: Customers
complained that the quality of the goods was low.

[OPPjHIGH

4 below other people or things in importance or
status: jobs with low status o Training was given a
very low priority. [oppI high

• adverb (lower, lowest)

at a level below what is usual or expected: a low-

powered PC
• noun [C]

see also: historic low

a low level, point or figure: The pound fell to a new
low against the euro, o The company's shares are at
an all-time low. IqppI high
0 an all-time/a record low to fall to/hit a low

lowball /'laubo:l; AmE 'lou-/ verb [+ obj] (AmE)

(informal)

to deliberately make an estimate of the cost, value,

etc. of sth that is too low: He lowballed the cost of
the project in order to obtain federal funding.

'lowball noun [c] (usually used as an adjective): a
lowball bid/price

,low-'cost (also ,lower-'cost) adjective [usually before

noun]

costing or charging less than others: Which is

Europe's largest low-cost airline? o Sony has switched

assembly to lower-cost countries. IqppI high-cost

,
low-cost leader = cost leader

'low-end adjective [usually before noun]

low-end goods are among the cheapest available:

The low-end model will be priced at around $300. o
low-end phones 'low-end noun [sing.]: Many of
our competitors are not present in the low-end.

lOPPj HIGH-END

lower /'laua(r); AmE 'lou-/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to reduce sth, or to become less in value, quality,

etc: The Fed lowered interest rates again yesterday, o
Shipping merchandise directly to the customer lowers

COStS. fSYNl CUT fOPPl RAISE

,
lower-cost = low-cost

Jower-'income = low-income (i)

,lower-than-ex'pected adjective [usually before

noun]

lower-than-expected sales, profits, results etc. are

smaller than had been predicted previously: The

company reported lower-than-expected sales in the

first quarter. -> better-than-expected

Jow-'fare (also ,low-'fares, less frequent) adjective

[only before noun]

(about an airline) that sells very cheap tickets:

British Airways is facing increasing competition from
low-fare airlines.

,low-'grade adjective [usually before noun]

1 of poor quality or status: Millions of bags of low-

grade coffee need to be destroyed, o people in low-

grade jobs
2 (Finance) low-grade investments carry a high

risk of failing: low-grade debt

[OPPJ HIGH-GRADE

low-hanging fruit noun [u]

a term used by some managers to refer to easy

ways of increasing profits, cutting costs, etc: A lot of

the low-hangingfruit has already been picked.

low- impact adjective [usually before noun]

not having a strong influence or making many
changes: The team worked hard but remained a low-

impact team. IoppI high-impact



low- income adjective [usually before noun]

1 {also .lower-'income) not having or earning

much money: new businesses in low-income areas o
financial services for lower-income customers

2 earning a low level of interest: Many pensioners

prefer to put their savings into no income or low-

income investments.

IQPPI HIGH-INCOME

.low-in'volvement .product noun [c]

{Marketing) a product that customers buy often and
do not spend a lot of time and effort looking for

and buying IoppI high-involvement product

Jow-'level adjective [usually before noun]

1 involving people at a junior level: a low-level job

2 {IT) (about a computer language) similar to

MACHINE CODE
[OPPJ HIGH-LEVEL

Jow-'margin adjective [usually before noun]

{Accounting; Marketing) low-margin products cost

almost as much to produce as they can be sold for,

so they do not provide big profits: When you fill

capacity with low-margin sales, you leave no room
for high-margin sales. IoppI high-margin

low-paid adjective [usually before noun]

1 earning very little money; providing very little

money: low-paid local government workers o It suits

some people to take part-time or lower-paid jobs.

2 the low-paid noun [pi ] people who are low-

paid: A scheme to help the low-paid.

[OPPJ high-paid

'low-,pressure adjective [only before noun]

1 {Marketing) that involves encouraging people to

do or to buy sth rather than using aggressive

methods to persuade them: We are proud of our
reputation for low-pressure selling and excellent

service.

2 that involves little worry and anxiety: We have
friendly staffand a low-pressure work environment.
IOPPI HIGH-PRESSURE

Jow-'priced {also ,low-'price) adjective [usually

before noun]

not expensive; cheap: low-priced goods/fashion o
the low-price end of the market [opp] high-priced

Jow-'profile adjective [usually before noun]

receiving or involving very little attention in the
media; not very well-known: a low-profile company
[OPPJ high-profile

low- ranking adjective [usually before noun]

junior; not very important

,low-resolution {also lo res, low-res / lau rez;

AmE ,lou/) adjective [usually before noun]

not showing a lot of clear detail: a low-resolution

SCan IOPPI HIGH-RESOLUTION

'low road noun [sing.]

{HR) a method of trying to gain an advantage in

business which involves paying workers low wages,
giving them poor working conditions and
producing goods of low value: He has built a high
road tyre company in an industry known for taking
the low road, o a low-road company -> high road

,low 'season noun [U; sing.] {especially BrE)

the time of year when a hotel or tourist area
receives fewest visitors: A deluxe room costs $193 in

(the) low season, [syn! off season IoppI high
SEASON

low- season adjective [only before noun]: low-
season prices

,low-'tech adjective

not involving the most modern technology or
methods: Initially production was low-tech, o
low-tech toys for kids IoppI high-tech
low volume noun [c,u]

a small quantity of sth: The questionnaire brought
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only a low volume of responses, o low-volume trading

[OPPl HIGH VOLUME
low- yield {also Jow-'yielding) adjective [only

before noun]

{Finance) used to describe investments that do not
produce a high income but also have a low level of

risk: low-yield government bonds o They have
borrowedfunds in a low-yielding currency. -» high-
yield

loyal /'bial/ adjective

1 a loyal customer tends to buy the same products
all the time, rather than trying different ones: The
company has 34 million loyal customers, o Many
shareholders remained loyal to us in difficult times.

2 a loyal employee works for the same company
for a long time: The secret of our success is our high-

quality, loyal workforce.

loyalty /'bialti/ noun [u]

see also: brand loyalty, customer loyalty

the quality of being faithful to a particular product,

company, etc.

'loyalty card noun [c]

{Marketing) a card given to customers by a shop/
store to encourage them to shop there regularly.

Each time they buy sth they collect points which
will allow them to have an amount of money taken
off goods they buy in the future: The store has a

loyalty-card scheme.

LP /.el'pi:/ = limited partnership

LR /,el 'a:(r)/ = Lloyd's Register

LSE /,eles i:/ noun [sing ] London Stock Exchange
pic a market for buying and selling company
shares, bonds, etc: The company is listed on the

London Stock Exchange.

It, = long ton

Ltd {AmE spelling Ltd.) abbr {only used in written

English)

limited, used after the names of particular types of

companies in some countries: Oxford Cameras Ltd

See note on page 328

LTV /,elti:'vi:/ lifetime value

lucrative /'lurkrativ/ adjective

producing a large amount of money; making a

large profit: The US has proved to be our most
lucrative market, o The deal proved highly lucrative

for the company.

O a lucrative business/contract/deal/market

extremely/highly/hugely/potentially lucrative

'lucratively adverb

Luddite /'lAdait/ noun [C] {BrE)

a word used in a disapproving way to describe sb

who is opposed to new technology or working
methods UESB Named after Ned Lud, one of the

workers who destroyed machinery in the cotton

and wool factories in the early 19th century,

because they believed it would take away their

jobs.

luggage /lAgid3/ noun [u]

see also: hand luggage, left luggage

bags, cases, etc. that you carry your clothes and
things in when you are travelling: Passengers are

allowed to have up to three pieces of luggage.

[SYN] BAGGAGE

lull /1a1/ noun [C, usually sing ]

a quiet period between times of activity: There was
an increase in trading this week after the usual

summer lull, o a lull in consumer spending

lumber /'lAmba(r)/ = timber (2)
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lump /lAmp/ noun [c] {informal) = lump sum
[HZ3 take your 'lumps (A/r?£) {informal) to accept

bad things that happen to you without
complaining: //you can't solve the problem, take

your lumps andfigure out how to avoid it next time.

Jump 'sum {also Jump sum 'payment) {also lump,
informal) noun [c]

a single payment of money: Workers can receive

their vacation pay in a lump sum. o You can take up
to 25% ofyour pension as a tax-free lump sum.

lunch /Lvntjy noun, verb

• noun [U,C]

see also: business lunch, power lunch

a meal eaten in the middle of the day: / had lunch
with their marketing director, o She isn't backfrom
lunch yet. o Let's discuss the contract over lunch, o a
30-minute lunch break -> idiom at free adj.

0 to be at/go out for/go to/have lunch to buy sb/
meet sb for/take sb to lunch a working lunch

• verb [no obj or + obj]

to have lunch, especially at a restaurant: He often

lunches with leadingfigures in the industry.

lunch hour noun [c]

the time around the middle of the day when you
stop work to eat lunch: J often work through my
lunch hour.

lure /lua(r); ljua(r); AmE lur/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj] {usually used with an adverb or a

preposition)

to persuade sb to go somewhere or do sth by
promising them a reward or making it seem
exciting: Many retailers are lowering their prices to

lure customers into the shops, o Young people are

lured to the city by the prospect of a job and money.
• noun [C, usually sing.]

the attractive qualities of sth: The lure of cheap
credit has proved too strongfor consumers.

luxury /'lAkfari/ noun, adjective

• noun {plural luxuries)

1 [C] a thing that is expensive and enjoyable but
not essential: An in-house ITconsultant is a luxury

few small businesses can afford, o Consumers are

cutting down on luxuries like eating out. o a well-

known luxury store (= that sells expensive items)

2 [u] the enjoyment of special and expensive
things, particularly food and drink, clothes and
surroundings: My wages don't allow us to live in

luxury.

3 [u; sing ] a pleasure or an advantage that you do
not usually have: We had the luxury of being able to

choosefromfour good candidates for the job.

• adjective [only before noun]

expensive and of high quality; not essential: There

has been a decline in the demand for luxury goods, o
There are plans to build two new luxury hotels in the

city, [syn] prestige

O luxury brands/goods/items/products a luxury

apartment/car/hotel

lynchpin = linchpin

MORE ABOUT

Company abbreviations

Abbreviations like Ltd or Corp. often appear after

the names of businesses. They are usually

required by law and tell you something about the

type of company that has been established.

IN THE UK

Ltd (= limited) a company that is owned by a small

number of people, often members of a family,

and can be run by a single person

pic (= public limited company)a large company
that can sell its shares to the public and has a

board of directors

in the us

Corp. (= corporation); Co. (= company); Inc. {=

incorporated). These abbreviations indicate that a

business is a company but give no information

about its size, number of shareholders or

management.

LLC (= limited liability company) a company
owned by a group of people who usually also run

the business

OTHER COUNTRIES

AG in Germany, a large company that can sell

shares to the public and is run by a group of

managers

GmbH in Germany, a company with one or a

number of shareholders. It cannot sell shares to

the public.

Pty (= proprietary) used in Australia and South

Africa for companies that are owned by a small

number of people

SA in France and Spain, a large company that can
sell shares to the public and is run by a board of

directors

SARL in France, a company with a small number of

shareholders

SpA in Italy, a company with one or a number of

shareholders. It can sell shares to the public and is

run by a board of directors or group of managers.

See note at corporation

M m
M /em/ abbr

(especially for sizes of clothes) medium: S, M and L

(= small, medium and large)

m {also spelled m.) abbr

1 million(s): a profit of€16 m
2 male: Please tick m or f.

3 married

MO, M1 , etc. /,em 'ziarau, ,em 'waii; AmE 'zirou;

'zi:-/ noun [u]

{Economics) different ways of measuring the

amount of money being used or that is available in

an economy (the money supply): In the UK, MO

includes all notes and coins in circulation plus banks'

balances with the central bank. -> money supply

M & A /,em and 'ei/ abbr

a short way of writing mergers and acquisitions

(= the activity of buying and selling companies): an
investment bank specializing inM&Ao Why do most
M& As fail?

* machine /ma'Jim/ noun, verb

•noun [C]

see also: answering machine, cash ~, dictation ~,

tape ~, ticker-tape ~, vending ~



1 {often used in compounds) a piece of equipment
with moving parts that is designed to do a

particular job and uses electricity, gas, wind power,

etc. in order to operate: a drilling/copying machine
o How does this machine work? o The machine runs

on solar power, o The stone is cut by machine, o a

machine operator -> fax noun (1)

O a heavy/large/powerful machine to install/service

a machine to operate/run/start/stop/use a

machine a machine breaks down/runs/works

2 a particular machine, when you do not refer to it

by its full name, especially a computer: The

software will run on most desktop machines.

3 [usually sing.] a group of people that control an
organization or part of an organization: the

company's marketing machine
• verb [+ obj]

{Manufacturing) to make or shape sth with a

machine: This material can be cut and machined
easily. ma chining noun [u]: the precision

machining of aircraft parts

ma chine code {also ma chine .language) noun [u]

{IT) the basic language that is used to write

instructions that can be read directly by a

computer, consisting only of numbers

ma chine- made adjective

made by a machine: machine-made carpets

-> HANDMADE

ma chine- readable adjective

{IT) (about data) in a form that a computer can
understand: machine-readable passports

machinery /ma'Jrinari/ noun [u]

see also: office machinery

machines as a group, especially large ones:

investing in new machinery and equipment o a piece

of machinery o The machinery is housed in a special

building. See note at information
0 agricultural/'electrical/heavy/industrial machinery

to install/maintain/service/set up machinery to

control/operate/use machinery to drive/run

machinery machinery breaks down/operates/
works a machinery maker/manufacturer

ma'chineshop noun [c]

{Manufacturing) a room or building in which there

are machines for making things, especially out of
metal: They created a prototype of the bike in their

machine shop.

ma chine tool noun [c]

{Manufacturing) a tool for cutting or shaping metal,
wood, etc., driven by a machine

machinist /ma'jLnist/ noun [c]

{Manufacturing)

1 a person whose job is operating a machine,
especially machines used in industry for cutting

and shaping things, or a sewing machine
2 a person whose job is to make or repair

machines

macro /'maekrau;,4m/: 'maekrou/ noun [C] {plural

macros)

{IT) a single instruction in a computer program that

automatically causes a complete series of
instructions to be put into effect, in order to

perform a particular task: You can set up a macro to

type the ending of a letter in one keystroke.

macro- /'maekrau; AmE 'm^krou/ combining form
{used to form nouns, adjective and adverbs)

large; on a large scale: macroeconomics oAta
macro-level, the economy has performed well
lOPPl MICRO-

macroeconomics /,maekrao,i:ka'nDrniks;

AmE -krou,eka'na:m-/ noun
{Economics)

1 [u] the study of large economic systems, such as

those of whole countries or areas of the world
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2 [pi
;
u] the features or state of such a system: The

city is affected by the macroeconomics of the region.

-> MICROECONOMICS
macro eco nomic adjective: macroeconomic

policies macroeconomist /.maekraui'kDnamist;

AmE -kroui'kam-/ noun [C]

macromarketing /.maekrau'mcKkitin; AmE
,maekrou'ma:rk-/ noun [u]

{Marketing) the study of the system of producing
and selling goods and services in a country or an
economy, including the effects of cultural, political,

social and economic conditions

madam /'maedam/ noun [sing.] {formal)

used when speaking or writing to a woman in a

formal or business situation: Can I help you,

madam? o Dear Madam {= in a letter)

made /meid/ adjective, combiningform
• adjective

past tense, past participle of make: made in China
• combiningform -made {used in adjectives)

see also: custom-made, machine--, ready--, self--,

tailor

—

made in the way, place, etc. mentioned: well-made
0 British-made steel

made to 'measure adjective [usually before

noun]

1 (especially about clothes) made specially to fit a

particular person, place, etc: made-to-measure suits

2 made to solve a particular problem: We will

design a made-to-measure solution foryour IT needs.

.made to 'order adjective [usually before noun]

made or produced specially for a particular

customer, in the way that they require: a producer

of made-to-order computer chips

.Madison 'Avenue /'maedisan/ noun [u]

used to refer to the US advertising industry: She's a

former Madison Avenue executive. UESB Madison
Avenue is the street in New York City where many
large advertising companies established their

offices in the 1940s and 50s.

mag /mag/ noun [C] {informal)

a magazine: a new magfor travellers o teen mags

magalog /'maegalDg; AmE -lo:g; -la:g/ noun [C]

{Marketing) a catalogue (= a book that contains

photographs and details of products that you can
buy) that looks like a magazine and has articles to

read in it: Their magalogfeatures products and
editorial material of interest to young women.
EEE3 Magalog is formed from the words
magazine and catalogue.

magazine /,maega'zi:n; 'maegazim/ noun [C]

see also: consumer magazine, trade magazine

a type of large thin book with a paper cover that

you can buy every week or month, containing

articles, photographs, etc., often on a particular

topic: a women's/men's magazine o a magazine
aimed at/for elderly people o a glossyfashion
magazine

O a monthly/quarterly/weekly magazine a colour/

glossy magazine a business/fashion/lifestyle/

music/specialist magazine a copy/ an edition/

issue of a magazine to launch/produce/publish/

run a magazine • to buy/get/subscribe to a

magazine

.magic 'bullet noun [c, usually sing.]

(used especially in newspapers) a fast and effective

solution to a serious problem: There is no magic
bullet to solve all our software problems.
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magic 'circle noun [c, usually sing.] (BrE)

a small group of people or organizations that have
a lot of influence and work together to help each
other, but are not willing for other people to join

them: London's magic circle lawfirms (= the small

group of top firms)

magistrate /'maed3istreit/ noun [C]

an official who acts as a judge, usually in the lowest

courts of law: to come up before the magistrates o
The magistrate ordered him to pay a fine.

magnate /'maegneit/ noun [c]

a person who is rich, powerful and successful in

business See note at baron

mag netic card noun [c]

a plastic card with a line of black material

containing information on it

mag netic disk = disk (2)

mag netic 'media noun [pi.; u]

{IT} the different methods that are used to store

information for computers, for example plastic tape

(magnetic tape), disks, etc.

magnetic 'strip {also mag.netic 'stripe) noun [c]

a line of black material on a plastic card, containing
information: Your account detaib are stored on the

magnetic strip.

maid /meid/ noun [c]

a female servant in a house or hotel: Should I tip the

maid? o The villas have a daily maid service.

-At mail /meil/ noun, verb

• noun [u]

see also: certified mail, direct ~, electronic ~,

flame ~, junk ~, registered ~, snail ~, surface ~

1 (Brf o/so post) the official system used for

sending and delivering letters, packages, etc: The
cheque is in the mail, o Please return our copy of the

contract by mail, o a mail distribution centre

-» AIRMAIL, VOICEMAIL
O express/first-class/second-class mail internal/

international mail

2 {BrE also post) letters, packages, etc. that are sent

and delivered: Has the mail arrived? o We received a
chequefrom them in the mail today, o mail
deliveries o an item/a piece of mail o The company
has a licence to deliver bulk mail (= letters, etc. sent

in large numbers by businesses).

0 to deliver/handle mail to get/receive/send (out)

mail to answer/deal with/open/read your mail

incoming/outgoing mail bulk/business/private

mail

3 messages that are sent or received on a

computer: Check regularlyfor new mail, o incoming/
outgoing mail -» email

• verb [+ obj]

1 mail sth (to sb/sth)
|
mail (sb) sth to send sth to

sb using the postal system: We mail a new
catalogue to our customers every year, o We mail our
customers a new catalogue everyyear, o The
company intends to mail 50000 households in the

area.

2 mail sb
|
mail sth (to sb/sth)

|

mail (sb) sth to

send a message to sb by email: Please mail us at the

following email address, o Mail your order to the

following email address.

GHiH ,mail sth 'out to send out a large number of

letters, etc. at the same time: The brochures were
mailed out last week. Isyni send out -» mail-out

mail bomb noun [c]

an extremely large number of email messages that

are sent to sb 'mail-bomb verb [+ obj]

mailbox /'meilbuks; -ba:ks/ noun [c]

an area of a computer's memory where email

messages for a particular user are stored: They limit

the size ofyour mailbox to 20MB.

mailer /'meila(r)/ noun [C] {AmE)

see also: self-mailer

1 (AmE) = mailing (2)

2 an envelope, a box, etc. for sending small things

by mail: makers ofprotective mailers

3 a person or company that sends a letter,

package, etc: Costs are risingfastfor bulk mailers.

4 a program that sends email messages

mailing /'meihrj/ noun
1 [u] the act of sending items by mail: the mailing

of invoices to customers o Mailing costs have risen

dramatically, o a mailing address

2 (AmE also 'mailer) [C] an item that is sent by mail,

especially an advertisement that is sent to a large

number of people: The service will be marketed
through mailings to selected clients, o a mass mailing

mailing list noun [c]

1 a list of the names and addresses of people who
are regularly sent information, advertising

material, etc. by an organization: The company has
264 000 customers on its mailing list.

2 a list of names and email addresses kept on your
computer so that you can send a message to a
number of people at the same time: The software

makes it easy to build a mailing list.

'mail merge noun [u,c]

the process by which names and address are

automatically added to a document on a computer,
so that the same letter can be sent to many people
'mail-merge verb [+ obj]: a mail-merged

document

'mail .order noun [U] (abbrMO)
a system of buying and selling goods through the

mail: We sell clothing by mail order, o a mail-order

business/company/retailer o a mail-order catalogue

'mail-order verb [+ obj]: These items can only be

mail-ordered.

mail-out noun [c]

(Marketing) an act of sending an item of mail to a

large number of people, especially by email -» mail
sth out at mail verb

'mail room = post room

mailshot /'meiljirt; /lm£ -$a:t/ noun [C] (BrE)

(Marketing) an act of sending advertising or

information to a large number of people at the

same time by mail; an item sent in this way: To be

effective, a mailshot must be well targeted.

mainframe /'memfreim/ (also .mainframe
com'puter) noun [c]

(IT) a large powerful computer, usually the centre of

a network and shared by many users: There has

been a shift in ITfrom mainframes to servers.

-> MICROCOMPUTER, MINICOMPUTER

.main 'market noun [sing.]

the part of the London Stock Exchange that deals

with the shares of large valuable companies: The

company intends to move to the main market next

month.

.main 'office = head office

mainstream /'memstri:m/ noun, adjective

• noun the mainstream [sing ]

the main part of sth; the usual or normal way of

doing or thinking about sth: Sales has now come
into the mainstream of business.

• adjective [usually before noun]

normal or ordinary; used to describe organizations

that provide goods and services for most people

rather than for only a few: Mainstream consumers

still prefer the shopping mall to the Internet, o
mainstream companies/banks -> niche



mainstreaming /'meinstri:mirj/ noun [u]

(HR) the practice of considering the effect of all

aspects of government and company policy on
women as well as men, and on the equal rights of

workers

'main Street noun {often Main Street)

1 [C] the most important street in a small town in

the US, where the shops/stores, banks, etc. are

-> HIGH STREET
2 [u] used to refer to small businesses in the US as

a group: Main Street companies that start small and
stay small -» Wall Street

maintain /mem'tem/ verb [+ obj]

1 to make sth continue at the same level, standard,

etc: We will maintain prices at their current levelfor

another six months.

2 to keep a building, a machine, etc. in good
condition by checking or repairing it regularly: The

equipment has been poorly maintained.

3 to keep records and add new information when
necessary: The company maintains a record of all

enquiries made. -» update

* maintenance /'meintonans/ noun [u]

see also: total productive maintenance

1 the act of keeping sth in good condition by
checking or repairing it regularly: We are

responsible for the cleaning and maintenance of the

building, o building/'car/road maintenance o The
maintenance work is done by an outside contractor, o
The plant is undergoing essential maintenance.

dYK] upkeep
0 to carry out/do maintenance day-to-day/

essential/planned/preventive/routine maintenance
sth needs/requires/undergoes maintenance a

maintenance agreement/contract/contractor

maintenance staff/work/workers

2 the act of making a state or situation continue:

the maintenance of a high dividend o price

maintenance
-> idiom at care noun

major /'meid38(r)/ adjective, noun
• adjective [usually before noun]

very large or important: major international

companies o the company's major shareholders o
They have encountered major problems, o We see no
need for a major change in strategy. IoppI minor

•noun [c, usually pi.]

a very large company in a particular industry: The
share prices of oil majors BP and Shell both rose.

* majority /ma'a^arati; AmE -'d3o:r-; -'d3a:r-/ noun
{plural majorities)

see also: early majority, late majority

1 [sing, with sing./pl. verb] the largest part of a
group of people or things: The vast majority of
people interviewed said they were happy in their jobs,

o The majority was/were in favour of the proposal, o
Export orders now accountfor the majority of our
sales, o Women are in a/the majority in the Kenyan
coffee and tea industries. IoppI minority
2 [c] the number of votes by which one side in an
election, a discussion, etc. wins: The court decided
by a majority offive to two to reject the claim, o The
resolution was carried by a huge majority, o a
majority vote/decision

3 [sing ] {usually used as an adjective) used to

describe a group of shares that is more than half of
the total number of shares in a company, or sb who
owns this amount: They are seeking buyers for a
majority stake in their Australian operation, o a
majority shareholder o The group is majority-
owned by Anglo American. -> Minority (2)

O a majority control/holding/investment/share/stake

a majority investor/owner/shareholder
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majority 'interest noun [c, usually sing., u]

{Finance) a number of shares owned by a particular

person or organization that is greater than half of a

company's total shares: They will retain majority

interest, keeping 82% of the shares. -> controlling
interest, minority interest

• make /meik/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj] (made, made /meid/)

1 to create or prepare sth by combining materials

or putting parts together: to make a chip/device/

model o to make cement/glass/paper o It's the

smallest computer the company has ever made, o
bags madefrom recycled plastic o What is the shirt

made o/?

2 to earn or gain money: She makes around
€80 000 a year in salary and bonuses, o to make a

profit/loss o Some Internet retailers are struggling to

make money.
3 to elect or choose sb as sth: She made him her

assistant, o He has been made chairman of the

group.

Unm EHXQ Other idioms containing make are at

the entries for the nouns, verbs or adjectives in the

idioms, for example make a killing is at killing,

make 'good to become rich and successful make
sth 'good to pay for, replace or repair sth that has
been lost or damaged: The tenant must make good
any damage to the building, make sth 'good;
make 'good on sth to do sth that you have
promised to do, pay back money that you owe, etc:

The companyfailed to make good on its promise to

create more jobs.'make it; make it 'big to be
successful in your career or business: companies
wanting to make it big on the Internet

2113 make sth 'out to write out or complete a

form or document: He made out a cheque for €100.
o Invoices must be made out in triplicate, make 'up
sth QUa A noun comes after up, but a pronoun
comes between the verb and up. 1 to form sth:

Older workers make up 18% of our staff.

-» comprise (2), make-up 2 to put sth together

from several different things -» make-up 3 to

complete a number or an amount required: We need
one more person to make up the team. 4 to replace

sth that has been lost: Can I leave early this

afternoon and make up the time tomorrow? 5 to

prepare sth: Can you make up my bill please?

• noun [c]

the name or type of a machine, piece of equipment,
etc. that is made by a particular company: What
make of car does she drive? o There are so many
different makes to choosefrom. See note at brand
QTE] on the 'make {informal) trying to get money
or an advantage for yourself

makegood /'meikgud/ noun [c]

{Marketing) a free advertisement that a publishing

company, TV station, etc. gives a company if they
have made a mistake in the advertisement that the

company paid for or if not as many people have
seen it as they promised: The advertiser must notify

the account manager of any error or omission to be

eligible for a makegood.

,make-or-'buy adjective

{Production) used to describe a decision a company
must make about whether to make sth itself or pay
another company to make it for them: You face a
classic make-or-buy decision concerning software, o
the make-or-buy strategyfor production components

makeover /'meikauva(r); /\m£ -ou-/ noun [C,U]

the process of changing the impression sth gives to

others: Some of the stores will be relocated, the rest

will be given a makeover, o The corporate makeover
is costing the company £20 m.
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maker /'meika(r)/ noun [c]

see also: decision-maker, market--, moneymaker,
order--

a company that makes or produces sth; a person or

a piece of equipment that makes sth: an aircraft/a

computer/soft drinks/steel maker o the largest maker
ofcomputer disk-drives o The competition between
car makers is getting more intense, o If it doesn't

work, send it back to the maker, o an electric coffee-

maker

make-to- order noun [u] {abbr MTO)
{Production) a system of manufacturing in which a

product is only made when an order is received:

The manufacturing plant operates on a make-to-
order basis.

make-to- stock noun [u] {abbr MTS)
{Production) a system of manufacturing in which
products are made and stored before orders are

received

'make-up noun [sing.]

the different things, people, etc. that combine to

form sth; the way in which they combine: The
make-up of their board of directors needs to change.

0 the page make-up of a text (= the way in which
the words and pictures are arranged on a page)

'make-work noun [u] {AmE)

work that has little value but is given to people to

keep them busy: In some departments there is too

much make-work, o These are simply make-work
schemes for accountants.

maladministration /.maelad.mmi'streijri/ noun
[U]

the fact of managing a business, an organization,

an official process, etc. in a bad or dishonest way:
There were instances of maladministration during
the course of the enquiry.

malfunction /.maerfArjkfn/ noun, verb

• noun [C,U]

(about a machine) a failure to work correctly: Afire
caused by an electrical malfunction, o a computer
malfunction

• verb [no obj]

(about a machine) to fail to work correctly: The
bank's ATMs malfunctioned nationwide, o
malfunctioning computers

mall /mo:l; BrE also mael/ = shopping mall

malpractice /.mael'praektrs/ noun [u.C]

careless, wrong or illegal behaviour while in a

professional job: The lawfirm is being suedfor
malpractice by the hotel group, o investigations into

financial malpractices

man /maen/ verb [+ obj] (-nn-)

{HR) to work at a place or be in charge of a place or

a machine; to supply people to work somewhere:
The telephones are manned 24 hours a day. o She
mans the information desk at the store. 'manning
noun [u]: adjusting manning levels to shorter

working hours

* manage /'mgenid3/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to control or be in charge of a

business, an organization, a team of people, a

project, etc.: / have been managing 3 companies in

the UK with around 200 employees, o How many
people do you manage? o Thefirm manages
$3 billion in investments, o We need people who
are good at managing.
2 [+ obj] to use time, money, etc. in a sensible way:
She gave a presentation on managing time more
effectively, o a computer program that helps you
manage data efficiently o The service helps people to

manage theirfinances.

manageable /'maenid3abl/ adjective

possible to deal with or control: The debt has been
reduced to a more manageable level.

IQPPI UNMANAGEABLE

.managed e conomy noun [c]

{Economics) a system in which the government
owns large parts of industry and sets prices for

goods and services -» command economy, market
ECONOMY

.managed 'fund noun [c]

{Finance) an amount of money that is given by an
organization or many different investors to a

company to invest for them, usually in shares and
bonds: Investorsfavoured managedfunds over direct

stock investing.

.managed hosting noun [u]

{IT) a system in which the company that you pay to

store your website and put it on the Internet (a

host) also provides technical help with the

hardware and software

management /'maenid3mant/ noun

see also: administrative management, asset ~,

assets under ~, brand ~, cash ~, category ~,

change ~, etc.

1 [u] the act of running and controlling a business
or similar organization: a career in management o a
management training course o The report blames bad
management. oHeis responsiblefor the day-to-day
management of the firm, o hotel management
O effective/good/solid/strong management bad/

poor management day-to-day/general/overall/

routine management * a management company/
consultancy management methods/practices/

skills/styles/techniques

2 [c with sing./pl. verb; u] the people who run and
control a business or similar organization: The
management is/are considering closing the factory, o
The store is now under new management, o My
role is to act as a mediator between employees and
management. oMost managements are keen to avoid

strikes, o We have hired a new management team.

O junior/senior/top management* a management
committee/decision/meeting/team a layer/level/

tier of management
3 [u; c with sing./pl. verb] the act of running a

particular part of a company's activities; the people
who do this: The critical skills in sales management
are recruiting, selecting and hiring the best sales reps,

o a meeting between senior human resources

management and employees' representatives

O data/inventory/sales/staff management
4 [u] the process or skill of dealing with or

controlling things or people: poor management of
people o the management of the crisis in the company
o the waste management business

management ac counting {also mana gerial

accounting) noun [u]

{Accounting) the process of collecting, analysing and
presenting financial information about a company
for managers to use in order to make decisions

about company organization, future strategy, etc:

The management accounting team is involved in the

annual budgetary and forecasting processes.

'management ac countant {also mana gerial

ac.countant) noun [C]: The Institute ofManagement
Accountants (IMA) 'management ac counts noun
[pi.] -> FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING

management .audit noun [c]

an examination of the way in which a company is

organized and managed in order to identify areas

that could be improved and to find any potential

problems: a management audit of the company's

customer services -» audit
'management .auditing noun [u]



'management board noun [c with sing./pl.verb]

a group of senior executives that are responsible for

deciding on the way a company or an organization

is managed: She is a member of the management
board, o The management board meets/meet every

month to review performance and to consider

strategy.

management 'buy-in noun [c] (abbr mb\)

{Finance) a situation where a group of directors

from outside a company buy more than 50% of its

shares because they want to take over the

management of the company: A three-man

management buy-in team took control of the

company last year.

.management buyout noun [c] {abbr MBO)
{Finance) a situation in which the senior managers
gain control of a company or a particular part of it

by buying all or most of its shares

.management by ex ception noun [u] {abbr

MBE)
{HR) a style of management in which the senior

managers give those below them as much authority

to control a project as possible and only become
involved if there is a problem or an unusual
situation (an exception)

.management by ob jectives noun [u] {abbr

MBO)
{HR) a style of management in which aims and
goals are set for the staff in order to direct their

work and measure how well they do it: MBO is most
applicable to those jobs which can be measured in

numerical outputs.

management by walking a'round {BrE

also 'management by walking a bout) noun [u]

{abbrMBWA)
{HR, informal) a style of management in which the

manager regularly makes informal visits to

different departments to talk to staff and check on
progress

management com,mittee noun [c with sing./

pi. verb]

1 a group of people who are elected to be
responsible for deciding on the way a voluntary
organization (= one that does not make a profit), a

club, etc. is managed
2 a group of people who' are responsible for

deciding on the way a particular part of an
organization or a particular activity or problem is

managed, with less power than the management
board

'management .company noun [c]

a company that manages sth, such as property or
investments, for different people or businesses: an
asset/property management company

management consultant noun [c]

a person that a company pays to advise them on
how to improve the management and control of
their company and its activities, how to deal with a

particular problem, introduce changes, etc: The
management consultants are carrying out a review of
the company's corporate strategy.

See note at profession
management con suiting noun [u] : Businesses

often use management consulting to improve strategy

and tactics, o a management consultingfirm

.management de velopment noun [u]

{HR) the process of improving the skills of managers
through training activities: management
development trainingfor solicitors o the

International Institute for Management Development

management game = business game

management infor mation .system noun
[C] {abbr MIS)

a computer system that is designed for business use
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in order to supply information to managers from
different departments of a company: a Personnel

Management Information System to promote the

efficient use ofpersonnel resources o Several people

were trained to handle MIS.
-> DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM

'management .science noun [u] {abbr MS)

the study of the efficient and effective management
of organizations, using ideas and techniques from
mathematics, computing, science, etc. to

understand how they work, to analyse problems
and make decisions operations research

.management suc cession noun [u]

{HR) the act of sb taking over an important
management position: Management succession

planning is an ongoing process of identifying and
developing talent.

.management summary = executive
SUMMARY

management team noun [c]

a group of people who work together to manage a

company, a department, a project, etc: We have

built a strong management team for the company.

manager /'maenid3a(r)/ noun [c]

see also: account manager, brand ~, category ~,

co-~, commercial ~, file ~, first-line ~, etc.

a person who is in charge of running a business, a

shop/store, a department of an organization, a

project, etc: Good managers know how to use the

skills of the people who work under them, o She's the

manager of the accounts department, o The assistant

manager has been promoted to run the store, o a
meeting of senior managers o regional sales

managers See note at boss
'managership noun [u,c] : She was offered the

managership of the hotel.

manageress /,maenid3a'res/ noun [C] {BrE old-

fashioned)

a woman who is in charge of a small business, for

example, a shop/store, restaurant or hotel

managerial /,maena'd3iarial; AmE -'d3ir-/ adjective

[usually before noun]

connected with the work of a manager: She was
appointed for her managerial skills, o He has a
unique managerial style, o decisions taken at

managerial level

mana gerial accounting, mana gerial
ac countant -> management accounting

.managing agent noun [c]

a person or company that is paid to manage a

property, an investment, etc. for the owner: You
will have to contact the owner's managing agent

concerning changes to the property.

managing di rector noun [c] {especially BrE)

{abbr MD)
the member of a company's board of directors
who is responsible for running the business on a
daily basis: He joined the board as managing director

in 2005. o She has been appointed as a managing
director of their European operations, o theformer
chairman and managing director of the energy

company in the UK^ chief executive officer

.managing underwriter {also book runner
= LEAD MANAGER

mandate noun, verb

• noun /'maendeit/ [C]

see also: bank mandate

1 {format) an official order and instruction given to

sb to perform a particular task: Her mandate is to
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help the company perform at its peak, o The bank
had no mandate to honour the cheque.

2 a document that gives a bank or sb else the
power to deal with your account: Your new bank
will ask you to sign a mandate enabling them to act

on your behalf

.

• verb /'maendeit; .maen'deit/ [+ obj] {format) {often be
mandated)
1 to order sb to do sth, to behave or vote in a

particular way; to order that sth should happen in

a particular way: The number of days' vacation is

not mandated by law.

2 to give sb, especially a government or a

committee, the authority to do sth: The committee
was mandated to draft a constitution.

mandatory /'maendatari; AmE -to:ri; BrE also

maen'deitari/ adjective

if a particular action is mandatory then you must
do it, usually because it is required by law:

Retirement is mandatoryfor pilots at 60. oltis

mandatoryfor companies to change their auditors

regularly, o mandatory price cuts o The meeting is

mandatory.

mandatory con vertible bond noun [c]

{Finance) a type of bond that a company issues that

must be changed into shares in the company by a

particular date

'man-hour noun [c, usually pi.]

the amount of work done by one person in one
hour: The team of200 spentfour years, a million

man-hours and €35 million developing the new
washing machine, o Back injury caused by lifting or

bending was the main cause of lost man-hours at the

factory.

manifest /'maenifest/ noun [C]

{Transport) a list of goods or passengers on a ship or

an aircraft: aircraft passenger manifests o A cargo

manifest must be submitted 24 hours before loading.

• manipulate /ma'nipjuleit/ verb [+ obj]

1 to control or influence sb/sth, often in a

dishonest way so that they do not realize it:

Advertisers seem to be concerned with manipulating
our attitudes, o The managers manipulate borrowers
into payrig higher interest rates.

2 to control or use sth in a skilful way: to

manipulate the gears and levers of a machine o
Computers are very efficient at manipulating
information.

3 to change or present information in a way that

will deceive people: The company committedfraud
by manipulating its financial records.

manipulation /ma.nipju'leijn/ noun [u,c]:

Advertising like this is a manipulation of the elderly.

o data manipulation manipulator /ma'nipju-

leita(r)/ noun [C]

manoeuvre {AmE spelling maneuver)
/ma'nu:va(r)/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

a clever plan, action or movement that is used to

give sb an advantage: He managed to block the

takeover with various legal manoeuvres.
USUI freedom of/room for ma noeuvre; room
to ma'noeuvre the chance to change the way that

sth happens and influence decisions that are made:
The company is heavily indebted and has little room
for manoeuvre.

• verb [+ obj or no obj]

to control or influence a situation in a skilful but
sometimes dishonest way: She manoeuvred her way
to the top of the company, o The deal follows months

of manoeuvring by the company to gain control of
the market.

manpower /'maenpauaCr)/ noun [u]

the number of workers needed or available to do a

particular job: a need for trained/skilled manpower
0 a manpower shortage o We don't have the

manpower to stock the shelves, price and handle
returns.

manpower planning noun [u]

{HR) the process of calculating the number of
workers needed for a job, considering costs, skills,

training needs, etc: A manpower planning report

recommended the reduction of the workforce, o
manpower planning software

mantra /'maentra/ noun [C]

a word, phrase or sentence that is often repeated
and that expresses an idea or a belief: The
company's mantra is 'No Excuses'.

manual /'maenjual/ adjective, noun
• adjective

1 (used about work) involving using the hands or
physical strength: manual and non-manual workers

O manualjobs/labour/occupations/skills/work
manual labourers/workers

2 operated or controlled by hand rather than
automatically or using electricity, etc: a manual
gearbox o The camera has manual and automatic
functions, o The company has now transferred all its

manual records onto computer.

O manual controls/processes/systems

manually /'maenjuali/ adverb: Final product
packing is currently done manually, o a manually
operated machine

• noun [c]

see also: training manual, operations ~, service ~

a book that tells you how to do a task or how to

operate sth, especially one that comes with a

machine, etc: Read the manual before you install the

software. -» handbook
0 an instruction/a software/technical manual the

owner's/user/user's manual
n3Za on 'manual not being operated
automatically: Leave the controls on manual.

manual handling noun [u]

any activity in which a person must use force to lift,

carry, hold or move an object: new legislation

governing the manual handling ofgoods and
materials o manual handling injuries

manufactory /.maenju'faektri; -tari/ noun [c]

{plural manufactories)

used in the names of some companies that

manufacture goods -> factory

• manufacture /.maenjuTaekt-Jafr)/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj or no obj]

to make goods in large quantities from raw
materials or parts, using machinery: The plant

manufactures 500 000 cars annually, o They have a
contract to manufacture one million TV sets.

See note at produce
• noun
1 [u] the process of producing goods in large

quantities: the manufacture of microchips

2 manufactures [pi ] goods that are

manufactured: a major importer of cotton

manufactures

• manufacturer /,maenju'faektjara(r)/ noun [c]

see also: original equipment manufacturer

a person or company that produces goods in large

quantities from raw materials or parts: an auto/

computer/drugs/steel manufacturer o Alwaysfollow
the manufacturer's instructions, o Faulty goods

should be returned to the manufacturers. -> maker,
supplier, vendor

.manu facturer's brand noun [c]

{Marketing) a brand that is owned by a

manufacturer and has their name



• manufacturing /.maenju'faektrarirj/ noun [uj

see also: computer-integrated manufacturing,

value-added manufacturing

the business or industry of producing goods in

large quantities in factories, using parts or raw
materials: Manyjobs in manufacturing were lost

during the recession, o a new manufacturing plant o
a low-cost manufacturing strategy o The

manufacturing sector is starting to recover.

.manufacturing base noun [c]

1 {Economics) (also in'dustrial base) the part of the

economy of a country or an area that is related to

producing goods in large quantities in factories:

Finland's manufacturing base consists of the wood
and paper industry, electronics, and other

engineering, o a strong/weak manufacturing base

2 a place where a company has one or more
factories that produce goods in large quantities:

The company has established its first manufacturing
base in Europe.

.manufacturing infor mation .system
noun [C] (abbr MIS)

(Production) a computer system that is designed to

supply information to managers to help them
organize production in an efficient way

.manufacturing re source .planning noun
[U] (abbr MR?, MRPII)

(Production) a type of software system that links

together most aspects of a manufacturer's

activities, such as engineering, ordering materials,

controlling production, etc., designed to help the

business manage and control its work most
efficiently finite capacity scheduling

map /maep/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj] (-pp-)

1 to discover or give information about sth,

especially the way it is arranged or organized: We
used this software to map and manipulate the data, o
The team's job is mapping, analysing and improving
our core systems.

2 to match or link one or more items or qualities

with those in a different group or area: It isn't easy
to understand your objectives and map them against

possible jobs, o Skills mapping is used to assign

employees to specific tasks.

233 'map sth on/onto sth to link data, a group
of qualities, items, etc. with their source, cause,

position on a scale, etc: / took the information and
mapped it onto a graph, .map sth 'out to plan or
arrange sth in a careful or detailed way: He has his

career path clearly mapped out.

• noun

see also: market map

a drawing or plan of the earth's surface or part of

it, showing countries, towns, rivers, etc: a map of
New Zealand o an airline route map
nna put sb/sth on the map to make sb/sth

famous or important: The campaign has helped put
the company on the map as a majorfashion brand.

• margin /'ma:d3in; AmE 'ma:rd3an/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: gross profit margin, high--, low--, net ~,

net profit ~, operating -, operating profit ~,

solvency -

1 (Accounting) [c,u] the difference between the cost

of buying or producing sth and the price that it is

sold for, calculated as a percentage of the selling

price: They make an 18% margin on the sale ofeach
phone, o Higher insurance and security costs had
lowered the margin, o There is so little margin right

now that we cannot afford added expenses, o high-
margin products ISYNI PROFIT MARGIN -> GROSS
MARGIN
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O a high/low/tight margin to increase/make a

margin
2 [c] an extra amount of sth such as time, space,

money, etc. that you include in order to make sure

that sth is successful: The calculation includes a

safety margin to allowfor price rises, o The plan

leaves us a slim margin for error. -» margin of
ERROR
3 [C, usually sing.] the amount by which one
quantity is greater or smaller than another: The

committee voted against the change by a margin of
justfive to four, o Sales of children's clothing has

outperformed other clothing by a considerable

margin.

O a comfortable/considerable/narrow/wide margin

4 (Stock Exchange) [C,u] money, shares, bonds, etc.

that an investor must leave with a broker to cover

any possible losses: Brokers ask investors to cover

daily price moves by depositing margin. -> margin
account
5 [c] the empty space at the side of a written or

printed page or web page: The software allows you
to set the margins of the document, o When the ads

are at the margin they can be larger than top-of-page

banners.

6 [C] the part that is not included in the main part

of a group, an organization or a situation: Usually

companies make changes at the margins rather than

in their core business, o Oil producers at the margin
were driven out of business.

7 (HR) [c, usually pi.] in Australia and New Zealand,

an amount that is added to a basic wage, paid for

special skill or responsibility

nnm on 'margin (Stock Exchange) if an investor buys
shares, futures, etc. on margin, they borrow
money from their broker to pay for them, using

their account as a guarantee: You must have a

minimum amount of cash or equity in your account
to be allowed to trade on margin.

• verb [+ obj]

(Stock Exchange) to buy, or allow sb to buy, shares,

bonds, etc. with money borrowed using their

account with the broker as a guarantee: Some
brokerages may decide not to margin certain stocks.

marginable /'ma:d3inabl; AmE 'ma:rd3an-/

adjective

margin ac count noun [c]

(Stock Exchange) an arrangement that an investor

has with a broker in which the investor can
borrow money for investments but must leave a

particular amount of money, shares, etc. in their

account (a margin): Interest is charged on all

margin accounts.

* marginal /'ma:d3inl; AmE 'ma:rd3-/ adjective

1 small and not having an important effect: There

has been a marginal improvement in retail sales, o
The difference between the two estimates is marginal.

WHICH WORD?

margin/markup
Both words are used to describe the amount of

money that a business makes from selling a

product, but they are calculated in different ways:

• The markup is a percentage of how much it

costs the business to produce the product. It is

the amount by which this amount is increased

to decide the price.

• The margin is a percentage of the amount that

the product is sold for. It is the amount of the

price which is profit for the seller.

If a store buys a product for $1 and sells it for

$1.50, the markup is 50%, the margin is 33%.
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2 {Economics) [only before noun] connected with a

single change in the level of an activity: The
company should increase the salary to the point

where the marginal benefits equal the marginal cost.

-> MARGINAL COST, MARGINAL PRODUCTIVITY,
MARGINAL REVENUE
3 {Economics) that can hardly make enough money
to cover the costs of production: The bigger oil

companies can spend money on marginal oil

development, o Marginal companies have been forced

to leave the industry.

4 not part of a main or an important group or

system: They have decided to expand their marginal
brands, o The business has been left with only

marginal workers {= for example, people who do
not work regularly or all the time).

marginal cost noun [c.u]

{Economics) the amount of extra money that a

business must spend in order to increase its level of

production or supply by one unit: A business with

extra capacity can produce extra units at low
marginal cost. -» marginal revenue

.marginal 'costing {also .marginal 'pricing) noun
[u]

{Accounting) a method of calculating the cost of a

unit of a product that includes only the amount
spent on producing it, such as the cost of materials

or labour [synj variable costing

marginally /'ma:d3inali; AmE 'ma:rd3-/ adverb

very slightly; not very much: Profits rose

marginally, from 3.9 to 4 million dollars, o This

figure is marginally above what we predicted.

.marginal produc tivity noun [u]

{Economics) the extra amount that can be produced
as a result of adding one unit of sth used in

production

marginal pro pensity to con sume noun
[sing.] {abbr MPC)
{Economics) the relationship between a change in

the money people have to spend and the change in

the amount that they spend

marginal pro pensity to im port noun
[sing.] {abbr MPM)
{Economics) the relationship between a change in

the total income of a country and the change in the

amount that is spent on imported goods

marginal pro pensity to 'save noun [sing ]

{abbr MPS)
{Economics) the relationship between a change in

the money people have to spend and the change in

the amount that they save

.marginal 'rate {also marginal rate of tax,

.marginal 'tax rate) noun [c]

{Accounting) a rate of tax that is paid on your next
unit of income; the highest rate of tax that sb pays:

The government has promised to lower marginal
rates, o I've stopped doingfreelance work as my
marginal tax rate on it was more than 50%.

.marginal revenue noun [u.c]

{Economics) the amount of extra money that a
business can earn by increasing its level of

production or supply by one unit: Afirm will stop

increasing its output when marginal revenue and
marginal cost are equal.

.marginal tax rate = marginal rate

margin call noun [c]

{Stock Exchange) a demand by a broker for an
investor to add money, shares, etc. to their account
because it has fallen below the amount that is

allowed: He was forced to sell some shares to cover a
margin call.

margin expansion noun [u]

{Accounting) an increase in the amount of profit that

a business makes from selling a product: Sales

growth and margin expansion remain strong.

.margin of 'error noun [c, usually sing.]

an amount that you allow when you calculate sth

for the possibility that a number is not completely
accurate: The survey has a margin of error of2.5%.

.margin of 'safety noun [c]

{Accounting) the difference between the quantity of
goods or services that a business must sell in order
to break even and the total quantity it expects

to sell

marine /ma'ri:n/ adjective [only before noun]

(often used in the names of companies) connected
with ships or transporting goods by sea: the marine
industry o The company produces both aeroplane

and marine engines, o Hyundai Merchant Marine,

the Korean shipping company

ma'rine in surance noun [u]

insurance that pays for damage to ships or goods
transported by ship: It is important to take out

adequate marine insurance when transporting goods
by sea.

.marital 'status noun [u]

(used especially on official forms) the fact of
whether you are single, married, etc: questions

about age, sex and marital status

maritime /'maentaim/ adjective

connected with the sea or ships, especially in

relation to trade: maritime trade between continents

0 the maritime industry/sector

.maritime law noun [u,c]

the official rules that apply to ships and
transporting goods or people by sea

mark /ma:k; AmE ma:rk/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

1 mark A (with B)
|
mark B on A to write or draw

words, a symbol, line, etc. on sth in order to give

information about it: We mark each packet with a
sell-by date, o Prices are marked on the goods, o The
envelope was marked 'Confidential'.

2 {Stock Exchange) mark sth higher/lower {usually

be marked) if shares are marked higher/lower,
investors think they are worth more/less and so

their value on the stock exchange increases/

decreases: Some investors marked the shares higher

because the results showed an improvement, o The
airline was marked 4. 7% lower. -> mark sth
down (2), mark sth up (2)

Ed mark 'time 1 to pass the time while you wait

for sth more interesting: I'm just marking time in

thisjob—I'm hoping to get into journalism. 2 if sth

such as prices mark time, they stay at the same
level although they may change soon: The shares

are marking time, as investors waitfor next week's

results.

333 .mark sth 'down 1 {Commerce) to lower the

price of sth: We've marked the price downfrom €49
to €29. o marked-down items IoppI mark sth up
-> markdown 2 {Stock Exchange) {usually be
marked down) if shares are marked down, then-

value on the stock exchange decreases: The com-
pany saw its shares marked down 0.5 per cent (= by
investors on a stock exchange). IoppI mark sth up
-» markdown .mark sb 'out as/for sth to choose

sb or to make people recognize sb as special in

some way: She was marked outfor early promotion.

.mark sth 'up 1 {Commerce) to raise the price of

sth: We've marked the price upfrom €49 to €55.

|opp| mark sth down -» markup 2 {Stock Exchange)

{usually be marked up) if shares are marked up,

their value on the stock exchange increases: Share

prices were marked up as soon as trading started.

IoppI mark sth down 3 to mark or correct a text,

etc., for example for printing -> markup



• noun

see also: check mark

1 [C, usually sing.] a level or point that sth reaches

that is thought to be important: The price of oil has

passed the $40-a-barrel mark, o Unemployment
remains below thefour million mark.

2 Mark [sing.] (followed by a number) a particular

type or model of a machine or vehicle: the Mark II

engine

EEil.make your/a mark (on sth) to become
famous and successful in a particular area: The

company made its mark with its online payment
service. -» idiom at line noun

markdown /'ma:kdaun; y\/rj£ 'ma:rk-/ noun [c]

1 {Commerce) a reduction in the price of goods to

encourage sales; an act of reducing prices: a 20%
markdown on many items o Department stores have

taken big markdowns to clear stock.

0 big/heavy/steep markdowns (on sth) to introduce/

make/offer a markdown
2 {Finance) an amount of money earned by a dealer

when buying shares, bonds, etc. from a customer,

equal to the difference between the amount the

dealer pays for the shares, bonds, etc. and the price

at which they can sell them
3 {Stock Exchange) a reduction in the price of shares

on the stock exchange: The markdown in the price is

unlikely to be regained quickly.

IQPPI MARKUP

marked /ma:kt; AmE ma:rkt/ adjective

easy to see: a marked increase in profits o The
company's results were in marked contrast to

predictions.

Q a marked decline/decrease/fall (in sth) a marked
improvement/increase/recovery/rise (in sth) a
marked deterioration/slowdown (in sth) a marked
contrast/difference

markedly /'ma:kidli; AmE 'ma:rk-/ adverb: This

year's sales have risen markedly.

marker /'ma:k8(r); AmE 'ma:rk-/ noun
1 [C, usually sing ] a sign that sth exists or that

shows what it is like: Price is not always an accurate

marker of quality.

2 [c, usually sing.] a standard forjudging or

deciding things: The rate of inflation is widely used
as a markerfor pay deals,

3 {also 'marker pen) [c] a pen with a soft thick tip

UnZD put/lay/set down a/your 'marker (for sth)

to show your position or opinion about sth; to show
that you are committed to sth: Peter has put down a
markerfor nextyear as the best time to launch the

new product.

• market /'ma:kit; AmE 'ma:rk-/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: bear market, black ~, bull ~, buyer's ~,

capital ~, cash ~, closed ~, etc.
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opening up new markets for companies, o The EU has

become Chile's largest export market.

O to enter/find/open up/operate in/penetrate a

market to break into/go into/move into a market

the domestic/home/international/local market

a developed/developing/growing/growth/mature
market an important/a key/large/main market

3 [C] a demand for a product; the number of

people, businesses, etc. who buy it or want to buy
it: There is no longer a marketfor tin. o Retailers

have created a marketfor organicfood, o a slump in

the global marketfor PCs

O to build/create a market a big/good/large/poor/

small market (for sth) an expanding/a growing/
shrinking market the annual/domestic/global/

world/worldwide market for sth

4 (Economics) [C] (usually the market [sing.]) an
economic system in which the price of goods and
services is affected by supply and demand rather

than controlled by government: Power supply

cannot be left to the market, o The market will decide

if the TV station has anyfuture, o a crowded market
{= a situation where there are lots of competing
products)

O market-based/market-driven/market-led

5 {Finance) [C] = financial market
6 {Stock Exchange) [C] = stock market
7 [c] an occasion when people buy and sell goods;
the open area or the building where they meet to

do this: a cattle/fish/fruit and vegetable/meat
market o We buy our vegetables at/in the market, c
The traders take theirflowers to market early in the

morning, o Wednesday is market day.

0 a covered/an indoor market an open-air/outdoor/

a street market * market stalls/traders

8 [c] (especially AmE) a shop/store, especially one
that sells food or one kind of goods: There is a local

mini-market only a short distance away.

EEI be first, quick, etc. to market to be the

first, be quick, etc. to get a product ready to sell:

Beingfirst to market does not guarantee success.

come to (the) 'market 1 (Stock Exchange) (about a

company) to offer shares for sale on a stock

exchange: The retailer is planning to come to market
next month. 2 to be ready to start selling a new
product: Japanese carmakers are coming to the

market with more efficient engines, corner the
'market (in/on sth) to get control of the trade in a

particular type of goods or services; to control the

whole supply of sth: They've cornered the market in

silver, o cornering the market on female engineering

talent get, bring, etc. sth to 'market to make a

product ready to be sold: They are too slow in

getting their products to market, o the high cost of
bringing new drugs to market in the 'market for

sth interested in buying sth: We're in the marketfor
a new computer system, make a 'market {Stock

Exchange) (about a dealer) to be ready, willing and
able to buy and sell particular shares: The broker

will make a market in the shares. -> market-maker
on/onto the 'market available for people to buy:

to putyour house on the market o It's one of the best

laptops on the market, o They are preparing to

launch a mobile phone onto the UK market. -> idioms
at play verb, price verb, skim

• verb [+ obj]

to advertise and offer a product for sale; to present

sth in a particular way and make people want to

buy it: The company markets a range of clothing,

mainly through independent stores, o a drink

marketed to 18 to 24 year-olds o Many of thesefunds
were marketed as low-risk. -> promote

marketable /'maikitabl; AmE 'ma:rk-/ adjective

1 easy to sell; attractive to customers or

employers: We knew we had discovered a marketable

technology, o What can you do to make yourself more

1 [sing ] business or trade; the amount of trade in

a particular type of goods, services, investments,
etc: the world market in coffee o the advertising/

insurance/telecoms market o the shares market o The
hardware market is severely depressed, o The
company performed well despite difficult market
conditions. -> market share
O to break into/enter/come into/go into the market

to capture/dominate the market (in sth) the

domestic/global/international/local/world market
(in sth) an active/a booming/rising/steady/strong
market a competitive/tough market a
depressed/dull/falling/weak market market
conditions/prices/rates

2 [c] a particular area, country or section of the
population that might buy goods or services: We
produce this version for the Japanese market, o They
hope to break into the teenage market, o Our product
is aimed at the corporate market, o The Internet is
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marketable to an employer? o marketable goods/
products o marketable qualifications/skills

2 {Finance) (about shares, bonds, etc.) that can be
bought and sold by investors: The company has $1.5

billion in cash and marketable securities on its books.

fOPPl NON-MARKETABLE
marketability /,ma:kita'bilati; AmE ,ma:rk-/

noun [u]: enhancing the marketability ofyour
products

marketable se curity noun [c]

(Finance) a security (= a financial asset such as a

share or bond) that can be bought and sold: At the

end of the quarter, the group had cash and
marketable securities of $776 m.

.market analyst noun [c]

{Finance) a person who collects and analyses

information about a market, especially a stock

market

market .basket noun [c]

(Economics) a collection of different products that

consumers buy regularly; the price paid for them.
This is used to measure the cost of living: A
market basket ofgoods and services increased by only

1.8% lastyear.

market capitali zation (also market cap,

.capitali zation) noun [u,C]

(Stock Exchange) the total value of all a company's
shares, calculated by multiplying the number of

shares by their price on the stock exchange

.market clearing price noun [c]

(Economics) the price at which the level of demand
equals the level of supply

.market concen tration noun [u]

(Economics) the situation when a small number of

companies control a large part of a market: There is

a high level of market concentration in the

information sector. -» market fragmentation

.market con trol noun [u]

(Economics) the ability of buyers or sellers to affect

the price or quantity of goods or services

.market e conomy (also .free-market

e'conomy) noun [c]

(Economics) a system in which businesses manage
their own affairs and compete with each other and
people can choose what they buy: the movefrom a

centrally planned to a market economy o Price

regulation is not consistent with a market economy.
-» COMMAND ECONOMY

marketeer /^aiki'tidir); AmE .mairk&tir/ noun [C]

see also: free marketeer

1 a person whose job involves getting people to

buy things: He is a skilled retailer and marketeer.
-> MARKETER
2 a person who is in favour of a particular system
of buying and selling

market equi librium = equilibrium

marketer /'ma:kit8(r); AmE 'ma:rk-/ noun [C]

1 a specialist in marketing: the company's chief

marketer o The marketer builds a relationship

between the brand and the customer.

2 a business that sells goods or services to the

public or that sells in a particular way: Forest Deli is

a distributor and marketer of tropicalfoods, o a
business-to-business marketer

market-facing adjective [usually before noun]

used to describe a business that gives special

attention to its customers and their needs: a

market-facing enterprise

.market forces noun [pi ]

(Economics) things that affect the price of a product
or service or the quantity in which it is produced or
sold, for example the amount of raw materials
available or the number of customers: Marketforces
have driven down the price of salmon, o We believe

thatforeign exchange rates should be left to market
forces (= rather than influenced by governments).

.market .fragmentation noun [u]

(Economics) an increase in the number of different

groups of customers for a product or service or

different companies providing it -» market
CONCENTRATION

* marketing /'ma:kitirj; AmE 'ma:rk-/ noun [u]

see also: affiliate marketing, buzz ~, cooperative ~,

corporate ~, direct ~, drip ~, environmental ~, etc.

the activity of presenting, advertising and selling a

company's products in the best possible way: She
works in sales and marketing, o Low-cost airlines

are known for their aggressive marketing, o The
company invests heavily in the marketing of its

brands, o a marketing campaign that targets

customers aged 20 to 30 o to develop a marketing
plan for a new product

O aggressive/clever/effective/successful marketing
email/online/traditional marketing a marketing

campaign/plan/push/strategy the marketing

budget/spend a marketing director/manager/

officer

'marketing board noun [c with sing/pl. verb]

an organization, usually created by the

government, that promotes and controls the sale of

an agricultural product such as grain, milk, etc: the

Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board

.marketing communi cations noun [u]

see also: integrated marketing communications

(Marketing) all the ways in which a company gives

information about its products or services to

customers or possible customers, such as

advertising, events, sponsorship, etc: Direct mail

WHICH WORD?

marketing/advertising/promotion/
publicity/public relations

These words all describe ways in which companies
communicate with the public.

Marketing covers all the activities used to

encourage demand for products. The part of a

company responsible for these activities is usually

called the Marketing Department and a series of

activities planned for a product is a marketing

campaign.

Advertising and promotion are aspects of

marketing. Advertising involves paying for

advertisements, for example in newspapers or on
television. Promotion can include advertising as

well as other things, such as giving discounts or

free items in order to encourage sales.

A company receives publicity when it is

mentioned in news reports, magazine articles, etc.

Companies give out information so that the press

and public will take notice of their activities and
products.

Public relations is the activity of giving

information to the public that will create a good
impression of a company. The job of keepinggood
public relations (- a good relationship with the

public) is often given to an independent public

relations firm that has experience in dealing with

journalists.



is an important part of the marketing

communications mix. oHeis director of worldwide

marketing communicationsfor the airline.

'marketing .concept noun

1 (Marketing) [c] an idea for a product and the way
it should be sold and presented to the public: to

build/develop a marketing concept o We need a

strong marketing concept. -» selling concept
2 [Economics) the marketing concept [sing.] the

theory that a company should concentrate on
finding out what kinds of product customers want
and then produce them rather than produce sth

and then try to persuade the customer to buy it

-» PRODUCTION CONCEPT, SELLING CONCEPT

marketing environment noun [c]

all the things that a company must consider when
developing its marketing plans, such as people's

incomes, the products of competitors, new
technology, etc: the impact of the Internet on today's

marketing environment

'marketing mix noun [c, usually sing.]

(Marketing) the main factors that influence a

customer's decision to buy a particular product or

service, which a business must consider when it is

deciding how to advertise and sell its products- You
must develop the right marketing mixfor your
product. -» 4 Ps

.marketing my opia /mai'aupia; AmE
• oupia/noun [u]

(Marketing) the situation when a business focuses on
its products rather than on the needs of the

customers and so may miss changes in the market

marketing orien tation = market
ORIENTATION

.marketing re search = market research

.marketing re source .management noun
[U] (abbr MRM)
(Marketing) the use of computer software to

organize, plan and improve a company's marketing

marketing .services noun [pi
;
u]

(Marketing) activities connected with market
research, advertising products and services, etc.;

the department of a company that deals with this

.market in telligence noun [u]

(Marketing) the process of collecting and analysing
information about a market, such as information
about industries, competitors, products and
customers, that can help a company decide how to

sell their goods

.market leader noun [c]

(Marketing)

1 the company that sells the largest quantity of a
particular kind of product: We are the market leader

in car insurance, o We believe we are ready to

challenge the market leaders, o They are in second
place behind market leader, Tesco pic.

2 a product that is the most successful of its kind

:

Our range ofproducts includes 20 market leaders.

.market 'leadership noun [u]: The company has
strengthened its market leadership in two key
countries, o to achieve/establish/win market
leadership

market-,maker (also spelled market maker,
especially in AmE) noun [c] (abbr MM)
(Stock Exchange) a company or person that deals in

shares, bonds, etc. and agrees to buy and sell

particular shares at specific prices: The investor

buys through a broker who completes the transaction
through a market-maker, o A couple of market-
makers were caught short of stock.

'market map noun [c]

(Marketing) a diagram that shows the positions of
brands in terms of the most important brand
characteristics

market .mechanism = price mechanism
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.market niche noun [c]

(Marketing) a group of customers that a company's
products are especially suitable for and which the

company is seen as belonging to; a product, service

or company that is different from or better than
others in the same area: The company has grown
beyond its original market niche, o The bank has

created a market niche for itself in the commercial
sector byfocusing on projectfinance. -> market
segment, niche market
0 to carve out/create/establish/spot a market niche

market .order noun [c]

(Stock Exchange) an order to a dealer to buy or sell

shares, bonds, etc. immediately at the current

market price

'market orien tation (also marketing
orien.tation) noun [C, usually sing., u]

(Marketing) the situation when a company focuses

on what products customers need or want rather

than on what they want to make: The industry has

been dominated by product orientation rather than
market orientation, o market orientation research

.market par ticipant noun [c]

(Finance) a person or company that buys or sells

shares, bonds, etc: Most market participants are

either individuals or very small firms.

.market pene tration noun [u]

(Marketing)

1 the number of buyers who have bought a

particular type of product, or a particular

company's product, compared with the total

number of possible buyers: The market penetration

of mobile phones in Western Europe now stands at

78%. o The company expects to end the year at 50%
market penetration.

0 to enhance/gain/increase market penetration

2 the policy of trying to gain a larger share of an
existing market, for example by changing the price

of a product or advertising more, rather than
changing the product itself: Do we pricefor market
penetration or cash generation? o a market
penetration strategy

.market-pene'tration .pricing noun [u]

(Marketing) the policy of trying to get a share of a

market for a new brand or product by first offering

it at a low price

* marketplace /'maikitpleis; AmE "ma:rk-/ noun
1 the marketplace [sing ] the activity of competing
with other companies to buy and sell goods,
services, etc: Companies must be able to survive in

the marketplace, o It's an online marketplacefor
small business products and services, o How can we
compete successfully in the global marketplace? o the

electronic/financial/media marketplace

2 (also .market 'square) [c] an open area in a town
where a market is or was held

.market 'price {also .market 'value) noun [c]

the price that a product or service will currently

sell for: The market pricefor gold has risen

dramatically, o Without a shift in demand and/or
supply there will be no change in market price, o
Some customers are willing to pay above market
prices for a top quality product. -> equilibrium
price

.market 'rate noun [sing.]

the usual price or rate for sth at a particular time:

We charge interest below the market rate on loans, o
Many small businesses cannot afford to pay market
rates for legal services. IsynI going rate

*,market re'search (also .marketing re'search)

noun [u] (abbr MR)
the process of collecting and analysing information
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.market re'searcher noun [c] : He used to work as

a market researcher, o the world's fourth largest

market researcher

.market 'risk = systematic risk

,market sector noun [c]

a part of a market such as a particular industry or

group of customers: The table presents a revenue

breakdown by market sector, o Key market sectors

include IT, telecommunications, finance and
insurance, o You need to position yourself in your
target market sector. -> sector

market segment noun [c]

{Marketing)

1 a group of possible customers who are similar in

income, age, habits, etc: Schools are a growing
market segment.

2 products produced for one particular group of

customers: Their strongest market segment is in

small notebook computers.
-> SEGMENT

.market .segmen tation noun [u,c]

(Marketing) the act of dividing possible customers
into groups according to their age, income, sex,

class, etc.; one of these parts: Market segmentation
permitsfirms to tailor products for specific markets.
-> SEGMENTATION

* .market share noun [c,u]

[Marketing) the amount of sales of a particular type

of product that a company has, compared with the

total sales: The company's US market share fellfrom
23.4% to 21.2%. o Our market share increased in all

segments, o They hope to win market sharefrom
their competitors, o They are using price-cutting to

try to buy market share. -> value share
0 to boost/build/grow/increase market share to

gain/grab/take/win market share to lose/

maintain market share

,market-skimming pricing = skimming (1)

.market 'square = marketplace (2)

.market 'test noun [c]

[Marketing) an experiment in which a product is

made available in one or more areas to see if

consumers like it and will buy it: Products which do
not meet consumer desires will fail the market test.

'market-test verb [+ obj]: market-tested products

.market 'testing noun [u]

.market 'value noun [c.u]

1 = MARKET PRICE
2 [Accounting) the value of an asset if it was sold at

the current market price: estimates of the market
value of landfor tax purposes

3 (Stock Exchange) the total value of the shares of a

particular company: The company's market value

has increasedfrom $5 billion to $6 billion.

market weight (also spelled marketweight)
adjective

(Stock Exchange) if a collection of shares, bonds, etc.

is market weight in a particular industry then you
have the same proportion of these shares in your
collection as the index that you are following: The

analysts rate the Telecommunication Services sector

as 'market weight' (= they think they will not do

especially well or badly and so investors should not
buy more or less than the index). -» overweight,
underweight

mark-to- market noun [u]

(Finance) (usually used as an adjective)

the practice of valuing shares, bonds and other
investments at their current price rather than an
earlier price or the price that was paid for them:
mark-to-market accounting

markup /'ma:kAp; AmE 'ma:rk-/ noun
1 (Commerce) [C, usually sing.] an increase in the
price of sth, usually one that is the difference

between the cost of producing or buying sth and
the price it is sold at, calculated as a percentage of
the cost: an average markup of 10%) o The selling

price includes a 28%) markup put on the goods by the

retailer. See note at margin
2 (IT) [u] the symbols on a computer document
that tell the computer how to organize the text on
the computer screen or on the page when printed;

the process of adding these symbols: HTML
(hypertext markup language) is the primary code

usedfor web pages.

-> mark sth up at mark verb

marque /ma:k; AmE ma:rk/ noun [C]

a well-known make of a product, especially a car,

that is expensive and fashionable: the Porsche

marque

mart /ma:t; AmE ma:rt/ noun [C] (especially AmE)
a place where things are bought and sold: a

discount mart o the world 's No. 1 futures mart
-> MARKET

Maslow's 'hierarchy of 'needs / maeziau;

AmE -lou/ (also .hierarchy of 'needs) noun [sing ]

(HR) the theory, developed by Abraham Maslow,
that people will feel satisfied and work best when
they have everything that they require. These
needs fall into several groups, which must be met
in a particular order, starting with physical needs.

Maslow's hierarchy of needs

1 . the need to achieve things for yourself

2. the need to be respected by others

3. the need to be loved and belong to a group

4. the need to feel safe

5. the need to eat, sleep, etc.

mass /maes/ adjective [only before noun]

see also: critical mass

affecting or involving a large number of people or

things: mass unemployment leading to mass
bankruptcies

.mass 'advertising noun [u]

(Marketing) advertising that tries to reach large

numbers of people, especially by using newspapers,

magazines, radio or television (the mass media):

We have redirected our marketing awayfrom mass

about markets, competitors, customers' opinions

and problems connected with advertising and
selling goods and services: They are doing market
research on Brazil and other promising markets, o
She'd like a career in market research, o a leading

market research firm
O to carry out/do market research a market research

interview/questionnaire/survey a market research
//imn/i»n//fivm /c% trr%un



advertising towards our individual customers.

-» PRODUCT ADVERTISING

mass customi zation , -isation noun [u]

the ability to produce a product in large quantities

but also include small changes to meet the

demands of different customers: Flexible

manufacturing systems allowfor mass
customization, o the mass customization of

computers ,mass-'customize, -ise verb [+ obj]

mass marketing noun [u]

the activity of selling a product to as many people

as possible, for example by advertising through
newspapers, magazines, radio or television (mass

media): mass marketing strategies/techniques o the

mass marketing of health and welfare services

-> NICHE MARKETING at NICHE MARKETER, TARGET
MARKETING at TARGET MARKET
,mass-'market verb [+ obj] , mass- market

adjective [only before noun]: mass-market vehicles/

toiletries o mass-market brands .mass 'marketer
noun [C] : a leading publisher and mass marketer of

software

mass 'media noun [pi.] {usually the mass media
[u with sing./pl. verb])

all the sources of information ttiat are able to reach

large numbers of the public, such as TV, radio,

newspapers, etc: We live in an era of mass media, o
The mass media have/has created new social

networks, o the impact of mass media campaigns on
sales -> MEDIA

.mass 'merchant {also ,mass merchandiser)
noun [c] {especially AmE)
{Commerce) a business or shop/store that buys and
sells a wide variety of products in very large

amounts: mass merchants like Kmart and Target o
discount mass-merchant retailers

mass-pro duce verb [+ obj]

to produce goods in large quantities, using
machinery: CDs are cheap and easy to mass-produce.

0 The toys were mass-produced in India, .rnass-
pro'duced adjective: mass-produced goods o the

first mass-produced computerfor business use mass-
producer noun [C] : It is difficult to compete with
the mass-producers. ,mass pro'duction noun [u]:

the mass production of consumer goods

.master 'franchise {also .area franchise) noun
[c]

{Commerce) a contract that gives one particular

person or company the right to develop a business
in a specific area or country for another company:
We have signed a masterfranchise agreement with an
international corporation to develop stores in 8
African countries, .master franchisee {also .area

franchi'see) noun [c] : We are lookingfor a master
franchisee to establish our transport company in

Denmark.

masthead /'ma:sthed; AmE 'maest-/ noun [C]

1 the name of a newspaper at the top of the front

page
2 {IT) a box or an area at the top of a web page that

tells users what page they are on and may give the
name of the company and other information or
links

matching /'maetfirj/ noun [u]

{Accounting) the process of relating amounts of
money paid and received to the accounting period
in which they occur

material /ma'tiarial; AmE -'tir-/ noun, adjective

• noun [C,U]

see also: bill of materials, collateral ~, direct ~,

raw ~

1 a substance that things can be made from:
building materials {= bricks, sand, glass, etc.) o
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recycled materials o They produce insulating

materials for the electrical industry.

2 things that are needed in order to do a particular

activity: cleaning/packaging materials

3 written information, ideas, etc. used for a

particular purpose: The company produces its own
training material, o marketing/promotional
materials

• adjective

1 connected with physical objects, money, etc: He
mus t adapt to changes in his material circumstances.

fQPPl NON-MATERIAL
2 important: The deal will have a material impact
on our results, o There are unlikely to be any
material changes in our strategy.

materially /ma'tiariali; AmE -'tir-/ adverb

materiality /ma.tiari'aelati; AmE -,tir-/ noun [u]

{Law) the quality of being important or needing to

be considered: The court will consider the

materiality of the evidence.

material re quirements .planning noun
[U] {abbr MRP)
{Production) a process that uses computer programs
to organize the correct amounts of materials or

parts needed for particular levels of production and
the correct time for ordering them UESH This is also

called 'material requirement planning' or 'materials

requirements planning'.

ma terials .buyer noun [c]

{Production) a person whose job is to choose
suppliers and buy the equipment or materials that

a company needs to produce sth Isyni purchasing
officer

ma'terials .handling noun [u]

{Production) the process of loading, unloading and
moving raw materials and goods in a factory, using

machines: The company plans to outsource materials

handling, o materials handling equipment

ma'ternity leave noun [u]

{HR) a period of time when a woman is allowed to

leave her job temporarily to have a baby: She is on
maternity leave, o You are entitled to 26 weeks' paid

maternity leave. -> paternity leave

ma'ternity pay noun [u]

see also: Statutory Maternity Pay

{HR) money paid to a woman employee while she is

not working before and after the birth of a baby: a

new agreement on maternity pay

matrix /'meitriks/ noun [C] {plural matrices

/'meitnsi:z/)

see also: Ansoff matrix, Boston ~, growth-share ~,

salary -

a way of organizing a company or a project in

which people from different departments work
together and so each employee has two or more
managers in different departments: Matrix
management relies on people reporting to both their

matrix structure

IT sales finance

director director director

manager of

project A

manager of

project B
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project and line managers, o We are a matrix
organization—everybody knows what everyone else

is doing.

matters a rising noun [pi ]

used in a meeting to refer to sth connected with the

last meeting that must be considered or dealt with:

Are there any matters arising?

* mature /ma't.fua(r); -'tjua(r); AmE -'tjur; -'tur/

adjective, verb

• adjective

1 (about an industry, a market or an economy) no
longer growing very quickly and difficult for new
companies to enter: Software today is a mature,

multi-billion-dollar industry, o There arefew
opportunities for growth in a mature market.

2 well developed and well established: The
technology is not yet mature enough for commercial
use. o a mature company
3 (about a product, etc.) that has been produced,
used, etc. for a long time and is now more difficult

to sell or develop: mature products near the end of
their life cycles o mature oilfields/wells -> product
LIFE CYCLE

• verb [no obj]

1 {Finance; Insurance) (about a bond, an insurance
policy, etc.) to reach the date when it must be paid

or paid back: When the bonds mature, the principal

invested will be repaid, o She has a number of
investments maturing at the end of the year.

2 (about an industry, a market, etc.) to stop

growing as fast as before and become difficult for a

new company to enter: Sales growth fell as our
company and the market matured, o Health club

operators arefinding themselves in a crowded and
rapidly maturing sector of the market.

3 to become more developed: As companies mature
and grow, they hire people for specific roles, o The
problems will be solved as the software matures.

4 (about a product, etc.) to become more difficult

to sell or develop as it has been produced or used
for a long time: maturing oil fields

maturity /ma'tjoarati; -'tjua-; AmE-'tfur-; -'tur-/

noun {plural maturities)

1 {Finance; Insurance) [c,u] {also re'demption date
[C]) the time when bonds, loans, insurance
agreements, etc. must be repaid or paid; a bond,
loan or insurance agreement that has reached this

time: You will receive a payout of $15 000 on
maturity, o Many investors want to keep securities

until they reach maturity, o bonds with maturities of
20years o The company has paid off more than $1.5

billion of maturities this year, o They plan to extend

the maturity dates of the notes by as much as three

years.

2 [u] when an industry, an economy, a market, etc.

is fully developed and no longer growing very
quickly: The marketfor music, videos and books is

reaching maturity.

3 [U] the time when a product has been sold for a
long time and is well known, but its sales are not

increasing: Incomefrom the game has fallen as it has

reached maturity in the market.—Picture at

PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE

maven /'meivn/ noun [C] {AmE) {informal)

an expert in a particular subject: Wall Street money
mavens o a business/'design/marketing/'software
maven

maverick /'maevank/ noun [C]

a person who does not behave or think like

everyone else, but who has independent, unusual
opinions: the ad industry's mostfamous mavericks
'maverick adjective [only before noun]: a maverick

entrepreneur

max /maeks/ abbr, verb {informal)

• abbr
1 {also spelled max., especially in AmE) maximum:
max temperature 18°C
2 at the most: ItU cost $50 max.
lOPPl MIN.

• verb

mEl max 'out; max sth 'out {AmE) {informal) to

reach the limit at which nothing more is possible:

I've maxed out my credit card.

• maximize, -ise /'maeksimaiz/ verb [+ obj]

1 to increase sth as much as possible: to maximize
efficiency/profits/productivity/revenue o The
company has introduced new strategies to maximize
performance.

2 to make the best use of sth: to maximize
opportunities/resources o You have to maximize your
time.

3 {IT) to make a window (= an area within a frame
on a computer screen) larger: Maximize the window
to full screen.

[OPPJ MINIMIZE
maximization, -isation / maeksimai'zeijn;

AmE -ma'z-/ noun [u]

• maximum /'maeksimam/ adjective, noun {abbr

max)
• adjective [only before noun]

as large, fast, etc. as is possible; the most that is

possible or allowed: the maximum price/quantity/

speed/temperature o The maximum amount that we
can pay is €250 000. [oppI minimum

• noun [C, usually sing ] {plural maximums or maxima
/'maeksima/)

the greatest amount, size, speed, etc. that is

possible, recorded or allowed: They can charge a
maximum of 12% interest, o What is the absolute

maximum you can afford to pay? Iopp! minimum

MB {also spelled Mb) = megabyte

MBA /,em bi: ei/ abbr Master of Business
Administration a university degree in subjects

connected with managing businesses: to do/have
an MBA

MBE /,embi: 'i:/ = management by exception

MBI /,embi:'ai/ = management buy-in

MBO /,em bi: 'au; AmE 'ou/ {also spelled MbO) =
MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES, MANAGEMENT
BUYOUT

MBS /,embi:'es/ = mortgage-backed security

MBTI™ /,embi:ti: 'ai/ = Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator

MBWA /,embi: cL\blju: 'ei/ = management by
WALKING AROUND

Mbyte /'embait/ = megabyte

Mcjob /mak'd3Db;/4/?i£ -'d3a:b/ noun [C] {informal)

a job in a restaurant, supermarket, etc. with low
wages and few benefits or chances of promotion

m- commerce noun [u]

mobile commerce the buying and selling of

products on the Internet by using mobile phones/
cellphones and other wireless (= without wires)

technology: Revenuefrom m-commerce is still low.

-» E-COMMERCE

MD /.em'di:/ = managing director

meagre {AmE spelling meager) /'mi:ga(r)/ adjective

small in quantity and poor in quality: Sales rose by a

meagre 0.1%.

mean /mi:n/ adjective, noun
{Technical)

• adjective [only before noun]

average: The products had a mean price of€3.44. o
The earnings were well above the analysts' mean
estimate of $3.08 per share, o mean earnings/

forecast/value



• noun [C, usually sing.] {also .arithmetic 'mean)

the average calculated by adding together all the

numbers in a group, and dividing the total by the

number of numbers: Wall Street analysts expect a

mean of 93 cents per share. -» median See note at

AVERAGE

means /mi:nz/ noun [pi.]

the money that a person has: They currently do not

have the means to pay their bills, o Many consumers

are living beyond their means (= spending more
than they can afford).

'means test noun [c]

an official check of sb's wealth or income in order

to decide if they are poor enough to receive money
from the government, etc. for a particular purpose:

In order to qualifyfor legal aid you must pass a
means test, 'means-test verb [+ obj] 'means-
testing noun [u]

means- tested adjective

paid to sb according to the results of a means test:

means-tested benefits

measurable /'me3arabl/ adjective

1 that can be measured: Each employee has

measurable goals.

2 large enough to be noticed or to have a clear and
noticeable effect: measurable improvements
measurably /'me3arabli/ adverb: Working

conditions have changed measurably in the last ten

years.

• measure /'me3a(r)/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: made to measure

1 [C] a way ofjudging or measuring sth: a measure

of US consumer confidence o The consumer price

index is a key measure of inflation at the retail level.

o the standard industry measure (= the one used by
most companies) IsynI metric
O a broad/common/good/key/reliable measure of sth

a measure of demand/growth/inflation/
performance/sales

2 [C,u] a unit used for stating the size, quantity or

degree of sth; a system or scale of these units:

weights and measures o dry/liquid measure
3 [c] measure(s) (to do sth) an official action that

is done in order to achieve a particular aim: Banks
are introducing measures to make it easierfor
customers to change accounts, o Thefactory in Wales
was closed down as an economy measure (= to save
money).

0 austerity/cost-cutting/economy measures
emergency/precautionary/preventive/safety/
security measures drastic/effective/necessary/

tough measures to adopt/introduce/take
measures (to do sth)

• verb

1 [+ obj] to judge the importance, value or effect of
sth: The data is used to measure economic growth, o
Assessments are an effective way of measuring staff

performance, o It's difficult to measure the impact of
our ads.

2 [+ obj] to find the size, quantity, etc. of sth in

standard units: a device for measuring temperature
oAny type ofdata that could not be directly

measured was rejected, o measuring equipment/
instruments

3 [no obj] (not used in the continuous tenses) to be a
particular size, length, amount, etc: The room
measures 4 metres by 6 metres.

339 measure sb/sth against sb/sth to

compare sb/sth with sb/sth: The figures are not very
good when measured against these of our
competitors, .measure 'up (to sth/sb) (usually used
in negative sentences and questions) to be as good,
successful, etc. as expected or needed:
Unfortunately, he just didn't measure up to the task,

o The job failed to measure up to her expectations.

343 media buying

measurement /'me3amant; AmE 'me38rm-/ noun

see also: work measurement

1 [C] the size, length or amount of sth: an inflation

measurement o The exact measurements of the room
are 3 metres 20 by 2 metres 84.

2 [u] the act or process of finding the size,

quantity or degree of sth: Accurate measurement is

very important in science, o measurement
equipment/instruments/tools

mechanical /ma'kaemkl/ adjective

1 connected with machines: mechanical problems/

defects o mechanical work/workers o The breakdown
was due to a mechanical failure, o We employed an
engineer to do the mechanical design.

2 operated with power from an engine, a wheel,
etc: a mechanical clock/device/system o mechanical
parts

mechanically /ma'kaenikli/ adverb: a

mechanically powered vehicle

me chanical engi neering noun [u]

the study of how machines are designed, built and
repaired: She has a degree in mechanical
engineering. me chanical engi'neer noun [C]

* mechanism /'mekanizam/ noun [C]

see also: exchange rate mechanism, market ~,

price ~

1 a method or system for achieving sth: What
mechanisms are in placefor dealing with

complaints? o There is no legal mechanism to recover

the fees, o Severalfactors can trigger the pricing

mechanism.

O a control/feedback/financial/funding mechanism
to be/have/put a mechanism in place to create/

set up/use a mechanism
2 a set of moving parts in a machine that performs
a task: a safety mechanism o The door-locking

mechanism doesn't work. -» work noun (11)

O a mechanism operates/works

* mechanize , -ise /'mekanaiz/ verb [+ obj]

(usually be mechanized)
to change a process, so that the work is done by
machines rather than people: Modern farming has
become highly mechanized, o The production process

is fully mechanized. IsynI automate
mechanization, -isation /.mekanai'zeijn; AmE

-na'z-/ noun [u]: The mechanization ofproduction
gave businesses control over work rates.

med. abbr (only used in written English)

(especially for sizes of clothes) medium

media /'mirdia/ noun the media [u with sing./pl.

verb]

see also: cross-media, magnetic ~, mass ~, mixed ~,

new ~, retail ~

the main ways that large numbers of people receive

information and entertainment, that is television,

radio, newspapers and the Internet: advertising in

the media o The media was/were accused of
influencing the final decision, o Details of the merger
will be announced at a media conference later today,

o The story generated widespread media coverage

O the international/local/national media the

broadcast(ing)/digital/electronic/print/traditional

media a media business/company/giant/group/

empire

'media .agency noun [c]

a business that plans and buys space or time for

advertisements in newspapers, on TV, etc. on
behalf of other businesses

media .buying noun [u]

(Marketing) the activity of buying space in

newspapers, time during broadcasts, etc. for
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advertisements: The company has appointed an
agent to handle its media buying, o The group has

won an $8 million media buying accountfor an
airline (= the job of buying space, etc. for its

advertisements). -> media planning
'media ,buyer noun [c]

median /'mi:dian/ adjective, noun
(Technical)

• adjective [only before noun]

having a value in the middle of a series of values:

The median age of the magazine's readership is 24. o
The median price is where half sell for more and half

sell for less.

• noun [C]

the middle value of a series of numbers arranged in

order of size See note at average

media planning noun [u]

(Marketing) the activity of deciding how, where and
how much to advertise sth and how much money
to spend: Our media planning is handled by our own
marketing department. media buying
'media plan noun [C]: The media plan included

the placement of ten TV commercials and five print

ads 'media .planner noun [c]

mediate /'mi:dieit/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to try to end a disagreement
between two or more people or groups by talking

to them and trying to find things that everyone can
agree on: An independent body was brought in to

mediate between staff and management, o He has

been mediating in the dispute, o the mediating role of
middle management
O to mediate (in) differences/disputes/negotiations/

talks

2 [+ obj] to succeed in finding a solution to a

disagreement between people or groups: They
mediated a settlement which ended the strike.

0 to mediate a settlement/solution

-» ARBITRATE

mediation /,mi:di'eijri/ noun [u]

(Law) the process of trying to end a disagreement
between two or more people or groups by sb who is

not involved: The pay dispute was settled through

mediation. -» arbitration

mediator /'mi:dieita(r)/ noun [C]

a person or an organization that tries to get

agreement between people or groups who disagree

with each other: Two independent mediators drew
up a draft settlement, o to act as (a) mediator in the

negotiations -¥ arbitrator

Medicaid /'medikeid/ noun [u]

in the US, the insurance system that provides

medical care for poorer people

medical certificate (also doctor's certificate,

informal) noun [C] (both BrE)

1 a statement by a doctor that sb has been ill and
unable to work: Ifyou are absentfor longer than five
days, we may require you to produce a medical

certificate.

2 a statement by a doctor that sb is in good health

and can do a particular job: Pilots must hold a valid

medical certificate.

medical in sura nee (also medical cover) noun
[u]

a type of insurance in which a person receives

money to pay for medical treatment if they are ill/

sick or injured, often provided by employers
[SYN] HEALTH INSURANCE

Medicare /'medikea(r); AmE -kev/ noun [u]

1 in the US, the national insurance system that

provides medical care for people over 65

2 in Australia and Canada, the national medical
care system for everyone that is paid for by taxes

mediocre /,mi:di'aoka(r); AmE -'oukar/ adjective

not very good; of only average standard: Their

results lastyear were mediocre, o The company is

sufferingfrom mediocre performance in many of its

markets, o mediocre managers

medium /'mi:diam/ noun [C] (plural media
/'mi:dia/ or mediums)

see also: display medium

1 a way of communicating information, etc. to

people: the medium of radio/television o The
Internet can be an effective advertising medium, o
Email is our preferred medium for communicating
with clients, o The ad campaign will run across all

media. CH52 The plural in this meaning is usually

media. -> mass media
0 an effective/a good/powerful medium an

electronic/interactive/online medium * an
outdoor/a print/traditional medium

2 something that is used for a particular purpose:
Euros have been used as a medium ofexchange since

1999.

medium- duty adjective [only before noun]

suitable for use in average, normal or slightly

difficult conditions: medium-duty trucks o a
medium-duty software program -» heavy-duty,
light-duty

'medium-sized (also 'medium-size) adjective

[usually before noun]

of average size; between small and large: medium-
sized companies -» large-sized, small-sized

'medium-term adjective [only before noun]

1 used to describe a period of time that is a few
weeks, months or years into the future: The

medium-term outlook isfor lower oil prices, o We
expect an increase in profits over/in the medium
term.

2 (Finance) used to describe sth such as a bond,
contract, loan, etc. that lasts for a period of time in

the middle between the shortest and the longest

possible: medium-term bonds such as the 5-year

Japanese Government Bond

* meet /mi:t/ verb, noun
• verb (met, met /met/)

1 [+ obj or no obj] to come together formally in

order to discuss sth: The committee meets twice a

month, o We have agreed to meet their lawyers, o The

board met today to consider the offer.

2 [+ obj] to do or satisfy what is needed or what sb

asks for: We expect to meet our target of opening 50
new stores by December, o the importance of meeting

customers' needs o The design meets all applicable

safety standards, o Unless these conditions are met,

we cannot proceed with the sale, o I can't possibly

meet that deadline.

3 [+ obj] to pay sth: The extra costs were metfrom
our research budget.

EE! meet sb halfway to reach an agreement
with sb by giving them part of what they want:

Could you at least meet us halfway and do the work
at a discount? -> idiom at end noun
UiLU 'meet with sb to have a meeting with sb:

Management will meet with labor unions later this

week.

• noun [C] (BrE) (informal)

a meeting

meeting /'mr.trn/ noun

see also: annual general meeting, annual ~, annual

stockholders' ~, company ~, general ~, sneaker ~,

stop-work ~

1 [C] an occasion when people come together to

discuss or decide sth: They held a meeting to discuss

the future of thefirm, o What time is the meeting? o I

have a meeting with my manager in an hour, o a

meeting between workers and management o a

meeting ofshareholders o a shareholder meeting o



Ms Keane is in a meeting at the moment—can I take a

message? o {informal) I'm stuck in meetings all week,

o You will need to book a meeting room. See note at

POSTPONE
© to arrange/call/have/hold/set up/organize a

meeting to cancel/delay/put off/postpone a

meeting to reschedule/schedule a meeting to

take part in/attend a meeting to chair/conduct/

run a meeting an emergency/a private/public/

special/team meeting

2 the meeting [sing.] {formal) the people at a

meeting: The meeting voted to accept the pay offer.

meg /meg/ = megabyte

mega /'mega/ adjective [usually before noun]
{informal)

very large or impressive: The company hasfocused
on winning mega deals. mega adverb: They're

mega rich.

mega- /'mega-/ combiningform {in nouns)

1 very large or great: a megastore o Japan'sfour
megabanks
2 {Technical) (in units of measurement) one million:

a 500-megawatt electricity plant o The chip runs at

510 megahertz.

3 {IT) 1 048 576 (= 220): a memory of 16 megabytes

megabucks /'megabAks/ noun [pi.] {informal)

a very large amount of money: She earns
megabucks.

megabyte /'megabait/ {also meg, informal) noun
[c] {abbr MB, Mbyte)
{IT) a unit of computer memory, equal to 220 (or

1 048 576) bytes: a 64-megabyte memory card o
510MB of memory

meltdown /'meltdaun/ noun [U,C]

a situation where sth fails or becomes weaker in a
sudden and dramatic way: The country is in
economic meltdown, ofears of a meltdown in

consumer spending o a meltdown on Wall Street {=
when the prices of US shares fall suddenly)

* member /'memba(r)/ noun [C]

see also: charter member, founder ~, register of ~

1 a person, a country or an organization that has
joined a particular group or team: The country is

due to become a full member of the EU. o a meeting of
member countries o We're recruiting eight new
members of staff, o The smaller the team, the faster
the team members work. IoppI non-member
O board/committee/staff/team members a leading/
new member an active/a fuil/permanent/voting
member

2 a person or company that owns part of a
business organization, for example by buying some
of its shares: The company auditors are appointed by
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the members {= shareholders), o The stock exchange
is owned by its member companies.

membership /'membajip; AmE -barf-/ noun
1 [u,C] {BrE) membership (of sth) {AmE) member-
ship (in sth) the state of being a member of a group,

an organization, etc: Who is eligible to applyfor
membership of the association? o China was granted

full membership of the WTO in 2001. o The company
offers free gym memberships to all employees.

O to apply for/qualify for/seek membership (of/in sth)

to grant/offer/refuse (sb) membership a

membership card/fee

2 [c with sing./pl. verb] the members of a group, an
organization, etc: The membership votes/vote on the

proposal this week.

3 [C,u] the number of members in a group, an
organization, etc: Our society has a membership of
two hundred, o Union membership has fallen.

* memo /'memao; AmE -moo/ noun [C] {plural

memos) {also ,memorandum, formal)

an official note from one person to another or
others in the same organization: In a memo to

employees, she explained the need to cut costs.

0 a company/an internal/a staff memo to circulate/

send/write a memo

memorandum /.mema'raendam/ noun [C] {plural

memoranda /.mema'raenda/ or memorandums)
1 (formal) = memo
2 {Law) a record of a legal agreement which has
not yet been formally prepared and signed: The
companies signed a memorandum to develop the

product jointly, but the deal was neverfinalized.
-» memorandum of understanding
3 a proposal or report on a particular subject for a

person, an organization, a committee, etc: The
group has issued an information memorandum on
its publishing armfor potential buyers.

memorandum of associ ation noun [c]

(BrE)

{Law) one of the legal documents that is created

when a company is formed, that gives basic details

about the company such as its name, address and
the number and value of its shares [Iyn] articles
OF INCORPORATION -» ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION

memorandum of under standing noun
[C] {abbr MOU)
(Law) a temporary written agreement between two
companies, etc. that explains how they intend to do
business with each other and what their

relationship will be: The two companies have signed

a memorandum of understanding to share the costs

of building a microchip plant. -» letter of intent

memory /'memari/ noun (plural memories)

see also: virtual memory

im
1 [C,u] the part of a computer where information

is stored; the amount of space in a computer for

storing information: Have you got enough memory
available to run the program? -> RAM, ROM
2 [u] (used with other nouns) a way in which
information can be stored in a temporary or

permanent form, for example on a disk or an
electronic device: Most digital cameras useflash

memory.

mend /mend/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

1 (BrE) to repair sth that has been damaged or

broken so that it can be used again: Most of their

business involves mending mobile phones, o
(figurative) They sought governmentfunding to mend
their broken balance sheet.

VOCABULARY BUILDING

Formal meetings

• the chairperson opens the meeting and gives

the apologies of the people who are unable to

attend

• the minutes of the previous meeting are

approved
• the agenda for the meeting is agreed on
• items are added or taken off the agenda
• motions and resolutions are discussed and put

to a vote

• a secretary keeps/takes minutes
• the chairperson asks if there is any other
business

• the chairperson closes the meeting, or adjourns
it to a later time

See note at arrange
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2 to find a solution to a problem or disagreement:

She needs to mend relations with her staff.

• noun
on the 'mend {informal) improving after a

period of difficulty: We believe the US economy is on
the mend.

menial /'mi:nial/ adjective

used to describe work that is not skilled or

important and is often boring or badly paid: menial
tasks/jobs

menswear /'menzwea(r); AmE -wer/ noun [u]

(used especially in shops/stores) clothes for men
-» CHILDRENSWEAR, WOMENSWEAR

mentality /men'taelati/ noun [C, usually sing.]

(plural mentalities)

the particular attitude or way of thinking of a

person or group: Retailers must develop a service

mentality (= the attitude that serving customers is

very important), [syn] mindset

mentee /men'ti:/ noun [C]

(HR) a person who receives advice and help from sb

with more experience (a mentor) over a period of

time: In theirfirst meeting with mentors, mentees
talk about their career goals.

mentor /'ment3:(r)/ noun, verb

(HR)

• noun [C]

an experienced person who advises and helps sb

with less experience over a period of time: She is

following advicefrom her mentor. -> mentee
• verb [+ obj]

to advise and help sb with less experience than
yourself: He brought Brown into the company,
mentored him and chose him as his successor.

'mentoring noun [u]: a mentoring programme

menu /'menju:/ noun [c]

see also: help menu

(IT) a list of possible choices that are shown on a

computer screen: Use 'Save as' in/under the 'File'

menu. -» drop-down

'menu bar noun [c]

(IT) a horizontal bar at the top of a computer screen

that contains pull-down mexNus such as 'File',

'Find' and 'Help': Click on 'tools' in the menu bar.

the Merc /ni3:k; AmE m3:rk/ noun [sing.]

an informal way of referring to the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange, a market for trading

futures (= contracts to buy or sell a particular

amount of sth in the future) that deals with
financial and agricultural products

mercantile /'m3:kantail; AmE 'm3:rk-; -ti:l/

adjective (formal)

connected with trade and commercial affairs: the

development of Osaka as a mercantile city

.mercantile 'law noun [u]

(Law) the collection of laws that deal with all

aspects of business and trade, including contracts,

buying, selling, storing and transporting goods,
etc. [syKD commercial law

• merchandise noun, verb

• noun /'ms^Jandais; -daiz; AmE 'm3:rtj"-/ [u]

1 (formal) goods that are bought or sold; goods
that are for sale in a shop/store: The supermarket
has expanded its range of non-food merchandise, o
attracting shoppers with discounted merchandise o
Wal-Mart, the general merchandise retailer

2 things you can buy that are connected with or

that advertise a particular event, organization,

film/movie, etc: official Olympic merchandise o They
have launched a new range of Star Wars
merchandise, including toys.

• verb (also spelled merchandize) /'rmitjandaiz; AmE
'm3:rtj-/ [+ obj] (especially AmE)
1 to buy and sell products for profit: a plan to

merchandise Mexican food products in grocery stores

2 to encourage the sale of goods, especially by the
way they are packaged and displayed in shops/
stores: We try to show our customers (the nation's

retailers) the best ways to merchandise our products.

merchandiser noun [c] (especially AmE): The
mass merchandisers have taken customers away
from smaller clothes stores, o Our merchandisers
have big, bold ideas about how items should be

displayed on our website. Isyni retailer

'merchandise mix noun [c, usually sing.]

(especially AmE)
(Marketing) the types and quantities of goods that a

shop/store chooses to sell in order to encourage the

greatest number of sales: Our stores feature a
merchandise mix of clothing, shoes and accessories

for women, ofinding the right merchandise mix

• merchandising /'rm^Jandaizm; AmE •my.rtS-/

noun [u]

see also: cross-merchandising

1 (especially AmE) the activity of selling goods, or of

trying to sell them, by advertising or displaying

them: The ad campaign will be supported by better

merchandising and store design, o She is their vice-

president of merchandising.

2 products connected with a popular film/movie,

person or event; the process of selling these goods:

millions ofpounds' worth ofBatman merchandising
0 They bought the merchandising rights to Winnie
the Pooh, o a drop in merchandising sales

merchant /'msitjant; AmE 'm3:rtj"-/ noun, adjective

• noun [c]

see also: futures commission merchant, mass
merchant

(Commerce)

1 a person or business that buys and sells goods in

large quantities, especially one who imports and
exports goods: His father was a tea merchant, o
builders' merchants (= businesses that sell supplies

to the building trade)

2 (especially AmE) a business or person that sells

goods directly to the public: Online merchants abo
have to attract shoppers with bargains.

[syn] retailer
3 a shop/store, etc. that has an arrangement with

a bank so that it can accept payments by credit

card: Card issuers have been working with merchants

to reduce the theft of credit-card numbers.
-> MERCHANT ACCOUNT

•adjective [only before noun]

connected with the transport of goods by sea:

merchant ships/vessels o The strike by dock workers

brought merchant shipping to a halt.

merchantable /'ir^tjantabl; AmE 'm3:rtj-/

adjective

(Law) in a good enough condition to be sold: Goods

must be of merchantable quality.

merchant ac count noun [c]

(Commerce) a type of bank account that allows a

shop/store, etc. to accept payments made by credit

card

merchant 'bank noun [c] (Sr£)

a bank that deals with large businesses, for

example providing finance for trade with foreign

companies, helping with the sales of shares or

bonds, or giving advice on investments: They

appointed merchant bank Lazard to advise them on

the takeover. -> investment bank
.merchant 'banker noun [c] .merchant

'banking noun [u]



.merchant 'navy {BrE) {AmE .merchant ma rine)

noun [C with sing./pl. verb]

a country's commercial ships and the people who
work on them

* merge /m3:d3; AmE m3:rd3/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

merge (sth) (with/into) sth
|

merge A with B
|

merge A and B (together) (used especially about
business organizations) to combine, or make two or

more organizations combine, to form a single

organization: The companies are set to merge next

year, o The bank merged with Swiss Bank Corp. in

1999 toform UBS. o The sales and marketing

departments are being merged (together), o The
newly merged company has its headquarters in Oslo.

-> MAIL MERGE

'merge/purge {also spelled merge-purge) noun
[u,c]

the process of combining lists of names, addresses,

etc. (merge) and removing items from the

combined list that appear more than once (purge):

Merge/purge is vital to avoid sending multiple

mailings to the same address or individual, o merge/
purge software 'merge/purge verb [+ obj or

no obj]: Your lists can be merge/purged at no extra

cost.

* merger /'m3:d3a(r); AmE 'm3:rd3-/ noun [C]

see also: horizontal merger, reverse ~, vertical ~

{Finance) the act ofjoining two or more businesses

or organizations into one: There is talk of a merger
between the two banks, o Analysts expect the retailer

to seek a merger with a rival company, o She works
in the mergers and acquisitions department of a
well-known investment bank. -» demerger See note
at TAKEOVER
0 to plan/propose/seek a merger to agree (to)/

approve/block/oppose a merger a merger
agreement/deal/plan/proposal merger

negotiations/talks

merger .partner noun [c]

{Finance) a businesses or an organization that joins

with one or more other organizations in a merger:
The company is committed to finding a North
American merger partner.

merit /'merit/ noun [u]

1 {formal) the quality of being good, true,

deserving reward, etc: I want to get the job on
merit, o The case against us is entirely without merit.

2 (HR) used to describe increases in pay that relate

to how well, hard, etc. people work: The company
successfully used merit pay to increase performance,
o Employees receive a merit rating every six months.
0 a merit award/bonus/increase/raise/rise merit

pay

meritocracy /.meri'tDkrasi; /4atj£ -'ta:k-/ noun [C]

{plural meritocracies)

an organization, an industry or a system where
people get power or money on the basis of their

ability: The company is considered to be the ultimate
meritocracy, supporting talented peoplefrom all

walks of life. meritocratic /.merita'kraetik/

adjective: a meritocratic organization

message /'mesid3/ noun, verb

* noun [c]

see also: error message, text message

1 a written or spoken piece of information, etc.

that you send to sb or leave for sb when you cannot
speak to them yourself: There were no messages for
me at the hotel, o I left a message on your answering
machine, o Mr Lee isn't here at t he moment. Can I

take a message? o an email message o a recorded
message

O to leave/record/send a message
2 {Marketing) an important idea about a product,
brand, etc. that a company tries to communicate in
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its advertising: What is your marketing message? o
We are sending a strong message of quality to our
customers.

0 to send (out)Zdeliver a message
3 {IT) a piece of information produced
automatically by a computer program and shown
on a computer screen
4 {AmE) a television advertisement: Well be back

after the messages.

• verb [+ obj]

to send a piece of information, an idea, a question,

etc. to sb, especially an email or a text message:
She spent the morning messaging herfriends instead

of working, o I messaged the results to my boss.

'message board noun [c]

{IT) a place on a website where you can leave

messages, information, advertisements, etc. for

other people to see: / posted a question on the

message board.

messaging /'mesid3irj/ noun [u]

see also: instant messaging

the activity of sending a message or information to

sb, especially by email or text message: an
electronic messaging system

messenger /'mesmd3a(r)/ noun [C]

1 a person who gives a message to sb or who
delivers messages to people as a job: We sent the

documents by messenger, o a bike messenger
2 {IT) a computer program that allows two or more
people to communicate over the Internet using

short written messages: an instant messenger
program/service

Messrs {AmE spelling Messrs.) /'mesaz; AmE -sarz/

abbr {especially BrE)

used as the plural of Mr before a list of names and
before names of businesses: Messrs Clark, Brown
and Lee o Messrs L Jones and Co

meteoric /,mi:ti'Dnk; AmE -'o:r-; -'a:r-/ adjective

achieving success very quickly: a meteoric career o
the meteoric rise of the low-cost airline o The
company enjoyed meteoric growth in the 1990s.

meter /'mi:ta(r)/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: people meter

1 a device that measures and records the amount
of electricity, gas, water, time, etc. that you have
used, or the money you must pay: The cab driver

left the meter running while he waitedfor us. o a
coin-operated/pre-payment meter
2 -meter {used to form nouns) a device for

measuring the thing mentioned: speedometer

• verb [+ obj]

to measure sth (for example how much gas,

electricity, etc. has been used) using a meter

• method /'meGad/ noun [C]

see also: accrual method, critical incident ~, critical

path ~, declining balance ~, depreciation ~,

diminishing balance ~, double-declining balance ~,

etc.

a particular way of doing sth: We devised a new
methodfor measuring unemployment, o Please

indicate your preferred method ofpayment, o the

traditional methods of motivating employees o The

industry has adoptedfaster and cheaper production

methods.

O to change/develop/devise/use a method
conventional/traditional/unconventional methods

effective/good/preferred/reliable methods
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.me-'tOO adjective [only before noun]

{Marketing, informal) produced by a company in

response to the success of a similar product sold by
another company: 'Hello!' gave rise to a number of
me-too publications, o me-too products/marketing
See note at copy

metric /'metrik/ noun, adjective

• noun [C]

a system for measuring sth, especially how well a

business is performing: Earnings per customer is a
key metricfor our business, o We establish metrics to

track our progress on a project, o Brand loyalty will

not always be the defining metric of success.

0 business/financial/performance/quality metrics

to create/establish/track/use metrics

• adjective

based on the system of measurements that uses the

metre, kilogram, etc. as basic units: metric

measurements/sizes/units

.metric 'ton {also tonne) noun [c]

a unit for measuring weight, equal to 1 000
kilograms .

mezzanine 'debt /'mezanim; 'metsa-/ noun [u]

{Finance) money that a business obtains from
investors through mezzanine finance

mezzanine 'finance {also .mezzanine
'financing) /'mezanim; 'metsa-/ noun [U]

{Finance) a way of providing funds for a business

that involves lending money with a high rate of

interest and often with the right to obtain shares in

the business in the future: Mezzanine finance
carries more risk for the lender and is more expensive

to the borrower than ordinary loans, o a mezzanine
finance provider

mfg. abbr {especially AmE)
a short way of writing manufacturing, especially

in the names of companies: Honda ofAmerica Mfg.
Inc.

mgmt. abbr {only used in written English)

management

MICR /,em ai si: 'a:(r); 'maika(r)/ abbr magnetic
ink character recognition a system in which
words and numbers are printed on official

documents such as cheques in special ink that can
be read by an electronic device: Banks use MICR
technology to process cheques at high speed.

micro /'maikrau; AmE -kroo/ {plural micros) =
microcomputer

micro- /'maikrau; AmE -krou/ combiningform
1 {in nouns, adjectives and adverbs) small; on a small

scale: a microchip o micro-lending IoppI macro-
2 {in nouns) used in units of measurement to mean
one millionth: a microlitre

microcap /'maikraukaep; AmE -kroo-/ noun [C]

{especially AmE)
{Stock Exchange) one of the smallest companies on
the stock exchange, that have a very low total value

of shares (market capitalization): microcap stocks o
a microcapfund (= one that invests in microcaps)
-> SMALL CAP

microchip /'maikrautJm; AmE -krou-/ {also chip)

noun [C]

{IT) a very small piece of a material that is used
inside a computer, etc. in order to carry a

complicated electronic circuit: A small microchip

is embedded in the card, o a microchip designer/

maker/plant o Intel, the world's biggest chip

company

microcomputer /'maikraukampju:ta(r);

AmE -krou-/ {also 'micro) noun [c]

{IT) a small computer that contains a

MICROPROCESSOR MAINFRAME, MINICOMPUTER

microeconomics /,maikrau,i:ka'nDmiks; -,eka-;

AmE ,maikrou,eka'na:m-/ noun [u]

{Economics) the branch of economics that studies

individual markets or the decisions and choices

made by individual businesses, families, etc. about
spending or earning money, for example the choice
to charge a particular price for goods

micro,eco nomic adjective

microelectronics /.maikraui.lek'trDniks;

AmE -kroui,lek'tra:n-/ noun [u]

the design, production and use of very small
electronic circuits: the introduction of
microelectronics in the twentieth century o the

microelectronics industry o Sharp Microelectronics

microe lec tronic adjective [only before noun]

microengineering /,maikrau,end3i'nianrj;

AmE ,maikrou,end3i'nirirj/ noun [u]

engineering on a very small scale, often involving

MICROELECTRONICS

micromanage /'maikraumaenid3; AmE -krou-/

verb [+ obj or no obj] {especially AmE)
to control every aspect and detail of a business,

project, etc: The board does not micromanage: it

makes general recommendations, o Entrepreneurs

often micromanage their businesses.

micromanagement noun [U] 'micromanager
noun [c]

microprocessor /,maikrau'prausesa(r);

AmE -krou'prou-/ noun [C]

{IT) a small unit of a computer that contains all the

functions of the central processing unit

microsite /'maikrausait;^/7j£-krou-/ noun [C]

{Marketing) a small website that a business creates

for a particular purpose, especially to advertise or

sell a new product. The microsite has a different

address from the business's main website, although
the two may have links between them: They are

creating a microsite to promote their new game.

mid- /mid/ combiningform {used in nouns and
adjectives)

in the middle of: She is in her mid-thirties, o The

shop is holding a mid-season sale on Saturday.

'mid cap noun [c]

{Stock Exchange) a company that has a medium total

value of shares (market capitalization) on the stock

exchange: Among the mid caps, Selfridges {= its

share price) was up 3.5%. o an index of mid-cap

Stocks -» LARGE CAP, SMALL CAP

middle- income adjective [only before noun]

earning an average amount of money; neither rich

nor poor: The tax cuts will not really help middle-

income families.

0 middle-income countries/earners/families/

households/workers

middleman /'midlmaen/ noun [c] {plural

middlemen / men/)

1 a person or company that buys goods or services

from a supplier and sells them to sb else: Buy direct

from the manufacturer and cut out the middleman.
2 a person or an organization who helps to

arrange things between people who are unable or

unwilling to deal with each other directly: The

broker acts as the middleman between buyers and
sellers, o The payments were made through a

middleman, [syn] intermediary

.middle 'management noun [u with sing./pl.

verb]

the people who are in charge of small groups of

people and departments within a business

organization but who are not involved in making



important decisions that will affect the whole
organization: They have removed a layer of middle
management, o Middle management is/are often

focussed on the daily demands of their job.

middle 'manager noun [c] : moves to give middle

managers more authority See note at boss

.middle 'market noun [sing.] (usually the middle
market) the group of customers that are prepared

to buy a product with an average price rather than
the most or least expensive kind; trade in products

with an average price: We shifted ourfocusfrom
luxury clothing to the middle market, o They're a

leader in the middle market, o a service aimed at

middle-market companies -» midmarket

middle- ranking adjective [only before noun]

having a responsible job or position, but not one of

the most important: middle-ranking executives

midmarket {also spelled mid-market)
/,mid'ma:kit; AmE -'ma:rk-/ adjective [usually before

noun]

(Marketing)

1 designed for or used by the group of customers
that are prepared to buy a product with an average
price rather than the most or least expensive kind:

They specialize in software for midmarket customers.

0 a midmarket brand/hotel/product/retailer

2 used to describe people who are prepared to buy
products or services with average prices:

midmarket customers
-» DOWNMARKET, UPMARKET

,mid-'price [also ,mid-'priced) adjective [only before

noun]

(about a product for sale) not very expensive and
not very cheap: Spending was strong in the group's

mid-price product range, o a chain of mid-priced

department stores (= that sell products in the
middle price range) mid- price noun [u; sing.]

mid- range [also spelled midrange) adjective [only

before noun]

1 (about a product for sale) not the cheapest or
most expensive, not the best or worst, not the
largest or smallest, etc: mid-range computers o to

increase sales in the mid-range market
2 (about a number, a value, etc.) not the highest or
lowest; in the middle: Low to mid-range scores

should be cause for concern.

'mid-range [also spelled midrange) noun [u;

sing]

midsession {also spelled mid-session) /.mid'sejn/
noun [u; sing.]

(Stock Exchange) the middle of a period of trading on
the stock exchange, usually around midday: The
euro was trading at $1.08 by midsession in New York.

0 midsession trading

,mid-'sized (also ,mid-'size) (both especially AmE)
adjective

of average size, neither large nor small: a mid-sized
company

midstream /.mid'strhm/ adjective

(Economics; Production) used to describe the middle
stages in an industrial or commercial process: Their
midstream services division gathers and processes
natural gas for marketing, o a midstream energy
company^ downstream, upstream

midtown /'midtaun/ noun [C, usually sing.] (AmE)
the part of a city that is between the central
business area and the outer parts: a house in

midtown o midtown Manhattan -» downtown
migrate /mai'greit; AmE 'maigreit/ verb

1 [no obj] (about a lot of people) to move from one
town, country, etc. in order to go and live and work
in another: Farmers migrated to the cities.

2 [no obj] to move from one place to another: Jobs
and investment have continued to migrate abroad.
3 (Commerce; IT) [+ obj or no obj] to change, or

349 mill

cause sb/sth to change, from one service or

technology to another: Newspaper readers are

migrating to the Internet, o We are migrating
customers to our new high-speed service.

4 (IT) [+ obj] to move programs or hardware from
one computer system to another

migration /mai'greiJYi/ noun [U,C]: labour
migrationfrom low to high-income countries o a
migration of customers to rival businesses

migratory /'maigratri; mai'greitari; AmE
'maigrato:ri/ adjective

milage = mileage

mile /mail/ noun [c]

see also: Air Miles™, Square mile

a unit for measuring distance equal to 1 609 metres
or 1 760 yards

mileage (also spelled milage) /'maihd3/ noun
1 [U; C, usually sing ] the distance that a vehicle has
travelled, measured in miles: My annual mileage is

about 20 000. o The price of the car includes

unlimited mileage, but notfuel, o Where no public

transport is available a mileage allowance (= a

payment based on the number of miles driven) is

paid.

2 [C,U] the number of miles that a vehicle can
travel using a particular amount of fuel: The new
model gets better mileage than a typical small car.

3 [U] (informal) the amount of advantage or use
that you can get from a particular event or

situation: There's still plenty of mileage left in our
older products.

milestone /'mailstaun; AmE -stoun/ noun [C]

1 (also milepost/'mailpaost; AmE -poust/, especially

in AmE) a very important stage or event in the

development of sth: The company passed an
important milestone yesterday, announcing its first

profits, o The appointment represents a milestone in

her career.

O to pass/reach a milestone sth marks/represents/

signals a milestone

2 a time in a project by which particular tasks

should be completed: Ideally, planning meetings
should be linked to milestone dates, o Milestones and
deliverables are defined in the project plan.

-> deliverable—Picture at PERT
O to agree/define/set milestones

milestone .payment noun [c]

a payment for completing a particular stage of a

business project: They earn milestone payments
during the development phase plus a share of sales.

milk /milk/ verb [+ obj]

to obtain as much money, advantage, etc. for

yourself as you can from a particular situation,

especially in a dishonest way: They haven't invested

in the business but have milked itfor all they can get.

'milk round noun [c, usually sing.] (also the milk

round) in the UK, a series of visits that large

companies make each year to colleges and
universities, to talk to students who are interested

in working for them

mill /mil/ noun, verb

(Manufacturing)

• noun [C] (often used with other nouns)

see also: run-of-the-mill

a factory that produces a particular type of

material: The company has decided to close its paper

mills. See note at factory
O a cotton/paper/steel/textile mill

• verb [+ obj]

to cut or shape metal in a special machine:

machine- milled steel o a milling machine
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mi Hi- /'mili/ combiningform {in nouns; used in units

of measurement)

one thousandth: milligram o millilitre o millimetre

million /'miljan/ number {abbr m) EBB Million

and millions are always used with a plural verb,

except when an amount of money is mentioned.

1 1 000 000: an income of half a million o tens of
millions of euros o The project will create millions of
new jobs, o a million-dollar contract U352 You say a,

one, two, several, etc. million without a final 's'

on 'million'. Millions (of... ) can be used if there is

no number or quantity before it: Five million cars

were sold lastyear, o Two million (euros) was
withdrawnfrom the account.

2 {informal) a very large amount: / still have a

million things to do. o She made her millions (= all

her money) on property deals.

millionaire /,milja'nea(r); AmE -'ner/ noun [C]

a person who has a million euros, dollars, etc. or

more; a very rich person: a property millionaire o a
millionaire businessman o They became millionaires

from the deal.

min. abbr {only used in written English)

minimum: min. charge €2.50 o min. 8MB RAM
required [opp] max.

mindset /'mamdset/ noun [C, usually sing ]

a set of attitudes or fixed ideas that sb has and that

are often difficult to change: the corporate mindset
o the mindset of the computer generation
[SYN] MENTALITY

mindshare /'maind.Tea(r);/4mE-.rer/ noun [u]

{Marketing) how aware consumers are of a

particular product or brand, compared with other

brands or products of the same type: Ifyou want to

gain market share you have to capture mindshare.
-» MARKET SHARE, SHARE OF MIND at SHARE noun

mine /main/ noun, verb

•noun [c]

see also: gold mine

a deep hole or holes under the ground where
minerals such as coal, gold, etc. are dug -» mining
0 a coal/gold/copper/diamond mine

• verb [+ obj or no obj]

to dig holes in the ground in order to find and
obtain coal, diamonds, etc: Most uranium is mined
in Canada, South Africa or Australia, o The area has

been mined for lead and silver.

miner /'mama(r)/ noun [C]

a person who works in a mine taking out coal, gold,

diamonds, etc.

mini- /'mini/ combiningform {used in nouns)

small: minivan ofears of a mini-recession o a mini-

recovery in the housing market

minicomputer /'mmikampju:ta(r)/ noun [C]

{IT) a computer of medium size that is larger and
faster than a personal computer

minimal /'minimal/ adjective

very small in size or amount; as small as possible:

The work was carried out at minimal cost, o The
purchase had a minimal effect on our earnings, o The
risks involved are minimal, 'minimally adverb:

They were only minimally responsiblefor the delays.

minimarket /'mmima:kit; AmE -ma:rk-/ noun [C]

a small supermarket or food shop/store

• minimize , -ise /'mmimaiz/ verb [+ obj]

1 to reduce sth, especially sth bad, to the lowest

possible level: ways of minimizing costs/losses/risk

2 to make sth small, especially on a computer
screen: Minimize any windows you have open.

[opp] maximize

• minimum /'mmimam/ adjective, noun
• adjective [usually before noun] {abbr min.)

the smallest possible or allowed; extremely small:

There's a minimum charge of 50<t. o What's the

minimum agefor retirement? o The body sets

minimum standards for lawyers. 'minimum
adverb: YouH need $300 minimum for travel

expenses.

•noun [C, usually sing.] {plural minima /'minima/)

{abbr min.)

the smallest amount or level that is possible,

allowed or required: Job losses were kept to a
minimum, o Our salespeople receive a minimum of
16 weeks' training. IoppI maximum

.minimum 'wage noun [sing ]

the lowest wage that an employer is allowed to pay
bylaw: to introduce a national minimum wage o a
minimum wage policy

mining /'mamin/ noun [u]

see also: data mining

the process of getting coal and other minerals from
under the ground; the industry involved in this:

Mining is prohibited in protected areas, o WMC is one

ofAustralia's oldest mining houses {- companies).
-> MINE
0 coal/diamond/gold/tin mining a mining

company/engineer/group/house

minor /'mama(r)/ adjective, noun
•adjective [usually before noun]

not very large, important or serious: We've had a

few minor problems, o There may be some minor
changes to the plan, o The company is a minor player

in the car industry. IoppI major
• noun [C]

a person who is under the age at which you legally

become an adult and are responsible for your
actions: Minors require the consent of their parents.

• minority /mai'nDrati; AmE -'no:r-; -'na:r-/ noun
{plural minorities)

see also: blocking minority

1 [sing, with sing./pl. verb] the smaller part of a

group; less than half of the people or things in a

large group: Only a small minority of these

businesses makes/make decent profits, o There is a
minority view that interest rates will fall, o Those in

favour of the scheme were in a/the minority.
IOPPI MAJORITY
2 [sing.] {usually used as an adjective) used to

describe a person or an organization that owns a

smaller share of a business than the main owner, or

the share of the business that they own: They hold a

minority stake in the business, o She paid €2 billion

to buy out the minority investors and take full

control of the company. -» majority (3)

0 a minority investor/owner/partner/shareholder a

minority holding/investment/share/stake

minority 'interest noun
1 (Finance) [C] a number of shares owned by a

particular person or organization that is less than

the number owned by the controlling
shareholder: She sold her controlling shares but

retained a minority interest in the company.
2 {Accounting) [c,u] in the financial records of a

holding company (= a company that controls

other companies), an amount of profit, income, etc.

that belongs to a person or an organization that

owns a part of a company that it controls: Net profit

before minority interests rose to €550 million.

-> MAJORITY INTEREST

mint /mint/ noun, verb

• noun
1 [c] a place where money is made: the Royal Mint

{= the one where British money is made)



2 a mint [sing ] {informal) a large amount of

money: He made a mint selling used cars.

IT»T71 in mint con'dition new or as good as new; in

perfect condition

• verb [+ obj]

to make a coin from metal

minted /'mmtid/ adjective

1 recently produced, invented, created, etc: a

newly minted dot-com o They've just recruited a

group of newly minted {= recently qualified) MBAs.
2 {informal) very rich

minus /'mamas/ preposition, adjective, noun
• preposition

1 used when one number or amount is being taken
away from another: $100 minus $92.50 gives you a
gain of $7.50. o The core rate of inflation is the

consumer price index minusfood and energy.

[synI less
2 {informal) without sth that was there before:

We're going to be minus a carfor a while.

IoppI plus -» idiom at plus prep.

• adjective

1 used before a number to show that it is lower
than zero: a minus number o Sales rose last month
to $60 millionfrom minus $24million in June.

2 making sth seem negative and less attractive or

good: What are the car's minus points? o On the
minus side, the job involves very long hours ofwork.

• noun [c]

1 {informal) a negative quality; a disadvantage:

Let's consider the pluses and minuses of changing the

system.

2 {also 'minus sign) the symbol (-), used in

mathematics
IoppI plus

'minus tick = downtick

• minute /'mmit/ noun, verb

• noun the minutes [pi ]

a summary or record of what is said or decided at a
formal meeting: We have a secretary to take (=
write) the minutes, o The minutes of the meeting
show that the issue had been discussed. See note at

MEETING
O to keep/take minutes to agree/approve/read/sign

the minutes to circulate/draw up/write up the

minutes

• verb [+ obj]

to write down something that is said at a meeting
in the official record (the minutes): I'd like that last

remark to be minuted.

'mirror site {also mirror /'mira(r)/) noun [C]

{IT) a website which is a copy of another website
but has a different address on the Internet. An
organization may create a mirror site so that more
people are able to visit and use a popular website:

If this site is slow, try our mirror site, o This is the

mirror site of the IMO homepage.

MIS /.emai'es/ = management information
SYSTEM, MANUFACTURING INFORMATION SYSTEM

misappropriate /.misa'prauprieit; AmE -'prou-/

verb [+ obj] {formal)

to take sb else's money or property for yourself,

especially when they have trusted you to take care
of it: She is accused of misappropriating moneyfrom
the company's pension fund, o The courtfound that
the company had misappropriated trade secrets.

-> APPROPRIATE
misappropriation /.misa.praupri'eijn; AmE

-,prou-/ noun [u]: the misappropriation ofcompany
funds

misc. abbr
a short way of writing miscellaneous

miscalculate /.mis'kaelkjuleit/ verb [+ obj or
no obj]

to make a mistake in calculating or judging an

351 mission-critical

amount, a situation, etc: We miscalculated our
financial targetsfor the year. miscalculation
/.miskaelkju'leijn/ noun [C,u]: to make a
miscalculation

miscellaneous /.misa'lemias/ adjective [usually

before noun]

consisting of many different kinds of things that are

not connected and do not easily form a group: She
gave me some money to cover any miscellaneous

expenses.

misconduct /.mis'kDndAkt; AmE -'ka:n-/ noun [u]

{formal)

1 behaviour that is unacceptable, especially

because it breaks the rules of a particular

profession or job: The committee charged her with

professional misconduct.

2 bad management of a company, etc: misconduct

of the company's financial affairs o corporate

misconduct

misdirect /.misda'rekt; -dai'rekt/ verb [+ obj]

to send sb/sth in the wrong direction or to the

wrong place: Investors have been misdirected, o
misdirected mail misdirection /.misda'rekfn;

-dai'rek-/ noun [u]

misery .index noun [c]

{Economics) a measure of the performance of an
economy that considers the rate of unemployment
and inflation (= the general rise in the price of

goods and services over a period of time): They
found that the misery indexfor middle-income
families had worsened by 13 points.

mismanage /,mis'maenid3/ verb [+ obj]

to deal with or manage sth badly: The department's

budget was badly mismanaged, o mismanaged
companies mis management noun [u]: The
agency is being accused offinancial mismanagement.

misrepresent /.mis.repri'zent/ verb [+ obj]

to give information about sb/sth that is not true or

complete so that other people have the wrong
impression about them/it: They were accused of
misrepresenting the company's financial state.

misrepresentation /.mis.repnzen'teijn/ noun
[c.u]

mis- sell verb [+ obj]

to sell sth to sb that is not suitable for their needs,

for example by not giving them all the information

they need: If the policy was mis-sold, the insurance

company must be responsible. mis- sale noun
[C,U]: the mis-sale of mortgage endowment and
pension policies ,mis-'selling noun [u]: the mis-

selling of investment products

mission /'mijn/ noun [C]

see also: trade mission

1 a particular purpose or aim that a company or an
organization has: Our mission is to become the

country's leading supplier of business software, o We
need to stayfocused on our core mission and values.

-> MISSION STATEMENT
2 an important official job that a group of people is

given to do, especially when they are sent to

another country; the group of people who do this

job: a fact-finding mission o The bank has sent a

mission to Mexico.

3 an important job that sb is given to do: She has

the tough mission of trying to save thousands ofjobs.

mission creep noun [u]

the gradual addition of new work and duties to a

project, or to the responsibilities of a group or

department

.mission- critical adjective

essential for an organization to function
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successfully: No one believes their mission-critical

systems are going to fail, o mission-critical

employees/projects

'mission .statement {also .statement of

'purpose) noun [c]

an official statement of the aims of a company or

an organization: The newlyformed company does

not yet have a mission statement, o Our mission

statement includes a strong commitment to the

health and safety of our employees. -» vision
STATEMENT
0 to create/draft/write a mission statement

misstate /.mis'steit/ verb [+ obj]

to write or say sth that is wrong or not accurate,

especially in order to deceive sb: Tliey have misled

investors by misstating or hiding expenses.

mis statement noun [C,U]: accounting
misstatements

misuse noun, verb

• noun /,mis'ju:s/ [u; C, usually sing.]

the act of using sth in a dishonest way or for the

wrong purpose: an investigation into the alleged

misuse ofcompanyfunds
• verb /,mis'ju:z/ [+ obj]

to use sth in the wrong way or for the wrong
purpose: It is clear that executives have been

misusing companyfunds, o People are worried about
transmitting credit-card numbers on the Internet in

case these are copied and misused.

mitigate /'mitigeit/ verb [+ obj]

to make sth less harmful, serious, dangerous, etc:

The bank uses several methods to mitigate risk, o The
company is trying to mitigate the effects offalling

orders, o He would have faced a prison sentence

exceptfor mitigating circumstances {= that made
his crime seem less serious).

mitigation /.miti'geijn/ noun [u]

a reduction in how unpleasant, serious or

dangerous sth is: Risk mitigation is all about taking

actions that control risks, o His lawyers are making a

mitigation plea {= to make his crime seem less

serious).

EE] in miti'gation {Law) with the aim of making a

crime seem less serious or easier to forgive: In

mitigation, I did discover and correct the mistake

before there were any serious results.

mix /miks/ noun [c, usually sing.]

see also: advertising mix, asset ~, business ~,

investment ~, marketing ~, merchandise ~,

product ~, sales ~

1 a combination of different things or people: The
store sells a mix offrozen food and groceries, o The
company offered a $12 billion mix of cash and
shares, o We need to ensure we have the right skill

mix.

2 a situation, especially a difficult one, that has
different things or people in it: Business failure is

tough enough without addingfamily trouble into

the mix.

mixed /mikst/ adjective

having both good and bad qualities or feelings: The
latest economic data is mixed, o The plans met with a

mixed reactionfrom the staff.

.mixed e conomy noun [c]

{Economics) an economic system in a country in

which some companies are owned by the state and
some are private

.mixed 'media noun [u]

{Marketing) the use of different kinds of media for

advertising, such as TV, radio, newspapers, etc:

More advertisers are using mixed media to get better

results, o a mixed-media campaign

ml /mil/ abbr {usually used in written English)

millilitre: 25ml water

MLM /.emel'em/ = multilevel marketing

MM! /.em'em/ = market-maker

mm abbr {only used in written English)

millimetre: 300mm chip manufacturing o a 35mm
camera

MMS /,em em es/ noun Multimedia Messaging
Service

1 [u] a system for sending pictures, sounds and
short written messages from one mobile phone/
cellphone to another: You will need to subscribe to

MMS.
2 [C] a message sent by MMS: He sent me an MMS.
-» EMS, SMS

mngmt {also spelled mngmt.) abbr {only used in

written English)

management

mngr {also spelled mngr. abbr {only used in written

English)

manager

MO = MAIL ORDER, MONEY ORDER

mobile /'maubail; AmE 'moubl/ adjective, noun
•adjective

see also: upwardly mobile

1 [usually before noun] that is not fixed in one place

and can be moved easily and quickly: mobile

equipment o Capital, investment and talent are more
mobile today than ever before.

2 able to change your social class, your job or the

place where you live easily: a highly mobile

workforce {- people who can move easily from
place to place)

• noun [C] {BrE) {often used in the names of companies)

a mobile phone: What's your mobile number? o Call

me on my mobile, o Virgin Mobile

0 a mobile business/company/maker/operator/user
mobile charges/handsets/networks/sales

mobile 'phone {also 'mobile) noun [c] {both

BrE)

a telephone that does not have wires and works by
radio, that you can carry with you and use

anywhere: Please make sure all mobile phones are

switched off. o Europe's second largest mobile phone
company \t^E cellphone

.mobile 'worker noun [c]

{HR) an employee who does not have one fixed

place of work but moves from place to place: Some
companies provide handheld computers for their

mobile workers, .mobile 'working noun [u]

mobility /mau'biloti; AmE mou-/ noun [u]

see also: labour mobility

1 the ability to move easily from one place, social

class or job to another: French and Spanish

companies particularly value mobilityfor senior

managers, o Limited upward mobility {= moving
towards a higher social position and becoming
richer) can lead to discontent amongyoung people.

2 the ability to move or travel around easily; the

ability to be moved easily: Someone with limited

mobility may not be able to use a mouse, o the

mobility of capital

mo bility of labour {AmE spelling- labor)
= LABOUR MOBILITY

'mock-up noun [c]

a model or copy of sth, often the same size as the

original object, that is used for testing, or for

showing people what the real thing will look like:

Get back to me when you have a mock-up ofyour
product.



mode /maud; AmE mood/ noun

1 [C] a particular way of doing sth; a particular

type of sth: a mode of transport o Please confirm the

order and select mode ofpayment.

2 [C,u] the way in which a piece of equipment is

set to perform a particular task: Switch the camera
into the automatic mode.

3 {Technical) [sing ] the value that appears most
frequently in a series of numbers -» mean, median
See note at average

• model /'mDdl; AmE 'ma:dl/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: demo model, demonstration ~, pricing ~

1 a particular design or type of product: The latest

models will be on display at the motor show, o Prices

are down on basic models.

O basic/cheaper/popular/standard models luxury/

more expensive models current/the latest/new/

old/previous models to design/develop/make/
produce a model

2 a simple description of a system, used for

explaining how sth works or calculating what
might happen, etc: business plans built on a variety

offinancial models o The Bank has been working on
a newforecasting model.

© an economic/a financial/mathematical/statistical

model a business/management/marketing/
strategic model

3 a copy of sth, usually smaller than the original

object: $3 million was spent on developing a

working model of the device, o The architect had
produced a scale model of the proposed shopping
complex.

4 a particular system or way of doing sth that can
be copied by other people: Their independent gas
and electricity market has provided a modelfor
many other countries.

• verb [+ obj] (-II-, AmE -I-)

to create a copy of an activity, a situation, etc. so

that you can study it before dealing with the real

thing: The program can model a typical home page
for you.

modem /'maudem; AmE 'moo-/ noun [C]

{IT) a device that connects one computer system to

another using a telephone line so that data can be
sent

moderate adjective, verb

• adjective /'modarat; AmE 'ma:d-/

neither very good, large, etc. nor very bad, small,

etc.; reasonable: The retail sector expects moderate
growth, o Shares fell slightly on Tuesday in moderate
trading, o moderate wage demands moderately
/'irmdaratli; AmE "ma:d-/ adverb: a moderately
successful career o Prices have risen only moderately
so far this year.

• verb /'rmodareit; AmE 'ma:d-/ [+ obj or no obj]

to become or make sth become less extreme,
severe, etc: We agreed to moderate our original

demands.

moderator /'mDdareita(r);/4w£'ma:d-/ noun [C]

a person whose job is to help the two sides in a
disagreement to reach an agreement -> mediator

modernize , -ise /'mDdanaiz; AmE 'ma:darn-/
verb [+ obj or no obj]

to make sth more modern by starting to use new
equipment, ideas, etc: The company is investing $9
million to modernize its factories, o Unfortunately we
lack the resources to modernize. modernization,
-isation /,mDdanai'zeiJ"n; /4/7iE ,ma:darna'z-/ noun
[U] : The company is focusing on the modernization
of its existing systems.

modest /'modist; AmE 'ma:d-/ adjective

not very large, expensive, important, etc: Toots are
available at modest prices, o He charges a relatively

modestfee. o We're only expecting a modest
improvement in sales, 'modestly adverb
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* modify /'modifai; AmE 'ma:d-/ verb [+ obj]

(modifies, modifying, modified, modified)

to change sth slightly, especially in order to make it

more suitable for a particular purpose: The software

is modifiedfor specific customers, o Wefound it

cheaper to modify existing equipment rather than

buy new. o They're planning to sell a modified version

of their popular small car. Isyni adapt
modification /.mDdifi'keiJn; AmE ,ma:d-/ noun

[C,U]: Considerable modification of the existing

system is needed, o It might be necessary to make a

few slight modifications to the design.

modular /'mDdjala(r); AmE 'ma:d3a-/ adjective

1 consisting of separate parts or units that can be
joined together: modular software components o
modular shelving/furniture

2 {Manufacturing) used to describe a system in

which the parts or units of a car, machine, etc. are

made separately by suppliers and then joined

together by the manufacturer: the auto industry's

use of modular assemblies o Modular production

allowsfor mass customization .

module /'rnDdjud; AmE 'ma:d3ul/ noun [C]

1 {IT) a unit of a computer system or program that

has a particular function: electronic control modules
o Companies can pick and choose the software

modules that they need.

2 one of a set of separate parts or units that go
together to make a machine, a piece of furniture,

etc.

mogul /'maugl; AmE 'mougl/ noun [C]

a very rich, important and powerful person: a

media mogul See note at baron

mom-and- pop adjective {AmE)

used to describe a small local shop/store or

business that is often owned by a family: The big

chain stores can afford to sell goodsfor less than
smaller mom-and-pop stores, o mom-and-pop
operations

momentum /ma'mentam; AmE mou'm-/ noun [u]

an energy or a force, particularly one that helps to

increase or improve sth: The economic recovery is

gaining momentum, o I'm afraid our sales team is

beginning to lose momentum.
0 to pick up/gain/gather/lose/maintain momentum

monetarism /'mAmtanzam/ noun [u]

{Economics) the theory and policy that considers the

best way to manage an economy and keep
inflation low is by controlling the amount of

money and credit that is available 'monetarist
noun [c] 'monetarist adjective: a monetarist

economic policy

* monetary /'mAnitri; AmE -teri/ adjective [only

before noun]

1 connected with money or currencies: Our society

places a monetary value on labour, o There are

considerable monetary rewards in running a large

company.
2 {Economics) connected with the amount of money
and credit that is available within a particular

country or economy and the way this is controlled:

Pressure is also growingforfurther monetary easing

by the central bank, o The German economy required

a bit of monetary stimulus (= an increase in the

supply of money).

O monetary easing/expansion/growth/stability/

tightening

'monetary base noun [c, usually sing.]

{Economics) all the cash that is available within a

particular economy including all the bills/ notes

and coins that are held by individuals and by banks
iJion in the UK, the monetary base is sometimes

referred to as MO.
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monetary policy noun [c]

{Economics) trie way in which a government or

central bank controls the supply of money and
credit in an economy: Demand can be stimulated by
the proper mix offiscal and monetary policy, o The
European Central Bank is easing monetary policy.

-> FISCAL POLICY
0 loose/tight monetary policy to ease/loosen/

tighten monetary policy

monetary .system noun [c]

{Economics) the system that controls the supply and
exchange of money within a country or between
different countries: There have been massive changes

in the world's monetary system, o the European/
international monetary system

monetary .unit noun [c]

{Economics) the standard form of currency in a

country: Has the euro become the monetary unit of
the UK? ISYNl UNIT OF CURRENCY

* money /'mAni/ noun

see also: application money, broad ~, call ~,

cheap ~, danger ~, dear ~, digital ~, etc.

1 [u] what you can use to buy and sell things and
earn through your work, investments, sales, etc:

How much money is there in my account? o I make
more money in this job than in the last one. o If the

item is not satisfactory, you will getyour money
back, o Factory automation systems can save you
time and money, o Smaller companies havefound it

difficult to borrow money to invest in assets, o
Foreign investors have poured money into US real

estate.

O to earn/make/save/spend money to borrow/lend/
owe/raise money to pour/pump/put money into

sth

2 [u] coins or paper notes: I counted the money
carefully, o Where can I change my money into

dollars?

3 [u] a person's wealth including their property:

He lost all his money.
4 {Law) moneys or monies [pi.] sums of money: a
statement of all monies paid into your account
n»T7l be, pour, throw, etc. money down the
'drain to waste money: It's a terrible idea—youH
just be pouring money down the drain, make
'money to earn a lot of money; to make a profit: J

started my business because I wanted to make money,
o There's money to be madefrom tourism, make/
lose money hand over 'fist to make/lose money
very fast and in large quantities money 'talks

people who have a lot of money have more power
and influence than others -> idioms at coin verb,

GROW, LICENCE, THROW, TIME UOUn

.money at 'call noun [u]

{Finance) money which must be paid as soon as the

lender demands it: extremely liquid assets such as

money at call

money at call and short 'notice noun [u]

(Finance) money which must be paid either as soon
as the lender demands it, or within 14 days: When
banks are short of cash they will recall some of their

money at call and short notice.

.money-back guaran tee noun [c]

{Commerce) a promise to return customers' money if

they are not satisfied with a product or service:

Everything in our catalogue comes with a money-
back guarantee.

money .broker noun [c]

{Finance) a person or an organization that arranges

loans between banks or other financial organiza-

tions for short periods of time

money .centre bank {AmE spelling ~ center ~)

noun [C]

{Finance) in the US, a large bank that lends money
to governments, large companies and other banks
rather than to individual customers

'money fund = money market fund

'money-,grubbing {also money-.grabbing)
adjective [only before noun] {informal)

trying to get a lot of money money- grubber
(o/so 'money-,grabber) noun [c]

money .laundering noun [u]

the act of moving money that has been obtained
illegally into foreign bank accounts or legal

businesses so that it is difficult for people to know
where the money came from: efforts to curb money
laundering o anti-money-laundering controls

-> LAUNDER
'money .launderer noun [c]

moneylender /'mAnilenda(r)/ noun [c]

{Finance) a person or an organization whose
business is lending money, to be paid back with
interest. Moneylenders are not part of the official

banking system: General Motors is a major
moneylender, earning millions of dollarsfrom
making loans.

money .loser noun [c]

a product, service, company, etc. that makes a loss

rather than a profit: Is electronic commerce a
money-loser or a revenue generatorfor government?
'money-, losing adjective: How do you turn a

money-losing enterprise intoaprofitable business?

moneymaker /'mAnimeika(r)/ noun [C]

1 a product, service, company, etc. that makes a

large profit: Tourism is still the big moneymaker
here.

-» MONEY-SPINNER
2 a person who is good at finding or creating

opportunities to make money: The paper is read by
the City moneymakers and top investors.

'moneymaking adjective: a moneymaking service

0 moneymaking opportunities 'moneymaking
noun [U]

money .management noun [u]

{Finance)

1 the activity of organizing the investments of a

person, an organization or a financial institution so

that they make as much profit as possible

[SYN] INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
2 the activity of organizing income, savings,

payments, etc. for yourself or on behalf of another

person or company: We can help you with debt

problems and money management.

money .manager noun [c]

a person who manages investments on behalf of a

company or an individual: Ifyou like analyzing

stock market trends, you could think about becoming

a money manager. Isyni investment manager

money .market noun [c]

{Finance)

1 the activity of buying and selling short loans

between banks and other financial institutions, for

example in the form of certificates of deposit

(= money borrowed by banks over short periods) or

treasury bills (= money borrowed by
governments over short periods); the banks and
other institutions that are involved in this : Cash

wasflowing out of the money market into the stock

market.

2 the buying and selling of foreign money: The

pound rose again on the money markets.

money .market fund (also money fund) noun
[c]

{Finance) a type of fund that buys investments with

a low risk, such as certificates of deposit (
=

money borrowed by banks over short periods) or



treasury bills (= money borrowed by a

government over a short period), rather than
shares

'money .order {abbr MO) {also .postal money
.order) (BrE also 'postal .order) noun [C]

an official document that you can buy at a bank or

a post office and send to sb so that they can
exchange it for money

'money-,spinner noun [c] {BrE) {informal)

a product, an idea, etc. that earns a lot of money: A
franchise can be a real money-spinner, money-

,spinning adjective: money-spinning Internet

services

'money SU.pply {also 'money stock) noun [sing; U]

{Economics) the total amount of money that exists in

the economy of a country at a particular time: The
government has taken measures to control the money
supply. oAn increase in money supply will not

necessarily affect spending, o The central bank cut

inflation from 12.5% to 10.3% by tightening the

money supply. -» Mo, Mi, etc.

0 to control/increase/reduce/restrict (the) money
supply a growth/an increase in (the) money supply

money trans, mission noun [u]

{Finance) the process of moving money and making
payments from one individual or organization to

another, that is done by banks or other financial

organizations: Banks provide facilities such as

money transmission and the provision of credit.

'money .wages noun [pi.]

{Economics) the amount of money sb is paid for the

work they do, expressed only as a figure without
considering what it can buy: The increase in money
wages still falls below the rate of inflation, so it

represents a decrease in real wages. -» real wages

* monitor /'mDnita(r); AmE 'ma:n-/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

1 a screen that shows information from a

computer: a 17-inch, flat-screen monitor o Flight

boarding times are displayed on the overhead
monitors. -» VDT, VDU—Picture at office
2 a person whose job is to check that sth is done
fairly and honestly: A court-appointed monitor had
to approve the new CEO 's pay package.

• verb [+ obj]

to watch and check a process over a period of time
in order to see how it develops and make any
necessary changes: This is a simpler system that

requiresfewer engineers to monitor it. o The
situation is being closely monitored, o The software
enables companies to monitor employees' Internet
use.

monopolist /ma'nopalist; AmE ma'na:p-/ noun [C]

{Economics) a person or company that has a
monopoly: an alliance of media monopolists

monopolistic /ma.nDpa'hstik; AmE ma,na:pa-/
adjective

{Economics) having or trying to get complete control
over an industry, a market, etc: monopolistic
corporations o The merger would give them a
monopolistic position in the drugs market.

* monopolize , -ise /ma'nDpalaiz; AmE ma'na:p-/
verb [+ obj]

{Economics) to have or take control of all or almost
all of sth such as a market or an industry so that
others are prevented from sharing it: The companies
were accused of attempting to monopolize the debit-

card market, o a salary structure in which afew top
executives monopolize most of the benefits

monopolization, -isation /ma.nDpalai'zeiJri;
AmE ma.ncupala'z-/ noun [u]
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* monopoly /ma'nopali; AmE ma'na:p-/ noun [C]

{plural monopolies)

see also: bilateral monopoly, commercial ~, legal ~

1 {Economics) the complete control of trade in

particular goods or the supply of a particular

service; the type of goods or service that is

controlled in this way: They have a virtual

monopoly in PC operating systems, o Electricity, gas

and water were considered to be natural monopolies,

o Health care has long been a public/state monopoly
(= owned and controlled by the government), o
Ending the monopoly on letter deliveries would cost

the company millions.

O to create/extend/have a monopoly to break (up)/

end/lose a monopoly
2 sth that is completely controlled or owned by
one person or group, so that other people do not or

cannot share it: Managers do not have a monopoly
on stress, o The fight against corruption is not the

monopoly of industrialized countries.

0 to have/hold a monopoly

monopsony /ma'nDpsani; AmE ma'na:p-/ noun
{plural monopsonies)
{Economics)

1 [u] a situation where there is only one buyer in a

particular market or where one buyer controls

most of a market: Monopsony is the equivalent on
the buying side of a monopoly on the selling side.

2 [c] a person or an organization that is the only
buyer or the main buyer in a particular market: The
large wine makers were accused of being a
monopsony, exercising huge buying power over grape
growers.

mo'nopsonist noun [C]: a monopsonist who is

the sole buyer of labour in a local geographical

market

month-on-month adjective, adverb

compared with the same date one month earlier:

Consumer spending showed a 6% month-on-month
drop in January, o US retail sales numbersfor
October were unchanged month-on-month. -> idiom
at YEAR

moonlight /'mumlait/ verb [no obj] (moonlighted,
moonlighted)

to have a second job that you do secretly, usually

without paying tax on the extra money that you
earn: He spent years moonlighting as a cab driver.

'moonlighter noun [C]: Web design freelancers

and moonlighters 'moonlighting noun [u]: doing a

bit of moonlighting
,Moore ,

S law /mo:z; muaz; AmE murzjnoun [sing.]

{IT) the theory that the possible power of comput-
ing doubles every 18 months

morale /ma'ra:l; AmE -'reel/ noun [U]

the amount of confidence and enthusiasm, etc. that

a person or a group has at a particular time: ways of

keeping employee morale high

O high/low/poor morale to boost/improve/raise

morale to damage/lower/undermine morale

.moral hazard noun [u]

the situation where people or organizations are

more likely to take risks because they are protected

against the results, for example by insurance:

Government supportforfailing private-sector

businesses has created moral hazardfor private

companies.

.moral rights noun [pi ]

(Law) the rights of an author in relation to their

work, for example the right for the work not to be

changed in a way that damages the author's

reputation
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moratorium /,mDra'tD:riam; AmE ,mo:r-/ noun [C]

{plural moratoriums or moratoria)

1 a temporary stopping of an activity, especially by
an official agreement: Money-saving plans include a

six-month moratorium on all new projects.

O to end/impose/lift a moratorium
2 {Law) a period of time during which an
organization does not have to pay a debt or tax: A
judge granted a six-month debt moratorium to the

collapsed group, o a three-year moratorium on new
e-commerce taxes

0 a debt/tax moratorium

moribund /'mDnbAndj/Am/F 'mo:r-; 'ma:r-/

adjective {formal)

no longer effective or active, and likely to fail or

end soon: moribund state industries o a year when
capital spending has remained moribund

morph /mo:f; AmE moirf/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

{informal)

1 to change into sth different: Our small company
is morphing into a global business, o rapidly

morphing technology

2 {IT) to gradually change from one computer
image into another: At different points in the game
the cars morph into super-vehicles.

'morphing noun [u]: The graphics give you highly

complex morphing effects.

mor tality .tables = life tables

• mortgage /'mo:gid3; AmE 'mo:rg-/ noun, verb

• noun [c] {also property loan)

see also: endowment mortgage

a legal agreement by which a bank or similar

organization lends you money to buy a house, flat/

apartment, etc. or land, and you pay the money
back over a number of years; the sum of money
that you borrow: Taking out a mortgage is a big

financial commitment, o You can save thousands in

interest by paying offyour mortgage early, o Interest

rates, and therefore mortgage repayments, are

expected to rise nextyear. -> home loan See note at

LOAN
O to applyfor/get/have/take out a mortgage to pay/

pay off/repay a mortgage mortgage payments/
repayments mortgage arrears

• verb [+ obj]

to borrow money from a bank or similar

organization, giving the bank the legal right to own
your house or land ifyou do not pay back the

money that you have borrowed: Theyfinanced the

company by mortgaging their property.

.mortgage-backed se'curity noun [c] {abbr

MBS)
{Finance) a type of investment that represents a

share in a group of mortgages (= loans to

individuals or businesses to buy property) and that

receives income from the payments made by the

borrowers

mortgage bond noun [c]

{Finance) a safe type of investment which is

protected by property or physical equipment that

can be sold to pay the investor

mortgagee /,mo:gi'd3i:; AmE ,mo:rg-/ noun [C]

a person or an organization that lends money to

people to buy property See note at employer

mortgage .finance noun [u]

money lent to people or organizations to buy
property: the demand for mortgagefinance o the

mortgagefinance giant, Freddie Mac

'mortgage .lender noun [c]

an organization such as a bank that lends money to

people and businesses to buy property: Many
mortgage lenders have cut their interest rates.

'mortgage .market noun [c]

{Finance)

1 {also .primary 'mortgage .market) the activity of
lending money to people and organizations to buy
property; the banks and financial institutions that

do this: Abbey has strengthened its share of the UK
mortgage market.

2 {also .secondary 'mortgage .market) the activity

of buying and selling existing mortgages
-» MORTGAGE-BACKED SECURITY

mortgage rate noun [c]

the rate of interest that banks and other lenders
charge on loans that they give people to buy
property: We can help you find the best mortgage
rate.

mortgagor /'mo:gid3o:(r); /\m£ 'mo:rg-/ noun [c]

a person or company that borrows money to buy
property: The term ends when the mortgagor has
repaid the loan. See note at employer

mothball /'nvrj8bD:l; AmE 'mo:e-/ verb [+ obj]

to stop using or developing a business or part of a

business for a period of time: A slowdown forced the

company to close or mothball several plants.

'mothballing noun [u]: The plan will include the

mothballing of research programs.

motherboard /'mA5ab3:d; AmE 'mAdarbo:rd/
noun [C]

{IT) the main board of a computer, containing all

the sets of electrical connections that make up the

computer's memory and power

motion /'maujri; AmE 'moujn/ noun [C]

a formal proposal that is discussed and voted on at

a meeting: Shareholders tabled a motion to adjourn
the meeting {= to stop it for a period of time), o The
motion was approved by a large majority. See note at

meeting
0 to propose/putforward/table a motion to adopt/

approve/carry/pass a motion to defeat/reject a

motion

* motivate /'mautiveit; AmE 'mou-/ verb [+ obj]

to make sb want to do sth, especially to work hard
or try hard: She's very good at motivating her staff, o
These systems can motivate employees to become
more productive. [oppI demotivate
'motivated adjective: She is intelligent and highly

motivated, motivation /.mauti'veiJnj^mE.mou-/
noun [C,U]: Size was the main motivation for the

merger, motivational /.mauti'veijanl; AmE ,mou-/

adjective: motivational programsfor employees

.motivational re search noun [u]

{Marketing) research that tries to discover the

reasons behind consumers' decisions about which
brands or products to buy

motivator /'mautiveita(r); AmE 'mou-/ noun [C]

1 something such as money that encourages
people to work or try hard: His confidence in my
abilities was a huge motivator.

2 a person who is good at encouraging others to

work or try hard: A team leader has to be a teacher

and a motivator.

motor pool = car pool

MOU /.emau 'ju:; AmE ou/ = memorandum of
understanding

mount /maunt/ verb [no obj]

to increase, often in a way that causes worry:

Pressure is mountingfor tax allowances on childcare.

0 Mounting debts are adding to the company's

problems.

333 .mount 'up to increase gradually in size and
quantity: Meanwhile, my debts were mounting up.

mouse /maus/ noun [c] {plural mouses or mice
/mais/)

1 a small device that you move and press with

your hand in order to perform actions on a



computer screen: You can sign up just by a click of

the mouse.—Picture at office
2 a way of referring to a very small company that

can create no new jobs -» elephant, gazelle

'mouse mat {BrE) {AmE 'mouse pad) noun [C]

a small square, usually made of plastic, that is used

as a surface for moving a computer mouse over-
Picture at OFFICE

move /mu:v/ verb, noun
• verb

1 [no obj] to change the place where you live or

work or where sth is situated: The company is

moving to Madrid. -» relocate
2 [+ obj] to make sb change from one job,

department, etc. to another: I'm being moved to the

New York office, o They moved her sideways (= gave

her a different job that was not at a higher level).

3 [no obj] {used with an adverb or a preposition) to

make progress in the way or direction mentioned:
Share prices moved ahead today, o The project is

moving on steadily.

4 [+ obj] to suggest sth formally so that it can be
discussed and decided: I move that a vote be taken.

[SYNI PUT STH FORWARD
5 [+ obj or no obj] to be sold very quickly; to make
sth be sold very quickly: High streetfashion is

movingfast, o Even heavier advertisingfailed to

move the goods.

movement noun [C,u] : laws to allowfree
movement ofgoods and services o There has been no
movement in oil prices. -» idiom at time noun
mia ,move 'on (to sth) 1 to progress or start sth

new, especially when this means forgetting the

past: It's timefor me to move on and allow the

company's new management team to do its job. 2 to

start discussing sth else: Can we move on to the next

item on the agenda? ,move 'over to sth to change
to doing or using sth different

• noun [c]

see also: career move

1 an action that you do or need to do to achieve
sth: The management have made no move to settle

the strike, o Selling the smaller stores was seen as a
good move.
2 a change in ideas, attitudes, or behaviour: There

was a move awayfrom railfreight to transportation

by road.

3 an act of changing the place where you live or
work, or where sth is situated: What's the date of
your move? o The movefrom London to Manchester
was a successfor the business.

mover /'mu:va(r)/ noun [C]

see also: first mover

1 sth that changes its position, for example a
company or currency that changes its position in a
market: The biggest upward mover in the index was
Marks & Spencer.

2 [especially AmE) = remover
lULU,movers and 'shakers people with power in

an important organization: The movers and shakers

of the media world were all present at the meeting.

moving average noun [c]

{Technical) the average price or value of sth such as
shares over a particular period up to the present,
for example the past 30 days: Typically, when a
stock price moves below its 50-100 day moving
average, it's a bad thing.

MPC /,empi:'si:/ = marginal propensity to
consume

MPM /.empir'em/ = marginal propensity to
import

MPS /,em pi: 'es/ = marginal propensity to save

MR /,em 'a:(r)/ = market research
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MRM /,ema:r'em/ = marketing resource
MANAGEMENT

MRP /,em a: 'pi:; AmE a:r/ = material
REQUIREMENTS PLANNING, MANUFACTURING
RESOURCE PLANNING

MRPII {also MRP2) /,em a: pi: 'tu:; AmE <it

= MANUFACTURING RESOURCE PLANNING

MS /.em'es/ = management science

MSC /,em es si:/ abbr Multimedia Super Corridor
a small area in Malaysia where businesses

connected with technology, computers, the

Internet, television, etc. are offered special services

and benefits

MSRP /,em es a: 'pi:; AmE a:r/ abbr

{Commerce) manufacturer's suggested retail

price the price at which the maker of a product

suggests that it should be sold to customers in

shops/stores: The camera will be available in 2006 at

an MSRP of $500. [syn] RRP, SRP

MTO /,em ti: 'au; AmE 'oo/ - make-to-order

MTS /,em ti: 'es/ - make-to-stock

multi- /'mAlti/ combiningform {used in nouns and
adjectives)

more than one; many: a multimillionaire o
multicoloured packaging o the multibillion-dollar

software industry

multidisciplinary /.mAiti'disapimari;

.rriAlti.disa'plmari; AmE -'disaplaneri/ adjective

involving several different subjects of study or

areas of activity: a multidisciplinary team o Our
entry-level jobs are multidisciplinary.

multilateral /.niAlti'laetaral/ adjective

in which three or more nations, companies, groups,

etc. take part: multilateral agreements on
information technology o a multilateral trading

system multilaterally /.niAlti'laetrali/ adverb

multilevel .marketing {abbr mlm) {also

'network .marketing) noun [u]

a system of selling a company's products directly to

consumers, in which you sell to people you know
and persuade them to help you sell as well. They
then persuade others. You usually get paid both for

what you sell and for what the others sell.

-» PYRAMID SELLING

multimedia /.mAlti'mrxiia/ adjective [only before

noun]

1 {IT) using sound, pictures and film in addition to

text on a screen: Potter gave a powerful multimedia
presentation.

2 producing or selling several different types of

media such as films/movies, books, or television

programmes: Stewart heads a multimedia company
which produces magazines, TV shows, and
merchandise, o a multimedia empire

multinational /.mAlti'naeJrial/ adjective, noun

• adjective

operating in or involving many countries:

multinational corporations/companies o a national

branch of a multinational organization o They sent

in a multinational team of auditors.

• noun [C]

a company that operates in several different

countries, especially a large and powerful

company: The country's industry is largely controlled

by the multinationals.

multipack /'mAltipaek/ noun [C]

{Marketing) a set of several items of the same type,

sold together in one pack: A multipack ofsixfruit-

flavoured yogurts costs $2.59.
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multiple /'mAltipl/ noun [c]

1 {Stock Exchange) a number expressing the current

market price of a particular share divided by the

earnings per share of the company: Technology
shares are still trading at high multiples. -> price-

earnings ratio
2 {Commerce) {also .multiple 'store) {both BrE) a

shop/store that is one of a series of shops/stores

owned by the same company: It's hardfor us to

compete against the big multiples. Isyni chain store

.multiple appli cations noun [pi ]

{IT) several different pieces of software running on
a computer at the same time: a way to reliably run
multiple applications on a single Windows server

multiple- choice adjective

used to describe questions that show several

possible answers from which you must choose one:

a web-based multiple-choice test

.multiple 'pricing noun [u]

{Commerce)

1 the practice of giving the same product a

different price in different markets, in order to

make the best profit

2 the practice of charging less for two or more
units of an item bought together than the price of

the units separately, in order to encourage people
to buy more -» BOGOF

.multiple 'store = multiple (2)

.multiple tax'ation noun [u]

{Accounting) a situation in which an amount of

money is taxed more than once, for example by two
different countries or authorities: The President said

that taxing stockholders on corporate dividends

represented multiple taxation and was wrong.

multiply /'mAltiplai/ verb (multiplies,

multiplying, multiplied, multiplied)

1 [+ obj] to add a number to itself a particular

number of times: Thisfigure was calculated by
multiplying the company's recent cashflow by 2.24.

2 [+ obj or no obj] to increase or make sth increase

very much in number or amount: Over the past

fifteen years, the number ofprivate shareholders has

multiplied, o The company multiplied its outlets

from 20 to 120.

multiskilling /.mAlti'skilm/ noun [u]

{HR) the fact that a person is trained in several

different jobs which require different skills: In the

future there will be more flexible working and
multiskilling. -> division of labour (1)

multitask /,mAlti'ta:sk; AmE 'mAltitaesk/ verb

[no obj]

1 {IT) to operate several programs at the same
time: It could run multiple large programs at once,

and multitask even when I was online.

2 to do several things at the same time: Women
seem to be able to multitask better than men.

multitasking /,mAlti'ta:skin; AmE 'mAltitaesk-/

noun [u]

1 {IT) the ability that a computer has to operate
several programs at the same time: It won't handle

multitasking as well as some other hand-held
computers, but it's much cheaper.

2 the ability a person has to do several things at

the same time: We need a highly skilled workforce,

able to take on multitasking.

.multi-'unit adjective [only before noun]

{Commerce) consisting of or involving more than
one shop/store or business unit: the modern multi-

unit business enterprise o We are looking to hire a
multi-unit managerfor our successful franchise

operation.

.multi-'user adjective [only before noun]

1 {IT) able to be used by more than one person at

the same time: multi-user bulletin board software o
All mainframes are multi-user systems, but most PCs
are not.

2 {Commerce) used by many different customers or
organizations: We want the airport to be a multi-

userfacility rather than one used by a single airline.

multi- year adjective [only before noun]

taking place over or including a period of several
years: Major US stock indexes tumbled to new multi-

year lows, o a multi-year restructuring plan

muni /'mju:ni/ {plural munis) {also 'muni bond) =
municipal bond

municipal /mju:'nisipl/ adjective, noun
• adjective [only before noun]

1 connected with the local government of a town,
city, or district: municipal ownership of utilities o
municipal employees o municipal debt

2 {Finance) connected with municipal bonds
municipally /mju:'nisipli/ adverb

•noun [C]

{Finance) = municipal bond: trading in municipals

mu nicipal 'bond {also mu nicipal) {also 'muni,

informal) noun [C]

{Finance) a bond issued by a state or local govern-
ment: She was advised to invest in tax-friendly

municipal bonds.

municipality /mju:,nisi'pael8ti/ noun [c] {plural

municipalities)

a town, city or district with its own local

government; the group of officials who form the

government: Chongqing is a municipality in western

China with 15m people, o a spokesman for the

building department of the municipality

Murphy's 'Law /,ni3:fiz 'b:; AmE ,m3:rfiz/ noun
[sing.]

the humorous idea that if anything can possibly go
wrong, it will go wrong: With any business, there

are times when Murphy's Law takes over.

mushroom /'mAjrum; -ru:m/ verb [no obj]

to rapidly grow or increase in number, especially

when this is a bad thing: We expect the market to

mushroom in the next two years, o Pre-tax lossesfor
the six months to 31 October mushroomed to

$264 000from $69000. o mushrooming costs

'must-have adjective [only before noun]

used to say that sth is so good, interesting, useful,

fashionable, etc. that people will want to own it:

Web access will soon become a standard, must-have
featurefor mobile phones.

O a must-have accessory/feature/item/product

'must-have noun [c] : These shoes are a definite

must-have this summer, o the latest trendy must-haves

mutual /'mju^Jual/ adjective

{Finance) relating to a financial organization such as

an insurance company that is a mutual company:
a mutual life insurer o mutual banks o Many
building societies are considering changing their

mutual status to that of a pic. 'mutual noun [c]

mutuality /,mju:t.fu'aelati/ noun [u]: He
emphasized the society's commitment to mutuality.

mutual .company noun [c]

{Finance) a type of financial organization such as an
insurance company which has no shareholders but

is owned by its members, with profits shared

among them

'mutual fund = unit trust

.Myers-Briggs 'Type .Indicator™ / maiaz
'bngz; AwE.maiarz/ noun [C, usually sing.] {abbr

MBTI™)
{HR) a set of questions that people answer about

themselves to find out their strengths and the type

of person that they are



.mystery shopper noun [c]

{Marketing) a person whose job is to visit or

telephone a shop/store or other business

pretending to be a customer, in order to get

information on the quality of the service, the

buildings, special features, etc: A restaurant chain

359 national brand

employs mystery shoppers to secretly check on the

quality of customer service, .mystery 'shopping
noun [u]

N n
n/a abbr {only used in written English)

1 not applicable written on a form to show that

you cannot answer a particular question because it

does not affect you
2 {Commerce) not available written next to an
item on a list, to show that the item is not available

to buy

NACE /neis/ abbr Nomenclature generale des
Activates economique dans les Communautes
europeennes in the European Union, a system in

which industries and services are given a code to

show which type of economic activity they are

involved in, for reference and research purposes
CHO This is a French phrase. -> ISIC, NAICS

nagware /'naegwea(r); /\/d£ -wer/ noun [u]

{IT) software that repeatedly shows messages
asking the user to do sth, such as pay to continue to

use the product

NAICS /neiks/ abbr North American Industry
Classification System in the US, Canada and
Mexico, a system in which industries and services

are given a code to show which type of economic
activity they are involved in, for reference and
research purposes: The NAICS codefor 'Satellite

Telecommunications' is 517410. -> ISIC, NACE

nail /neil/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj] {AmE) {informal)

to achieve sth or do sth successfully: The team had
six weeks to nail that goal, o They've just nailed the

deal.

333 ,nail sth 'down to reach a definite

agreement or decision, usually after a lot of
discussion: They met last month to nail down how
much the company must pay.

• noun
lEIZa on the 'nail {BrE) {informal) without delay:

They're good customers who always pay on the nail

.naked de benture noun [c]

{Finance) money that a company borrows that is not
supported by particular assets that the company
will lose if the loan is not repaid -» unsecured

name /neim/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: big name, brand ~, household trade ~

1 {often used with another noun or an adjective to

form an adjective) a very well-known person,
company, product, etc: Vittorio Missoni, whose
family is one of the biggest names in the Italian

fashion industry o big-name booksellers o Sony
became a household name around the world, o
brand-name goods
2 {Insurance) one of the investors in the insurance
company Lloyd's who promise their own money to

pay claims and share in the profits or losses: He was
a name at Lloyd's.

• verb

Q1E] name and 'shame {BrE) to publish the names
of people or organizations who have done sth

wrong or illegal

'name-brand adjective [only before noun]

{Commerce; Marketing) used to describe goods that

are marked with the name of a well-known product

or manufacturer: We sell name-brand clothing at

great prices. -» own brand

nanosecond /'naenaosekand; AmE 'naenou-/ noun
[C]

one billionth of a second: an exchange of data that

takes afew nanoseconds o It only took me a nano-
second (= a very short time) to decide about the job.

narrow /'naerau; /4/r?£ -rou/ adjective, verb

• adjective

1 small: a narrow majority o a narrow sales rise of
0.5 percent
2 limited in variety or numbers: The store sells only

a narrow range ofgoods.

• verb [+ obj or no obj]

to become less or smaller; to make sth become less

or smaller: The gap between short- and long-term

interest rates is likely to narrow, o The company saw
its losses narrow in the third quarter, o Exports to the

US helped narrow Britain's trade gap
LliLlZJ .narrow sth down (to sth) to reduce the
number of possibilities or choices: We have
narrowed down the list to four candidates.

.narrow market = thin market

narrow .money noun [u]

{Economics) a term used to refer to the part of a

country's money supply that is money in its more
limited sense, meaning only cash and things that

can be easily turned into cash CEQ3 This is known
as Ml. -» broad money

NASDAQ™ /'naezdaek/ noun [sing; u]

an electronic system for buying and selling shares,

especially shares in particular companies that are

not on an official stock exchange list, and giving

price information about them: Trading was light on
NASDAQ, o The NASDAQ gained over 4.4 per cent, o
Nasdaq-listed companies dEEE NASDAQ was
formed from the name 'National Association of

Securities Dealers Automated Quotations'.

NASDAQ-100™ /.naezdaek WAn 'hAndrad/ noun
[sing.]

a list of 100 shares traded on the NASDAQ, chosen
to give a guide to share prices in general

.national ac count noun
1 {Marketing) [C] an important customer, usually a

company, that does business with another company
in many different parts of a country: As a national

account, your company will receive many benefits

and cost savings.

2 {Economics) [C, usually pi ] the financial records of

a country: It will be classed as a private sector

companyfor the purposes of the national accounts, o
China's national accounts

.national bank noun [c]

1 = CENTRAL BANK
2 in the US, a commercial bank that is officially

approved by the government and is a member of

the Federal Reserve System

national brand noun [c]

{Marketing) a brand of product that is available in
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shops/stores in all areas of a country rather than
one produced for a particular shop/store or area

national 'debt noun [c. usually sing.]

(Economics) the total amount of money that the

government of a country has borrowed and still

owes: a high/low level of national debt

.National In surance noun [u] (abbrW)
in the UK, a system of payments that have to be
made by employers and employees to provide help

for people who are ill/ sick, old or unemployed: to

pay National Insurance contributions

* nationalize , -ise /'naejnalaiz/ verb [+ obj}

[Economics) to put an industry or a company under
the control of the government, which becomes its

owner: The Kofuku Bank was nationalized in 1998. o
the country's nationalized electricity sector

[OPPl PRIVATIZE
nationalization, -isation /.naejnalai'zeijn; AmE

-Id'z-j noun [u,c] : the nationalization of the oil

industry

.National Market .System noun [sing ] {abbr

NMS)
a computer trading system for some shares, bonds,
etc. in the US

.national 'product - gross national
PRODUCT

nationwide /.neijn'waid/ adjective

happening or existing in all parts of a particular

country: a nationwide campaign o the average

nationwide price ofpetrol nation'wide adverb:

The company has over 500 stores nationwide.

natural /'naetjral/ adjective

1 not made, caused or controlled by humans: The

country is rich in natural resources, particularly oil

and iron ore. o The company cutjobs by a natural

process, rather than by redundancies.

2 normal; as you would expect: She was the

natural choicefor the job.

.natural 'business year = accounting year

.natural 'gas noun [u]

gas that is found under the ground or the sea and
that is used as a fuel: power stations running on
natural gas

.natural re'source noun [c]

a supply of sth that exists naturally in a country
and can be used, especially to create wealth: Russia

has abundant natural resources, o Iron ore is the

country's principal natural resource.

0 abundant/limited/plentiful/scarce natural

resources to deplete/exploit/use/waste natural

resources to protect/safeguard natural resources

.natural 'wastage {also 'wastage) noun [u] {both

BrE)

(HR) the process of reducing the number of people
who are employed by an organization by, for

example, not replacing people who leave their jobs:

There will be no job losses. Savings will be made
through natural wastage. |synj attrition
-» REDUNDANCY

NAV /.en ei 'vi:/ = net asset value

navigate /'naevigeit/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

1 to find your position and the direction you need
to go in, for example by using a map
2 {IT) to find your way around on the Internet or on
a particular website: Their website is very easy to

navigate.

navigation /.naevi'geijn/ noun [u]: an in-car

navigation system

.navi gation bar noun [c]

(IT) an area along the top or one side of a web page

where you can click on items from a list (a menu) to

go to other parts of the website

NAVPS /,en ei vi: pi: 'es/ = net asset value per
share

NB /,en 'bi:/ abbr

used in writing to say that the point that follows is

very important: NB Disconnect the power supply

before removing the cover. NB is the first

letters of the Latin phrase 'nota bene', which means
'note well'.

NBV /.enbi: 'vi:/ = net book value

NDPB /,en di: pi: 'bi:/ noun [C]

in the UK, an organization dealing with public

matters, started and financed by the government,
but working independently and with its own legal

powers fsYNl quango NDPB is formed from
the first letters of the phrase 'non-departmental
public body'.

nearby de livery = spot delivery

'near-term adjective [usually before noun]

lasting a short time; lasting only for a short period
of time in the future: The near-term economic
outlook is good, o There is no indication of near-term
improvement, o near-term financial targets

ISYNl SHORT-TERM |OPP| LONG-TERM

necktie /'nektai/ = tie noun (2)

need /ni:d/ noun [C, usually pi.]

the things that sb requires in order to live in a

comfortable way or achieve what they want: Tailor

your services to fityour customers' needs, o We need
to balance the needs of investors with those of the

company, o The aim of the project is to analyse our
operational needs. -» want
0 to analyse/assess/determine/identify/understand

sb's needs to address/fit/meet/serve/suit sb's needs

• negative /'negativ/ adjective, noun
• adjective

1 less than zero: a negative trade balance

2 bad or harmful: The crisis had a negative effect on
trade.

3 without enthusiasm or support: The response to

our plans has been very negative.

[opp] POSITIVE
'negatively adverb: Some of the staff will be

negatively affected by the change.

• noun [C]

(Technical) the result of a test or an experiment that

shows that a substance or condition is not present:

These tests sometimes produce false negatives.

[opp] positive

negative cer tificate of 'origin noun [c]

(Trade) a certificate that states that a product was
not produced in a particular country that the buyer
refuses to accept goods from

.negative 'inventory noun [u,c]

(Production) a situation when the number of items

in the stock of a business appears to be less than

zero, often as a result of a mistake in recording the

movement of items

.negative 'territory noun [u]

often used in newspapers to describe a level that is

below zero, or below the previous or expected

level: Share prices ended the day in negative

territory.

negligence /'neglid3ans/ noun [u]

(Law) the failure to give enough care or attention to

sb/sth that you are responsible for: The injured

workers are suing the companyfor negligence.

'negligent adjective: Thefirm wasfound to be

negligent in not ensuring that equipment was safe.

negligently adverb

negligible /'neglid3abl/ adjective

of very little importance or size and not worth



considering: Growth in the industry lastyear was
negligible, o The drink was found to contain a

negligible amount offruit juice.

negotiable /m'gaujiabl; AmE -'gou-/ adjective

1 that you can discuss or change before you make
an agreement or a decision: The terms of

employment are negotiable, o The price was not

negotiable.

2 {Finance) that you can exchange for money or

give to another person in exchange for money:
€690 million in cash and negotiable securities

[OPPl NON-NEGOTIABLE

* negotiate /nrgaujieit; AmE -'gou-/ verb

1 [no obj] to try to reach an agreement by formal

discussion: We negotiatedfor more pay o The

company is negotiating with its creditors, o a strong

negotiating position o negotiating skills

2 [+ obj] to arrange sth or agree to sth by formal

discussion: Bigger stores can negotiate better prices

from suppliers, o There's more to buying a business

than negotiating a good deal.

3 (Finance) [+ obj] to transfer sth such as a cheque
or a bill to sb else in exchange for money: The bill of
exchange was negotiated several times, o We are able

to negotiate cheques payable in most currencies.

negotiated /ni'gaujieitid; AmE -'gou-/ adjective

[usually before noun]

that is the result of discussions: The union is hoping

for a negotiated solution to the problem before the

strike is due to begin.

0 a negotiated deal/fee/settlement/solution

the ne gotiating .table noun [sing ]

used in newspapers to describe formal discussions

to try to reach an agreement: The two sides are not

ready to sit down at the negotiating table to settle the

dispute.

* negotiation /ni.gauJTeiJn; AmE -.gouji-/ noun
1 [C, usually pi., U] formal discussions between
people who are trying to reach an agreement: They
are beginning the next round ofwage negotiations

today, o A contract is prepared in negotiation with
our clients, o The deal is still under negotiation, o
The price is not open to negotiation.

0 to begin/enter (into)/open/resume/start
negotiations to break off/complete negotiations

2 {Finance) [u] the process of transferring sth such
as a cheque or a bill to sb else, who then becomes
the legal owner
3 (Finance) [u] the process of changing a cheque
into money: There may be a €20 negotiation feefor
each cheque.

negotiator /ni'gauTieita(r); AmE -'gouji-/ noun [C]

a person who is involved in formal discussions that

aim to reach an agreement, especially because it is

their job: the union's chief negotiator o a skilled

negotiator o Europe's top trade negotiator

neighbourhood (AmE spelling neighborhood)
/'neibahud; AmE -bar-/ noun [C]

1 a district or an area of a town; the people who
live there: Our store is in the commercial heart of the

neighbourhood, o Lastyear they opened 25 smaller
neighborhood markets.

2 the area that you are in or the area near a
particular place: The headquarters are located in the
neighbourhood ofRome, o (figurative) Our profit

margins are in the neighbourhood of 7%.

nepotism /'nepatizam/ noun [u]

giving advantages to your own family if you are in a

position of power, especially by giving them jobs

'nest egg noun [C, usually sing j (informal)

an amount of money that sb has saved for the
futare: After 20 years, the account had built into a
nest egg of over $20 000.

net book value

* net /net/ noun, adjective, verb

• noun

see also: safety net

1 the Net [sing ] = Internet
2 [c,u] (AmE) a net amount or weight: The third

quarter net was up 6%.
• adjective (BrE spelling also nett)

1 (Accounting) [usually before noun] a net amount of

money is the amount that remains when nothing
more is to be taken away: record net profits of
£360 m o The salary is €40 000 net of tax. -» gross
0 a net loss/profit/operating loss/operating profit

net earnings/income/proceeds/sales

2 [only before noun] final, after all the important
facts have been included: The net result is that

small shopkeepers are beingforced out of business.

net adverb: a salary of€50 000 net o Interest on
the investment will be paid net (= tax will already

have been taken away). -> gross
• verb [+ obj] (-tt-)

1 to earn an amount of money as a profit after you
have taken away some of it for tax, etc: After paying
all his debts, he netted $50000. -> gross
2 to manage to obtain sth: The deal netted over

€200000.
LUEEJ net sth down (to sth); net down (to sth)

(Finance) to take sth away from an amount until

only the net amount is left: The $3 extra income per

customerfrom the promotion nets down to $2.50
because it cost $.50 per customer. ,net 'out at/to sth

(Accounting) to produce an amount of money after

some has been taken away for tax and other

expenses: They are offering $100 cashback, so the

phone nets out at only $50.

net 1 0 , net 30 adverb

(Accounting, only used in written English) used on an
invoice to show that it must be paid within 10 (or

30) days

net 10 eom , net 30 eom (also net 10 prox, net
10th prox, net 30 prox, net 30th prox) adverb

(Accounting, only used in written English) used on an
invoice to show that it must be paid on or before

the 10th (or 30th) day of the next month
UliSn eom is a short way of writing 'end of month'.
Prox is a short form of a Latin phrase that means
'next month': Men's clothes are sold at net 30 eom.

,net 'assets noun [pi.]

(Accounting) the value of a company's or person's

total assets, minus their total liabilities (= the

money that they owe): Capital Southwest reports net

assets of $240.1 million.

.net 'asset .value noun [u: sing.] (abbr nav)

(Accounting)

1 the value of a company's assets calculated by
taking its total liabilities away from its total

assets: Thefund now has a net asset value of $175 m.

2 = net asset value per share

net asset .value per share noun [u sing ]

(abbr NAVPS)
(Accounting) the value of a share in a company,
calculated by taking its total liabilities away from
its total assets and dividing by the total number of

shares: The bank's net asset value per share fell by

4% to €3.64.

,net 'book .value noun [U; sing.] (abbr NBV)

(Accounting)

1 the current value of an asset or a set of assets in

a company's financial records, calculated by taking

the depreciation (= the decrease in value over a

period of time) away from its original cost:

equipment with a net book value of $30 million
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2 the current value of a company shown in its

financial records, which is the difference between
its total assets after depreciation (= the decrease
in value over a period of time) and its total

liabilities: The company has a net book value of
€100000. -» shareholder equity

,net borrowings noun [pi ]

{Accounting) the total amount that a company has
borrowed, minus the amount of assets it has that

are in the form of money or that can easily be
changed into money: We have been able to cut our
net borrowings by $125 million.

Net-centric /,net-'sentrik/ adjective

depending on or suited to the Internet: Net-centric

companies

'Net .commerce = Internet commerce

'net 'current 'assets noun [pi.]

{Accounting) a company's current assets minus its

CURRENT LIABILITIES -» WORKING CAPITAL

,net ex porter noun [c]

{Economics) used to describe a country that exports

more than it imports: The US is a net exporter of
cotton.

,net im porter noun [c]

{Economics) used to describe a country that imports
more than it exports: Britain will soon be a net

importer of oil and gas.

netiquette /'netiket/ noun [u]

informal rules of behaviour for communicating
with people over the Internet: An important rule of
netiquette is net to send an email when you are

angry.

,net 'lending noun [u]

{Accounting) the total amount of money that a bank
lends in a particular period, minus amounts that

have been paid back: Total net lending to individuals

increased by $8.7bn last month.

,net 'margin = operating margin

'net 'present 'value noun [u,c] (oMvNPV)
{Accounting) the value of income from an
investment calculated by taking the present value
of money which will be received (cash inflow)

minus the present value ofmoney which will be
paid out (cash outflow) EKE If the NPVof an
investment is positive it should be accepted; if it is

negative it should be rejected. -» discounted cash
flow

,net 'price noun [c]

the price that sb pays for goods or services after

any reductions in price have been taken off and any
tax has been added: If the marked price is €100 and
the discount is 5%, the net price is €95.

,net 'profit noun [c,u]

{Accounting) the money that you make in business

or by selling things, after all costs, tax, interest, etc.

have been taken off: Subtracting the tax bill of
$52 500, we are left with a net profit of $97500.

,net 'profit margin = operating margin

'net 'realizable 'value noun [c.u] (abbrNRV)
{Accounting) the amount of money that will be
received for an asset when it is sold, minus the

costs involved in selling it: Capital assets with a
current net realizable value of less than $5 000 are

considered minor items.

,net 'revenue noun [c.u]

{Accounting) the total amount of money received

from sales of goods or services, minus the amount
for goods returned by customers, etc: On Thursday
the coffee retailer reported a net revenue of $300
million for the lastfour weeks. -> net sales

,net 'sales noun [pi.]

{Accounting) the total value of goods and services

sold, after an amount has been taken away for

expenses such as transport, returned goods,
reductions in price, etc: Net sales were €12 million,

an increase of6% on the same period last year, o The
company recorded net sales of€166 million for the

fourth quarter. -» gross sales, net revenue

'Net .surfer noun [c]

a person who spends a lot of time using the

Internet -» silver surfer

nett = net adj.

'net 'tangible 'assets noun [pi.] (oMvimta)

{Accounting) the value of the physical assets that a

company owns minus its current liabilities (=
debts that must be paid within a year)

,net 'ton = short ton

• network /'netw3:k; AmE -W3:rk/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: fixed network, local area ~, run of ~, wide
area ~

1 a group of people, companies, etc. that exchange
information or work together for a particular

purpose: a communications/distribution network
2 {IT) a number of computers and other devices

that are connected together so that equipment and
information can be shared: The office network
allows users to share files and software, and to use a
central printer. -> LAN, WAN

• verb

1 {IT) [+ obj] to connect a number of computers and
other devices together so that equipment and
information can be shared: networked computer
systems

2 [no obj] to try to meet and talk to people who
may be useful to you in your work: Conferences are

a good place to network.

network a nalysis noun [c,u]

1 {Economics; Production) = critical path
ANALYSIS
2 {IT) the process of recording the movements of

information to and from a computer network:
Network analysis showed that staff were spending too

much time browsing the Internet.

networked /'netwaikt; AmE -w3:rkt/ adjective

1 used to describe a system in which different

companies use technology to form a single system,

in which they can work together to supply goods or

services: Networked companies manage a network of
contract suppliers, manufacturers and distributors in

order to deliver their products, o the networked
economy
2 connected into a network: We have 700
networked computer stations in this department.

networker /'netw3:ka(r); AmE -W3:rk-/ noun [C]

1 a person who works for a company from home or

from another office using a computer network: The

company holds an annual conferencefor its

networkers.

2 a person who tries to meet and talk to people in

order to make business contacts: Being a natural

networker helped her to build up her business.

networking /'netw3:kirj; AmE-wxk-/ noun [u]

1 a system of meeting and talking to other people

who may be useful or helpful to you in your work:

The key to good networking is the exchange of

favours, o networking events and meetings o business

networking groups

2 {IT) a system of connecting a number of

computers and other devices so that equipment
and information can be shared: computer/data

networking o the convenience of wireless networking

o networking equipment



network .marketing = multilevel
MARKETING

.net 'worth noun [U,C] {also .owners' 'equity [u])

(Accounting) a measure of the current financial

value of a company, person, etc., calculated by
taking current liabilities (= debts that must be

paid back within a short time) away from the total

assets: The average net worth of a household is

€22 000. o The company has a negative net worth

and is still losing money, [syn! shareholder funds

netwt. abbr

a short way of writing net weight

.net 'yield noun [c,u]

{Accounting) the amount of profit an investment

makes after taking off costs and taxes, expressed as

a percentage of its price

newbie /'nju:bi; AmE 'nurbi/ noun [C] (informal)

a person who has just begun to use a computer, a

particular program or the Internet: This website

offers technical advice to newbies.

.new 'deal (also spelled New Deal) noun [sing.]

1 policies introduced by a government or an
organization to help a region, group of people, etc.

return to normal after a difficult period: Under the

New Deal, unemployed people will be offered six

months' training with a company.
2 New Deal the policies introduced in the US in

the 1930s by President Roosevelt with the aim of

helping the economy return to normal

the .New E'conomy (also spelled the new
economy) noun [sing.]

used to describe the economy that developed in the

late 20th century, with industries based on very
new technology and the use of the Internet to do
business: Ebay and Amazon are among the successes

of the new economy, o E-commerce is a majorfeature
ofmany new-economy businesses. -¥ Old Economy

new 'issue noun [c]

(Stock Exchange) a number of shares that are made
available for investors to buy for the first time: a

new issue of 1.2 million ordinary shares o The shares

will be listed on the new issue market.

newly industrialized country (0/50 'newly
in dustrializing country) noun [c] (abbr NIC)

(Economics) a country that did not have much
industry previously, but where industries are now
developing very fast: Taiwan's economy has had one

of the highest rates ofgrowth among newly
industrialized countries.

.newly issued share = new share

.newly issued 'stock = new stock

.new 'media noun [u]

(IT) ways in which large numbers of people can
receive information and entertainment through
computers: new media industries who create content

for the Internet

.new 'money noun [u]

1 money that becomes available for use for the
first time: To prevent inflation, the government
controls theflow of new money into the economy.
2 wealth that has been gained recently; the people
who have it: It's new money that is buying property
in this area these days.

new- product adjective [only before noun]
used to describe activities related to developing
and selling a new product: new-product launches/
sales/teams

,new- product de velopment noun [u] (abbr
NPD)
(Marketing) the process by which a company
changes ideas into new or improved products or
services: The extra investment will be used for
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marketing and new-product development, o a new-
product development project/manager

'news .conference = press conference

newsgroup /'nju:zgru:p; AmE 'nu:z-/ noun [( |

an area of the Internet, with its own address,

where people discuss a particular topic; the people
who belong to this group: An employee posted the

complaint on an internal newsgroup.

.new 'share (also .newly issued 'share) noun [C,

usually pi.]

(Stock Exchange) a share that a company makes
available for investors to buy for the first time:

There are several methodsfor determining the price

of new sharesfor a stock marketflotation.

'news re.lease = press release

.new 'stock (also .newly issued 'stock) noun [u,C]

(Stock Exchange) shares that a company makes
available for investors to buy for the first time: The
company is issuing new stock to raise finance, o The
website recommends hot new stocks to investors.

,next-'day adjective [only before noun]

used to refer to a service that is provided on the

day after you order it: guaranteed next-day delivery

-> SAME-DAY

,next-gene'ration adjective [usually before noun]

used to describe a product that has been developed
and improved using the latest technology, and that

is much more advanced than the versions available

until now: next-generation mobile phones

NGO /,en d3i: 'ao; AmE 'ou/ abbr non-
governmental organization, non-government
organization an organization, such as a charity,

that does not make a profit, is independent of

government and business, and is formed for a
particular purpose for the good of the public

Nl /,en 'ai/ = National Insurance

NIC /,en ai 'si:/ = newly industrialized country

-At niche /ni:J/ noun [C]

see also: market niche

(Marketing) an opportunity to sell a particular type
of product or service for which there is limited

demand, but little or no competition: They spotted a

niche in the ice cream marketfor a high-quality,

luxury product, o To grow, the company needs to

expand beyond its niche products, o a small niche

company -> mainstream
O to carve {out)/create/look for/find/exploit/expand

a niche

'niche .market noun [c]

(Marketing) a market in which there is little or no
competition for a particular type of product or

service, for which there is limited demand: The
company has carved out a strong niche marketfor its

software, .niche 'marketer noun [C]: Niche

marketers rely on customer loyalty, .niche
'marketing noun [u] : a niche marketing campaign

nicher /'ni:Ja(r)/ noun [C]

(Marketing) a niche company or product: Nichers use

different competitive strategies to mainstream
companies, o Most of their computer games are

nichers.

Nielsen™ /'ni:ls8n/ = Nielsen rating

.Nielsen/'NetRatingS™ /,ni:lsan 'netreitirjz/

noun [sing ]

a company that measures and analyses Internet use

and provides information and advice to companies
so that they can develop strategies for using the

Internet



Nielsen™ rating 364 make sth more attractive or comfortable: a no-frills

airline o cheap, no-frills air travel

noise /noiz/ noun [u]

1 extra information, activity, etc. that is not what
is needed: In all the noise of the Internet, I eventually

found something relevant.

2 {Technical) extra electrical or electronic signals

that are not part of the signal that is being
broadcast or sent

no-load fund noun [c]

{Finance) a fund that does not charge investors a fee

when they put their money into it or take it out
-» BACK-END LOAD, FRONT-END LOAD

no madic worker noun [c]

a person who moves from place to place in order to

get work

nominal /'nDmml;/4/7?£'na:m-/ adjective

1 being sth in name only, and not in reality: He
remained in nominal control of the businessfor
another ten years.

2 (about a sum of money) very small and much less

than the normal cost or change: We only pay a
nominal rentfor the office space, o They bought the

companyfor a nominal €20.

3 used to describe a size or quantity that is stated

on a product but may not be the exact size or

quantity

4 {Economics) used to describe a rate or other
figure that refers to current prices or numbers, but
has not been changed to consider the effects of

inflation: 5% nominal GDP growth o Nominal
wages remain the same, while real wages (= the

amount you can buy with this money) are falling.
-» REAL
'nominally /'nommali; AmE 'na:m-/ adverb: He

was nominally in charge of the company.

nominal 'capital {also .nominal 'share .capital)

noun [u]

{Accounting) the value of all the shares issued by a

company which is equal to the total number of

shares multiplied by the price they were originally

sold for (the par value) [synj authorized capital

.nominal damages noun [pi ]

{Law) a very small amount of money that is paid to

sb by the person, company, etc. that has done sth

wrong to them but has not caused them harm or

financial loss: The court awarded the union nominal
damages ofone euro.

.nominal 'ledger = general ledger

.nominal price noun [c]

1 {Accounting) the money value of a product, raw
material, etc. without considering the effect of

inflation on this value: Inflation reduced the real

price of our products by 15% before we wereforced to

raise the nominal price.

2 {Finance) - par
3 a very small amount of money that is paid for

sth, which is much less than the market price

would be: They bought the companyfor the nominal
price of 1 cent a share.

4 {Finance) {also .nominal 'quotation) the price

estimated for a share, commodity, etc. that has

not yet been traded, and therefore has no market
price

.nominal 'share .capital = nominal capital

.nominal value = par

.nominal yield noun [c,u]

{Finance) the rate of interest that is paid on the

original value of a bond (par), without considering

the effect of inflation

nominate /'nmnmeit; AmE 'na:m-/ verb [+ obj]

1 to formally suggest that sb/sth should be chosen

for an important role, position, prize, etc: Two of

their products have been nominatedfor the

'Innovation of the Year' award.

Nielsen™ .rating /'nidsan/ {also 'Nielsen™)
noun [c]

{Marketing) in the US, a measure of how many
people, and often what type of people, watch a

particular programme on television. The
information is used by companies who want to

advertise their products to a suitable audience, and
by television companies who set the price for

advertising in and around particular programmes:
The show scored a Nielsen rating of 2.9. o The
programme was cancelledfollowing low Nielsen

ratings.

night de pository - night safe

night 'porter noun [c]

a person who looks after a hotel or an apartment
building at night

night safe {BrE) {AmE 'night depository) noun [c]

a box in the wall of a bank where companies, etc.

can deposit money when the bank is closed

NIH syndrome /,enai 'eitr/ = Not-Invented-
Here syndrome

Nikkei™ /m'kei/ noun {usually the Nikkei) [sing.]

1 used to refer to the Nikkei Stock Average or a

Nikkei Index: On Tuesday, the Nikkei rose 19.25

points, or 0.23%, to close at 8 365.26 points.

2 a financial and business newspaper in Japan that

publishes measures (indexes) of the share prices of

important companies

Nik kei 'Index /m'kei/ noun [sing.]

one of the measures of the share prices of the

companies that are traded on the Tokyo Stock
Exchange

Nik kei 'Stock .Average /m'kei/ {also Nikkei

225 /ni.kei tu: tu: Tarv/) noun [sing.]

a measure of the share prices of the 225 most
important companies that are traded on the Tokyo
Stock Exchange

nil /ml/ noun [u]

nothing; zero: Competition has reduced profit

margins to nil. o The company reported nil growth in

like-for-like sales on lastyear.

Nimby /'nimbi/ noun [C] {plural Nimbys)
a person who claims to be in favour of a new
development or project, but objects if it is too near
their home: The Nimby lobby is slowing the

development of wind farms. EEEQ 'Nimby is formed
from the first letters of the words 'not in my back
yard'.

NMS /,en em 'es/ = National Market System

NMW / en em dAblju:/ abbr national minimum
wage in the UK, used to refer to the lowest wage
that an employer is allowed to pay by law

No. {also spelled no.) abbr {plural Nos, nos) {only used

in written English)

number: invoice No. 5370
-» number noun (1)

no~'brainer noun [c] {informal)

a question or problem that is so easy to answer or

solve that it needs no thought: Setting up an email

marketing campaign is a real no-brainer. ,no-

brainer adjective [only before noun]: This software

is the no-brainer choice for anyone running a
network.

node /naud; AmE noud/ noun [c]

{Technical) a point at which two lines or systems
meet or cross: a node in/of a network

no- frills adjective [only before noun]

including only the basic features, without anything

that is unnecessary, especially things added to



2 to choose sb to do a particular job: The state

nominates the top two company posts, o Franco

Moretti has been nominated as the new Chief

Executive.

nomination /.nmni'neijri; AmE ,na:m-/ noun

[C,U]: The closing datefor nominations is 21 March.

0 They opposed her nomination to the post ofDeputy

Director.

nominator /'nDmmeit8(r); AmE 'na:m-/ noun [C]

a person who suggests sb for a position, prize, etc.

nominee /.nDmi'ni:; AmE ,na:m-/ noun [C]

1 a person who is suggested for a position, prize,

etc.

2 a person, company, bank, etc. in whose name
money is invested in a company or property, but

who is not the real owner
3 {Insurance) a person who is named as the one to

receive money if the insured person dies

non-ac ceptance noun [u]

the fact of not accepting sth IoppI acceptance

non- audit adjective [only before noun]

used to describe services other than auditing that

a company pays an accountant to provide: More
than 50% of our income now comesfrom non-audit

services.

non- callable adjective

{Finance) used to describe a bond or other form of

loan that the borrov/er may not pay back within the

fixed time limit [oppI callable

non- cash adjective [only before noun]

not consisting of or involving money: The school

accepts non-cash gifts such as securities, personal

property or real estate.

non-com pliance noun [u] {usually used in

written English)

the fact of failing or refusing to obey a rule: There

are penaltiesfor non-compliance with the fire

regulations.

non-con tributory adjective

that you do not have to pay part of: a non-
contributory pension plan (= that employees do not
have to pay part of their salary into)

IOPPI CONTRIBUTORY

,non-'core adjective

not the most important part of sth: We cut

overheads by outsourcing non-core activities.

[opScore
O non-core activities/assets/business/operations

non-current lia bilities noun [pi ]

{Accounting) debts that do not need to be paid until

after a particular period of time, usually 12
months: Our non-current liabilities of discontinued

operations were €838 000. [syn! long-term
LIABILITIES -» CURRENT LIABILITY

.non-de'livery noun [u]

the fact of sth not being delivered: We sued our
suppliers for non-delivery ofgoods, olgot an email
non-delivery message.

non-dis closure noun [u]

{Law) the fact of keeping information secret: The
two companies signed a non-disclosure agreement in

order to protect their confidential information, o The
company was fined for non-disclosure of earnings.
IOPPJ DISCLOSURE

non-dis tributable re serve = capital
RESERVE (1)

non- durable adjective

that will not last for a long tiflte: non-durable
timber/clothing o Non-durable data is not saved
when the Internet user disconnects. IoppI durable

non- durable goods = consumer non-
durables

365 no-nonsense

non- durables = consumer non-durables

non-economic 'damages noun [pi ]

{Law) an amount of money that is paid to sb by the

company, person, etc. who caused them harm or

injury, even though they did not suffer financial

loss: Theformer employee was awarded €50000
non-economic damages for pain suffered as a result

of the accident.

,non-e'xecutive adjective

used to describe sb who is not employed by a

company but takes part in meetings of the board
of directors and gives independent advice: She
worksfor a television company in a non-executive

role. -> executive adj. (2)

0 a non-executive board member/chairperson/officer

a non-executive committee/panel

'non-e'xecutive di rector (also inde,pendent
director, outside di'rector) noun [C]

a member of a company's board of directors
who is not employed by the company but takes part

in meetings of the board and provides independent
advice: He was appointed as non-executive director

in 2003. o She claims that the role of the independent

non-executive director is to challenge management
-» EXECUTIVE director
'non-e'xecutive directorship noun [C]

non- farm adjective [usually before noun]

not connected with or including farming: The
government is developing policies to promote non-

farm rural employment, o the non-farm economy/
sector

nonfeasance /.nrai'fiizans; AmE ,na:n-/ noun [u]

{Law) not doing sth that you must do according to

an agreement or a law: The construction company
was penalizedfor nonfeasance after itfailed to

perform safety checks.

,non-'food adjective [only before noun]

not being, or not connected with, food: non-food
crops/products

non-in surabie = uninsurable (2)

non- life adjective

{Insurance) used to describe insurance other than
life insurance: non-life insurance companies

non- marketable adjective

{Finance) (about shares, bonds, etc.) that cannot be
bought and sold by investors: Only the government
can redeem non-marketable government securities,

which do not trade on secondary markets.

[OPP] MARKETABLE

non-ma terial adjective

not consisting of physical objects or money: Your

non-material capital includes your knowledge and
skills. IoppI material

non- member noun [c]

a person, a country or an organization that has not

joined a particular group: The society's conference is

open to non-members, o Trading with EU members is

harderfor non-member countries. IoppI member

non-ne gotiable adjective

1 fixed; that you cannot discuss or change before

you make an agreement or a decision: Some details

of the contract are non- negotiable, o a non-

negotiable price

2 (Finance) that you cannot exchange for money or

give to another person in exchange for money:
non-negotiable securities

[opp] negotiable

no-'nonsense adjective [only before noun]

simple and direct; only paying attention to

important and necessary things: a no-nonsense

approach o She is a tough, no-nonsense manager.
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non- payment noun [u]

failure to pay a debt, tax, rent, etc: There has been a
rise in the non-payment of loans.

non-per forming adjective

{Finance) (about a loan) on which the borrower has
not made a payment for a particular period of time:

The bank ran into trouble with non-performing
loans.

non-pro Sessional adjective

1 doing sth out of interest rather than as a paid

job: computer applications aimed at non-professional

programmers
2 (HR) having a job that does not need a high level

of education or special training: non-professional

staff

-> PROFESSIONAL, UNPROFESSIONAL

non-profit (AmE spelling nonprofit) (AmE also

.not-for- profit) {BrE also .non-profit-, making)
adjective

(about an organization) that does not have the aim
of making a profit: an independent non-profit

organization o The centre is run on a non-profit

basis. -> FOR-PROFIT

,non-re'course adjective [only before noun]

(Finance) used to describe a loan or debt where the

lender only has the right to take back the asset that

was bought with the loan if the money is not paid

back, and cannot take any of the borrower's other

assets

.non-re curring adjective

{Accounting) happening only once in a particular

period rather than repeatedly: The loss included

non-recurring items such as redundancy costs.

-> RECURRING
0 non-recurring charges/costs/items

non-re fundable adjective

(Commerce) used to describe an amount of money
that cannot be returned when you have paid it to

sb: a non-refundable deposit

non-re newable adjective

1 that cannot be replaced after use: non-renewable
energy resources

2 (Law) ihat cannot be continued or repeated for a

further period after it has finished: The contract is

non-renewable.
[OPPl RENEWABLE

non- resident adjective, noun
• adjective

(about a person or company) not living or situated

permanently in a particular country, especially

when this relates to tax: non-resident holders of
savings accounts o You will be treated as non-resident

for tax purposes.

• noun [C]

1 a person who does not live permanently in a

particular country or place: sales of securities to

non-residents

2 a person not staying at a particular hotel: The
restaurant is open to non-residents.

[OPP] RESIDENT

.nonresidential adjective

that is not used for people to live in: The buildings

in the area are mainly non-residential.

[OPP] RESIDENTIAL

non- smoking (0/50 ,no-'smoking) adjective

[usually before noun]

(about a place) where you cannot smoke: This is a

non-smoking office. non- smoking (also ,no-

smoking; noun [u]: Non-smoking will soon be the

norm for employees at work.

non- standard adjective

1 not the usual size, type, etc: paper ofa non-
standard size

2 (HR) connected with work that is not full-time
and permanent: There has been a huge increase in

non-standard types of work such as part-time jobs
and self-employment, o a non-standard contract
IQPPI STANDARD

, non-tariff 'barrier noun [c] (abbrNTB)
(Economics) an official rule or policy, but not a tax,

that a government uses to make it difficult for

imports of particular goods to come into the

country

non- taxable adjective

(Accounting) that you do not need to pay tax on:

non-taxable income IoppI taxable

nontraditional (also spelled non-traditional)
/.nontra'dijanl; AmE ,na:n-/ adjective

(HR) different from the jobs or working
arrangements that have usually been expected in

the past: women in nontraditional occupations such
as construction o Up to 40% of our employees work in

nontraditional ways.

non- transferable adjective

that cannot be given to or used by anyone else:

non-transferable tickets o The option itself is non-
transferable. [OPP] TRANSFERABLE

non- union (also ,non-'unionized, -ised, less

frequent) adjective [usually before noun]

(HR)

1 not belonging to a trade/labor union: non-union
labour/workers

2 (about a business, company, etc.) not accepting

trade/labor unions or employing union members:
Many newly establishedfirms are non-union, o a
non-union workplace

.non-verbal communi cation noun [u]

ways of making your thoughts and feelings known
to other people that do not involve words or

speech, for example by the position of your body

.non-'voting adjective [usually before noun]

(Finance) used to describe shares that do not give

their owners the right to vote at shareholders'

meetings: non-voting shares/stock

norm /no:m; AmE no:rm/ noun

1 (often the norm) [c, usually sing.] the usual or

expected amount, number, situation, etc: Spending
on IT was aboutfour per cent below the norm this

quarter, o profitsfar above industry norms
0 above/below the norm twice/double/ten times

the norm to be/become the norm
2 (Technical) [c] a required or agreed standard,

amount, maximum, etc: bringing the system in line

with international norms

nose /naoz; AmE nouz/ verb [no obj] (used with an
adverb or a preposition)

(about prices, values, etc.) to move gradually into a

better position : March futures nosed up 1.70 points.

-» idiom at pay verb

nosedive /'nauzdaiv; AmE 'nouz-/ noun, verb

• noun
a sudden steep fall or drop: Sales continued their

nosedive, sinking by 14 per cent, o The markets could

take a nosedive, destroying consumer confidence.

• verb [no obj]

(about prices, costs, values, etc.) to fall suddenly

and by a large amount: The stock has nosedived

from $20 a year ago to $2.

no- show noun [c]

1 a customer who has reserved sth such as a

restaurant table or plane seat but does not arrive to

use it: No-shows are a problem for hotel managers.



2 an event that is expected to happen or arrive but

does not: With the inflation rise a no-show, the bank

left interest rates unchanged.

no-smoking = non-smoking

,no-'strike adjective [only before noun]

(HR) in which workers promise not to have a strike:

The union refused to accept a no-strike deal.

notary /'nautari; AmE 'nou-/ noun [c] {plural

notaries) {also .notary 'public, plural notaries

public)

{Law) a person, especially a lawyer, with official

authority to watch a document being signed and
make this document valid in law notarial

/.nau'tearial; AmE .nou'ter-/ adjective: notarial fees

notch /nDtJ; AmE na:tj/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

a level on a scale, often marking quality or

achievement: The bonds have been downgraded by

one notch to AA. o The quality of thefood here has

dropped a notch recently.

• verb [+ obj] notch sth (up)

(used in newspapers) to achieve sth: The managing
directors have notched up 50 years with the company
between them, o Stocks have notched slight gains

today.

note /naut; AmE nout/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: advice note, bond ~, consignment ~,

contract ~, convertible ~, cover ~, credit ~, etc.

1 {especially BrE) {AmE usually bill) a piece of paper
money: a €50 note o He counted out a pile of notes, o
We can only exchange notes and travellers' cheques.
[SYN] BANKNOTE
2 {Finance) a bond of a particular kind: a 10-year

note (= that will be repaid after 10 years) o
Treasury notes {= notes issued by the US
government)
3 a short piece of writing to tell sb sth or help them
remember sth: He wrote a note to his client, o The
notes in this column relate to unpaid invoices.

-» NOTE TO THE ACCOUNTS
4 an official document that shows or proves sth: If

you are absentfor more than 5 days you need a note

from your doctor, o a delivery note

5 {Finance) = promissory note
-» idiom at strike verb

• verb [+ obj] {format)

to notice or pay careful attention to sth: Investors

should note that income can fall as well as rise, o
When a company declares its sales, note the timing.

notebook /'nautbuk; AmE 'nout-/ {also .notebook
com puter, .notebook P C) noun [c]

a very small computer that is easy to carry and use
anywhere -> laptop

noteholder /'nauthaulda(r); AmE 'nouthouldar/
noun [C] {AmE)

{Finance) a person or an organization that owns
bonds (notes) in a company: The management really

wants the noteholders to agree to the deal.

'note .issue noun [c]

{Economics) a number of banknotes (= pieces of
paper money) that are made available at the same
time; the value of these

.note payable noun [c]

{Accounting) a note relating to an amount of money
that a company must pay

.note re ceivable noun [c]

{Accounting) a note relating to an amount of money
that a company is owed

note to the ac counts noun [c] {plural notes to
the accounts)

{Accounting) extra information given in a company's
financial records to explain particular items

367 novelty

,not-for-' profit = non-profit

notice /'nautis; AmE 'nou-/ noun

see also: bankruptcy notice, deficiency ~, money at

call and short ~, renewal ~

1 [c] written or printed news or information,

usually put in a public place: posting notices on the

firm's internal website o legal notices

2 [u] information or a warning given in advance of

sth that is going to happen: Prices may be altered

without notice, o The canteen will remain closed

untilfurther notice (= until you are told that it is

open again).

3 (HR) [u,C] a formal letter or statement saying that

you will or must leave your job at the end of a

particular period of time: She has handed in her

notice, o They gave him two weeks' notice, o 500
workers have been issued with redundancy notices.

4 {Property) [u,c] a formal letter or statement
saying that you will or must leave your home at the

end of a particular period of time: The agreement
allows the tenant to give notice to quit before the

end of the contract, o Three families have received

notices of eviction.

HaSl put sb on 'notice to give sb a formal warning
about sth that is going to happen or is likely to

happen: Two retailers have been put on notice that

they mayface fines if they have been fixing the price

ofpopular toys. -> idioms at short adj., serve

notice ac,count = deposit account

noticeboard /'nautisbo:d;/\rr?E'nootisbo:rd/ {BrE)

{also 'bulletin board, board, AmE, BrE) noun [c]

a board for putting notices on: The details of the

meeting will be put up on the noticeboard on
Friday.—Picture at office

.notice of de ficiency {also de ficiency .notice)

noun [c] {often Notice of Deficiency) {all AmE)
{Accounting) an official document that shows that sb

owes more tax than they have shown on their tax

forms

notice .period noun [c]

{HR) the period of time that there must be between
sending or receiving a formal letter or statement
saying that you will or must leave your job and
when this happens: He is on a six-month notice

period and will stay until April, o to work out a
notice period

* notify /'nautifai; AmE 'nou-/ verb [+ obj] (notifies,

notifying, notified, notified)

to formally or officially tell sb about sth, that sth is

happening, etc: You will be notified of any changes in

the interest rate, o Ifyou are travelling with kids,

notify the airline in advance. Isyni inform
notification /.nautifi'keijn; AmE ,nou-/ noun

[C,U]: advance/formal notification

,Not-Invented- Here .syndrome noun
[sing.] {abbr NIH syndrome)
the way that companies or departments tend to

reject or be suspicious of ideas, methods, systems,

etc. that they have not developed themselves: NIH
syndrome causes programmers to waste a lot of time

developing programs that could easily be bought.

notional /'naujanl; /4m£ 'nou-/ adjective

used to describe a number or an amount that is

estimated or guessed rather than real: The

company's shares are valued at a notional €7.50.

nought /no:t/ noun [C,u] {BrE)

the number 0: nought point one {= written 0.1)

[SYN] ZERO

novelty /'nDvlti; AmE 'na:v-/ noun {plural

novelties)

1 [C, usually pi.] a small cheap object that amuses
or interests people, and is usually produced and
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sold for only a short time: They sell toys, books and
novelties.

2 [c] a thing or person that is interesting because

it is new or unusual: At the time, television was a

novelty.

NOWac.cOunt /'nau/ noun [c]

Negotiable Order of Withdrawal account in the

US, a type of bank account that pays interest

, no-'win adjective [only before noun]

a no-win situation, plan, etc. will end badly
whatever you do: Both sides were well aware that

this was a no-win situation.

no-,win no-'fee phrase

{Law) if a lawyer or a company works on a no-win
no-fee basis, they agree to be paid only if the case

is won

NPD /,enpi:'di:/ = new-product development

NPV /,en pi: 'vi:/ = net present value

NRV /,en a: 'vi:; AmE a:r/ = net realizable value

n.s.f. (also spelled NSF) /,en es 'ef/ abbr [especially

AmE)
{Finance, usually used in written English) non-
sufficient funds, not sufficient funds used when
there is not enough money in a bank account to pay
a cheque that has been written liMH Insufficient

funds is also sometimes used to describe this.

NTA /,enti:'ei/ = net tangible assets

NTB /,enti: 'bi:/ = non-tariff barrier

nuclear option noun [sing ]

an extreme solution to a problem, often one that

many people would object to if it was used: the

nuclear option of declaring yourself bankrupt

nudge /nAd3/ verb, noun
• verb (usually used with an adverb or a preposition)

1 [+ obj or no obj] to reach a particular value or
level; to make sth do this: Profits are nudging $1
billion, o The news has nudged shares down afew
cents.

2 [no obj] to move slightly up or down: Japanese
government bonds nudged higher yesterday.

•noun [C, usually sing.]

1 a small action that encourages sth to happen:
The consensus is that the markets need a nudge.

2 a small amount higher or lower: The shares closed

a nudge up at $1.27. IsynI fraction

null and Void adjective [not before noun]

(Law) having no legal force; not valid: The contract

was declared null and void.

nullify /'nAlifai/ verb [+ obj] (nullifies, nullifying,

nullified, nullified)

1 (Law) to make sth such as an agreement or order

lose its legal force: A court has nullified the ban on
the proposed merger, o Thefirm is taking legal action

to nullify the $5 million compensation payment.
ISYNI INVALIDATE, VOID
2 (formal) to make sth lose its effect or power: This

tax will nullify efforts to revive the regional economy.
nullification /.nAhfi'keiJri/ noun [u]

number /'nAmb3(r)/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: bank identification number, box ~,

DUNS™ ~, opposite ~, PIN ~, routing ~, serial ~

1 [c] (abbr No.) (often used with another noun) a

number used to identify sth or to communicate by
telephone, etc: Give me your number and III call you
back, o Please enter the number of the credit card you
wish to use. o My account number is 002345.

O a credit-card/fax/registration/telephone number *

an account/invoice/order number
2 [C] a quantity of people or things: A large number
ofpeople have applied for the job. o The number of
companies working in this industry has increased

dramatically, o Passenger numbers have been falling,

o There are a number o/(= some) questions I'd like

to raise, o People are buying environmentallyfriendly

cars in increasing numbers. EB52 A plural verb is

needed after a/an (large, small, etc.) number of....

0 a large/limited/record/small number* the total

number* a declining/dwindling/growing/an
increasing number

3 [C, usually pi.] an amount, used especially when
talking about how a company or the economy is

working: Octobers numbers were hit by poor sales

earlier in the year, o The company posted worse-

than-expected numbers. Isyn] figures
EEa make the/your 'numbers to achieve the

figures that have been predicted: Our salespeople

are sure they will make their numbers.
• verb

1 (linking verb) to make a particular number when
added together: Our sales force numbers 8 000.

2 [+ obj] to give a number to sth as part of a series

or list: numbered receipts o a numbering system

'number cruncher (also spelled number-
cruncher) noun [C] (informal)

1 used to describe a person whose job involves

dealing with numbers and doing large calculations;

an accountant
2 a computer or a computer program that can do
calculations with large amounts of data in a short

time
'number crunching (also spelled number-

crunching) noun [u]

numbered ac count noun [c]

a bank account that is identified by a number only,

so that the name of the person who holds the

account remains secret

.number 'one noun [u] (informal)

the most important or best person or thing: We're

number one in childrenswear. o Saab is part ofworld
number-one carmaker GM. o My number-one priority

is the future of this company.

numerical /nju:'menkl; AmE nu:-/ (also numeric
/nju:'menk; AmE nu:-/ less frequent) adjective

relating to numbers; expressed in numbers:
numerical data o Each employee receives a numerical
ranking within their department.

nu meric keypad noun [c]

a set of buttons on a computer keyboard that

contain the numbers 0-9 and some symbols

NVQ /,en vi: kju:/ abbr National Vocational
Qualification a British qualification that shows
you have reached a particular level in the work that

you do: an NVQ level 3 in catering

NYMEX /'naimeks/ abbr

1 New York Mercantile Exchange a very
important market where futures and options for

physical goods such as oil, related products and
metals are bought and sold: NYMEX crude oil

futures fell more than one dollar yesterday.

2 (also "NYMEX di.vision) the part of the New York
Mercantile Exchange that deals with oil, related

products and some rare metals (precious metals)
-> COMEX
NYSE /,en wai es 'i:/ abbr New York Stock
Exchange one of the world's biggest stock markets,

based in New York: The stock was the most actively

traded on the NYSE, o The company did not meet the

strict NYSE listing standards.
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Oo
O&M /,au and 'em; AmE ,oo/ = organization and
METHODS

oath /au0; AmE ou0/ noun [C] {plural oaths /audz;

A/r?f ou3z/)

a formal promise to do sth; a formal statement that

sth is true: Chief executives have to swear an oath

certifying that accounts are accurate.

FliTT! on/under 'oath {Law) having promised to tell

the truth in a court of law

OB /,au 'bi:; AmE ,onI
= organizational

BEHAVIOUR

o/b abbr {only used in written English)

on or before used before a date to show that it is

the last possible date when sth can be done:
Payment o/b 15 April 2006.

• object noun, verb

• noun /'nbd3ikt; AmE 'a:bd3ekt; -d3ikt/ [C]

1 a thing that can be seen and touched: The factory
produces vases and small decorative objects, o
everyday objects such as cups and saucers

2 an aim or a purpose: Our object is to restore

profitability, o The object of the exercise is to

ensure the efficient use of natural resources.

• verb /ab'd3ekt/ [no obj]

to say that you disagree with, disapprove of or

oppose sth: Many local people objected to the

building of the new factory, o If nobody objects, well

postpone the meeting till next week. objection
/ab'd3ekjn/ noun [c]: The main objection to the plan
was that it would cost too much, o No objections were
raised at the time, objector noun [c] : There were no
objectors to the plan.

• objective /ab'd3ektiv/ noun, adjective

• noun [C]

see also: management by objectives

details of what you are trying to achieve and when:
The main objective of this meeting is to give more
information on our plans, o You must set realistic

aims and objectivesfor yourself, o The company is

likely to achieve its long-term strategic objective, o
My objective is to serve our clients better. Isyni goal
O the key/main/primary/principal objective

business/learning/performance/strategic objectives

to agree/establish/set objectives to achieve/
meet/reach objectives to fail to meet/fall short of
(your) objectives

• adjective

not influenced by personal feelings or opinions;

considering only facts: an objective analysis/

assessment/report o The important thing is to be
objective when making decisions. objectively
adverb: It is difficult to examine your own
performance objectively, objectivity /,Dbd3ek'tivati;

AmE ,a:b-/ noun [u]: There were concerns about the

audits objectivity.

ob jective justification noun [u,c]

{HR) in Europe, a legal reason that a company can
use to show why it has to treat an employee in a
different way from others

objects clause noun [c]

the part of a company's memorandum of
association that states the aims and activities of
the company: Objects clauses can prevent companies
from innovating and growing.

obligate /'Dbligeit; AmE 'a:b-/ verb [+ obj]

{especially AmE)
1 to make a person, company, etc. do sth,

especially for moral or legal reasons: Customers
signed long-term contracts, obligating them to

purchase a certain quantity ofgoods. -» oblige
2 to state officially that a particular amount of

money will be given for sth, for example to support
a loan: Before obligating corporatefunds, check the

background of the applicants thoroughly.

obligated /'Dbhgeitid; AmE 'a:b-/ adjective

{especially AmE)
having a moral or legal duty to do sth: / was not

contractually obligated to stay the full five years in

the post. -» OBLIGE

* obligation /.rjbli'geijn; AmE ,a:b-/ noun

see also: tax obligation

1 [C.u] a legal or moral duty to do sth: The industry

has an obligation to establish a pension scheme, o He
is under no obligation to reveal sales figures, o We
will send you an estimatefor the work without
obligation (= you do not have to accept it).

2 obligations [pi ] something that a person or an
organization has to do, because of a promise, a law
or rule, etc: The bank is unable to meet its financial

obligations, o We are committed to fulfilling our
obligations to our creditors.

0 to fulfil/meet your obligations contractual/

financial/legal/professional obligations

obligatory /a'bligetri; AmE -to:ri/ adjective

{formal)

that sb must do or have because of a law or rule: It

is obligatoryfor employees to wear protective

clothing, o obligatory health insurance
ISYNI COMPULSORY

oblige /a'blaid3/ verb

1 [+ obj] {usually be obliged) to make a person,

company, etc. do sth, because it is the law or their

duty: The distributor is not obliged to payfor the

goods if they don't sell them, o Current EU law only

obliges companies to publish results every six months.

2 [+ obj or no obj] to help sb by doing what they ask

or what they want: Business travellers demand the

best treatment and we are happy to oblige.

OBM /,au bi: 'em; AmE ,ou/ = open-book
MANAGEMENT

O.b.O. abbr {especially AmE) {only used in written

English)

or best offer used in small advertisements to say

that the person selling sth will accept a price that is

slightly lower than the one they are asking: For

Sale: digital camera, $150 obo. -» o.n.o.

observer /ab'z3:va(r); AmE -'Z3:rv-/ noun [c]

a person who watches and studies particular

events, situations, etc. and is therefore considered

to be an expert on them: Many industry observers

expect morejob losses.

obsolescence /.Dbsa'lesns; AmE ,a:b-/ noun [u]

(formal)

the state of becoming old-fashioned and no longer

useful: Mobile phones are an example not of
planned obsolescence (= designed not to last very

long) but instant obsolescence, o products with built-

in obsolescence {- designed not to last long so that

people will have to buy new ones) .obsolescent
adjective
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obsolete /'ubsalkt; AmE ,a:bsa'li:t/ adjective

no longer useful because sth new and better has

been invented: obsolete technology o Job skills can

quickly become obsolete.

occupancy /'Dkjapansi; AmE 'a:k-/ noun [U]

1 {Commerce) the occupancy of a hotel, plane, etc.

is the number of rooms, seats, etc. that are being
used at any one time: Our room occupancy rate is

high, o Occupancy levels on short-haul flights have

increased.

2 IJormaf) the fact of a building, room, piece of

land, etc. being lived in or used: The offices will be

readyfor occupancy next month. -» certificate of
occupancy

occupant /'nkjapant; /^m£ 'a:k-/ noun [C]

a person or an organization that lives in, works in

or uses a particular house, building or room: The
building's occupant is a majorfinancial institution.

|SYNj OCCUPIER

occupation /.Dkju'peijn; AmE ,a:k-/ noun
1 [C] ajob or profession: Please state your name,
age and occupation below, o What is your current

occupation? o high-risk/low-risk occupations

0 to choose/follow/take up an occupation

2 {formal) [u] the act of living in or using a

building, room, piece of land, etc: The offices will be

readyfor occupation in June.

occupational /.Dkju'peijanl; AmE ,a:k-/ adjective

[only before noun]

connected with a person's job or profession:

occupational health/injury/disease o occupational

medicine o an occupational pension scheme
occu pationally adverb: occupationally induced

disease

occupational hazard {also .occupational
'risk) noun [c]

a risk or danger connected with a particular job:

Back injuries are an occupational hazardfor nurses.

.occupational hygiene = industrial
HYGIENE

.occupational over'use .syndrome = oos

.occupational psy chology noun [u]

{especially Brfi

{HR) the study ofhow people behave at work and
what influences their attitudes and behaviour
-> INDUSTRIAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
.occupational psy chologist noun [C]

.occupational 'risk = occupational hazard

occupier /'Dkjupaia(r); AmE 'a:k-/ noun [C]

a person who lives in, works in or uses a building,

room, piece of land, etc: a letter addressed to "The

Occupiers' [synj occupant

* occupy /'rjkjupai; AmE 'a:k-/ verb [+ obj]

(occupies, occupying, occupied, occupied)

1 {formal) to live or work in a room, house or

building: He occupies an office on the 12th floor.

2 to have an official job or position: Women now
occupy 25 per cent of the senior posts in the

company. IsynJhold

OCR /,aosi: 'a:(r); AmE ,ouj = optical character
RECOGNITION

o/d abbr

{Finance) a short way of writing overdraft or

overdrawn -» DR

OECD /,ao i: ,si: 'di:; AmE ,00/ abbr Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development
an organization of thirty countries that produces
economic information, helps governments decide

the best economic policy and encourages trade

OEIC /oik/ abbr

{Finance) open-ended investment company,
open-end investment company a company
whose business is managing the money of its

members by investing in a wide range of shares,

bonds, etc. It sells or buys shares to meet the
demand -» unit trust

OEM /,au i: 'em; AmE ,00/ abbr original equipment
manufacturer a company that buys equipment
such as computers from a manufacturer in large

quantities and then sells them under their own
name. They may change the equipment first to

make it suitable for a particular purpose or put
different parts together to make a complete item.

IH'IH OEM is sometimes used to refer to a company
that sells pieces of equipment to another company,
which then uses them in other products that it sells

under its own name.

off- balance-sheet adjective [only before noun]

{Accounting) used to refer to items that a company
does not show on its balance sheet (= the

document that shows a company's financial state):

The company has revealed $2.3 bn in off-balance

sheet debts, o He was asked what he knew of the

company's off-balance sheet activities. HEXQ Off-

balance-sheet accounting is sometimes used as a
way of hiding a company's problems or dishonest
actions.

* offence {AmE spelling offense) /a'fens/ noun [c]

an act that is illegal or against the ruies: Sending
insulting emails is a disciplinary offence, o It was not
clear that he had committed an offence.

0 a criminal/disciplinary/minor/serious offence to

commit an offence

offender /a'fenda(r)/ noun [c]

1 a person who commits a crime: The measures
have allowed Customs to concentrate on persistent

offenders (= people who commit many crimes).

2 a person or thing that does sth wrong: Businesses

are losing billions through energy inefficiency, with

London offices the worst offenders.

offending /a'fendirj/ adjective [only before noun]

1 {Law) guilty of a crime: The regulator may order

offending companies to compensate thousands of
investors.

2 causing people to feel upset or angry: The

offending ads have been removedfrom the website.

offense = offence

offensive /a'fensiv/ adjective

rude in a way that makes people feel upset or

angry: They were accused of sending emails with

offensive content to other employees, o Most of the

complaints they receive are about offensive ads.

* offer /'Dfa(r); AmE 'o:f-; 'a:f-/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

1 offer sth (to sb) (for sth)
|
offer sb sth to say that

you are willing to do sth for sb or give sth to sb:

They decided to offer Ms Keen the job. o They decided

to offer the job to Ms Keen, o He offered $4 000for
the car. o Taylor offered him 500 dollars to do the

work, o The CEO has offered to resign.

2 to make sth available or to provide the

opportunity for sth: The hotel offered excellent

facilities for business people, o The new shares will be

offered at 66 cents each, o The job didn't offer any
prospects for promotion.

•noun [c]

see also: counter-offer, general ~, open ~, share ~,

special ~, stock ~, tender ~, trial ~

1 an act of saying that you are willing to do sth for

sb or give sth to sb: She has received afirm job offer,

o You can't just turn down offers ofwork like that, o
the offer ofa 3% pay rise o an offer to raise salaries

O to make/receive/renew/withdraw an offer to



accept/decline/refuse/reject/turn down an offer a

job/pay offer

2 an amount of money that sb is willing to pay for

sth: I've had an offer of $2 500for the car. o The offer

has been withdrawn, o Shareholders have voted to

reject the $45-a-share offer, o The original price was
$3 000, but we're open to offers (= willing to

consider offers less than that). -> o.n.o.

O to make/receive/renew/withdraw an offer* to

accept/decline/refuse/reject/turn down an offer •

to improve/increase/raise an offer a cash/hostile/

takeover offer

3 a reduction in the normal price of sth, usually for

a short period of time: This offer is valid until the

end of the month, o They have an offer on sugar at

the moment, o bargain offers on home entertainment

O a bargain/free/an introductory offer

4 an act of saying that sth is available for sale: The

offer closes on March 12th.

EE] on 'offer 1 that can be bought, used, etc: The
range ofgames on offer will appeal to all age groups.

2 {especially BrE) on sale at a lower price than
normal for a short period of time: This software

package is on offer this week, under 'offer {BrE) if a

house or other building is under offer, sb has

agreed to buy it at a particular price

.offer by pros pectus noun [C, usually sing.] (pi.

offers by prospectus)

{Stock Exchange) an occasion when new shares are

offered to the public with a written description of

the aims, history and financial structure of the

company: The new share issue was made through an
offer by prospectus.

'offer document noun [c]

{Finance) a document that a company sends to the

shareholders of a business that it wants to buy,

giving details of the offer and why the shareholders

should accept: Shell is expected to post its offer

document next week.

office workstation

office

offering /'Dfarin;4/7i£ 'o:f-; 'a:f-/ noun [C]

see also: initial public offering, public ~,

secondary ~, shelf ~

1 {Commerce) a product or service that a company
offers for sale: The store's non-food offerings have
proved popular, o The company has unveiled its latest

offering.

2 {Stock Exchange) an occasion when shares, bonds,
etc. are offered for sale: high-yield bond offerings o
The company is planning to raise capital through a

share offering.

'offering price = offer price (2)

'offer price noun [c]

1 {Finance) the price that a buyer offers for

shareholders' shares when taking over a company;
the total price of all these shares: Shareholders

rejected the deal because they thought the offer price

was too low.

2 {Stock Exchange) {also 'offering price, 'asking

price, less frequent) the price at which a dealer

offers shares, bonds, etc. for sale -» bid price

,offer to 'purchase = takeover bid

* office /'rjfis;/\/T7£'D:f-; 'a:f-/ noun

see also: back office, front ~, head ~, home ~,

land ~, main ~, patent ~, etc.

1 [C] a room, set of rooms or building where
people work, usually sitting at desks: The company
is moving to new offices on the other side of town, o
We have offices in 19 countries, o The bank expects to

open a Hong Kong office next year, o Are you going to

the office today? o an office manager
O a branch/local/an overseas/a regional office to

close (down)/open/set up an office office jobs/

work office staff/workers

partition

year planner



WHICH WORD?

officer/official

An officer is a person with an important position

in a company, often with particular legal

responsibilities: He signed the contract as an officer

of the company rather than an individual. The
word is often used as part of job titles: the chief

financial officer

The word official is often used in newspapers to

describe a person who is acting as an official

representative of their organization: Company
officials would not comment on the size of the

contract.

Official is also used to describe people who have
positions of authority in government
departments: The goods were seized by customs
officials.

office block 372

2 [c] a room in which a particular person works,

usually at a desk: 75 Ms Kent in her office? o Some
people have to share an office, o office furniture
-> OPEN-PLAN
O office equipment/furniture/supplies

3 [c] {often used in compounds) a room or building

used for a particular purpose, especially to provide
information or a service: the local tourist office o a
tax office o an employment office o the company's
sales office

4 [u,C] an important position of authority,

especially in government; the work and duties

connected with this: She has been disqualifiedfrom
holding corporate office, o The present government
took office in 2005.

0 to hold/leave/take office to be in/out of office

corporate/executive/public office

'office block {BrE) noun [C]

a large building that contains offices, usually

belonging to more than one company: high-rise

office blocks

'office boy,'office girl noun [c] {old-fashioned)

a young person employed to do simple tasks in an
office

'office hours noun [pi.]

the time when people in offices are normally
working: Our telephone lines are open during
normal office hours.

,office junior noun [c] {old-fashioned)

a person who has a low rank or status in an office

'office lady noun [C] (abbr OL)

in Japan, a woman employed to work in an office

.office ma chinery noun [u]

equipment that is used in offices, such as

telephones, computers, etc.

Office of Fair Trading noun [sing.] {abbr OFT)

the government organization in the UK that makes
sure that businesses trade honestly and do not
cheat people: The merger plan was referred to the

Office ofFair Trading.

'office park noun [c] {AmE)

an area of land designed and developed for a

number of office buildings, often with attractive

grounds and other buildings such as restaurants,

health clubs, etc: There are plans to build a high-tech

office park.

* officer /'Dfisa(r); AmE 'o:fisar; 'a:f-/ noun [C]

see also: careers officer, chief executive ~, chief

financial ~, chief information ~, chief operating ~,

company ~, compliance ~, etc.

1 (often used in the titles ofjobs) a person who has
an important job in a company or an organization:

The officers of the company must act in the

company's best interests, o He was barredfrom
serving as an officer or director of a public company.
2 a person who is in a position of authority:

customs officers o a public information officer

'office space noun [u]

one or more empty offices; a place that can be used
for offices: Instead of working at home I'm going to

rent office space, o The building provides more than
500 000 squarefeet of office space.

official /a'fijl/ adjective, noun
• adjective

1 [usually before noun] agreed to, set, said, done,
etc. by sb in authority, especially a government:
Official figures show that business investmentfell by
12% in the third quarter, o There is to be an official

enquiry into the bank's collapse, o The country's

official language is Spanish.

2 [only before noun] connected with a person's job,

especially an important one: official responsibilities

o His official title is director of research, o She made
the trip to New York in her official capacity.

3 [only before noun] formal and attended by people
in authority: The plant's official opening is next
week , o an official reception

[OPPJ UNOFFICIAL
• noun [c]

a person who is in a position of authority in an
organization or a government: A senior official said

the company had been considering a bid. o Union
officials have rejected the pay offer.

official receiver = receiver (1)

of ficial strike noun [c]

{HR) a strike that an accepted union organizes and
approves o f: The dispute did not result in an official

strike. (oppI unofficial strike

offline {also spelled off-line) /oflain; AmE ,a:f-; ,o:f-/

adjective, adverb

{IT) not directly controlled by or connected to a

computer or the Internet: We use online and offline

mediafor recruiting, o You can compose and read
messages offline. -> online

offload /,Dflaud; AmE ,o:floud; ,a:f-/ verb [+ obj]

to get rid of sth that you do not need by giving or

selling it to sb else: There were rumours that

someone was trying to offload 2 m shares, o Thefirm
may offload much of its debt onto the newly-formed
company.

.off-'market adjective [only before noun]

involving the buying and selling of shares not
through a stock market: The shares have been
acquired in an off-market transaction. ,off-
'

'market adverb

,off-'peak adjective [only before noun]

used to describe a time that is less popular or busy,

and things that happen or are used during that

time which are therefore cheaper: travelling at off-

peak times o off-peak flights/electricity o The best

deals are offered to off-peak users. ,off-'peak
adverb

,off-'price adjective [only before noun] {AmE)

off-price shops/stores sell goods more cheaply
than others: an off-price store/retailer Hyn] cut-
price
,off-'price adverb: selling goods off-price

'off season noun [sing.]

the time of year that is less busy in business and
travel IsynI low season -> high season .off-

season adjective [only before noun]: off-season prices

.off-season adverb



offset /'Dfset; AmE 'o:f-; 'a:f-/ verb, noun

• verb [+ obj] (offsetting, offset, offset)

to use one cost or payment in order to reduce or

cancel the effect of another: The sale had been offset

against costs, o Thejob cuts will be partly offset by

2 000 new posts.

• noun [C]

1 {Accounting) a cost or payment that is used to

reduce or cancel the effect of another: corporation

tax offsets

2 {Law) the right that enables sb to reduce a debt

that they owe to sb else because the other person

also owes them money

Offshoot /'Dfjuit; AmE o:f-; 'a:f-/ noun [c]

a small organization, business, etc. that develops

from a larger one: The company is an offshoot of
mass mobile phone marketer Nokia.

offshore /,DfJo:(r); AmE ,o:f-; ,a:f-/ adjective, verb

• adjective [usually before noun]

1 {Finance) offshore accounts, investments, etc. are

kept in countries that have less strict laws and
lower taxes than most other countries: Secret

payments were made into offshore accounts.

O offshore banks/banking/companies/funds/
investments

2 happening or based in a 'different country: India

has become the largest offshore supplier of software

to US organizations. Isyni foreign, overseas
3 connected with oil and gas production that takes

place in and under the sea: Diamond Offshore is a
Texas-based offshore drilling company.

,off shore adverb
• verb [+ obj or no obj]

{HR) to move part of your company's operations to a

foreign country, for example to reduce the cost of

labour: As many as 3.3 million jobs may be offshored

in the next 15 years. -» homeshoring
,off'shoring noun [u]: Offshoring provides IT

services at a low cost.

,off-'site adjective, noun
• adjective [usually before noun]

working or happening away from the main offices

of a business: an off-site meeting o off-site data
storage ,off-'site adverb: At any one time, 90% of
employees are working off-site with clients.

• noun [c] 'off-site

an occasion when a company takes its employees
away from the office, for example to discuss future

strategy: He highlighted the improvements that

resultedfrom the company's off-site. -» on-site

,off-the-'books adjective [only before noun]

{Accounting) not officially recorded, in order to

avoid tax or deceive the authorities: The company
had massive off-the-books debts.

,off-the-'job adjective, adverb

{HR) that happens away from the employee's place
of work: off-the-job training o Where do injuries

occur off-the-job? -» on-the-job

,off-the-'peg {BrE) {AmE ,off-the-'rack) adjective

[only before noun]

of a standard type, design or size, rather than being
made for a particular person or situation: The off-

the-peg office supplier announced a series of new
deals. TAILOR-MADE

,off the 'peg {BrE) {AmE ,off the 'rack) adverb

.off-the- shelf adjective

made to a standard design and available to buy and
use immediately: off-the-shelf applications/

components/software ,off the 'shelf adverb

,off-the-'shelf .company = shelf company

OFT /,auef 'ti:; AmE ,ou/ = Office of Fair Trading

OHP /.aoeitj'pi:; AmE ,ou/ = overhead
projector

OHT /,au eitj 'ti:; AmE ,ou/ = transparency (3)
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oil /oil/ noun, verb

• noun [u]

a thick liquid that is found in rock underground
and is used as fuel and to make parts of machines
move smoothly: drillingfor oil o oil-exporting/oil-

importing countries o engine oil -» idiom at

SQUEAKY
• verb [+ obj]

to put oil onto or into sth, for example a machine,
in order to protect it or make it work smoothly
rr»T7n oil the 'wheels {BrE) {AmE grease the 'wheels)

to help sth to happen easily and without problems:
oiling the wheels of internationalfinance

oilfield /oilfi:ld/ noun [C]

an area where oil is found in the ground or under
the sea

oilman /'oilmaen/ noun [c] {plural oilmen /-men/)

1 a man who owns an oil company
2 a man who works in the oil business

'oil .platform {also pro duction .platform) noun
[C] {both especially BrE)

a large structure with equipment for getting oil

from under the sea

'oil rig noun [c]

a large structure with equipment for looking for oil

under the sea or under the ground

'oil well {also well) noun [c]

a hole made in the ground or under the sea to

obtain oil

OJT /,aod3ei'ti:;/4/T7E,ou/ = on-the-job
training (2)

OL j,m 'el; AmE ,oo/ = organizational learning,
OFFICE LADY

the .Old E'conomy {also spelled the old
economy) noun [sing.]

an economy based on traditional industries and
businesses that lasted for a long time: In many ways
the new economy is the old economy transformed by
information and communication technologies.

-» New Economy

'old-line adjective [only before noun] {AmE)

old-line businesses have been established for a

long time, have a good reputation and do things in

a traditional way: an old-line Massachusetts shoe

manufacturer

oligarchy /'Dhga:ki; AmE 'a:laga:rki/ noun [C]

{plural oligarchies)

a small group of people who control a business, an
organization, a country, etc. for a long time and are

unwilling to let other people share power; the

business, organization or country that they control:

They demanded that the 'self-perpetuating oligarchy'

ofmany boardrooms be opened up to a wider range

ofpeople, 'oligarch noun [c]

oligopoly /.Dh'gDpoli; AmE ,a:la'ga:p-/ noun [C]

{plural oligopolies)

{Economics) the control of trade in particular goods
or the supply of a particular service by a small

group of companies; the type of goods or service

that is controlled in this way; the companies that

control the trade: The North American market will

ultimately turn in to an oligopoly offive or six

companies. im»hj Oligopoly is formed from the

words oligarchy and monopoly.

OM I so 'em; AmE ,ou/ = organization and
METHODS

ombudsman /'cmbudzman; -msen;AmE "a:m-/

noun [c] {plural ombudsmen /-man/)

a government official whose job is to examine and
report on complaints made by members of the

public about the government, companies, etc: The
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financial ombudsman is considering the complaints

of about 280 investors.

.one-of-a-'kind adjective [usually before noun]

a one-of-a-kind product, service, company, etc. is

the only one of its type that exists: one-of-a-kind

personal computers with powerful components

,one-'off adjective, noun
• adjective [only before noun] {BrE) {AmE 'one-shot)

made or happening only once: a one-off charge/

cost/payment/profit o one-offgains/losses

• noun [C, usually sing.]

a thing that is made or that happens only once and
not regularly: Their improving performance is not

just a one-off.

,one-on-'one - one-to-one

'one-shot = one-off adj

one-size-fits-'all adjective [only before noun]

suitable for a wide range of situations, people or

circumstances: A one-size-fits-all approach to

rewarding employees will not work.

'one-Stop adjective [only before noun] {BrE)

a one-stop shop/store or service offers a wide
range of goods or services so that you only have to

go to one place to buy or do everything you want:
Our agency is a one-stop shopfor all your travel

needs.

'one-time {AmE spelling onetime) adjective [only

before noun]

1 happening only once: The package includes a one-

time $300 tax cut. o a one-time charge/cost/gain/loss

[SYN] ONE-OFF -> EXCEPTIONAL
2 former: Companies such as BP have been buying
up one-time competitors.

,one-tO-'one {especially BrE) {AmE usually ,one-on-

'one) adjective [usually before noun]

between two people only: a one-to-one meeting o
one-on-one coaching

,one-'way adjective [only before noun]

1 {especially AmE) = single adj (2)

2 operating in only one direction: An ad should not

be just one-way communication with customers.

on-lend /on'lend; AmE a:n-; o:n-/ verb [+ obj]

(on-lent, on-lent /-lent/)

to lend money that you have borrowed from sb to

sb else: A company may need moneyfor an
investment or to on-lend to someone else.

'on-,lending noun [u]

^online {also spelled on-line) /.Dn'lam; AmE ,a:n-;

,o:n-/ adjective, adverb

{IT)

• adjective

(about a product or service) available on or done
using the Internet or another computer network:
an online bank/retailer/database/bookstore o Free

delivery has increased online sales, o a new online

recruitment service for employers and job seekers o
The course combines classroom training with online

learning. -» offline
• adverb {also spelled on line, especially in AmE)
using the Internet or a computer network: The
majority of small businesses now do their banking
online, o More and more people are going online to

lookfor jobs. -> offline -» idiom at line noun
O to buy/come/go/sell/work online

o.n.o, abbr {especially BrE) {only used in written

English) or nearest offer used in small

advertisements to show that sth may be sold at a
lower price than the price that has been asked: PC
for sale: €700 o.n.o. -» o.b.o.

,on-'screen {AmE spelling also onscreen) adjective

[only before noun]

1 appearing on the screen of a computer,
television or cinema: an on-screen logo/menu
2 using a computer screen: on-screen editing

facilities

,on-'screen adverb

onshore /,Dn'jD:(r); AmE ,a:n-; ,o:n-/ adjective

[usually before noun]

1 {Finance) onshore accounts, investments, etc. are

kept in countries that have strict laws and normal
levels of taxes: The bank has 350 000 onshore and
25 000 offshore customers.

2 happening or based within a particular country:

He is head of UK onshore business at the bank.

3 relating to oil and gas production that takes

place on land: onshore oil and gas production
on shore adverb -» offshore

onside /.Dn'said; AmE ,a:n-; ,o:n-/ adverb

QIIS1 bring/get/keep sb on side to get/keep sb's

support: Getyour staff onside by askingfor their

suggestions for cutting costs.

,on-'site adjective

1 working, based, or happening at the main offices

of a business: Only 1% of companies offer on-site

daycare, o on-site training/visits

2 {IT} on a website: To upload the program, just

follow the on-site instructions.

,on-'site adverb: Most components are

manufactured on-site. -» off-site

,on-the-'job adjective, adverb

{HR) that takes place within an employee's place of

work: The management programme included six

weeks of classroom work and 14 months' on-the-job

experience, o Training is best carried out on-the-job.

-> OFF-THE-JOB
0 on-the-job experience/learning on-the-job

injuries/stress

on-the-job 'training noun [u]

(HR)

1 training that an employee receives while

continuing to do their job, rather than by attending

a course: IT staff will be given on-the-job training in

using the new software.

2 {abbr OJT) training received while working for an
employer for a fixed period of time in order to

learn the particular skills needed in their job:

Duringyour on-the-job trainingyou will receive 50%
of the full salary. -» apprenticeship

OOS /,au ao 'es; AmE ,oo oo/ abbr occupational
overuse syndrome pain and swelling, especially

in the arms and hands, caused by performing the

same movement many times in a job or an activity

rsvNlRSI

OPEC /'aopek; AmE 'ou-/ noun [sing.] Organization
for Petroleum Exporting Countries an
organization of countries that produce and sell oil,

which controls the amount of oil produced in order
to make sure that there is enough to meet needs,

and to keep the price at a suitable level

* open /'aopn; AmE 'oupn/ adjective, verb, noun
• adjective

1 [not usually before noun] if a shop/store, bank,

business, etc. is open, it is ready for business and
will admit customers or visitors: We are open
between 9 and 6. IoppI closed
2 [not before noun] open to sb if a competition,

building, etc. is open to particular people, those

people can enter it: The tender is open to both UK
and international publishers.

3 [not before noun] open (to sb) to be available and
ready to use: What options are open to us? o We'll

keep the job open for you untilyou can come back to

work.

4 open to sth (about a person) willing to listen to

and think about new ideas: They are open to offers

for the high street business.



5 (about a question) requiring sb to answer with an
opinion rather than with 'yes' or 'no' [syn| open-
ended
n^l have/keep an open mind (about/on sth)

to be willing to listen to or accept new ideas or

suggestions

• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] (about a shop/store, business,

etc.) to start business for the day; to start business

for the first time: What time do the banks open? o
The company opened its doors for business a month
ago. CLOSE DOWN, CLOSE STH DOWN at CLOSE
2 [+ obj] to start an activity or event: to open a

bank account

3 [+ obj or no obj] to start a computer program or

file so that you can use it on the screen

4 [no obj] if shares, currencies, etc. open at a

particular price, they are worth that amount when
people start trading them at the beginning of the

day: The group's shares opened down 6%.
5 [+ obj or no obj] if a meeting opens or sb opens
it, it starts: Who is going to open the conference?

6 [+ obj] to make it possible for goods, people, etc.

to come through: When did the country open its

borders to Western business?
[OPP] CLOSE
QSEl open 'doors for sb to provide opportunities

for sb to do sth and be successful: A good CV/resume
will open doorsfor you. open the floodgates (to/

for sth); the floodgates 'open (to/for sth) to start

a process that is very difficult to stop: If their case is

successful it could open the floodgates to more
damages claims against the industry.

Q3H3 ,open sth up; ,open up 1 to become or

make sth possible, available or able to be reached:
The new catalogue will open up the marketfor our
products, o Exciting possibilities were opening up for
her in the new job. 2 to begin business for the day: /

open up the storefor the day at around 8.30. 3 to

start a new business: New banks are opening up all

over town. IoppI close down, close sth down
• noun [sing.]

the beginning of the day of trading, especially on a

stock exchange; the price of a share, currency, etc.

at this time: Stocks are set to rise at Friday's open.

[opE close
0 a flat/low/weak open a firm/high/strong open

open ac count noun [c,u]

{Commerce) an arrangement with a shop/store or

business to pay for goods or services at a later time:

To have an open account with us, you mustfirst have
your credit approved.

,open 'bid noun [c]

(Commerce)

1 a situation where companies compete to be
chosen to supply work or goods by offering a
particular price. The price offered is not secret and
the best offer is chosen: The company won an open
bidfor the contract, o an open-bid auction
2 a bid that is not kept secret: We purchased the

building with an open bid of€200 000.
-> CLOSED BID

.open-book management noun [u] {abbr

OBM)
(HR) a method of managing a company where all

employees are given financial and other
information about the company in order to

encourage them to work as efficiently as possible

open 'border noun [c, usually pi.]

(Trade) the fact of goods and people being able to

pass freely between countries: an open border and
free trade between the US and Mexico o Local

producers complain that the open borders policy has
pushed down prices.

.open 'cheque (AmE spelling ~ check) noun [c]

(BrE only)
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1 (also .uncrossed 'cheque) a cheque which can be
exchanged for cash at the bank of the person who
wrote it: As anyone can cash an open cheque, it is not

a secure means ofpayment.
2 a cheque that has been signed but on which the

amount of money has not yet been filled in:

(figurative) The research department were given an
open cheque (- unlimited money) to develop the

product, [synj blank cheque

.open communi cation noun [u]

a situation where employees and managers can
freely exchange information and ideas

.open 'credit = revolving credit

open- door .policy noun [c]

1 (HR) used to describe a style of management in

which employees are encouraged to bring any
problems directly to their managers k'MH Open-
door refers to the idea that the manager's door is

always open, not closed, so people can go in at any
time.

2 (Trade) used to describe a situation in which
imports or people can come into a country freely

open- ended adjective

1 (especially BrE) (AmE usually ,open-'end) without
any limits, aims or dates fixed in advance: an open-

ended discussion o The contract is open-ended.

2 (Finance) (also ,open-'end, especially in AmE)
(about a loan) allowing extra amounts to be
borrowed at a later time, under the same
conditions as the original loan: The open-ended loan

allows us to borrow money when we need it. o an
open-end credit account -> revolving credit
3 (Finance) (usually ,open-'end) used to describe a

type of investment company that can issue and buy
back shares at any time according to how many
members it has, rather than having a fixed number
of shares: an open-endedfund/investment company
IOPPI CLOSED-END -» UNIT TRUST
4 (also ,open-'end, less frequent) (both especially

AmE) (about a question) requiring sb to answer with
an opinion rather than with 'yes' or 'no' Isyni open

• opening /'aupmrj; AmE 'ou-/ noun, adjective

• noun
1 [U,C] the act of starting business for the first

time: the opening of our branch in Hong Kong o They
are cutting back on new store openings. IoppI closing
O a formal/grand/an official opening

2 [u,C] the act of starting business for the day,

especially on a stock market; the price of shares at

this time: The FTSE 100 index is expected to rise

sharply at Friday's opening, o Wall Street's opening

bell o expectations of a weak opening on Wall Street

(= with low or falling prices) IoppI closing
0 a flat/higher/lower/strong/weak opening the

opening high/level/low/price

3 [u] the state of being open: Late opening of stores

is common in Britain now. IoppI closing
4 [sing.] = opening up (1)

5 [C] a job that is available: There are several

openings in the sales department, o a website listing

job openings

6 [c] a good opportunity for sb: Winning the

competition was the opening she needed for her

career.

• adjective [only before noun]

first; beginning: the chairman's opening remarks o
the opening session of the conference IoppI closing

.opening 'balance noun [c, usually sing ]

1 (Accounting) the balance that is shown in an

account at the start of an accounting period: The

opening balance for April was minus $1 300.

-» closing balance
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2 the amount of money that must be placed in a

bank account when it is opened: The minimum
opening balance is €2 000.

opening hours noun [pi ]

the time during which a shop/store, bank, etc. is

open for business: The store has extended its opening

hours, o longer opening hours

'opening stock (8r£) {AmE be ginning .inventory)

noun [u]

{Accounting) the amount of goods that a business

holds at the start of a particular period of time; the

value of these goods

opening up noun [sing.]

1 {also 'opening) the process of removing
restrictions and making sth such as a market, jobs,

land, etc. available to more people: the opening up

of the postal services market to competition o the

opening up of new opportunities for women in

business

2 the process of making sth ready for use: the

opening up of a new stretch of highway

open 'learning = distance learning

.open market noun [c]

{Economics)

1 a market where anyone can buy and sell: When
the contract expired, the plant wasforced to sell its

electricity on the open market.

2 used to refer to the situation when a country's

central bank buys and sells government bonds, etc.

in financial markets in order to control interest

rates and the money supply (= the total amount
of money that exists in the economy of a country at

a particular time)

open 'offer noun [c]

{Finance) an offer that a company makes to its

shareholders to buy new shares at a fixed price,

usually lower than the current market price: Salliss

Cement has made an open offer to shareholders at

€35 a share.

.open-
1plan adjective

used to describe an office where people sit at desks

in an open area rather than in individual rooms

'open po,sit»on noun [sing.]

{Stock Exchange) a situation in which a dealer in

shares, currencies, commodities (= products or

raw materials such as grain, coffeee or metals), etc.

is at risk if prices rise or fall: An open position is

vulnerable until it can be hedged or closed.

.open 'shop noun [c]

{HR) a factory, business, etc. in which employees do
not have to be members of a particular union: In an
open shop, a business can employ anybody it likes, o
Following the strike, the industry adopted an open-

shop policy. ~» closed shop

,open-'source adjective [usually before noun]

{IT) used to describe computer programs that

anybody can adapt for their own uses as the

original source code is freely available: open-

source software

.open standard noun [c,u]

{IT) (about computer equipment or software) a

design that is available for everyone to use rather

than one that belongs to a particular company:
Open standards are at the heart of e-business.

* operate /'opareit; AmE 'a:p-/ verb

1 [+ obj] to use or control a machine or make it

work: You will be trained in how to operate this

machinery, o This software is needed to operate the

computer.

2 [no obj] (about machines, factories, etc.) to work
in a particular way: Most domesticfreezers operate

at below -18 °C. o The refinery is only operating at

50% capacity. IsynI function
3 [no obj] (about a business, service, etc.) to be used
or working; to work in a particular way or from a

particular place: A new late-night service is now
operating, o It has been operating as a commercial
bank since 1993. o The regulation operates in favour
ofsmall businesses.

4 [+ obj] to manage or organize a system, service

or business: The airline operates flights to 25
countries, o We operate 300 branches worldwide.

'operating .assets noun [pi ]

{Accounting) assets that a company uses to produce
goods or services and run its business -» working
capital

'operating cost noun [c, usually pi., u]

{Accounting)

1 the costs involved in the activities of a business

or part of a business, such as supplies, small

equipment, training, etc. -» overheads
2 the costs involved in using a machine, a building,

a vehicle, etc., such as the cost of electricity and
repairs

operating ex penditure {also operating
ex.pense) noun [u]

{Accounting) the total costs involved in running a

business, such as staff pay, electricity, materials,

etc: The airline reported operating expenditure of
€106 million.

operating expense noun
{Accounting)

1 [c, usually pi ] one of the costs involved in

running a business, such as staff pay, electricity,

materials, etc: A lease payment on a building is

deductible as an operating expense.

2 [U] = OPERATING EXPENDITURE

operating .income noun [u]

{Accounting) the amount of money that a company
makes from its normal business activities,

calculated by taking operating expenses away
from gross profit: Neogen reported a 30% increase

in operating income.

'operating lease noun [c]

{Finance) an arrangement by which a business pays

to use a piece of equipment, a building, etc. for a

period of time: We offer a 24-month operating lease

on all our computer systems.

operating loss noun [c]

{Accounting) the amount by which the cost of

running a business during a particular period is

greater than the money it makes: An operating loss

is expected for the fourth quarter.

operating .margin {also .operating profit

.margin, .net 'profit .margin, .net 'margin) noun
[c,u]

{Accounting) a measure of how efficiently a business

is run and how successful its price levels are,

calculated by dividing its operating income by its

net sales: Our operating margin is up l%on last

year. -» gross margin

operating .profit noun [c,u]

{Accounting) the amount by which the money a

business makes from its normal activities during a

particular period is greater than the cost of running
the business: Nokia's operating profits rose by 8%.
-> operating income

.operating 'profit .margin = operating
MARGIN

operating .strategy noun [c]

the plan that a business follows in order to achieve

its aims

'operating .system noun [c] {abbr OS)

{IT) the main program on a computer, that controls

how the computer works and allows other



programs to run: All our computers use Windows XP
as their operating system.

* operation /.Dpa'reijn; AmE ,a:p-/ noun

see also: holding operation

1 [C] a business involving many parts: a huge
multinational operation o Some smaller operations

are having trouble gettingfunding.

2 [C] the activity or work done in an area of

business or industry: thefirm's banking operations

overseas o insurance/manufacturing/retail
operations

3 operations [pi.; u] the main activities that a

business does to make money, for example buying
and selling goods or services, or manufacturing
products: The company is seeking morefunds to

finance its operations, o I've always worked in

operations.

4 [u,c] the process of working as a business: We
hope to break even in ourfourth year of operation, o
The steelmaker suspended operations in 2001.

5 [C,u] an act performed by a machine, especially a

computer: The whole operation is performed in less

than three seconds.

6 [u] the way that parts of a machine or a system
work; the process of making sth work: Regular

servicing guarantees the smooth operation of the

engine.

7 [c] an organized activity that involves several

people doing different things: a security operation

DEEI come into ope ration to start working; to

start having an effect: The new rules come into

operation next week, in ope'ration working, being
used or having an effect: The system has been in

operation for six months, put sth into ope'ration
to make sth start working; to start using sth: It's

time to put our plan into operation.

operational /,Dpa'rei ranl;/4/r?£,a:p-/ adjective

1 [usually before noun] connected with the way in

which a business, machine, system, etc. works: We
have simplified many of our operational procedures,

o The catalogue describes the main operational

features of each model.

2 [not usually before noun] being used or ready to

be used: Our customer support centre is nowfully
operational.

operationally/.opa'reij'anali; AmE ,a:p-/ adverb:

The proposed system is not operationally viable [=
would not work).

operational re search = operations
RESEARCH

.operation 'process chart noun [c]

{Production) a diagram that shows the stages of a
manufacturing process, and gives information
about the time, people and parts needed at each
stage

ope rations .management noun [u]

the process of managing the main activities that a
business does to make money, for example buying
and selling goods or services, or manufacturing
products ,ope rations .manager noun [C]

.ope rations .manual noun [c]

{HR) a document that describes the systems and
processes that a company or an organization uses
to perform its activities: Safety procedures are
outlined in the operations manual.

.operations re search {also .operational
re'search) noun [u] {abbr OR)
the use of scientific methods and technology to

improve the way a business performs its main
activities: Companies undertake operations research

to optimize their use of resources.

operative /'Dparativ; AmE'aip-/ noun, adjective

• noun [C]

a worker who performs a practical task for a
company: customer service/machine operatives
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• adjective

ready to be used; in use: The new law will become
operative on 5 July, o Our online store is nowfully
operative.

operator /'Dpareita(r); AmE 'a:p-/ noun [c]

see also: owner-operator, tour operator

1 {often used with another noun) a person or

company that runs a particular business: a bus/

ferry/train operator o a telecoms operator o the UK's

second-largest port operator

2 {often used with another noun) a person who
operates equipment or machinery: a computer/
machine operator

3 {BrE also telephonist) a person who works on the

telephone switchboard of a large company or

organization: Dial 100for the operator.

o pinion .leader noun [c]

{Marketing) a person whose tastes and opinions are

respected within a social group, and who therefore

influences what people in that group buy: Many
marketing campaigns aim to identify and target

opinion leaders.

o pinion poll = poll

OPM /,ao pi: 'em; AmE ,ou/ abbr

{Accounting, informal) other people's money used
to describe money that a business uses or invests

which it has borrowed or which it owes

opportunism /,Dpa'tju:nizem; AmE ,a:par'tu:-/

noun [u]

the practice of taking any opportunities that

appear, without thinking about the future result of

doing so: Business opportunism has resulted in poor
quality productsfrom companies who are only
motivated by short-term profits.

opportunist /,Dpa'tju:nist; AmE ,a:par'tu:-/ {also

opportunistic /,Dpatju:'nistik; AmE ,a:partu:'n-/)

adjective [usually before noun]

making use of an opportunity, especially to get an
advantage for yourself; not done in a planned way:
The group acquired the struggling company lastyear
in an opportunist move. .opportunist noun [C]:

This new market is very attractive to business

opportunists, opportunistically /,Dpatju:'nistikli;

AmE ,a:partu:'n-/ adverb

* opportunity /.Dpa'tjumati; AmE ,a:par'tu:-/

noun [c,u] {plural opportunities)

see also: equal employment opportunity, equal

opportunity

a time when a particular situation makes it possible

for you to do sth or achieve sth: Which markets

offer the greatest opportunityfor growth? o We aim
to create opportunitiesfor our employees to have

contact with customers, o The central bank may take

the opportunity to raise interest rates, o The offer

was too good an opportunity to miss, o exploring

new business/market opportunities o The Internet

has created a window ofopportunity {= a period

of time when the circumstances are right for doing

sth)for the online travel industry to grow.

O to create/offer/open up/present/provide

opportunities to exploit/have/lookfor/see/seize/

take an opportunity an opportunity arises/exists

business/investment/market opportunities

career/employment/job opportunities • a lost/

missed opportunity

.oppor tunity cost noun [c,u]

{Economics) the value of sth that could be done,

made, chosen, etc., that will be lost when a

decision is made to do a particular thing: The

opportunity cost of expanding the Marketing

Department is that Human Resources will have to be
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made smaller. L'L'IH Opportunity cost is an
important part of the process of making decisions.

oppor tunity to 'see noun [c, usually pi.] {abbr

OTS)

{Marketing) a measure of the number of times that

possible customers might be expected to see a

particular advertisement in a newspaper, on
television, on a website, etc. during a particular

period: In our campaigns, average OTS reaches 10 or

more per week.

oppose /a'pauz; AmE a'pouz/ verb [+ obj]

to disagree strongly with sb's plan, policy, etc. and
try to change it or prevent it from succeeding:

Business leaders strongly oppose an increase in the

minimum wage, o The majority ofshareholders have

opposed the deal.

.opposite 'number noun [c]

a person who does the same job as you in another
organization: The CEO received an angry letterfrom
his opposite number at a rival company. See note at

COLLEAGUE

.optical character recog nition noun [u]

{abbr OCR)
{IT} the process of using light to record printed

information onto disks for use in a computer
system: an OCR scanner

optimal /'optimal; AmE 'a:p-/ adjective

see also: Pareto-optimal

the best; the most likely to be successful: We are

improving the manufacturing system to achieve an
optimal level ofperformance. -> optimum
O an optimal level/performance/strategy/way

optimal conditions/effectiveness

optimism /'Dptimizam; AmE 'cr.p-/ noun [u]

optimism (about/for/over sth) a feeling that good
things will happen and that sth will be successful;

the tendency to have this feeling: There are very

real grounds for optimism, o The CEO expressed

cautious optimism about the company's financial
future, o Both orders and business optimism rose last

month, [oppj pessimism
O business/consumer/investor/market optimism to

be brimming with/express/show optimism to

boost/fuel/increase optimism

optimist noun [c] optimistic /.Dpti'mistik; AmE
,a:p-/ adjective optimistically /.Dpti'mistikli; AmE
,a:p-/ adverb

optimize , -ise /'Dptimaiz; AmE 'a:p-/ verb [+ obj]

to make sth as good as it can be; to use sth in the

best possible way: to optimize the use of resources o
We need to optimize the plant to improve efficiency.

optimization, -isation /.optimai zeijn; AmE
,a:ptima'z-/ noun [u] : The strategyfocuses on the

optimization of the supply chain.

optimum /'Dptimam; AmE 'a:p-/ adjective, noun
• adjective [only before noun]

the best; the number, size, etc. that will produce
the best possible results: The optimum temperature

settingfor the machine is 70°C. o What is the

optimum team size? -» optimal
0 the optimum level/price/range/size/temperature

• noun [sing ] the optimum
the best possible result, set of conditions, etc: The

fruit is grown in plastic tunnels where conditions are

close to the optimum.

'opt-in noun [c] {often used as an adjective)

1 the act of choosing to be part of a system or an
agreement
2 {Marketing) when the user of a company's website

gives their email address so that they can be sent

information about particular subjects, products or

services

* option /'Dpjn; AmE 'a:p-/ noun

see also: call option, currency ~, employee stock ~,

index ~, nuclear ~, put ~, share ~, stock ~

1 [c,u] option (of doing sth/to do sth) something
that you can choose to have or do; the freedom to

choose what you do: There are various options open
to us. o Employees were given the option ofworking
four days a week, o Closing the factory is not an
option, o This particular model comes with a wide
range of options (= extra things that you can choose
to have).

O to have/give sb/offer sb an option * to choose/take
an option

2 {Finance) [C] the right to buy or sell a fixed

quantity of shares, currencies or commodities (=
for example, grain, coffee, cotton or metals) for a
particular price within a particular period or on a
particular date: The five directors earned more than

$3 million through the sale of shares and options, o
She has an option to buy 100 000 shares, o When does

the option expire?

O to buy/exercise/sell/trade/write an option an
options contract the options exchange/market

3 {Finance) [c] the right to buy sth or more of sth in

the future: We have an option on the land and will

purchase it soon, o The airline has bought 100 planes
with an optionfor another 50.

O to have/exercise/take (up) an option

optional /'Dpjanl; AmE 'a:p-/ adjective

that you can choose to do or have if you want to:

You must wear a shirt and tie, butjackets are

optional, o This model comes with a number of
optional extras {= things you can choose to have
but which you will have to pay extra for).

'opt-out noun [C] {often used as an adjective)

the act of choosing not to be involved in an
agreement: The contract contains an opt-out clause.

0 to seek an opt-outfrom an agreement

OR /,au 'a:(r); AmE ,ou/ = operations research

orchestrate /'3:kistreit; AmE 'o:rk-/ verb [+ obj]

to organize a complicated plan or event very
carefully and sometimes secretly: a carefully

orchestrated publicity campaign

* order /'o:da(r); AmE 'o:rd-/ noun, verb

* noun

see also: administration order, advance ~, back ~,

banker's ~, bank ~, bankruptcy ~, build-to— , etc.

1 [c,u] a request to make, supply or send goods: /

would like to place an orderfor ten copies of this

book, o The company has just won an order to supply

engines to a French business airline, o We havefirm
orders worth $9 million, o Domestic and export

orders are growing, o The machine parts are still on
order (= they have been ordered but have not yet

been received), o These items can be made to order

{= produced especially for a particular customer).

O to place/put in an order to have/fill/fulfil/meet/

process an order to cancel/get/lose/receive/win

an order a bulk/cash/firm/large/small order a

repeat order

2 [c] goods that are made, supplied or sent in

response to a particular order: The stationery order

has arrived, o Your order will be dispatched

immediately.

3 [c] an official instruction that is given by a court

or similar authority: The order required them to

return to work within 80 days orface redundancy, o
The order was issued by the court last May.

O to grant/issue/make/obtain/seek an order to lift/

remove an order to appeal/comply with/execute/

obey an order

4 [c] a formal written instruction for sb to be paid

money or to do sth: You can cash the order at any
post office.

IHSl in 'order (about an official document) that



can be used because it is all correct and legal:

Check thatyour work permit is in order. |synj valid
in running/working 'order (especially about
machines) working well: The engine is now in perfect

working order, of/in the order of... (BrE) (AmE on
the order of ...) {formal) about sth; approximately

sth: She earns something in the order of€50 000 a

year, .order of 'business the arrangement of

subjects for discussion at a meeting Isynj agenda
,out of 'order 1 (about a machine etc.) not

working correctly: The phone is out of order. 2 not

arranged correctly or neatly: / checked the files and
some of the papers were out of order. 3 [formal) not

allowed by the rules of a formal meeting or debate:

His objection was ruled out of order. -> idioms at

bulk noun, call verb

• verb [+ obj]

1 order (sb) sth
|
order sth (for sb) to ask for goods

to be made, supplied or sent; to ask for a service to

be provided: These boots can be ordered directfrom
the manufacturer, o You can order our product on
the Internet, o Shall I orderyou a cab? o Shall I order

a cab for you?
2 to use your position of authority to tell sb to do
sth or say that sth must happen: The government
has ordered an investigation into the accident, o The
company was ordered to pay compensation to its

former employees.

3 to organize or arrange sth: The program orders

the files according to their size.

333 .order sb a bout/a round to keep telling sb

what to do in a way that is annoying or unpleasant

order book noun [c]

(Commerce; Manufacturing) a record kept by a

business of the products it has agreed to supply to

its customers, often used to show how well the

business is doing: We have an order book of over €2
million, o afull/strong order book o Theforward
order book stood at $5 million as of the end of
December.

order form noun [c]

a document completed by customers when
ordering goods: For an instant quote, simply fill out

the online orderform.

'order .getter (0/50 'order-.maker) noun [C]

{Marketing) a person whose job is to persuade new
customers to place orders with a company and
existing customers to buy more -> order taker

order .picking noun [u]

{Production) the process of taking the goods that a

customer has ordered out of the place where they
are stored: highly automated order-picking systems

'order point (0/50 re'order point) noun [c]

{Commerce; Production) the time when an order is

automatically made for more supplies of an item
because the number has fallen below a particular

level, considering future demand and the time it

takes to deliver it: If the order point is set at 10, an
order is placed when the inventory level falls below
10.

order .processing noun [u]

(Commerce; Production)

1 all the activities involved in dealing with
customers' orders from receiving them to

delivering the goods: The turnaround time for order
processing is usually under 24 hours.

2 the activity of checking and recording every
stage of a customer's order as it is dealt with: Our
order processing software is designed to help you
control theflow of customer orders throughoutyour
organization.

order .taker noun [c]

(Marketing) the role that a salesperson performs
when they take orders from customers who already
use or wish to use the company but do not
persuade people to buy-* order getter
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ordinary /'o:dnr\; AmE 'oxdneri/ (plural

ordinaries) = ordinary share

.ordinary capital noun [u]

(Finance) the amount of a company's capital that is

held in ordinary shares

.ordinary creditor noun [c]

(Finance) a company or person who will be paid

money they are owed by a company that is

bankrupt (= does not have enough money to pay
its debts) only after everybody else except people
Who hold ORDINARY SHARES

.ordinary 'interest noun [u]

(Finance) interest that is calculated based on a year

of 360 days instead of 365

.ordinary reso lution noun [c]

a formal statement that is accepted by a simple
majority of shareholders present at a general

meeting of a company

.ordinary 'share (also 'ordinary) {both BrE) (also

'common share, especially in BrE) noun [c]

(Finance) a share in a company that gives the owner
the right to a dividend (= money paid to

shareholders) according to how much profit the

company has made, and usually the right to vote at

meetings of shareholders: The company plans to sell

6.2 million new ordinary shares. -> common stock,
EQUITY (2), PREFERENCE SHARE See note at SHARE

.ordinary 'stock = common stock

organic /o:'gaenik; AmE o:r'g-/ adjective [usually

before noun]

1 used to describe the situation when a company
develops its existing business rather than growing
by buying other companies, etc: The group
announced plansfor organic expansion and said it

would open 830 new stores in 2007. o Sales are up 6.3

per cent, driven by strong organic growth.

INTERNAL (2)

0 organic development/expansion/growth
2 (about food, farming methods, etc.) produced or

practised without using artificial chemicals: organic

cheese/milk/vegetables o The share of agricultural

land under organicfarming has increased

considerably in the last ten years.

organically /o:'gaenikli; AmE o:r'g-/ adverb

organigram (also spelled organogram)
/o:'geenagraem; AmE o:r'gaen-/ noun [C]

a diagram that shows the structure of a company or

an organization and the relationship between
different jobs [syn] organization chart—Picture
on page 380

organization , -isation /.oiganai'zeiXn; AmE
,o:rgan8'z-/ noun

see also: functional organization, International

Labour ~, virtual ~

1 [c] a group of people who form a business or

other group together in order to achieve a

particular aim: He's the president of a large

international organization, o the World Trade

Organization o The proposals were discussed at all

levels of the organization.

O a business/commercial/profit-making organization

a charitable/non-profit organization a high-

performance/large/small organization to build/

create/form/head/manage/run an organization

to join/leave an organization

2 [u] the act of making arrangements or

preparations for sth: J leave most of the organization

of these conferences to my assistant. Isyn[ planning

O careful/efficient/poor/smooth organization to

lack/need/take organization
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3 [u] the way in which the different parts of sth

are arranged: The report studies the organization of

labour within the company. Isyni structure
organizational, -isational /.oiganai'zeijsnl;

AmE .oirgana'z-/ adjective [only before noun]:

organizational change/structure o organizational

skills/ability

.organizational be haviour (AmE spelling ~

behavior) noun [u] {abbr OB)

(HR) the study of the behaviour and attitudes of

people within an organization and how they affect

the way the organization works

.organizational communi cation =
CORPORATE COMMUNICATION

.organizational 'culture = corporate
CULTURE

.organizational 'learning noun [u] [abbr oi)

(HR) the process in which people and groups within

an organization continuously gain knowledge and
develop skills, with the result that the organization

can change and improve

.organization and 'methods noun [u with

sing./pl. verb] (abbr OM, O&M)
1 an analysis of the way an organization works
and is arranged, and how it could be made more
efficient: organization and methods projects/studies

2 the department in a company that does this

organi zation chart noun [c]

a diagram that shows the structure of a company or

an organization and the relationship between
differentjobs—Picture at organigram

.organization .theory noun [u]

techniques for studying the structure, aims and
strategies of organizations

* organize , -ise /'o:ganaiz; AmE 'o:rg-/ verb

1 [+ obj] to arrange for sth to happen or to be
provided: He organizes workshops on starting a

business, o The meetings were organized by different

departments. -» run verb (2) See note at arrange
2 [+ obj] to put or arrange things into a logical

order or system: Modern computers can organize

large amounts ofdata very quickly, o You should try

and organize your time better, o Sales information is

organized by area.

3 [+ obj or no obj] to form a union or a group of

people with a shared aim: the right of workers to

organize themselves into unions

organized , -ised /'o:ganaizd; AmE 'o:rg-/

adjective

1 arranged or planned in a particular way: a well-

organized office o a badly organized event

2 working well and in an efficient way: This is one

of the most organized companies I have ever worked
with, o She used to be such an organized person.

3 [only before noun] involving large numbers of

people who work together to do sth in a way that

has been carefully planned: an organized body of
workers

.organized 'labour (AmE spelling ~ labor) noun
[u]

employees who are members of a union

organizer, -iser /'3:ganaiz8(r); AmE 'o:rg-/ noun [C]

1 a person who arranges for sth to happen or to be
provided: conference organizers o She offered to be

one of the organizers of the event.

2 (IT) a very small computer that keeps information
about people, what you have arranged to do, etc:

an electronic/a handheld organizer
-> personal organizer See note at calendar

organizing .business noun [c]

a company that offers products and services to help
people arrange their offices, their homes or their

work in a tidy and efficient way; all the companies
involved in this

organogram = organigram

-orientated /'orrianteitid/ = -oriented

orientation /.oirian'teijn/ noun

see also: marketing orientation, market ~,

product ~, sales ~

1 [u.C] the type of aims or interests that an
organization or a person has; the act of directing

your aims towards a particular thing: The business

school is international in orientation, o We want to

hire people with a service orientation, o Companies
have been forced into a greater orientation to the

market.

2 (HR) [U] training or information that you are

given before starting a new job, course, etc: New
employees undergo a two-day orientation

programme.

-oriented /'o:rientid/ (BrE also -orientated)

combiningform (used to form adjectives)

having the aim mentioned: market-oriented o
profit-oriented o relationship-oriented managers

organigram

Finance

Director

Financial

Controller

Chief

Accountant

Human
Resources

Director

Head of

Recruitment

Office

Manager

IT

Director

Technical

Support

Manager

Systems

Development
Manager

Sales

Director

Accounts

Manager

Marketing

Director

Production

Director

Production

Controller

Distribution

Manager



origin /'Dnd3in; AmE 'o:r-; 'a:r-/ noun [C,U]

see also: certificate of origin

1 {also 'origins [pi.]) the point from which sth

starts; the cause of sth: What is the origin of the

name 'Coca-Cola'? o The origins of the Internet go

back to the 1950s.

2 the place from which goods come: We need to

know the supplier, price and country of origin, o Can
you prove the origin of the goods?

0 the country/place/point of origin

original /a'ndsanl/ noun [C]

a document from which copies are later made:
Send out the photocopies and keep the original.

o riginal e quipment manufacturer
= OEM

originate /a'rid3ineit/ verb

1 [no obj] to start in a particular way or place, or at

a particular time: The business originated as a shoe

shop, but now offers a full range of clothing, o The

program tells you where your emails originated.

2 [+ obj] to create sth new: They hired a consultant

to help them originate new business.

3 {Finance) [+ obj] to arrange a loan for sb,

especially a loan for buying a home (mortgage):

The tiny six-employee operation originates mortgage
loansfor home buyers.

o'riginator noun [C]: The originator of the virus

was a student in the US. o a loan/mortgage
originator

origination /a,nd3i'neijri/ noun [u]

1 {Marketing) the process of finding or developing a

new product or service to sell: The first step in the

origination ofa product is to have an idea or a
design.

2 {Finance) the process of arranging a loan for a

new customer: mortgage origination o origination

fees/costs

3 the process of preparing images or text so that

they can be printed: The origination process involves

transferring the digital designs onto plastic film.

OS /,au 'es; AmE ,00/ abbr

1 {IT) = OPERATING SYSTEM
2 {Commerce, only used in written English) {also

spelled O/S) out of stock -> stock noun (1)

3 {Accounting) {also spelled O/S) a short way to write

outstanding in financial records

4 {Commerce, usually used in written English) (about

clothes) outsize

oscillate /'osilert; AmE 'a:s-/ verb [no obj]

1 to keep moving from one position to another and
back again: The cylinder oscillates to mix the liquids.

2 to keep changing from one level or value to

another and back again: The dollar has been
oscillating between 107 and 110 yen. Isyni swing

oscillation /.Dsi'leriri; AmE ,a:s-/ noun [c]: the

economy's oscillation between growth and recession

OTC /,auti:'si:;4/77£,ou/ = over-the-counter

OTE abbr {only used in written English)

(HR)

1 {BrE) on-target earnings used in

advertisements to describe the pay that sb,

especially a salesperson, should be able to earn,
including any extra pay for the amount of goods
they sell

2 ordinary time earnings used especially in

Australia and New Zealand to describe the total pay
that employees receive in a particular period of
time, not including pay for working after the
normal hours

Other /'Aoa(r)/ adjective

{Accounting) used in financial records to describe
amounts of money that are small enough not to be
listed separately in specific named groups: other
current assets o other long-term liabilities
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OTS /,au ti: 'es; AmE ,00/ = opportunity to see

ounce /auns/ noun [C] {abbr oz)

a unit for measuring weight, equal to 28.35 grams

oust /aost/ verb [+ obj]

(used especially in newspapers) to force sb out of a

job or a position of power, especially in order to

take their place: He was ousted as chairman, o The
boss of the group was oustedfrom his job byfellow
directors, o {figurative) The new product may oust the

market leaderfrom its position, 'ousting noun [u]:

the ousting of the chief executive

OUSter /'austa(r)/ noun [C, usually sing.] {AmE)

(often used in newspapers) the act of removing sb

from a position of authority in order to put sb else

in their place; the fact of being removed in this

way: the ouster of the board of directors o
shareholders seeking the CEO's ouster

out /aut/ adjective, adverb

see also: clean-out, earn--, face ~, first in, first ~,

fold--, last in, first ~, mail--, etc.

1 out (of sth) away from or not at work or home:
Mrs Kanu is out of the office this week, o He isn't

answering the phone—he must have gone out.

2 available to buy for the first time: The latest

version will be out next month.
3 {especially BrE) {informal) on strike: The dockers

stayed outfor several months.
4 not correct or exact; wrong: The estimate was out

by more than $2 million.

5 {AmE) if a machine is out, it is not working
6 (informal) no longer fashionable: This style of
jacket is out now.
7 out (of sth) used to show that sth/sb is removed
from a place, job, etc: Shareholders want the board
out.

QEEI out of 'line (with sb/sth) different from sth:

Assets can get out of line with incomes, o Thefees are

not out of line with the market, out of sth 1 used to

show that sb does not have sth: J was out ofwork
for six months, o We're out ofprinter paper—III order

some more. 2 from a particular number or set: Nine
out of ten people we asked said they would buy this

product. ,out of the 'box (about a system or device)

not requiring much effort to prepare it for use: The

mouse can be used straight out of the box. o The

software is a complete out-of-the-box solution for
document management. -> idiom at jury

out- /aut/ prefix {in verbs)

greater, better, further, longer, etc: outnumber o
outbid

outage /'autid3/ noun [C] {AmE)

a period of time when the supply of electricity, etc.

is not working: a power outage

out-,basket = out-tray

outbid /.aut'bid/ verb [+ obj] (outbidding, outbid,

outbid)

{Commerce; Finance) to offer more money than sb

else in order to buy sth, for example at an
auction: The German group outbid several others

for a controlling share in the publisher, o We were

outbid on the contract.

outbound /'autbaund/ adjective

travelling away from a place rather than arriving in

it: The strike will affect outbound flights only, o The

service department makes outbound callsfrom 9 a.m.

and receives incoming calls 24 hours a day. o
outbound shipments [oppI inbound -» incoming (2)

.outbound telemarketing noun [u]

{Marketing) selling goods or services by telephoning

possible customers -» inbound telemarketing
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OUtbox /'autboks; AmE -ba:ks/ noun [Cj

1 (IT) the place on a computer where new email

messages that you write are stored before you send
them
2 (also spelled out-box) (also 'out-.basket) (all

especially AmE) = out-tray

• outcome /'aotkAm/ noun [c]

the result or effect of an action or event: We are

waiting to hear thefinal outcome of the negotiations,

o We are confident ofa successful outcome, o helping

teams to achieve their desired business outcomes

outdated /.aut'deitid/ adjective

no longer useful because of being old-fashioned: It

is an outdated and inefficient system. -» out of
date
0 outdated equipment/laws/methods/practices/

products

.outdoor advertising (also ,out-of-home
'advertising) noun [u]

(Marketing) methods of advertising that are used in

the open air, for example billboards, signs,

advertisements on the outside of buildings, on
vehicles, etc.

outer /'auta(r)/ noun [C]

(Commerce; Transport) a container in which goods
already in boxes, bags, etc. are packed to be
transported or displayed

outfit /'autfit/ noun, verb

• noun
1 (informal) [c with sing./pl.verb] a group of people
working together as an organization, a business, a

team, etc: a market research outfit o a 12-person

outfit producing music software

2 [c] a set of clothes that you wear together,

especially for a particular occasion or purpose: The
sales team wear dark blue outfits.

• verb [+ obj] (-tt-) (especially AmE) (often be outfitted)

to provide sb/sth with equipment or clothes for a

special purpose: workstations outfitted with the

latest technology [syn] equip
'outfitting noun [u]

outflow /'autflau; AmE -flou/ noun [C]

1 the movement of a large amount of money,
people, etc. out" of a country, an area, a company or

an organization: an outflow of cashfrom the group
0 an outflow of skilled and professional peoplefrom
the area

2 (HR) the way in which employees leave their jobs

in an organization, for example, if they are

dismissed, retire or stop v/ork because there is no
more work for them
lOPPl INFLOW

outgoing /.aut'gaorrj; AmE -'gou-/ adjective [only

before noun]

1 leaving the position of responsibility mentioned:
the outgoing chairman/board
2 going away from a particular place rather than
arriving in it: This telephone should not be used for
outgoing calls, o outgoingflights
[OPPJ INCOMING

outgoings /'autgauirjz; AmE -gou-/ noun [pi.] (BrE)

the amount of money that a business or a person
has to spend regularly, for example every month:
Many small businesses are struggling to meet their

outgoings, o Their mortgage was 75% of their total

outgoings. [oppI incomings

outlay /'autlei/ noun [c.u]

(Finance) the money that you have to spend in order
to start a new project or to save yourself money or

time later: The increase in sales quickly repaid the

outlay on advertising, o The new machines represent

a total outlay of $1.5 million. -» capital outlay

0 business/cash/financial outlays a high/massive/
small outlay an Initial/a total outlay

outlet /'autlet/ noun [c]

see also: factory outlet

1 a shop/store or an organization that sells goods
made by a particular company or of a particular

type: The business has 34 retail outlets in this state

alone.

0 a convenience/fast food/gambling/retail/sales

outlet

2 (especially AmE) a shop/store that sells goods of a

particular make at reduced prices: Nike outlets are

supplied directfrom thefactory.

3 a way of making information or goods available

to the public: a media/an Internet outlet

outline /'autlam/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

to give a description of the main facts or points

involved in sth: We outlined our proposals to the

committee.

• noun [C]

1 a description of the main facts or points involved

in sth: First I would like to give you a brief outline of
our company's history, o The report describes in

outline the main findings of the research.

[SYN] OVERVIEW
0 to do/give/make/publish/write an outline (of sth)

a brief/broad/rough/simple outline an outline

agreement/plan/proposal
2 the line that goes around the edge of sth,

showing its main shape but not the details: an
outline map/sketch

• outlook /'autluk/ noun [c]

1 the probable future for sb/sth; what is likely to

happen: The outlookfor thefinancial industry is

good, o The study confirms a bleak outlook for the

tech industry, o the country's economic outlook

0 a bright/an improving/upbeat outlook a bleak/

cautious/downbeat/gloomy/an uncertain outlook

a corporate/an earnings/economic/a financial
outlook

2 the way in which sb sees or judges sth: The credit

rating agency revised its outlook on the bankfrom
'stable' to 'negative'.

out-of- court adjective [only before noun]

(Law) agreed or decided without going to a court of

law: an out-of-court settlement

,OUt of 'date adjective

1 old-fashioned or without the most recent

information and therefore no longer useful: These

figures are very out of date, o out-of-date technology
-> OUTDATED
2 no longer valid: This licence is out of date.
-> UP TO DATE

,OUt-of-'favour (AmE spelling ~ favor) adjective

not popular: out-of-favour businesses/stocks

out-of-home advertising = outdoor
ADVERTISING

'out-of-'house adjective [only before noun]

working or happening outside a company or an
organization: an out-of-house designer (= who
works at home, for example) ,out-of-'house
adverb: Less than 4% of our products are now made
OUt-of-hoUSe. IOPPJ IN-HOUSE

out-of- pocket adjective [only before noun]

1 used to describe costs that you pay directly

yourself: Travelling and out-of-pocket expenses will

be met by thefirm.

2 (Insurance) (AmE) used to describe money that

you pay for health care that is not covered by
insurance
-» POCKET



.out-of- town adjective

1 situated away from the centre of a town or city:

out-of-town superstores/sites

2 coming from or happening in a different place:

an out-of-town client/trip

,OUt of 'work adjective, adverb

unemployed: How long have you been out ofwork? o
an out-of-work security guard o The factory closed,

putting 600 people out of work, [syn] unemployed

outpace /.aut'peis/ verb [+ obj]

to go, improve, do sth, etc. faster than sb/sth:

Demand is outpacing production. Isyni outstrip

outperform /,autpa'fo:m; ^/r?£ -par'fa:rm/ verb

1 [+ obj] to achieve better results than sb/sth: We
have consistently outperformed our larger rivals.

2 [+ obj or no obj] (about shares, bonds, etc.) to

provide more profit than the average shares,

bonds, etc. of a similar type: These shares have been

outperforming most of the market, o The stock has

been upgraded to 'outperform'.

-> UNDERPERFORM
outperformance /-pa'fo:mans; AmE

-par'faxmans/ noun [u]: Most investors are looking

for consistent outperformance. .outper'former
noun [C] : The stock is rated us a market
outperformer.

outplacement /'autpleismant/ noun
(HR)

1 [u,C] a service that a company offers to help
people to find new jobs when the company can no
longer employ them: Employees who have been

made redundant will be offered outplacement
services.

2 [c, usually sing.] a person that a company can no
longer employ

OUtpost /'autpaust; AmE -poust/ noun [C]

a small town or group of buildings in a lonely part

of the country: a remote outpost o (figurative) He
managed the New Zealand outpost of a large

American bank.

• output /'autput/ noun, verb

• noun [u,C]

1 the amount of sth that a person, a machine, an
organization or an industry produces:
Manufacturing output has risen by 8%. o The larger

workforce will increase the plant's annual output
from 1.1 to 1.8 million tonnes, o Greater efficiency

leads to higher outputs, o Output per worker hour
has more than doubled in the third quarter of the

year. input See note at produce
0 agricultural/economic/engineering/factory/

industrial/manufacturing output domestic/
global/national/regional/world output average/
overall/total output high/low/strong/weak output
to boost/increase/lift/raise output to cut/

decrease/reduce output * growing/improved/rising
output dwindling/falling output

2 (IT) the information, results, etc. produced by a
computer: data output o an output device -» input
3 (Technical) the power, energy, etc. produced by a

piece of equipment: an output of 100 watts
4 a place where energy, power, information, etc.

leaves a system: Connect the cable to the output.
• verb [+ obj] (outputting, output, output) or

(outputting, outputted, outputted)
1 (IT) to supply or produce information, etc:

Computers can now output data much more quickly.

2 (Manufacturing) to produce a quantity of goods:
We are capable of outputting goods in huge runs.
-> INPUT

'output tax noun [c,U] (BrE)

(Accounting) the amount of rax (VAT) that a company
adds to the price of its goods or services
-» INPUT TAX

383 out tray

outsell /.aut'sel/ verb [+ obj] (outsold, outsold

/-'sauld; AmE -'sould/)

1 (about a product) to be sold in larger quantities

than sth else: Laptop computers may in the future

outsell desktops.

2 (about a company) to sell more products than
another company: Microsoft continues to outsell its

competitors.

outside di rector = non-executive director

outsider /aut'saida(r)/ noun [C]

1 a person who is not part of a particular

organization or profession: The company brought in

an outsider to assess its efficiency, o They have
decided to hire outsidersfor some of the key
positions.

2 a person who is not accepted as a member of a

society, group, etc: The workforce still consider the

new CEO an outsider.

.outside shareholder noun [c]

any shareholder in a company who is not the

shareholder that owns more than half of the

company's shares: Mr Malone is the largest outside

shareholder in News Corp.

.outside worker noun [c]

(HR) a person who works for a company but does
not work in the offices, factory, etc. -» inside
worker

outsize /'autsaiz/ (also outsized /'autsaizd/)

adjective [only before noun]

1 larger than the usual size: These huge trucks deal

with outsize cargo, o People bought the investments

hoping to make outsized returns on them.

2 designed for larger people: outsize clothing

* outsourcing /'autsD:sirj;^m£-sD:rs-/ noun [u]

(HR) the process of arranging for sb outside a

company to produce goods or provide services for

that company: the outsourcing of catering o cost

savingsfrom IToutsourcing o outsourcing contracts/

deals 'outsource verb [+ obj or no obj]: We
outsource all our computing work. -> insourcing,
SUBCONTRACT

outstanding /aut'staendirj/ adjective

see also: shares outstanding

1 (about payment, work, problems, etc.) not yet

paid, done, solved, etc: The money we received

enabled us to pay off outstanding debts, o The
payment was still outstanding after 28 days, o There

are a number of outstanding questions about the

timing of the changes. -> overdue
2 extremely good; excellent: This year's results

have been outstanding, o We plan to reward
employees for outstanding performance.

.outstanding shares (also .shares

out'standing) noun [pi ] (also .outstanding stock [u])

(Finance) the number of a company's shares that are

currently owned by investors -> float noun (4),

ISSUED CAPITAL

outstrip /.aut'stnp/ verb [+ obj] (-pp-)

1 to become larger, more important, etc. than sb/

sth: Demand is outstripping supply, o Industrial

production has risen 2.5%, outstrippingforecasts ofa

0.6% rise, [syn] overtake
2 to be faster, better or more successful than a

competitor: Their latest computer outstrips its rivals.

'out tray (also 'out-, basket, 'outbox, especially in

AmE) noun [C]

an open container in an office for letters or

documents that are waiting to be sent out or

passed to sb else : 111 sign the reports and leave them

in my out tray. -» in tray
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'out-turn (also spelled outturn, especially in AmE)
noun [u; C, usually sing.]

[Finance)

1 the amount of goods or money produced in a

particular period of time: The out-turn for steel

production for 2004 was 1.2% higher than the

previous year. Isyni output
2 (BrE) the amount of money spent by an
organization in a particular period actuals

outvote /.aut'vaut; AmE -'vout/ verb [+ obj] [usually

be outvoted)

to defeat sb/sth by winning a larger number of

votes: His proposal was outvoted by 10 votes to 8.

outward /'autwad; AmE -ward/ adjective [only

before noun]

1 going away from a particular place, especially

one that you are going to return to: the outward
journey
2 away from the centre or a particular point: The
regional government organizes outward trade

missions for local exporters, o Managers need to

become more outward-looking. IoppI inward

.outward in vestment noun [u,c]

(Finance) investment made by one country or area

in another: Outward investment by home-based
manufacturingfirms has been mainly in Europe.
-» inward investment outward in vestor
noun [C]

outwork /'aotw3:k; AmE -W3:rk/ noun, verb

(HR)

• noun [U] (6rf)

work that is done by people working outside the

factory or office, for example at home
'outworker noun [c] (BrE)

• verb

1 [no obj] (BrE) to do outwork for a business

2 out work [+ obj] to work harder or faster than
other people
outworking noun [u]

overachieve /.aovara'tjKv; AmE,ou-/ verb [+ obj

or no obj]

to do better than expected: We overachieved our
targets, o overachieving companies/leaders

.overa'chievement noun [u] .overa'chiever
noun [c] : He has recruited a team ofyoung, talented

overachievers.

overage /'auvand3; AmE 'ou-/ noun [u,C] (AmE)

an amount of goods, money, etc. that is more than
is needed or expected: Any cash shortage or overage

offunds must be reported. [synI oversupply
-> SURPLUS

overall adjective, adverb, noun
• adjective /,auvar'a:l; AmE ,ou-/ [only before noun]

including all the things or people that are involved

in a particular situation; general: the person with
overall responsibilityfor the project o Despite some
problems, there has been an overall improvement.

• adverb /,aovar'a:l; AmE ,ou-/ including everything or

everyone; in total: The company will invest $1.6

million overall in new equipment.
•noun /'duvoroil; AmE 'ou-/ [C]

1 (BrE) a loose coat worn over other clothes to

protect them from dirt, etc: All laboratory staff must
wear a white overall at all times.

2 overalls (BrE) (AmE 'coveralls) [pi.] a loose piece

of clothing like a shirt and trousers/pants in one
piece, made of heavy fabric and usually worn over
other clothing by workers doing dirty work: The
mechanic was wearing a pair of blue overalls.

overallotment /.auvara'lDtmant; AmE
,ouvara'la:t-/ noun [U,C]

(Finance) a situation where people are allowed to

order more shares, bonds, etc. than are available,

as it is likely that some people will cancel their

order: The debt sale has an overallotment of $75
million, overal'lot verb [+ obj] (-tt-)

overbanked /.auva'baenkt; AmE .ouvar'b-/

adjective

used to describe a financial system in which there

are too many banks, which then cannot make much
money

overbook /.auva'buk; AmE .ouvar'buk/ verb [+ obi]

to sell more tickets on a plane or reserve more
rooms in a hotel than there are places or rooms
available: These flights are usually overbooked by 10-

15 passengers, over booking noun [u,C]:New
regulations will limit the practice of overbooking.

overborrow /.auva'bDrau; AmE ,ouvarba:rou/

verb [no obj]

to borrow more money than you are able to pay
back or pay interest on: Business start-ups tend to

overborrow when interest rates are low.

.over'borrowed adjective: Overborrowed
countries must slow their economies to reduce

imports. .over'borrowing noun [u,c]

overbought /,auva'ba:t;/\m£,ouvar'b-/ adjective

(Stock Exchange) used to describe a situation when
the value of shares, a currency, etc. has risen too

high as too many people have been buying: The
stock market is currently overbought, o overbought
shares -» overbuy, oversold

overbuy /.auva'bai; AmE .ouvar'bai/ verb [+ obj or

no obj] (overbought, overbought /,auva'ba:t; AmE
,ouvar'bo:t/)

(Commerce) to buy too much of sth: Our new stock

control system makes overbuying less likely.

-> OVERBOUGHT

overcapacity /.auvaka'paesati; AmE .ouvarka-/

noun [U; sing.]

(Economics) a situation in which an industry or a

factory cannot sell as much as it is designed to

produce: Mounting overcapacity in the steel industry

is driving prices down. -» oversupply

overcapitalized , -ised /.auvakaepitalaizd; AmE
.ouvar'k-/ adjective

(Finance) (about a business) having more money
(capital) than is reasonable for its business needs or

the amount of profit it is able to earn
IOPPI UNDERCAPITALIZED -> CAPITALIZED

* Overcharge /,auva'tj*a:d3; AmE ,ouvar'tJa:rd3/

verb [+ obj or no obj]

to make sb pay too much for sth, often by mistake:

They have overcharged usfor these parts, o The bank
was accused of overcharging customers by billions of
dollars each year, 'overcharge noun [C]: Many of
the bills included overcharges or other errors.

[OPE UNDERCHARGE

* overdraft /'auvadra:ft; AmE 'ouvardraeft/ (also

,bank 'overdraft) noun [c]

(Finance) the amount of money that you owe to a

bank when you have spent more money than is in

your bank account; an arrangement that allows

you to do this: We have a €20 million overdraft with

the National Bank, o There is a €50feefor an
unauthorized overdraft, o We need to renegotiate our

overdraftfacility. See note at loan
O to apply for/arrange/extend/have an overdraft * to

pay off/run up an overdraft an overdraft facility *

an agreed/authorized/unauthorized overdraft

* overdraw /.auva'dra:; /\m£ .oovar'dra:/ verb

[+ obj] (overdrew /-'dru:/ overdrawn /-'drain/)

(especially BrE)

(Finance) to take more money out of your bank
account than is in it: We have overdrawn our
account by €100000.

overdrawn /,auva'dro:n; AmE .ouvar'd-/ adjective

[not usually before noun] (abbro/6, DR)

(Finance) (about a company or person) having taken



more money out of a bank account than was in it:

Thefirm is €5 million overdrawn, o Thefirm is

overdrawn by €5 million, o We are about to go
overdrawn, o Your balance is €305 DR. -» credit

overdue /.auva'dju:; AmE .ouvar'du:/ adjective

not paid, done, returned, etc. by the required or

expected time: Some of the payments are 90 days

overdue, o overdue payments o These computers are

overduefor updating. -» outstanding

overestimate verb, noun
• verb /.auvar'estimeit; AmE ,ou-/ [+ obj]

1 to think or guess that the amount, cost or size of

sth is larger than it really is: Thefirm failed because

it overestimated sales and underestimated costs.

2 to think that sb is better, stronger, etc. than they

really are: Have we overestimated the competition? o
They overestimated his ability when they promoted
him.
fOPPl UNDERESTIMATE

overestimation /.auvaresti'maijn; AmE ,ou-/

noun [c,u]

• noun /.aovar'estimat; AmE ,ou-/ [C, usually sing.]

an estimate about the size, cost, etc. of sth that is

too high: Our projection of200 000 sales turned out

to be a massive overestimate. IoppI underestimate

overextended /.auvarik'stendid; AmE ,oo-/

adjective [not usually before noun]

1 {Finance) spending or borrowing more money
than you can manage without risking problems:
Consumers are seriously overextended, o
overextended borrowers
2 involved in more work or activities than you can
manage: Many company managers are severely

overextended, o Thefirmfound itself overextended

and unable to supply all its orders.

.overex'tend verb [+ obj]: The group overextended

itself by purchasing a publishing company.

overfll tided /.auva'fAndid; AmE .ouvar'f-/

adjective

{Finance) (about an organization, a project, etc.)

having received more money than is necessary or

than is allowed: an overfunded company/plan
[OPPJ UNDERFUNDED

over fund verb [+ obj] .over funding noun [u]:

the overfunding of new companies

OVergeared /.auva'giad; AmE .ouvar'gird/ =
OVER-LEVERAGED

overhang noun, verb

• noun /'auvahaerj; AmE 'ouvar-/ [c, usually sing.]

see also: debt overhang

1 {Commerce) {especially AmE) the state of being
extra to what is required; the things that are extra:

attempts to reduce the overhang of unsold goods o
We have a massive stock overhang in children's wear.

2 {Stock Exchange) a large number of shares that

have not been sold or which are held by an
important shareholder, and which, if they were
offered for sale all at the same time, would make
prices fall: The share overhang remains a worryfor
investors.

• verb /.auva'haerj; AmE .oovar'h-/ [+ obj] (overhung,
overhung / - hArj/)

to have an influence and a negative effect on sth:

Soaring oil prices continue to overhang the stock

market.

overhaul noun, verb

• noun /'auvahod; AmE 'ouvar-/ [C]

an examination of a system, machine, etc.,

including making changes to it or doing repairs:

Our distribution system is in need of a major
overhaul, o The group has undertaken a strategic

overhaul.

O a complete/major/radical/sweeping overhaul to

need/undergo an overhaul to carry out/plan an
overhaul

385 overlay

• verb /.auva'harl; AmE .oovar'h-/ [+ obj]

to examine every part of a system, machine, etc.

and make any necessary changes or repairs: We are

working on a project to overhaul the IT system.

overhead /'auvahed; AmE 'ouvarhed/ noun,

adjective

• noun

see also: direct overhead, indirect overhead

1 {Accounting) {especially AmE) [u] = overheads
2 [c] a piece of transparent film with text,

diagrams, etc. on, that is shown using an
overhead projector: Good overheads can really

improve a presentation.

• adjective [only before noun]

{Accounting) connected with the general costs of

running a business or an organization, for example
paying for rent or electricity: overhead costs/

expenses -> overheads

.overhead projector {abbr ohp) {also

projector) noun [c]

a piece of equipment that sends (projects) an image
onto a wall or screen so that many people can see

it: She used an overhead projector to show the

statistics. —Picture at presentation

• overheads /'duvdhedz; AmE 'ouvar-/ noun [pi.]

{especially BrE) {AmE usually 'overhead [u])

{Accounting) regular costs that you have when you
are running a business or an organization, such as

rent, electricity, wages, etc: We may need to close

branches to reduce our overheads, o The company cut

its overheads by €2.4 million by making 500 staff

redundant. -> direct overhead, indirect
OVERHEAD
0 high/low overheads to cut/reduce overheads

overheat /,auva'hi:t; AmE .oovar'h-/ verb [+ obj or

no obj]

(about an economy or a market) to be too active,

with high demand causing prices to rise; to make
an economy or a market too active: The growth in

consumption caused the economy to overheat, o
Higher interest rates would slow overheated

consumer spending. ,over'heating noun [u]: the

danger of overheating in the property market

OVerhype /.aova'haip; AmE .ouvar'h-/ verb [+ obj]

{informal)

to exaggerate the quality or the importance of sth:

Shareholders made, then lost, afortune in overhyped

Internet companies. -» hype

.over-in'vestment noun [u]

{Finance) the fact of more money being invested in

sth than is needed: Over-investment in steel

production led to a fall in price. IoppI under-
investment
,over-in'vest verb [no obj]: I think we are over-

investing in promotion. ,over-in'vested adjective:

Employees were over-invested in company stock, and
lost money when itfailed.

overissue /.auvar'iju:; BrE also .aovar'isju:; AmE
.ouvar'iju:/ noun [C,U]

1 {Finance) a situation where a company offers

more new shares than it is allowed to offer

2 {Economics) a situation where too many new
banknotes are produced
.overissue verb [+ obj]

overlay /'auvalei; /\m£ 'ouvarlei/ noun [C]

1 a transparent sheet with drawings, figures, etc.

on it that can be placed on top of another sheet in

order to change it

2 {Marketing) extra data from another organization

that is added to a company's mailing list (= a list

of the names and addresses of people who are
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regularly sent information or advertising material):

overlay data such as age, income or job

overlend /.auva'lend; AmE .ouvar'l-/ verb [no obj]

(overlent, overlent /-lent/)

(about a bank or financial organization) to lend too

much money .over'lending noun [u]

,Over-'leveraged [especially AmE) {BrE usually

.over'geared) adjective

(Finance) if a company, etc. is over-leveraged, it has
borrowed too much money compared to the

number of shares it has issued and may not be able

to pay the interest on the loans: A high debt-to-

equity ratio indicates that a company is over-

leveraged.
,
over-'leverage verb [+ obj]: Thefirm

had over-leveraged itself and was unable to service

the debt.

overload verb, noun
• verb /.auva'laud; AmE .ouvar'loud/ [+ obj]

1 to put too great a load on sth: an overloaded
truck

2 to give sb/sth too much of sth: He's overloaded
with responsibilities, o My voicemail's overloaded.

3 to put too great a demand on an electrical

system, a computer, etc., causing it to fail: The
lights went out because the system was overloaded.

•noun /'auvalaud; AmE 'ouvarloud/ [U; sing.]

too much of sth: An Internet search can often result

in information overload, o An electrical overload
caused thefuse to blow. -> work overload

overmanned /.auva'maend; AmE .ouvar'm-/

adjective

(HR) having more workers than are needed: The
industry is so overmanned thatjob cuts are

inevitable, [syn] overstaffed IoppI undermanned
over manning noun [u]

overnight adverb, adjective, verb

• adverb /.auva'nait; AmE .ouvar'n-/

1 suddenly or quickly: The company didn't become
successful overnight.

2 during or for the night: I stayed overnight in

Stockholm.

3 [Stock Exchange) since trading ended the day
before: The US Nasdaq fell 2.4% overnight.

•adjective /,auva'nait; AmE .ouvar'n-/ [only before

noun]

1 happening suddenly or quickly: The new range
was an overnight success.

2 happening during the night; for a night: an
overnightflight o an overnight stay

3 an overnight delivery of goods arrives the day
after you order them: Most ofour products are

available by overnight delivery.

4 (Stock Exchange) happening since trading closed
the day before: an overnightfall on Wall Street

5 (Finance) used to describe a loan that one bank
makes to another for a very short period, for

example one night: Overnight loans are repayable
within 24 hours, o The central bank kept the

overnight rate at 2. 75%.
• verb /'auvanait; AmE 'ouvarn-/

1 [no obj] (especially AmE) (used with an adverb or a
preposition) to stay for the night in a particular

place: We overnighted at the Grace Hotel.

2 [+ obj] (AmE) to send or transport sth during the
night so that it arrives the next day: We overnight

fresh fish to restaurants in New York.

over-opti mistic adjective

1 too confident that sth will be successful: I'm not
over-optimistic about my chances ofgetting the job.

2 too high: The sales forecasts turned out to be over-

optimistic.

• overpay /.auva'pei; /\m£ .ouvar'p-/ verb

(overpaid, overpaid /- peid/)

1 [+ obj] (often be overpaid) to pay sb too much; to

pay sb more than their work is worth: Many
workers feel their bosses are overpaidfor what they do.

2 [+ obj or no obj] to pay too much for sth; to pay
more than sth is worth: Investors feared that the

company had overpaidfor recent acquisitions, o I

think I have been overpaying tax.

IPPPJ UNDERPAY -> UNDERPAID
.overpayment noun [c,u]

overpriced /.auva'praist; AmE .ouvar'p-/ adjective

too expensive; costing more than it is worth: Their

goods are high quality but overpriced, o overpriced

shares IoppI underpriced
,overprice verb [+ obj]

overprint /.auva'prmt; AmE .ouvar'p-/ verb [+ obj]

overprint A (on B)
|

overprint B with A to print sth

on a document, etc. that already has printing on it

overproduction /.auvapra'dAkJan; AmE .ouvarp-/

noun [U]

the fact that more goods, services, etc. are

produced than was planned or than can be sold to

make a profit: Overproduction of oil has pushed the

price down. IoppI underproduction
overproduce /,auvapra'dju:s ; AmE

,ouvarpra'du:s/ verb [+ obj or no obj]: Coffee growers
have always had a tendency to overproduce.

overpro ducer noun [C]: the biggest overproducers

of oil

,over-re'port (AmE spelling overreport)
/,auvan'pa:t; AmE ,ouvarn'pa:rt/ verb [+ obj]

(Accounting) to say that you have earned, sold, etc.

more than you actually have: The company
admitted over-reporting its sales for the first half of
last year, [oppj under-report

override /.auva'raid; AmE .ouvar'r-/ verb

(overrode /-'raud; AmE -'rood/ overridden /-'ndn/)

1 to use your authority to reject sb's decision,

order, etc: The chairman overrode the committee's

recommendation. Isyni overrule
2 to be more important than sth: Considerations of
safety override all other concerns, o Customer
satisfaction is our overriding priority.

3 to stop a process that happens automatically and
control it yourself: A special code is needed to

override the time lock.

overriding com mission (also overrider

/.auva'raida(r); AmE .ouvar'r-/) noun [C]

(Marketing) a payment earned by a manager of a

company's office in another area or country, based
on the business created by the agents in that office

overrule /,auva'ru:l; AmE .ouvar'r-/ verb [+ obj]

to change a decision or reject an idea from a

position of greater power: The government
overruled the decision to block the merger, o One
interviewer didn't want to give me the job, but the

others overruled him. isyni override

overrun verb, noun
• verb /.auva'rAn; AmE .ouvar'r-/ [+ obj or no obj]

(overran /-'raen/ overrun)
to take more time or money than was intended: The
project overran by a month, o We overran the budget

by 50%.
• noun /'auvarAn; AmE'ou-/ [C]

see also: cost overrun

1 a situation when sth takes more time or money
than planned: The contractor is responsible for the

cost of overruns in time or costs.

2 (AmE) a quantity of sth produced that is extra or

more than you need: We will buyfirst-quality
overruns.



• overseas /,auva'si:z; AmE .ouvar's-/ adjective,

adverb

• adjective

connected with foreign countries, especially those

that you have to cross the sea or ocean to get to:

overseas development/trade o Japan is our biggest

overseas market. oOur overseas competitors have

raised their prices. -» offshore
• adverb
to or in a foreign country, especially those that you
have to cross the sea or ocean to get to: to live/

work/go overseas o The product is sold both at home
and overseas.

oversee /.auva'si:; AmE .oovar'si:/ verb [+ obj]

(oversaw /-'so:/ overseen /-'si:n/)

1 to watch sb/sth and make sure that a job or an
activity is done correctly: Myjob involves overseeing

120 employees and 600 contractors, o A lawyer was
appointed to oversee the break-up of the company.
dW| SUPERVISE
2 {Finance) to be responsible for the way an
amount of money is invested: an asset management
fund that oversees $100 million

overseer /'auvasia(r); AmE 'ouvarsir/ noun [C]

1 a person or an organization that is responsible

for making sure that a system is working as it

should: Webster served as an accounting overseer at

a companyfacingfraud accusations.

2 {old-fashioned) a person whose job is to make sure

that other workers do their work

oversell /.auva'sel; /\m£ .ouvar'sel/ verb (oversold,

oversold /.auva'sauld; AmE .ouvar'sould/)

1 {Commerce) [+ obj] to sell too much or more of sth

than is available: The seats on the plane were
oversold.

2 {Marketing) [+ obj or no obj] to try to make sb buy
more of sth than they need: The group was accused

of overselling insurance policies.

3 [+ obj] to exaggerate the quality or importance of

sth: He has a tendency to oversell himself.

IQPPI UNDERSELL
,over'selling/?oun [u] -» oversold

Overshoot /.auva'Juit; AmE .ouvar'J*-/ verb [+ obj or
no obj] (overshot, overshot /-'Jot; AmE -'J*a:t/)

to spend more money or to do more than you
originally planned: The department may overshoot

its cash limit this yean o We overshot our sales target

by 20%. tQPPl UNDERSHOOT
overshoot /'auvajuit; AmE 'ouvarf-/ noun [C]: We

need to avoid another big budget overshoot.

oversight /'auvasait; AmE 'ouvars-/ noun
1 [u] the state of being in charge of sb/sth: The
committee has oversight offinance and general

policy, o {AmE) Who was chosen to head the

accounting oversight board?
2 [c,u] the fact of making a mistake because you
forget to do sth or you do not notice sth: Due to an
oversight, the companyfailed to register its shares in

time.

Oversized /'auvasaizd; /\/t?£ 'ouvars-/ {also

'oversize, less frequent) adjective

bigger than the normal size; too big: You have to

pay extra to send oversized packages.

oversold /.auva'sauld; AmE .ouvar'sould/ adjective

{Stock Exchange) used to describe a situation when
the value of shares, a currency, etc. has fallen too
far as too many people have been selling: A day of
heavy losses left the market oversold.

-» OVERBOUGHT, OVERSELL

overspend /.auva'spend; AmE .ouvar's-/ verb

[+ obj or no obj] (overspent, overspent /-spent/)

to spend too much money or more than you
planned: The company has overspent on marketing.
[OPPJ UNDERSPEND
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overspend /'auvaspend; AmE 'ouvars-/ noun [C,

usually sing., u] {especially BrE): We are still dealing

with a €1 million overspendfrom last year.

over spending /.auva'spendirj; AmE .ouvar's-/ noun
[U]: The new president promised to end years of
government overspending.

overstaffed /,auva'sta:ft; AmE .oovar'staeft/

adjective

{HR) (about a company, an office, etc.) having more
workers than are needed: The airline was heavily

overstaffed. Isyni overmanned [oppI understaffed
.over'staffing noun [u]

overstate /.auva'steit; AmE .ouvar's-/ verb [+ obj]

to say that sth is larger than it really is, especially

an amount of money: The company admitted it had
overstated its revenues by $20 million.

[OPPJ understate
overstatement /'auvasteitmant; AmE 'ouvars-/

noun [C,u]: overstatement ofprofits

overstock /.auva'stDk; AmE ,ouvar'sta:k/ verb

[+ obj or no obj]

{Commerce) to buy or make more of sth than you
need or can sell: to overstock inventory o The shop
was overstocked with unsold goods, o Since the new
system was introduced, we no longer overstock on
parts. overstock /'auvastDk; AmE 'ouvarsta:k/

noun [c,u]: We have an overstock ofsummer
clothing, o {AmE) huge overstocks in clothing

inventories over'stocking noun [u]: Our low prices

are due to overstocking.

Overstretch /.auva'stretj"; AmE .ouvar's-/ verb

[+ obj]

to make sb/sth do more than they are capable of; to

do more than you are capable of: The firm's mistake

was to overstretch itself by expanding into Asia, o
Taking on another business may overstretch our
management, .over'stretched adjective: an
overstretched budget o overstretched services

Oversubscribed /.auvasab'skraibd; AmE .ouvars-/

adjective

1 {Finance) if new shares, bonds, etc. are

oversubscribed, too many people want to buy
them: The share issue wasfive times oversubscribed.

2 {Commerce) if a service is oversubscribed, more
people have the right to use it than is possible at

the same time: The ISP allows its dial-up Internet

service to be oversubscribed by 20%.
oversubscription /.auvasab'sknpjn; AmE

.ouvars-/ noun [u]: The investment company
announced a €4 million bond issue, with an
oversubscription option of{= with the right to

issue) a further €3 million, o oversubscription of
services

OVersupply /.auvasa'plai; AmE .ouvars-/ noun,

verb

• noun [u; c, usually sing.] {plural oversupplies)

more of sth than can be sold: The steel industry is

struggling due to oversupply. oAn oversupply of
paper has led to a fall in price.

• verb [+ obj or no obj] (oversupplies, oversupplying,

oversupplied, oversupplied)

to provide sb/sth with more than they can use or

sell: Coffee is a heavily oversupplied market, o Fruit

growers have a tendency to oversupply.

overtake /.auva'teik; AmE .ouvar't-/ verb [+ obj]

(overtook /-'tuk/ overtaken /- teikan/)

to become greater in number, amount or

importance than sth else: In the next century,

nuclear energy could overtake oil as the main fuel, o
We mustn't let ourselves be overtaken by our

competitors, [syn] outstrip
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over-the-'counter adjective [only before noun]

{abbrOJCj

1 [Finance] used to describe investments,

currencies, etc. that are traded between
independent dealers rather than in an organized

system such as a stock exchange: over-the-counter

shares/stock o the over-the-counter derivatives

market o OTC markets o In over-the-counter trading

last Friday, the shares fell 25%.
2 (about medicines) that can be bought without
written permission from a doctor (a prescription):

Sales ofover-the-counter medicines have increased

2%.

;

over the 'counter adverb (abbr OTC): Are these

tablets available over the counter? o The company's
shares are traded over the counter on the NASDAQ
system.

* overtime /'auvataim; /\m£ 'ouvart-/ noun [u]

1 time that you spend working at your job after

you have worked the normal hours: Some
employees were willing to work overtime at

weekends, o The union announced a ban on
overtime.

O to do/work overtime to ban/cut overtime an
overtime ban

2 the money that sb earns for doing overtime:
They pay $150 a day plus overtime.

O to earn overtime to pay (sb) overtime overtime

earnings/pay/payments
3 extra time that a factory operates, especially to

meet orders: Several plants will work overtime next

week.

overtrade /.auva'treid; AmE .ouvar't-/ verb [+ obj

or no obj]

to do more business than you can afford; to

produce or buy more of sth than you will be able to

sell: The marketfor women's magazines is badly

overtraded.

overtrading /.auva'treidirj; AmE .ouvar't-/ noun [u]

[Finance) a situation when a company has increased

its business too quickly and does not have enough
cash available to pay debts, wages and other
expenses: The company grew too fast, and cash-flow

problems led to insolvency through overtrading.

overturn /,auva't3:n; AmE .ouvar'tairn/ verb [+ obj]

[Law) to officially decide that a legal decision is not
correct, and to make it no longer valid: A court of
appeal overturned the decision to ban the drug.

O to overturn a ban/decision/patent/ruling/verdict

overvalue /,aova'vaelju:;/\/77£ .ouvar'v-/ verb

[+ obj] [often be overvalued)

to fix the value of sth at a level that is too high: The
euro is estimated to be overvalued against the dollar

by 10%. o The shares are 25% overvalued, o an
overvalued exchange rate/stock IqppI undervalue

Overview /'auvavju:; AmE 'ouvarv-/ noun [C]

a general description of sth: In this presentation I

want to give you an overview of our schedule for the

next year, [syn! outline -» survey
O to give/offer/present/provide an overview (of sth)

a broad/detailed/quick overview

overweight /.auva'weit; AmE .ouvar'w-/ adjective

[Stock Exchange) having more of a particular type of

investment or asset in a collection than the index
that you are following or than your usual position:

In our survey, 40% of investmentfund managers said

they are overweight in cash [= are keeping more
cash than usual because it is not a good time to

invest in shares, bonds, etc.). oJ.P. Morgan
upgraded the company's investment rating to

'overweight'from 'neutral', loppj underweight
-> MARKET WEIGHT

.overweight verb [+ obj or no obj]

overwork /,auva'w3:k; AmE ,ouvar'w3:rk/ verb,

noun
• verb [+ obj or no obj]

to work too hard; to make sb work too hard: You
look tired. Have you been overworking? o The staff

are grossly overworked, o overworked executives

• noun [u]

the fact of working too hard: His illness was brought
on by money worries and overwork.

ovno abbr (only used in written English)

or very near offer used in private sales to say that

the seller will accept a slightly lower price: Desk for
sale, €75 ovno.

• owe /au; AmE ou/ verb [+ obj]

owe sth (to sb) (for sth)
|
owe (sb) sth (for sth) to

have to pay sb for sth that you have already
received or return money that you have borrowed:
We still owe €5 000 to the bank, o We still owe the

bank €5 000. o How much do I owe you for the

tickets? o Nearly $1 billion is owed to foreign

creditors, o [figurative) I'm still owed three days'

leave.

owing /'aoirj; AmE 'ouirj/ adjective [not before noun]
(BrE)

money that is owing has not been paid yet: €500 is

still owing on the loan.

•own /aun; AmE oon/ adjective, verb

• adjective

done or produced by and for yourself: The store has
launched its own product line of organicfoods.
-> idiom at beat

• verb [+ obj] (not used in the continuous tenses)

to have sth that belongs to you, especially because
you have bought it: 80% of our customers own a

personal computer, o Pfizer owns the exclusive right

to market the drug within the US.

,OWn 'brand (also ,own 'label) noun [C] (both BrE)

(Commerce; Marketing) a product or group of

products that a shop/store sells with its own name
on rather than the name of the company that

produced them: Own brands accountfor less than
30 per cent of total packaged grocery sales, o The
company makes own-brand ice cream for the major
supermarkets. IsynI house brand, store brand
(AmE) -» PRIVATE LABEL

-owned /aond; AmE ound/ adjective (used to form
adjectives)

having the owner or type of owner mentioned:
state-owned/privately-owned/foreign-owned o
Japanese-owned companies in the US ofamily-owned
businesses o Thefirm is majority-owned by France

Telecom.

• owner /'auna(r); AmE 'ou-/ noun [c]

see also: beneficial owner, part--, process ~

a person or an organization that owns sth: the

firm's owner o The group is the owner of the largest

shopping mall in the country, o The current owners
have spent $100 000 on modernizing the hotel, o 75%
of business owners questioned were optimistic about
the economy
EE] at (the) owner's 'risk used in formal notices

to say that the owner of sth and not anyone else is

responsible for any loss or damage: Cars are parked

at the owner's risk, o Goods are carried at owner's

risk (= the owner must insure them).

owner of 'record = shareholder of record

owner- operator noun [c] (AmE)

a person who owns a lorry/ truck and runs it as a

business: We are lookingfor owner-operators to join

ourfleet of trucks.

.owners' equity = net worth
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see also: common ownership, cross-media ~, cross-

~, employee ~, fractional ~, part ~, partial ~, total

cost of ~

the fact of owning sth; the legal right to own sth:

The restaurant is under new ownership, o a growth

in home ownership o They have put in proposals to

takefull ownership of the company, o Ownership of

the land is currently being disputed.

.ownership in common = common
OWNERSHIP

,own-price elas ticity = elasticity of
DEMAND

OZ abbr (only used in written English)

ounce(s): a 16 oz container

Pp
p (also spelled p.) abbr /pi:/ penny; pence: The shares

closed lpup at25p.

P2P (also spelled p2p, P-to-P) /,pi: to 'pi:/ adjective

[only before noun]

(IT) peer-to-peer used to describe the situation

when one computer can communicate with
another directly, without us,ing a central server

P3 /,pi: '9ri:/ = public-private partnership

P45 I foiti'faiv; AmE ,fo:rti/ noun [C]

in the UK, a form that you receive from your
employer when you stop working for them and that

shows how much you earned in the job and how
much tax you paid: Within afew months, he was
picking up his P45 (= he had lost his job).

PA /,pi: 'ei/ = personal assistant, public
ADDRESS (SYSTEM)

p.a. /,pi: 'ei/ abbr per annum per year; for each
year: Dividends are expected to be between 1.75%
and 3.25% per annum. L'l'lM Per annum is a Latin

phrase.

PABX /,pi: ei bi: eks/ abbr private automatic
branch exchange an automatic system for

transferring telephone calls to the correct part of

an organization

pace /peis/ noun, verb

• noun [c,u]

the speed at which sth happens or is done: the slow

pace of change o Retail sales rose in January at their

fastest pace in two years, o How long will our workers
keep up this pace? o The pace ofjob losses is slowing
now. o The economy grew at a respectable 3.1 per

cent pace. rate
O a brisk/fast/rapid/record pace a moderate/slow/

sluggish/steady pace * to increase/step up the pace

(of sth) to change/slow the pace (of sth)

HEE3 keep 'pace (with sth) to happen, develop, or

act at the same speed as sth else: The company has
not kept pace with its rivals, put sb/sth through
their/its 'paces to give sb/sth a number of tasks to

perform so that you can judge what they/ it can do:

The new system has been put through its paces, set

the 'pace to do sth at a particular speed or to a

particular standard so that other people are then
forced to copy it if they want to be successful: His

company has continued to set the pace with new
technology and designs, o They became the Footsies

best performer and set the pace for the rest of the

sector.

• verb [+ obj] pace yourself to work at the speed or
level of activity that suits you best, so that you can
continue without getting too tired: She'll have to

learn to pace herself in this job.

the Pa cific Rim noun [smg.J

the countries around the Pacific Ocean, especially

countries in East Asia, considered as an economic
group: Pacific Rim countries/regions/markets

• pack /paek/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

pack sth (up) (in/into sth) to put goods into

containers for delivery or sale: The pottery was
carefully packed into boxes, o This is the least

expensive way to pack and ship each order.

|syn] package
339 ,pack sth 'in (informal) to stop doing sth: She
decided to pack in her job. pack 'up; .pack sth 'up

(BrE) (informal) to stop doing sth: If things don't

improve, we may as well pack up and go home, o
He packed up his job.

• noun

see also: blister pack, bubble ~, display ~, four--,

gift ~, in-~, multipack, six-—

1 [C] a container, usually a small one; a container

and its contents: a pack of cigarettes/gum o You can

buy the disks in packs often. -» package, packet
2 [C] a set of documents or objects inside the same
cover: We've put together a pack which contains all

the necessary information, o an information pack o
a book and CD-ROM pack
3 [C with sing./pl.verb] the people or things in a

particular field or industry; the people or things

that are not the leaders: We pride ourselves on
movingfast, staying ahead of the pack, o Two of the

supermarket chains are pulling awayfrom the pack.

• package /'paekid3/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: compensation package, pay ~,

remuneration ~, salary ~

1 (especially AmE) = parcel
2 (AmE) a box, bag, etc. in which things are

wrapped or packed; the contents of a box, bag, etc:

Our system allows us to track each package, o They

cost $100for a package offive. -» packet
3 (IT) a set of programs for a particular type of task

which are supplied together: an integrated software

package o an updated accounting package

4 a set of products or services that are supplied

together: We put together the right package of

servicesfor each client, o mobile phone packagesfor
small- and medium-sized businesses

5 a set of conditions, proposals, etc. that are

offered and must be accepted together; the money
involved in them: They took a pay cut as part of a

package of measures to save the company, o His total

benefits package exceeded $6 million.

6 (informal) - package holiday
• verb [+ obj]

1 package sth (up) to put goods into containers for

delivery or sale: We produce and package the drink

here, o The orders were already packaged up, ready

to be sent o packaged teas/salads o The camera
comes attractively packaged as a gift set. [syn] pack
2 to combine goods, services, etc. and provide

them as a set: The book is packaged with a

workbook, CD and study guide.
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3 to present services, products, people, etc. in a

particular way, especially in an attractive way: an
attempt to package news as entertainment

package deal noun [c]

an agreement to offer a number of things that must
all be accepted together: Customers can sign up to a

package deal that includes unlimited local and
national calls.

packaged goods noun [pi ]

goods, especially food and other things sold in

supermarkets, which are already in boxes, bags or

packages when customers choose them: We've

introduced more self-serve packaged goods, o one of

the UK's leading consumer packaged goods
manufacturers

packaged .holiday = package holiday

packaged software noun [u]

{IT) a computer program that is developed for sale

to consumers or businesses, generally designed to

appeal to more than a single customer: There was
no packaged software that we could buy that would
do exactly what 'we wanted.

'package holiday {also packaged .holiday)

{both BrE) (also 'package tour, AmE, BrE) {also

'package, AmE, BrE informal) noun [C]

a holiday/vacation that is organized by a company
at a price that includes the cost of travel, hotels,

etc: They went on a package holiday to Greece, o a
package holiday operator

packager /'paekid38(r)/ noun [C]

a person, machine or company that packs or wraps
products ready to be stored, transported or sold

-» PACKER

'package tour = package holiday

packaging /'paekid3irj/ noun [u]

see also: blister packaging, bubble packaging

1 the materials used to wrap or protect goods that

are sold in shops/ stores; the design of these

materials: a new type ofpackaging o packaging
materials o Attractive packaging can help to sell

products.

O attractive/bright/fancy/glossy packaging paper/
plastic/recyclable packaging

2 the process of packing goods in containers or

covers: We outsource the packaging and distribution

ofour products.

0 a packaging company/group/plant packaging

equipment/machinery
3 the way that services, people or activities are

presented; the way that makes them seem most
attractive: It's all about packaging.
-» PACKING

packer /'pa9k8(r)/ noun [c]

a person, machine or company that puts food,

goods, etc. into containers to be sold or sent to sb:

Thefirm is a medium-siz-ed fruit and vegetable

packer, o The pickers deliver the completed orders to

the packers, who wrap them readyfor delivery.

-> PACKAGER

packet /'paekit/ noun [c]

see also: pay packet, wage packet

1 {BrE) a small container or covering for goods; the

container or covering and its contents: a packet of
biscuits/cornflakes/cigarettes o 'Is there any paper?'

Tvejust opened a new packet. ' -» pack noun,

package noun
2 a small object wrapped in paper or put into a

thick envelope so that it can be sent by mail,

carried easily or given as a present: Orders under 2
kg are sent as a small packet.

3 {AmE) a set of documents or objects inside the

same cover: a packet of legal papers Isyni pack
4 {AmE) = sachet
5 {IT) a small amount of data that is separated from
other data before being sent. The data is joined

together again after it arrives: packets ofInternet

data o data packets

Unm cost, lose, make, etc. a 'packet {informal) a

very large amount of money: They expect to make a
packet over the nextfew years.

packing /'paekm/ noun [u]

see also: postage and packing

1 the act of packing goods for delivery or sale: The
system prints out labels for use in packing and
shipping, o meat receivedfrom the packing plant o
Returned items must be accompanied by the original

packing slip.

packaging

blister pack/
bubble pack

shrink-wrap

bubble wrap

best-before date {BrE) I

best-if-used-by date {AmE)

barcode

cardboard box

carton

polystyrene blocks /

Styrofoam™ blocks (AmE)

polystyrene peanuts /

Styrofoam™ peanuts (AmE)



O a packing factory/plant/station a packing

company/group
2 material used for wrapping around delicate

objects in order to protect them, especially before

sending them somewhere {BrE): The price includes

postage and packing, o Shredded paper is used as

packing material.

-> PACKAGING

pact /paekt/ noun [C]

an agreement or a promise to do sth: the Kyoto Pact

on cutting greenhouse gas emissions o Chile has

signed a free-trade pact with the EU.

pad /paed/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: legal pad

a number of sheets of paper fastened together

along one edge: a pad ofpaper o a memo/writing/
sketch pad

• verb [+ obj] (-dd-) {AmE)

to make an amount bigger, especially dishonestly:

Fashion accessories help to pad profit margins.

333 ,pad sth 'out to make sth such as an article,

seem longer or more impressive by adding things

that are unnecessary: The report was padded out

with extractsfrom previous documents.

padded 'envelope noun [c]

an envelope with a layer of soft material in it, used
for sending things that might break or tear easily

-» Jiffy

page /peid3/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: full-page, half--, home ~, landing ~,

web ~

1 {abbr p) one side or both sides of a sheet of paper
in a book, magazine or newspaper: It's on page 5. o
The report runs to {- is) 250 pages, o The story was
on thefront page of The Wall Street Journal.

2 a section of a newspaper or magazine that is

used for a particular topic: the business/financial

pages of the newspaper o We have doubled the

number of ad pages in the magazine.
3 a section of a website that can be shown on a

computer screen at any one time: the FT.com
financial services page o The page got a huge number
of hits.

4 the text on one side of a sheet of paper or on one
section of an electronic document: He had to scroll

through page after page of sales data.

5 a message that sb receives on a pager
Q3Z3 be on the same 'page {especially AmE) if two
or more people or groups are on the same page,
they work together and have the same goal: Are the

team members all on the same page about the

project's goals?

• verb [+ obj]

to call sb using a pager or by announcing their

name in a public place such as an airport: I had
him paged, o An engineer was paged immediately.

13339 ,page 'through sth to go from one page to

another in a document or book, or on a computer
screen: After paging through hundreds of sites, we
chose six.

'page break noun [c]

a symbol on a computer screen that shows where a
printer will start a new page in a typed document

page im pression = page view

pager /'peid3a(r)/ noun [C]

a small electronic device that you carry around
with you and that lets you know when sb is trying
to contact you, by showing a message, making a
sound, etc.

'page .traffic noun [u]

the number of times that a web page is visited; the
number of people who read a particular page in a

391 p. and h.

magazine, newspaper, etc: FT.com achieved record

page traffic. -> hit noun (1)

'page view (a/so 'page im.pression) noun [C]

{Marketing) one visit to a single web page: The site

has more than 7 million page views per day. -> hit
noun (1)

* paid /peid/ adjective

see also: delivered duty paid, duty--, low--, post--,

reply -

1 [usually before noun] (about work, etc.) for which
people receive money: Neither of them is currently

in paid employment, o You are entitled to 20 days'

paid leave/vacation a year, o a well-paidjob o
poorly/badly paid jobs
2 [usually before noun] (about a person) receiving

money for doing work: Men still outnumber women
in the paid workforce, o well-paid bankers and
accountants

3 {often used following a noun) that has been paid:

postage paid o a refund of taxes paid
IQPPI UNPAID

,

paid-up 'capital {also
,

paid-up share .capital)

noun [u]

{Finance) the amount of money that has been
received for shares that have been bought and paid

for, rather than the money owed to a company
from shares that have been bought but not paid for

yet

.paid-up policy noun [c]

{Insurance) a life insurance agreement in which
regular payments have stopped before the end of

the agreement

.paid-up share noun [c]

{Finance) a share whose full value was paid at the

time of issue

,

paid-up share .capital = paid-up capital

'paint shop noun [c]

the part of a factory in which goods are painted,

especially in a car factory -> body shop

pairing /'pearm;/*^ 'per-/ noun [U,C]

two people or things that work together or are put

together; the act of putting them together: the

pairing of espresso bars and booksellers o The pairing

of our two companies would be a great partnership

and a great business.

P& L /,pi: and 'el/ = profit and loss account

pallet /'paelat/ noun [C]

a flat wooden frame used for storing and moving
goods; the frame and its contents: Each shelf

contains two pallets and each pallet contains 60 bags.

-> skid—Picture at transport

palm /pa:m/ verb {informal)

339 palm sth off (on/onto sb); palm sb off

(with sth) to persuade sb to accept sth that has

little value or that you do not want, especially by
tricking them: She's always palming the worstjobs

off on her assistant, o Make sure he doesn't try to

palm you off with faulty goods.

'palm-size {also 'palm-sized) adjective

small enough to hold in your hand: palm-size PCs o
a palm-sized pager

palmtop /'pa:mtDp; AmE -ta:p/ noun [C]

a small computer that you can hold in one hand: a

palmtop organizer

p. and h. {also spelled p. & h.) /,pi: and 'eitj/ abbr

{AmE) postage and handling the cost of dealing

with an order and sending the package by post



p. and p. »2

p. and p. (also spelled p. & p.) /,pi: an 'pi:/ abbr
:

7 post(age) and packing the cost of packing

and sending goods: Add £2for p. and p. -> s and h

panel /'paenl/ noun [c]

see also: consumer panel, customer ~ flat--,

takeover -

1 [c with sing./pl. verb] a group of specialists

brought together to give their advice or opinion
about sth, discuss sth, decide on sth, investigate

sth, etc: He was appointed to an ad\isory panel on
the issue of taxing Internet sales, o The panel
recommended a new business park near the airport,

o She didn't get the job after a panel interview.

O an advisory/interview a selection panel • a panel of
economists/experts/judges * to appoint sb to/

assemble/set up a panel the panel recommended/
ruled/said that)...

2 [C with sing./pl. verb] a group of people used to

research or test sth: Members of the audience panel
were asked to keep a diary of everything they

watched on TV. o Our panel said theyfound the

website easy to use and appealing.

3 {Law) {also 'jury .panel) [c] {both especially AmE)
= JURY
4 [c] a flat board in a vehicle or on a piece of

machinery where the controls and instruments are

fixed: an instrument panel o a control/display panel

panellist [AmE spelling panelist 'pa?nalist noun
[C] {BrEonly)

one of the group of people in a panel

'panel truck noun [c] {AmE)

{Transport) a small van/truck with a space for

storing goods that can be reached from the driver's

seat, used for delivering goods, etc.

'panel van noun [c]

{Transport) {used mainly in Australian English)

a small van/truck with doors at the back, used for

carrying goods, tools, etc.

pan-Euro pean adjective

relating to, or affecting, the whole of Europe;
across the whole of Europe: pan-European trading o
Telecoms were stronger on the pan-European indices.

panic paen Tk noun, verb

mnoun [u]

a state of great anxiety, in which decisions are

taken quickly, without careful thought: There is no
sense ofpanic in the industry, o The reports caused
renewed investor panic, o There has been panic
buying at grocery stores i- buying quickly without
careful thought in case the situation gets worse).

0 an air/a sense/sign of panic • a state/wave of panic
to cause/trigger panic panic buying/selling • a

panic measure/move/reaction
• verb [+ obj or no obj] (-ck-)

to be in a state of panic; to make sb be in this state:

The market was panicking, o The group's move has
panicked its competitors, o Panicked investors are

withdrawing their money.

paper peipam noun

see also: carbon paper, commercial ~. run of ~.

walking ~, working -

1 {Finance) [u] assets in the form of shares, bills
of exchange, etc. rather than cash: a bid made up
equally of cash and paper o The yield on five-year

paper was up 8.1 basis points at 3.188 per cent.

2 papers [pi ] documents: a stack of work papers o
Her desk was covered with books and papers.

3 papers [pi ] official documents that prove your
identity, give you permission to do sth, etc:

identification papers

4 [c] an article on a particular subject: a
government consultation paper
5 [C] a newspaper: the New York papers o the

Sunday papers o It's the best business paper we have.

HB on paper 1 printed or written on paper,
rather than in electronic form 2 based on recorded
information, rather than on reality: Centralization

saves money and increases efficiency—at least on
paper. -» idiom at worth adj.

'paper-based adjective

1 using paper rather than electronic means: a
paper-based billing system
2 {Finance) involving payment in shares, rather
than in cash: a paper-based deal

paper 'bid noun [c]

{Finance) an offer to buy a company, in which
payment would be in shares rather than in cash:

Their 182c-a-share offer was 23% higher than the

value of the rival paper bid.

paperchase peipatjeis; AmE -partf-/ noun [C]

{AmE)

1 the fact of producing too much work on paper
2 a thorough search through books and
documents: He spent a year on the paperchase that

uncovered the bankfraud.

paper currency = paper money

paper 'gain = paper profit

paperless perpalas; AmE -parlas / adjective

[usually before noun]

using computers, telephones, etc. rather than
paper, to store and send information: the paperless

office o a paperless data system

paper 'loss noun [c,u]

{Accounting) a loss in value which appears in your
accounts, but which may not exist in reality, for

example because an asset has become less

valuable: They sold their stocks, turning paper losses

into real losses. IoppI paper profit

paper 'money also .paper 'currency) noun [u]

money in the form of paper, not coins or cards

paper 'profit also
,

paper 'gain noun [c,u]

{Accounting) a profit that has been made but not

taken as real money yet, for example shares that

have risen in value but have not yet been sold

fSYN] BOOK PROFIT fOPPl PAPER LOSS

'paper-,pusher noun [c] {informal)

a person whose job involves boring or unimportant
office work such as keeping records or writing a

great deal -» pen-pusher

'paper trail noun [C. usually sing.] {especially AmE)
{informal)

a series of documents that show what you have
done or what has happened: He established a paper
trail to show that they had links with the company.

paperwork peipaw3:k; AmE peipar\v3:rk

noun [u]

1 the documents needed or produced for sth: How
quickly can you prepare the paperwork?

O to complete/handle/prepare
x
the) paperwork

2 the written work that is pan of a job. such as

filling in forms or writing letters and reports: /

spent the afternoon doing routine paperwork.

O to deal with/do/get through >the ] paperwork

par pa:(r) noun [u] also
,

par 'value, .nominal
value [c.u]) {also .nominal 'price [C])

see also: above par, below par

{Finance) the value given to a share when it is first

made available for sale, which may be greater or

smaller than the price paid for it: The scheme offers

a range of securities priced to be purchased at par. o
The bonds trade at less than 8% ofpar value. -> face
VALUE



n»T71 below/under/sub 'par less well, good, etc.

than is usual or expected: Some key employees are

performing below par. o Performance is sub par. on a
par with sb/sth (also on par with sb/sth, especially

in AmE) as good as usual or as good as it should be:

Prices in Germany are on a par with the UK.

parachute /'paerajuit/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: golden parachute

(HR) money or other benefits that you will receive if

you lose your job; an agreement to receive this

money or these benefits: a parachute payment
• verb

333 .parachute sb 'in; .parachute sb 'into sth

(usually be parachuted) to put sb from outside a

company into a senior position in the company: She
was parachuted in lastyear to resolve the pensions

crisis.

paradigm shift noun [c]

a very important and noticeable change in the way
sth is done or thought about: the needfor a
paradigm shift o This is a fundamental paradigm
shift in management.

paralegal /,paera'li:gl/ noun [C] (AmE)

an employee in a law firm who is trained to deal

with some types of legal work, but who is not

qualified as a lawyer

parallel /'paeralel/ adjective [usually before noun]

1 (Economics) used to describe a system of buying
and selling goods that happens outside the official

system of the company that produces them. Goods
are bought in one country and imported into

another where they are sold at a lower price than
the official price for that country: parallel imports o
Parallel trade will lead to a reduction in price.

GREY (1), GREY MARKET (2)

2 (IT) involving several computer operations at the

same time: parallel processing [opp] serial

the .parallel e'conomy = shadow economy

.parallel 'loan = back-to-back loan

.parallel 'market noun [c]

(Economics) a separate market for goods and
currencies that is different from a country's official

money market, especially in countries where the
official market is strictly controlled by government

paralyse (AmE spelling paralyze) /'paeralaiz/ verb

[+ obj]

to prevent sth from working normally: The port is

still paralysed by the lorry drivers' strike.

parameter /pa'raemita(r)/ noun [C, usually pi.]

a target or limit which measures or controls an
activity: key performance parameters o We had to

work within the parameters that had already been
established.

0 performance/price/risk parameters financial/

investment parameters to define/establish/set

parameters

parastatal /.paera'steitl/ adjective

used to describe an organization, especially in

some African countries, that has some political

power and serves the state ,para statal noun [c]

'par bond noun [c]

(Finance) a share, bond, etc. which is sold at the
value it is given when it is first issued, rather than
at a higher or lower price

parcel /'pa:sl; AmE 'pa:rsl/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

1 (especially BrE) (AmE usually 'package) something
that is wrapped in paper or put into a thick
envelope so that it can be sent by mail or carried
easily: There's a parcel and some letters for you. o the

parcel delivery business o a parcel carrier

393 Pareto's principle

2 a set of things, for example, a set of investments
which are offered, bought or sold together: parcels

ofshares o the group's parcel of hotels -> bundle
3 (Property) a piece of land: The property was
divided into 19 parcels.

• verb [+ obj] (-\\-,AmE -I-)

parcel sth (up) to wrap sth and make it into a

parcel: She parcelled up the books to send.

333 .parcel sth 'off to transfer or get rid of a set

of things: They'll parcel offsome of the stores to the

other companies, .parcel sth 'out to divide things

or arrange things in sets, and then offer or transfer

them to other people or companies: They will break

up the company and parcel out bits to the other

players in the sector.

pare /pea(r); AmE per/ verb [+ obj]

pare sth (back/down) to gradually reduce the size

or amount of sth: The training budget has been

pared to a minimum, o a decision to pare down the

workforce

* parent /'pearant; AmE 'per-/ = parent
company

pa rental 'leave noun [u]

(HR)

1 time that the parent of a new baby is allowed to

have away from work: Men are entitled to four
weeks' unpaid parental leave.

2 in Europe and some other countries, time that a

parent is allowed to have away from work to look
after a child who is below a particular age

'parent .company [also 'parent) noun [c]

(Finance) an organization that owns and controls

another company: a merger announcement between
CPA and its parent company RTZ o The share price of
Reed International, parent ofReed Elsevier, rose 2<t.

See note at holding company

Pa'reto a.nalysis /pa'reitao; -'ri:t-;,4AnE-tou/

noun [c,U]

a method that allows you to identify the main
causes of an effect, so that you know where you
should aim most of your efforts, for example when
dealing with a problem -> 80/20 rule

Pareto analysis

factor

Pa.retO-'optimal /pa'reitao; -'ri:t-; AmE -too/

adjective

(Economics) used to describe a situation, solution or

result that is the best and most efficient possible,

because any other situation would make things

worse for at least one group

Pareto's .principle (also Pareto's law/rule

/pa'reitauz; -'ri:t-; AmE -touz/ noun [sing.]

the theory that a small number or amount of sth

always creates a large part of the results, problems,

value, etc. associated with it: Pareto's principle tells



Paris Club 394 • verb

QHCl part company (with/from sb/sth) to leave

sb/sth; to end a relationship with sb: Thefirm has
parted company with its chairman (= they asked
him to leave).

.part delivery {also .part 'shipment) noun [c,u]

{Commerce) an order that has been only partly

completed and delivered -¥ part order

.part ex change noun [u,c] (erf)

a way of buying sth, such as a car, in which you
give your old one as part of the payment for a more
expensive one; the used item itself: Well take your
old car in part exchange. Isyni trade-in

part-ex change verb [+ obj]

partial /'pu: J"l; AmE 'pa:rjl/ adjective

not complete or whole: a partial shutdown of the

plant o a partial sale/merger/payment o They have
introduced a partial retirement option.

.partial ac ceptance noun [u]

{Finance) the act of agreeing to pay part of the value
of a bill of exchange (= a written order for sb to

pay a particular amount of money at a particular

time)

.partial equilibrium noun [u; sing ]

{Economics) a balance between supply and demand
in one part of the economy

.partial loss {also 'average) noun [c,U]

{Insurance) a situation in which only part of a ship

or its cargo is damaged and an insurance claim can
be made for this

.partial 'ownership = part ownership

partial payment = part payment

participant /pa:'tisrpant; AmE pa:r't-/ noun [C]

a person who is taking part in an activity or event:

The course has attracted over 500 participantsfrom
different organizations. -> market participant

* participate /pa:'tisipeit; AmE pa:r't-/ verb

[no obj]

1 to take part in sth: Employees are encouraged to

participate in the running of the company, o We as a
country want to participate in global markets, o You
can redeem the tokens with any participating airline.

2 {Finance) to receive part of an amount of money,
for example part of the profits of a company you
work for: Workers had a right to participate in the

profits of the company.
participation /pai.tisi'peijn; AmE pa:r,t-/ noun

[U] : employee participation in decision-making

par ticipating preference share {also

par ticipating preferred share) noun [c, usually pi ]

{both BrE) {AmE participating pre ferred stock,

participating 'preference stock [u,c])

{Finance) a type of preference share (= share

whose owner receives payments even when
ordinary shareholders do not) which also allows

the shareholder to receive dividends and extra

payments

participative /pcu'tisipativ; AmE pa:r't-/ adjective

involving several people who all take part in sth: a

participative approach to decision-making

participative management noun [u]

{HR) a way of running a company in which
employees who are not managers are involved in

making important decisions: We believe in

participative management and employee involvement

at all levels, o Her participative management style

has helped to build a strong team.

particulars /pa'tikjalaz; AmE par'tikjalarz/

noun [pi.]

see also: listing particulars

written information and details about a business,

job, person, property, etc: Applicationforms and

you that 80 per cent ofyour sales will comefrom 20
per cent ofyour sales staff, o applying Pareto's

principle in management \sy ttj 80/20 rule—Picture
at Pareto analysis m*ua Pareto's original theory
was that 20% of people in a society own 80% of the

wealth.

the 'Paris Club noun [sing.]

the Gio group of countries, whose central banks
meet and work together to support the

international finance and currency system and who
lend money to the IMF

parity /'paerati/ noun {plural parities)

see also: fixed parity, purchasing power parity

1 [u] the state of being equal, especially the state

of having equal pay or status: Part-time workers are

demanding pay parity with full-time staff, o The
country is coming closer to economic parity with its

neighbours.

2 {Economics) [u,C] the situation when units of

money of two different countries, or units of two
different products, have equal value: The dollar

remained near parity with the euro, o Gas was
priced at parity with oil.

3 {Economics) [C,U] the amount of a foreign

currency that is the same as a particular amount of

a country's own currency at an established rate of
exchange: a parity of 1.40 pesos to the dollar on the

official market

park /pa:k; AmE pa:rk/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: business park, industrial ~, office ~,

retail ~

an area of land used for a particular purpose,
especially for small businesses, office buildings,

small factories, etc.

• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to leave a vehicle in a particular

place for a period of time: He had to pay one euro to

park at the main train station, o There is nowherefor
customers to park their cars.

2 {Finance) [+ obj] to leave money, shares, etc. with
an organization for a period of time UESB This may
be illegal if it is a way for sb to hide the fact that

they own sth: investors lookingfor a safe haven to

park their cash

3 {informal) [+ obj] to decide to leave an idea or

issue to be dealt with at a later meeting: Let's park
that until our next meeting.

parking /'pa:kirj; 'pa:rk-/ noun [u]

1 the act of leaving a vehicle somewhere for a

period of time: Parking is not allowed here between
9a.m. and 6 p.m.

2 a space or an area for leaving vehicles: There is

free parkingfor customers.

Parkinson's law noun [u]

the humorous idea that work will always take as

long as the time available for it

parlay /'pa:lei; AmE 'pa:rlei/ verb

EHEI9 'parlay sth into sth {AmE) to use or develop
sth you have, such as money, a skill, an idea, etc. in

order to get sth or make it more successful or
valuable: He was able to parlay his idea into a 70-

employee company.

part /pa:t; AmE pa:rt/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: spare part

a piece of a machine or structure: They have

difficulty getting parts for their ageing machinery, o
a manufacturer of aircraft parts

DBG3 take 'part (in sth) to be involved in sth

Isynj participate -» idioms at play verb, sum noun



further particulars are availablefrom Human
Resources. oFull particulars of all the directors must
be supplied.

partition /pai'tijn; AmE pa:r't-/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

1 a thin wall or screen that separates one part of a

large room from another: an open-plan office with

desks separated by low partitions—Picture at office
2 (IT) one of a number of sections that a computer's

memory or the place where information is stored

can be divided into

• verb [+ obj] (often be partitioned)

to divide sth into two or more parts: The room is

partitioned into three sections.

339 partition sth 'off to separate one area, one
part of a room, etc. from another with a wall or

screen

.partly- owned adjective

used to describe a company that is owned partly by
another larger company, and also has other

owners: The company sold 30 of its wholly- and
partly-owned subsidiaries.

.partly paid shares (also .partly paid-up
'shares, contributing shares) noun [pi ] (all

especially BrE) (AmE usually ,partly paid 'stock [u,C])

(Finance) shares for which the investor has paid

only part of the price: The second instalment is due
on the partly paid shares.

• partner /'pa:tna(r); AmE 'pa:rt-/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: active partner, general ~, merger ~,

silent ~, sleeping ~, strategic -, trading ~, working -

1 one of the people who starts a business by
investing in it, and who shares the profits and the

risks: Shefounded the business in 2001, with Chris

Smith, herfriend and business partner.

2 a member of a group of professional people who
work together, own their business and share the

profits of the business: He is a partner at lawfirm
Dewey Ballantine. o a partner in an investmentfirm
0 a junior/senior partner

3 a company that works with another company in

a particular area of business: Nissan, the Japanese
partner ofFrench carmaker Renault o Vivendi

Universal is seeking investment partners.

4 a country that has a political or economic
agreement with another country: The US is South
Korea's biggest trading partner.

• verb [+ obj or no obj]

partner sb
|

partner (up) with sb to be sb's partner
in an investment or business project: They
considered partnering up with another company to

buy the supermarket chain, o He had partnered Mr
Hobbs in many business deals, o partnering
strategies/skills

• partnership /'paitnojrp; AmE 'pa:rtnar|rp/

noun

see also: deed of partnership, general ~, limited ~,

public-private ~

1 [C.U] a relationship between people who own a

business together and share the profits and risks;

the state of having this relationship: The brothers

formed a successful partnership that ran several

restaurants in the area, o The office has been set up
in partnership with FM Recruitment. See note at

COMPANY
O to create/enter into/establish/form a partnership

to go into/work in partnership with sb to dissolve

a partnership

2 [c] a business that is owned by a group of

professional people who wck together and share
the profits; the state of being a member of this

group: a junior member of the partnership o She was
offered a partnership in the lawfirm.
6 to establish/join/set up a partnership
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3 [c] a relationship between companies or

organizations that work together: The company has

formed a partnership with a US airline to provide

new routes, o a partnership between unions and
employers

0 to create/enter into/establish/form a partnership

4 [c] a relationship between countries that have a

political or an economic agreement: Canada, Japan
and Brazil also joined the partnership.

.part 'order noun [c]

(Commerce) an order that has been only partly

completed or delivered; an order for a smaller

quantity than usual -» part delivery

.part-'owner noun [c]

(Law) one of two or more people or companies who
own part of a business or a piece of property:

Anaconda, part-owner of one ofAustralia's biggest

nickel mines ,part-'own verb [+ obj]

.part 'ownership (also .partial ownership)
noun [u]

(Law) the fact of owning part of a business or piece

of property with one or more other people or

companies: An investor buys part ownership ofa
company in theform of shares. oBoth companies
have part ownership in an electricity business.

.part 'payment (also .partial 'payment) noun
[u,c]

the act of paying part of the total price of sth; the

amount paid: France Telecom issued 113 million

shares in part paymentfor the company, o The
company's creditors have allowed it to make a part

payment.

.part 'shipment = part delivery

part- time adjective, adverb (abbr PT)

for only part of the day or week during which
people normally work: She's lookingfor a part-time

job. o to study on a part-time basis o part-time

workers o I'm only part-time at the moment, o Liz

works part-timefrom 10 till 2. -» full-time

.part- timer noun [c]

a person who works part-time: Nearly a third of
part-timers are in unskilled jobs.

party /'pa:ti;/\m£'pa:rti/ noun [C] (plural parties)

see also: charter party, interested ~, related ~,

third ~, working ~

1 (Law) one of the people or groups of people
involved in a legal agreement or dispute: The
contract can be terminated by either party.

2 one of the people or organizations who are

involved in doing sth together: It is a complicated

operation, with many parties involved.

'party plan noun [c]

(Marketing) a method of selling goods for the home
or for personal use, in which people are invited to a

party where they are shown examples of the goods:

Tupperware is one of the most well-known party-plan

companies.

.par value = par

Pascal (also spelled PASCAL) /'paeskl; ,paes'ka:l; AmE
.paes'kael/ noun [u]

(IT) a language that is used for writing programs for

computer systems, and is often used to teach

people to write programs

pass /pa:s; AmE paes/ verb, noun

• verb [+ obj]

1 to accept a proposal, law, etc. by voting: The tax

reform was passed by 360 votes to 280.

2 to become greater than a particular total:

Unemployment has now passed the three million

mark.
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3 to examine sb/sth and decide that they are/it is

good enough or acceptable: The committee has now
passed thefinal bonus figures. IoppI fail
iTiTrci pass a 'dividend {Finance) to pay no dividend
(= a payment to shareholders) in a particular

period of time: The company announced it will have

to pass its dividend as profits have been lower than

expected.

GH3U ,pass sth along (to sb) {especiallyAm E) =
PASS STH ON (TO SB) -» PASS-ALONG ,paSS Sth 'off

as sth {Law) to dishonestly pretend that something
is something different: Cheaply made goods were

passed off as designer clothes. -> passing off .pass

sth on (to sb) {also ,pass sth a long (to sb), ,pass

sth 'through (to sb), both especially in AmE) to

transfer sth, such as a higher or lower cost, to sb

else: Will the higher wage costs be absorbed or passed

on? o He believes the company can make savings it

can pass along to its customers in lower prices.

[synj hand sth on ,pass 'over sb to not give sb a

promotion in a job, especially when they deserve it

or think that they deserve it: He was passed over in

favour of a younger man. EB52 A noun must always
follow over, but a pronoun comes between the verb
and over. ,pass sth 'through (to sb) {especially

AmE) = PASS STH ON (TO SB) -» PASS-THROUGH
• noun [c]

an official document or ticket that shows you have
the right to enter or leave a place, to travel, etc:

Please show your visitor's pass at Reception.

0 a press/security/visitor's pass a boarding/parking
pass a one-day/temporary pass to issue/

produce/show your pass

pass-a long noun, adjective {AmE)

• noun [C,U]

{Economics) = pass-through
• adjective [only before noun]

{Marketing)

1 {BrE ,pass-'on) used to describe people who read
a newspaper or magazine after the person who has
bought it: Advertisers like this magazine because of
the pass-alongfactor (= the number of extra people
who read each copy), o pass-on readership

2 used to describe people who pass on an email
message or a computer file: The pass-along ratefor
an e-zine is much greater than for a web page.

-» pass sth along at pass verb, pass sth on at

pass verb

pass-along .readers = secondary
AUDIENCE (2)

passenger /'passmd3a(r)/ noun [c]

1 a person who is travelling in a car, bus, train,

plane or ship and who is not working on it: airline

passengers o The airline's last quarterly report

showed that passenger numbers were down.
-» TRANSIT PASSENGER
2 {informal) {especially BrE) a member of a group or

team who does not do as much work as the others:

Thefirm cannot afford to carry passengers.

.passing 'off noun [u]

{Law) the act of dishonestly leading customers to

think that a product or service is associated with a
particular company when it is not -> pass sth off
as sth at pass verb

.passing trade noun [u]

{Commerce) customers who come into a shop/store

or business because they are going past it and see

it, rather than those who are regular customers:
The restaurant is out of town, and doesn't get much
passing trade.

passive /'paesiv/ adjective

{Finance)

1 used to describe shareholders who do not take

part in any management decisions about the

company they invest in: He agreed to be a passive

investor and gave the company the cash that it

needed to buy its first printing presses.

2 used to describe a way of investing in which the
investor buys a range of shares, bonds, etc. and
allows their value to gradually increase as the
market rises, rather than buying and selling shares

often as the value changes: Passive investing

requires good initial research and patience, o passive

fund management
-> ACTIVE

.passive 'loss noun [c]

{Accounting) a loss made through an activity in

which you are not involved in an active way, for

example renting property

.pass-'on = pass-along adj. (1)

passport con.trol noun [u]

the place at an airport or port where an official

checks your passport (= a document that

identifies you and shows the country you belong to)

before you enter or leave a country: long queues at

passport control

'pass-through noun {AmE)

1 {Economics) [u,C] {AmE also 'pass-a.long) the fact

that sth such as a tax or a higher or lower price is

transferred to customers: There is a low degree of
pass-throughfrom exchange rates to import prices, o
price pass-through to end-users

2 {Finance) [u,C] {also .pass-through se'curity [c]) a

type of investment in which investors lend money
to home buyers or businesses through a bank or

government agency, and the money paid back
passes from the bank or agency back to investors:

Mortgage-backed certificates are the most common
type ofpass-through.
-» pass sth through (to sb) at pass verb

password /'pa:sw3:d; AmE 'paesw3:rd/ noun [c]

{IT) a series of letters and/or numbers that you need
in order to be able to use a computer or computer
system: Enter your username and password.

O to enter/key (in)/type (in)/set/use a password to

change/forget/know your password

.past 'due adjective, adverb {AmE)

after the date when a payment should have been
made: a message to remind the customer that a
payment is past due o They routinely pay invoices 90
days past due.

paste /peist/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to copy or move text into a document from another
place or another document: The editor lets you cut

and paste text, photos and graphics into pages.

-> idiom at cut verb

• patent /'paetnt; BrE also 'peitnt/ noun, verb

• noun [C,U]

a legal right to be the only person to make, use or

sell a product or an invention; a document that

proves this: Edison took out a patent on the light

bulb, o Patents on some of their drugs will expire next

year, o The device was protected by patent, o to file a

patent application with the Patent Office See note at

COPYRIGHT
O to apply for/file/obtain/take out a patent to

grant/issue/refuse a patent a patent expires/

lapses

• verb [+ obj]

to obtain a patent for an invention or a process:

The technology was first patented in 2001.

'patented adjective: patented technology

patentable /'paetantabl; BrE also 'peitant-/

adjective

that it is possible to obtain a patent for: For an
invention to be patentable it must be new and useful.

'patent .agent noun [c]

a person who helps people or companies arrange

patents for their product, invention, etc.



.patent ap plied for = patent pending

.patent 'defect noun [c,u]

{Law) a fault in a product that is obvious enough to

be noticed when you buy it: The seller was not

obliged to draw attention to the patent defects.

-> LATENT DEFECT

patentee /.paetan'ti:; BrE also ,peit-/ noun [C]

a person or company that owns the patent for a

product, an invention, etc.

patent .office noun [c]

(Law) a government office that deals with and gives

patents: the UK Patent Office

.patent 'pending (also .patent ap plied for)

phrase

words used on a product to show that the maker or

seller has applied for a patent

patent pro tection noun [u]

laws that protect a person or company that has
developed a new product, method, etc. from
having it copied or used by others: The drug's patent

protection expires in 2009.

'patent right noun [c, usually pi.]

the right to make or sell sth that is given to one
particular person or company by a patent: The
company has lost patent rightsfor some of its top-

selling drugs.

paternalistic /pa,t3:na'listik; AmE -,t3:rn-/

adjective

a paternalistic company is one in which people
lower down in the organization are looked after

very well but are not given much responsibility to

make decisions: paternalistic employers

pa'ternity leave noun [u]

(HR) a period of time when the father of a new baby
is allowed to be away from work: to take paid
paternity leave -» maternity leave

pa'ternity pay noun [u]

(HR) money paid to the father of a new baby while
he is not working: Paternity pay has recently been
introduced. -» Statutory Paternity Pay

pathfinder /'pa:efamda(r); 'paeG-/ noun [C]

a person, company, product, etc that finds or shows
a new way of doing sth: The company is a
pathfinder in computer technology.

'pathfinder pros, pectus (AmE also .red

'herring, informal) noun [c]

(Stock Exchange) a document issued by a company
that is going to sell shares for the first time, giving

details of the company but no details of the price of

the shares, etc. It is sent to people who might be
interested in buying the shares.

patron /'peitran/ noun [C]

1 (Commerce, formal) a customer of a particular

shop/store, restaurant, theatre, etc: The car park is

for hotel patrons only.

2 a person or company who gives money or
support to an organization such as a charity: a
millionaire property developer and patron of the arts

patronage /'paetranid3; 'pert-/ noun [u]

1 (Commerce) the support that customers give to a

business by spending money there: a discount
system that rewards customers for their continued
patronage o The restaurant's patronage declined by
more than 70%.
2 support, especially financial support, given to an
organization such as a charity by an individual or a
company: her generous patronage of the arts

3 a system by which an important person gives
help or a job to sb in return for their support: He is

only still in his job because of the patronage of the

company's controlling shareholder.
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patronize , -ise /'paetranaiz; AmE also 'peit-/ verb

[+ obj]

1 (Commerce) to be a customer of a shop/store,

restaurant, hotel etc: The hotel is largely patronized

by business travellers.

2 to treat sb in a way that seems friendly but
shows you do not think they are very intelligent,

experienced, etc: Ifyou respect your customers, you
don't patronize them by telling them what they want.

3 to help a particular person, organization or

activity by giving them money

pattern /'paetn; AmE -tarn/ noun, adjective

• noun [C]

see also: career pattern

1 the way in which sth usually or repeatedly
happens: There is no set pattern for these meetings, o
Consumer spendingfollows a regular seasonal

pattern. oAn up-and-down economic growth pattern

is emerging.

0 a changing/familiar/predictable/set pattern • to

establish/follow a pattern a pattern develops/

emerges
2 an excellent example to copy: The store has set

the pattern for others in customer service.

-» idiom at hold verb

• adjective [only before noun] (especially AmE)
(HR) a pattern agreement, contract, etc. is based on
other agreements or contracts with similar

companies: The local union has rejected the pattern

agreement and are demanding their own contract.

pave /peiv/ verb

IEE1 ,pave the 'way for sth to create a situation in

which sb will be able to do sth or sth can happen:
The changes helped pave the wayfor 12 new members
to join the EUin 2004.

pawn /po:n/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

to leave an item with a person who lends money in

exchange for it (a pawnbroker). If the money is

paid back within an agreed period of time, the item
is returned to the owner, but if not, the item can be
sold: Nobody would lend him money, so he pawned
his gold watch.

• noun
D32I in pawn if sth is in pawn, it has been
pawned: All her jewellery was in pawn, out of

pawn if you get or take sth out of pawn, you pay
back the money you owe and get back the item that

has been pawned

pawnbroker /'po:nbraoka(r); /\/r?£ -broo-/ noun [C]

a person who lends money in exchange for items

left with them. If the money is not paid back within

an agreed period, the pawnbroker can sell the

item.

pawnshop /'pomjop; AmE -Ja:p/ noun [C]

a pawnbroker's shop

*pay /pei/ verb, noun
• verb (paid, paid /peid/)

1 [+ obj or no obj] to give sb money for work,

goods, services, etc: How much are people willing to

payfor your product? o Are you paying in cash or

by credit card? o My company pays well (= pays

high salaries), o Last year they paid $16m in cash

bonuses to staff, o I'm paid $100 a day. o She is paid

by the hour, o I don't payyou to sit around all day
doing nothing! o The service now has about 2.2

million paying customers. -> low-paid, pre-pay

2 [+ obj] to give sb money that you owe them: We
don't have enough money to pay our bilb. o Have you
paid her whatyou owe her? o No dividend has been

paidfor several years.
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3 [no obj] (about a business, etc.) to produce a

profit: Training is a growth area—with the right

skills you could make it pay. o They have turned

their website into a paying proposition.
4 [+ obj or no obj] to result in some advantage or

profit for sb: It would probably payyou to hire an
accountant, o It pays to keep up to date with your
work.

UnSI pay dividends to produce great advantages
or profits: He insisted that the money invested in e-

commerce would pay dividends, pay for it' self

(about a new system, sth you have bought, etc.) to

save as much money as it cost: The software paidfor
itself within 90 days, pay its 'way (about a business,

etc.) to make enough money to pay what it costs to

keep it going: Our website is now paying its way.

pay/spend over the 'odds {BrE) {informa!) to pay
more than you would normally expect: The bank
paid over the odds to get into the American market.

pay through the 'nose (for sth) {informal) to pay
much too much money for sth: We paid through the

nosefor the repairs, pay your 'way to pay for

everything yourself without having to rely on
anyone else's money: She had to pay her way
through college.

lulu pay sb back (sth); pay sth back (to sb)

to return money that you borrowed from sb: 77/ pay
you back next week, o You can pay back the loan over

a period of three years. -> payback ,pay 'down sth

{AmE) {Finance) to reduce the amount of a debt by
paying some of the money: The money will be used
to pay down their $2.4 bn debt. -> paydown CUB A
noun follows down but a pronoun must come
between the verb and down. ,pay sth 'down
{Commerce) to give an amount of money as the first

payment for sth: You can pay $200 down and the

rest in 12 monthly instalments. -» down payment
,pay sth 'in; ,pay sth 'into sth to put money into a

bank account: I paid in a cheque this morning, o I'd

like to pay some money into my account. ,pay 'off

{informal) (about a plan or an action) to be
successful and bring good results: Our efforts to

improve quality and speed up delivery have paid off
and profits have doubled. -» pay-off ,pay sb 'off to

pay sb what they have earned and tell them to

leave their job: The crew were paid off as soon as the

ship docked. -: pay-off ,pay sth 'off to finish

paying money owed for sth: We paid off our
mortgage afterfifteen years. ,pay 'out; ,pay sth

'out to pay a large amount of money for sth: The
company has paid out $1.5 bn in bonuses for the

year. -» payout ,pay 'up to pay all the money that

you owe to sb, especially when you do not want to

or when the payment is late: I had a hard time

getting the insurers to pay up.

i noun [u]

see also: at-risk pay, base ~, basic

callback ~, equal ~, hazard ~, etc.

call-in ~

the money that sb gets for doing regular work: Her
job is hard work, but the pay is good, o workers on
low pay o a pay increase o {BrE) a pay rise o {AmE) a
pay raise o a 3% pay offer o holiday/vacation pay o
Union leaders are campaigningfor better pay and
conditions, o Some executives have agreed to 17%
pay cuts.

0 to get/give (sb)/receive pay good/high/low/poor
pay monthly/weekly pay full/halfpay

* payable /'peiabl/ adjective [not before noun]

see also: accounts payable, bills ~, note ~

1 that must be paid or can be paid at a particular

time or in a particular way: The full fee is payable in

advance, o The dividend is payable on 7 March to

shareholders as at 21 February, o The price is payable
in monthly instalments.

2 when a cheque, etc. is made payable to sb, their

name is written on it and they can pay it into their

bank account: Make your cheque payable to Next pic.

payables /'peiablz/ noun [pi ]

{Accounting) money that a company owes, for

example loans to be paid back, services to be paid
for, etc: software to handle inventory, invoicing, and
payables o Managers need to keep control of
payables. -> receivables — Picture at working
capital

payable to 'bearer adjective

{Finance) used to describe a cheque, a bill of
exchange, etc. that can be signed by the person
who holds it and paid to them

payable to order adjective

{Finance) used to describe a cheque, a bill of
exchange, etc. that must be paid to the person
named on it

Pay and 'File noun [u]

a way of paying tax in which a company or a person
calculates the tax that they owe and pays it at the

same time as they send their tax return (= a form
with the details of what has been earned and
spent)

.pay-as-you-'go adjective [only before noun]

connected with a system of paying for a service as

you use it or paying costs as they happen, rather

than paying one amount before or after, or fixed

regular amounts: pay-as-you-go phones o a pay-as-

you-go information service .pay as you 'go noun
[u] : Pay as you go was introduced by the phone
company this year. -> prepay

payback /'peibaek/ noun [c.U]

1 {Finance) the profit that you receive on money
that you have invested (especially when this is

equal to the amount that you invested); the time
that it takes to get your money back: When you lend

or invest money, you're hoping to get a payback, o a
10-year payback
2 the advantage or reward that sb receives for sth

they have done; the act of paying sth back: He feels

his success is the payback forfive years of hard work.

0 {informal) It's payback time! (= a person will

have to suffer for what they have done)
-> PAY SB BACK (STH), PAY STH BACK (TO SB) at

pay verb

payback .period noun [c]

{Accounting)

1 the time it will take for the profit from a business

project, an asset, etc. to be equal to the amount
invested in it: We estimate that the payback period

for the new machinery will be two years.

[synj recovery period
2 the amount of time over which a loan can be
paid back: The payback period expires on 20 May.

'pay cable noun [u,c] {AmE)

a cable television service for which customers pay
an amount of money each month: to subscribe to

pay cable

pay .channel noun [c]

a television channel that you must pay for

separately in order to watch it: advertisers who
target pay-channel viewers

'pay cheque {AmE spelling paycheck) noun [c]

1 the cheque that you are given when your wages
are paid to you: They were given an IOU instead of a

pay cheque.

2 {especially AmE) a way of referring to the amount
of money that you earn: She earns a huge paycheck.

pay claim noun [c]

a demand by a group of workers for more pay:

Mineworkers were prepared to strike in support of

their pay claim.



pay compara bility noun [u]

(HR) similar systems of pay in different companies

payday /'peidei/ noun [u,c]

1 the day on which you get your wages or salary:

Friday is payday.

2 (informal) (especially AmE) a way of referring to an
amount of money, especially money that can be

won in a contest: The way to get the biggest payday
is to sell the business by auction.

pay determi,nation noun [u]

(HR) the process of setting rates of pay, including

increases in pay

paydown /'peidaon/ noun [C] (AmE)

(Finance) a payment of part of an amount of money
that has been borrowed -> pay sth down at pay
verb

PAYE /,pi: ei wai 'i:/ abbr pay as you earn a British

system of paying income tax in which money is

taken from your wages by your employer and paid

to the government

payee /.pei'i:/ noun [C]

(Finance) a person that money or a cheque is paid

to: The cheques were undated and had no payee's

name. -> account payee, Payer

pay ,envelope = pay packet

payer /'peia(r)/ noun [c]

(Finance) a person or an organization that pays or

has to pay for sth: mortgage payers o Part of her job

is chasing up slow payers.

0 a bad/late/slow payer a fast/good payer

dividend/fee/income tax/licence/mortgage payers

pay for per formance = performance-
related PAY

paying .agent noun [c]

(Finance) a bank or other organization that makes
payments to the holders of shares or bonds on
behalf of the company that issues (= sells) the

shares or bonds

'paying bank (also 'paying .banker) noun [c]

(Finance) the bank that is responsible for paying a
cheque written by sb who has an account there

paying- in book noun [c] (BrE)

a set of paying-in slips fastened together inside a

cover

paying- in slip noun [c] (BrE)

a printed form on which you record the amount of

money, the date, etc. when you put money into

your bank account [syn! deposit slip

payload /'peilaud; AmE -loud/ noun [C,U]

(Transport)

1 the passengers or goods on a ship or an aircraft

for which payment is received: The newferries can
carry 70% more payload (= passengers and cars).

2 goods that a vehicle, such as a ship, a lorry/

truck, or an aircraft, is carrying: The ship was not
carrying its usual payload ofgravel or iron ore.

paymaster /'peima:st8(r); AmE -maes-/ noun [C]

1 a person or an organization that provides money
for another person or organization and therefore

controls them
2 an official who pays wages in the army or in a

factory

* payment /'pennant/ noun

see also: accelerated payment, balance of ~,

debt ~, documents against ~, down ~, goodwill ~,

interim ~, etc.

1 [u] the act of paying a person, paying a bill or
debt, or of being paid: We accept payment by cash,

cheque, or credit/debit card, o She demanded
payment in advancefor the work, o There will be a
penaltyfor late payment of invoices, o an electronic
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payment system o Orders under €40 require

payment with order, [opp! non-payment
O to accept/receive/take payment to demand/refuse

payment to defer/delay payment immediate/
late/prompt payment • full/part/partial payment

2 [c] a sum of money paid or expected to be paid:

a cash payment o He made a lump-sum payment of
$12 000. O We can calculate your monthly mortgage
payments.

0 to accept/make/receive a payment to keep up/
meet/miss payments * cash/credit-card/electronic

payments a bonus/lump-sum/one-off/single

payment annual/monthly/regular payments
dividend/interest/loan payments

.payment by re'sults noun [u,c] (abbr pbr)
(HR) a system of paying people in which the amount
of money they receive depends on the amount of

work they do or the profits made

'pay-off (AmE spelling payoff) noun [cj (informal)

1 a payment of money to sb to persuade them to

leave their job: Thefund manager left the company
with a$l million pay-off.

2 the money you receive from an investment, etc:

The pay-off could be huge if the company succeeds in

remaking itself. -» pay off at pay verb, pay sb off
at pay verb

3 an advantage or a good result from sth: The pay-

off of the new system shows up in all stages ofa

project.

payout /'peiaut/ noun [C]

a large amount of money that is given to sb: huge
payouts to managers o an insurance/a dividend

payout o The group's final dividend was 50<t, taking

last year's payout to 85€. -» pay out, pay sth out
at pay verb

payout .ratio noun [c]

(Finance) the proportion of a company's profits that

it pays to its shareholders as dividends: Investors

are seeking out companies with stable earnings and a

high payout ratio.

'pay .package (also 'salary .package) (also

remune ration .package, formal) noun [c]

(HR) the money that sb gets for doing their job, with
other benefits that the company offers: Your pay
package will consist of cash and performance
bonuses. See note at salary

'pay .packet (also 'wage .packet) (both BrE) (AmE
'pay .envelope) noun [c]

an envelope containing your wages; the amount sb

earns: Employees know what their bonus will be

before they open their pay packets, o The workforce is

demanding larger pay packets.

'pay-per- combiningform
(Marketing) used to form adjectives describing a

system in which people pay for a service as they

use it: pay-per-click advertising o pay-per-use

software o television pay-per-play games

'pay .period noun [c] (especially AmE)

(HR) the amount of time for which a worker
receives a regular payment: Employees are required

to submit timesheets for each pay period.

,

pay-per-'view noun [u]

a system of television broadcasting in which you
pay an extra amount of money to watch a

particular programme

payphone /'peifaun; AmE -foun/ noun [C]

a telephone, usually in a public place, that is

operated using coins or a card

'pay re.straint = wage restraint
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payroll /'peiraul; AmE -roul/ noun

{Accounting; HR)

1 [c] a list of people employed by a company
showing the amount of money to be paid to each of

them: We have 500 people on the payroll, o a
payroll assistant

2 [c, usually sing.] the total amount paid in wages
by a company: Thefirm is growingfast with a
monthly payroll of $l million.

3 [u] the activity of managing a company's
payroll: We are trying to improve our support

services, including legal, human resources and
payroll, o the cost ofpayroll training

payrolled /'peirauld; AmE -rould/ adjective [usually

before noun]

{HR) on the payroll of a company: payrolled

employees o Do contractors make less money if they

are payrolled?

payrolling /'peirauhrj; AmE -roul-/ noun [U]

{HR) the situation when a company chooses staff,

especially temporary staff, but asks an agency to

employ them and organize their wages or salary

payroll tax noun [u,c]

{Economics) a tax that is based on the wages paid to

employees and is paid either by employers or partly

by employers and partly by employees: a payroll tax

to payfor an expanded health service

'pay scale noun [c]

{HR)

1 the range of levels of pay that a person can
receive in a particular job: His promotion to the next

degree of the pay scale gave him an extra €400 a

month.
2 the range of levels of pay that people receive in

different jobs: Within the industry, printers are at

the top end of the pay scale.

-> SALARY SCALE, WAGE SCALE

payslip /'peishp/ (BrE) {AmE 'pay stub) noun [c]

a piece of paper given to an employee that shows
how much money they have been paid and how
much has been taken away for tax, etc.

'pay spine noun [C] {BrE)

{HR) a series of fixed points between a lower and an
upper limit tha,. form the basis of a system of pay
for groups of workers in some government
organizations: Progress on this six-point pay spine

generally takes five years.

pay stub = payslip

pay T,V {also 'pay .television) noun [u]

a system of television broadcasting in which you
pay extra money to watch particular television

programmes or channels: pay TV services/operators

free TV

PBR /,pi: bi: 'a:(r)/ = payment by results

PBT /,pi: bi: ti:/ abbr {especially BrE)

{Accounting) profit(s) before tax the amount of

profit that a company makes during a particular

period, without taking away the tax that it owes:
PBTfell 28% to €4.5 million.

PBX / pi: bi: eks/ abbr private branch exchange a

private telephone network used within offices or a
company, in which there are a limited number of

lines for making calls outside the company, which
are shared

* PC /,pi: 'si:/ abbr personal computer a small

computer that is designed for one person to use at

work or at home -» desktop computer,
microcomputer, minicomputer—Picture at

OFFICE

P'C card noun [c]

{IT) a device like a credit card in size that fits inside

a small computer or a PC and is used for example to

add memory or to make an Internet connection:

The PC card fits into a slot on the side of the

notebook.

pcm abbr {BrE) {only used in written English)

per calendar month used to show how much sb

must pay each month, especially for rent: Room
availablefor single person, €600 pcm.

pet. abbr {AmE)

a short way of writing per cent

PDA /,pi: di: 'ei/ abbr
personal digital assistant a very small computer
that is used for storing personal information and
creating documents, and that may include other
functions such as telephone, fax, connection to the

Internet, etc. See note at calendar

PDF /,pi: di: 'ef/ {also ,PDF 'file) abbr

{IT) Portable Document Format {used as a

countable noun) a type of computer file that can
contain words or pictures. It can be read using any
system, can be sent from one computer to another,

and will look the same on any computer: III send it

to you as a PDF.

PDR /,pi: di: 'a:(r)/ = price-dividend ratio

,P/'D ratio /,pi: 'di:/ = price-dividend ratio

• peak /pi:k/ noun, verb, adjective

• noun [C, usually sing.]

a period of time when the level, value or rate of sth

is at its highest; the best or most successful point:

Inflation is believed to have reached its peak, o She's

at the peak of her career, o Economic growth moves
through a cycle ofpeaks and troughs.

Ioppj trough—Picture at business cycle
0 an all-time/a record peak above/below the peak

to be at/hit/reach/rise to a peak
• verb [no obj]

to reach the highest level or value: Oil production

peaked in the early 1980s, o The price peaked at $22
per share,

•adjective [only before noun]

1 used to describe the highest level of sth: Property

prices have reached peak levels, o The machinery
needs regular maintenance to operate at peak
efficiency, o She believed that a good night's sleep was
the secret ofpeak performance.

O a peak level/rate/value peak efficiency/

performance
2 of a time when the greatest number of people
are doing sth or using sth, and prices are often

higher: July and August are the peak season for
travel in Europe, o Phone calls are more expensive

during peak times. -» off-peak
O a peak period/season/time

'peak time {also
,

peak 'viewing time) = prime
time

peanuts /'pi:nAts/ noun [pi.] {informal)

a very small amount of money: They employ a

handful ofpeople who work for peanuts, o $80000 is

peanuts compared to what he used to earn.

'pecking order noun [c, usually sing ]

the order of importance among the members of a

group: Junior officials are toofar down the pecking
order to influence decisions.

peculation /.pekja'leijn/ noun [u]

the act of taking sb else's money for yourself,

especially when they have trusted you to take care

of it: He was charged with peculation ofpublicfunds.

pecuniary /pi'kjumiari; AmE -ieri/ adjective

{Law) relating to or connected with money:
Damages were awardedforfuture pecuniary loss.



peddle /'pedl/ verb [+ obj or no obj] {informal)

to try to sell goods, often by going from place to

place: He used to design software and then peddle it

to small businesses, 'peddler (BrE spelling also

pedlar) noun [C]

peer /pia(r); AmE pir/ noun [C, usually pi.]

see also: peer-to-peer

1 a company or product that is similar to others:

The grocery chain has suffered as bigger peers have

cut their prices, o We are outperforming peer

companies.

2 a person who is similar to you in age, social

status, etc: She enjoys the respect of her peers, o Peer
pressure is strong amongyoung people (= they
want to be like other people of the same age).

peer ap praisal = peer review

'peer group noun [c]

1 a group of similar companies or products: a peer

group of 13 global pharmaceutical companies
2 a group of people of the same age, social status,

etc: The workforce was divided into peer groups
based on their jobs.

.peer re'view {also ,peer ap'praisal) noun [c,u]

{HR) a system of asking people who work with sb to

give an opinion about them and their work:
Everyone in the company undergoes peer review.

,

peer-to-'peer adjective [only before noun]

{IT) (about a computer system) in which each
computer can act as a server for the others,

allowing data to be shared without the need for a

central server: Peer-to-peer technology is used to

exchange information between companies. -» client-
server

peg /peg/ verb, noun
• verb[+ obj] (-gg-)

1 {Economics) to fix or keep prices, currencies, etc.

at a particular level: Interest rates will be pegged at
4%. oA decision had been taken to peg their currency

to the dollar. -> freeze verb (1) See note at

CURRENCY
2 {informal) {AmE) to measure, consider or estimate

sth at a particular amount: Unemployment was
above the 400 000 level that economists peg as a

weak labour market.

'pegging noun [u]

• noun [c]

see also: adjustable peg, crawling ~, currency ~,

off-the—-, sliding ~

an arrangement to fix or keep prices, currencies,

etc. at a particular level: The country has now
abandoned its exchange rate peg to the dollar.

,P/'E .multiple -> price-earnings ratio

penalty /'penalti/ noun [c,u] {plural penalties)

a sum of money to be paid by sb who breaks a rule

or contract: The penaltyfor late payment of tax due
is $100. o You can withdraw moneyfrom the account
at any time without penalty, o The regulatory

authorities have the power to impose financial
penalties.

O to impose/introduce a penalty to face/incur a
penalty

penalty clause noun [c]

(Law) part of a contract that states the amount of
money to be paid by a person who breaks the
contract: The purpose of the penalty clause is to

ensure the building is completed on time.

pence /pens/ plural of penny (1)

penci l /'pensl/ verb (-II-, AmE -I-)

339 .pencil sb/sth 'in to write down sb's name
or details of an arrangement with them that you
know might have to be changed later: We've
pencilled in a meetingfor Tuesday afternoon, o The
share sale has been pencilled in for April. See note at

arrange

401 pension

pencil pusher = pen-pusher

pending /'pendirj/ adjective, preposition {formal)

• adjective

see also: patent pending

1 [not before noun] waiting to be decided or

settled: Nine cases are still pending.

2 going to happen soon: A crisis is pending in the

industry, o Employees have been informed of the

pending sale of the company.
•preposition

while waiting for sth to happen; until sth happens:
He has been suspended pending the outcome of an
internal enquiry.

penetrate /'pemtreit/ verb [+ obj]

{Marketing) to start selling products or services in a

new area or to a new group of customers: The
research helps companies to identify and penetrate

new markets, o The chain has not yet penetrated our
major cities.

penetration /.pem'treijri/ noun [u]

{Marketing)

1 the extent to which a product or service is

bought in a particular area or by a particular group
of people: In South Korea, broadband penetration

had reached 55%. o We are developing a new strategy

for achieving greater market penetration.

2 the sale of products or services in a new area or

to a new group of customers: The campaign focuses
on London, which is the target areafor penetration.

pene tration .pricing noun [u]

{Marketing) the activity of selling a new product at a

low price for a short period in order to attract

customers: Penetration pricing is used to build

market share quickly.

penny /'peni/ noun [c] {plural pennies or pence)

CUD In sense 1 pennies is used to refer to the

coins, and pence to refer to an amount of money.
In sense 2, the plural is pennies.

1 {abbr p) a small British coin and unit of money.
There are 100 pence in one pound (£1): That will

be 45 pence, please, o They cost 20p each, o He had a

few pennies in his pocket.

2 {AmE) a cent coin: Her change purse is full of
pennies and nickels.

EE1,every 'penny all of the money: She's on a

high salary but I'm sure she's worth every penny not
a 'penny no money at all: It didn't cost a penny.

penny-,pinching adjective

unwilling to spend money on things: Thompson was
well knownfor his penny-pinching approach to

business. 'penny-,pincher noun [c] 'penny-

,

pinching noun [u]: The firm's penny-pinching is

putting workers' lives at risk.

,

penny 'share {BrE) {also .penny 'stock, AmE, BrE)

noun [c]

{Stock Exchange) a share, usually in a small

company, that has a very low price: Their business

involves selling penny shares in struggling companies
to amateur investors.

'pen-,pusher {especially BrE) {AmE usually 'pencil-

,

pusher) noun [c] {informal)

a person with a boring job, especially in an office,

that involves a lot of writing: We are trying to

convert some of our clerical stafffrom pen-pushers to

hands-on managers.

• pension /'penJn/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: personal pension, stakeholder pension

an amount of money paid regularly by a

government or company to sb who is considered to

be too old or too ill/sick to work: Our company
offers good retirement pensions, o She finds it

difficult to live on her state pension, o Ifyou can



pensionable 402

pensioned off) to allow or force sb to retire and to

pay them a pension: He was pensioned offand his

job given to a younger man. o (figurative, informal)

That PC ofyours should have been pensioned off

years ago.

pensionable /'penjanabl/ adjective

1 giving sb the right to receive a pension: an
employee ofpensionable age o It was made clear that

the employment was not pensionable, o The amount
ofpension you receive is based on your total

pensionable service.

2 pensionable pay is the part of an employee's pay
used for calculating how much pension they will

receive: Overtime.payments are not pensionable.

pension fund noun [c]

an amount of money that is invested and then used
to pay pensions: There will be an investigation into

the way the bank managed its pension fund.

'pension plan (erf also 'pension scheme) {AmE
also re'tirement plan) noun [c]

a system in which you, and usually your employer,
pay money regularly into a pension fund while
you are employed. You are then paid a pension
when you retire: She has a good job, some savings

and a pension plan, o The union wants all workers to

pay into company pension plans. See note at salary

,

pent- up adjective [only before noun]

not satisfied; not expressed: Supply is restricted,

creating constant pent-up demand.

people /'pi:pl/ noun [pi.]

the men and women who work for a particular

person or organization: Our people are all highly

trained.

.people-in tensive adjective

needing or employing a lot of people: Producing
cars is no longer as people-intensive as it was. o
Services is a people-intensive business. -> labour-
intensive

people
,
meter noun [c]

{Marketing) an electronic device used especially in

the US that is attached to a television and used for

recording who is watching and what they are

watching

people skills noun [pi ]

the ability to deal with people well: Many candidates

had good technology skills but poor people skills.

,

peppercorn 'rent noun [c] (erf)

{Law; Property) a very low rent

*per /pa(r)/ or, in the strong form, /p3:(r)/

preposition

used to express the cost or amount of sth for each
person, number used, distance travelled, etc:

Rooms cost £50 per person, per night.

EEL? 'as per sth following sth that has been
decided; according to sth: The goods were delivered

as per contract, o We have carried outyour
instructions as per your letter.

,P/'E ratio = price-earnings ratio

per capita /,pa 'kaepita; AmE ,par/ adjective

for each person: Per capita income rose sharply last

year. ,per 'capita adverb: It publishes more books
per capita than any other country. Kl'lH Per capita

is a Latin phrase.

per ceived value noun [u]

{Marketing) how much a customer believes sth is

worth compared with its price: Consumers make
decisions on the basis ofprice and perceived value, o
Items made offine wood have a high perceived value.

* per cent {AmE spelling usually percent) /,pa

'sent; AmE ,par/ noun, adjective, adverb

• noun {plural per cent, percent)

one part in every hundred: Lastyear sales increased

by 8 per cent, o Fewer than 12 per cent of workers are

union members.
• adjective, adverb
in or for every hundred: a 7 per cent rise in price o
They own a 16 per cent stake in the business, o The
company's shares fell 3 per centyesterday.

* percentage /pa'sentid3; AmE par's-/ noun
1 [C with sing./pl. verb; usually sing.] the number,
amount or rate of sth, expressed as part of a total

which is 100; a part or share of a whole: The
percentage of sales to Greece has risen. oA high
percentage of thefemale staff are part-time workers,

o Thefigure is expressed as a percentage, o the

percentage rise in the average salary o Interest rates

are expected to rise by one percentage point {- 1%).

O a high/large/low/small percentage to calculate/

estimate a percentage a percentage gain/growth/
increase/loss/rise

2 [C, usually sing.] a share of the profits of sth: He
gets a percentage for every car sold.

percentile /pa'sentail; AmE par's-/ noun [C]

{Technical) one of the 100 equal groups that a larger

group of people can be divided into, according to

their place on a scale measuring a particular value:

The 75th percentile represents the pay level higher

than 75% of the wages reported.

perception /pa'sepjn; AmE par's-/ noun [C,U]

an idea, a belief or an image you have as a result of

how you see or understand sth: This negative

publicity will inevitably damage public perception of
the company, o testing the impact ofpackaging on
product perceptions

per diem /,pa 'di:em; AmE ,par/ noun, adjective

{especially AmE)
• noun [u,c]

money paid, for example to employees, for things

they need to buy every day: How do Ifind out how
much per diem is allowable for my travel?

• adjective

for each day: The total for all meals in one day must
not exceed the maximum per diem allowance.

HMH Per diem is a Latin phrase meaning 'for each
day\

.perfect compe tition noun [u]

{Economics) a situation in which there are enough
buyers and sellers of a product, all with full

information, to prevent prices being controlled by
one person or organization: Perfect competition

afford it, it may be a good idea to take out a private

pension, o a disability/widow's pension
-> retirement plan
O to draw/pay/receive a pension an old-age/a

retirement pension a company/private/state

pension a basic/comfortable/generous/good/

small pension

• verb

UnS3 .pension sb 'off {especially BrE) {usually be

GRAMMAR POINT

Expressing percentages

Percentages (= numbers of per cent) are written in

words as twenty-five per cent and in figures as

25%.

If a percentage is used with an uncountable noun
or a singular noun the verb is generally singular:

20% of their electricity is generated by wind power.

If the noun is singular but represents a group of

people, the verb is singular in AmE but in 6rf it

may be singular or plural: Eighty per cent of the

workforce is/are against the strike.

If the noun is plural, the verb is plural: 90% of our
customers are under the age of 25.



provides a theoretical modelfor market efficiency.

-> IMPERFECT COMPETITION, MONOPOLY

* perform /pa'fo:m; AmE par'foirm/ verb

1 [+ obj] to do sth, such as a piece of work, task or

duty: She performs an important role in our

organization. oA computer can perform many tasks

at once.

2 [no obj] perform well/badly/poorly to produce a

profit or loss: The company has been performing
badly in recentyears, o Britain's best-performing

fund is to get a new manager.

3 [no obj] perform (well/badly/poorly) to do sth,

work or function well, badly or as expected: The

Chinese economy has been performing well, o Poorly

performing management teams will be replaced, o It

is supposed to be a high-growth business, but sofar it

has failed to perform.

* performance /pa'foimans; AmE par'f^rm-/

noun

see also: high-performance, pay for performance

1 [C,u] how far a company or an investment makes
a profit: The group reported a strong performance (=
a good profit) in its pharmaceuticals division, o He
criticized the recent poor performance of the

company.
© a good/solid/strong performance a bad/

disappointing/flat/poor/weak performance *

business/financial/operating/sales/trading

performance to boost/improve/measure
performance

2 [C,u] how well or badly you do sth; how well or
badly sth works: an assessment ofyour performance
o The new management techniques aim to improve
performance, o There is widespread dissatisfaction

with the government's economic performance.

0 bad/good/impressive/satisfactory performance to

evaluate/improve/measure performance
3 [formal) [U; sing.] the act or process of

performing a task, an action, etc: She has shown
enthusiasm in the performance of her duties.

performance ap.praisal = appraisal (l)

per formance assessment = appraisal (l)

per formance bond = contract bond

per formance evalu ation = appraisal (l)

per formance fund = aggressive growth
FUND

per formance .indicator noun [c]

a measure that shows how well or badly sth is

working: A new performance indicator is being

introduced to measure the level of customer
satisfaction, o We can't compete with the bigger stores

in sales, but we can beat them in growth rates,

customer service and other performance indicators.

-> METRIC noun, KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

performance .management noun [u]

the process of controlling the performance of
employees, for example by setting goals for them,
providing training and encouraging them to work
as well as they can

per formance-related pay (abbr PRP) (erf)

{also ,pay for performance, .variable 'pay, AmE,
BrE) noun [u]

(HR) an arrangement where the amount sb is paid
depends on how well they do their job

performance re.view = appraisal (l)

performer /pa'fa:ma(r); AmE par'foirm-/ noun [c]

1 an investment or a business, considered from the
point of view of how much profit it makes
compared with the average shares, businesses, etc:

Toyota was the star performer with record annual
profits, o IT stocks are the worst performers this year,

o The shares have been downgraded to 'buy'from
'market performer'.

403 permission

O an average/a good/solid/star/strong/top performer

a bad/weak performer

2 a person who works in the way mentioned: Good
performers can be rewarded with pay and promotion.

0 good/high/outstanding/star/top performers bad/
low/poor performers

peril /'peral/ noun [C]

{Insurance) an event that can cause a financial loss,

for example a fire or a storm: The document lists the

perils covered by your policy. -» risk

• period /'piariad; AmE 'pir-/ noun [c]

see also: accounting period, cooling-off ~, pay ~,

payback ~, recovery ~, reporting ~

a particular length of time: You can repay the loan

over a period of two years, o Revenues were down 8%
on the same period last year, o The offer is available

for a limited period only, o This week is one of the

busiest periods of the year.

'period bill {also 'term bill) noun [c]

{Finance) a bill of exchange which will be paid at

a particular time in the future

peripheral /pa'nfaral/ adjective, noun
• adjective

1 not as important as the main aim, part, etc. of

sth: They are selling off their peripheral businesses.

2 {IT) used to describe equipment that is connected
to a computer: a peripheral device

• noun [C]

{IT) a piece of equipment that is connected to a

computer: USB ports are usedfor scanners and other

peripherals.

perishables /'penjablz/ {also .perishable 'goods)

noun [pi ]

types of food that decay or go bad quickly:

Perishables are transported in refrigerated vehicles.

perk /p3:k; AmE p3:rk/ noun, verb

• noun {also 'perquisite, formal) [C, usually pi.]

(HR) something you receive as well as your wages
for doing a particular job: Perks offered by thefirm
include a car andfree health insurance, o There was
a long-running dispute over executive perks. See note
at SALARY

• verb

333 ,perk 'up; ,perk sth 'up to increase, or to

make sth increase, in value, etc: Share prices had
perked up slightly by close of trading, o Our next task

is to perk up sales in Europe.

permanent /'p3:manant; AmE 'p3:rm-/ adjective

lasting or staying for a long time: a permanentjob o
permanent staff o She will take over the job until a

permanent replacement isfound, o You must register

ifyou want to use the software on a permanent
basis. [OPPJ TEMPORARY -» REGULAR adj. (6)

permatemp /'p3:matemp; AmE 'p3:rm-/ noun [C]

(HR)

1 a temporary worker who is employed many
times by an organization as this is cheaper than
having a permanent employee: Some permatemp
employees had worked for the companyfor 14 years.

2 an agency that supplies temporary employees to

an employer

• permission /pa'mijn; AmE par'm-/ noun

1 [u] the act of allowing sb to do sth, especially

when this is done by sb in a position of authority:

You must ask permissionfor all major expenditure, o
The trademark can't be used without permission.

O to ask for/request/seek permission to get/obtain/

receive permission to give/grant permission to

deny/refuse permission

2 (Law) [c, usually pi.] an official written statement

allowing sb to do sth: The publisher is responsible for



permission marketing 404

see also: building permit, construction ~, work ~

an official document that gives sb the right to do
sth, especially for a limited period of time: They
have been granted a permit to provide mobile phone
services in the area.

0 to apply for/grant (sb)/issue a permit

• verb /pa'mit; AmE par'm-/ (-tt-)

1 [+ obj] to allow sb to do sth or to allow sth to

happen: The government is unlikely to permit the

merger of the two companies, o Charities are not
permitted to spendfunds on political activities.

2 [+ obj or no obj] to make sth possible: The
password permits access to all files on the network, o
Cash machines permityou to withdraw money at

any time.

per petual inventory = continuous
INVENTORY

perquisite /'p3:kwizit; AmE 'p3:rk-/ = perk

,per-'share adjective [only before noun]

(Accounting) used to describe the amount of income,
profit, etc. that a company receives for each one of
its shares: On a per-share basis, earnings were down
3% at €1.73.

0 per-share earnings/loss/profit/value

personal /'p3:sanl; AmF'p3:rs-/ adjective

1 belonging to or connected with an individual,

not a company or an organization: We want
consumers to carry on spending but keep personal

debt under control.

2 intended for individuals, not companies or

organizations: Internet banks offered cheap personal

loans to attract new customers.

3 acting as an individual, not as a company or an
organization: The demand for creditfrom both
corporate and personal customers remains high.

4 connected with a particular person and not with
their job or official position: We will not disclose

your personal information to other organizations, o
The letter was marked 'Personal'.

-» PRIVATE

.personal action noun [c]

(Law) a type of court case in which sb tries to get

money from sb who has caused them to suffer

injury, damage, etc: to bring a personal action

against sb

.personal allowance (BrE) (AmE .personal

ex'emption) noun [C]

the amount of money you are allowed to earn each
year before you have to pay tax

.personal as sistant noun [c] (abbrPk)

a person who works as a secretary or an assistant

for one person: the personal assistant to the Director

-> EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

.personal 'care noun [u]

the activity of keeping your hair, skin and teeth

clean and in good condition: The new range of
personal care products includes cosmetics, shampoos
andfoam baths.

.personal 'cheque (AmE spelling ~ check) noun
[c]

a cheque written by an individual using the money
that they have in the bank

.personal contract noun [c]

(HR) a type of contract of employment that is

designed for an individual employee rather than
for groups of workers

personal credit = consumer credit

personal day noun [c]

(HR) in the US and other countries, a day that you
are allowed to be away from work with pay for

personal reasons: My employer places no limit on
sick or personal days, o I took a personal day to

attend my daughter's graduation.

COMPASSIONATE LEAVE

.personal de velopment noun [u]

(HR) the process of gaining the knowledge, skills

and abilities you need: The course will help you
identifyyour development needs in your business

context and produce a personal development plan in

line with your goals. Isynj self-development

.personal ex'emption = personal
ALLOWANCE

.personal 'finance noun [u]

the activity of managing the money belonging to an
individual: The website covers all areas ofpersonal

finance including investments, mortgages and taxes.

.personal infor'mation .manager noun [c]

(abbrP\M)

a computer program in which you write names,
addresses, things you have to do, etc.

.personal 'injury noun [u]

(Law) physical injury to a person, rather than
damage to property or to sb's reputation: Industries

such as construction and transport have been the

worst hit by the increase in personal injury claims.

personality /,p3:sa'n£elati; AmE ,p3:rs-/ noun
(plural personalities)

see also: brand personality

1 [c,u] the various aspects of a person's character

that combine to make them different from other

people: She has a strong personality, o There are

likely to be personality clashes in any group of
colleagues.

2 [C] a famous person, especially one who works in

entertainment or sport: They decided to use a sports

personality to help sell their products.

3 (Marketing) [c,u] the qualities of a product or an
organization that make it interesting and different:

Packaging should reflect and enhance the product's

personality, o What is the organization's corporate

personality?

4 (Law) [c,u] an organization which is considered
in law to exist separately from the people who own
it or run it and to have legal rights and duties

personalize , -ise /'p3:sanalaiz; AmE 'p3:rs-/ verb

[+ obj]

1 (usually be personalized) to design or change sth

so that it is suitable for the needs of a particular

person: The machines are personalized to meet our
customers' needs, o a highly personalized service

2 to mark or change sth in some way to show that

it belongs to a particular person: By choosingyour
own ringtone, you can personalize your phone.

personalization, -isation /,p3:sanalai'zeijn;

AmE ,p3:rsanala'z-/ noun [U]: Website personalization

means that the site caters to different users in

different ways.

.personal leave noun [u]

(HR) time that you are allowed away from work,
with or without pay, for personal reasons: You may
take personal leavefor education, an extended

vacation or to deal with family problems.

.personal lia bility noun [u]

(Law) the legal responsibility that an individual has

for injury or damage to sb/sth, or for the debts of a

obtaining the necessary permissions to reproduce

illustrations.

per mission .marketing noun [u]

a method of advertising products and services to

customers through the Internet in which they must
first give their permission to receive advertising

information

-Ar permit noun, verb

• noun /'p3:mit; AmE 'p3:rmit/ [C]



company they own: There are several ways to protect

yourselffrom personal liabilityfor business debts.

.personal organizer noun [c]

a small file with loose sheets of paper in which you
write down information, addresses, what you have
arranged to do, etc.; a very small computer for the

same purpose -» Filofax™ See note at calendar

.personal 'pension noun [c]

an arrangement in which you pay money regularly

to an insurance company or a bank, etc. which
invests the money and pays you a pension when
you retire: He puts $200 a month into a personal

pension plan.

.personal property (also personalty, less

frequent) noun [u]

[Law) the assets that sb has, such as money, shares,

etc. except for land and buildings: Personal property

includes movable items such as vehicles and
merchandise.

.personal repre sentative noun [c]

(Law) a person who is responsible for the assets of

sb who has died

.personal selling noun [u]

(Marketing) the use of people who are trained to sell

a company's goods or services to talk to and
persuade a customer to buy sth: Potential customers

are reached through advertising and personal selling.

.personal 'statement noun [c]

a written description of yourself, your education
and working life, your abilities and your goals: The
personal statement is an important part of the

applicationform for the job.

personalty /'p3:sanalti/ = personal property

* personnel /,p3:sa'nel; AmE ,p3:rs-/ noun
(HR)

1 [pi ] the people who work for an organization:

Key personnel will be appointed by March, o The
group is trying to cut personnel costs for low-margin
products.

O key/qualified/skilled/trained personnel

marketing/sales/security/technical personnel

2 [u with sing./pl. verb] the department in a

company that deals with employing and training

people: She works in personnel, o Personnel is/are

currently reviewing pay scales. IsynI human
resources
0 the personnel chief/department/division/manager/

officer

,person-tO-'person adjective [usually before

noun]

1 happening between two or more people who
deal directly with each other rather than through
another person: Technical support is offered on a
person-to-person basis.

2 (AmE) (about a telephone call) made by calling

the operator and asking to speak to a particular

person. If that person is not available, the call does
not have to be paid for: Person-to-person calls are

charged at a higher rate.

PERT chart

405 pharma

A

TT

earliest

start date

duration

oi task

earliest

finish date

task

latest

start date

spare latest

finish datetime

PERT /p3:t; AmE p3:rt/ abbr

(Production) Project/Program/Performance
Evaluation and Review Technique a way of

managing the tasks involved in a project and
showing the order in which they should be
completed and how much time is needed for each
-> CRITICAL PATH ANALYSIS

pessimism /'pesimizam/ noun [u]

pessimism (about/for/over sth) a feeling that bad
things will happen and that sth will not be
successful; the tendency to have this feeling: There

is a mood ofpessimism in the company about future
job prospects. IoppI optimism
O business/economic/investor/market pessimism

growing/increasing/widespread pessimism a
mood/sense of pessimism

'pessimist noun [C] pessimistic /.pesi'mistik/

adjective .pessimistically adverb /.pesi'mistikli/

'PEST a nalysis /pest/ (also 'STEP a.nalysis) noun
[c,u]

an examination of the political, economic, social

and technological aspects of the situation in

which a company is operating to see how they will

affect its products and markets: Conduct a PEST
analysis on the company and evaluate the strategies

that it might pursue.

'pester .power noun [u] (informal)

the ability that children have to make their parents

buy things, by repeatedly asking them until they
agree

the 'Peter .Principle /'piita(r)/ noun [sing.]

the theory that employees continue to be given a

higher rank in an organization until finally they
reach a position where they do not have the ability

to do their jobs properly: His promotion to the post

ofMarketing Director was a classic example of the

Peter Principle.

petition /pa'tijn/ noun [C]

(Law) an official document asking a court of law to

take a particular course of action: One creditor has

filed a petition for the company to be wound up.

-» BANKRUPTCY PETITION

petrochemical /.petrau'kemikl; AmE .petrou-/

noun [C]

any chemical substance obtained from petroleum
oil or natural gas: The country's main exports are

steel and petrochemicals, o the petrochemical

industry

petrodollar /'petraudDla(r); AmE 'petroudadar/

noun [C]

(Finance) a unit of money that is used for calculating

the money earned by countries that produce and
sell oil: An increase in oil prices raises the global

supply ofpetrodollars.

petroleum /pa'trauliam; AmE -'troo-/ noun [u]

(often used in the names of companies) mineral oil

that is found under the ground or the sea and is

used to produce petrol/gas, etc: the petroleum

industry o BP (British Petroleum)

.petty 'cash noun [u]

a small amount of money kept in an office to pay
small expenses: Newspapers are paidfor out ofpetty

cash.

pharma /'fa:ma; AmE 'fa:rma/ adjective, noun
(informal)

• adjective [only before noun]

pharmaceutical: pharma companies
• noun [u]

pharmaceutics
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pharmaceutical /,fa:ma'su:tikl; -'sju:-; AmE
,fa:rma'su:-/ adjective, noun

• adjective [only before noun]

connected with making and selling drugs and
medicines: She studied chemistry and then worked in

the pharmaceutical industry.

• noun [c, usually pi ]

drugs or medicines: Sales ofpharmaceuticals used in

the treatment ofHIV have increased rapidly, o a
pharmaceuticals company -> biopharmaceutical

pharmaceutics /,fa:ma'su:tiks; -'sju:-; AmE
,fa:rma'su:-/ noun [u]

the study and development of the production of

drugs and medicine

• phase /feiz/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

a stage in a process of change or development: Our
company went through a phase of rapid expansion, o
Producing a quality product really starts in the design

phase, o companies still in the start-up phase

0 the design/development/manufacturing phase
the growth/start-up phase the early/final/initial/

a

Iate/new phase
• verb [+ obj] {usually be phased)
to arrange to do sth gradually in stages over a

period of time: The closure of regional offices was
phased over a two-year period.

UiLftJ
,

phase sth 'down to reduce sth gradually in

stages over a period of time: We are phasing down
production of less profitable lines.

,

phase sth 'in to

introduce or start using sth gradually in stages over
a period of time: The new tax will be phased in over

twoyears.
,

phase sth 'out to stop using sth

gradually in stages over a period of time: Some
companies agreed to phase out the testing of
cosmetics on animals.

phishing /'fijin/ noun [u]

{IT) the activity of tricking people by getting them
to give their identity, bank account numbers, etc.

over the Internet or by email, and then using these

to steal money from them: The most commonform
ofphishing is by email, o The growth rate ofphishing

scamsjumped 52% in June.

• phone /faon; AmE foun/ noun, verb

• noun [C,U]

see also: cellular phone, fixed ~, mobile ~

a system for talking to sb else over long distances

using wires or radio; a machine used for this: You
can get technical support over the phone, o They
like to do business by phone, o He's been on the

phone to his office for more than an hour, o Her
phone must be switched off.

• verb {especially BrE) {BrE also
,

phone 'up) [+ obj or

no obj]

to make a telephone call to sb: YouU have to phone
her office to make an appointment, o She phoned up
for a chat, o Can I phone you back later? o I'm

phoning aboutyour ad in the paper. Isyni call
IEI3

,

phone 'in to make a telephone call to the

place where you work: Sarah phoned in to say she'd

be late, o Three people have phoned in sick already

this morning, phone sth 'in to make a telephone
call to the place where you work in order to give sb

some information

'phone book = telephone directory

'phone call = call noun (1)

phonecard /'faunka:d; AmE 'founkcr.rd/ noun [C]

1 {AmE) a plastic card with an individual number
on it that allows you to use a telephone service, for

example to make international calls. The cost of the

call is charged to your account and you pay it later:

Using a phonecard can be a very cost-effective way of
making calls abroad.

2 {especially BrE) a plastic card that you can use in

some public telephones instead of money: The first

phone was broken and the second took only
phonecards. -» calling card

photocopier /'fautaokDpia(r); AmE 'foutouka:p-

/

{also copier, especially in AmE) noun [C]

a machine that makes copies of documents, etc. by
photographing them: The photocopier has run out of
paper.

photocopy /'fautaukDpi; AmE 'foutouka:pi/ noun,
verb

• noun [c] {plural photocopies)
a copy of a document, etc. made by the action of

light on a specially treated surface: Make as many
photocopies as you need. -> copy noun (2)

• verb (photocopies, photocopying, photocopied,
photocopied)
1 [+ obj or no obj] to make a photocopy of sth: Can
you get these photocopiedfor me by 5 o'clock? o
photocopied documents o photocopying equipment/
facilities

2 [no obj] photocopy well/badly (about printed

material) to produce a good/bad photocopy: The
comments in pencil haven't photocopied very well.

-* copy verb (1)

physical /'fizikl/ adjective [only before noun]

1 {IT) existing in a form that can be seen or

touched, as opposed to electronic: The website has

features that physical stores can't offer. IoppJ virtual
2 {Finance) used to describe a product or a raw
material that can be bought and sold, or used, as

opposed to cash, shares or futures: Investors are

putting their money into physical assets such as gold

and property. -> tangible
O physical assets/commodities/goods

physical capital noun [u]

{Economics) items such as land, factories, machinery
and materials that are used to produce goods and
provide services: Our economy is no longer based on
the use ofphysical capital to produce material goods.

-» HUMAN CAPITAL, SOCIAL CAPITAL

.physical distri bution noun [u]

{Production) the tasks involved in moving finished

goods from producers to consumers in the most
efficient way and in planning and controlling this:

The physical distribution ofproducts has two
primary aspects: transportation and storage.

pick /pik/ verb [+ obj]

see also: cherry-pick

{Production) to collect items that a customer has

ordered from the place where they are stored so

that the order can be packed and sent: They claim

to be able to pick, pack and ship a large order in only

30 minutes. 'picking noun [u] : You will be in

charge of ten picking and packing staff, o a wireless

warehouse picking system
n»T7l pick up the bill/ tab (for sth) {informal) to

pay for sth: The company picked up the tab for his

hotel room. -> idiom at slack noun
Q333 ,pick sth 'off to take the best people or

things from a group and leave the rest: Rival firms

are interested in picking offparts of the group, .pick

sb/sth 'out to choose sb/sth carefully from a group
of people or things: She was picked outfrom dozens

of applicants for the job. ,pick
:up to get better,

stronger, etc.; to improve: In the lastfew weeks sales

have started to pick up. -> pickup .pick sth 'up

{informaf) to buy sth, especially cheaply or by
chance: Investors have a chance to pick up some
bargains.

picket /'pikit/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

a person or group of people who stand outside the

entrance to a building in order to protest about sth,

especially in order to stop people from entering a



factory, etc. during a strike; an occasion when this

happens: Five pickets were arrested by police, o I was
on picket duty at the time, o a mass picket of the

factory
• verb [+ obj or no obj]

to stand outside somewhere such as your place of

work to protest about sth or to try and persuade

people to join a strike: 200 workers were picketing

the factory, o Striking workers picketed outside the

gates, 'picketer noun [c] {AmE)

picket line noun [c]

a line or group of pickets: Fire crews refused to cross

the picket line.

pickup /'pikAp/ noun

1 [C] an improvement: Retailers are hopingfor a

pickup in consumer spending. -» pick up at pick

2 {Transport) [C,u] an occasion when sth is

collected: Goods are delivered not later than noon on
the day after pickup.

3 {also 'pickup truck) [c] a vehicle with low sides

and no roof at the back used, for example, by
farmers

ping

pictogram

1

1 I 1

pictogram / pikta-

grasm/ noun [C]

a diagram that uses

pictures to represent

amounts or numbers of a

particular thing: This

pictogram shows sales for
the last three months.

picture /'piktja(r)/

noun
1 [C, usually sing.] a

description that gives you an idea of what sth is

like: The writer paints a gloomy picture of the

economy.
2 [sing ] the picture the general situation

concerning sb/sth: The overall picture for industry is

encouraging.

EEl in/out of the 'picture {informal) involved/not

involved in a situation: With our main competitors

out of the picture, we have a good chance of winning
the contract, put/keep sb in the 'picture

{informal) to give sb the information they need in

order to understand a situation: Just to putyou in

the picture—there have been a number of changes
here recently. -» idiom at big

'piece rate noun [c]

{HR) an amount of money paid for each thing or

amount of sth that a worker produces: Slow
workers on piece rates simply took home less pay.

piecework /'pi:sw3:k;/\m£ -W3:rk/ noun [U]

{HR) work that is paid for by the amount done and
not by the hours worked: Piecework payment
systems can help boost productivity but may lower
quality, pieceworker noun [C]

pie chart {also pie pie chart
graph) noun [c]

a diagram consisting of

a circle that is divided
into parts to show the
size of particular parts

in relation to the whole:
Pie charts are often the

simplest way to show
statistics.

pigeonhole / pid3in

haul; AmE -houl/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

to decide that sb/sth belongs to a particular group
or type, often without thinking deeply enough
about it: She never tried to pigeonhole her
customers, [synj categorize

• noun [c]

1 one of a set of small boxes that are fixed on a
wall and open at the front, used for putting letters,

messages, etc. in: The letter had been put in the

wrong pigeonhole.

2 a group or type of people or things that sb/sth is

put into, that is often too general, unfair or not

correct: Many clients want their advisers to fit into

neat pigeonholes. Isyni category

piggyback /'pigibaek/ verb

339 piggyback on/onto sth; piggyback sth

on/onto sth 1 to use a system that already exists

as a basis for sth else: Other search engines

piggyback on one another to provide more complete

results. 2 to use a larger organization, etc. for your
own advantage

pile /pail/ noun [C]

a large amount of money or debt: The company is

selling off assets in order to reduce its debt pile.

-> CASH PILE

pilfer /'pilfa(r)/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to steal things of little value or in small quantities,

especially from the place where you work: She
regularly pilfered stamps and stationeryfrom work,

o He was caught pilfering. pilferage /'pilfand3/

noun [u] {formal): reducing the costs of theft and
pilferage by employees 'pilferer noun [c] 'pilfering

noun [u]

pilot /'pailat/ noun, verb, adjective

• noun [C]

see also: automatic pilot

1 a person who operates the controls of an aircraft,

especially as a job: a commercial/an airline pilot

2 a person with special knowledge of a difficult

area of water who guides ships through it

3 a single television programme that is made in

order to find out if people will like it and want to

watch further programmes
• verb [+ obj]

1 to fly an aircraft or guide a ship; to act as a pilot:

The plane was piloted by the instructor.

2 pilot sth (through sth) to guide sb/sth

somewhere, especially through a complicated place

or system: She has piloted the company through a
period ofsuccessful growth.

3 {Marketing) to test a new product, idea, etc. with
a few people or in a small area before it is

introduced everywhere: We are considering piloting

the software with small businesses in the London area.

• adjective [only before noun]

done on a small scale in order to see if sth is

successful enough to do on a large scale: a pilot

project/study/survey/test o a pilot episode (= of a

radio or television series)

PIM /,pi: ai 'em/ = personal information
MANAGER

PIN /pm/ {also 'PIN .number) noun [c] personal
identification number a number given to you, for

example by a bank, so that you can use a plastic

card to take out money from a cash machine: I've

forgotten my PIN. o Criminals arefinding many ways
to uncover clients' PINs.

ping /pin/ verb [+ obj]

(IT)

1 to use an Internet program to test whether a

computer you are trying to connect with is working
properly

2 {informaf) to send sb a type of electronic message
similar to an email that appears on their screen as

soon as it is sent (an instant message): Employees

can ping each other questions and requests.

ping noun [C] {informal): An 'away message' tells

other users that you're around, but not taking pings.
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pitcn o tacn company was given ten minutes to

make its pitch for the contract.

• verb

1 [+ obj] to set sth at a particular level: They have
pitched their prices too high, o The takeover would be

pitched at $4.6 billion.

2 [+ obj] to aim or direct a product or service at a

particular group of people: The new software is

being pitched at banks, o The car is being pitched as
a high-quality, low-cost alternative to local models.

3 [+ obj or no obj] to try to persuade sb to buy sth,

to give you sth or to make a business deal with you:
Improving your presentation skills will help you when
pitchingfor business.

pitfall pitfo:l noun [C. usually pi.]

a danger or difficulty, especially one that is hidden
or not obvious at first: The article teUsyou how to

avoid some of the pitfalls of online banking, o
Investors need to be aware of the potential pitfalls.

pittance puns noun [C. usually sing.]

a very small amount of money, especially paid to sb

as wages: They paid us a pittance and the working
conditions were appalling.

pivotal pivatl adjective

of great importance because other things depend
on it: The company plays a pivotal role in the local

economy.

pixel piksl ' noun [C]

{IT) any of the small individual areas on a computer
screen, which together form the whole display

place pleis ' verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

1 to give instructions about sth or make a request

for sth to happen: Placing an ad in the local

newspaper cost S250. o As soon as customers place an
order, they receive confirmation by email
2 to find a suitable job for sb: The agency placed

about 2 000 office workers lastyear.

3 [Finance) to make new shares in a company
available for sale to particular people or

institutions: The company will raise money by
placing 20 million shares. -» placing
-» idiom at record noun

• noun [C]

a building or an area used for a particular purpose:

The site acts as an online meeting place, o He can
usually be contacted at his place of work.

Ed be 'going places to be getting more and
more successful in your life or career: a young
architect who's really going places in 'place working
or ready to work: A deal on funding will be in place

by June.

placement 'pleismant noun [i.c]

see also: private placement, product placement

1 the act of finding sb a suitable job or place to

live: a job placement service o The recruiting agency
handles mainly permanent placements.

2 (BrE) (AmE practicum a job, often as part of a

course of study, where you get some experience of

a particular kind of work: The thirdyear is spent on
placement in selected companies, o The program
combines practicums with business and general

studies courses, o business students returningfrom
work placements

3 [Finance) [AmE) = placing

placing pleisirj/ [AmE also 'placement) noun [c,U]

[Finance) an occasion when new shares in a

company are made available for sale to particular

individuals or institutions: The deal will be partly

funded through a share placing. -» private placing

plaintiff pleintif noun [C]

[Law) a person who makes a formal complaint
against sb in court -> claimant (3), complainant,
defendant

pink- collar adjective [only before noun] [especially

AmE)
connected with jobs with low pay that are done
mainly by women, for example in offices: pink-

collar workers -» blue-collar, white-collar

Pink Sheets™ [also spelled pink sheets noun

[Finance) in the US, a list of the latest prices of

over-the-counter shares (= shares that do not

appear in an official stock exchange list), that is

published every day: The company's shares closed at

86 cents on the Pink Sheets. -> Yellow Sheets

pink 'slip noun [c] (AmE)

(HR, informal) a letter given to sb to say that they

must leave their job: About 20% of the workforce

will soon receive pink slips, 'pink-slip verb [+ obj]

\-oo-): He was afraid he was going to be pink-slipped.

pioneer ,paia'nia(r); AmE -'mr/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

a person or an organization that is the first to

develop a particular area of knowledge, type of

product, etc. that other people or organizations

then continue to develop: He was one of the pioneers

of wireless communications, o Our company is a

pioneer in the pharmaceutical field.

• verb [+ obj]

when a person or an organization pioneers sth,

they are one of the first to do, discover or use sth

new

pioneering / ,paid'nidrin; AmE -'mr-/ adjective

[usually before noun]

introducing ideas and methods that have never
been used before: They have played a pioneering

role in the dex'elopment of digital radio, o pioneering

research

pipeline paiplain noun [C]

a series of pipes that are usually underground and
are used for carrying oil, gas, etc. over long
distances

DEED in the 'pipeline something that is in the
pipeline is being discussed, planned or prepared
and win happen or exist soon: The company has a
range of new products in the pipeline.

piracy pair •
-• noun [u]

the act of making illegal copies of video tapes,

computer programs, books, etc., in order to sell

them: a new way to deal with software piracy

pirate /'parrat/ noun, verb

• noun [cj [often used as an adjective)

a person who makes illegal copies of video tapes,

computer programs, books, etc., in order to sell

them: pirate copies of CDs o software pirates

• verb [+ obj]

to copy and use or sell a product without
permission and without having the right to do so:

pirated computer games See note at copy

pit /pit/ noun [C]

1 [Stock Exchange) (AmE) the area of a stock

exchange or other exchange where a particular

product is traded: The futures contracts will be

traded on-screen as well as in traditional pits.

-> FLOOR
2 a coal mine: planned pit closures

pitch prtj noun, verb

(Commerce; Marketing)

• noun [C. usuallv sing ]

see also: elevator pitch, sales pitch

talk or arguments used by a person trying to sell

things or persuade people to do sth: an aggressive



-A- plan /plaen/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: action plan, business ~, cafeteria ~,

contingency ~, dividend reinvestment ~, employee
share ownership ~, floor ~, etc.

1 a set of things to do in order to achieve sth: They

drew up a comprehensive planfor reducing costs, o
We've come up with a plan to save the businessfrom
collapse.

2 an idea for doing or achieving sth in the future:

They are expected to announce plansforfurther
factory closures, o We have no plans to sell the

business.

3 {Finance) {especially with other nouns) a way of

investing money or making payments: The company
offers a retirement savings planfor employees, o The

payment plan enables customers to payfor goods
over a period of time.

4 a detailed drawing of a machine, building, etc.

that shows its size, shape and measurements: The
architect is drawing up plansfor the new offices.

5 a diagram that shows how sth will be arranged:

a floor plan (= showing how furniture is arranged)

0 a seating plan
• verb [+ obj or no obj] (-nn-)

1 to make detailed arrangements for sth you want
to do in the future: For a comfortable future, you
need to plan ahead. oA meeting has been plannedfor
early nextyear.

2 plan (on sth/on doing sth) to intend or expect to

do sth: The new owners are not planning any major
changes in the nearfuture, o news ofplanned job cuts

UZE1 ,plan sth 'out to plan carefully and in detail

sth that you are going to do in the future: She has

her career all planned out.

Plan 'A noun [sing.]

the thing or things sb intends to do if everything

happens as they expect

Plan B noun [sing.]

the thing or things sb intends to do if their first plan

is not successful: IfPlan A fails, well go to Plan B.

planned e conomy noun [c]

{Economics) an economic system that is controlled

by the government rather than by the amount of

goods available and the level of demand from
customers: This was thefinal stage in the transition

from a planned economy to a market economy.
-> COMMAND ECONOMY, MARKET ECONOMY

planner /'plaena(r)/ noun [c]

1 a person whose job is to plan the growth and
development of a town: a city/town/an urban
planner
2 a person who makes plans for a particular area
of activity: the country's top economic planner o You
should consult a taxplanner beforeyou sell any assets.

3 a book, computer program, etc. that contains
dates and is used for recording information,

arranging meetings, etc: Use a wall planner to

organize activities in your personal and professional

life, o a day/year planner—Picture at office

• planning /'plaenin/ noun [u]

see also: aggregate planning, enterprise resource ~,

human resource ~, manpower ~, manufacturing
resource ~, material requirement ~, media ~, etc.

1 the process of making plans for sth: Organizing a
conference requires a lot of careful planning, o
Consultants may be able to help with business

planning.

O careful/detailed planning * advance/forward
planning business/financial planning to need/
require planning

2 the control of the growth and development of
towns and their buildings, roads, etc. so that they
can be pleasant and convenient places for people to

409 play

live in: Urban planning deals with the design of the

built environment.

0 city/town/urban planning planning approval/
consent/permission

• plant /pla:nt; AmE plaent/ noun

see also: fabrication plant

1 [C] a factory or place where power is produced
or an industrial process takes place: Toyota has car

assembly plants in the United States and Canada, o It

is Europe's most productive car plant. See note at

FACTORY
0 an assembly/a bottling/manufacturing/packing/

processing plant a car/chemical plant

2 [u] large machinery that is used in industrial

processes: The company has been investing in new
plant and equipment, o specialists in plant hire

plastic /'plaestik/ {also .plastic 'money) noun [u]

{informal)

credit cards or other bank cards: Do they take

plastic?

plateau /'plaetau; AmE plae'tou/ noun, verb

• noun [C] {plural plateaux or plateaus /-tauz; AmE
-'tooz/)

a time of little or no change after a period of

growth or progress: Inflation has reached a plateau.

• verb [no obj] plateau (out) to stay at a steady level

after a period of growth or progress: Unemployment
has at last plateaued out. o Prices have pretty much
plateauedfor now.

platform /'pleetfr.m; AmE -fo:rm/ noun [C]

see also: cross-platform

1 a basis on which sth can develop: The deal will

provide the company with a platform for long-term

growth.

2 {IT) the technical basis of a system, especially a

computer or broadcasting system: Versions of the

software are availablefor Windows and Macintosh
platforms.

3 a raised structure standing in the sea, built by a

company that is taking oil or gas from under the

sea: They deliver supplies to the offshore platforms of
major oil companies.

.platform-' neutral adjective

{IT) able to work on different technical systems: The
developers have a policy ofproducing platform-

neutral applications.

platinum /'plaetmam/ noun [u]

a very valuable silver-grey metal used in making
expensive jewellery and in industry

play /plei/ verb, noun
• verb [no obj] {especially AmE)
to have a particular effect on sb: Providing good
service plays well with customers.
rr»n have money, time, etc. to 'play with
{informal) to have a particular amount of money,
time, etc. for doing sth: We don't have a lot of money
to play with, play by sb's (own) 'rules if sb plays

by their own rules or makes other people play by
their rules they set the conditions for doing
business play by the 'rules to deal fairly and
honestly with people: They were a well-run

company and played by all the rules, but still failed.

play 'catch-up {especially AmE) to try to be as good
or successful as a competitor: They are one of the

biggest companies in the industry and we're always

playing catch-up with them, play for high 'stakes

to be involved in an activity where you can lose a

lot if it fails, but gain a lot if it is successful play

the ('stock) 'market to buy and sell shares in order

to make a quick profit: Not all investors wish to take

a risk by playing the market, play a (key, major,
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ensure the playingfield remains level, an .uneven
'playing field a situation in which some
competitors have an unfair advantage: The
proposed measure will create an uneven playingfield
among competingfinancial services.

pic /,pi: el 'si:/ abbr (BrE)

1 [usually used in written English) (also spelled PLC)
public limited company (used after the name of a
company or business): Lloyd's Bank pic See note at

Ltd
2 {Marketing) PLC = product life cycle

pledge /pled3/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

1 to formally promise to give or do sth: Japan has
pledged $100 million in aid. o The CEO pledged that
there would be no more job cuts.

2 {Law) to leave sth valuable with sb to prove that

you will pay back money that you owe: The shares

were pledged to the bank as securityfor loans.

• noun [C]

1 a serious promise: Management has given a
pledge that there will be no job losses this year, o Will

the government honour its election pledge not to

raise taxes?

2 (Law) something valuable that you leave with sb

to prove that you will pay back money that you
owe: The property is given as a pledge until the debt

is paid, o How can I redeem my pledge (= pay back
the loan and get the valuable item back)?

plenary /'plimari/ adjective, noun
• adjective [only before noun]

(about meetings, etc.) to be attended by everyone
who has the right to attend: The new committee
holds its first plenary session this week.

• noun [c] [plural plenaries)

a plenary meeting: The resolution will be put to a
vote at the final plenary.

Plimsoll line (also 'Plimsoll mark) /'plimsal/

= LOAD LINE

PLM /,pi: el 'em/ = product life cycle
MANAGEMENT

plot /plDt; AmE plcrt/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

a piece of land that is used or intended for a special

purpose: The company invested $300 m, buying new
plots of landfor development, o Building plots range

in pricefrom $246 500 to $440 000.

• verb [+ obj] (-tt-)

1 to make a diagram or chart from some
information: The results of the survey are analysed

and plotted on a chart.

2 to mark points on a graph and draw a line or

curve connecting them: First, analyse the responses

and plot them onto a graph.

plough (AmE spelling plow) /plau/ verb

339 plough sth back (into sth); .plough sth

back 'in to put money made as profit back into a

business in order to improve it: Surpluses will be

ploughed back into the company to fund new
projects, plough sth 'into sth to invest a large

amount of money in a company or project: The
company has ploughed an estimated $85 million into

the online operation.

plug /pUg/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj] (-gg-)

1 to provide sth that has been missing from a

particular situation and is needed in order to

improve it: A cheaper range ofproducts was
introduced to plug the gap at the lower end of the

market.

2 (Marketing) to give praise or attention to a new
product, book, CD, etc. in order to encourage
people to buy it: She came on the show to plug her

latest album. Hyn] promote
LULU ,plug sth 'into sth (IT) to connect a

vital, etc.) part/ role (in sth); have a (key,

major, vital, etc.) part/ role to play (in sth) to

be involved in sth and have an important effect on
it: She had played a key role in the growth of the

business, o Financial rewards play an important part
in motivating staff. play the 'system to use a set of

rules that control sth in a way that gives you an
advantage: The developers are experts at playing the

planning system, play to your 'strengths to give

your attention and effort to things that you do well;

to give sb the opportunity to do this: Each member
of the team should have a task that plays to their

strengths.

339 ,play sth 'back to play telephone messages
that have been recorded ,play sth 'down to try to

make sth seem less important than it is: They had
made serious losses and were trying to play them
down. IoppI play sth up 'play for sth to try to gain

sth; to compete with sb for sth: There is still 96% of
the company to playfor. ,play 'out; ,play itself/

themselves 'out to develop or end in a particular

way: Let's make a decision on this and see how it

plays out. ,play sth 'up to try to make sth seem
more important than it is: J played up my previous

experience in the industry. IoppI play sth down
• noun

see also: Plug and Play, pure ~, role ~

1 [u] the activity or operation of sth; the influence

of sth on sth else: the free play of marketforces o
Unemploymentfigures havefallen but there may be

seasonalfactors at play.

2 (Stock Exchange, informal) [c] an act of investing

money in particular shares, bonds, etc: Although the

shares are not cheap, they are a defensive play that

won 't letyou down.
EE] bring/call sth into play to begin to use sth:

Morefunding will be brought into play, come into
'play to begin to be used or to have an effect: A
number offactors come into play when you ask
people to work together in groups, in play if a

company is in play, it can be bought by another
company: The company has been put in play as a
takeover target, make a 'play for sb/sth to try to

obtain sth; to do things that are intended to

produce a particular result: She was making a play

for the sales manager's job.

playbook /'pleibuk/ noun [C] (AmE)

a set of plans for achieving an aim: The business

plan serves as a playbook for everyone involved in the

company.

player /'pleia(r)/ noun [C]

see also: team player

an important company or person involved in a
particular area of business: The company is a major
player in the London property market, o The new
employee should be introduced to key players in the

department.

O a big/dominant/global/key/leading/major player

a niche/small player

playing field noun [c, usually sing]

(Marketing) used to describe a situation where
people are competing with each other: Do you have
the skills necessary to perform on today's corporate

playingfield? o The strength of the pound had tilted

the playingfield awayfrom UK operations (= made
it more difficult for them to compete).
nnn a .level playing field a situation where
everyone has a fair and equal chance of
succeeding: The tariffs mean that Europe and the US
are not competing on a level playingfield, o The aim
of the changes is to create a level playingfield for life

assurance companies. (33D Variations of this idiom
are also used: Many people believe that technology



computer to a computer system: All our computers

are plugged into the main network. ,plug 'into sth

1 (about a piece of electrical equipment) to be able

to be connected to the main supply of electricity or

to another piece of electrical equipment: The

modem plugs into the USB port on your laptop. 2 to

become involved with a particular activity or group
of people: The company has doubled its profits since

plugging into lucrative overseas markets.

• noun [C]

praise or attention given to a new product, book,

CD, etc. in order to encourage people to buy it: He
managed to get in a plugfor his new book. -> idiom
at pull verb

plug and 'play noun [u]

{IT) a system which makes it possible for a user to

connect a device such as a printer to a computer
and use it immediately: Newer machines feature
plug-and-play capabilities.

'plug-in adjective

1 able to be connected using a plug: a plug-in kettle

2 (IT) that can be added to a computer system so

that it can do more things: a plug-in graphics card

plug-in noun [C] (IT): a handheld with a

dictionary plug-in o downloading and installing

plug-ins

plummet /'pLvmit/ verb [no obj]

to fall suddenly and quickly from a high level or

position: Share prices plummeted to an all-time low.

[synI plunge See note at increase
'plummet noun [c, usually sing.]: a plummet in

pre-tax profits

plunge /plAnd3/ verb, noun
• verb [no obj]

to decrease suddenly and quickly: Share prices have

plunged in recent months, o The dollar plunged to its

lowest level in sixyears. Isyni plummet See note at

INCREASE
GCiaSI plunge into sth;

,

plunge sb/sth into sth

to experience sth unpleasant; to make sb/sth do
this: The country plunged deeper into recession, o
After losing the contract, the company was plunged
into crisis.

• noun [C, usually sing.]

a sudden decrease in an amount or the value of

sth: The group has announced a plunge in annual
profits, o This increase reversed an earlier price

plunge. [synJdrop

DHa take the 'plunge (informal) to decide to do
sth important or difficult, especially after thinking
about it for a long time: Even when you're ready to

take the plunge, setting up a business is not easy.

plus /pIas/ preposition, adjective, noun
• preposition

1 used when the two numbers or amounts
mentioned are being added together: The book is

available at $19.49 plus shipping, o You pay back the

original loan amount plus interest.

2 as well as sth/sb; and also: Give a description of
your service or product plus information about who
uses or buys it.

IQPPI MINUS
DUSI plus or 'minus used when the number
mentioned may be more or less by a particular

amount: They expect to report earnings of $174
million, plus or minus $1 million, o The margin of
error was plus or minus three percentage points.

• adjective

see also: cost-plus

1 [only before noun] used to describe an aspect of

sth that you consider to be a good thing: The
airline's safety record is a major plus point, o On the
plus side, all the staff are enthusiastic. IoppI minus

41 1 pocket

2 used after a number to show that the real

number or amount is more than the one
mentioned: The profitfrom the sale of the factory is

expected to be $22 million plus.

• noun [c]

1 (informal) an advantage; a good thing: If the

software works with any type of computer, that's a
big plus, o One of the pluses of the job is being able to

workfrom home.
2 (also 'plus sign) the symbol ( + ), used in

mathematics: He put a plus instead of a minus.
IOPPI MINUS

plUS tick = UPTICK

ply /plai/ verb [+ obj or no objj (plies, plying, plied,

plied)

to travel regularly along a particular route or

between two particular places: airlines plying

transatlantic routes

DJE1 ply your 'trade to do your work or business:

This is the restaurant where he plied his trade as a
cook.

PMI /,pi: em 'ai/ abbr

(Economics) (used as a singular noun)

a measure of economic activity in the section of the

economy that is concerned with the manufacture
of goods, published every month: A PMI over 50%
means that manufacturing is expanding. EELQ PMI
is formed from the first letters of the words
'Purchasing Managers' Index'.

'P-nOte = PROMISSORY NOTE

PO /,pi: 'so; AmE 'ou/ = post office (2), postal
ORDER

POA /,pi: au 'ei; AmE ou/ = point of action

poach /pautj; AmE poutj"/ verb [+ obj]

to take and use staff, customers, etc. from another
company in a dishonest or unfair way: Several of
our employees have been poached by a rivalfirm, o
The company poached the contractfrom their main
rivals, 'poaching noun [u]: the poaching of key

personnel

.P'O box (also 'post .office box) noun [c]

used as a kind of address, so that mail can be sent

to a post office where it is kept until it is collected:

Mail your $100 deposit to PO Box 155, Irvington.

pocket /'pDkit; AmE 'pa:k-/ noun, verb, adjective

• noun [C, usually sing.]

the amount of money that a person, an
organization or a government has available to

spend: London has hotels to suit every pocket, o
Employees payfor small itemsfrom their own pockets

and then claim the money back. Isyni purse
QUE,out of 'pocket (especially BrE) having lost

money as a result of sth: The collapse of the

company has left thousands of investors out of
pocket. -» idioms at deep adj., dip verb, fill, line

verb, hand noun
• verb [+ obj]

1 to earn or win an amount of money: He pocketed

a profit of $6 millionfrom the deal.

2 to take or keep sth, especially an amount of

money, in an illegal or a dishonest way; to steal

sth: He regularly charges passengers more than the

normal fare and pockets the difference.

• adjective [only before noun]

see also: out-of-pocket

used to describe sth that is very small or small

enough to be put and carried in a pocket: a pocket

pager/organizer/dictionary o You can use a pocket PC
to send and receive email. -> pocket-sized
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pocket change noun [u]

1 coins

2 a small amount of money: Seven thousand dollars

is not pocket change.

pocket-sized alsc pocket-size ...active

small enough to fit into your pocket or to be carried

easily: a small pocket-sized recorder

point oun, verb

• noun

see also: action point. assembl\ - basis ~ break-

even ~. breaking ~. bullet ~. gross rating ~. etc.

1 [c] a thing that sb says or writes giving their

opinion or stating a fact: She made several

interesting points at the meeting, o I take your point
(= understand and accept what you are saying).

O to make raise a point • to discuss get across prove

a point

2 {usually the point [sing ] the main or most
important idea in sth that is said or done: The point

is that unless we reduce costs well go bankrupt o 111

come straight to the point: we need more money.

O to come to get to the point to get/miss the point

3 [U; sing.] the purpose or aim of sth: What's the

point of this memo? o There's no point in throwing
good money after ba±
4 [C] a particular detail or fact: The main points of
the meeting were summarized in the minutes, o a six-

point survival guidefor new managers
Q the main/finer points (of sth)

5 [c] a particular quality or feature that sb/sth has:

He has some good points, o One of the project's plus

points is that it is very cheap.

O good strong plus points

6 [c] a particular time, stage or level: At one
point the dollarfell to 128c to the euro, o The
negotiations have reached a critical point

O a high/low point to get to/reach a point

7 [Finance) [C] a mark or unit on a scale of
measurement, especially a financial index: Blue

chip stocks were up 87points, o The FTSE index

closed down 144.51 points, o Denmark's central bank
cut its rates by halfa point
0 :: drop fall increase jump/rise by) , points

8 [c] a unit used to measure the quality of sb/sth:

Lending decisicns are made on a points system
9 [c] a particular place or area: 111 waitforyou at

the meeting point in the arrivals halL o Hamburg
remains the focal point = the centre) ofour work.
10 [c] a small dot that separates a whole number
from the part that comes after it: a decimal point o
2.6 said: 'two point six"

EE] point of contact a place where you go or a

person that you speak to when you are dealing
with an organization: The receptionist is the first

point ofcontact most people have with the company.
a point of de parture 1 a place where a journey
starts 2 an idea, a theory or an event that is used
to stan a discussion, an activity, etc.

• verb [+ obj or no obj]

to lead to or suggest a particular development or a

logical way to continue an argument: The evidence

seems to point in that direction.

pointer .m [c]

1 a sign that sth exists; a sign that shows how sth

may develop in the future: The index is seen as a
pointer to thefuture performance of the economy, o
Resultsfrom the retail sector are key pointers to

progress.

2 {informal a piece of advice: Ask more experienced

colleagues to giveyou afew pointers. isynItip

3 a stick used to point to things on a map or
picture on a wall. etc.

4 a small symbol, for example an arrow, that

marks a point on a computer screen -> cursor

point of action noun [c] poa
{Marketing) the place or time in a presentation, on a

website, etc. when a possible customer has the
opportunity and is encouraged to react and to do
sth: Too many choices at a point of action can stop

possible customers going anyfurther.

point of purchase noun [c] {abbr POP
{Commerce; Marketing) the place where a product is

bought: The key to good marketing is not to bring the

customer to the point of sale, but to put the point of
purchase where it suits the customer, o point-of-

purchase displays,'promotion -» EPOS, point of
sale

point-of-purchase advertising
POPA

{Marketing) advertising at the place where a product
is bought -» POINT OF SALE

point of sale noun [c] [abbrPOS
[Commerce; Marketing) the place where a product is

sold: More information on healthyfoods should be

pro\ided at the point ofsale, o Reading product tags

and checking credit are performed at the point of
sale, o point-of-sale advertising/'displays -> point of
purchase—Picture at store

point of use oun [sing]

the place where or the time when a product or a
service is actually used: Medical care is stillfree at
the point of use. o For the motor car, tax is levied at

the point of use, rather than at the point ofsale.

poised poizd adjective [not before noun]

completely ready for sth or to do sth: The economy
is poisedfor recovery, o They are poised to make a
takeover bidfor their smaller rn-al "sW set

poisoned chalice noun [sing.] [format)

a job or position that seems attractive at first but
soon becomes very unpleasant: The post of
managing the company's aircraft dhision was seen

by many as a poisoned chalice.

poison pill noun [c]

[Finance, informal, a form of defence used by a
company when another company is trying to take

control of it, in order to make itself less attractive,

for example by selling some of its main assets: The
proposals would restrict companies' rights to use

poison piUs against hostile bids.

policy urn policies

see also: closed-door policv credit -. dear money ~.

easy monetary ~. fiscal ~. insurance ~. monetary ~,

etc

1 [c.i] a plan of action agreed or chosen by a

business, an organization or a political party: The
company has adopted afirm policy on shoplifting, o
We have to wearjeans on Fridays—it's company
policy, o the group's accounting policies o Only senior

management can take policy decisions.

O to adopt implement introduce pursue a policy • to

abandon/change/develop/discuss (a) policy

economic/tax policy

2 [Insurance) [c] a written statement of a contract

of insurance: Check the terms of the policy beforeyou
sign.

policyholder pDlasihaoldatr): ImE pculasihool-

noun [C]

[Insurance] a person or group that holds a contract

of insurance: A travel insurance policyholder made a

claim for thousands ofdollars when his luggage was
lost

policy- setting adject i* [only before noun]

that decides on plans of action: It is likely that the

Bank will cut interest rates at its policy-setting

meeting next week, o a poUcy'-setting board/

committee



politics /'pDlatiks; AmE 'pa:l-/ noun [U with sing./pl.

verb]

matters concerned with getting or using power
within a particular group or organization: J don't

want to get involved in office politics.

poll /paol; AmE pool/ noun, verb

• noun [c] {also o'pinion poll)

the process of questioning people who represent a

larger group in order to get information about the

general opinion: A recent poll shows that 98% of
dentists would recommend the product. Isyni survey
0 to carry out/conduct/take a poll a poll indicates/

reveals/shows/suggests sth

• verb [+ obj]

to ask a large number of members of the public

what they think about sth: Sixty per cent of those

polled said they used the Internet to book flights, o
The survey polled 7500 shoppers on Thursday.

pollutant /pa'lu:tant/ noun [C]

a dirty or harmful substance that makes land, air,

water, etc. no longer pleasant or safe to use:

Chemical pollutants werefound on the site.

pollution /pa'lu:J"n/ noun [u]

1 the process of making air, water, soil, etc. dirty;

the state of being dirty: We need stricter measures to

reduce environmental pollution, o The company
denied responsibilityfor the pollution of local lakes

and rivers.

2 substances that make air, water, soil, etc. dirty: A
cloud of pollution hangs over the city.

pollution .credit = emission credit

polybag /.pDli'baeg; AmE ,pa:l-/ noun [C] {informal)

a bag made of strong thin clear plastic material

(polythene/polyethylene), used for wrapping
things

polystyrene /.poli'stairim; AmE ,pa:l-/ {also

'Styrofoam™, especially in AmE) noun [u]

very light soft plastic that is usually white, used for

packing goods or for making containers that

prevent heat loss: They have stopped using

polystyrene 'peanuts'for packing shipments, o
polystyrene cups—Picture at packaging

'Ponzi scheme /'ponzi ski:m ; AmE 'pa:nzi/ noun
[C] {AmE)

a plan for making money that involves encouraging
people to invest by offering them a high rate of
interest and using their money to pay earlier

investors. When there are not enough new
investors, people who have recently invested lose

their money. EHD Charles Ponzi organized the
first scheme of this kind in the US in 1919.

pool /pu:l/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: car pool, motor pool

1 a supply of things or money that is shared by a

group of people and can be used when needed:
Corporate clients gained access to huge pools of
capital, o a pool of cars used by the firm's sales force
o a pool car

2 a group of people available for work: The country
has a large pool of cheap labour, o There is a limited

pool ofpeople who have the right qualifications for
the job.

• verb [+ obj]

to collect money, information, etc. from different

people so that it can be used by all of them: As costs

rise, departments are beginning to pool resources, o
Managersfrom the different divisions pooled ideas.

POP /,pi: au 'pi:; AmE oo/ = point of purchase

POPA /,pi: au pi: 'ei; AmE ou/ = point-of-
PURCHASE ADVERTISING

.popular 'price noun [c]

a price that is liked because it is low: We emphasize

413 portable

quality at popular prices, .popular 'pricing noun
[u]

population /.popju'leijri; AmE ,pa:p-/ noun

see also: floating population

1 [C with sing./pl. verb; u] all the people who live in

a particular area, city or country; the total number
of people who live there: One third of the world's

population consumes two thirds of the world's

resources, o The city of Guangzhou has a population

of over six million, o An estimated twenty per cent of
the population are unemployed.
2 [C with sing./pl. verb] a particular group of people
living in a particular area: The textile industry

employs a third of the working population, o About
six per cent of the adult population do not have a

bank account.

'pop-.under adjective, noun
{IT; Marketing)

• adjective [only before noun]
appearing on a computer screen quickly to display

an advertisement, etc. behind sth that you are

looking at on the Internet: pop-under ads
• noun [C]

an advertisement that appears in a small window
on your computer screen behind sth else that you
are looking at: Pop-unders can be used as part of
your main Internet marketing mix. -» pop-up

'pop-up adjective, noun
{IT; Marketing)

• adjective [only before noun]
appearing on a computer screen quickly to display

a list of choices, an advertisement, etc. while you
are working on another document: Select the

appropriate item from the pop-up menu, o an
effective way of blocking pop-up ads drop-down

• noun [C]

an advertisement that appears in a small window
on your computer screen while you are looking at

sth else: The software automatically blocks annoying
pop-ups. -> pop-under

• port /po:t; AmE pa:rt/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: free port

1 [C] a town or city with a harbour, especially one
where ships load and unload goods: Rotterdam is a

major port, ofishing ports
2 [c,u] a place where ships load and unload goods
or shelter from storms: the largest deep-sea

container port o The ship spentfour days in port.

3 {IT) [C] a device on a computer where you can
connect pieces of equipment such as a keyboard or

a printer: Your printer needs a port to connect to

your PC.

• verb [+ obj]

{IT) to move software from one computer to another
one of a different type: The software can be ported

to an IBM RS/6000.

portable /'pa:tabl; AmE 'po:rt-/ adjective, noun
• adjective

1 that is easy to carry or to move: Cellphones are

easy to use, personal and portable.

2 (about computer software) that can be used with

different kinds of computers: The software is highly

portable over different computer platforms.

3 a portable pension or loan is one that you can

move to another company if you change jobs,

banks, etc: A portable pension gives you the

flexibilityyou need to make career changes.

portability / ,po:t3'bildti; AmE ,po:rt-/ noun [u]

• noun [C]

a smail type of machine that is easy to carry,
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especially a computer or a television: Apple has

reduced the weight of its portables.

portal /'po:tl; AmE "po:rtl/ noun [C]

(IT) a website that is used as a link to the Internet,

where information has been collected that will be

useful to a person interested in particular kinds of

things: a business/news/shopping portal

porter /'pa:ta(r); Amf'po^t-/ noun [C]

see also: night porter

1 a person whose job is carrying people's bags and
other loads, especially at a railway station, an
airport or in a hotel: hotel porters

2 (BrE) a person whose job is to be in charge of the

entrance to a hotel, large building, etc: The head
porter will have staff ready to handle any luggage.

-» CONCIERGE

Porter's ge'neric strategies /'poitez; AmE
'poirtarz/ noun [pi.]

[Marketing) the possible ways in which a business

can achieve a strong position in a particular

industry. These are: producing goods at a lower
cost than competitors (cost leadership strategy),

developing products that are different from other

similar products and that customers value

(differentiation strategy) or focusing on a small

group of customers (focus strategy).

* portfolio /pa:t'fauliau; AmE po:rt'fouliou/ noun
[c] {plural portfolios)

1 (Finance) a set of investments owned by a

particular person or organization: The group has a

property portfolio worth $2.4 billion, o He gradually

built up a portfolio of more than 1 000 stocks.

O to build (up)/broaden/expand/have/hold a
portfolio a balanced/diversified/an international/

a large/strong portfolio a bond/an equity/

investment/a share/stock portfolio a loan/

property portfolio

2 (Commerce) the range of products or services

offered by a particular company: The company has

a strong portfolio of retail brands, o We needed to

expand our product portfolio.

0 to build up/expand/have/offer a portfolio a

brand/business/product portfolio a broad/strong/

wide portfolio

port folio ca reer noun [c]

(HR) a career that is based on building skills and
knowledge in a series of different jobs rather than
one based on increasingly senior jobs in one
profession

port folio .manager noun [c]

(Stock Exchange) someone whose job is to control a

group of investments with the aim of making the

most profit with the least risk: Many portfolio

managers are showing an interest in technology

stocks, o a senior portfolio manager in the currency

team port folio .management noun [u]

portion /'po:Jn; Am£ 'pa:rJn/ noun [C]

1 one part of sth larger: He invested a substantial

portion of his savings in the business, o The division

accounts for only a small portion of total sales.

2 an amount of food that is large enough for one
person: The restaurant serves generous portions, o
They were specialists in individual portion control

for the food-service industry.

port of 'entry noun [c] a place where people or

goods can enter a country officially

POS /,pi: ao 'es; AmE ou/ = point of sale

* position /pa'zijn/ noun, verb

* noun

see also: bear position, cash ~, island ~, long ~,

open ~, short ~, special ~

1 [C] a job: He held a senior position in a large

company, o I should like to applyfor the position of
Sales Director. See note at job
O to advertise/fill/have/hold/take up a position

2 [c,u] a person or an organization's level of

importance or success when compared with others:

the company's dominant position in the world
market o They used their strong bargaining position

to get a better deal.

O to establish/gain/hold/strengthen/use a position *

to be in a position of authority/power/strength

3 [c, usually sing ] the situation that sb is in,

especially when it affects what they can and cannot
do: The company's financial position is not certain, o
I'm afraid I'm not in a position to help you. o The
chairman's resignation has put the board in a

difficult position.

0 to achieve/reach/strengthen/weaken a position

4 (Finance) [C] the total amount of a particular

share, bond, currency, etc. that a dealer or an
investor owns, or has sold but needs to buy back in

the future: They plan to keep thefund's 275 000
share position steadyfor now.

9verb [+ obj]

1 to put sth/sb in a particular position: The
company is uniquely positioned to compete in foreign

markets.

2 (Marketing) to advertise a product, service or

company in a particular way in a particular part of

the market so that it appears different from other

products, services or companies: The magazine has

been positioned as an educational product.

po'sition audit (also po'sition re.view) noun [c]

1 a thorough analysis of the current situation of an
organization that is done in order to plan for the

future

2 (HR) an analysis of exactly what is involved in a

particular job with a company

positioning /pa'zijnirj/ noun [u]

(Marketing) the way a product, service or company
is advertised in a particular part of the market so

that it appears different from others; the way that

people think about a product, service or company:
The market positioning of the two stores is very

different, o She suggested some changes in product

positioning in order to attract the kind of customers

we were lookingfor.

po'sition re.view = position audit

• positive /'pDzativ; AmE 'pa:z-/ adjective, noun
• adjective

1 greater than zero: A positive amount indicates

that there is money in the account.

2 good or useful: The news has had a positive effect

on ourfinances.
3 expressing agreement or support: We've had a

very positive response to the new product.

Ioppj negative
positively adverb

• noun
1 [c] the result of a test or an experiment that

shows that a substance or condition is present

lOPPl NEGATIVE
2 [C,u] a good or useful quality or aspect: We can

take several positivesfrom this experience.

.positive 'action noun [u] (BrE)

anything that is done to give everyone the same
chances of education or employment, especially by
helping groups that are often treated unfairly

because of their race, sex, etc. -» affirmative
ACTION, POSITIVE DISCRIMINATION

.positive discrimi nation (also re.verse

discrimi nation) noun [U] (BrE)

the practice or policy of giving an advantage to

people from groups that are often treated unfairly

because of their race, sex, etc., for example by
making sure that a particular number ofjobs are

given to people from these groups UHSB Positive



discrimination is illegal in some countries.

[SYN] AFFIRMATIVE ACTION {AmE) -» POSITIVE ACTION

positive- sum game noun [c]

a situation in which both sides involved in a

relationship or a piece of business gain an
advantage: a positive-sum relationship between

people and technology^ zero-sum game, win-win

.positive territory noun [u]

often used in newspapers to describe a level that is

above zero, or above the previous or expected

level: Onlyfive stocks ended the day in positive

territory.

possession /pa'zejn/ noun

see also: immediate possession, vacant possession

1 [u] the state of having or owning sth: // the loan

is not repaid, the bank may take possession of the

company's assets.

2 [c, usually pi.] something that you own or have
with you at a particular time: Please remember to

take your possessions with you.

possessor /pa'zesa(r)/ noun [c] {format)

a person who owns or has sth Isyni owner

• post /paust; AmE poust/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: trading post

1 (BrE) {also mail. AmE, BrE) [u] the official system
used for sending and delivering letters, packages,

etc: 77/ send the original to you by post, o III put the

information in the post to you tomorrow. oMy
application got lost in the post.

O first-class/second-class post internal/

international post

2 {BrE) {also ma\\, AmE, BrE) [u] letters, packages,
etc. that are sent and delivered: There was a lot of
post this morning, o Have you opened your post yet?

O to deliver/handle post to get/receive/send (out)

post to answer/deal with/open/read your post

3 [U; sing.] {BrE) an occasion during the day when
letters, etc. are collected or delivered: The package
came in this morning's post.

O the first/last post to catch/miss the post

4 [c] a job, especially an important one in a large

organization: He will leave his $300 OOO-a-year post
this week, o She has held the postfor three years, o
We will be creating 15 new posts next year, o The
company has been unable to fill the post. -» idiom at

return noun See note at job
0 a junior/senior/key/managerial post a full-time/

part-time/permanent/temporary/vacant post to

apply for/hold/leave/resign from/take up a post

to appoint sb to/fill a post

• verb [+ obj]

1 {BrE) {also mail, AmE, BrE) post sth (off) (to sb)
|

post sb sth to send a letter, etc. to sb by post/mail:
Have you posted offyour order yet? o Is it OK if I post
the cheque to you next week? o Is it OK if I postyou
the cheque next week?
2 {BrE) {AmE mail) to put a letter, etc. into a public
box (a postbox) to be sent: Could you post this letter

for me?
3 {usually be posted) to send sb to a particular

place for a period of time as part of their job: She's

been posted to Washington for two years.

4 {often be posted) to put a notice, etc. in a public
place so that people can see it: A copy of the letter

was posted on the noticeboard.

5 {IT) to put information or a message on the
Internet: The results will be posted on the Internet

tomorrow.

6 {especially AmE) to announce sth publicly or
officially, especially financial information or a
warning: The company posted a $1.1 billion loss.

O to post a loss/gain to post earnings (of...)

EEl keep sb posted (about/on sth) to regularly
give sb the most recent information about sth and

415 post-free

how it is developing: I'll keep you posted on his

progress.

post- /paust; AmE poust/ prefix (in adjectives, verbs,

adverbs and nouns)

after; later than: post-tax income o a post-conference

meeting o post-date

postage /'paostid3; AmE 'pou-/ noun [U]

the cost of sending a letter, etc. by post: an increase

in postage rates

.postage and 'packing (also .postage and
packaging) (both BrE) (AmE .postage and handling)

noun [u]

the cost of wrapping an item and sending it by
post: price £30 + £5.50 postage and packing

.postage 'paid adjective [usually before noun]

used to describe sth such as an envelope on which
the company has already paid the cost of sending it

by post: Please use the postage-paid envelope

enclosed to return theform to us. o a postage-paid

questionnaire/label -» business reply service,
REPLY PAID

'postage stamp = stamp noun (l)

postal /'paostl; AmE 'poustl/ adjective [only before

noun]

connected with the official system for sending and
delivering letters, etc: yourfull postal address o the

postal service/system

'postal code = postcode

.postal money .order = money order

'postal .order (abbr PO) = money order

postcode /'paustkaud; AmE 'poustkoud/ (also

'postal code) (both BrE) (AmE 'zip code) noun [C]

a group of letters and/or numbers that are used as

part of an address so that post/mail can be
separated into groups and delivered more quickly:

postcode: CB11 3AD

post-'date (AmE spelling usually postdate) verb

[+ obj]

1 to put a later date on a cheque or other
document than the date at the time of writing,

usually to delay payment: I sent all the instalments

together, as three post-dated cheques.

2 (BrE) (usually be post-dated) to make sth,

especially a payment, take effect from a later date:

Postal workers are getting a 5% post-dated pay rise.

fOPPl BACKDATE

poster /'pausta(r); AmE 'pou-/ noun [C]

a large notice, often with a picture on it, that is put
in a public place to advertise sth: The company put
up posters to advertise its new product.—Picture at

STORE
O to display/put up/take down a poster to design/

print a poster a poster advertisement/campaign
033 poster child/boy/girl (AmE) a person or thing

that is seen as representing a particular quality or

activity: The company has become the poster child

for electronic commerce, o He's the IT industry's

poster boyfor success.

.post-'Fordism noun [u]

(HR) a term used to describe a method of

management that aims to give workers a large

amount of responsibility and freedom post-

Fordist adjective .post-' Ford ist noun [C]

.post-'free adjective [only before noun] (BrE)

used to describe sth that you can send by post

without having to pay anything
,

post-'free

adverb: Information will be sent post-free to any
interested readers. -> post-paid
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posting /'paustin; AmE 'pou-/ noun

see also: certificate of posting, cross-posting

1 {HR) [C] an act of sending sb to a particular place

for a period of time as part of their job: an overseas

posting o a two-year posting in/to Athens

2 {IT) [c] a message or information put on the

Internet: The newsgroup gathers postings on a

particular topic and distributes them to the

newsgroup's subscribers.

3 {Accounting) [U,C] the activity of writing figures in

a book where money paid and received is recorded
(a ledger); the figures written: transaction and
payment posting o identifying and correcting routine

posting errors o Interest is charged on creditfrom the

date ofposting.

'Post-it™ {also 'Post-it™ note) noun [c]

a small piece of coloured, sticky paper that you use

for writing a note on, and that can be easily

removed from where you put it—Picture at office

post ,office noun
1 [c] a place where you can buy stamps, send
letters, etc: Where's the main post office? o post

office branches o a post office counter

2 the Post Office [sing.] {abbr PO) the national

organization in many countries that is responsible

for collecting and delivering letters, etc: He works
for the Post Office.

post ,office box =pobox
.post- paid {AmE spelling postpaid) adjective [only

before noun]

that you can send free because the charge has
already been paid: a post-paid envelope .post-

paid {AmE spelling postpaid) adverbs post-free

* postpone /pa'spaun; AmE pou'spoun/ verb [+ obj]

to arrange for an event, etc. to take place at a later

time or date: We'll have to postpone the meeting until

next week, o They have agreed to postpone
repayment of the loan to afuture date, o We have
decided to postpone building a new store.

[OPPj advance
post'ponement noun [u,c]

'post room {BrE) {AmE 'mail room) noun [C]

the department of a company that deals with
sending and receiving mail

postscript /'paustskript; AmE 'poust-/ noun [C]

1 an extra message that you add at the end of a
letter after your signature -> PS
2 something extra that is added to sth after it has
finished: HR plans are unfortunately treated as a
postscript to the business planning process.

potential /pa'tenjl/ adjective, noun
• adjective [only before noun]

that can develop into sth or be developed in the
future: potential customers o potential bidders/

buyers/investors o the potential benefits ofEuropean
integration potentially /pa'tenjali/ adverb: a
potentially huge market

• noun [u]

1 the possibility of sth happening or being
developed or used: The European marketplace offers

excellent potential for increasing sales, o The new
service has huge market potential.

2 qualities that exist and can be developed: We try

to help all our employees realize theirfull
potential, o This start-up has the potential to be a
very successful company.

POTS /pvts; AmE va*sI abbr

{IT) plain old telephone service used to describe

a standard telephone service rather than a very fast

one: the POTS telephone network

pound /paund/ noun [C]

1 the unit of money in the UK and several other
countries; £: a ten-pound note o Total losses were
estimated at over three million pounds.
2 the value of the British pound compared with
the value of the money of other countries: The euro

fell 1% against the pound, o the strength/weakness of
the pound
3 {abbr lb) a unit for measuring weight, equal to

0.454 of a kilogram: This laptop weighs under 4
pounds.

power /'paoa(r)/ noun, verb, adjective

•noun

see also: bargaining power, buyer ~, buying ~,

earning ~, pester ~, purchasing ~, spending ~,

staying ~

1 [U] the ability to control or influence people,

things, events, etc: The report said the banks had too

much power over small businesses, o She has the

power to hire and fire, o There is currently a power
struggle over who will head up the company after

the merger.

2 [U] {used to form compound nouns) strength or

influence in a particular area of activity: the

growing economic power ofwomen consumers
3 [c] a powerful country, organization or person
that has a lot of influence: world powers o It has

become one of the major powers in the world of IT.

4 [u] energy that can be used to operate a
machine, to make electricity, etc: renewable energy

sources such as hydro, wind and solar power
5 [U] the public supply of electricity: They've

switched off the power, o There was a power cut.

6 [u] the ability of a machine, an engine, etc. to do
work: The new server breaks the recordfor
computing power.

• verb [+ obj]

to supply a machine or vehicle with the energy that

makes it work: The aircraft is powered by a jet

engine, o {figurative) Sales growth has been powered
by new stores and a new image.

GEEI3 .power sth 'up to prepare a machine to

start working by supplying it with electricity, etc: I

need to power up my laptop.

• adjective

1 operated by a motor, electricity, etc: power tools

2 used to describe sth that shows you have an
important position in a company

power brand noun [c]

{Marketing) a very important and well-known
brand, for example, one that has a large share of

the market or that has been made and sold for a

long time: We have decided to focus on 15 power
brands.

VOCABULARY BUILDING

Changing a meeting

Changing to a later time

• The talks have been postponed until 30 May.

• Can we put off the presentation for a week or

two?
• The next board meeting has been put back by two

weeks.

Changing to an earlier time

• We can bringforward the interview to tomorrow,

if that suits you.

Deciding not to have the meeting

• / am sorry I had to cancel our appointment.
• The meeting with shareholders was called off at

the last minute.

See note at arrange



-powered /'pauad; AmE 'pauard/ adjective (used in

compounds)

using the type of energy mentioned: battery-

powered toys o hydrogen-powered cars

powerhouse /'pauahaus; AmE 'pauarh-/ noun [c]

1 a group or an organization that has a lot of

power: China has been described as an 'emerging

economic powerhouse', o chief executive ofa media
powerhouse
2 a person who is very strong and full of energy:

She's a powerhouse in the courtroom.

power lunch noun [c]

an occasion when business is discussed or deals

made during lunch: The restaurant was full of

executives having power lunches.

power nap noun [c]

a short sleep sb has while they are working in order

to get back their energy: / took a quick power nap
after lunch, power-nap verb [no obj] (-pp-)

.power of attorney {also .letter of at torney)

noun [u,c] {plural powers of attorney, letters of

attorney)

{Law) the right to act as the representative of sb in

business or financial matters; a document that

gives sb this right: The son had power of attorney

over theirfather's business affairs.

PowerPoint™ /'pauapamt; AmE 'paoar-/ noun
[U]

a computer program produced by Microsoft™ for

creating presentations for an audience: Are you
doingyour talk on PowerPoint? o a PowerPoint
presentation powerpoint verb [+ obj]: All the

other presentations were powerpointed, but I used a
whiteboard.

'power .station (also 'power plant) noun [c]

a building or group of buildings where electricity is

produced

pp abbr (only used in written English)

1 (BrE spelling also pp.) pages: see pp 100-117

2 (BrE spelling also p.p.) used in front of a person's

name when sb signs a business letter on his/her

behalf: pp Tim Walker (= from Tim Walker, but
signed by sb else because Tim Walker is away)
L'MH pp is now considered to mean 'on behalf of
and is usually written before the name of the
person who has not signed the letter. It used to be
written before the name of the person signing the
letter and this is still done in some offices.

ppd abbr (only used in written English)

1 prepaid used to describe a service that you pay
for before you receive or use it: ppd mobile phone/
cellphone customers

2 post-paid, postpaid marked on goods to show
that postage is included in the price or has been
paid by the sender: All CDs cost $12 ppd (US).

PPI /,pi: pi: 'ai/ = producer price index

ppm /,pi: pi: em/ abbr part(s) per million

1 (Technical) a measurement of how much of a
substance a liquid or other substance contains: air

with 50 ppm nitrogen dioxide

2 (Production) a measurement of how efficient a

manufacturing process is, which records the
number of defects (= faults in the way sth has
been made) found in each million parts produced:
We aim for a quality level of3ppm in our production
line.

PPP /,pi: pi: 'pi:/ = purchasing power parity,
PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP

PR /.pi: 'a:(r)/ abbr

(Marketing)

1 public relations the business of giving the
public information about a particular organization
or person in order to create a good impression:
She's in PR. o The radio interview was a PR coup (=

417 practitioner

success)for the company, o Your website is a vital PR
tool.

0 a PR agency/company/department/firm • a PR
consultant/executive/manager good/bad PR

2 = PRESS RELATIONS

* practice /'praektis/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: best practice, fire ~, general ~,

restrictive ~

1 [u] action rather than ideas: She's determined to

put her new ideas into practice, o The idea sounds
fine in theory, but will it work in practice?

2 [u,C] a way of doing sth that is the usual or

expected way in a particular organization or
situation: guidelines for good practice o a review of
pay and working practices o employment/labour
practices

O bad/good practice common/current/standard/
usual practice accounting/business/management
practices employment/labour/working practices

to adopt/follow/introduce/use practices

3 [C] a thing that is done regularly; a habit or a

custom: the German practice ofgiving workers a say
in how their company is run
4 [u,C] the work or the business of some
professional people such as doctors, dentists and
lawyers; the place where they work: My solicitor is

no longer in practice, o a successful law practice

0 a dental/law/legal/medical practice a group/
private practice to go into/set up in practice to

run/start a practice to join/leave a practice

• verb (AmE) = practise

practiced = practised

practicing - practising

practicing .license = practising
certificate

practicum /'praektikam/ = placement (2)

* practise (AmE spelling practice) /'praektis/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to do an activity or train

regularly so that you can improve your skill: I need
to practise my French before my trip.

2 [+ obj] to do sth regularly as part of your normal
behaviour: The company practises Total Quality

Management.
3 [+ obj or no obj] to work as a doctor, lawyer, etc:

There are over a thousand lawyers practising in the

city, o She practised as a barristerfor many years.

practised (AmE spelling practiced) /'praektist/

adjective

good at doing sth because you have been doing it

regularly: She is a practised negotiator, o He has

good ideas but he isn't practised in the art of
marketing.

practising (AmE spelling practicing) /'praektisirj/

adjective [only before noun]

taking an active part in a particular profession, etc:

a practising lawyer

practising cer tificate (BrE) (AmE 'practicing

.license) noun [c]

an official document that proves that a professional

person is qualified and has the right to work in

their profession

practitioner /.praek'tiJanaCr)/ noun [C]

see also: insolvency practitioner

1 a person who is qualified to work in a profession,

especially medicine or law: a medical/legal

practitioner o the Institute ofPractitioners in

Advertising



pre-

2 a person who regularly does a particular activity

or follows a particular theory: enthusiastic

practitioners of lean manufacturing

pre- /pri:/ prefix {used in verbs, nouns and adjectives)

before: pretest o precaution o pre-tax

pre-addressed 'envelope {also spelled

preaddressed, especially in AmE) noun [c]

an envelope with the address already printed on it

that is sent with sth to make it easy to reply

pre-ap proach {also spelled preapproach,
especially in AmE) noun [C,u]

{Marketing) the activities that a salesperson does
before they meet a possible customer: What is the

objective ofyour pre-approach? o pre-approach
planning

pre carious em ployment noun [u]

{HR) the situation when sb is working on a

temporary contract or has no guarantee that they
will keep their job: The gap between stable employees

and those in precarious employment has been
widening.

precaution /pri'kotfn/ noun [C, usually pi.]

something that is done in advance in order to

prevent problems or to avoid danger: safety

precautions o E-commerce companies have to take
precautions against computerfraud, o Run a virus

check on a file before opening it as a precaution.

precautionary /pn'ko:.fanri; AmE -neri/

adjective: The bank has suspended its online banking
service as a precautionary measure.

precedence /'presidans/ noun [u]

the condition of being more important than sb/sth

else and therefore coming or being dealt with first:

In thefashion industry, quality takes precedence
over price, o I give precedence to tasks that are

important and urgent. Isyni priority

precedent /'president/ noun [c,U]

an official action or decision that has happened in

the past and that is seen as an example or a rule to

be followed in a similar situation later: The
judgement set a precedentfor similar legal cases.

© to create/establish/provide/serve as/set a

precedent to base sth on/follow a precedent

precedential /.presa'denjl/ adjective: a
precedential judgement

precinct /'prksirjkt/ noun [C] {BrE)

a commercial area in a town where cars cannot go:

a shopping precinct o a pedestrian precinct

precipitous /pn'sipitas/ adjective

1 sudden and great: a precipitous fall in share price

© a precipitous decline/drop/fall/slide (in sth)

2 done very quickly, without enough thought or

care: a precipitous decision

pre'cipitously adverb: The dollar plunged
precipitously.

precis /'preisi:/ noun [c,U] {plural precis /-si:z/)

a short version of a speech or a piece of writing that

gives the main points or ideas: The talk was a brief

precis of the annual report, isyni summary
O to give/make/write a precis

'precis verb (precises /'preiskz/ precising /-si:irj/

precised, precised /-si:d/) [+ obj]: to precis a report

precision /pn'sisn/ noun [u]

the quality of being exact and accurate: The saw
must cut with great precision, o precision

instruments/tools

precision engi neering noun [u]

the activity of designing and making machines, etc.

containing parts that need to be made very

accurately: This camera is an excellent example of
precision engineering.

precondition /.priikan'dijn/ noun [C]

something that must happen or exist before sth

else can exist or be done: Structural reform is the

preconditionfor strong recovery.

predator /'predata(r)/ noun [c]

(used in newspapers) a company that uses weaker
companies to its own advantage, for example by
trying to buy them: to protect domestic industry

from foreign predators -» prey noun (2)

predatory /'predatri; AmE -toiri/ adjective

.predatory 'lending noun [u]

{Finance) a situation where a financial organization

lends money in an unfair or illegal way, for

example to people who they know will probably
not be able to pay back the debt .predatory
'lender noun [c]

.predatory 'pricing {also .predatory price-

cutting) noun [u]

{Economics) a situation where a company makes its

prices very low, even though this will lose money,
so that other companies cannot compete and have
to stop selling similar goods or services: The airline

was accused ofpredatory pricing, o They have used

predatory pricing to gain market share in the area.

.predatory 'price noun [c]

predecessor /'pri:dasesa(r); AmE 'pre-/ noun [C]

1 a person who did a job before sb else: He blamed
the company's problems on his predecessor.

2 a thing, such as a machine, that has been
followed or replaced by sth else: This model is much
faster than its predecessor.

* predict /pn'dikt/ verb [+ obj]

to say that sth will happen in the future: Many
analysts are predicting a rise in interest rates, oltis

impossible to predict what will happen, o This new
business is predicted to start producing revenue

within a year. Isyni forecast

predictable /pn'diktabl/ adjective

if sth is predictable, you know in advance that it

will happen or what it will be like: Sales of the new
model followed a predictable pattern, o Revenues
have become less predictable, [opp] unpredictable

predictability /pn.dikta'bilati/ noun [u]:New
forecasting methods have improved the predictability

of ourfinancial planning, predictably
/pn'diktabli/ adverb: Prices were predictably high.

prediction /pri'dikfn/ noun [C,U]

a statement that says what you think will happen;
the act of making such a statement: The sales

figures confirmed our predictions, o Not many people

agree with the government's prediction that the

economy will improve.

pre-empt {also spelled preempt, especially in AmE)
/pri'empt/ verb [+ obj]

1 to prevent sth from happening by taking action

to stop it: A good training course will pre-empt many
problems, o The CEO pre-empted criticism by
resigning.

2 to do or say sth before sb else does: J do not

want to pre-empt anything that the other speakers

are going to say.

pre-emptive {also spelled preemptive, especially

in AmE) /pri'emptiv/ adjective: Pre-emptive action is

necessary to prevent inflation going out of control.

pre-emption {also spelled preemption, especially

in AmE) /pri'empjn/ noun [u]

{Law) the opportunity given to one person or group
to buy goods, shares, etc. before other people:

Existing shareholders will have pre-emption rights.



pre-.emptive 'right {also spelled

preemptive ~, especially in AmE) noun [C]

{Law) the right that a shareholder has to buy shares

that a company or another shareholder offers

before they are offered to sb else

pre-ex'ceptional adjective [only before noun]

{Accounting) used to describe a company's profits

that have been calculated without including

unusual items of income or expenses: pre-

exceptional profits/earnings

pref. abbr

{Finance, only used in written English) (used about a

share) preference; preferred

preference /'prefrans/ noun

see also: consumer preference, liquidity preference

1 [U; sing.] a greater interest in or desire for sth/sb

than sth/sb else: It's a matter ofpersonal
preference, o Investors are showing a strong

preferencefor bonds rather than shares.

2 [c] a thing that is liked better or best: a study of
consumer preferences

H331 give (a) preference to sb/sth to treat sb/sth

in a way that gives them an advantage over other

people or things: Preference will be given to

candidates with some knowledge of Spanish.

preference .capital [also .preference share
.capital) {both especially BrE) {AmE usually preferred
'capital) noun [u]

{Finance) money that is raised by a company selling

PREFERENCE SHARES

'preference .dividend {especially BrE) {AmE
usually preferred 'dividend) noun [c]

{Finance) the fixed dividend (= money paid to

shareholders) that is paid to holders of preference
SHARES -» ORDINARY DIVIDEND

'preference share noun [C] {especially BrE) {AmE
usually preferred 'stock [u,c]) {also preferred
'share [c] {BrE, AmE)

see also: participating preference share

{Finance) a type of share in a company that gives the

owner the right to receive regular fixed payments
(dividends) but does not usually give them the right

to vote at meetings of shareholders. People who
hold them must be paid before owners of all other
shares: They plan to issue 500 million shares of
common stock and 20 million shares ofpreferred
stock. See note at share

.preference 'share .capital = preference
CAPITAL

preferential /.prefa'ren/l/ adjective [only before

noun]

giving an advantage to a particular person or
group: Small sugar exporters are set to lose their

preferential access to the EU. o It was claimed that

male employees were given preferential treatment.

.preferential creditor noun [c]

{Finance) a person or company whose debt must be
paid before others if a business fails

-¥ PREFERRED (l)

preferred /pn'f3:d; AmE -'f3:rd/ adjective [only

before noun]

{Finance)

1 a company^ preferred investors are those who
are paid first if the company has financial

difficulties or fails: The company intends to

distribute new common stock to its old preferred
shareholders.

O a preferred creditor/investor/shareholder

2 used to describe investments held by these
investors or the money they receive from them:
Japan's largest banks want to raise capital by issuing

preferred securities.
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preferred 'capital = preference capital

preferred dividend = preference
DIVIDEND

preferred 'share = preference share

preferred 'stock = preference share

preferred 'vendor {also preferred sup plier,

ap.proved 'vendor) noun [c]

{Production) a business that has an agreement to

supply another business with goods or services, or

has met any necessary requirements: a preferred

vendor agreement

prejudice /'pred3udis/ noun, verb

• noun [U,C]

an unreasonable dislike of a person or group of

people, especially when it is based on their race,

religion, sex, etc: There is little prejudice against
workersfrom other EU states, o a victim of racial

prejudice -> without prejudice
• verb [+ obj]

1 to influence sb so that they have an unfair or

unreasonable opinion about sb/sth: Poor spelling or

grammar in an email may prejudice the reader

against you.
2 to have a harmful effect on sth: The threat of a

long strike is prejudicing the future of the company.
'prejudiced adjective: prejudiced opinions

preliminary /pri'limmari; AmE -neri/ adjective

happening before a more important action or

event: Thefigures are preliminary results and will be

confirmed by the company on 17 March.

pre liminary in junction = interim
INJUNCTION

.pre-'market {also ,pre-'open) adjective [only

before noun]

{Finance) pre-market trading takes place before the

stock markets open officially: The stock fell to $18.10

in pre-market trading.
,

pre-'market adverb

premier /'premia(r); AmE pri'mir; -'mjir/ adjective

[only before noun]

most important or successful: Singapore is a premier
business community, o plans to develop and improve
our premier product o We want the site to be the

premier customer service provider on the Web.

premises /'premisiz/ noun [pi.]

the buildings and land that a business owns or

uses: We will soon need larger premises, o business/

commercial premises oAll thefood is made on the

premises.

• premium /'prkmiam/ noun, adjective

• noun [C]

see also: insurance premium, share premium

1 {Insurance) an amount of money that you pay
once or regularly for insurance: We pay a monthly
premium of $20. o Health insurance premiums are

rising rapidly.

2 {Commerce) an extra payment added to the basic

rate: Customers are prepared to pay a premium for
superior service. oA premium of 10% is paid out

after 20 years.

3 {HR) {also 'premium pay [u]) extra money that is

added to employees' basic pay for particular

reasons, for example if they work at weekends or

away from home
IT»m at a premium 1 if sth is at a premium,
there is little of it available and it is difficult to get:

In big cities, parking is at a premium. 2 at a

premium (to sth) {Finance) at a higher than normal
price: Their shares trade at a premium to most of
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their rivals, put/place/set a premium on sb/sth

to think that sb/sth is particularly important or

valuable: The company places a high premium on
creativity.

• adjective [only before noun]

1 very high and higher than usual: They are able to

charge premium prices for their products.

2 of high quality: We are positioning the coffee as a

premium product, o premium brands

premium .income noun [u]

{Insurance) the total amount of money that an
insurance company gets from its customers

'premium pay = premium noun (3)

pre-'open = pre-market

,pre-'owned adjective [usually before noun] (AmE)

that has belonged to or been used by sb else before:

pre-owned homes/cars Hyn] second-hand

pre- packaged (AmE spelling prepackaged)
adjective [only before noun]

1 [Commerce) {BrE also .pre- packed) pre-packaged
goods, especially food, are wrapped before being
sent to shops/stores to be sold: pre-packaged

bread

2 (Commerce) pre-packaged services are sold as a

whole rather than in separate parts: Pre-packaged

e-learning lessons for any part of the training

programme are also available.

3 (Finance) pre-packaged financial arrangements
for a business that is in difficulty are agreed before

the business is made officially bankrupt: a pre-

packaged bankruptcy plan

prepaid /,pri:'peid/ adjective [usually before noun]

1 (Commerce) paid for in advance: The prepaid cash

card allows customers to order over the Web without
a credit card.

2 a prepaid envelope has already had the cost of

posting paid: Use a prepaid registered envelope.

-» PREPAY

prepay /,pri:'pei/ verb, adjective

• verb (prepaid, prepaid /,pri:'peid/)

1 (Commerce) [+ obj or no obj] to pay for something
before you get it or use it: About 3. 7 million

customers prepayfor their electricity, o to prepay a
bill

2 (Finance) [+ obj] if you prepay a loan, you pay it

back before you have to: The company prepaid the

remaining balance of its six-year term loan on
Wednesday.
prepayable /,pri:'peiabl/ adjective

•adjective (BrE)

(Commerce) prepay goods and services are paid for

before you get them or use them: prepay phones
-¥ PAY-AS-YOU-GO, PREPAID

pre pay noun [U] : Camera phones are still rather

expensive on prepay.

prepayment /,pri:'peimant/ noun [c,U]

1 (Commerce) the act of paying for goods and
services before you get them or use them; the

amounts that you pay: the prepayment of rent o
Customers can make prepayments electronically.

2 (Finance) the act of paying the final amount of a

loan before the date agreed: a prepayment penalty

• present /pn'zent/ verb [+ obj]

1 to show or offer sth for other people to consider:

The business plan will be presented to the board on
Thursday, o You must excite people in the wayyou
presentyour ideas.

2 to give sb a cheque or bill that they should pay: A
cheque presented by Mr Jones was returned by the

bank, o We were presented with a huge bill for
repairs.

* presentation /.prezn'teijn; AmE ,pri:zen-/

noun
1 [c] a talk or speech in which sth, especially a

new product or idea, is shown or explained to a

group of people; a meeting when this happens: The
sales manager will give a presentation on the new
products, o softwarefor preparing slide presentations

o the company's annual results presentation

O to deliver/give/make/prepare a presentation a
results/sales/strategy presentation

2 [u] the way in which sth is offered, shown,
explained, etc. to others: Improving the product's

presentation (= the way it is wrapped, advertised,

etc.) should increase sales, o They are very careful

about both the content and the presentation of their

accounts.

3 (formal) [u] the act of presenting or giving sth to

sb: The money will be paid on presentation ofa
money order.

presentation

.present dis counted .value = present
VALUE

presenteeism /.prezan'tozam/ noun [u]

(HR) staying longer at work than you need to,

especially so that people will think you work very

hard: Most workers claim to sufferfrom a culture of
presenteeism. -» absenteeism

.present 'value [also .present dis counted .value)

noun [u,C] (abbr PV)

(Accounting) the value now of a particular amount
of money that you expect to receive in the future,

calculated by taking away the amount of interest

likely to be earned on that amount between now
and the future date IH'IH Present value can be
used to calculate how much money to invest now
in order to receive a particular amount at a

particular time in the future.

preset verb, noun
(Fechnicaf)

• verb /,pri: set/ [+ obj] (presetting, preset, preset)

to set or adjust the controls of a piece of electronic

equipment before it is used, so that it will work in a

particular way: The clock is preset in thefactory to

Greenwich Mean Time.

• noun /'pri:set/ [C]

a control on a piece of electronic equipment that

has been set or adjusted in a particular way before

the equipment is used: You cannot override the

factory presets.

• president /'prezidant/(a/so President) noun [c]

see also: executive vice-president, vice-president

1 {also .company 'president) (both especially AmE)
the person who leads a company and is responsible



for deciding on policy, especially one who leads a

group of people (vice-presidents) that manage
different parts of it, usually under the authority of

a chief executive officer: She was named
president and CEO of the company last week.

-> CHAIRMAN (1)

0 to appoint sb (as)/make sb/name sb (as)/promote

sb to president to be/become/retire as/serve as

president

EHH In some companies the president is the same
person as the chief executive officer.

2 {especially AmE) in some large companies, a

person who is responsible for a part of the

business: AOL's president of/for technology o Her
new title will be President, Eastern Europe.

3 the person in charge of some organizations,

clubs, colleges, etc: He was made President of the

European Central Bank in 2003.

press /pres/ noun, verb

• noun
1 {often the Press) [sing, with sing. /pi. verb]

newspapers and magazines, and the people who
work on them: The story was widely reported, in the

press, o The press were invited to the launch of the

new car. o the financial press

2 [U; sing.] the type or amount of reports that

newspapers write about sb/sth: The industry has

received a lot of bad press.

3 {Manufacturing) [c] a business that prints and
publishes books: Oxford University Press

4 {Manufacturing) [c] a machine for printing books,

newspapers, etc.; the process of printing them:
These prices are correct at the time ofgoing to press

{= being printed).

• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to make strong efforts to

persuade sb to do sth: The unions are pressingfor a

6% pay increase, o The government is pressing

airports to introduce new security systems.

ISYNI PUSH FOR STH
2 [+ obj] to express or repeat sth with force: She is

still pressing her claim for compensation.
333 .press a'head/'on (with sth) to continue

doing sth even though it is difficult: Management is

determined to press on with efforts to return to

profitability.

'press .agent noun [c]

a person whose job is to supply information and
advertising material about a particular company,
actor, etc. to newspapers, radio or television

press communi cations noun [pi.]

{Marketing) information or activities that are

intended to make the media more aware of a
product, service or company

'press .conference {especially BrE) {AmE usually

'news .conference) noun [c]

a meeting at which sb talks to a group ofjournalists

in order to answer their questions or to make an
official statement: The company held a press

conference to announce its shutdown.
BRIEFING (1)

O to give/hold a press conference to tell a press

conference sth

'press kit noun [c]

{Marketing) a set of documents, photographs, etc.

that advertise or give information about a

particular product and are given to the media

'press .office noun [c]

the office of a large organization that answers
questions from journalists and provides them with
information

'press .officer noun [c]

a person who works for an organization answering
questions from journalists about the organization
and providing them with information
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press re lations noun [u] {abbr PR)

{Marketing) the process of developing relationships

with journalists and other people who work in the

media in order to make a company or its products

known to the public: a press relations adviser to the

company o Public relations people may specialize in

press relations, consumer PR orfinancial PR.

-> PUBLIC RELATIONS

'press re.lease {also 'news re, lease) {also release,

less frequent) noun [C]

an official statement made to journalists, etc. by a

large organization: The company issued a press

release to end speculation about its future.

O to issue/publish/put out/write a press release

'press .secretary noun [c]

a person who works for an organization, especially

a political organization, and gives information

about them to the media

pressure group noun [c]

a group of people who try to influence the

government, people with power in organizations,

and the opinions of ordinary people in order to

achieve the action they want, for example a change
in a law: the environmental pressure group
Greenpeace

prestige /pre'sti:3/ noun, adjective

• noun [u]

the respect and admiration that sb/sth has because
of their success, good quality, or social importance:

the prestige of British industry ojobs with low
prestige o There is a lot ofprestige attached to owning
a car like this.

0 occupational/social prestige low/high prestige to

enjoy/gain/have/lack prestige

• adjective [only before noun]

1 admired and respected because of looking

important and expensive: growing sales of prestige

products o a prestige waterfront office block

|SYN| LUXURY
2 that brings respect and admiration; important: a

prestige job/project

prestigious /pre'stid38s/ adjective [usually before

noun]

respected and admired as very important or of very

high quality: It's a major coupfor us to get such a

prestigious contract, o meetings with prestigious

clients

presumption /pn'zAmpJn/ noun [u,C]

{Law) the act of supposing that sth is true, although

it has not yet been proved or is not certain:

Everyone is entitled to the presumption of innocence

until they are proved to be guilty.

.pre-'tax {also spelled pretax, especially in AmE)
adjective [only before noun]

{Accounting) before tax has been taken away: The

company reported pre-tax profits of€182 million last

year. oAt the pre-tax level, the group suffered losses

of $450 million.

O pre-tax earnings/income/losses/profits

pretest /,pri:'test/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

a test done on a product or an advertisement

before it is made available or used, in order to

make sure it is safe or effective

• verb [+ obj]

to test a product or an advertisement before

making it available or using it, in order to make
sure it is safe or effective: The software had already

been pretested, .pre'testing noun [u]

prevailing /pri'veilirj/ adjective [only before noun]

existing or most common at a particular time: the

prevailing economic conditions o Introductory rates



mmm
price/charge/commission/cost/fee/
rate

These words are used to talk about the money
that you pay for something.

Price is used about goods and other things that

are traded in large numbers or amounts: car/

electricity/food/share prices o the average selling

price of a home

Fee [C] and charge [C] are usually used about
money that you pay for a service: A sen/ice charge

of 10% is added to the bill, o legal/accounting fees.

Charge [U] can also be used about a product or

service that is free: The manual is available free of
charge, o There is no charge for delivery.

Unlike a price, fee or charge, the cost of

something is not advertised but needs to be
calculated. It is the amount of money that you
need to spend in order to buy, make, build or

produce it: The total cost of the building was
several million euros more than budgeted.

Rate is used when the price of the product or

service is fixed according to its size, weight, length,

etc.: Our standard rate is $89 per night for a single

room.

Commission is money that is paid to an agent for

selling something on behalf of somebody else.

Although the commission comes from the money
paid by the buyer, its size is decided between the

seller and agent and is not always advertised.
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on credit cards are likely to be lower than the 6%
prevailing last year.

prevalent /'prevalent/ adjective

that exists or is very common at a particular time or

in a particular place: This trend is most prevalent

among larger companies, o Price-cutting was
especially prevalent in labour-intensive industries.

prevalence /'prevalans/ noun [u]: the increasing

prevalence of bankruptcy in the country

,pre-'vet verb [+ obj or no obj] (-tt-) {often be pre-

vetted)

the process of finding out information about sb/sth

to see if they are suitable before using them/it: a

pre-vetted, or 'approved', contractor o Our agency can
supplyyour business with pre-vetted graduates.

,

pre-'vetting noiv /7 [u]: the pre-vetting of staff/

advertising material

preview /'pri:vju:/ = print preview

prey /prei/ noun, verb

• noun [u; sing.]

1 a person who is harmed or deceived by sb,

especially for dishonest purposes: Elderly people are

easy preyfor dishonest salesmen.

2 (used especially in newspapers) a company that

another company wants to buy, especially when
the first company is weak or does not want to be
bought: The financial crisis may make the group
prey to a bigger rival, o The company was more used

to being predator than prey, [synj target company
-» PREDATOR
DSE1 be/fall 'prey to sth (formal) 1 to be harmed
or affected by sth bad: The rebuilding programme
fell prey to cutbacks. 2 (about a company) to be
bought by another company: Analysts believe that

the business could fall prey to a US bidder.

• verb

0233 'prey on/upon sb to harm sb who is weaker
than you, or make use of them in a dishonest way
to get what you want: lenders who prey on people

with serious debt problems

• price /prais/ noun, verb

• noun [C,U]

see also: after-hours price, asked ~, asking ~, ask ~,

base ~, basic ~, best ~, etc.

the amount of money that you must pay for sth:

house/retail/oil/share prices o He managed to get a

good pricefor the car. o Coffee prices have fallen by
15% this year, o The store has put up the prices of
many basic items, o We plan to sell 10 000 units at a

price of€15 each, o The price charged to customers

may be changed, o Can you give me a price for the

work (= teli me how much you will charge)? o
Shoppers are unwilling to payfull price for electrical

goods, o It's amazing how much computers have

come down in price over the pastfew years. -» price
cut See note at increase
0 a competitive/high/low/reasonable price falling/

rising prices to increase/put up/raise prices to

cut/lower/slash prices price increases/reductions/

rises

BEEil at a 'price costing a lot of money: You can buy
strawberries in England all year round, but at a

price, put a 'price on sth to say how much money
sth valuable is worth: They haven'tyet put a price on
the business. -» idiom at ballpark

• verb [+ obj]

1 {Marketing) {usually be priced) to fix the price of

sth at a particular level: The new model will be

priced at $10 000-$15 000. o These goods were priced

too high, o competitively priced PCs o Imagine that

bananas are priced off{= in relation to) apples.

O attractively/competitively/keenly priced

moderately/reasonably priced

2 {Commerce) price sth (up) to write or stick tickets

on goods to show how much they cost: I spent all

day pricing tins offruit, o The clothes were sorted

and priced up for sale.

3 price sth (up) to compare the prices of different

types of the same thing: We priced various models

before buying this one.

EE] price yourself/sth out of the 'market to

charge such a high price for your goods, services,

etc. that nobody wants to buy them: Some
restaurants in the city have priced themselves out of
the market.
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,

price sth ,in; .price sth into sth {Finance)

to include sth when you are fixing the price of an
item, especially shares, bonds, etc: Investors have

fully priced in a small cut in interest rates, o The bad
news is already priced into the shares.

price ceiling noun [c]

{Economics) a limit set by a government on the price

of goods or services: The government has lifted the

price ceiling on petrol. -» ceiling

price compe tition noun [u]

{Economics; Marketing) a situation in which
companies compete with each other to sell

products by trying to keep their prices lower than
the prices of similar goods and services produced
by other companies: There is intense price

competitionfrom the low-cost economies of the Far

East.

'price con trol noun [c, usually pi., U]

{Economics) limits that a government or an official

organization puts on the amount companies can
charge for goods and services: If drug prices don't

drop, the state could impose price controls. oAny
industry hit by price control will complain bitterly

about it.

'price cut noun [c]

a reduction in the price of something: Despite

continuing price cuts, consumers are less willing to

spend, price-.cutting noun [u]: The newspaper
has lost sales following price-cutting by rivals, o a

price-cutting war



price discrimination noun [u]

{Economics; Marketing) the practice of selling the

same product to different types of customers at

different prices

price- dividend .ratio noun [c] (abbr PDR,
P/D ratio)

(Accounting) the relationship between the present

market price of the shares of a particular company
and the dividend (= the money paid to

shareholders) for the previous year, used to

compare different companies

price- earnings .ratio {also .price-to-'earnings

.ratio) {abbr P/E ratio) (0/50 .price- earnings

.multiple abbr P/E multiple) noun [c]

(Accounting) the relationship between the present

market price of shares in a particular company and
the earnings per share (= the amount of profit

that the company earned in the previous year

divided by the number of shares), used to analyse

the company's performance over a period of time

or compare it with others: A high price-earnings

ratio can mean that a company is growingfast, o Its

price-earnings ratio of about 27 is well below some of
its competitors. -» multiple

'price ef.fect noun [c]

(Economics)

1 the way in which something that happens affects

the prices of goods: It is difficult to estimate the

price effect of the merger.

2 the way in which a change in the price of a

product changes demand for that product

price elasticity of de mand (0/50 .price

elas ticity, .own-price elas ticity) = elasticity of
DEMAND

price-.fixing (also .common 'pricing) noun [u]

(Economics) the practice of companies agreeing to

sell the same goods for the same price, which is

illegal in many countries -» fix verb (4)

'price .index noun [C, usually sing.]

see also: consumer price index, Producer Price

Index, retail price index

(Economics) a figure that shows the change in the

price of something over a period of time: The
government is to start publishing a new monthly
house price index.

price-in sensitive adjective

1 (Economics) if sales of goods and services are

price-insensitive, the quantity sold does not
change when prices go down or up
2 (Marketing) price-insensitive customers are not
influenced by price when buying things
IoppI price-sensitive

.price 'leader noun [c]

(Marketing) a business that is usually the first to

reduce or increase prices, compared to other
similar businesses: As price leaders, whatever prices

they charge for toys and games in their catalogue will

befollowed by the rest of the market. -> price taker
.price 'leadership noun [u]

priceless /'praislas/ adjective

extremely valuable or important: Customer loyalty

is a priceless asset.

'price .level noun [c]

(Economics) the average prices of goods and services

in a country or an area at a particular time: The
overall price level has been stable orfallingfor the

pastfew years.

'price list noun [c]

(Commerce) a list of prices for goods or services that
a business provides for its customers: Web
customers can see up-to-date price lists.
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'price .mechanism (also market mechanism)
noun [sing ]

(Economics) the way in which changes in prices

influence the production of goods and services and
those who receive them: The market relies on the

price mechanism to balance supply and demand.

price point noun [c]

(Marketing) the price that a product is sold for,

chosen from a range of possible prices: The product

sells at an attractive price point, o The snack has a

price point similar to that of its chief competitor.

0 a high/low price point

'price range noun [c, usually sing.]

1 a group of prices that are close together, often

within fixed limits: There are a lot of choices for PCs
in this price range, o the higher/lower/middle price

range

2 (Stock Exchange) the price at which a share is

offered for sale: The group set a price range of $1.25

to $1.52 a share.

3 the amount that a person can afford to pay for

something: The apartment was way out ofmy price

range.

price ring = cartel

.price-'sensitive adjective

1 (Economics) if sales of goods and services are

price-sensitive, the quantity sold increases or

decreases when prices go down or up: The
computer industry is very price-sensitive. IoppI price-

insensitive
2 (Marketing) price-sensitive customers are

influenced mainly by price when buying things:

Tight budgets are making customers more price-

sensitive. fOPPl price-insensitive
3 (Finance) price-sensitive information could
affect prices, especially share prices: Companies
have a legal duty to inform the market ofprice-

sensitive information without delay.

.price sensitivity noun [u]

price sup port noun [u]

(Economics) a system in which a government helps

producers, especially farmers, by acting to stop the

price of goods falling below a particular level

'price tag noun [c, usually sing.]

1 a label showing the price of an item that is for

sale in a shop/store: The price tag said $49.95.
-> label noun (1)

2 the cost of something, especially when this is

high: It's difficult to put a price tag on experience, o
The business is for sale with a price tag of more than

$50 million.

.price 'taker noun [c]

(Economics) a company or person that has little

power or influence over the price at which sth sells

-» PRICE LEADER

,

price-to-'earnings .ratio = price-earnings
RATIO

pricey (also spelled pricy) /'praisi/ adjective

(pricier, priciest) (informal)

expensive: Consumers have cut purchases ofpricier

perfumes and make-up. o At $1 000, the product is

too pricey. (synI dear

* pricing /'praisin/ noun [u]

see also: common pricing, dual ~, market-

penetration ~, multiple ~, penetration ~,

predatory ~, value ~, value-based -

(Commerce; Economics) the prices that a company
charges for its products or services; the act of

deciding what they should be: They are trying to

win back customers with competitive pricing, o The

newspaper group is scaling back (= reducing) its
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aggressive pricing strategy, o strong competition and
pricing pressure in the personal computer market

0 aggressive/competitive/fair/unfair pricing pricing

policies/practices/strategies a pricing structure/

system

pricing .model noun [c]

{Commerce) a system that a company uses to decide

what to charge for its products or services: We are

going to revise our pricing model.

pricing .power noun [u]

{Economics) the effect that a change in the price of a

company's products has on the quantity demanded:
a time of low inflation and weak pricing power

pricy = pricey

primary /'pramiari; AmE -meri/ adjective [usually

before noun]

1 main; most important: Their primary business is

life insurance, o Our primary target is 20- to 35-

year-olds. |SYN| PRIME
2 used to describe sth that is not caused by or

based on sth else: the use ofprimary source

materials

3 {Finance) relating to shares, bonds, etc. that are

being sold for the first time: The primary bond
market came back to life on Tuesday after a very

quiet month.
-» SECONDARY

.primary action noun [u]

{HR) action such as stopping work that is taken by
workers in a factoiy, company, etc. who are

involved in a dispute with their employers
-» SECONDARY ACTION

.primary 'data noun [u]

{Marketing) information that a company collects

itself, rather than getting it from other sources: For

primary data, a marketing research organization is

likely to be used. -» secondary data

.primary dealer noun [c]

{Economics) a financial institution that is allowed to

deal directly with a country's central bank

primary de mand noun [u,c]

{Marketing) the desire of consumers for a type of

product rather than for a particular brand
-> SELECTIVE DEMAND

primary .industry noun [u,c]

{Economics) industry that produces and collects

things like crops, metals, raw materials, etc.

-> SECONDARY INDUSTRY, TERTIARY INDUSTRY

primary .market noun [c]

{Stock Exchange) the section of the money market
where shares, bonds, etc. are sold for the first time:

In the primary market, borrowing was once again
concentrated in euros. -» secondary market

.primary 'mortgage .market = mortgage
MARKET (1)

.primary pro duction noun [u]

{Economics) the production and collection of crops

and raw materials, rather than making goods from
them -» SECONDARY PRODUCTION

the 'primary .sector noun [sing.]

{Economics) the part of a country's economy that

collects or produces crops, raw materials, etc.

-» SECONDARY SECTOR

prime /praim/ adjective, noun, verb

• adjective

1 main; most important: The care of the

environment is ofprime importance. Isyni primary
2 of the best quality: prime office space o The store

has a prime position in the mall.

3 typical: Qantas is a prime example of a company
that exceeded expectations.

• noun
{Finance)

EEl above/below 'prime {AmE) {Finance) an
interest rate that is above or below prime is higher
or lower than the prime rate (= the lowest rate at

which business customers can borrow from a bank)
• verb [+ obj]

EE] prime the 'pump to encourage the growth of
sth such as a new business or a weak economy: The
government needs to prime the economy's pump
quickly. -» pump-priming

.prime con tractor noun [c]

the contractor who has direct contact with the

company that needs work done
-> SUBCONTRACTOR

.prime 'cost {also .first 'cost) noun [C,u]

{Accounting) the cost of sth calculated by adding the

cost of materials used to make it and the cost of

paying sb to make it, but not including costs that

are connected with running a business, such as

rent and electricity (overheads) Isyni direct cost

prime rate {also .prime 'interest rate, .prime
'lending rate) noun [C] {all especially AmE)
{Finance) the lowest interest rate at which
businesses can borrow money from a bank: Some
commercial banks have lowered their prime rate to

4.25%. Hyn] base rate {BrE)

'prime time {BrE also 'peak time, .peak 'viewing

time) noun [u]

the time when the largest number of people are

watching television or listening to the radio,

usually the middle part of the evening: showing ads

during prime-time broadcasts

principal /'prmsapl/ noun, adjective

• noun
1 {Finance) [sing; u] an amount of money that is

lent or invested to earn interest: You must make the

required interest and principal payments.
2 {Law) [c] a person who is actually making a

business deal or taking part in a legal case, rather

than a person who is acting on their behalf

3 [c] an important manager or other person in an
organization, who usually has legal responsibility

for what the organization does: The company's
three principals are women.

• adjective

1 most important; main: Tourist revenue is now our
principal source of wealth, o the principal markets

for our products

2 {Finance) relating to an original amount of money
that is lent or invested, rather than any interest:

The total interest is now more than the principal

amount.

.principal 'trading = proprietary trading

principle /'prmsapl/ noun [C]

see also: ability-to-pay principle, accounting ~,

benefit ~, Pareto's ~, statement of ~

1 a law, rule or theory that sth is based on: The

principles of banking have not changed much over

the centuries.

2 a general or scientific law that explains how sth

works or why sth happens: the principle that heat

rises IsynI law (5)

IEE1 in 'principle 1 if sth can be done in

principle, there is no reason why it should not be

done although it has not been done yet: In

principle, such loans have always been available.

2 in general but not in detail: The companies

reached an agreement in principle last week.



print /print/ verb, noun
• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to produce letters, pictures, etc.

on paper using a machine that puts ink on the

surface: Do you wantyour address printed at the top

of the letter? o I'm printing a copy of the document
for you. o Click on the icon when you want to print.

2 [+ obj] to produce books, newspapers, etc. by
printing them in large quantities: They printed

30 000 copies of the book, o We design and print

brochures and business cards.

3 [+ obj] to publish sth in printed form: Parts of the

report were printed in several newspapers.

4 [+ obj] to write without joining the letters

together: Printyour name and address in the space

provided.

-» idioms at licence, worth adj.

[3333 .print sth 'off/'out to produce a document
or information from a computer in printed form: 77/

print off a copy of the letterfor you. -» printout
.print sth 'up to produce sth in printed form,

especially quickly or in large quantities: He printed

up 200 000 cataloguesfor the new season.

• noun [U]

see also: fine print, small print

1 letters, words, numbers, etc. that have been
printed onto paper: The print quality of the new
printer is superb.

2 used to refer to the business of producing
newspapers, magazines and books: print and online

media
Ed in print/ out of 'print (about a book) still

available/not available from the company that

published it: 'Accountingfor Growth' is still in print.

'print .advertising noun [u]

{Marketing) the act of using newspapers, magazines,
etc. to advertise a company and its products; the
advertisements that are used: a 10% drop in print

advertising >'print ad {also 'print advertisement,
formal) noun [c] : Print ads are expensive, so think

carefully before using them.

printer /'prmta(r)/ noun [C]

see also: dot matrix printer, laser printer

1 a machine for printing on paper, especially one
that is connected to a computer: a colour printer

2 a person or company whose job is printing

books, etc.

printing /'prmtirj/ noun
1 [u] the activity of producing newspapers, books,
etc. using machines that put words and pictures

onto paper: the printing trade/industry o colour

printing

2 [C] the act of printing a number of copies of a
book at one time: None of his books has made it into

a second printing.

printout /'prmtaut/ noun [C]

a page or set of pages with printing on it produced
by a computer: There is a printout ofher daily

schedule on her desk. -» read-out, print sth off/
out at print verb

'print .preview {also 'preview) noun [c,u]

{IT) a feature of some computer programs that
allows you to see how a document or drawing will

look when you print it

prior /'praia(r)/ adjective [only before noun]

1 happening or existing before sth else or before a
particular time: Sales grew 8% over the prior year to

$20.3 bn. o IBM said it had no prior knowledge of the

matter.

O prior approval/knowledge/notice the prior

month/quarter/week/year * a prior arrangement/
engagement

2 prior to {format) before sth: during the week prior
to the meeting o Prior to joining Kmart, East worked
for thefamilyfirm.
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* prioritize , -ise /prai'Drataiz; AmE -'o:r-; -'a:r-/

verb [+ obj or no obj]

to put tasks, problems, etc. in order of importance,

so that you can deal with the most important first:

Successful managers know how to prioritize, o Use

folders to prioritize your work.

* priority /prai'Drati; AmE -'o:r-; -'a:r-/ {plural

priorities) noun
1 [C] something that you think is more important
than other things and should be dealt with first:

Reducing costs is our top priority, o The company
made maintaining market share a priority, o
Financial security was high on his list ofpriorities.
o The deal has gone down the priority list of the

company.

O yourfirst/main/number one/top priority a high/

key/low priority

2 [u] the most important place among various

things that have to be done or among a group of

people: Preferred stock holders will be given priority.

o We give priority to training and customer service, o
The new project will take priority over other issues.

[SYNJ PRECEDENCE
O to be given/have/take priority (over sth/sb)

pri ority claim noun [c]

{Law) a right that a company or person has to be
paid money owed to them by a bankrupt company
before others

privacy /'pnvasi; AmE 'praiv-/ noun [u]

the right to keep some information private:

Searching employees' desks is a gross invasion of
privacy, o We must protect the privacy of individuals

from companies that want to share sensitive

information, o Nearly all commercial websites now
have a privacy policy.

0 to preserve/protect/respect sb's privacy to invade/

violate sb's privacy an invasion of privacy

privacy law/legislation/rules/policy

* private /'praivat/ adjective

1 [usually before noun] owned, managed or

provided by an individual person or an
independent company, rather than by the state: a

private lawfirm 6 private medical insurance o There

is no shortage ofprivatefundingfor biotechnology.

IQPPI public -> private company
2 [usually before noun] working or acting for

yourself rather than for the state or for an
organization or a company: A group ofprivate

investors got together to buy the company. oAsa
private IT consultant he could earn ten times what he

made as an employee.

3 belonging to or for the use of a particular person
or group; not for public use: This car park is private.

oA number of their clients have their own private

jets, o The share documents werefound among her

private papers. IoppI public
4 {Commerce; Finance) [only before noun] sold only

to particular people or organizations; not offered to

the public in general to buy: a private sale of $1.25

billion ofshares IoppI public
5 intended for or involving a particular person or

group of people; not for people in general to attend

or know about: The council held a private meeting

this morning, o The letter was marked 'Private'.

[opp] public
6 [usually before noun] not connected with your
work or official position: You should not make
private callsfrom the office, o She had some private

business to attend to. PsynI personal
'privately adverb: One in three rented properties is

privately owned, o a privatelyfunded organization o
Can we speak privately?

rr»T71 go private; take a company private

{Finance) if a company whose shares are sold on the

stock market goes private, it becomes independent
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by buying back shares from shareholders; to make
a company independent in this way: a plan for the

public utility companies to go private

private 'bank noun [c]

1 a bank that offers personal services in managing
investments and assets to individuals and families

with a lot of money
2 a bank that is not a member of a clearing
house (= a central office through which banks pay
each other money and exchange cheques)

3 a bank that is not owned by the state

private banking noun [u]

.private 'brand noun [c]

{Commerce; Marketing) a product sold by a particular

supplier or shop/store with its own name on: Most
private brands of scotch, vodka, and gin are produced
by well-known name-brand companies. Isyni house
BRAND

private 'company {also private limited

'company) noun [c] {especially BrE)

a business that may not offer its shares for sale to

the public -» privately-held, public company

private corpo ration noun [c] {AmE)

a business that may not offer its shares for sale to

the public

.private 'enterprise noun
1 [u] the economic system in which industry or

business is owned by individuals and independent
companies and is not controlled by the government
-> free enterprise
2 [c] a business that is owned by individuals or

other companies, not by the government
-> PUBLIC ENTERPRISE

.private 'equity noun [u]

{Finance) shares that are held by companies or
investors in new or small companies whose shares

are not available for the public to buy and sell on
the stock market

.private income noun [u, c]

money that you receive from property or other
sources, and do not earn by working: He has a
private income ofseveral hundred thousand dollars a
year.

.private 'label noun [C] {especially BrE)

{Commerce; Marketing) a product or group of
products that a shop/store or company sells with its

own name on: Private labels are usually slightly

cheaper than brands, o We provide private-label

products foryou to sell under your own name.

.private 'law noun [u]

{Law) the part of the law that deals with the

relationship between individuals and
organizations, and not their relationship with
the state

private limited 'company = private
COMPANY

privately- held adjective [usually before noun]

{Law) used to describe a company whose shares
may not be bought and sold by the public

.private 'placing {BrE) {also .private placement,
AmE, BrE) noun [c]

{Finance) when shares are sold directly to investors

rather than to the public on the stock market

'private- public partnership = public
PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP

.private 'sale noun [c,u]

{Commerce; Finance) when sth such as property is

sold by the owner directly to the buyer; when
shares, etc. are offered for sale to only a few people
and not to the public: We bought the house by

private sale, o raising capital through the private sale

of equity

.private 'sector noun [sing ]

{Economics) the part of a country's economy that is

not under the direct control of the government, but
is owned by individuals and independent
companies: salary increases in the private sector o
government medical laboratories working in

collaboration with the private sector o private-sector

banks/organizations -» public sector

.private 'treaty noun [u.c]

{Law) an agreement to sell property or a valuable
item between its owner and a buyer

privatize , -ise /'praivataiz/ verb [+ obj]

{Economics) to sell a business or an industry so that

it is no longer owned and controlled by the
government: Air traffic control has been privatized.

0 the decision to privatize the railways o newly
privatized companies Isyni denationalize
[OPPJ NATIONALIZE

privatization, -isation /.prarvatai'zeijn; AmE
-ta'z-/ noun [U,C]: the privatization of the water
industry o rail privatization

privilege /'pnvalid3/ noun
1 [c,u] a special right or advantage that a

particular person or group of people has: countries

which enjoy trade privileges with the United States o
Members of senior management have certain

privileges, o There is no executive privilege.

2 {Law) [U] a special right that protects sb from
being punished if they do or say a particular thing,

or refuse to do or say a particular thing, because of

their position: He wants to force lawyers who find
corporate wrongdoing to breach {= break) the

attorney-client privilege (= the right of a lawyer to

say nothing about matters affecting their client).

privileged /'pnvalid3d/ adjective

{Law) privileged information is known only to a

few people and is legally protected so it does not
have to be made public: They had illegally profited

from their access to privileged information.

Hyn] confidential

privity /'privati/ noun [u.C] {plural privities)

{Law) a relationship between two people or groups
that is accepted by law, for example the

relationship between people who have signed a

contract

prize /praiz/ noun, adjective

• noun [C]

1 an award or amount of money that is given to a

person who wins a competition, etc. or who does
very good work: The best slogan wins a prize.

2 something very valuable or important that is

difficult to obtain

• adjective [only before noun]

being a very good or valuable example of its kind:

This is a prize opportunity, o If she leaves, the team
will lose its prize asset.

PRO /,pi: a:r 'au; AmE 'ou/ noun [C] public
relations officer a person whose job is to give the

public information about an organization or a

person in order to create a good impression

pro /prau; AmE prou/ = professional noun

pro- /prau; AmE prou/ prefix {in adjectives)

in favour of; supporting: pro-European -» anti-

proactive /.prau'asktiv; AmE ,proo-/ adjective

controlling a situation by making things happen,
rather than waiting for things to happen and then
reacting to them: The company has a proactive

approach to recruiting, o The agency, which currently

acts in response to complaints, needs to become more
proactive. -» reactive
O a proactive approach/policy/measure/role

pro actively adverb



.proactive marketing noun [u]

methods of selling a company's products or services

in which the company tries to find new ways of

finding and attracting customers -» reactive
MARKETING

probation /pra'beijn; AmE proo-/ noun [U]

1 (HR) a time of training and testing when you
start a new job to see if you are suitable for the

work: a period ofprobation

2 a period of time during which a person or a

company that has not been doing well must
improve: He said that management was on
probation and some people may be dismissed.

probationary /pra'beijnri; AmE proo'beijaneri/

adjective: a probationary period probationer noun
[C]

probe /praub; AmE proob/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

(used especially in newspapers) an investigation:

Investigators have launched a probe into the

company's sales and marketing practices.

• verb [+ obj or no obj]

to ask questions in order to find out secret or

hidden information about sb/sth: They have been

probing more deeply into the way that teams work.

probity /'praubati; AmE 'prou-/ noun [u] {formal)

the quality of being completely honest: financial

probity

problem child noun [c]

1 something such as a product, business, or part of

a business that is not very successful or causes

particular difficulties for its makers or owners: The

UK subsidiary is turning out to be a problem childfor
its parent company.
2 {Marketing) a product that only has a small share

of the market in a market that is growing quickly:

Large investments will be neededfor a problem child.

—Picture at Boston Matrix

problem solving noun [u]

the act of finding ways of dealing with problems:
developing problem-solving skills and strategies

problem-solver noun [c]

pro bono /.prau 'baunau; AmE ,prou 'bounou/

adjective [only before noun]

used to describe work that is done without
charging a fee: She agreed to take the case on a pro
bono basis, .pro 'bono adverb: a lawyer who often

works pro bono KMH Pro bono is a Latin phrase
that means 'for the public good'.

procedural /pra'si:d3aral/ adjective

connected with the way of doing sth, especially the
correct or official way: Many companies said they

paid suppliers late because ofprocedural problems, o
The employer must comply with the procedural rules

for a dismissal.

• procedure /pra'si:d3a(r)/ noun [c,u]
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proceed, o The industry will have to proceed carefully

to avoid overexpansion. -> go ahead at go
amn pro'ceed against sb {Law) to start a court

case against sb

proceeding /pra'si:din/ noun [C, usually pi.]

{formal)

a legal process which aims to settle a dispute or

deal with a complaint: We do not want to get

involved in costly legal proceedings, o a bankruptcy
proceeding that lasted 45 days and cost the company
about $750000 in legal fees

0 bankruptcy/divorce/extradition proceedings legal

proceedings

proceeds /'praosi:dz; AmE 'prou-/ noun [pi.]

money that sb receives, for example when they sell

sth; profits: The sale proceeds will go directly to the

company's creditors, o She sold the patent and
started a new business with the proceeds, o proceeds

from the sale of assets See note at profit

• process /'prauses;/\/?7£'pra:ses; 'prou-/ noun,

verb

• noun [C]

see also: business process, four-colour process

1 a series of things that are done in order to

achieve a particular result: The whole purpose of the

selection process is to pick the best person for the job.

o New workers are encouraged to observe interview

sessions as part of the process of training, o I'm

afraid getting things changed will be a slow process.

O an approval/evaluation/inspection process a

consultation/decision-making/planning process *

the hiring/selection process to complete/finish/go

through/start a process to improve/speed up/
streamline a process

2 a method used in industry for doing or making
sth: The manufacturing process involves the use of
advanced technology, o The company had developed

a processfor converting coal into petrol.

0 on industrial/a manufacturing/production process

*to improve/speed up/streamline/use a process

fEEJ be in the process of doing sth to be
continuing sth that you have started: We sold one
business and are in the process of selling another, in

the 'process while doing sth: We improved the

system and made substantial savings in the process.

• verb [+ obj]

1 to treat raw material, food, etc. in order to

change it, preserve it, etc: They have signed afour
billion euro contract to process nuclear waste, o
Bacteria werefound in meat processed at the plant, o
The industry is working to reduce the levels of salt in

processedfood.

2 to deal officially with a document, request, etc: It

will take a weekfor your application to be processed.

0 Thefirm has cut the time it takes to process orders

by 50%.
3 {IT) to perform a series of operations on data in a

computer: The statisticians use computers to process

large amounts of data, o Database systems process

and store information. -» data processing, word
PROCESSING
'processing noun [u]: Thefood processing

industry accounts for about a quarter of
manufacturing jobs in Australia, o a processing

plant/facility o computer processing power

processor /'prausesa(r); AmE 'pra:-; 'prou-/ noun [c]

see also: word processor

1 a machine or business that processes things: The

company is the world's largest processor of

freshwaterfish, ofood/meat processors o a
chemicals/plastics processor

2 {IT) the part of a computer that controls all the

other parts of the system: The industryfocused on

see also: disciplinary procedure, disputes ~,

safety ~, standard operating ~

a way of doing sth, especially the usual or correct

way: Making a complaint is quite a simple procedure.

o You mustfollow the correct procedurefor hiring

staff, o Policies and procedures are written down so

that new workers can learn theirjobs quickly, o
court/legal procedure

O to adopt/follow/review/use procedure(s)

accepted/established/normal/proper/standard
procedure(s) appeals/complaints/emergency
procedures

proceed /pra'siid; AmE prou-/ verb [no obj]

to continue doing sth that has already been
started; to continue being done: Work is proceeding
slowly, o We are under pressure to proceed with this

merger, o The bank did not allow the transaction to
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producingfaster processors for PCs. Isyni central
PROCESSING UNIT -» MICROPROCESSOR

process .owner noun [c]

the person who is responsible for a process in a

business, for how well it works and for improving it

-» BUSINESS PROCESS RE-ENGINEERING

procurement /pra'kjuamant^mE-'kjurm-/ noun
[U,C]

see also: e-procurement

{Production) the process of obtaining supplies of

equipment or raw materials for an organization:

She has responsibilityfor the procurement of
equipment in the company. Isyni purchasing

pro curement .officer = purchasing
officer

produce verb, noun
• verb /pra'dju:s; AmE -'du:s/ [+ obj]

see also: mass-produce

1 to make or grow things to be sold, especially in

large quantities : a factory that produces microchips

0 Thefirm produces 25 million tons of steel a year, o
The sports shoes are produced in Indonesia, China
and Vietnam, o Florida growers produced 42 million

boxes ofgrapefruit lastyear. -» manufacture
2 to cause a particular result or effect: Price

increases have produced extra revenues for oil

exporters, o The drug can produce serious side effects.

• noun /'prDdju:s; AmE 'pra:du:s; 'proo-/ [u]

things that have been made or grown, especially

things connected with farming: The supermarket
buys producefrom local farmers.

producer /pr8'dju:sa(r);/4m£ -'du:-/ noun [c]

see also: integrated producer

a person, a company or a country that grows or
makes food, goods or materials: The company is a
producer of industrial and electronic materials, oltis

the world's largest packaging producer, o They have
been losing business to lower-cost producers.
-» consumer See note at supply chain

producer 'price .index {also spelled Producer
Price Index) noun [c] {abbr PPI)

{Economics) a set of figures showing the average
change in prices paid to producers and
manufacturers for goods over a period of time: The
producer price index is considered to be a reliable

indicator of inflation. -» consumer price index,
retail price index

* product /'prDdAkt; AmE 'pra:d-/ noun

see also: augmented product, by-~, commodity ~,

consumer ~, derivative ~, differentiated ~, end ~,

etc.

1 [C,U] a thing that is manufactured, developed,
produced or grown, usually for sale: dairy/

electrical/pharmaceutical/software products o
investment in product development o to launch a

new product onto the market o We need new product
to sell (= a new range of products).

2 [cj a service that people can buy, especially a
way of investing or saving money: The bank is now
offering two newfinancial products, o investment/

savings products

3 [C] {used with another noun) something that is

made from the thing mentioned: growing demand
for oil products o paper/steel/wood products

4 [C] a thing produced during a natural, chemical
or industrial process: waste products

-> produce verb

product .advertising noun [u]

{Marketing) advertising that aims to make people
notice and want to buy a particular product: In

countries where the company has used product
advertising rather than brand advertising its market
share has fallen. -» brand advertising, image
advertising, institutional advertising

.product a wareness noun [u]

{Marketing) to what extent people know about and
are interested in a company's products and their

main features: The survey shows that Internet ads

significantly increase product awareness. -> brand
AWARENESS

product base noun [c]

{Marketing) the range of goods produced or services

provided by a company: The company has a product
base of over sixty thousand software items.

0 to broaden/deepen/expand the product base

product .category noun [c]

{Marketing) a general type of product: Everyyear or

so we add a new product category, o Product
categories such as gifts, food and electronics have
been performing well.

.product development noun [u]

the process of designing, producing, and marketing
a new product: Investment in product development is

essential for the company's future growth.

product di version = diversion (2)

product engi neer noun [c]

a person whose job is to develop new products for a

business and be responsible for the design,

manufacture and technical aspects of the products

product .family noun [c]

{Marketing; Production) a group of products made by
one manufacturer that are very similar in some
way: This printer is the latest addition to our product
family, o The company now breaks down each order

by productfamily.

.product inno vation noun
{Marketing)

1 [u] the process of improving an existing product
or creating a new and better product: Competition

betweenfirms results in an increased emphasis on
product innovation.

2 [c] a product that is new or has been improved
in some way: Product innovations are introduced to

respond to changes in market demand.

VOCABULARY BUILDING

Production

• The plant produces 120 trucks a day.

• They manufacture chemicals.

• They turn out about 14 million televisions

annually.

• The agency is still churning out new ads.

• The new cars began rolling off the production line

in July.

production /pra'dAkJn/ noun [u]

see also: batch production, continuous ~, factor

of ~, flow ~, industrial ~, job ~, primary ~,

secondary ~

1 the process of making goods or materials or

growing food, especially large quantities; the

department in a company that is responsible for

this: Production of the new aircraft will start next

month, o The new computer will be in production by
the end of the year, o We hope to go into production

{= start making our product) next year, o That
model went out ofproduction in 2004. o The new
car has high production costs.

2 the quantity of goods, materials or food that is

produced: Production of saloon cars was up by 8%. o
a rise in car production oltis important to monitor
production levels.



0 a decline/fall/increase/rise in production

n»m on production of sth (formal) when you
show sth: Discounts only on production ofyour
student ID card.

pro duction .concept noun [sing ]

{Economics) the theory that consumers prefer

products that are easy to obtain and not expensive

and therefore companies should produce and
deliver goods as efficiently as possible

-» MARKETING CONCEPT, SELLING CONCEPT

pro duction con trol noun [u]

[Production) the activity of checking the process of

production to make sure that it is efficient: the

application of computers to production control

pro duction con troller noun [C]

pro duction line = assembly line

pro duction .manager noun [c]

(Production) the person who is in charge of the

process of making goods or materials

pro duction .platform = oil platform

* productive /pra'dAktiv/ adjective

1 making goods or growing crops, especially in

large quantities: highly productive workers o
productivefarming land o The new methods used in

factories are more productive but providefewer jobs.

2 doing or achieving a lot; producing a good
result: We had a very productive meeting, o
productive investments

lOPPl UNPRODUCTIVE
pro'ductively adverb: We have a responsibility to

ensure that thefunds are used productively.

* productivity /.prndAk'tivati; AmE ,pra:d-;

,proud-/ noun [u]

see also: marginal productivity, resource

productivity

the rate at which a worker, a company or a country
produces goods, and the amount produced,
compared with how much time, work and money is

needed to produce them: Wage rates depend on
levels ofproductivity, o Better trainingfor workers
leads to greater productivity, o Employees were

offered a monthly productivity bonus (- extra

money for producing more goods).

0 high/low/lost productivity to boost/improve/
increase/raise/reduce productivity a productivity

agreement/bonus productivity gains/growth/
improvement(s)

productize , -ise /'prDdAktaiz; AmE 'pra:d-/ verb

[+ Obj]

(Marketing) to present sth such as a process or a

service to customers by selling it like a product:
Trainers want to figure out how to productize their

expertise and sell it.

product launch noun [c]

(Marketing)

1 the action of making a product available to

consumers for the first time: Successful product
launches depend on creative promotional campaigns.
2 an event at which a company presents a new
product

.product lia bility noun [u]

(Law) the fact that a manufacturer or trader is

legally responsible for damage, injury or illness

caused by a product that is not working or not
made correctly

.product life .cycle noun [c]

(Marketing) the theory that sales of a product pass
through four stages: introduction, when there is a
gradual increase in sales; growth, when sales

increase rapidly; maturity, when sales increase
slowly; decline, when sales fall: With personal
computers and software, the trend is toward shorter
and shorter product life cycles.

429 product substitution
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product life cycle management noun [u]

(abbr PLM)
(Marketing) the job of organizing and directing the

work that is needed to get the most profit from a

product during the different stages of its life

'product line = product range

.product line 'manager = category
manager

product line .stretching = line stretching

product .management noun [u]

(Marketing) the process of planning and directing

the products that a company produces and the way
that they are sold

product .manager noun [c]

(Marketing) a person who is in charge of planning
and organizing the marketing of a particular brand
or product: the product managerfor Uncle Ben's Rice

product mix noun [c]

(Marketing) all the products and items that a

particular company offers for sale: The management
plans to improve the stores and broaden the product

mix.

product orien tation noun [c, usually sing., u]

(Marketing) the situation when a company focuses

on the quality of the products that it makes, rather

than on what customers want to buy: There has

been a major changefrom product orientation to

customer orientation. -» market orientation,
sales orientation

product- oriented adjective: The product-

oriented approach seeks or creates marketsfor
specific products.

product .placement noun [c,u]

(Marketing) a type of advertising in which a

company pays to have one of its products appear in

a film/ movie or television programme: the practice

ofproduct placement of cigarettes in the movies

'product range (also 'product line) noun [c]

a set of products of a particular type that are made
or sold by a company: The company is trying to

widen its product range, o The new car is seen as

filling a gap in the company's product range.

0 to broaden/expand/increase/widen the product

range

.product re'turn = return noun (4)

product substi tution noun [u]

(Marketing)

1 when a company that has a contract to use or

provide particular products, uses different products

instead, especially ones that do not meet the

required standards

2 when consumers start to buy and use a related

but different product from the one they normally

buy and use; when producers start to offer a

different product
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profession /pra'fejn/ noun

1 [C] a type ofjob that needs special training or

skill, especially one that needs a high level of

education: She was at the very top of her profession,

o Public relations is one of the fastest-growing
professions. oHe was an electrician by profession, o
What advice wouldyou give to people entering the

accounting profession?

O to enter/go into/join a profession • the

accountancy/accounting/legal/medical/teaching

profession

2 the profession [sing, with sing./pl. verb] all the

people who work in a particular type of

profession: The legal profession has/have always
resisted change.

3 the professions [pi ] the traditional jobs that

need a high level of education and training, such as

being a doctor or a lawyer: employment in industry

and the professions

* professional /pra'feianl/ adjective, noun
• adjective

1 [only before noun] connected with a job that

needs special training or skill, especially one that

needs a high level of education: an opportunityfor
professional development o trade and professional

associations o He began his professional life as a
lawyer, o If it's a legal matter, you need to seek
professional advice.

O professional qualifications/skills/standards

professional advice/fees/help/services

2 (about people) having a job which needs special

training and a high level of education: busy
professional couples with two incomes o Most of the

people on the course were professional women.
3 showing that sb is well trained and extremely
skilled: He dealt with the problem in a highly

professional way.

4 suitable or appropriate for sb working in a

particular profession: professional conduct/
misconduct IoppI unprofessional

5 doing sth as a paid job rather than as a hobby:
Losses on the stock market have been common, both

for individual and professional investors.

-> NON-PROFESSIONAL
• noun [c] {also pro, informal)

1 a person who does a job that needs special

training and a high level of education: You need a
professional to sort outyourfinances, o The cafe is a
favourite with young professionals, o a staff of over

500 IT professionals

O a competent/dedicated/an experienced/

independent professional

2 a person who has a lot of skill and experience:

This was clearly a job for a real professional.

0 a real/true professional

professional lia bility noun [u]

{Law) the fact that sb such as a doctor, a lawyer, an
accountant, etc. is legally responsible for any
damage or harm that they cause by the way that

they do their job

proficiency /pra'fijnsi/ noun [u]

the ability to do or use sth well because you have
had training and practice: developing technical

proficiency o You need to demonstrate a high level of
proficiency in English. proficient /pra'fijnt/

adjective: He's proficient at his job. o She's proficient

in several languages.

• profile /'proufail; AmE 'prou-/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: age profile, consumer ~, customer ~,

demographic ~, high--, risk ~

1 a description of sb/sth that gives useful

information: We built up a detailed profile ofour
customers and their requirements.

O company/financial/personal profiles to build up/
develop a profile

2 the general impression that sb/sth gives to the

public and the amount of attention they receive:

They launched a campaign to raise the company's
profile in Europe, o His main value to thefirm was
his high public profile, o She has kept a low profile

(= tried not to attract attention) since details of the

deal appeared in the press.

O a high/low profile a corporate/public profile to

improve/raise your profile

• verb [+ obj]

to give or write a description of sb/sth that gives

the most important information: His career is

profiled in this month's journal.

• profit /'profit; AmE 'pra:fit/ noun, verb

•noun [C,u]

see also: accumulated profit, attributable ~,

book ~, distributable ~, distributed ~, economic ~,

for--, etc.

the money that you make in business or by selling

things, especially after paying the costs involved:

They reported a profit of $512 million, o Profit on
sales of the group's luxury brand have risen by 12%.
o The company made a profit last year, o The
transport operation has failed to turn (= make) a

profit, o The sale generated record profits, o Profit

from exports rose 7.3%. o They should be able to sell

at a profit, o The agency is voluntary and not run

for profit, o The company said it would meet its

profitforecastfor the year. IoppI loss—Picture at

break-even -» idiom at turn verb

O a big/healthy/high/record/substantial profit a

low/modest/small profit an annual/a first-

quarter/full-year/half-year profit an after-tax/a

pre-tax/taxable profit a drop/fall/an increase/a

jump/rise in profits to bring (in)/generate/make/

report/show a profit

VOCABULARY BUILDING

Members of professions

ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION
• architect - designs buildings

• engineer
— electrical engineer - designs electrical

equipment
— civil engineer -designs structures, roads,

bridges, etc.

— mechanical engineer- designs machines
• quantity surveyor {BrE) - calculates the time
and materials needed to build sth

FINANCE

• accountant - keeps financial records

• actuary - calculates risks and payments for

insurance companies
• auditor - checks that organizations keep proper

financial records

LAW
• attorney - a US lawyer

• solicitor -a UK lawyer

• barrister - in the UK, represents people in the

higher courts

MANAGEMENT
• consultant -an independent person who is paid

to give advice

• management consultant - gives advice on how
to improve companies
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Profits

• profit - The company made a profit of€130 000.

• proceeds (= the profits from a particular deal) -

The proceeds of the sale will be used to reduce

debt.

• interest - Our savings account pays interest at

6.5% p. a.

• return, yield (= used about investments) - We
estimate a net return of$41bn to shareholders, o
The bonds pay a high yield of 12%.

• surplus (= more than what is needed or

expected) - The pension fund has a surplus of
€48.8 m. o The government reported a surplus of

¥3.1bn forJanuary.

• verb [+ obj or no obj] [format)

to get money or sth useful from a situation; to be
useful to sb or give them an advantage: Banks
profitfrom the interest they charge on loans, o Small

businesses are profitingfrom the new legislation, o
Many investors believe the development will profit

them.

profitable /'profitabl; AmE 'pra:f-/ adjective

1 that makes or is likely to make money: a highly

profitable business o a profitable investment oltis

currently Japan's most profitable carmaker.

2 that gives sb an advantage or a useful result: The
discussions were profitable and a possible solution

wasfound, o We had a very profitable meeting.

[OPP] UNPROFITABLE
profitability /.profita'bilati; AmE ,pra:f-/ noun

[U]: We aim to increase profitability, o The forecast
showed lower levels ofprofitability, profitably
/'prnfitabli; AmE 'pra:f-/ adverb: to run a business

profitably o The time was spent profitably.

.profit and loss ac count {also .profit and
'loss .statement) noun [c] {abbr P & L) {all BrE)

[Accounting) an official financial record that gives

details of all a company's income and expenses for

a particular period and shows if it has made a

profit or a loss Isyni earnings report

'profit .centre [AmE spelling ~ center) noun [c]

[Accounting) a part of a business that is responsible

for its own income and for planning and
controlling its expenses -» cost centre

profiteer /,profi'ti9(r); AmE ,pra:fa'tir/ noun [C]

a person or an organization that makes a lot of

money in an unfair way, for example by asking very
high prices for things that are hard to get: wartime
profiteers .profiteer verb [no obj]: Businesses who
tried to profiteerfrom the new sales tax were fined.
.profi teering noun [u]

profit- making adjective [only before noun]

(about a product, an activity, or an organization)

that does or is intended to make a profit: a profit-

making website o The company's only profit-making
operations are in the US and Canada. IoppI non-
profit-making

profit-,maker noun [c] : a list of the top 50 profit-

makers lastyear o Not every car they sell is a profit-

maker.

profit .margin noun [c]

[Accounting)

1 a percentage showing the relationship between
the profit a company makes and the money that it

obtains from sales (revenue) CEEQ This is often
seen as a sign of the general efficiency of the
company: The company showed a very disappointing
profit margin of0.4% of revenue, o The most
profitable department store had a pre-tax profit
margin of 14.2% on sales of $9.3 billion.

2 the difference between the cost of buying or
producing sth and the price that it is sold for,

calculated as a percentage of the selling price

ISYNI MARGIN

'profit .motive noun [sing.]

[Economics) the desire to make money, which is the

reason that most businesses exist: This is a business

that trades for community benefit rather than from
the profit motive.

profit-sharing [also spelled profit sharing)
noun [u]

[HR) a system in which employees receive part of

the profit the company has made, for example in

one year, either in cash or as shares: The company
has set aside 5% of its pre-tax profits each yearfor
employee profit-sharing, o profit-sharing plans/

schemes 'profit-share adjective [only before noun]:

a profit-share scheme

'profit squeeze [also 'profits squeeze, less

frequent) noun [c]

a situation in which profit becomes less over a

period of time, because prices fall or costs increase

'profits .warning = profit warning

profit- taking noun [u]

[Finance) the act of selling shares, bonds, etc. that

have increased in value, in order to make a profit:

Profit-taking pushed coffee stocks lower. 'profit-

taker noun [C]

'profit .warning [also 'profits .warning, especially

in BrE) noun [c]

[Finance) a statement by a company that its profits

will be lower than expected: Shares fell after the

company issued a profit warning.

0 a shock/surprise profit warning

pro forma /,prao 'fo:ma; AmE ,prou 'fo:rma/

adjective [only before noun]

1 (about a document) prepared in order to show
the usual way of doing sth or to provide a standard
method: a proforma letter o proforma instructions

2 [Accounting) used to describe a financial

statement that is based on estimated or expected
costs, income, etc. before the real figures are

known: a proforma balance sheet

pro 'forma noun [C] : / enclose a proforma for
you to complete, sign and return. UESB Pro forma
is a Latin phrase.

.pro forma invoice noun [c]

[Accounting) a document that is sent before goods
are supplied, for example to ask for payment from a

new customer or to show prices that will be paid

• program /'praugraem; AmE 'prou-/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: application program, wellness program

1 [IT) [also com puter .program) a set of

instructions in code that control the operations or

functions of a computer: Load the program into the

computer.

0 to load/download/install/uninstall a program to

run/design/develop/execute/use/write a program

2 [AmE) = PROGRAMME
• verb (-mm-, AmE also -m-)

1 [IT) [+ obj or no obj] to give a computer, etc. a set

of instructions to make it perform a particular task:

The company trained her to program, o The printer

can be programmed to handle anyfont.
2 [AmE) - PROGRAMME

programmable /'praugraemabl; prau'graem-;

AmE 'proo-; prou'g-/ adjective

[IT) (about a computer or other machine) able to

accept instructions that control how it operates or

functions: programmable machine tools
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• programme [AmE spelling program
/'praugraem; AmE 'prou-/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: employee assistance programme,
employee referral programme

1 a plan of things that will be done or included in

the development of sth: a training programmefor
new staffo a programme of economic reform o The
government's privatization programme has run into

trouble, o We have recently launched a programme of
English classes for all junior managers.

O a building/development/research/training

programme * to develop/finance/organize/plan/set

up a programme to carry out/initiate/launch a

programme
2 something that people watch on television or

listen to on the radio: news programmes
0 to broadcast/do/make/show a programme (about/

on sth) to listen to/see/watch a programme
-> PROGRAM

• verb [+ obj] {usually be programmed)
1 to plan for sth to happen, especially as part of a

series of planned events: The project is programmed
for completion next month.
2 to give a machine instructions to do a particular

task: Robots can be programmed to do a variety of
jobs.

programmer /'praograema(r); AmE 'proo-/ {also

com.puter 'programmer) noun [c]

see also: systems programmer

{IT} a person whose job is to write computer
programs

programme trading {AmE spelling

program ~) noun [u]

{Finance) the automatic buying and selling of large

numbers of shares by computer when prices reach
a particular level

programming 'praugraemirj; A/r?£ 'prou-/ noun
[U]

1 {IT} {also computer 'programming the process

of writing and testing programs for computers: a

high level programming language o a career in

computer programming
2 the planning of which television or radio

programmes to broadcast: Marketforces do not

encourage quality programming.

programming language = computer
LANGUAGE

'program trading = programme trading

progression /pra'grejn/ noun [C,U]

see also: salary progression

the process of developing gradually from one stage

or state to another: a steady progressionfrom
familyfirm to multinational global corporation o
opportunities for career progression

progressive /pra'gresrv/ adjective

1 happening or developing steadily: a progressive

reduction in the size of the workforce
2 in favour of new ideas, modern methods and
change: progressive employers

3 {Accounting; Economics) used to describe a tax,

usually on income, in which people who earn more
money pay a higher rate or percentage of tax than
people who earn less money

progress .payment noun [c]

a part of a larger payment, paid to a company when
they have completed a particular stage in a job: A
progress payment clause is included in the contract.

prohibit /pra'hibit; AmE also prou'h-/ verb [+ obj]

prohibit sth
|

prohibit sb from doing sth

1 {often be prohibited) to stop sth from being done
or used, especially by law: rules prohibiting the use

of certain additives in foods o Retailers are no longer

prohibitedfrom opening their stores on Sundays.
2 to make sth impossible: High set-up costs prohibit

many businessesfrom entering the industry.

prohibition .preoi'bijn; AmE .proua'b-/ noun
1 [u] the act of stopping sth being done or used,

especially by law: the prohibition of imports ofsome
types ofmeat
2 [c] a law or rule that stops sth being done or

used: Some companies have a prohibition against/
on personal Internet and email use.

prohibitive /pra'hibatrv; AmE also prou'h-

adjective

1 (about a price or a cost) so high that it prevents
people from buying sth or doing sth: the prohibitive

costs of entry into media ownership o Three estimates

were received but the prices were prohibitive, o a
prohibitive tax on imported cars

2 preventing people from doing sth by law:

prohibitive legislation

prohibitively adverb: Car insurance can be

prohibitively expensiveforyoung drivers.

• project noun, verb

• noun /'prud3ekt; AmE 'pra:d3-/ [c]

see also: capital project

a planned piece of work, often involving many
people, that is designed to produce sth new, to

improve sth or to find information about sth: to set

up a project to develop a new engine o The company
has invested a lot in the water project, o Our project

leader usually reviews our progress daily.

0 an ambitious/a large/joint/major project a

building/construction/development/research

project to fund/launch/manage/run/set up a

project

• verb [+ obj] /pra'd3ekt/

1 {usually be projected) to estimate what the size,

cost or amount of sth will be in the future based on
what is happening now: A growth rate of4% is

projected for nextyear, o The sales profits have been

projected to fall, o The results have fallen 12% short

of this year's projected earnings. Isyni forecast
2 {usually be projected) to plan an activity, a

project, etc. for a time in the future: The projected

merger will go ahead next year.

3 to present sb/sth/yourself to other people in a

particular way, especially one that gives a good
impression: They sought advice on how to project a
more positive image of their company, o We need to

project ourselves better.

project engi neer noun [c]

a person with technical knowledge and
qualifications whose job is to arrange, organize and
control a project

project finance noun [u]

{Finance) the process of providing money for a large

project where the payment of the debt will come
from the project's own cash flow .project
'financing noun [u]

projection pra'd3ekfn/ noun [C. usually pi.]

an estimate or a statement of what figures,

amounts or events will be in the future, or what
they were in the past, based on what is happening
now: Sales have exceeded our projections, o
Calculations are based on a projection of existing

trends, o We have been makingforward projections

as to the future profitability of the firm.

O budget/earnings/financial/growth/sales

projections gloomy/optimistic/rosy projections to

make/revise projections



project .management noun [u]

the process of planning, organizing and controlling

the tasks, costs, staff and resources of a project so

that it is completed successfully in the most
efficient way: Financial planning and project

management are key areas of the business.

'project .manager noun [c]

projector /pra'd3ekta(r)/ = overhead
projector

PROLOG™ /'praubog; AmE "proubig; -la:g/ noun [u]

{IT) a language for writing computer programs that

is similar to a human language and used mainly in

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

PROM /,pi: a:r au 'em; AmE ou/ noun [u]

(IT) programmable read-only memory a type of

computer memory that can have information and
instructions recorded on it once, after which the

data cannot be removed

'promissory note {also note) noun [c] (abbr

P-note)

{Finance) a signed document containing a promise
to pay a stated amount of money on or before a

particular date

promo /'praumau; AmE 'proomou/ noun [C] {plural

promos)
{Marketing, informal) a video, film/movie, etc.

intended to advertise a particular product: a trade

promo o a promo video CEQ3 Promo is a short

form of 'promotion'.

promote /pra'maut; AmE -'mout/ verb

1 [+ obj] to help sth to happen or develop: policies

to promote competition in the industry

2 {Marketing) [+ obj or no obj] to help sell a product,

service, etc. or make it more popular by advertising

it or offering it at a special price: Promoting new
products and getting them accepted in the

marketplace is expensive, o The area is being

promoted as a tourist destination, o The
supermarket chain has been promoting aggressively.

3 (HR) [+ obj] {often be promoted) to move sb to a

more senior job in an organization: She worked
hard and was soon promoted, o He has been
promoted to assistant manager of the department.
ISYNl UPGRADE fOPPl DEMOTE
4 {Finance) [+ obj] to move a company to a higher
position within a particular system, such as a stock

exchange index: The company's shares have been
promoted to the FTSE All-Share index, [syn] upgrade
[OPPJ DEMOTE

promoter /pra'mauta(r);/4/r?£ -'moo-/ noun [C]

(Marketing)

1 a person or company that tries to persuade
others about the value or importance of a product
or service: a leading promoter ofgoods made in Spain
2 a person or company that organizes or provides
money for an artistic performance or a sporting
event: concert/race promoters

* promotion /pra'mau.fn; AmE -'moujri/ noun

see also: cross-promotion, consumer ~, sales ~

1 (HR) [u.c] a move to a more important job in a

company or an organization: Her promotion to

Sales Manager took everyone by surprise, o The new
job is a promotion for him, o a job with excellent

promotion prospects IoppI demotion
2 {Marketing) [u,c] activities done in order to

increase the sales of a product or service; a set of
advertisements for a particular product or service:

Her job is mainly concerned with sales and
promotion, o We are doing a special promotion of
French food. See note at marketing
3 promotions [u with sing./pl. verb] the part of a
company that is responsible for advertising
products or services and increasing sales
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promotional /pra'mauj*anl; AmE -'moo-/ adjective

{Marketing) connected with advertising:

promotional material/activities/campaigns o
Promotional advertising informs the public of an
item or a range of items in stock.

prompt /prompt; AmE pra:mpt/ adjective, noun,

verb

• adjective

1 done without delay: Prompt payment would be

appreciated, o prompt action to stop falling sales

2 (about a person) acting without delay; arriving at

the right time: Please be prompt when attending

these meetings, [syn] punctual
promptly adverb: What happens if a buyerfails to

pay an instalment promptly? 'promptness noun
[u]: the promptness ofpayments

• noun [C]

{IT) a sign on a computer screen that shows that the

computer has finished doing sth and is ready for

more instructions

• verb [+ obj]

(IT) (about a computer) to ask the user for more
instructions: The program will promptyou to enter

data where required.

prompt note noun [c]

(Finance) a letter sent to someone to remind them
that their payment is due

'proof ,COpy noun [c] (also proof [usually pi.])

(Production) a copy of the pages of a book,
magazine or other printed material that a printer

produces so that they can be checked and corrected

before all the copies are printed

proof of purchase noun [c,u]

(Commerce) a document that shows that you have
bought and paid for sth: We may refuse a refund if

you do not have a receipt or other proof ofpurchase.
-> RECEIPT

prop /prop; AmE pra:p/ verb

B339 ,prop sth 'up to help or support sth that is

having difficulties: The government was accused of
propping up declining industries.

prop. = PROPRIETOR

propensity ,/pra'pensati/ noun [c] (plural

propensities) (formal)

a tendency to behave in a particular way or do
particular things: people's propensity to try to save

taxoa company's propensityfor innovation

• property /'propati; AmE 'pra:parti/ noun (plural

properties)

see also: intellectual property, personal property

1 [u] a thing or things that are owned by sb; a

possession or possessions: You should take more
care ofyour property. oAll information contained in

this report is confidential and remains the property

of the company.
2 [u] land and buildings: the property market o She

made afortunefrom investing in property, o The

price ofproperty has risen enormously.

O business/investment/residential property to buy/

invest in/own/sell property

3 [C] a building or buildings: Ifyou are trying to

rent or buy an office property in London, click here, o
There are a lot of empty properties in the area, o
More people are lookingfor investment properties

abroad.

O to buy/own/rent/sell a property a business/an

investment/a residential property a hotel/an

office/a retail property

'property bond noun [c] (BrE)

(Finance) a bond sold by insurance companies, who
invest the money in property
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property .company (BrE) (AmE 'real estate

.company) noun [c]

a company that buys, sells and rents buildings: a

property company specializing in industrial

warehouse and business space

property development noun
1 [u] the business of building new property or

changing existing property: property development
projects o The report looks at environmental issues in

property development.

2 [c] a place where new property has been built or

is being built: The business park is a new property

development close to the airport.

'property de.veloper noun [c] : He made his first

fortune as a property developer.

property loan {AmE also real e.state loan) =
MORTGAGE

property .management {AmE also real estate

.management) noun [u]

the business of making sure that sb's property
remains in good condition, trying to get a good
profit from land or buildings, helping people to

rent a property to others, etc. 'property
.manager {AmE also 'real estate .manager)
noun [c]

the 'property .market [AmE also "real estate

.market noun [C, usually sing.]

the activity of buying and selling buildings and
land: trends in the property market o to invest in the

property market o Cheap credit has fuelled the

property market.

property .register {also spelled Property
Register) noun [c] (BrE)

1 a list where people can advertise their property
for sale, or search for property to rent or buy
2 in the UK, an official list containing details about
who owns buildings or land

'property tax noun [u,c]

tax that is paid on buildings or other things that

you own, based on a percentage of their value

* proportion /pra'poijri; AmE -'pDirJn/ noun
1 [C. usually sing.] a part or share of a whole: A
significant proportion of the shares have been bought
by overseas investors, o The extra allowance is

expressed as a proportion ofyour basic pay. o The
company employs men and women in roughly equal

proportions.

O a high/large/low/significant/small proportion a
proportion decreases/falls/grows/increases

2 [u] the relationship of one thing to another in

size, amount, etc: The proportion ofmen to women
in the workplace has changed dramatically over the

years, o Shareholders can buy new stock in

proportion to the shares they own. o The crime rate

is in direct proportion to the unemployment rate

(= they are connected, so if one is high the other is

also high). -> ratio
3 proportions [pi ] the measurements of sth; the
size or shape of sth: This method divides the task

into more manageable proportions, o The fall in

share values is reaching crisis proportions.

-» idiom at inverse

proportional /pra'poijanl; AmE -'po:rJ"-/ adjective

of an appropriate size, amount or degree in

comparison with sth: Salary is proportional to years

of experience, o to be directly/inversely

proportional to sth proportionally
/pra'paijanali; AmE -'pa:rr-/ adverb: Families with
children spend proportionally less per person than

families without children.

pro portionai tax = fixed tax

proportionate /pra'po:Janat; AmE -'po:rJ-/

adjective

increasing or decreasing in size, amount or degree
according to changes in sth else: Increasing costs

resu lted in proportionate increases in prices.

[SYN] PROPORTIONAL
pro portionately adverb: Prices have risen but

wages have not risen proportionately.

* proposal /pra'pauzl; AmE -'pouzl/ noun
1 [C,u] a formal suggestion or plan; the act of
making a suggestion: Several companies submitted
proposalsfor the project, o Her sales proposal was
extremely convincing, o There have been protests

against the government's proposal to raise the

retirement age. o Theyjudged that the time was right

for the proposal of new terms for the trade

agreement. See note at report
0 to draw up/make/putforward/submit a proposal

to accept/consider/discuss/reject a proposal

2 {Insurance) [c] a written request for an insurance
policy that involves giving information about
yourself or your property on a printed form:
Insurance cover begins as soon as the proposal is

accepted, o a completed proposalform

* propose /pra'pauz; AmE -'pouz/ verb [+ obj]

1 to suggest a plan, an idea, etc. for people to think

about and decide on: The union proposed changes to

the regulations, o She proposed that the product be

withdrawn, o {BrE also) She proposed that the

product should be withdrawn, o He proposed
changing the name of the company, o It was
proposed to pay the moneyfrom publicfunds, o The
proposed changes will mean higher taxesfor small

businesses.

2 to suggest sth at a formal meeting and ask
people to vote on it: I propose Tom Ellis for
chairman. -> second verb See note at meeting

pro poser noun [c]

proposition /.prDpa'ziJn; AmE ,pra:p-/ noun [c]

see also: unique selling proposition

a business idea or plan of action that is suggested:

I'd like to put a business proposition to you. oHe was
trying to make it look like an attractive proposition.

OAs an investment proposition the stock is a disaster.

0 a business/commercial/financial proposition an
attractive/a risky/viable proposition

proprietary /pra'praiatri; AmE -teri/ adjective

[usually before noun]

1 (about goods) made and sold by a particular

company and protected by a registered
trademark: a proprietary brand/product o Doctors

often know drugs by their most common proprietary

name, o proprietary medicines -» generic
2 used or owned by one particular company: How
much of the software's design is proprietary? o
Making proprietary information public would be

damaging to the company.
3 relating to an owner or to the fact of owning sth:

The company claims proprietary rights over the

unique design.

proprietary 'trading {also .principal 'trading)

noun [u]

{Stock Exchange) trading in shares, bonds, etc. by a

financial institution on its own behalf rather than
on behalf of its customers

proprietor /pra'praiata(r)/ noun [c] {abbr prop.)

1 the owner of a business, a hotel, land or

buildings, etc: Enquiries must be made to the

proprietor, o a national newspaper proprietor o She

is now the proprietor of her own electrical business.

-> SOLE PROPRIETOR at SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
2 {Law) the owner of a patent

proprietorship /pra'praiatajip; AmE -tarj*-/

noun [u]



pro rata /,prau 'ra:ta; AmE ,prou/ adjective

(about a payment or share of sth) calculated

according to how much of sth has been used, the

amount of work done, etc: If costs go up, there will

be a pro rata increase in prices, o Leave entitlement is

calculated on a pro rata basis, according to length of
service. ,pro 'rata adverb: Pay is €400 per week
pro rata, according to hours worked. EHD Pro rata

is a Latin phrase.

prorate /.prau'reit; AmE ,prou-/ verb [+ obj]

{especially AmE)
(Accounting) [usually be prorated) to divide a

payment or share of sth according to how much of

sth has been used, the amount of work done, etc:

Bills for less than a complete month's service will be

prorated, o Some people have agreed to work four
days instead offive, on a prorated salary.

proration /.prau'reifn; AmE ,prou-/ noun [u]

pros and COns /.prauz an 'kDnz; AmE ,prooz an
'ka:nz/ noun [pi.]

the advantages and disadvantages of sth: We need
to weigh up the pros and cons before deciding.

prosecute /'prosikju:t; AmE 'pra:s-/ verb [+ obj or

no obj]

to officially accuse sb of a crime and try to prove it

in court: The company was prosecutedfor breaching

the Health and Safety Act. o They said that strikers

would be prosecuted, 'prosecutor noun [C]:

federal/state prosecutors

prosecution /,prDsi'kju:Jri; /Amf ,pra:s-/ noun
1 [C,U] the process of trying to prove in court that

sb is guilty of a crime; the process of being officially

accused of a crime in court: The company paid the

tax it owed in order to avoid prosecution.

2 the prosecution [sing, with sing./pl. verb] a person
or an organization that prosecutes sb in a court,

together with the lawyers, etc: She was a witness for
the prosecution.

prospect noun, verb

• noun /'prDspekt; AmE 'pra:s-/

see also: key prospect

1 [u; sing.] the possibility that sth will happen:
They had no business plan and no immediate
prospect ofgenerating any revenue, o Thefigures
suggest that an economic slowdown is in prospect
(= likely to happen).

2 [sing] an idea ofwhat might or will happen in

the future: Startingyour own business is a daunting
(= frightening) prospect, o Faced with the prospect of
being made redundant, staff agreed to a cut in pay.

3 prospects [pi ] the chances of being successful in

the future: There were concerns about the company's
financial prospects. oJob prospects (= the chances
of getting a job) are gloomy.
4 [c] a person, company, etc. who is a possible

customer: We follow up the most likely prospects

first.

• verb /pra'spekt; AmE 'pra:spekt/ [no obj]

to search an area for oil, minerals, gold, etc: to

prospectfor oil o {figurative) Well go to the trade

exhibition to prospectfor business. prospector
/pra'spekta(r); AmE 'pra:spektar/ noun [C]

prospective /pra'spektiv/ adjective [usually before

noun]

1 expected to do sth or to become sth: a
prospective buyer/client o On your resume, give

prospective employers examples ofwhatyou can do
for them, [synj potential
2 expected or likely to happen: to forecast the

prospective yield of an asset/investment o They are
worried about prospective changes in the law.
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prospectus /pras'pektas/ noun [C]

see also: offer by prospectus, pathfinder prospectus

1 a document that gives information about a

company's shares before they are offered for sale:

40000 people downloaded our prospectus, and
32 000 applied for shares.

2 a small book that gives information about a new
company or project, a college, etc: The company has
outlined its plans for expansion in its prospectus.

prosper /'prospa(r); AmE 'pra:s-/ verb [no obj]
'

to develop in a successful way; to be successful,

especially financially: The business has overcome its

early problems and is now prospering. Isyni thrive

prosperity /pro'sperati; AmE pra:'s-/ noun [u]

the state of being successful, especially financially:

Ourfuture prosperity depends on economic growth.

prosperous /'prasparas; AmE 'pra:s-/ adjective

rich and successful: Farmers are more prosperous in

the south of the country. Hyn] affluent

prosumer /,prau'sju:ma(r); AmE ,prou'su:mar/

noun [c]

(Marketing)

1 a customer who wants very good quality

technical products but cannot afford to buy
professional equipment LTrXQ This is formed from
the words 'professional' and 'consumer'.

2 a customer who becomes involved in the design
and manufacture of products UJSB This is formed
from the words 'producer' and 'consumer'.

* protect /pra'tekt/ verb

see also: write-protect

1 [+ obj or no obj] protect (sb/sth) (against/from

sth) to make sure that sb/sth is not harmed,
injured, damaged, etc: You should install software to

protect your computerfrom viruses, o The role of the

board of directors is to protect the interests of
shareholders, o a password-protected website (= one
you can only visit if you know the right code)

2 (Insurance) [+ obj or no obj] protect (sb/sth)

(against sth) to provide sb/sth with insurance

against fire, injury, damage, etc: Different types of
policies protect against different risks.

3 (Economics) [+ obj] to help an industry in your
own country by taxing goods from other countries

so that there is less competition: Import restrictions

were imposed to protect domestic industries, o a

protected industry

* protection /pra'tekfn/ noun [u]

see also: bankruptcy-law protection, bankruptcy ~,

consumer ~, data ~, design ~, employment ~,

investor-, etc.

1 protection (for/of sb/sth) (against/from sth) the

act of protecting sb/sth; the state of being
protected: The legislation gives workers legal

protection against unfair dismissal, o Computer users

should ensure that their virus protection is up-to-date.

2 (Economics) the system of helping an industry in

your own country by taxing foreign goods: The

clothing andfootwear industries benefitfrom trade

protection.

3 (Insurance) insurance against fire, injury,

damage, etc: Our policy offers complete protection

againstfire and theft.

protectionism /pra'tekjamzam/ noun [U]

(Economics) the principle or practice of protecting a

country's own industry by taxing foreign goods:

The system ofprotectionism aims to preserve jobs.

protectionist /pra'tekjanist/ adjective: The trade

agreement will bring an end to protectionist

measures in both countries.
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protective /pra'tektiv/ adjective

1 [only before noun] providing or intended to

provide protection: protective gloves/goggles/

headgear o Workers should wearfull protective

clothing.

2 {Economics) [usually before noun] intended to give

an advantage to your own country's industry

.protective 'tariff noun [c]

{Economics) a tax on imported products that is

intended to protect local businesses from foreign

competition -> revenue tariff

pro tem /,prau 'tem; AmE ,prou/ adverb

for now, but not permanently: A new manager will

be appointed pro tem. .pro 'tem adjective: A pro

tem committee wasformed. IsynJ temporary
EESB Pro tem is a short form of a Latin phrase,

which means 'for now'.

protest noun, verb

• noun /'prautest; AmE 'prou-/ [C,U]

the expression of strong disagreement with or

opposition to sth; a statement or an action that

shows this: Workers organized a protest against
proposed changes to their contracts, o The director

resigned in protest at the decision, o The closure of
the factory caused a storm ofprotest, o The building

work will go ahead, despite protestsfrom local

residents.

0 a huge/mass/nationwide/public protest * a

peaceful/violent protest * a flood of/wave of
protests ro spark/trigger a protest to organize/

stage/threaten a protest

• verb /pra'test; AmE also 'prou-/ [+ obj or no obj]

protest (about/against/at sth) to say or do sth to

show that you disagree with or disapprove of sth,

especially publicly: Car workers went on strike to

protest againstjob cuts, o Small business groups have

protested about the tax increases, o {AmE) Theyfully
intend to protest the decision.

protocol /'prautakol; AmE 'proutakad; -ka:l/ noun

1 {IT) [c] a set of rules that control the way data is

sent between computers
2 [U,C] the rules for the correct way of behaving or

of doing sth in a particular situation or

organization: What's the protocolfor asking

questions at these meetings?

prototype /'prautataip; AmE 'prou-/ noun [C]

the first design of sth from which other forms are

developed: They designed and built a working
prototype and then ran a series of tests, o the

prototype of a new online service

0 to build/design/develop/test a prototype a

physical/virtual/working prototype

• provide /pra'vaid/ verb [+ obj]

1 provide sb (with sth)
|

provide sth (for sb) to

give sth to sb or make it available for them to use:

Your website should provide the information that

customers need, o The bank has provided the

company with a three-year loan. Isyni supply
2 {Law) provide that (about a law or rule) to state

that sth will or must happen: The final section

provides that any work producedfor the company is

thereafter owned by the company. Isyni stipulate
-» PROVISION
Q2IE2 pro'vide against sth {formal) to make
preparations to deal with sth bad or unpleasant
that might happen in the future: You can take out
insurance to provide against loss of income through
sickness or accident, pro'vide for sth 1 to prepare

to deal with sth that is going to happen or that

might happen in the future, especially sth bad or

unpleasant: You should start saving now to provide

for your retirement, o This was a contingency {= an
event) we had not provided for. 2 {Law) (about a law,

rule, etc.) to make it possible for sth to be done: The

agreement will provide for a possible extension of at

least two years.

provident /'pmvidant; AmE 'pra:v-/ adjective

often used in the names of organizations that help
people plan for the future by saving money: Friends

Provident

provident fund noun [c]

a system in which you and your employer pay
money regularly into an investment fund while you
are employed. You are then paid a large sum of

money when you retire or when you leave the

company. -> pension plan

* provider /pra'vaida(r)/ noun [C]

see also: service provider

an organization that supplies sb with sth they need
or want: The company is Britain's biggest electricity

provider.

* provision /pra'vi3n/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: call provision, sunset ~, tax ~

1 {Accounting) [C,u] an amount of money that a

company keeps for a particular purpose or to deal

with possible problems or expenses in the future:

The bank has set aside extra provisions for bad loans.

0 an increase in bad debt provision Isyni reserve
2 [u] the act of supplying sb with sth that they

need or want: The government is responsiblefor the

provision of health care, o the provision of
broadband services for businesses

3 {Law) [c] a condition or an arrangement in a

legal document: The contract is subject to the

provisions of the Supply of Goods and Services Act.

• verb [+ obj or no obj]

{Accounting) to keep an amount of money for a

particular purpose, for example paying taxes: The

company had to provision $450m to fight a series of
lawsuits, oltis essential to provision against the

possibility of non-payment. -> provide
provisioning noun [u]: The bank has just

increased its provisioning against bad loans.

proviso /pra'vaizau; AmE -zou/ noun [C] {plural

provisos)

a condition that must be accepted before an
agreement can be made: The committee has decided

to approve the contract with the proviso that these

amendments are made. (synI provision

proxy /'proksi; AmE 'pra:ksi/ noun {plural proxies)

1 [u] the authority that a shareholder gives to sb

to vote on their behalf: More than 53% of
shareholders voted by proxy. oAll proxy votes must
be received by 11 a.m. on Tuesday.

2 [c,u] a person who has been given the authority

to vote on behalf of a shareholder: You may appoint

a person to act as your proxy at the meeting by
completing the attachedform.
3 {formal) [c] proxy for sth something that you use

to represent sth else that you are trying to measure
or calculate: The company is seen by analysts as a

proxyfor the radio industry.

'proxy fight {also 'proxy .battle) noun [c]

{Finance) a situation in which a company or a group
that is planning to take control of a particular

company tries to persuade the shareholders of that

company to give them their authority to vote for

new directors who will support their plans: Mergers

are even more difficult if they come as a result of a

proxyfight.

proxy .statement noun [c]

information that must be sent to shareholders

before they give their authority to sb to vote on the

company's plans

PRP /,pi: a: 'pi:; AmE a:r/ = performance-related
pay



prudence /'pru:dns/ noun [U]

1 {Accounting) {especially BrE) {AmE usually

con'servatism) the principle that a company's
financial records must not make the company seem
more valuable than it might be

2 care in making judgements and decisions; the

practice of avoiding unnecessary risks: We should

have exercised morefinancial prudence.

prudent /'pruidnt/ adjective

1 sensible and careful when you make judgements
and decisions; avoiding unnecessary risks: a

prudent businessman o a prudent decision/

investment o It might be more prudent to get a second

opinion before going ahead. IoppI imprudent
2 {Accounting) taking care not to make a company
seem more valuable in its financial records than it

might be
prudently adverb

PS /,pi: 'es/ abbr {often used as a countable noun)

an extra message that you add at the end of a letter

or email, after your signature: PS Could you send me
yourfax number again? o She added a PS. EZHH PS
is a short form of the word 'postscript'. You can use
PPS if there is a second PS.

PSBR /,pi:esbi: 'a:(r)/ = public sector
BORROWING REQUIREMENT

PSV /,pi: es 'vi:/ = public service vehicle

.psychic 'income noun [u]

{HR) satisfaction that you get from doing your job:

Although pay levels are low, Ifind the work
interesting and feel valued by the company, so the

psychic income is high.

psychographics /.saika'graefiks/ noun [u]

{Marketing) techniques for analysing the values,

opinions and attitudes to life of a group of people,

in order to understand the best way to advertise to

them ,psycho'graphicad/ecf/Ve [only before noun]

psychological /,saik8'k>d3ikl; AmE -laidy/

adjective [usually before noun]

connected with a person's mind and the way in

which it works: Supermarkets use a range of
psychological tricks to make customers buy more, o
$19.99 is an example ofpsychological pricing—people
will be more willing to pay that than $20.

.psychological test noun [c]

a type of test used to see if sb has the right skills,

interests and personality for a particular job
.psychological testing noun [u]

psychometrics /.saika'metriks/ noun [u]

techniques used for measuring mental abilities and
processes .psycho metric adjective [only before

noun]

.psychometric 'test noun [c]

{HR) any test that measures sb's mental abilities,

personality, attitudes, etc., often used when
choosing sb for a job: Psychometric tests can help

you decide what type of careeryou are suited to.

.psychometric 'testing noun [u]: The HR
department uses psychometric testing as part of its

selection process.

PT /,pi: 'ti:/ = part-time

P-tO-P = P2P

Pty /,pi: ti: 'wai/ abbr

used in the names of some companies in Australia

and South Africa See note at Ltd

* public /'pAblik/ adjective, noun
• adjective

1 [only before noun] connected with ordinary
people in society in general . Levels of wastefrom the

factory may be a danger to public health, o Smoking
in public places is already banned in some cities.

2 [only before noun] provided, especially by the
government, for the use of people in general: a
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public education system o public transport o a public

car park/telephone IoppI private -» state
3 [only before noun] connected with the

government and the services it provides: The rail

industry is no longer in public ownership, o The
government will put more publicfunds into the

banking system, Isyni state IoppI private
4 {Commerce; Finance) sold or offered to people in

general to buy: investments and public offerings

IOPPI PRIVATE
5 known to people in general: Details of the report

have notyet been made public, o This latest scandal

has not done the company's public image any good.

6 intended to be seen or heard by people in

general: a public apology/enquiry o A public meeting
will be held tomorrow evening. IoppI private
7 where there are a lot of people who can see and
hear you: Can we talk somewhere a little less public?
[OPPl PRIVATE

publicly /'pAblikli/ adverb: a publicly owned
company o This information is not publicly available.

QUE! go 'public {Stock Exchange) (about a company)
to start selling shares on the stock exchange
-» idiom at company

• noun [sing, with sing./pl. verb]

see also: general public

1 the public ordinary people in society in general:

The survey sample comprised 300 members of the
public, o The public has/have a right to know what
is in the report.

2 a group of people who share a particular interest

or who are involved in the same activity: the music
listening public

.public ac'count noun [c]

a bank account in which a national or local

government holds money

.public ad'dress (.system) noun [c] {abbr PA)

an electronic system that is used to make music,

voices, etc. louder so that they can be heard by
everyone in a particular place or building

publication /.pAbh'keiJri/ noun
1 [U,C] the act of printing a book, a magazine, etc.

and making it available to the public; a book, a

magazine, etc. that has been published: The
publication date of the catalogue is April 1st. o
specialist publications for engineers

2 [u] the act of printing sth in a newspaper, report,

etc. so that the public knows about it: the

publication of the company's annual results

.public 'carrier = common carrier

.public company {also
,

publicly-owned
'company) noun [C] {BrE)

a company whose shares can be bought and sold on
the stock market, etc. -> private company,
PUBLICLY-HELD

.public corpo ration noun [c]

1 {AmE) a company whose shares can be bought
and sold on the stock market, etc: A private

company will require approval of the majority of its

shareholdersfor a merger with a public corporation.

2 a company that is owned and managed by the

government

.public debt noun [u,c]

{Economics) the total amount of money owed by a

national or local government: The country has high

private assets but higher public debts.

.public de'posits noun [pi ]

{Economics) money held by national and local

governments in bank accounts: Atlanta's five largest

banks receive more than a billion dollars in public

depositsfrom local state andfederal governments.
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the .public do main noun [sing.]

if sth is in the public domain, it is available for

everyone to look at, to know, etc: They have made
the results of their research available in the public

domain, o public domain software

.public em ployee noun [c]

a person who works for the government

.public enterprise noun
1 [u] the development of businesses by the

government of a country rather than by the people:

the role ofpublic enterprise in the economy
2 [c] a business that is owned by the government
rather than by individuals or other companies
-» PRIVATE ENTERPRISE

.public holiday noun [c]

a day on which most of the shops/stores,

businesses and schools in a country are closed,

often to celebrate a particular event -> bank
HOLIDAY, LEGAL HOLIDAY

.public issue noun [c,u]

{Stock Exchange) an occasion when a company
makes shares available for the public to buy for the

first time: The shares were offered through public

issue. [syn]ipo

publicist /'pAbhsist/ noun [C]

{Marketing) a person whose job is to make sth, such
as a new product, a book or an event, known to the

public: They have hired a publicist to promote the

brand in Europe.

publicity /pAb'hsati/ noun [u]

1 the attention that is given to sth/sb by
newspapers, television, etc: The sackings have

attracted a lot of negative publicity to the company, o
The release of the report was timed to generate

maximum publicity.

O adverse/bad/good/negative/unfavourable

publicity to attract/avoid/generate/get/receive/

seek publicity

2 {Marketing) the business of attracting the

attention of the public to sth/sb; the things that are

done to attract attention: She works in publicity, o
There has been a lot of advance publicityfor the

launch of this game, o publicity material See note at

MARKETING
O a publicity agent/budget/campaign/department/

manager publicity material/photos * to give sth

publicity

publicity stunt noun [c]

{Marketing) something that is done to attract

people's attention: Fifty employees dressed as

tomatoes in a publicity stunt to advertise the new
sauce.

publicize , -ise /'pAbhsaiz/ verb [+ obj]

to make sth known to the public; to advertise sth:

We use a range ofpromotional products to publicize

the brand, o a highly/much/widely publicized

event

.public 'law noun [u]

{Law) the part of law that deals with the

relationship between the government of a country
and its people

.public lia bility noun [u]

{Insurance) when a company is responsible if a

member of the public or their property is harmed
by one of its products, while in one of its shops/

stores, etc: public liability insurance o a public

liability policy

public 'limited company noun [c] (abbr p\c)

in the UK and some other countries, a limited
company whose shares are offered to the public

and are bought and sold on a stock exchange: The

publicly- held adjective [usually before noun]

{Law) used to describe a company whose shares can
be bought and sold by the public

,

publicly-owned company = public
COMPANY

.publicly traded adjective

1 if a company is publicly traded, its shares are

sold to the public: Most small businesses are

privately owned and not publicly traded.

2 if shares are publicly traded, they are sold to

the public: Smaller companies that do not issue

publicly traded shares are a vital part of the economy.

.public offering noun [c,u]

{Stock Exchange) a number of shares, bonds, etc. that

are offered for sale to the public for the first time:

The board of directors decided to conduct a public

offering of newly issued shares, o a public offering of
3 million shares o The company was privatized by
public offering.

public- private adjective [only before noun]

used to describe a project or an arrangement in

which a government organization and a private

company both invest: a public-private deal to build

new hospitals

public- private 'partnership {also private-

public partnership) noun [c] {abbr PPP, P3)

an arrangement in which a government
organization and a private company invest in a

project and work together

public relations noun

1 [u] {abbr PR) the business of giving the public

information about a particular organization or

person in order to create a good impression: She
works in public relations, o The company organized a

public relations campaign to improve its image.

O a public relations consultant/manager/officer/

professional/specialist * a public relations agency/

firm a public relations campaign/exercise/

operation/plan/strategy

2 [pi ] the state of the relationship between an
organization and the public: Sponsoring the local

team is goodfor public relations, o We had to deal

with a public relations crisis. See note at marketing
O bad/good public relations

.public 'sale noun [c]

{Commerce) an auction of goods or property to the

public

the .public 'sector noun [sing.]

{Economics) the part of the economy of a country

that is owned or controlled by the government:
careers in the public sector -» private sector
0 public sector employees/jobs/managers/

organizations

public 'sector 'borrowing re quirement
noun [sing.] (abbr PSBR)

(Economics) the difference between the amount a

government spends and the income it receives from
taxes in a particular period, which it has to borrow

.public 'servant noun [c]

a person who works in or for the government
-> civil servant

.public service noun
1 [c] a service such as transport or health care that

a government or an official organization provides

for people in general in a particular society: to

improve public services in the area

2 [u] the government and government
departments: to work in public service o public

service workers

3 [C,u] something that is done to help people

rather than to make a profit: to perform a public

service



public service .vehicle noun [c] (abbr psv)

a bus or large taxi that is used to carry members of

the public, usually for money

public 'spending noun [u]

the amount of money that is spent by a government
or a government organization: to increase/reduce

public spending

public 'transport (erf) (AmE .public

transportation) noun [u]

a system for carrying passengers from one place to

another by road or rail: to travel on/by public

transport o Most of us use public transport to get to

work.

.public 'warehouse noun [c]

a building where companies can pay to store goods
and materials, usually for a short period of time

.public "warehousing noun [u]

.public 'works noun [pi ]

building work, such as that of hospitals, schools

and roads, that is paid for by the government: an
ambitious programme ofpublic works o the city's

public works director

publish /'padIiJV verb [+ obj]

1 to produce a book, magazine, CD-ROM, etc. and
sell it to the public: Our catalogue is published in six

languages.

2 to print a letter, an article, etc. in a newspaper or

magazine: Volkswagen published a full-page ad in

today's China Daily.

3 to make sth available to the public on the

Internet: My business picked up after I published my
own website.

4 to make official information known to the

public: The report will be published on the Internet.

'publishing noun [u]: He works in publishing, o
electronic publishing desktop publishing

publisher /'pAbliJafr)/ noun [C]

a person or company that prepares and prints

books, magazines, newspapers or electronic

products and makes them available to the public:

Several publishers are competing in the same market.

0 a leading publisher of college textbooks

puff /pAf/ noun [c,u] (AmE also 'puff piece [c])

(Marketing) a short piece of writing that exaggerates
the quality of a book, product, etc. and is used to

advertise it: His friend wrote a pufffor the back
cover of his book.

pull /pul/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

1 to cancel an event; to stop showing an
advertisement, etc: The company decided to pull the

ad following complaints.

2 to attract the interest or support of sb/sth: The
show pulled 6.3 million viewers, o The special offers

were pulling in shoppers.

[EEl pull the 'plug on sth/sb (informal) to put an
end to sb's project, a plan, etc: The company decided

to pull the plug on its online store, pull sth/a
.rabbit out of the 'hat (informal) to suddenly
produce sth as a solution to a problem pull 'strings

(for sb) (AmE pull 'wires) (informal) to use your
influence in order to get an advantage for sb: They
say his father pulled strings for him. pull the
'strings to control events or the actions of other
people: Although thefounder of the company has
retired, he is still pulling the strings, pull your
'weight to work as hard as everyone else in a job,
an activity, etc: Some members of the team have not
been pulling their weight, pull 'wires (AmE)

(informal) = pull strings (for sb)

LiiliU .pull a'head (of sb/sth) to start to progress
faster than sb/sth: In terms of market share,

Japanesefirms are pulling ahead, .pull 'back (from
sth) to decide not to do sth that you were intending
to do, because of possible problems .pull sth 'in/

'down to earn the large amount of money
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mentioned: EMC's core software business pulled in

$351 million last year, .pull sth 'off (informal) to

succeed in doing sth difficult: We managed to pull

off the deal, .pull 'out (of sth) to move away from
sth or stop being involved in it: The project became
so expensive that we had to pull out. [synJ withdraw
.pull to'gether to act, work, etc. together with
other people in an organized way: Ifwe pull

together, we can meet this deadline.

• noun
1 [C, usually sing.] the fact of sth attracting you or

having a strong effect on you: The show is not the

pull it once was.

2 [u] power and influence over other people:

people who have a lot ofpull with the media

pullback /'pulbaek/ noun [c,u]

a situation where the price of sth suddenly changes
after rising or falling steadily for a period of time:

Despite a recent pullback, oil shares are still

performing well.

'pull date = SELL-BY DATE

'pull-down = DROP-DOWN

'pull .strategy noun [c]

(Marketing) a method of marketing that depends on
spending a large amount of money on advertising,

etc. in order to persuade consumers that they want
to buy the product: A good example ofpull strategy

is the television advertising of children's toys. -> push
STRATEGY

pull .system noun [c]

(Production) a system of production in which only
the quantity of items needed are made, based on a

signal of what has just been used or sold. This cuts

costs by reducing the need for goods and materials

to be stored, and reduces the time in which orders

can be delivered: We are cutting stock as we move
towards a pull system defined by customer orders.

-> KANBAN, PUSH SYSTEM

pulsing /'pAlsirj/ noun [u]

(Marketing) a pattern of advertising a product in

which periods when there is little or no advertising

and periods when there is a lot of advertising

follow each other in a regular way-> flighting

pump /pAmp/ verb

1 [+ obj] to make water, air, gas, etc. flow in a

particular direction by using a pump or sth that

works like a pump: The engine is usedfor pumping
water out of the mine.

2 [no obj] (about a liquid) to flow in a particular

direction as if it is being forced by a pump
LiLUU pump sth 'into sth; .pump sth in to put a

lot of money into sth: The company has pumped
millions into the advertising campaign. ,pump sth

'out to produce sth in large amounts: The company
pumps out hundreds ofproducts everyyear, .pump
sth 'up to increase the amount, value or volume of

sth: The government is expected to pump up interest

rates to slow down the economy.

'pump price noun [C, usually sing.]

the price at which petrol/gas is sold to the public:

Tax accountsfor about 6% of the pump price of a litre

ofpetrol.

pump-,priming noun [u]

(Economics) a situation where the government
invests money that it has borrowed in order to

encourage economic activity: The government has

launched a major road-building scheme as part of its

pump-priming exercise, 'pump-prime verb [+ obj

or no obj] pump-primer noun [C]

punch /pAntJV verb [+ obj]

to make a hole in sth with a special tool or some
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other sharp object: to punch a time card o The

machine punches a row of holes in the metal sheet.

333 punch 'in {AmE) = clock in/on at clock

,

punch 'out (AmE) = clock out/off at clock

punctual /'pArjktJual/ adjective

happening or doing sth at the arranged or correct

time; not late: She has been reliable and punctual, o
/ want to make a punctual start at 9 o'clock.

[SYNJ prompt
punctuality /.pArjktJu'aelati/ noun [u]: She

insists on punctuality, punctually /'pArjktJuali/

adverb: They always pay punctually.

pundit /'pAndit/ noun [C] {informal)

a person who knows a lot about a particular subject

and who often talks about it in public; an expert:

Few market pundits are prepared to predict the next

move in share prices.

punitive /'pjuinitiv/ adjective

1 intended as punishment: During the dispute, the

EU imposed punitive tariffs on US imports.

-¥ RETALIATORY
2 very severe and that people find very difficult to

pay: punitive taxes

punitive 'damages {also e.xemplary damages)
noun [pi.]

{Law) an amount of money that a court orders a

person, company, etc. to pay as a punishment,
rather than to pay for the harm or damage they
have caused -» compensatory damages

punter /'pAnta(r)/ noun [C] {informal)

a person who buys or uses a particular product or

service; a customer: That restaurant's hoping its

new menu will bring the punters in.

• purchase /'p3:tjas; AmE 'pair-/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: compulsory purchase, contract of ~,

hire ~, offer to ~, point of -

1 [u,c] the act or process of buying sth: How many
visitors to the store actually made a purchase? o
The company has just announced its €50 million

purchase of the hotel o Keep your receipt as proofof
purchase, o / did not notice the defects at the time of
purchase, o We saved money by making a bulk

purchase of 50 PCs. o an employee share purchase
plan

O a cash/credit/online purchase big/big-ticket/

major/significant/small purchases equipment/
house/share/stock purchase

2 [C] something that you have bought: There are

several possible ways to payfor your purchases, olf
you are not satisfied with your purchase we will give

you a full refund.

• verb [+ obj] {formal)

to buy sth: The equipment can be purchasedfrom
your local supplier, o The group purchased the

companyfor €6 million.

'purchase agreement {also sales agreement,
agreement of 'sale) = contract of purchase

purchase .invoice noun [c]

a list of goods that have been bought, that a
business receives from a supplier IsynI bill -» sales
invoice

'purchase .ledger {also 'bought .ledger, less

frequent) noun [c] [all BrE)

{Accounting) in a company's financial records, the

group of accounts in which amounts owed to

suppliers are recorded: When you pay a supplier's

bill, the payment is noted in the purchase ledger.

\SM creditors' ledger -» accounts payable,
SALES LEDGER

purchase .order noun [c]

{Commerce) a formal document requesting the
supply of goods or services, giving details of the
goods, price, conditions of delivery and payment,
etc: Customersfax us their purchase orders and we
send them the goods and an invoice.

purchase price noun [c]

{Commerce) the amount of money that sb actually

pays for sth: The purchase price was higher than
early estimates of the value of the business.

gYN] BUYING PRICE -> RRP

purchaser /'p3:t.fasa(r); AmE 'p3:rtj-/ noun [C]

{formal)

a person who buys sth: The agent's job is to find a
purchaserfor your property, o They have been in

negotiations with potential purchasers of the

company, [synj buyer

purchase requi sition noun [c,u]

{Commerce) a formal document from one
department in a company to the department that

buys materials, equipment, etc., giving details of

the goods and services they require: The manager
will check all purchase requisition forms and ensure

they are countersigned.

purchasing /'ps^Jasm^mE'ps^tJV noun [u]

the activity of buying things that a company needs,
such as materials, parts, equipment, services, etc.;

the department that deals with this: She has taken
over responsibilityfor purchasing worldwide. oAll

orders are sent to the purchasing managerfor
authorization. Isyni procurement -» purchase,
materials buyer

purchasing .officer {also pro curement
.officer) noun [c]

a person whose job is to choose suppliers and agree
contracts with them to provide the equipment,
materials or services that are used by a company
[SYNJ MATERIALS BUYER

purchasing .power {also spending .power)

noun [u]

1 the amount of money that a person or business

has available to spend on goods and services: Access

to cheap imports raises the purchasing power of
consumers in Japan and other countries.

2 {Economics) the amount of goods and services

that a currency can buy at a particular time: The
purchasing power of the dollar has dropped 10%
since June.

ISYNI BUYING POWER

purchasing power .parity noun [u.c] {abbr

PPP)

{Economics)

1 [u] the theory that the rate of exchange between
two currencies adjusts so that eventually the cost of

a range of goods and services will be the same in

both countries: According to the theory of
purchasing power parity, marketforces will equalize

prices between countries.

2 [U,C] a rate of exchange that is calculated for two
currencies so that the amount paid for a range of

goods and services in both countries is the same:
Purchasing power parity is useful for comparing
living standards between countries.

'pure play noun [c]

a company that is involved in only one type of

business: Some companies remained newspaper pure

plays, while others went ahead and bought TV
stations, o They are the largest pure-play provider of

financial services in Europe.

'pure .profit = economic profit

purse /p3:s; AmE p3:rs/ noun [sing.]

see also: electronic purse

the amount of money that is available to a person,

an organization or a government to spend: We pride



ourselves on producing a carfor every purse.

-> POCKET
EED tighten/ loosen the purse strings to spend
less/more money: There is increasing pressure on the

government to loosen the purse strings. -» idiom at

hold verb

pursuant /pa'sju:ant; AmE par'su:-/ adjective

{Law) pursuant to sth according to or following sth,

especially a rule or law: A complaint was made
pursuant to section 13 of the Act of 1987.

pursue /pa'sju:; AmE par'su:/ verb [+ obj] [formal)

1 to do sth or try to achieve sth over a period of

time: She decided to pursue a career in law. oHeis
leaving the company to pursue other interests.

2 to continue to discuss or be involved in sth: He
told the seller he was no longer interested in pursuing

the deal.

purveyor /pa'veia(r); AmE par'v-/ noun [C]

[format)

a person or company that supplies sth to people,

especially food, services or information: Brown and
Son, purveyors offinefoods o the leading purveyor of
investment banking services pur'vey verb [+ obj]

push /puj/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

1 [used with an adverb or preposition) to affect sth so

that it reaches a particular level or state: The rise in

interest rates will push prices up. o Higher oil prices

have pushed the economy into recession.

2 [informal) to try hard to persuade people to buy
sth: It's up to the sales team to go out and push the

product.

3 to try hard to persuade people to accept an idea

or argument: No one pushed you to take the job, did

they?

4 to make sb or yourself work hard: Jack should

push himself a little harder. oHe had a reputationfor
pushing his teams to the limit.

EE] be pushed for 'time [informal) to have too

little time to do sth push the 'envelope [especially

AmE) [informal) to do more than is usually

considered possible: The company has a reputation

for pushing the envelope of computer technology.

0339 push a head/ forward with sth to

continue with a plan in a detennined way: The
government is pushing ahead with the sale of state-
owned enterprises, .push sth 'back to make the

time or date of a meeting, etc. later than originally

planned: The launch of the campaign has been
pushed back until next spring. (IynI postpone 'push
for sth; 'push sb for sth to repeatedly ask for sth

or try to make sth happen because you think it is

very important: The pressure group is pushingfor a
ban on GMfoods. [syRI press .push sb 'out to make
sb leave an organization: Richards was pushed out
as president after about a year, .push sth 'out to

produce sth in large quantities: The factory pushes
out up to 20 000 PCs each day.

• noun [C]

a determined effort to achieve sth: We are planning
a major marketing push to promote our existing

brands.
IH21 give sb/get the 'push [BrE) [informal) to

dismiss sb; to be dismissed from your job: They gave
him the push after only six weeks.

push .strategy noun [c]

[Marketing) a method of marketing that depends on
persuading shop/store owners to make a product
available and sell it to their customers: Push
strategies involve directingyour communications to

wholesalers and retailers. -» pull strategy

'push .system noun [c]

[Production) a system of production in which more
goods are made than are needed in order to have a

buffer stock in case there is a sudden increase in

demand -» kanban, pull system
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* put /put/ verb, noun
• verb putting, put, put)

FT»T7l put sb 'through it [especially BrE) [informal) to

force sb to experience sth difficult or unpleasant:

They really put me through it (= asked me difficult

questions) at the interview, put sth/itself up for
sale auction to make sth available to be bought:

No one wanted to buy the company when it put itself

up for sale last year. -> idioms at action noun,

block noun, marker, record noun
LiiLU .put yourself/sth a cross/ over (to sb) to

communicate your ideas, feelings, etc. successfully

to sb: She puts her ideas across very well, .put sth

a'side [also .put sth 'by, especially in BrE) to save

money: People are not putting enough money aside

for when they retire, 'put sth at sth to calculate sb/

sth to be a particular age, weight, amount, etc: The
damage to the building is put at over $1 million, .put

sth a'way to save money to spend later .put sth

'back 1 to move sth to a later time or date: The
meeting has been put back to next week. See note at

postpone 2 to cause sth to be delayed: Poor
tradingfigures put back our plans for expansion.

,put sth 'by = put sth aside .put sth 'down 1 to

pay part of the cost of sth: House buyers need to put
down a deposit ofaround 5%. 2 to lower or reduce
sth: Ifdemand is poor, you putyour prices down, not

up. 3 to write sth; to make a note of sth: The
meetings on the 22nd. Put it down in your diary.

.put yourself/sb/sth 'forward to suggest yourself/

sb as a candidate for a job or position: Her name
was putforward by the committee, .put sth

'forward to suggest sth for discussion: None of the

proposals putforward by the union has been

accepted, .put sth 'in 1 to officially make a claim,

request, etc: The company has put in a claim for
damages, o They are reported to have put in an offer

of$40 million, [syn] submit 2 [also .put sth into

sth) to spend a lot of time or work very hard at

doing sth: She often puts in twelve hours' work a day.

o Companies have to put considerable effort into

protecting their computer systems. 3 [also .put sth

'into sth) to use or give money: They put $80 000 of

their own money into the business, .put 'in for sth

[especially BrE) to officially ask for sth: Perhaps I

should put in for a rise, .put sth 'into sth = put
sth in (2,3) ,put sb 'off to cancel a meeting or an
arrangement that you have made with sb: It's too

late to put them off now. See note at postpone .put

sth 'off to change sth to a later time or date: The

announcement was put off until the end of the week.

.put sth 'on sth to add an amount of money or a

tax to the cost of sth: The tax would put an extra

€70 on the price of a single ticket. ,put sth 'out 1 to

produce sth, especially for sale: The plant puts out

500 new cars a week. See note at produce 2 to give

a job or task to a worker who is not your employee
or to a company that is not part of your own group
or organization: A lot of the work is put out to

freelancers, .put yourself/sb/sth over (to sb) =

put yourself/sth across (to sb) .put sth

'through to continue with and complete a plan or

activity: We managed to put the deal through, put
sb 'through (to sb/sth) to connect sb by
telephone: Could you put me through to the accounts

department, please? 'put sth to sb to offer a

suggestion to sb so that they can accept or reject it:

Your proposal will be put to the board of directors.

,put sth to'gether to create or prepare sth: They

put the report together in just two weeks, o It takes a

team ofpeople to put together a campaign, 'put sth

towards sth to give money to pay part of the cost

of sth: Twenty per cent of the tax is put towards local

environmental schemes, .put sth 'up 1 to raise or

increase sth: When they put up the rent, we had to

find new premises. 2 to provide or lend money: The

six investors each put up $105 000 to start the
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business, o A syndicate of banks put the money up.

See note at finance 3 to promise a particular asset

to sb who is lending you money if you do not pay
back the loan: You may have to put up your home as

collateral. 4 to fix sth in a place where it will be
seen: to put up a poster/an ad Isyni display

• noun [C]

[Finance) = put option

'put option (0/50 put) noun [c]

(Finance) a right to sell sth, such as a number of

shares in a company or a quantity of raw materials,

at a particular price within a fixed period or on a

particular date: Put options are bought by investors

who expect market prices to fall, o They announced
they would exercise their put option to sell their

11.5% stake in the German company. -» call option
O to buy/exercise/hold/purchase/use a put option

PV /,pi:'vi:/ = present value

p.W. abbr (usually used in written English)

per week for each week

pyramid /'piramid/ noun [c]

an organization or a system in which there are
fewer people at each level as you get near the top:

There are not enough women at the top of the

corporate pyramid. pyramidal /pi'raemidl/

adjective

pyramid selling noun [u]

(Commerce) a way of selling things by encouraging
people to buy the right to sell a company's goods
and a particular amount of stock. They then sell the

right to sell the goods and a smaller amount of

stock to other people, who in turn sell to others:

With a pyramid selling scheme, recruiting people is

more important than selling goods. CLIQ This

system is illegal in some countries.

Qq
OA /,kju: 'ei/ = quality assurance

QC /,kju: 'si:/ = quality control

QFD /,kju:ef'di:/ = Quality Function
Deployment

qtr abbr

a short way of writing quarter (a period of three

months)

qualification /.kwDlifi'keiJri; AmE ,kwa:l-/

noun

see also: bona fide occupational qualification

1 [C, usually pi ] (BrE) an exam that you have passed
or a course of study that you have successfully

completed: What qualifications do you have? o In

this job, experience counts for more than paper
qualifications.

0 academic/educational/professional/technical/

vocational qualifications • to acquire/gain/get/

obtain qualifications to have/hold qualifications

2 [C] a skill or type of experience that you need for

a particular job or activity: Previous managerial
experience is a necessary qualification for this job.

3 [u] the fact of passing an exam, completing a

course of training or reaching the standard
necessary to do a job: Students who do well on work
experience may be offered employmentfollowing
qualification.

* qualified /'kwolifaid; AmE 'kwa:l-/ adjective

1 having passed the exams or completed the

training necessary to do a particular job; having
the experience to do a particular job: a list of
qualified candidates o She's extremely well qualified

for the job.

O a qualified accountant/electrician/lawyer, etc.

qualified candidates/employees/staff/workers to

befully/highly/suitably/well qualified

2 [not before noun] having the practical knowledge
or skills to do sth: I don't know much about careers

in accounting, so I don'tfeel qualified to advise you.

.qualified o pinion [also .qualified re port, less

frequent) noun [c]

(Accounting) used to show that an audit (= an
official examination of the financial records of a

company) is limited in some way, for example
because the information provided was not
complete or there is a problem The words
qualified opinion may be written on the front of

the report: A qualified opinion may be issued when
the scope of the auditor's examination was restricted.

-A- qualify /'kwDlifai; AmE 'kwa:l-/ verb (qualifies,

qualifying, qualified, qualified)

1 [no obj] to reach the standard of ability or

knowledge needed to do a particular job, for

example by completing a course of study or passing

exams: How long does it take to qualify? o She

qualified as an accountant last year.

2 [+ obj] to give sb the skills and knowledge they
need to do sth: This training course will qualifyyou
for a better job. o The test qualifies you to drive

heavy vehicles.

3 [+ obj or no obj] to have or give sb the right to do
sth: My credit card qualifies mefor a discount at

some stores, o Qualifyingfirms can reclaim 100% tax

relief on IT purchases.

qualifying .period noun [c]

(HR) the length of time you must have been doing
sth in order to be entitled to a particular benefit:

The qualifying periodfor parental leave is one year's

continuous employment.

qualitative /'kwDhtotiv; AmE 'kwadateit-/

adjective [usually before noun]

1 considering sth by examining aspects that

cannot easily be measured or expressed as

numbers, such as opinions or attitudes: qualitative

analysis/research

2 involving a comparison based on quality: There is

no qualitative difference between well-made local

computers and imported models.
-> QUANTITATIVE

* quality /'kwDlati; AmE 'kwa:l-/ noun, adjective

• noun (plural qualities)

see also: credit quality, fair average quality

1 [U,C] the standard of sth when it is compared to

other things like it; how good or bad sth is: There

has been a decline in quality, o We only sell goods of a
high quality o When costs are cut, product quality

sometimes suffers, o His job is to monitor quality and
ensure it is up to our high standards. -> quality
CONTROL
O be of (a) good/high/top quality low/poor/varying

quality quality declines/improves/suffers

2 [u] a high standard: We aim to provide quality at

reasonable prices, o The company has a reputation

for quality and value.



3 [C] a thing that is part of a person's character,

especially sth good: He has leadership qualities, o
It's hard to find people with the right qualitiesfor the

job.

4 [C] a feature or aspect of sth, often one that

makes it different from sth else: The quality that

distinguishes our productfrom the competition is its

lightness.

adjective [only before noun]

(used especially by people trying to sell goods or

services) of a high standard: We specialize in quality

cars, o We deliver a quality product with zero defects.

quality as.su ranee noun [u] {abbrQA)

[Production) the practice of managing every stage of

the process of producing goods or providing

services to make sure they are kept at the standard

that the customer expects: A national organization

is needed to oversee quality assurance in training.

quality .circle noun [c]

[Production) a small group of workers who meet
regularly to propose solutions to problems related

to work: Quality circles have played an important

role in the success ofJapanese manufacturing
companies.

quality con trol noun [u] [abbr QC)

[Production) a system of keeping high standards in

manufactured products by planning carefully,

checking and making necessary improvements: All

our products are subject to strict quality control.

'quality controller noun [c]

Quality Function De ployment noun [u]

[abbr QFD)
[Marketing; Production) a method of creating

products and services that involves basing design,

development and delivery on what customers say

they need: Quality Function Deployment has helped

to transform the way businesses plan new products.

quality .management = Total Quality
Management

'Quality of 'Working 'Life [especially BrE) [AmE
usually 'Quality of 'Work Life) phrase [abbr QWL)
[HR) how happy and satisfied employees feel at

work; techniques and methods designed to

improve this

quango /'kwaengau; AmE -gou/ noun [C] [plural

quangos)

in the UK, an organization dealing with public

matters, started and financed by the government,
but working independently and with its own legal

powers [synI NDPB -> charity UHSS The name
quango is formed from the first letters of the
phrase 'quasi-autonomous non-governmental
organization'.

quantify /'kwDntifai; AmE 'kwcL-n-/ verb [+ obj]

(quantifies, quantifying, quantified, quantified)

to describe or express sth as an amount or a

number: The risks associated with this venture are

difficult to quantify. 'quantifiable adjective: It is

important to develop quantifiable goals that help you
assess your progress, quantification /.kwDnttfi-

'keijn; AmE ,kwa:n-/ noun [u]

quantitative /'kwDntitativ; AmE 'kwaintateit-/

adjective

1 considering sth by examining aspects that can be
measured or expressed as numbers: quantitative

analysis/research o a quantitative market research

questionnaire

2 involving a comparison based on quantity: a
quantitative change/difference
-> QUALITATIVE

quantity /'kwDntati;/4m£: 'kwa:n-/ noun [plural

quantities)

see also: bill of quantities, economic order ~,

equilibrium ~

443 quay

1 [C,u] an amount or a number of sth: The factory
initially produced a small quantity of lamps and
these sold quickly, o Vast quantities of oil werefound
in northern Alaska, o Materials are cheaper when
bought in large quantities, o Can the goods be

supplied in sufficient quantity?

0 huge/massive/vast quantities a large/small

quantity

2 [u] the measurement of sth by saying how much
of it there is: The data is limited in terms of both

quality and quantity.

3 [c,u] a large amount or number of sth: We have a

quantity ofsigned printsfor sale, o It was the first PC
to be manufactured in quantity.

quantity sur veyor noun [c] [BrE)

a person whose job is to calculate the quantity of

materials needed for building sth, how much it will

cost and how long it will take See note at

profession quantity .survey noun [c]

quarantine /'kwurantkn; AmE 'kwDir-; 'kwa:r-/

noun [u]

a period of time when an animal, a food product,

etc. entering a country is kept away from others in

order to prevent disease from spreading:

agricultural quarantine laws o (figurative) Email
messagesfrom non-approved addresses will be placed

in quarantine. 'quarantine verb [+ obj]

• quarter /'kwo:ta(r); AmE 'kwo:rt-/ noun [C]

[Accounting) a period of three months, used
especially as a period for which bills are paid or a

companys income is calculated: Sales increased

20% in the third quarter, o The rent is due at the end

of each quarter.

DTE] quarter on 'quarter [Accounting) compared
with the last quarter: Sales rose 20% quarter on
quarter. -> year on year at year

'quarter day noun [c] [BrE)

[Finance) the first day of a quarter (= a period of

three months) on which payments must be made,
for example at the stock exchange

quarterly /'kwo:tali; AmE 'kworrtarli/ adjective,

adverb, noun
• adjective [only before noun]

1 relating to a period of three months: quarterly

earnings/income/profits o This is an 80% reduction

on the previous quarterly dividend.

2 produced or happening every three months:
Managers attend quarterly planning meetings.

• adverb
every three months: We meet quarterly with our
accountants.

• noun
1 [c] a magazine, etc. published four times a year:

The magazine is a quarterly aimed at people working

in advertising.

2 [Accounting) quarterlies [pi.] in the US, the

financial results that large companies publish every

three months

quarter point noun [c]

[Finance) one of four equal divisions of one per cent:

The bank has increased interest rates by a quarter

point to 4 per cent, o a quarter-point cut in interest

rates

quasi- /'kweizai; -sai; 'kwcuzi/ combiningform [used

in adjectives and nouns)

1 partly; almost: The car manufacturer had a quasi-

m.onopoly position in the Italian market.

2 that appears to be sth but is not really so: The

company chose a name with quasi-official overtones.

quay /ki:/ noun [C]

[Transport) a platform in a harbour where boats

come in to load, etc: During the dockers' strike,
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thousands of containers piled up on the quays.

-> DELIVERED EX QUAY

• query /'kwiari; AmE 'kwiri/ noun, verb

• noun [c] (plural queries)

a question, especially one asking for information or

expressing a doubt about sth: Our staff will be

happy to answer your queries, o Ifyou have a query
aboutyour insurance policy, contact our helpline.

• verb [+ obj] (queries, querying, queried, queried
to express doubts about sth: Analysts queried

whether the group would reach its financial targets, o
We queried the bill as it seemed far too high.

IyB] question

question /'kwestjan/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: scaled question

1 [c] a sentence, phrase or word that asks for

information: Ifsomething doesn't make sense, it's

important to ask questions, o Advisors are available

to answer clients' questions.

O to answer/ask a question

2 [C] a matter that needs to be discussed or dealt

with: The report raises difficult questions about the

company's environmental policies, o The government
will have to address the question of tax reform.
[syn] issue

0 to address/deal with/face/tackle a question to

bring up/pose/raise a question a difficult/an

important/a key question

3 [U] doubt about sth: His suitabilityfor the job is

open to question.

DHH bring/call/throw sth into question to

cause sth to become a matter for doubt and
discussion: Although he's very creative, his

management skills have been called into question, in

'question 1 that is being discussed: The amount in

question is understood to be between $30m and
$35m. 2 in doubt; uncertain: The stability of the

economy remains in question, out of the 'question
impossible or not allowed and therefore not worth
discussing: Another strike is not out of the question.

there is/was no question of (sth happening/sb
doing sth) there is/was no possibility of sth: There

is no question of the chief executive resigning.

• verb [+ obj]

1 question sb (about/on sth) to ask sb questions

about sth, especially officially: Investigators have
questioned the company's accountants.

2 to have or express doubts or suspicions about
sth: Analysts questioned whether shareholders would
benefitfrom the deal.

fSYNl QUERY

questionable /'kwestfanabl/ adjective

1 that you have doubts about because you think it

is not accurate or correct: The government's

assumptions about economic growth are highly

questionable.

2 likely to be dishonest or morally wrong: He has
denied all allegations of questionable accounting.

questionnaire /,kwestja'nea(r); AmE -'ner

/

noun [c]

a written list of questions that are answered by a

number of people so that information can be
collected from the answers: We had to fill in a
questionnaire about our spending habits, o The
market research company analysed the completed
questionnaires.

O to complete/fill in/fill out/reply to/respond to a

questionnaire to analyse a questionnaire

queue /kju:/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: dole queue

1 {BrE) (AmE line) a line of people, cars, etc. waiting
to do sth: There were queues at all the check-outs.

2 (BrE) (AmE line) a large number of people who
want to do or have sth: There will be a queue of
buyers for the company.
3 (IT) a list ofjobs that a computer has to do in a

particular order: Your work is not printed

immediately but is sent to the print queue.

4 if your call is being held in a queue, a number of

other calls will be dealt with before your call is

answered: Thankyou for holding—your call is in a
queue.

USE] at the front/back of the queue among the

first or the last people to do sth or have sth: If a
business goes bust, equity investors are at the back of
the queue.

• verb (queuing or queueing
1 [no obj] (BrE) queue (up) (for sth) to wait in a line

to do sth, buy sth, go somewhere, etc.; to be one of

a large number of people who want to do sth:

Hundreds of shoppers queuedfrom 2 a.m.

2 (IT) [+ obj or no obj] to arrange jobs in a queue

'quick .ratio (also .quick- assets ratio) = acid-
test RATIO

quiet /'kwaiat/ adjective (quieter, quietest)

if business, trading, etc. is quiet, there is not much
activity: January and February tend to be quiet

months, o In the markets things were quiet.

quit /kwit/ verb (quitting, quit, quit, BrE also

quitting, quitted, quitted)

1 (informal) [+ obj or no obj] to leave your job,
especially because you are angry or unhappy about
sth: What was the main reason you quityour
previous job? o He will quit as chief executive in May.
0 Her decision to quit was completely unexpected.

See note at resign
2 [+ obj] to leave a place or an activity: The
company has said it will quit a number of markets.

3 (IT) [+ obj] to close a computer program

quorum /'kworram/ noun [sing.]

the smallest number of people who must be at a

meeting before it can begin or decisions can be
made quorate /'kwairat/ adjective

quota /'kwauta; AmE 'kwouta/ noun [C]

1 (Economics) the limited number or amount of

people or things that is officially allowed: to

introduce a strict import quota on grain o export

quotas o a quota system for greenhouse gases

O to impose/introduce/lift/set quotas to increase/

raise/reduce a quota * to comply with/exceed

quotas

2 a fixed amount of sth that sb can receive or must
do; a fixed number of people that are expected or

needed: He never takes his full quota of holidays, o
Our sales quotas were not met lastyear.

0 to impose/introduce quotas to increase/raise/

reduce a quota to achieve/fill/make/meet/reach a

quota

quotation
,'kwau'teijn; AmE kwoo-/ noun [C]

see also: application for quotation

1 (Commerce) a statement of how much a particular

piece of work will cost: Price quotations may take

weeks to receive. See note at quote
O to give{sb)/prepare/provide (sb with)/submit a

quotation to accept/askfor/get a quotation

2 (Stock Exchange) the price of a share on the stock

market
3 (Stock Exchange) when a company's shares are

accepted (listed) on a stock exchange and can be
bought and sold: The company does not have a full

stock market quotation.



quote /kwaut; AmE kwout/ verb, noun

• verb [+ obj]

1 {Commerce) quote sb sth to tell a customer how
much you will charge them for a job, service or

product: We were quoted a price of $9 a metrefor
50 000 metres of material.

2 (Stock Exchange) to record the name of a company
on a stock exchange so that its shares can be
bought and sold: The company is quoted on the New
York stock exchange.

3 {Finance) to give the price of a share on a stock

exchange or a currency: Traders quoted the

securities at about 70 cents on the dollar.

WHICH WORD?

quote/estimate/quotation

Before asking someone to do a piece of work, for

example to repair a vehicle, it is usual to ask them
to tell you how much they expect it to cost. They
do this by giving you a written estimate or a

quotation/quote.

A person giving a quotation/quote often agrees to

limit their fee to the amount stated in it.

A person giving an estimate usually keeps the

right to change their price if circumstances

change, for example if the price of parts rises or

the work takes longer than expected.

Rr
race to the bottom noun [sing ]

the idea that economic competition will lead to

lower standards, worse conditions for workers, and
workers in some countries losing their jobs to

lower-paid workers in other countries

rack /raek/ verb

QHH3 ,rack 'up sth {especially AmE) to collect sth

such as profits or losses, especially quickly or in

large amounts: The business racked up $205m in

sales in its first year, oltis not the only store that has
racked up huge losses this year.

Umn A pronoun comes between the verb and up.

0 to rack up debt/gains/losses/sales

racket /'raekit/ noun [C]

a dishonest or an illegal way of getting money
racketeer /,raeka'tia(r); AmE -'tir/ noun [c]

a person who makes money through dishonest or
illegal activities racke teering noun [u]

'rack rate noun [c] (especially AmE)
the standard price of a hotel room
* R&D (also spelled R and D) /,a:r an 'di:/ abbr
research and development (used as an
uncountable noun)

1 work that examines new ideas and tries to

develop new products and processes: The company
spends $5 billion a year on R&D. o Our research and
development budget has been cut.

2 the department in a company that tries to

develop new products and ideas and improve
existing ones: the chairman of research and
development o I work in the R&D division.

radar /'reida:(r)/ noun
Una below/under the radar (screen) if

something is below/under the radar, people are
not aware of it on/off the 'radar (screen) used to

say that people are aware or not aware of sth, or
are thinking or not thinking about it: This sale was

445 railway

• noun [c]

(Commerce) a statement of how much money a

particular piece of work will cost: The first quote

you get is rarely the most competitive.

quoted /kwaotid/ adjective

(Stock Exchange) quoted shares are bought and sold

on a stock exchange: Trading in the Nasdaq-quoted
stock was halted temporarily, [syn! listed
[OPE UNQUOTED

quoted company noun [c]

(Stock Exchange) a company whose shares are

bought and sold on a stock exchange: He is a
director of a major publicly quoted company.

QWL /,kju: dAblju: 'el/ = Quality of Working
Life

not even on our radar, o Gold is coming back onto

investors' radar screens.

raft /ra:ft; AmE raeft/ noun [C, usually sing ]

raft of sth a large number or amount of sth: A raft

of economic measures has been announced.

rage /reid3/ noun [u] (used with other nouns)

see also: desk rage, work rage

anger and violent behaviour caused by a

particular situation: a case of trolley rage in the

supermarket

O air/computer/phone/road rage

n»m be all the 'rage (informal) to be extremely
fashionable and popular

raid /reid/ noun [c]

see also: bear raid, dawn raid

(Stock Exchange) an occasion when a person or

company unexpectedly tries to take control of

another company by buying a large number of its

shares: In 1999 he made a successful raid on Telecom

Italia, 'raider noun [c]

rail /red/ noun [u]

railways/railroads as a means of transport: The

government wants to increase the amount offreight

carried by rail, o rail services/fares o a rail link/

network o rail companies

rail con signment note noun [c] (abbr cim)

(Transport) a document that goes with goods that

are sent by rail, stating that the company
transporting them has received them in good
condition

railway /'reilwei/ (6rf) (AmE railroad /'reilraod;

AmE -rood/) noun [C]

(Transport) a system of tracks, the trains that run on
them, and the people and organization needed to
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make sth increase in amount: The manufacturer has

ramped up production of this popular new model, o
Internet sales have been ramping up over the past

year.

rampant /'rampant/ adjective

(about sth bad) existing or spreading everywhere in

a way that cannot be controlled: Unemployment
was rampant in Europe at that period, o The
government's policies were the cause of rampant
inflation.

RAN /,a:rei'en/ = revenue anticipation note

random /'raendam/ adjective, noun
• adjective [usually before noun]
done, chosen, etc. without sb thinking or deciding

in advance what is going to happen, or without any
regular pattern: Create passwords using a random

assortment of letters, numbers and symbols, o The
information is processed in a random order.

'randomly adverb: a survey of2 000 randomly
selected customers

• noun
Unm at 'random without thinking or deciding in

advance what is going to happen: Select a customer
at random each month to receive a special gift.

random 'sample noun [c]

{Technical) a number of people or things taken from
a larger group using a process in which each person
or thing has an equal chance of being chosen:
Questionnaires were sent to a random sample of
5000 households, .random sampling noun [u,C]

-A- range /remd3/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: mid-range, price ~, product ~, top of

the-

1 [c, usually sing.] a variety of things of a particular

type: The hotel offers a wide range offacilities and
services, o The drugs are not approved until they have
passed thefull range of tests.

2 [C] a set of products of a particular type: The new
range of hair products will be launched in July, o The
company has announced price cuts on its clothing

ranges. IsynI line
3 [C, usually sing ] the limits between which sth

varies: Most of our customers are in the 18-30 age

range, o The budget increase will be in the range of
3 to 5%.

• verb [no obj]

1 range from A to B
|

range between A and B to

vary between two particular amounts, sizes, etc.,

including others between them: Prices rangefrom
$20 to $50. o The rate of tax ranges between 15% and
40%.
2 range from A to B to include a variety of

different things in addition to those mentioned:
There are hundreds ofjob advertisements, ranging

from trainee to senior management positions, o The
company's products rangefrom coffee to shampoo.

rank /raenk/ noun, verb

• noun
1 [u,c] the position, especially a high position, that

sb has in an organization: He holds the rank of chief

executive, o Promotion will mean that I'm

immediately above him in rank, o Most of their

management ranks were filled by business school

graduates. -> ranking
O a low/high/middle/top rank executive/junior/

management/senior ranks

2 [sing.] the position that sb/sth has in a list

arranged according to quality or importance: a

business park of the first rank o The new company
will be in the top rank offinancial institutions.

O the first/second rank the bottom/top rank

3 the ranks [pi ] the members of a particular

group or organization: joining the growing ranks of
the unemployed o Most of the candidates camefrom
with in the company's ranks.

nrr?n break 'ranks if members of a group or an
organization break ranks, they refuse to support

the group
• verb [+ obj or no obj] (not used in the continuous

tenses)

to give sb/sth a particular position on a scale

according to quality, importance, success, etc.; to

have a position of this kind: The tasks have been

ranked in order of difficulty, o They rank among the

top ten PC makers, o a top-ranked business school

HVnOrate

the rank and 'file noun [sing, with sing./pl. verb]

the ordinary members of an organization,

especially a trade union: The rank and file have

approved the union's proposals, o the rank and file of

the workforce o rank-and-file members ,rank-and-
'filer noun [c]

operate them: This is one ofEurope's busiest

railways, o a railway network/operator/system

rainmaker /'remmeika(r)/ noun [C] {especially

AmE)
a person who gets a lot of business and income for

a company and makes it successful: A good
rainmaker can be invaluable to the bottom line ofa
business.

• raise /reiz/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

1 to increase the amount or level of sth: to raise

salaries/prices/taxes o They raised their offer to

$500. o a campaign to raise awareness of the brand
2 to bring or collect money together; to manage to

get money for sth: to raise a loan o The bank has

raised $2 billion tofund its expansion, o They give

new companies help in raising capital.

3 to mention sth for people to discuss or for sb to

deal with: Analysts have raised concerns over the

company's ability to survive, o I'm glad you raised

the subject of money. [synJ bring up
4 (Accounting) if you raise an invoice (= a bill for

work or goods) you write out or print one or ask sb

to do this: Invoices are not raised where immediate
payment is required.

5 if you raise a call, you contact sb by telephone,

email, etc. to ask for some help with a technical

problem
-> idiom at ante

• noun [C] (AmE) = rise noun (2)

rake /reik/ verb

[QE1 rake sb over the coals (AmE) = haul sb

over the coals at haul verb

GCEE ,rake 'in sth (informal) to earn a lot of

money, especially when it is done easily: Between
them, they were raking in $120 000 a year, o The
store's been raking it in in the lastfew weeks.

• rally /'raeli/ verb, noun
• verb [no obj] (rallies, rallying, rallied, rallied)

(Finance) to rise in price after a period of falling

prices or little activity: The dollar rallied sharply on
Tuesday, o The company's shares had rallied slightly

by the close of trading.

• noun [c] (plural rallies)

a rise in prices after a period of falling prices or

little activity: They are confident that a market rally

is around the corner, o The market staged a late rally

on Wednesday.

O a market/price/stock rally a powerful/sharp/
strong rally an early/a late rally to spark/stage/

trigger a rally

RAM /raem/ abbr

(IT) random-access memory computer memory
in which data can be changed or removed and can
be looked at in any order: 32 megabytes ofRAM

ramp /raemp/ verb

339 ramp 'up; ramp sth 'up to increase; to



ranking /'raenkin/ noun, adjective

• noun

see also: top ranking

1 the rankings [pi ] an official list showing how
good or important people or things are in relation

to other similar people or things: The company
jumpedfrom bottom place in last year's FT rankings

to ninth this year, ofirst place in the plant's

productivity rankings

2 [C] the position of sb/sth in this list: Sly

companies have achieved a four-star ranking.

3 [u] the action of giving a position in a list to sb/

sth: the annual ranking offastest-growing

companies
• adjective

see also: high-ranking, middle--, low--

1 {especially AmE) having a high or the highest rank
in an organization, etc: a meeting with our client's

five ranking officers

2 {used in compounds) having the particular rank
mentioned: lower- to middle-ranking staff

ratchet /'raetjit/ verb

339 .ratchet sth up/ down; .ratchet up/
'down to make sth increase/decrease by small

amounts; to increase/decrease by small amounts:
Overuse of credit cards has ratcheted up consumer
debt, o Year after year, prices have ratcheted up.

• rate /reit/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: bank rate, base ~, basic ~, bill ~, cap ~,

capitalization ~, capped--, etc.

1 a fixed amount of money that is charged or paid

for sth: advertising/insurance/postal rates o a low
hourly rate ofpay o We offer special reduced rates

for students, o the basic rate of tax (= the lowest
amount that is paid by everyone) o a business

consultant whose normal rate is $200 per hour o
After 6 p.m. customers can make telephone calls at a
cheaper rate. See note at price GELQ Rate is often

used on its own to mean a particular kind of rate,

such as 'exchange rate', 'interest rate', etc. The
targetsfor the year were based on a dollar/yen rate of
122 yen.

O a cheap/competitive/low/reasonable rate a good/
high rate a normal/reduced/special rate a fixed/

flat/variable rate an annual/average/hourly/a
weekly rate a drop/rise in the rate (of sth) to

charge/fix/pay/set a rate(of...)

2 a measurement of the speed at which sth

happens: Inflation is running at an annual rate of
4.5 to 5%. o Some people wondered if the company
could sustain its current rate ofgrowth, o The
computer virus is spreading at an alarming rate. oAt
the rate you work, you'll neverfinish!

O a fast/slow/steady rate an alarming/a surprising

rate to improve/increase/maintain/speed up a
rate to cut/reduce/slow down a rate

3 a measurement of the number of times sth

happens or exists during a particular period: Local

businesses are closing at the rate of three a year, o a
high rate of unemployment o a drop in the

unemployment ratefrom 6% to 5. 7% o She makes
about 100 sales calls a day, with a success rate of
about 78%.
0 a high/low/rising/falling rate the annual/

average/monthly/quarterly rate a drop/rise in the

rate of sth * a failure/success rate to improve/
increase/maintain a rate to cut/reduce a rate

• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] rate sb/sth (as) sth
|
rate (as sth)

{not used in the continuous tenses) to have, or think
that sb/sth has, a particular level of quality, value,
etc: They rated him highly as a colleague, o The ad
campaign was rated a success, o The software is

highly ratedfor its ease of use. o This rates as one of
the best hotels I have been to.
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2 [+ obj] {usually be rated) to place sb/sth in a

particular position on a scale in relation to similar

people or things: The hotels were rated according to

their price, comfort and quality of service, o The
company is currently rated number two in Europe, o
a top-rated programme Isyni rank
3 {Finance) [+ obj] rate sth (as) sth to decide if

shares, bonds, etc. are a good or bad investment
because of the level of risk: The analysts rate these

shares a 'buy', o Triple-A rated bonds o highly rated

stocks

O to rate sth (as) (a) buy/(a) hold/junk/(a) sell to rate

sth (as) investment grade/Triple A
4 [+ obj] to give a machine, a ship or an electrical

device a number, mark, etc. according to how
powerful it is, what it can do, etc: The engine is

rated 192 horsepower on regular gas.

'rate card noun [c]

{Marketing) a list that shows how much it costs to

advertise on television, in a particular newspaper,
on a particular website, etc. and gives other
important details

'rate-,cutting noun [u]

{Economics) the action of reducing the amount of

money that people or businesses pay in interest on
money that they borrow: Further rate-cutting looks

possible, o a rate-cutting campaign

.rate of depreci ation = depreciation rate

rate of ex change = exchange rate

.rate of 'interest = interest rate

.rate of re turn noun [c]

see also: internal rate of return

(Finance) the amount of profit that an investment
produces, expressed as a percentage of the amount
invested: The average rate of return on assets was
9.3%. oltis better to invest in a company that offers

a good rate of return.

0 a decent/good/high rate of return an average/a

low/poor rate of return an expected/a

guaranteed/projected rate of return to earn/

generate/offer/provide a ... rate of return

ratify /'raetifai/ verb [+ obj] (ratifies, ratifying,

ratified, ratified)

to make an agreement officially valid by voting for

or signing it: The new wage agreement was ratified

by union members in October. ratification

/.raetifi'keijn/ noun [u]

* rating /'reitirj/ noun

see also: AA rating, average audience ~, bond ~,

buy ~, credit ~, debt ~, hold ~, etc.

1 [c] a measurement of how good, popular,

important, etc. sb/sth is, especially in relation to

other people or things: The publishers claim that the

new magazine had an approval rating of85% of all

readers questioned, o The directors were told how
their skills were rated and how it compared to the

average rating of all the other directors.

O a high/low/poor/top rating to achieve/get/have/

receive a rating * to give sth a rating a rating

climbs/falls/improves/rises

2 (Finance) [C,u] = credit rating
3 (Finance) [C,u] a measurement of whether shares,

bonds, etc. are a good or bad investment because of

the level of risk: Merrill Lynch has raised its rating

on the stock to 'buy'from 'neutral'.

O to have/put a rating on sth to raise/review/

upgrade a rating to cut/downgrade/lower a rating

4 ratings [pi ] a set of figures that show how many
people watch or listen to a particular television or

radio programme, used to show how popular a

programme is: The station is trying to improve
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ratings and increase advertising sales, o The show
has gone up in the ratings.

O good/poor ratings • to get/have ratings • ratings

decline/go up/go down/improve a ratings battle/

war
5 {Insurance) {also in 'sura nee .rating) [c] a

measurement of the risk involved in giving sb

insurance, used to calculate how much they must
pay: This rating will apply until your next birthday.

0 to calculate/have/receive a rating

'rating .agency [also 'ratings .agency} noun [c]

{Finance) an organization that analyses how likely a

company is to pay back the money that it owes and
provides a score (rating) for this: The ratings

agencies say the AAA ratings of the insurance

company are not likely to be downgraded.
[SYN] CREDIT RATING AGENCY

ratings point noun [c]

(Marketing) a way of measuring the size of an
audience for a television programme. One ratings

point is one per cent of all the homes in a

particular area watching a programme.

ratio /'reijiau; AmE -ou/ noun [C] (ratios)

see also: accounting ratio, acid-test ~, asset

turnover ~, capital adequacy ~, capital ~, cash ~,

cash-deposit-, etc.

the relationship between two groups of people,

things or amounts of money that is represented by
two numbers or a percentage showing how much
larger one group is than the other: Ten years ago,

the ratio ofemployees to customers was about 1:10. o
the ratio of a company's share price to its earnings o
The ratio ofpublic sector debt to GDP was 55% in

January, o The ratio ofpassengers to seats available

has fallen, o The bank has a high trainer-to-employee

ratio. -» proportion (2)

ratio a nalysis noun [c.u]

{Accounting) the study of the relationships between
various financial numbers or amounts, used to

judge a company's financial condition: Ratio

analysis produces such measures as return on capital

employed.

rationale /,rae.fa'na:l; /4m£ -'nael/ noun [C, usually

sing.] {format)

the principles or reasons that explain a particular

decision, course of action, etc: The firm believes the

strategic rationalefor the deal is strong, o The
rationale behind the merger is clear.

rationalize , -ise /'raejnalaiz/ verb [+ obj or

no obj]

to make changes to a business, an organization,

etc. in order to make it more efficient, especially by
spending less money: Ifwe rationalize production,

will that mean redundancies? o The move is an
attempt to rationalize an industry sufferingfrom
excess capacity. rationalization, -isation

/.raejnalai'zeijn; AmE -la'z-/ noun [u]: The bank's

rationalization programme has still not brought the

expected savings.

the 'rat race noun [sing.] {informal)

the way of life of people living and working in a big

city where everyone competes in an aggressive way
to be more successful, earn more money, etc: He
decided it was time to quit the rat race.

raw /ro:/ adjective [usually before noun]

1 raw substances are in their natural state and
have not yet been changed, used or made into sth

else: He imports the raw cotton from India, o Raw
steel production is at about two thirds of capacity.

2 raw data has not yet been organized into a form
in which it can easily be used or understood: It

should not be forgotten that this is raw data, not

refined information, o The company decided to

publish the raw earnings figures.
Q3H a raw 'deal the fact of sb being treated

unfairly: Older workers often get a raw deal

raw ma terial noun [c.u]

a natural or basic substance that is used to make
sth in an industrial process: We have had problems
with the supply of raw materials to the factory, o The
rise in oil prices has pushed up the cost of raw
materials, o The plant produces the raw material for
making polyesterfibre.

RD = refer to drawer

RDO /,a: di: 'au; AmE ,a:r di: 'ou/ = rostered day
OFF

Re /rei/ abbr

(Insurance) Reinsurance used in the names of

companies: Munich Re is the biggest reinsurer in the

world.

re fruj preposition

concerning; used in business letters and notes to

say what the letter or note is about: Re your letter of
1 September...

re- fvkf prefix (used in verbs and related nouns,

adjectives and adverbs)

again: rebrand o re-engineer o recycle

• reach /rutj/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

1 to increase to a particular level: Consumer debt

has reached record levels, o Total sales for October

reached $800 million, o There are signs that interest

rates have reached their peak.

2 to be seen or heard by a particular group of

people, especially when you want them to buy your
products: We asked ourselves: How can we reach

urban women? o Daily papers reach a mass
audience.

3 to communicate with sb, especially by
telephone: I tried to reach him all morning, but
without success.

4 to achieve a particular aim: We have reached

agreement with the unions on the new labour

contract, o The aim is to reach a final decision by
August.

• noun
1 [sing ] the number of people that can see or hear
sth, buy a product, use a service, etc: The company's
reach never went beyond Woof the country's PC
market, o The Internet can extend your customer
reach in more ways than one.

O a global/an international/a massive/wide reach

to expand/extend/increase your reach

2 reaches [pi ] particular sections of an
organization, a system, etc: An MBA degree is often a

passport into the upper reaches of management.
0 the higher/lower/upper reaches of sth

EE] beyond/out of sb's reach; beyond/out of

(the) reach of sb costing more than sb can afford:

Rising property prices have put an ordinary house
beyond the reach of many buyers, within sb's

reach; within (the) reach of sb costing an
amount that sb can afford: Rising incomes are

putting cars within the reach of many more families.

react /ri'aekt/ verb [no obj]

1 if markets, share prices, etc. react, they start to

rise or fall as a result of things that happen: People

are waiting to see how the markets react.

O to react favourably/quickly/sharply to react

badly/cautiously/negatively

2 if people or organizations react to sth, they
change or behave in a particular way in response to

sth: Bookings havefallen and several companies have

reacted by cutting jobs, o Business leaders have

reacted angrily to the announcement.

O to react angrily/coolly/furiously to react badly/

favourably/negatively/positively/quickly

reaction /ri'aekjn/ noun [C,U]: The euro showed



little reaction to the news that producer prices were

down, o There has been a mixed reaction to her

appointment as director.

reactive /ri'asktiv/ adjective

waiting for things to happen before acting, rather

than controlling a situation by planning or by
making things happen: We are still taking a reactive

approach to customer satisfaction, responding to

complaints as they arise. -» proactive

reactive marketing noun [u]

methods of selling a company's goods and services

that rely on possible customers contacting the

company -> proactive marketing

readership /'rr.dajip; AmE -darj"-/ noun [C, usually

sing., u]

the number or type of people who read a particular

newspaper, magazine, etc., often compared to the

number of people who buy it: Readership of the

paper increased by more than a quarter in the first

six months of this year, o They have succeeded in

attracting a newyoung readership. -> circulation

'read-out noun [c]

(IT) the display of information on a computer screen
-» PRINTOUT

,re-'advertise verb [+ obj or no obj]

to advertise sth again, especially a job
, re-ad vertisement noun [c]

read-write adjective (abbr RW)
{IT} if a file, disk or memory is read-write, it allows

you to make changes to data: a CD-RW drive/disk

,ready-'made adjective [usually before noun]

1 made in standard types and sizes, rather than for

an individual customer: ready-made clothing/

curtains/suits

2 prepared in advance so that you can use it or eat

it immediately: You can fill yourfridge with ready-

made meals.

,ready-to-'wear adjective

ready-to-wear clothes are made in standard types

and sizes, rather than being made to fit an
individual customer

real /'ri:al; BrE usually rial/ adjective [only before

noun]

{Economics) including the effects of inflation (= a
general rise in the price of goods and services): The
economy grew by a real 0.6% in April o GNP
contracted 1.2% in real terms in the last quarter.

-» REAL WAGES
O real costs/earnings/incomes/prices

the ,real e'conomy noun [sing.]

(Economics) the parts of the economy that produce
goods and services, rather than the parts involving
buying and selling on the financial markets: What
threat do problems in the financial markets pose for
the real economy?

'real e state noun [u] (especially AmE)
property in the form of land or buildings; the
business of buying and selling this: Many investors

sold stock and put their money into real estate, o The
group also has interests in packaging and real estate.

-> REALTY
0 to buy/develop/invest in/own/sell real estate

commercial/residential/retail real estate

real estate ,agent noun [c]

1 = ESTATE AGENT
2 in the US, a person who has official permission
from a state to be an estate agent and works for a

REAL ESTATE BROKER
'real estate .agency noun [c] = estate agency

at ESTATE AGENT

real estate .broker noun [C] (AmE)
a person or business that is given official

permission by a state to help people buy and sell
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houses, other buildings, or land, and often employs
REAL ESTATE AGENTS -» ESTATE AGENT 'real
estate .brokerage noun [c] : a 45-person real estate

brokerage

'real estate .company = property company

'real e state loan = property loan

real estate .management 'real estate
.manager = property management

the 'real estate .market = property market

.real ex change rate noun [c]

(Economics) the relation in value between one
currency and another when it has been adjusted

for differences in prices between the two countries:

Real exchange rates should remain more or less

constant over time.

realign /.rira'lam/ verb [+ obj]

to change the way a business, an organization, etc.

is organized in order to adapt it to a new situation:

We believe losses will decrease as we realign our
business to the lower demand, .realignment noun
[u,C] : A major realignment of organizational

structure is planned.

realizable , -isable /'rfcalaizabl; BrE also 'na-/

adjective [usually before noun]

1 (Accounting) realizable assets, investments, etc.

can be sold quickly to make money available -» net
REALIZABLE VALUE
2 possible to achieve or make happen: Goats should

be both real and realizable.

realize , -ise /*i±alaiz; BrE also 'rial-/ verb [+ obj]

1 to be sold for a particular amount of money: The
paintings realized $2.5 million at auction.

2 to make or lose a particular amount of money:
The company expects to realize a $3.0 million pretax

gain in the third quarter, o realized gains

3 (Finance) realize an asset to sell things that you
own, for example property, in order to get the
money that you need for sth: He realized other

assets in order to subsidize the business.

[SYN] LIQUIDATE
4 to achieve sth important that you very much
want to do: We encourage all staff to realize their full

potential (- be as successful as they are able to be).

realization, -isation /,ri:alai'zeijri; ,nal-; AmE
,ri:ala'z-/ noun [u]: the realization ofpotential

.real 'time noun [u]

(IT) used to describe the way in which a computer
system can receive information and react to it

immediately: While people enter data, we're tracking

their work in real time, o Brokers use real-time data

and news to make investment decisions.

.real-time company noun [c]

a company that uses the Internet and other

technology so that they can react immediately to

information or requests from customers and
suppliers

Realtor™ /'ri:alta(r)/ = estate agent

realty /'riialti/ noun [u] (AmE)

(often used in the names of companies) land or

property: Kimco Realty -> real estate

.real 'wages noun [pi ]

(Economics) a person's income measured by what it

can buy rather than the money received,

considering the effects of inflation: Real wages fell

through the 1990s.

ream /rinn/ noun

1 reams [pi.] a large amount of writing or infor-

mation: The program can help you put in order the

reams of data that a modern office has to deal with.

2 (Technical) [C] five hundred sheets of paper



reap 4 50 [C,U] : The company put out a 26-page rebuttal of the

claims.

reap /ri:p/ verb [+ obj]

(often used in newspapers) to obtain money or a

benefit as a result of sth you have done: Losses fell

dramatically as the company began to reap the

rewards of cost cuts.

0 to reap benefits/gains/profits/rewards

reasonable /'ri:znabl/ adjective

1 (about a price or the cost of sth) acceptable and
appropriate; not too cheap and not too expensive:

He made us a reasonable offerfor the goods, o They

offer high quality products at a reasonable price.

2 fair, practical and sensible: It is a reasonable

request, o It seems reasonable to expect growth in the

range of2.5%. IoppI unreasonable
3 [usually before noun] fairly good, but not very

good: The sales results were reasonable (= good
enough).
'reasonableness noun [u]: The test is used to

assess the reasonableness of a dismissal.

rebadge /,ri:'baed3/ verb

{Marketing)

1 [+ obj] to buy a product or service from another
company and sell it as your own: They could import

a small car and rebadge it.

2 [+ obj or no obj] to change the name or symbol of

a business or one of its products or services: All the

stores are being rebadged under the new corporate

banner.

rebate /'ri:beit/ noun [c]

1 (Accounting) an amount of money that is given

back to you because you have paid too much: You
may qualifyfor a tax rebate. -> refund See note at

REDUCTION
2 [Commerce) an amount of money that is taken off

the cost of sth before you pay for it: Customers were
lured with a range of cash rebates, interest-free loans

and other discounts. Isyni discount -» cashback
'rebate verb [+ obj]

reboot /,ri:'bu:t/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

[IT) ifyou reboot a computer or it reboots, you
switch it off and then start it again immediately

rebound verb, noun
• verb /n'baund/ [no obj]

to rise, increase or become more active again after

a difficult period: The bank's share price fell sharply

to $26 in February, before rebounding to $36 on
Thursday, o We believe advertising is rebounding
strongly.

• noun /'ri:baund/ [C]

a positive reaction that happens after sth negative:

Investors are lookingfor a rebound in the

manufacturing sector.

Q a quick/sharp/strong rebound a modest/slight

rebound to report/show/stage a rebound

• rebrand /.rL'brasnd/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

[Marketing) to change the image of a company or an
organization, or of one of its products or services,

for example by giving it a new name, advertising it

in a different way, etc: The group is rebranding its

outlets as 'Game', o These companies are trusted and
do not need to rebrand. rebrand /'ri:braend/ noun
[sing.]: a multi-million-dollar rebrand o A creative

agency has been appointed to work on the rebrand.

re branding noun [u; sing.]: a rebranding exercise

o a $10 million rebranding

rebuff /n'bAf/ verb [+ obj] [formal)

to refuse an offer, request or suggestion in a way
that is unkind or not polite: The bid was rebuffed by
the board. re' buff noun [C]

rebut /n'bAt/ verb [+ obj] (-tt-) [formal)

to say or prove that a statement or criticism is not

true: He was quick to rebut suggestions that the

company might be sold. rebuttal /ri'bAtl/ noun

recall verb, noun
• verb /n'ko:l/ [+ obj]

1 [Commerce) to ask people to return a product
they have bought, usually because there is sth

wrong with it: The company recalled 6.5 million of
its tyres, o recalled products [syn! call in

2 [not used in the continuous tenses) to remember sth

you have seen or heard: Customers who have heard
your message in a 60-second ad will recall it in a 10-

second one.

• noun /ri'kod; 'ri:ko:l/

1 (Commerce) [C] an official request for a product to

be returned; the product itself: Officials refused to

put a cost on the recall, which affected 1.6 million

vehicles, o a series ofproduct recalls

0 to conduct/issue/order a recall

2 [u] the ability to remember sth you have seen or

heard: After the ads appeared in June, brand recall

surged 150%.

recap /'ri:kaep/ verb [+ obj or no obj] (-pp-)

to repeat or give a summary of what has already
been said, decided, etc: Let me just recap on what
we've decided so far. 'recap noun [c]

recapitalize , -ise /.rk'kaepitalarz/ verb [+ obj or

no obj]

(Finance) to put more capital into a business or

change the way the capital is held: The banks have
been recapitalized with $33 billion in newfunds.

recapitalization, -isation /.rK.kaepitalai'zeiJn;

AmE -la'z-/ noun [C,u]: a recapitalization plan
designed to help thefirm cut its debt

reed abbr

a short way of writing received

recede /n'si:d/ verb [no obj]

to become smaller, weaker, etc: Expectations of an
imminent cut in interest rates have receded (= it is

less likely), o Revenues have been put under pressure

because the market in general is receding.

• receipt /n'sut/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: debit receipt, delivery ~, depositary ~,

depository ~, trust ~, warehouse ~

1 (also 'sales slip) [c] a piece of paper that shows
that goods or services have been paid for: Can I

have a receipt, please? o Make sure you keep allyour

receipts. See note at invoice

O to askfor/file/keep/need a receipt to give sb/

issue/make out/sign a receipt * a credit-card/sales

receipt

2 (Accounting) receipts [pi ] money that a business,

bank or government receives: Receipts from tourism

fell by about one third, o The economic slowdown has

reduced tax receipts.

0 cash/export/tax receipts

3 {formal) [U] the act of receiving sth, or the fact of

sth having been received: Businesses should

acknowledge receipt of an order without delay, o
Items should be paidfor within 14 days of receipt.

-> PAYMENT
• verb [+ obj] (often receipted, used as an adjective)

1 to sign or mark a bill to say that it has been paid:

a receipted hotel bill

2 to give a receipt for money or goods: What is the

procedurefor receipting goods?

receivable /n'si:vabl/ adjective [not usually before

noun]

see also: accounts receivable, bills ~, note -

(Accounting) for which money has not yet been
received: Net interest receivable fellfrom $22m to

$12m.

receivables /n'sLvablz/ noun [pi ]

(Accounting) money that is owed to a business: You



should be collecting outstanding receivables within 30
to 40 days. -» payables — Picture at working
capital

receiver /n'si:va(r)/ noun [c]

1 {Law) {also official re'ceiver) a person who is

chosen by a court to manage the financial affairs of

a company that is bankrupt, to sell its assets in

order to pay its debts, and to close it: The receiver

said he had the legal duty to obtain the best pricefor
the business. idiom at call verb

2 the part of a telephone that you hold close to

your mouth and ear: The speaker connects easily to

your telephone receiver.

O to lift/pick up/put down the receiver

receivership /ri'siivajip; AmE -varf-/ noun [u,C]

{Law) a situation where the financial affairs of a

company are being controlled by a receiver,

because it has no money: Five hundred jobs were lost

lastyear when the company went into receivership, o
Her company has been in receivershipfor six months
now.

0 be in/be placed in/go into receivership

re'ceiving order noun [c]

{Law) in the UK, an order from a court placing a

company in the control of a receiver

reception /ri'sepjri/ noun
1 [u] {especially BrE) the place inside the entrance
of a hotel, an office building, etc. where guests or

visitors go first when they arrive: We arranged to

meet in reception at 6.30. o You can leave a message
with reception, o {AmE, BrE) She got a job on the

reception desk. -> front desk
2 [C] a formal social occasion to welcome sb or

celebrate sth: a civic/an official reception o We
hosted a reception for 75 guests.

3 [sing ] the type of welcome that people give to

sb/sth: The new products got a cool receptionfrom
customers.

4 [u] the quality of radio, television and telephone
signals that are broadcast: My cellphone has poor
reception outside the city, o bad/good/poor reception

receptionist /n'sepjanist/ noun [c]

a person who works in a hotel, an office building,

etc. answering the telephone and dealing with
people when they arrive

recession /ri'sejn/ noun [C.U]

{Economics) a difficult period in the economy of a
country or group of countries, when there is less

trade and industrial activity than usual and more
people are unemployed: The economy is now
officially in recession, o The manufacturing sector is

recovering slowlyfrom lastyear's recession.

-> DEPRESSION, DOUBLE DIP—Picture at BUSINESS
CYCLE
O to be hit by/be in/enter/fall into/slip (back) into (a)

recession to emergefrom/recoverfrom a recession

(a) deep/prolonged/severe recession (a) mild/
shallow recession (a) global/world recession

recessionary /ri'sejnri; AmE -neri/ adjective

[usually before noun]

{Economics) likely to cause a recession or typical of
one: Recessionary pressures around the world have
slowed sales growth and cut profits.

recharge /.ru't/ttds; AmE -'tjairds/ verb [+ obj or
no obj]

to fill a battery with electrical power; to be filled

with electrical power: You may need to recharge
your phone every two days. re'chargeable
adjective: rechargeable batteries

IEE1 recharge your batteries to get back your
energy by resting for a while: J need a week offwork
to recharge my batteries.

recipient /ri'sipiant/ noun [C] (formal)

a person who receives sth: The country is one of the
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biggest recipients offoreign investment, o email/loan
recipients

reciprocal /n'siprakl/ adjective [usually before

noun]

involving two people or groups who agree to help
each other or behave in the same way as each
other: In case of a disaster, we have a reciprocal

arrangement with anotherfirm that uses the same
computing systems, o reciprocal trade between the EU
and Chile reciprocity /.resi'pmsati; AmE -'pra:s-/

noun [u]

reclaim /n'kleim/ verb [+ obj]

1 to get back sth that has been taken from you,
that you have lost or that is owed to you: The
company wants to expand and reclaim its markets, o
He should be able to reclaim his $500 deposit.

2 to make land that is naturally too wet or too dry
suitable to be built on, farmed, etc: The airport is

built on reclaimed land.

3 to obtain materials from waste products so that

they can be used again -> recycle
reclamation /.rekla'meijri/ noun [u]: land

reclamation

* recognition /.rekag'nijn/ noun [u]

see also: brand recognition, optical character ~,

speech ~, voice ~

1 {Marketing) the fact of knowing what sth is when
you see it: You don't need to spend a lot of money to

gain recognition ofyour products and services, o
They quickly realised the brand had little name
recognition in the US.

2 the ability of a machine to recognize sth: voice

recognition for computers and the Internet oface
recognition technology

3 praise and rewards for the work that sb does:

She gained little recognition for her work.

4 the act of accepting that sth exists, is true, or is

official: the recognition of trade unions
-> RECOGNIZE

recog nition test noun [c]

{Marketing) a test that is done after an
advertisement has been shown to find out how
well sb can remember the advertisement

* recognize , -ise /'rekagnaiz/ verb [+ obj] {not

used in the continuous tenses)

1 to know what sth is when you see it or

remember who sb is: Not everyone recognizes a

clever idea when they see it. o The logo is becoming a

nationally recognized brand.

2 {often be recognized) to praise and reward
people for the work that they do; to think of sb/sth

as good or important: Every team member is

recognizedfor their efforts, o Hirshberg is recognized

as a truly great designer.

3 to accept sth officially: The company refused to

recognize the union, o recognized qualifications

4 (Accounting) to put a particular figure on sth or to

show sth in a particular way in a set of financial

records: Barnes and Noble recognized a pre-tax gain

of $22Am.
5 if a machine recognizes sb/sth, it identifies

them and reacts in the correct way: The new CD
players can recognize a variety offormats.
-» RECOGNITION

* recommend /.reka'mend/ verb [+ obj]

1 to tell sb that they should do sth, especially

because you have expert knowledge: The report

recommended an $11 pay increase, o We recommend
that our shareholders vote in favour of the proposal.

2 to tell sb that sth is good and useful: 80% of

dentists recommend this product, o The new
restaurant comes highly recommended (= a lot of

people have praised it).
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are appointed on the recommendation offamily or

friends.

3 [c] a product that sb says is good: The book is one

of this week's recommendations.

recompense /'rekampens/ noun, verb {formal)

• noun [u; sing.]

money that is given to a person as payment or

because they have suffered in some way: For those

who have lost their savings, recompense looks

unlikely. [synI compensation
• verb [+ obj]

to give sb money as payment or because they have
suffered in some way Isyni compensate

reconcile /'rekansail/ verb [+ obj]

{Accounting) to make one set of financial records or

figures agree with another: Reconciling bank
statements and cash accounts took a long time.

reconciliation /.rekansili'eijn/ noun [u]

reconcili ation .statement {also

.reconciliation) noun [c]

{Accounting) a document that explains the

differences between two sets of accounts -» bank
RECONCILIATION

reconfigure /,rukan'figa(r); AmE -Tigjar/ verb

[+ obj]

{IT; Technical) to change the way that sth is

organized or arranged, especially computer
equipment or a program: It took 60 days to

reconfigure the network, o The factory space is

designed to be reconfigured easily.

reconfiguration /.rirkanfiga'reij'n; AmE -ftgja'r-/

noun [C,U]

reconnect ,/,ri:ka'nekt/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to make a connection again between people or

things that had stopped being connected: 7 had to

disconnect the modem and reconnect the phone, o
Reconnecting with your old company may be a good
career move. reconnection /.riika'nekjn/ noun
[C,U]

reconstruct /.ridtan'strAkt/ verb [+ obj]

to build or make again sth that has been damaged
or that no longer exists: The reconstructed plant

now employs over 2 000 people.

reconstruction /.rhkan'strAkJri/ noun [u]

1 the process of changing or improving the

condition of sth or the way it works; the process of

putting sth back into the state it was in before: a
reconstruction and development programme 6 the

economic reconstruction of the country
2 the process of changing the way a company is

organized, usually because it has financial

problems: The $4 billion reconstruction will hand
control of the company to its bankers.

-» RESTRUCTURE

• record noun, verb

• noun /'rekaid: AmE rekard/

see also: attendance record, employer of ~, holder

of ~, owner of ~, shareholder of ~, stockholder of ~.

track -

1 [C] a written account of sth that is kept so that it

can be looked at and used in the future: You should
keep an accurate record ofyour expenses, o You can
update your records online, o Our records show that

you have been a customer here since 2001. o It has
been one of the worst years on recordfor the tourist

industry.

O to keep/update a record (of sth) • records contain/
show/suggest sth * accounting/administrative/

financial/personnel/tax records

2 [c] the best result or the highest or lowest level

that has ever been reached: UK consumers have set

a new recordfor spending on credit cards, o This year
the company has enjoyed record sales, o Shares
reached a record low (= the lowest level ever) of
150 000yen in October.

O to break/hit/hold/set a record a record high/level/

low/number
3 [sing ] the facts that are known about sb/sth's

past behaviour, character, achievements, etc: The
airline has a good safety record, o The company has a

poor record on environmental issues, o When it

comes to quality, our record speaksfor itself {=

shows our quality clearly).

0 o good/an impressive/a proven/strong record a
bad/poor record to have/keep/maintain a record

EE] (just) for the 'record used to show that you
want what you are saying to be officially written

down and remembered ,off the 'record if you tell

sb sth off the record, it is not yet official and you
do not want them to repeat it publicly put/place
sth on (the) record: be/go on (the) record (as

saying ... ) to say sth publicly or officially so that it

may be written down and repeated: He didn't want
to go on the record as either praising or criticizing the

proposal.

• verb /n'ko:d; AmE ri'koird/ [+ obj]

1 to keep a permanent account of facts or events

by writing them down, storing them in a computer,
etc: You should record all your expenses duringyour
trip, o The accounts department has changed the

ways in which foreign sales are recorded. -> log
verb (1)

2 to show a particular amount of profit or loss, or a

particular number of sth: The bank recorded a net

loss of€55 million for the year, o The dollar recorded

its eleventh drop in twelve days.

'record-,breaking adjective [only before noun]

bigger, better, etc. than has ever been done before:

The deal was said to be worth a record-breaking $80
million, o There have been record-breaking sales

figures in the lastfew months.

'record date noun [c]

{Finance) the date when a shareholder must own
shares in order to be able to vote at a meeting,

receive a dividend (= money paid to

shareholders), etc.

re.corded delivery {BrE) {AmE .certified mail)

noun [u]

a method of sending mail in which the sender is

given a note to say it has been posted and the

person receiving it has to sign a form to say it has

been delivered: The original documents were sent by

recorded delivery. -> registered mail

record- keeping noun [u]

the job or process of storing documents, files,

information, etc. in an office

recoup /n'ku:p/ verb [+ obj]

to get back money that has been spent or lost: The

company could take seven years to recoup its

investment, o The dollar recouped early losses to edge

higher against the euro. Isyni recover

recourse /n'kois; AmE 'ri:ko:rs/ noun

see also: non-recourse, without recourse

3 to suggest sb for a particular job or task because

you think they would do it well: At the meeting, the

board will recommend an auditor.

recommendation /.rekamen'deijri/ noun

1 [c] a suggestion about the best thing to do,

especially by sb with expert knowledge: The

review's recommendations could have a big impact

on many boardrooms, o Merrill Lynch cut its

recommendation on the stockfrom 'buy' to 'neutral'.

2 [u] the act of telling sb that sb or sth is good,

useful, suitable, etc: 26% of non-executive directors

1 {formal) [u; sing ] the fact of using sth that can
provide help in a difficult situation: the person or



thing that you use for help: The business was
stabilized without recourse to {= without using)

externalfinancing.

2 {Law) [u] the legal right to claim money from sb

for a loss, injury, etc. that they have caused: You

have no recourse against the seller if the goods are

faulty.

recover /n'kAva(r)/ verb

1 [no obj] to improve and begin to return to a

normal position or level after a period of difficulty:

The market is recoveringfrom its 20-year low. o She

made two big mistakes and her business has never

recovered.

2 [+ obj] to get back money that has been spent or

lost: Investors haveformed an action group to

recover their lost money, o The company has set itself

the target of recovering its investment within five

years, [synj recoup
3 {Law) [+ obj] recover costs/damages to obtain

money by a legal process because of loss or injury

that you have suffered: There have been delays in

recovering damagesfrom the supplierforfaulty

machines.

4 [+ obj] to get oil, minerals, etc. from the ground

recoverable /n'kAvarabl/ adjective

1 used to describe money that can be got back
after it has been spent or lost: Travel expenses will

be recoverablefrom the company, o Much of the cost

ofdamagefrom theflooding will not be recoverable.

IQPPI IRRECOVERABLE
2 {Law) used to describe money that can be
obtained by sb by a legal process, for example if

they have been injured: recoverable costs/damages

3 recoverable oil, minerals, etc. can be taken from
the ground: Surveys have shown there could be

about 100 million barrels of recoverable oil.

recovery /n'kAvari/ noun {plural recoveries)

see also: bad debt recovery, disaster recovery

1 [u; C, usually sing.] the process of improving or

becoming strong again: There are no signs yet ofan
economic recovery, o a recovery in consumer
spending o The company's recovery plan will be

unveiled at a meeting in New York.

2 [u] the process or fact of getting back sth, for

example money that you are owed: The country's

poor legal system has proved to be an obstacle to debt

recovery.

3 [u] the process of obtaining oil, minerals, etc.

from the ground

re'covery period noun [c, usually sing.]

{Accounting) the time it will take for the profit

produced by an asset to be equal to the amount
invested in it fsWI payback period

recruit /n'kru:t/ verb, noun
verb

1 {HR) [+ obj or no obj] to find new people to join a

company or an organization: We need to pay top

salaries to recruit and retain the best people, o 200
new employees have been recruited, o She's

responsible for recruiting at all levels, o a recruiting

company See note at employ
2 [+ obj] to persuade sb to do sth, especially to help
you in some way: We are trying to recruit new
customers in the 16-20 age group. oHe recruited

investors to fund the project.

re'cruiter noun [c]

noun [c]

{HR) a person who joins a company or an
organization: attempts to attract graduate recruits

to the oil industry

recruitment /ri'kru:tmant/ noun

see also: e-recruitment

1 (HR) [u] the act or the process of finding new
people to join a company or an organization: the
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recruitment of top executives o staff recruitment o a

recruitment company/agency
2 {HR) [c] a person who has been chosen to join a

company or an organization; an occasion when sb

is chosen: Twenty-one recruitments have been

carried out sofar this year, of which ten were new
posts.

3 [u] the act of persuading sb to do sth for you: We
are involved in the recruitment ofpeople to take part

in our market research.

re cruitment fair = job fair

recuperate /n'ku:pareit/ verb {formal)

1 [no obj] to improve and begin to return to a

normal position or level after a period of difficulty:

/ expect the stock to recuperate in the long term.

2 [+ obj] to get back money that has been spent or

lost: It said the state would recuperate its investment

by 2011.

fSYNl RECOVER

recurring /ri'k3:rirj/ adjective [usually before noun]

happening more than once, or a number of times:

Recurring revenuesfrom services such as

maintenance are growing. -> non-recurring
0 recurring costs/expenses/profit/revenue

recycle /,ri:'saikl/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to put things that have already been used through
special processes so that they can be used again:

The UK has a target of recycling 25% of all waste by
2006. o envelopes madefrom recycled paper

recyclable /,ri:'saiklabl/ adjective: We use 100%
recyclable packaging, .re'cycling noun [u]: The UK
lags far behind its European neighbours in recycling

levels, o a recycling business/plant

red /red/ noun
n»ra be, remain, etc. in the red; move into,

return to, etc. the 'red 1 to be operating at a

loss; to be spending more than you earn: The

communications group is €70 billion in the red. o My
bank account is in the red this month. 2 (Stock

Exchange) if markets or shares are in the red, they

are lower in value than they were previously: Most
shares dipped into the red yesterday although trade

was light.

[OPPl BE, REMAIN, ETC. IN THE BLACK, MOVE INTO,

RETURN TO, ETC. THE BLACK -> idiom at

HAEMORRHAGE verb

red- circling noun [u]

{HR) the situation when a job has been moved to a

lower grade with a lower rate of pay, but the

people who are already doing that work are still

paid the old rate. New employees will be paid at

the lower rate. ,red-'circle verb [+ obj]

redeem /n'di:m/ verb [+ obj]

1 {Finance) to pay back the full amount of money
that you owe; to pay a debt: There are fears thefirm

may lackfunds to redeem its debt. Isyni pay off
2 {Finance) to exchange shares, bonds, etc. for

money: The shares can be redeemed at any time after

March 4.

3 {Commerce) to exchange a voucher (= a printed

piece of paper that can be used instead of money to

pay for sth) for goods or services: The gift

certificates can be redeemed at any of our hotels.

4 to get back a valuable object from sb by paying

them back the money you borrowed from them in

exchange for the object -> pawn verb

redeemable /n'di:mabl/ adjective

1 {Finance) redeemable shares, bonds, etc. can be

bought back for money by the company that issues

(= sells) them: The bonds are redeemable at their

face value afterfive years.

O redeemable securities/shares/stock



redefine

2 {Commerce) able to be exchanged for goods,

services or money: The points you earn on your
loyalty card are redeemable for gifts.

redefine /,ri:di'fam/ verb [+ obj]

to change the nature or limits of sth; to make
people consider sth in a new way: Technology is

constantly redefining the nature of work, o Some of
the most demanding top jobs might have to change or

be redefined.

0 to redefine a brand/business/job/problem

redefinition /,ri:defi'niXn/ noun [u,C]

redemption /ri'dempjri/ noun [U,C]

{Finance)

1 an occasion when money invested in shares,

bonds, etc. is paid back to the investor: £52 billion

in bond redemptions is due later this year, o Ifyou
redeem your shares early, you may pay a redemption

fee.

2 the act of paying back a loan or mortgage:
Mortgage customers should be clearly informed of
penalties such as redemption charges.

re demption date = maturity (i)

re demption yield noun [c]

{Finance) the amount of money that an investor will

get back from a bond if it is kept until the end of its

life (maturity), usually expressed as a percentage
ISYNI YIELD TO MATURITY

redeploy /,ri:di'pbi/ verb [+ obj] {formal)

1 {HR) to give employees a different job to do or

move them to a different place of work: The bank
said it was working to redeploy staff in other roles.

[SYN] TRANSFER
2 {Finance) to use money or resources for a

different purpose: We are selling assets, leasing them
back and redeploying the capital within the business.

rede ployment noun [u]: the redeployment of
staff/resources

redesign /.riidi'zam/ verb [+ obj]

to design a product, service, system, etc. again in a

different way: The Seattle-based company has
redesigned its logo, o Engineers completely redesigned

the way the car's body was manufactured.
.rede sign noun [u.C]: She recommended a

complete redesign of the company's website.

redevelop /.rkdi'velap/ verb [+ obj]

{Property) to change an area by building new
nouses, roads, factories, etc: The site will be

redevelopedfor mixed residential and business use.

,rede'velopment noun [u,c] : New office and
retail space willform part of the redevelopment.

'red-eye (also , red-eye 'flight) noun [C, usually sing.]

{informal)

a flight on a plane at night, on which you do not
get enough sleep

,red 'herring = pathfinder prospectus

,
red-'hot adjective

extremely strong, active, successful, etc: Interest

rate rises havefailed to cool the red-hot housing
market.

,red 'ink noun [u] {AmE)

used to talk about a situation in which a business is

losing a lot of money: It was the company's third

consecutive quarter of red ink. o The health-care

industry is bleeding red ink {= losing a lot of

money). CEDB In the past, red ink was used to

show losses in financial records.

redirect /,ri:da'rekt; -di-; -dai-/ verb [+ obj]

1 to use money, resources, etc. in a different way
or for a different purpose: We redirectedfunds to a

new marketing campaign.

2 to send sth such as mail, phone calls, etc. to a
different address: You can have calls redirected to

your mobile phone, o Complaints are being redirected

to the sales manager.

* redistribute /.riidi'stnbjiut; ,ri:'dis-/ verb

[+ obj]

{Economics) to share money or resources in a

different way: Raising taxes will redistribute wealth
more fairly, o The amount of work is the same, but it

has been redistributed among more people.

redistribution /,ri:distri'bju:Jn/ noun [u; sing.]

redistributive /,ri:di'stnbjativ/ adjective [usually

before noun]

{Economics) redistributive policies or actions use a
country's tax system to give a more equal share to

poorer people: Income tax generally has a
redistributive effect.

red line /'redlam/ verb [+ obj] {AmE) {informal)

to refuse to provide loans, insurance or other
financial services to people or businesses in

particular areas: redlining noun [u]: It is

claimed that the company knew about and tolerated

redlining.

redraft /,ri:'dra:ft; AmE -'draeft/ verb [+ obj]

to write a document, a letter, etc. again in order to

improve it or make changes: He was asked to redraft

his paper. redraft /'ri:dra:ft; AmE -draeft/ noun [C]

redress verb, noun
* verb /n'dres/ [+ obj] {formal)

to correct sth that is unfair or wrong: They will

attempt to redress the budget deficit nextyear.

UJEH redress the 'balance to make a situation

equal or fair again
* noun /n'dres; 'rkdres/ [u]

{Law) a legal solution to a problem, especially sth

that you should get for sth wrong that has
happened to you or harm that you have suffered:

She is seeking legal redressfor unfair dismissal.

[SYNJ COMPENSATION, REMEDY

,red 'tape noun [u]

official rules that seem more complicated than is

necessary and prevent things being done quickly:

The government said it would cut red tape to allow

farmers to boost exports. Isyni bureaucracy

* reduce /n'dju:s; AmE -'du:s/ verb [+ obj]

reduce sth (from sth) (to sth)
|
reduce sth (by sth)

to make sth less or smaller in price, quantity, size,

etc: The company has reduced costs and cut its

workforce, o Losses were reducedfrom €4. 7m to

€2. 7m. o The number of employees is likely to be

reduced by 10%. o You may be able to work reduced

hours while your children are veryyoung. Isyni cut
[opp] increase

re ducing 'balance .method {also declining
'balance .method, di minishing 'balance .method)
noun [sing.]

{Accounting) a way of reducing the value of

(depreciating) an asset in a company's financial

records in which the amount taken from the asset's

value decreases each year. The value of the asset

(its book value) is reduced by a fixed percentage

each year. -> double-declining balance
METHOD, STRAIGHT-LINE METHOD, SUM OF THE
digits method—Picture at depreciation

* reduction /ri'dAkJn/ noun
1 [C,U] an act of making sth smaller or less; the

state of being made smaller or less: a $300 million

reduction in costs o There has been some reduction in

unemployment.

O a drastic/significant/slight/substantial reduction

to achieve/make/produce a reduction

2 [C] the amount by which sth is made cheaper to

buy: There is a €100 reductionfor a child sharing a
room with two adults, o price reductions



O big/huge/massive reductions to askfor/get/
receive a reduction to give/make/offer a reduction
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WHICH WORD?

reduction/cashback/deduction/
discount/rebate/refund

Discount, cashback. rebate and reduction can all

be used to describe an amount by which a price is

reduced. Compare their use in the following

examples:

• We offer a 10% discount on cash purchases.

• There's a €50 reduction for guests staying more
than 7 nights.

• {BrE) You'll get 1% cashback on all purchases with

your credit card {- the credit-card company will

pay 1% of the bill into your account).

• {AmE) The computer setIs for $900 after rebate

(- after the discount is taken away).

A refund is not a reduction in price, but a return

of the price or part of it: If not entirely satisfied,

return the goods within 14 days for a full refund.

A rebate and refund can also be an amount that

is paid back to you because you paid too much: a

tax rebate/refund. A deduction is taken off the

amount you owe before you pay it: You are

allowed a tax deduction for money given to charity.

* redundancy /n'dAndansi/ noun [u,C] {plural

redundancies) {BrE)

see also: collective redundancy

{HR) a situation when a person loses their job

because there is no more work available for them;
jobs lost in this way: Thousands offactory workers
arefacing redundancy in the New Year, o Workers
will be offered €5 000 to take voluntary redundancy.
o There could be as many as 32 000 redundancies,

16% of the workforce, o The employees are entitled to

redundancy payments, o 200 workers have been
issued with redundancy notices. -» lay-off
0 to announce/avoid/make redundancies to accept/

face/take redundancy compulsory/forced/
involuntary/voluntary redundancy/redundancies
large-scale/mass/sweeping redundancies

* redundant /ri'dAndant/ adjective (erf)

{HR) without a job because your employer has no
more work available for you: the cost of retraining
redundant employees
UnSl be made re dundant to lose your job
because your employer no longer has work for you:
He was made redundant after 40 years with the same
company. See note at dismiss

,re-engi'neer {also spelled reengineer, especially

in AmE) verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to change the structure of a
company or an organization in order to make it

more efficient: He was hired to re-engineer the

struggling company, o The challenge is in re-

engineering the way we do our business.

2 [+ obj] to change the way a product is made so
that it works better: The car was re-engineeredfor
the European market.

.re-engi neering {also spelled reengineering,
especially in AmE) noun [U]: a corporate re-

engineering effort

,re-e valuate {also spelled reevaluate, especially

in AmE) verb [+ obj or no obj]

to think about sth again, especially in order to form
a new opinion about it: We have been forced to re-

evaluate our business strategies, o My job has been
reevaluated and upgraded. re-evalu ation {also

spelled reevaluation, especially in AmE) noun [u]

re-export {also spelled reexport, especially in AmE)
noun, verb

• noun /,ri:'ekspo:t; AmE -'ekspo:rt/ [C, usually pi ]

{Trade) goods that are imported into a country and
then exported, often without being changed at all:

Drugs companies are clamping down on illegal re-

exports of cut-price medicines.

• verb /,ri:ik'spo:t; AmE -ik'spo:rt/ [+ obj]

to import goods into a country and then export
them, either in a different form or without
changing them at all: Imported parts are assembled
and then re-exported.

re-exportation /,ri:iksp3:'teijn; AmE -ikspo:r't-/

noun [u, C]

ref. abbr

a short way of writing reference (= a set of letters

or numbers that identifies a person, letter, etc.): our
ref. 3498

refer /n'f3:(r)/ verb (-rr-)

DEED re'fer to sb/sth (as sth) to mention or speak
about sb/sth: J refer to your letter ofMay 26th. o I

promised not to refer to the matter again, o Those
were the days when workers were referred to as

'hands', re'fer to sb/sth 1 to describe or be
connected to sb/sth: Thefigures referred to datafor
the previous month, o What does the term 'economic
demand' refer to? 2 to look at sth or ask a person
for information: She gave her 40-minute
presentation without once referring to her notes, o to

refer to a dictionary re'fer sb/sth to sb/sth to send
sb/sth to sb/sth for help, advice or a decision: All

three bids will be referred to the competition

commission.

referee /.refa'ri:/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

1 (6rf) {also 'reference, AmE, BrE) a person who
gives information about your character and ability,

usually in a letter, for example when you are

applying for a job: Please give the names of three

referees, o Would you act as a refereefor me?
2 a person who is asked to settle a disagreement:
to act as a referee between the parties involved

3 a person who reads and checks the quality of a
technical article before it is published

• verb [+ obj]

1 to help to settle disagreements between people

or groups: The panel referees all takeover battles.

2 to read and check the quality of a technical

article before it is published review

reference /'refrans/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: bank reference, banker's ~, terms of -

1 {abbr ref.) a set of letters or numbers that

identifies a person, letter, etc: Please quote reference

ZK42. o Put the reference number in the subject line

ofyour email.

O to give/quote a reference number
2 a letter written by sb who knows you, giving

information about your character and abilities,

especially to a new employer: We will take up
references after the interview, o They always carry

out in-depth reference checks.

O to askfor/follow up/take up references * to give

(sb)Zprovide (sb with)/write (sb) a reference

3 {especially AmE) = referee noun (1)

rriTTl in/with 'reference to {formal, usually used in

written English) used to say what you are talking or

writing about: With reference toyour letter of

July 22...

• verb [+ obj]

to refer to sth; to provide sth with a reference

number: Each order has a unique number and can be

referenced at any time.
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reference group noun [c]

1 a group that gives advice to an organization, the

government, etc. on a particular issue: a marketing/

transport reference group
2 {Marketing) a group that people compare
themselves to and that influences their choices and
opinions -> consumer group (2)

3 {Technical) a group that another group is

compared with when you are analysing data to

study the effects of sth: This low-income group is the

baseline reference group in our model, [syn! control
noun (6)

referral /n'f3:ral/ noun [u.c]

the act of recommending sb or sth; a person or an
organization that has been recommended: positive/

negative referrals o Employee referrals are their most
useful recruiting method.

re ferral marketing = viral marketing

re.ferto 'drawer phrase {abbr RD)

words written on a cheque when a bank refuses to

pay it, usually because there is not enough money
in the account

refinance /,ri:'fainaens/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

{Finance) to borrow money, usually at a lower rate

of interest, in order to pay a debt or loan:

Consumers can save money by refinancing mortgages
at lower interest rates, .re financing noun [u,C]:

debt/mortgage refinancing o a refinancing deal/

package/proposal -> refunding

refine /n'fam/ verb [+ obj]

1 to make a substance pure by taking other
substances out of it: The company refines crude oil

from Venezuela, o refined products

2 to improve sth by making small changes to it:

The design has been refined. re'fining noun [u]

refinery /ri'famari/ noun [c] {plural refineries)

a factory where a substance such as oil is refined
(= made pure)

refit /.rfc'frt/ verb [+ obj] (-tt-)

to repair equipment, furniture, machinery, etc. in a
building, shop/ store, ship, etc. or replace with new:
Stores will be refitted with wider aisles and better

lighting. refit /'ri:fit/ noun [€]: a programme of
store refits

reflate /,ri:'fleit/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

{Economics) if a government or a national bank
reflates the economy it increases or brings back
economic demand by lowering taxes, increasing

government spending, lowering interest rates, etc:

The government will take steps to reflate the

economy, o Debt loads are reduced as the economy
reflates. -» deflate, inflate

reflation / 1

ri:'flei rn/ noun [u]: global reflation

reflationary /,ri:'fleijriri; AmE -neri/ adjective:

reflationary policies

refOCUS /.rn'faukas; AmE -'fou-/ verb [+ obj or

no obj] (-s- or -ss-)

to give your attention or effort to sth new or

different: A new CEO has been appointed to refocus

the company, o The business has cutjobs and
refocussed on core areas.

* reform /ri'fD:m; AmE ri'foxm/ noun, verb

• noun [u,C]

change that is made to an organization, law, social

system, etc. in order to improve or correct it: reform

of the labour market o much-needed reforms in the

banking sector o Businesses have welcomed the new
tax reform bill.

O corporate/economic/financial/structural reform

essential/far-reaching/fundamental/sweeping

reforms to carry out/introduce reforms to call

for/discuss/plan/propose reforms

• verb [+ obj]

to improve a system, an organization, a law, etc. by
making changes to it: proposals to reform the tax
system o The law needs to be reformed. re'former
noun [C]

refresh /ri'frej"/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

{IT) to get the most recent information, for example
on a website or Internet page: Click here to refresh

this document, o The page refreshes automatically.

re'fresher course {also re'fresher, especially in

AmE) noun [c]

a short period of training to improve your skills or
to teach you about new ideas and developments in

yourjob

• refund noun, verb

{Accounting; Commerce)
• noun /'rkfAnd/ [C]

a sum of money that is paid back to you, especially

because you paid too much or because you
returned goods to a shop/ store: a tax refund o
Return the product to the place ofpurchase for a full
refund. See note at reduction
O to claim/demand/receive a refund to make/offer/

pay a refund

• verb /n'fAnd/ [+ obj]

refund sth (to sb)
|
refund sb sth to give sb their

money back, especially because they have paid too

much or because they are not satisfied with sth

they bought: Tickets cannot be exchanged or money
refunded, o We will refundyou your money infull.
HVN] REIMBURSE

re fundable adjective: a refundable deposit o
Tickets are not refundable.

refunding /,ri:'fAndirj/ noun [c,u]

{Finance) the act of borrowing money, usually at a

lower rate of interest, in order to pay a debt or loan
1SYNJ REFINANCING

refurbish /,ri:'f3:bij"; AmE -'f3:rb-/ verb [+ obj]

to clean and decorate a building, an office, a shop/
store, etc. in order to make it more attractive or

useful: The store has been extensively refurbished.

.refurbishment noun [u,C]: The hotel is closedfor
refurbishment.

reg abbr

used as a short way of writing words such as

regular, regulation, registered, etc.

regain /n'gem/ verb [+ obj]

to get back sth you no longer have: The government
needs to regain control of the economy, o We believe

we are regaining our position in the local market, o
Oil companies have managed to regain lost ground
{= have started to be successful again).

regard /ri'ga:d; AmE n'ga:rd/ noun [c]

regards [pi.]

used to send good wishes to sb at the end of a

letter, or when asking sb to give your good wishes
to another person who is not present: With kind

regards, Yours...

DEEI in/with regard to sb/sth (formal) (often used
in letters, etc.) concerning sb/sth: / am writing with

regard to your application. .

.

regarding /ri'ga:dirj; AmE -'ga:rd-/ preposition

(often used in letters, etc.) concerning sb/sth; about
sb/sth: J refer to my previous letter regardingyour
overdue payment...

regd abbr

a short way of writing registered

• region /'ri:d3an/ noun [C]

a large area of land such as a part of the world or

one of the areas that a country is divided into: The

Kansai region contributes 19% ofJapan's GDP. o the

economic downturn in the Asia-Pacific region



0321 in the region of used when you are giving a

number, price, etc. to show that it is not exact: He
earns somewhere in the region of€50000.
[SYN] APPROXIMATELY

* regional /'ri:d3anl/ adjective [usually before

noun]

1 used to describe a business or an organization

that operates in a particular part of a country
rather than the whole country: one of Spain's

biggest regional banks o a regional airline/airport

(= one that operates within a country rather than
between countries)

2 connected with a particular part of a country or

of the world: a regional newspaper o The diagram
represents our network at a local, regional and
national level, o a regional manager

regionally /'ri:d3anali/ adverb: regionally based
television companies

.regional jet noun [c]

(Transport) a small plane that is mainly used for

local flights over short distances: thefast-growing

regional jet industry

* register /'red3ista(r)/ verb, noun
• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to record your/sb's/sth's name on
an official list: to register a company/trademark/
design o Customers can register online, o I've

registered with an employment agency, o Fund
managers may need to register as investment

advisers, o More than 200 000 subscribers have
registeredfor the service.

2 [+ obj] to show or record an amount or

measurement: The stock exchange has registered

huge losses this week, o Food stores had a good year,

registering a 5% increase in sales.

3 [+ obj] to make your interest or opinion known
officially: At leastfour potential buyers have
registered an interest.

4 [+ obj] {usually be registered) to send sth by
mail, paying extra money to protect it against loss

or damage: Can I register this, please? o a registered

letter

• noun [c]

see also: cash register, companies ~, property ~,

share ~, shareholders' ~, transfer ~

1 an official list or record of names, items, etc.; a
book that contains such a list: a national register of
qualified engineers o They have compiled a full

register of assets, o Could you sign the hotel register

please?

0 to compile/draw up a register to appear on/be on
a register to be struck off/taken off a register

2 {Commerce) (AmE) = cash register
-» idiom at ring verb

registered /'red3istad; AmE -tard/ adjective {abbr

reg, regd)

1 included on a legal or an official record
(register): a registered bank/charity o the website's

registered users o We currently have a million

registered customers.

2 [Finance) registered bond/security/share/stock
that has the name and address of the owner on a

central record kept by the company that issued the
bond or by its agent

.registered 'capital noun [u]

[Finance) the maximum amount of money that a
company is allowed to raise by selling shares
[syn] authorized capital

.registered company noun [c]

1 in the UK, a company that is on the companies
REGISTER -» INCORPORATED
2 {Stock Exchange) (AmE) a company that is on the
official list of the Securities and Exchange
Commission and is able to issue shares
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.registered 'mail (BrE also .registered 'post) noun
[U]

a method of sending a letter or package in which
the person sending it can claim money if it arrives

late or is lost or damaged -» recorded delivery

.registered office noun [c]

(Law) in the UK, the official address of a company
which is recorded on the companies register

.registered 'post = registered mail

.registered trademark noun [c]

(Law) the sign or name of a product, etc. that is

officially recorded and protected so that nobody
else can use it, shown by the symbol ®

.register of 'companies = companies
REGISTER

register of di rectors* interests noun
[sing]

(Law) in the UK, an official record that provides

information on the number of shares in the
company that each director owns

.register of members = shareholders'
REGISTER

.register of 'transfers = transfer register

registrar /.redp'strccCr); 'red3istra:(r)/ noun [c]

a person or an organization whose job is to keep
official records

.Registrar of 'Companies noun [c, usually

sing]

the official who is responsible for recording

information on all companies in the UK

registration /.redsi'streijn/ noun [u,C] (abbr reg)

see also: shelf registration

the act of making an official record of sth/sb; a

document showing this information: Online

registration is quick and easy—just fill in your details

and choose a password, o New car registrations rose

13.1% to a record 195 637 in July, o a registration

fee/card/form

regis tration .statement noun [c]

(Stock Exchange) in the US, a document that a

company must give to the Securities and
Exchange Commission before it can sell shares,

containing financial information that will help

investors to judge the value of the company: to file

a registration statement with the commission

registry /'red3istri/ noun [c] (plural registries)

see also: Companies Registry, Land registry

a place or an organization where official

information is kept: The American Registryfor

Internet Numbers

.Registry of 'Companies = Companies
Registry

regressive /ri'gresiv/ adjective

1 becoming or making sth less advanced: The

policy has been condemned as a regressive step.

2 (Economics) used to describe a tax such as sales

tax that has less effect on people with a high

income than on people with a low income: Tariffs

are a regressive tax on smallerfirms and the poor.

[OPP] PROGRESSIVE

re'gret .letter = letter of regret

regroup /.rii'grmp/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to organize a group, team, etc. in a new way so that

it is more efficient and more competitive: It is time

for the financial services industry to refocus and

regroup, .re'grouping noun [u.c]



regs

regs ,'regz/ noun [pi] (informal)

a short form of regulations: rules and regs

regular 'regjala(r)/ adjective, noun
• adjective

1 frequent and usually happening at the same time
each day, week, month, year, etc: The sales division

holds regular meetings to exchange information, o
The equipment is checked on a regular basis, o Back
upyour work at regular intervals, ^opp] irregular
2 [onlv before noun] (about a person) often going to

the same place or using the same service: We offer a

special service to our regular customers.

3 [onlv before noun] usual: My regular duties include

dealing with customer complaints, o It's important to

follow the regular procedure.

4 (Commerce) (especially AmE) of a standard size or

type; ordinary: Regular or largefries? o The price

has gone up on regular unleaded gasoline.

5 (Stock Exchange) during the usual hours of trading

for the stock exchange: Shares ended at $9.25 in

regular NASDAQ trade on Monday.
6 lasting for all the normal working hours of the
week; working during all the normal working
hours: She couldn't find any regular employment, o
The company has been forced to cut 1 500 regular

staffand 500 contract workers. Isyni full-time,
PERMANENT

• noun [C] (informal)

a customer who often goes to a particular shop/
store, pub, restaurant, etc: He's one ofour regulars.

• regulate tegjulert verb [+ obj]

to control sth by means of rules or laws: The
activities of credit companies are regulated by law. o
The industry is still allowed to regulate itself, o a
regulating authority [oppj deregulate

regulation regjuleijn noun, adjective

see also: building regulation

1 [C, usually pi.] abbr reg an official rule made by
a government or some other authority: accounting/

emironmentaVfinancial/safety regulations o the

rules and regulations of corporate life

2 [u] controlling sth by means of rules: the

voluntary regulation of the press IoppI deregulation
adjective [onlv before noun]
that must be worn or used according to the official

rules: in regulation uniform

regulator regjulei [c]

1 a person or an organization that officially

controls an area of business or industry- and makes
sure that it is operating fairly: a banking/energy/

financial'securities regulator

2 a device that automatically controls sth such as

speed, temperature or pressure

regulatory regjalatari; AmE -to:ri/ adjective

[usually before noun]

see also: self-regulatorv

having the power to control an area of business or

industry and make sure that it is operating fairly:

The deal is subject to regulatory approval, o The
merger has now passed regulatory hurdles.

O a regulatory agency/authority/body a regulatory

examination, investigation/review to get

regulators approval 'clearance regulatory hurdles

obstacles

regulatory filing noun [c]

an official document such as a financial statement

that a company must send to the organization that

controls its industry the regulator: regulatory

filings to the Securities and Exchange Commission

reimburse rinm'bscs; AmE -'b3:rs/ verb [+ obj]

to pay back money to sb which they have spent or
lost: We will reimburse any expenses incurred, o You
will be reimbursedfor any loss or damage caused by
our company, [syn] refund
.reim bursement noun [u.C]

reimport ri:invpo:t: AmE -'po:rt/ verb [+ obj]

1 (Trade) to bring back into a country finished

goods made from materials that have been
exported, or goods that have previously been
exported: A Japanese car company plans to reimport
minivans made at a plant in Canada.
2 (IT reimport sth into sth to copy a file, data, etc.

back into a program: You can quickly reimport this

data into any database.

reimport /ri:impo:t; AmE -po:rt/ noun [C,U]

reimportation n:impo:'teiJri; AmE -po:r't-/ noun
[u]

rein rein noun, verb

• noun the reins [pi ]

the state of being in control or the leader of sth: It

was time to hand over the reins ofpower (= to give

control to sb else).

EE] give/allow sb/sth free/full rein: give/
allow free/full rein to sth to give sb complete
freedom of action; to allow a feeling to be
expressed freely: The designer was given free rein.

-» idiom at tight
• verb

IJiliVJ rein sb/sth back; rein sth in to start to

control sb/sth more strictly: Consumers are starting

to rein back spending.

reinforce ri:m'fo:s; AmE -fxxsf verb [+ obj]

(Technical) to make a structure or material stronger,

especially by adding another material to it: The

floor of the warehouse had to be reinforced, o
reinforced concrete

reinstate .ron'steit/ verb [+ obj] reinstate sb/sth

(in/as sth)

1 to give back a job or position that had been
taken away from sb: He was reinstated in his post.

2 to return sth to its previous position or status:

The 40-hour week is unlikely to be reinstated.

SYN RESTORE
rein statement noun [u.C]

reinsurance .riim'Joirans; - juar-; AmE-Sur-/
noun [u]

(Insurance) the practice of one insurance company
buying insurance from another company in order

to share the risk of large claims that their clients

could make: a reinsurance agreement reinsure
/,rtm'jD:r; -'J*uar; AmE -'Jur/ verb [+ obj] reinsurer
/,ri:m'J"a:ra(r); -'Juar-; AmE -'Jur-/ noun [C]

reinvent rrmVent verb [+ obj]

to present yourself/sth in a new form or with a new
image: The company is trying to reinvent itself as a

retailer of casual clothing. reinvention
,ri:m'venjn/ noun [C.U]

fT^m reinvent the wheel to waste time creating

sth that already exists and works well

reinvest ,ri:m'vest/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to put profits that have been made on an
investment back into the same investment or into a

new one: Our profits might be reinvested in stores

and products, o It's better to reinvest in the

corporation than pay out a dividend.

rein vestment noun [u.C]

reissue riUm verb [+ obj]

to make a new supply or a different form of sth

available: The book was recently reissued in

paperback, o He feels that the government should

start reissuing the 30-year Treasury bond. re' issue

noun [C.U]



REIT /reit/ abbr real estate investment trust

{used as a countable noun)

in the US, a company that invests in and manages
property on behalf of a number of investors; a

share issued (= sold) by one of these companies: to

invest in REITs

• reject verb, noun

• verb /ri'd3ekt/ [+ obj]

1 to refuse to accept or consider sth: Our proposal

wasfirmly rejected, o Shareholders are likely to reject

the $47-a-share offer.

2 to refuse to accept sb for a job, position, etc: I've

been rejected by all the companies I applied to.

3 to decide not to sell or use sth because its quality

is not good enough: Imperfect articles are rejected by
our quality control.

fOPPl accept
rejection /n'd3ekjn/ noun [u,C]: The rejection of

the deal by 57% of the workers came as a surprise, o
I've got another rejection letter (= telling me I have
not been given a job).

• noun /'ri:d3ekt/ [c]

something that cannot be used or sold because
there is sth wrong with it: factory rejects

rejig /,ri:'d3ig/ verb [+ obj] (-gg-) (BrE) {AmE rejigger

/,ri:'d3ig8(r)/) {informal)

to make changes to sth; to arrange sth in a different

way: We can solve some of the problems by rejigging

our assets. 'rejig noun [c] : a management rejig

rejuvenate /rrd3u:vaneit/ verb [+ obj]

to make sb/sth more confident, more successful,

more exciting, etc: Money alone can't rejuvenate an
organization, o a fresh, rejuvenated brand

rejuvenation /n,d3u:va'neijn/ noun [u; sing.]

rekey /.rir'ki:/ verb [+ obj]

to enter data, text, etc. into a computer again using

a keyboard: We spent hours rekeying all the data.

relapse /ri'laeps/ verb [no obj]

to go back into a previous condition or into a worse
state after making an improvement: The weak
economic data suggest the US may relapse into
recession. relapse /ri'laeps; 'rirlaeps/ noun [C,U]:

The bad news has caused a relapse in world stock

markets.

relate /ri'leit/ verb [+ obj]

to show or make a connection between two or

more things: In thefuture, pay increases will be

related to productivity o We use a database to relate

products and pricing. [syn| connect
B3ZI3 relate to sth/sb to be connected with sth/

sb; to refer to sth/sb: Both companies are pursuing
legal action relating to the merger.

related /n'leitid/ adjective

see also: earnings-related, job--, work--

connected with sth/sb in some way: The
corporation's problems are directly related to the

poor economy, o Salaries and related costs rose 17%
last year, o a media-related company
-> PERFORMANCE-RELATED PAY

re'latedness noun [u]

re lated company noun [c]

a company that controls or is controlled by another
company or is a member of a group of companies,
especially an associate company -» affiliate
noun See note at group

related 'party noun [c]

an individual, a company, etc. that has the ability

to control or influence another organization:
Anyone who owns more than 50% of the stock

qualifies as a related party.
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relations /n'leijriz/ noun [pi.]

see also: customer relations, employee ~,

employment ~, human ~, industrial ~, investor ~,

labour-, etc.

the way in which two people, groups or countries

behave towards each other or deal with each other:

US-Europe relations o We seek to improve relations

with the unions, o The relations between the two
companies are still good.

it relationship /n'leijnjip/ noun [c]

see also: customer relationship, employment
relationship

the way in which two people, groups or countries

behave towards each other or deal with each other:

The company hopes to build relationships with
customers, o the relationship between brokers and
the companies they represent o / have established a
good working relationship with my boss.

0 to build/develop/establish/maintain a relationship

a business/contractual/personal relationship

re lationship .management = customer
RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT

re lationship .manager noun [c]

{Marketing) a person whose job is to develop and
maintain the relationship between an organization

and a customer -> customer relationship
MANAGEMENT

re lationship .marketing noun [u]

{Marketing) marketing activities that concentrate on
developing a good relationship with a customer
which will last for a long time

relatively /'relativli/ adverb

to a fairly large degree, especially in comparison to

sth else: The software is relatively cheap, o We had
relativelyfew applications for the job.

EE] relatively speaking {used when you are

comparing sth with all similar things): Relatively

speaking, these jobs provide good salaries.

relaunch /,ri:'lo:ntJ/ verb [+ obj]

[Marketing) to start or present sth again in a new or

different way, especially a product for sale: to

relaunch a product o The magazine was relaunched

as a monthly to attract new readers. relaunch
/'ri:b:ntJ7 noun [C]: the relaunch of the magazine

relax /n'laeks/ verb [+ obj]

to allow rules, laws, etc. to become less strict: It's

time to relax some of the rules on e-commerce.

release /ri'Iiis/ verb, noun

• verb [+ obj]

1 to make data, information, a report, etc.

available to the public: The central bank released its

report on bad loans, o The sales figures have not yet

been released.

2 to make a product, especially a film/movie or a

CD, available to the public to buy: Thefilm will be

released throughout the UK in April, o They have

released a new version of their award-winning game.

3 to free sb from a duty, responsibility, contract,

etc: The new law released employersfrom their

obligation to recognize unions.

4 to make sth available that previously had not

been allowed or had been used for another

purpose: They hope to release $1 bn cash by selling

the car repair company.
• noun

see also: block release, day ~, news -

1 [u; sing ] the art of making sth available to the

public such as a new product or new information:

The release of the report was delayed, o The new

software is scheduled for release in January.
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2 [c] a product that is made available to the public

to buy, especially a new CD or film/movie: New
releases often sellfor around €14.

3 [C] = PRESS RELEASE

reliable /n'laiabl/ adjective

1 that you can trust or rely on: We are lookingfor
someone who is reliable and hard-working, o a
reliable machine
2 that is likely to be correct or true: They provide

reliable information to investors.

reliability /n.laia'bilati/ noun [u]: The aircraft

has an exceptional record of reliability, o Some
economists have questioned the reliability of the data.

reliance /ri'laians/ noun [u; sing.]

the state of needing a particular person or thing:

They want to reduce their heavy reliance on foreign

capital. re'liant adjective: Businesses have become
increasingly reliant on computers.

relief /n'li:f/ noun

see also: tax relief

1 [u] if you are given relief from a debt, a

payment, tax, etc. then you do not have to pay it or

you pay it at a lower rate: The organization is asking

for relieffromfuel tax. o The bank has agreed to

some interest reliefon loan repayments.

O to give/offer/provide relief to claim/gain/get/

receive relief* to be eligible for/be entitled to/

qualify for relief

2 [u] help given to a country or people after a war
or natural disaster, etc: emergency/flood relief

0 to give/provide/send relief* a relief agency/
organization/worker

3 [u] {especially AmE) financial help given by the

government to people who need it: state and federal

relieffunds o reliefforfarmers whose crops have

sufferedfrom the hot weather -» benefit noun (2)

4 [c with sing./pl. verb] {often used as an adjective) a

person or group of people that replaces another
when they have finished working for the day or

when they are sick: The reliefcrew comes on duty at

9 o'clock, o relief drivers

relieve /ri'liiv/ verb [+ obj]

to make a problem less serious: lower energy prices

will relieve the pressure on householdfinances.
2ZE3 relieve sb of sth 1 to dismiss sb from ajob,

position, etc: The manager was having trouble, so

they decided to relieve him of his duties. 2 to help sb

by taking away a difficult task or problem: The new
secretary will relieve us ofsome of the paperwork.

relocate /,ri:lau'keit; AmE ,ri:'loukeit/ verb [+ obj

or no obj]

to move or to move sb/sth to a new place to work or

operate: The company relocated its head office to

Stanford, o The owner is selling because his partner

has relocated. relocation /,ri:lau'kei.fn; AmE
,ri:lou-/ noun [l),C] : a generous relocation package/
allowance o business expansions and relocations

remainder /ri'memda(r)/ noun, verb

•noun
1 [sing.] the remaining amount of sth such as

money, people, time, etc: Two-thirds of the job cuts

were in the US and the remainder in Europe, o We
expect order levels to improvefor the remainder of
the year.

2 {Commerce) [C] a book, CD, etc. that is sold at a

reduced price: a bookstore for remainders and
secondhand books

• verb [+ obj]

{Commerce) {usually be remaindered)
to sell books, CDs, etc. at a reduced price, for

example because there are too many left:

remaindered books and DVDs

remarket /,ri:'ma:kit; AmE ,ri:'ma:rk-/ verb [+ obj

or no obj]

1 {Marketing) to sell new or used things that were
produced by or belonged to sb else: The company
buys and remarkets ITequipment that is nearly new.
2 {Finance) to sell shares, bonds, etc. that are issued

by another company or organization: Goldman
Sachs will remarket $75 million of these bonds.

.re'marketer noun [c] .re marketing noun [u]

remedy /'remadi/ noun, verb

• noun [C] {plural remedies)
1 {Law) a legal solution to a problem or
disagreement: One legal remedy might be to sue the

agencyfor breach of contract. Isyni redress
2 a way of dealing with or improving an
unpleasant or difficult situation: There is no simple
remedyfor unemployment.

• verb (remedies, remedying, remedied, remedied)

[+ obj]

to correct or improve sth: This situation is easily

remedied.

reminder /n'mamda(r)/ noun [c]

a letter or note informing sb that they have not
done sth such as paying a bill: Ifan invoice is not
paid within seven days, a reminder will be sent, o a
reminder email/invoice/letter

remission /n'mij*n/ noun [u,c]

1 {formal) an act of reducing or cancelling the

amount of money that sb has to pay: New businesses

may qualifyfor tax remission.

2 a period during which a bad situation improves
although it is likely to become bad again: With brief

periods of remission, the insurance company has
been in crisis ever since the early 1990s.

remit noun, verb {formal)

•noun /'ri:mit; n'mit/ [C, usually sing.] {BrE)

the area of activity over which a particular person
or group has authority, control or influence: Such
decisions are outside the remit of this committee, o
In future, staff recruitment will fall within the remit

of the division manager.
• verb /n'mit/ [+ obj] (-tt-)

1 {Finance) to send money, etc. to a person or

place: using banks for remittingfunds o Payment
will be remitted to you in full. -> remittance
2 to cancel or free sb from a debt, duty,

punishment, etc: to remit a fine

remittance /ri'mitns/ noun
{Accounting; Finance, formal)

1 [c] a sum of money that is sent to sb: Please

return the completedform with your remittance.

-» remit verb (1)

2 [u] the act of sending money to sb to pay for sth:

Remittance can be made by cheque or credit card, o
Enclose the remittance slip with your payment (= a

form with details of the payment, the customer's

name, etc.).

remortgage /,ri:'m3:gid3; AmE -'mo:rg-/ verb

[+ obj or no obj]

to arrange a second mortgage on your house or

apartment, or to increase or change your first one:

They had to remortgage their home, .remortgage
noun [C ,u]: Loans for house purchases, excluding

remortgages, were down 12%. , re'mortgaging noun
[U] : Remortgaging accountedfor 52% of all mortgage
lending in July.

remote /ri'maut; AmE ri'mout/ adjective

1 {IT) (about a computer system) that you can
connect to from far away, using an electronic link:

The company has set up remote data centers in Dallas

and Orlando, o We arefacing increasing demands for
remote accessfrom our branch offices, mobile

workers and business partners.

2 {HR) used to describe the situation when people

work for a company from home by using a

computer that is linked to the central office



computer system: Remote working is mainly about
cutting costs, o remote workers

re'motely adverb: You can access the extranet

remotely.

removal /ri'muivl/ noun

1 [u] the act of getting rid of sth or of taking sb/sth

away: the removal of trade barriers o Investors

welcomed the removal of the tax.

2 (HR) [u] the act of dismissing sb from their job:

The crisis led to the removal ofMr Grant as chief

executive.

3 [c] (BrE) an act of taking furniture, etc. from one
building to another: home and office removals o a
removal company/firm

remove /n'murv/ verb [+ obj]

1 (HR) to dismiss sb from their position or job: to be

removedfrom office/power o She was shocked by the

decision to remove her. See note at dismiss
2 to get rid of sb/sth or to take sb/sth away: to

remove barriers/obstacles/objections/restrictions o
They want a clause removedfrom the contract, o J

asked to be removedfrom their mailing list.

remover /n'mu:va(r)/ (BrE) (also 'mover, AmE, BrE)

noun [c, usually pi.]

a company that takes possessions to new offices or

homes for people or organizations: furniture

removers

remunerate /ri'mjumareit/ verb [+ obj] (formal)

(usually be remunerated)
to pay sb for work that they have done: People are

remunerated according to their productivity, o Mr
Davis was well remuneratedfor his work.

remuneration /ri.mjuina'reijri/ noun [u,c]

(formal)

an amount of money that is paid to sb for the work
they have done: Including pension contributions, his

total remuneration for the year was €52 000.

re mune ration package = pay package

remunerative /ri'mju:narativ/ adjective [usually

before noun] (formal)

paying a lot of money: remunerative work

rename /,ri:'neim/ verb [+ obj]

to give sb/sth a new name: Use a logical system
when you rename yourfiles.

render /'renda(r)/ verb [+ obj] (formal)

1 (Accounting) to present sth such as a bill, financial

accounts, etc: All departments must render accounts

for audit, o When the order ships, we will render an
invoicefor the amount due.

2 to officially give a decision, judgement, etc.

about sth: Judge Parris rendered his decision.

3 to provide help, a service, etc. to sb: to render
assistance o The fees were chargedfor services
rendered.

4 (IT) to make a computer image appear like a real

object: 3D-rendered images
rendering /'rendanrj/ noun [u,C]: a workshop on

rendering

renege /ri'ni:g; n'neig/ verb [no obj] (formal)

to break a promise, an agreement, etc: to renege on
a commitment/contract/deal o She accused the

company of reneging on its agreement.

* renew /n'nju:; AmE -'mi:/ verb

1 (Commerce) [+ obj or no obj] to make sth valid for
a further period of time: to renew a contract/

licence/lease/loan o He applied to have his

membership renewed.
2 [+ obj] to begin sth again after a pause or an
interruption: We have to renew our efforts to attract

young graduates.

3 [+ obj] to change sth that is old or damaged and
replace it with sth new of the same kind: Some of
the wiring needs to be renewed.

461 rent

renewable /ri'nju:abl; AmE -'nu:/ adjective

1 (Commerce) (about a contract, licence, loan, etc.)

that can be made valid for a further period of time
after it has finished: a renewable lease o The work
permit is not renewable.

2 (Technical) [usually before noun] (about energy,

fuel, resources, etc.) that is replaced naturally or
controlled carefully and can therefore be used
without the risk of finishing it all: renewable sources

of energy such as wind and solar power
[6Tp1 non-renewable

re'newable noun [C]: The government has set

targetsfor generating electricity by renewables.

renewal /n'nju:al;/\m£ -'nu:al/ noun [U,C]

1 (Commerce) the act of making a contract, etc.

valid for a further period of time after it has
finished: The insurance policy is coming upfor
renewal, o software license renewals

2 a situation in which sth is improved or made
more successful: economic renewal o The new model
is part of an ongoing product renewal.

re newal notice noun [c]

(Commerce) a warning given in advance that a

contract is going to end and that you must make it

valid for a further period of time if you want it to

continue: Your new premium is shown on your
renewal notice.

renminbi /renmm'bi/ noun [c] (plural renminbi)

1 the renminbi [sing.] the money system of China
2 the unit of money in China (the yuan)

* renovate /'renaveit/ verb [+ obj]

(Property) to repair and decorate an old building,

etc. so that it is in good condition again: The offices

are on the fifth floor of a renovated warehouse.
renovation /.rena'veijn/ noun [u,C] : buildings in

need of renovation

* rent /rent/ noun, verb

• noun [U,C]

see also: peppercorn rent

1 an amount of money that you pay regularly so

that you can use a property, etc: Office rents in

London fell by 15%. o The landlord has put the rent

up again, o Her company has saved at least €240 000
in rent. -» hire noun
0 a fair/high/low rent to charge/pay rent to fall

behind with/owe rent

2 (especially AmE) = rental (1)

fT?T?ri for rent (especially AmE) (especially on printed

signs) available to rent: offices and warehouses for
rent

• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to regularly pay money to sb so

that you can use sth that they own, such as a

property, a machine, etc: rented accommodation o
She rents office spacefrom a letting agency.

2 [+ obj] rent sth (out) (to sb) to allow sb to use sth

that you own in exchange for payment: They rent

office space to an ITcompany, o She wants to rent

out the top floor of the building.

3 [+ obj] (especially AmE) to pay money to sb so that

you can use sth for a short period of time: We
rented a car at the airport, o Consumers spent $3.7

billion on renting DVDs.

4 [no obj] (AmE) to be available for sb to use if they

pay a particular amount of money: The apartment

rentsfor $600 a month.
renter noun [c] : a renter of industrial equipment

o It's a renter's market (= rents are cheap at the

moment). -» hire, lease, let
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rental /'rentl/ noun

see also: list rental

1 {also rent, especially in AmE) [u; C, usually sing ] the

amount of money that you pay to use sth for a

particular period of time: Telephone charges include

line rental, o The weekly rental is $59.99.

2 [u,C] the act of renting sth or an arrangement to

rent sth: the rental of machinery and equipment o
the worlds largest car rental company o DVD rentals

accountfor 20% of the company's revenues.

(synI hire
3 [c] (especially AmE) a house, car, or piece of

equipment that you can rent: 75 this your own car?'

'No, it's a rental.

'

-» HIRE

rental fleet noun [c]

a group of cars or other vehicles that are owned by
a company and rented to customers

reopen /,ri:'aupan; AmE -'ou-/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to open a shop/store, etc. again,

or to be opened again, after being closed for a

period of time: The market has reopened after the

New Year break.

2 [+ obj or no obj] to deal with or begin sth again

after a period of time; to start again after a period

of time: Management have agreed to reopen talks

with the union, o The trial reopened on 6 March.
3 [Finance) [+ obj] in the US, to issue additional

amounts of an existing bond, etc. with the same
maturity date and rate of interest as the original

reopening /,ri:'aupanirj; AmE -'ou-/ noun [u;

sing.] : the reopening of merger talks

reorder /,ri:'c>:da(r); AmE -'o:rd-/ verb [+ obj or

no obj]

to ask sb to supply you with more of a product:

Please quote this reference number when reordering

stock, .re'order noun [C]: You can place a reorder

online.

re'order point = order point

reorganization , -isation /ri.oiganai'zeijn;

AmE -,a:rgana'z-/ noun [u,C]

1 a change the way in which sth is organized or

done: The reorganization has freed up space in the

warehouse, o a planfor reorganization of the

business

2 (Law) in the US, an official change in the way a

company is organized because it has gone
bankrupt: The company could be in bankruptcy
reorganization for two years, o He filed a

reorganization plan with the bankruptcy court.

reorganize , -ise /ri'a:ganaiz; AmE -'a:rg-/ verb

[+ obj or no obj]

to change the way in which sth is organized or

done: The warehouse is to be reorganized, o The
steelmaker needs to reorganize and become more
competitive.

rep /rep/ noun, verb (informal)

• noun [C]

1 (Marketing) = sales representative
2 = representative noun (1,3)

• verb [+ obj or no obj] (-pp-)

to act as a sales representative: At eighteen she

was workingfor thefamilyfirm, repping on the road.

repackage /,ri:'paekid3/ verb [+ obj]

1 (Marketing) to put a product in a new container or

cover so that people will want to buy it: They have

renamed and repackaged one of their cleaning

products.

2 to present sb or sth in a new way so that they

will become more popular: The radio station has

been repackaged to appeal to younger listeners, o
Milk could be repackaged as a designer drink.

* repair /n'pea(r); AmE -'per/ verb, noun
* verb [+ obj]

to make sth that is broken or damaged in good
condition again: A man came to repair the

photocopier, o Where can I get/have my car

repaired?
* noun [c.U]

see also: credit repair, home ~, running ~

an act of repairing sth: You will have to pay the cost

ofany repairs to the rental car. o The repair work
has now been completed, o The fax machine had gone
in for repair.

O to carry out/complete/do/make repairs

emergency/essential/extensive/major/minor

repairs

IN,', I in good/bad re pair (also in a good/bad state

of re 'pair) in good or bad condition: Floors, stairs

and passages must be kept in good repair.

repairer /n'peara(r); AmE -'perar/ noun [C]

a company or a person that repairs things: a ship

repairer o auto repairers

repairman /n'peamaen; AmE -'perm-/ noun [c]

(plural repairmen /-men/)

a person whose job is to repair things: a TV
repairman

reparation /.repa'reijn/ noun [c, usually pi., U]

money that is paid to a person, company, or

country for loss, damage, or suffering that has been
caused to them: Punishmentfor offences can include

reparations to the owners ofdamaged property.

repatriate /,ri:'paetrieit;/\m£ -'peit-/ verb [+ obj]

(Finance) to send money or profits back to your own
country: The agreement enables countries to

repatriate their profits freely, o repatriated earnings/

funds repatriation /,ri:,pa3tri'eijn; AmE -.pert-/

noun [C,U]

* repay /n'pei/ verb [+ obj] (repaid, repaid

/n'peid/)

to pay back money that you have borrowed; to pay
back money that has been taken from a person or

an organization: He sold shares in order to repay the

loan early, o Mortgage lenders sometimes agree to

give you extra time to repay them, o Decide how
much you can afford to repay each month, o When he

left he had to repay the $5 000 bonus he had received.

0 to repay a debt/loan/mortgage

repayable /n'peiabl/ adjective [not before noun]

(Finance) that must be paid or can be paid back at a

particular time or in a particular way: The loan is

repayable in 2010. o repayable loans o The loan is

repayable in monthly instalments.

* repayment /n'peimant/ noun

1 [u] the act of paying back money that has been
borrowed from a bank or other organization: The

loan is duefor repayment by the end of the year, o
There is a penaltyfor early repayment, o The normal
repayment period is five years, o The sale of assets

should raise $200 million towards debt repayment.

O to be due for/claim/demand repayment debt/

loan/mortgage repayment early/late repayment

2 [C] a sum of money that is paid regularly to a

bank or other organization as part of paying back a

loan: Your monthly repayments will vary according

to the lender's interest rate, o people who were unable

to meet their mortgage repayments

O to keep up/make repayments * to afford/meet the

repayments monthly/weekly/yearly repayments

capital/loan/mortgage/overdraft repayments a

minimum repayment

repeat /n'pi:t/ noun [c]

an event that is very similar to sth that happened
before: We don't expect a repeat of last year's sales

gains, o We all know that customer satisfaction

equals repeat business (= when customers return

to buy more products or services), o Thisform is for



repeat orders (= for a further supply of the same
goods) only, o repeat buyers/customers/visitors

repetitive strain .injury (also repetitive

'stress .injury) = RSI

* replace /n'pieis/ verb [+ obj]

1 to be used instead of something else: The new
design will eventually replace all existing models, o
Their currency has been replaced with the US dollar.

2 to take a new job, or to put a new person in a

job, instead of sb else: Mr Hill replaces the outgoing

Head of Communications, o People leaving are not

being replaced, o She will be very difficult to replace.

3 {Commerce) to change sth that is damaged, old,

or does not work properly for sth new or better:

People aren't replacing their computers as often as

manufacturers would like.

replacement /n'pleismont/ noun

see also: cost of replacement

1 [c] a thing that replaces sth that is old, broken,

not good enough, not available, etc: Aluminium is

becoming popular as a replacementfor steel in cars.

0 Ifyou are not happy with any item, return itfor a
replacement or refund.

2 [c] a person who replaces, another person in an
organization, for example by taking their job: It

won't be easy tofind a replacementfor Louisa, o We
have been forced to use replacement workers during
the strike.

3 [u] the act of replacing one thing with another,

especially sth that is newer or better: the

replacement of old, inefficient electrical equipment o
Our PCs are due for replacement, o replacement parts

re placement cost {also .cost of re placement,
replacement .value) noun [u.c]

1 (Accounting) the cost of replacing an asset,

calculated by considering the cost of buying or

producing the same item today: The cost of
maintaining our computer systems is now higher

than the replacement cost. -> current cost
2 (Insurance) the cost of replacing an item of

property with a new one of the same type and
quality

* reply /n'plai/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj or no obj] (replies, replying, replied,

replied)

to say or write sth as an answer to sth that has been
said or written to you: / texted him about the

meeting but he hasn't repliedyet. o Over a thousand
people replied to the initial job advertisement.

• noun [c,u] (plural replies)

something said, written, or done as an answer to

sth: All letters of complaint should receive a prompt
reply, o The next morning I had a reply to my email.

Q get/have/receive a reply give/make a reply

umu in re' ply to used to start a formal letter which
is an answer to a letter that you have received: In

reply to your letter of 16 March, I regret to inform
you that there are currently no vacancies within our
company.

re ply card noun [c]

a printed card or piece of paper, or an electronic
form, that a company provides for sb to reply to sth

such as an offer, an invitation, or a survey: The best

method of cheap direct mail marketing is a sales

letter and reply card.

re.ply 'paid noun [u]

a service in which a company provides a card,

envelope, etc. that a possible customer can use to

send a reply. The customer does not have to use a
stamp but the company pays only for the replies

that are sent back to them: Sign theform and send it

back to us reply paid, o a reply-paid card/envelope
-> BUSINESS REPLY SERVICE, POSTAGE PAID
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repo /'ri:pau; AmE -poo/ noun, verb (informal)

• noun

see also: reverse repo

1 (Finance) [c] = repurchase agreement
2 [u,C] the act of taking back property or goods
from sb who has borrowed money to buy them and
not paid it back; the property or goods taken:

specialists in debt recovery and repo o House repos

are down this year. -» repossession
• verb [+ obj] = repossess

• report /n'po:t;AmE n'po:rt/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: annual report, audit ~, credit ~, direct ~,

directors' ~, earnings ~, expense ~, etc.

1 a spoken or written description of sth, usually

for sb that needs particular information: The
department produces a monthly progress report, o a

confidential medical report o The analysts' report

valued the business at $1.4 billion.

O to prepare/present/produce/write a report

2 an official document written by a group of

people who have examined a particular situation or

problem: The committee will publish their report on
the coal industry in afew weeks, o Several people

have disputed the report's findings.

O to call for/commission/issue/publish a report

3 an account of an event that is published in a

newspaper or broadcast on television or on the

radio: a special report on women in industry

O to compile/file/write a report to broadcast/print/

publish a report newspaper/press/radio/TV

reports

4 (Accounting) = annual report
5 (IT; Production) a way of finding particular

information, for example about costs, stock, etc.,

from information that is stored electronically; the

information you get: Some reports display

information; others allow you to perform analyses, o
SAP reports

O to run a report to download/use a report

6 (HR) a person that a particular manager is

responsible for: How many reports do you have?

• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to make a public statement about

a company's accounts and its profits and losses: The

company is expected to report record profits this year.

o The firm will report its end ofyear results next

week, o the first bank to report in the big banks'

reporting season
2 [+ obj or no obj] to give people information about

a subject or an event: The committee will report on
its research next month.

3 [+ obj or no obj] to present an account of an event

in a newspaper, on television, etc: The proposed

WHICH WORD?

report/proposal

These words are used to describe two different

types of documents.

A report gives information about something in the

past or about something taking place at the

moment: a sales/training report. It often contains

suggestions about how a situation can be

improved.

A proposal makes suggestions about something to

be done in the future: a proposal to build a new
factory o to draw up a proposal for a client. A
proposal tries to persuade the reader that its

suggestions are right.
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merger has been reported in thefinancial press, o She
reports on financial markets for CNBC.
4 [no obj] to tell sb that you have arrived, for

example for work or for a meeting with sb: You
should reportfor work at 7 a.m. oAll visitors must
report to the reception desk on arrival.

LiLLU re, port 'back to return to a place, especially

in order to work again: Take an hourfor lunch and
report back at 2. re, port 'back (on sth) (to sb) to

give sb information about sth that they have asked
you to find out about: We will report back when we
get the results, o She reported back to us on the

meetings she had attended, re' port to sb {HR) {not

used in the continuous tenses) if you report to a

particular manager in an organization that you
work for, they are officially responsible for your
work and tell you what to do: She has set up a group

offive people who all report to her.

reporting /n'poitirj; AmE -'po:rt-/ noun [u]

1 the act of giving written or spoken information

about sth, especially the financial position of an
organization: The data has helped us with the

reporting offigures for non-payment. -» financial
REPORTING
2 {HR) the system in an organization of having
managers who are officially responsible for the

work of particular employees: Structures of
reporting within the company are to be changed.

re porting line noun [c, usually pi.]

{HR) a system in an organization of having
managers who are officially responsible for the

work of particular employees: About 400 of the

bank's 5 700 staff will be affected by the change in

reporting lines.

re porting pay = call-in pay

re porting period noun [c]

{Accounting) the period of time included in a report

about sth such as the financial position of a

company: Total income in/during the reporting

period was $3.5 million.

reposition /.rirpa'zijn/ verb [+ obj]

{Marketing) to present a product in a new way so

that it will attract more or different customers: The
parent company intend to reposition the brand as

sportswear, mther than fashion, o The bank is

repositioning itself to focus on consumers and
personal finance, .repositioning noun [u]

repossess /,ri:pa'zes/ verb [+ obj] {usually be
repossessed)

to take back property or goods from sb who has
borrowed money to buy them but does not pay it

back as agreed: The mortgage company were
threatening to repossess the house, o Whatever assets

of thefirm are not repossessed will be sold.

repossession /,ri:pa'zejri/ noun
1 [u,C] the act of repossessing property or goods:

borrowers who are in arrears andfacing repossession

oa42 per cent drop in house repossessions

2 [c] something such as a house or car that has
been repossessed: a repossession sold at auction

,re-pre'sent verb [+ obj]

to give, show or send a document again, especially

a cheque, bill, etc. that has not been paid

represent /.repn'zent/ verb

1 [+ obj] to act or speak officially for a person, a

group or an organization: MrMoline represented the

Human Resources team at the meeting, o Local

businesses are well represented on the committee (=

there are a lot of people from them), o The union's

role is to represent the interests of its members.
2 [+ obj] {not used in the continuous tenses) to be a

symbol of sth: Each colour on the graph represents a

different department, o Our brand represents good
design and high quality.

3 {linking verb) {not used in the continuous tenses) to

be sth: This contract represents 20% of the

company's annual revenue. IsynJ constitute

representation /.repnzen'teiXn/ noun
1 [u] the fact of having people who will speak or
vote on your behalf in official situations; the people
who speak for you, etc. in these circumstances: We
are particularly disappointed with our legal

representation, o 76 votes were needed to approve
union representation.

2 [u,c] the act of presenting sb/sth in a particular

way such as financial accounts; something that

shows or describes sth: She was accused of making
false representations about the company's
performance.

3 representations [pi ] {especially BrE) formal
statements made to sb in authority, especially in

order to make your opinions known or to protest:

The association may make representations to the

chief executive to try to resolve the situation.

• representative /.repn'zentatrv/ noun,
adjective

• noun [C]

see also: personal representative, sales ~, trade ~,

union ~

1 {also rep, informal) a person who has been
chosen to speak or vote for sb else or on behalf of a

group: Representatives of31 countries attended the

conference, o Union reps said the proposals were
unacceptable.

2 {Marketing) = sales representative
3 {also rep, informal) {BrE also 'holiday rep,

informal) an employee of a travel company who
stays at a place where customers are on holiday/

vacation and helps them with problems, organizes

activities, etc.

• adjective

1 typical of a particular group of people: Is a

questionnaire answered by 500 people truly

representative of the population as a whole?
2 [usually before noun] containing or including

examples of all the different types of people or

things in a large group: We interviewed a
representative sample of health workers.

reprice /,ri:'prais/ verb

1 {Commerce) [+ obj] to change the price of sth:

Some of the older products have been repackaged and
repriced.

2 {Finance) [+ obj or no obj] to change the interest

rate: Lenders have already begun to reprice interest

rates to reflect the change in the base rate.

reprocess /,ri:'praoses; AmE -'pro.:-; -'prou-/ verb

[+ Obj]

to treat waste material in order to change it or use
it again: Soda bottles contain only afew kinds of
plastics and are relatively easy to reprocess, o
reprocessedfuel reprocessing /,ri:'prausesirj;

AmE -'pro.:-; -'prou-/ noun [u]: a nuclear reprocessing

plant

repudiate /ri'pjurdieit/ verb [+ obj]

{Law) to refuse to pay a debt or do sth that a

contract requires you to do: The buyer is entitled to

repudiate the contract and reject the goods.

O to repudiate a contract/debt/document
repudiation /n,pju:di'eijn/ noun [C,U]

repurchase /,ri:'p3:tjas; AmE -'p3:rtXas/ verb

[+ obj]

to buy sth back: The aim is to repurchase the

securities at a price that is lower than your selling

price. , re purchase noun [c]: The stock price often

increases when repurchases are announced.

re purchase a.greement {also sale and
repurchase a.greement) {also 'repo, informal) noun
[c]

{Finance) a way of raising money over a short period



in which sb sells shares, bonds, etc. and agrees to

buy them back at a particular price at a later date:

With a repurchase agreement, sellers can get short-

term funds without losing their shares. reverse
REPURCHASE AGREEMENT

reputable /'repjatabl/ adjective

that people consider to be honest and to provide a

good service: How can you be sure that you're

buyingfrom a reputable dealer?

reputation /.repju'teijn/ noun [c,u]

the opinion that people have about what sb/sth is

like, based on what has happened in the past: The

firm has a reputation as a good employer, o They
appointed a chairman with a reputationfor being

cautious, o The company enjoys a world-wide

reputation for quality of design.

O lo build/develop/earn/gain/have a reputation to

damage/dent/tarnish sb's reputation a good/
growing/solid/strong reputation a bad/battered/

poor reputation

• request /ri'kwest/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

the action of asking for sth formally and politely:

The bank is consideringyour requestfor a loan, o He
agreed to stayfor another six months at the request

of the company/at the company's request, o Detaih

of charges are available on request.

0 to make/put in/submit a request to agree to/

comply with/grant a request to refuse/reject/turn

down a request

• verb [+ obj] (formal)

to ask for sth or ask sb to do sth in a polite or

formal way: They requested permission to build

houses on the land, o She wrote to the manufacturer
requesting a copy of the document, o You are

requested to attend the next meeting.

• require /n'kwaia(r)/ verb [+ obj] [formal) {not

usually used in the continuous tenses)

1 to make sb do or have sth, especially because it is

necessary according to a particular law or set of

rules: Motorists are required by law to have
insurance, o Many vendors require payment by credit

card, o Output has fallen below the required level.

2 to need sth: The new equipment requires less

maintenance, o The launch of a new product requires

careful thought and planning.

• requirement /ri'kwaiamant; AmE -'kwaiarm-/
noun

see also: capital requirement, public sector

borrowing ~, reserve ~

1 [C] something that is needed or asked for by an
authority: There is no legal requirement to provide
nutritional information on food packaging, o In

order to be listed on a stock exchange, the company
must meet certain requirements.

O to fulfil/meet/satisfy requirements to impose/lay
down/set (down/out) requirements

2 [C, usually pi.] something that sb/sth needs or
wants: a software package to meetyour requirements
o Our immediate requirement is extra staff o These
goods are surplus to requirements (= more than
we need).

O to meet/satisfy/suit requirements

requisition /.rekwi'zijn/ noun, verb (formal)

• noun [c,u]

see also: purchase requisition

a formal, official written request for sth: They
carefully examined our requisitions for paper clips

and notepads, o Do you have a requisition number
for these goods?

• verb [+ obj]

to make a formal, official request or demand for

sth: They have enough support to requisition an
emergency general meeting.

465 research

rerate {also spelled re-rate) /,ri:'reit / verb [+ obj or

no obj]

to make a judgement about the quality or value of

sth again, especially the quality or value of a
company or its shares: The bond has been rerated

upwards, .re'rating {also spelled re-rating) noun
[C,u] : The shares deserve a rerating.

resale /'riiseil; ,ri:'seil/ noun
{Commerce)
1 [u] the sale to another person of sth that you
have bought: The nuts are packagedfor resale by the

big supermarket chains, o This model is popular
because it maintains its resale value.

2 [C] something that has been bought in order to

sell to sb else: Resales accountfor about 80% of
property transactions.

resaleable {also spelled resalable) /,ri:'seilabl/

adjective -» resell

• reschedule /,ri:'Jedju:l; AmE ,ri:'sked3u:l/ verb

[+ obj]

1 {Finance) to arrange for sb to pay back money
that they have borrowed at a later date than was
originally agreed: Repayments on the loan have been
rescheduled over 20 years.

O to reschedule a debt/loan to reschedule payments/
repayments

2 to change the time at which sth has been
arranged to happen, especially so that it takes place

later: The meeting has been rescheduledfor next

week.

O to reschedule a conference/delivery/meeting

.re scheduling noun [u]: debt rescheduling

rescind /n'smd/ verb [+ obj]

{Law) to officially state that a law, contract,

decision, etc. is no longer valid: Ifperformance is

unsatisfactory, the contract may be rescinded.

[synj revoke

rescue /'reskju:/ noun, verb

{Finance)

• noun [C,U]

an occasion when sb/sth is saved from a difficult

financial situation: She is a skilled negotiator and
helped to secure thefirm's rescue. oA consortium has

come to the rescue of the struggling company, oltis

likely that shareholders will give their approval to the

rescue package.

O a rescue package/plan a rescue attempt/bid/deal

• verb [+ obj]

to save sb/sth from a difficult financial situation: A
government loan helped rescue the airline, o There is

hope that exporters can rescue the economyfrom
recession.

• research noun, verb

• noun /n's3:tj; Ti:s3:tJ*; AmE Ti:s3:rtJ/ [u] {also

researches [pi.])

see also: attitude research, audience ~, consumer
market ~, consumer ~, credit ~, customer ~, desk ~

etc.

a careful study of a subject, especially in order to

discover new facts or information about it: The

company has invested a great deal in research, o He
has carried out extensive research into/on robotics.

o What have their researches shown? o He is a

research analyst in the field of mortgages.

O to carry out/conduct/do/undertake research

detailed/extensive/in-depth research research

proves/reveals/shows/suggests sth a research

centre/laboratory/unit a research analyst/group/

scientist/team/worker

• verb /n's3:tj; AmE -'sxrtl/ [+ obj or no obj]

research (into/in/on sth) to study sth carefully and

try to discover new facts about it: They're

researching new product ideas, o He has spent the
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or wnen neeaea: 1 ne money was oemg Kepi in

reserve for their retirement.

• verb [+ obj]

1 to ask for a seat, table, room, etc. to be available

for you or sb else at a future time: I'd like to reserve

a table for threefor eight o'clock, o J reserved a ticket

online. -» book
2 to keep sth so that it cannot be used by any other
person or for any other reason: privileges normally
reservedfor executives o The company said that it

would reserve $3 million to cover legal costs.

3 to have or keep a particular power: The company
reserves the right to check the way employees use

the Internet and email. oAll rights reserved {=
nobody else can publish or copy this material).

4 to not make a decision until you have all the

evidence: I'd prefer to reservejudgement (= not
make a decision) until I know all the facts.

re'serve bank = central bank

re'serve .currency noun [c, usually sing.]

{Economics) a foreign currency that is kept by
governments and central banks because it is strong
and can be used for making international

payments: The euro will become the reserve currency

for some countries.

re'serve fund noun [c]

{Finance) the part of an income that is kept for a
particular purpose or for unexpected expenses in

the future: The board has been forced to run down its

reservefunds, o The surplus money is to be used to

establish a reservefund.

re'serve price {BrE also re'serve) (AmE also 'upset

price) noun [c]

{Commerce) the lowest price that a seller will accept

for sth that is sold at auction: The property was
withdrawn after itfailed to reach its reserve price.

-> RESERVATION PRICE

re serve requirement {also re serve .ratio)

noun [C] {especially AmE)
{Accounting) the percentage of their total assets that

banks must keep in cash or in assets that can easily

be exchanged for cash IsynI cash ratio

reshape /.rii'Jeip/ verb [+ obj]

to change the shape or structure of sth: The merger
will reshape the drinks industry, .re shaping noun
[u] : a radical reshaping of the business

reshuffle /.rii'J'Afl/ {also 'shuffle, less frequent) verb

[+ obj or no obj]

1 to change around the jobs that a group of people
do: The company has reshuffled the management
team.

2 to organize sth in a different way by giving new
positions to the different items in a group: The

index is reshuffled every quarter based on market
values.

reshuffle /'riijAfl/ {also .reshuffling) noun [c]: a

boardroom reshuffle o the latest quarterly reshuffle

resident /'rezidant/ adjective, noun
• adjective

(about a person or company) living or situated

permanently in a particular country, especially when
this relates to tax: to be resident abroad/in the UK

• noun [C]

1 a person who lives permanently in a particular

country or place, or who has their home there: a

resident of the UK o local residents

2 a person who is staying at a particular hotel: The

restaurant is open to residents. IoppI non-resident

residential /.rezi'denjl/ adjective [usually before

noun]

consisting of homes and houses rather than
factories or offices; where people live: a quiet

residential area o We deliver electricity to 2.4 million

residential and business customers in the UK.

IOPPI NON-RESIDENTIAL

last two years researching into how to improve the

engine's performance. re'searcher noun [c]: She

works as a researcherfor ICI.

re.search and de velopment - r&d

re search .manager noun [c]

1 a person at a company who is in charge of

developing new products
2 a person in a financial organization who is in

charge of studying investments to see how likely

they are to make money: pensions/investment

research managers

resell /,ri:'sel/ verb [+ obj] (resold, resold

/.ri:'sauld; AmE -'sould/)

{Commerce) to sell sth that you have bought: He
resells the goods at a profit, o Banks buy the stock

directly and resell it to investors the next day.

RESALE

reseller /.ri:'sela(r)/ noun [c]

see also: value-added reseller

{Commerce) a company that buys goods from
manufacturers and sells them without making any
changes to them: The computers are sold to the

public by resellers and not by the manufacturer itself.

0 the computer reseller market See note at supply
chain

reservation /.reza'veijn; AmE -zar'v-/ noun [C]

an arrangement for a seat on a plane or train, a

room in a hotel, etc. to be kept for you: 77/ call the

restaurant and make a reservation. -» booking

reser vation price noun [c]

{Economics) the lowest price that a seller will sell

their product for or the highest price that a buyer
will pay

* reserve /n'z3:v; AmE n'zairv/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: bad debt reserve, bank ~, capital

redemption ~, capital ~, capitalization of ~,

contingency ~, distributable ~, etc.

1 [c, usually pi.] a supply of sth that is available to

be used in the future or when it is needed: large

coal/gas/oil reserves o The company has substantial

reserves of capital, o Soon the reserves of coal will be

exhausted.

2 {Economics) reserves [pi.] the foreign currency,

gold, etc. that is held by the central bank of a

country: Russia's gold andforeign currency reserves

were $84.6 billion, o The euro will rival the dollar as

the main currencyfor central bank reserves.

-> FOREIGN EXCHANGE RESERVES
3 {Accounting) [C, usually pi.] profits that a company
has made and keeps as part of its capital and does
not pay to shareholders: The company has cash

reserves of $88 million, o Their low reserves and large

debts raised questions about their ability to survive.

-¥ capital reserve
4 {Accounting) [C] {especially AmE) money that is

kept from a company's profits in order to deal with
possible problems or expenses in the future: The
purpose of the reserve was to respond to emergencies,

o The business will add $55 million in reserves to

coverfuture lawsuits. Isyni provision -» capital
reserve
5 {Finance) [C, usually pi.] the amount of money that

banks or similar institutions must keep to pay to

customers when they ask for it. Most of this money
is kept with the central bank. [synI bank reserves
-» LEGAL RESERVE
6 {Commerce) [C] {BrE) = reserve price
EE] in re'serve available to be used in the future



residual /n'zidjual; AmE -d3U-/ adjective, noun

• adjective [only before noun]

1 {Accounting) (about money, income, etc.) still

remaining after other costs such as tax have been
taken away: The company uses residual cash tofund
other commercial activities.

2 still remaining at the end of a process: There are

still afew residual problems with the computer
program.

• noun
{Accounting)

1 [C, USUally pi.] = RESIDUAL VALUE
2 [c] the money that a company or person receives

after particular costs are taken away: For a

corporation, the residual is corporate profits.

3 [C, usually pi.] {especially AmE) = residual
income (2)

re sidual income noun
{Accounting) [U,C]

1 the part of your income that remains after costs

such as tax have been taken off: Food is the major
item to be paidfor out of a family's residual income.

2 {also re'sidual [c, usually pi.]) {both especially AmE)
money that sb such as a salesperson continues to

receive as a result of sth they have done, a

customer they have gained, etc. without making
any further effort: A high reorder rate will increase

your residual income.

re sidual 'value noun [c,u] {also re'sidual [c])

{Accounting) the remaining value of sth after it has
been used or when it is no longer useful: After three

years, the car's residual value is about 50.9% of its

cost new. o The company has changed the way it

calculates residual values.—Picture at depreciation

• resign /n'zam/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

{HR) to officially tell sb that you are leaving your
job, an organization, etc: She resigned as manager
after eight years, o Two members resignedfrom the

board in protest, o He resigned his directorship last

year.

* resignation /.rezig'neijn/ noun
{HR)

1 [u,c] the act of officially giving up your job or
position; the occasion when you do this: a letter of
resignation o There were callsfor her resignation

from the board of directors, o Further resignations

are expected.

O to announce/callfor/demand/expect sb's

resignation

2 [c] a letter, for example to your employers, to say
that you are giving up your job or position: We
haven't received his resignation yet.

O to hand in/offer/tender your resignation * to

accept/reject sb's resignation

resilient /n'ziliant/ adjective

strong and able to recover quickly from difficulties,

losses, problems, etc: It is the world's most resilient

and dynamic economy, o The market has become
very resilient to bad news. resilience /n'zilians/

{also resiliency /n'ziliansi/ less frequent) noun [u]:

the resilience of the US economy

467 resource

resistance /n'zistans/ noun [u; sing.]

see also: consumer resistance, customer ~, sales -

dislike of or opposition to a plan, an idea, etc.;

refusal to accept sth: The proposal has met with

resistance, o Resistance to change has nearly

destroyed the industry.

reskill /,ri:'skil/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

{HR) to learn new skills so that you can do a new
job; to teach sb new skills: The course is designedfor
employees who want to reskill. o We need to reskill

the IT team to become web services specialists.

re skill ing noun [u]: the growing need for
reskilling of workers

* resolution /,reza'lu:Jn/ noun

see also: dispute resolution, high--, low--,

ordinary ~, special ~

1 [C] a formal statement of an opinion that is

decided on by a committee or a council, especially

by means of a vote: The board opposed the

resolution, o The shareholder resolutions were put to

the vote. See note at meeting
O to adopt/carry/oppose/pass/reject a resolution * a

draft/formal/special resolution

2 [u; sing.] the act of solving or settling a problem,
disagreement, etc: Creditors are callingfor a swift

resolution to the crisis, o It might be difficult to reach

a resolution that's acceptable to everyone.

0 to achieve/reach a resolution to callfor/require a

resolution an early/a final/quick/peaceful/swift

resolution

3 {IT) [u; sing.] the power of a computer screen,

printer, etc. to give a clear image, depending on the

size and number of dots that make up the image:
an LCD display with a resolution of 1600 pixels by
1 200 pixels.

* resolve /ri'zDlv; AmE n'zcdv/ verb

1 [+ obj] to find an acceptable solution to a

problem or difficulty: to resolve a conflict/a crisis/an

issue o The company is trying to resolve a pay dispute.

2 [no obj] to reach a decision by means of a formal

vote: The board has resolved to recommend the offer

to shareholders.

resort /n'zo:t; AmE n'zo:rt/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: lender of last resort

1 [C] a place where a lot of people go on holiday/

vacation: seaside/beach/health/ski resorts

2 [sing ] the first/last/final resort the first or last

course of action that you should or can take in a

particular situation: We will only strike as a last

resort, if all attempts to negotiate fail, o The matter

should be dealt with in thefirst resort by the line

manager.
• verb

ILX1 re'sort to sth to make use of sth, especi;ill \

sth bad, as a way of achieving sth, often because

there is no other possible solution: We may have to

resort to using untrained staff.

* resource /n'so:s; -
:

zo:s; AmE 'ri:so:rs; ri'so:rs/

noun, verb

• noun [c, usually pi.]

see also: natural resource

1 a supply of sth such as money, labour, etc. that

an organization or a person has and can use: We do

not have the resources (= money) to update our

computer software, o We need to allocate available

resources more effectively, o More companies are

pooling resources (= each company is giving sth) in

order to win big contracts.

O to have/lack resources to pool/share resources to

allocate/manage/use resources capital/cash/

VOCABULARY BUILDING

Leaving a job

• She resigned as chairman following a dispute

over company strategy.

• {informal) They wouldn't give me a raise, so I quit.

• Under company rules, men must retire at 65.

• He said he had stepped down to make wayfor
someone younger.

• The chief executive and finance director vacate
their posts next year.

• After 12 years in banking, he decided to retrain as

a teacher.
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financial/technical resources limited/scarce

resources

2 (Economics) a supply of sth such as oil, gas, land,

minerals, etc. that a country has and can use,

especially to increase their wealth: South Africa's

natural resources o The priority was to develop fresh

water resources.

0 to be rich in/have/lack resources to develop/

manage/use resources

• verb [+ obj] {usually be resourced)
to provide sth with the money, equipment, labour,

etc. that is needed: You might be competing with

several other companies who are better resourced

than you. o The IT department is under-resourced
(= does not have enough of sth such as money).

re source allo cation noun [u.c]

the way in which the resources of a company are

divided and given to different departments,
projects, etc.; the act of deciding this: The review is

important to evaluate resource allocation, o Resource

allocations will be made to projects on a yearly basis.

re source produc tivity noun [u]

[Economics) the fact of producing more goods using

smaller amounts of raw materials and causing less

waste; ways of doing this: improvements in resource

productivity

respect /ri'spekt/ noun

EEl in respect of sth [only used in written English)

1 concerning: A writ was served on thefirm in

respect of their unpaid bill. 2 in payment for sth:

money received in respect of overtime worked with
respect to sth {only used in written English)

concerning: The two groups were similar with

respect to income and status.

respond /n'spond; AmE ri'spamd/ verb [no obj]

1 to give a spoken or written answer to sb/sth:

More than fifty people responded to the

advertisement, o We aim to respond to all email
enquiries within 24 hours.

2 to react to sth that sb has said or done:
Customers responded positively to the new
packaging, o Profit margins are down andfirms are

responding by lookingfor ways to reduce costs.

respondent /n'spondant; AmE -'spa:nd-/ noun [c]

1 {Marketing) a person who answers questions,

especially in a survey: 48% of respondents reported

sales higher than a year ago.

2 (Law) in some legal cases, the person who is

accused of sth: The respondent was ordered to pay
$1 500 dollars to hisformer wife.

response /n'spons; AmE n'spains/ noun [c,u]

see also: efficient consumer response

1 a spoken or written answer: We are evaluating all

the responses we have received, o In response to

your enquiry...

2 a reaction to sth that has happened or been said:

Shareholders gave a mixed response to the offer, o
The product was developed in response to customer
demand, o The ad campaigns did not generate an
immediate sales response (= an increase in sales).

res'ponse rate noun [c]

(Marketing) the percentage of people who reply to a

message or an advertisement they are sent by
telephone, email, post/mail, etc: The average

response rate per message was 40%. o We sent out

over 1 000 letters, but the response rate has been low.

res ponse time noun [c,u]

the length of time that a person or system takes to

react to sth: We try to maintain a set response time

for calb to our help desk, o Tlie new software has

reduced response time to less than 8 seconds for most
transactions.

responsibility /ri.spunsa'bilati; AmE -,spa:n-/

noun (plural responsibilities)

see also: corporate responsibility, corporate social

responsibility

1 [u] responsibility (for sth) the duty of being in

charge of a particular activity, area, department,
etc: The new sales manager will have responsibility

for the European market, o She will assume
responsibilityfor managing the UK business, o Each
worker takes responsibilityfor their own part of the

process, o The job has a lot of responsibility.

O to assume/have/take responsibility for sth to

delegate/share responsibility for sth

2 responsibilities [pi ] the things that sb deals
with, manages or controls in their job: J don'tfeel
ready to take on new responsibilities, o comparing
keyjob responsibilities and skilb

O to give up/have/take on responsibilities to assign/

delegate responsibilities day-to-day/heavy/
increased/key responsibilities

3 [U; c, usually sing ] a duty to help or take care of
sb/sth because of your job, position, etc: We have a
responsibility to our shareholders, o She feels a
strong sense of responsibility towards her employees.

4 [u] blame for sth bad that has happened: The
bank refuses to accept responsibilityfor the mistake.

O to accept/assume/take responsibilityfor sth

* responsible /n'sponsabl; AmE -'spa:n-/

adjective

1 having the job or duty of dealing with sb/sth, so

that it is your fault if sth goes wrong: He was
responsiblefor the day-to-day management of the

bank, o Mike is ultimately responsible if things go
wrong. See note at responsibility
2 responsible to sb to have to report to sb/sth with
authority or sb that you work for and explain to

them what you have done: As chief executive he is

responsible to the shareholders.

3 [usually before noun] a responsible job or

position is an important one that needs sb that you
can trust and rely on: Good students expect to have
responsible positions in industry as soon as they

graduate.

WHICH WORD?

responsible/liable

If you are responsible for something, it is your

duty to look after it and you can be blamed if it

goes wrong: Who was responsible for locking up the

shop?

If you are liable for something, you are legally

responsible for paying the cost of it: The partners

are liable for the debts of the firm.

Responsible is only used as an adjective and not

as a noun:

• / am responsible for sales and marketing.

• I am the responsible for sales and marketing.

VOCABULARY BUILDING

Having responsibility

• to be head of a department/division/an

organization/a project

• to head up sth (used about a department,
project or new business): We will recruit someone
to head up the venture.

• to be responsible for sth (used about a

department or job): She is responsible for

developing new products.

• to be in charge of/take charge of a division/

project/team

See note at boss



responsive /ri'spDnsiv; AmE -'spa:n-/ adjective

reacting quickly and in a positive way: The Board is

always responsive to the needs ofshareholders, o We
aim to offerfast, responsive customer service.

res' ponsively adverb res ponsiveness noun [u]:

improving responsiveness to customers' needs

rest /rest/ verb

BH39 rest with sb (to do sth) (formal) if a

decision, action, etc. rests with sb, they have
responsibility for it: Responsibilityfor dealing with

such issues rests with senior management.

restart /.ru'start; AmE -'sta:rt/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to start again; to make sth start again: BP has

restarted production on its wells in Alaska, o Load the

software and then restartyour PC.

restate /.rh'stert/ verb [+ obj]

{Accounting) if a company restates all or part of its

financial results, it publishes them again with some
differences, usually because of changes in the way
sth is calculated: The company said it would restate

earnings due to accounting irregularities, o Profits

for the year were $7.4 million, compared with a

restated $5.6 million for the previous year.

0 to restate accounts/earnings/figures/profits/results

.restatement noun [C,U]:.accounting/financial

restatements

restitution /.resti'tjurjn; AmE -'tu:-/ noun [u]

[forma!)

1 (Law) payment for some harm or wrong that sb

has suffered: He is seeking $100 million in

restitution for small investors.

O to make/pay/seek restitution

2 the act of giving back sth that was lost or stolen

to its owner
0 to claim/demand restitution

restock /.rii'stok; AmE -'sta:k/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

(Commerce; Production) to get new supplies to

replace those that have been used or sold: It makes
no sense for sales clerks to ignore customers while

they restock shelves, o The industry was restocking

during the first half of the year. re stocking noun
[u]

restore /n'sto:(r)/ verb [+ obj]

1 to bring back a situation or feeling that existed

before: The proposals are aimed at restoring investor

confidence, o We have restored 60% of our regular

service.

2 restore sb/sth to sth to bring sth back to a

former condition, place or position: This modest rise

in sales will not be enough to restore the industry to

financial health.

-> REINSTATE

restrain /n'strem/ verb [+ obj]

to stop sth that is growing or increasing from
continuing to do so: A weak economy and falling

consumer confidence restrained spending.

restraint /ri'stremt/ noun

see also: pay restraint, voluntary export ~, wage ~

1 [C] a rule or an agreement that limits what a
person, group, country, etc. can do: They claimed
that the ban on the import and testing ofGM crops is

a restraint of trade.
2 [u] the act of controlling or limiting sth because
it is necessary or sensible to do so: Employers
continue to exercise restraint in pay increases.

-» LIMITATION

restrict /n'stnkt/ verb [+ obj]

1 to limit the size, amount or range of sth: The
company is accused of restricting competition, o
Private investors were restricted to just 35 shares
each, o The decline in trade was not restricted to

Europe.

2 to prevent sb from doing sth: Insiders are
restrictedfrom selling their sharesfor a short period.
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restricted adjective: The restricted supply

indicates that more price rises are to come.

restriction /n'strikXn/ noun
1 [C] a rule or law that limits what you can do or

what can happen: There should befewer restrictions

on trading, not more, o There are no restrictions on
the amount of moneyyou can withdraw.

0 to impose/place/put restrictions on sth to ease/

lift/loosen/relax/remove restrictions banking/
export/import/planning/price/trade restrictions *

tight/tough restrictions

2 [u] the act of limiting or controlling sth:

Restriction ofsupply will help support prices.

restrictive /ri'striktiv/ adjective

tightly controlled by rules, in a way that prevents
people from doing what they want: Critics have
branded the regulations as too restrictive, o a period

of restrictive shopping laws

restrictive 'practice noun [c, usually pi.] (BrE)

1 (HR) ways of working arranged by one group of

workers that limit the freedom of other workers or

employers in order to protect people's jobs: an
investigation into restrictive practices in the legal

profession

2 (Economics) (also restrictive 'trade
,

practice,

restrictive 'business .practice) agreements
between businesses in an industry or trade that

limit or prevent free competition between
businesses: Some corporations engage in restrictive

business practices.

restructure /,ri:'strAktJa(r)/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to organize sth such as a

company, an industry, etc. in a different way in

order to make it more efficient: The company has

recently restructured, reducing the size of its stores

and changing the product mix.

2 (Finance) [+ obj] if a company with problems
restructures its debts, it agrees with lenders to pay
them in a different way from before: Talks began in

August to restructure $6.5 billion of debt.

res tructuring noun [U; C, usually sing.]: The

group said it was about to embark on a major
restructuring, o a restructuring of debt-* debt
RESTRUCTURING

re structuring charge (also re structuring

cost) noun [c, usually pi.]

(Accounting)

1 the cost to a company, an industry, etc. of

organizing itself in a different way in order to

become more efficient: They took a $26 million

restructuring charge, mainly related to redundancy

payfor staff.

2 the amount that a company has to pay to

organize its debts in a different way: Thefirm had
to pay restructuring charges of more than 350m
euros.

results /n'zAlts/ noun [pi.]

see also: payment by results

1 (also financial re'sults) the profits and losses

made by a company during a particular period; a

report on this that a company prepares: The

company's end-of-year results were better than had

been expected, o Retailers have posted disappointing

results for September, o Sales results for this March

are down by 15%.

O to announce/post/report results annual/first-half/

first-quarter/full-year/quarterly results final/

interim/preliminary results good/improved/solid/

strong results disappointing/poor/weak results

2 things that are achieved successfully: The project

is beginning to show results.

O to achieve/bring/get/produce/show results
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• resume /n'zu:m; BrE also -'zju:-/ verb [+ obj or

no obj] {formal)

if you resume an activity or if it resumes, it begins

again or continues after an interruption: European
stock markets resumed trading after the three-day

break, o Car production has resumed at the plant
resumption /n'ZAmpJn/ noun [sing; U]: a

possible resumption of merger talks

resume /'rezjumei; AmE 'rezamei/ noun [C] {AmE)

a written record of your education and
employment, that you send when applying for a

job: Make sure your resume is up to date. PsynI CV
(BrE)

resurgence /n's3:d3ans; AmE -'S3:rd3-/ noun fsing:

U]

the return and growth of an activity that had
stopped: Recent economic data shows a resurgence in

consumer confidence, o There has been a resurgence

of interest in health-related holidays. [synI revival
re'surgent adjective [usually before noun]

• retail /'rirteil/ noun, adjective, adverb, verb

{Commerce)
• noun [u]

the selling of goods to the public, especially

through shops/stores: On leaving college, she

decided on a career in retail, o The store combines
food retail with home products. -» wholesale

• adjective [only before noun]

connected with selling goods to the public, mainly
through shops/stores: department stores and other

retail outlets o Weekend work is usual in the retail

trade.

0 a retail business/chain/group retail outlets/space/

stores/units retail consumers/customers the

retail market/sector/trade

• adverb
being bought and sold to the public: to buy/sell

retail (= in a shop/store)

• verb

1 [no obj] to be sold at a particular price: The
printer retailsfor $299. o The shoe will retail at
about $150.

2 [+ obj] to sell goods to the public, usually in

small quantities: They had afamily business

manufacturing and retailing woollen goods.

retail audit = store audit

'retail banking (also con sumer .banking) noun
[u]

the part of a bank's business that involves providing
services to members of the public: Retail banking
accounts for 10 per cent of the bank's activity, o the

retail banking sector -» private banking at

PRIVATE BANK
'retail bank noun [c]

retail co operative noun [c]

1 (Finance) = consumer cooperative
2 (Commerce) (also .retailer cooperative) a group
of retailers who buy goods together in large

quantities so that they can get lower prices

retail de posits noun [pi ]

(Finance) small amounts of money that a bank's

customers deposit in their accounts; money that

local individuals or small businesses deposit: The
bank reported a 10%jump in retail deposits. -> core
deposits

retail distri bution noun [u]

(Marketing) the process of getting the goods that sb

produces into shops/stores so that people will buy
them; the shops/stores that sell a particular

product: a nationwide retail distribution system o
The product doesn't have general retail distribution.

* retailer /'ri:teila(r)/ noun [c]

see also: general retailer

(Commerce) a business or a person that sells goods
directly to the public: There have been strong sales

by the big retailers, o clothing/electronics/food
retailers o a retailer of computer products o The
product is about to go on sale at a leading high-street

retailer, o Some retailers have decided not to stock the

new product, o the growth of online retailers

-» wholesaler See note at supply chain
0 a big/large/small retailer a leading/major/top

retailer a high-street/an independent/a speciality

retailer an Internet/online/a mail-order retailer

.retailer cooperative = retail
COOPERATIVE (2)

retailing /'riiteilirj/ noun [u]

(Commerce) the business of selling goods to the
public, especially through shops/stores: career

opportunities in retailing o clothes/food/music

retailing o The management team havefocused the

company purely on retailing.

.retail in vestment noun [u]

(Finance) investment that is made by an individual

for themselves, rather than by an institution: The
shares have lost 78% of their value since the peak of
the retail investment boom. .retail in'vestor noun
[c]

'retail .media noun [u with sing./pl. verb]

(Marketing) ways of advertising products in shops/
stores

'retail park noun [c]

a group of large shops/stores with a large car park,

usually on the edge of a town or city: a new out-of-

town retail park

retail price noun [c]

(Commerce) the price that customers pay for goods
in a shop/store: The retail price ofgasoline is up 8%
since the start of the year. -> RRP, wholesale price

.retail 'price .index noun [sing.] (abbr rp\)

(Economics) in the UK, a list of the prices of some
ordinary goods and services which shows how
much these prices change each month, used to

measure the rate of inflation (= a general rise in

the prices of goods and services over a period of

time): The UK Retail Price Indexfor November has

risen by 0.1%. Isyni consumer price index, cost-
of-living INDEX

'retail sales noun [pi.]

sales to the public rather than to shops or

businesses: Retail sales fell for the second month in a

row.

retail store .audit = store audit

.retail 'therapy noun [u]

shopping that is done in order to make yourself feel

happier rather than because you need things

* retain /n'tem/ verb [+ obj] (formal)

1 to keep sth; to continue to have sth: Many
retailers cut prices to retain customers, o Please

retain your receipt, o The deal allows him to retain

control of the company. Isyni keep
2 (HR) if a company retains people, it continues to

employ them: You can't hire and retain good people

without a good benefits package, o After the company
was restructured, theformer management was
retained. IsynI keep
3 to give regular payments or payments in

advance to sb with special knowledge such as a

lawyer so that they will do work for you: The

company has retained five lawfirms as well as other

specialistfirms, o a retainingfee -> retainer

re tained earnings (also re.tained profits)

noun [pi.]

(Accounting) the part of the profit made by a



company after tax has been paid that is invested in

the company rather than being paid to

shareholders as dividends: The vast majority of

capital spending by companies isfinancedfrom
retained earnings, [syn] undistributed earnings
-» shareholder equity

retainer /ri'tema(r)/ noun [c,u]

an amount of money that is paid to sb to make sure

they are available to do work when they are

needed: He received a monthly retainer of $6 000. o
The company has a labor lawyer on retainer.

-» retain (3)

retaliatory /n'taeliatri; AmE -to:ri/ adjective

intended to punish sb for sth they have done to

harm you: retaliatory action/tariffs punitive

retention /n'tenjn/ noun

1 (HR) [u] the ability of a company to keep its

employees; the fact of this happening: Call centres

are looking at ways to improve recruitment and
retention, o Employee retention has improved
dramatically.

2 [u] the fact of keeping sb or sth: The company
was instructed to improve its document retention

policy.

3 {Accounting) retentions [pi ] part of the money
that is owed to sb for work they have done that is

not paid until the work is completed in a

satisfactory way

rethink /,ri:'eirjk/ verb [+ obj or no obj] (rethought,

rethought /-'Gait/)

to think again about an idea, a plan, etc., especially

in order to change it: We need to rethink our whole
business strategy. rethink /'ri:0irjk/ {also

.re'thinking) noun [sing.] : a radical rethink of our
working practices

retire /n'taia(r)/ verb

1 {HR) [+ obj or no obj] to stop doing your job,

especially because you have reached a particular

age or because you are ill/sick; to tell sb they must
stop doing their job: She retired early because of ill

health, o He intends to retirefrom Lex at the end of
the year, o The company's official retiring age is 65. o
She was retired on medical grounds, o the retiring

chairman See note at resign
2 {Law) [no obj] if a jury retires, it goes to a

separate room to decide whether sb is guilty or not
3 {Finance) [+ obj] to pay a debt; to say that sb does
not have to pay a debt: They have retired $600
million of their $4 billion loan.

retired /n'taiad; AmE n'taiard/ adjective

having retired from work: retired executives o I'm

retired now.

retiree /n.taia'ri:/ noun [c] {AmE)

a person who has stopped working because of their

age: Retirees are talking about going back to work
because their savings have disappeared.

* retirement /ri'taiamant; AmE -'taiarm-/ noun

see also: compulsory retirement, debt ~, early ~

1 {HR) [u,C] the fact of stopping work because you
have reached a particular age; the time when you
do this: At 60, she was now approaching retirement,

o Susan is going to take early retirement {= retire

before the usual age), o retirement age o a
retirement pension

O to approach/near/postpone retirement * retirement

age/date
2 [u; sing ] the period of your life after you have
stopped work at a particular age: We all wish you a
long and happy retirement, o Up to a third of one's

life could be spent in retirement.

O to plan for/provide for/save for retirement *

retiremen t benefits/funds/income/savings

3 {Finance) [u] the act of paying back loans
completely: costs for the early retirement of debt
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re tirement plan = pension plan

retool /,ri:'tu:l/ verb

1 {Manufacturing) [+ obj or no obj] to replace or

change the machines or equipment in a factory so

that it can produce new or better goods: It will cost

$1 billion to retool the plant.

2 {informal) [+ obj] {AmE) to organize sth in a new
or different way: How should we retool our strategy?

.re tooling noun [u; sing.]: The plant won't require

significant retoolingfor several years.

retract /n'traekt/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

1 to say that sth you have said earlier is not true or

correct or that you did not mean it: She declined to

retract the comment.
2 to become, or to make sth become, smaller in

amount or value: Corporate IT spending retracted

last year.

retraction /ri'traskjri/ noun [U,C]: He issued a

public retraction of his comments, o the huge
retraction of corporate investment

retrain /,ri:'trem/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

{HR) to learn, or to teach sb, a new type of work, a

new skill, etc: Staff have been retrained to use the

new technology. See note at resign
.retraining noun [u]: Funds are available for

worker retraining.

retreat /n'trirt/ verb, noun
• verb [no obj]

1 to lose value: Shares retreated 4.4 per cent to

$24.06
2 to decide not to do or continue to do sth because
the situation has become too difficult: A spokesman
said the group has retreatedfrom its plan to launch

15 new stores, o Why have they decided to retreat

from retail?

• noun
1 [c, usually sing ] an act of deciding not to do or

continue to do sth because the situation has

become too difficult: A tactical retreatfrom
e-commerce would be bestfor us.

2 [sing; u] a fall or decline in value: Investors are

feeling the effects of the retreat in share prices,

nnn be in re'treat to become weaker, smaller,

less successful, etc: The hi-tech sector was in retreat.

go into re'treat to start to become less valuable or

successful: The Internet advertising business has

gone into retreat.

retrench /n'trentJV verb

1 {formal) [no obj] (about a business, government,

etc.) to spend less money; to reduce costs: The

company is retrenching rather than expanding.

2 {HR) [+ obj] to tell sb that they cannot continue

working for you: The plan is to retrench about 500 to

700 people. IsynI lay off GEXE Retrench with this

meaning is mainly used in Australia, New Zealand

and South Africa. retrenchment noun [u,C]:

Businesses have begun expanding after two years of

retrenchment, o Workers are demanding a

retrenchment package.

retrieval /n'triivl/ noun [u]

see also: information retrieval

the process of getting back sth that has been lost,

lent, etc.

retrieve /n'triiv/ verb [+ obj]

1 (IT) to find and get back data or information that

has been stored in the memory of a computer: to

retrieve informationfrom the database o to retrieve

email/voicemail

2 to get back sth that you have lost, lent, etc: We

will be exerting our right to retrieve our property, o

The company cannot retrieve millions ofpounds

owed to it.
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see also: accounting rate of return, annual ~,

diminishing ~, rate of ~, sale or ~, sales ~, tax ~, total

shareholder ~

1 [Accounting; Finance) to give or produce a

particular amount of money as a profit or loss: We
have managed to return a profit in each of the past

seven years, o Bonds have returned 2.2% annually, o
My investments return a high rate of interest. See
note at profit
2 {Commerce) to take or send a product back to the

place it came from because you do not want it or

because there is sth wrong with it: We had to return

the printer to the store because it was faulty, o How
do you process and store returned goods? See note at

EXCHANGE
3 to telephone or email sb who has telephoned or

emailed you: The support staffpromise to return all

calls within an hour.

• noun
1 {Accounting; Finance) [u,c] the amount of profit or

income that you get from a particular investment:

In the grocery business a 2% to 3% return on sales is

considered healthy, o Equities have produced higher

returns than bonds, o Shareholders are expecting to

see some returnfrom their investment. -> earnings,
yield

O a good/high/strong return a low/modest/poor
return an annual/average return a negative/

positive return to achieve/make a return to

deliver/produce/show/yield a return

2 [C] an official report or statement that gives

particular information about sth to an official body:
a VAT return o The vendor mustfile a final sales

return within ten daysfrom the date of sale.

0 to do/file/make/submit a return

3 {Accounting) [c] = tax return
4 {Commerce) {also .product re'turn) [c] goods that

a customer has bought or ordered and then
returned; the act of returning a product: All returns

must be packed in the original packaging, o Product
returns are accepted up to 90 daysfrom date of
invoice.

5 [u] {also re'turn key [c]) the button that you
press on a computer when you reach the end of an
instruction, or to begin a new line: To exit this

option, press return.

EE] by re'turn (of 'post) {BrE) using the next
available post; as soon as possible: Please reply by
return of post.

returnable /n'toaiabl; AmE -'term-/ adjective

1 that can or must be given back after a period of

time: A returnable deposit is payable on arrival, o
The applicationform is returnable not later than 7th

June.

2 (about bottles, containers, etc.) that can be taken
back to a shop/store in order to be used again

returner /n't3:na(r); 4/r?£ -'t3:rn-/ noun [C] {BrE)

{HR) 8L person who goes back to work after not

working for a long time: women returners o courses

for adult returners

re turn on 'assets noun [u,c] {abbr ROA)
{Accounting) a measure that is used to see how well

a company is using its assets to produce profits. It

shows the profits for the year as a percentage of the
recent total assets: About 40 per cent of listed

companies are set to earn a return on assets of below
1 percent.

re turn on 'capital - return on capital
EMPLOYED, RETURN ON INVESTMENT

re turn on capital em ployed {abbr ROCf.)

{also re.turn on 'capital) noun [u,c]

{Accounting) a measure that is used to see how well
a company is using the money invested in its

activities to produce profits, often calculated by
comparing the company's profits for the year
before tax and interest are taken off with the value
of its total assets minus its total debts: The goal is to

improve the company's return on capital employed to

a range of 12 to 14 per cent over the nextfew years.

re turn on 'equity noun [u,c] {abbr ROE)

{Accounting) a measure used to see how much profit

a company is producing compared to the value of

its shareholder equity (= total assets minus all

the money the company owes): Thefirm failed to

achieve its target of a 20% return on equity.

re turn on in vestment {abbr ROI) {also

re.turn on 'capital) noun [u,c]

{Accounting) a measure of how much profit an
investment produces compared with the amount
originally invested L'MH Return on investment is

also sometimes used to describe figures such as

return on assets, return on capital employed,
and return on equity.

re,turn-tO-'base adjective [usually before noun]

{abbr RTB)

{Commerce) used to describe a guarantee where
the buyer must send the product back to where it

came from in order to have it repaired or replaced:

The camera comes with a 12-month return-to-base

warranty.

revalue /,ri:'vaelju:/ verb

1 [+ obj] to estimate the value of sth again,

especially giving it a higher value: Investors

revalued the groups assets. oAll overseas land and
buildings will be revalued during the next two years.

2 {Finance) [+ obj or no obj] to increase the value of

a currency in relation to the money of other

countries: The yen is to be revalued, o There is

pressurefor the country to revalue, o The euro is

being revalued against the dollar. (qppI devalue See
note at currency

revaluation /.rLvaelju'eiJn/ noun [u; c, usually

sing.]: Speculators are gambling on a revaluation of
the yuan.

revamp /,ri:'vaemp/ verb [+ obj]

to make changes to the form of sth in order to

improve its appearance, how efficiently it works,
etc: He is revamping the company's web page, o They
plan to launch a revamped version of their product in

France. revamp /'ri:vaemp/ noun [sing.]: an
ambitious revamp of its core business

* revenue /'revanju:; AmE -nu:/ noun

see also: average revenue, Inland ~, marginal ~,

sales ~

1 [u] {often revenues [pi.]) the money that is

received by a business usually from selling goods or

services: Revenuefrom local advertisers fell by 6%. o
The company has annual revenues ofaround £3
billion, o They reported a three per cent increase in

advertising revenuefor the first half of the year, o
New products accountfor 40% of our total revenue.

See note at income
O annual/full-year/quarterly revenue expected/

potential/projected revenue to bring in/generate/

retrievable /n'tri:vabl/ adjective

retro- /'retrau; AmE -trou/ prefix

back or backwards: retrograde o retrospectively

retrospective /.retra'spektiv/ {also .retroactive

/.retrau'aektiv; AmE -trou/
)
adjective

(about a new law, rule, etc.) intended to take effect

from a particular date in the past rather than from
the present date: retrospective pay awards o
retrospective legislation .retrospectively {also

.retro'actively) adverb: The new rule will be applied

retroactively.

* return /ri't3:n; AmE n'teirn/ verb, noun
• verb \+ objl



produce/yield revenue to boost/grow/increase

revenue to post/project/report revenues

2 [u] {often revenues [pi.]) the money that is

received by the State from taxes: Poor economic
growth will also hurt tax revenue, o The law bans

foreign governmentsfrom using the courts to collect

lost revenues. -» income
0 government/public/tax revenue to collect/get/

lose/raise revenue

3 the Revenue [sing.] = Inland Revenue

revenue ac count noun [c]

{Accounting) a record of all the money that a

company has earned and spent in its normal
business activities during a particular period
-» CAPITAL ACCOUNT (4)

.revenue antici pation note {abbr ran) {also

,tax antici pation note) noun [c, usually pi.]

{Finance) in the US, a type of bond issued by a local

government that is paid back using money from
taxes and other income that the local government
expects to receive in the future

'revenue bond noun [c]

{Finance) in the US, a bond that is issued by a local

government in order to finance a public project

such as the building of a nevy hospital, bridge,

road, etc. The bond and interest payments are

taken from the profits made by the project once it is

completed.

.revenue ex penditure noun [u] {also .revenue
ex'pense [c,u]) {abbr revex)

{Accounting) money that is spent on the normal
activities of a business during a particular period

such as the cost of labour, materials, etc: Apart
from the expected increase in staff costs, there was no
increase in revenue expenditure. -> capital
EXPENDITURE

.revenue re'serve noun [c, usually pi.]

{Accounting) profits that a company has made which
are kept so that they can be given to shareholders
through a dividend payment in years when profits

are low -» capital reserve

revenue stamp noun [c]

a stamp that is put on sth such as a packet of

cigarettes to show that a government tax has been
paid

'revenue stream {also .stream of 'revenue, less

frequent) noun [C]

a source of income: The firm is on the lookoutfor
new revenue streams.

revenue .tariff noun [c]

{Economics) a tax on imported products that is

intended to raise money for the government rather
than protect local businesses from foreign

competition -» protective tariff

reversal /n*v3:sl; AmE n'v3:rsl/ noun
1 [c,u] a change of sth so that it is the opposite of
what it was: the reversal of a decision o The
restructuring is a complete reversal in company
strategy, o The latestfall in prices is a reversal of
fortunefor these stocks.

2 [c] a change from being successful to having
problems: The company's financial problems were
only a temporary reversal.

reverse /n'v3:s; AmE ri'v3:rs/ verb, noun, adjective

• verb {+ obj]

1 to change sth to the opposite of what it was
before: to reverse a procedure/process/trend o The
company is battling to reverse the decline in sales.

2 {Law) to change a previous decision, law, etc. to
the opposite of what it was: The Court ofAppeal
reversed the decision. IsynI revoke
3 reverse the charges {BrE) to make a telephone
call that will be paid for by the person you are
calling, not by you: / want to reverse the charges,
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please. d*Hl In American English, people make a
collect call or call sb collect.

• noun
1 [C] a change, especially a change from success to

failure: Property values have suffered another
reverse.

2 the reverse [sing ] the opposite of sth that has
been mentioned: We seem to be consuming more,

but in fact the reverse is true.

lEEl go/shift into re'verse; put/send sth into
re'verse to start to happen or to make sth happen
in the opposite way: After the announcement, the

shares went into reverse.

• adjective [only before noun]

opposite to what has been mentioned: The policy

had the reverse effect to what was intended.

re.verse 'auction noun [c]

{Commerce) a type of auction in which prices go
down rather than up as suppliers compete for a

contract by offering to supply sth at a lower price

than their competitors: The automaker recently tried

out an online reverse auction for tires.

re.verse billing noun [u]

a method of payment on mobile phones/cellphones
in which the person receiving a message pays for it

rather than the person who sends it

re.verse-'charge adjective

a reverse-charge telephone call is paid for by the

person who receives the call, not by the person
who makes it re.verse-'charge adverb: I didn't

have any money so I had to call reverse-charge.

re.verse discrimi nation = positive
discrimination

re.verse engineering noun [u]

the copying of another company's product after

examining it in detail to find out how it is made

re.verse Eo'gistics noun [u]

{Production) the process of handling and storing

products that have been returned by a customer or

sth that has been used and must now be thrown
away: Reverse logistics is big business as so many
goods are returnedfor beingfaulty or unsuitable.

re.verse io'gistic adjective: reverse logistic

solutions

re verse 'merger {also re.verse 'takeover) noun
[c]

{Finance) a process in which a private company
buys all or most of the shares in a public company
so that it can issue shares and trade them on the

stock exchange

re.verse re purchase a.greement {also

re.verse 'repo, informal) noun [c]

{Finance) an agreement to buy shares, bonds, etc.

from an investor and then sell them back at a

higher price at a later date

re.verse 'split (Srf also re.verse 'share split) (AmE
also re.verse 'stock split) noun [c]

{Finance) a reduction in the number of shares a

company trades without any reduction in the total

value of all the shares: The company recently did a

l-for-20 reverse split (= twenty old shares have

become one new share).

re.verse takeover noun [c]

{Finance)

1 the process in which a smaller company takes

control of a larger company
2 = REVERSE MERGER

reversion /ri'v3:J'n; AmE n'V3:r3n/ noun, verb

• noun
1 [U,C] [Law) the legal return of sth to sb such as

land or property: a reversion of rightsfrom the

publisher back to the author
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2 [u; sing.] {formal) the act or process of returning

to a former state or condition: a steady reversion to

normal conditions

• verb {also spelled re-version) /,ri:'v3:Jri; AmE
,ri:'v3:r3n/ [+ obj] {usually be reversioned)

to make changes to sth such as a television

programme, a film/movie, software, etc. in order to

make it more suitable for a particular purpose or a

particular market: The Mac-only CD-ROM was
reversionedfor PC.

revex abbr

{Accounting) a short way of writing revenue
expenditure

• review /n'vju:/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: peer review, performance review

1 [u,C] a careful examination of sth, usually to see

if any changes need to be made: a pay/salary

review o They plan to carry out a review of their loss-

making IT business, o The terms ofyour contract are

under review.

O to carry out/conduct/launch/undertake a review of

sth a financial/spending/strategic review an
independent/internal/a judicial review a review

body/date/panel
2 [c] a report on a particular subject: a review of
customer complaints o to publish a review of recent

research

3 [c] used in the names of magazines that deal

with a particular subject or profession: the Harvard
Business Review

• verb [+ obj]

to carefully examine or consider sth again,

especially so that you can decide if it is necessary to

make changes: to review the evidence o The board
will review the situation later in the year, o Staff

performance is reviewed annually.

• revise /n'vaiz/ verb [+ obj]

to change sth such as a document or an estimate in

order to correct or improve it: We continually revise

our procedures, o Marketing budgets were revised

downward, o III prepare a revised estimate for you. o
a revised edition of a textbook

0 to revise sth completely/slightly/thoroughly to

revise sth extensively/heavily to revise sth

downwards/higher/upwards to revise sth down/
up downwardly/upwardly revised

revision /n'vi3n/ noun [C,U]: a downward/
upward revision o an earnings revision o The system

is in need of revision.

revitalize, -ise /,ri:'vaitalaiz/ verb [+ obj]

to make sth stronger, more active or more healthy:

The local economy has been revitalized.

revitalization, -isation /,ri:,vaitalai'zeijn; AmE
-la'z-/ noun [u]: the revitalization of the steel industry

revive /n'vaiv/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to become, or to make sb/sth

become, strong and active again: The economy is

beginning to revive, o The company has been

struggling to revivefalling sales.

2 [+ obj] to bring sth back; to make sth start being

used or done again: She has been trying to revive the

debate over equal pay. o The poor tradefigures have
revivedfears of higher interest rates.

revival /n'vaivl/ noun [U,c]: an economic revival

o the revival of trade

revoke /ri'vaok; AmE -'vouk/ verb [+ obj]

to officially cancel sth such as a decision, licence,

rule or a particular right to do sth: The commission
has the power to revoke a commercial licence.

[SYNl RESCIND -» REVERSE Verb (2)

revocable /'revakabl/ adjective revocation
/.reva'keiXn/ noun [u,C]

revolution /,reva'lu:Jn/ noun [C]

a great change in conditions, ways of working,
beliefs, etc. that affects large numbers of people: a
cultural/social/technological revolution o There has
been a revolution in management thinking.

revolutionary /,reva'lu:Xanari; AmE -neri/

adjective: a revolutionary idea revolutionize, -ise

/,reva'lu:Janaiz/ verb [+ obj or no obj]: The Internet is

revolutionizing the way that consumers buy their

travel.

revolve /h'vdIv; AmE n'va:lv/ verb [+ obj]

{Finance) if you revolve a debt you do not pay all of
it back but carry the remaining debt into a new
financial period: About seven out often credit-card

holders revolve their debt.

revolving 'credit {also ,open 'credit) noun [u.c]

{also re'volving line of credit, revolving 'loan [c])

{Finance) an agreement with a bank, etc. in which
sb is allowed to borrow up to a particular amount.
If they pay back part of the loan they can then
borrow more money up to the agreed limit:

Consumers cut back on their use of revolving credit

lastyear by $3.9 billion, o The company has
negotiated a €500 million revolving creditfacility.

re volving 'door noun [sing.]

1 {HR) used to say that the person holding a

particular job or position in an organization

frequently changes: The project had been in

developmentfor years, with a revolving door of
managers attached to it. o revolving-door leadership

2 a place, an organization or a system where
people come in and go out again quickly, often

many times: a revolving-door workplace (= where
people take jobs but leave after a short time)

3 used to talk about a situation in which the same
events or problems keep happening: revolving-door

crime

re volving line of credit = revolving
CREDIT

revolving 'loan = revolving credit

• reward /n'wo:d; AmE n'wo:rd/ noun, verb

• noun [C,U]

a thing that you are given or money that you
receive for working hard, doing sth good, etc:

Thefirm offers financial rewards to motivate its

employees, o His success is the rewardfor years of
hard work, o The investments high reward justifies

the high risk, o The reward system recognizes effort

as well as achievement.

O a big/high/low/rich reward cash/financial/

material rewards to earn/get/win a reward * to

offer/provide a reward
• verb [+ obj]

reward sb (with sth) (for sth/for doing sth) to give

sth to sb because they have done sth good, worked
hard, etc: Managers were rewarded with cash

bonuses for reaching their targets.

rewarding /n'wo:dirj; AmE -'wo:rd-/ adjective

providing benefits such as a feeling of achievement,

a lot of money, etc: This job is not veryfinancially

rewarding (= is not very well paid), o My time at the

company has been enormously rewarding.

rework /,ri:'w3:k; AmE -'W3:rk/ verb [+ obj]

to make changes to sth in order to improve it,

correct it or make it more suitable: We had to

rework ourforecasts for the coming year, o new and
reworked vehicles re'working {especially BrE) {AmE
usually 'rework) noun [C,u] : a radical reworking of

the tax code

RFID /,a:r ef ai 'di:/ abbr radio frequency ID,

radio frequency identification {usually used as a

countable noun)

an electronic device used for identifying sth or for

preventing products from being stolen



ride /raid/ verb, noun
• verb (rode /raud; AmE roud/ ridden /'ridn/) [+ obj]

to deal with a difficult or dangerous situation and
survive without being harmed: Thefund has ridden

the bear market since last autumn's launch, o She

rode the Internet boom.
n»I7il be riding for a 'fall to be doing sth that

involves risks and that may end in disaster: The

stock markets were ridingfor a fall, be riding 'high

to be successful or very confident ride (on) the
'coattails of sb/sth; ride sb's/sth's coattails to

benefit from sb else's success: We've been riding on
the coattails of the New York rally, ride a/the 'wave
of sth to enjoy or be supported by the particular

situation or quality mentioned: We've been riding

the wave of the Italian food craze.

333 'ride on sth 1 to be supported by or to

follow a particular situation or change: Interest

rates on mortgage loans have been riding on an
uptrend. 2 {usually used in the continuous tenses) to

depend on sth: My wholefuture is riding on this

interview. ,ride sth 'out to manage to survive a

difficult situation or time without having to make
great changes

• noun [C, usually sing.]

used to describe how easy or difficult a particular

process or period of time is for sb/sth: a rocky/

smooth/wild ride o Foreign exchange traders may not

give the peso such an easy ride.

IHZll take sb for a 'ride {informal) to cheat or trick

sb: The taxpayer is being taken for a ride. -> free
rider

rider /'raid8(r)/ noun [C]

see also: dispatch rider, free rider

1 {Law) an extra piece of information (clause) that

is added to a contract or an official document
2 {Insurance) extra information that is added to an
insurance agreement in order to include extra

items that are not mentioned in the standard
agreement; a form used to add this information:

You can add a rider to a home insurance policy to

cover computer equipment.

rig /rig/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj] (-gg-) {usually be rigged)

1 to arrange or influence sth in a dishonest way in

order to get the result that you want: The
commission is looking into allegations that the

company rigged energy prices, o to rig the market {=
to cause an artificia l rise or fall in prices, in order to

make a profit) [syn! fix

2 rig sth (up) (with sth) to fit equipment
somewhere, sometimes secretly: The lights had been
rigged (up) but not yet tested.

• noun [C]

1 a large piece of equipment that is used for taking
oil or gas from the ground or the bottom of the sea:

a drilling rig -» oil rig
2 {AmE) {informal) a large lorry/truck

rigging /'ngin/ noun [u]

the act of working to cause an artificial rise or fall

in prices, in order to make a profit: The company
was accused of market rigging.

right /rait/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: ex-rights, grandfather ~, moral ~,

patent ~, pre-emptive ~, stock ~, voting ~

1 [C,u] a moral or legal claim to have or get sth or
to behave in a particular way: The union has a right

to strike on this issue, o There is no right of appeal
against the decision, o They havefought hardfor
equal rights.

O civil/human/political rights consumer/
employment/labour/ownership rights

2 rights [pi ] the legal authority to publish, sell,

show, etc. a particular work such as a book, film/

movie, etc: He sold the rights for $2 million, o all
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rights reserved (= protected or kept for the owners
of the book, film/movie, etc.) o The company bought
the US rights to distribute the drug.

0 broadcasting/distribution/licensing/marketing

rights

3 {Finance) [C, usually pi.] = stock right
• verb [+ obj]

to correct sth that is wrong or not in its normal
state: Righting the economy will demand major cuts

in expenditui-e.

right first 'time phrase

{Production) used to describe a system of

manufacturing that aims to produce products that

are perfect from the start rather than quickly

producing sth that will need to be corrected or

repaired later: He ranked rightfirst time as the main
priority over turnover, o right-first-time silicon chips

zero defects

right of first refusal noun [c,u] {also .first

re'fusal, informal [u])

{Law) the right to decide whether to accept or

refuse sth before it is offered to others: The
company has the right offirst refusal to acquire any
shares put up for sale by Softbank.

rights .issue noun [c]

{Finance) an occasion when new shares are offered

to existing shareholders, often at a lower price than
the current market price: The company is seeking to

raise $2.5 bn through a rights issue, o The rights

issue will consist of 68.4 m shares at 96<t per share.

-» stock right

rightsizing /'raitsaizin/ noun [u,C] {especially AmE)
1 (HR) the act of making a company a more
efficient size, usually by reducing the number of

employees and cutting costs: The bank carried out a

rightsizing of its workforce by reducing staff by 15%.
2 {IT) when an organization changes to a more
efficient computer system, usually by using a

smaller, cheaper system to do the same work: the

rightsizing of systems
-> DOWNSIZING at DOWNSIZE
'rightsize verb [+ obj or no obj]: The company has

rightsized and many workers have been made
redundant.

'rights .manager noun [c]

a person whose job is organizing contracts and fees

for buying, selling and using goods, ideas, designs,

etc. in another country or another medium

rigorous /'ngaras/ adjective

1 done carefully and with a lot of attention to

detail: a rigorous analysis

2 demanding that particular rules, processes, etc.

are strictly followed: The work failed to meet their

rigorous standards.

'rigorously adverb: Supermarkets only earn a

profit by rigorously controlling costs.

ring /nrj/ verb, noun
• verb (rang /raerj/ rung /rArj/)

1 [no obj] (about a telephone) to make a sound
because sb is trying to telephone you: Will you
answer the telephone if it rings?

2 {BrE) (also call, AmE, BrE) ring sb/sth (up) [+ obj or

no obj] to telephone sb: I'm ringing aboutyour
advertisement in the paper, o He rang up afew of his

contacts, [syn] phone
[HUH, ring off the 'hook {AmE) {usually used in the

continuous tenses) (about a telephone) to ring a lot of

times ring the register; ring the cash register

to sell sth and make a profit

339 .ringa'round; .ringa'round sb/sth (BrE) =

ring round/around ,ring 'back (BrF) to

telephone sb again, for example because they were

not available when you called earlier: She's in a

meeting—could you ring back later? .ring sb 'back
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EEl give sb a 'ring (BrE) (informal) to telephone sb:

III give you a ring when I have some more
information. -» idiom at throw

'ring-fence verb [+ obj] [BrE)

1 [Finance) to protect a particular amount of money
so that it can only be used for a particular purpose:
a ring-fenced bank account
2 to protect sth by putting restrictions on it so that

it can only be used by particular people or for a

particular purpose: All employees can access the

parts of the Intranet that are not ring-fenced, ring

fence noun [C]: The government has promised to put
a ringfence aroundfundingfor education.

rip /rip/ verb (-pp-)

CUED ,rip sb 'off {informal) {often be ripped off) to

cheat sb, for example by making them pay too

much or by selling them sth of poor quality:

Consumers feel they are being ripped off by their

phone companies. -> rip-off

'rip-off noun (informal)

1 [C, usually sing.] sth that is not worth what you
pay for it: The taxi farefrom the airport was a real

rip-off. o The company is accused of charging rip-off

prices for its products.

2 [c] a copy of sth, especially one that is less

expensive or not as good as the original thing:

These are genuine designerjeans, not rip-offs.

-» rip sb off at RIP

ripple ef fect noun [c]

a situation in which an event or action has an effect

on sth, which then has an effect on sth else: His

resignation will have a ripple effect on the whole
department.

rise /raiz/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: high-rise

1 an increase in an amount, a number or a level:

The industry isfeeling the effects of recent price rises.

o There has been a 10% rise in sales, o Credit-card

use is on the rise.

© a dramatic/rapid/sharp/steady/strong rise a

modest/slight/small rise

2 (BrE) (AmE raise) an increase in the money you
are paid for the work you do: I'm going to ask for a

rise, o She criticized the huge pay rises awarded to

industry bosses.

• verb (rose /raoz: AmE rouz/ risen /'nzn/) [no obj]

to increase in amount, number or level: The price of

gas rose, o Gas rose in price, o Sales have risen from
€800 million to €3 billion, o Production rose by 8%.
o a period of rising unemployment See note at

increase
0 to me dramatically/sharply/slightly/steadily to

be expected to/be likely to/be set to rise

mia 'rise to sth to show that you are able to deal
with an unexpected situation, problem, etc: How
will they rise to the challenge of increased

competition?

• risk /risk/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: all-risk, buyer ~, buyer's ~, carrier's ~,

country ~, credit ~, currency ~, etc.

1 [C,u] the possibility of sth bad happening at

some time in the future: Going into partnership

allows us to share thefinancial risks, o There is still

a risk that the whole deal will fall through. oAny
business venture contains an element of risk, o The
high risk deters many investors.

O a big/great/high/low/small risk a growing/real/

serious risk (of sth) economic/financial/health/

personal/security risks to avoid/face/increase/

reduce risk the risks associated with/involved in/

posed by sth

2 (Finance) [u] the possibility that an asset may rise

or fall in value: an investment with a high degree of
risk o These stocks are idealfor investors who do not
want too much risk.

O to carry/take on risk high/low risk

3 (Insurance) [c.u] the possibility of loss or damage,
that sth is insured against: The goods are insured

against all risks, o The policy offers protection

against the risk ofdamage.
0 to cover (for)Zinsure against/protect against (a) risk

4 [c] a good/bad/poor risk a person or business

considered from the point of view of whether they
are likely to pay back money they borrow, have an
accident, etc: With five previous insurance claims,

we're now seen as a bad risk, o The business seemed a

good risk and the bank approved the loan.

EE] at 'risk in danger of being lost or damaged; in

danger of losing sth or being injured: Five thousand
jobs are at risk, o Taxpayers felt that their money was
being put at risk, do sth at your ,own risk to do
sth even though you have been warned about the

possible dangers and will have to take

responsibility for anything bad that happens: Ifyou
send a credit-card number byfax, you do so atyour
own risk. -» idioms at owner, run verb, take verb

• verb [+ obj]

1 to put sth valuable or important in a dangerous
situation, in which it could be lost or damaged: She
risked all her capital in the new business, o He would
not risk his reputation if he did not think he could get

the deal.

2 to be in a situation in which sth bad could
happen to you: Some manufacturing companies
risked collapse, o We risk losing our most experienced

staff to otherfirms.

riska nalysis noun [c,u]

1 the process of identifying possible risks,

developing ways of making their effects less

serious, and sharing information about them: The

goal of risk analysis is to uncover potential problems.
-» RISK ASSESSMENT, RISK MANAGEMENT
2 (Finance) a method of calculating how safe it is to

lend money to a person, an organization or a

country, or how safe an investment is: Risk analysis

provides aframework for assessing loan requests.

risk .arbitrage noun [u]

(Finance) the practice of using differences in prices

in a market to try to make a profit, for example by
buying shares in a company that is being taken over

and at the same time selling shares in the company
that is taking it over

(BrE) to telephone sb again; to telephone sb who
has telephoned you: III check the files and ringyou
back. ,ring 'in (BrE) to telephone the place where
you work: Mark rang in to say that he won't be in

today, o Two members of staff rang in sick at short

notice. ,ring 'off (BrE) to put down the telephone
because you have finished speaking ,ring 'round/
a round (also ,ring round/a round sb/sth) (BrE) to

telephone a number of people in order to organize
sth or to get some information, etc: You should ring

round afew suppliers to get quotes. ,ring 'through
(to sb) (BrE) to make a telephone call to sb,

especially within the same building: Reception just

rang through to sayyour visitor has arrived. ,ring

sth 'up to enter the cost of goods being bought in a

shop/store on a cash register: The cashier had
rung up one of the items twice, ring up sth to

record an amount of sales or profits in a particular

period of time: The company rang up sales of $166
million last year.

• noun [c]

1 a group of people who are working together,

especially in a secret or illegal activity: organized

crime rings -» price ring
2 (Stock Exchange) an area of a stock exchange
where a particular product is traded Isyni pit



risk assessment noun [c.u]

the part of the process of risk analysis that

involves identifying possible risks, calculating how
likely they are to happen, and estimating what
effects they might have and how serious they

would be: The financial crisis has underlined the

needfor better risk assessment. -» risk

MANAGEMENT

risk a,verse adjective

unwilling to do sth if it is possible that sth bad
could happen as a result: We're operating in a

market that is extremely risk averse, o Risk-averse

investors are more interested in property than stocks.

risk a version noun [u]

'risk capital = venture capital

risk .management noun [u]

the part of the process of risk analysis that

involves developing and introducing plans for

making the effects of risks less serious, especially

the risk of losing money: Investors should ask about
the fund's provisionsfor risk management, o the

bank's risk management policies

risk .profile noun [c]

(Finance)

1 an analysis of a possible investment that

considers how likely it is to result in a loss: The
company has a high risk profile due to the level of its

debts and plans to expand.

2 the amount of risk that a person, bank, etc. has
when they invest or lend money: Banks are trying

to improve their risk profile by reducing the number
of loans they make.
3 how likely a person or company is to pay back
money that has been borrowed: a credit-card

holder's risk profile

risk- taking noun [u]

the practice of doing things that involve risks in

order to achieve sth: The reward of high profits

encourages risk-taking, 'risk-.taker noun [C]:

Successful businesses are built by risk-takers.

risky /'riski/ adjective (riskier, riskiest i:h»j You
can also use more risky and most risky.)

involving the possibility of sth bad happening:
Many analysts believe the shares are still a risky

investment. riskiness /'riskinas/ noun [u]

• rival /'raivl/ noun, adjective, verb

• noun [cj

a person, company, or thing that competes with
another: Wefought off competitionfrom dozens of
rivals to win the contract, o This new magazine is

widely seen as a rival to the major news weekly, o
The two men are now rivalsfor a top job in

broadcasting. \sxE competitor See note at

COLLEAGUE
O a bigger/larger/smaller rival your closest/main/

nearest rival(s)

• adjective [only before noun]
that competes with another person, company or
thing: A French group has launched a rival bid for
the company, o The airline has plans to take over a
rival company.
O a rival bid/offer a rival business/company/firm/

group/operator rival products/services/brands
• verb [+ obj] (-II-, AmE also

to be as good, impressive, etc. as sb/sth else: This

young company may soon be rivalling the market
leaders.

rivalry /'raivlri/ noun [c,u] [plural rivalries)

rivalry (with sb/sth) (for sth)
|

rivalry (between A
and B) (for sth) a state in which two people,
companies, etc. are competing for the same thing:

The rivalry between the two software companies will

continue, o Personal rivalries prevented the proposal
from receiving the support it needed.

ROA /,a:r au 'ei; AmE ou/ = return on assets
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road /raud; AmE roud/ noun
11321 on the 'road travelling, especially for long
distances or periods of time: She brought in a lot of
sales but was spendingfour orfive days a week on the

road.

.road con signment note noun [c] {abbr CMR)
{Transport) a document that goes with goods that

are sent by road, stating that the company that is

transporting the goods has received them and that

they are in good condition

'road .haulage noun [u] (erf)

{Transport) the business of transporting goods by
road: road haulage companies

'road .haulier noun [c] (BrE)

(Transport) a company that transports goods by
road: Increases in the price ofdiesel fuel will be

difficultfor road hauliers.

roadshow (also spelled road show, especially in

AmE) /'raudjau; AmE 'roudjou/ noun [C]

a series of events in different places to encourage
people to invest in a company: The bank is holding

roadshows to promote the issue of additional shares,

o an investor roadshow

roaming /'raumirj; AmE 'rou-/ noun [u]

a system that allows you to use local services to

connect your computer to the Internet or use your
mobile phone/cellphone when you are travelling:

With global roaming, you can use your mobile almost
anywhere you go.

roar /ro:(r)/ verb [no obj] (usually used with an adverb

or a preposition)

to act or happen very quickly and in an impressive

way: Share prices have come roaring back (= they
have increased a lot very quickly), o Sales roared

ahead in the second half of the year.

roaring /'ro:rirj/ adjective

lEEl do a 'roaring trade (in sth) (informal) to sell a

lot of sth very quickly: The coffee shops were doing a

roaring trade, a roaring suc'cess (informal) a very

great success: The advertising campaign has been a
roaring success.

ROB /,a:r au 'bi:; AmE ou/ = run of book

robot /'raubDt; AmE 'rouba:t/ noun [C]

a machine used in manufacturing that can do some
tasks that a human can do and works automatically

or is controlled by a computer: These cars are built

by robots.

ROC /,a:r eu 'si:; AmE ou/ = return on capital

ROCE /.a:r au si: 'i:; AmE ou/ = return on capital
EMPLOYED

.rock bottom noun [u]

the lowest point or level that is possible: The shares

(= their value) have hit rock bottom, o Interest rates

are at rock bottom, .rock-'bottom adjective: rock-

bottom interest rates/prices

rocket /'mkit; AmE "ra:kit/ verb [no obj]

to increase very quickly and suddenly: Sales

rocketed by 110%. o The price of oil has rocketed

(up)from $25 a barrel to $40. o rocketing costs See

note at increase

rocket .science noun
n»mi it's not 'rocket science (informal) used to

emphasize that sth is easy to do or understand:

Getting the right products in our stores isn't rocket

science—it's common sense.

ROE /,a:r au 'i:; AmE ou/ = return on equity

.rogue 'trader noun [c]

(Stock Exchange) a stockbroker (= a person who
buys and sells shares for other people) who acts
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alone and takes a lot of risks, sometimes losing a

lot of their company's money: The bank revealed

that a rogue trader had lost large sums of money in

the currency markets, rogue trading noun [u]

ROI I,an au 'ai; AmE ou/ = return on investment

role /raul; AmE rool/ noun [c]

the function or position that sb has in an
organization, an industry, a group, etc: Owners of a

small businesses have to assume a number of
different roles. -» idiom at play verb

'role .playing noun [u] {also 'role play [c.u])

a learning activity that is often used in business

training in which you behave in the way sb else

would behave in a particular situation: Role playing

is a powerful learning tool, o role-playing exercises

role-play verb [+ obj or no obj]

roll /raul; AmE roul/ verb

[HSl roll up your 'sleeves to start to work hard:

He was prepared to roll up his sleeves and work on
the shop floor. -» idiom at head noun
UiliKJ ,roll sth 'back to reduce a tax, price, rate,

etc., usually back to a previous level: The policy is

designed to roll back rising insurance rates.

-> rollback .roll 'in (about money, orders, profits,

etc.) to arrive or appear in large quantities: The
orders kept rolling in. o The product was a huge
success and the money rolled in. .roll 'off sth (about

a product) to be produced, usually in large

numbers, in a factory: By next year, 60000 cars will

be rolling off its assembly lines. See note at produce
.roll out; .roll sth out 1 to introduce a new
product, service or technology by gradually making
it available to more people; to become available in

this way: The new service is to be rolled out next year.

2 to show a new aircraft or vehicle to the public for

the first time; to be seen for the first time: It will be

the worlds biggest passenger airline when it rolls out
in 2006. .roll 'over; .roll sth 'over (Finance) if

money that has been paid into a fund, an insurance
plan, etc. and not spent rolls over, or you roll it

over, it is included in a new fund: The money rolls

over each year. -» rollover .roll sth 'over {Finance)

to take an old debt, loan, etc. and include the

money that is owed in a new loan agreement: to

roll over €4.2 billion of debt o The company will be

finished if the bank refuses to roll over the loan for a

second time. -» rollover .roll sth 'up 1 to buy
several smaller companies and then combine their

operations in order to make a more efficient

business: Industry after industry is being rolled up
into just afew giant companies. -» roll-up
2 {Finance) if an amount of money, such as the

interest on an investment, is rolled up, it is not
paid regularly, but added to the investment and
paid in one amount at the end of the period of the

investment

rollback /'raulbaek;/\m£'roul-/ noun [C, usually

sing.] (especially AmE)
a return of prices, taxes, etc. to a previous state: a
rollback of the tax increases -» roll sth back at

ROLL

roller .coaster noun [c]

a situation or period of time when the prices of

shares, currencies, etc. keep going up and down
very quickly and by a large amount : the stock

market roller coaster o The company has had a roller-

coaster year on the stock market (= the price of its

shares has kept moving up and down).

rolling contract noun [c]

(Commerce) a contract for a particular period of

time that continues to be made valid for further

periods of time until one person in the agreement
decides to end it: He has signed a one-year rolling

contract. -> fixed term

.rolling launch = roll-out

rolling stock noun [u]

(Transport)

1 the engines, trains, etc. that a railway/ railroad

company owns or can use: Rolling stock costs rose

last year.

2 (AmE) the vehicles, trucks, etc. that a company
that transports goods by road owns and can use

roll- on roll- off adjective [usually before noun]
(abbr ro-ro, RO/RO) (BrE)

(Transport) (about a ship) designed so that cars,

trucks, etc. can be driven directly onto it at one end
and off it at the other: a roll-on roll-off carferry

'roll-OUt (AmE spelling also rollout) noun [C,U] (BrE

also .rolling launch [c])

(Marketing) an occasion when a company introduces
or starts to use a new product, service or
technology by gradually making it available to

more people: They will begin the roll-out of their

new product next July, o increased demandfor
broadband roll-out

rollover /'raulauva(r); /4m£ 'roulouvar/ noun [C,

usually sing.]

1 (Finance) the act of allowing an old loan or debt
to continue into a new agreement with the same
conditions: a rollover loan/mortgage o The countiy
agreed a debt rollover with the IMF.

2 (Finance) (AmE) a situation when money is moved
from one investment to another, often without
paying tax

3 (IT) (on web pages) an image that changes when
the mouse goes over it; a technique for creating

this image: Javascript rollover buttons
-» ROLL OVER, ROLL STH OVER at ROLL

'roll-up noun [c]

a situation where several smaller companies are

bought and combined in order to make a more
efficient business -» roll sth up at roll

ROM /mm; AmE ra:m/ noun [u]

(IT) read-only memory a type of computer
memory that contains information and instructions

that are permanent and cannot be changed or

removed RAM, CD-ROM

RON /,a:r au 'en; AmE ou/ = run of network

'room .service noun [u]

a service provided in a hotel, by which people
staying in the hotel can order food and drink to be
brought to their rooms: At the hotel there is 24-hour
room service, o He ordered coffeefrom room service.

ROP /,a:r au 'pi:; AmE ou/ = run of paper, run of
PRESS, RUN OF PUBLICATION

ro-ro (also spelled RO/RO) /'rau rau; AmE 'rou rou/
= ROLL-ON ROLL-OFF

ROS I,air au 'es; AmE ou/ = run of site

roster /TDsta(r); AmE 'rars-/ noun [c]

1 a list of the names of people such as employees,

customers, etc: a roster of clients/customers/

partners o He has assembled an impressive client

roster.

2 a list of people's names and the jobs that they

have to do at a particular time: the duty roster

rostered day 'off noun [c] (plural rostered days

off) (abbr RDO)
(HR) especially in Australia and New Zealand, an
arrangement in which, every two or four weeks,

employees receive an extra paid day when they do
not have to work, if they work longer hours on the

other days

rotate /rau'teit; AmE 'routeit/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

if a job rotates, or if people rotate a job, they

regularly change the job or regularly change who
does the job: The EU presidency rotates among the

members, o We rotate the night shift so no one has to



do it all the time. ro'tating adjective [only before

noun] : a rotating presidency

rotation /rau'teijri; AmE rou-/ noun [C,U]

see also: job rotation

1 the act of regularly changing the person who
does a particular job: The meeting is chaired by all

the members of the team in rotation, o a five-year

rotation of auditfirms
2 {Stock Exchange) = sector rotation

rotational /rau'teijanl; AmE rou-/ adjective [only

before noun]

rough /rAf/ adjective, noun, verb

• adjective (rougher, roughest)

1 not exact; not including all details: a rough

calculation/estimate of the cost o I've got a rough
idea ofwhat it will look like.

2 not finished or corrected: a rough draft ofa

report

'roughly adverb: Sales are up by roughly 10%. o
Roughly speaking, we receive aboutfifty new clients

a week.

• noun [c]

(Technical) the first version of a drawing or design

that has been done quickly and without much
detail: Only the best of the roughs are shown to the

editor.

EEl in 'rough {especially BrE) if you write or draw
sth in rough, you make a first version of it, not

worrying too much about mistakes or details

• verb

339 ,rough sth 'out to draw or write sth without
including all the details: I've roughed out afew
ideas.

round /raund/ adjective, noun, verb

• adjective

a round figure or amount is given as a whole
number, usually one ending in 0 or 5: It is 110 to the

nearest round number, oln roundfigures (= not
the exact amount), it will cost $1.5 million.

• noun [c]

see also: milk round

a group of events that are part of a longer series:

the latest round of meetings/trade talks o a new
round ofjob cuts/tax cuts o He's through to the

second round of interviews.

• verb

339 .round sth up/ down (to sth) to increase

or decrease a number to the next highest or lowest
whole number: 1 980 543 rounded up to 2 million o
The price increases were caused by shops rounding up
to the nearest euro.

rounding /'raundirj/ noun [u]

the act of increasing or decreasing a number to the

next highest or lowest whole number: Numbers
don't add up to 100% because of rounding.

round lot noun [c]

{Stock Exchange) the standard unit of trading on the

stock market that often equals 100 shares: A round
lotfor an issue under CDN$1 is 500.

round 'table noun [c, usually sing.]

a group of people that meet to discuss sth at a

conference, etc.; the meeting or discussion that

takes place: a round table on energy strategies o a
round-table discussion

,round trip noun [c,u]

a journey to a place and back again: a 30-mile
round trip to work o a round trip between New York
and Chicago

route /ru:t; AmE also raut/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

1 a fixed way along which a bus, train, plane, etc.

regularly travels or goods are regularly sent: a bus/

|
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plane/shipping route o The airline has 44 routes

operating out ofHeathrow.
2 (IT) the path that a piece of information (a

packet) takes when it is directed from one
computer system to another

• verb [+ obj] (routing or routeing, routed, routed)

1 (IT) to direct information that is received from
one computer system to another: Email is routed

through several servers before it reaches its final

destination, o a system that routes messages to the

appropriate workers
2 to send sb/sth by a particular route: The goods
were routed via Lyons. oAll calls are now routed to

local call centres.

Route 1 28 /,ru:t ,wAn twenti 'eit/ noun [sing ]

in the US, an area in Massachusetts where there are

many companies connected with the computer and
electronics industries

routeing = routing

router /'ruita(r); AmE also 'raut-/ noun [c]

(IT) a device that directs data from one computer
system to another in the shortest possible time: a

wireless router

routine /ru:'ti:n/ noun, adjective

• noun
1 [C,u] the things you usually do every day or at

regular intervals and the way you normally do
them: Reporting to my line manager is part ofmy
daily routine, o We clean and repair the machines as

a matter of routine.
2 (IT) [c] a list of instructions that enable a
computer to perform a particular task: The program
contains two assembly code routines.

• adjective

1 [usually before noun] done as a normal part of a

particular job, situation or process; ordinary and
not unusual: routine enquiries/questions/tests o The

fault was discovered during a routine test.

2 ordinary and boring; the same every day: The

work is interesting atfirst but it soon becomes

routine.

rou tinely adverb: Visitors are routinely checked

as they enter the building.

routing (BrE spelling also routeing) /'ru:tin; AmE
also 'rautirj/ noun [u]

see also: call routing

1 (IT) the process by which a piece of information

(a packet) is directed from one computer system to

another: Internet/network routing o routing

hardware/software o We are trying to get smarter

routing on the network.

2 the route that a particular plane, train, road, etc.

takes; the decisions you make about this route:

Routing is extremely important in pipelines.

routing .number = sort code

royalty /'roialti/ noun [C, usually pi.] (plural

royalties)

(Commerce)

1 an amount of money that is paid for the right to

use the property of another person, such as the

owner of a copyright or patent. A particular

amount is paid each time their book, product, etc.

is sold or their work performed: She received $5 000

in royalties, o a 12%) royalty on sales of the drug o

royaltyfees/payments/rates/revenue

2 an amount of money that is paid by an oil or

mining company to the owner of the land that they

are working on

RPI (,a: pi: 'ai; AmE ,a:r/ = retail price index

RRP /,a:r a: 'pi:; AmE ,a:r a:r/ abbr (BrE)

(Commerce) recommended retail price the price

at which the maker of a product suggests that it
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should be sold to customers in shops/stores: RRP
€500; member's price €350. [syn]MSRP, SRP

RSI /,a:r es ai/ abbr repetitive strain injury,

repetitive stress injury pain and swelling,

especially in the arms and hands, caused by
performing the same movement many times in a

job or an activity: The spread of computers in offices

has led to a rise in cases of RSI. [syn! OOS

RSVP /,a:resvi: 'pi:/ abbr

written at the end of an invitation to ask sb to reply

CEXB RSVP is formed from the first letters of a

French phrase meaning 'Please reply'.

RTB /,a: ti: 'bi:; AmE 'a:r/ = return-to-base

rubber 'cheque {AmE spelling ~ check) noun [c]

{informal)

a cheque that a bank does not accept because the

person who wrote it does not have enough money
in their account

rubber 'stamp noun [c]

1 a small tool that you hold in your hand and use
for printing the date, the name of an organization,

etc. on a document
2 a person or group that automatically gives

approval to the actions or decisions of others: The
directors were accused of acting as a rubber stamp for
the company's management.
3 automatic approval that is given to sth: The
committee denied that they had provided a rubber
stamp for the scheme.

rubber-'stamp verb [+ obj]

to give official approval for sth, especially without
considering it carefully: The board refused to rubber-

stamp the plans.

ruin /'ru:m/ noun, verb

• noun [u]

the fact of having no money, of having lost your
job, position, etc: The company is facingfinancial
ruin, o The property crash led to his ruin.

DHE1 in 'ruins destroyed or severely damaged: Her
career was in ruins.

• verb [+ obj]

1 to damage sth so badly that it loses all its value,

etc.; to spoil sth: The tourist industry has ruined this

area of natural beauty.

2 to make sb/sth lose all their money, their

position, etc: The company was ruined by bad
investments, o The scandal ruined him.

rule /ru:l/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: 80/20 rule, work-to-rule

1 an official statement ofwhat may, must or must
not be done in a particular situation: It's against
company rules to smoke in offices, o the rules and
regulations concerning safety equipment o The deal

was unusual, but didn't break any rules.

O to establish/make/set rules to follow/obey/
observe the rules to breach/break/violate a rule

2 a measuring instrument with a straight edge
3 a thin straight line that has been drawn or

printed: Draw a rule under the table offigures.

4 a statement of what you are advised to do in a

particular situation: There are no hard andfast
rules {= fixed rules) for successful presentations, o
The first rule is to make eye contact with your
customer.

IEE1 bend/stretch the rules to change the rules

to suit a particular person or situation the rules of
the 'game the standards of behaviour that most
people accept or that actually operate in a

particular area of life or business -» idioms at play
verb, rule verb

• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to give an official decision about
sth: The deal may be ruled illegal, o The court ruled

that the women were unfairly dismissed. ruling,
overrule
0 to rule against/in favour of/on sth

2 [+ obj] to draw a straight line using sth that has a

firm straight edge: Rule a line at the end of every

piece of work.
-» idiom at court noun
333 ,rule sb/sth "out 1 to state or decide that

sth is not possible or that sb/sth is not suitable: He
would not rule out the possibility of a merger, o The
proposed solution was ruled out as too expensive, o
They ruled him outfor the top job at the bank. 2 to

prevent sb from doing sth; to prevent sth from
happening: His age ruled him out as a possible

candidate.

'rule book noun [c] {often the rule book [sing.])

a set of rules that must be followed in a particular

job, company or organization: a new rule bookfor
how deals should be done

ruling /'ru:hrj/ noun [c]

an official decision made by sb in a position of

authority, especially a judge: The court will make its

ruling on the case next week. -» rule verb

• run /r-An/ verb, noun
• verb (running, ran /raen/ run)

1 [+ obj] to be in charge of a business, etc: to run a

hotel/factory/store o He has no idea how to run a

business, o The shareholders want more say in how
the company is run. o We hired an agency to run our
ad campaign, o a badly/well-run company o state-

run industries

2 [+ obj] to make a service, a course of study, etc.

available to people: Training courses are run by
various organizations. IsynJ organize
3 [+ obj or no obj] (about a machine, a vehicle, a

computer, software, etc.) to operate or work; to

make sth do this: The software is designed to run on
different operating systems, o Press this key to run
the program, o It's cheaper to keep the machines
running than to turn them off.

4 [no obj] {used with a preposition or an adjective) to

be at or near a particular level: Inflation was
running at 26%. o Sales have been running below

lastyear's levels, o Don't let the hard disk run low on
space. -¥ run short at run
5 [no obj] to operate or be valid for a particular

period of time: The contract will run for 5 years, o
The lease on the building only has a year left to run.

6 [+ obj or no obj] to show or publish

advertisements, stories, television programmes,
etc.; to be shown or published: The company is

running a series of ads on national TV. o The
magazine will run more in-depth news.

7 [+ obj] run a deficit/surplus to have or keep a

debt/an extra amount of money: The federal
government is likely to run a surplus of $150 billion.

8 [+ obj] run a test/check (on sth) to do a test/

check on sth: This program allows you to run tests

on your PC to see how it performs.

9 [+ obj] to own and use a vehicle or machine: 7

can't afford to run a car on my salary.

1 0 [no obj] {used with an adverb or a preposition)

{usually used in the continuous tenses) to happen in

the way mentioned or at the time mentioned: The

business is now running smoothly. oNone of the

software projects ran according to schedule.

irorci run a/the 'risk of (doing) sth to be or put

yourself in a situation in which sth bad could

happen to you: Retailers run the risk of being left

with goods they cannot sell, run 'late {used especially

in the continuous tenses) to do things after the time

you planned: I'm running late for the meeting, run
out of 'time to have no more time available:

They're running out of time to find a buyer, run
short; run short (of sth) if sth runs short or you



run short of sth there is very little left: Time is

running short, o The business has run short of cash.

run a tight 'ship to organize sth in a very efficient

way, controlling other people very closely: She was
known for running a tight ship in her previous post.

-» idioms at brick, control noun, foot noun,

ground noun, up adj

339 ,run back 'over sth to discuss or consider

sth again: III run back over the procedure once

again, [syn] review ,run sth 'by/'past sb {informal)

to show sb sth or tell sb about an idea in order to

see their reaction to it. Run that past me again. ,run

'down; ,run sth 'down 1 to lose power or stop

working; to make sth do this: The battery has run

down. 2 to gradually stop working or become
smaller in size or number; to make sth do this:

British manufacturing industry has been running
down for years, o The company is running down its

sales force. -» rundown 'run into sth 1 to

experience difficulties, etc: Be careful not to run

into debt, o to run into danger/difficulties/trouble

2 to reach a particular level or amount: Her income

runs into sixfigures (= is more than $100 000, etc.).

,run sth 'off to copy sth on a machine: Could you
run off twenty copies of the agenda? -> photocopy
,run 'on to continue without stopping; to continue

longer than is necessary or expected: The meeting
will finish promptly—I don't want it to run on. ,run

'out 1 if a supply of sth runs out, it is used up or

finished: The money has run out. o Time is running
outfor the company tofind a buyer. 2 if an
agreement or a document runs out, it becomes no
longer valid [synI expire ,run 'out (of sth) to use

up or finish a supply of sth: We ran out offuel, o The

company could run out of cash. ,run sth 'past sb =
run sth by/past sb ,run 'through sth 1 to

discuss, repeat or read sth quickly: Could we run
through your proposals once again? 2 to use up or

spend money carelessly 'run to sth to be of a

particular size or amount: Building costs may run to

$1 million. ,run 'up to increase: Product prices have
run up faster than expected. ,run sth 'up to allow a

bill, debt, etc. to reach a large total: The company
ran up a debt of26 billion euros, o Some banks have
run up huge losses, 'run with sth {informal} to

accept or start to use a particular idea or method:
OK, let's run with Jan's suggestion.

• noun

see also: bank run, bear ~, bull ~, cheque ~,

long ~, long--, short ~, etc.

1 [C] a period when good or bad things happen; a

series of successes or failures: The company has
enjoyed a run ofgood luck, o We've had a run of
negative results.

2 {Manufacturing) [C] the amount of a product that

a company decides to make at one time: Ourfirst

production run was only 400 units, o The print run

of 6 000 copies soon sold out.

3 {Economics) [C, usually sing.] a run on the dollar,

yen, etc. a situation when many people suddenly
sell a currency and the value of the money falls:

Analysts fear a possible run on the dollar.

4 {Commerce) [C, usually sing.] a run on sth a
situation when many people suddenly want to buy
sth, often because they are afraid there may not be
enough: There has been a run on this particular

model and we are now out of stock.

5 {Economics) [C, usually sing.] a run on a bank, etc.

a time when too many people want to take their

money out of the banks at the same time, so the
banks cannot pay them all: The financial crisis

started a run on the banks, o measures to protect

small banksfrom a run on deposits

6 {Finance) [C, usually sing.] a situation when many
people want to buy shares, bonds, property, etc.

and prices go up: The market had a tremendous run.
-> idioms at long run, short run
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runaway /'rAnawei/ adjective [only before noun]

1 increasing at a very fast rate and not able to be
controlled: fighting runaway inflation o The
company is trying to cope with runaway demandfor
its product.

O runaway costs/inflation/prices

2 very successful: The book was a runaway best-

seller, o Their new product has proved to be a
runaway success.

0 a runaway best-seller/hit/success/winner

rundown /'rAndaun/ noun [c, usually sing.]

1 an explanation or a description of sth: Can you
give me a brief rundown on each of the applicants?

2 (BrE) a reduction in the amount, size or activity of

sth, especially a business: 300 jobs are being cut

because of a rundown in repair work, o a rundown
of transport services -» run down at run verb

run- down adjective

1 (about a buildings, place, machine, etc.) in very

bad condition; that has not been taken care of: The

offices are in a run-down but central area, o
rebuilding run-down factories

2 (about a business, etc.) not as busy or as active as

it used to be: run-down transport services

rung /rAn/ noun [C]

a level or position in an organization, a company, a

system, etc: Women are now moving up the rungs of
the corporate ladder. KMH A rung is one of the

bars that forms steps in a ladder. -» ladder

running /'rAmrj/ noun [u]

the running of sth the activity of managing or

operating sth: the day-to-day running of a business

o He's responsiblefor the smooth running of the

facto ry.

EEl in/out of the 'running (for sth) {informal)

having some/no chance of succeeding or of

achieving sth: Only two companies are in the

runningfor the contract.

'running cost noun [c, usually pi.]

the amount of money it costs to operate a machine,
vehicle, business, etc: a reduction in annual running

costs o The factory has low running costs.

-» overheads

.running re pairs noun [pi ]

small things that you do to a vehicle, a machine,

etc. to keep it working: to make/carry out running

repairs

running total noun [c, usually sing.]

the total number or amount of things, money, etc.

that changes as you add each new item: We try to

keep a running total of how much we spend.

run of 'book noun [U] {abbr ROB)

{Marketing) when an advertisement is placed

anywhere in a newspaper, magazine, etc. and the

advertiser has not paid for a particular place: run-

of-book ads

,run of 'network noun [u] {abbr RON)

{Marketing) when an advertisement is placed on
pages on some or all websites in an advertising

network and the advertiser has not paid for a

particular place

,run of 'paper {also ,run of press, run of

publication) noun [u] {abbr ROP)

{Marketing) when an advertisement is placed

anywhere in a newspaper, magazine, etc. and the

advertiser has not paid for a particular place: All

ads are placed on a run-of-paper basis.

,run of 'site noun [U] {abbr ROS
{Marketing) when an advertisement is placed

anywhere on a website and the advertiser has not

paid for a particular place
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Ss
S /es/ abbr

(especially for sizes of clothes) small: S, M and L

(= small, medium and large)

SA noun {only used in written English)

used in the name of some companies in French-
speaking and Spanish-speaking countries: Renault
SA See note at Ltd

sabbatical /sa'baetikl/ noun [c,U]

a period of time when an employee is allowed to

stop their normal work in order to study or travel:

He's on sabbatical, o to take a six-month sabbatical o
sabbatical leave

sabotage /'saebata:3/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

1 to damage or destroy sth deliberately to prevent
sb from using it or to protest about sth: The main
electricity supply had been sabotaged.

2 to prevent sth from being successful or being
achieved, usually deliberately: The rise in interest

rates sabotaged any chance of thefirm's recovery.

• noun [u]

1 the act of doing deliberate damage to

equipment, transport, machines, etc. to prevent sb

from using them, or to protest about sth: an act of
industrial sabotage o They blamed the problems on
sabotage by strikers.

2 the act of deliberately spoiling sth in order to

prevent it from being successful

sachet /'saejei; AmE sae'Jei/ {BrE) {AmE 'packet)

noun [c]

a closed plastic or paper packet that contains a very
small amount of liquid or a powder: a sachet of
shampoo/sugar

sack /saek/ noun, verb

• noun
1 [C] a large bag with no handles, made of strong

rough material or strong paper or plastic, used for

storing and carrying things in: The rice is sold in

20kg sacks.

2 [AmE) [C] a strong paper bag for carrying

shopping: a grocery sack

3 [C] the contents of a sack: a sack offlour/

potatoes o {AmE) a sack ofgroceries

4 the sack [sing.] {BrE) {informal) being told by your
employer that you can no longer work for a

company, etc., usually because of sth that you have
done wrong: She got the sack for being late every

rural /'ruaral; AmE 'rural/ adjective [usually before

noun]

connected with or like the countryside: rural areas
o rural communities o the rural economy

'rush hour noun [C. usually sing., u]

the time, usually twice a day, when the roads are

full of traffic and trains are crowded because
people are travelling to or from work: Don't travel

in the rush hour/at rush hour, o rush-hour traffic

Russell 2000™ /.rAsltu: 'Gauznd/ noun [sing.]

{Stock Exchange) a list of the average of the share
prices of 2 000 smaller companies in the US,

published by the Russell Company: The Russell 2000
index, which tracks smaller company stocks, rose 4%.

'rust belt {also spelled Rust Belt) noun [C, usually

sing.] {especially AmE)
an area where there are many old factories which
are closed or which no longer make much money

RW /,a: 'dAblju:; ^mf ,a:r/ = read-write

day. o After several arguments with his boss, he was
given the sack, o Four hundred workers face the

Sack. [SYNJ DISMISSAL
• verb [+ obj] {BrE) {informal)

to dismiss sb from a job: The sales manager was
sacked after the results were announced, o calls for
the sacking of the CEO See note at dismiss

saddle /'saedl/ noun, verb

• noun
EE] in the 'saddle {informal) in a position of

authority and control

• verb

333 saddle sb/yourself with sth {often be
saddled with sth) to give sb/yourself an
unpleasant responsibility, task, debt, etc: I've been

saddled with organizing the conference, o The
company was saddled with debts of€20 million.

sae {also spelled SAE) /,es ei 'i:/ abbr {BrE) stamped
addressed envelope, self-addressed envelope
{used like a countable noun)

an envelope on which you have written your name
and address and put a stamp so that sb else can use
it to send sth to you: Please enclose an saefor your
test results. SASE

safe /seif/ noun [C]

see also: night safe

a strong metal box or cupboard with a complicated

lock, used for storing valuable things in, for

example, money or jewels

'safe de posit [also 'safety de, posit) noun [u,c]

the action of putting important documents or

valuable items in a strong room or metal box, for

example in a bank, to keep them safe; a place that

offers this service: items on safe deposit at the bank
0 a safe-deposit box/vault o The bank has a safe-

deposit service.

,safe 'haven {AmE also ,safe 'harbor) {BrE spelling ~

harbour) noun [c]

a place where sb/sth can go to be safe from danger
or risk: Many investors see gold as a safe haven for
their money, o a safe-haven currency/stock

safety /'seifti/ noun [u]

see also: health and safety, margin of safety

1 the state of not being dangerous: The plant has

been closed for safety checks, o The factory was closed

run-of-the- mill adjective

ordinary or standard, with no special or interesting

features: It was a run-of-the-mill laptop.

run-time noun [u,c]

(IT)

1 the amount of time that a program takes to

perform a task

2 the time when a program performs a task

run-up noun [C, usually sing.]

1 a period of time leading up to an important
event; the preparation for this: an increase in

spending in the run-up to New Year

2 {also spelled runup) an increase in prices that is

often sudden: a sharp run-up in share prices o The
market is due for a run-up.

-> run up at run verb



down on safety grounds, o The airline has an
excellent safety record.

O to check/improve safety fire/flight/food/product/

road safety * a safety assessment/check/inspection

safety regulations/requirements/rules/standards

safety measures/procedures

2 the state of being safe and protected from
danger or harm: The safety of the employees is the

company's main concern.

O passenger/personal/public/worker safety to

ensure/guarantee safety

3 used to describe sth designed to prevent injury

or damage: a manufacturer of industrial safety

equipment

O safety devices/equipment/features/glasses

safety .culture noun [u,c]

a way of working where the safety of employees is

considered to be one of the most important things:

The company is promoting a safety culture among
employees following a series of accidents.

'safety deposit = safe deposit

'safety net noun [c]

an arrangement that helps to prevent disaster if sth

goes wrong: a financial safety net o Unemployment
benefit provides a safety netfor people who lose their

jobs.

'safety procedure noun [c, usually pi.]

the way that sth must be done or a rule that must
be followed in order to prevent accidents or other

dangerous events from happening: New safety

procedures have been introduced to ensure that a
similar accident never happens again.

0 adequate/basic/inadequate/poor safety procedures

to follow/improve/tighten safety procedures

'safety stock noun [u]

[Production) the smallest extra supply of goods, raw
materials, etc. that a company tries to have at all

times in case more than expected is ordered or new
stock arrives late: Companies that once kept months
of safety stock now get by with days. -» buffer
stock

'safety valve noun [c]

a device that lets out steam or pressure in a

machine when it becomes too great

sag /seeg/ verb [no obj] (-gg-)

to become weaker or fewer: This year, profits have
sagged, o sagging consumer confidence sag noun
[U; c, usually sing.]: a sag in share prices

S & L /,es and 'el/ abbr [AmE)

savings and loan association

salable, salability = saleable

sa lami .slicing noun [u]

the act of removing sth gradually by small amounts
at a time: Local rail services have been withdrawn by
a process ofsalami slicing, o a salami-slicing style of
management

salaried /'saelarid/ adjective

1 (about a person) receiving a salary: a salaried

employee
2 (about a job) for which a salary is paid: a salaried

position o salaried employment
-» WAGED

salary /'saelari/ noun [c] [plural salaries)

see also: base salary, basic salary

money that employees receive for doing their job,

especially professional employees or people
working in an office, that is usually paid every
month: an annual salary of$40000 oa9% salary
increase o She's on a salary of€33 000. o Starting
salaries ranged between $23 000 and $28 000.
-» WAGE
O to earn/receive a salary * to cut/increase/pay a

483 sale

salary an annual/a monthly/starting salary (of...)

an average/a big/competitive/high/low/modest

salary

salaryman /'saelarimaen/ noun [c] [plural

salarymen /-men/)

a word used especially in Japan to refer to a man
who has an ordinary job in an office: the year-end
exchange of gifts between salarymen and their

superiors d*XQ Salarywoman is also used, but less

often.

salary .matrix noun [c]

[HR) a chart with rows and columns that show the

range of pay in a company, used to decide what
increase in pay employees should receive

salary .package = pay package

salary prog ression = salary scale (1)

'salary scale noun [c]

{HR)

1 [BrE also 'salary progression) the range of levels

of pay that a person can receive in a particular job

within a company or an organization, especially

when they are paid every month: She was promoted
to the next grade, where the salary scale was €28 500
to €37 000.

2 the range of levels of pay that people receive in

different jobs within a company or an organization,

especially when they are paid every month: They

are only hiring people at the lower end of the salary

scale.

-> PAY SCALE, WAGE SCALE

sale /seil/ noun

see also: agreement of sale, bill of ~, cash ~,

clearance ~, closing-down ~, conditional ~,

conditions of ~, etc.

1 [U,C] an act or the process of selling sth:

regulations governing the sale of vitamins o The sale

of assets raised €100 000. o She gets 10% commission

on each sale, o I haven't made a sale all week.

O to close/complete/lose/make a sale a sale makes/

raises.

2 [c] an occasion when a shop/store sells its goods

at a lower price than usual: The sale starts on 28

December, o the January sales o [BrE) I bought a coat

in the sales (= the period when many shops are

selling goods at lower prices), o sale items/goods

O an annual/end-of-season/a summer/winter sale *

to have/hold a sale

3 [C] an occasion when goods are sold, especially

an auction: a contemporary art sale

HiTTl for 'sale available to be bought: The company

VOCABULARY BUILDING

The benefits of a job

Money
• We offer a starting salary of up to 70k.

• The minimum wage is set at $7. 15 an hour.

• You will receive a basic salary plus commission
on each sale.

• She gets a €2 000 bonus on top of her salary.

• Many argue that the pay packages offered to top

executives are excessive.

Other benefits

• Benefits include health insurance and a pension
plan.

• Free meals are one of the perks of working in a
restaurant.

• Jobseekers rated flexible hours as a better perk

than a company car.
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is notfor sale, o The group has put its book business

upfor sale, o 'for sale' signs on .sale 1 available to

be bought, especially in a shop/store: The latest

model goes on sale next week. 2 being offered at a

reduced price: All DVD players are on sale today and
tomorrow only.

-» sales -> idiom at put verb

saleable (AmE spelling also salable) /'seilabl/

adjective

1 that can be sold; good enough to be sold: In

order to be a saleable product, the vehicle would
require further development.

2 that sb will want to buy: The company's hi-tech

factory is its most saleable asset.

saleability {AmE spelling also salability)

/.seila'bilati/ noun [u]

sale and leaseback noun [u]

{Finance) the process of selling a building,

machinery, etc. to sb and then continuing to use it

by renting it from the buyer: The company is hoping
to raise over €1 billionfrom the sale and leaseback of
its 200 high-street stores.

sale and re purchase a greement =
REPURCHASE AGREEMENT

,sale as 'seen phrase

{Commerce) if used goods are advertised as sale as
seen, the buyer must examine them carefully as

they are not offered with a promise that they are

suitable or in good condition: All used cars on this

website are offered for sale as seen. -> sold as seen

sale by des cription phrase

{Commerce) a situation in which a buyer cannot see

goods for sale, but must rely on a description of the

goods, for example on a label or packet: As
catalogues use sale by description, the law requires

that their descriptions are accurate.

.sale by 'sample phrase

{Commerce) a situation in which a buyer sees only a
small amount or piece of sth before buying it and
must assume that the quality of the rest will be the

same: Sale by sample allows stores to sell large

quantities ofgoods without the need to store them.

,sale or re'turn phrase {BrE) {abbr SIR)

{Commerce) if goods are supplied (on) sale or
return, there is an agreement that any item that is

not sold can be sent back without having to be paid
for: Our industrial products are available on sale or

return for a period of up to two weeks, o We can
supply goods on a sale-or-return basis.

'sale price noun [c]

1 the price at which sth is offered for sale or is

sold: The sale price of the company is expected to be

around €2 billion.

2 a special low price that an item is sold at for a

period of time when a shop/store reduces its prices:

The sale price was 20% lower than the list price.

saleroom /'seilru:m; -rum/ {BrE) {AmE 'salesroom)

noun [c]

{Commerce) a room where goods are sold at an
auction

* sales /seilz/ noun

see also: after-sales, comparable-store ~, cost of ~,

direct sale, field ~, gross ~, net ~, etc.

1 [pi ] the amount of goods or services sold:

Annual sales are up on last year, o The company
reported sales of $190 million, o Retail sales fell by
2%. o They hope to generate $500 million in sales, o
the sales figures for May
O annual/full-year/like-for-like/quarterly/total sales

high/strong sales disappointing/flat/low/slow/

sluggish/weak sales global/international/

national sales to boost/generate sales a sales

forecast/outlook sales growth/performance
sales charts/quotas/targets

2 [u] the business of selling things; the

department of a company that is responsible for

selling things: One of the sales staff helped me to

choose a gift, o He works in sales, o The sales meeting
lastedfor two hours, o a big company with a large

sales department

0 a sales department/director/manager/staff/team
sales presentations/techniques

-» SALE

sales ac count noun [c]

1 {Accounting) a financial record in which total

sales for cash or credit during a particular period
are recorded
2 a company that is a customer of another
company and buys goods or services from them

'sales a.greement = contract of purchase

sales a nalysis noun [c,u]

{Marketing) a detailed examination of a company's
sales records in order to measure and improve its

performance: Ifyou do a sales analysis of each of our
stores, you'llfind that those that are out-of-town
have the highest sales.

.sales and marketing noun [u]

the business of advertising and selling goods or

services; the department of a company that is

responsible for this: They do the sales and marketing
for a wide range ofproducts, o More than half the job

losses will be in sales and marketing.

'sales .area noun [c]

1 {Marketing) {also 'sales .territory) an area, a part

of a market or a group of products that a sales
representative or a team is responsible for: My
sales area covers eight states and 60 customers.

O to allocate/assign a sales area

2 {Commerce) the part of a store where customers
can buy things: We have a retail sales area of more
than 2 000 square feet.

sales as sistant {BrE) {AmE sales clerk, clerk)

noun [c]

a person whose job is to serve customers in a shop/
store [synI shop assistant

'sales .budget noun [c]

{Accounting) a plan for a particular period of time of

how much money a company is likely to receive

from the sale of goods and services: Our sales

budget is 30% higher than lastyear.

sales cam paign noun [c]

{Marketing) a series of planned activities that are

intended to sell a particular product or increase

sales of a product: We are about to launch a sales

campaign to highlight our new range of cameras, o
The aggressive sales campaign has nearly doubled
their revenue. -> sales drive

'sales .channel = channel noun (3)

'sales charge noun [c]

{Finance) a fee that you pay when you buy sth such

as shares, bonds, insurance, etc. from a broker

sales check = sales slip

'sales clerk {also spelled salesclerk = sales
assistant

'sales .concept = selling concept

sales .conference noun [c]

{Marketing) an event at which members of a

company's sales team from different offices meet to

discuss and plan ways of selling the company's
products



'sales drive noun [c]

{Marketing) an attempt to increase a company's
sales: We have boosted business by 24% after a major
international sales drive. -» sales campaign

sales engi neer noun [c]

{Marketing) a salesperson who has a good
technical knowledge of products and the market
and gives technical presentations

'sales .figures noun [pi.]

the amount or value of goods or services that a

company has sold during a particular period: Sales

figures for lastyear were disappointing.

O December/first-quarter/full-year/like-for-like/

monthly sales figures good/solid/strong sales

figures disappointing/inflated/poor/weak sales

figures

'sales force noun [Cwith sing./pl. verb]

all the people who are involved in selling a

company's goods or services: The Weldon Group has

a 6 000 strong sales force {= with 6 000 people).

sales .history noun [c]

{Marketing) a record of how many of a particular

product have been sold since it was first produced

sales in,centive noun [c]
*

{Marketing) a reward that is offered to salespeople
to encourage them to sell more: The company is

offering a two-day golf vacation as a sales incentive.

sales .invoice noun [c]

{Accounting) a list of goods that have been sold, that

is given to the customer to show what they must
pay and when

'sales .ledger noun [c] {BrE)

{Accounting) in a company's financial records, a

group of accounts that is used to record the

amounts owed by particular customers
-> ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE, PURCHASE LEDGER

salesman / seilzman/, saleswoman
/'seilzwuman/ noun [C] {plural salesmen /-man/
saleswomen /-wimm/)

a man or woman whose job is to sell goods, for

example, in a shop/store: a car salesman o an
insurance salesman o one of the company's top

salesmen -» salesperson See note at chairman

salesmanship /'seilzmanjip/ noun [u]

the methods and skills involved in selling things:

slick/aggressive/successful salesmanship

'sales mix noun [sing.]

{Marketing) the way that a company's total sales are

divided among all their products: Sports cars are

likely to make up about 35% of our sales mix. o If

you increase the price of an item with a high

percentage of the sales mix, your profits will increase

dramatically.

sales .office noun [c]

a part of a company that sells a company's products
in a particular area: Contactyour local sales office

for a list ofprices.

sales orien tation noun [u]

{Marketing) used to describe a way of doing business
where a company competes mainly by developing
its methods for selling products, rather than by
producing better products or meeting customers'
needs better than other companies -» marketing
ORIENTATION, PRODUCT ORIENTATION

salesperson /'seilzp3:sn; AmE -p3:rsn/ noun [C]

{plural salespeople /-pi:pl/)

{Marketing) a person whose job is to sell a company's
goods or services: They have assembled a strong
team of salespeople.

'sales pitch noun [c]

{Marketing) talk or arguments used by a person

485 salvage

trying to sell things: This training course will help

you develop your sales pitch. -> pitch

sales pro,motion noun [u,c]

{Marketing) activities done in order to increase the

sales of a product or service: We are running a sales

promotion in October with a 20% discount on our
camera phones.

• sales representative {also sales rep, rep,

informal) {also .representative, 'trade

representative) noun [C]

{Marketing) a person who sells a company's goods or

services by visiting possible customers, usually

receiving a commission on what they sell: We now
have more than 200 sales representatives around the

country, o She started her career as a sales rep and is

now a sales manager, o You can request a sample or a

rep visit. See note at agent

sales re sistance noun [u]

{Marketing) when someone is unwilling to buy a

product, especially as a result of aggressive selling

techniques: Sales resistance is a direct result of a

salesperson's behaviour, o tactics to overcome sales

resistance

'sales re turns noun [pi.]

{Accounting) goods that a customer has bought and
then returned: We need to monitor sales returns to

find out why goods are being returned, o the sales

returns account/book -> return (4)

'sales .revenue noun [u] {also sales revenues
[pi.]) {especially AmE)
{Accounting) the total income that a company
receives from sales of goods and services in a

particular period of time Isynj turnover (1)

salesroom /'seilzru:m; -rum/ = saleroom

'sales slip {also 'sales check) = receipt (1)

sales sub sidiary noun [c]

a company that is owned by a larger company
whose products it sells: The company is to open a

sales subsidiary in Malaysia.

'sales tax noun [u,c]

tax that must be paid on many goods and services

when you buy them: The rate of sales tax in

Arkansas is 5. Wo. -» VAT

sales .territory = sales area (l)

'sales .turnover noun [C, usually sing., u]

{Accounting) the total value of goods or services sold

by a company during a particular period of time:

We expect to achieve a sales turnover of€300 million

in the comingfinancial year.

'sales .volume noun [c, usually sing., u]

{Accounting) the total number of units of a product

sold by a company during a particular period of

time: The sales volume ofBMW brand cars totalled

454 972 unitsfor the six-month period.

salvage /'saelvid3/ verb, noun

• verb [+ obj]

to save goods or a ship from being completely

destroyed in an accident or a disaster: Goods worth

€4 million were salvagedfrom the warehouse

following the flood.

• noun [u]

1 the act of saving goods or a ship from being

completely destroyed in an accident or a disaster:

The salvage of the ship was made difficult by bad

weather, o a salvage company/team/operation

2 the things that are saved from a disaster or an

accident: Some of the stock was only slightly

damaged and was sold as salvage, o {figurative) hopes

of a salvage dealfor the company
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'salvage ,value {also 'scrap .value) noun [c,u]

1 {Accounting) the value of an asset at the end of its

useful life: The delivery van was purchasedfor
€40000, and afterfive years will have a salvage

value of approximately €5 000.

2 {Insurance) the value of sth that has been
damaged in an accident, etc., such as goods or a ship

'salvage yard noun [c] (Am£)

a place where old machines, cars, etc. are broken
up so that the metal can be sold or used again

same- day adjective [only before noun]

used to refer to a service that is provided on the

same day that you order it: Most of our orders are

for same-day delivery, o a same-day printing service

-> NEXT-DAY

same-store 'sales {also ,comparable-store
'sales) noun [pi.]

{Accounting) used to refer to the change in the value

of sales in a company or group's stores compared to

the same stores in the previous year, used as a way
of measuring the performance of the company as a

whole. Only stores that have been open for more
than a year are included in the total: Wal-Mart's

July same-store sales were up 6%. -» like-for-like

sample /'sa:mpl; AmE'saempl/ noun, verb

mnoun [C]

see also: random sample, sale by sample

1 a small amount or example of sth that can be
looked at or tried to see what it is like: They are

giving awayfree samples ofshampoo in

supermarkets, o a book offabric samples o The
website has useful sample letters and emails.

O to give away/offer/provide a sample a fabric/
product sample

2 {Technical) a number of people or things taken
from a larger group and used in tests to provide

information about the group: We did a telephone

survey ofa random sample of 1 000 workers, o The
drug was tested on a sample group of24 people.

O a large/random/representative/small sample to

recruit/survey/use a sample
3 {Technicafj a small amount of a product that is

looked at or tested in order to see what the rest is

like: A sample ofparts are inspected for quality. oA
sample takenfrom the plant tested positive for the

bacteria.

0 to analyse/collect/provide/test a sample
• verb [+ obj]

1 to try a small amount of sth to see what it is like;

to experience sth for a short time to see what it is

like: Shoppers were sampling the perfumes, o You can
sample the service for two weeks.

2 to question a group of people in order to find

information about a larger group: 12% of the people

sampled said they would be interested in the service.

3 {Technical) to test a single item or a small amount
of a product in order to see what the rest is like: 10

of the 29 sampled products failed one or more
standard quality tests.

sampler /'sa:mpld(r); AmE 'saem-/ noun [C]

a collection that contains typical examples of sth,

so that people can try or experience them: You can
download a sampler of our designsfrom our website.

sampling /'sarmplirj; AmE 'saem-/ noun

see also: acceptance sampling, activity ~,

sequential ~, snowball ~, stratified ~, work ~

1 {Technical) [U] the process of taking a sample:
statistical sampling of 2 000 customers

2 [c] a small part, number or amount of sth that

has been taken or chosen as a sample: Here's a
sampling of the price ranges wefound.

sampling .fraction noun [c]

{Marketing) the relationship between the part of a
group that is chosen to take part in a survey and
the size of the whole group: We used a sampling
fraction ofl in 100.

sampling frame noun [c]

{Marketing) the list of people or things that form the

group from which a sample is chosen: The electoral

reigster was used as a samplingframe.

sanction /'saerjkjn/ noun [C, usually pi.]

an official order that limits trade, contact, etc. with
a particular country, in order to make it do sth,

such as obeying international law: Trade sanctions

were imposed against/on any country that refused

to sign the agreement, o The economic sanctions have
been lifted.

0 to apply/impose/lift sanctions economic/
financial/trade sanctions

s and h {also spelled s & h) /,es and 'eitJV =
SHIPPING AND HANDLING

sandwich board noun [c]

{Marketing)

1 a pair of boards with advertisements on them
that sb wears at the front and back of their body as

they walk around in public

2 a wooden frame in two parts, joined at the top,

that stands on the ground and has advertisements
on each side

'sandwich course noun [c] {BrE)

a course of study which includes periods of study
and periods of working in business or industry

S&P 500™ /,es and ,pi: faiv 'hAndrad/ =
Standard and Poor's 500 index

SARL abbr {only used in written English)

used in the name of some companies in French-
speaking countries: KeeBoo SARL See note at Ltd

SASE /,es ei es %j abbr {AmE) self-addressed
stamped envelope {used like a countable noun)

an envelope on which you have written your name
and address and put a stamp so that sb else can use

it to send sth to you: Please enclose an SASEfor your
test results. -» sae

satellite /'saetalait/ noun [c]

1 an electronic device that is sent into space, and is

used for communicating by telephone, radio,

television, etc. and for providing information: We
have linked all our offices by satellite, o making a call

to a satellite phone
2 an organization, a town or a country that is

controlled by and depends on another larger or

more powerful one: We have a satellite office in

Hong Kong.

satisfaction /.saetis'faekjn/ noun [u]

see also: customer satisfaction, job satisfaction

1 the good feeling that you have when you are

happy with sth that you have done, that you have
bought, that has happened, etc: She had the

satisfaction ofseeing her book become a best-seller, o
He looked back on his career with great satisfaction.

2 an acceptable way of dealing with a complaint, a

debt, an injury, etc: They agreed on a payment of

$5 000 in full satisfaction of the debt.

satisfactory /.saetis'faektari/ adjective

good enough for a particular purpose; acceptable:

A bonus will be paid on satisfactory completion of the

contract, o The law says that goods you buy must be

'ofsatisfactory quality' andfreefrom defects.

saturate /'saetjareit/ verb [+ obj]

{Marketing) {often be saturated)

to supply so much of a product in a particular

market that few new customers can be found: The



mobile phone market is becoming saturated, o
Japan's electronics industry began to saturate the

world markets. saturation /.saetJVreiJ'n/ noun
[u] : Sales of vending machines have fallen because of
saturation of the market, o The marketfor this

product is reaching saturation point (= a situation

when few new buyers can be found), o Has
broadband reached market saturation in North
America?—Picture at product life cycle

save /seiv/ verb

1 [+ obj] to avoid wasting sth or using more than
necessary: We have installed new lighting to save

energy costs, o Book early and save €100! o Well take

a cab to save time.

2 [+ obj or no obj] save (sth) (up) (for sth) to keep
money instead of spending it: Workers are

encouraged to savefor their pension, o Do you save

regularly? o I've been saving $200 a month for years.

3 [+ obj or no obj] to make a computer keep work,
for example by putting it on a disk: Save the file to

your hard drive, o I've saved the file as a pdf o Don't

forget to save regularly as you work.

ECU save (sb's) 'face to avoid or help sb avoid

embarrassment: She was fired, but she savedface by
telling everyone she'd resigned. -» idiom at lose
-> FACE-SAVING

saver /seiva(r)/ noun [C]

1 a person who saves money and puts it in a bank,
etc. for future use: The increase in interest rates is

good news for savers.

2 {often with another noun) something that helps

you spend less money or use less of the thing

mentioned: The program is easy to use and is a real

time-saver.

saving /'seivirj/ noun

see also: cost saving, face--, labour--

1 [c] an amount of sth such as time or money that

you do not need to use or spend: Buy three and
make a saving of€51 o With the new heating system
we can make big savings on fuel bills.

2 savings [pi ] money that you have saved,

especially in a bank, etc: He used his savings to start

up his own company.
3 {Economics) [u] the situation when income is

greater than money spent; the process of spending
less than income: Consumers have notyet switched
from consumption to saving, o a drop in household
saving

4 -saving {in adjectives) that reduces the amount
used of the thing mentioned; preventing waste of
the thing mentioned: energy-saving modifications o
time-saving devices

savings ac count noun [c]

a bank account that receives interest on the money
put into it

.savings and credit cooperative = credit
COOPERATIVE

.savings and loan association {abbr S & L)

{also .building and loan association) {both AmE)
noun [c]

an organization like a bank that lends money to

people who want to buy a house. People also save
money with a savings and loan association.
[SYNJ THRIFT INSTITUTION -» BUILDING SOCIETY

'savings bank noun [c]

a bank that pays interest on money you save in

accounts but does not offer other services

sawy /'saevi/ noun, adjective {informal)

• noun [u]

practical knowledge or understanding of sth: His
business sawy comesfrom years of running his own
company.

• adjective {informal) {especially AmE)
having practical knowledge or understanding of
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sth: In business it helps ifyou are IT sawy. o sawy
shoppers/travelers

SBU /,es bi: 'ju:/ = strategic business unit

scab /skaeb/ noun [C] {informal)

an offensive way of referring to a worker who
refuses to join a strike or who works instead of sb

on strike [syn] blackleg

scalable /'skeilabl/ adjective

{IT)

1 used to describe a computer, a network,
software, etc. that can be adapted to meet greater

needs in the future: a scalable network/system
2 designed to work on a large or small scale,

according to needs: scalable graphics

scalability /.skeila'bilati/ noun [u]

scale /'skeil/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: diseconomy of scale, economy of ~, large-

~, pay ~, salary ~, sliding ~, small--, wage ~

1 [sing; u] the size or extent of sth, especially when
compared with sth else: The prototype was a success

so we started producing it on a large scale, o The
sales figures revealed the full scale of the company's
crisis.

2 [c] a range of levels or numbers used for

measuring sth: a five-point pay scale o The salary

scale goesfrom €18 000 to €35 000. o to evaluate

performance on a scalefrom 1 to 10 o a scale offees/
charges

3 [c, usually sing ] the set of all the different levels

of sth, from the lowest to the highest: Small
businesses make up 59% of industry in the region,

while at the other end of the scale, 2% employ over

500 people.

4 [c,u] the relation between the actual size of sth

and its size on a map, diagram or model that

represents it: a scale model/drawing o a scale of
1:10000 o These products are not pictured to scale {

=
they appear bigger or smaller than in real life).

5 [c, usually pi ] an instrument for weighing people

or things

• verb [+ obj]

{Technical) to change the size of sth: Text can be

scaledfrom 4 points to 108 points without any loss of
quality.

Q2339 .scale sth down [AmE also .scale sth back)

to reduce the number, size or extent of sth: We are

thinking ofscaling down our training programmes
nextyear, o The IMF has scaled back its growth
forecasts for the next decade, o Smaller businesses are

not scaled-down versions of larger ones, .scale sth

'up to increase the number, size or extent of sth:

The call centre has been scaled up to handle over

10000 calls a day.

.scaled question noun [c]

{Marketing) a type of question that is used to get

data on people's opinions, behaviour, etc., where a

range of possible answers are shown and people

choose the one that is closest to their own opinion,

behaviour, etc. Each answer is represented by a

number, for example 1,2,3,4,5, which shows its

position in the range, so that people's answers can

be easily compared and measured.

'scale e.conomy = economy of scale

scalp /skaelp/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

a symbol of the fact that sb has been defeated or

punished: The poor performance in recent months

has now claimed the scalp of the firm's chief executive

(= he has lost his job).

• verb [+ obj]

to make a quick profit by buying tickets for
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concerts, sports events, etc. and selling them for a

much higher price

scalper /'skaelpa(r)/ = tout noun

scam /skaem/ noun [C] {informal)

a clever and dishonest plan for making money:
Three people were found guilty of operating an
insurance scam.

0 to operate/pull/set up a scam

scan /skaen/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

1 {Commerce) to use a special machine (called a

scanner) to read the information on a bar code,
etc: In the warehouse we use hand-held scanners to

scan the bar codes on the storage racks and parts.

2 {IT) to change a document, picture, etc. into a

form that can be stored or processed on a computer
using a special machine (called a scanner): All

documents are scanned and stored digitally.

3 to look quickly but not very carefully at a

document, etc: / scanned the list quicklyfor my
name, o scanning through the business pages

scannable /'skaenabl/ adjective

HIEia scan sth into sth; scan sth in {IT) to

change a document, picture, etc. into a form that

can be stored or processed on a computer, by using

a special machine (a scanner): Text and pictures can
be scanned into the computer.

• noun
1 {IT) [c] an image of sth produced on a computer
screen by a special machine
2 [sing ] the act of looking quickly but not very
carefully at a document, etc: Ijust had time to have
a quick scan of the report.

scanner /'skaena(r)/ noun [c]

see also: flatbed scanner

1 a device that uses a narrow line of strong light

for reading the information on sth such as a credit

card, bar code, etc: The identity cards are examined
by an electronic scanner, o Busy shoppers should
check their price scanner receipts for errors.—Picture

at STORE
2 {IT) a machine for changing a document, picture,

etc. into a form that can be stored or processed on a

computer: a document scanner
—Picture at office

scarce /skeas; AmE skers/ adjective (scarcer,

scarcest)

if sth is scarce, there is not enough of it and it is

only available in small quantities: scarce resources o
Skilled engineers are becoming scarcer. scarcity

/'skeas3ti; AmE 'skersati/ noun [u,C] {plural

scarcities): a scarcity of resources/data

'scarcity .value noun [u.c]

{Economics) a situation where the price of sth rises

because there is not enough of it available: The
price reflects the scarcity value of development land

in the city.

scatter .diagram scatter diagram
{also 'scatter chart,

'scatter graph, 'scatter .

plot) {also scattergram
/'skaetagraem; AmE -targ-/)

noun [c] a type of graph . . . .
"

that shows the

relationship between two '

values, numbers or
m
mm

quantities by creating a

pattern of dots: The L_!

scatter diagram clearly

shows that heavier

vehicles usefuel less

efficiently.

SCC /,essi:'si:/ = single column centimetre

SCEM /,es si: i: 'em/ = supply chain event
MANAGEMENT

scenario /sa'na:riau; AmE sa'naeriou/ noun [c]

{plural scenarios)

a description of how things might happen in the

future: Let me suggest a possible scenario, o The
worst-case scenario (= the worst possible thing
that could happen) would be for the factory to close

down.

• schedule /'Jedjuil; AmE 'sked3u:l/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: aging schedule

1 [c,u] a plan that lists all the work that you have
to do and when you must do each thing: / have a
very busy schedule for the nextfew days, o We're

working to a tight schedule (= we have a lot of

things to do in a short time), o Let employees design

their own work schedules, o Work began on schedule
(= at the planned time).

0 a busy/full/heavy/hectic schedule a rigid/strict/

tight schedule a production/training/work

schedule to design/draw up/plan a schedule to

have/keep to/work to a schedule • to be/run ahead
of schedule to be/fall/run/slip behind schedule

2 [c] {AmE) a list showing what time particular
events happen: a bus/train schedule I^ynI timetable
3 [c] a formal written list of things, for example
prices, rates or conditions: Our price schedule is

printed in the enclosed document.
4 {Insurance) [c] a iist that describes what is

covered by a particular insurance policy

• verb [+ obj]

1 {especially be scheduled) to arrange for sth to

happen at a particular time: The meeting is

scheduledfor Friday afternoon, o The first scheduled

event is a speech by the CEO. o I'm scheduled to arrive

in Milan at 10.15. See note at arrange
2 {formal) to include sth in an official list of things:

The substance has been scheduled as a poison.

'scheduler noun [C] : programme schedulers

'scheduling noun [u] : He was put in charge of
scheduling production, o Most manufacturers can

offer scheduling options.

scheme /ski:m/ noun [c]

see also: final salary pension scheme, Ponzi ~, small

self-administered ~, suggestion ~

1 {BrE) a plan or system for doing or organizing

sth: a training/insurance scheme o a schemefor
recycling plastic o Most employees will pay less tax

under the new scheme. -» plan noun
0 to design/devise/draw up/propose/introduce/

operate a scheme
2 a plan for getting money or some other

advantage for yourself, especially one that involves

deceiving other people: an elaborate scheme to

avoid taxes

.scheme of ar rangement noun [c] {BrE)

{Law) a legal arrangement that is reached between
a company that is unable to pay all its debts and its

creditors and shareholders, in which the

company will pay what it can

SCI /,essi:'ai/ = single column inch

SCM /.essi: 'em/ = supply chain management

scope /skaup; AmE skoup/ noun [u]

1 the opportunity or ability to do or achieve sth:

The group believes there is scopefor up to 150 stores,

o The extra money will give us the scope to improve

ourfacilities, o Her job offers very little scope for

promotion, o First try to do something that is within

your scope. Isynj potential
2 the range of things that a subject, an
organization, an activity, etc. deals with: Our



powers are limited in scope, o We have broadened

the scope of our market research.

.scorched-'earth .policy noun [c]

{Finance) a situation in which a company makes
itself less attractive in order to prevent sb else

taking control of it. The company may, for example,

sell its assets, or borrow money at a very high rate

of interest. -» poison pill

scrap /skraep/ noun, verb

• noun [u]

things that are not wanted or cannot be used for

their original purpose: The old vehicles were soldfor
scrap (= so that any good parts could be used

again), o scrap metal/iron o a scrap merchant/dealer

(= a person who buys and sells scrap)

• verb [+ obj] (-pp-) {often be scrapped)
to cancel or get rid of sth that is no longer practical

or useful: Plansfor a new staff restaurant have been

scrapped.

'scrap .value = salvage value

scratch /skraetj*/ verb, noun
• verb

DIE] you scratch my back and Til scratch
'yours used to say that if sb helps you, you will

help them, even if this is unfair to others

• noun
ii'LM from 'scratch without any previous

preparation or knowledge: The prototype was
designed and builtfrom scratch in just one month.
(be/come) up to 'scratch; (bring sb/sth) up to

'scratch as good as sth/sb should be; satisfactory:

His work simply isn't up to scratch, o Our products

are good, but we need to bring our customer service

up to scratch.

screen /skri:n/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: flat-screen, touch screen

the flat surface at the front of a television,

computer, mobile phone/cellphone, etc. on which
you see pictures or information: Move your cursor

to the top of the screen, o We have sold a lot offlat-
screen TVs.

• verb [+ obj]

1 {HR) to find out information about people who
work or who want to work for you in order to make
sure that they are suitable or that they can be
trusted: We screen all job candidates carefully.

2 to check sth to see if it is safe or suitable to be
used, seen, etc: We use an antivirus program to

screen attachments, o Products are screenedfor their

toxic effects.

fSYNl VET
339 .screen out sb/sth if you screen out a

person or a thing, you reject them/it: Candidates
are first interviewed informally over the telephone to

screen out those that have no chance, o The program
screens out spam before it reaches your inbox.

CUD A noun usually comes after out, but a

pronoun comes between the verb and out.

'screen-based adjective

used to describe an activity that is done using a

computer: the changefrom floor-based to screen-

based trading in futures o screen-based advertising

screening /'skrimin/ noun [U]

the process of checking whether sb/sth is suitable:

All candidates undergo a day-long screening process.

o the screening of ideas

screening .interview noun [c] {AmE)

{HR) a first short interview for a job, used to identify

who is suitable for the company and who is not:

Screening interviews with students usually take place

on campus, at conferences or atjob fairs.

-> CALLBACK, FLYBACK
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'screen .saver noun [c]

an image that appears on the computer screen

when the computer has not been used for a

particular amount of time, originally to stop the

screen from being damaged; the program that does
this

scrip /skrip/ noun
{Finance)

1 [c,u] one of a group of extra shares that a

company gives to shareholders instead of a

dividend; the set of shares given [syn! scrip
DIVIDEND -> BONUS ISSUE
2 [c] a certificate showing that sb owns shares or

bonds

'scrip .dividend {especially BrF) {AmE usually

'stock .dividend) noun [c]

{Finance) an amount of the profits that a company
pays to shareholders in the form of new shares

dYS] scrip

'scrip .issue {also 'free .issue) noun [C] {BrF)

{Finance) a situation in which a company uses its

spare profits (reserves) to create new shares, which
are then given free to the shareholders in

proportion to the number of shares that they
already own [syn] bonus issue, capitalization
issue

script /skript/ noun, verb

• noun
1 [C] words that are prepared for sb to say: They
are working on the scriptfor the TV ad.

2 {IT) [C,u] a list of instructions or a simple

program for a computer; the language that is used
to write these

• verb [+ obj] {often be scripted)

1 to prepare words for sb to say: Call centre staff

use scripted greetings when they answer the phone.

2 {IT) to write computer script

scroll /skraul; AmE skroul/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

{IT) {often used with an adverb or a preposition)

to move text up or down on the screen of a

computer, a mobile phone/cellphone, etc. so that

you can read different parts of it: Scroll down to the

bottom of the document, o I start every day by

scrolling through my email.

scroll bar noun [c]

{IT) a strip at the edge of a computer screen that

you use to scroll through a file with, using a mouse

'scroll key noun [c]

a key on a computer, a mobile phone/cellphone,
etc. that allows you to scroll through information

scrutinize , -ise /'skru^anaiz/ verb [+ obj]

to look at or examine sb/sth carefully: Your business

plan will be carefully scrutinized by the bankers.

scrutiny /'skru:tani/ noun [u]

careful and thorough examination: The bank's

investment policy has come under close scrutiny

from shareholders.

SCSI /'skAzi; 'seksi; ,es si: es 'ai/ noun [u]

{IT) Small Computer System Interface a system

used for connecting a computer to another device

SD card /,es 'di: ka:d; AmE ka:rd/ noun [C]

{IT) Secure Digital card a very small card

containing memory that can be used in electronic

devices such as cameras, mobile phones/

cellphones, etc.

seal /si:l/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

see also: self-seal
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across the opening of sth such as a letter, a box, etc.

and which has to be broken before the letter or box
can be opened
3 [c] an official design or mark, stamped on a

document to show that it is genuine and carries the

authority of a particular person or organization

4 [sing ] a thing that makes sth definite: The CEO
has given the project his seal ofapproval.
EEl under 'seal {Law, formal) (about a document)
that cannot be copied or made available to the

public

.sealed 'bid noun [c]

a bid that is kept in a sealed envelope and
therefore remains secret until all other bids have
been received when they are opened all together:

Their sealed bid was less than the valuation, o a
sealed-bid auction

SEAQ /'siiaek/ noun [u]

(Stock Exchange) Stock Exchange Automated
Quotation System a system used by the London
Stock Exchange to show the latest prices of shares

on computers around the world

searchable /'S3:tjabl; AmE 'S3:rtf-/ adjective

{IT) that can be searched: a searchable index of
names and addresses o a searchable database

search .engine noun [c]

(IT) a computer program that searches the Internet

for information, especially by looking for

documents containing a particular word or group
ofwords

search firm noun [c]

a company that provides the service of finding

managers for other companies -> headhunt

.search unem ployment - frictional
UNEMPLOYMENT

season /'si:zn/ noun [C,u]

see also: dead season, high ~, low ~, off ~

1 a period of time each year when a particular

activity takes place or particular conditions exist:

The tourist season begins in May. o Plane tickets are

most expensive at the height of the season.

O the holiday/tourist season the autumn/spring/
summer/winter season the earnings/reporting

season

2 a period of time during one year when a

particular style of clothes, hair, etc. is popular and
fashionable: This season's look is cool andfeminine.
[HUH concessional .season/.period (especially

AmE) (Stock Exchange) a period of time during the

year when companies warn that their profits will

be lower than expected: Investors fear the fourth-

quarter confessional season will be worse than

expected, in 'season (about fruit or vegetables)

easily available and ready to eat because it is the
right time of year for them: Strawberries are now in

season, out of 'season 1 at the times of year when
few people go on holiday/vacation: Hotels are

cheaper out of season. 2 (about fruit or vegetables)

not easily available because it is not the right time
of year for them

seasonal /'si:zanl/ adjective

happening or needed during a particular season;
varying with the seasons: Farmers employ seasonal

workers to pick fruit, o seasonal variations in

unemploymentfigures o Click here for the hotel's

seasonal rates. seasonally /'si:zanali/ adverb: The
unemploymentfigures are seasonally adjusted (= do
not include the changes that always happen in

different seasons).

.seasonal unem ployment noun [u]

(Economics) a rise in the number of people who are

not working at particular times of the year as a

result of the jobs that can only be done at other
times: The tourist industry has high rates of seasonal

unemployment. -> frictional unemployment.
STRUCTURAL UNEMPLOYMENT

season .ticket noun [c]

a ticket that you can use many times within a

particular period, for example on a regular train or

bus journey, that costs less than paying separately

each time: an annual/a monthly season ticket o a

season ticket holder

seat /si:t/ noun [c]

see also: hot seat

1 an official position as a member of a committee,
council, Parliament, etc: The majority ofseats on the

board will be held by business representatives, o Mr
Isherwood took over the chairman's seat lastyear.

2 (Stock Exchange) (especially AmE) if you have a seat

on a stock exchange, you are a member of the

exchange and are allowed to buy and sell shares:

There are currently 1 366 seats on the New York Stock

Exchange.

3 a place where you pay to sit on a plane, in a

theatre, etc: There are no seats left on thatflight, o
You can book seats online.

-» idioms at drive verb, back

SEC /,es i: 'si:/ = Securities and Exchange
Commission

Sec. (AmE also Secy.) abbr

a short way of writing secretary

second /'sekand/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

to state officially at a meeting that you support

another person's idea, suggestion, etc. so that it can
be discussed and/or voted on: Any proposal must be

seconded by two other members. -> propose (2) See

note at meeting
'seconder noun [c]

•noun
(Commerce) [C, usually pi.]

an item that is sold at a lower price than usual

because it is not perfect: These shoes are slight

seconds.

second /si'kDnd; AmE -'ka:nd/ verb [+ obj]

(especially BrE)

(HR) (usually be seconded)
to send an employee to another department, office,

etc. in order to do a different job for a short period

of time: Two ofour engineers have been seconded to

ourfactory in China. secondment noun [U,C]:

Mr Riba is currently on secondment overseas.

secondary /'sekandri; AmE -deri/ adjective

1 less important than sth else: secondary airports o
Attractive design is ofsecondary importance to

quality.

1 to close packaging (= material used to wrap or

protect goods) so that the contents cannot get out:

Heat is applied to seal the shrink-wrap.

2 to close an envelope by sticking the edges of the

opening together: Make sure you've signed theform
before sealing the envelope.

3 to make sth definite and final, so that it cannot
be changed or argued about: They hope to seal the

deal with a cash offer of€35 per share.

-> idiom at sign verb

UiLU .seal sth 'in to prevent sth that is contained

in sth else from escaping: Thefood is frozen quickly

to seal in theflavour.

• noun
1 [C] a substance, strip of material, etc. used to fill

a crack so that air, liquid, etc. cannot get in or out:

Make sure the seal is intact before closing the lid, or

air will escape.

2 [c] a piece of paper, metal, etc. that is placed



2 used to describe sth that happens as a result of

sth else: Leather is a secondary product offarming
goats.

3 {Finance) used to describe the buying and selling

of shares, bonds, etc. that already exist rather than

new ones: Secondary trading was at low levels.

-> PRIMARY
secondarily /'sekandrali; AmE .sekan'derali/

adverb: Selling the company was primarily a

personal decision and secondarily a business

decision.

secondary action noun [u]

(HR) action such as stopping work that is taken by
workers in a factory, company, etc. that is not

directly involved in a dispute in order to protest

against employers in the factories or companies
that are involved -» primary action

.secondary audience noun [c]

(Marketing)

1 the people who are not the main people that

your product, advertising, report or presentation is

aimed at

2 [also 'pass-along .readers [pi.]) people who read

a particular newspaper or magazine but who do
not buy it

.secondary 'boycott noun [c]

a situation when people refuse to buy the goods of,

or do services for, a company that is not directly

involved in a dispute in order to persuade them not
to do business with a company that is involved

.secondary 'data noun [u]

(Marketing) information that was originally

collected for a particular purpose and is then also

used for another purpose or project: Secondary
data such as the results ofpublic opinion polls and
surveys are widely available on the Internet.

-> PRIMARY DATA

secondary .industry noun [u,c]

(Economics) industry that uses raw materials to

make goods to be sold or to make machines, etc.

that are used to make goods -> primary industry,
TERTIARY INDUSTRY

secondary .market noun [c]

(Stock Exchange) a market in which investors buy
and sell existing shares, bonds, etc. rather than
new ones: Some of the 30-year bonds have
performed poorly in the secondary market.
-» PRIMARY MARKET

.secondary 'mortgage .market =
MORTGAGE MARKET (2)

.secondary offering noun [c]

(Stock Exchange) an occasion when an important
shareholder or a group of important shareholders
sells their shares in a company to the public

.secondary 'picketing noun [u] (BrE)

the act of preventing workers who are not involved
in a strike from working or supplying goods to the
company where the strike is held »m» This
practice is now illegal in the UK.

.secondary pro duction noun [u]

(Economics) the process of manufacturing goods for

sale from raw materials and the activity of building
houses, bridges, roads, etc. -» primary
production

the 'secondary .sector noun [sing.]

(Economics) the part of a country's economy that
manufactures goods for sale from raw materials.
Sometimes construction, for example, building
houses, bridges and roads, is also included.
-» primary sector
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.second 'class noun, adverb

• noun [u]

1 a way of travelling on a train or ship that costs

less and is less comfortable than first class
BBHi In the UK this is now usually called standard
class.

2 in the UK, the class of mail that costs less and
takes longer to arrive than first class: second-

class letters

3 in the US, the system of sending newspapers and
magazines by mail

• adverb
1 using the less expensive seats or accommodation
in a train, ship, etc: to travel second class

2 by the slower and cheaper form of mail: / never

send important letters second class.

second-gene ration adjective [only before noun]

1 used to describe technology, a product, etc. that

has been developed and improved since it first

appeared: Second-generation e-learning no longer

just provides information, but instead forces the

student to make choices and decisions.

2 (abbr 2G) used to describe mobile telephone
networks without wires that were the first to use
digital technology: second-generation cellphones

.second 'half (also .fiscal second 'half, especially in

AmE) noun [C, usually sing.]

1 (Accounting) the second six months of a

company's financial year: We had a disappointing

second half, o second-half results

2 the period of six months between 1 July and 31

December: The product will not be launched until

the second halfof2007.
-> first half

.second-'hand adjective

not new; owned by sb else before: second-hand
cars/books Isyni used, pre-owned (AmE)

.second-hand adverb: You can buy these cars

cheaply second-hand.

.second 'section noun [sing.]

(Stock Exchange) the part of the Tokyo Stock

Exchange on which the shares of the smaller and
less successful companies are traded: second-section

companies/shares -» first section

.second 'tier noun [c]

the second level of sth or a less important level

than the first level: He was promotedfrom the

second tier of management to a top job. o second-tier

companies/stock (= smaller, less important

companies)

.second-tier sup plier noun [c]

(Production) a company that delivers raw materials

or goods to a first-tier supplier, who will then

make them ready for the customer and deliver

them -> first-tier supplier

secretarial /.sekra'tearial; AmE -'ter-/ adjective

involving or connected with the work of a

secretary: secretarial work/qualifications

• secretary /'sekratri; AmE -teri/ noun [C] (plural

secretaries)

see also: company secretary, corporate ~,

executive ~, press ~

1 a person who works in an office, working for

another person, dealing with letters and telephone

calls, typing, keeping records, arranging meetings

with people, etc: a legal/medical secretary o Please

contact my secretary to make an appointment.

2 = COMPANY SECRETARY
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section sekj'n noun [C]

see also: first section, second section

1 a department in a company, an organization, etc:

He's the director of the finance section, o the section

of the company dealing with customer services

DIVISION

2 a separate part of a document, book, website,

etc: the business section of the newspaper
3 {Stock Exchange) a group of companies on the

Japanese stock markets: The shares went up to €228
on the second section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange.

sector 'sekta(r) noun [c]

see also: corporate sector, market ~, primary ~,

private ~. public ~. secondary ~. tertiary ~. third ~

{Economics) a particular area of activity or business;

a part of a country's economy: the banking/
business/financial/IT sector o weak sectors of the

economy o service-sector jobs (= in hotels,

restaurants, etc. sectoral /'sektaral/ {also

sectorial /sek'to:rial/) adjective: a sectoral study

'sector rotation [also ro tation noun [c.u]

{Stock Exchange) the movement of money from one
area of the market or sector to another: a sector

rotationfrom consumer and retail stocks to

financials and technology

secure /si'kjua(r); AmE sa'kjur/ verb, adjective

• verb [+ obj]

1 {formal) secure sth (for sb/sth)
j
secure sb sth to

obtain or achieve sth, especially when this means
using a lot of effort: He was unable to securefunding
for the project, o They have secured the contract to

build the new retail and leisure complex, o She
secured herselfa place at business school.

2 {Finance) {usually be secured) to legally agree to

give sb who lends you money particular property or

goods if you do not pay the money back: The loan

wasfully secured on/against properties the

company owned.
3 to protect sth and make it safe: o The investment

will secure 577jobs.
• adjective

1 safe and likely to continue or be successful for a

long time: a secure job/income/investment o The

future of the company looks secure.

2 safe and protected so that it cannot be harmed
or affected by sth/sb: Is your computer securefrom
virus attacks? o a secure netM'ork/website (= where
private information cannot be seen by another
person)

secured sikjuad; AmE sa'kjurd/ adjective

{Finance; Law)

1 if a loan, debt, etc. is secured, the borrower
agrees to give the lender particular property or

goods if they do not pay the money back: They have
obtained a Sl.4 billion secured loanfrom their

bankers.

O secured credit/debt/lending/loans

2 used to describe a person, company, etc. that

lends money to sb on the agreement that if the

borrower does not pay back the money they will

give the lender particular property or goods: In the

case of bankruptcy, secured creditors must receive the

equivalent of their secured claims.

O secured creditors/lenders

IOPPJ UNSECURED

the Se curities and Ex change
Commission notvn [sing ] abbrSEC
in the US, a government organization that is

responsible for controlling how shares, bonds, etc.

are traded to make sure that this is done in an
honest way in order to protect investors

-> Financial Services Authority

the Securities and Futures Au thority
noun [sing ] {abbr SFA>

in the UK, an organization that controls the buying
and selling of shares, bonds, etc. and protects

investors, now part of the Financial Services

Authority-* Financial Services Authority

se curities .market ,also se curities ex.change
noun [c]

{Stock Exchange) a place where shares, bonds, etc.

are bought and sold; the business activity involved
in this: the NYSE, NASDAQ and other securities

markets-* stock exchange

securitize , -ise /si'kjuarataiz; AmE sa'kjur-/ verb

[+ obj]

{Finance) to change a financial asset such as a loan
into bonds that can be bought and sold in order to

raise cash: They plan to securitize $2.2 billion of
commercial and industrial loans. securitization,

-isation si.kjuaratai'zeijri; AmE sa.kjurata'z-/ noun
[u. C, usually sing.]: mortgage securitization

security /si'kjuarati: \mE sa'kjur-/ noun {plural

securities

see also: convertible security, dated ~,

employment ~. fixed-interest ~. government ~, job -.

mortgage-backed ~, etc.

1 [u] the activities involved in protecting a

country, building or person against attack, danger,

etc: airport/hotel security o There will be round-the-

clock security at the factory.

O lax/strict/tight security to improve/strengthen/
tighten security • a security alert/check/system

2 [u with sing./pl. verb] the department of a large

company or organization that deals with the

protection of its buildings, equipment and staff:

Security was/were called to the incident, o the head

ofsecurity

3 [u] protection against sth bad that might happen
in the future: financial security o Which type of
investment offers the greatest security?

O economic/financial security to give (sb)/have/

offer (sb)Zprovide (sb with) security

4 {Finance; Stock Exchange) securities [pi ] a

financial asset such as a share or bond; the

certificate that shows you own this: to buy high-

yield securities o Merrill Lynch is one of the world's

biggest securities firms, o the changefrom paper to

electronic securities

O to buy/hold/sell securities to deal in/issue

securities a securities business/company/dealer/

firm/house
5 {Finance; Law) [u.C] a valuable item that you
agree to give to sb if you are unable to pay back the

money that you have borrowed from them: His

home and business are being held as securityfor the

loan, o Shares in the company were pledged as

security against the loan. -» collateral
0 to give/offer/pledge sth as security

se curity deposit noun [c]

{Commerce) a first amount of money that a seller

asks a buyer to give them in case the buyer does

not complete the business

se curity guard noun [c]

a person whose job is to guard money, valuables, a

building, etc: He had a job as a night security guard.

se curity of em ployment = employment
SECURITY

se'curity rating noun [c. usuallv sing.]

1 {Finance) a measurement of the risk involved in

investing in a particular company: The securities are

triple-A rated, the highestform ofsecurity rating.

-» CREDIT RATING
2 {IT a measurement of how well a computer or

computer sy stem protects data from being read or



changed by sb without permission: a computer
network with a C2 security rating

3 a measurement that shows if sth is safe or

dangerous: an airport with a low security rating

Secy. = Sec.

seed /si:d/ noun, verb

• noun
1 {Finance) [u] seed capital, money, etc. money
that is used to start a new business, project, etc.

that will bring profits in the future: There is enough
seed moneyfor 10 start-up firms, o He raised only

$150000 in seed capital. -> seedcorn
0 seed capital/financing/funding/money

2 (Marketing) [also 'decoy) [c] a name that is added
to a list of names and addresses of people who are

sent advertising material, etc. in order to check
how the list is being used

• verb [+ obj]

1 [Finance) to provide the money or other resources

that are needed to start a new business, project,

etc: a venture capital company that seeds tech start-

ups o I've seeded the company with my own money.
2 [Marketing) to add one or more names to a list of

names and addresses of people who are sent

advertising material, etc. in order to check how the

list is being used

seedcorn (also spelled seed corn, especially in

AmE) /'si:dko:n; AmE -korn/ noun [U] (especially BrE)

money, people, etc. that will bring success or profit

in the future: The work is seedcorn for a longer-term

project.

seek /si:k/ verb (sought, sought /so:t/) [+ obj]

[formal)

(often used in newspapers) to try to obtain or

achieve sth: to seekfundingfor a project o There has
been a small rise in the number ofpeople seeking

work. 'seeker noun [c] : job seekers' allowance

• segment noun, verb

• noun [C] /'segmant/

see also: market segment

1 a part or division of sth such as an economy, a

market, a social group, a company's work, etc:

Small businesses are the fastest-growing segment of
the economy. oAll six of our business segments grew
this year, o The company have launched two new cars

into the lower-priced segment of the market. oAll
segments of society should have access to the benefits

of the Internet.

0 the business/industrial/retail/services/technology

segment the energy/food/health-care/insurance

segment core/key/profitable/target segments the

low-priced/luxury/mid-priced segment
2 a part or section of sth such as a chart: The blue

segment of the pie chart represents foreign sales.

• verb /seg'ment/ [+ obj or no obj] (often be
segmented)
to divide sth into different parts; to divide into

different parts: Customers are segmented into 4
basic groups, o Market researchers often segment the

population on the basis of age and social class, o Our
business is segmenting into three key areas.

segmentation /.segmen'teijri/ noun [U,C]

the act of dividing sth into different parts; one of
these parts: Managers see segmentation as a tool to

help marketing, o the segmentation ofwork
-» MARKET SEGMENTATION

seigniorage (also spelled seignorage)
/'semjand3/ noun [u]

(Economics) the profit that is made by a government
from issuing banknotes, coins, etc.

seize /si:z/ verb [+ obj]

1 to take goods away from sb officially or legally:

The bank has the right to seize your assets ifyou fail

493 self

to repay the loan, o A large quantity offalse credit

cards was seized by the police.

2 to take control of a place or situation, often very
suddenly: The company's bondholders could seize

control of the business.

seizure /'si:3a(r)/ noun [u,C]

the use of legal authority to take sth from sb; an
amount of sth that is taken in this way: the seizure

of assets/funds o Customs seizures are down by one

half this year.

select /si'lekt/ verb, adjective

• verb [+ obj]

1 select sb/sth (as/for sth)
|
select sb/sth (from

sth) to choose sb/sth from a group of people or

things, usually according to a system: Four
candidates have been selectedfor interview, o This

model was selected as the best-value digital camera
on the market, o Customers can selectfrom
thousands ofproducts. oThis service is available at

selected stores only.

2 (IT) to mark sth on a computer screen; to choose
sth, especially from a list (menu): Select 'New Mail'

from the 'Send' menu.
• adjective [only before noun]

carefully chosen as the best out of a larger group of

people or things: a select group of customers/
investors o Investors have been buying select

technology stocks.

selection /si'lekjn/ noun

1 [U] the process of choosing sb/sth from a group
of people or things, usually according to a system:

There are guidelinesfor the selection of board
members, o He claims that the selection process was
unfair.

2 [c] a number of people or things that have been
chosen from a larger group: You can look through

the catalogue, make a selection and pay online.

3 [c] a collection of things from which sth can be

chosen: The showroom has a wide selection of cars.

[SYNJ choice

selective /si'lektiv/ adjective

1 affecting or concerned with only a small number
of people or things from a larger group: selective

price cuts o a selective mailing

2 careful about what or who you choose: You will

have to be selective about which information to

include in the report.

selectively adverb: The product will be selectively

marketed in the US (= only in some areas),

selectivity /sa.lek'tivati/ noun [u]

se.lective at tention (also se.lective

perception) noun [u]

(Marketing) a process in which consumers only

notice or become aware of some pieces of

information in an advertisement, etc.

se.lective de mand noun [u,c]

(Marketing) the desire of consumers for a particular

brand of product: Advertising used to build selective

demandfor a brand by persuading customers that it

offers the best qualityfor their money. -» primary
DEMAND

selective distri bution noun [u]

(Marketing) when a product is made available in a

limited number of shops/stores, etc. in a particular

area

selective per ception = selective

ATTENTION

self /self/ pronoun

written on a cheque or other document to refer to

the person who has signed
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.self-actuali zation , -isation noun [u]

{HR) the fact of using your skills and abilities and
achieving as much as you can possibly achieve—
Picture at Maslow's hierarchy of needs

self-ad dressed noun [c]

if an envelope is self-addressed, sb has written

their address on it -> sae, SASE

,self-ad'hesive adjective [usually before noun]

covered on one side with a sticky substance so that

it can be stuck to sth without using glue, etc.

self-ap praisal noun [u.c]

{HR) the process ofjudging your own work; your
opinion about your work: Your manager may ask
you to conduct a self-appraisal before your
performance review. fsWl self-assessment

self-as sessment noun [u,c]

1 a system of paying tax in which you calculate

yourself how much you should pay; a form with
this information: Ifyou are self-employed you have

to complete a self-assessment tax return.

2 {HR) the process ofjudging your own work, skills,

strengths, etc.; your opinion about this:

organizations engaging in self-assessment and
continuous improvement [syn] self-appraisal

,self-cor'recting adjective [usually before noun]

if a system, machine, etc. is self-correcting, it

corrects or adjusts itself without outside help if it

begins to go wrong: Economists believe that any
surplus ofdemand over supply will eventually be self-

correcting. ,self-cor'rect verb [no obj]: In a market
economy, rising prices tend to self-correct. ,self-

cor'rection noun [u]

self- dealing noun [u]

{Law) when a person uses their influence in an
organization to make money for themselves rather

than the organization: Shareholders have accused

the CEO offraud and self-dealing.

self-de velopment noun [u]

{HR) the process of gaining the knowledge, skills

and abilities you need: Staff are encouraged to use

the libraryfor professional self-development.
[SYN] PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

self-di rected adjective

not controlled by sb else; independent and making
your own decisions: Workers in self-directed teams
are producing record numbers ofnew cars, o self-

directed learning -» self-managed

.self-em ployed adjective

working for yourself and not employed by a

company, etc: a self-employed designer o Ifyou are

self-employedyou may need to hire an accountant, o
retirement plansfor the self-employed (= people
who are self-employed) ,self-em'ployment noun
[u]

self- financing {also .self- finaneed) adjective

a self-financing company, project, etc. produces
enough money to pay its own costs and does not
need financial support: The research is largely self

-

financing, o The majority of new businesses are

completely self-financed.

.self-'healing {also ,self-re'pairing)adye(:r/Ve

(about a computer, material, etc.) able to make
changes to itself to correct a problem or limit or

repair damage without outside help

self- liquidating adjective

{Finance)

1 used to describe a debt or loan that buys sth that

will earn enough money to pay back the loan:

short-term, self-liquidatingfinancing

2 used to describe a project, deal, etc. that makes
enough profit to pay for its costs: The project will be

completely self-liquidating, o a self-liquidating offer/

promotion {= when the extra income received from
customers pays the cost of the special offer)

self- made adjective [usually before noun]

having become rich and successful through your
own hard work rather than having had money
given to you: He was proud of the fact that he was a
self-made millionaire.

, self- mailer noun [c]

a printed sheet or card that is designed to be sent

without an envelope

.self-'managed adjective

making your own decisions and not receiving

instructions from sb else: Work is distributed among
140 self-managed teams {= that are responsible

for their own decisions and do not have a
manager). -» self-directed

self- management noun [u]: She teaches career

self-management.

.self-
1powered adjective

used to describe sth that can produce its own
energy and does not need energy from another
source: a fast-growing maker of self-powered radios

andflashlights

,self- regulating adjective

1 {also ,self-'regulatory [usually before noun]) (about

an organization, a system, etc.) that is not
controlled by the government but decides on its

own rules and makes sure that they are obeyed:
The profession is largely self-regulating, o a self-

regulating organization o A self-regulatory

organization (SRO) oversees the securities industry.

2 (about a machine, system, etc.) that controls and
adjusts itself: a self-regulating economy o self-

regulating heating products

self-regu lation noun [u]: The UK has developed

industry codes of self-regulation.

.self-repairing = self-healing

.self-'seal adjective [usually before noun]

used to describe an envelope, etc. that will close

and stick when you press the two open edges
together

.self-'service adjective [usually before noun]

a self-service shop/store, restaurant, etc. is one in

which customers serve themselves and then pay for

the goods: self-service check-in at the airport o self-

service banking ,self-'service noun [u]: The cafe

provides quick self-service at low prices.

.self-'starter noun [c]

a person who is able to work on their own and
make their own decisions without needing anyone
to tell them what to do: Youll need to be a self-

starter to work in this business.

.self-sufficient adjective

able to do or produce everything that you need
without the help of other people: The country is no
longer self-sufficient in oil. .self-sufficiency noun

M
.self-sup porting adjective

having enough money to be able to operate

without financial help from other people: The

business will be self-supporting.

.self-sus taining adjective

able to continue in a successful way without
outside help: The goal ofany business is to be self-

sustaining.

.self-'tender noun [c]

{Finance) when a company offers to buy back its

own shares from its shareholders, for example to

avoid sb else buying the company



-A- sell /sel/ verb, noun
• verb (sold, sold /sauld; AmE sould/)

see also: mis-sell

1 [+ obj or no obj] sell sth (to sb) (at/for sth)
|
sell

sb sth (at/for sth)
|
sell (sth) to give sth to sb in

exchange for money: The company has sold the hotel

to private investorsfor $365 million, o She sold him
the carfor $2 500. o They sold the business at a
profit/loss (

= they gained/ lost money when they

sold it), o The company expects to sell 300 000 cars a

year, o 422 million mobile handsets were sold

worldwide, o Shareholders were advised not to sell.

-» short adv. (2), SALE
2 [+ obj] to offer sth for people to buy: Most
supermarkets sell a range of organic products, o Do
you sell stamps? o This product is sold exclusively at

one chain of stores. sale
3 [+ obj or no obj] to be bought by people usually in

the way or in the numbers mentioned; to be
offered at the price mentioned: DVD players now sell

for only $80. o The book sold well and was reprinted

many times, o The new design just didn't sell (=

nobody bought it), o The magazine sells 300 000
copies a week.

4 [+ obj or no obj] to make people want to buy sth:

There's no doubt that advertising sells, oltis quality

not price that sells our products, o These cars sell

themselves (= they are very easy to sell).

5 [+ obj] sell sth/yourself (to sb) to persuade sb

that sth is a good idea, service, product, etc.; to

persuade sb that you are the right person for a job,
position, etc: Now we have to try and sell the idea to

management, o You really have to sell yourself at a

job interview.

sellable /'selabl/ adjective: sellable securities o
Prada's most sellable collectionfor years (= easy to

sell)

EE1 sell/go like hot 'cakes to sell quickly or in

great numbers -> idiom at bulk noun
[3339 sell into sth; sell sth 'into sth {Finance) to

sell shares, bonds, etc. when the situation

mentioned exists: They were forced to sell into a
falling market. ,sell sth 'off 1 to sell all or part of
an industry, a company, etc. often at a low price in

order to get rid of it: In the nineties most state-

owned industries were sold off. 2 to sell things

cheaply because you want to get rid of them or

because you need the money: to sell off old stock
-> sell-off .sell sth 'on to sell to sb else sth that

you have bought not long before: We buy cars

abroad and then sell them on to customers in the UK.

,sell 'out (to sb/sth) to sell your business or a part
of your business: The company eventually sold out to

a multinational media group. ,sell 'out; ,sell 'out of
sth {Finance) to sell particular shares, bonds, etc.

that you own, often because they no longer seem to

be a good investment: The bad news prompted
foreign investors to sell out of US stocks. ,sell 'out;

be ,sold 'out to be all sold: A hot product can sell

out within 24 hours, o The concert is completely sold

out. -» sell-out ,sell out (of sth); be ,sold out
(of sth) to have sold all the available items: I'm
sorry, we've sold out. o Several online retailers have
sold out of their stock of the software. -» sell-out
.sell 'through if items in a shop/store sell through
they are sold to customers: A really good guitar will

sell through fast. sell-through .sell 'up; .sell

sth 'up {especially BrE) to sell your home,
possessions, business, etc., usually because you are
leaving the country or retiring: They plan to sell up
and retire.

• noun

see also: hard sell, soft sell

1 [C] an act of selling sth or of trying to sell sth:

Every other TV commercial is a sellfor a car. o
Luxury goods can be a tough sell {= difficult to sell).

-> sale

495 selling order

2 [c, usually sing ] an act of trying to persuade sb

that sth is a good idea, product, service, etc:

Persuading the companies to be sponsors is going to

be a tough sell (
= it will be difficult to persuade

them), o Despite its benefits, the program isn't always
an easy sell.

3 {Stock Exchange) [u; sing ] = sell rating
4 {Stock Exchange) [C] = sell order

'sell-by date {AmE also 'pull date) noun [c]

the date, printed on a container or package, that

advises a shop/store how long it should offer a

particular item of food or drink for sale. These
items can usually be used after this date: Is ft safe to

use a package of hot dogs when it is past its sell-by

date? See note at best-before date

seller /'sela(r)/ noun [C]

see also: best-seller

1 a person or company that sells sth: They are the

largest retail seller of carpeting, o a clothing/

software/toy seller o The online retailer will be the

exclusive seller of the equipment, o The law is

intended to protect both the buyer and the seller.

O a big/large/leading/top seller of sth

2 a product that is sold in the amounts or the way
mentioned: The product remains a steady seller, o
The top sellers last month were toys and electronics.

0 a big/hot/large/strong/top seller

.seller's 'market noun [c, usually sing.]

a situation in which people selling sth have an
advantage, because there is not a lot of a particular

item for sale, and prices can be kept high: The
shortage of homes is making it a seller's market, o It's

a seller's marketfor skilled workers, [oppj buyer's
MARKET

selling /'selin/ noun [U]

see also: cross-selling, direct ~ forced ~, forward ~,

hard ~, personal ~, pyramid ~, etc.

1 the act of giving sb sth in exchange for money:
steady selling of shares o A wave ofpanic selling

drove the FTSE 100 index to its lowest levelforfive

years, o The holiday selling season proved

disappointing.

2 the job, skill, study, etc. of persuading people to

buy things: She began her career in selling. oHe used

his selling skills in the software industry, o The

commission is investigating complaints about

dishonest doorstep selling {= going to sb's home
and trying to persuade them to buy your product).

3 -selling {used to describe a product that sells in the

way mentioned): the world's best-selling chocolate bar

0fast-selling goods o a poor-selling product

selling .concept {also sales .concept) noun

1 {Marketing) [c] an idea for the way to sell a

product or products: Salespeople will improve when
they learn successful selling concepts, o Their sales

concept is 'a new experience every week'.

-> MARKETING CONCEPT
2 {Economics) the selling concept, the sales

concept [sing ] the approach to business that

emphasizes persuading customers to buy products

that you already have, sometimes in an aggressive

way, rather than producing new ones that

customers may want -> marketing concept,
PRODUCTION CONCEPT

'selling COSt noun [C, usually pi.]

the amount that a company spends on advertising

and selling a product: Our selling costs amounted to

30% of sales, o high/low selling costs

selling .order = sell order



selling point m

selling point noun [c]

{Marketing) a feature of sth that makes people want
to buy or use it: The price is obviously one of the

main selling points. -» USP

selling price noun [c]

the price at which sth is sold: a high/low selling

price o The average selling price of its products has
fallen by about 12%. -» asking price, cost price

sell limit .order noun [c]

{Stock Exchange) an order to a broker to sell a

number of shares, bonds, etc. at a particular price

or higher -» buy limit order
0 to execute/place a sell limit order

'sell-off noun [C]

1 the sale of all or part of an industry, a company,
etc., especially at a low price in order to get rid of

it: Thefirm has announced the sell-off of most of its

American bus operation, o a major sell-off of billions

of dollars in assets -» sell off at sell verb

2 {Finance) {especially AmE) the sale of a large

number of shares, bonds, etc., after which their

value usually falls: The sell-off in technology stocks

may be slowing down.

'sell order {also sell, 'selling .order) noun [c]

{Stock Exchange) an order to a broker to sell a

number of shares, bonds, etc. -» buy order

'sell-OUt noun [C, usually sing.]

a product that has sold very well so that there are

none left; an event for which all the tickets have
been sold: The book was a sell-out. o We had a sell-

out season in December {= we sold all our stock of

many items), o a sell-out tour-> sell out; sell out
(of sth) at sell verb

'sell .rating noun [c] {also sell [u; sing.])

{Stock Exchange) a statement made by a bank, a

dealer, etc. that investors should sell a particular

company's shares: Our analyst has put a sell rating

on the stock

.

0 to have/put a sell rating on sth

'sell .signal noun [c]

{Stock Exchange) a situation where the pattern of

recent movements in share price indicates that it is

a good time to sell shares -» buy signal
© to generate/give a sell signal

'sell-through noun, adjective

• noun
{Marketing)

1 [u,c] the number of items of a particular product
that a shop/store manages to sell to customers
compared to the number it bought to sell: The
average sell-through ratefor these magazines is 35-

38%. o Wholesale sell-throughs improved compared
to the previous six months.
2 [c] an item, especially a video that you can buy
rather than hire: Sell-throughs of movie classics have
increased.

• adjective [only before noun]
(used about videos) available to buy rather than to

hire: sell-through titles -» sell through at sell

semi- /'semi/ prefix {in adjectives and nouns)

1 half; partly: semicircular o semi-professional o
semi-precious stones

2 happening twice during the period mentioned:
semi-weekly meetings {= twice a week) o a semi-

annual review

semi- durable adjective

{Economics; Marketing) (about goods such as clothes,

furniture, etc.) not expected to last for more than a
few years: semi-durable fabrics o Semi-durable
products continue to show the best sales perform-
ance. ,semi- durable noun [C, usually pi.]:

spending on semi-durables -» durable goods, non-
durable goods

semi finished adjective

partly made; ready to be made into a finished

product: semi-finished products/parts o semi-

finished steel

seminar /'semma:(r)/ noun [C]

a meeting for discussion or training: a one-day
management seminar -» webinar
0 to conduct/hold/organize/run a seminar to

attend/go to a seminar * an all-day/a one-day/
weekly, etc. seminar * a business/management/
training seminar

semi- skilled adjective [usually before noun]

having some special training or qualifications, but
less than skilled people: a semi-skilled machine
operator o semi-skilled jobs {= for people who have
some special training)

semi-structured 'interview noun [c]

{Marketing) an informal way of finding out the

opinion of a person or a group of people in which
the person asking the questions will ask some fixed

questions but will also ask other questions that

seem appropriate

send /send/ verb [+ obj] (sent, sent /sent/)

1 send sth (to sb)
|
send sb sth to make sth go or

be taken to a place, especially by post/mail, email,

etc: to send a letter/package/cheque/fax/email o She
sent the letter by airmail, o An email was sent to all

the staff. oAll the staff were sent the email.

2 to tell sb to go somewhere or to do sth; to

arrange for sb to go somewhere: Ed couldn't make it

so they sent me instead, o We are being sent on a
training course next month.
3 to make sth move quickly or suddenly; to make
sb act quickly: Analysts issued a positive report,

sending shares 3 per cent higher, o The news has sent

investors hurrying to sell their stocks.

333 ,send a way (to sb) (for sth) = send off
(for sth) ,send sth 'back to return sth to a place:

When it arrived, the computer was damaged, so we
sent it back, o How many people sent back the

questionnaire? IsynI return .send sb 'in to order sb

to go to a place to deal with a difficult situation: We
sent Bob in to sort out the mess. ,send sth 'in to

send sth by post/mail to a place where it will be
dealt with: Have you sent in your application yet?

,send off (for sth); .send a way (to sb) (for sth) to

write to sb and ask them to send you sth by post/

mail: I've sent offfor details of several jobs. ,send sth

'off to send sth to a place by post/mail: I'm sending
the files off to my boss tomorrow. ,send sth 'on (to

sb) 1 to send a letter, email, etc. that has been sent

to you to sb else: When I receive an invoice by email,

I send it on to my secretary. Isyni forward 2 to

send a letter that has been sent to sb's old address

to their new address: Nobody sent on the mail to the

new offices. IsynI forward 3 to send sth from one
place/person to another: They arrangedfor the

information to be sent on to us. ,send sth 'out to

send sth to a lot of different people or places: We
have been sending out thousands of brochures, o
Have the invitations been sent outyet? Isyni mail
out

sender /'senda(r)/ noun [C]

a person who sends sth: If undelivered, please return

to sender.

* senior /'si:nia(r)/ adjective, noun
• adjective

1 [usually before noun] having a higher rank in an
organization or a profession than others: senior

analysts/bankers/editors oHeis senior to me. o The

meeting should be chaired by the most senior person

present, o Senior management was/were involved in



the decision, o She's senior partner at the lawfirm.
See note at boss
0 o senior employee/executive/manager/official/

vice-president senior management/staff' a senior

associate/partner * a senior position/post

2 [Finance) used to describe a debt that must be

paid before all other debts have been paid if the

borrower has financial problems: The company has

announced a $150 million senior note offering.

© senior debentures/debt/loans/notes senior

creditors/lenders

SENIORITY
• noun [c]

1 a person with a higher level ofjob or status than

others: She felt unappreciated both by her colleagues

and her seniors. IoppI junior
2 {especiallyAm E) = senior citizen

.senior 'citizen (0/50 'senior, especially in AmE)
noun [C]

an cider person, especially sb over 65 years old

who has retired from work: Senior citizens receive a

discount of 10%.

seniority /,si:ni'orati; AmE -'o:r-; -'a:r-/ noun [u]

1 the fact of being older or of a higher rank than
others: a position ofseniority

2 the rank that you have in a company because of

the length of time you have worked there: a lawyer

with five years' seniority o Should promotion be

based on merit or seniority?

sensitive /'sensatrv/ adjective

see also: price-sensitive

1 sensitive (to sth) reacting quickly to sth or to

small changes: Sales at larger stores are more
sensitive to changes in consumer spending, o a

sensitive market (= one that reacts very quickly to

changes or new information) o a sensitive scientific

instrument o Your password is case-sensitive (= you
must use the correct capital letters and small

letters).

2 (about information) not to be shared or given to

other people; secret: hackers attempting to access

sensitive data
3 aware of and able to understand other people
and their feelings: The company is not being
sensitive to the needs of employees.

'sensitively adverb

sensitivity /.sensa'tivati/ noun [u]

1 the quality of reacting quickly to sth or to small
changes: the sensitivity of economies to changes in

policy o increased price sensitivity among consumers
2 (about information) the quality of needing to be
kept secret and not shared with other people:
Because of the high sensitivity of the data, high
security must be enforced.

3 the ability to be aware of and understand other
people and their feelings: developing sensitivity to

customers' needs

sensi tivity a nalysis noun [c]

a study of how much a project, system, etc. would
be affected by a change in one of its elements, such
as sales, costs, etc: A sensitivity analysis will show at

what point a project becomes economical.

sentiment /'sentimant/ noun

see also: consumer sentiment

1 [u] a measure of how people, especially

investors or financial experts, feel about the
economy, especially about whether it will get
better: a decline in business sentiment o Sentiment in

the market was improved by some good results, o
Rising oil prices depressed sentiment among
consumers. Isyni confidence -» consumer
confidence
O business/investor/market sentiment to boost/

improve/lift sentiment to damage/depress/hit/
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hurt/undermine sentiment bearish/bullish/

positive/negative sentiment

2 [u,c] what a group of people feel or think about
sth: Sentiment about the new CEO was very mixed, o
He said that the union should be doing more to help

them and other workers echoed this sentiment.

separation /.sepa'reijn/ noun [u.C] {AmE)

{HR) when sb stops working for a company either

because they retire or because they lose their job:

Most of the job losses will be through voluntary
separation, o Ms Parks received a $4 million

separation package.

sequential /si'kwenjl/ adjective {formal)

1 following in order of time or place; following in

a logical order: Product development consists offour
sequential steps, o sequential data processing

2 {Accounting) compared with the most recent

similar accounting period: There has been a slight

sequential decline in revenue.

sequentially /si'kwenjali/ adverb: data stored

sequentially on a computer o Sales were 12 per cent

lower sequentially.

sequential 'sampling noun [u]

{Technical) a process of sampling (= taking a

number of people or things from a larger group in

order to provide information about the group) that

continues until enough data has been collected

sequester /si'kwesta(r)/ verb [+ obi]

{Law)

1 to keep a group of people, especially a jury
away from other people: The jury will be sequestered

at a local hotel until they reach a verdict.

2 = SEQUESTRATE

sequestrate /'si:kwastreit; si'kwes-/ {also

se'quester) verb [+ obj]

[Law) to take control of sb's property or assets until

a debt has been paid: In the event ofsuch a ruling,

the court may sequestrate the stock.

sequestration /,si:kwa'streij'n/ noun [u,C]

sequestrator /'si:kwastreita(r)/ noun [C]

serial /'siarial; AmE 'sir-/ adjective

1 {IT) sending data one unit (bit) at a time: the

serial transmission of data o You can download it to

your office computer using a serial cable.

fOPPl PARALLEL (2)

2 {Technical) [usually before noun] arranged in a

series: tasks carried out in serial order

3 [only before noun] doing the same thing in the

same way several times: Insurers claimed victory

after the conviction of a serial claimant.

serially /'siariali; AmE 'sir-/ adverb

.serial 'bonds noun [pi.]

{Finance) a set of bonds that a company or local

government, etc. issues (= sells) that become due
for payment at regular times over a period of time

.serial entrepre neur noun [c]

a person who creates several new companies,

usually selling each one before starting the next:

He is a serial entrepreneur who started his first

business at the age of 18.

'serial .number noun [c]

a number put on a product in order to identify it:

What is the model and serial numberfor your

printer?

series /'sidriiz; AmE 'sir-/ noun [c] {plural series)

see also: time series

1 a range of similar products produced by one

company: the BMW 3 series o a new title in the

popular series of video games
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2 {Finance) a group of shares, bonds, etc. that have
the same rules and guarantees about the rights of

the owners, payment of interest, etc: The company's
shares are divided into Series A shares and Series B
shares, oA Series EE bond cannot be redeemed (=

exchanged for cash) until 12 months after its issue

date. -> class (3)

3 several events or things of a similar kind that

happen one after the other: a series of meetings o
The share price hasfallen sharply after a series of
profit warnings.

serve /s3:v; AmE S3:rv/ verb

1 [+ obj] to provide an area or a group of people
with a product or service: Thesefirms serve local

markets, o The town is well served with buses and
major road links.

2 [+ obj] to deal with people, especially customers,

and give them what they need: We are lookingfor
ways to serve our customers better and faster, o The
website will focus on serving the needs of small

business customers.

3 [+ obj or no obj] to give sb food or drink, for

example at a restaurant: Breakfast is served between

7 and 10 a.m.

4 [+ obj or no obj] {especially BrE) to help a customer
or sell them sth in a shop/store: Are you being

served? o There was only one person serving behind
the counter.

5 [+ obj or no obj] to spend a period of time in a

particular job, especially a senior one, or training

for a job: She served a one-year apprenticeship, o He
has sen'ed as chairman since 2004.

6 {Law) [+- obj] to give sb an official document or

instruction, especially one that orders them to

appear in court: to serve a writ/summons on sb o to

ser\'e sb with a writ/summons
D3Z3 serve notice (on/upon sb) (that ... )

Law) to

officially inform sb, often in writing, that you will

do sth or that they must do sth: A landlord is

required to serve notice on a tenant of a proposed
rent increase. -» notice (3,4)

Q339 serve sth 'out to continue working until a

previously agreed period of time has been
completed: She wiU serve out her remaining term as

a director, o {BrE) They didn't want me to serve out
my notice.

server /'S3:v8(r); AmE 'S3:rv-/ {also 'file .server

noun [c]

see also: client-server, time-server

{IT) a computer program that controls or supplies

information to several computers connected in a
network; the main computer on which this

program is run: a server-based network

'server farm noun [c]

{IT} a business that has a large number of servers
in one place that provide computer services for

many different organizations

* service I'ss&Ss; AmE 'S3:rv-/ noun, verb, adjective

• noun

see also: advisory service, answering ~,

babysitting ~ business reply -. civil ~ contract of ~

customer-, etc.

1 [C,u] a business whose work involves doing sth

for customers but not producing goods; the work
that such a business does: the development ofnew
goods and services O Smith's Catering Services (= a

company) offers the best value, o How much does the

basic phone service cost? o We can provide a home-
delivery service, o There has been considerable

growth in the service sector (= the part of the

economy involved in this type of business), o a
service industry

O to offer (sb)Zprovide (sb with) a service to expand/

guarantee/improve a service • banking/financial/

marketing/security/travel services

2 [u] help and advice given to customers in hotels,

restaurants, shops/stores and businesses: Thefood
was good but the sendee was very slow, o 10% will be

added to your billfor service, o We are committed to

providing a high quality of service to all our clients, o
The training aims to improve service levels, o We
guarantee excellent service.

O to give (sb)/offer (sb)Zprovide (sb with) service

efficient/excellent/good/quality/quick service

bad/poor/slow service

3 [c] a system that provides sth that the public

needs, organized by the government or a private

company: the ambulance/bus/telephone service o We
want to provide a profitable postal service.

O to offer (sb)Zprovide (sb with) a service education/
health/postal/social services an essential/a vital

service

4 [C] an organization or a company that provides

sth for the public or does sth for the government: a
debt counselling service o the diplomatic service

5 [c usually sing ] a system of regular buses, trains,

planes, etc. that goes to a particular place; a bus,

train, plane, etc. that regularly goes at a particular

time: There is now an air service to the island, o The
10.15 service to Glasgow has been cancelled.

0 to lay on/offer/provide a service to improve/
operate/run a service to cancel/cut/suspend a

service a fast/frequent/good/reliable service

6 [u] the work that sb does for an organization,

etc., especially when it continues for a long time or

is admired very much: She has just celebrated 25
years' service with the company, o The employees
have good conditions ofservice.
7 [C, usually pi.] the particular skills or help that a

person is able to offer: You need the services of a
good lawyer, o He offered his services as a driver.

8 [u] the use that you can get from a vehicle or

machine; the state of being used: That computer
gave us very good service.

9 [c] an examination of a vehicle or machine
followed by any work that is necessary to keep it

operating well: / had taken the car to the garagefor
a service, o a service engineer
FT?n be of 'service (to sb) \ formal) to be useful or

helpful: Can I be of service to anyone? -» idiom at

ENTER
• verb [+ obj]

1 {Finance) service a debt/loan to pay interest on
money that has been borrowed: The company can

no longer service its debts.

2 {Finance) service a loan to collect and manage
the regular payments made to pay back a loan: The

mortgage providers service over 350 000 loans a year.

-» LOAN SERVICING
3 {formal) to do sth for people or provide them
with help or with sth they need, such as shops/

stores, or a transport system: The department
services the international sales force, o The city is

serviced by six international airlines. -> serve
4 to examine a vehicle or machine and repair it if

necessary so that it continues to work correctly: We
need to have the vans serviced.

• adjective [onlv before noun]

used only by people who work in a building or who
are delivering sth to a building: a service elevator o
the service entrance 'servicing noun [u]: debt

servicing o Like any other type of equipment, it

requires regular servicing.

service a.greement = service contract

service bureau noun [c]

{IT} a business that sells a variety of computing or

printing services or allows people to pay to use

their computers or printers

'service .centre {AmE spelling ~ center) noun [c]

1 a place that checks or repairs machines and
equipment and provides parts for them



2 a place (garage) where vehicles are repaired and
where you can buy parts for vehicles

3 a place where a company provides help and
information for customers who have bought or are

using its products

'service .charge noun [c]

1 a charge for work that sb does for you that is

usually extra to the main bill: A $5 service charge

will be added to all orders under $100. o There is a
2.75% service chargefor processing credit-card

payments. -» bank charge
2 {BrE) an amount of money that is added to a bill

in a restaurant that goes to pay for the work of the

staff: An optional service charge of 12.5% will be

added to your bill.

3 an amount of money that is paid to the owner of

an apartment building for services such as putting

out rubbish/garbage, cleaning the stairs, etc.

'service .contract {also service agreement)
noun [c]

1 (HR) a formal agreement about employment
made between a company and an employee,
usually one with special conditions that is given to

a senior manager, a director, etc. -» contract of
EMPLOYMENT
2 an arrangement with a company in which the

company will check and repair equipment for a

fixed price for a particular period of time: The
group has won $228 million of service contracts

covering road, water and electricity.

3 an agreement with a company providing mobile
phone/cellphone services in which a customer pays
a fixed fee each month for a particular period of

time -> PAY-AS-YOU-GO
-¥ EXTENDED WARRANTY

service e conomy noun [c, usually sing.]

{Economics) an economy in which most of the

workers and businesses are involved in providing
services rather than manufacturing or producing
things; all the businesses in an economy that

provide services: the shiftfrom a manufacturing to

a service economy o Hong Kong is regarded as a
service economy, o employment in the service

economy

'service .handbook = service manual

'service .industry = tertiary industry

.service level a greement = sla

'service .manual {also service .handbook) noun
[c]

a book that describes how to check and repair a
vehicle or a machine

'service pack noun [c]

{IT) a set of additional software elements that

corrects any errors in the software or makes
improvements to it

service pro vider noun [c]

{IT) a business company that provides a service to

customers, especially one that connects customers
to the Internet: an Internet service provider

'service road {AmEalso 'frontage road) noun [c]

a small road that runs parallel to a main road, that
you use to reach houses, shops/stores, etc.

.service 'sector = tertiary sector

session /'sejn/ noun [c]

see also: bull session

1 {Stock Exchange) {also 'trading .session) a period
of trading on the stock exchange, usually from
when it opens to when it closes on a particular day:
a session of heavy trading o The FTSE 100fellfor a
third consecutive session, o The stock hit a session

499 set

high (
= the highest price reached during that

particular period).

2 a period of time that is spent doing a particular

activity: a training session run by the IT department
0 The course is made up of 12 two-hour sessions, o a
brainstorming session

3 a formal meeting or series of meetings: In an
extraordinary session (= an unexpected or

emergency meeting) of the board, the directors

approved the new appointments, o The court is now
in session.

SET /,es i: 'ti:/ abbr

{E-commerce) secure electronic transfer a safe

and private way of ordering goods and paying for

them on the Internet

• set /set/ verb, noun, adjective

• verb [+ obj] (setting, set, set)

1 to arrange or fix sth; to decide on sth: Shall we
set a date for the meeting? o We must be careful not
to set the price too high. IsynI fix

2 to fix sth so that others copy it or try to achieve
it: Their latest computer sets the standardfor others

to follow.

3 to give sb a piece of work, a task, etc: We set

ourselves targets each month. EEJH Idioms
containing set are at the entries for the nouns or

adjectives in the idioms, for example set up shop is

at shop.
339 ,set sth a gainst sth; set sth off against
sth {Accounting) to use one cost or payment, or one
group of costs or payments, in order to cancel or

reduce the effect of another: to set capital costs off
against tax-> offset, set-off .set sth a'side 1 to

save or keep money or time for a particular

purpose: Each month we set a certain amount aside

for emergencies. 2 {Law) to state that a decision

made by a court is not legally valid .set sth/sb
'back to delay the progress of sth/sb by a particular

time: The delay in the shipment has set production

back by two weeks. -» setback .set sb 'back sth

{not used in theform be set back) to cost sb a

particular amount of money: The repairs could set

us back over €200 000. .set sth 'down to give sth as

a rule, principle, etc: Building regulations are set

down by the government, .set sth 'off 1 to start a

process or series of events: The incident set off a

series ofprotests throughout the industry. 2 to make
an alarm start ringing .set sth 'off against sth

{Finance) = set sth against sth .set sth 'out to

present ideas, facts, etc. in an organized way, in

speech or writing: He set out his objections to the

plan, .set sb 'up {Finance) to provide sb with the

money that they need in order to do sth: A bank
loan helped to set him up in business. ,set sth 'up

1 to make a piece of equipment or a machine ready

for use: It will take a month to set up the factory

readyfor production. -» set-up 2 to arrange for sth

to happen: We'll set up a meeting to discuss the issue.

set-up See note at arrange 3 to create or start

a company, a business or an organization: She left

the company to set up her own business. See note at

found 4 to start a process or a series of events:

The slump on Wall Street set up a chain reaction in

stock markets around the world, .set (yourself) 'up

(as sth) to start a new business: He left the company
and set himself up as a consultant, o She took out a

bank loan and set up in business on her own. o
setting-up costsfor small businesses -» set-up See

note at found
• noun [C]

see also: commercial set, skill set

a group of similar things that belong together in

some way: a set of accounts/keys o There are a whole

set offactors behind the decision.
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• adjective

1 [usually before noun] planned or fixed: Tasks are

performed in a set order, o Shipping costs are

included in the set price.

2 (used especially in newspapers) likely to do sth;

ready for sth or to do sth: Interest rates look set to

rise again.

setback setback noun [c]

1 a difficulty or problem that delays or prevents

sth, or makes a situation worse: We suffered a major
setback when the new productfailed safety tests, o
The delay in receiving parts was a temporary setback.

-» set sth/sb back at set verb

O a big/major/serious/temporary setback to

experience/recoverfrom/suffer a setback

2 {Stock Exchange) (used especially in newspapers) a

fall in prices: Canadian stock prices suffered a 6.7%
setback in July.

0 to experience/recoverfrom/suffer a setback

'set-off noun
\

1 {Accounting) a cost or payment, or a group of

costs or payments, that is used to cancel or reduce
the effect of another
2 {Law) an occasion when sb reduces the amount
that they owe sb else because the other person also

owes them money
-> SET STH OFF AGAINST STH at SET Verb

settle setiy verb

1 [+ obj] to pay money that you owe: Most ofour
customers settle their accounts on time, o The media
empire was broken up in order to settle the debts.

2 [+ obj or no obj] to put an end to an argument or

a disagreement: The union want to hold talks with

management to settle the dispute, o The companies
have now settled their differences following a

dispute over contracts, o There is pressure on the

unions to settle.

3 [+ obj] {often be settled to decide or arrange sth

finally: So well travel on May 22nd. Is that settled

then?

4 [no obj] if prices, etc. settle, they stop rising or

falling and stay the same for a period of time: The
price for crude oil has settled at $34.4 a barrel

5 [no obj] to sink slowly down: The contents of this

package may settle in transit.

QTiaa settle for sth to accept sth that is not

satisfactory but is the best that is available: The
union wanted a 5% pay increase, but had to settle for
3%. 'settle on sth to choose or make a decision

about sth after thinking about it: We haven tyet

settled on a namefor our new brand, .settle 'up
(with sb) to pay sb the money you owe them: 111

payfor the meal and well settle up afterwards.

settlement setlmant noun

see also: Bank for International Settlements, cash

settlement

1 [C] an official agreement that ends an argument
between two people or groups: The management
and unions have reached a settlement over new
working conditions. oAn out-of-court settlement {=
an agreement that is made or money that is paid to

stop sb going to court) has been agreed in the dispute

over the terms of the loan.

O to agree/negotiate/offer/reach a settlement a
financial/global an industry-wide a negotiated

settlement a pay/wage settlement

2 [u] the action of reaching an agreement: the

settlement of a claim/dispute

3 [u] the action of paying money that you owe: We
offer a reduced pricefor quick settlement, o the

settlement of a debt o a cheque in settlement ofa bill

4 {Finance; Stock Exchange) [u] the action of paying
money that you owe for investments, etc: the

settlement system for securities

settlement date also settlement day BrEalso
'settling day, less frequent) noun [c]

{Finance; Stock Exchange) the date by which shares,

bonds, etc. must be paid for and must be passed to

the buyer: The settlement datefor bonds is three

business days after the trade is made.

,set-top 'box also box noun [c]

a device that allows you to receive digital tele-

vision and to use the Internet on your television set

'set-up [also spelled setup, especially in AmE) noun
1 [C. usually sing.] a way of organizing sth; a
system: I'm new here and I don't understand the set-

up yet.

2 [C. usually sing ] the act of starting a company or
making an official arrangement: This is a problem
often faced by companies during the set-up phase, o
There are set-up costs involved in opening an account.

3 [c] a business or an organization: He now runs
his own set-up.

4 [c. usually sing., u] the act of preparing machines
and organizing a system in a factory in order to

make a particular product: Set-up only takes afew
minutes, o The software helped us reduce our set-up

times and so cut costs.

5 [c] the equipment that is needed for a particular

task or purpose: a new recording set-up

-» set sth up at set verb

severally sevrali/ adverb

{Law orformat)

separately: The company's directors are jointly and
severally responsible for paying debts (= they are

not responsible for only their own part of a debt).

severance 'sevarans/ noun [sing: u]

1 {HR) the act of ending sb's contract of

employment: They are expected to lose 8 000 staff,

mainly through early retirement and voluntary

severance, o All employees are entitled to severance

pay. -» REDUNDANCY
0 se\ eranee packages/pay/payments/terms
2 the act of ending a connection or relationship:

the severance of relations

sew sou: sou/ verb (sewed, sewn saon; AmE soon
' sewed, sewed

U1LAJ sew sth up informal} 1 to arrange sth in a

satisfactory
- way: We need to sew up the deal today.

2 to be in complete control of sth: They seemed to

have the computer games market sewn up.

sexism 'seksizam noun [1]

the unfair treatment of people, especially women,
because of their sex; the attitude that causes this:

legislation designed to combat sexism in the work
place 'sexist noun [c] "sexist adjective: a sexist

attitude/remark

sex typing noui

the belief that particular behaviour is more typical

of either men or women; the belief that particular

roles or jobs are more suitable for either men or

women: The sex typing ofjobs has become less rigid

in recent years.

SFA es ef ei abbr

1 = Securities and Futures Authority
2 sales force automation software that deals

with the whole process of selling goods and
services

Sgd abbr

a short way of writing signed

shadow /'Jaedau; AmE -dou/ verb [+ obj]

1 {HR) to be with sb who is doing a particular job,

so that you can learn about it: New employees

shadow other members of the department as part of

their training.



2 to behave, move, etc. in the same way as sb/sth

else: The company's success has shadowed the rise in

popularity of the Internet.

the .shadow e conomy {also informal
e'conomy, .parallel e'conomy) noun [sing ]

(Economics) illegal work, trade or business activities

that are done without the knowledge or approval

of the government: It is difficult to estimate the size

of the shadow economy. -» black economy

.shadow market noun [sing ]

illegal trade in sth -» black market

shady /'Jeidi/ adjective (shadier, shadiest)

seeming to be dishonest or illegal: a shady
businessman/deal

shake /Jeik/ verb [+ obj] (shook /Juk/ shaken
/'Jeikan/)

shake hands (with sb) (on sth)
|
shake sb's hand to

take sb's hand and move it up and down to say

hello or to show that you agree about sth: In many
countries, people shake hands when they meet, o We
shook hands on the deal (

= to show that we had
reached an agreement). -> idiom at fair adj.

Q333 .shake 'down to begin to work well in a

situation, especially a new one: The new employees

are shaking down well, o How does the latest version

of the software shake down? -> shakedown 'shake
on sth to shake hands in order to show that sth has

been agreed: They shook on the deal, o Let's shake
on it. .shake sth 'up to make important changes in

an organization, a profession, etc. in order to make
it more efficient: The whole industry needs shaking

Up. -» SHAKE-UP

shakedown /'Jeikdaun/ noun [C] (AmE)

(Manufacturing) a test of a vehicle, piece of

equipment, etc. to see if there are any problems
before it is used generally-* shake down at shake

'shake-OUt (also spelled shakeout, especially in

AmE) noun [c]

1 a big change that takes place in an industry, in

which people lose their jobs and one or more
competing companies may disappear: Ebay survived

the dotcom shake-out.

2 = SHAKE-UP

'shake-up (also spelled shakeup (also 'shake-out)

noun [C]

a situation in which a lot of changes are made to a

company, an organization, etc. in order to improve
the way in which it works: a management shake-up
0 Union leaders are callingfor a major shake-up of
the system, o a shake-up in the mobile phone
industry

shaky /'Jehu/ adjective (shakier, shakiest)

not seeming very successful; likely to fail: Business

is looking shaky at the moment, o Their legal claim is

on shaky ground.

shape /Jeip/ verb

mEl shape ,up or 'ship out (AmE) (informal) used
to tell sb that if they do not improve, work harder,

etc. they will have to leave their job, position, etc.

333 .shape 'up (as sth) 1 to develop in a
particular way, especially in a good way: Our plans
are shaping up nicely (= showing signs that they
will be successful), o 2006 is shaping up as a difficult

yearfor the company. 2 to improve your behaviour,
work harder, etc: If he doesn't shape up, hell soon be
out of a job.

* share /Te8(r); AmE Jer/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: A/B/C share, all--, asset value per ~,

authorized ~, B ~, brand ~, bonus ~, etc.

1 (Finance) any of the units of equal value into

which a company is divided and sold to raise

501 share capital

money. People who own shares become owners of

the company and receive part of the company's
profits: shares in British Airways o The retailer will

issue 24 million new shares worth ¥3 billion, o Will

this affect the value of my shares? o allegations of
illegal share dealings See note at stock
O to acquire/buy/have/hold/own/sell shares to

allocate/allot shares • to deal in/invest in/trade in

shares to float/issue shares

2 one part of sth that is divided between two or

more people, businesses, etc: Next year we hope to

have a bigger share of the market, o Channel 5 had a

7.5% share of advertising revenue last year.

O a big/growing/an increased/a large/small share

3 the part that sb has in a particular activity that

involves several people: Everybody on the team has
done their share of the work.

EE],share of 'mind (Marketing) how aware people
are of a particular brand or product compared with
other brands or products of the same type: We are

competing with each other to capture the largest

share of mind. -» front of mind at front noun

• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to have or use sth at the same
time as sb else: I share an office with two other

people. -> JOB-SHARING
2 [+ obj] share sth (out) to divide sth between two
or more people: Profits are shared out yearly.

share application (0/50 application for

'shares) noun [c] (both BrE)

(Finance) a request to buy some of the shares that a

company is issuing (
= selling): You will need to fill

in the share application form.

'share .buyback (BrE) (AmE 'stock .buyback) noun

[c,uj

(Finance) a situation when a company buys its own
shares from shareholders

'share .capital noun [u] (BrE)

see also: authorized share capital, issued share

capital

(Finance) the money that investors put into a

company when they buy shares, which the

company uses to continue its activities -» loan

capital

WHICH WORD?

share/stock

Either shares [plural] or stock [U] can be used to

describe the amount of a company that a person

owns or a company's value on the stock exchange.

In this sense, share is more common in BrE and
stock more common in AmE: The bank holds 60%
of the company's shares/stock, o The publisher's

stock rose to $27.87 a share.

As a countable noun in both BrE and AmE,
especially in the plural, stock can refer to the

shares of a particular company or type of

company: the largest 500 stocks on the NYSE o
technology stocks. Share is less commonly used in

this way.

Share, not stock, is used when talking about a

particular number of shares in both BrE and AmE:
a profit of $3. 75 a share o 1.2 billion shares

In BrE, the phrase stocks and shares means
'bonds and shares'. This meaning of stock is also

found in other phrases: a company's loan stock o
government stock. The AmE expression for 'bonds

and shares' is stocks and bonds.

See note at stock
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'share certificate (Sr£) (AmE stock certificate)

noun [C]

(Finance) a legal document that is given to a

shareholder, containing details of the shares that

they own: Fewer companies are issuing paper share

certificates these days.

share .dividend noun [c]

{Finance)

1 = DIVIDEND
2 an amount of profits that a company pays to its

shareholders in the form of shares rather than cash
-> SCRIP DIVIDEND

Shareholder /'Jeahaulda(r); AmE 'Jerhou-/

{especially BrE) (AmE usually 'stockholder) noun [c]

see also: controlling shareholder, outside

shareholder

(Finance) a person or group that owns shares in a

company or business: They are the biggest

shareholder in EFM, with a 30% stake, o a
shareholders' meeting

0 a big/large/leading/major/substantial shareholder

the controlling/main/principal shareholder

.shareholder equity {also .shareholders'

'equity) (both especially BrE) (AmE usually

.stockholder equity) noun [u]

(Accounting) the value of a company as shown in its

financial records, which is its assets minus its

liabilities (= the money that it owes) Isyni book
value

shareholder funds (also shareholders' funds)

noun [pi.] {both BrE)

(Accounting) the value of a company's assets minus
its liabilities. This legally belongs to its

shareholders. [synJnet worth

.shareholder of 'record (especially BrE) (AmE
usually .stockholder of 'record) (also .holder of

'record, .owner of 'record, AmE, BrE) noun [c]

the person, company, etc. that is in a company's
records as a holder of shares. Only shareholders of
record can receive dividends and other payments.

.shareholders* equity = shareholder
EQUITY

'shareholders* funds = shareholder funds

.shareholders* 'register (also share .register,

.register of 'members) (all BrE) noun [c]

(Law) a legal document that contains a list of all the

people or companies that own shares in a business

.shareholder 'value (especially BrE) (AmE usually

.stockholder value) noun [u,C]

the financial benefits that a company's
shareholders have, in the form of dividends and
the value of their shares if they sell them: We are

committed to delivering long-term shareholder value

through continued revenue and earnings growth.

Shareholding /'Jeahauldm; AmE 'Jerhou-/

(especially BrE) (AmE usually 'stockholding) noun

see also: cross-shareholding

(Finance)

1 [C] a share of the ownership of a company; the

value of shares in a company that a particular

shareholder owns: The agency has a 21%
shareholding in Telecall. o The company'sfounder is

to sell his controlling shareholding ^ enough shares

to give the owner more than 50% of votes in

company meetings), [synj holding (2)

O to acquire/build up/increase/reduce/sell your

shareholding a controlling/majority/minority

shareholding

2 [c, usually pi ] a number of shares that a

company, fund, etc. owns as an asset: details of the

company's shareholdings at the end of lastyear
-» HOLDING (1)

.share in centive plan (erf) (AmE .stock

in'centive plan) noun [c] (abbr SIP)

(Finance; HR) a system in which a company gives its

employees shares, or allows them to buy shares, so

that when the company makes a profit they will

receive part of it Isyni employee share ownership
plan

'share .index (BrE) (AmE 'stock .index) noun [C]

(Stock Exchange) a list of the average price of a
particular set of shares, that can be easily

compared with the average price on a previous
date and used to show whether the value of shares
in general is rising or falling: Japan's Nikkei share

index was up 2% on the previous day.

'share .issue (also 'share .offer) (both BrE) (AmE
'stock .issue) noun [c]

(Finance) an occasion when a company offers a

number of new shares for sale to existing

shareholders or to other investors or members of

the public; the shares that it offers: The company
plans to raise the necessaryfunds through a share

issue.

'share .offer (erf) {AmE 'stock .offer) noun [c]

(Finance)

1 = share issue
2 an occasion when a company tries to buy
another company by offering its own shares rather

than money: Shareholders are more likely to vote in

favour ofa cash offer than a share offer.

.share of 'voice noun [U; sing.] (abbr SOV)

(Marketing) the amount of money that one company
spends on advertising a brand in a particular

period compared with other companies selling

similar products: The banner will switch between

four ads, giving each advertiser a 25% share of voice.

'share .option (BrE) (AmE 'stock .option) noun [c]

1 (Finance; HR) a right that is given to employees to

buy shares in the company at a low price: The

company set up a share option for its employees, o
You will have to pay tax when you exercise a share

option, o a share option plan/scheme/package
2 (Finance) a right, which can be bought and sold,

to buy or sell shares in a company at a fixed price

by or on a particular date

'share-OUt noun [C, usually sing.] (BrE)

an act of dividing sth between two or more people;

the amount of sth that one person receives when it

is divided -> share out at share verb

shareowner /'.fearauna(r); AmE 'Jerou-/ noun [C]

(Finance) a person or company that owns shares in a

company or business Isyni shareholder

'share .premium noun [c] (erf)

(Finance) the difference between the value stated on
shares that a company issues and the higher

amount it receives for them

'share price (6rf) (AmE 'stock price) noun [c]

(Stock Exchange) the price at which a company's
shares are bought and sold at a particular time: The

company's share price has dropped by half since

April, o You can check the latest share prices at the

Stock Exchange website.

'share .register = shareholders' register

.shares out standing = outstanding shares

'share split noun [c] (erf)

(Finance) an occasion when a company divides its

share capital into more shares in order to lower
the price of each share. People who already have
shares are given a number of new ones according



to how many they already hold: The bank is

planning a four-for-one share split. Isyni stock split
-» BONUS ISSUE, CAPITALIZATION ISSUE, SCRIP

ISSUE, STOCK DIVIDEND

shareware /'.feawea(r); AmE 'Jerwer/ noun [u]

{IT) software that is available free for a user to test,

after which they must pay if they wish to continue

USing it -> FREEWARE

shark /Ja:k; AmE Ja:rk/ noun [C] (informal)

see also: loan shark

1 a person who is dishonest in business, especially

sb who gives bad advice and gets people to pay too

much for sth

2 a company that tries to take over another
company that does not want to be taken over

'shark re pellent noun [u] [especially AmE)
[informal)

action that a company takes to make it less

attractive as the object of a takeover -» poison pill

'shark ,watcher noun [c] (especially AmE)
(informal)

a person or company whose job is to warn and help

a company if sb has bought a lot of its shares and
may try to take it over

sharp /Ja:p; AmE Ja:rp/ adjective (sharper,

sharpest)

1 [usually before loun] (especially about a change
in sth) sudden and rapid: There was a sharp increase

in sales in July.

0 a sharp decline/drop/fall/increase/rise

2 [usually before noun] (about people or their

minds) quick to notice or understand things or to

react: He has a sharp business brain, o She is known
as a sharp negotiator.

3 (about a person or their way of doing business)

clever but possibly dishonest: His lawyer is a sharp
operator, o Thefirm had to face some sharp
practicefrom competing companies.
'sharply adverb: Profits fell sharplyfollowing the

takeover, 'sharpness noun [u,c]

EEl the 'sharp end (of sth) (BrE) (informal) the
place or position of greatest difficulty or
responsibility: He started work at the sharp end of
the business, as a salesman.

shed /Jed/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj] (shedding, shed, shed) (often used in

newspapers)

1 to get rid of sth that is no longer wanted: The
factory is shedding a large number ofjobs, o The
company is trying to shed its old-fashioned image.
2 (about shares) to lose value: The steel company's
shares shed 6%.

• noun [C] (BrE)

a large industrial building used for working in or
keeping equipment

sheet /ji:t/ noun [c]

see also: balance sheet, fact ~, off-balance--,

time ~

1 a piece of paper for writing or printing on, etc.,

usually in a standard size: a sheet ofA4 o an
information sheet

2 a flat thin piece of any material, normally square
or similar in shape: a sheet of glass/steel o sheet
meta l

EE] sing from the same hymn sheet/ song
sheet to show that you are in agreement with each
other by saying the same things in public

'sheet feed noun [c]

a device that pushes pieces of paper into a printer
separately
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shelf j SelfI noun [c] (plural shelves /Jelvz/)

see also: off-the-shelf

a flat board, made of wood, metal, glass, etc. fixed

to the wall or forming part of a piece of furniture

for things to be placed on: The book I wanted was on
the top shelf, o supermarket shelves o stores with
well-stocked shelves o She got a job stacking

(= filling) shelves at the local supermarket.

0 a high/low shelf* the bottom/'middle/top shelf to

fill/refill/restock/stock the shelves

[DEI fly/leap/walk off the shelves to sell

extremely well: DVD players are flying off the

shelves, off the 'shelf that can be bought
immediately and does not have to be specially

designed or ordered: We buy some software off the

shelfand develop some ourselves, o off-the-shelf

software packages -> off-the-peg at peg

shelf .company (also .off-the- shelf .company;
noun [C]

a company that has been formed but not used, so
that it can be sold to sb who wants to start a
company immediately or to give the impression
that their company has existed for a few years

shelf-.filler = shelf-stacker

'shelf life noun [C, usually sing.]

(Commerce)
1 the length of time that a product remains in

good condition after it is made and can be sold:

Cannedfood usually has a shelf life of two years or

more. See note at best-before date
2 the length of time that people will buy a product
after it is first available: Software packages usually

have a shelf life of around 18 months before they need
updating.

shelf .offering noun [c]

(Finance) in the US, an occasion when a company
offers for sale some of the shares, bonds, etc. that

have already been prepared in a shelf
registration

'shelf registration noun [c]

(Finance) in the US, an arrangement in which larger

companies can get permission to issue (= sell)

shares, bonds, etc. at some time within a two year

period if they need money

'shelf space noun [u]

(Commerce) the amount of space that a shop/store

has available on its shelves for products or for a

particular product: There is fierce competition for

tight shelf space in supermarkets, o The more
powerful companies usually get most retail shelf

space.

'shelf-.stacker (also shelf-.filler) noun [c]

a person whose job is to fill shelves with goods to

be sold, especially in a supermarket

'shelf .talker (also 'shelf .wobbler) noun [c]

(Marketing, informal) a printed advertisement that is

hung over the edge of a shelf in a shop/store to

make people notice a particular product

—Picture at store

shell ISell noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: cash shell

1 a structure that forms a hard outer frame: the

body shell of a car

2 = shell company
• verb

HH3 .shell out (for sth); .shell sth out (for sth)

(informal) to pay a lot of money for sth: Customers

will have to shell out $200for the latest upgrade to

the software, [syn] fork out
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shell company (AmE also shell corporation)

{also shell, 'cash shell, BrE, AmE) noun [C]

a company that has been formed but does not

really do any business, often for legal reasons. It

can be used by its owners to do some business

deals or sometimes to hide illegal activities.

shelve /Jelv/ verb [+ obj]

to decide not to continue with a plan, either for a

short time or permanently: We've shelved the plans

to move office until next year.

Shelving /'Jelvm/ noun [U]

shelves; material for making shelves: wooden
shelving o warehouse shelving

'sheriff's sale noun [c] (AmE)

{Law) an occasion when a court orders that sb's

property should be sold to the public because they
have not paid money that they owe

shift /Tift/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: back shift, graveyard ~, paradigm ~,

split ~, swing ~

1 [C] a change in position or direction: the shift

from a manufacturing to a service economy o There

has been a fundamental shift in the way thefirm
manages its staff, o Management needs to clarify the

strategic shift.

O a dramatic/fundamental/huge/major/significant

shift * a policy/strategic/structural/technology shift

a shift awayfrom/from/to/towards sth

2 (HR) [c] a period of time worked by a group of

workers who start work as another group finishes:

to be on the day/night shift at thefactory o The
salespeople work eight-hour shifts, o Experienced

staff will be working in shifts to ensure a good
service.

0 the day/early/evening/late/night shift to be on/
do/work a shift to change shifts a shift manager/
supervisor/worker

3 (HR) [C with sing./pl. verb] the workers who work a

particular shift: What time does the day shift come
on? o The night shift has/have just come off duty.

4 [C,u] (also 'shift key [c]) a key on a computer
keyboard that allows capital letters or a different

set of characters to be keyed
• verb

1 (informal) [+ obj] to move sth from one position

or place to another: Can you help me shift these

boxes? o They are shifting 70% of their production to

China.

2 [no obj] (about a situation, an opinion, a policy,

etc.) to change from one state, position, etc. to

another: Consumer tastes are constantly shifting, o
The balance ofpower has shifted awayfrom workers

to employers.

3 [+ obj] to change your opinion of or your attitude

towards sth; to change the way that you do sth: We
need to shift the emphasis awayfrom speed towards

efficiency.

4 (Commerce, informal) [+ obj] to sell goods,

especially goods that are difficult to sell: They cut

prices drastically to try and shift stock, o 250 000 of
the devices have been shifted this year.

shifting /' Jiftirj/ adjective

changing all the time: Shifting costs force us to revise

our prices constantly.

'shift key = shift noun (4)

shingle /'jingl/ noun [C] (AmE)

a sign outside a doctor's or lawyer's office that

gives their name, etc.

-A- ship /Jip/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: delivered ex ship, free alongside ~, trans--

a large boat that carries people or goods by sea: The
ship is moored in Genoa, o a fleet of merchant ships o
cargo ships carryingfood and manufacturing
equipment o Goods are placed on board ship by the

seller at the port named in the contract.

0 to load (sth onto)/unload (sth from) a ship a ship

loads/unloads (sth) a cargo/container/factory/

merchant ship

Dim abandon/jump ship to leave an
organization suddenly or unexpectedly because
you think it is going to fail: Investors abandoned
ship after the scandal. -» idiom at run verb

• verb (-pp-)

1 (Transport) [+ obj] to send or transport sth by
ship: We ship goods all over the world.

2 (Commerce; Transport) [+ obj or no obj] to send
goods by air, road or rail: This product usually ships

within 24 hours, o Purchases can be shipped or
collectedfrom the store, o The machine wasn't

working so we had to ship it back for repair.

3 (Commerce) [+ obj or no obj] to be available to be
bought; to make sth available to be bought: The
software will be shipping next month, o We continue

to ship more computer systems than our rivals.

-» idiom at shape

shipbuilder /'jipbilda(r)/ noun [c]

a person or company that builds ships

shipbuilding noun [u]: the shipbuilding industry

'ship date noun [c]

(Production) the date on which goods must be sent

to a customer: Ifwe miss the ship date the order will

not arrive on time.

•k shipment /'iipmant/ noun

see also: drop shipment, part shipment

(Commerce; Transport)

1 [c] a load of goods that are sent from one place

to another: We have sent a shipment of computers to

Norway, o Visit our website to track your shipment
online, [syn] consignment
O to deliver/send a shipment to accept/receive/sign

for a shipment
2 [u] the process of sending goods from one place

to another: The goods are readyfor shipment.

0 shipment charges/costs

shipowner /'.ripauna(r); /\m£ -ou-/ noun [C]

a person or company that owns a ship or ships

Shipper /'Jrpa(r)/ noun [C]

(Transport) a person or company that sends goods
from one place to another by ship, air, road or rail:

The shipper will pay all transportation expenses to

get the shipment to theforeign port, o large/small

shippers

Shipping /'Jipirj/ noun [u]

see also: drop shipping

1 (Commerce; Transport) the activity of carrying

goods from one place to another by ship or by air,

road or rail: The regulations that govern the shipping

ofdangerous materials are very detailed, o We offer

free shippingfor orders over $99.

O a shipping company/group/line shipping charges/

costs/rates a shipping clerk

2 (Transport) ships in general or considered as a

group: The canal is open to shipping, o daily

shippingforecasts (= of the weather at sea)

.shipping and 'forwarding .agent noun [c]

(Transport) a person or company that arranges for

goods to be sent from one country to another by
sea, air, rail or road, arranges insurance and
prepares the necessary documents



shipping and handling noun [u] (abbr s and h)

[Commerce; Transport) the packing and transport of

goods; the charge for this: The poster is availablefor

$20 plus $4 shipping and handling, o Add on s and h

charges.

shipping .conference noun [c]

(Transport) an international group of companies
whose ships sail the same routes and who agree on
charges for cargo and passengers, and the

conditions in contracts

'shipping .documents noun [pi ]

(Trade; Transport) the documents that are needed
when goods are sent from one country to another,

including, for example, a bill of lading or an air

waybill, an insurance certificate, a commercial
invoice, an export licence, etc.

'shipping note noun [c] (abbrS/H)

(Transport) a document prepared and signed by an
exporter when sending goods by sea, giving details

of the goods

shoot /Ju:t/ verb [no obj] (shot, shot /Jot; AmE Ja:t/)

1 (used with an adverb or preposition) to increase

very quickly: Profits shot up 40% last year, o The
dollar briefly shot above 120 yen. See note at

increase
2 (used with an adverb or preposition) to become
important, powerful, famous, etc. suddenly or

quickly: They think he will shoot to the top of the

company, o She shot tofame by building up the

companyfrom nothing into a stock market star.

-» OVERSHOOT, UNDERSHOOT
333 'shoot for sth (AmE) to try to achieve or get

sth, especially sth difficult: We've been shootingfor a

pay raise for months.

* shop /Jdp; AmE Ja:p/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: body shop, bucket ~, closed ~, corner ~,

duty-free ~, factory ~, gift ~, etc.

1 (especially BrE) a building or part of a building
where you can buy goods or services: Our prices are

up to 50% lower than high-street shops, o The shop
offers a large array of leather goods, o a chain of
electrical shops o airport retail shops—Picture at

STORE
O a high-street/local shop to have/own/run/set up a

shop to close (down)Zopen (up)/shut (down) a
shop a shop closes (down)Zopens (up)/shuts

(down)

2 (used especially with other nouns) a place where
things are made or repaired, especially part of a
factory where a particular type of work is done: a
repair shop o a paint shop (= where cars are
painted) Uml workshop
3 [usually sing.] (BrE) (informal) an act of going
shopping, especially for food and other items
needed in the house: We do a weekly shop at the

supermarket.
IHSl mind the shop (BrE) (AmE mind the store) to

be in charge of sth for a short time while sb is

away: Who's minding the store while she's away?,set
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up 'shop to start a business: The software company
intends to set up shop in China. -> idioms at shut
verb, talk verb

• verb (-pp-)

1 [no obj] to buy things in shops/stores: to shopfor
food o He likes to shop at the local market.

2 go shopping [no obj] to spend time going to

shops/stores and looking for things to buy: There

should be plenty of time to go shopping before we
leave New York.

3 [+ obj] (AmE) to buy things at a particular shop/
store: Thank youfor shopping Land's End.

4 [+ obj] (AmE) to try to sell sth such as a company
by talking about it to people who might buy it: The
owner may not want it known that he is shopping the

company.
H39 ,shop a'round to compare the quality or

prices of goods or services that are offered by
different shops/stores, companies, etc. so that you
can choose the best: Shop around for the best deal.

'shop assistant noun [C] (BrE)

a person whose job is to serve customers in a shop/
Store [SYN] ASSISTANT, SALES ASSISTANT

shopfitting /'Jopfitinj^mf Ta:p-/ noun [u]

the business of putting equipment and furniture

into shops/stores shopfitter noun [C]

the .shop 'floor noun [sing.]

1 the area in a factory where the goods are made
by the workers: to work on the shop floor o We need
to increase efficiency on the shop floor.

2 (HR) the workers in a factory, not the managers:
Most decisions about how work should be done are

taken in the office rather than on the shopfloor (=
by the workers).

'shop-floor adjective [only before noun]: shop-

floor productivity

Shopfront /'JopfrAnt; AmE 'J"a:p-/ noun [C] (BrE)

1 the front of a shop, that people can see from the

street: The company logo is on the shopfront. o a
shopfront sign

2 (E-commerce) (also ,web 'shopfront) a website that

a company uses to sell goods or services

-» STOREFRONT

shopkeeper /'JopkhpaCr); AmE 'Ja:p-/ (especially

BrE) (AmE usually 'storekeeper) noun [C]

see also: small shopkeeper

a person who owns or manages a shop/ store,

especially a small one

Shoplifting /'Joplmrn; AmE 'Ja:p-/ noun [u]

the crime of stealing goods from a shop/store by
deliberately leaving without paying for them: Most
stores don't raise prices to make upfor losses due to

shoplifting, shoplift verb [+ obj or no obj]

'shoplifter noun [C]: Shoplifters will be prosecuted.

Shopper /'Jopatr); AmE 'J"a:p-/ noun [c]

see also: mystery shopper

a person who buys goods from shops/stores:

Competition between stores can result in big savings

for shoppers, o Lastyear the average shopper spent

$700 online.

0 holiday/home/last-minute/online shoppers to

attract/draw in/lure/woo shoppers • shoppers buy/

choose/lookfor/payfor sth

shopping /'J*Dpirj;/\ArjF'J"a:p-/ noun [u]

see also: home shopping, window-shopping

1 the activity of going to shops/stores and buying

things: to go shopping o to go on a shopping trip o

(BrE) to do the/your shopping o This is the busiest

VOCABULARY BUILDING

Types of shops/stores

• They operate a chain of24-hour convenience
stores.

• I went to the corner shop/store to buy a
newspaper.

• Many supermarkets have expanded their range of
non-food items.

• They were the first to launch the idea of a music
superstore.

• Independent stores have lost business to the out-

of-town hypermarkets.



shopping hot soe

shopping period of the year, o Click on the link to

change or delete an itemfrom your shopping cart.

0 a shopping bag/basket/cart/trolley catalogue/

Internet/online shopping a shopping expedition/

spree/trip

2 {especially BrE) the things that you have bought
from shops/stores: to putyour shopping away

'shopping bot {also 'shopping .agent) noun [c]

{E-commerce) a piece of software that searches for

products that are being sold on the Internet and
compares prices

'shopping .centre (AmE spelling ~ center) noun
[C] {especially BrE)

a group of shops/stores built together, sometimes
under one roof

shopping goods {also shopping .products)

noun [pi.]

{Commerce) items that people do not buy very
frequently, such as furniture and clothes, and like

to compare in quality and price before they buy

shopping list noun [c]

a list that you make of all the things that you need
to buy when you go shopping: The group has put
the supermarket chain on its shopping list (= it

wants to buy the company).

'shopping mall {also mall) {both especially AmE)
noun [c]

a large group of shops/stores, restaurants, etc. built

together under one roof and closed to traffic

'shopping .products = shopping goods

'shop-soiled {BrE) {AmE 'shopworn) adjective

{Commerce) shop-soiled goods are dirty or not in

good condition because they have been in a shop/
store for a long time: a sale of shop-soiled goods at

halfprice

.shop 'Steward noun [C] {especially BrE)

{HR) a person who is elected by members of a union
in a factory or company to represent them in

meetings with managers

shopworn /'JopwomjA/r?/: 'fa:pwo:rn/ = shop-
soiled

Shore /J*o:(r)/ verb

LA1LUJ .shore sth 'up to help to support sth that is

weak or going to fail: The company had to sell assets

in order to shore up its balance sheet, o The measures
were aimed at shoring up the economy.

* short /Jo:t; AmE Jo:rt/ adjective, adverb, verb

• adjective CHH The forms shorter and shortest are

not usually used in these meanings.
1 [not before noun] short of sth not having enough
of sth: She never seems to be short of cash! o Many
companies in the area are short of qualified workers.

2 [not before noun] not easily available; not

supplying as much as you need: Time is getting

short so we'd better start working, o Cash is very

short at the moment.
3 {informal) short on sth lacking or not having
enough of a particular quality: The industry is short

on good leadership.

4 [not before noun] short (of sth) less than the

number, amount, weight, etc. mentioned or

needed: / think we're still two people short {- we
need two more people) on the project, o The delivery

was short by 540 pairs of shoes.

5 short (for sth) being a shorter form of a name or

word: 'Co' is shortfor 'company', ofile transfer

protocol, or FTPfor short
6 {Finance; Stock Exchange) relating to the situation

when sb sells shares, currencies, etc. that they do

not yet own, in the hope that their price will fall

and they will make a profit by buying them later at

a lower price: Investors who are short on stock will

do well ifprices continue to fall. Ioppi long
fftlfll at short 'notice {AmE also on short notice);

at a moment's 'notice not long in advance;
without much warning or time for preparation: The
meeting was called at very short notice, in .short
sup'ply if something is in short supply there is not
enough of it available: Good managers are in short

supply at the moment, on short 'notice {especially

AmE) = AT SHORT NOTICE
-» idioms at run verb, short run

• adverb QTH2 The forms shorter and shortest are
not usually used in these meanings.
1 if you go short of or run short of sth, you do not
have enough of it: We're running short ofstock so

we'd better put in an order.

2 {Finance; Stock Exchange) if you sell sth short or
go short (on sth), you sell shares, currencies, etc.

that you do not yet own, hoping that their price

will fall and you will make a profit by buying them
later at a lower price: Investors who went short on
stock made big profits when the share price fell.

3 before the time expected or arranged: I'm afraid

I'm going to have to stop you short there, as time is

running out.

-» idiom at fall verb

• verb [+ obj or no obj]

{Finance; Stock Exchange) to agree to sell shares,

currencies, etc. that you do not yet own, in the

hope that their price will fall and you will make a

profit by buying them later at a lower price: You
have to be able to borrow shares to short them.

• shortage /Jo:tid3; AmE 'Ja:rt-/ noun [c.u]

a situation when there is not enough of the people
or things that are needed: a shortage offunds/space
o There are serious labour shortages in some sectors,

o There was no shortage ofcandidates {= there

were a lot) for the post, ioppi glut -» surplus
0 an acute/a chronic/critical/serious/severe shortage

a cash/parts/supply shortage labour/skills/staff/

talent shortages to face/suffer a shortage to

cause/create/lead to a shortage to combat/ease/
overcome/prevent a shortage

short- change verb [+ obj] {often be short-
changed)
1 to give back less than the correct amount of

money to sb who has paid for sth with more than
the exact price: J think I've been short-changed at the

checkout.

2 to treat sb unfairly by not giving them what they
have earned or deserve: Poor after-sales service can
leave customers feeling short-changed.

.short 'covering noun [u]

{Stock Exchange) the process of sb borrowing or

buying shares, bonds, etc. in order to replace the

ones that they have sold or agreed to sell but did

not own

Shortfall /Jo:tfo:l; AmE

'

Jo:rt-/ noun [C]

if there is a shortfall in sth, there is less of it than
you need or expect: They are selling assets to make
up for a shortfall in profits, o Several staff were made
redundant to meet a shortfall offunds, o The
company is facing a $9.2 million shortfall.

0 to compensatefor/cover/make up/meet a shortfall

capital/earnings/funding/profit/revenue

shortfalls an order/a production/sales/supply

shortfall a big/huge/large/significant/small

shortfall

shorthand /'Jo:thaend;4mF\f3:rt-/ noun
1 {AmE also ste'nography) [u] a quick way of

writing using special signs or short forms of words,
used especially to record what sb is saying: Do you
do shorthand? o to take something down in

shorthand



2 [u,C] a shorter way of saying or referring to sth:

We want our brand name to be shorthandfor a

healthy lifestyle.

short -'handed adjective [not usually before noun]

not having as many workers or people who can
help as you need: Can you do any extra shifts this

week as we're short-handed? [syn] short-staffed

.shorthand 'typist noun [c] {BrE)

a person whose job is to write down what sb says

using shorthand, then write it on a computer or

type it |SYN| STENOGRAPHER {AmE)

'short-haul adjective [only before noun]

that involves transporting people or goods over

short distances: a short-haul airline/flight o short-

haul trucking-* long-haul

shorting /'Joitirj; Amf 'Jo:rt-/ = short selling

shortlist /'Joitlist; AmE 'Jo:rt-/ noun, verb

(HR)

• noun {AmE spelling also short list) [c]

a small number of candidates for a job who have
been chosen from all the people who applied: We
have narrowed the applicants down to a shortlist of
four, o to draw up a shortlist

• verb {AmE spelling also short-list [+ obj] {usually be
shortlisted)

to put sb/sth on a shortlist for a job: Candidates

who are shortlistedfor interview will be contacted by
the end of the week.

short po sition noun [c]

{Finance; Stock Exchange) a situation in which an
investor sells or agrees to sell shares, currencies,

etc. that he/she does not own yet, hoping that the

price will fall and they will make a profit by buying
them later at a lower price: Ifyou think the price

will decline, you might want to take a short position

in that stock, o When the price falls, the bank will

buy shares cheaply to cover its short position.

ISYNI BEAR POSITION -» LONG POSITION

,short-'range adjective [only before noun]

connected with a short period of time in the future:

short-range plans

.short 'run {also .short 'term) noun [sing.]

{Economics) the period during which a business or
an industry can change the quantity of some of the
things that are needed in order to produce goods or
services, but at least one is fixed -> long run
[HUH in the 'short run; in the short term
concerning the immediate future: In the short run,

unemployment mayfall. oA deal is unlikely in the

short term.

'short-run = short-term (l)

Shorts /Jo:ts; AmE Jo:rts/ noun [pi.]

{Finance)

1 investments such as bonds that are due to be
paid back in a short time, usually less than five

years

2 shares that a dealer has borrowed and sold but
does not yet own
-» longs noun

.short 'sale noun [c]

{Finance; Stock Exchange) when sb sells or agrees to

sell shares, currencies, etc. that they do not yet
own, hoping that the price will fall and they will

make a profit by buying them later at a lower price

.short 'selling {also 'shorting) noun [u]

{Finance; Stock Exchange) the act of selling or
agreeing to sell shares, currencies, etc. that you do
not yet own, hoping that the price will fall and you
will make a profit by buying them later at a lower
price: Some stock is difficult to borrowfor short-

selling transactions. .short 'seller noun [c]
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short- staffed adjective [not usually before noun]

having fewer members of staff than you need or

usually have: We're short-staffed a t the moment
because a lot ofpeople are off sick. Isyni short-
handed -» UNDERSTAFFED

.short 'term - short run

'short-term adjective [usually before noun]

1 {also 'short-run) lasting a short time; lasting only
for a short period of time in the future: Most of our

staff are on short-term contracts, o a short-term

solution to a problem
2 {Finance) (about money) that is borrowed, lent or

invested for a short period of time, usually one
year : J have short-term loans with several banks.
[SYN] NEAR-TERM -> LONG-TERM

short-termism noun [u]

a way of thinking or planning that is concerned
with the advantages or profits you could have now,
rather than the effects in the future

.short-term lia'bilities = current liability

.short 'time noun [u] (er£)

{HR) a situation in which workers work fewer hours
than usual when there are not enough orders,

materials, etc., so that they can keep their jobs:

Staff at the factory have been put on short time, o
They have avoided redundancies by introducing

short-time working.

.short 'ton {abbrsX.) {also .net 'ton) {both especially

AmE) noun [C]

a unit of weight equal to 907.18 kilograms or 2 000
pounds -» long ton, tonne

shovelware /'jAvlweaO"); 4m£ -wer/ noun [u]

{IT) content that is taken from, for example, printed

material, and put on a website as quickly as

possible without changing it to suit the Internet

Show /Jau; AmE Jbu/ noun [c,U]

see also: dog and pony show, no-~, trade ~

an occasion when people, businesses, etc. show
and sell their goods and services: a trade show o the

Paris auto show o The latest computers will be on
show at the exhibition. -» exhibition, fair,

ROADSHOW
n»T7n show of 'hands a way of voting in which
people at a meeting raise their hands to show if

they agree with sth or are against it: Strike action

was rejected by a show of hands.

showcase /'Jaukeis; AmE 'Jou-/ noun

1 [C, usually sing.] an event that presents sb's

abilities or the good qualities of sth in an attractive

way: The exhibition is a showcasefor talented

designers.

2 [C] a box with a glass top or sides that is used for

showing objects in a shop/store, museum, etc.

'showcase verb [+ obj]: We use the website to

showcase our new products.

showroom /'.faunum; -rum; AmE 'Jou-/ noun [C]

a large shop/store in which goods for sale,

especially cars and electrical goods, are displayed:

a car showroom o We want to keep buyers coming
into our showrooms.

shred /Jred/ verb [+ obj] (-dd-)

to cut sth into small pieces: We shred old documents

(= in a machine) and recycle the paper.

shredder /'Jreda(r)/ noun [C]

a machine that destroys documents by cutting

them into thin strips so that nobody can read what
was printed or written on them



shrewd sos

shrewd /'Jruid/ adjective (shrewder, shrewdest)

1 clever at understanding and making judgements
about a situation: He is a shrewd businessman, o She
has a shrewd business brain.

2 showing good judgement and likely to be right:

a shrewd guess/move
'shrewdly adverb 'shrewdness noun [u]

shrink /Jrirjk/ verb [+ obj or no obj] (shrank

/Jraerjk/ shrunk /JrArjk/ or shrunk, shrunk)

to become or to make sth smaller in size or

amount: The marketfor this type ofproduct is

shrinking, o The new system will shrink the size and
cost of PCs.

Shrinkage /'Jrinkid3/ noun [U]

1 the process of becoming smaller in size; the

amount by which sth becomes smaller: the

shrinkage of the export market o These cotton shirts

are oversized to allowfor shrinkage.

2 (Commerce) (also 'leakage) the amount of goods
that a business loses because they have been
damaged, stolen, etc: If they reduced waste and cut

out shrinkage, the store could be very profitable.

'shrink-wrap verb[+ obj]

to wrap sth tightly in a thin plastic covering: Cans
come shrink-wrapped in packs of six. o shrink-

wrapped software (= standard software sold in

boxes ready to use)—Picture at packaging
'shrink-wrap noun [u] : The book and CD are

packaged in shrink-wrap to keep them together.

shrink- wrapping noun [u]: Shrink-wrapping can
be done in less than a second.

SHRM /,es eitj a:r 'em/ = strategic human
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Shllffle /'jAfl/ = RESHUFFLE

shut /jAt/ verb, adjective

• verb [+ obj or no obj] (shutting, shut, shut)

1 when a shop/store, restaurant, etc. shuts or

when sb shuts it, it stops being open for business
and you cannot go into it: We shut at six.

2 when a business shuts or when sb shuts it, it

stops operating as a business: We have been forced
to shut several factories.

\nna shut up 'shop (BrE) (informal) to close a
business peimanently or to stop working for the

day
tuna ,shut 'down (about a factory, shop/store,

etc. or a machine) to stop opening for business; to

stop working: Sixty employees were laid offwhen the

plant shut down. -» close, shutdown .shut sth
'down to stop a factory, shop/store, etc. from
opening for business; to stop a machine from
working close, shutdown ,shut 'off (about a
machine, tool, etc.) to stop working: The engines

shut off automatically in an emergency. ,shut sth
'off 1 to stop a machine, tool, etc. from working
2 to stop a supply of electricity, gas, etc. from
flowing or reaching a place: Always shut off the

power before removing the machine's cover.

• adjective

not open for business: Is the bank shut?

Shutdown /'jAtdaon/ noun [c,u]

1 the act of closing a factory or business: The strike

was a protest againstfactoiy shutdowns. -» close-
down
2 the act of stopping a computer or large machine
from working: My PCfreezes on shutdown, o Factory

staff are trained in emergency shutdown procedures.

Shuttle /'jAtl/ noun [C]

a plane, bus or train that travels regularly between
two places: I'm flying to Boston on the shuttle, o a
shuttle service

SI /,es 'ai/ abbr

International System (used to describe units of
measurement): SI units such as the metre, the

kilogramme and the second GED3 SI are the first

letters of the French phrase Systeme
International.

SIBOR / si:bo:(r)/ abbi Singapore Inter-Bank
Offered Rate the rate at which banks lend money
to other banks in Singapore, which is used as a
measure of lending rates in Asia: The interest

margin rangesfrom 1.5% up to 3.5% above SIBOR.

sick /sik/ adjective

1 ill: (BrE) Peter has been offsick (= away from
work because he is ill) for two weeks, o (AmE) Peter

has been out sick for afew days, o Three people
called in sick yesterday (= telephoned to say they
were not coming to work because they were ill).

2 (about an organization, a system, etc.) having
serious problems: a sick company/economy

sick building syndrome noun [u]

a set of physical conditions that are not caused by a
known illness but seem to be caused by spending
time in a particular building

'sick day noun [c]

(HR) a day when an employee does not work
because they are ill/sick: There is no limit to the

number of sick days workers can take.

sickie /'siki/ noun [c] (erf) (informal)

a day when you say that you are ill/sick and cannot
go to work when it is not really true

0 to have/pull/take/throw a sickie

'sick leave noun [u]

(HR) permission to be away from work because of
illness; the period of time spent away from work: to

be on sick leave

'sickness .benefit noun [u] money paid by the

government to people who are away from work
because they are sick/ill -» sick pay

'sick note (BrE) (AmE ex'cuse) noun [c]

(HR) a letter that an employee gets from a doctor to

say that they are or have been too ill/sick to go to

work: Ifyou are off workfor more than three days
you must provide a sick note.

sickout (also spelled sick-out) /'sikaut/ noun [c]

(AmE)

(HR) an occasion when workers protest against sth

by staying away from work and saying they are ill/

sick when really they are not: Bus drivers across the

city are staging a sickout.

'sick pay noun [u]

(HR) pay given to an employee who is away from
work because of illness -» sickness benefit

side /said/ noun [C]

see also: demand side, supply side

1 one of the two or more people or groups taking

part in an argument, a discussion, etc: We reached

an agreement acceptable to all sides, o The two sides

announced a deal yesterday. See note at colleague
2 one of the opinions, attitudes or positions held

by sb in a business arrangement, an argument, etc:

Areyou sure they will keep their side of the bargain

(= do what they say they will do)?

3 (informal) a particular aspect of a job or a

company's business: He worked for them on the sales

and marketing side, o III take care of that side of
things.

4 one of the two parts of a financial account: the

credit/debit side

-> idiom at safe adj.

sidebar /'saidba:(r)/ noun [c]

(IT) a narrow section on the left side of a web page



Sideline /'saidlam/ noun [C]

an activity that sb does as well as their main
activity in order to earn extra money: Making toys

started as a sideline, but now it is the company's

main source of income.

SIG /sig/ abbr

(IT) special interest group a place in a computing
system, especially the Internet, where people can
discuss a particular subject and exchange
information about it -» newsgroup

'sig file noun [c]

{IT, informal) signature file a short personal

message that can be automatically added at the

end of emails showing who has sent it

sight bill noun [c]

(Tinance) a bill of exchange that must be paid

immediately

'sight de posit [also de mand de, posit) noun [c,

usually pi.]

(Finance) money that is kept in a bank on the basis

that it can be taken out at any time: Banks once

offered no interest on sight deposits. -> time deposit

'sight draft noun [c]

(Finance) a draft (= a written order to a bank to pay
money to sb) that must be paid immediately

sight un seen adverb

(Commerce) if you buy sth sight unseen, you do not

have an opportunity to see it before you buy it:

Many small businesses order their office furniture,

sight unseen, through catalogues.

sign /sam/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

1 a piece of paper, wood, metal, etc. that has
writing or a picture on it that gives you
information, instructions, a warning, etc: There is a
sign displaying the name of the company on the roof

of the building, oflashing neon signs o a sign board
2 a mark used to represent sth: a plus/minus sign

(+/-) o a euro/dollar sign (€/$)
• verb [+ obj or no obj]

to write your name on a document, letter, etc. to

show that you have written it, that you agree with
what it says, or that it is genuine: Sign here, please.

0 Sign your name here, please, o You haven't signed

the le tter, o to sign a deal/contract/cheque
EEl signed and sealed; signed, 'sealed and
delivered definite, because all the legal

documents have been signed sign on the dotted
'line (informal) to sign a document to show that you
have agreed to do sth or buy sth: Always read the

small print before you sign on the dotted line.

DEED 'sign for sth to sign a document to show
that you have received sth: Who signedfor the

package? .sign in/ out; ,sign sb in/ out to write

your name or the name of a guest when you arrive

at or leave an office: All visitors must sign in on
arrival. ,sign 'off; ,sign sth 'off to end a letter, etc:

1 usually sign off an email with 'regards'. ,sign sth
'off to give your formal approval to sth, by signing
your name: The accounts have notyet been signed off
by the auditors. ,sign 'off on sth (AmE) (informal) to

express your approval of sth formally and
definitely: Investors have finally signed off on the

deal, .sign 'on (BrE) (informal) to sign a form stating

that you are unemployed so that you can receive

payment from the government .sign on/ up: .sign

sb on/ up to sign a form or contract which says
that you agree to work for sb, do a deal, etc.; to

persuade sb to sign a form or contract like this: She
signed on as a customer-support officer, o We have
signed on three major home builders as partners.

sign out; .sign sb 'out -» sign in/out; sign sb
in/out .sign up (for sth); sign sb up (for sth)

1 to arrange to receive or do sth: Sign up for our
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monthly email newsletter, o I've signed up for an
accounting course, o Shall I sign you up for the

workshop too? 2 = sign on/up; sign sb on/up

signage /'samid3/ noun [u]

a sign or signs that advertise a product, show the

name of a shop/store, etc.

signatory /'signatri; /\m£ -to:ri/ noun [c] (plural

signatories) (format)

a person, a country or an organization that has
signed an official agreement: The country is not

among the signatories to/of the Kyoto Protocol.

signature /'signatJaCr)/ noun

see also: digital signature, electronic ~, specimen ~

1 [C] your name as you usually write it, for

example at the end of a letter: Each payment
requires two signatures, o The chairman put his

signature to the deal yesterday.

2 [u] (formal) the act of signing sth: Two copies of
the contract will be sent to you for signature.

3 [C, usually sing.] a particular quality, product,

phrase, etc. that makes sth different from other
similar things and makes it easy to recognize: The
simple design and bright colours became the

signature of all their products, o the company's
signature shoes and bags

signature brand noun [c]

(Marketing)

1 a range of products that is the most famous thing

made by a particular company: Sales of the

company's signature brand vacuum cleaners are up.

2 a product or range of products that have the

name of a famous person on them: Calvin Klein

signature brand sunglasses

signature loan noun [c]

(Finance) money that is lent to sb without any
security (= a valuable item that the person,

company, etc. that borrows the money will lose if

they cannot pay the money back) except that the

borrower signs a document -> unsecured

'sign-up noun
1 [u] the act of saying that you want to join sth,

receive sth, etc. by adding your name to a list: Go to

our sign-up page to subscribe to this service, o a sign-

upfee
2 [C] a person who adds their name to a list in

order to join sth, receive sth, etc: new sign-upsfor
digital TV

.silent 'partner = sleeping partner

silicon /'sihkan/ noun [u]

a chemical element that is used in making
transistors and glass

.Silicon 'Alley noun [u]

an area of New York where many Internet

companies started in business in the 1990s

.silicon 'chip noun [c]

a very small piece of silicon used to carry a

complicated electronic circuit

.Silicon 'Valley noun [u]

an area in California where there are many
computer and high technology companies
rcrnrn silicon Valley is often used to refer to other

similar areas or to the computer and electronics

industries in general. Silicon... is also often used in

a similar way, especially in newspapers: Silicon Fen

(an area in the UK around Cambridge).

.silver 'market = grey market (3)
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.silver 'surfer noun [c] {informal)

an older person who spends a lot of time using the

Internet, usually used about people over the

age of 50

Sim /sim/ noun [c] {informal)

a computer or video game that creates the feeling

of doing (simulates) an activity such as flying a
plane or managing a business: We use business sims

for management training, o a flight sim
-» SIMULATION

'SIM card sim/ noun [C]

a plastic card inside a mobile phone/cellphone that

stores personal information about the person using
the phone BEH3 SIM is formed from the first

letters of 'subscriber identification module'.

simple interest noun [u]

{Accounting) interest that is calculated only on the
original amount of money lent or borrowed, and
not on any interest that it has earned -» compound
INTEREST

simulation ./.simju'leijri/ noun [C,u]

a situation in which a particular set of conditions is

created artificially in order to study or experience
sth that could exist in reality: He showed us a
computer simulation ofhow the building will look, o
The simulation of negotiations is a vital part of
training. -> sim
simulate /'simjuleit/ verb [+ obj]: Role-playing is

a useful way of simulating callsfrom customers.

simul taneous engi neering =
CONCURRENT ENGINEERING

sincerely /sm'siali; AmE -'sirli/ adverb

UHR Yours sincerely {BrE) {AmE Sincerely (yours))

used at the end of a formal letter before you sign

your name, when you have addressed sb by their

name -» faithfully

sinecure /'smikju8(r); 'sam-; AmE -kjur/ noun [C]

{formal)

a job that you are paid for even though it involves

little or no work

sine die /,smei 'di:ei; ,sami 'daii:/ adverb

{Law orform j f)

without a future date being arranged: The meeting
was adjourned (= stopped until a later date) sine

die. h'MH Sine die is a Latin phrase.

sine qua non /,smei kwa: 'naun; AmE 'noun/
noun [sing ] {formal)

something that is essential before you can achieve
sth else: A good knowledge of a second language is a
sine qua non for many positions. Q3I1 Sine qua
non is a Latin phrase.

single /'sirjgl/ adjective, noun
• adjective

1 only one: the European single currency, the euro
2 [only before noun] {BrE) {also ,one-'way, AmE, BrE)

a single ticket, etc. can be used for travelling to a
place but not back again -> return adj

• noun [c]

1 {BrE) a ticket that allows you to travel to a place
but not back again -» return noun
2 {AmE) a note/bill that is worth one dollar

.single column centimetre (AmE spelling -

centimeter) noun [c] (abbr SCC)

a unit used for measuring advertising space in a

newspaper or magazine: €35 per single column
centimetre

.single column inch noun [c] (abbr SCI)

a unit used for measuring advertising space in a

newspaper or magazine

single digits, single- digit = single figures

single-entry bookkeeping noun [u]

(Accounting) a way of keeping a company's financial

records, in which each amount spent, received, etc.

is recorded in only one account

.single 'figures (especially BrE) (AmE usually .single

'digits) noun [pi ]

a number that is less than ten: Inflation is down to

single figures. -> double figures
single- figure (especially BrE) (AmE usually .single-

'digit) adjective [only before noun]

.single- handed adverb

on your own with nobody helping you: She ran the

company single-handed for years, ^-single-handed
adjective: her single-handed attempt to save the

company .single- handedly adverb: He single-

handedly kept the company going during the crisis.

.single 'market (also in.ternal 'market) noun [c.

usually sing.]

(Economics) a group of countries that have few or no
restrictions on the movement of goods, money and
people between the members of the group: the

European single market

single minute ex change of dies phrase
(abbr SMED)
(Production) a technique for reducing the time
needed to prepare a machine or a piece of
equipment for a new task

single sourcing noun [u]

1 (Production) the practice of buying all of a
company's supplies of a particular item from one
supplier

2 (IT) the use of information stored in one file to

produce many different types of documents
.single-source verb [+ obj]: Most of our raw

materials are single-sourced.

.single 'tax noun [c]

(Economics) a system in which there is tax on only
one kind of thing, for example a tax on the value of

land

single-'use /'juis/ adjective [only before noun]

made to be used once only: inexpensive single-use

cameras -> disposable

sink /sink/ verb (sank /sasrjk/ sunk /sArjk/) or, less

frequent (sunk, sunk)

1 [+ obj or no obj] if a ship sinks or sb/sth sinks it,

it is damaged and goes below the surface of the

sea: The tanker sank off the coast of Brittany.

2 [no obj] to decrease in amount, volume, strength,

etc: The pound has sunk to its lowest recorded level

against the dollar.

LiiliU .sink sth 'into sth to spend a lot of money
on a business, for example in order to make money
from it in the future: We sank all our savings into the

venture.

sinking fund noun [c]

(Finance) money that a company keeps and adds to

regularly in order to pay debts, pay for equipment,
etc. at a fixed date in the future: a machinery
sinkingfund

'sin tax noun [C,U] (informal)

a tax on goods or services that many people
consider bad, for example cigarettes and alcohol

SIP /,es ai 'pi:; sip/ = strategic inflection point,
SHARE INCENTIVE PLAN, STOCK INCENTIVE PLAN

siphon (also spelled syphon) /'sarin/ verb [+ obj]

(used with an adverb or a preposition)

1 to move a liquid from one container to another,

using a special tube (a siphon) and pressure from
the atmosphere: The waste liquid needs to be

siphoned off.



2 to remove money from one place and move it to

another, especially dishonestly or illegally: He had
siphoned millions out of the fund and into his own
bank accounts.

SIS /,esai 'es/ = strategic information system

sister .company noun [c]

a company that is part of the same group, with the

same parent company: This link will take you to

our sister company's website. See note at group

'sit-down noun [C]

1 a strike or protest in which people sit down to

block a road or the entrance to a building until

people listen to their demands: to hold/stage a sit-

down
2 a more formal meeting to discuss things, rather

than a quick conversation: to have a sit-down

'sit-down [only before noun]: a sit-down protest/

strike o Have a regular sit-down meeting with each
member ofyour team.

site /sait/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: anti-site, destination ~, mirror ~, off--,

on--, run of -

1 a place where sth has been or will be built: We
are looking at potential sitesfor the newfactory, o
Hard hats must be worn on site.

O a good/prime/suitable site a possible/potential/

proposed site * o brownfield/greenfield/protected

site a building/construction site

2 a place where a particular type of work takes
place: We will repair the machine on site ifpossible.

See note at factory
O a manufacturing/an industrial site

3 (IT) a place on the Internet where a company, an
organization, etc. puts information: Visit our sitefor
details. -» website
0 to access/browse/search/visit a site to build/

create/design/host/set up a site

• verb [+ obj] (often be sited)

to build or place sth in a particular position: The
plant will be sited as close as possible to the port.

'sit-in noun [c]

(HR) sl protest in which a group of workers refuse to

leave their place of work until people listen to their

demands: to hold/stage a sit-in

situation /.sitju'eijn/ noun [c]

see also: special situation

1 all the circumstances and things that are
happening at a particular time and in a particular
place: the present economic/financial situation o We
need to analyse the market situation, o Financially,

the company is in a difficult situation, o I'm in a no-
win situation (= whatever I do will be bad for me).

2 the kind of area or surroundings that a building
or town has: The hotel is in a beautiful situation.

3 (old-fashioned or only used in written English) a job
-» Situations Vacant

situ ational interview noun [c]

(HR) a type of interview for a job in which sb is

asked what they would do in particular situations.

Situational interviews are used especially in cases
where candidates do not have much work
experience.

.situ ation a nalysis (also .situ ation .audit) noun
[c]

(Marketing) the first stage in the process of planning
marketing, in which an organization collects

information and examines ir<; strengths and
weaknesses, the opportunities it has and the
threats it faces -» SWOT
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.Situations 'Vacant noun [u] (BrE)

(HR) a section in a newspaper, on a website, etc.,

where jobs are advertised: Well put an ad in the

Situations Vacant section.

.Situations 'Wanted noun [u] (BrE)

(HR) a section in a newspaper, on a website, etc.,

where people who are looking for a job can
advertise

'six-pack noun [c]

a set of six bottles or cans sold together, especially

of beer

.six 'sigma (also spelled Six Sigma) /'sigma/ noun [u]

(Production) a system that aims to improve
production processes so that almost all products
are of perfect quality: Since launching a six sigma
quality program the company has saved an estimated
ten million dollars.

size /saiz/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: economy-size, full--, king--, palm--

1 one of a number of standard measurements in

which clothes, shoes and other goods are made and
sold: What size do you take? o The jacket is the

wrong size, o I need a bigger/smaller size, o The T-

shirts come in three sizes: small, medium and large, o
Our tents are available in a range of sizes, o The
glass can be cut to size (= to the exact

measurements)for you.
2 (in adjectives) having the size mentioned: a
medium-sized market o a pocket-size camera o a
trial-size pack of coffee

EE] one size fits 'all 1 used to describe an item
of clothing that can be worn by people of most sizes

and shapes 2 used to describe a situation where
one action, policy, solution, etc. is considered
suitable for everybody: One size does notfit all when
it comes to life insurance.

• verb [+ obj] (usually be sized)

see also: giant-sized, large-sized, medium-sized,

mid-sized, pocket-sized

1 to mark the size of sth; to give a size to sth: The
screws are sized in millimetres.

2 to change the size of sth: Windows can be sized

according to how much space you have on your
screen.

skeleton /'skelitn/ noun [c]

1 the main structure that supports a building: Only
the concrete skeleton of the factory remained.

2 (used as an adjective) used to describe the smallest

number of people, things or parts that you need to

do sth: There will only be a skeleton staffon duty

over the holiday.

skid /skid/ noun [c] (especially AmE)

a raised wooden base onto which goods are loaded

so that they can be easily moved or transported,

especially by a forklift -> pallet—Picture at

TRANSPORT

• skill Iskill noun
1 [u] the ability to do sth well: The job requires skill

and an eye for detail, o She has managed her team
with great skill.

O to need/require/take skill * to have/lack skill (at/in

sth) considerable/extraordinary/great skill

2 [C] a particular ability or type of ability,

especially one that needs training and experience

to do well: young people wanting to learn a practical

skill o She had to develop a whole new set of skills

when she changed jobs, o There is a serious skill

shortage (= there are not enough people with
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skills) in the construction industry, o The IT industry

is very skill-intensive (= requires a large number of

see also: semi-skilled

1 having the ability, experience and knowledge to

be able to do sth well: a skilled engineer/negotiator

0 She is highly skilled at dealing with difficult

customers. oAll our staff are skilled in at least two
languages, o a shortage ofskilled labour (=
workers who have had training in a skill)

2 (about a job) needing special abilities or training:

Furniture-making is very skilled work.
[OPPJ UNSKILLED

'skill set noun [c]

a range of skills: We offer a skill set that covers all

aspects ofweb-based programming and development.

skim /skim/ verb [+ obj] (-mm-)

1 {informal) to steal small amounts of money
frequently over a period of time: She'd been
skimming moneyfrom the store's accountsfor years.

2 [informal) to illegally copy information that is

stored electronically on a credit card in order to use
it without the owner's permission: I think my credit

card was skimmed at a gas station.

lEEl skim the 'market {Marketing) to set the price

for a new product high at first in order to make as

much profit as possible and then lower it gradually
to attract more customers, for example when other
companies create competition: Some drug
companies skim the market, so only the rich can

afford to buy drugs.

333 ,skim sth/sb 'off to remove the most
valuable part of sth for yourself, often in an unfair

way: Too many employers skim off profits while not

paying their workers enough.

Skimming /'skimm/ noun [u]

1 {Marketing) {also .market-skimming pricing) the

practice of setting the price for a new product high
at first in order to make as much profit as possible

and then lowering it gradually to attract more
customers, for example when other companies
create competition: Price skimming is used when a

company has a unia^e product. -» idiom at skim
2 {Finance, informal) the illegal practice of not
telling the government about part of your profits in

order to avoid paying tax

3 {informal) the illegal practice of copying
information that is stored electronically on a credit

card in order to use it without the owner's
permission

Skip /skip/ noun {BrF) {AmE 'Dumpster™) [c]

a large open container for putting old bricks,

rubbish/garbage, etc. in. The skip is then loaded on
a lorry/truck and taken away—Picture at

TRANSPORT

skive /skaiv/ verb [+ obj or no obj] {BrF) {informal)

skive (off) to avoid work by pretending to be ill/sick

or leaving early: Have you been skiving again? o He
skived offworkfor a day. 'skiver noun [c]

SKU /skju:; ,es kei 'ju:/ {also 'SKU .number) noun [C]

{Commerce) stock-keeping unit a number or a

group of numbers and letters that is used to

identify a particular product that a shop/store sells;

a product that has its own number: Options such as

colour and size do not affect a product's SKU. o The
company has launched over 50 new SKUs this year.

skunkworks (also spelled skunk works)
/'skArjkw3:ks; AmE -W3:rks/ noun
1 [c with sing./pl. verb] {plural skunkworks) a part of
a company that has the freedom to develop new
products without being closely controlled by the

company: Some of their best software has comefrom
their skunkworks.
2 [pi ] projects that this part of a company
works on

sky-'high adjective, adverb

extremely high; too high: sky-high prices o
Executives' salaries have gone sky-high.

skyrocket /'skainikit; AmE -ra:k-/ verb [no obj]

to go up very high and very fast: Prices have
skyrocketed in recent months. See note at increase

Skyscraper /'skaiskreip8(r)/ noun [C]

a very tall building in a city

SLA /,es el 'ei/ abbr

{Commerce; IT) service level agreement a written

agreement between a supplier of a service and a

customer that states what the supplier will provide,

when it will be provided, the quality of what is

provided, what it will cost, etc.

slack /slaek/ adjective, noun, verb

• adjective (slacker, slackest)

1 (about a business) not having many customers;
not busy: a slack period o April is always slack, o
slack demand for cars

2 (about a person) not putting enough care,

attention or energy into sth and so not doing it well

enough: He's been very slack in his work lately.

slackly adverb 'slackness noun [u]

• noun [U]

people, money, time or space that a company is not
using fully: There's very little slack in the budget,

nnn pick/take up the 'slack to do sth, supply sth,

etc. that is needed but is not being done or

supplied: Her colleagues have to take up the slack

when she is awayfrom work. OAs desktop PC sales

have fallen, laptops have taken up the slack.

• verb [no obj]

to work less hard than you usually do or should do:

J usually work a nine-hour day but I've been slacking

this week.

UiKVJ .slack 'off (on sth) to do sth more slowly or

with less energy than before: We have been slacking

off on our customer service.

slacken /'slaekan/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

slacken (sth) (off) to gradually become, or to make
sth become, slower, less active, etc: We've been

really busy, but things are starting to slacken off
now. o The rise in demand has slackened pace {=

slowed down) slightly. slackening /'slaekanirj/

[u] : a slackening ofdemand for steel

slash /slaef/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj] {often be slashed)

(often used in newspapers) to reduce sth by a large

amount: to slash costs/prices o The workforce has

been slashed by half.

• noun [C]

the symbol (/) used to show alternatives, as in

'lunch and/or dinner' and '4/5 people' and to write

fractions, as in '3/4' -> backslash, forward
SLASH

sleeper /'sli:pa(r)/ noun [c] (especially AmE)
(informal)

a share or sth such as a book or film/movie that is

not successful immediately but then is suddenly a

success

skilled workers). -» people skills

O analytical/business/organizational/social skills

communication/interpersonal/management skills

computer/practical/technical skills to have/
lack/possess skills to acquire/develop/learn skills

to broaden/improve/sharpen/upgrade skills to

apply/use skills

skilled /skild/ adjective



'sleeper stock noun [c,u]

{Stock Exchange) shares in a company that have not

done well but whose price may rise suddenly

sleeping 'partner (erf) (AmE .silent 'partner)

noun [C]

a person who has invested money in a new
company and has a right to a share of the profits

but does not take part in managing it

slice /slais/ noun [c] (informal)

a part or share of sth: The two supermarkets have a

17% slice of the market, o Pensioners have lost a large

slice of their retirement cash. -* idiom at action
0 a big/huge/large/small slice of sth

slick /slik/ adjective (slicker, slickest)

1 done in a way that is clever and efficient but is

often not sincere or lacks important ideas: a slick

sales pitch o Their presentation was slick and
detailed.

2 (about a person) good at persuading people but

probably not sincere: a slick salesman

3 done quickly and with great skill; doing things in

this way: a slick deal

'slickly adverb: a slickly produced advertisement

'slickness noun [u]

slide verb, noun
• verb [no obj] (slid, slid /slid/)

1 slide (from ... )
(to ... ) to become gradually lower

or of less value: Sales have continued to slide, o
Shares slid to a 10-year low. o Shares slid (by) 38<t.

2 to move gradually into a worse situation: The
industry has slid into decline, o They were sliding

towards bankruptcy.

• noun
1 [c, usually sing.] a change to a lower value or

worse condition: a downward slide in the price of oil

o Drastic action was needed to prevent a slide into

recession.

0 a downward/dramatic/sharp/steady/steep slide

to halt/prevent/stop a slide

2 [C] a small piece of film held in a frame that can
be shown on a screen when you shine a light

through it: a slide show/projector

3 [c] a single screen of information that is part of a

presentation given using a computer: Press F5 to

run the slide show.

.sliding 'peg = crawling peg

.sliding scale noun [c]

a system of taxes, wages, etc. in which amounts
paid increase or decrease in relation to changes or

differences in sth else: a sliding scale of charges

based on frequency of use o Personal tax is calculated

on a sliding scale.

slim /slim/ adjective, verb

• adjective (slimmer, slimmest)
1 very small; not as big as you would like: Airlines

run on very slim margins, o The government has only
a slim chance of meeting its economic targets.

2 (about a business or an organization) reduced to

a smaller and more efficient size: The deal will make
us a smaller and slimmer company.

• verb [+ obj or no obj] (-mm-)
slim (sth) (down) to make a company or an
organization smaller, usually in order to make it

more efficient; to become smaller in this way: The
group is slimming its management boardfrom eight

to five members, o The slimmed down company
should break even this year.

slip /slip/ verb, noun
• verb [no obj] (-pp-)

1 to fall to a lower level; to become worse: Online
retail sales slipped to $17 billion, o The Nikkei slipped

0.67%. See note at increase
2 {used with an adverb or a preposition) to pass into a
particular state or situation, especially a difficult or
unpleasant one: The manufacturing sector is
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slipping into recession, o We seem to have slipped

behind schedule.

Q339 .slip 'up {informal) to make a careless

mistake: The agency had slipped up badly. -> slip-up
• noun [C]

see also: compliments slip, deposit ~, paying-in ~,

pink ~, sales ~

1 an occasion when sth becomes worse or falls to a

lower level: a 0.6% slip in profits

2 a small piece of paper, especially one with sth

printed on it: a credit-card slip o packing slips

3 a small, careless mistake: There were a few slips

in the calculations.

slippage /'slipid3/ noun [U; C, usually sing ]

1 a slight or gradual fall in the amount, value, etc.

of sth: A slippage in prices would be badfor the

economy.
2 failure to achieve an aim or complete a task by a

particular date or to a particular standard: The
smallest slippage could delay completion of the

project.

3 {Finance) the difference between an amount that

you have estimated and the actual amount

'slip-up noun [C]

a careless mistake: management slip-ups -» slip up
at slip verb

slogan /'slaugan; AmE 'slou-/ {BrE also 'strapline,

less frequent) noun [C]

{Marketing) a phrase or sentence that is easy to

remember, used for example in advertising to

attract people's attention and make them
remember a product: advertising slogans

[synI tag line

Slot /slDt; AmE sla:t/ noun [C]

1 a time when something is arranged to happen,
as part of a series of similar things; a position in a

list: The airline has agreed to give up take-offand
landing slots at London's Heathrow.

2 a job, especially a senior one: He stepped into the

top slot at Dixons in September.

slow /slau; AmE slou/ adjective, verb

• adjective (slower, slowest)

1 not happening quickly: The outlook isfor

continued slow growth in Brazil, o Economic recovery

is expected to be slow.

2 not very busy; containing little action: Sales are

slow [= not many goods are being sold).

3 slow to do sth
|
slow (in) doing sth not doing sth

immediately; not happening immediately: The

industry has been slow to react, o They were very

slow paying me.
'slowly adverb: Things are changing very slowly.

'slowness noun [u]: seasonal slowness in the travel

market
• adverb
rTOTn go 'slow (on sth) to show less enthusiasm for

achieving sth: The government is going slow on tax

reforms. -> go-slow
• verb [+ obj or no obj]

slow (sth/sb) (down/up) to go at a slower speed; to

be less active; to make sb/sth do this: The marker

showed little sign ofslowing down, o Businesses are

trying to slow the pace ofjob cuts, o a slowing world

economy

• slowdown /'slaudaun; AmE 'slou-/ noun

[C, usually sing.]

1 a reduction in speed or activity: a slowdown in

economic growth oA sharp consumer slowdown may
hit new car sales in the UK.

O a gradual/marked/rapid/sharp/slight slowdown

a consumer/an economic slowdown a global/

worldwide slowdown
2 (HR) {AmE) = go-slow
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sluggish /'slAgiJ"/ adjective

happening more slowly than is usual; not very

active: Sales ofsports shoes are sluggish, o A sluggish

economy has weakened demand. 'sluggishly adverb

sluggishness noun [u]

• slump /sUmp/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

1 a sudden fall in sales, prices, etc: a sharp slump
in share prices o The sales slump continues to hit

retail stores. IsynI decline
O a slump in demand/prices/profits/sales/spending

a bad/deep/dramatic/prolonged/sharp slump
2 [Economics) a period when a country's economy
or a business is doing very badly: The US slump
appears to be over, o Tourism is in a slump.
[oT'Fl boom—Picture at business cycle
0 an economic/industry'/a stock market slump a

bad/deep/global/prolonged slump
• verb [no obj]

slump (from sth) (to sth)
|

slump (by sth) to fall in

price, value etc. suddenly and by a large amount:
The share price slumpedfrom more than £3 to £1. o
Sales in shopping centres slumped 35 per cent. See
note at increase

'slush fund noun [c] (also 'slush .money [u])

money that is kept secretly for making illegal

payments

'small ad noun [C, usually pi.] (BrE) (informal)

a small advertisement that you put in a newspaper,
magazine, etc. or on an Internet site if you want to

buy or sell sth, employ sb, etc. [synI classified ad

small and medium-sized enterprise
noun [C] (abbrSME)

a business that does not have a large number of

employees or sell a large amount of goods and
services, and is often run by a family CEIO Small
or/to medium-sized enterprise is also used.

,small business noun [c,u]

a business that has a small number of employees;
these businesses in general: Today there are more
small businesses in Japan than ever before, o a plan
to encourage investment and promote small business

'small cap noun [c]

(Stock Exchange) a company that has a small total

value of shares (market capitalization) on the stock

exchange: small caps that trade on the NYSE o This

will give a boost to small-cap share prices. -» large
cap, MID CAP

.small 'claim noun [c] (BrE)

(Law) a court case involving a small amount of

money, especially one brought by a consumer over
goods or services that are not satisfactory: How do I

make a small claim? o They took their case to the

small claims court.

small company noun [c]

a business that sells goods or services worth less

than a fixed amount, has assets below a particular

amount and/or has less than 50 employees: lower

corporation taxfor small companies o More than
1 million small companies are in the retail trade.

,small in vestor noun [c]

a person who invests small amounts of money: At
£27 a share, the stock has attracted more than

1.6 million small investors.

the small 'print (especially BrE) (AmE usually

fine 'print) noun [u]

part of a document, especially a contract, that is

printed in small type and may contain important
information that is easy to miss: Read all the small

print before signing.

small- scale adjective [usually before noun]

(about an organization or activity) not large in size

or extent; limited in what it does: The plans include

tax breaks for small-scale enterprises, o a small-scale

test/study [qpp] large-scale

small self-ad'ministered scheme (also

small self-ad ministered 'pension scheme)
= SSAS

small 'shopkeeper noun [c] (especially BrE)

a person who owns or manages a small shop/store:

Small shopkeepers find it hard to compete against

large stores.

'small-sized (also 'small-size) adjective [usually

before noun]

small; smaller than medium and large: small-sized

companies -» large-sized, medium-sized

.small 'stock noun [c u]

(Stock Exchange) shares in a company that has only a

small total value of shares on the stock exchange:
In November, small stocks gained 8%. -> small cap

small talk noun [u]

polite conversation about unimportant things: At

office parties, you often have to make small talk.

SMART /sma:t; AmE sma:rt/ abbr

(HR) Specific, Measurable, Agreed, Realistic

and Timed used in a formal system of appraisal
to describe the aims that a business or an employee
is trying to achieve L'M» Some companies use
different words in the way they explain SMART, for

example Agreed might be replaced by Achievable.

smart /sma:t; AmE sma:rt/ adjective [usually before

noun] (smarter, smartest)

1 smart design, technology, etc. is very advanced
and usually uses computers: Smart phones can
handle email. CEm Smarter, smartest are not used
in this meaning.
2 intelligent; very clever in business matters:

Selling part of the group would be a smart business

move, o smart companies/investors

3 (about clothes) clean, neat and often formal: Our
dress code is 'smart casual'.

'smart card noun [c]

a small plastic card that contains information

stored in electronic form: Thefirm makes smart
cardsfor mobile phones. Isyni chip card

smarten /'sma:tn; AmE 'sma:rtn/ verb

LiililU .smarten sb/sth/yourself up; .smarten
'up (especially BrE) to make yourself, another person
or a place look neater or more attractive: The hotel

has been smartened up by the new owners.

the 'smart .money noun [u]

1 money that is invested or bet by people who
have expert knowledge: It seems the smart money is

no longer in insurance (= is no longer being

invested in insurance companies).

2 used to say what people who know a lot think

will happen: The smart money says that real estate

prices will fall steadily.

smartphone /'sma:tf9un; AmE 'sma:rtfoun/

noun [C]

a mobile phone/cellphone that can take and send
photographs, connect to the Internet, etc.

SME /,es em 'i:/ = small and medium-sized
enterprise

SMED /smed; ,es em i: 'di:/ = single minute
EXCHANGE OF DIES

.smoke and 'mirrors noun [u]

something that is deliberately intended to attract

people's attention so that they will not notice sth

else: It looked like a piece of accounting smoke and
mirrors.



'smoke-free adjective [usually before noun]

smoke-free areas are areas where no one is

allowed to smoke: The job is based in our modern
smoke-free offices in Oxford.

smokestack /'smaukstaek; AmE 'smook-/ noun [C]

a tall chimney that takes smoke away from
factories. imou Smokestack is often used to

describe industries that produce a lot of pollution

by burning coal: efforts to shed manufacturing's

smokestack image o Many countries are moving
awayfrom traditional smokestack industries.

SMP /.esem'pi:/ = Statutory Maternity Pay

SMS /,es em 'es/ noun, verb

• noun
1 [u] short message service a system for sending

short written messages from one mobile phone/
cellphone to another
2 [C] a message sent by SMS: I'm trying to send an
SMS. fSYN] TEXT MESSAGE -> EMS, MMS
O to get/receive/send an SMS

• verb [+ obj or no obj]

to send a message to sb by SMS: Ifyou have any
comments, just email or SMS. o He SMSed me every

day. [syn] text

smuggle /'sniAgl/ verb [+ ob*j]

to take, bring or send goods or people secretly and
illegally into or out of a country: Fake goods are

being smuggled into the EU. o smuggled cigarettes

smuggler /'smAgla(r)/ noun [C] 'smuggling
noun [u]: tobacco smuggling

S/N = SHIPPING NOTE

'snail mail noun [u] {informal)

a humorous name for ordinary mail, used by
people who use email: You can contact us by email,

phone, fax or even snail mail.

snap /snaep/ verb [+ obj] (-pp-)

(used in newspapers) to break a pattern of rising or

falling prices: The Nasdaq gained 4.3% last week to

snap a six-week losing streak.

333 ,snap 'back if markets, currencies or prices

snap back, they recover quickly: The dollar snapped
back almost immediately. -» snapback snap sb 'up
to act quickly in order to employ a person: He was
snapped up by a rival bank. ,snap sth 'up to buy sth

quickly, for example because it is cheap or you
think it will increase in value: Shoppers have been
snapping up bargains at the New Year sales, o Fund
managers snapped up the issue.

snapback /'snaepbaek/ noun [C]

a situation when markets, currencies or prices are

recovering quickly: We are seeing a snapback in car

sales. snap back at snap

sneakernet /'snhkanet; AmE 'sni:kar-/ noun [u]

{IT, informal) used in a humorous way to talk about
the way in which electronic information is passed
from one computer to another by being physically

carried, stored on a disk, CD, etc.

EBB Sneakernet is formed from the words
'sneaker' (= a type of informal shoe) and 'net' (=
network).

snip /snip/ noun [sing.] {BrE) {informal)

a thing that is cheap and good value: The phone is a
snip at $50. [syn] bargain

snow /snau; AmE snou/ verb

EEl be snowed 'under (with sth) to have more
work than you are able to deal with: We're
completely snowed under at the moment.

snowball sampling noun [u]

{Marketing) a method of finding people to take part
in research by finding a few and then asking them
to find others 'snowball .sample noun [c]
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soar /so:(r)/ verb [no obj]

if the value, amount or level of sth soars, it rises

very quickly: Unemployment has soared to 18%. o
Share prices soared, o Smaller companies are unable

to pay soaring insurance premiums. See note at

INCREASE
0 to be expected/continue to soar soaring costs/

prices/profits/sales

Soc . /sDk; AmE sa:k/ abbr {usually used in written

English)

Society: Coventry Building Soc.

social /'sauji; AmE 'soujl/ adjective [only before

noun]

1 connected with society and the way it is

organized: plansfor social and economic reform
2 connected with your position in society: Official

figures show a clear link between life expectancy and
social class.

3 connected with activities in which people meet
each other for pleasure: Social events and training

days are arranged for all the staff. 0 The job requires

good social skills (= the ability to talk easily to

other people and do things in a group).

social capital noun [u]

{Economics; HR) the people who work for a company
or live in a society, their knowledge and skills,

considered as an asset: organizations rich in social

capital -> human capital

.social 'cost noun [c]

{Economics) the total cost of a business activity to a

business and to everyone in society or in a
particular area: He said that industries should pay
the full social costs ofpolluting the environment.

.social in surance noun [u]

{Economics) a system in which people pay money to

the government when they are working and
receive payments from the government when they

are too old or ill/sick to work

socialism /'saujahzam; AmE 'sou-/ noun [u]

a set of political and economic theories based on
the belief that everyone has an equal right to a

share of a country's wealth and that the

government should own and control the main
industries

Socialist /'saujahst; /*rr?£ 'sou-/ noun [C]

1 a person who believes in socialism: a committed

socialist

2 a member of a political party that believes in

socialism
'socialist adjective [usually before noun]: socialist

economies/ideas

.social 'market noun [C, usually sing.]

{Economics) an economic system based on a free

market (= in which the price of goods is affected

by supply and demand and not controlled by the

government) but with help from the state for those

who are old, ill/sick, unemployed, etc: a social

market economy

.social se curity noun [u]

1 {BrE) {also 'welfare, AmE, BrE) money that the

government pays regularly to people who are poor,

ill/sick, unemployed, etc: people living on social

security o cuts in social security benefits

O to apply for/be eligible for/claim social security

2 [AmE spelling usually .Social Se'curity) {abbr SS) a

system in which people pay money to the

government when they are working and receive

payments from the government when they are too

old or ill/sick to work -» National Insurance

O to pay/pay into social security social security

contributions/payments/tax



societal 516 developed in order to get the best out of them
-> hard HRM

societal /sa'saiatl/ adjective [only before noun]

(Technical) connected with society and the way it is

organized: Before considering cutting jobs, executives

should consider the personal and societal costs, o
societal marketing (= that considers the health,

happiness and safety of consumers and society)

* society /sa'saiati/ noun {plural societies)

see also: 24-hour society, building ~,

classification ~, consumer ~, credit ~

1 [C] (abbr Soc.) (used especially in names) a group
of people who join together for a particular

purpose: the Society of Motor Manufacturers and
Traders o the Royal Economic Society

[SYN] ASSOCIATION
2 [u] people in general, living together in

communities: the roles ofmen and women in today's

society

3 [C,u] a particular community of people who
share the same customs, laws etc: modern
industrial societies o We live in a consumer society.

soft /soft; AmE sa:ft/ adjective (softer, softest)

1 going down or likely to go down in price, value,

amount, etc: The dollar was softer against the euro.

0 The company has been hurt by soft sales in its retail

stores, o The labour market remains soft. IqppI firm
2 (HR) [only before noun] soft skills are the abilities

that people have to communicate well and work
with other people: soft skills such as communication
and teamwork IqppI hard

,soft benefit noun [c]

{HR) advantages and rewards that employees
receive that are not money: They are offering soft

benefits, such as childcare services, to try to keep

talented staff.

,soft com'modity noun [C, usually pi.]

(Finance) goods other than metals that are traded in

the commodity markets (= where raw materials,

etc. are bought and sold), for example coffee,

grains and sugar: Trading in soft commodities like

wheat and coffee is now back to normal, o Soft

commodity prices look set to rise. Isyni softs -» hard
COMMODITY

'soft COStS noun [pi.]

(Accounting) money that is spent on items other

than physical equipment, for example labour,

transport, software, fees, etc. -» hard costs

.soft 'currency noun [c]

(Economics) money whose value often falls so is not
easy to exchange for money from another country
-> HARD CURRENCY

,soft 'data noun [u]

information that cannot be measured or proved:
We also use soft data, such as customer satisfaction,

to evaluate our performance. -> hard data

soften /'sDfn; AmE 'sa:fn/ verb

1 [no obj] if prices, markets or the economy soften,

prices stay the same or start to fall: Bond prices

softened in early trading.

2 [+ obj] to make sth less severe or unpleasant: The
company was unable to soften the blow of the job

cuts.

'softening noun [sing; u]: a softening ofdemand o
a softening in the labour market

'soft goods noun [pi.]

(Commerce) goods made of cloth such as curtains,

sheets, clothes, etc. -» dry goods

,Soft HR'M /.eitj a:r 'em/ noun [u]

(HR) soft human resources management an
approach to managing people that regards them as

assets that must be looked after, trained and

,SOft 'landing noun [C, usually sing.]

(Economics, informal) a situation in which the

economy, or part of it, slows down gradually after a

period when it has been growing rapidly, without
causing problems such as unemployment: The
government is trying to engineer a soft landingfor
the economy. -» hard landing

,soft 'loan noun [c]

(Finance) a loan that is made to a person or a

country on conditions that are good for the
borrower, such as a very low rate of interest, a long
time to pay back the money, or the chance to pay it

back in a soft currency -» hard loan

.soft market noun [c]

(Finance) a situation in which the prices of

particular goods or services are falling because
there are more people selling them than people
wanting to buy them Isyn] buyer's market

softs /softs; AmE so:fts/ noun [pi.]

(Finance, informal) goods other than metals that are

traded in the commodity markets (= where raw
materials, etc. are bought and sold) Isyni soft
COMMODITY

,Soft 'sell noun
(Marketing)

1 [sing; u] a way of selling sth to sb by persuading
them gently rather than using pressure or

aggressive methods: The booklet is a soft sell of the

company's products and services, o using a soft-sell

approach
2 [sing.] (AmE) a product that is easy to sell: The
new toy is a soft sell.

-> hard sell

,soft 'selling noun [u]

(Marketing) the activity of selling sth to sb by
persuading them gently rather than using pressure

or aggressive methods soft- selling adjective

[only before noun]

software /'SDftwea(r); AmE 'so:ftwer/ noun [u]

see also: application software, packaged ~, third-

party ~

(IT) the programs, etc. used to operate a computer:
a marketing-and-sales software package o Will the

software run on my machine? o designing software

applicationsfor business See note at information
0 accounting/business/financial/investment

software to design/develop/write software to

download/install/load/run/use (a piece of) software

a software company/developer/firm

software engi neer noun [c]

a person whose job is writing computer programs
'software engineering noun [u]

SOHO /'sauhau; AmE 'souhou/ abbr small office/

home office a small business, especially one that

is run from sb's home, or a person who works at

home; a room in sb's home that is used as an office:

new software products for the rapidly growing SOHO
market

,sold as 'seen adjective

(Commerce) (about goods) offered for sale with no
promise that they are suitable or in good condition:

Firms who buy sold-as-seen machinery are advised to

test it thoroughly before use. -» sale as seen

sole /'saol; AmE soul/ adjective [only before noun]

1 only: The company is the sole supplier in many
rural areas.

2 belonging to one person or group; not shared:

I'm the sole owner ofmy business, o She has sole

responsibilityfor the project.



,sole proprietorship noun [u,c] {especially AmE)
(Law) a business that is owned and run by one
person .sole pro'prietor noun [c] See note at

COMPANY

,Sole 'trader noun [c] {especially BrE)

(Law) a person who owns and runs a business and is

the only person who is legally responsible for it:

The business is run on a sole trader basis. See note at

COMPANY

Solicitor /sa'lisita(r)/ noun [C] (BrE)

see also: trainee solicitor

a lawyer who prepares legal documents, advises

people on legal matters and represents them in

some courts: She's a senior partner in afirm of
solicitors. See note at profession

solid /'solid; AmE 'sa:l-/ adjective

good and steady but not excellent or special: solid

growth in retail sales o a solid company with good
prospects

• solution /sa'luijn/ noun [c]

a way of solving a problem or dealing with a

difficult situation: There's no simple solution to this

problem, o They specialize in providing software
solutions (= software that will deal with business

activities or processes) for small businesses.

0 a creative/an easy/a good/practical/simple

solution * a final/long-term/quick-fix solution

business/financial solutions to come up with/

find/lookfor/produce/propose a solution (to sth)

solvency /'SDlvansi; Amf 'sa:l-/ noun [u]

(Accounting) the state of not being in debt (= not
owing money): There are serious doubts as to the

company's solvency, o Some insurance companies are

struggling to meet solvency requirements.

IQPPI INSOLVENCY -» SOLVENT

solvency .margin noun [c]

(Accounting) the money that a business has in

addition to the amount that it needs to pay its usual
bills. It can be in the form of cash or assets that can
be sold easily to provide cash.

solvency .ratio noun [c]

(Accounting) a method used to calculate how safe a
company is and if it can pay all the money it owes

solvent /'sDlvant; AmE 'sa:l-/ adjective

(Accounting)

1 a solvent company has more assets than
liabilities (= money that it owes): The figures
showed the company was solvent
2 having enough money to pay your debts
IQPPI INSOLVENT

SOP /,es au 'pi:; AmE ou/ = statement of
PRINCIPLES, STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE

sort /so:t; AmE so:rt/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj or no obj]

to arrange things in groups or in a particular order
according to their type: sorting the mail o The
computer sorts the words into alphabetical order.

• noun [sing.]

(IT) the process by which a computer puts data into
a particular order: to do a sort

'sort code (BrE) (AmE 'routing .number) (AmE also

,bank identification .number, less frequent)
noun [c]

the set of numbers, found on a cheque, etc., that
identifies a particular bank: Do you have your sort
code and account number? m*it* in the UK, this is a
set of six numbers. In the US there are nine.

sound /saund/ verb, adjective

• verb -> idiom at strike verb

Una sound sb out (about/on sth); .sound sth
'out to try to find out from sb what they think
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about sth, often in an indirect way: Did you sound
him out about workingfor us?

• adjective

1 sensible; that you can rely on and that will

probably give good results: Accurate data provides a

sound basis for making decisions.

2 good and thorough: Applicants should have a
sound knowledge of network software.

3 in good condition; not damaged: The building is

old, but sound.

sour /'saua(r)/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to change and become more difficult or less

pleasant or friendly; to make sth do this: What will

happen if the economy sours? o Weak job prospects

soured spirits.

UEEH go/turn 'sour to become unpleasant or bad;
to fail: The deal started to go sour.

source /so:s; AmE sa:rs/ noun, verb

• noun
1 [C] a place, person or thing that you get sth

from: renewable energy sources o What is their main
source of income? o These reports are a very useful

source of information.

2 [C, usually pi.] a person, book or document that

provides information about sth: According to an
industry source (= sb working in the industry) a
deal will soon be signed.

IEE1 at 'source (Accounting) used to show that

money is taken from sb's income before they
receive it: Income tax is normally deducted at

source.

• verb [+ obj]

(Commerce; Production) (often be sourced)
to get materials, parts or products from a particular

place: 40% of the steel the company needs will be

sourcedfrom abroad.

'source code noun [u]

(IT) a computer program, written in the form of

text, that must be translated into machine code
(= code that a computer can understand) before it

can be run on a computer

.source credi bility noun [u]

(Marketing) how much people believe or trust a

person, an advertisement, etc: Age, sex and accent

can all affect source credibility.

SOUrcing /'so:sir]; AmE 'so:rs-/ noun [U]

see also: dual sourcing

(Commerce; Production) the activity of finding and
buying materials, parts or products, especially ones
that are used to make other goods: Local sourcing of

parts has increased, o single sourcing (= buying from
a single supplier)

SOV /,es au 'vi:; AmE ou/ = share of voice

sovereign /'sDvrm; AmE 'scuvran/ adjective [only

before noun]

connected with a national government: fixed-

interest high-quality sovereign debt such as US
Treasury bonds

.sovereign 'risk = country risk

SpA /.espi: 'ei/ abbr

used in the names of some Italian companies:

Unicredito Italiano SpA See note at Ltd

space /speis/ noun [u]

see also: incubator space, office ~, shelf ~

an amount of an area or of a place that is empty or

available for use: more than 500000 squarefeet of

newfactoryfloor space o How much disk space will



space bar sib

this take up?

0 disk/floor/storage space • to make/take up/use

space

'space bar noun [c]

a bar on the keyboard of a computer that you press

to make a space between words

spam /spaem/ noun [u]

see also: anti-spam

{IT, informal) advertising material sent by email to

large numbers of people who have not asked for it:

There are filters to block spam from your inbox. o
spam emails/advertisements -> junk mail
spam verb [+ obj or no obj] (-mm-) 'spammer

noun [c] : There are plans to make spammers pay a

fine for each item ofjunk mail they send.

spamming noun [u]

span of con trol noun [c]

{HR) the number of people that a manager is

responsible for: a wide/broad/narrow span of
control o There are nowfewer layers of management
and an increased span of control.

spare 'part noun [c, usually pi.]

a new part that is bought and kept to replace an old

or broken part of a machine, vehicle, etc: The
airline industry is a big marketfor our new engines,

spare parts and maintenance, o spare parts makers

spawn /spa:n/ verb [+ obj]

to cause sth to develop or be produced, especially

quickly or in large numbers: Silicon Valley is still

spawning new companies.

SPC /,espi: 'si:/ = statistical process control

-speak /spi:k/ combiningform {in nouns)

the language used by a particular group of people,

especially when this is difficult for other people to

understand: business-speak o management-speak

Speakerphone /'spi:kafaun; AmE -drfoun/ noun [c]

a telephone that you can use without holding it to

your ear: a desktop speakerphone

spearhead /'spiahed; AmE 'spirhed/ verb [+ obj]

to begin or lead an activity or a change: She was
appointed to spearhead a campaign to boost sales.

spec /spek/ noun, verb

{Manufacturing, informal)

•noun [C] {especially BrE) {AmE usually specs [pi.])

1 a detailed description of a product, especially

the design and materials needed to produce it:

detailed design specs for a new product o engineering

specs

2 the particular set of features that a machine or a

vehicle has: Have you decided on the specs you want
foryour PC? o spec sheets

ISYNJ SPECIFICATION
• verb [+ obj] (-co) {especially BrE)

to design and make sth to a particular standard:

The camera is well specced at the price.

special /'spejl/ adjective, noun
• adjective [usually before noun]

1 not ordinary or usual: special discounts on
multimedia equipment o They are running a special

promotion at the moment.
2 appointed or created for a particular purpose:

The board has appointed a special committee to

consider the bids.

• noun [C,U] {especially AmE) {informal)

a price for a particular product in a shop/store or

restaurant that is lower than usual: There's a special

on garden products this week, o Brazilian coffee is on
special.

.special de livery noun [u]

a service that delivers a letter or parcel/package
faster than usual: to send a package by special

delivery -> express noun (2)

.special dividend {also extra dividend)
noun [c]

{Finance) money or shares given to shareholders in

addition to the normal dividend, for example
because the company has made higher profits than
usual: Shareholders will receive 76<t in cash and a

5.5€ special dividend.

.special interest group {also .special interest)

noun [c] {especially AmE)
a group of people or organizations who have the

same aims and often try to put pressure on the
government to achieve them

specialism /'spejahzam/ noun [c]

an area of business in which a person or company
has a lot of knowledge and experience: Sales and
advertising are separate specialisms, o Their

specialism is the finance of international trade.

ISYNI SPECIALITY

• specialist /'spejahst/ noun, adjective

• noun [C]

a person or company that has a lot of knowledge
and experience in a particular area of business: Ben
is a tax specialist with a major bank, o afirm of
recruitment specialists

• adjective [only before noun]

1 a specialist business operates in a particular

area of activity: a specialist engineeringfirm o
specialist shops/stores

2 involving or having a lot of knowledge and
experience in a particular subject: specialist skills/

advice/training

speciality /.speJTaelati/ {BrE) {also specialty, AmE,
BrE) noun, adjective

• noun [c] {plural specialities)

1 an area of business in which a person or

company has a lot of knowledge and experience:

Mergers and acquisitions are the firm's speciality, o
My speciality is European tax law. |syn| specialism
2 a type of food or product that a restaurant or a

place is famous for because it is so good: regional/

local specialities

• adjective

1 speciality products are designed for a particular

purpose: speciality chemicals o a speciality glass

manufacturer (= who makes glass for special

purposes)

2 a speciality shop/store sells a small range of

special or unusual products: a speciality retailer

• specialize , -ise /'spejalaiz/ verb [no obj]

1 to be involved in one particular area of business:

afirm that specializes in charterflights

2 to become an expert in one particular area of

business: She decided to specialize in media sales.

specialization, -isation /.spejalai'zeijn; AmE
-la'z-/ [U,C]: industrial specialization o What is your
specialization?

specialized , -ised /'spejalaizd/ adjective,

1 designed or developed for a particular purpose:

specialized software

2 expert in a particular area of business: highly

specialized companies

.special 'leave noun [u]

{HR) a period of time when an employee is allowed

to be away from work, either with or without pay,

because of personal or family circumstances

.special 'offer noun [c.u]

1 a product or service that is sold at less than its

usual price, to encourage people to buy it; the act

of offering goods or services in this way: a special



offer on suits o Selected cheeses are on special offer

this week.

2 an extra item that is given free or at a low cost

with a product or service to encourage people to

buy the product or service

special po'sition noun [c]

{Marketing) a particular advertising space in a

newspaper or magazine that advertisers must pay
more to use: 10% is added to the ratefor a special

position.

special reso lution noun [c]

a resolution (= a formal statement that people
vote on) that must be accepted by 75% of

shareholders: The annual meeting will debate a
special resolution on environmental policy.

-» ORDINARY RESOLUTION

special situ ation noun [c, usually pi.]

{Finance) a company that seems a good investment
because its shares are likely to rise in value for a

particular reason, for example because it is being
taken over: The company is developing a new
product and is considered a special situation stock.

specialty /'spejalti/ {plural specialties) =
SPECIALITY

specific /spa'sifik/ adjective

1 -specific {used with a noun) done, made,
produced, etc. for the purpose or people
mentioned; connected with the thing mentioned:
We have a full range of industry- and market-specific

products.

2 [usually before noun] (about a tax) calculated at a

fixed amount for each unit of the goods, using
number, weight or volume, rather than on the
value of the goods: In the UK, tobacco is taxed as a
specific duty per unit of quantity. -» ad valorem
0 specific duty/tariff/tax

specification /.spesifi'keijn/ noun

see also: job specification

1 {Manufacturing) [c, usually pi., u] detailed

information about how sth is or should be designed
or made: the technical specifications of the new
model (= of car) o These houses are built to a high
specification, o The part will perform exactly to

specification (= exactly as it is supposed to).

O design/product/technical specifications to agree/
change/set specifications to comply with/conform
to/meet specifications

2 {Manufacturing) [c] the particular set of features

that a machine or a vehicle has: The regulationsfor
cabs cover age, roadworthiness and vehicle

specifications.

3 [c,u] an act of giving detailed information about
what sb wants or expects from sth: There was no
clear specification of objectives.

USE spec

specific 'risk = unsystematic risk

* specify /'spesifai/ verb [+ obj] (specifies,

specifying, specified, specified)

to state or explain sth, giving an exact measure-
ment, time, exact instructions, etc: The customer
specifies a date and timefor delivery, o They were
given options to buy shares at a specified price, o The
law specifies that the account cannot be held on
behalf of another person.

.specimen 'signature noun [c]

an example of the way you write your name (your
signature) that you give to a bank, etc. so that they
can compare it with the way your name is signed
on cheques and other documents

specs /speks/ = spec noun

speculate /'spekjuleit/ verb [no obj]

{Finance) to buy shares, property, goods, etc. hoping

519 spend

to make a profit when you sell them, but with the

risk of losing money: Many small investors lost

money speculating on the stock market, o He made
thousands (of dollars) speculating in property.

• speculation /.spekju'leijn/ noun [u.c]

{Finance) the activity of buying shares, property,

goods, etc. in the hope of making a profit when you
sell them, but with the risk of losing money:
speculation on the currency markets o There has

often been a lot of speculation in the company's
shares before they announce their results.

0 currency/financial/market/property speculation

speculative /'spekjalativ; AmE also 'spekjaleitiv/

adjective

1 (about a business activity) done in the hope of

making a profit but involving the risk of losing

money: A lot ofproperties have been bought as a
speculative investment, o The shares have been the

target of speculative buying.

2 used to describe sb who does sth hoping to make
a profit, but who risks losing money: Speculative

investors have been betting against the euro, o selling

of the yen by speculative traders

.speculative appli cation noun [c]

a request that you send to a company for a job,

although they have not advertised one: We welcome
speculative applicationsfrom recent graduates.

speculator /'spekjuleita(r)/ noun [C]

{Finance) a person who buys and sells goods,
property, currency or shares in a company in the

hope of making a quick profit: property/currency

speculators

speech recognition noun [u]

{IT) the ability of a computer to understand spoken
instructions: speech recognition software [synj voice
recognition

speed /spi:d/ noun
EE] up to 'speed (on sth) {informal) 1 (about a

person, company, etc.) performing at the rate or

level that is expected: She aims to get new employees

up to speed as quickly as possible. 2 having the most
recent and accurate information or knowledge: Are
you up to speedyet on the latest developments?

spellcheck {AmE spelling spell-check, spell

check) /'speltjek/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

1 an act of checking the spelling of text, using a

computer program: The whole text needs a

spellcheck.

2 = SPELLCHECKER
• verb [+ obj]

to use a computer program to check text to see if

the spelling is correct

spellchecker {AmE spelling spell-checker, spell

checker) /'speltjeka(r)/ {also 'spellcheck, 'spelling

.checker) noun [C]

1 a computer program that checks text to see if the

spelling is correct: Always use a spellchecker.

2 a small computer that you can use to check

spellings: a handheld spellchecker

• spend /spend/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj] (spent, spent /spent/)

1 to give money to pay for goods, services, etc:

Shoppers spent a total of $17.1 billion in April, o
Mobile phone companies have spent millions trying to

win new customers, o We have very little to spend on
marketing, o The company spends afortune (= a

very large amount of money) on salaries.

2 to use time for a particular purpose; to pass

time: We spend a lot of time getting to know our

customers, o How much time did you spend on the
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report? o I've spent more than 10 years in marketing

and sales.

• noun [sing.] {informal)

the amount of money spent for a particular

purpose or over a particular length of time: a $2.5
million marketing spend o The average spend on
leisure activities rose slightly.

-k spending /'spendirj/ noun [u]

see also: deficit spending, discretionary ~, public ~

the amount of money that is spent by a person, a

government or an organization: Consumer spending
rose by 4.5% over the year, o a sharp drop in business

spending on technology o High street spending (= the

amount that shoppers spend in the main shops/

stores in a town or city)/d/ unexpectedly.

O business/consumer/corporate/government
spending spending drops/falls/increases/rises

spending .money noun [u]

money that you spend for your own pleasure or

entertainment rather than on things you need

'spending .power = purchasing power

spendthrift /'spendGrift/ noun [C]

a person who spends too much money or who
wastes money 'spendthrift adjective [usually

before noun] : spendthrift consumer behaviour

spider food noun [u]

(IT, informal) words or phrases placed on a web
page to attract search engines (= computer
programs that search the Internet for information)

spiff /spif/ noun, verb {AmE) (informal)

• noun [c] (also spelled spif)

a special reward that a salesperson (= a person
whose job is to sell goods) receives for selling a

particular product: Spiffs were offeredfor selling PCs
that otherwise did not sell well. GEDQ Spiff/spif is

formed from the first letters of 'sales promotion
incentive fund'.

• verb

(anna .spiff sth 'up to improve sth by making it

more attractive, more efficient, etc: They have

spiffed up the website with a new look and new
features, o spiffing up customer services

spike /spaik/ noun, verb

• noun [C, usually sing.] (especially AmE) (informal)

(used especially in newspapers) a sudden large

increase in sth: a spike in oil prices

• verb [no obj] (especially AmE)
(used especially in newspapers) to rise quickly and
reach a high value: The US dollar spiked to a three-

month high.

• spin /spin/ verb (spinning, spun, spun /spAn/)

[2233 .spin off (from sth); .spin sth off (from
sth) to happen or to produce sth as a new or

unexpected result of sth that already exists:

products spinning offfrom favourite books -» spin-

off .spin sth 'off (from sth) (Finance) (usually be

spun off) to form a new and independent company
from part of an existing one by selling or giving

new shares to shareholders: The company was spun

offfrom its parent group only last year. -> spin-off
.spin 'out (of/from sth); .spin sth 'out (of/from
sth) (Finance) (usually be spun out) to form a new
and independent company from part of an existing

one by selling or giving new shares to

shareholders: The mobile phone business spun out of
BT in 2001. o a newly spun out company -» spin-out

spinner /'spma(r)/ noun [c]

see also: money-spinner

(Marketing) a piece of equipment that usually stands
on the floor and can be turned in a circle, used in a

shop/store for displaying items such as books-
Picture at STORE

'spin-off (AmE spelling also spinoff) noun [c]

1 (Finance) (also 'spin-out, especially in AmE) the act

of forming a new, independent company from part

of an existing one; a company formed in this way:
the proposed spin-off of the group's restaurantsfrom
its hotels o The group expects three of its spin-offs to

go public in the next two years.

2 an unexpected but useful result of an activity

that is designed to produce sth else: commercial

spin-offsfrom medical research

3 a book, a film/movie, a television programme or

an object that is based on a very successful book,
film/movie or television series: The magazine is a

spin-offfrom the successful TV show.

'spin-out noun [c] (especially AmE)
1 (Finance) a company that is formed to develop
and use the results of research done at a university

or college: Cambridge has produced 120 spin-outs

over the last ten years.

2 = spin-off (1)

spiral /'spairal/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: wage-price spiral

a continuous harmful increase or decrease in sth,

that gradually gets faster and faster: a downward
spiral in share prices o measures to control an
inflationary spiral o Executive pay has continued its

upward spiral.

Q to continue/fall into/lead to/start a spiral to halt/

stop a spiral

• verb [no obj] (-II-, AmE usually -I-) (usually used with

an adverb or a preposition)

to increase rapidly: Prices are spiralling out of
control, o spiralling costs/debts

EEEI9 .spiral down/ downwards to decrease

rapidly: Their shares have continued to spiral

downwards.

-split /split/ verb, noun
• verb (splitting, split, split)

1 [+ obj] split sth (between sb/sth)
|

split sth (with

sb) to divide money, property, etc. into two or more
parts and share it between different people: The

five executives will split $44 million between them, o
She split the proceeds of the sale with her children.

2 [+ obj or no obj] split (sth) (into sth) to divide into

two or more parts; to make sth do this: The group
will be split intofour divisions, o Companies were

advised to split the role of chief executive and
chairman. -> split up, split sth up
3 [+ obj or no obj] split (sth) (from sth) to leave a

company or group and become an independent
company; to make part of a company do this: plans

for the firm's European operations to splitfrom the

US business

4 (Finance) [+ obj] if a company splits shares, it

divides its capital into more shares so that each
share has a lower value: The company said it would
split shares two-for-one.

WHICH WORD?

spending/expenditure

Expenditure is generally used to describe money
that you must spend, although you try to limit the

amount, while spending is often seen more
positively, as money you choose to spend.

Compare:

• All advertising expenditure must generate a
return.

• We have aggressive plans for spending on
advertising.



split sth 50-'50 to divide sth so that each
person gets or pays half: Social security costs are

split 50-50 between employer and employee. -» split

noun (1) split the 'difference (when discussing a

price, etc.) to agree on an amount that is exactly

halfway between the two amounts that have been
suggested: They offered £2 000 and I wanted £2 500,

so we agreed to split the difference.

[2JE53 .split up; .split sth up to divide sth into

two or more parts; to make sth do this: Splitting up
the group would have been impossible. -> split

verb (2)

• noun [c]

see also: reverse split, share split

1 a way of dividing sth: a 50-50 split between shares

and bonds (= half shares and half bonds)

2 {Finance) = stock split

.split 'run noun [c]

{Marketing) a newspaper, magazine or web page
which is produced in different versions, with
different advertisements in each, usually in order

to see how successful the advertising is: split-run

testing

.split 'share noun [c]

{Finance) one of a number of hew shares with a

lower value that a group of shares has been divided

into SHARE SPLIT, SPLIT STOCK

.split 'shift noun [c]

(HR) two periods of work with a long break in

between that sb works in a day: Employees are

occasionally required to work split shifts.

.split 'Stock noun [U]

{Finance) the new shares that a group of shares has
been divided into in order to lower the price

-> SPLIT SHARE, STOCK SPLIT

spokesman /'spauksman; AmE 'spou-/,

spokeswoman /'spaukswuman; AmE 'spou-/

noun [c] {plural spokesmen /-man/ spokeswomen
/-wimm/)

a person who speaks on behalf of a group or an
organization: a spokeswoman for the union

spokesperson /'spaoksp3:sn; AmE 'spouksp3:rsn/

noun [c] {plural spokespersons or spokespeople
/-pi:pl/)

a person who speaks on behalf of a group or an
organization: A spokesperson for the company
confirmed that it would be opening 20 new stores.

• sponsor /'spDnsa(r); /4/7?£ 'spa:n-/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

1 {Marketing) a person or a company that helps pay
the costs of sth such as a special event, a sports
team or a scientific project, usually in order to

advertise their products: They are the main sponsors

of the conference, o The name of the club's sponsors
appears on the shirt, o The race organizers are trying

to attract major sponsors. See note at finance
0 a big/major sponsor a commercial/corporate/an

industrial/a private sponsor

2 {Marketing) {especially AmE) a person or a business
that pays for a radio or TV programme or part of a

website by buying advertising time: Click here to

visit our sponsors.

3 a person or company that supports sb by paying
for their training or education
4 a person who agrees to be officially responsible
for another person

• verb [+ obj]

1 {Marketing) to help pay for an event, a sports
team, a scientific project, etc. usually as a way of
advertising: The company has sponsored the team
for seven years, o sports events sponsored by the
tobacco industry See note at finance

521 spot market

2 {Marketing) to pay for a radio or TV programme or

part of a website by buying advertising time
3 sponsor sb (to do sth)

|

sponsor sth to pay for

some education or training for sb, especially an
employee

sponsorship /'sponsajip; AmE 'spamsarjip/ noun
[U.C]

{Marketing)

1 the act of providing money for a special event, a

sports team, etc. in order to advertise products; the
money that is provided: corporate sponsorship of
the arts o Local companies have provided €2 million

in sponsorshipfor the scholarships, o a $50 million

sponsorship deal See note at finance
2 the act of paying to advertise on all or most of a

particular part of a website or a radio or TV station

'sporting goods {also 'sports goods) noun [pl.l

clothes and equipment used for sport

spot /spot; AmE spa:t/ noun

see also: hot spot

1 {Finance) [sing.] {used with nouns) connected with
a system of trading where goods are delivered and
paid for immediately after sale: He had made
considerable losses on spot trades, o Spot gas sales to

Britain will rise nextyear.

2 {Marketing) [c] a television advertisement: a
30-second TV spot

3 [C] a position in a competition: The twofirms are

competingfor top spot in the PC market.

spot .advertising noun [u]

{Marketing)

1 advertising that is done using television or radio

advertisements: We offer a package to suityour
business, whether you want spot advertising or to

sponsor one of our popularfeatures.
2 advertising that is done in a particular place or

area, not everywhere
'spot advertisement {also 'spot ad, informal)

noun [c]

'spot cash noun [u]

{Commerce) payment for goods that is made as soon
as they are delivered: We pay our suppliers spot

cash, o a spot cash payment

.spot 'check noun [c]

a check that is made suddenly and without

warning on a few things chosen from a group to

see that everything is satisfactory: An independent

body was set up to carry out spot checks on
companies' accounts, 'spot-check verb [+ obj]

'spot .colour (AmE spelling ~ color) noun [C,u]

(Marketing) one colour that is used in a black-and-

white advertisement to make people notice sth

'spot de.livery (also 'nearby de, livery) noun [u,C]

(Finance; Trade) when goods are delivered and paid

for immediately rather than in the future

.spot ex'change rate {also 'spot rate) noun [c]

(Finance) the rate at which one currency can be

exchanged for another currency at the present time

rather than at a future date

'spot .market (also 'cash .market) noun [c]

(Finance) the buying and selling of goods,

currencies, etc. that are available to be delivered

immediately: Much ofour steel is sold on the spot

market, not through long-term contracts, o spot

market prices
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'spot price {also 'cash price) noun [c]

{Finance) the price of sth that is available to be

delivered immediately, especially an amount of a

raw material, an agricultural product, etc. (a

commodity): The spot price ofgold rose to $408 an
Ounce. -» FORWARD PRICE

'spot rate = SPOT exchange rate

SPP /,es pi: 'pi:/ = Statutory Paternity Pay

spread / spred/ verb, noun
• verb

1 [+ obj] spread sth (out) (over sth) to separate sth

into parts and divide them between different times

or different people: We attempted to spread the

workload evenly between the two departments, o The

payments are spread over a year, o We are

diversifying into new products in order to spread the

risk.

2 [+ obj or no obj] to affect or make sth affect, be
known by, or used by more and more people: The
virus spread across the world in hours.

3 [+ obj or no obj] {used with an adverb or a

preposition) to cover, or make sth cover, a larger and
larger area: Our stores are spread throughout the

country.

• noun
1 [u] an increase in the amount or number of sth

that there is, or in the area that is affected by sth:

the spread of wireless technology

2 [C, usually sing ] a range or variety of people or

things: The conference will cover a broad spread of
topics.

3 [sing ] the area that sth exists in or happens in:

The company has a good spread of hotels in this

country.

4 [c] two opposite pages in a newspaper or

magazine; an article or advertisement that covers

two opposite pages: We charge $10 000for a

double-page spread.

5 {Finance) [c] the difference between two rates or

prices: the spread between the list price and the

market price of the car

6 (Finance) [c] the difference between the interest

rate that a bank pays for borrowing money and the

rate at which it is prepared to lend it

7 (Finance) = bid-offer spread

spreadsheet /'spredjKt/ noun [c]

(IT) a computer program that is used, for example,
when doing financial or project planning. You enter

data in rows and columns and the program
calculates costs, etc. from it: to store data in/on a
spreadsheet

© to create/fill in/update a spreadsheet

springboard /'spnrjb3:d; AmE -bo:rd/ noun
[C, usually sing.]

something that helps you start to do or become sth:

Her job as a sales assistant was a springboard to a
successful career in business.

spruik /spru:k/ verb [+ obj or no obj] (informal)

to try to sell goods or services by talking to

members of the public: She's travelling around
Australia, spruiking her new book. d*XQ Spruik is

used especially in Australia. spruiker
/'spru:ka(r)/ noun [C]

spurt /sp3:t; AmE sp3:rt/ noun [C]

a sudden increase in speed, effort, activity, etc. for

a short period of time: There has been a spurt in

sales this month, o Ifwe put on a spurt well finish

this job today. spurt verb [no obj] : Shares in the

company spurted 5% late yesterday.

sq. (also spelled sq, especially in AmE) abbr

(in writing measurements) square: 2 000 sq metres

of office space

SQC /,es kju: 'si:/ = statistical quality control

squander /'skwDnda(r); AmE 'skwcun-/ verb [+ obj]

to waste money, time, etc. in a stupid or careless

way: They have squandered millions of euros on legal

battles.

square /skwea(r); AmE skwer/ adjective, noun, verb

• adjective

1 used before a unit of measurement to express an
area equal to a square with sides of the length

mentioned: Office rental is €290 per square metre.

2 (abbr sq.) used after a number to give a

measurement of area: We have about 15 000 square
metres offactory space.

3 (informal) (all) square if two people are square,
neither of them owes money to the other: Here's the

$50 1 owedyou—now we're square.

• noun [C]

see also: market square

the number obtained when you multiply a number
by itself: The square of 7 is 49.

[PTH back to square 'one used to describe a
situation when you are forced to return to the

beginning of a project, task, etc., and have
therefore made no real progress: The prototype

failed safety tests, and we were back to square one.

• verb [+ obj]

1 square sth (off) to make sth have straight edges
and corners: The rods are sharpened at one end and
squared off at the other.

2 (Stock Exchange) to make the total number of

shares bought and sold equal: Investors are

squaring their short positions and taking profits.

ECUS] .square 'up 1 square up (to sb/sth) to face

a difficult situation and deal with it in a
determined way: We must square up to the

challenges posed by the new regulations. 2 square
up (to sb/sth) to face sb as if you are going to fight

them: Small stores do not have the power to square

up to supermarkets. 3 (informal) square up (with

sb) to pay sb the money you owe them 'square sth

with sth; 'square with sth to make two amounts,
facts, etc. agree with each other; to agree with
another amount, fact, etc: squaring invoices with

purchase orders 'square sth with sb to ask
permission or check with sb that they approve of

what you want to do: I should be able to come, but

III have to square it with my boss.

square cut folder noun [c]

a folded piece of thin brown card with one side

wider than the other, used for keeping loose papers

together, often in a filing cabinet

the ,Square 'Mile noun [sing.] (informal)

a name used for the City of London where there are

many banks and financial businesses ^ City

squeaky /'skwi:ki/ adjective

rr»T7l the squeaky wheel gets the grease/ oil

(AmE) used to say that a customer, an employee,
etc. who complains a lot gets most attention

squeeze /skwi:z/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

1 to strictly limit or reduce the amount of money
that sb/sth has or can use: High interest rates have

squeezed the industry hard, o We have had our

profits squeezed this year.

2 to get as much as you can from sb/sth, usually

with difficulty: The bank is trying to squeeze more
money out of us.

EECZI squeeze sb 'dry to get as much money,
information, etc. out of sb as you can
333 .squeeze sb/sth 'in to give time to sb/sth,

although you are busy: Can you squeeze in a short

meeting about three? .squeeze sb/sth 'out (of sth)

to prevent sb/sth from continuing to do sth or be in

business: Supermarkets are squeezing out small

shops.



• noun [C, usually sing.]

see also: credit squeeze, profit squeeze

a reduction in the amount of money, number of

jobs, etc. available; a difficult situation caused by
this: The magazine industry is having problems, with

smaller titlesfeeling the squeeze.

O a cash/job/pay squeeze * a squeeze on credit/jobs/

manufacturing/pay/profits

S/R = SALE OR RETURN

SRDS™ /,es a: di: 'es; AmE a:r/ = Standard Rate
and Data Service

SRP /,es a: "pi:; AmE a:r/ abbr

{Commerce) suggested retail price the price at

which the maker of a product suggests that it

should be sold to customers in shops/stores

[syn]MSRP, RRP

SS /,es 'es/ = social security (2)

SSAS /es ,es ei es/ abbr small self-administered
scheme, small self-administered pension
scheme a pension fund organized by the main
shareholders of a small company

SSL /,es es 'el/ abbr

(E-commerce) secure sockets layer a safe and
private way of making payments on the Internet

SSP /,es es 'pi:/ = Statutory Sick Pay

St* abbr (only used in written English)

State: Ohio St.

St. abbr (only used in written English)

short ton

• stability /sta'bilati/ noun [u]

see also: job stability

the quality or state of being steady and not

changing in any way: There are doubts about the

firm's financial stability, o measures to ensure

stability in the oil market-* stable
0 economic/financial/price stability * to create/give/

maintain/provide stability

Stabilize , -ise /'steibalaiz/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to become, or to make sth become, steady and
unlikely to change: Demand seems to be stabilizing

after thefall o government measures to stabilize

prices -> stable
stabilization, -isation /.steibalai'zeiJn; AmE

-la'z-/ noun [u]: stabilization in the job market

• stable /'steibl/ adjective

firmly fixed; not likely to move, change or fail:

Imports have dropped but exports have remained
stable, o They promised better service and stable

prices for the basic phone service. Isyni steady
stably /'steibli/ adverbs stability, stabilize

Stack /staek/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

1 a pile of sth, usually neatly arranged: She keeps
neat stacks offashion magazines on her desk.

2 (informal) (especially BrE) a large number or
amount of sth; a lot of sth: I lost a whole stack of
files when my PC crashed, o I've got stacks ofwork
to do.

3 (IT) a way of storing information in a computer in

which the most recently stored item is the first to
be retrieved (= found or got back)

• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] stack (sth) (up) to arrange objects

neatly in a pile; to be arranged in this way: The
boxes are stacked up in the warehouse, o These
containers stack for easy transport.

2 [+ obj] to fill sth with piles of things: staff
stacking shelves in the supermarket -> shelf-
stacker
QH33 ,stack 'up to keep increasing in quantity

523 stage

until there is large pile, a long line, etc. waiting to

be dealt with: The work stacks up when you are

awayfor afew days, .stack 'up (against sb/sth)

(used especially in questions or negative sentences) to

compare with sb/sth else: How does their latest

model stack up against ours? o Let's test them both

and see how they stack up.

* Staff /sta:f; AmE staef/ noun, verb

• noun [c with sing./pl. verb; usually sing.]

see also: support staff

all the people who work for a company or an
organization: We have a staff of 25. o We have 25
people on the staff, o She joined the staff in 2003. o
Five staffmembers were sent to London to set up the

office, o Our development staff are working on a new
project, o We want better communication between
managers and staff, o companies with small

technical staffs o They raised salaries in an effort to

reduce staff turnover. -> workforce
O full-time/part-time/permanent/temporary staff *

administrative/office/sales/technical staff* to

appoint/employ/hire/recruit/take on staff* to cut/

dismiss/fire/lay off staff * staff development/
meetings/training * staff cuts/shortages/turnover *

the staff canteen/dining room/restaurant

• verb [+ obj] (usually be staffed)

to work in a company; to provide people to work in

a company: The design department is staffed by

recent graduates, o We arefully staffed at the

moment. -» overstaffed, short-staffed,
UNDERSTAFFED
'staffing noun [u] : staffing levels

'staff .agency = employment agency

staff association noun [c]

(HR) an organization, similar to a union, for

employees of a company or for people who do the

same job, where they can discuss matters or

problems related to their work, pay, conditions, etc.

Staffer /
,

sta:fd(r); AmE 'staefar/ noun [C] (especially

AmE") (informal)

(used in newspapers) an employee, especially of a

newspaper

• Stage /steid3/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: early-stage

1 a period or state that sth passes through as it

develops: This technology is still in its early stages,

o The product is at the design stage, o We have no

plans to sell the company at this stage, o The project

has reached a critical stage.

2 a separate part that a process, etc. is divided

into: They have completed the first stage of the cost-

GRAMMAR POINT

Staff

In BrE staff can be singular or plural:

• (singular) a staff of ten (= a group of ten people)

• (plural) / have ten staff working for me.

If it is the subject of a verb, this verb is plural: The

staff in this shop are very helpful.

In AmE staff can only be singular: a staff of ten

(but not ten staff) The staff in this store is very

helpful.

The plural form staffs is less frequent but is used

in both BrE and AmE to refer to more than one
group of people: Companies have increased their

sales staffs.
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cutting process, o We can take the argument one
stagefurther, o The pay increase will be introduced in

stages (= not all at once). Isyni step
• verb [+ obj]

1 to organize an event: Next year's conference will

be staged in Parma.

O to stage a conference/an event/exhibition

2 to organize and take part in action that needs
careful planning, especially as a public protest:

Drivers staged a 24-hour strike in protest at the new
regulations.

O to stage a protest/stoppage/strike

3 to make sth happen: After a poor six months, the

company is staging a recovery.

O to stage a comeback/rally/recovery

'stage-gate adjective [only before noun]

{Marketing) used to describe a way of developing a

new product where the process is divided into

separate stages. At the end of each stage managers
must make a decision about whether and how to

continue.

0 a stage-gate model/process/review/system

Stagflation '/staeg'fleijn/ noun [U]

[Economics) an economic situation where there is

high inflation (= rises in the general prices of

goods and services) but no increase in the jobs that

are available or in business activity

ik'MM Stagflation is formed from the words
'stagnation' (see 'stagnate') and 'inflation'.

Stagger /'staega(r)/ verb [+ obj]

to arrange for events that would normally happen
at the same time to start or happen at different

times: We asked ifwe could stagger the payments, o
staggered working hours

Stagnant /'staegnant/ adjective

not developing, growing or changing: Companies
arefightingfor sales in a stagnant market, o a
stagnant economy

Stagnate /stasg'neit; AmE 'staegneit/ verb [no obj]

to stop developing or making progress: Demand has

stagnated and profits are down. stagnation
/staeg'neijn/ noun [u]: a period of economic
stagnation

• stake /steik/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: blocking stake

1 {Finance) [C, usually sing.] money that sb invests in

a company: The group has a 40% stake in the

airline, o He paid £140 million for a 51% controlling

stake in the brewery.

© a controlling/majority/minority stake (in sth) to

acquire/buy/sell/take a stake (in sth) to cut/

increase/raise/reduce your stake (in sth) to have/
hold/own a stake (in sth)

2 [c] something that you risk losing, especially

money, when you try to predict the result of a race,

etc. or when you are involved in an activity that can
succeed or fail: How much was the stake {= how
much did you bet)? o When you start a new business,

the stakes are high, but the rewards can be great.

3 [sing.] an important part or share in a business,

plan, etc. that is important to you and that you
want to be successful: The workers all have a

personal stake in the wage negotiations.

EEa at 'stake that can be won or lost, depending
on the success of a particular action: Hundreds of
jobs are at stake if thefirm doesn't win this contract.

-> idiom at play verb

• verb [+ obj]

to risk money or sth important on the result of sth:

The company is staking its future on the success of
this product.

IHSl stake (out) a/your claim (to/for/on sth) to

say or show publicly that you think sth should be
yours: By taking over its main competitor, the group
has staked its claim to be the biggest high-street

retailer.

Stakeholder /'steikhaulda(r); AmE -hould-/

noun [c]

a person or group that is involved in and can be
affected by a particular organization, project,

system, etc., for example directors, employees,
shareholders and customers: The scheme encourages
workers to become stakeholders {= to buy shares) in

their own companies.

stakeholder .pension noun [c]

in the UK, a pension that is intended mainly for

people who do not have a company pension and is

organized according to rules set by the

government. The money people save is invested by
private financial companies in order to provide
them with a pension when they retire.

Stall /sta:l/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

a table or small shop that people sell things from,
especially in a market: a market stall Isyni stand

• verb

1 [no obj] to try to avoid doing sth or answering a

question so that you have more time: They are still

stalling on the deal.

2 [+ obj or no obj] to stop growing or making
progress; to cause sth to stop growing or making
progress: The economy seems to be stalling, o The
high value of the dollar has stalled exports.

Stallholder /'stD:lhaulda(r);Am£-hou-ld-/ noun [c]

a person who owns or sells things from a stall in a
market, etc.

Stamp /staemp/ noun, verb

•noun [C]

see also: date stamp, revenue ~, rubber ~

1 {also 'postage stamp, formal) a small piece of

paper with a design on it that you buy and stick on
an envelope or a parcel/package before you post it

2 a tool for printing the date or a design or mark
onto a surface

3 a design or words made by stamping sth onto a

surface: a passport with a visa stamp o {figurative)

The new drug has notyet received the official stamp
ofapproval.

• verb [+ obj]

see also: rubber-stamp

1 stamp A on B
|

stamp B with A {often be
stamped) to print letters, words, a design, etc. onto
sth using a special tool: The box was stamped with

the maker's name, o The envelope had 'Private'

stamped on it.

2 {usually be stamped) to stick a stamp on a letter

or package

'Stamp duty {BrE) {AmE 'stamp tax) noun [u]

a tax that must be paid when land, buildings or

shares are sold. A stamp is fixed to the legal

document to show that the tax has been paid.

Stand /staend/ verb, noun
• verb [no obj]

1 to be in a particular situation, position, etc: Our
market share stands at about 23%. o Where do you
stand on (= what's your opinion of) this issue?

2 if an offer, a decision, etc., that you have made
earlier stands, it is still valid: Their offer to buy the

company still stands.

3 to be in a situation where you are likely to do
sth: They stand to make a lot of moneyfrom this

deal.

EE],stand or fall by/on sth to be successful or

fail because of one particular thing: Fund managers



make decisions and stand orfall by the results, stand
'pat to stay the same and not change; to refuse to

change: The unemployment rate stood pat at 4%.
stand the test of 'time to prove to be successful,

popular, etc. over a long period of time -» idiom at

ground noun
333 .stand 'by to be ready for action: We have an
IT engineer standing by in case the system crashes.

-» standby ,stand 'down to leave a job or position:

Eric Marsh stood down as chairman after ten years.

'stand for sth {not used in the continuous tenses) to

be short for or a symbol of sth: What does RSI stand

for? .stand 'in (for sb) to take sb's place: My boss

couldn't go to the conference so I stood in for her.

[syn] deputize
• noun [C]

1 an attitude towards sth or an opinion that you
make clear to people: We take a tough stand on
quality control.

2 a table or a vertical structure that goods are sold

from, especially in the street or at a market: a
hamburger/newspaper stand Isyni stall
3 {especially BrE) a table or a vertical structure

where things are displayed or advertised, for

example at an exhibition: a display/an exhibition

stand o There will be two reps manning the stand at

all times during the conference*

4 {often used with another noun) a piece of

equipment or furniture that you use for holding a

particular type of thing: a literature stand o an
umbrella stand o a floor standfor a TV
5 [usually sing.] = witness box

'stand-alone adjective [only before noun]

that exists or functions on its own: Their retail

branch is now run as a stand-alone company, o The

software usually comes as part of a package,

although you can also buy a stand-alone version.

• Standard /'staendad; AmE -dard/ noun, adjective

• noun

see also: accounting standard, gold ~, international

labour ~, open ~, Trading ~

1 [c,u] a level of quality that is expected or
required: When itfirst appeared, this vehicle set new
standards for safety, o We offer the highest standards

of customer care, o The standard of the applications

for the post is very low. ofalling standards of service

O to establish/set standards to achieve/meet/reach
a standard to improve/raise standards a high/

low/minimum standard

2 [c] an official rule used when producing sth; a

unit of measurement that is officially used: The
government aims to increase recycling by introducing

tougher industry standards. oFor measuring
shipments, the international standard is TEU.

0 to apply/enforce/set/tighten/use a standard
3 [c] something that most people who do a
particular job use: The manual is the industry
standardfor health and safety, o The wages are low
by today's standards.

• adjective

1 average or normal rather than having special or
unusual features: A standard letter was sent to all

candidates, o Our standard terms and conditions

apply to all our products, o All these PCs come with
wireless keyboard and mouse as standard.
2 [usually before noun] following a particular

standard that is set, for example, by an industry:

standard sizes of clothes o I couldn't open the file as it

wasn't in a standardformat.
3 [only before noun] used by most people who are
studying a particular subject: This has become the

standard book on marketing.
-> non-standard

Standard & 'Poor's 500 .index {also spelled

Standard and Poor's ~) /.stamdad an 'pa:z; AmE

525 standard time

.staendardan 'po:rz/ {also Standard and Poor's '500

'stock .index) noun [sing.] (abbr S&P 500™)
an average of the share prices of five hundred US
companies, used to measure changes in the US
market: The broad Standard and Poor's 500 index

rose 6.8 points.

.standard 'costing noun [u]

{Accounting) a method of calculating and controlling

the costs of producing goods by comparing the

usual or estimated costs and income with the

actual costs and income: The standard costing

system is helpful in creating a budgetfor a project to

design, develop and manufacture a new product.

.standard 'cost noun [c,u]

.standard de duction noun [c,u]

in the US, a fixed percentage that most people take

from their income on a tax form before their tax is

calculated. They can choose to use this percentage
or list amounts separately if this total is higher.

-» I TEMIZE (2)

.standard devi ation noun [c,u]

{Technical) the amount by which measurements for

members in a group vary from the average for the

group: Our survey of 100 people showed that they

spent an average of£52 on books per year, with a

standard deviation of £12. -> mean, mode, range

.standard-form contract noun [c]

(Law) a contract that a seller or an employer, etc.

uses in the same form for many different cases

.standard issue noun [u]

1 something that is given to everybody who does a

particular job, works for a particular company, etc:

Hand-held computers are becoming standard issue

for construction companies, o the company's
standard-issue business card

2 a typical example of sth that has no unusual
features: standard-issue office furniture

* Standardize , -ise /'staendadaiz; AmE -dard-/

verb [+ obj]

to make objects or activities of the same type have
the same features or qualities; to make sth

standard: We have standardized our manufacturing

processes worldwide, o standardized tests/systems

standardization, -isation /.staendadai'zeifn;

AmE -darda'z-/ noun [u]

.standard of living noun [c]

the amount of money and level of comfort that a

particular person or group has

.standard 'operating pro,cedure noun

[C,u] (abbr SOP)

the official or accepted way that particular things

are done in a company, an organization or an
industry

Standard Rate and Data .Service™ noun

[sing.] (abbr SRDS™)
(Marketing) in the US, a book published every

month that contains information about all the

newspapers, magazines and other media that have

advertising, such as how many are sold, how much
they charge for advertising, etc. -» British Rate
and Data

.standard- rated adjective

used to describe goods or services on which a

normal level of a particular tax is charged: Petfood

is standard-ratedfor VAT. -> zero-rated

standard time noun [u]

the official time of a country or an area
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cannot be bought in advance and is only available a

very short time before the plane leaves or the

performance starts: a standby ticket to New York
-» STAND BY at STAND Verb

standby letter of credit noun [c]

{Finance) a written document that a bank can
provide for a customer in which the bank agrees to

pay a bill, pay back a loan, etc. if the customer does
not do so

standing /'staendm/ adjective, noun
• adjective [only before noun]

existing or arranged without a time limit, not
formed or made for a particular situation: a
standing committee o We have a standing
arrangement to share printingfacilities.

• noun [U]

1 the position or reputation of sb/sth within a

group of people or in an organization: You can take

on extra projects to increase your standing in your
company, o efforts to improve thefirm's weak
financial standing (= it does not have much money)
ISYNl STATUS -» CREDIT STANDING
2 the period of time that sth has existed: The
company's head ofmany years' standing is J. Pack.

.Standing 'order noun {also .banker's 'order)

[C,U] {both BrE)

an instruction that you give to a bank to pay sb a

fixed amount of money from your account on the
same day each week, month, etc: to set up a
standing order o to pay by standing order

.standing room 'only phrase

{Marketing) a technique in which sb trying to sell a
product or service suggests that the customer
should buy immediately as they may not have
another chance in the future because so many
people want to buy it

Standout /'staendaut/ noun {especiallyAm E)

{Marketing, informal)

1 [C] a thing or person that is very noticeable

because they are better, more impressive, etc. than
others: Their new minidisc player is a standout, o a
standout product
2 [u] the ability to be noticed very easily: We are

confident our products will achieve significant

standout in a crowded market, o standout tests/

features

Standstill /'stasndstil/ noun [sing ]

a situation in which all activity or movement has
stopped: The economy is at a standstill, o The strike

could bring production to a standstill for 24 hours.

standstill a greement noun [c]

{Law) a contract in which both sides agree to leave

the current situation as it is for a period of time:

The company reached a standstill agreement with the

bank to allow it more time to repay the debt.

Staple /'steipl/ adjective, noun, verb

• adjective

forming a basic, large or important part of sth: The
price of rice, fuel and other staple goods has risen

considerably.

• noun [C]

1 a small piece of wire that is used in a device
(called a stapler) and is pushed through pieces of
paper and bent over at the ends in order to fasten

the pieces of paper together—Picture at office
2 {Economics) something that is produced by a

country and is important for its economy: Copper is

a staple of the local economy.
3 a large or important part of sth: Business clients

are the staple of luxury hotels {= their main
customers).

• verb [+ obj]

to attach pieces of paper together using a staple or
staples: Staple the invoice to the receipt, o Staple the

invoice and the receipt together.

'staple gun noun [c]

a device for fixing paper to walls, etc. using staples

Stapler /'steipla(r)/ noun [C]

a small device for putting staples into paper-
Picture at OFFICE

Star /sta:(r)/ noun [c]

1 a mark that tells you how good sth is in sb's

opinion: This printer received a top rating offive
starsfrom 'Your PC' magazine.
2 a thing or person that is the best of a group: The
company has become the star of its sector.

3 in the Boston Matrix, a product that has a
large market share in a market that is growing very
quickly—Picture at Boston Matrix

• Start /stent; AmE sta:rt/ verb, noun
• verb

see also: jump-start, kick-start

1 [no obj] {used with an adverb or a preposition) to

begin at a particular level: Prices for the clothes start

at about $100 and run into thousands.

2 [+ obj or no obj] start (sth/sb) (up) to begin to

exist; to make sth begin to exist: There are a lot of
small business starting up in the area, o They decided

to start a catering business. -> start-up
See note at found
3 [+ obj or no obj] start (out/off) (sth) (as sth) to

begin in a particular way that changes later: The
company started out with just 10 employees.

4 [+ obj or no obj] when you start a machine or a

vehicle or it starts, it begins to operate: Just press

this button to start the scanner.

-» idioms at fit noun, head noun
UILU .start 'out 1 to begin to do sth, especially in

business or work: to start out in business 2 to have
a particular intention when you begin sth: I started

out tofix a bug but I ended up writing a new
program, .start 'over {especially AmE) to begin
again: / messed up the design so I had to start over.

.start 'up; .start sth 'up to begin working,
happening, etc.; to make sth do this: My computer
won't start up. o Start up the engine. -> start-up

•noun

see also: housing start

1 [C, usually sing ] the point at which sth begins:

Things were looking bad at the start of the year, o The

meeting got off to a good/bad start (= started

well/badly).

2 [sing ] the act or process of beginning sth: We'd

better make a start on these accounts.

3 [C, usually sing.] the opportunity that you are

given to begin sth in a successful way: The job gave

him his start in publishing.

4 [C, usually pi ] a business, project, etc. that has

just begun: Lastyear there were a large number of

Standby /'staendbai/ noun, adjective

•noun [c] {plural stand bys)

a thing or person that can always be used if

needed, for example if sth/sb else is not available

or if there is an emergency: / have a laptop as a

standby in case my computer crashes.

n»T7l on 'standby 1 ready to do sth immediately if

needed or asked: We are on standby to increase

production ifdemand increases. 2 ready to travel if

a ticket becomes available -* idiom at fly
• adjective

1 ready to be used if needed: Leave the PC in

standby mode.
2 {Economics) used to describe an arrangement by
which a country can borrow extra money from the

International Monetary Fund in an emergency: a

$16 billion standby agreement with the IMF
^ a stanrlhv tirkpf fnr a fliaht fhp fhpatrp ptr



new business starts, and new business failures.

-> START-UP
idiom at head noun

* 'start-up {also spelled startup) noun

1 [u] the action or process of starting or making
sth start: They announced the start-up of a new
pension scheme, o On start-up, the compu ter asks for

a password.

2 [C] a new company: This region has the highest

level of business start-ups in the country. -> start
noun (4)

'start-up adjective [only before noun]: The venture

failed because of high start-up costs, o a start-up

company -» start up, start sth up at start verb

Starve /sta:v; AmE sta:rv/ verb

0339 starve sb/sth of sth {AmE also starve sb/

sth for sth) {usually be starved) to prevent sb/sth

from having sth that they want or need: The

company has been starved of investmentfor several

years, o Thefirm was starvedfor cash when it started

up. -> CASH-STARVED

* State /steit/ noun, adjective, verb

• noun
1 [c, usually sing.] the good or bad conditions that

exist in an economy, a market, an industry, etc. at a

particular time: a report on the state of the economy
o The latestfigures reflect the dire state of the steel

industry, o Much of the world engineering industry is

in a state of depression.

O a buoyant/healthy state a depressed/dire/

gloomy/poor/precarious/weak state

2 [C, usually sing.] the condition that a thing or

person is in: The safety report criticized the untidy

state of the warehouse, o The factory is in a poor
state of repair.

0 a good/healthy state a bad/poor/run-down/
terrible/untidy state

3 {also State) [c] a country considered as an
organized political community controlled by one
government: European Union member states o the

Baltic States

4 {also State) [c] {abbr St.) an organized political

community forming part of a country: the southern

States of the US
5 {also the State) [U; sing.] the government of a

country: people who arefinancially dependent on the

state o The airline is 53% state-owned.

• adjective {also State) [only before noun]
1 controlled or provided by the government of a

country: Aer Lingus, the Irish state airline

2 connected with a particular state of a country,

especially in the US: a state bank/tax
• verb [+ obj]

1 to formally write or say sth, especially in a

careful and clear way: The facts are clearly stated in

the report.

2 {usually used in written English) {usually be stated)
to fix or announce the details of sth, especially on a
written document: You must arrive at the time
stated, o The new CEO's stated aim is a 30% market
share.

state 'benefit noun [u,c]

in the UK, money provided by the government to

people who need financial help because they are

unemployed, ill/sick, etc.

* Statement /'steitmant/ noun [C]

see also: bank statement, completion ~, financial ~,

income ~, mission ~, personal ~, profit and loss ~, etc.

527 stationery

3 something that is written and then read in public

or published in order to give a particular message:
The company issued a press statement announcing a

56% rise in profits.

.statement of ac count noun [c]

{Accounting) a list that a company sends to a
customer giving details of the amounts of money
still owed for goods or services and of the amounts
already paid: Ifyou pay the balance on your monthly
statement of account within 14 days, no interest will

be payable. See note at invoice

.statement of affairs noun [c]

{Accounting) a list that shows the assets and the

debts (liabilities) of a company or person that has
become or is about to become bankrupt

.statement of claim noun [c]

{Law) a written statement made by a person or

company that is making a legal claim against sb,

giving details of why they are doing so and what
they would like to happen

.statement of 'earnings {also earnings
.statement) noun [c] {AmE)

{Accounting) a record that a company publishes of

its income and expenses for a particular period that

shows if it has made a profit Isyni earnings report

.statement of 'principles noun [c] {abbr SOP)

1 a statement in which a company or an
organization describes its aims and beliefs: The new
CEO has introduced a five-point statement of
principles.

2 {Accounting) Statement of Principles an official

set of rules for recording a company's finances

.statement of purpose = mission
STATEMENT

.State of the art adjective

using the most modern techniques or methods; as

good as it can be at the present time: This computer
is nothing special now, butfive years ago it was state

of the art. o state-of-the-art equipment/technology

Statewide /'steitwaid/ adjective, adverb

happening or existing in all parts of a state of the

US: Unemployment here is higher than the statewide

average of'6.4%. 0 This year Nissan has held more
than 30job fairs statewide.

Static /'stsetik/ adjective

not moving, changing or developing: Sales were up

5% on last year, but pre-tax profits remained static

at $13.5 million, o Customers will not return to a

website if the information is static.

Station /'steijn/ noun [c]

see also: docking station, power station

1 a place in a room where a particular worker does

their job: Please tidyyour station and log out before

leaving the lab. o The production line consists of the

assembly station, the test station and the packing

station. -> WORKSTATION
2 a place where trains or buses stop: a train/bus

station

3 a place or building where a special type of work

is done or a service is organized and provided: an

agricultural research station o {BrE) a petrol station o

{AmE) a gas station o a first-aid station

4 a radio or television company and the

programmes it broadcasts: a local radio/TV station

Stationery /'steijanri; AmE -neri/ noun [u]

materials for writing and for using in an office, for

example paper, pens and envelopes: office

stationery o a stationery store o We need to put the

new logo on every piece of stationery.

1 a printed record of money paid, received, etc:

You will receive a customer statement at the end of
each month, o My bank sends me monthly
statements.

2 something that you say or write that gives
information or an opinion: Some of the statements
in the brochure are misleading.
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* Statistic /sta'tistik/ noun

1 statistics {also stats, informal) [pi.] a collection of

information shown in numbers: economic/
employment/unemployment statistics o Official

statistics show that people in the north of the country

are the highest earners.

O current/monthly/new/official/recent statistics

accurate/gloomy/reliable/surprising statistics • to

analyse/collect/prepare/produce/release statistics

statistics tell sb/indicatc/prove/show/suggest sth

2 statistics {also stats, informal) [u] the science of

collecting and analysing statistics: We're looking

for someone with a background in statistics.

3 [c] a piece of information shown in numbers:
The key statistic used to price TV ads is the number of
viewers.

0 an important/a key/vital statistic • a simple/

startling/surprising statistic to release/use a

statistic

statistical /sta'tistikl/ adjective: We then do a
statistical analysis of the measurements we have
taken, statistically /sta'tistikli/ adverb: The level of
customer complaints was not statistically

significant (j= there were too few to make a

difference to the statistics).

statistical process control noun [u] {abbr

SPC)

{Production) the use of statistics to analyse data
and to study a process continuously over a period
of time in order to control its quality and how
efficient it is

sta tistical quality con trol noun [u] {abbr

SQC)

{Production) the use of statistics to study data
about processes and products in order to make sure

that the quality of items produced always meets
the required standard

Statistician /.staetis'tijn/ noun [c]

a person who works with or studies statistics

StatS /staets/ = STATISTICS

Status /'steitas; AmE also 'staetas/ noun

see also: marital status

1 [u; C, usually sing.] the situation at a particular

time: The current status of orders suggests that sales

will be slow, o According to the status report, the

work is 72% completed.

2 [u; C, usually sing ] the legal or official position of

a company, person, country, etc: They changed the

legal status of the firm,from partnership to limited

company, o She described her employment status as

'freelance'.

3 [U; C, usually sing.] the level or position of sb/sth

in relation to others: low status jobs o Their credit

rating has been downgraded to junk' status.

standing noun (1)

4 [u] high rank or social position: The job brings

with it status and high income. -> status symbol

status di vide noun [c, usually sing.]

{HR) a difference in the way one group of

employees is treated or considered compared with
another group: Employees at the company believe

there is a status divide between office workers and
factory workers.

'status en quiry {also spelled ~ inquiry, especially

in AmE) noun [c] {BrE only)

a request made to a bank to give a report about
whether a customer is likely to be able to pay back
a loan, pay rent, etc.; the report that the bank gives

-» BANK REFERENCE

status .symbol noun [c]

something that a person has or owns that they

think shows their high social position and wealth:
These watches have become the latest status symbol
amongyoung professionals.

Statute /'staetjuit/ noun
1 [C,u] a law that is passed by a parliament,

council, etc. and formally written down: The duties

ofcompany directors are laid down by statute.

2 [C] a formal rule of an organization or

institution: Shareholders rejected a proposed change
in the company statutes.

statutory /'staetjatri; AmE -to:ri/ adjective

[usually before noun]

fixed by law; that must be done by law: Temporary
workers now have the same statutory rights as

permanent employees, o The employers failed to

carry out their statutory duties, o the statutory

retirement age

0 statutory duties/obligations/responsibilities/rights

statutory powers/procedures/requirements

statutorily adverb

.statutory books noun [pi ]

{Lav/) a set of records that a company must keep by-

law, for example giving details of the directors,

shareholders, what happens at meetings, etc.

statutory company noun [c]

in the UK, a company that is formed by a

government law to provide a public service, such as

supplying gas or water

.Statutory Ma ternity Pay noun [u] {abbrsm?)

{HR) in the UK, the amount of money that a working
woman is legally allowed when she temporarily
leaves work to have a baby, if she meets particular

conditions

.Statutory Pa ternity Pay noun [u] {abbr SPP)

{HR) in the UK, the amount of money that the father

of a new baby is legally allowed when he takes time
away from work, if he meets particular conditions

.statutory re port noun [c]

{Law) a report that a company or an organization

must publish by law, especially the annual financial

report

.Statutory 'Sick Pay noun [u] {abbr SSP)

{HR) in the UK, money that an employer must pay
for a period of time to an employee who is ill/sick

Stay /stei/ verb

CCLia .stay 'on to continue working, etc.

somewhere for longer than expected or after other

people have left: He was due to retire but was
persuaded to stay on for another year, .stay 'out

(about workers) to continue to be on strike -» idiom
at AHEAD OF

'stay-at-home adjective [only before noun]

a stay-at-home mother or father is one who stays

at home to look after their children instead of

going out to work

staying .power noun [u]

the ability to continue doing sth even when it

becomes difficult: Internet companies with staying

power {- that last longer than others)

STD /,es ti: di:/ abbr subscriber trunk dialling a

system of making direct telephone calls over long

distances

Std. abbr

a short way of writing standard

Steady /'stedi/ adjective, verb, adverb

•adjective (steadier, steadiest)

1 developing, growing, etc. gradually and in an
even and regular way: a steady increase/decline in

sales ofive years ofsteady growth o We're making
slow but steady progress.



2 not changing and not interrupted: This product

has provided us with a steady income for years, o She

has a steadyjob with a good salary, o The

unemployment rate is expected to remain steady at

6%. [SYN] REGULAR, STABLE
'steadily adverb: Sales have grown steadily over

the last ten years.

• verb [+ obj or no obj] (steadies, steadying, steadied,

steadied)

to stop changing and become regular again or stay

at the same level; to make sth do this: The yen
steadied against the dollar, o They took action to

steady the business and buildfor the future.

• adverb
in a way that is steady and does not change: Their

shares held steady at €1.5.

Steal /sti:l/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj or no obj] (stole /staol; AmE stool/ stolen

/'staulan; AmE 'stou-/)

to take sth from a person, shop/store, etc. without
permission and without intending to return it or

pay for it: He was accused of stealing $2.4 million

from his own firm, o I had my credit card stolen, o
{figurative) We need a product that will steal business

from our competitors.

EISI steal a 'march (on sb) [not used in the passive)

to gain an advantage over sf5 by doing sth before

them: The company is lookingfor ways to steal a
march on its European competitors.

• noun [sing. J (especially AmE)
something that is for sale at an unexpectedly low
price: The stock was a steal at $2.20.

stealth marketing noun [u]

a method of advertising your products without
letting people realize that you are trying to make
them buy sth: The stealth marketing campaign for
the cellphone camera involved actors pretending to be

tourists.

Steel /sti:l/ noun [u]

1 a strong hard metal that is made of a mixture of
iron and carbon: Theframe is made of steel.

2 the industry that produces steel: steel workers o a
steel mill/plant o the steel industry

Steelmaker /'sti:lmeika(r)/ noun [C]

a company that makes steel steelmaking noun
[U]: the steelmaking business

Steelworks /'sti:lw3:ks; AmE -W3:rks/ noun [Cwith
sing./pl. verb] (plural steelworks)

a factory where steel is made

Steep /sti:p/ adjective (steeper, steepest)

1 [usually before noun] (about a rise or fall in an
amount) sudden and very big: The steep decline in

demand will costjobs, o a steep increase in prices o
the steepest drop in retail sales forfive years
2 (informal) (about a price or an expense) very
high; too high: the steep cost of hiring and training

staff

'steeply adverb: Labour costs are rising steeply.

steering com mittee (also steering group)
noun [Cwith sing./pl.verb]

a group of people who are not directly involved in a
project, but who are responsible for such things as
making sure that it fits with the company's policy
and aims, and that each stage is completed within
the agreed time and cost

Stellar /'stela(r)/ adjective

(often used in newspapers) excellent: The company
has achieved stellar growth.

Steno /'stenau; AmE -nou/ (plural stenos) = stenog-
rapher, stenography

Stenographer /sta'nDgrafa(r);/\m£-'na:g-/ (also

'steno, informal) noun [C] (both AmE)
a person whose job is to write down what sb says,

529 stewardess

using a quick system of signs or short forms of

words, and then write it on a computer or type it

[SYN] SHORTHAND TYPIST (BrE)

Stenography /sta'nDgrafi; AmE -'na:g-/ (also

'Steno) = SHORTHAND

Step /step/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

1 one of a series of things that you do in order to

achieve sth or to solve a problem: This year's sales

are an important step towards achieving our goal of
being market leader, o We need to take steps to

prevent thisfrom happening again.

2 one of a series of things that sb does or that

happen, which forms part of a process: The next
phase of the plan takes automation a step further, o
III explain how to install the program step by step, o
a step-by-step approach to dealing with stress

[SYNj stage
U2EH in/out of step (with sb/sth) thinking or

doing sth in the same way as/ in a different way
from other people: They have raised their prices in

step with other airlines, keep step with sb/sth to

be aware of changes that are taking place and be
ready to change too if necessary: The company
failed to keep step with key trends, one step a'head
(of sb) in a better position than sb: This information
will allow us to stay one step ahead of our
competitors.

• verb (-pp-)

USER step into the 'breach to do sb's job or work
when they are suddenly or unexpectedly unable to

do it step into sb's 'shoes to continue a job or the

work that sb else has started

339 ,step a'side/'down to leave an important
job or position and let sb else take your place:

James Nellist will step down as chairman at the end
ofthisyear. See note at resign ,step 'in to help sb

in a dispute or difficult situation: The bank stepped

in to rescue the company with a large loan. ,step 'up

sth to increase the amount, speed, etc. of sth: We
need to step up production to increase stocks. UB52 A
noun goes after up, but a pronoun goes between
the verb and up.

STEPanalysis /step/ = pest analysis

'Step change noun [C, usually sing.]

a big change or improvement in sth: There has been

a step change in production levels—up 48%.

'step-up noun [sing.]

an increase or improvement in sth: a step-up in

consumer spending

• Sterling /'stehrj; AmE 'stairhrj/ noun [u]

the money system of the UK, based on the pound:
the value of sterling o We accept payment in US
dollars or in pounds sterling.

Stevedore /'sti:vado:(r)/ (also 'longshoreman)

noun [c] (both AmE)
a person whose job is moving goods on and off

ships [syn] docker (BrE) 'stevedore verb

[+ obj or no obj]

Steward /'stju:ad;/\Ar7E'stu:ard/ noun [C]

see also: shop steward

1 a man whose job is to take care of passengers on

a plane, train or ship

2 a person who helps to organize a large public

event, for example, a race, public meeting, etc.

Stewardess /,stju:a'des; 'stju:a-; AmE 'stu:ardas/

noun [C]

1 (old-fashioned) a female flight attendant
2 a woman whose job is to take care of passengers

on a train or ship
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Stewardship /'stju^dlip; AmE 'stu:ard-/ noun [u]

the act of taking care of or managing sth, for

example an organization, property or money: The
business has prospered under the stewardship ofMr
Fain.

Stick /stik/ verb (stuck, stuck /stAk/)

1 [+ obj or no obj] to fix sth to sth else, usually with
a sticky substance; to become fixed to sth in this

way: He stuck a stamp on the envelope.

2 [+ obj] {used in theform be stuck) to stay at the

same level, value, etc.; to fail to improve: Our
annual sales are stuck at $200 000.

3 [no obj] to stay at the same level, value, etc:

Unemployment is sticking at around 12%.
EE1 stick to the/your knitting to continue to do
what you know and what you can do well: His

success is based on staying close to his customers and
sticking to his knitting.

sticker /'stika(r)/ noun [c]

a sticky label with information, a picture, etc. on it

'sticker verb [+ obj]: Which products need to be

stickered with consumer information?

sticker price = list price

'sticker shock noun [u]

an unpleasant feeling that you get when you see
that sth is much more expensive than you expected

Sticky /'stiki/ adjective, noun
• adjective (stickier, stickiest)

1 (used about paper, labels, etc.) with glue on one
side so that you can stick it to a surface

2 (IT) (used about a website) that makes people
want to stay for longer than usual or visit more
often: Experts measure the attractiveness ofpages by
how sticky they are. o We want to create a sticky site

that sells.

3 [Economics) (used about prices or wages) slow to

change or react to change: Inflation remains sticky

(unchanged at 1.7% in November).
'stickiness noun [u]: increasing a website's

stickiness

• noun [c] (plural stickies) [also 'sticky note)

a small piece of sticky paper that you use for

writing a note on, and that can be easily removed:
I put a sticky on my PC to remind me about the

meeting, [syu] Post-it—Picture at office

Stiff /stif/ adjective, verb

• adjective (stiffer, stiffest)

1 more difficult or severe than usual: We are facing

stiff competitionfrom cheap imports.

2 [informal) (about a price, etc.) high or too high:

There's a stiff $30 entrance fee to the exhibition.

3 firm and difficult to bend or move: stiff

cardboard Isyni inflexible IoppI flexible
• verb [+ obj] (AmE) (informal)

stiff sb (on/for sth) to cheat sb or not pay them
what you owe them or what they expect: He
claimed they had stiffed him on his fee.

• stimulate /'stimjuleit/ verb [+ obj]

1 to make sth develop or become more active:

Falling prices will stimulate demandfor new phone
services.

2 to make sb interested and excited about sth: Do
you feel stimulated byyour work?

'stimulating adjective: I don'tfind the work very

stimulating, stimulation /.stimju'leijn/ noun [U]: I

enjoy the mental stimulation ofmy job. stimulative
/'stimjulativ/ adjective: the stimulative effect of the

tax cuts

Stimulus /'stimjalas/ noun [C, usually sing., u]

(plural stimuli /-lai/) a stimulus (to/for sth)

something that helps sb/sth to develop better or

more quickly: the use of interest rate policies as a
stimulus to economic growth

Sting /stirj/ verb (stung, stung /stAn/) [+ obj]

(informal)

1 to charge sb more money than expected: We
changed shipping companies after we got stungfor a
large bill.

2 to make sb lose money: Shareholders were stung
by a sudden collapse in the share price.

Stipend /'staipend/ noun [c] (especially AmE)
a fixed amount of money that is paid regularly to sb
as wages or money to live on: Board members
receive a stipend of$l 000for every meeting they

attend. stipendiary /stai'pendiari; AmE -dieri/

adjective: stipendiary training (= you receive a fixed

amount of money v/hile you do it) o a stipendiary

instructor (= who is paid a fixed amount of money)
stipendiary noun [c] (plural stipendiaries)

Stipulate /'stipjuleit/ verb [+ obj] (formal)

(in a contract, etc.) to state clearly that sth must be
done, or how it must be done: A delivery date is

stipulated in the contract, o The job advertisement
stipulates that the applicant must have three years'

experience.

stipulation /.strpju'leifn/ noun [C,u]: We offer a
money back guarantee. The only stipulation is that

we receive your request in writing.

stk. (also spelled STK) abbr

a short way of writing stock (= goods or shares)

* Stock /stDk; AmE sta:k/ noun, verb, adjective

• noun

see also: all-stock, average ~, buffer ~, build-to-~,

capital ~, closing ~, common ~, etc.

1 (Commerce; Production) [u,c] the goods that a

business has for sale at a particular time: We have a
fast turnover of stock, o That particular model is not
currently in stock, o I'm afraid we're temporarily

out ofstock, o We carry a large stock of office

stationery. Isynj inventory
O to buy (in)/order/replenish stock to carry/have/

hold/keep stocks (of sth) to control/get rid of/

reduce/run down/sell off stock

2 (Accounting; Production) [u,c] (especially BrE) goods
owned by a company, such as raw materials or

parts, products being made and finished products:

Just-in-time manufacturing allowsfirms to reduce

their stock levels and so cut storage costs, o The value

of unsold stock is shown as a current asset in the

financial records. Isyni inventory -» stock-in-
trade
O to build (up)/maintain/order/replenish/store stock

to control/get rid of/reduce/run down/sell (off)

stock

3 [C,u] a quantity of a particular raw material,

product, supply, etc. that is available to be used if

needed: The US had its lowest stock of oil in ten

years, o global stocks of cereals/fossil fuels o The
government is to sell offsurplus stocks of sugar.

O to build up/maintain/replenish/store stock to

control/reduce/run down/sell (off) stock

4 (Finance) [u] (especially AmE) all the shares a

company can make available; the value of those

shares: The value of the company's stock has risen by
80%. o He owns 32% of the stock, o He has 10 000
shares of the company's stock, o Thefamily holds

almost all the B-class common stock. Isyni capital
stock See note at increase, share
O to issue/have/hold/own stock

5 (Stock Exchange) [C, usually pi., U] a number of

shares in a company that one investor holds: an
investment portfolio with a mix of60% stocks and
40% bonds and cash o Investors should keep buying
stocks, o (AmE) to invest in stocks and bonds o She

sold her large block ofstock in the company.
See note at share
O to buy/have/hold/invest in/sell stocks



6 {Stock Exchange) [pi.] the shares of a particular

company, type of company or industry: blue-chip

stocks o Technology stocks are expected to gain at

tomorrow's open. See note at increase, share

O to buy/hold/invest in/sell stocks

7 {Finance) [u,c] {BrE) a type of bond with a fixed

rate of interest that a government sells in order to

borrow money: to buy government stock/stocks o
{BrE) to invest in stocks and shares -» government
SECURITY

O to buy/have/hold/invest in/sell (government) stock

rpn on the 'stocks in the process of being made,
built or prepared: The new model is on the stocks

and will go on sale in May. -» idiom at take verb

• verb [+ obj]

1 (about a shop/store, etc.) to keep a supply of a

particular type of goods to sell: Do you stock green

tea? o We stock a wide range ofcamping equipment.
2 {often be stocked (with sth)) to have a supply of

sth ready to be used: The shelves are fully stocked

with fresh produce, o a well-stocked bookstore

Gdaa .stock 'up (on/with sth) to buy a lot of sth

so that you can use it later: The weather has
encouraged consumers to stock up on T-shirts and
shorts.

• adjective [only before noun]
usually available for sale in a shop/store: stock sizes

Stockbroker /'stDkbrauka(r); AmE 'sta:kbroo-/

{also 'broker) noun [c]

{Stock Exchange) a person or an organization that

buys and sells shares for other people

Stockbrokerage /'sti>kbraukand3; AmE
'sta:kbrouk-/ noun
{Stock Exchange)

1 [C] an organization that buys and sells shares,

bonds, etc. for other people: He works for a
stockbrokerage.

2 [U] = STOCKBROKING

StOCkbroking /'stDkbraukirj; AmE 'sta:kbrou-/

{also 'stockbrokerage) noun [u]

{Stock Exchange) the activity of buying and selling

shares, bonds, etc. for other people as a business;
the business of a stockbroker: a stockbroking
business/firm o a stockbrokeragefirm

Stock .buyback = share buyback

531 stock-keeping

stock cer tificate = share certificate

'stock .company noun [c] {AmE)

a company owned by people who have shares in it

'stock con trol {also stock .management) noun
[u] {both especially BrE)

{Commerce; Production) the process of making sure

that a suitable quantity of goods, materials or parts

are stored and available at any time while keeping
the costs of doing this as low as possible; the

department in a company that is responsible for

this process: stock control software o She works in

stock control. Isyni inventory control
'stock con troller {also stock .manager) noun [C]

'stock count noun [c] {especially BrE)

{Accounting) an act of checking how many items a

shop/store or business has available for sale: The
stock count made at 10a.m. was 140 units.

ISYNI INVENTORY COUNT

stock .dividend = scrip dividend

Stock ex change noun [c, usually sing.] {often

Stock Exchange) a place where shares in companies
are bought and sold; all of the business activity

involved in doing this: The technologyfirm is to start

trading on the London Stock Exchange next month, o
The company is expected tofloat (= to sell its shares)

on the Australian Stock Exchange later this year, o
YTL is listed on the Malaysian Stock Exchange, o a

stock exchange listed company
-> SECURITIES MARKET
0 the stock exchange closes/opens the stock exchange

falls/rallies/rises a stock exchange collapse/crash/

slump

Stockholder /'stDkhaulda(r); AmE 'sta:khooldar/

= SHAREHOLDER

.stockholder 'equity {also .stockholders'

'equity) = shareholder equity

.stockholder of record = shareholder of
record

stockholders' equity = stockholder
equity

.stockholder value = shareholder value

Stockholding /'stDkhauldirj; AmE 'sta:khooldirj/

= shareholding

.stock in centive .plan = share incentive

PLAN

'stock,index = share index

.stock in 'hand noun [u] {BrE)

{Accounting; Commerce) the materials, parts,

finished products, etc. that a company holds ready

to be used: value of stock in hand at year end

ISYNI INVENTORY ON HAND

,stock-in- trade noun [u]

1 {Accounting) {also 'trading stock) the goods that a

business owns at a particular time, including raw
materials or parts, products being made and
finished products inventory
-> stock noun (2)

2 the normal work of a business: Convenience is

their stock-in-trade.

'stock .issue {also 'stock .offer) = share issue

Stockist /'stDkist; AmE 'sta:k-/ noun [C] {BrE)

a shop/store that regularly sells a particular type

(brand) of product: The new collection is available

from stockists throughout the county.

stock-,keeping noun [u]

{Commerce; Production) the activity of checking that

VOCABULARY building

Types of stocks

Newspapers often use the word stock [C] to mean
the shares of a particular company or industry

that are traded on the stock exchange. For

example, manufacturing stocks are the shares of

companies who manufacture goods. Other

examples include:

• oil stocks - companies that sell oil

• tech stocks - companies that sell computer
technology

• financial stocks - banks and companies that

provide financial advice

• insurance stocks - companies that sell insurance

• defence stocks - companies that sell weapons

Sometimes an adjective is used with stock to

describe the nature of a company's or industry's

shares as an investment:

• defensive stocks - companies that are safe

investments, even if economic conditions are

bad {compare defence stocks)

• blue-chip stocks- well-managed companies
that are a safe investment

• growth stocks - companies that quickly increase

in value

• volatile stocks - companies that quickly increase

and decrease in value
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a shop/store or business has the right amount of

goods available to sell

StOCkllSt /'stDkhst; AmE 'sta:k-/ noun [c] {BrE)

{Commerce) a list published by a company of the

products that it has available for sale to the public,

and their prices

stock .management, stock .manager
= STOCK CONTROL

stock .market {also 'market) noun [c] {usually

the stock market) the business of buying and
selling shares in companies and the place where
this happens; a stock exchange: The company was
floated on the stock market {= its shares were sold

to the public) in 2004. o to invest in the stock market
o It is the only company of its type to be listed on the

stock market, o Pension funds have been hit hard by

falling stock markets, o US investors suffered big

losses in the stock market slump.

O the stock market closes/opens the stock market

falls/rallies/rises a stock market collapse/crash/

slump

'stock .offer = share offer

'stock .option = share option

'stock-out {AmE spelling stockout) noun [c]

{Commerce) a situation in which a company or shop/

store has no more examples of a particular item
available: We have been experiencingfrequent stock-

outs in our distribution network, o We keep safety

stock as a buffer against stock-outs.

O to avoid/minimize/reduce (the number of)/

prevent/protect against stock-outs

stock .picking noun [u]

{Stock Exchange) the activity of choosing which
shares to buy, sell or hold

Stockpile /'stnkpail; AmE 'sta:k-/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

a large supply of sth, especially sth that is kept to

be used in the future if necessary: a stockpile of rice

and wheat o an emergency oil stockpile o stockpiles of
unsold goods

• verb [+ obj]

to collect and keep a large supply of sth: Companies
are stockpiling goods in case of a strike by dock
workers.

'stock price - share price

'stock right {also right) noun [c, usually pi.]

{Finance) a right that is offered to existing

shareholders to buy more shares at a particular

price by a particular date -» rights issue, stock
WARRANT

Stockroom /'stDkru:m; -rum; AmE 'sta:k-/ noun [C]

a room for storing things in a shop/store, an
office, etc.

'Stock split (o/so split) noun [C] {AmE)

{Finance) an occasion when a company divides its

share capital into more shares in order to lower
the price of each share. People who already have
shares are given a number of new ones according

to how many they already hold. [synI share split

Stocktaking /'stDkteikirj; AmE 'sta:k-/ noun [U]

{especially BrE)

{Accounting) the process of making a list of all the

goods or materials that a company, shop/ store, etc.

has stored and available for use or sale; the time

when this is done: The warehouse is closedfor

stocktaking, o We do the end-of-year stocktaking in

March. -> inventory
stocktake noun [C] stocktaker noun [C]

'stock .ticker noun [c]

{Stock Exchange) an electronic display that shows the

current price of shares

.stock 'turnover (0/50 .stock 'turn) noun [c.u]

{also .stock "turnover .ratio [c]) {all BrE)

{Accounting) the relationship between the value of

goods that a business sells in a particular period,

usually 12 months, and the average value of the

goods it has available to sell: We are aiming to

increase our stock turnover three times, o If this

product doesfewer than 12 stock turns a year, it is

overstocked, [synj inventory turnover

stock valu ation noun [u,c]

{Accounting)

1 the process of calculating the value of all the

goods, finished or not finished, and materials that

a company, shop/store, etc. has stored and
available for use or sale at the end of a particular
period; the value that is calculated IsynI inventory
VALUATION
2 the activity or process of calculating how much
shares in a company are worth

Stop /stop; AmE sta:p/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj] (-pp-)

1 to prevent money from being paid: We paidfor
the goods but stopped the cheque (= told the bank
not to pay it) when they didn't arrive.

2 if you stop an account, you do not supply goods
or services to a particular customer, usually

because they have not paid for the goods and
services they have received

QIQQ .stop 'by; .stop 'by sth to make a short visit

somewhere: Hundreds ofpeople stop by the store for

a browse at lunchtime. .stop 'off to make a short

visit to a place while going somewhere else: /

stopped off at the bank on my way home, .stop 'over

to stay somewhere for a short time during a long
journey: We stopped over in Paris on the way to Hong
Kong. -> stopover

• noun

see also: one-stop, tab stop

1 [c] an act of preventing money from being paid:

You can put a stop on the cheque if the goods don't

arrive.

2 [u,c] a situation when a business will no longer

supply a customer with goods or services, usually

because they have not paid for goods or services

they have received: We have putyour account on
stop.

stop- go adjective [usually before noun]

1 used to describe sth that does not continue

smoothly, but stops and starts: stop-go negotiations

2 {Economics) {BrE) used to describe the policy of

first restricting and then encouraging economic
activity and growth: the damaging stop-go economic
cycle

Stopover /'stDpauva(r); AmE 'stcupou-/ {AmE also

'layover) noun [c]

a short stay somewhere between two parts of a

journey: We had a two-day stopover in Fiji on the

way to Australia.

Stoppage /'stDpid3; 4m£ 'sta:p-/ noun [c]

{HR) a situation in which people stop working as

part of a protest or strike: The union has staged a

number of24-hour stoppages, o work stoppages

O to call/join/organize/stage a stoppage

.stoppage in 'transit (0/50 .stoppage in tran situ

/'traenzatu:; 'traensa-/) noun [U]

{Commerce) a situation in which a seller discovers

that a buyer is unable to pay for goods which have
already been sent out, and so stops them from
being delivered

stop-work .meeting noun [c]

{HR) in Australia and New Zealand, a type of strike



in which workers stop their work in order to attend

a meeting to discuss working conditions

* Storage /'sto:nd3/ noun [u]

see also: virtual storage

1 the process of keeping sth in a particular place

until it is needed; the space where things can be

kept: The goods are in storage, waiting to be shipped.

o We need to cut our storage costs, o Just-in-time

manufacturing reduces the needfor storage space, o
The oil terminal has a storage capacity of 5 million

barrels.

O long-term/short-term storage a storage depot/

facility a storage bin/box/container/tank/unit

2 (IT) the process of keeping information on a

computer; how it is kept: data storage o The hard
disk has a storage capacity of50 gigabytes, o 50
megabytes of storage space

0 computer/data/document/information storage

storage devices/hardware/media/software/units

Store /sto:(r)/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: chain store, consignment ~,

convenience ~, corner ~, department ~,

destination ~, discount ~, etc.

1 [C] a large shop that sells many different types of

goods: a big department store

2 [c] (especially Am E) a shop, large or small: a retail

store o a new clothing store o Their online store offers

services that a physical store cannot, o Their latest

album is in the stores (= available to buy) now. o
The latest version of the program will hit stores

(= become available to buy) this week.

3 stores [pi.] goods of a particular kind or for a

particular purpose: fuel/medical stores

4 [c] (often stores [pi.]) a place where goods of a

particular kind are kept: afrozenfood store

-» WAREHOUSE
5 [c] a quantity or supply of sth that is available to

use: a store of information
-» idiom at shop noun

• verb [+ obj]

1 to put sth somewhere and keep it there to use
later: The goods are stored in warehouses until a
buyer isfound, o The stand was dismantled (= taken
apart) and stored away until the next conference.

2 (IT) to keep information or facts in a computer:
These portable drives store up to one gigabyte of data.

,Store-and-'forward adjective [only before noun]

(IT) using or relating to an electronic system in

533 storyboard

which messages are collected in one place and then
sent to another place

'store audit (also retail .audit, retail store

.audit) noun [c]

(Marketing) the process of calculating how many of

a particular product have been sold in different

shops/stores

'store brand {also 'store .label) noun [c]

(both AmE)
(Commerce; Marketing) a product that a shop/store

sells with its own name on: lower-priced store

brands o store-brand soft drinks IsVnI house brand,
OWN BRAND (BrE)

'store card noun [c]

a plastic card that you can use to buy things in one
particular shop/store and pay for them later

store de tective noun [c]

a person employed by a large shop/store to watch
customers and make sure they do not steal goods

storefront /'stoifrAnt; AmE 'sto:rf-/ noun [c] (AmE)

1 the front of a shop/store, that people can see

from the street

2 a room at the front of a shop/store: They run
their businessfrom a small storefront, o a storefront

office

3 (E-commerce) (also ,web 'storefront) a website

that a company uses to sell goods or services:

Welcome to our online storefront.

-> SHOPFRONT

storekeeper /'sto:ki:pa(r); AmE 'stoirk-/

= SHOPKEEPER, STOREMAN

'store .label = store brand

Storeman /'sto:man; AmE 'stair-/ noun [c] (plural

storemen /-men/) (BrE) (also 'storekeeper, AmE, BrE)

a person in charge of the goods or materials stored

in a shop/store, factory, etc.

Storeroom /'sto:ru:m; -rum/ noun [c]

a room used for storing things

'store .traffic noun [u]

(Marketing) the number of people who visit a shop/

store: Lower prices have helped to increase store

traffic.

Storyboard /'sto:ribo:d; AmE -bo:rd/ noun [C]

(Marketing) a series of drawings or pictures that

store

point-of-sale

(POS) display,

window display
poster

spinner
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show the outline of the story of a television

advertisement, a film/movie, etc.

straight- line method noun [sing ]

{Accounting) a way of reducing the value of

(depreciating) an asset in a company's financial

records in which the value of the asset is reduced
by the same amount each year. This amount is the

difference between the original value of the asset

and the final (residual) value, divided by a

particular number of years. -» double-declining
BALANCE METHOD, REDUCING BALANCE METHOD,
SUM OF THE DIGITS METHOD
—Picture at depreciation

.straight rebuy noun [c]

{Marketing) when a person or a business orders

exactly the same product again from the same
supplier

Stranglehold /'straenglhauld; AmE -hould/ noun
[sing.]

complete control over sth that makes it impossible

to develop in a normal way: The company has a

complete stranglehold on the market.

Strapline /'straeplam/ = slogan

Strapped /straept/ adjective {informal)

having little or not enough money: afinancially
strapped airline o Price competition has left many
companies strappedfor cash. cash-strapped

'strata .title noun [c]

{Law; Property) in Australia and some other

countries, the legal right to own a part of a

building, one of a group of homes, etc. and to use
the shared areas

Strategic /stra'ti:d3ik/ {also strategical

/stra'ti:d3ikl/ less frequent) adjective [usually before

noun]

related to a business's efforts to gain an advantage
or achieve a particular purpose: strategic goals/

objectives o The companyfaces key strategic

challenges, o The merger was a sound strategic move,

o By keeping the project secret they gained a strategic

advantage. strategically /stra'ti:d3ikli/ adverb: a

strategically important acquisition o Theirfactories

are strategically located near ports.

stra tegical liance noun [c]

an arrangement in which companies work together

in order to gain an advantage or achieve a

particular purpose

stra tegic a nalysis noun [u,c]

the process of examining the current situation of a

company, its markets, the economy, etc. and of

predicting future changes in order to develop a

plan which will allow the company to gain as much
advantage as possible

stra tegic 'business .unit noun [c] {abbr SBU)

a part of a business, for example a particular range
of products or a division, that has its own
customers and competitors and is allowed to

operate more independently and develop business

plans

stra tegic 'fit noun [sing.]

the extent to which an action that a company may
take would help it achieve its aims: We did a

thorough strategic fit assessment before going ahead
with the merger.

stra tegic 'human re source
.management noun [u] {abbr shrm)
{HR) the process of a company organizing and using

its employees in the way that best helps the

company to achieve its aims

stra tegic industry noun [c]

an industry that is considered to be extremely
important to the economy or the defence of a

country or region: The government is likely to raise

tariff levels to protect strategic industries such as

electronics.

stra tegic in flection point noun [c] {abbr

SIP)

a time in the life of a business when it faces great

changes, for example in technology or competition,

and must change in order to continue to be
successful

strategic infor mation .system noun [c]

{abbr SIS)

a computer system used in an organization to help
it plan how to achieve a particular purpose or gain

an advantage

stra tegic management noun [u]

the process of predicting the opportunities,

difficulties, etc. that a company will have in the

future and planning how the company can gain as

much advantage as possible

stra tegic marketing noun [u]

the process of a company planning where and how
to sell its products most effectively

stra tegic partner noun [c]

another company that a business works with in

order to gain an advantage or achieve a particular

aim strategic partnering noun [u]

stra tegic planning noun [u]

the activity of analysing the progress of a company
or an organization and deciding what it must do in

order to be successful in the future: We use strategic

planning to set long-term goals and short-term

agendas, o the director of strategic planning

stra tegic value noun [u]

the benefits that a business would bring to another
company if that company bought it: They acquired

their smaller competitorfor the strategic value of
increased market share.

Strategist /'straetad3ist/ noun [C]

1 a person whose job involves developing a plan

which will allow the company to gain as much
advantage as possible: She's a market strategist at

Morgan Stanley.

2 a person who is good at analysing a situation

and making plans: He is known as a great strategist.

Strategy /'straetad3i/ noun [C,U] {plural

strategies)

see also: business strategy, competitive ~,

competitor ~, corporate ~, extension ~, operating ~,

Porter's generic strategies, etc.

a plan that is intended to achieve a particular

purpose; the process of planning sth: We need to

develop a global marketing strategy, o basic pricing

strategies o He outlined his strategyfor taking the

business forward, o a change/shift in strategy

O to build/develop/devise/formulate/plan a strategy

to follow/implement/pursue a strategy a clear/

coherent/good/successful/viable/winning strategy

a basic/broad/core/general/an overall strategy * a

long-term/medium-term/short-term strategy a

strategy consultant/director/group/team/unit

.stratified sampling noun [u]

{Marketing) a method of research in which people

from different groups of the population are used in

tests to find information about the whole
population -» random sampling at random
sample .stratified sample noun [c]

Streak /stri:k/ noun [C]

a series of successes or failures: The company has

been on a winning streak recently, o Wall Street



yesterday extended its losing streak to six days, o the

Dow's eight-week streak ofgains

Stream /stri:m/ noun [C]

a continuous flow of sth: a steady stream of orders

n»T?n be, come, go on 'stream; bring sth on
'stream to be in operation or available; to make sth

be in operation or available: The new plant is

scheduled to come on stream in May of next year.

-» INCOME STREAM

Streamline /'strkmlam/ verb [+ obj]

1 to make a system, an organization, etc. work
better, especially in a way that saves money: We
need to streamline the production process, o A plan

was developed to streamline operations by cutting

staffand upgrading technology.

2 {often streamlined, used as an adjective) to give

sth a smooth even shape so that it can move quickly

and easily through air or water: The latest model
has a smoother, more streamlined design.

'streamlining noun [C,u]: The airline needs to

undergo a major streamlining.

.stream of 'revenue = revenue stream

'street price noun [C] {especially Am E)

the price at which a product is sold in shops/stores:

The radio goes on sale next month with an estimated

street price of about $100. o Gasoline street prices

have jumped, [syn] high-street price, retail

price

* strength /streije/ noun

see also: industrial-strength

1 [u] how strong a country's currency is in relation

to other countries' currencies: the continuing

strength of the dollar against the yen o The strength

of the currency is damaging exports.

2 [u] the power and influence that sb/sth has: The

new base will boost the airline's strength in Europe, o
to negotiatefrom a position ofstrength o We will

focus on building brand strength.

3 [C] a quality or an ability that a person or thing

has that gives them an advantage: One of her main
strengths is her ability to cope with pressure, o The
plan has both strengths and weaknesses.
4 [u] the ability that sth has to resist force or hold

heavy weights without breaking or being damaged

:

Carbon fibre offers a superior strength to weight
ratio.

5 [u] the number of people in a group, a team or

an organization: The strength of the workforce is

about to be doubledfrom 3 000 to 6 000. o The board
is now up to full strength (= with all the members
it needs).
EE] go from .strength to strength to become
more and more successful on the strength of sth

because sb has been influenced or persuaded by
sth: I got the job on the strength ofyour
recommendation. -» idiom at play verb

* Strengthen /'strerj0n/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to become stronger; to make sth/sb stronger: This

week the yen has strengthened against the dollar, o
plans to strengthen the euro o Their position in the

market has strengthened in recent months, o The fall

in unemployment is a sign of a strengthening

economy. See note at currency

Stress /stres/ noun, verb

* noun

see also: job stress

1 [u,c] pressure or worry caused by the problems
in sb's life or work: The course teaches you to handle
workplace stress, o She never escapes the stresses of
the CEO post completely, o Can you make decisions

under stress? o Increasing work pressure on staff is

leading to rising stress levels, o the stresses and
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strains of runningyour own firm o stress-related

illnesses o stress management (= dealing with stress)

O to be under/experience/suffer (fromj/have stress •

executive/workplace stress to cause/increase

stress to avoid/reduce/relieve/remove stress * to

cope with/deal with/handle/manage stress

2 [u,c] pressure that is put on sth that can harm it

or cause problems: Funding problems were placing

stress on the project, o We cannot afford further

stresses to our balance sheet.

O to place/put stress on sth to be under/put sth

under stress economic/financial/market stress

3 [U] special importance given to sth: We need to

place more stress on attractive design.

0 to lay/place stress on sth

• verb [+ obj]

to emphasize a fact, an idea, etc: She stressed the

importance of meeting the deadline, o J must stress

that everything I've told you is in strict confidence.

Stressed /strest/ adjective

1 {also .stressed 'out) [not before noun] too worried

and tired to be able to relax: If I get too stressed out I

take a day's leave.

2 that has a lot of pressure on it: stressed market
conditions ofinancially stressed companies

Stressful /'stresfl/ adjective

causing a lot of anxiety and worry: I've had a very

stressful week. -» high-pressure
0 a stressful job/lifestyle/situation/time

'stress .puppy noun [C] {AmE) {informal)

a person who enjoys stress but complains about it

all the time: 7 seem to be getting along better with the

stress puppies now—they are a lotfriendlier than

people in my last job.

Stretch /stretj"/ verb, noun

• verb

1 [no obj] {used in negative sentences and questions

about an amount of money) to be enough to buy or

pay for sth: Our budget won't stretch to a new server.

2 [+ obj] to make money last longer or buy more
than planned: tipsfor stretchingyour training

budgetfurther o The sale of the entertainment

division would clear the company's stretched balance

sheet.

3 [+ obj] to make use of all your money, supplies,

time, etc. so that there is little or nothing left: 77m
sudden rush of orders has stretched us to the limit, o

We can't take on any more work—we'refully
stretched as it is.

4 [+ obj] to make use of all sb's skill, intelligence,

etc: I enjoy myjob because it stretches me.

5 {Marketing) [+ obj] if a company stretches a

brand, they use a successful brand name to sell

new types of products or services: stretching the

brand with new products and markets -> brand
stretching
-» idiom at rule noun

• noun
EE! at full 'stretch using as much energy as

possible, or the greatest possible amount of

supplies: We have been working atfull stretch.

.strict lia bility noun [u]

{Law) a situation where a person or company is

responsible for the harm or injury that their

actions, products, etc. cause, even though they did

not intend to cause the harm or had tried to act

carefully

Strife /straif/ noun [u]

(used especially in newspapers) angry

disagreement between two groups of people: 77ie

industry has been hit by industrial strife {= strikes)

in recent years.
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-A- Strike /straik/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: all-out strike, general ~, lightning ~,

official ~, sympathetic ~, sympathy ~, unofficial ~

{HR) a period of time when an organized group of

employees of a company stops working because of

a disagreement over pay or conditions: the oil

workers' strike o a 48-hour strike by production
workers o Half the workers have gone on strike in

protest against the pay cuts, o {BrE) The workforce

threatened to come out on strike, o Catering staff in

the company voted to take strike action, o The

union called a strike ballot (= a vote for or against

a strike) of staff.

O to call (for)/have/hold a strike • to be (out)/go on
strike to call sb out on strike

• verb

1 {HR) [no obj] to refuse to work, as a protest: The
union has voted to strikefor a pay increase of 6%. o
Striking workers picketed thefactory.

2 [+ obj] to make an agreement with sb: The budget

airline has struck a $400 million deal to buy its low-

cost rival.

O to strike an agreement/a bargain/contract/deal
n»T7l strike a balance (between A and B) to

manage to find a way of being fair to two opposing
things: You need to strike a balance between your
work andyour personal life, strike/sound a
cautious, optimistic, etc. 'note/'tone; strike/

sound a note of caution, 'optimism, etc. to

express feelings or opinions of a particular kind:

The report struck a cautious note about prospectsfor
the comingyear. strike 'gold to find or do sth that

brings you a lot of success or money: They struck

gold with fat-free ice cream. -> idiom at hard adj.

UJUkJ .strike sb/sth 'off to remove sb/sth's name
from sth, such as the list of members of a

professional group: Harries was struck off as a
directorfor ten years after receiving illegal payments.

.strike 'out 1 to start being independent: She

decided to strike out on her own andform her own
company. 2 {AmE) to fail: The company struck out
the first time it tried to manufacture personal

computers.

strike-bound adjective

that cannot function or move because of strikes:

strike-bound airports/passengers

strike- breaker {AmE spelling strikebreaker)
noun [c]

{HR) a person who continues working or is

employed to work while others are on strike, and
therefore makes the strike less successful: They
blamed the accidents on unqualified strike-breakers.

strike- breaking {AmE spelling strikebreaking)
noun [u]

'strike pay noun [u]

{HR) money that a union pays to its members when

they are on strike and not being paid by their

company

'strike price = exercise price

Striker /'straika(r)/ noun [C]

{HR) a person who takes part in a strike: The strikers

plan to return to work on Thursday.

'striking price = exercise price

Stringent /'strmd3ant/ adjective

1 (about a law, rule, etc.) very strict and that must
be obeyed: stringent air-quality regulations o
Licences are only granted under the most stringent

conditions.

2 (about financial conditions) difficult and very
strictly controlled because there is not much
money: stringent cost controls o the government's
stringent economic policies

stringency /'strmd38nsi/ noun [u]: a period of
financial stringency stringently /'strmd3antli/

adverb: The rules are stringently enforced.

Strip /strip/ verb, noun
• verb obj] (-pp-)

1 strip sth from sb/sth
|

strip sb/sth of sth to

remove sth from sth/sb: They werefound guilty of
stripping millions of dollars of assetsfrom the

company, o Three of the company's directors were
stripped of their posts after the scandal.

-> ASSET-STRIPPING
2 {Finance) to remove the right to interest

payments from a bond so that they can be sold

separately from the bond: A 10-year bond paying
interest every 6 months could be stripped into 21

stripped bonds—one for each interest period plus the

principal.

339 .strip sth a'way to remove anything that is

not necessary: They are looking at ways ofstripping

away unnecessary regulation in the pensions

industry, .strip down; .strip sth 'down to remove
parts from sth in order to make it smaller, simpler,

etc: Many companies are stripping down to the

essentials, o We have stripped down the sales process

to help cut costs, .strip sth 'down to separate a

machine, etc. into parts so that they can be cleaned
or repaired: The used computers are stripped down,
cleaned, reassembled and sold, .strip sth 'out (of

sth) 1 to remove or not include sth: When South
America is stripped out of the overall total the sales

figures are in fact quite good. 2 {BrE) to take parts

out of a machine so that they can be cleaned or

repaired

• noun [C]

see also: magnetic strip

1 {AmE) a street that has many shops/stores,

restaurants, etc. along it: Sunset Strip

2 {Finance) the right to interest payments on a
bond (the coupon) that is sold as a separate

investment

'strip mall noun [C] {AmE)

a set of shops/ stores, restaurants, etc. that are built

together along a main road: With a loan of$5000
she opened one small retail women's clothing store in

a strip mall in Chicago.

• Strong /strDrj; AmE stro:rj/ adjective (stronger

/-ga(r)/ strongest /-gist/)

1 (about a business or an industry) in a safe

financial position: Their catering business remained
strong despite the recession, o a strong balance sheet

o one of the strongest banks in Europe
2 (about prices, an economy, etc.) having a value

that is high or increasing: The euro is getting

stronger against the dollar, o a stronger demandfor
powerful laptops o strong growth in profits o strong

share prices o The carmaker posted stronger-than-

expected results.

VOCABULARY BUILDING

Industrial disputes

• No cars have been produced since the strike

started.

• Management ordered a lockout, keeping

thousands of workers from their jobs.

• The walkout by civil servants forced a number of
government offices to close.

• Workers staged a go-slovs/slowdown to protest

against the introduction of new technology.

• The work-to-rule has included a refusal to work
overtime.



3 firmly established; difficult to defeat or destroy:

Building a strong brand brings many benefits, o We
arefacing very strong competition in our market, o
The College has strong ties with business and
industry.

4 likely to succeed or happen: There is a strong

possibility that many businesses in the area will

cease trading in the next 18 months, o You're in a
strong position to negotiate.

5 having a lot of power or influence: strong

management
6 good at sth: Giving presentations is not my strong

point (= I am not very good at it).

7 used after numbers to show the size of a group:

The sales force will be 4 000 strong, o our

2 500-strong workforce

8 not easily broken or damaged; made well: a

strong cable/glue

[oppI weak
'strongly adverb: The business was performing

strongly, o Costs had risen more strongly than

expected, o The survey suggested happiness may be

strongly linked to income.

be 'strong on sth 1 to be good at sth: The

new PCs will be strong on graphics. 2 to have a lot of

sth: The report was strong on criticism, but short on
practical suggestions, be sb's, 'strong suit to be a

subject that sb knows a lot about and does well:

Customer service is not their strong suit.

Strongbox /'strmjbDks; AmE 'stro:rjba:ks/

noun [C]

a strong, usually metal, box for keeping valuable

things in

Strongroom /'strDrjru:m; -rum; AmE 'stro:rj-/

noun [C]

a room, for example in a bank, with thick walls and
a strong solid door, where valuable items are kept

Structural /'strAktJorol/ adjective [usually before

noun]

connected with the way in which sth is built or

organized: The building had several structural

defects, o There have been structural changes in the

industry. structurally /'strAktJarali/ adverb: The

building wasfound to be structurally unsound.

structural a'nalysis noun [u.c]

{Technical) a careful examination of sth to see how
its parts function together: structural analysis of a

company/a chemical/d building o structural analysis

software for engineering departments

.structural deficit noun [c]

{Economics) the difference by which the amount of

money a government would spend in average
economic conditions is greater than the money it

would receive -> structural surplus

.structural engi neering noun [u]

the activity of applying scientific knowledge to the

design and construction of buildings, bridges and
other structures .structural engi'neer noun [C]

.structural in flation noun [u]

{Economics) the rate at which the prices of goods
and services in a particular country naturally rise

because of the government's monetary policy (=
its policy on controlling the supply of money and
credit)

.structural 'surplus noun [c]

{Economics) the difference by which the amount of
money a government would spend in average
economic conditions is less than the money it

would receive -» structural deficit

.structural unemployment noun [c]

{Economics) a reduction in the amount of paid work
available as a result of a fall in demand for a
product, changes in technology, etc. and not
because of the temporary effects of the time of

537 study

year, particular events, etc. -> frictional
UNEMPLOYMENT, SEASONAL UNEMPLOYMENT

• Structure /'strAktra(r)/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: capital structure, career ~, corporate ~,

cost ~, financial ~

1 [U,C] the way in which the parts of sth are

connected together, arranged or organized; a

particular arrangement of parts: changes in the

structure of the company o the airline's newfare
structure o The management plan to create a more
flexible pay structure.

2 [U,C] the state of being well organized or

planned with all the parts linked together; a careful

plan: His presentation lacked structure.

3 [C] a thing that is made of several parts,

especially a building: brick/wood/steel structures

• verb [+ obj] {usually be structured)

to arrange or organize sth into a system or pattern:

The conference was structured around three key

issues, o We have a highly structured recruitment

process.

Struggle /'strAgl/ verb, noun
• verb [no obj]

1 to have a lot of difficulties or problems while

trying to achieve sth: The manufacturing sector is

struggling, o The new CEO has the task of turning

around the struggling company.
2 to fight against sb/sth in order to prevent a bad
situation or result: The industry is struggling with
weak demand.
3 to compete with sb, especially in order to get sth:

The two products are strugglingfor market share in

the desktop publishing sector.

333 .struggle a'long/'on to continue in spite of

problems: The business struggled alongfor some time

before being shut down.
• noun
1 [c] a hard fight in which people try to obtain or

achieve sth, especially sth that sb else does not

want them to have: the struggle between start-ups

and established companies oHeis engaged in a bitter

struggle with his rival to get control of the company.

2 [C] a fight to stop sth bad from happening: the

struggle against corruption

3 [sing ] something that is difficult for sb to do or

achieve: It is a struggle to cope with such a heavy

workload.

Stub /stAb/ noun [C]

see also: pay stub

the part of a cheque, ticket, etc. that you keep as a

record when you give the other part to sb: She saves

all her bank statements and cheque stubs.

[SYNl COUNTERFOIL
0 to complete/detach/tear off/fill in/keep/retain the

stub

Study /'stAdi/ noun, verb

• noun {plural studies)

see also: case study, feasibility ~, time-and-

motion ~, tracking ~, work ~

1 [u] the activity of learning: Economics is the

study ofhow we use limited resources to provide

people with what they need and want.

2 [c] a piece of research: We are conducting a study

of how people use our products, o a market study

produced by a well-known firm of market researchers

O to carry out/conduct/do/make/undertake a study

3 studies [pi ] a particular person's learning

activities: J workedfor a year before continuing my
studies.

O to complete/continue/pursue your studies
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4 studies [u with sing./pl. verb] used in the names of

some academic subjects: J did Business Studies at

university.

0 to do/major in/specialize in... studies

5 [u] the act of considering or examining sth in

detail: The proposal deserves careful study.

• verb (studies, studying, studied, studied)

1 [+ obj or no obj] to spend time learning about a

subject: I've been studying English forfifteen years/

since I was twelve, o I studied economics at Barcelona

University, o studyingfor a business qualification

2 [+ obj] to examine sth carefully in order to

understand it or find out sth: We will study the

proposals carefully before making a decision, o The
group are studying how men and women use

different negotiation techniques.

Stump /stAmp/ verb

339 ,stump up (for sth); stump up sth (for

sth) (BrE) {informal) (used especially in newspapers)
to pay money for sth: Investors could be asked to

stump up as much as $1 billion.

Style /stail/ noun
1 [C,u] the particular way in which sth is done: The
two men have a very different style ofdoing business.

o She has an informal management style, o
differences in style

6 a style of leadership/learning/management/work/
working

2 [C] a particular design of sth, especially clothes:

Our sunglasses are designed in a wide variety of
styles.

Stylus /'stailas/ {plural styluses or sty I i /'stailai/)

{also 'stylus pen) noun [c]

{IT} a device like a pen that you can use to write text

or draw an image on a special computer screen

Styrofoam™ /'stairafaum; AmE -foam/
= POLYSTYRENE

subagent /'sAbeid3ant/ noun [c]

a person or company who is paid to work for or

represent an agent subagency /'SAbeid3ansi/

noun [c] (p/ivra/subagencies)

subcommittee /'sAbkamiti/ noun [c]

a group of people who are chosen to do a particular

part of the work of a committee

subcomponent /'SAbkampaunant; AmE -poun-/

noun [C]

a part of one of the parts of sth

subcontract verb, noun
• verb /.sAbkan'traektMmE.SAb'kamtraekt/ [+ obj]

to pay a person or company to do some of the work
that you have been given a contract to do: We
subcontracted the work to a small engineeringfirm.
0 We subcontracted a small engineeringfirm to do
the work. subcontracting /.SAbkan'traektirj; AmE
,SAb'ka:ntraektm/ noun [u]: $160 million worth of
subcontracting business

• noun /.SAb'kDntraekt; AmE -'ka:n-/ [C]

a contract to do part of the work that has been
given to another person or company: More than
£2 billion in subcontracts has been awarded to small

businesses.

Subcontractor /,SAbkan'tra3kta(r); AmE
SAb'kaintraek-/ noun [c]

a person or company that does part of the work
given to another person or company: We work
mainly as a subcontractor, supplying larger

companies with machine parts.

subdivision noun
1 /,SAbdi'vi3n/ [U] the act of dividing a part of sth

into smaller parts: the subdivision of tasks

2 /'SAbdivi3n/ [C] one of the smaller parts into

which a part of sth has been divided: Supply chain
management hasfour main subdivisions—logistics,
purchasing, manufacturing and distribution.

3 {Property) /'SAbdivi^n/ [C] {AmE) an area of land
that has been divided up for building houses on

subject /'sAbd3ekt; -d3ikt/ adjective subject to sth

1 depending on sth in order to be completed or
agreed: The deal is subject to approval by
shareholders.

2 likely to be affected by sth, especially sth bad: All

flights today are subject to delay. oAll prices quoted
here are subject to change.

3 under the authority of sth: As the company
operates in Europe, it is subject to EU laws.

subject line noun [c]

the words in the space at the top of an email that

describe what the email is about: Please putyour
reference number in the subject line.

sub judice /,SAb 'd3u:dasi; -sei; -kei/ adjective

[not usually before noun]

{Law) if a legal case is sub judice, it is still being
discussed in a court and it is therefore illegal for

anyone to talk about it in newspapers, on the

television, etc. tZHCO Sub judice is a Latin phrase.

sublease /'SAbliis/ {also 'sublet) noun [c]

{Property)

1 an agreement in which sb rents all or part of a

property from sb who rents it from the owner: good
deals on sublease space

2 an agreement in which sb who rents property
from the owner rents all or part of it to sb else

.sublease /,sAb'li:s/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

= sublet verb

sublet /.SAb'let/ verb [+ obj or no obj] (subletting,

sublet, sublet) {also sub lease)

{Property)

1 to rent to sb else all or part of a property that

you rent from the owner: They rented landfrom the

government and sublet it to a hotel for car parking.

2 to rent all or part of a property from sb that rents

it from the owner: They sublet office space at the

airportfrom a major airline.

'sublet /'sAblet/ noun [C] = sublease noun

subliminal /.sAb'hmml/ adjective

affecting your mind even though you are not aware
of it: subliminal advertising (= that contains sounds
or pictures you are not aware of)

submit /sab'mit/ verb (-tt-)

1 [+ obj] to give a document, proposal, etc. to sb in

authority so that they can study or consider it:

Completed projects must be submitted by 10 March.

O to submit an application/a plan/proposal/report

to submit a bid/claim/an offer/a request

2 [+ obj or no obj] to accept the authority or control

of sb/sth; to agree to sth because of this: The two
sides have agreed to submit the dispute to

arbitration.

3 {Law orformal) [+ obj] to say or suggest sth

submission /sab'mijn/ noun [u,c]: When is the

final datefor the submission ofproposals?

suboptimal /.SAb'nptimal; AmE -'a:p-/ adjective

of less than the highest standard or quality: There

was a suboptimal performance of all the test shoes on
wet surfaces.

suboptimization , -isation
/.SAbDptimai'zeiJn; AmE -a:ptima'z-/ noun [u]

a situation where individual parts of a business

consider only the aims and benefits of their own
departments, without considering other

departments or the business as a whole



• subordinate adjective, noun, verb

• adjective /sa'bo:dmat; AmE -'boird-/

1 having less power or authority than sb else in a

group or an organization: The Project Manager is

subordinate to the Product Manager.

2 less important than sth else: All other issues are

subordinate to this one.

• noun /sa'ba:dmat; AmE -'bo:rd-/ [C]

a person who has a position with less authority and
power than sb else in an organization: the

relationship between subordinates and superiors

• verb /sa'ba:dmeit; AmE -'ba:rd-/ [+ obj]

to treat sth/sb as less important than sth/sb else:

Safety considerations were subordinated to

commercial interests.

subordinated /sa'bo:dmeitid; AmE -'boird-/

adjective [usually before noun]

[Finance) used to describe a debt that will only be

paid after all other debts have been paid if the

borrower has financial problems [synj junior
0 subordinated bonds/debentures/debt/notes

subpar /,sAb'pa:(r)/ adjective

below an average or expected level: subpar profit

reports/performance

subpoena /,sa'pi:na/ nounnverb
{Law)

• noun [C]

a written order for sb to attend a court as a

witness to give evidence or for documents to be
brought as evidence: He was served with a

subpoena.
• verb [+ obj]

to order sb to attend a court and give evidence as a

witness; to order documents to be brought to

court as evidence: The court has subpoenaed records

from the company.

Subrogation /.sAbra'geiJh/ noun [u]

[Insurance) the right of an insurance company to

claim back money it has paid out to sb from the

person, company, etc. who caused the loss, damage
or injury: Relying on the subrogation clause in the

policy, the insurer sued the negligent driver.

• subscribe /sab'skraib/ verb [no obj]

1 [Stock Exchange) to apply or agree to buy shares in

a company: Investors can register to subscribe to the

share offerfrom today, o subscribingfor shares
-> OVERSUBSCRIBED
2 [Commerce) to ask to receive, or to pay to receive,

a service, regular copies of a magazine, etc: Which
journals do you subscribe to? o Haifa million people

subscribe to their cable TV service, o Subscribe to our
free email newsletter. -» unsubscribe

subscribed /sab'skraibd/ adjective

[Stock Exchange) used to describe how many new
shares in a company have been applied for or
bought: The issue has now been fully subscribed.

-» OVERSUBSCRIBED

sub scribed 'capital = issued capital

• subscriber /sab'skraiba(r)/ noun [C]

1 [Commerce) a person who asks to receive, or who
pays to receive, a service, regular copies of a
magazine, etc: subscribers to Newsweek/broadband
services o The digital channel has expanded its

subscriber base to 2 million, o the average revenue
per subscriber

2 [Law) a person who signs the memorandum of
association for a new company and who joins

with other members of the company in paying for a

particular number of shares, appointing the first

directors, etc.

• subscription /sab'sknpjn/ noun [c.u]

1 an amount of money that you pay to receive a

service, regular copies of a magazine, etc.; the act

of paying this money: to take out a subscription to a

539 substitute goods

trade magazine o an annual subscription of£500 o
Copies are available by subscription, o a

subscription-based service

O to buy/pay/take out a subscription to cancel/

renew a subscription to charge a subscription a

subscription charge/fee/price/rate

2 [Stock Exchange) the act of applying for or

agreeing to buy shares in a company: Investors

rescued the company by providing €23 millionfrom
a subscription for shares, o The subscription listfor
the shares opens on Tuesday.

0 the subscription list/price/period subscription

rights

• subsidiary /sab'sidiari; AmE -dieri/ adjective,

noun
• adjective

1 (about a company) owned or controlled by
another company: The company is selling off its

subsidiary businesses.

2 connected with sth but less important than it:

Apartfrom publishing, the company has several

interesting subsidiary activities.

• noun [c] [plural subsidiaries)

a company that is owned or controlled by another
company: Exis Power, a 58%-owned subsidiary of
Exis Corp sales subsidiary See note at group

subsidize , -ise /'sAbsidaiz/ verb [+ obj]

to give money to sb or an organization to help pay
for sth; to give a subsidy: Their online service is

subsidized by advertising, o The company offered to

subsidize anyone who came to work by bus or bicycle.

subsidized , -ised /'sAbsidaizd/ adjective

(about a price, a cost, etc.) reduced by a subsidy,

usually from a government: heavily subsidized

importsfrom the EU o Government employees can

buy houses at a subsidized price.

subsidy /'sAbsadi/ noun [c.U] [plural subsidies)

see also: tax subsidy

money that is paid by a government or an
organization to reduce the costs of services or of

producing goods so that their prices can be kept

low: a subsidy on petrolfor transport companies o
public subsidy of aviation o agricultural/farm/export

subsidies -» subsidize

0 government/indirect/public/state subsidies to

get/qualify for/receive a subsidy to give/grant/

pay/provide a subsidy

subsistence /sab'sistans/ noun [U]

the state of having just enough money or food to

stay alive: They work a 12-hour dayfor a subsistence

wage (= enough money to buy only the basic things

you need).

sub sistence allowance noun [c]

[especially BrE)

1 a small amount of money for food and other

expenses that is paid to an employee who has to

travel somewhere for their work
2 a small amount of money paid to a new
employee from the money they will earn (an

advance) so that they can live until they receive

their first pay

.substance over form phrase

[Accounting) the important idea that a company's

financial records should show what has actually

happened, including what it actually owns or is

owed, not just the legal form of pieces of business

substitute goods noun [pi ]

[Economics) similar products or services for which

an increase (or fall) in demand for one, due to a

change in price, leads to a fall (or increase) in

demand for the other
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substi tution ef fect noun [sing ]

{Economics) the change in demand for a product or

service that happens when its price changes
relative to similar products or services -» income
EFFECT

subtotal /'sAbtautl; /\mf -toutl/ noun [c]

the total of a set of numbers which is then added to

other totals to give a final number: It is easy to

calculate subtotals using the spreadsheet.

subtract /sab'traekt/ verb [+ obj]

to take a number or an amount away from another
number or amount: To calculate overtime, subtract

40from the total hours worked. IoppI add
-> take (6)

subtraction /sab'traekjn/ noun [u,C]

suburb /'SAb3:b; AmE -b3:rb/ noun [c]

an area where people live that is outside the centre

of a city: The factory is in a northern suburb of Paris.

0 people who work in the city but live in the suburbs

succession /sak'sejn/ noun

see also: management succession

1 [C, usually sing ] a number of things or people
that follow each other in time or order; a series: A
succession of scandals have hit US companies
recently, o Interest rates have risen for the third

month in succession, o We lostfour key members of

staff in quick succession.

2 (HR) [u] the act of taking over an official position

or title; the right to take over an official position or

title: He became chairman in succession to Eric

Marshall.

suc cession planning noun [u]

(HR) the process of training and preparing
employees in a company or an organization so that

there will always be sb to replace a senior manager
who leaves or retires suc'cession plan noun [c]

:

The CEO left before they could put a succession plan

in place.

successor /sak'sese(r)/ noun [c]

a person or thing that comes after sb/sth else and
takes their/its place: Liam Cage is regarded as a
potential successor to Chris Green as chief executive.

SUCCUmb /sa'kAm/ verb [no obj]

to fail to resist sth: The companyfinally succumbed
to a takeover bid.

*sue /su:; BrEalso sju:/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to make a claim against sb in a court about sth that

they have said or done to harm you: The bank is

being suedfor $1 billion in damages by a group of
angry investors, o They threatened to sue if the work
was not completed.

suggestion scheme noun [c]

{HR) a system in which employees, customers, etc.

can give their ideas on how to improve aspects of a

business: You could earn yourselfsome money by
puttingforward your suggestions through our
employee suggestion scheme.

suit /suit; BrE also sjuit/ noun [C]

1 a set of clothes made of the same fabric,

including a jacket and trousers/pants or a skirt: a

business suit o a pinstripe suit

2 (informal) [usually pi ] a person with an important

job as a manager in a company or an organization,

especially one thought of as being mainly
concerned with financial matters or having a lot of

influence: We can leave the detailed negotiations to

the suits. -> creative noun
3 = LAWSUIT
-> idiom at strong

Suite /swi:t/ noun [C]

see also: C-suite

1 a set of rooms, especially in a hotel or an office

building: a hotel/private suite o a suite of rooms/
offices o questions being discussed in the company's
executive suites (=the offices of the top managers)
2 (IT) a set of related computer programs: a suite of
software development tools

suitor /'su:ta(r); BrE also 'sju:-/ noun [c]

a company that wants to buy another company:
They are under threatfrom a hostile suitor.

•sum /sAm/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: capital sum, lump sum

1 [c] an amount of money: a large sum ofmoney o .

They paid a nominal sum of I cent per share, o
policies for savers with small sums to invest o He was
paid a six-figure sum (= over 100 000 dollars,

euros, etc.) for joining the company.
O a considerable/large/significant/substantial sum

an enormous/a huge/vast sum a modest/
nominal/small sum

2 [c, usually sing.] the number you get when you
add two or more numbers together: The sum of
exports and imports rose by 5% in the first half of
this year.

0 to calculate/find/work out the sum (of sth)

3 [c] a simple problem that involves calculating

numbers: 7 did afew sums in my head and decided it

was a good price, o If we've got our sums right, we
should be profitable within six months.
4 (also ,sum 'total) [sing] all of sth: The sum of all

these small changes has had a huge effect on the

industry.

DIE] be greater/more than the ,sum of its

'parts to be better or more effective as a group
than you would think just by looking at the

individual members of the group in 'sum used to

introduce a short statement of the main points of a

discussion or speech
• verb (-mm-)
LiUJU sum 'up; sum sth up to state the main
points of sth in a short and clear form: To sum up,

there are three main ways of tackling the problem...

ISYNJ SUMMARIZE -» SUMMING-UP

,sum in sured (also ,sum as'sured) noun [c]

(Insurance) the maximum amount that a company
will pay for a particular claim

summarize , -ise /'SAmaraiz/ verb [+ obj or

no obj]

to give the main points (a summary) of sth: Canyou
summarize what was said in the meeting?
[syn]sum UP

• summary /'sAmari/ noun, adjective

• noun [c] (plural summaries)

see also: executive summary, management
summary

a short statement that gives only the main points of

sth, not the details: a two-page summary of the

report o The following is a summary of our
conclusions. -> abstract

• adjective [only before noun]

1 giving only the main points of sth, not the

details: a summaryfinancial statement
2 done immediately, without paying attention to

the normal process that should be followed: a

summaryjudgement o Violence and theft may result

in summary (= instant) dismissal.

summarily /'sAmarali; AmE sa'merali/ adverb

summing- up noun [c] (p/i/ra/,summings-'up)

1 (Law) a statement that the judge makes near the

end of a trial in a court, in which he or she reminds

the jury about the evidence and the most



important points in the case before the jury makes
its decision

2 an occasion when sb states the main points of an
argument, etc.

summons /'SAmanz/ noun, verb

[Law)

• noun [c] [plural summonses /-ziz/)

an order to appear in a court: He received a

summons to appear in court.

• verb [+ obj]

to order sb to appear in a court: He was summonsed
to appear in court.

sum of the digits method [also ,sum of the

.years' 'digits .method) noun [sing.] [abbrSYD)

[Accounting) a way of reducing the value of

(depreciating) an asset in a company's financial

records in which the amount taken from the asset's

value decreases each year. The value of the asset

(its book value) is reduced at a rate that gets

smaller each year: The sum of the digits method is

usedfor assets that lose value rapidly in the first

years of ownership, for example cars. -» double-
declining BALANCE METHOD, REDUCING BALANCE
METHOD, STRAIGHT-LINE METHOD

.sum 'total = sum noun [4\

sundries /'sAndriz/ noun [pi.]

various items, especially small ones, that are not
important enough to be named separately: You can
claim up to £20 a dayfor sundries.

sundry /'SAndri/ adjective [only before noun]

various; not important enough to be named
separately: sundry expenses o a sundry account
(= where items that do not belong in any another
account are recorded)

.sundry 'debtor noun [c, usually pi ]

[Accounting] one of the companies or people who
owe a relatively small amount of money to a

company for services or goods usually not
connected with the main work of the company:
sundry debtors accounts

'sunk cost noun [c]

[Accounting) an amount of money that a company
has already spent and cannot now get back: a high

level ofsunk costs, such as all the network gear a
phone company needs to serve customers

sunrise .industry noun [c]

[Economics) a new growing industry, using new
technology: new sunrise industries like computers
and telecommunications o attempts to attract sunrise

industries to the area -» sunset industry

'sunset clause = sunset provision

sunset .industry noun [c]

[Economics) an old industry, using old technology,
that has started to become less successful:

Shipbuilding is a classic sunset industry. -» sunrise
INDUSTRY

'sunset pro vision [also 'sunset clause) noun [c]

[Law) part of a law, rule, agreement, etc. that states

that it will stop being effective on a particular date

sunshine /'SAnJam/ adjective [only before noun]
[especiallyAm E)

used to describe laws, rules, etc. that are
introduced to make government organizations do
business in an open way, so that the public can
attend meetings, etc. and check that nothing
dishonest or illegal is happening: The sunshine laws
were introduced to curb corruption, o a sunshine
policy

super- /'su:pa(r)/ combiningform
1 [in adjectives, adverbs and nouns) extremely; more
or better than normal: super-advanced o a super-fast

aircraft o a superstore

541 superstore

2 [in nouns and verbs) above; over: superstructure

superannuation /,su:par,aenju'eirn/ noun [u]

[especially BrE)

[HR) a pension that you get, usually from your
employer, when you retire and that you pay for

while you are working; the money that you pay for

this: a superannuation fund/scheme
0 to contribute to/pay/receive superannuation

supercomputer /'su:pakampju:ta(r); AmE
"su:park-/ noun [C]

[IT) one of the most powerful computers that exist

at a particular time

superette /,su:pa'ret/ noun [c] [AmE)

a small supermarket

Superfund /'su:pafAnd; AmE 'su:parf-/ noun
[u; sing.]

in the US, a government system for finding and
cleaning up places where dangerous waste has
been thrown away: The Environmental Protection

Agency cleans up an average of 86 superfund sites a

year.

superhighway /,su:pa'haiwei; AmE ,su:par'h-/

= INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY

superintend /,su:parm'tend/ verb [+ obj]

to be in charge of sth and make sure that

everything is working, being done, etc. as it should
be: He superintended the building work.
[sW] supervise

superior /su:'piaria(r); AmE su:'pir-/ adjective,

noun
• adjective

1 better in quality than sb/sth else; greater than
sb/sth else: This model is technically superior to its

competitors, o investments with vastly superior

returns

2 (used especially in advertisements) of very good
quality; better than other similar things: We provide

superior customer service, o superior apartments

3 higher in position, importance or rank: He had
the largest office for practical reasons, not because of

his superior status.

• noun [c]

a person of higher position, status or rank: my
immediate superior (= the person immediately
above me)

Supermarket /'su:pama:kit; AmE 'su:parma:rkat/

[AmE also 'grocery store) noun [c]

see also: financial supermarket

a shop/store that sells food, drinks and goods used

in the home. People choose what they want from

the shelves and pay for it as they leave (at the

checkouts): the UK's largest supermarket chain o The

new range will hit supermarket shelves [= will go on

sale) next month. See note at shop
0 a high-street/leading/major supermarket a

supermarket chain/giant/group/operator/retailer

* supermarket aisles/checkouts/shelves/trolleys

superstore /'su:past3:(r);/\m£ 'su:pars-/ noun [C]

1 a very large supermarket that sells a wide variety

of goods: shopping at an out-of-town superstore

O an edge-of-town/out-of-town superstore a

superstore chain/giant/group/operator/retailer

2 a large shop/store that sells a wide variety of one

type of goods, often at lower prices than normal

See note at shop
O a computet/D/YVan office/a toy/used-car superstore

a discount superstore * a superstore chain/giant/

group/operator/retailer
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supertanker /'su:pataerjka(r); AmE 'su:part-/

noun [C]

{Transport) a very large ship for carrying oil, etc.

supertax /'su:pataeks; /\m£ 'su:part-/ noun [u,C]

(especially BrE)

an extra tax on sth that has already been taxed,

especially a higher rate of tax that is paid by
companies or people who earn more than a

particular amount IsynI surtax

• supervise /'su:pavaiz; AmE 'su:parv-/ verb

[+ obj or no obj]

to be in charge of sb/sth and make sure that

everything is done correctly, safely, etc: She
supervised more than a thousand people in her last

job. o to supervise building work o Trainees are

closely supervised, [syn] oversee
supervision /,su:pa'vi3n; AmE ,su:par'v-/ noun

[u] : The successful applicant will work under the
supervision ofour software development manager.

supervisor /'su:pavaiza(r); AmE 'su:parv-/

noun [C]

a person who is in charge of sb/sth and makes sure

that everything is done correctly, safely, etc: Ifyou
need to leave work early, speak to your supervisor

first, o my immediate supervisor (= the person just

above me) See note at boss

supervisory /,su:pa'vaizari; AmE ,su:par'v-/

adjective

connected with the work of making sure that a job

or an activity is done correctly, safely, etc: She has a
supervisory role on the project.

'supervisory board noun [C with sing./pl. verb]

in some countries, a group of directors who
represent a company's shareholders, advising the

directors who manage the company and checking
that everything is done correctly: The company's
five-person supervisory board oversees strategy.

.supervisory management noun [u; c with

sing./pl. verb]

(HR) the lowest level of managers in a company
who are directly responsible for the work of a

group of employees; the work that the managers
do: We offer personal developmentfor all levels, from
supervisory management to main board level.

-» FIRST-LINE MANAGER

supplement noun, verb

• noun /'SAplimant/ [C]

1 a thing that is added to sth else to improve it or

make it more complete: Videoconferencing is a
useful supplement to traditional meetings.

2 an amount of money that you pay for an extra

service or item: There is a supplement of€30 per

person for a single room.
3 something that you eat in addition to what you
usually eat, especially in order to stay healthy: an
online seller of vitamins and dietary supplements
4 an extra section that comes with a newspaper or

a book, report, etc: a supplement to the main report

-» COLOUR SUPPLEMENT
• verb /'SApliment/ [+ obj]

to add sth to sth else in order to improve it or make
it more complete: Employees' salaries are

supplemented by performance bonuses, o We
supplementyour training with team coaching.

supplementary /.sApli'mentri/ {AmE
supplemental /.sAph'mentl/) adjective

paid or provided in addition to sth else: a

supplementary charge/income oA letter containing

supplementary information was sent with the

catalogue, o supplemental payments made to

workers in especially dangerous jobs

supplier /sa'plaia(r)/ noun [c]

see also: first-tier supplier, second-tier supplier

1 a company that provides raw materials or pieces

of equipment to companies that make goods; a
company that provides finished goods, for example
for other companies to sell to the public: suppliers

to the catering industry o the world's largest

supplier of mobile phones o Boeing are the airline's

sole (= only) supplier of aircraft, o We have reduced
our supplier base (= the number of companies
that supply us) by half over the last year, o a building

supplier
(
= a company that supplies materials for

building) [syn] vendor See note at supply chain
0 a big/key/large/leading/major supplier

2 a company that supplies gas, water or electricity:

a UK-based energy supplier o a supplier ofgas and
power o She claims that a third of households have
switched suppliers {- changed to another company)
in the last three years.

sup plier .rating = vendor rating

supply /sa'plai/ noun, verb

• noun [plural supplies)

see also: composite supply, excess ~, money ~

1 [U] the act of providing sth or making it available

to be used: A delay in the supply ofparts stopped

work at the plantfor a week, o We need to streamline

our supply network, o It is vital for a manufacturer to

have a reliable supply base (
= a number of

companies that supply materials, parts, etc.)

2 [c, usually sing.] an amount of sth that is provided
or available to be used: Car manufacturers like to

have a 64-day supply of vehicles, o There is a plentiful

supply of skilled labour, o Up to 90% of the country's

gas supplies will be imported by 2020.

O a dwindling/large/plentiful/small/steady supply

(of sth) to get/have/produce/provide/receive a

supply to boost/disrupt/increase/reduce a supply

3 [u] the amount of sth that is offered for sale:

When demandfor a product exceeds supply, it is

usual for the price to go up. o to match supply with

demand o The fall in steel prices is the result of a

global supply glut {= a situation where there is too

much steel available), o The rise in oil prices has

been driven byfears of a supply crunch (= a situation

where there is not enough oil available). -> demand
noun (1), supply and demand
O to exceed/match/outstrip supply supply falls/

increases a supply crunch/glut/shortage/shortfall

4 supplies [pi ] basic things that are needed for a

particular purpose: office supplies o the nation's

leading provider of medical supplies

0 limited/plentiful/vital supplies to lay in/provide

supplies supplies run low/run out/run short

-» idiom at short adj

• verb [+ obj] (supplies, supplying, supplied,

supplied)

1 to provide raw materials, equipment, etc. to

companies, especially in large quantities; to

provide goods or services: The company supplies

Daewoo with a range of equipment, o We supply

Internet-based services to big businesses in Europe.

2 to provide sb/sth with sth that they need or

want: Can you supply a list of recent customers? o
Employees were supplied with home computers.

sup ply and de mand noun [u]

(Economics) the relationship between the amount of

goods or services that are available and the amount
that people want to buy, especially when this

controls prices: Improvements to our distribution

network allow us to maintain a better balance

between supply and demand, o the laws of supply and
demand
O a balance/gap/an imbalance/a mismatch between

supply and demand to balance/match supply and
demand
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\^demand supply /

equilibrium

price

equilibrium

quantity

quantity

sup ply chain noun [c]

(Production) the whole series of processes,

companies, places, etc. that are involved in making
and selling a product. The supply chain includes

the supply of raw materials and parts and the

processes of manufacturing, storing, transporting

and selling the product to the customer: every level/

point/stage in the supply chatn o We develop tools to

help companies manage their supply chains, o We
have achieved a 5% reduction in supply-chain costs, o
This diagram represents the various links in the

supply chain, o The system allows us to monitor
shipments as they move through the supply chain.

-» DISTRIBUTION CHAIN
O to improve/optimize/overhaul/rationalize/

streamline the supply chain to shorten/tighten the

supply chain along/down/in/through/up the

supply chain

sup, ply chain e vent .management (abbr

SCEM) (o/so e vent .management) noun [u]

[Production) a system for predicting, controlling and
dealing with unexpected events in any part of the
supply chain, for example when customers order
more of a product than usual: They have developed a
number ofsolutions (= pieces of software) for supply
chain event management.

sup ply chain .management noun [u] {abbr

SCM)

[Production) the control of all the materials, money

and information in the whole series of processes

involved in making, selling and delivering a

product: supply chain management software

sup ply price noun [c]

(Economics) the lowest price that sellers are willing

to accept for providing a particular amount of a

product or service: The supply price usually goes up
as demand increases.

sup ply side noun [sing.] (usually the supply side)

(Economics) the part of an economy that relates to

the production and supply of goods and services:

attempts to strengthen the supply side of the economy
to increase productivity -> demand side

sup'ply-side adjective [only before noun]: supply-

side measures/policies (= that try to increase the
supply of goods and services and create jobs)

supply-sider noun [c]: When the government
increased taxes, supply-siders predicted an economic
collapse.

• support /sa'poit; AmE -'po:rt/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

1 to help and encourage sb/sth by saying or

showing that you agree with them/it: Ifyou raise it

in the meeting, III support you. o Managers and
employees strongly supported the plan.

2 to help sth/sb by giving it/them money: Several

major companies are supporting the project.

3 to give or be ready to give help to sb/sth if they
need it: We will continue to support customers still

using previous versions of the software.

4 to prevent sth from failing; to help sth continue:

Oil prices are being supported byfears of a shortage.

5 to help to show that sth is true or correct: The

decision cannot be supported by the data.

6 (IT) (about a piece of computer software or

equipment, etc.) to allow a particular type of

software, equipment or data to be used with it: The

program supports HTML formatting.

• noun [u]

see also: price support, technical ~, tech ~

1 help and encouragement that you give to sb/sth

by saying or showing that you agree with them/it:

supportfor union leaders o There is strong support

for the mergerfrom shareholders, o The
restructuring program has the full support of

employees, o The CEO spoke in support of the

proposal.

O broad/unanimous/widespread support * to give/

lend/offer/pledge/withdraw your support to

declare/express/indicate your support to gain/

get/receive/secure/win support

2 money that is given to sth/sb in order to help it/

them become successful: A German media group

provided €85 million in financial support to the

firm.

O to give/provide support to look for/receive/seek

support

3 help that is given to sb/sth or available if

needed: We are committed to providing the best

after-sales support to customers.

O to offer/provide support

4 the act of preventing sth from failing or helping

sth to continue: There will be no official supportfor

the dollar until it has fallen further.

O to give/provide support

5 evidence that helps to show that sth is true: The

statistics offerfurther supportfor our theory.

O to give/offer/provide support

sup port staff noun [c, usually sing.]

(HR) the people in a company who help it to

operate, but who are not directly involved in the

company's business: The bank has had to lay off

support staff, including computer programmers and

VOCABULARY BUILDING

The supply chain

Supplier/Vendor
(supplies materials and parts)

I

Producer
(supplies finished goods)

I

Distributors

— wholesalers (sell in large quantities)

— retailers (sell to the public)

— resellers (especially for computers and
software)

I

Customers
— consumers
— businesses

Note: The word supplier can be used to describe

anyone in the chain who sells something to

another person. So a distributor can refer to a

producer as their supplier. In a similar way,

anyone who buys from somebody earlier in the
chain is their customer.
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translators. fTT3W3 in the singular, support staff is

often used with a plural verb, especially in British

English: Our support staff is/are based in our London
office.

suppress /sa'pres/ verb [+ obj]

1 to prevent sth from growing or developing: New
anti-smoking laws have suppressed demand for
tobacco.

2 to prevent sth from being published or made
known: The company went to court to try to suppress

the article.

supranational ,su:pra'nce.fn3l/ adjective

involving more than one country: supranational

institutions such as the European Commission

• surcharge /'S3:tja:d3;4m£ 'S3:rtj*a:rd3/ noivr? [c]

see also: import surcharge

an extra amount of money that you must pay in

addition to the usual price: The airline has imposed
a surcharge on some routes to help payfor extra

security.

O to add/impose a surcharge to pay a surcharge

'surcharge verb [+ obj]

surf /s3:f; AmE S3:rf/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to look at many different websites: J was surfing the

Web lookingfor exciting new products.

0 to surf the Internet/Net/Web

'surfer noun [c] : The new service is for Internet

surfers who use broadband. -> Net surfer, silver
surfer 'surfing noun [u] : Cookies are files that

contain personal Web surfing data.

surface mail noun [u]

letters, etc. carried by road, rail or sea, not by air: to

send sth (by) surface mail -> airmail, snail mail

surface .transport noun [u]

1 the activity of carrying goods or of travelling by
road, rail or sea, not by air: See belowfor surface

transport costs.

2 vehicles that travel on roads, rail, or sea, not in

the air: Here is a map ifyou are arriving at the

conference by surface transport.

surge /s3:d3; AmE S3:rd3/ verb, noun
• verb [no obj]

to suddenly increase in value: Share prices surged, o
Shares in the biotechnology company surged almost
12% yesterday.
[HEO .surge a'head to increase or improve
quickly, by a large amount, and often more than
other prices, companies, products, etc: Demandfor
cellphones has surged ahead in Rwanda.

• noun [C]

a sudden increase in the amount or number of sth;

a large amount of sth: a surge in consumer spending
0 You need to protectyour computer equipmentfrom
power surges. -» upsurge

surpass /sa'pa:s; AmE sar'paes/ verb [+ obj]

to be or do better than sth/sb: Sales so far thisyear

have surpassed expectations.

• surplus /'S3:plas; AmE 'S3:rp-/ noun, adjective

• noun [c,U]

see also: buyer's surplus, consumer ~, structural ~,

trade ~

1 an amount that is extra or more than you need: a

surplus of housing o The area has large job surpluses,

requiring 10000 people to fill available posts, o
Skilled workers are in surplus in some regions.

[SYNl GLUT fOPPl SHORTAGE
2 {Accounting; Economics) the amount by which
money that a government or business receives is

greater than the amount of money spent in a

particular period of time: The country has a huge
budget surplus as it is a large oil exporting nation, o
The balance ofpayments was in surplus lastyear (=
the value of exports was greater than the value of
imports), o The final-salary pension plan still has a
healthy surplus. -> deficit See note at profit

• adjective

more than is needed or used: surplus cash/funds o
Surplus grain is being soldfor export, o These items

are surplus to requirements (= not needed), o The
industry is sufferingfrom surplus capacity (= it can
produce more than is needed) across the world.

surrender /sa'renda(r)/ verb, noun
• verb

1 {Insurance) [+ obj] if you surrender a life

insurance agreement you end it before its official

end date and receive back part of the money you
have paid: People surrendering their policies early

will now have a fifth of their money deducted.

2 {Finance) [+ obj] (usually used in newspapers) if a

share, an index, etc. surrenders a particular

amount, its value falls by that amount: The Nasdaq
has surrendered 6% in the last two weeks.

3 [+ obj or no obj] to give up sth when you are

forced to or when it is difficult for you to continue:

They did not want to surrender control of key
companies to foreign control, o In June the vice-

chairman surrendered to shareholder pressure and
resigned.

• noun
1 {Insurance) [C,u] an act of ending a life insurance
agreement before its official end date: The company
plans to impose a 10% penalty on early policy

surrenders, o The surrender value (= the amount
you get when you end a policy) ofmy policy has

fallen again.

0 a surrender charge/fee/penalty/value

2 [U; sing.] an act of giving up sth when you are

forced to or when it is difficult for you to continue:

Conditions included the surrender of her passport.

surtax /'S3:taeks; AmE 'S3:rt-/ noun [u.C]

{especially AmE)
an extra tax on sth that has already been taxed,

especially a higher rate of tax that is paid by
companies or people who earn more than a

particular amount: They have imposed a 10% surtax

on oil profits. |syn| supertax

• survey noun, verb

• noun /'S3:vei; AmE 'S3:rvei/ [C]

1 an investigation of the opinions, behaviour, etc.

of a particular group of people, which is usually

done by asking them questions: The report is based

on a survey of5000 households, o We are conducting

a survey into the attitudes ofconsumers to online

shopping, o The survey showed that 52 per cent of
smallfirms think that the new law will seriously

affect their business. -» poll
O to carry out/conduct/do a survey to participate

in/respond to/take part in a survey a survey finds/

indicates/reveals/shows sth

2 a general study or description of sth: The
government has published a survey ofsafety

conditions in factories. -» overview
O to carry out/commission/conduct/do a survey to

issue/publish a survey a survey finds/indicates/

reports/reveals/shows/underlines sth

3 the act of examining and recording the

measurements, features, etc. of an area of land or

of a building: An engineer conducted a structural

survey of the factory.

0 to carry out/do/make a survey a full/geological/

structural/valuation survey

• verb /sa'vei; AmE sar'vei/ [+ obj]

1 to investigate the opinions or behaviour of a

group of people by asking them a series of

questions: 87% of the 1 000 companies surveyed

employ part-time staff.



2 to study and give a general description of sth:

The websites of the major stores were surveyed to see

how easy to use they were.

3 to measure and record the features, etc. of an
area of land or of a building: Have the house

surveyed before you decide whether to buy it.

surveyor /sa'veia(r); AmE sar'v-/ noun [C]

see also: quantity surveyor

1 a person whose job is to examine and record the

details of a piece of land

2 {BrE) {AmE inspector) a person whose job is to

examine a building to make sure it is in good
condition, usually done for sb who is thinking of

buying it: a surveyor's report o A number of
chartered surveyors reported a rise in the number
ofpeople planning to move house.

3 {BrE) an official whose job is to check that sth is

accurate, of good quality, etc: the surveyor ofpublic

works

suspend /sa'spend/ verb [+ obj]

1 to officially stop sth for a time; to prevent sth

from being active, used, etc. for a time: to suspend

payments/talks o Production has been suspended
while safety checks are carried out. o The shares were
suspendedfrom tradingfor ah entire day.

2 to delay sth; to arrange for sth to happen later

than planned: The introduction of the new system

has been suspended until next year.

3 {HR) {usually be suspended) to officially prevent
sb from doing their job for a time: He has been

suspended on full pay while the complaint is

investigated, o Two more employees have been
suspendedfrom their jobs.

sus pense ac,count noun [c]

{Accounting) a temporary account in which a

company records items until they can be put into

the correct or final account

Suspension /sa'spenjn/ noun [u.C]

1 {HR) the act of officially removing sb from their

job for a period of time, usually as a punishment:
the temporary suspension offive employees
2 the act of delaying sth for a period of time: The
incident led to the suspension of talks between union
and management, o a share trading suspension

sus pension file noun [c]

a file made of stiff card with metal edges that

hangs in the drawer of a filing cabinet—Picture
at office

sustain /sa'stem/ verb [+ obj]

1 to make sth continue for some time without
becoming less: a period of sustained economic
growth o a sustained period offalling prices o We
have enough cash to sustain the businessfor a year.

2 to experience sth bad: The company sustained
massive losses.

3 to provide evidence to support an opinion, a

theory, etc: The evidence is not detailed enough to

sustain his argument.
4 {Law) to decide that a claim, etc. is valid

* sustainable /sa'stemabl/ adjective

1 that can continue or be continued for a long
time: sustainable increases in sales o The company's
growth rate is not sustainable, o sustainable

economic growth/recovery o The goal of business
strategy is to gain sustainable competitive advantage.
2 involving the use of natural products and energy
in a way that does not harm the environment: the

use of wind power as a source of sustainable energy
sustainability /sa.stema'bilati/ noun [u]: The

report cast doubt on the sustainability of consumer
spending.

545 sweetheart deal

Swamp /swDmp; AmE swa:mp/ verb [+ obj]

to make sb/sth have more of sth than they can deal

with: We are swamped with work at the moment, o
The market has been swamped by cheap imports.

• swap {also spelled swop) /swdp; AmE swa:p/ verb,

noun
• verb

( pp )

1 [+ obj] to give sth to sb and receive sth in

exchange: to swap ideas/information with
colleagues

2 [+ obj or no obj
|

swap (sth/sb) (over/around/
round) to change places with sb; to change the

place of two or more people or things, so that each
one finishes where the other one was before: The
workers swap over when the shiftfinishes at 10. o We
swapped our desks around so I was nearer the door.

ISYNI SWITCH
3 [+ obj] to replace sth with sth else: I'm swapping
my carfor a smaller model. Isyni switch

• noun [C]

see also: debt-equity swap, debt-for-equity ~,

debt ~, interest-rate ~

1 an act of exchanging one thing or person for

another: Let's do a swap. You work Friday night and
I'll do Saturday.

2 {Finance) an exchange of different types of

payments between two companies, for example
payments in different currencies or with different

interest rates

3 {Finance) an act of exchanging one investment or

asset for another, instead of for money: The
company is negotiating a swap deal with

bondholders.

Swatch /swDtJ"; AmE swa:tj/ noun [C]

a small piece of fabric used to show people what a

larger piece would look or feel like

'sweat .equity noun [u] {informal)

the work, rather than money, that the owners of a

new business invest in it and for which they receive

shares in the business

Sweatshop /'swetjop; AmE -Ja:p/ noun [C]

a place where people work for low wages in poor
conditions: sweatshop labour/conditions

sweeping /'swi:pin/ adjective [usually before noun]

having an important effect on a large part of sth:

Consumer groups are callingfor sweeping changes in

the European car market.

the sweeps /swi:ps/ noun [pi.] {AmE) {informal)

a time when television companies examine their

programmes to find out which ones are the most

popular, especially in order to calculate advertising

rates: Which news network will have the highest

daytime viewership in the November sweeps?

sweeten /'swiitn/ verb [+ obj]

to make sth more pleasant or acceptable: The

supermarket has sweetened its offer {- offered more
money)for its smaller competitor.

sweetener /'swi:tna(r)/ noun [c] {informal)

something that is given to sb in order to persuade

them to do sth: Staff were offered an extra day's

holiday as a sweetener, o He was accused of accepting

sweetenersfrom suppliers. -> bribe

sweetheart deal noun [c]

a private agreement between two groups or

organizations which benefits one or both of them

but is often unfair to other people who are

involved: Critics have accused the government of

having a sweetheart deal with the airline.
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S.W.LF.T.™ /swift/ abbr Society for Worldwide
Interbank Financial Telecommunciations a

computer network that allows member banks in all

parts of the world to move money from one to

another safely

swindle /'swmdl/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj]

to cheat sb in order to get sth, especially money,
from them: He swindled customers out of over 50
million dollars, 'swindler noun [c]

• noun [c, usually sing.]

a situation in which sb uses dishonest or illegal

methods in order to get money from a company,
another person, etc: an insurance swindle

swing /swirj/ verb, noun
• verb (swung, swung /swaij/)

1 [+ obj or no obj] to change or make sb/sth change
from one level, situation, opinion, etc. to another:

Energy andfood prices can swing widelyfrom month
to month, o The company swung back into profit last

year.

2 [+ obj] to succeed in getting or achieving sth,

sometimes in a slightly dishonest way: Until afew
years ago, only large companies could swing these

deals.

• noun [( ]

a change from one level, situation or opinion to

another; the amount by which sth changes: The
vote reflected a swing in favour of the euro, o huge
price swings

'swing shift = back shift

swipe /swaip/ verb [+ obj]

to pass a plastic card through a special machine
that is able to read the information stored on it: You
just swipe a credit card and enter a password to use

the system.

'swipe card noun [c]

a special plastic card with information recorded on
it which can be read by an electronic device: Access

to the building is by swipe card only.

switch /switj"/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: bait-and-switch

1 a small device that you press or move up and
down in order to turn a light or piece of electrical

equipment on and off: the on-off switch

2 a change from one thing to another, especially

when this is sudden and complete: I've decided to

make the switchfrom full-time to part-time work, o
a switch in/ofpolicy o a policy switch

• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] switch (sth) (over) (from sth) (to

sth)
|
switch (between A and B) to change or make

sth change from one thing to another: We're in the

process ofswitching over to a new system of
invoicing, o Press these two keys to switch between
documents on screen, o The meeting has been

switched to next week.

2 [+ obj] switch sth (with sth)
|
switch sth (over/

around/round) to exchange one thing for another:

III switch desks with you ifyou want to be near the

window. Isyni swap
3 [+ obj or no obj] switch (sth) (with sb)

|
switch

(sth) (over/around/round) to change jobs, work
times, etc. with sb: J managed to switch my shift

with someone. IsynJ swapHm .switch off/ on; .switch sth off/ on to turn

a light, machine, etc. off/on by pressing a button or

switch: Iforgot to switch offmy computer.

switchboard /'switJ*bD:d;,4m£-b3:rd/ noun [c]

the central part of a telephone system used by a

company, etc., where telephone calls are answered

and connected (put through) to the appropriate
person or department; the people who work this

equipment: a switchboard operator o Call the

switchboard and ask for extension 410.

SWOP = SWAP

SWOT /swDt; AmE swa:t/ noun [u]

a method used to study an organization and plan
how it can change and grow, by analysing its

strengths and weaknesses, the opportunities it has
and the threats it faces: A SWOT analysis is an
effective way of analysingyour company's potential.

dnil SWOT is formed from the initial letters of

'strengths', 'weaknesses', 'opportunities' and
'threats'.

SYD /,es wai 'di:/ abbr

{Accounting) sum of the year's digits a short way
of referring to the sum of the digits method

symbol /'simbl/ noun [C]

see also: status symbol

1 a sign, number, letter, etc. that has a particular

meaning: The company uses a lion as its symbol.

2 a company, a person, an object, an event, etc.

that represents a more general quality or situation:

Fiat was a symbol of Italy's economic success.

3 {Stock Exchange) = ticker symbol

.sympa thetic strike = sympathy strike

sympathy /'simpa0i/ noun [U;C, usually pi ] {plural

sympathies)

the act of showing support for or approval of an
idea, a cause, an organization, etc: I have a lot of
sympathy with what he has to say.

EEl in 'sympathy with sth happening because
sth else has happened: Share prices slipped in

sympathy with the German market.

'sympathy strike {also .sympa thetic strike, less

frequent) noun [C]

{HR) an occasion when a group of workers stop

work in order to show support for another group
who have stopped work: Train drivers staged a

sympathy strike to show solidarity with the

firefighters.

symposium /sim'pauziamj^mf -'^ou-j noun [C]

{plural symposia /-zia/ or symposiums)
a meeting at which experts have discussions about
a particular subject: an international symposium on
change in the financial environment

syndicate noun, verb

•noun /'smdikat/ [C]

{Finance) a group of people or companies who work
together and help each other in order to achieve a

particular aim: a 24-strong syndicate of banks o a
24-member banking syndicate oAn international

syndicate is negotiating to buy the carmaker.
• verb /'smdikeit/

1 {Finance) [+ obj] {usually be syndicated) to control

or manage sth as a syndicate: The bank syndicated

the loan to five other banks to cut the risk.

2 [+ obj or no obj] to form a syndicate: syndicated

lenders

syndication /.smdi'keijn/ noun [u]: the

syndication of loans

syndicated /'smdikeitid/ adjective [only before

noun]

{Finance) (about a loan) provided by a group of

banks or investors (a syndicate)

O a syndicated credit facility/credit line/loan

synergy /'sm9d3i; AmE -ard3i/ noun [C,u] {plural

synergies)

the extra power, success, profits, etc. achieved by
two or more groups, people, companies, etc.

working together instead of on their own: The

combined companies aimed to achieve synergies of



€300m a year by 2006. o We need to exploit the

synergy between university research and commercial

manufacture.

© to achieve/create/deliver/generate synergies cost/

financial/operational synergies marketing/

merger synergies * synergy benefits/savings

synergistic /,sma'd3istik; AmE -ar'd3-/ adjective: a

synergistic merger with another business o synergistic

relationships

synthesize , -ise /'smGasaiz/ verb [+ obj]

1 to combine separate ideas, styles, pieces of

information, etc: The results of all the research are

synthesized in this document.

2 {Technical) to produce a substance by means of

chemical or other processes: synthesized drugs

3 (Technical) to produce sound by electronic

methods: a computer-synthesized voice

synthetic /sm'Getik/ adjective, noun
• adjective

artificial; made by combining chemical substances

rather than being produced naturally by plants or

animals: skin products with no synthetic ingredients

0 The newfabric bridges the gap between synthetic

and natural materials. synthetically /sm'Getikli/

adverb: synthetically produced drugs

• noun [C]

an artificial substance or material: cotton fabrics

and synthetics

syphon = siphon

• system /'sistam/ noun [C]

see also: accelerated cost recovery system,

accounting ~, banking ~, decision support ~,

environmental management ~, etc.

1 an organized set of ideas or theories, or a

particular way of doing sth: They have introduced a

new system for handling complaints, o We are

changing our system of recruitment, o the tax system

2 a group of things, pieces of equipment, etc. that

are connected or work together: an electronic

trading system that connects investors and dealers o
a computer/transport system
-» idiom at play verb
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systematic /.sista'maetik/ adjective

done according to a system or plan, in a thorough,
efficient or determined way: We need to handle
customerfeedback in a more systematic way.

O a systematic analysis/approach/process

systematically /.sista'maetikli/ adverb: The
information was systematically recorded and
analysed.

.systematic 'risk (0/50 .market 'risk) noun [u.C]

{Finance) risk that affects the price of all

investments of a particular type (shares, bonds,
etc.), for example the possible effects of political or

economic change -> unsystematic risk

systemic /si'stemik; si'sti:mik/ adjective

(Technical) affecting or connected with the whole of

a system: The report identified systemic weaknesses

in the network. systemically /si'stemikli;

si'sti:m-/ adverb

sys.temic 'risk noun [u,c]

(Finance) risk that can cause serious problems for a

whole system, especially the risk that a problem in

one market can lead to very serious problems for

the whole market: Where a bank is closed down
there is also systemic risk.

'system .integrator = integrator (1)

'systems .analyst (also systems .architect,

.business systems .analyst) noun [c]

(IT) a person whose job is to analyse the needs of a

business company or an organization and then
design processes for working efficiently using

computer programs Isyni computer analyst
'systems a nalysis (also 'systems .architecture,

.business 'systems a.nalysis) noun [u]

systems .integrator = integrator (1)

systems .programmer noun [c]

(IT) a person who writes computer programs for a

company's computer system

Tt
t/a abbr (especially BrE) (only used in written English)

a short way of writing trading as in the name of a
business, especially one owned by a sole trader:
Jo Wilmot, t/a Jo's Supplies

tab /taeb/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

1 (informal) a bill for goods or services; the price or
cost of sth: employers who pay the tabfor business

travel o The tab for building the center was more
than $450 million, o Shareholders will have to pick
up the tab (= pay the cost)for the failure of the

company.
2 a record of the items ordered in a bar or
restaurant: Can I put it on my tab?

3 a small piece of paper, fabric, metal, etc.

attached to the edge of sth, that is used to give

information about it or to help you find sth; a
similar device on information shown on a computer
screen: The website is well designed, with good use of
colour-coded tabs.

4 = TAB STOP
• verb (-bb-)

1 [+ obj] to mark sth with a tab: tabbed pages
2 [+ obj] (especially AmE) to say that sb is suitable

for a particular job or role or to describe them in a

particular way: He has been tabbed by many people

as the next CEO.

3 [no obj] to use tab stops

• table /'teibl/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: life tables, negotiating ~, round ~

a list of facts or numbers arranged in a special

order, usually in rows and columns: The table shows

sales in each main market over the lastfive years.

LEE] on the 'table 1 (BrE) (about a plan,

suggestion, etc.) offered to people so that they can

consider or discuss it: Management have put several

new proposals on the table. 2 (especially AmE) (about

a plan, suggestion, etc.) not going to be discussed

or considered until a future date: The issue is on the

tableforfuture negotiations.

• verb [+ obj]

1 (BrE) to present sth formally for discussion: The

firm tabled a motion to shareholders to reduce the

number of board members.

2 (especially AmE) to leave an idea, a proposal, etc.

to be discussed at a later date: They voted to table

the proposal until thefollowing meeting.
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'tab Stop [also tab) noun [C]

a fixed position in a line of a document that you are

typing that shows where a piece of text or a column
of figures, etc. will begin

tabular /'taebjal8(r)/ adjective [usually before noun]

presented or arranged in rows and columns (a

table): tabular data o The results are presented in

tabularform.

tabulate /'taebjuleit/ verb [+ obj]

to arrange facts or figures in columns or lists so that

they can be read easily: December sales have notyet

been tabulated, o to tabulate results/complaints

tabulation /.taebju'leijn/ noun [U,C]

T-ac.count noun It]

[Accounting) a simple way of recording financial

transactions, consisting of a debit column and a

credit column

T-account

Date Item Title Amount
CASH

Jan 3 Bank 4 000 Jan 5 Purchases 2 500

10 Sales 6 400 21 Wages 6 200

Total—
21 Balance c/d 1 700

- 10 400 10 400

debit side credit side

tachograph /'taekagra:f; AmE -graef/ noun [c]

[Transport) a device that is used in vehicles such as

large lorries/trucks and some types of buses to

measure their speed, how far they have travelled

and when the driver has stopped to rest

.tacit knowledge (also im.plicit knowledge)
noun [u]

[HR) tacit knowledge is knowledge that sb gains

from working in an organization and becoming
familiar with the equipment, procedures,

customers, etc: Recent research has concluded that

between 50% and 85% of the knowledge in an
organization is tacit knowledge, i.e. only available

through people.

-> EXPLICIT knowledge, know-how

tack /taek/ verb

UHnm tack sth on; tack sth onto sth 1 to add
sth to sth that is already there: An update chapter

has been tacked on at the end of the latest edition of
the manual. 2 [Stock Exchange) [especially AmE) if a

share price tacks on an amount, it increases by
that amount: U.S. Electric tacked on 3 per cent to

$20.95.

tactic /'taektik/ noun [C, usually pi.]

the particular method you use to achieve sth: Their

unusual marketing tactics have been successful, o
What strategies and tactics have they used to improve
their operations? o It's time to try a change of tactic.

tactical /'taektikl/ adjective [usually before noun]

1 connected with the particular method you use to

achieve sth: tactical discussions/planning o His

knowledge of the company gave him a tactical

advantage in the negotiations, o Tellingyour bossyou
were lookingfor a new job was a tactical error (= it

was the wrong thing to do).

2 carefully planned in order to achieve a particular

aim: Their decision to withdrawfrom the deal is seen

as a tactical move to get a better price.

tag /taeg/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

1 [often used in compounds) a small piece of paper,

fabric, plastic, etc. attached to sth to identify it or
give information about it: Employees are encouraged
to wear name tags. -» label noun (1), price tag.
ticket
2 [Commerce) an electronic device that is attached
to sth so that it can be checked, for example to stop

people stealing it: security tags o The tags can be

used to show the presence and location of items.

-> RFID
3 [IT) a set of letters or symbols that are put before
and after a piece of text or data in order to identify

it or show that it is to be treated in a particular

way: XML tags

• verb [+ obj] (-gg-)

1 [Commerce) to fasten a tag onto sth: All goods are

electronically tagged.

2 [IT) to add a set of letters or symbols to a piece of

text or data in order to identify it or show that it is

to be treated in a particular way

'tag line noun [c] [especially AmE)
[Marketing) a phrase or sentence that is easy to

remember, used for example in advertising to

attract people's attention and make them
remember a product: The company uses the tag line

'leaders in the lighting world'. IsynJ slogan

tailor /'teila(r)/ verb [+ obj]

to make or adapt sth for a particular purpose, a

particular person, etc: We tailor our training courses

to the client's needs, o Advertising campaigns need to

be tailoredfor different markets.

tailor- made adjective

made for a particular purpose or person, and
therefore very suitable: tailor-made training o The
software can be tailor-made to fityour needs, o She
seems tailor-madefor the job (= perfectly suited

for it).

ir take /teik/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj] (took /tuk/ taken /'teikan/)

1 to earn a particular amount of money by selling

goods or services: The store took $100 000 last week.

-> TAKE STH IN (1)

2 to move sth/sb from one place, level, situation,

etc. to another: Her energy and talent took her to the

top of her profession.

3 [used with an adverb or a preposition) to remove
sth/sb from somewhere: The product has been taken

off the market until safety tests have been done, o The
sign must be taken down, o They have been taking

market share awayfrom their rivals.

4 to get control of sth/sb: Under the plan, creditors

will take control of the company. -> charge
noun (4)

5 to choose, buy or rent sth: III take the grey jacket,

o We took a room at the hotelfor two nights.

6 take A (away) from B
|
take A away (nor used in

the continuous tenses) to reduce one number by the

value of another: Take costs awayfrom sales income
and what is left is profit. Isyni subtract
7 [not usually used in the continuous tenses or in the

form be taken) to accept or receive sth: If they offer

me the job, III take it. o Does the hotel take credit

cards? o III take the call in my office, o We took more
than 1 000 orders last month, o Workers were asked

to take 4% pay cuts.

[EE! have (got) what it 'takes to have the quality,

ability, etc. needed to be successful: He doesn't have

what it takes to lead such a large team, take a 'bath

[AmE) [slang) to lose a lot of money, for example on
a business agreement or an investment: Big

investors sold their shares before the price crashed,

but small investors took a bath, take a 'bite out of

sth to reduce sth by a large amount: The costs of

starting up the company took a €6 million bite out of

earnings, take a 'dive [informal) to suddenly get

worse: Profits really took a dive lastyear, take
advantage of sth/sb to make use of sth/sb well;

to make use of an opportunity: The company was



slow to take full advantage of the opportunities

presented by the Internet, take ad 'vice (from sb) to

ask sb with special knowledge or skill for

information or help in a difficult situation: The

company has taken advicefrom its accountants.

take sth on 'board to accept and understand an
idea or a suggestion: The idea that the company
must modernize has now been taken on board, take
a 'risk; take 'risks to do sth even though you know
that sth bad could happen as a result: Every time we
lend money, we are taking a risk that we won't be

repaid, o You must be willing to take risks to gain an
advantage over competitors, take some 'doing to

be very difficult to do: The new system will take

some getting used to. take 'stock 1 {Accounting)

{especially AmE) to count the items for sale in a

shop/store -» stocktaking 2 to stop and think

carefully about the way in which a particular

situation is developing in order to decide what to

do next: We're meeting next week to take stock of

progress to date, take time out (of/from sth) (to

do sth) to spend some time away from your usual

work or activity in order to rest or do sth else

instead: When people don't take time out, they stop

being productive, take a (heavy/terrible) 'toll (on

sb/sth); take its/their 'toll (on sb/sth) to have a

bad effect on sb/sth; to causes lot of damage,
suffering, etc: Falling stock markets have taken their

toll, take a (dramatic, unexpected, etc.) turn
(for the worse/' better) to suddenly start getting

worse/better: Latestfigures suggest that the economy
is taking a turn for the better.

-¥ idioms at advantage, effect, ride noun
333 ,take sth a'part to separate a machine, etc.

into the different parts that it is made of .take sth

'back if you take sth back to a shop/store, or if a

shop/store takes sth back, you return sth that you
have bought there, for example because it is the

wrong size or does not work ,take sth 'forward to

work with sth in order to develop it and make it

successful: We believe he is the right man to take this

companyforward. ,take sth 'in 1 {especially AmE) to

earn a particular amount of money: The business

took in $9 million last year. -» take verb (1) 2 to

accept new people, etc: The EU will take in more
new members nextyear. ,take 'off 1 (about a

product, an idea, etc.) to become successful or

popular very quickly or suddenly: The new
magazine has really taken off. o The company was
formed in the early 1990s, before the technology

boom took off. 2 (about an aircraft, etc.) to leave

the ground: We took off an hour late. IqppI land
-> take-off ,take sth 'off to have a period of time
as a break from work: I'm taking tomorrow off.

,take sb off sth {often be taken off sth) to remove
sb from sth such as a job, position, piece of

equipment, etc: 200 staff have been taken off the

project. .take sth 'off sth to remove an amount of

money in order to reduce the total: They have taken
10% off their prices in order to attract more
customers. ,take sb 'on 1 to employ sb: We have
taken on 25 new staff this year, o She was taken on
as a trainee. See note at employ 2 to compete or
fight against sb: After only a year, the company is

already taking on established companies in the

marketplace. ,take sth/sb 'on to decide to do sth;

to agree to be responsible for sth/sb: This is the

largest project we have ever taken on. ,take sth 'out
to obtain an official document or service: to take
out insurance/a loan ,take sth 'out (of sth) to

remove money from a bank account ,take sth 'out
of sth to remove an amount of money from a larger

amount, especially as a payment: About 20% is

taken out of salaries as tax. .take 'over (from sb);

.take sth 'over (from sb) to begin to have control
of or responsibility for sth, especially in place of sb
else: Mazza will take overfrom Mudu as chairman, o
The factory was losing money when we took it over.

.take sth 'over {Finance) to gain control of a
company, especially by buying shares: The

549 takeover bid

supermarket chain was taken over by a rival, o They
have made an informal offer to take over the airline.

-» takeover .take sth 'up 1 to start or begin sth

such as a job: She takes up her position as CEO next

month. 2 to accept sth that is offered or available:

He decided to take up the redundancy offer, .take sth

'up with sb to speak or write to sb about sth that

they may be able to deal with or help you with: She
took up her complaint with the union.

• noun [C, usually sing.] {especially AmE)

see also: tax take

{Accounting, informal) the amount of money that is

earned by a business during a particular period:

Lastyear's take totalled $10.2 million. -» takings
DEE! be on the 'take {informal to accept money
from sb for helping them in a dishonest or an
illegal way

take-home pay noun [u]

the amount of money that you earn after you have
paid tax, etc: a small increase in take-home pay o
Take-home payfor retail workers seems to be about
33%) of what workers in the car industry make.

'take-off noun [U,C]

1 the moment at which an aircraft leaves the

ground: The plane is readyfor take-off.

[OPP] LANDING
2 the moment at which sth suddenly becomes very

successful: The local economy is poisedfor take-off. o
The company are hopingfor a quick take-offfor their

latest phone.
take off at take verb

.take-or-'pay adjective [usually before noun]

{Trade) (about a contract) containing a condition

that a company or person must pay a particular

price for a particular amount of goods, especially

gas or oil, even if they do not take or use that

amount: Under the take-or-pay contract, the country

paysfor a minimum quota of natural gas even if it

does not demand it.

takeout .financing noun [u]

{Finance) loans that are used to replace bridging
loans

takeover /'teikaova(r); dm£ -ou-/ noun [C,U]

see also: anti-takeover, reverse takeover

{Finance) an act of taking control of a company by
buying most of its shares: The airline has announced

details of the planned takeover of its rival, o The

bank is considered a potential takeover target, o Were

they right to reject the $3.5 bn takeover offer? o The

company eventually won a bitter takeover battle for

Videotron with a $5 million bid. See note on p 550.

O a failed/successful/an unsuccessful takeover* a

rescue/an unsolicited takeover* to accept/contest/

reject a takeover an all-share/a cash takeover a

takeover approach/attempt/battle/deal/offer a

takeover candidate/target

'takeover bid [also .offer to 'purchase, less

frequent) noun [C]

see also: conditional takeover bid, unconditional

takeover bid

{Finance) an offer made to the shareholders of a

company to buy their shares at a particular price in

order to gain control of the company: They have

launched a surprise $133 million takeover bidfor the

fitness group, o The shareholders voted against

acceptance of the takeover bid.

O to launch/make/mount/withdraw a takeover bid

to accept/consider/defeat/reject a takeover bid * a

friendly/hostile/an unfriendly/unwelcome

takeover bid
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takeover code noun [c]

[Finance) a set of rules that companies agree to

follow, designed to make sure that takeovers take

place in a fair way

takeover .panel noun [c]

(Finance) a group of people in the UK and some
other countries who are given the job by the

government of making sure that all takeovers obey
the laws and rules that exist: Takeover panel rules

prohibit special deals with individual shareholders.

taker /'teika(r)/ noun [c, usually pi.]

see also: order taker, price taker

1 [often used with few, no, not many, etc.) a person,

company, etc. who is willing to accept sth that is

offered: The company has a price tag ofaround €800
million, but sofar there are no takers.

2 (often used in compounds) a person who takes or

receives sth: Salespeople are no longer just order

takers.

'take-up noun [u; sing.]

the rate at which people accept sth that is offered

or made available to them: high levels of broadband
take-up o a slow take-up of new TV services

0 high/low/poor/slow/widespread take-up (of sth)

takings /'teikirjz/ noun [pi.]

(Accounting) the amount of money that a business

such as a shop/store, etc. receives from selling

goods or services over a particular period of time:

Takings in the first halfwere €4.2 million, o Takings

are up on last year, o She has gone to bank the day's

takings.

talent /'taelant/ noun
1 [c,u] a natural ability to do sth well: He has a

talentforfinding the right words, o She showed
considerable talent as an organizer.

2 [U,C] people or a person with a natural ability to

do sth well: They spend a lot of money on finding
and recruiting top talent, o She is one of our best

talents.

talk /to:k/ verb, noun
• verb [no obj]

to say things: Can I talk to Mr Wong, please? o He
spent the morning talking with suppliers, o
Everybody's talking about the design of their new
model, o She's talking of retiring at the end of the

year.

n»T?l be talking sth used to emphasize an amount
of money, how serious sth is, etc: We're talking half

a million dollars, talk 'shop to talk about work
with other people you work with, especially when

you are also with other people who are not

connected with the work and not interested in it:

Let's not talk shop. ,talk the 'talk (informal) to be
able to talk in a confident way that makes people
think you are an expert: He could talk the talk, but
he never actually achieved much, o You can talk the

talk, but can you walk the walk? -> walk the/your
talk at walk verb, walk the walk at walk verb

talk 'turkey (informal) (especially AmE) to talk about
sth honestly and directly

-» idioms at language, moneyam ,talk sth/sb 'down to make sth/sb seem less

important or successful than it really is: You
shouldn't talk down your own achievements, .talk

'down to sb to speak to sb as if they were less

important or intelligent than you: Don't talk down
to your audience, even though you know more than
they do. .talk sb 'through sth to describe or

explain sth to sb so that they understand it: Talk me
through your plan, .talk sth/sb 'up to describe sb/

sth in a way that makes them sound better than
they really are: The CEO was keen to talk up the

benefits of the restructuring programme.
• noun

see also: small talk

1 talks [pi ] formal discussions between
organizations or governments: Talks between the

airline and the union will begin today.

0 crisis/merger/pay/takeover/trade talks

2 [C] a speech or lecture on a particular subject:

He's giving a talk on e-publishing.

talking point noun [c]

1 a subject that is talked about or discussed by
many people: The company's disappointing results

were the day's main talking point.

2 (AmE) an item that sb will speak about at a

meeting, often one that supports a particular

argument: He goes into meetings armed with talking

points.

3 (AmE) a new or special feature of a product that

is used in advertising to interest people or persuade
them to buy the product

talking shop noun [c]

a place where there is a lot of discussion and
argument but no action is taken

tall /toil/ (taller, tallest) adjective

used to describe an organization where there are

many levels between the top and the bottom: There

are more opportunities for promotion in a tall

organization, but communications are not usually

good. -> flat (4)

tally /'tseli/ noun, verb

•noun [c] (plural tallies)

a record of the number or amount of sth, especially

one that you can keep adding to: The final tally of

job cuts this year is expected to be around 250000. o
We keep a tally of the favourable comments that we
receive.

• verb (tallies, tallying, tallied, tallied)

1 [no obj] to be the same as or to match another set

of figures, another person's account of sth, etc: The

specifications of the computer do not tally with the

details in the brochure.

2 [+ obj] to calculate the total number, cost, etc. of

sth: The estimates may turn out to be too low once

the final figures are tallied.

tamper /'taempa(r)/ verb, combiningform

• verb

239 'tamper with sth to make changes to sth in

a way that is not sensible and could damage it or

make it dangerous: It would be crazy to tamper with

a successfulformula.
• combiningform
used in adjectives to describe a device that is

designed to prevent people from using, stealing,

breaking, etc. sth: The drug is sold in a tamper-

MORE ABOUT

Takeovers and mergers

A takeover is when a company offers to buy all or

most of the shares of another company. The
company being bought may be bigger or smaller

than the company offering to buy it, and the

owners of both companies may or may not agree

about the conditions of the sale. If they do agree,

the takeover is friendly. If not, it becomes a

hostile takeover.

A merger involves two companies of a similar size

agreeing to join together and become a single

company. This can involve a takeover in which
one company buys the other's shares and pays for

these with some of its own shares, or the owners
of both companies can agree to exchange their

shares for shares in a new company.



proof container, o an anti-tamper lock o tamper-
evident security labels (= ones which show if sb has

tried to remove them or change them)

TAN /,ti: ei 'en/ = tax anticipation note

tangible /'taend3abl/ adjective, noun
• adjective [usually before noun]

1 that can be clearly seen to exist: These figures

provide tangible proof that the economy is

recovering, o We want tangible results.

0 tangible benefits/effects/improvements/progress/

results tangible evidence/proof/signs

2 that you can touch and feel: Prices of tangible

goods are risingfaster than services.

IQPPI INTANGIBLE
tangibly /'taend3abli/ adverb

• noun
1 [C] a thing that exists physically and is not just

an idea

2 {Accounting; Finance) [c] = tangible asset
3 (Finance) tangibles [pi.] physical things that you
can invest in, rather than financial investments:

There can be many problems in investing in tangibles

like antiques. IoppI intangible

.tangible 'asset {also 'tangible) noun
[c, usually pi.]

see also: net tangible assets

(Accounting; Finance) a physical thing that is owned
by a company or person, such as goods, machines,
buildings and cash: Internet companies usually have

few tangible assets. IoppI intangible asset

.tangible .net worth noun [u]

(Accounting) the total value of a company's
TANGIBLE ASSETS minUS itS LIABILITIES

tank /taenk/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: think tank

1 a large container for holding liquid or gas
2 the contents of a tank or the amount it will hold
03E1 in the 'tank (AmE) (Finance, informal) (about
the price of shares, bonds, etc.) falling quickly:

Technology stocks are doing well, but everything else

is in the tank.

• verb [no obj] (AmE)
(Finance, informal) (about prices) to fall quickly: The
company's shares tanked on Wall Street to a new low.

tanker /'taenka(r)/ noun [c]

(Transport) a ship or lorry/truck that carries oil, gas
or petrol in large quantities: an oil tanker o a tanker
driver

tap /tsep/ verb, noun
• verb

( pp-)

1 [+ obj or no obj] to make use of a source of
energy, knowledge, money, etc. that already exists:

We need to tap the expertise and skill of the people we
already have, o Some companies have tapped their

shareholdersfor new cash, o The new model will

allow them to tap into afar larger market.
2 (AmE) [+ obj] (usually be tapped) to choose sb for

a particular role or job: Bella Sands has been tapped
for the top job.

339 ,tap sth in/ out (informal) to put
information, numbers, letters, etc. into a machine
by pressing buttons: Tap in your PIN number.

• noun [C]

a device for controlling the flow of liquid or gas
from a pipe or container: a gas tap o (figurative) At
first they had many investors, but now the money tap
has been turned off.

liilAI on 'tap (informal) 1 available to be used at

any time: The new software means that we have the
latest sales figures on tap. 2 (AmE) likely to happen
at the planned time; planned and ready to happen:

551 target market

The report is on tapfor Friday, o What's on tapfor
the week ahead?

'tape drive noun [c]

(IT) a device that is used for copying and storing

information from a computer: It's a good idea to

back up your data to a tape drive.

tape ma,chine = ticker (l)

tare /tea(r); AmE ter/ noun [U; sing ]

(Transport)

1 the weight of a container or vehicle that is used
to transport goods, without its load: The maximum
weight allowed on the roads is 20 tons including tare.

2 the weight of the materials used for wrapping
and protecting goods

• target /'taigit; AmE 'tarrgit/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

1 a result that a business or an organization tries

to achieve: The company has set an ambitious target

of20% sales growth, o The group is likely to meet its

earnings targets this year, o We are still on target

(= likely to reach our target) to achieve 12% growth
this year o Production was well below target this

year, o The target datefor the rollout is mid 2006.

O to lower/set a target to exceed/meet/miss/reach a
target earnings/financial/growth/performance/
price/sales targets

2 (Finance) a company that another more powerful
company wants to buy: The company has become a
possible targetfor Interbrew. o They are seeking

potential acquisition targets, [synj target company
0 an acquisition/a takeover target

3 (Finance; Marketing) the price at which a company
or person aims to sell or buy sth: Deutsche Bank
raised its targetfor the sharesfrom €150 to €190. o
The target pricefor the model currently being

developed is €3 500.

QSE1 (be/make) an easy target (for sb/sth) (to

be) open to attack or not able to defend yourself: Is

your computer system an easy targetfor hackers?

• verb [+ obj] (targeting, targeted, targeted)

1 target sb/sth
|

target sth at/to sb/sth (often be
targeted at sb/sth) to try to have an effect on a

particular group of people or a particular area:

Their campaigns specifically targetyoung people, o
a carefully targeted marketing campaign o
magazines targeted at teens Isyni aim
2 to choose to attack sb/sth or treat sb/sth in a

particular way: The EU has published a list of

products targetedfor sanctions.

'target .audience noun [c, usually sing.]

(Marketing) the group of people that an
advertisement, a programme or a product is aimed
at: the target audiencefor the new product o We
want to reach a target audience that's younger in

age. -> TARGET MARKET

'target .buyers = target market

target .company noun [c]

(Finance) a company that another company wants to

buy or get control of (synI target

target .customers = target market

.Target Group 'Index noun [sing.] (abbrTGi

(Marketing) a regular report, based on the answers

to questionnaires (= lists of questions that are

answered by many people), that provides

information about the types of products and

services, newspapers and TV programmes, for

example, that are popular

'target .market noun [C, usually sing.] (also 'target

.buyers, target .customers [pi.])

(Marketing) the group of people that you want to

sell your products to: Our target marketfor this
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drink is teenagers, o We need to identify the target

market. -» target audience
0 to identify/know/reach your target market
'target .marketing noun [u]

tariff /'taerif/ noun [C]

see also: protective tariff, revenue tariff

1 {Trade) a tax that is paid on goods coming into or

going out of a country: New import tariffs have been

imposed on a wide range of agricultural products, o
High tariff barriers protect domestic industry.

0 to impose/set a tariff to place a tariff on sth to

abolish/eliminate/lift a tariff • high/low/punitive

tariffs tariff barriers/protection/walls

2 (Commerce) a list of fixed prices that are charged
by a company for a particular service, or by a hotel

or restaurant for rooms, meals, etc: a telephone

tariff o the hotel's daily/weekly tariff

task /ta:sk; AmE taesk/ noun [c]

1 a piece of work that sb has to do: Ourfirst task is

to set up a communications system, o The new CEO
faces an uphill task to prevent the company being

taken over, o Persuading staff to accept a pay cut will

be no easy task (- it will be difficult).

-» MULTITASKING (2)

O to carry out/complete/do/perform/undertake a

task to give sb/set (sb) a task* a big/crucial/an

important/a time-consuming/an urgent task a

challenging/daunting/difficult/hard/an impossible

task

2 [IT) an item of work which is processed by a

computer as a single unit Isyni job
-» MULTITASKING (1)

O to do/execute/perform a task

'task force {also 'task group) noun [c]

a group of people who are brought together to deal

with a particular problem: to chair a taskforce on
renewable energy

0 to form/put together/set up a taskforce to chair/

head/lead a task force

task- oriented (also 'task-,orientated, especially

in BrE less frequent) adjective

1 used to describe a method of doing sth that is

designed for a particular task rather than for all

tasks

2 used to describe a style of management where
performing tasks is the main aim rather than trying

to improve how workers feel and relate to each
other: a task-oriented leadership style

tax /tasks/ noun, verb

noun [C,U]

see also: after-tax, capital gains ~, capital ~,

consumption ~, corporate income ~, corporation ~,

death ~, etc.

money that you have to pay to the government so

that it can pay for public services. People pay tax

according to their income and businesses pay tax

according to their profits. Tax is also often paid on
goods and services: They pay over €100 000 a year
in tax. o profits before/after tax o They have put a
tax on cigarettes, o Has the tax been deductedfrom
the interest? o All menu prices are exclusive of tax. o
You must fill in and return your taxform by the end

of September, o The tax office demanded €200 000 in

back taxes (= taxes that are owed from a previous

period).

O basic/basic-rate/high/higher-rate/low tax to

introduce/impose/levy a tax to abolish/cut/lift/

reduce/remove (a) tax to increase/put up/raise

taxes to avoid/escape/evade tax tax cuts/

increases a tax advisor/consultant a tax

authority/office

• verb [+ obj]

to put a tax on sb/sth; to make sb pay tax: Shares in

quoted companies are taxed at 40%. o You will be

taxed on all your income, o Companies are more
heavily taxed in this country than in others.

tax a batement noun [u]

an arrangement that allows a business to pay less

tax than usual for a period of time: Local

governments often use tax abatement to attract new
industry to the region.

taxable /'taeksabl/ adjective

(Accounting) (about money, etc.) that you have to

pay tax on: Car parking provided free atyour
workplace is not taxable, ioppi non-taxable

taxability /.taeksa'bilati/ noun [u]: The taxability

of items used in manufacturing varies widelyfrom
state to state.

tax ac counting noun [u]

the branch of accounting that prepares financial

information so that tax can be calculated and aims
to make sure that a company or person does not
pay any more tax than necessary

'tax al lowance (especially BrE) (AmE usually 'tax

exemption) noun [c,u]

an amount of money that you are allowed to earn
or receive before you start paying tax
[SYN] ALLOWANCE (BrE) (2)

tax anticipation note = revenue
ANTICIPATION NOTE

'tax as sessment noun [u,c]

the act of calculating how much tax sb must pay;

the amount that has been calculated and that must
be paid: The tax assessment and tax collection

process is now much easier to understand, o appeals

against tax assessments

tax as sessor noun [c] (especially AmE)
a person whose job is to calculate how much tax sb

has to pay -> inspector of taxes

taxation /task'seijri/ noun [u]

see also: deferred taxation, double ~, multiple ~

1 money that has to be paid as taxes: Low levels of
taxation have attracted some big companies to the

region.

O excessive/heavy/high/low taxation to cut/lower/

raise/reduce taxation

2 the system or the act of collecting money by
taxes: Any profits made are exemptfrom taxation, o
changes in the taxation structure

0 company/corporate/general/local/personal

taxation central/local taxation

-» direct taxation at direct tax

'tax a voidance noun [u]

(Accounting) ways of paying only the smallest

amount of tax that you legally have to: tax

avoidance plans/strategies -» tax evasion

'tax band noun [C] (BrE)

1 = TAX BRACKET
2 a range of properties of different values on
which the same rate of tax must be paid

'tax base noun [C, usually sing.]

(Economics) all the things that tax is paid on in a

particular country, region, etc: The government
chose to broaden the tax base rather than to raise

rates.

O to broaden/cut/protect/widen the tax base

'tax bite noun [C] (informal)

the part of a particular amount of money that is

taken as tax: The change in the law will increase the

tax bite on small companies.



'tax .bracket (also 'bracket) (BrE also tax band,
less frequent) noun [C]

a range of different incomes on which the same
rate of tax must be paid: My salary increase means
I'm now in the highest tax bracket, o There were only

two tax brackets—22% and 40%.

'tax break noun [c] [especially AmE)

a special advantage or reduction in taxes that the

government gives to particular people or

organizations, often to encourage them to do
particular things: The government has introduced

incentives such as tax breaksfor companies that use

environmentally-friendly technology.

O to give/offer/provide tax breaks to enjoy/get/

have/receive a tax break

'tax .credit noun [c,u]

a reduction in the amount of tax that you have to

pay, which is allowed to companies or people in

particular situations: a research and development
tax credit to boost business innovation

'tax declaration noun [c]

(Accounting) a formal statement made by a company
or person giving details of all the money they have
received so that the amount of tax they have to pay
can be calculated -» tax return
O to file/make/submit a tax declaration

.tax-de ductible adjective

(Accounting) (about an expense) that is allowed to be
taken off the total amount of money earned or

received before the amount of tax that must be
paid is calculated: Entertainment expenses are no
longer tax-deductible.

'taxde.duction noun [c]

(Accounting) an expense that is allowed to be taken
off the total amount of money earned or received

before the amount of tax that must be paid is

calculated: tax deductions for new equipment such
as computers and machinery
0 to claim/enjoy/get/take a tax deduction

tax-deferred adjective (AmE)

(Accounting) if an amount of money earned or
received is tax-deferred, you pay tax on it at a later

time than when you earn or receive it, for example
after you retire: a tax-deferred retirement/savings

account

tax depreciation noun [u]

(Accounting) the total amount of money invested in

new buildings, machinery, etc. that a company can
take away from profits before calculating its tax
-» BOOK DEPRECIATION, CAPITAL ALLOWANCE

.tax-efficient adjective

1 (Accounting) used to describe a way of organizing
assets that allows a person or a company to pay the
lowest possible amount of tax: They established a
tax-efficient structurefor the acquisition and
development of the company.
2 (Finance) (BrE) used to describe an investment
whose profits are taxed less than other
investments: A mortgage is one of the best tax-

efficient investments you can have. -» tax-favored
,tax efficiency noun [u] : The deal was structured

for tax efficiency.

taxevasion noun [u]

(Accounting) the crime of deliberately not paying all

the taxes that you should pay: new rules aimed at

fightingfraud and tax evasion

O to be accused of/charged with/found guilty of tax

evasion to clamp down on/curb/fight tax evasion
'tax e vader noun [c] : a plan to stop tax evaders

-> TAX AVOIDANCE

553 tax loss

.tax ex emption noun
(Accounting)

1 [u,c] (BrE) a situation in which a person or a

company does not have to pay tax: Competitors
have challenged the company's tax exemption as

unfair.

2 [C] (especially AmE) = tax allowance

'tax .exile noun
1 [C] a rich person who has left their own country
and gone to live in a place where the taxes are

lower: Their success forced them to become tax exiles.

2 [u] the situation when a rich person lives in

another country as a tax exile: He's now living in

tax exile in Monaco.

tax- favored (BrE spelling -favoured) adjective

[usually before noun] (AmE only)

(Finance) used to describe an investment whose
profits are taxed less than other investments: tax-

favored life insurance -> tax-efficient

'tax form noun [c]

a document on which a company or person gives

details of the amount of money that they have
earned so that the government can calculate how
much tax they have to pay: Do I need to fill in a self-

assessment taxform? -> tax return

,tax-'free adjective

(about money, goods, etc.) that you do not have to

pay tax on: Employees receive a tax-free lump sum on
retirement, .tax-'free adverb: Employees can
contribute up to €100 a month to pensions tax-free.

'tax .haven noun [c]

a place where taxes are low and where people
choose to live or officially register their companies
because taxes are higher in their own country: a

company based in an offshore tax haven

tax .holiday noun [c]

(Accounting) a period during which a company does
not have to pay tax or pays less tax: New
manufacturers should be given a five-year tax

holiday to develop their products.

tax in centive noun [c]

a reduction in tax that encourages companies or

people to do sth: The regional government is offering

tax incentives to companies who move to the region.

'tax inspector = inspector of taxes

'tax .invoice noun [c]

(Accounting) especially in Australia and New
Zealand, a document that a business provides

when it sells goods or services to another company,
which gives details of the tax that has been paid

tax lia bility noun

(Accounting)

1 [C] the amount of tax that a company or person

must pay: The company nowfaces a $1.5 billion tax

liability, o I needed advice on how to minimize my
tax liabilities.

2 [u,C] the fact of having to pay tax on sth: No tax

liability arosefrom the sale of the company.

'tax lien noun [c] (AmE)

(Law) the right of authorities who collect taxes to

claim assets from a person or company if they do

not pay tax: The IRS filed a tax lien on the property

to collect taxes owed by the sellers.

'tax loss noun [C]

(Accounting)

1 a loss that a company makes which reduces the

amount of tax it has to pay: They sold the machinery

for scrap and claimed a tax loss on it.
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outstanding taxes.

2 {informal) [c] (especially BrE) a person whose job is

to collect taxes [syTjI inspector of taxes

tax obli gation noun [c]

the amount of tax that a person or a company
owes: Many people have to work out their own tax

obligations.

taxpayer /'taekspeia(r)/ noun [c]

a person who pays tax to the government,
especially on the money that they earn: Delaying

the project will give more timefor research and save

taxpayers' money.

O a basic-rate/higher-rate/standard-rate/top-rate

tax payer

'tax pro vision noun [c,u]

[Accounting) an amount of money that a company
keeps in order to pay tax at the end of the year: In

the quarter just ended, the company made a $21 m
tax provision.

'tax rate noun [c]

the percentage of an amount of money or of the

value of sth that has to be paid as tax: Ireland's low
corporate tax rate has attracted a number of
manufacturers.

'tax re lief noun [u]

(Accounting) a reduction in the amount of tax you
have to pay: Small companies can claim tax reliefon
research and development expenditure.

O to claim/gain/get tax relief* to be eligible for/be

entitled to/qualify for tax relief* to give/offer/

provide tax relief* to abolish/cut/end tax relief

'tax re turn (also re'turn) noun [c]

(Accounting) a statement ofhow much money a

company or person has earned and their expenses,

used by the government to calculate how much tax

they have to pay; the form on which this statement
is made: a tax return for the year 2005-6 o Many
companies file their corporate tax return online.

-> TAX DECLARATION, TAX FORM
O to file/make/send in a tax return * to complete/do/

fill in/fill out a tax return

'tax sale noun [C] (AmE)

(Law) when a property is sold by a government
because the owner has not paid their taxes

'tax .shelter noun [c]

(Accounting) a way of using or investing money so

that you can legally avoid paying tax on it: Investors

were taking advantage of a tax shelter in their

retirement savings plans. 'tax-,sheltered adjective:

tax-sheltered savings plans

'tax .subsidy noun [c,u]

a reduction in the amount of tax that a company
pays, given by the government for a particular

purpose: tax subsidies to encourage companies to

create new jobs

'tax take noun [Cj (especially AmE) (informal)

the amount of money that is taken as tax: The
government will have to raise its tax take to payfor
its public spending, o a high tax take on earned
income

'tax .threshold (also 'threshold, less frequent)

noun [c]

the level of income above which a company or

person starts to pay income tax: The corporate tax
thresholdfor small businesses is to be raised to

€500000.

'tax year noun [C] (especially BrE)

(Accounting) the period of 12 months over which the

taxes of a company or a person are calculated. In

the UK it begins on 6 April; in the US, usually on 1

July. -> FINANCIAL YEAR

t.b. (also spelled TB) /,ti: 'bi:/ = trial balance

T.B.A /,ti: bi: 'ei/ a'obr

(used in notices about events, etc.) to be arranged,
to be announced, to be advised or, less often, to be
agreed: Meeting Tuesday 2.30, venue t.b.a.

T-bill = Treasury bill

T-bond = Treasury bond

TCN /,ti: si: 'en/ = third-country national

TCO I,til si: "au; AmE 'ou/ = total cost of
ownership

t-,commerce noun [uj

1 the buying and selling of products through
interactive television (= that allows information

to be passed in both directions)

2 the buying and selling of products by telephone

-team /ti:m/ noun, verb

• noun [c with sing./pl. verb]

see also: management team

a group of people who work together: a team
leader/member o a team meeting o A team of experts

has/have been called in to investigate, o We met in

the boss's office for a team briefing, o We take a

team-based approach to work, o The success of this

project has been a team effort.

0 the design/development/marketing/sales team * to

build/form/recruit/train a team * to head (up)/

lead/manage/run a team
• verb

1 [no obj] team (up) (with sb) to join with another
person or group in order to do sth together: The

two record companies teamed up to launch an online

service.

2 [+ obj] team sb/sth (up) (with sb/sth) to combine
or match two or more things or people: We teamed
our head of design up with a freelance software

engineer to work on the website.

team .building noun [u]

the process of getting people to work together on a

particular job: Changes to production methods
involved team building and creating a multi-skilled

workforce, o The roleplay enables us to look at

candidates' team-building skills, o team-building

activities/exercises

teaming /'tiimin/ noun [u]

the practice of working as a team: Good teaming
increases both efficiency and morale.

teammate /'ti:mmeit/ noun [C]

a person who works in the same team as yourself

.team 'player noun [c]

a person who is good at working as a member of a

team: Some of his colleagues have accused him of not

being a team player.

teamster /'ti:msta(r)/ noun [c] (AmE)

a person whose job is driving a truck

teamwork /'ti:mw3:k; AmE -W3:rk/ noun [u]

the activity of working well together as a team:

Trust is essential for successful teamwork.

2 a situation where a government receives less tax

than it should because of illegal trading: Soft-

ware piracy resulted in an estimated tax loss of

$62 million.

taxman /'taksmaen/ noun (plural taxmen /-men/)

(Accounting)

1 [sing ] a way of referring to the government
department that is responsible for collecting taxes:

Following its battle with the taxman, the company
has been forced to pay almost a million euros in



teamworking /'ti:mw3:kir); AmE -W3:rk-/

noun [u]

(HR) a way of organizing work in which employees
work together in groups and are trained to do a

range of tasks: He said that teamworking was still

new in the building industry.

teaser /'ti:za(r)/ noun [c]

(Marketing)

1 = TEASER AD
2 (AmE) an advertisement that offers sth free, such

as a gift or sample, to attract customers

'teaser ad (also 'teaser) noun [c]

(Marketing) a short or strange advertisement that is

used to increase the public's interest in a product,

especially one that is not yet available. It does not

usually give the name of the product: Retailers have

been running teaser ads this week in preparation for
tomorrow's launch, o a teaser adfor an upcoming
concert tUSn Teaser ads are usually followed by
normal advertising when the product becomes
available.

'teaser rate noun [c]

(Marketing) a low rate of interest that is offered for a

period of time to attract people to use a credit card

or arrange a loan

tech /tek/ noun, adjective (informal)

• noun [C, usually pi.] (also 'technical)

(used especially in newspapers) a technology
company: Techs were down last night on all

European stock markets.

• adjective [only before noun]

see also: high-tech, low-tech

technology; technological; technical: tech

companies o the tech sector

'tech-,heavy (also 'tech-, laden) adjective (informal)

(also technology-, heavy)

(Stock Exchange) (about a stock market) including

mainly technology companies: the tech-heavy

Nasdaq index

techie (also spelled techy) /'teki/ noun [c] (plural

techies) (informa f)

a person who knows a lot about or is very
interested in technology, especially computing: the

company's group of bright young techies o techie

jargon

'tech-,laden - tech-heavy

techMARK™ /'tekma:k; /\m£ -ma:rk/ noun
[sing.]

(Stock Exchange) a group of technology companies
that have their own section on the London Stock
Exchange: The FTSE TechMARK closed down 0.7%.

technical /'teknikl/ adjective, noun
• adjective

1 connected with the practical use of machinery,
methods, etc: The crash was caused by a technical

fault, o Younger employees tend to have more
technical know-how than older ones, o We have
experienced technical difficulties with our email
distribution list.

O a technical fault/glitch/hitch a technical

breakthrough/difficulty * technical capabilities/

developments
2 connected with a particular subject and
therefore difficult to understand if you do not know
about that subject: The manual contains too much
technical jargon, o The guide is too technicalfor a
non-specialist

O technicaljargon/language/terms
3 connected with the exact details of official laws,
rules, etc: The economic slowdown does not yet meet
the technical definition of a recession, o The
shareholders have had two requestsfor an

555 technology

extraordinary meeting turned down on technical

grounds.

0 technical grounds/reasons/rules

technically /'teknikli/ adverb: It is not

technically possible to install the system in such a

small space, o Although the practice is technically <

illegal, it is still very common.
noun
1 (Stock Exchange) technicals [pi.] (also .technical

'indicator [c]) measurements, such as the price of

shares and the number that have been bought and
sold, that are used to predict what will happen to a

stock market in the future: Technicals represent a
good picture of the present situation, o Ifollow the

market technicals. -> fundamentals, technical
ANALYST
2 [C, usually pi.] = tech noun

.technical 'analyst (also 'chartist) noun [c]

(Stock Exchange) a person who studies investments
and uses charts, diagrams and computer programs
to analyse how the share prices of particular

companies have risen and fallen in the past. These
patterns are then used to see what might happen in

the future, .technical a'nalysis noun [u,C]

.technical efficiency noun [u]

(Manufacturing; Production) a situation in which a

machine or a business produces the highest

possible amount or quality of goods or services

with a particular amount of resources: an analysis

of the technical efficiency of the UK steel industry
|SYN| X-EFFICIENCY |OPP| TECHNICAL INEFFICIENCY

.technical 'indicator = technical noun (l)

.technical .inefficiency noun [u]

(Manufacturing; Production) a situation in which a

machine or a business could produce more or

better goods or services with a particular amount
of resources: measuring the technical inefficiency of

farms [syn]x-inefficiency|opp] technical
EFFICIENCY

.technical sup port (also ,tech sup port)

noun [u]

help from experts that is available to people who
use computers, machines, etc.; the department in

an organization that provides this: We offerfree

technical supportfor all users of our software, o
Don't install new software when the staff in technical

support may not be there to help you.

technician /tek'mjn/ noun [C]

a person whose job is keeping a particular type of

equipment or machinery in good condition:

laboratory/computer technicians o a pool of skilled

technicians

technological /,tekn8'lDd3ikl; AmE -'\a:dz-/

adjective

connected with the practical use of scientific

knowledge in industry: technological advances in

manufacture o They combine technological know-

how with high-quality manufacture.

0 technological capabilities/know-how/skdls •

technological advances/breakthroughs/
developments/innovations/progress

technologically /,tekna'lDd3ikli; AmE -'la:d3-/

adverb: technologically advanced

technology /tek'nolad3i; AmE -'na:l-/ noun

(plural technologies)

see also: disruptive technology, high ~,

information ~, intermediate ~

1 [U,C] scientific knowledge used in practical ways

in industry, for example in designing new
machines: recent advances in medical technology o

The company has just unveiled two promising new
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digital technologies, o technology-based products

{= ones that are developed using the latest

technology) o a technology-driven company (=
one that uses and relies on the latest technology)

2 [u] machinery or equipment designed using

technology: The company has invested in the latest

technology.

technologist noun [c]: afood technologist

tech'nology-.heavy = tech-heavy

technophile /'teknafail; BrE also -naof-/ noun [c]

a person who is very interested in new technology

technophobe /'teknafaub; BrE also -naof-; AmE
-foub/ noun [c]

a person who does not like using new technology

tech sup port = technical support

techy = techie

tel noun
a short way of writing telephone before a

telephone number: tel: 556768

telco /'telkau; AmE -koo/ noun [C]

(used especially in newspapers) a telecommuni-
cations company: Telcos were struggling to make
moneyfrom broadband services. -> telecom

tele- /'teli/ combiningform {used in nouns, verbs and
adjectives)

1 over a long distance; far: telecommunications o
teleworking

2 connected with television: teletext

3 done using a telephone: telesales

telecast /'telika:st;/\mF-kaest/ noun [c]

[especially AmE)
a broadcast on television 'telecast verb [+ obj]

(telecast, telecast) {usually be telecast): The match
will be telecast live to over 150 countries, telecaster

noun [C]

telecentre {AmE spellingtelecenter)

/'telisenta(r)/ noun [C]

{HR) a building, usually in the country, filled with
computer equipment so that people can work there

instead of travelling to an office in a town or city

-> TELECOTTAGE, TELEWORKING

telecom /'telikDm; 4atj£ -ka:m/ noun
1 [C] (often used in names) a telecommunications
company: France Telecom -> telco
2 [u] {informal) telecommunications: telecom

equipment'systems

telecommunication /.telika.mjumi'keijri/

{also 'telecom, informal) noun [u]

telecommunications: The company is to start selling

telecommunication services to residential customers.

o a telecommunication expert

*telecommunications /.telika.mjuini'kei.fnz/

{also 'telecoms, informal) noun [pi.; u]

the technology of sending messages over long
distances by radio, telephone, television,

satellite, etc: technological developments in

telecommunications

O a telecommunications business/carrier/company/

group/operator/provider the telecommunications

industry/market/sector telecommunications

equipment/technology a telecommunications

infrastructure/link/network/system

telecommuting /,telika'rnju:tin/ noun [u]

the activity of working for a company from your
home and communicating with your office,

colleagues and customers by computer and
telephone, etc. [syn] teleworking

.telecom'mute verb [no obj] .telecom muter
noun [C]

telecoms /'telikmnz; AmE -ka:mz/
= TELECOMMUNICATIONS

teleconference /'telikDnfarans; AmE-ka:n-/
noun [C]

a meeting, discussion, etc. between two or more
people in different places, using telephones,
television or computers to connect them: Every two
weeks, I dial into a teleconference with a group of
other agents.

O to conduct/have/hold/participate in a
teleconference

'teleconferencing noun [u] 'teleconference
verb [no obj]

telecottage /'telikDtid3;AmE-ka:t-/ noun [c] {BrE)

{HR) a building, usually in the country, filled with
computer equipment for people who live in the
area to use for work or pleasure -> electronic
COTTAGE, TELECENTRE, TELEWORKING

telecottaging /,teli'kDtid3in; AmE -'ka:t-/ noun [u]

telegram /'teligraem/ noun [C]

a message sent by telegraph, then printed and
given to sb

telegraph /'teligra:f;/\A?i£ -grssf/ noun [u]

a system for sending messages over long distances,

using wires that carry electrical signals

'telegraph verb [+ obj or no obj]

.telegraphic transfer = wire transfer

telemarketing /telima:kitm; -ma:rk-/ {also

'telephone .selling) noun [u] iBrE also 'telesales

[u; pi.])

see also: inbound telemarketing, outbound
telemarketing

{Marketing) a method of selling goods and services

and taking orders for sales by contacting possible

customers by telephone -> cold-calling
telemarketer noun [c]

telematics /.teli'maetiks/ noun [u]

{IT) the branch of information technology that
• deals with using computers to send information
over long distances: The company uses telematics to

track the position of its vehicles at all times.

.tele'matic adjective h'L'lH The word telematics
was formed from 'telecommunication' and
'informatics' (= the study of processes for storing

and obtaining data electronically).

• telephone /'tehfaun; AmE -foon/ noun, verb

• noun [C,u]

see also: fixed telephone

a system for talking to sb else over long distances,

using wires or radio; a machine used for this: Could

you answer my telephone if it rings, please? o I need

to make a telephone call, o We negotiated the

details over the/by telephone, o Business travellers

no longer need to spend time on the telephone
arranging their trips. Isyni phone
O a telephone company/carrier/operator * a

telephone line/network/system a telephone

conference/conversation/interview/meeting/

survey

• verb [-»- obj or no obj]

to speak to sb by telephone: Please email or

telephone for details, o You can telephone your order

24 hours a day. fsYNl call, phone

telephone directory {also telephone book,

'phone book) noun [c]

a book that lists the names, addresses and
telephone numbers of people or businesses in a

particular area: to look up a number in the telephone

directory



telephone ex,change {also ex change)

noun [c]

equipment that connects telephone lines together

so that people can make telephone calls to each
other; the place where this is kept

telephone selling = telemarketing

telephonist /ta'lefanist/ = operator (3)

telephony /ta'lefani/ noun [u]

the business or process of sending messages and
signals by telephone: a mobile telephony business o
The company offers Internet and telephony services.

0 cable/fixed-line/mobile/voice/wireless telephony

a telephony business/company/operator/provider

telesales /'teliseilz/ = telemarketing

teletext /'telitekst/ noun [u]

a service providing written news and information

using television: You can get the current exchange

rate on teletext.

'television .rating noun [c] {abbrTVR)

{Marketing) the number of people who watch a

particular programme on television, compared
with the total number of people available to watch,

used to measure how popular the programme is.

One rating is one per cent: The World Cup final had
a record television rating of 48.3%.

teleworking /'teliw3:kin;4m£ -W3:rk-/ {also

'telework) noun [u]

{HR) the activity of working for a company from
your home and communicating with your office

and colleagues by computer and telephone, etc.

either all or part of the time [syn! telecommuting
'telework noun [u] 'telework verb [no obj]

teleworker noun [C]

telex /'teleks/ noun
1 [u] an international system of communication in

which messages are typed on a special machine
and sent by the telephone system: Applications

should be made byfax or by telex.

2 [C] a message sent or received by telex: Several

telexes arrived this morning.

3 [C] {informal) a machine for sending or receiving

telexes

'telex verb [+ obj or no obj]: Can you telex the order

today?

teller /'tela(r)/ noun [C]

1 = BANK TELLER
2 a machine that pays out money automatically:

automatic teller machines I
syn

| ATM

temp /temp/ noun, verb

{HR)

• noun [C]

a temporary employee in an office: Well need to get

in a temp while Anna's away, o a temp agency
[SYNl CASUAL

• verb [no obj] {informal)

to do a temporary job or a series of temporary jobs:

I've been tempingfor an employment agency.

template /'templeit/ noun [c]

1 a thing that is used as a model for producing
other similar examples: This contract may be used as

a templateforfuture agreements, o The program lets

you set up a basic email templatefor orders.

2 a shape cut out of a hard material, used as a
model for producing exactly the same shape many
times in another material

temporary /'temprori; AmE -pareri/ adjective

lasting or intended to last only for a short time; not
permanent: The canteen has been closed as a
temporary measure while the problem is investigated.

oMore than half the staff are temporary, o workers
on temporary contracts IoppI permanent -> temp

557 tender

.temporary help .agency noun [c]

{HR) a business that provides workers for orher

businesses for limited periods of time

ten /ten/ number
nUZD tens of thousands/'millions/'billions (of

sth) used to refer to any large amount or number
between ten thousand/million/billion and one
hundred thousand/million/billion: The company
paid tens of thousands of dollars in bonuses last year.

tenable /'tenabl/ adjective

1 (about an opinion, a theory, a situation, etc.) easy

to defend against attack or criticism: Following the

scandal, it was no longer tenablefor him to stay on
as CEO.
2 {HR) (about a job, position, etc.) that can be held

for a particular period of time: The scholarship is

tenablefor up to three years.

tenancy /'tenansi/ noun {plural tenancies)

{Law; Property)

1 [C,U] the right to live or work in a building or on
land that you rent: a tenancy agreement o They have

taken over the tenancy of the building.

O to get/give up/take (over)/hold/surrender a tenancy
• to grant/offer/renew/terminate a tenancy

2 [C] a period of time that you rent a house, land,

etc. for: a 12-month tenancy

0 a life/fixed-term/long-term/short-term tenancy a

tenancy expires/lapses

tenant /'tenant/ noun, verb

{Law; Property)

• noun [C]

see also: prime tenant, anchor tenant

a person or company that pays rent for the use of a

building, land, room, etc. to the person or company
that owns it: The shopping mall has 115 tenants.

• verb [+ obj] {usually be tenanted)
to work or live in a place as a tenant: a tenanted

farm/pub

.tenant at 'will noun [C] {plural tenants at will)

{Law) a tenant that can be forced to leave a

property, piece of land, etc. without any warning

• tender /tenda(r)/ noun, verb

• noun [C,U]

see also: legal tender, self-tender

1 {Commerce) si formal offer to supply goods or do
work at a stated price: We are inviting tendersfor
the provision of training coursesfor staff. o A local

firm submitted the lowest tender, o Cleaning and
laundry services have been put out to (competitive)

tender, [syn] bid

0 to invite/request tenders to accept/announce/

award/issue a tender to apply for/bid for/
prepare/submit/win a tender

2 {Finance) an offer to buy shares, etc. at a stated

price: The shares are being sold by tender, o The

group planned to buy back 10% of the company's

stock at a tender price of $0.66-0.75 per share.

• verb

1 {Commerce) [+ obj or no obj] to make a formal

offer to supply goods or do work at a stated price:

Localfirms were invited to tenderfor the project, o

competitive tendering

2 {Finance) [no obj] to make a formal offer to buy

shares, etc. at a stated price, especially in order to

gain control of a company: They are expected to

tenderfor 51% of the shares.

3 {Finance) [+ obj] to make a formal offer to sell

shares, etc. at a stated price: 85% of the common
shareholders had tendered their shares in response to

the $20-a-share offer.
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4 {formal) [+ obj] to offer money as payment: The

program reads the purchase price and the amount
tendered and calculates the change.

5 (jormaf) [+ obj] to offer or give sth to sb: The CEO
and the finance director tendered their resignations

last Sunday.
'tenderer noun [c]: Unsuccessful tenderers will be

told why their bids failed.

tender .offer noun [c]

{Finance)

1 an invitation to the existing shareholders of a

particular company to sell some of their shares at a

particular price either to the company itself or to

another company: The shares rose 20% after the

company said it would return $6 m to shareholders

via a tender offer at 50 cents a share.

2 the act of offering to buy new shares at a
particular price: The Swiss entrepreneur made a
tender offerfor 15% of the company at €2.34 a
share.

tenner /'tena(r)/ noun [c] {informal)

1 {BrE) £10 or a ten-pound note: You can eat well

herefor under a tenner.

2 {AmE) ten dollars

tenor /'tena(r)/ noun [sing ]

{Finance) the length of time stated on a bill of
exchange, etc. before it becomes due for payment:
the tenor of the bill [syni term

tentative /'tentativ/ adjective

1 (about an arrangement, agreement, etc.) not
definite or certain because you may want to change
it later: The airline has reached a tentative

agreement with its employees, o There are tentative

signs of recovery in the advertising market.

2 not behaving with confidence; not done with
confidence: Consumers are no longer tentative about
online shopping.

'tentatively adverb 'tentativeness noun [u]

tenure /'tenja(r)/ noun [u]

see also: job tenure

1 the period of time when sb holds an important
job: The company's share price trebled under his

tenure as Chief Executive.

2 {HR) the right to stay permanently in your job,

especially as a teacher at a university: It's still

extremely difficult to get tenure. -> lifetime
EMPLOYMENT

3 {Law) the legal right to live in a house or use a
piece of land: When you rent a house here, you don 't

have security of tenure.

tepid /'tepid/ adjective

(used especially in newspapers) lower in level, less

successful, less good, etc. than expected: A tepid

economy is discouraging investors, o The company's
sales rose a tepid 0.4%.

*term /t3:m; AmE t3:rm/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: fixed term, long--, medium--, near--,

short--

1 [c] a word or phrase used as the name of sth,

especially one connected with a particular type of
language: 'Recovery' is a technical termfor the

period following a recession.

O business/legal/scientific/technical terms

2 [C, usually sing ] a period of time for which sth

lasts; a fixed or limited time: Ifyou hold the loan for
the full term, you will pay more interest, o During his

second term as chairman, the company expanded
intofood and drink, o a five-year term of office

0 a fixed/long/short term a term runs out/ends/
expires

3 [sing.] the end of a particular period of time,

especially one for which an agreement, etc. lasts:

The research programme will reach its term at the

end of this month.
4 {Finance) [sing ] the length of time stated on a

bill of exchange, etc. before it becomes due for

payment: the term of the bill (syn] tenor
-» TERMS
IEE1 in/over the long/'medium/'short/'far/
'near term used to describe what will happen a

long, short, etc. time in the future: The deal might
be more expensive in the short term, but it would
offer shareholders better value in the longer term.

• verb [+ obj]

to use a particular name or word to describe sb/sth:

Management and union leaders held what was
termed a 'crisis meeting'.

'term as surance {BrE) {also 'term insurance,
AmE, BrE) noun [u]

a type of life insurance that only lasts for a fixed

time and does not pay money if the insured person
dies after that time

term bill = period bill

term de posit = time deposit

terminal /'termini; AmE tsxm-f noun, adjective

• noun [C]

1 a building or set of buildings at an airport where
air passengers arrive and leave: A third terminal

was opened lastyear.

2 {IT) a piece of equipment, usually consisting of a
keyboard and a screen that joins the user to a

central computer system: Please switch offyour
computer terminal before leaving.

• adjective

1 certain to get worse and come to an end: The

industry is in terminal decline.

2 [only before noun] at the end of sth: the terminal

bonus on a policy

'terminal .market noun [c]

1 {Finance) a place where commodities, futures,
etc. are bought and sold that is in a trading centre

such as London or New York rather than in the

country where the goods are produced
-» COMMODITY EXCHANGE
2 {Commerce) {AmE) a central place, usually near an

important town or city, where goods, especially

agricultural goods, are brought from many
different areas to be bought and sold

WHICH WORD?

tender/bid

If a business bids or tenders for work, they offer to

do it for a particular price in competition with

others: The company is bidding for a Health

Department contract.

The offer itself, usually in the form of a document,
is referred to as the bid or tender: Tenders

submitted after 3 7 October will not be accepted.

Tender [U], not bid, is used to refer to the process

of competing to do the work: They put the contract

out to tender, o a tender application

Bid. both as a noun and a verb, is also used in the

context of an auction (= when people offer to buy
sth in competition with each other): They have
invited bids for a 33% stake in the company, o
Decide how much you're prepared to pay before

you start to bid. Tender is not used with this

meaning.



terminate /'t3:mmeit; AmE 't3:rm-/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to end; to make sth end: Your

contract of employment terminates in May. o The

agreement was terminated immediately.

2 {HR) [+ obj] {especially AmE) to remove sb from
their job: They had been terminating people in their

fifties, o terminated employees See note at dismiss

termination /,t3:mi'neijri; AmE ,t3:rm-/ noun [u,C]

1 the act of ending sth; the end of sth: Failure to

comply with these conditions will result in

termination of the contract.

2 {HR) {especially AmE) the act of removing sb from
their job: He sued the companyfor wrongful
termination, o Employees are entitled to receive

either notice of termination or termination pay.

termi nation charge noun [c, usually pi.]

the fee for making a call to a mobile phone/
cellphone from another system

'term insurance = term assurance

'term Joan noun [c]

{Finance) a loan for a fixed period of time, usually

from a bank to a company, that is repaid in regular

amounts: The company has decided to cancel the

$500 million three-year term loan.

* terms /t3:mz; AmE t3:rmz/ noun [pi.]

see also: account terms, credit ~, easy ~, trade ~

1 the conditions that people offer, demand or

accept when they make an agreement, an
arrangement or a contract: The Board has now
agreed the terms of the deal, o Under the terms of
the agreement, theirfunding of the project will

continuefor some time, o The terms and conditions

of employment are changing.

O to accept/agree (on)/negotiate terms to give sb/

offer/set terms attractive/better/favourable terms

2 {Commerce) conditions that you agree to when
you buy, sell, or pay for sth; a price or cost: to buy
sth on easy terms (= paying for it over a long
period) o attractive credit terms offered by car

companies o Our terms are 30 days {= payment
must be made in 30 days).

O attractive/easy/favourable terms cash/payment/
trade terms

3 a way of saying sth or of expressing yourself: 77/

try to explain in simple terms.

O in broad/general/simple/strong terms
-» TERM
nnn be on good, friendly, bad, etc. 'terms
(with sb) to have a good, friendly, etc. relationship

with sb: I'm on first-name terms with my boss {-
we call each other by our first names), in terms of
sth; in ... terms used to show what aspect of a

subject you are talking about or how you are
thinking about it: Success is notjust measured in

financial terms, on your own terms; on sb's
'terms according to the conditions that you or sb
else decides: 77/ only take the job on my own terms.
-» idiom at equal

terms of reference noun [pi ]

the limits that are set on what an official committee
or report has been asked to do: The matter, they
decided, lay outside the commission's terms of
reference.

terms of 'trade noun [pi.]

{Economics) the average price of a country's imports
compared with the average price of its exports. If

export prices rise faster than import prices, terms
of trade are said to improve

terrestrial /ta'restrial/ adjective

(used about television and broadcasting systems)
operating on earth rather than from a satellite:
terrestrial TV stations
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territory /'teratri;/\m£-to:ri/ noun [C,u] {plural

territories)

see also: negative territory, positive ~, sales ~

1 an area of a town, a country or the world that sb

has responsibility for in their work: Our
representatives cover a very large territory.

-» area (1)

2 an area of knowledge or activity: Legal problems
are Andy's territory (= he deals with them), o This

type of work is uncharted territory {= completely
new) for us. -> area (3)

tertiary /'talari; AmE 't3:rjieri; -Jari/ adjective

third in order, rank or importance: Products and the

manufacturing process seem to have priority, and
marketing is only of tertiary importance.
-> primary, secondary

'tertiary industry [also service .industry) noun
[c,u]

{Economics) a business whose work involves doing
sth for customers but not producing goods; these

businesses as a group -> primary industry,
SECONDARY INDUSTRY

'tertiary .sector (0/50 'service .sector) noun [sing.]

{Economics) the part of a country's economy that is

connected with providing services rather than
manufacturing or producing things

*test /test/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: alpha test, aptitude ~, beta ~, blind ~,

field--, hall ~, market ~, means ~, psychological ~,

psychometric ~, recognition ~

1 an experiment to discover whether or how well

sth works, or to find out more information about it:

Market tests showed that €80 was too high a price, o
They demonstrated a test version of the software, o
III run a diagnostic test to see why the server keeps

crashing, o test engineers

O to conduct/do/perform/run a test a test proves/

reveals/shows/suggests sth

2 an examination of sb's knowledge or ability,

consisting of questions for them to answer or
activities for them to do: All candidates must take

an English test.

O to do/sit/take a test to fail/pass a test

3 a situation or an event that shows how good,
strong, etc. sb/sth is: Sales of the latest model will be

a key test of whether the company's change of image
has worked.

0 a big/crucial/good/key/tough test an important/

the ultimate test

n^TTl put sb/sth to the test to put sb/sth in a

situation which will show what their true qualities

are: All of her negotiating talents were put to the test.

-» idiom at stand verb

• verb

see also: beta-test

1 [+ obj] test sth (out) to use or try sth to find out

how well it works or to find out more information

about it: Our products are not tested on animals, o
They opened a single store in Europe to test out the

market.

2 [+ obj or no obj] to examine sb's knowledge or

ability by asking them questions or giving them
activities to do: Employees are tested on their

customer service skills.

3 [+ obj] to be difficult and therefore need all your

ability, strength, etc: Giving the presentation in

France really tested my French.

tHHEJ test for sth; test sth for sth to examine

sth to see if a particular substance is present: Has

this software been testedfor viruses?
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'test case noun [c]

(Law) a legal case or other situation whose result

will be used as an example when decisions are

being made on similar cases in the future: The

Italian group's bid will serve as a test case for the new
takeover laws.

'test deck noun [c]

(Technical) a small amount of data, material, etc.

that is used as a basis for testing a project

'test drive noun [c]

an occasion when you drive a vehicle or use a piece

of equipment, etc. to see how well it works and if

you like it and want to buy it: You can take the latest

version of the software for a test drive ifyou
download the 30-day trial. 'test-drive verb [+ obj]:

a chance to test-drive the newest cars

tester /'testa(r)/ noun [C]

1 a person or thing that tests sth: He started as a

code testerfor a software firm, o The modem comes
with a phone-line tester.

2 a small amount of a product that you can try to

see if you like it: They are giving away thousands of
perfume testers in their latest promotion.

testimonial /.testi'maonial; AmE -'mou-/ noun [c]

1 (Marketing) a formal written statement about the

quality of sth: The catalogue is full of testimonials

from satisfied customers, o customer testimoniab

2 (HR) a formal written statement, often by a

former employer, about sb's abilities, qualities and
character: She got a glowing testimonialfrom her

former boss, [syn] recommendation

testing /'testm/ noun [u]

see also: concept testing, copy testing

the activity of trying or using sth in order to find

sth out, see if it works, etc: The product is still in

testing and won't be available till next year, o The

project is undergoing testing, o Consumer testing

has shown that people like their washing to smell

clean.

O consumer/market testing to carry out/do/

undertake testing

'test .market noun [c]

(Marketing) an area, a country, etc. where a product
is sold in order to test it before it is sold in other

places: They ran television ads in two test markets to

see if this was an appropriate way to advertise the

product, o several test-market cities 'test-,market
verb [+ obj]: The product is still being test-marketed.

'test .marketing [u] : Test marketing revealed that

the product was too expensive.

'test run noun [c]

(Marketing) an occasion when a product is tested:

We gave the software packages a test run.

0 to give sth/conduct/do a test run

tethered /'te5ad; AmE -dard/ adjective

attached to sth: a keyboard tethered to a handheld
computer by a cable o (figurative) I couldn't do a job
where I'm tethered to (= always working at) a
computer.

TEU /,ti: i: 'ju:/ abbr

(Transport) twenty-foot equivalent unit (used as a

countable noun)

a standard container for transporting goods that is

approximately six metres long

text /tekst/ noun, verb

• noun
1 [u] the words of a book, web page, etc., not the

pictures, notes, etc: The success of an ad may depend
on how the text and the graphics are laid out.

2 [u] any form of written material: printed text o
The program converts scanned documents into text

files that can be edited.

3 [C] = TEXT MESSAGE
4 [C] the written form of a speech, an article, etc.

• verb (also 'text .message, less frequent) [+ obj or
no obj]

text (sb) (sth) to send sb a written message using a

mobile phone/cellphone: Text me when you're on
your way. o I texted him the details. Isyni SMS

'texting noun [u] = text messaging at text
MESSAGE

textile /'tekstail/ noun
1 [C] any type of fabric made by weaving or

knitting: a factory producing a range of textiles o the

textile industry o She works in textile design.

O a textile business/maker/manufacturer/producer
2 textiles [pi ] the industry that makes fabric: He
got a job in textiles.

'text .message (also text) noun [c]

a short written message sent to sb using a mobile
phone/cellphone [synI SMS
0 to get/receive/send a text message

text .message verb [+ obj or no obj] = text verb

KMI1 The verb text is usually used, 'text

.messaging (also 'texting, informal) noun [u]: An
estimated 70% of mobile phone owners use their

phone for text messaging, o text messaging services

.text-tO-'speech adjective [only before noun]

(IT) used to describe the technology that allows a

computer to change data into spoken words: text-

to-speech software/programs ,text-to-'speech
noun [u]: Youll need to install text-to-speech to be

able to listen to our e-books.

TGI /,ti: d3i: 'ai/ = Target Group Index

'T-group (also 'training group) noun [c]

(HR) a small group of people who meet, with a

leader, and talk and think in order to improve their

skills in dealing with people

theory /'Giari; AmF'Giri; '0i:ari/ noun (plural

theories)

see also: expectancy theory, game ~,

organization ~

1 [c,u] a formal set of ideas that is intended to

explain why sth happens or exists: Maslow's theory

ofhuman motivation o the boom and bust theory of
British economics
2 [u,c] the principles on which a particular activity

is based: management theory o the theory and
practice of design

3 [c] an opinion or idea that sb believes is true but

may in fact be wrong: The theory is that CEOs get

rich only when shareholders get rich.

n»n in 'theory used to say that a particular

statement is supposed to be true but may in fact be
wrong: In theory, these machines can last up to ten

years, o This all sounds fine in theory, but would it

work in practice?

theory of con straints noun [sing.] (abbrTOC)

(Production) a way of improving production by
finding and improving the things or people that are

limiting the amount or the speed of production

.Theory 'X /- 'eks/ noun [sing.]

(HR) a way of managing people based on the idea

that most workers do not enjoy working for a

company and do not want responsibility. They
therefore need to be watched carefully, to receive a

lot of instructions and be threatened with

punishments.

.Theory 'Y /- 'wai/ noun [sing ]

(HR) a way of managing people based on the idea

that most workers enjoy work and want
responsibility. They should therefore be given



freedom to deal with difficult problems using their

skill and imagination and be promised rewards.

,Theory 'Z / - 'zed; AmE 'zi:/ noun [sing.]

{HR) a way of managing people, developed from
Japanese styles of management. It is based on the

idea that employees work best when they feel they

are trusted and that they are an important part of

the company.

therm /03:m; AmE 03:rm/ noun [C]

{Technical) a unit of heat, used in the UK for

measuring a gas supply

thin /0m/ adjective (thinner, thinnest)

{Finance) not very busy; with not much buying and
selling: Bond prices were steady in thin trade on
Tuesday, o Market activity was much thinner than

usual.

think /0ink/ verb

IT7T71 think on your 'feet to be able to think and
react to things very quickly and effectively without

any preparation think out of/outside the box to

think in a new or different way in order to solve a

problem: creative professionals who are paid to think

outside the box o We try to encourage out-of-the-box

thinking, think twice (about sth/about doing
sth) to think very carefully before you decide to do
sth: You should think twice about employing
someone you haven't met.

HDD .think sth 'out to consider or plan sth

carefully: It's a very well thought out plan.

'think tank noun [c]

a group of experts who provide advice and ideas on
political, social or economic issues

,

think-,tanker
{AmE spelling think tanker) noun [C]: think-tankers

and businessmen

,thin 'market {also .narrow 'market) noun [c]

{Finance) a market in which there is not much
buying and selling and small changes in supply or

demand can have a great effect on the prices of

shares, bonds, etc.

.third-country 'national noun [c] {abbricu)

{HR) an employee of an international organization

who does not come from the country in which the

organization has its main base, or from the country
in which they are working -> host country

.third-gene'ration.ady'ecf/Vi? [only before noun]

1 {abbr 3G) used to describe technology that has
been developed to send data to mobile phones/
cellphones, etc. at much higher speeds than were
possible before: Third-generation technology allows

you to download videos to a mobile phone.
2 used to describe any technology that is being
developed that is more advanced than the earlier

two stages

.third line 'forcing noun [u]

{Economics) the illegal practice of a company
refusing to allow a customer to have a product or

service that they want unless they also buy sth that

they do not want

.third 'party noun, adjective

• noun [c]

{Insurance; Law orformal)

a company, an organization, a person, etc. that is

involved in a situation in addition to the two main
people or groups involved: The company might be

bought back by its parent or sold to a third party, o
{BrE) Third party, fire and theft car insurance
protects the victims of accidents and pays to repair or
replace your car if it is stolen or damaged byfire.

• adjective [only before noun] third-party

1 {Law orformal) connected with a company, an
organization, a person, etc. that is involved in a

situation in addition to the two main people or
groups involved: third-party suppliers o The
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materials that the company buys are checked for

quality by independent third-party auditors.

2 {Insurance) connected with insurance that covers

you if you injure sb or damage sb's property: All

transport operators must be covered by third-party

liability.

.third-party inter vention noun [u]

[HR) when an outside person or organization

becomes involved in a dispute between employers
and employees in order to try to end it

.third-party software noun [u]

{IT) computer programs which add to the range of

functions that existing programs can perform, that

are developed or supplied by a different company
from the one that develops or supplies the existing

software: third-party plug-ins o third-party software

developers

the .third 'sector noun [sing.]

{Economics) the part of the economy of a country
that involves organizations that do not aim to make
a profit and whose employees may work without
being paid -> private sector, the public sector

the .Third 'World noun [sing.]

a way of referring to the poor or developing
countries of Africa, Asia and Latin America, which
is sometimes considered offensive: the problem of
third-world debt (= money owed to rich countries

by poor countries) L'MH Developing countries is a

more acceptable way of referring to these

countries.

thirtysomething /'03:tisAm0iri; AmE '63:rti-/

noun [c] {informal)

a person who is between thirty and thirty-nine

years old: Their target market is thirtysomethings

with no children. -> twentysomething

thousand /'Gauznd/ number {abbr K) {usually used

with a plural verb)

see also: cost per thousand

1 000 rrara you say a, one, two, etc. thousand
without a final 's' on 'thousand'. Thousands (of...

)

can be used if there is no number or quantity

before it. A plural verb is used unless the number
refers to an amount of money, when a singular verb

is used: ten thousand dollars o One thousand jobs

have been cut. o Thousands ofjobs have been cut. o
Twenty thousand dollars has been withdrawn from
the account.

thrash /0raJ7 verb

233 .thrash sth 'out to discuss a situation or

problem thoroughly in order to decide sth: The

details have not been thrashed out yet.

,three-'way adjective [only before noun]

involving three people, groups, processes or

directions: a three-way bidding warfor the grocery

chain

0 a three-way battle/deal/merger/partnership

threshold /'0re.fhauld; AmE -hould/ noun [C]

{Accounting)

1 the level at which sth starts to happen, change or

have an effect: Assets had fallen below a key

threshold, o Students will only pay back the loan once

they have reached a particular pay threshold.

0 a pay/salary/wage threshold

2 = TAX THRESHOLD

'threshold effect noun [usually sing.]

1 {Marketing) the way in which advertising for a

product has to reach a particular level before sales

begin to increase
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2 (IT) the way in which, as new technology, such as

the phone, video recorder, etc. becomes familiar,

people no longer think of it as technology

threshold price noun [c]

(Economics) a minimum price that is set for a

product: Farmers are demanding that threshold

prices be introduced for imported grain.

thrift /Grift/ noun
1 [u] the habit of not spending too much money
2 [C] (AmE) = THRIFT INSTITUTION

'thrift insti tution {also thrift) (both AmE)
noun [C]

an organization like a bank that lends money to

people who want to buy a house. People also save

money with a thrift institution. IsynI savings and
LOAN ASSOCIATION

thrive /0raiv/ verb [no obj]

to become, and continue to be, successful, strong,

healthy, etc: The role of the government is to create

an environment where small businesses can thrive.

Isyni flourish 'thriving adjective

throughput /'Gru:put/ noun [u; C, usually sing ]

1 (Production) the amount of work that is done, or

the number of people that are dealt with, in a
particular period of time: The improvements to the

manufacturing process have increased throughput by
40%. o the airports' combined passenger throughput
o The most impressive gain was in throughput time

(= the number of days needed to produce an
order). See note at produce
2 (IT) the amount of data that passes through a

piece of equipment or a system in a particular

period of time: The network will have to withstand

high throughput.

throw /Grau; AmE 0roo/ verb (threw /0ru:/ thrown
/Graun; AmE Groun/)

n»T7l throw the 'book at sb (informal) to punish sb

who has committed an offence as severely as

possible throw good money after 'bad to spend
more money on sth, when you have wasted a lot on
it already: The bank refused the company a further
loan as it would be throwing good money after bad.

throw your hat into the ring to announce
officially that you are going to compete in a

competition, an election, etc: He's thrown his hat

into the ringfor the chief executive's post, throw
your 'money about/around (informal) to spend
money in a careless and obvious way throw
'money at sth to try to deal with a problem or

improve a situation by spending money on it, when
it would be better to deal with it in other ways
throw your 'weight about/around (informal) to

use your position of authority or power in an
aggressive way in order to achieve what you want:
Although he's only got afew days left as chairman,

he's still throwing his weight around.
-» idioms at court noun, deep adj., money,
question noun, weight noun
UlLMU .throw sth a way 1 (also .throw sth 'out) to

get rid of sth that you no longer want: He threw

away his laptop after three months and replaced it

with a new one. 2 to fail to make use of sth; to

waste sth: You must take the exam—you can't throw
away all that work! o to throw away a chance/an

opportunity -» throwaway .throw sth 'in to

include sth with what you are selling or offering,

without increasing the price: Manufacturers may
throw in benefits like training support, .throw sth

'out 1 = throw sth away (1) 2 to decide not to

accept a proposal, an idea, etc: A judge threw out a

lawsuit that tried to stop the company building a

telecom mast in the area, .throw sth 'up 1 to

produce sth; to make people notice sth:

A Web search threw up a couple of useful pages.

2 to leave your job: She threw up her job as a
solicitor to become a writer. 3 to build or make sth

in a hurry: People think you can just throw a website

up and customers will find the answers to their

questions.

throwaway /'Grauaweij/AmE'Grou-/ adjective [only

before noun]

(about goods, etc.) produced cheaply and intended
to be thrown away after use: throwaway cameras o
We live in a throwaway society (= a society in which
things are not made to last a long time).

-> disposable

.thumbs up/ down noun [sing ]

used to show that sth has been accepted/rejected

or that it is a success/failure: Shareholders gave a
cautious thumbs up to the merger, o The latest

model has so far got the thumbs downfrom
consumers.

tick /tik/ verb, noun
• verb (BrE) (AmE check) [+ obj]

to put a mark (/) next to an item on a list, an
answer, etc., usually to show that it has been dealt

with or is correct: Tick this box ifyou do not wish us

to send you information.

QTEJ have .ticks in all the right boxes (informal)

to be doing the right things in order to achieve a

particular result: The company is making good
progress in the health-care market, with ticks in all

the right boxes.

HS3 .tick sb/sth off (BrE) (AmE .check sb/sth

'off) to put a mark (/) beside a name or an item on
a list to show that sth has been dealt with: It's a

good idea to tick off the jobs on the list as you do
them, .tick 'over (BrE) (usually used in the continuous

tenses) (about a business, a system, an activity, etc.)

to keep working slowly without producing or

achieving much: Just keep things ticking over while

I'm away.
• noun [C]

see also: minus tick, plus tick

1 (BrE) (AmE 'check mark, check) a mark (/) put

beside a sum or an item on a list, usually to show
that it has been checked or done or is correct: I've

put a tick against the things I've chosen.

2 (Finance) (also 'tick point) the smallest amount by
which the price of shares, futures (= contracts to

buy or sell sth at a particular time in the future for

a fixed price), etc. can change, often 0.01% of the

nominal value: The September giltfutures price

closed 67 ticks up at 115.85.

3 (Finance) an upward or downward movement in

the price of a share, bond, commodity, etc.

-> DOWNTICK, UPTICK

tickbox /'tikbDks; AmE -ba:ks/ = checkbox

ticker /'tika(r)/ noun [c]

see also: stock ticker

(Stock Exchange)

1 (also 'ticker-tape ma,chine, tape ma,chine) a

machine that prints data on a strip of paper,

especially information about prices of shares on a

stock market; an electronic device that shows
information of this type: 5 million shares went
through the stock exchange ticker late on Wednesday.

o a news ticker

2 = TICKER SYMBOL

'ticker .symbol (also 'ticker, 'symbol) noun [c]

(Stock Exchange) especially in the US, a set of usually

three or four letters that identifies a share, etc. on a

stock exchange: shares in Hewlett-Packard, trading

under their ticker symbol 'HPQ'



'ticker tape noun [c]

a strip of paper on which data is recorded by a

ticker; a similar strip on a computer screen: A
ticker tape scrolls across the screen with breaking

news.

'ticker-tape ma,chine = ticker (l)

ticket /'tikit/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: e-ticket, season ticket

1 a printed piece of paper that gives you the right

to travel on a particular plane, train, etc. or to go
into a theatre, etc: Many passengers still prefer paper
tickets to electronic ones, o higher ticket prices

0 to book/buy/reserve/sell tickets non-refundable/

one-way tickets bus/plane/theatre/train tickets

ticket prices/sales a ticket agent/counter/

machine/office

2 a label that is attached to sth in a shop/store

giving details of its price, size, etc: This week you get

10% off the price on the ticket. -> label, tag
• verb [+ obj]

to produce and sell tickets for an event, a trip, etc.;

to give sb a ticket: Passengers can now be ticketed

electronically.

ticketing /'tikitirj/ noun [\J]

the process of producing and selling tickets:

ticketing systems -» e-ticketing

'ticket tout = tout noun

'tick point = tick noun (2)

tie /tai/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj] (ties, tying, tied, tied)

1 {usually be tied) to connect or link sb/sth closely

with sb/sth else: Pay increases are tied to inflation.

2 (usually be tied) to restrict sb and make them
unable to do everything they want to: He was tied

to an unfair contract.

EE! tie the 'knot (with sb/sth) {informal) (used

especially in newspapers) to join together with
sb/sth else in order to form a single business or

organization: They are trying to tie the knot with a
rival company. KMH 'Tie the knot' is an informal
way of saying 'get married'.

LiiliU ,tie 'in (with sth) to match or agree with
sth: The purchase of the magazine ties in with the

company's aim of raising its profile. ,tie 'in (with
sth); ,tie sth 'in (with sth) to link sth or be linked
to sth; to happen, or arrange for sth to happen, at

the same time as sth else: A special magazine was
produced to tie in with the event. -» tie-in noun ,tie

sb 'into sb/sth to restrict sb to a particular

situation, person, organization, etc: They were tied

into an agreement to buyfrom particular suppliers.

,tie sb 'up (usually be tied up) to keep sb busy so
that they have no time for other things: I'm tied up
in a meeting until 3. ,tie sth 'up 1 (often be tied up)
to invest money so that it is not easily available for

use: He cannot retire as his money is all tied up in the

company. 2 (usually be tied up) to connect or link

sth to sth else: The brand's strength is tied up with
the image of the company's owner. 3 to deal with all

the remaining details of sth: We are hoping to tie up
the deal by tomorrow, o I went to the officefor an
hour to tie up some loose ends (= finish remaining
small jobs). 4 to keep sth in use so that it cannot be
used for other things: / was using the Internet, so the

phone line was tied up. ,tie 'up with sb/sth to be
linked to sth such as another company and work
together on sth: Big insurance companies are
competing to tie up with banks. -> tie-up noun

• noun [C]

1 [usually pi ] a strong connection between people
or organizations: Thefirm has close ties with a
Japanese corporation.
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2 (AmE also 'necktie) a long narrow piece of fabric

worn around the neck, especially by men, with a

knot in front: He always wears a suit and tie to

work, o a collar and tie

,tied 'agent noun [c]

(Finance; Insurance) a person who represents one
particular company and gives people advice only
about the products and services of that company
-> independent financial adviser

.tied 'loan noun [c]

(Economics) money that is lent to one country by
another country on condition that it is spent on
goods or services from the country that provided
the money: tied loans to developing countries

'tie-in noun [c]

(Commerce; Marketing)

1 a product such as a book or toy that is connected
with a film/movie, television programme, etc: tie-in

products to help market the movies
2 the act of advertising or selling a product or

service that is closely related to the main product
or service being advertised or sold: Selling nail

polish at the beauty salon is a great marketing tie-in.

3 when two or more companies work together, for

example to try to sell their products: a tie-in with
an American satellite giant

4 (especially AmE) a way of selling sth in which two
or more products must be bought together; a

product that is sold in this way: tie-in deals which
guaranteed they would buy more stock

5 a contract or an agreement that limits what you
can do or makes you do sth for a fixed period of

time: Business customers can rent software on a
monthly basis with no tie-in period.

-» tie in (with sth), tie sth in (with sth) at TIE

verb

tier /tid(r); AmE tir/ noun [C]

see also: first tier, second ~, top--, two--

1 one of several levels in an organization or a

system: More women are reaching the top tier of
management, o a two-tier pay structure

2 one of several levels of quality: a place in the top

tier ofbiotech companies

.Tier '1 .capital noun [u]

(Finance) the main part of a bank's funds that comes
from the money that shareholders have invested in

it and spare profits that it has kept Isyni core
capital

'tie-up noun [C]

an agreement between two companies to join

together: a tie-up between HNC and Arriba o The

Japanese company is lookingfor a tie-up with a

European car manufacturer. -> tie up with sb/sth
at tie verb

tiger /'taiga(r)/ noun [C]

see also: Asian tiger

(Economics) (used especially in newspapers) a

country whose economy is growing very fast:

Ireland's tiger economy is still expanding steadily.

tight /tait/ adjective (tighter, tightest)

1 (about time or money) difficult to manage,
because there is not enough: We have a very tight

budget, o I have a tight schedule today.

2 very strict and firm: We must continue to exercise

tight control over costs, o There is a needfor tighter

security on emails.
nrrn keep a tight rein on sb/sth to control sb/sth

carefully or strictly: to keep a tight rein on costs/

expenses/spending -» idiom at run verb
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tighten /'taitn/ verb [+ obj] tighten sth (up) to

make sth become stricter; to increase control over
sth: The government is to tighten the rules on drug
advertising.

0 to tighten policy/regulations/rules/security

'tightening noun [u; sing.] (a) tightening (up) of

sth: a tightening of safety standards
n»T^1 tighten your 'belt to spend less money
because there is less available: With price increases

on most goods, everyone is having to tighten their

belt. -> belt-tightening -> idiom at PURSE
HIEJ tighten 'up (on sth) to become stricter or

more careful: steps to tighten up on tax evasion

.tight money noun [u]

{Economics) a situation when money is difficult to

borrow and can only be borrowed at a high rate of

interest: Many small firms arefeeling the impact of
tight money and are beingforced out of business.

[syn]dear money

.tight 'money .policy noun [c,u]

(Economics) a government policy of raising interest

rates in order to make it more expensive to borrow
money and so reduce the level of spending
(synI dear money policy

tightrope /'taitraop; AmE -roop/ noun [c, usually

sing.]

a situation that involves a lot of difficulty and risk:

When setting prices, we are walking a tightrope

between not making enough profit or not making
enough sales.

TIL /,ti: ai 'el / = time in lieu

till /til/ noun [C]

1 (BrE) a machine used in shop/stores, restaurants,

etc. that has a drawer for keeping money in, and
that shows and records the amount of money
received for each thing that is sold [synI cash
register—Picture at store
2 (BrE) the place where you pay for the things that

you are buying in a large shop/store: Please pay at

the till, o a long queue at the till Isyni checkout
3 (especially AmE) the drawer where the money is

put in a cash register
-» idiom at catch verb

timber /'timba(r)/ noun [u]

1 trees that are grown to be used in building or for

making things: the timber industry

2 (especially BrE) (AmE usually 'lumber) wood that is

prepared for use in building, etc: a timber merchant
(= a company that sells timber)

time /taim/ noun, verb

•noun

see also: closing time, comp ~, cycle ~, dead ~,

double ~, drive ~, dwell ~, etc.

1 [u] what is measured in minutes, hours, days,

etc: Revenue will increase over time (= as time
passes).

2 [u] the time shown on a clock: The time is now
halfpast ten. o Look at the time! I didn't know it was
so late.

3 [u] the time in a particular part of the world:

Greenwich Mean Time o We land at 6 o'clock local

time.

4 [u,c] the time when sth happens or when sth

should happen: Can we change the time of the

meeting to 14.30?

5 [u] an amount of time; the amount of time

available to work, rest, etc: / don't have much free/
spare time, o She always makes time to meet new
employees, o It takes time (= needs a long time) to

make changes, o What a waste oftime! -» time off

6 a time [sing ] a period of time, either long or
short, during which you do sth or sth happens: It

would take a long time to redesign the layout.

7 [c] an occasion when you do sth or sth happens:
How many times have you visited the factory? o This

is thefirst time that I've been to London.
DUSI against 'time if you do sth against time, you
do it as fast as you can because you do not have
much time: We're working against time to get the

projectfinished, ahead of/behind 'time earlier/

later than was expected: Wefinished three months
ahead of time, all the time; the whole time
1 during the whole of a particular period of time:

We are working on new products all the time. 2 very
often; repeatedly: The photocopier breaks down all

the time, at all 'times always: A hard hat must be

worn at all times on site, at a 'time separately or in

groups of a particular number on each occasion: We
process the photographs in batches ofseveral

hundred at a time, in good 'time early; with
enough time so you are not in a hurry: I made sure I

arrived in good time for the interview, in 'time (for

sth/to do sth) not late; with enough time to be
able to do sth: Will we be in timefor the six o'clock

train? o The division was sold just in time to save the

companyfrom bankruptcy, keep up/move with
the 'times to change and develop your ideas, way
of working, etc. so that you do what is modern and
what is expected make up for lost 'time to do sth

quickly because you wish you had started it earlier

or had worked more quickly: The new company is so

creative it will soon make upfor lost rime.,nine
times out of 'ten;,ninety-nine times out of a
'hundred used to say that sth is usually true or

almost always happens on 'time at the correct

time: Nearly 90% offlights arrived on time, o We
have a good recordfor on-time delivery, time is

'money time is valuable, and should not be wasted
the whole 'time = all the time -» idioms at

mark verb, push verb, run verb, stand verb, take
verb

• verb [+ obj]

to arrange to do sth or arrange for sth to happen at

a particular time: T hope we're not too early. ' 'You

couldn't have timed it better!' o Publication of the

report was timed to coincide with the annual
conference. -» timing

time ac,count = deposit account

,time and a half noun [u]

(HR) a rate of pay that is 50% more than the normal
rate, which a worker gets for working outside

normal hours: You get time and a half ifyou work
over 8 hours a day. double time, overtime

time-and-'motion .study noun [c]

a detailed study of how a person, a department, a

company, etc. works, the results of which are used
to find ways to make them/ it more efficient

O to carry out/make/undertake a time-and-motion

study

'time card noun [c]

(HR) a card that is marked with the time when an
employee arrives and leaves, usually by a machine
(a time clock)

'time .charter noun [c.u]

(Transport) the hire of ship or an aircraft and the

people to operate it (the crew) for a fixed period of

time

'time clock (also 'time re.corder) noun [c]

(HR) a machine in a place of work, especially a

factory, that records the exact times when
employees arrive or leave by marking special cards

(time cards)

'time de, posit (also 'term de.posit) noun [c]

(Finance) a type of account at a bank or other



financial institution in which money is left for a

fixed period of time with a fixed rate of interest

'timeframe noun [c]

the length of time that is used or available for sth:

We expect to complete the project within a fairly short

timeframe.

time in lieu = time off in lieu

timekeeping /'taimki:pirj/ noun [u]

a person's ability to arrive in time for things,

especially work: He was given a written warningfor
poor timekeeping, 'timekeeper noun [C]: They are

usually good timekeepers—they've never been late

before.

'time lag (also lag, 'time lapse) noun [c]

the period of time between two connected events:

There is usually a time lag between invoicing a

customer and getting paid.

time ,limit noun [c]

the length of time within which you must do or

complete sth: We have to set a time limitfor the

work, o We don't want to put a time limit on the

agreement.

O to fix/set a time limit (for sth) to impose/place/

put a time limit on sth to extend/relax a time limit

to go over/overrun a time* limit the time limit

expires

timeline /'taimlam/ noun [C]

a line representing when the different stages of an
event, a project, etc. took place or will take place:

The group has not yet set a timelinefor the merger, o
There is still no timeline on the proposed job cuts.

time management noun [u]

the practice or skill of organizing your working
time in the most efficient way

,time 'off noun [u]

a period when you are away from work because
you are ill/sick, taking a holiday/vacation, etc: I

need to take time off to studyfor my exam.

O to askfor/get/have/take (some) time off

,time off in 'lieu /lu:; BrEalso lju:/ {abbr TOIL)

{also ,time in 'lieu abbr TIL) {both BrE) noun [u]

(HR) extra time away from work that employees can
have if they have worked extra hours: If they work
on Saturdays, they expect time off in lieu during the

week. Isyni comp time (AmE) -> overtime

timeout /'taimaut/ noun [C]

{IT) an occasion when an action takes too long to be
completed and is automatically cancelled: We're

losing too much time through server timeouts.

'time rate noun [c]

(HR) an arrangement where people are paid for the
number of hours they work rather than for the
number of items they produce

'time re,corder = time clock

times /taimz/ noun [pi.]

used in comparisons to show how much more,
better, etc. sth is than sth else: Today we're doing
three times as much business as we were two years
ago. o Our marketing budget is three times higher
than last year.

timescale /'taimskeil/ noun [C]

the period of time that it takes for sth to happen or
be completed: What's the timescalefor this project?

o We hope the negotiations will be completed within a
six-month timescale.

'time .series noun [c]

{Technicaf) a series of values of a quantity obtained
over a period of time, often with equal amounts of
time between them: You can use time series data to

monitor sales trends over a period ofyears.
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'time-,server noun [c]

used in a disapproving way to describe sb who does
as little work as possible in their job because they
are just waiting until they leave for another job or

finish work completely 'time-,serving adjective,

noun [u]

'time sheet noun [c]

(HR) a piece of paper on which the number of hours
that sb has worked is recorded: Assistants' hours
should be recorded on a time sheet and signed by
their manager.

0 to complete/fill in/fill out/keep/submit a time sheet

timetable /'taimteibl/ noun, verb

mnoun [C]

1 a plan of when you expect particular events to

happen: / have a busy timetable this week, o We have
set out a timetablefor the opening offour new
branches.

O a detailed/firm/strict/tight timetable to draw up/
set a timetable to keep to/stick to a timetable

2 a list showing what time particular events
happen: a bus/train timetable (= when they arrive

and leave)

SCHEDULE
• verb [+ obj] (especially BrE) (usually be timetabled)
to arrange for sth to take place at a particular time:

A discussion has been timetabledfor next Monday, o
a timetabled meeting Isynj schedule
timetabling noun [u]

'time-.tested adjective [only before noun]

that has been used for a long time and has been
proved to be successful: Twofor the price of one' is

a time-tested marketing idea.

.time to 'market noun [U; sing] (abbr TTM)
(Marketing; Production) the amount of time from
when a company starts to develop a new product
until the product goes on sale: Time to market is

critical in the software industry, o We are aiming to

achieve advanced, reliable products and a fast time to

market.

0 to cut/improve/reduce time to market

time value of money noun [u]

(Accounting) the idea that the value of an amount of

money received today is worth more than the same
amount of money received in the future, as it can
be invested to earn interest: The time value of
money means, in effect, thatyou lose money when
customers take a long time to pay.

'time zone noun [c]

one of the 24 areas that the world is divided into,

each with its own time that is one hour earlier than

that of the time zone immediately to the east

timing /'tannin/ noun

1 [u,c] the act of choosing when sth happens; a

particular point or period of time when sth

happens or is planned: The timing of the

announcement was calculated to take media
attention awayfrom the factory closures.

2 [u] the skill of doing sth at exactly the right

time: The success ofa new product depends to a large

extent on good timing.

-> time verb

tip /tip/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

1 a small piece of advice about sth practical or

about what is likely to happen: Can you give me any

tipsfor dealing with a customer who won't pay? o

The book offers some tips on writing a good business

plan, o investment/share tipsfor 2006 (= the ones

that are likely to do well)

O to give (sb)/offer (sb)/pass on tips to get/pick up/
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take/use tips good/helpful/money-saving/

practical tips

2 a small amount of extra money that you give to

sb, for example sb who serves you in a restaurant:

We get rather poor tips on weeknights.

0 a generous/large/small tip • to give/leave (sb) a tip

EE] the tip of the iceberg only a small part of a

much larger problem: The fraud cases that are

discovered are only the tip of the iceberg.

• verb
( pp-

1 [+ obj] to say in advance that sb/sth will be
successful or that sth will happen: She has been

tipped as a possible future chief executive, o He was
widely tippedfor the top job. o Some analysts had
tipped shares of companies that were about to

collapse, o They were accused ofshare tipping

forfees.
2 [+ obj or no obj] to give sb an extra amount of

money to thank them for sth they have done for

you as part of their job: The French always tip very

generously, o How much should 1 tip? ol tipped the

cab driver €2.

TIR /,ti: ai 'a:(r)/ abbr

[Transport) transport international routier or

transports internationaux routiers an
organization that makes rules and sets standards
for international road transport in Europe: 600000
or more trucks using the TIR system cross the borders

each year, o The TIR carnet is a Customs control

documen t usedfor an international transit operation

ofgoods. UUU3 TIR is a short form of the French
phrase.

tirekicker = tyrekicker

tissue /'tiju:; BrE also 'tisju:/ {also .tissue 'paper)

noun [u]

very thin paper used for wrapping and packing
things that break easily: Gifts are wrapped in tissue

paper.

titanium /ti'temiam/ noun [u]

a strong light expensive metal: titanium laptops

title /'taitl/ noun

see also: document of title, strata title

1 [c] the name of a book, an article, etc.

2 [C] a particular book or magazine: The company
publishes twenty new titles a year.

3 [c] the name of a job: Myjob title is 'Senior

Financial Analyst', o He handed over the CEO title to

his deputy.

4 [c] a word in front of a person's name to show
their rank or profession, whether or not they are

married, etc: Give your name and title (= Mr, Miss,

Ms, Dr, etc.).

5 {Law) [U,C] the legal right to own sth, especially

land or property; the document that shows you
have this right: Do you have proofof title? o The

legal title to the shares is transferred to the buyer.

'title deed noun [C. usually pi.]

{Law) a legal document proving that sb is the owner
of a particular piece of land, a particular house,

etc: the title deeds to a property

title- holder {also spelled titleholder noun [c]

{AmE)

{Law) the legal owner of property

title in flation noun [u]

[HR) the practice of giving an employee a more
important name to describe their job although the

job does not change

TLD /,ti: el di:/ = top-level domain

TM /,ti: 'em/ abbr

a short form of the word trademark, shown by
the symbol ™
TNA /,ti: en 'ei/ = training needs analysis

TOC /,ti: au 'si:; AmE ou/ = theory of
constraints

to-do /ta'du:/ adjective [only before noun]

used to describe things that need to be done: I have
a daily to-do list on my PC.

toehold /'tooheuld; AmE 'toohould/ noun [C]

a position in a place or an activity which you hope
will lead to more power or success: The company is

hoping to establish a toehold in the American
market.

0 to establish/gain/get a toehold

TOIL /,ti: au ai 'el; AmE ou/ = time off in lieu

token /'taukan; AmE 'tou-/ noun, adjective

• noun [c]

1 a piece of paper that you can collect when you
buy a particular product and then exchange for sth:

Collect six tokens and get a free T-shirt.

2 a round piece of metal or plastic used instead of

money to operate some machines or as a form of

payment: a parking token o Insert the token in the

machine.

3 {BrE) a piece of paper that you pay for and that sb

can exchange for sth in a shop/ store: a book/gift

token

4 something that is done, given, etc. as a symbol of

how strongly sb feels about sth: Please accept this

small gift as a token ofour gratitudefor your hard
work.

• adjective [only before noun]

1 involving very little effort or feeling and
intended only as a way of showing other people

that you think sb/sth is important, when really you
are not sincere: The company made a token effort to

improve facilities for staff.

2 done as a symbol: a token one-hour strike (= to

show that workers feel strongly about sth) o We
make a token (= very small) chargefor this service.

tokenism /'taukanizam; AmE 'too-/ noun [u]

the fact of doing sth only in order to do what the

law requires or to satisfy a particular group of

people, but not in a way that is really sincere: The

appointment of a woman to the previously all-male
board of directors could look like tokenism. (ZEXD In

companies tokenism usually involves including a

few members of a particular group in an activity, or

moving them to a more senior position, only so that

the company will look as if it is behaving in a fair

way towards all its employees.
-» equal opportunity

token money noun [u]

{Economics) a system of notes and coins where the

value stated on them is much greater than the

value of the material they are made from

toll /taul; AmE toul/ noun, verb

• noun
1 [C] money that you pay to use a particular road,

bridge or area: payingfor parking or motorway tolls

o a toll road
2 [c]{AmE)a charge for a telephone call that is

calculated at a higher rate than a local call: toll calls

3 [sing ] the amount of damage that sth causes: the

emotional toll of runningyour own company
-» idiom at take verb

• verb [+ obj or no obj]

to charge for the use of a road, bridge, transport,

etc: a new tolling scheme on a public road

,toll-'free adjective [usually before noun] {AmE)

(about a telephone number) that you do not have to

pay to call: You can sign upfor the service online or

by calling a toll-free number, o toll-free technical



support ,toll-'free adverb: Call toll-free on 0800
962872.

tolling a greement noun [c]

{Manufacturing) an agreement to process a

particular amount of a raw material at a particular

factory: The company produced 35 000 tonnes of

refined copper under tolling agreements in the first

half of the year.

ton /tAn/ noun [c] {plural tons or ton)

see also: American ton, long ~, metric ~, net ~,

short ~

1 a unit for measuring weight, in the UK 2 240
pounds or 1016.04 kilograms (long ton) and in the

US 2 000 pounds or 907.18 kilograms (short ton):

The plant turns out up to 630 000 tons of aluminium
annually.

2 a unit for measuring the size of a ship. One ton is

equal to 100 cubic feet: A 10000-ton vessel can be

unloaded in 10 hours.

tone /taun; AmE toon/ noun [c]

a sound heard on a telephone line: (BrE) the dialling

tone o {AmE) the dial tone o Please leaveyour message

after the tone. -» idiom at strike verb

tonnage /'tAnid3/ noun [u,c]

{Transport)

1 the size of a ship or the amount it can carry,

expressed in tons: a large amount ofnew tonnage—
268 new ships this year alone

2 the total amount that sth, especially cargo,

weighs: Rail freight tonnage along the route has
dropped 20% in the last year.

tonne /tAn/ (tonnes or tonne) = metric ton

*tool /tu:l/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: machine tool

1 an instrument that you hold in your hand and
use for making things, repairing things, etc: a
cutting tool o a tool kit{= a set of tools in a box or

bag) o power tools (- using electricity)

2 a thing that helps you to do a job or to achieve
sth: research tools such as questionnaires o The
Internet has become a powerful business tool.

O business/decision-making/management/
marketing/sales tools * an essential/a key/

powerful/practical/useful tool

3 a computer program that performs a particular

function: The program comes with standard tools

such as dictionary, spellchecker and thesaurus.

O design/desktop publishing/interactive/online/

web-based tools

Una the tools of your trade the things that you
need to do your job -» idiom at down verb

• verb

UililZJ ,tool up; ,tool sb/sth up to get or provide
sb/sth with the equipment that is necessary to do
or produce sth: They have invested heavily, tooling

up to make the new model.

toolbar /'tu:lba:(r)/ noun [c]

{IT) a line of symbols on a computer screen that

show the different things that the computer can do
when you click on one of them: Click on the 'open

file' icon on the toolbar.

tooling /'turlrrj/ noun [u]

{Manufacturing) the activity or process of making
special tools or machines for a factory; the tools

themselves: a supplier of machines and precision

toolingfor the can industry

tOOlmaker /'tu:lmeik8(r)/ noun [C]

{Manufacturing) a person or business that makes
tools and machines for the manufacturing industry
and keeps them in good condition toolmakirsg
noun [U]
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tool shop noun [c]

{Manufacturing) the part of a factory where special

tools and machines are made -> machine shop,
workshop

top /tDp; AmE ta:p/ noun, adjective, verb

• noun [sing.]

see also: red-top

the highest or most important position or rank: He's

at the top of his profession, o She is determined to

make it to the top {= to be as successful as

possible in her profession), o This decision came
rightfrom the top.

lEEl at the top of the 'tree in the highest position

or rank in a profession or career come out on 'top

to win a contest or an argument: He tends to come
out on top in most boardroom disputes, from the
top 'down starting with the most important
people in a company or an organization: The
company's focus, from the top down, is on the

customer. IoppI from the bottom up at bottom
-» top-down get on 'top of sth to manage to deal

with or control sth: We're struggling to get on top of
all the work we've got. on 'top 1 in a leading

position or in control: Their investment in R&D has
allowed them to stay on top. 2 in addition: It would
cost around $900, with tax on top. on 'top of sth
1 in control of a situation; knowing about a

situation: You need to stay on top of technological

changes. 2 in addition to sth: These job cuts come on
top of the 500 redundancies already announced. ,top

of 'mind {Marketing) = front of mind at front
noun

• adjective [usually before noun]

highest in position, rank or degree: My office is on
the top floor, o Prices at the top end of the market
(= the more expensive prices) have fallen, o The
company announced changes in top management, o
We produce top-quality goods.

EE] top '10, ,top-'100, etc. {also spelled top ten,

top hundred, etc.) among the ten best, most
successful, etc. of a particular thing: Most of the

top-10 airlines were expected to report losses.

• verb [+ obj] (-pp-)

1 to be higher than a particular amount: Their

market share topped 20% in May.
2 to be in the highest position on a list because you
are the most successful, important, etc: The

company again topped the list of best performers.

3 to do or say sth that is better, more impressive,

etc. than sth that sb else did or said: I'm afraid the

other company has topped your offer (= offered

more money).
Hl53 ,top out (at sth) if sth tops out at a

particular price, speed, etc. it does not rise any
higher: Sales topped out at a record $10 billion. ,top

sth 'up to increase the amount of sth to the level

you want or need: The group's cash flow will be

topped up by the proceedsfrom the sale of its

publishing business.

,top 'brass (also brass, especially in AmE) noun [sing,

with sing./pl. verb] (informal)

the people who are in the most important positions

in a company or an organization: All the top brass

was/were at the ceremony, o The restructuring of the

company will not affect the top brass.

,top 'dog noun [C, usually sing.] (informal)

a person or group that is better than all the others,

especially in a situation that involves competition:

He was top dog in the company before the merger.

,top 'dollar noun [u] (especially AmE) (informal)

a high price; the highest price: Companies will pay
top dollarfor same-day deliveries.
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top- down adjective

1 starting from or involving the people who have
higher positions in an organization

0 top-down decision-making/leadership/

management/planning
2 (about a plan, project, etc.) starting with a

general idea to which details are added later

[OPPJ bottom-up

top- end adjective [only before noun]

among the best, most expensive, etc. examples of

sth: Many people are upgrading their phones to top-

end models, o hotels cateringfor top-end business

travellers (= with most money to spend)

,top 'flight noun [c, usually sing.]

the best or most successful of a particular group:
They have kept their place in the market's top flight.

top- flight adjective [only before noun]: We hired a

top-flight sales force.

,top-'grossing adjective [only before noun]

(about a product) that has earned more money than
any other: The drug is Glaxo's top-grossing product
with sales of almost $2 billion.

,top- heavy adjective

(about an organization) having too many senior

staff or managers compared with the number of

workers: The new CEO streamlined the company's
top-heavy management structure.

,top-' level adjective [only before noun]

involving the most important or best people in a
company or an organization: a top-level meeting o
top-level managers

,top-level do main noun [c] (abbriiO)

{IT} the end of a name which identifies a website or

a group of websites, for example '.com', '.org' or

'.net'

,top 'line noun [sing.]

{Accounting) the amount of money that a company
receives from sales: We are hoping our new product
will boost our top line. Isyni revenue
-» BOTTOM LINE
'top-line adjective [only before noun]: top-line

growth/revenue/sales

,top-'notch adjective [only before noun]

excellent; of the highest quality: We must be

prepared to payfor top-notch talent, o They provide a
top-notch service.

,top-of-the-'line adjective [only before noun] {AmE)

used to describe the most expensive of a group of

similar products: a top-of-the-line DVD player

,top of the 'range noun [c] {BrE)

the most expensive of a group of similar products:

This car is the top of the range. ,top-of-the-'range
adjective [only before noun]: The printer is a top-of-

the-range model.

topple /'topi; AmE 'ta:pl/ verb [+ obj]

to make sb lose their position of power

top- ranked adjective [only before noun]

considered to be the best or most popular of a

number of similar things: the top-ranked business

Schools ISYNI TOP-RATED

,top 'ranking noun [c,u]

1 the highest or most important position in an
organization, an industry, etc: The airline has
earned top ranking in customer-service measures.

2 {IT) a high, or the highest, position in the list of

websites given by a search engine (= a computer
program that searches the Internet for

information): ways to achieve a top rankingfor your
website

top- ranking adjective [only before noun]: top-

ranking executives in manufacturing o We have a
top-ranking website with new visitors every day.

top- rated adjective [only before noun]

1 considered to be the best or most popular of a
number of similar products or people: the top-rated

brand of soft drinks o a top-rated media analyst
[SYNJ TOP-RANKED
2 that has received a high score for the

measurement of a particular quality: The top-rated

bonds are known as 'investment grade', followed by
'high yield' and then by 'junk' bonds.

top- selling adjective [only before noun]

(about a product) that has sold more than others

,top-'tier adjective [only before noun]

considered to be one of the best: competing with
top-tier companies in the printer and copier markets

'top-up noun [C]

an extra amount of money that is added to the

original amount so that there is enough: pension-

fund top-ups o a top-up loan/payment

top-up card noun [c]

a card that you can buy which allows you to make
more calls from your mobile phone/cellphone to

the value of the card

torrid /'tDrid; AmE 'to:r-; 'ta:r-/ adjective [usually

before noun]

(often used in newspapers) very difficult: a torrid

period on the stock market

tort /to:t; AmE to:rt/ noun [c.u]

{Law) something wrong that sb does to sb else that

is not criminal, but that can lead to action in a civil

court: tort law o the US tort system

total /'tautl; AmE 'tout!/ adjective, noun, verb

• adjective [usually before noun]

1 being the amount or number after everyone or

everything is counted or added together: These

latest redundancies bring the total number ofjob cuts

to over 3 000. o Total sales were up 2.3%. o Medical
products accounted for 61% of the company's total

revenues.

2 complete; including everything: a total ban on
tobacco advertising o The venture was a total

disaster.

• noun [c]

see also: grand total, running ~, sum ~

the amount you get when you add several numbers
or amounts together; the final number of people or

things when they have all been counted: The chain

has closed 170 out of a total of420 stores, o The bank
employs a total of80 000 staff o The bank employs
80000 staff in total, o The company posted a
combined total of $2.4 billion in losses in the second
and third quarters.

• verb [+ obj] (-II-, AmE also -I-)

1 to reach a particular total: Imports totalled $1.4

billion last year, o debts totalling around $4 billion

2 to add up the numbers of sth/sb and get a total

:

Daily balances are totalled at the bottom of the

column.
3 {informal) {especially AmE) to damage a car very
badly, so that it is not worth repairing it -» write
STH OFF at WRITE

total cost of ownership noun [u] {abbrlQO)

{Accounting) a method of calculating the costs

involved in buying and using a product or service

which includes the cost of buying it and other costs

such as ordering, delivering, keeping it in good
condition, etc: The new system will give customers

improved software performance and a lower total

cost of ownership.



total pro ductive 'maintenance noun [u]

(abbr TPM)
(Production) a way of improving the way a factory's

machines and equipment are used by continuously
making sure that they are working as efficiently as

possible

'Total 'Quality 'Management [also spelled

total quality management) [abbr TQM) {also

'quality management) noun [u]

a system of management that considers that every
employee in the organization is responsible for

keeping the highest standards of work in every
aspect of the company's work in order to meet the

needs of the customers; the techniques used for

controlling and checking quality: Total Quality

Management means that our customers can expect

the highest quality service, o to institute total quality

management o total quality management
programmes/practices

total shareholder re'turn noun [u,c] {abbr

TSR)

(Finance) a measure of the profit gained from
investing in the shares of a particular company over
a fixed period of time, usually expressed as a

percentage over one year: The company's aim is to

double total shareholder return everyfour years.

touch /tAtJV verb, noun
• verb [+ obi]

1 to reach a particular level, etc: Shares in the

company touched a two-year low of €7.6.

2 to put your hands or fingers on sth/sb: Every time

you touch a key, the computer voice tells you what
command you have executed.

3 to become connected with or work with a
situation or person: J didn't trust the company and
refused to touch the deal.

EEl touch 'base (with sb) (informal) to make
contact with sb again: She travels to Boston every
other week to touch base with her home office, touch
'bottom to reach the worst or lowest state: Many
analysts believe that the recession has now touched
bottom.

• noun

see also: high touch

1 [C, usually sing.] an act of putting your hands or
fingers on sth: All this information is available at
the touch ofa button (= by simply pressing a

button).

2 [c] a small detail that is added to sth in order to

improve it or make it complete: I spent the morning
putting thefinishing touches to the report.

DEE] be, get, keep, etc. in touch (with sb) to

communicate with sb, especially by writing to them
or telephoning them: I'll be in touch about the

details next week, be, keep, etc. in 'touch (with
sth) to know what is happening in a particular

subject or area: It's vital to keep in touch with the

latest innovations.

'touch screen noun [c]

(IT) a computer screen which you touch with your
finger or with a special pen (stylus) in particular
places in order to give instructions to the computer:
a handheld with a touch screen and stylus o touch-
screen monitors/technology

'touch-type verb [no obj]

to type without looking at the keys of the keyboard

tough 'love noun [u]

(HR)

1 used to describe decisions made by senior
managers that benefit the organization but may
not help the employees
2 used to describe the situation when managers
make employees aware of the fact that they are not
working well and make them responsible for
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improving: / received some tough love, but it was
feedback I needed to hear.

tough- minded adjective

1 used to describe a person who makes firm

decisions and does not easily change their mind:
tough-minded business leaders

2 used to describe a decision, situation, etc.

connected with this type of person: a tough-minded
strategy

tour /tua(r); to:(r); AmE tor/ noun [C]

1 an act of walking around a place to look at it: The
CEO took the guests on a tour of the factory.

2 a journey made for pleasure during which
several different towns, countries, etc. are visited: a
two-week tour ofEurope -> package holiday

'tour company = tour operator

tourism /'tuenzam; 'to:r-; AmE 'tor-/ noun [U]

the business activity connected with providing
accommodation, services and entertainment for

people who are visiting a place for pleasure: the

tourism industry o mass/package tourism o The
hotel chain has been badly hit by the slump in

tourism, tourist noun [C]: The hotel is very
popular with foreign tourists, o We usually travel

tourist class (— in the cheapest seats).

tourist attraction noun [c]

a place that is interesting and popular with people
visiting an area for pleasure: The London Eye is one
ofLondon's top tourist attractions.

'tourist .office (also .tourist infor'mation .office)

noun [c]

a place where you can get information about an
area, interesting places to visit, accommodation,
etc: You can buy maps at the tourist information

office. This is also often called a tourist

information centre (spelled center in American
English) or just tourist information. 'tourist

.officer (also .tourist infor'mation .officer) noun [c]

'tour .operator (also 'tour .company) noun [c]

a company that arranges visits to places for

pleasure

tout /taut/ verb, noun
• verb

1 [+ obj] to try to persuade people that sb/sth is

important or valuable by praising them/it: She is

being touted as the next head of the company.
2 [+ obj or no obj] (especially BrE) to persuade
people to buy your goods or services, especially by
going to them and asking them directly: Many
attendees were at the conference to tout their latest

products, o companies publicly toutingfor investors

• noun (also 'ticket tout) (both BrE) (AmE 'scalper) [C]

a person who buys tickets for concerts, sports

events, etc. and then sells them to other people at a

much higher price

toymaker /'toimeika(r)/ noun [C]

a company that makes toys

To.yota Pro duction .System noun [sing ]

(abbr TPS)

(Production) a system of manufacturing developed

by the Toyota Motor Corporation in Japan that aims

to improve production by wasting as little time,

money, etc. as possible and being able to change

quickly to deal with new situations

TPM l,th pi: 'em/ = total productive
maintenance

TPS /.ti: pi: 'es/ = Toyota Production System

TQM /,ti: kju: 'em/ = Total Quality
Management
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trace /treis/ verb, noun
{Production)

• verb [+ obj]

to follow the movements of materials, goods,

stocks, etc. through a complete process: These

systems track and trace inventory through the supply

chain. traceability /.treisa'bilati/ noun [u]: o
inventory traceability traceable /'treisabl/ adjective

• noun [C, usually sing.]

the process of following the movements of

materials, goods or stocks of items: If only one of
your boxes arrives, email us and well put a trace on
the shipment.

track /traek/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: fast track, inside track

a path or direction that sb/sth is moving in: We
want to improve morale and give all our employees a

career track.

EE] back on 'track going in the right direction

again after a mistake, failure, etc: The project had
fallen behind schedule, but now it's back on track, be
on 'track to be doing the right thing in order to

achieve a particular result: The group is on track to

achieve its ambitious growth targets, keep/lose
'track of sth/sb to have/not have information

about what is happening or where sth/sb is: The
new system keeps track of where each product is until

it is sold, be on the right/wrong track to be
thinking or doing sth in the right/wrong way in

order to achieve sth

• verb

1 [+ obj] to follow the progress or development of

sth/sb: The system for tracking sales needs updating.

2 [+ obj or no obj] to move in a particular direction;

to move in the same direction as sth: Technology

stocks were tracking higher.

3 (Production) [+ obj] to follow the movements of

goods and stocks of items: Her job was processing

orders, sending out invoices and tracking inventory.

trackable /'traekabl/ adjective trackabWity
/.traeka'bilati/ noun [u]: The system uses complex
barcodes to provide complete trackability of each

package.

'tracker fund (BrE) {also 'index fund, AmE, BrE)

noun [c]

(Finance) a type of investment fund, consisting of

some of the shares in a particular share index,
whose value always follows the market

'tracking poll = tracking study

'tracking stock noun [c,u]

(Stock Exchange) shares in one part of a company's
activities that represent the value of that part

rather than the company as a whole: The group's

wireless division trades as a tracking stock.

'tracking .study (also 'tracking poll) noun [c]

(Marketing) a study in which people are asked the

same questions at different times, in order to find

out how people's opinions, tastes, needs, etc.

change over time: We conducted a tracking study by
phone to monitor awareness of our ads.

'track .record noun [c]

all the past achievements, successes or failures of a

person or an organization: He has a proven track

record in marketing.

Q a good/poor/proven/strong track record

tradable (also spelled tradeable) /'treidabl/

adjective

that you can easily buy and sell or exchange for

money
O tradable goods/securities/shares

* trade /treid/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: balance of trade, fair ~, free ~, insider ~,

invisible ~, passing ~, stock-in--, terms of ~, visible ~

1 [u] the activity of buying and selling or of
exchanging goods or services between people or

countries: Trade between the two countries has
increased, o global trade in electronic equipment o
The US was accused of unfair trade practices.

2 [c] a particular type of business: It has been a bad
yearfor the retail trade, o the building/tourist trade

3 the trade [sing, with sing./pl. verb] a particular

area of business and the people or companies that

are connected with it: In the trade, this sort of
computer is called a 'client-based system', o a trade

magazine/journal
4 [U] the amount of goods or services that you sell:

Trade was very good last month, o Domestic
companies are losing trade to foreign importers.

5 [u.c] a job, especially one that involves working
with your hands and that requires special training

and skills: He's a designer by trade, o to learn a
trade

6 (Stock Exchange) [U; C, usually pi.] buying and
selling on a stock exchange; one act of doing this:

The share price fell 30% in early afternoon trade, o a

20% reduction in daily trades on the stock exchange
-> idioms at ply, roaring

• verb

1 [no obj] to buy and sell things: companies that

trade in agricultural products o The euro has made it

easierfor European countries to trade with each

other.

2 [no obj] to exist and operate as a business or

company: Thefirm has now ceased trading. oRodine
Limited now trades as Harvest Software.

3 (Stock Exchange) [+ obj or no obj] to be bought and
sold, or to buy and sell sth, on the stock exchange:
Shares were trading at half their usual value.

4 [+ obj] to exchange sth that you have for sth that

sb else has: He earns a lot ofmoney but I wouldn't

trade places with him.

QHHZJ 'trade at sth (AmE) to buy goods or shop at a

particular store trade 'down to spend less money
on things than you did before: The survey showed
that consumers are unwilling to trade down to

cheaper cosmetics when times are hard, trade sth

'in (for sth) to give sth you have used as part of the

payment for sth new: People can trade in their old

PCs for the latest model, .trade sth 'off to balance

two things or situations that are opposed to each
other: You sometimes need to trade price off against

WHICH WORD?

trade/business/industry

These words are combined with other nouns to

describe particular areas of commercial activity,

but they tend to be used in different contexts.

Business is often used when talking about the

activities of particular individuals or companies: /

always knew I wanted to work in the restaurant

business, o The company has returned to what it

knows best: the car business.

Industry is common when talking about the

economy: The country is trying to rebuild its oil

industry.

Trade is combined with only a small number of

nouns. It is used especially about traditional types

of business, for example: the art/book trade o the

retail trade (= running a shop/store, supermarket,

etc.). It is also the word used when describing

illegal forms of business: the illegal diamonds/
drugs trade

See note at business



quality. -> trade-off .trade 'up 1 to sell sth in

order to buy sth more expensive: Many drivers are

trading up to a four-wheel drive. 2 to give sth you
have used as part of the payment for sth more
expensive

tradeable = tradable

trade .advertising noun [u]

(Marketing) the act of making a product or service

known to the people who will sell it to customers,

rather than to the customers themselves

trade a greement [also com, mercial 'treaty)

noun [c]

[Economics) an arrangement between two or more
countries in which they agree to special conditions,

for example lower prices and import duties,

when buying from and selling to each other: a

bilateral (= between two countries) trade agreement
o a multilateral (= between three or more
countries) trade agreement

trade associ ation noun [c]

[Economics) an organization for companies in the

same industry, that provides advice, information

and other services for its members: the Mexican
transport trade association, Canacar o Intertanko,

the trade association of independent tanker owners
ISYNl INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION

'trade .balance = balance of trade

trade .barrier noun [c]

(Economics) an action by a government that makes
free trade between its own country and other
countries more difficult or impossible CUB
Examples of trade barriers include tariffs,
quotas, embargoes and sanctions: Under the

agreement, member countries will remove trade

barriers on industrial goods, o Exportsfrom
developing countries face higher trade barriers than
productsfrom developed countries, o Several

countries agreed to lower trade barriers to theirfarm
products.

O to create/erect/raise trade barriers to dismantle/
lower/reduce/remove trade barriers

'trade bill (also com'mercial bill) noun [c]

(Trade) a bill of exchange that is used to pay for

goods

'trade .buyer noun [c]

(Finance) a company that buys another company,
especially one in the same business: If no trade

buyer isfoundfor thefirm, it will be floated on the

stock market.

'trade .counter noun [c] (BrE)

(Commerce) a part of a factory, warehouse or
website where a business can buy goods at reduced
prices

'trade .credit noun [u,c]

(Accounting) an arrangement by which one company
allows another company a period of time in which
to pay for goods after it has received them

trade .creditor noun [c]

(Accounting) a company that has provided goods or
services to another company but has not yet been
paid

'trade .cycle noun [C] (especially BrE)

(Economics) the usual pattern of a country's
economy, with periods of success (expansion) and
periods of difficulty (contraction) happening
regularly one after another IsynI business cycle

'trade debt = business debt

'trade .deficit (also 'trade gap) noun [c, usually

sing]

(Economics) a situation in which the value of a
country's imports is greater than the value of its
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exports; the amount by which the two values are

different: a widening/worsening trade deficit o The
country posted a trade deficit of $1.5 billion in

January. -» balance of payments, balance of
TRADE, TRADE SURPLUS
0 to post/run/suffer a trade deficit to cut/reduce a

trade deficit

trade delegation noun [c]

a group of manufacturers or suppliers who visit

another country in order to increase business with
that country: Canada sent a trade delegation to

South Korea.

trade des cription noun [c] {BrE)

(Law) something that describes all or some features

of goods, for example their quantity, size, time or
place of origin, method of manufacture, price, etc:

The firm was accused offalse trade descriptions.

.Trade Des criptions Act noun [sing ]

in the UK, a law stating that all information given
about goods must be true and clear: Thefirm
admitted making a false statement under the Trade
Descriptions Act.

.trade 'discount noun [c] (also 'trade terms [pi.])

(Commerce) an amount of money that is taken off

the usual cost of goods or services when one
company sells them to another company or

business

trade dis pute noun [c]

1 (HR) a disagreement between employers and
employees about pay, working conditions, etc.

ISYNI INDUSTRIAL DISPUTE
2 (Economics) a disagreement between countries or

companies in different countries about trade

trade exhi bition = trade show

'trade fair = trade show

'trade .figures noun [pi.]

(Economics) figures that show the value of a

country's imports compared with the value of its

exports: The October trade figures show that the UK
spent $2 bn more abroad than it received.

'trade gap = trade deficit

'trade-in noun [c,u]

a method of buying sth by giving a used item as

part of the payment for a new one; the used item

itself: The company accepts trade-ins on desktop

computers, o the trade-in value of the old car

[SYNl PART EXCHANGE (BrE)

'trade-in verb [+ obj]

'trade maga.zine (also 'trade journal) noun [c]

a magazine that is published regularly and contains

news and articles about a particular industry: the

trade magazine 'The Grocer' oAsk your employees

which trade journals they read. -> consumer
magazine

trademark /'treidma:k; AmE -ma:rk/ noun [C]

see also: registered trademark

1 (abbr TM) a name, symbol or design that a

company uses for its products and that cannot be

used by anyone else: French law protects your
trademark and logo, o a registered trademark o the

rights of trademark holders o The company was sued

for trademark infringement (= illegal use of another

company's trademark). See note at copyright

O trademark holders/owners trademark

infringements/violations

2 a special way of behaving, dressing, etc. that is

typical of sb and that makes them easily
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recognized: He was wearing his trademark white

suit.

'trademark verb [+ obj]: trademarked designs/

names

trade .mission noun [c]

1 a group of government officials or business

people who go to another country to encourage
trade: A British trade mission is to visit Ethiopia next

month.
2 an office of one country in another country
which encourages trade between the two
countries: the Russian trade mission in Finland

'trade name noun [c]

1 a name that is used by a particular company: The

company uses the trade name Marubeni in the US.

2 a name that a company gives to a product: The
drug is sold under the trade name Lipitor.

3 a word that is used for sth within a particular

industry but is not well known outside the industry

'trade-off noun [c]

the act of balancing two things that you need or

want but which are opposed to each other: a trade-

off between increased production and a reduction in

quality o The trade-offfor better pay was less flexible

working hours.

'trade press noun [sing, with sing./pl. verb]

magazines and newspapers that are published for a

particular industry: The exhibition was advertised in

the trade press.

'trade price - wholesale price

trader /'treida(r)/ noun [c]

see also: rogue trader, sole trader

1 {Commerce) a person or company that buys things

and sells them at a profit: small market traders o
Plans for a new hypermarket have angered local

traders, o commodity traders

2 {Finance; Stock Exchange) {AmE) = dealer (2)

'trade representative noun [c] {abbr

trade rep)

1 {Marketing) = sales representative
2 a person or an organization that represents a

country in matters relating to trade

'trade sale noun [c]

1 {Commerce) [usually pi.] sales that a company
makes to another business rather than to the public

2 {Finance) when a company is sold to another
company, usually in the same industry:

Shareholders are infavour ofa trade sale to a large

international company.

trade 'secret noun [c]

a piece of information, for example the method of

making a product, that a company does not want
other companies to know: The recipefor the drink is

a closely guarded trade secret.

'trade show {also 'trade exhibition, trade fair)

noun [C]

{Marketing) an event at which many different

companies producing related products show and
sell their products -> expo

tradesman / treidzman/, tradeswoman
/'treidzwoman/ noun [c] {plural tradesmen
/-man/ tradeswomen /-wimm/)
1 a skilled person, especially one who makes or

repairs sth: tradesmen such as carpenters and
electricians

2 a person who buys and sells goods, especially on
a small scale: market tradesmen
(SYNl TRADESPERSON

tradesperson /'treidzp3:sn; AmE -p3:rsn/ noun
[C] {plural tradespeople /-pi:pl/ or, especially in

formal use, tradespersons)

1 a skilled person, especially one who makes or
repairs sth

2 a person who buys and sells goods, especially on
a small scale HEEO Tradespeople is usually used to

talk about a group of men and women, or to avoid
having to say 'tradesmen' or 'tradeswomen'.
Tradesperson/tradespeople is also used in more
formal language.

.trades 'union = trade union

the .Trades Union Congress = tuc

.trades 'unionist - trade unionist

'trade .surplus noun [c, usually sing.]

{Economics) a situation in which the value of a
country's exports is greater than the value of its

imports: They have managed to maintain a large

trade surplus, o China posted a trade surplus of $2.2

billion in August. IqppI trade deficit -» balance of
PAYMENTS, BALANCE OF TRADE

'trade terms = trade discount

.trade 'union {also .trades 'union) {both BrE
only) {AmE 'labor .union) {also 'union, BrE, AmE)
noun [C]

an organization of workers, usually in a particular

industry, that exists to protect their interests,

improve conditions of work, etc: a trade union
representing car workers o the trade union
movement
O to belong to/form/set up/join a trade union a

trade union activist/leader/member/official/

representative

trade 'unionism noun [u]: the history of trade

unionism

.trade 'unionist {also .trades 'unionist, both BrE

'unionist, AmE, BrE) noun [C]

a member of a trade union

'trade war noun [c]

a disagreement between countries in which they
take action to damage each other's trade: The
European Commission calledfor talks to try to avert

a trade war with the US.

0 an all-out/a bitter/damaging/fierce/full-scale

trade war

'trade-,weighted adjective [only before noun]

{Economics) that shows the value of a country's

currency, compared with the currency of other

countries that it trades with: The dollar hasfallen
nearly 5% on a trade-weighted basis, o Lastyear
the dollar lost 9.6% of its value against a trade-

weighted basket of currencies.

trading /'treidin/ noun [u]

see also: day trading, emissions ~, fair ~, horse--,

insider ~, Office of Fair ~, principal ~, etc.

1 the activity of buying and selling things:

Supermarkets everywhere reported excellent trading

in the run-up to the holidays, o The group has been

badly hit by tough trading conditions, o unfair

trading practices o oil/diamond trading o new laws

on Sunday trading (= shops/stores being open on
Sundays)

O disappointing/excellent/illegal/poor/strong

trading Internet/online trading

2 {Finance; Stock Exchange) the activity of buying
and selling shares, currencies, etc: Shares worth $8
million changed hands during a day of hectic trading,

o When trading resumed the next day, the company's
share price collapsed, ofast electronic trading of

futures

O busy/heavy/hectic/intensive/light/quiet trading

commodity/currency/equity/share/stock trading



trading ac count noun [c]

(Accounting) a statement of the money that a

company has spent on making or buying goods and
of the money received from selling those goods, so

that the trading profit can be calculated: The

trading account shows a profit of€85 205.

'trading .company noun [c]

(Commerce) a company that exists to buy and sell

goods: a textile trading company

trading es tate = industrial estate

'trading floor (BrE also dealing floor) noun
[C, usually sing.]

(Stock Exchange) an area in a stock exchange where
dealers meet each other and buy and sell shares:

The news of the rise in interest rates was greeted with

shock on the tradingfloor.

'trading loss (also .gross 'loss) noun [c]

(Accounting) the amount by which money received

from the sale of goods or services is less than the

cost of producing or providing them. This is

calculated before overheads, interest and tax is

taken off: Full-year results showed a substantial

trading loss. -» trading profit

'trading .partner noun [c]

1 (Economics; Trade) a country or company that

another country or company buys goods from or

sells goods to: Australia is New Zealand's largest

trading partner.

2 (IT) a company that is involved in exchanging
electronic information with another company using

EDI: a small Hong Kong company that conducts

e-business with more than 10 trading partners in the

UK, Europe and Australasia

'trading .period = accounting period

trading post noun [c]

1 (Trade) a small place in an area that is a long way
from any town, used as a centre for buying and
selling goods (especially in N America in the past)

2 (E-commerce) a website where people can buy
and sell things

'trading .profit (also .gross 'profit) noun [c]

(Accounting) the amount by which money received

from the sale of goods or services is greater than
the cost of producing or providing them. This is

calculated before overheads, interest and tax are

taken off: The company reported a small trading

profit in its second year. -» trading loss

trading .session = session (l)

.Trading 'Standards noun [pi
;
u]

(Law) in the UK, the process of making sure that

laws protecting consumers are obeyed; the

government department responsible for this:

Contactyour local Trading Standards servicefor
advice and information, o a Trading Standards

officer

'trading stock = stock-in trade (1)

traffic /'traefik/ noun, verb

• noun [u]

see also: foot traffic, page ~, store ~

1 the vehicles that are on a road at a particular

time: / leave work early to avoid the rush-hour

traffic, o The road was built to ease traffic congestion
in the city.

O heavy/light/rush-hour traffic

2 the movement of ships, trains, aircraft, etc. along
a particular route: transatlantic traffic o air traffic

control/controllers

O air/rail/sea traffic domestic International traffic

3 the movement of people or goods from one place
to another: the traffic ofgoods between one country
and another

573 train

O business/commuter/passenger traffic cargo/

container/freight traffic

4 (Marketing) the number of people who come to a

place or use a service in a particular period: We
used our website to drive traffic to our stores.

O customer/mall/shopper/walk-in traffic

5 (IT) information that travels across a computer
system in a particular period

0 data/email/Internet/network/voice traffic

6 illegal trade in sth: traffic in drugs

• verb (-ck )

333 'traffic in sth to buy and sell sth illegally

'trafficker noun [cl 'trafficking noun [u]: the

fight against human trafficking (
= illegally bringing

people into a country)

trail /treil/ verb, noun
• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] (used especially in the continuous

tenses) to be less successful than other companies,
people, etc: Their sales are trailing behind other

superstores, o Our 24% market share is trailing our
competitors 41 %. o The UK trails badly when it

comes to research and development spending on IT.

2 [+ obj] to advertise a plan, product, film/movie,

etc. in advance: the company's heavily/widely
trailed plans o The revenues were slightly better than

trailed.

3 [+ obj] to follow behind sb/sth: New business jet

orders typically trail a recovery by nine to twelve

months.
Qana .trail 'off (especially BrE) to gradually become
less: Incomefrom advertising increased in the first

half of the year, but then trailed off.

• noun [C]

see also: audit trail, paper trail

a series of marks that is left by sth as it moves and
that shows where it has been (figurative): She quit

her job, leaving a trail of unfinished projects and
unreturned phone calls behind her.

inni be/go on the trail of sb/sth; be/go on
the ... trail to be following or trying to find sb/sth:

Analysts expect the company to be on the acquisition

trail next year, blaze a/the 'trail to be the first to

do or to discover sth that others follow: Comet is

blazing the jobs trail by creating 3 000 newjobs.

trailblazer /treilbleiza(r)/ noun [C]

a person or company that is the first to do or

discover sth and so makes it possible for others to

follow: The company was a trailblazer in

e-commerce in the 90s. -> blaze a/the trail at

trail noun

trailer /'treila(r)/ noun [C]

1 (Transport) a truck, or a container with wheels,

that is pulled by another vehicle: The containers are

lifted onto truck trailersfor the last part of the

journey.

2 (especially BrE) a series of short scenes from a

film/movie or television programme, shown in

advance to advertise it

.trailing spouse noun [c]

a husband or wife who gives up their job in order

to follow their wife or husband to a new place

where they have found a job

• train /trem/ verb, noun

• verb (often used as an adjective trained)

1 [+ obj or no obj] to teach a person the skills for a

particular job or activity; to be taught in this way:

The staff are fully trained to handle almost any

situation, o She trained as a lawyer before starting

her own company, o He felt he had been well trained

for the job. o highly trained sales personnel

O to be fully/highly/properly/well trained
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2 [+ obj] to develop a natural ability or quality so

that it improves: an alert mind and a trained eye

noun fc]

see also: gravy train

a railway/railroad engine pulling a number of

coaches/cars or trucks, taking people and goods
from one place to another: Britain's biggest train

operator

O a commuter/passenger train a freight/goods train

trainee /.trei'ni:/ noun [C]

(HR) a person who is being taught how to do a

particular job: a management/sales trainee o a
trainee manager/salesman/engineer o They have

plans to recruit up to 800 new trainees.

trai neeship noun [C]: businesses offering

graduate traineeships

trainee solicitor {also .articled clerk, old-

fashioned) (both BrE) noun [C]

[Law) the title used for a person employed by a

group of lawyers (a law firm) while he or she is

being trained to become a qualified solicitor

training /'tremirj/ noun [u]

see also: assertiveness training, computer-based ~,

on-the-job ~, transfer of ~

the process of learning the skills that you need to

do a job: New employees do a month's intensive

training before starting, o He had noformal training

in design, o You will receive in-house training

throughoutyourfirst year, o a training and
development budget See note at information
O to do/get/receive training to give/offer/provide

training corporate/employee/staff/workforce

training formal/hands-on/in-house training *job/
leadership/management/skills/vocational training

a training centre/course/programme/session/

workshop

training group = t-group

training manual noun [c]

a book, etc. that teaches you the skills necessary to

do or use sth: An online training manual is available

for the software.

training needs a nalysis noun [c, usually sing.]

{abbr TNA)
(HR) a method of calculating what training is

required to give a company's employees all the

skills and knowledge that they need for the

company to be successful

0 to carry out/do/perform/undertake a training

needs analysis

'training .transfer = transfer of training

tranche /tra:nJ7 noun [c]

(Finance) a part of a loan, a payment, an investment

or other large amount of money: The first tranche of

the fee will be paid when the contract is signed.

transact /traen'zaekt/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

to do business with a person or an organization:

Manufacturers are getting used to transacting

business online, o Peoplefrom all over the world can

now transact with one another instantaneously.

transaction /traen'zaekjn/ noun
1 [c] a piece of business that is done between
people, especially an act of buying or selling:

financial transactions between companies o an
increase in online transactions

O a business/financial/property/share transaction

to carry out/complete/conduct/do/make a

transaction

2 [u] the process of doing sth: He broke the law by
using a residential propertyfor the transaction of
business.

transactional /traen'zaekjnl/ adjective

tran sactional costs - transaction costs

transactional leadership noun [u]

(HR) a way of managing people by setting them
clear tasks and rewarding them for good
performance -» transformational leadership

tran saction costs (also tran sactional costs)

noun [pi.]

(Economics) the amount of effort, time and money
(not including the cost of buying sth) that it takes to

arrange a piece of business: the high transaction

costs of buying property

tran saction .processing noun [u]

1 (IT) a type of computer system in which the

computer responds immediately to a request made
by a user. Each request is a transaction. -» batch
processing
2 (Commerce) a method of dealing with a piece of

business: Secure online transaction processing

enables merchants to accept payment by credit card.

tran saction tax noun [c,u]

a tax that has to be paid when sth is bought or sold:

a 0.1% transaction tax on government bonds

transcontinental /.traenz.konti'nentl; .traens-;

AmE -,ka:n-/ adjective

crossing a continent: transcontinental flights

• transfer verb, noun
• verb /traens'f3:(r)/ (-rr-)

1 [+ obj or no obj] to move from one place to

another; to move sth/sb from one place to another:

The containers are transferred to trains at the port.

2 [+ obj or no obj] to pass money, shares, property,

etc. from one owner to another; to pass money
from one place to another: Settlement is the process

by which shares are transferredfrom seller to buyer.

0 The money has now been transferred abroad.

3 [+ obj or no obj] to move from one job, situation,

etc. to another; to arrange for sb to move: He's been

transferred to Sales.

4 [+ obj] to officially arrange for sth to belong to sb

else or for sb else to control sth: The functions of the

firm's Milan branch will be transferred to its main
office in Germany.
5 [+ obj] to copy information, music, an idea, etc.

from one method of recording or presenting it to

another: The digital images can then be transferred

to/onto disk.

6 [+ obj or no obj] to change from one vehicle to

another when travelling: The train was cancelled so

we transferred to buses for the rest of the journey.

7 [+ obj] to pass a telephone call to another
telephone, person, etc: I'm afraid that isn't my
department. Let me transfer you.

• noun /'traensf3:(r)/ [u,C]

see also: bank transfer, book ~, cable ~, credit ~,

deed of ~, file ~, telegraphic ~, etc.

1 the act of moving sb/sth from one place, group
or job to another; an occasion when this happens:

Technology is constantly making the transfer of

information faster, othe transfer of currencyfrom
one country to another o I've appliedfor a transfer.

2 an act of changing to a different place, vehicle or

route when you are travelling: Transferfrom the

airport to the hotel is included in the price.

transferable /traens'f3:rabl/ adjective

that can be moved from one person, place or use to

another: The MBA equips the student with a range of

transferable skills (= skills that can be used in

different jobs), o The licence is not transferable.

IoppI non-transferable
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'transfer deed (also .deed of 'transfer) noun [c]

{Law) a legal document that shows that the owner
of shares or property has changed

transferee /.traensfai'ri:/ noun [c]

(Law) a person to whom property, shares, rights,

etc. are transferred See note at employer

'transfer .income (also transfer .payment) noun
[c,u]

(Economics) money that is received from a

government in the form of pensions,

UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFIT, SUBSIDIES, etc., which
is not a payment for goods or services but comes
from taxes

.transfer of 'training (also training .transfer,

less frequent) noun [u]

(HR) the practical use in your work of skills learned

in a training course

.transfer of under taking noun [c u]

(Law) the fact or process of a business passing from
one owner to another: Employees' rights are

protected during a transfer of undertaking by an EU
regulation.

transferor /,traens'f3:ra(r)/ noun [C]

(Law) a person who transfers property, shares,

rights, etc. to another person See note at

EMPLOYER

transfer .payment = transfer income

transfer price noun [c]

(Accounting) the price at which part of a company
sells goods or services to another part of the

company 'transfer .pricing noun [u]

'transfer .register (also .register of transfers,

'transfer book, less frequent) noun [c]

(Finance) a book in which all movements of a

company's shares from one owner to another are

recorded

transform /traens'fo:m; AmE -Toirm/ verb [+ obj]

1 to completely change the character or

appearance of sth, especially so that it is better: The
struggling company has been transformed into one

of the most successful in its field, o The acquisition

will be a transforming dealfor the company (= one
that will bring new types of business).

2 to change the form of sth: Photochemical
reactions transform the light into electrical impulses.

transformation /.traensfa'meijri; AmE -far'm-/

noun [C,U]: the company's transformationfrom
water utility to global media giant

transformational /.trasnsfa'meijanl; AmE -far'm-/

adjective -» transformative

transfor mational leadership noun [u]

a way of managing people by making them feel

enthusiastic about their work and willing to work
hard for the company, and by providing a personal
example -» transactional leadership

transformative /traens'faimativ; AmE-'fQirm-/
adjective [usually before noun]

able to completely change and improve the
character of sth: transformative deals that move
companies into new lines of business -» transform

tranship, transhipment = trans ship

transient /trsnziant^mE'traenfant/ adjective

1 continuing only for a short time: The company's
recent growth is likely to be transient.

2 staying or working in a place for only a short
time, before going to another place: Shorter
contracts have meant an increasingly transient

workforce.

'transience /'traenzians; AmE 'traenj-/ noun [u]

transistor /trsen'zista(r); AmE -'sist-/ noun [C]

a small electronic device used in computers, radios,

televisions, etc. for controlling an electric current

as it passes along a circuit

transit /'traenzit; -sit/ noun [u]

see also: stoppage in transit

1 (Transport) the process of being moved or carried

from one place to another: The cost includes transit.

0 goods damaged or lost in transit.

2 the act of going through a place on the way to

somewhere else: the transit lounge at Gatwick
airport o a transit visa (= one that allows a person
to pass through a country but not to stay there)

3 (AmE) a system for carrying people from one
place to another using vehicles: the city's public

transit system -> transport (1)

transit .passenger noun [c]

an air traveller who arrives at an airport and leaves

again on the same or another plane

translate /traens'leit; traenz'leit/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to change sth, or to be changed,
into a different form: a system that translates Web
data into phone data o translating customer desires

into competitive products o / hope all this hard work
will translate into profits.

2 [+ obj or no obj] to express the meaning of speech
or writing in a different language: an Internet-based

service that translates email, web pages, etc. into 5
languages o III need someone to translate for me.

3 [no obj] to be changed from one language into

another: The name 'Mitsubishi' translates as 'three

diamonds'.

translation /traens'leijn; traenz'leijn/ noun
1 [u] the process of changing sth into a different

form: the translation of research into new products o
Excluding the impact offoreign currency
translation, net sales rose 2%.
2 [c,u] a text or work that has been changed from
one language into another: to make/do a

translation of a document

translator /traens'leita(r); traenz'leita(r)/ noun [C]

1 a person who translates writing or speech into a

different language, especially as a job

2 an electronic device that helps you to translate

into a different language: an automatic translator

-> interpreter

transmission /trams'mijri; traenz'mijri/ noun

see also: money transmission

1 [u] the act or process of passing or sending sth

from one person, place or thing to another: the

company that owns the UK's gas and electricity

transmission networks o the transmission of

knowledge/diseases
2 [u] the act or process of sending out an
electronic signal or message or of broadcasting a

radio or television programme: the transmission of

data over the Internet o The company has bought

transmission rights for the World Cup.

3 [c] a radio or television message or broadcast

transmit /traens'mit; traenz'mit/ verb (-tt-)

1 [+ obj or no obj] to send an electronic signal,

radio or television broadcast, etc: The speed at

which data is transmitted over mobile phone

networks has increased dramatically, o The server

then transmits an ad to the user's computer screen.

2 [+ obj] to pass or send sth from one person, place

or thing to another: Big banks control the way
money is transmitted around the system.
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transnational /.traenz'naejnal; .traens'naejnal/

adjective

operating or existing in or between many different

countries, without being based in any particular

one
0 transnational companies/corporations/links/

relations

transparency /traens'paeransi/ noun {plural

transparencies)

1 [U] the quality of sth, such as glass, that allows

you to see through it

2 [u] the fact of sth being easy to understand and
not being secret: Shareholders have called for more
transparency in company dealings.

3 {also 'acetate, OHT) [c] writing or a picture

printed on a piece of film that you can see through,

that can be shown on a screen by shining light

through the film: She wrote the key points of her talk

on overhead transparencies (= shown using an
overhead projector).—Picture at presentation

transparent /traens'paerant/ adjective

1 (of glass, plastic, etc.) allowing you to see

through it

2 easy to understand and not secret: a transparent

andfair system of voting o The company's strategy

needs to be clear and transparent to shareholders.

transport /'traenspo:t; AmE -spo:rt/ noun, verb

• noun [u]

see also: public transport, surface transport

1 {especially BrE) {AmE usually .transportation) a

system for carrying people or goods from one place

to another using vehicles: to travel on/by public

transport o poor transport and distribution networks

o transport workers -» transit (3)

O air/freight/passenger/rail/road transport •

transport networks/infrastructure/links/systems a
transport company/firm/operator/service the

transport industry/sector a transport plan/policy/

strategy

2 {BrE) {AmE .transpor tation) a vehicle or method
of travel: Applicants must have their own transport.

0 Will transport be provided? o Transportation was
providedfrom the hotel to the convention center.

3 {especially BrE) {AmE usually .transportation) the
activity or business of carrying goods from one
place to another using lorries/ trucks, trains, etc:

The goods were damaged during transport, o controls

on the transport of nuclear waste o transportation

costs

• verb [+ obj]

to take sth/sb from one place to another in a

vehicle: The chemicals are transported by road to the

processing plant, o The airline transported over half a
million passengers last year.

transportable /tra3n'spo:tabl; AmE -'spo:rt-/

adjective [not usually before noun]

that can be carried or moved from one place to

another: These storage units are compact and easily

transportable.

transportation /.traenspoi'teijn; AmE -po:rt-/ =
transport noun

transporter /traen'spo:t3(r); AmE -'spo:rt-/ noun
[C]

1 a large vehicle used for carrying heavy objects,

for example other vehicles: a car transporter

2 a company that moves goods from one place to

another: the country's largest gas transporter

trans-ship {also spelled tranship, transship)

/traenz'Jip/ verb [+ obj] (-pp-)

to move goods from one ship or other form of

transport to another: 80% of cargo arriving at the

transport

truck / lorry {BrE)

container ship



harbour is trans-shipped to other ports. trans-

shipment {also spelled transhipment,
transshipment) noun [C,u]: The port serves as a

trans-shipment pointfor the region.

travel /'traevl/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj or no obj] especially BrE, AmE usually

1 to go from one place to another, especially over a

long distance: to travel abroad/overseas o / travel a

lot on business, o He travels over 40 miles to work
every day.

2 to go or move at a particular speed, in a

particular direction, or a particular distance: These

vehicles can travel at up to 240 kph.

• noun [u]

the act or activity of travelling: The post involves a

considerable amount offoreign travel, o Many
companies are now cutting their travel expenses, o
Remember to take out travel insurance before

leaving on your trip.

0 air/car/rail travel domestic/foreign/

international/overseas travel business/corporate/

leisure travel travel budgets/costs/expenses the

travel business/industry/market/sector a travel

company/firm/operator

'travel .agency noun [c]

a company that arranges travel and/or
accommodation for people going on a holiday/

vacation or journey

'travel .agent noun [c]

1 a person or business whose job is to make
arrangements for people wanting to travel, for

example, buying tickets or arranging hotel rooms
2 travel agent's {plural travel agents) a shop/store
where you can go to arrange a holiday/vacation,

etc: She works in a travel agent's.

-» TOUR OPERATOR

traveler = traveller

'traveler's check = traveller's cheque

traveling = travelling

traveller {AmE spelling usually traveler)

/'traevala(r)/ noun [c]

see also: commercial traveller

a person who is travelling or who often travels: The
airline is popular with business travellers, o She's a

frequent traveller to Belgium.
-> sales representative

'traveller's cheque {AmE spelling traveler's
check) noun [C]

a cheque for a fixed amount, sold by a bank or

travel agent that can be exchanged for cash in

foreign countries

travelling {AmE spelling usually traveling)
I'trsevdlii)/ adjective, noun

• adjective [only before noun]

1 going from place to place: travelling salespeople

2 used when you travel: a small travelling bag
• noun [u]

the act of travelling: The job requires a lot of
travelling, o travelling expenses

treasurer /'tre3ara(r)/ noun [C]

a person who is responsible for the money and
accounts of an organization or a club: She worked
as assistant treasurer at/of a large oil company, o The
treasurer presented his report.

O (a) company/corporate/group treasurer

Treasuries /'tre3ariz/ = Treasury bond

*treasury /'tre3ari/ noun [sing, with sing./pl. verb]

the Treasury in the UK, the US and some other
countries, the government department that
controls public money: the US treasury secretary o

577 trend line

The Treasury expects GDP growth of 2.5 to 3 per cent

this year.

'Treasury bill {also 'T-bill) noun [c]

{Finance) in the UK and the US, a form of borrowing
by the government for short periods of time, on
which no interest is paid. Treasury bills are bought
at less than their value.

'Treasury bond {also T-bond) noun [c] {also

'Treasuries [pi.])

{Finance) in the US, a bond issued by the

government for a long period of time, that pays
interest

treasury .management = cash
management

'Treasury note noun [c, usually pi ]

{Finance) in the US, a form of government
borrowing for between one and ten years, that pays
interest

'treasury stock noun [u]

{Finance) shares that a company has issued but has
bought back from public investors

treat /tri:t/ verb [+ obj]

1 to behave in a particular way towards sb/sth:

Treatyour customers with respect in all

circumstances, o Theyfelt they had been treated

fairly by the disciplinary committee, o The unions
wanted pensions to be treated as deferred pay.

2 to deal with or discuss sth in a particular way:
These optimisticforecasts should be treated with
caution.

3 to use a chemical substance or process to clean,

protect, preserve, etc. sth: wood treated with
preservative

treatment /'trktmant/ noun

1 [u] a way of behaving towards or dealing with a

person or thing: The union is demanding equal

treatmentfor agency and permanent staff, o The

bank is to change its treatment of bad debts.

2 [u,C] a way of dealing with or discussing sth: The

book is an interesting treatment of how to measure
employee success in the workplace.

3 [u,C] a process by which sth is cleaned,

protected, preserved, etc. with a chemical
substance: a sewage/water treatment plant

treaty /'tri:ti/ noun [C] {plural treaties)

see also: commercial treaty, private treaty

a formal agreement between two or more
countries: These fiscal measures are a clear breach of

the EU treaty, o Theyfailed to fulfil their obligations

under the treaty.

trend /trend/ noun [C]

a general direction in which a situation is changing

or developing: There is a growing trend towards
shorter contracts, o current trends in advertising o

The success of this car set a trendfor smaller vehicles

(= made them popular), o The company has bucked
(= been an exception to) the trendfor lower sales, o

Growth remains below the long-term trend.

O economic/political/social trends business/

industry/market/pricing/sales trends a

downward/growing/negative/positive/rising/an

upward trend current/future/long-term/recent

trends a broad/clear/general/global trend * to

break with/reverse a trend

trend verb [no obj] {especially AmE): Unemploy-

ment has been trending upwards.

'trend line {also spelled trend line) noun [C]

the general direction in which sth is changing or

developing, shown, for example, by a line on a
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chart connecting high or low points: a downward
sloping trend line on the Footsie

trial /'traial/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: blind trial, clinical ~, free ~

1 [C] the process of testing the quality or

performance of a product to see if it will be
effective or successful: The new drug is undergoing
early-stage clinical trials.

O early-stage/initial/late-stage/mid-stage trials •

drug/safety trials to carry out/conduct/run/take

part in/undergo trials

2 [c,u] the process of using a product or service,

employing a person, etc. for a short period before

you make a decision about it or them: You can give

the service a trial before you make up your mind, o
The system was introduced on a trial basisfor six

months, o She agreed to employ mefor a trial

period, o We had the machine on trial for a week.

3 [u.C] a formal examination of evidence in a court

by a judge and often a jury, to decide if sb accused
of a crime is guilty or not: Theformer CEO is to

stand trialforfraud.
O to await/face/go on/stand trial * to come to/go to

trial

• verb [+ obj] (-II-, BrE, AmE -I-) {especially BrE)

to test the quality or performance of a product to

see if it will be effective or successful: They trialled

the product with 20 of their best customers, o Only
one in ten drugs which are trialled on humans makes
it to the market. trialling noun [u]

'trial .balance noun [c, usually sing.] {abbr t.b.)

{Accounting) a list of all the balances in a

company's accounts at a particular date, used to

check that debits and credits are equal and that

everything has been recorded accurately

trial .offer noun [c]

the opportunity to use a product or service free or

at a low cost for a short period before you decide if

you want to buy it: Take up our trial offer and get

threefree issues of the magazine, o trial offers of new
software

tribunal /trai'bju:nl/ noun [C]

a type of court with the authority to deal with a

particular problem or disagreement: She took her

case to a tribunal, o Tribunal hearings are less

formal than court sessions.

0 an appeals/arbitration/employment/a
disciplinary tribunal * to bring sth before/go to/

refer sth to/take sb/sth to a tribunal

trickle /'trikl/ verb, noun
• verb [no obj]

to go, or to make sth go, somewhere slowly or

gradually: Last month orders only trickled in. o
Investors are trickling back into the market after the

long holiday.

333 .trickle 'down (especially about money) to

spread from rich to poor people through the

economic system of a country: The rising costs are

trickling down to millions of customers. -> trickle-
down

• noun [C, usually sing.]

a small amount or number of sth, coming or going
slowly: There has been a steady trickle of
redundancies over the lastfew months, o The crisis

has slowed exports to a trickle.

trickle-down noun [u]

1 {Economics) (in an economic system) the way in

which the poorest people benefit as a result of the

increasing wealth of the richest: There has been no
trickle-down of economic growth to the average

family.

2 used to describe a process where people at the
bottom level of an organization or a system
eventually start to have, do, etc. sth that people at

a higher level had, did, etc. first: Once the company
improved its quality control, the trickle-down effect

meant that its suppliers improved their quality too.

-> TRICKLE DOWN at TRICKLE Verb

trigger /'tnga(r)/ noun, verb

• noun [C, usually sing.]

something that is the cause of a particular reaction

or development, especially a bad one: The trigger

for the strike was the closure of anotherfactory.
• verb [+ obj]

1 to make sth happen suddenly: The release of the

results triggered a sharp fall in the group's share
price.

2 to cause a device to start functioning: Opening
this door will trigger a security alarm.

trigger point noun [c]

a level or rate that is reached, or an event that

happens, which causes action to be taken: His

frequent absencefrom work had reached the trigger

pointforformal action to be taken.

trim /trim/ verb [+ obj] (-mm-)

to make sth smaller by cutting parts from it:

(figurative) 20% of staff are to be trimmed by May. o
We must trim the training budget by €20 000.

Una trim (the) fat if a business trims the fat, it

reduces or removes unnecessary expenses, for

example by reducing the number of workers: They
have trimmed the fat out of their production process.

trip /trip/ noun [c]

see also: business trip, round trip

1 a journey to a place and back again for business

or pleasure, or for a particular purpose: Bill's away
on a trip this week, o I'm going on a three-day trip

to China.

2 a journey to or back from a place: The truck was
delayed on the return trip, o the outward trip

triple- A adjective {abbr AAA)

{Finance) used to describe a company that is

considered one of the safest to lend money to: The

company lost its triple-A credit ratingfollowing its

financial problems.

triple- witching noun [u; sing ]

{Stock Exchange, informal) the situation that occurs

on the third Friday of March, June, September and
December when three types of futures and
options reach the end of the time when they are

valid: triple-witching day/hour -» double-
witching

triplicate /'tnphkat/ noun
n»rn in 'triplicate 1 done three times: Each sample
was tested in triplicate. 2 (about a document)
copied twice, so that there are three copies in total:

Fill out theforms in triplicate.

-» duplicate

,Trojan 'horse /'traud3an; AmE 'troo-/ noun [C]

1 a person or thing that is used to deceive an
enemy in order to achieve a secret purpose: The

move by supermarkets into banking is a Trojan

horse. Banks may soon no longer exist.

2 {IT) a computer program that seems to be helpful

but that is, in fact, designed to destroy data, etc.

troll /traol; AmE troul/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

{informal)

1 to search for sth, especially on the Internet:

trolling Internet sites lookingfor information o Many
people trollfor jobs in company time.

2 {Marketing) to try to get new customers by
telephoning or visiting people you do not know:
They were criticizedfor trollingfor customers willing

to sign on for legal services they might not need.



'trophy wife noun [c] {informal)

a young attractive woman who is married to an
older senior businessman and is thought of as sth

that impresses other people and shows that the

man is successful (a trophy)

troubled /'trAbld/ adjective [usually before noun]

(often used in newspapers) having a lot of

problems: Analysts expect the troubled company to

be broken up or sold, o Investors are not willing to

take risks in these troubled times.

troubleshoot /'tr-AblJuit/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

(troubleshot, troubleshot /'trAblJot; AmE -Ja:t/)

1 to try to solve problems that sb/sth has: She is

responsiblefor troubleshooting problems with clients.

2 {IT) to find and solve problems in a mechanical or

an electronic system: An IT consultant visits the

company every Monday to troubleshoot.

'troubleshooting noun [u]

troubleshooter /'trAbiru:ta(r)/ noun [c]

a person who helps to solve problems in a company
or an organization

trough /trof; AmE tro:f/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

a period of time when the level of sth is low,

especially a time when a business or the economy
is not growing: The rate fell to a trough of3% last

year, o The pension fund invested in bonds to avoid

the peaks and troughs of the stock market.
[oppI peak—Picture at business cycle

• verb [no obj]

if a price, a rate, a decrease, etc. troughs it reaches
its lowest level: Analysts believe that interest rates

have troughed at 4%. IoppI peak

truck /trAk/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: forklifl truck, panel ~, pickup ~

1 a large motor vehicle for carrying heavy loads by
road: a ten-ton truck IsynI lorry {BrE)—Picture at

TRANSPORT
0 a commercial/'delivery/heavy-duty>,'ligbt/medium-

duty/refrigerated truck

2 {BrE) an open railway vehicle for carrying goods
or animals

3 a vehicle that is open at the back, used for

carrying goods, animals, etc.

4 a vehicle for carrying things, that is pulled or
pushed by hand

• verb [+ obj]

to take sth somewhere by truck: The goods are
shipped to Oslo andfrom there trucked to Karasjok.

'trucking noun [u]: trucking companies

truckage /'trAkidzl noun [u]

{Transport)

1 the movement of goods by road: an international
truckage company
2 the charge made for this

truckload /'trAklaud; -loud/ noun [c]

the amount of sb/sth that fills a truck (often used to

express the fact that an amount is large): 20
truckloads of building materials

.true and fair view phrase

{Accounting) in the UK, words that auditors (=
people who examine the accounts of a company)
use to show that they have checked a company's
accounts and think that they give accurate
information about the company's financial state

trump /trAmp/ verb [+ obj] {informal)

to beat another company's product or sth that
another company does by producing sth or doing
sth even better: Ford hopes to trump its rivals with a
new pickup truck, o Their $55 million deal was
trumped by a rival bidder.
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trust /trAst/ noun

see also: brains trust, breach of ~, business ~, deed
of ~, discretionary ~, investment ~, living ~, unit ~

1 {Finance; Law) [C,u] an arrangement in which a
group of people or an organization (the trustees)

have legal control of money or property for another
person or group of people (the beneficiary/

beneficiaries); an amount of money or property
that is controlled in this way: He set up a trustfor
his children, o The money will be held in trust until

she is 18. o Ourfees depend on the value of the trust,

o a bank's trust department
2 {Finance) [c] an organization or a group of people
that invests money that is given or lent to it:

Shareholders in a small number of trusts may lose

virtually all of their capital, o The money to set up
these trusts is to be provided by local industries, o a
charitable trust -> investment company
O to create/establish/manage/set up a trust a trust

board/manager
3 {Economics) [C] {especially AmE) a group of
companies that work together illegally to reduce
competition: antitrust laws

trustbuster /'trAstbAsta(r)/ noun [c] {especially

AmE)
{Law) a person or an organization that works to

prevent groups of companies from working
together illegally trustbusting noun [u]

'trust deed {also .deed of trust, trust

.instrument) noun [C]

(Law) a legal document that creates a trust. It states

the purpose of the trust, how it must be run and
who the trustees and beneficiaries are: Under
the terms of the trust deed, the trustees can decide

how to invest any profit.

trustee /trA'sti:/ noun [C]

{Law) a person or an organization that is

responsible for managing money or property for

another person or group of people: The pension

fund will continue to be managed by the board of
trustees, [syn! fiduciary -> beneficiary

trus tee in bankruptcy noun [c]

{Law) a person chosen by a court to manage the

affairs of a bankrupt company or person, sell its/

their property and pay its/their debts where
possible

trusteeship /trA'stiiJip/ noun [u.c]

{Law) the job of being a trustee; a situation where
money or property is controlled by a trustee: He
has agreed to place his shares in a trusteeship for the

next two years.

trust fund noun [c]

{Finance) money, property and other assets that are

held for sb by an organization or a group of people:

The moneyfrom the sale of the products is put into a

trustfund.

trust .instrument = trust deed

'trust re.ceipt noun [c]

{Finance) a document that is given to a bank by a

company that has accepted goods but cannot pay

for them at that time, to say that the bank owns the

goods. The bank pays for the goods and the

company pays back the money later, for example

when the goods have been sold.

the .Truth in 'Lending Act noun [sing ]

a law in the US that protects consumers by saying

that companies who lend money must give full

information about the cost of the loan and the

annual rate of interest

TSR /,ti: es 'a:(r)/ = total shareholder return
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loans to the tune of $92 million -» idiom at call verb

• verb [+ obj]

see also: fine-tune

1 tune sth (up) to adjust sth so that it works more
efficiently: We need to tune up our after-sales service.

2 to prepare or adjust sth so that it is suitable for a

particular situation: Their products arefinely tuned

to their customers' needs.

turbine /'t3:bam; AmE 't3:rb-/ noun [C]

a machine or an engine that receives its power
from a wheel that is turned by the pressure of

water, air or gas

turn /t3:n; AmE t3:rn/ verb, noun
• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to change into a particular state;

to make sth do this: The loss has been turned into a

profit.

2 [no obj] to change and start going in a different

direction: After a good start, the markets turned

lower.

O to turn higher/lower/negative/positive

[EC] turn a (small, modest, $10 million, etc.)

'profit (informal) to make a profit in business: Four
years after she took over, the company had turned a

profit, turn sth on its 'head to make people think

about sth in a completely different way; to change
sth completely: The magazine's low cover price has

turned the usual pricing process on its head, turn
sth to your advantage to use or change a bad
situation so that it helps you: The new manager
aimed to turn the hotel's isolated position to its

advantage, turn your 'back on sth to reject sth/sb

that you were previously connected with: Investors

are now turning their backs on Internet start-ups.

-» idioms at action, hostile, sour
JUKI turn a'round/'round; turn sth a round/
'round if a business, an economy, etc. turns
around or sb turns it around, it starts being
successful after it has failed to be successful for a

time: The new management team turned the

company around within 15 months. -» turn-
around (2) ,turn sth a'round/'round to do a

piece of work that you have been given and return

it: They try to turn any repair around in 72 hours.

-> turnaround (1) .turn down to become weaker
or less active, make less money, etc. -» downturn,
turndown ,turn sb/sth 'down to reject or refuse

to consider an offer, a proposal, etc. or the person
who makes it: The bank turned us down for a loan.

.turn 'in sth to achieve a particular performance,
profit, etc: The group had turned in a 21% increase

in profits, o Our UK division turned in a strong

performance. ,turn sb 'on (to sth) to make sb

become interested in sth or to use sth for the first

time: attempts to turn Internet users on to

broadband ,turn sth 'out to produce sth/sb: The

firm turns out 75 000 bicycles a year. See note at

produce .turn 'over sth to do business worth a

particular amount of money in a particular period

of time: We turn over £3.5 million a year.

-> turnover (1) ,turn sth over {Commerce) (about
a shop/store) to sell goods and replace them: A
supermarket turns over its stock very quickly.

-» turnover (3) ,turn sth 'over to sb/sth to give

the control of sth to sb else: He turned the business

over to his daughter.

• noun [C]

see also: inventory turn, out--, stock ~

1 a change in what is happening: Analysts are

predicting a turn in the economy, o a downward turn

in the company's fortunes
2 {Finance) the difference between the buying and
selling price of shares or other financial products;

the profit that is made: They were only interested in

making a quick turn on the shares.

-» idiom at take verb

turnaround /'t3:naraond; AmE 'tarrn-/ {BrE also

'turnround) noun [c, usually sing.]

1 the amount of time it takes to do and return a

piece of work that you have been given: They
guarantee a 2-day turnaroundfor small printing

jobs.

2 a situation in which sth changes from bad to

good: The past six months has seen a dramatic
turnaround in the company's fortunes.
3 the amount of time it takes to unload a ship or

plane at the end of one journey and load it again
for the next one
-» turn around at turn verb

turnaround .management (BrE also

'turnround ~) noun [u]

the act of making changes to a failing company in

order to make it more successful; the study of this

subject

turndown /'t3:ndaun;/\rrfE't3:rn-/ noun [c]

1 a fall in the amount of business that is done; a

time when the economy becomes weaker: market
turndowns o We're in a turndown in the economy.
ISYNI DOWNTURN -» TURN DOWN at TURN Verb

2 a refusal; not being accepted for a job, position,

etc. -> turn sb/sth down at turn verb

turnkey /'teinki:; AmE 'texn-/ adjective [usually

before noun]

1 (IT) used to describe a product or service,

especially a computer system, that is supplied in a

complete form, ready for the buyer to use: turnkey

systems

2 (Commerce) used to describe a large project that

one company designs, builds and provides

equipment for on behalf of another, so that it is

completely ready to use at the end of the contract:

We provide our clients with a complete turnkey
operation, o a turnkey contract to build an airport

terminal

turnover /'t3:n9uva(r); AmE 't3:rnou-/ noun
[C, usually sing., u]

see also: asset turnover, capital ~, inventory ~,

sales ~, stock ~

1 (Accounting) the total value of goods or services

sold by a company during a particular period of

time: The firm has an annual turnover of
$75 million. IsynJ sales revenue
O annual/daily/first-half/full-year/yearly turnover *

an overall/a total/worldwide turnover* a high/

low/strong turnover

2 (HR) the rate at which employees leave a

company and are replaced by other people: The

factory has a high turnover of staff. o plans to

prevent avoidable turnover o Our turnover rate last

year was 3%.
O employee/labour/staff turnover a high/low

turnover

TTM /,ti: ti: 'em/ = time to market

TUC /,ti: ju: si:/ abbr Trades Union Congress in

the UK and some other countries, an organization

to which many trade unions belong -> AFL-CIO

tumble /'tAmbl/ verb [no obj]

to fall rapidly in value or amount: Shares tumbled
8 per cent to 460 yen. o The euro tumbled sharply
against the dollar yesterday, 'tumble noun [C]:

Shares in the troubled company took a sharp tumble
yesterday.

tune /tju:n; AmE tu:n/ noun, verb

• noun
nnm to the tune of sth

used to emphasize how much money sth has cost:



3 {Accounting; Commerce) the rate at which goods
are sold in a shop/ store and replaced by others:

Special offers help to ensure a fast turnover of stock.

o the stock turnover rate

O a fast/rapid turnover

4 {Stock Exchange) the total value of the business

done on a stock exchange during a particular

period of time; the total number of shares bought
and sold: Market turnover was 2.6 billion shares.

0 light/heavy turnover

'turnover ratio noun [c, usually sing.]

{Finance) the relationship between the value of

shares, bonds, etc. that a fund buys or sells in a

particular period and the average total value that it

holds during the period

'turnover tax noun [u; sing.]

{Economics) tax that a company pays on the money
received from the sale of goods

turnround /'t3:nraund; AmE 't3:rn-/ = turn-
around

turnround .management = turnaround
MANAGEMENT

TVR /,ti: vi: 'a:(r)/ = television rating

twentysomething /'twentisAmeirj/ noun [c]

{informal)

a person who is between twenty and twenty-nine

years old: a staff ofyoung, ambitious

twentysomethings thirtysomething

twisting /'twistirj/ noun [u]

{Insurance) when an agent sells insurance to a

customer based on a dishonest comparison of

products

,two-'tier adjective [only before noun]

(about a system) having two levels: a two-tier

system of interest rates o a two-tier workforce {-

where people are paid different rates for doing the

same job) o They operate a two-tier structure with

management and supervisory boards.

,two-'way adjective [usually before noun]

1 moving in two different directions; allowing sth

to move in two different directions: two-way trade

2 involving two people or groups: a two-way battle

for ownership of the company

581 UMTS

3 (about communication between people) with

each person or side playing an equal role: They
maintain a two-way dialogue with their customers

through their website.

tycoon /tai'kum/ noun [(

|

a person who is successful in business or industry

and has become rich and powerful: He is one of the

world's wealthiest business tycoons. See note at

baron
O a business/media/an oil/a property tycoon

type /taip/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj or no obj]

see also: touch-type

to write sth using the keyboard of a computer, etc: /

taught myself to type, o Ijust need to type an email, o
Type the url into the address box. -» key
typing noun [u]: typing errors 'typist noun [c]:

I'm qu ite a fast typist.

3JI3 ,type sth 'up to type sth that was written by
hand, often in the form of notes: / haven't typed up
the minutes of the meeting yet.

• noun [u]

see also: display type

letters that are printed or typed: The warning is

written in small type on the back of the packet.

typeface /'taipfeis/ noun [c]

a set of letters, numbers, etc. of a particular design,

used in printing: The heading should be in a

different typefacefrom the text.

typescript /'taipsknpt/ noun [C,U]

a copy of a text or document that has been typed

typewritten /'taipntn/ adjective

written using the keyboard of a computer, etc: The
report is 20 typewritten pages long.

tyrekicker {also spelled tyre kicker in BrE) {AmE
spelling tirekicker, tire kicker) /'taiakik8(r); AmE
"taiarkikar/ noun [c]

{Marketing, informal) a possible customer who asks a

lot of questions about a product but never buys
anything -» idiom at kick

U u
UK SIC / ju: kei ,es ai 'si:/ abbr
United Kingdom Standard Industrial
Classification of economic activities in the UK, a
system in which industries and services are given a

code to show which type of economic activity they
are involved in, for reference and research
purposes -» ISIC, NACE, NAICS

ultimate con sumer {also .ultimate customer)
noun [c]

{Marketing) the person who actually buys or uses a

particular product: The ultimate consumer pays
considerably more than the manufacturing price.

[synj end-user

ultimatum /.Alti'meitam/ noun [c] {plural

ultimatums or ultimata)

a final warning to a person, group or country that if

they do not do what you ask, you will take action
against them: The management issued an
ultimatum to employees to accept the offer or risk

redundancy.

ultra vires /.Altra 'vairi:z/ adjective

{Law) (about the action of a person, company or

government) beyond legal or official powers: an

ultra vires transaction .ultra 'vires adverb: The

directors were judged to have acted ultra vires and
therefore unlawfully. HEXE Ultra vires is a Latin

phrase.

u/m abbr

a short way of writing undermentioned

umbrella /Am'brela/ noun [C]

a thing that contains many parts or elements: There

are 22 companies operating under the umbrella of

SRC Holdings Corp. o The Pakistan Tea Association is

an umbrella organization for all importers.

O an umbrella brand/company/group/organization

UMTS /ju: em ti: 'es/ abbr

Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
a system for sending information between mobile

phones/cellphones: UMTS licences/networks/services
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unac counted for adjective [not before noun]

a thing that is unaccounted for is missing, for

example from an account or an amount of money,
and people cannot explain why: $30 000 of the

money is still unaccounted for. -» account for at

account verb (2, 3)

unachievable \notji:vabl adjective

that you cannot manage to reach or obtain: The

sales targets proved unachie\'able. [opp] achievable

unadjusted Ana'djAsnd adjective [usually before

noun]

(about data
1

' that has not been changed to make it

more suitable or more accurate: the unadjusted

unemploymentfigure -» adjust

unanimous ju:'naenimas adjective

1 if a decision or an opinion is unanimous, it is

agreed or shared by everyone in a group: a
unanimous vote o The decision was not unanimous.
2 if a group of people are unanimous, they ah
agree about sth: Local companies were unanimous
in their backingfor the project.

u nanimousiy adverb

unaudited an'orditid adjective

{Accounting) (about financial accounts) that have not

been examined by an auditor: half-yearly

unauditedfinancial results o They didn't want to do
business with an unaudited company. -» audit
verb (1)

0 unaudited accounts/balance sheets/figures/results/

statements

unauthorized -ised mi xteraizd adjective

without official permission: Staff are issued with

passwords to pre\'ent unauthorized use of the

computer system, o She was sacked for making
unauthorized payments to suppliers. -» authorize
See note at copy

unbalanced ..ui'baelanst, adjective [usually before

noun]

1 {Accounting) (in a set of financial accounts) where
the total of the debits is not equal to the total of

the credits, because a mistake has been made:
Unmatched records and unbalanced accounts are

recorded in the reportfor action.

2 {Accounting) (about a budget, etc.) where the

money gomg out is greater than the money coming
in: The company has largefinancial reserves and so

has never had an unbalanced budget.

3 giving too much importance to one part or

aspect of sth: an unbalanced and inaccurate report

-» BALANCE

unbundle An'bAndl verb [-ob\]

1 to divide a group of businesses into individual

parts, especially in order to sell the less important
parts: The media group was unbundled following a
year of heavy losses. -» demerge, diversify
2 {Marketing) to supply a product, a service or a

piece of equipment separately and not with any
other product or service: The company decided to

unbundle the Internet browserfrom its operating

system, opp} bundle
.un bundling noun [u,C]: The deal prepared the

wayfor the unbundling of the group's financial

services division.

uncalled capital noun [u]

{Accounting) the difference between the value of the

shares that a company has issued and the amount
that shareholders have paid for them so far

uncashed An'kaejt I adjective

(about a cheque/check, etc.) that has not been
exchanged for money -» cash verb

uncompetitive &nkam*petetrv adjective

not cheaper or better than others and therefore not

able to compete equally: an uncompetitive industry

0 uncompetitive prices IoppI competitive

unconditional Ankandijanl adjective

1 without any conditions or limits: The new
Financial Director has the unconditional support of
the board, o an unconditional offer
OPP] CONDITIONAL
2 {Finance) [not usually before noun] if a takeover
bid becomes unconditional, all the conditions,

such as being accepted by most of the

shareholders, have been met: The offer will lapse if

it does not become unconditional, o The S3-5 bn
takeover has now been declared unconditional.

0 to become/be declared/go unconditional

unconditionally .Ankan'dijanali/ adverb

unconditional takeover bid noun [c]

{Finance) an offer to buy any number of a company's
shares at a particular price with no special

conditions -» conditional takeover bid,

UNCONDITIONAL (2)

unconsolidated .Ankan'sohdeitid; AmE-'saH-l
adjective

1 {Accounting) (about financial results, accounts,

etc.) not combined into one set of figures:

unconsolidated accounts/balance sheets

2 (about businesses, etc.) not joined into one group
-» CONSOLIDATE

uncontested .\nkan'testid<' adjective

without any opposition, argument or competition:

They have made an uncontested bidfor the television

company, o These claims have not gone uncon-
tested.

uncrossed cheque {AmE spelling ~ check
= OPEN CHEQUE

undated .vndeind adjective

1 without a date written on it: an undated letter/

cheque
2 {Finance) (about an investment) that has no fixed

date when it will be repaid: undated bonds/

securities/gilts

underbid .Anda'bid; AmE -dar'b-/ verb [+ obj or

no obj] (underbidding, underbid, underbid

{Commerce) to make a lower bid than sb else, for

example when trying to win a contract: The agency

started underbidding to win new work.

undercapitalized . -ised ,\nda'ka?pitaiarzd;

AmE -dar'k-/ adjective

{Finance) (about a business) not having enough
money (capital to be able to operate normally, pay
debts and grow [opp] overcapitalized
-» CAPITALIZED

undercharge Andatjazdx AmE .Andar'tjccrda

verb [+ obj or no obj]

to charge too little for sth, usually by mistake:

People have a tendency to undercharge when they

start in business, o Customers had been

undercharged by S 100. 'undercharge noun [c]:

an undercharge of $8 per meal Iopp 1 overcharge

undercut .\nda k.\t: AmE -dar k- verb [+ obj]

(undercutting, undercut, undercut)

1 to sell goods or services at a lower price than

your competitors: The bank says it will undercut

rivab' rates and services, o The scale of the company
allows them to undercut prices.

2 to make sth weaker or less likely to be effective:

Unions claim that the legislation undercuts workers'

rights.

underdeveloped .mdadi'velapt; AmE -dard-/

adjective

1 (about a country, society, etc.) having few
industries and a low standard of living:



underdeveloped countries EEQ3 'Developing

countries' is now the usual term used.

2 not developed to a very high level or standard:

Telecommunications systems in the region remain
underdeveloped.
-> DEVELOPED, DEVELOPING, UNDEVELOPED
.underdevelopment noun [u]: the

underdevelopment of internal transport systems

underemployed /.Andanm'pbid/ adjective

not having enough work to do; not having work
that makes full use of your skills and abilities: When
the contract ended the company was left with an
office full of expensive, underemployed talent.

underestimate verb, noun
• verb /.Andar'estimeit/ [+ obj]

1 to think or guess that the amount, cost or size of

sth is smaller than it really is: They grossly
underestimated the costs involved, o The scale of the

challenge weface should not be underestimated.

2 to not realize how good, strong, determined, etc.

sb really is: It would be unwise to underestimate our
rivals.

[OPPl OVERESTIMATE
underestimation /.Andar.esti'meijri/ noun

[c,u]: a serious underestimation of the costs

• noun /.Andar'estimat/ [C]

an estimate about the size, cost, etc. of sth that is

too low: Thefigure of€20 bn is probably a serious

underestimate of the costs.

underfunded /.Anda'fAndid; AmE -dar'f-/

adjective

{Finance) (about an organization, a project, etc.) not
having as much money to spend as it needs: The
company's pension plan was underfunded by $2
million. [oppJ overfunded
under funding noun [u]

the .underground e conomy = black
ECONOMY

underinsured /.Andarm'jD:d; -'JuadjAmE -'Jurd/

adjective

{Insurance)

1 (about a person) not having enough insurance:

an underinsured motorist o attempts to increase

health coveragefor the underinsured
2 (about a thing) insured for less than it is worth:
an underinsured vehicle

.underin surance noun [u]

.underinvestment noun [u]

{Finance) the fact of less money being invested in

sth than is needed: The chain ofstores has suffered

from years of under-investment. o under-investment
in plant and people IoppI over-investment
.under-in'vest verb [no obj]: We have been under-

investing in this brand, under-inVested adjective:

Manyfunds are under-invested.

• underlying /.Anda'lann; AmE -dar'l-/ adjective

1 important in a situation but not always easily

noticed or stated clearly: The underlying assumption
is that the amount of money available is limited, o
The underlying cause of the crisis was a lack of
investment.

2 {Economics; Finance) used to describe basic

figures, rates, etc. excluding any special effect,

event or payment: Underlying sales growth rose

4.5%. o an increase in underlying pre-tax profits

3 {Finance) used to describe the items that
particular types of investments are based on: The
value of derivatives depends on the value or change in

value of an underlying security, o underlying shares/
stock/bonds/assets

.underlying inflation noun [u]

{Economics) the rate at which the prices of goods
and services rise over a period of time, measured
without considering prices that go up and down
frequently, especially the costs of mortgages:

583 under-report

Underlying inflation, which excludes food, energy

and mortgage costs, rose by 0.1 per cent last month.
-¥ headline inflation

undermanned /.Anda'maend; AmE -dar'm-/

adjective

{HR) not having enough people working and
therefore not able to function well: The department
is seriously undermanned. Isyni understaffed
lOPfJ OVERMANNED

under manning noun [u]: serious

undermanning in maintenance and safety areas

undermentioned /.Anda'menjand; AmE
-dar'm-/ noun {only used in written English) {abbr u/m)
used to refer to sth that appears below or in a later

part of a document: Applications are invitedfor the

undermentioned vacancies.

underpaid /.Anda'peid; AmE -dar'p-/ adjective

not paid enough for the work you do: The
maintenance staff are grossly underpaid.
-> OVERPAY

* underpay /.Anda'pei; AmE -dar'p-/ verb

(underpaid, underpaid / peid/)

1 [+ obj] {often be underpaid) to pay sb too little

money, especially for their work: They have a
reputation for underpaying theirfemale staff, o I'm

overworked and underpaid.

2 [+ obj or no obj] to pay too little for sth; to pay
less than sth is worth: The acquirer has underpaid

for the targetfirm, o He received afine for
underpaying his taxes.

[OPPl OVERPAY
.under payment noun [C,u]

* underperform /,Andapa'fa:m; AmE
.Andarpar'farrm/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to not make as much money as

expected or as sb/sth else: The US branch of the

bank has been underperforming. o The company has

underperformed its rivalsfor the last two years, o
underperforming companies/stores o The stock has

been downgraded to 'underperform'. -> in-line

2 [no obj] to be less successful in your job than
expected: underperforming executives/managers
-» OUTPERFORM
underperformance / pa'fo:mans; AmE

-par'foirmans/ noun [u] .underper'former noun
[C] : The stock is rated as a market underperformer.

underpin /.Anda'pm; AmE -dar'p-/ verb [+ obj]

(nn)
1 to provide a strong financial basis for sth: The

company's investment programme has been

underpinned.

2 to support or form the basis of an argument, a

claim, etc: The report is underpinned by extensive

research.

* underpriced /.Anda'praist; AmE .Andar'p-/

adjective

cheap; costing less than it is worth: underpriced

exports/stock [oppI overpriced
.under'price verb [+ obj]

underproduction /.Andapra'dAkTan; AmE
.Andarp-/ noun [u]

the fact that fewer goods, services, etc. are

produced than are needed or than are planned:

Underproduction results in lost sales.

!OPP| overproduction
underproduce /,Andapra'dju:s ;

AmE
,Andarpra'du:s/ verb [+ obj or no obj]: Several

countries have underproduced their oil quota.

underpro'ducer noun [c]

under-re port {AmE spelling underreport) verb

[+ obj]

{Accounting) to report or state a smaller amount of
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money, etc. than the real amount, especially for

dishonest reasons: They devised a plan tounder-
report earnings by almost €100 million. Iopp! over-
report -> UNDERSTATE

undersell /.Anda'sel; AmE -dar's-/ verb [+ obj]

(undersold, undersold /-'saold; AmE - sould/)

1 {Commerce) to sell goods or services at a lower
price than your competitors: They complain that

foreign companies are underselling them, o We are

never undersold (= our prices are the lowest).

2 {Commerce) to sell sth at a lower price than its

real value: They were underselling their computers to

gain a share of the market.

3 to make people think that sth is not as good or as

interesting as it really is: Don't undersell yourself at

the interview.

[ogB oversell
EEa never .knowingly under sold {Commerce)
used by stores to advertise their policy of selling

their products at lower prices than other stores. If

you find the same product at a lower price

somewhere else, the store will lower its own price

to match.

undershoot /And&Suit; AmE -far'$-/ verb [+ obj

or no obj] (undershot, undershot /-'Jot; AmE -'Ja:t/)

to fail to reach a target: We have undershot our sales

targets for the last two years, o Tax revenues

undershot by $7 billion. IqppI overshoot
undershoot /'Andajuit; AmE 'Andar-/ noun [C]

the undersigned /.Anda'samd; AmE -dar's-/ noun
[c] {plural the undersigned) {only used in written

English)

the person who has signed that particular

document: We, the undersigned, agree to...

underspend /.Anda'spend; AmE -dar's-/ verb

[+ obj or no obj] (underspent, underspent /-spent/)

to spend less than the amount that you can or

should spend: We have underspent our IT budget this

year, o For many years the government has
underspent on public transport. IqppI overspend
underspend /'Andaspend; AmE 'Andars-/ noun

[C, usually sing., u]: The extra money comesfrom a
£5 million underspend in another department.
underspending /.Anda'spendirj; AmE .Andar's-/

noun [uj

understated /,Anda'sta:ft; AmE ,Andar'sta?ft/

adjective

{HR) (about a company, an office, etc.) not having
enough people working and therefore not able to

function well: The office was seriously understaffed.

0 understaffed hospitals Isyni undermanned
[OPP] OVERSTAFFED
,under'staffing/ioun [u]

understate /.Anda'steit; AmE -dar's-/ verb [+ obj]

{Accounting) to report a smaller amount of money,
etc. than the real amount in official records: The
accounting methods used understated the company's
liabilities. IqppI overstate -» underreport
understatement /'Andasteitmant; AmE 'Andars-/

noun [c,u]

undersubscribed /.Andasab'skraibd; AmE
-dars-/ adjective

{Finance) (about a sale of shares, bonds, etc.) not
having enough buyers: The share issue was
undersubscribed by 50%. -> oversubscribed

* undertake /.Anda'teik; AmE -dar't-/ verb

(undertook / 'tuk/ undertaken /- teikan/)

1 [+ ob j] to make yourself responsible for sth and
start doing it: The company is to undertake a major
cost-cutting programme, o to undertake a task/

project o No payment has been receivedfor the work
undertaken in July.

© to undertake a programme/project/task to

undertake an analysis/investigation/a study to

undertake reforms/research/work

2 [no obj] to agree or promise that you will do sth:

He undertook to finish the job by Friday.

undertaking /.Anda'teikin; AmE -dar't-/ noun

see also: transfer of undertaking

1 [C] a task or project, especially one that is

important and/or difficult: To build a website to

handle their worldwide sales was no small
undertaking.

O an enormous/a considerable/huge/major/massive
undertaking

2 [c] a business: Why do they keep pouring money
into a failing commercial undertaking?
3 [c,u] an agreement or a promise to do sth: The
company gave a written undertaking to compensate
customers if there were serious delays.

0 to renege on/break/give/honour an undertaking

undervalue /,Anda'vaelju:;/\mF-dar'v-/ verb

[+ obj] {usually be undervalued)
1 to give sth a value that is less than its real value:

The currency is undervalued against the dollar.

IQPPI OVERVALUE
2 to not recognize sth/sb as being as good or as

important as it/he/she, etc. really is: She left the

firm because she felt undervalued.

underweight /.Anda'weit; AmE -dar'w-/ adjective

{Stock Exchange) having less of a particular type of
investment or asset in a collection than the index
that you are following or than your usual position:

Thefund is currently underweight in both stocks.

IQPPI OVERWEIGHT -> MARKETWEIGHT
,underweight verb [+ obj or no obj]

underwrite /.Anda'rait/ verb [+ obj] (underwrote
/.Anda'raut; AmE -'rout/ underwritten /.Anda'ntn/)

1 {Finance) to agree to pay for an activity and
accept financial responsibility for any losses it may
make: The money raised will enable the company to

underwrite new business.

2 {Insurance) to accept responsibility for an
insurance policy so that money will be paid if loss

or damage as stated in the policy happens: to

underwrite an insurance policy o the company
underwriting the risk

3 {Stock Exchange) to agree to buy shares that are

not bought by the public when new shares are

offered for sale, at a fixed price and on a particular

day: As the rights issue is notfully underwritten, it

is likely to fail if shares fall below 25 cents, o an
underwriting syndicate/group

underwriting /'Andaraitin/ noun [u]: The
insurance company sustained underwriting losses

of over $2 billion.

underwriter /'Andaraita(r)/ noun [c]

see also: chartered life underwriter, insurance ~,

lead ~, managing ~

1 {Insurance) a person whose job is to estimate the

risks involved in a particular activity, decide if it

can be insured and how much sb must pay for

insurance
2 {Insurance) {also 'writer) a person or an
organization that underwrites insurance policies,

especially for ships

3 {Stock Exchange) a bank or another organization

that promises to buy the shares that are not sold

when new shares are offered for sale

undeveloped /.Andi'velapt/ adjective

1 (about land) not used for farming, industry or

building: The north of the country is still relatively

undeveloped.



2 (about a country) not having modern industries,

and with a low standard of living -» developing
-» UNDERDEVELOPED

undifferentiated /,Andrf8'ren.rieitid/ adjective

{Marketing) used to describe products or services

that are aimed at the largest number of people of

all types: undifferentiated products o
Undifferentiated marketing treats all customers and
potential customers as identical. -> mass marketing

.undischarged bankrupt noun [c]

{Law) a person who has been officially stated to be
bankrupt by a court but who has to keep paying
back money and is not allowed to do business

undisclosed /.Andis'kbozd; AmE -'klouzd/

adjective

not made known or told to anyone: The company
sold its publishing arm for an undisclosed sum.

undistributable re'serve = capital
RESERVE (1)

undis tributed 'earnings {also

.undistributed 'profits) noun [pi ]

{Accounting) profits that are invested back into a

company rather than paid to shareholders
ISYNl RETAINED EARNINGS

undo /An'du:/ verb [+ objj (undoes /An'dAz/ undid
/An'did/ undone /An'dAn/)

1 to cancel the effect of sth: It's not too late to undo
some of the damage, o UNDO (= an instruction on a

computer that cancels the previous action)

2 to open sth that is fastened, tied or wrapped

undue /.An'dju:; AmE ,An'du:/ adjective [only before

noun] {formal)

more than is thought to be reasonable or

necessary: The work should be carried out without
undue delay, o I don't want to put undue pressure on
them.

0 undue delay/influence/pressure/risk

unearned 'income noun [u]

{Accounting) money that you receive but do not earn
by working [qppI earned income

unease /ati'kz;/ {also uneasiness /An'kzinas/) noun
[u;sing]

(used especially in newspapers) a feeling of worry
about sth: The country's economic difficulties are

causing growing unease among observers.

uneconomic /.Ankka'nmmk; ,Anek-; AmE -'na:m-/

adjective

1 using too much time or money, or too many
materials, and therefore not likely to make a profit:

It would be uneconomicfor us to employ more staff.

0 ageing, uneconomic equipment
ISYNJ UNECONOMICAL [OPPj ECONOMIC
2 not making a profit: Prices have been fixed at

uneconomic levels. Isyni unprofitable -» economic

uneconomical /.Ankka'nmnikl; ,Anek-;>Amf
-'na:m-/ adjective

using too much time or money, or too many
materials, and therefore not likely to make a profit:

The old system was uneconomical to run.

[SYNJ UNECONOMIC [OPP] ECONOMICAL
uneconomically /,Ani:ka'nDmikli; ,Anek-; AmE

-'na:m-/ adverb: uneconomically low prices

unemployable /.Anim'pbiabl/ adjective

lacking the skills or qualities that you need to get a
job I'OPPl EMPLOYABLE

* unemployed /.Amm'pbid/ adjective

1 without a job although able to work: How long
have you been unemployed? o an unemployed
builder/engineer o unemployed people/workers
ISYNl QUT OF WORK
2 the unemployed noun [pi ] people who are
unemployed: a programme to get the long-term

585 unfavourable balance

unemployed back to work o The country now has

four million unemployed.

-> EMPLOYED, SELF-EMPLOYED

unemployment /.Amm'pbimant/ noun [u]

see also: disguised unemployment, frictional ~,

hidden ~, search ~, seasonal ~, structural ~

1 the fact of a number of people not having a job;

the number of people without a job: an area of high

unemployment o a rising/falling unemployment rate

2 the state of not having a job: people facing long-

term unemployment
-> EMPLOYMENT

unem ployment benefit noun [u.c]

money paid by the government to sb who is

unemployed: to be on (= receiving) unemployment
benefit o the number ofpeople claiming
unemployment benefits

.unem ployment compensation noun [u]

{AmE)

money that sb who has recently become
unemployed receives regularly instead of their pay
from a government or union plan: The workers will

receive unemployment compensation and extra

unemployment benefits.

unem ployment insurance noun [u]

a system where workers pay a regular amount of

money, so that if they lose their job they receive a

regular payment: new unemployment insurance

claims

unem ployment line = dole queue

unethical /An'e9ikl/ adjective

not morally correct or acceptable: The company's
actions were both illegal and unethical. IqppI ethical

unethically /An'eGikli/ adverb

unexpired /.Anik'spaiad; AmE -'spaiard/ adjective

[usually before noun]

(about an agreement, a contract, etc) still valid and
not yet having come to an end: an unexpired lease/

licence

* unfair /,An'fea(r); AmE -'fer/ adjective

not giving every group or person the same
opportunity to do sth; not right or fair: Steel makers
face unfair competitionfrom subsidized foreign

producers, o The new pension plans are unfair to

older workers. I qppI fair
un fairly adverb: Some employees claim they were

treated unfairly because they were disabled.

.unfair dis missal {also .wrongful dis missal

noun [U,C]

(HR) an occasion when sb is removed from their job

without a good reason: She is suing the company
for unfair dismissal, o He lost ftis claimfor unfair

dismissal against the company.

unfavourable (AmE spelling unfavorable)
/An'feivarabl/ adjective

1 (about conditions, situations, etc.) not good and
likely to cause problems or make sth more difficult:

The company is delaying its share offer due to

unfavourable market conditions.

2 showing that you do not approve of or like

sb/sth: an unfavourable report o The bank was
affected by unfavourable comparisons with its main
rival (= its rival was said to be better).

fOPPl favourable
un favourably {AmE spelling unfavorably)

adverb: This year's results compare unfavourably
with (= are not as good as) last year's.

un favourable 'balance {AmE spelling

unfavorable ~) noun [c]

(Accounting) an amount of debt shown on an

account HW| adverse balance -> deficit



unfavourable trade balance see

un,favourable trade .balance {also

.unfavourable .balance of trade) (AmE spelling

unfavorable ~) noun [sing.]

{Economics) a situation when a country spends more
on imports than it earns from exports
[syn] adverse trade balance

unfriendly /An'frendli/ = hostile

unfulfilled /.Anful'fild/ adjective

that has not been completed, achieved or sarisfied:

They phoned customers with unfulfilled orders to

explain the delays. -> fulfil
0 an unfulfilled contract/order • unfulfilled

expectations/potential/targets

ungeared /An'giad; AmE -'gird/ adjective

{Finance) not using borrowed money; with no debt:

ungeared investments o an ungeared balance sheet

un happy 'camper noun [c] {informal)

a customer, an employee, etc. who has complaints:
Thejob satisfaction survey showed that there are

some distinctly unhappy campers.

.uniform 'price .auction = dutch
AUCTION (2) .

.unilateral contract noun [c]

{Law) an agreement in which only one side (person
or company) promises to do sth or promises to do
sth only if sb does a particular thing: An example of
a unilateral contract is where you promise to pay a
rewardfor somebodyfinding something.
-> BILATERAL CONTRACT

un installed /.unm'stodd/ adjective {AmE)

(HR, informal) used to describe an employee who
has been removed from their job (fired)

uninsurable /.Anm'Joirabl; -'Juar-; AmE -'Jur-/

adjective

{Insurance)

1 (about a thing or person) that cannot be insured:

There is so much flooding here that houses are

uninsurable.

2 {also .non-in'surable) (about an event) that

cannot be insured against because it is impossible
to calculate possible losses exactly: Earthquakes are

considered to be an uninsurable risk.

-> INSURABLE

uninsured /.Anin'Joid; -'load; AmE -'Jurd/ adjective

{Insurance)

1 (about a thing or person) that does not have
insurance: an uninsured building/driver

2 (about an event) that is not insured against:

uninsured losses

union /'ju:nian/ noun

see also: company union, credit ~, customs ~,

enterprise ~, European Monetary ~, European ~,

general ~, etc.

1 [C] = TRADE UNION
2 [C] a group of states or countries that have the
same central government or that agree to work
together: the European Union

O to create/dissolve/form/join a union

3 [sing; u] the act ofjoining two or more things

together; the state of being joined together: a
discussion on economic and monetary union o The
website is a good example of the union of content and
branding, o the company's union with a big media
empire

union-,bashing noun [uj

(HR, informal) active or spoken opposition to trade/

labor unions: union-bashing in the media

'union .busting noun [u] {AmE)

{HR) the act or process of trying to stop trade/labor
unions from having any power: Angry workers
accused the company of union busting, o union-
busting activities

unionist ,/'ju:nianist/ - trade unionist

unionize , -ise /'ju:nianaiz/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

{HR) to organize people to become members of a
trade union: a unionized workforce/industry

unionization, -isation /'jumianai'zeijn; AmE
-na'z-/ noun [u]: supportfor unionization efforts

.union repre sentative noun [c]

{HR) a person who has been chosen to represent
employees of a company who belong to a particular

trade union: talks between union representatives and
management

'union shop = closed shop

unique /ju:'ni:k/ adjective

being the only one of its kind; very special or
unusual: What is unique aboutyour company? o A
uniquefeature of this gadget is thefoldaway screen, o
The problems are not unique to that company.

u nique 'selling propo sition {also u.nique
selling point) = USP

u nique visitor noun [c]

(IT; Marketing) a person who visits a website in a

particular period of time and can be identified,

usually by the address of their computer, used as a

measure of how popular the website is: The
company claims more than 6 million daily hits and
800 000 unique visitors a month.

.unissued 'capital {also .unissued share
.capital) noun [u]

{Finance) shares that a company can officially issue

but has not yet issued

-Ar unit /'ju:nrt/ noun [C]

see also: accumulation unit, bargaining-, central

processing ~, decision-making ~, monetary ~, multi-

~, strategic business ~

1 a single item of the type of product that a
company sells: The game's selling price was $15 per
unit, o We expect to sell more than 100000 units by
the end of the year.

2 a part of a company that does a particular

activity or that is not divided into smaller parts:

Fiat's auto unit o Six business units have been
created.

3 a fixed quantity, etc. that is used as a standard
measurement: a unit of time/length

4 {Finance) a single share, bond, etc: Shareholders

are being asked to buy three new shares at 10<t for
each unit already owned.
5 a small machine that has a particular purpose or

is part of a larger machine: the central processing

unit of a computer
6 a building on an industrial estate (= an area
especially for factories): renting a unit on the

industrial estate o The workshop is in unit 20.

'unitary tax noun [c,u]

a form of corporation tax used in some states of

the US, which calculates the amount a company
must pay according to their total income, and not
on their income in just one state

'unit COSt noun [C, usually sing ]

(Accounting) the cost of producing, buying or

providing one item: The more goods that are

produced, the lower the unit cost, o The department's

PCs have a unit cost of $2 000 and a life expectancy of
3 years.



unit- linked adjective

(Finance) used to describe life insurance, etc. in

which money is invested in a unit trust: a unit-

linked policy

.unit of ac count noun [c]

{Accounting; Economics)

1 money when it is used to measure the value of

goods or services and to keep financial records

2 the standard system of money that is used in a

particular country
3 a special system of money that is created only for

accounting

,unit of currency noun [c]

{Economics) the money that is used in a particular

country: The unit of currency in Japan is the yen.

fSYNl MONETARY UNIT

'unit price noun [c]

(Accounting) the price of a single item: We have
ordered 50 000 boxes at a unit price of €0.12.

'unit sales noun [pi.]

(Marketing) the number of items of a particular

product that have been sold

'unit share noun [c]

(Marketing) the unit sales of a particular product
compared with the total sales of all similar

products: Our cordless phones have a unit share of
13% worldwide.

,unit 'trust (BrE) (AmE 'mutual fund) noun [C]

(Finance) an organization that manages a fund that

is invested in a wide range of shares, bonds, etc.

The fund is divided into small units which are

bought and sold, usually by people who only invest

a small amount of money: Investing in a unit trust

reduces risks for small investors, o a unit trust

company -» open-ended (3)

universal /,ju:ni'v3:sl; AmE -'V3:rsl/ adjective

done by, involving, etc. all the people in the world
or in a particular group: The Harry Potter books
have universal appeal (= they are liked by all types
of people in all places).

.universal bank noun [c]

a bank that combines investment banking and
commercial banking universal 'banking
noun [u]

universe /'ju:niv3:s; >4/77£ -V3:rs/ noun [sing.]

1 (Marketing) a complete group of people,
companies, etc. that have the same features or
qualities: The assumed universe (= number of
possible readers)for literary magazines is about
750 000. [syn] population
2 an area of activity; the people and companies
involved in that activity: a small but growing area of
the investment universe o the universe of companies
considered socially responsible

unladen /.An'leidn/ adjective [usually before noun]

without a load: unladen aircraft o goods vehicles of
an unladen weight exceeding 2 tonnes IoppI laden

unlawful /An'b:fl/ adjective

not allowed by law: unlawful trading \qpp] lawful
unlawfully /An'b:fali/ adverb

unlicensed /An'laisnst/ adjective

without a licence (= an official document that
gives you permission to do or own sth): unlicensed

software/cabs See note at copy

unlimited /An'hmitid/ adjective

as much or as many as is possible; not limited in

any way: You can access the Internetfor an unlimited
number of hours.

un limited 'company noun [c]

a company whose shareholders are responsible for
all its debts if it fails -> limited company

587 unpredictable

un limited lia'bility noun [u]

the legal duty of the shareholders of an unlimited
company to pay all its debts -» limited liability

unlisted /An'hstid/ adjective

1 (Finance) (also un'quoted) not bought and sold on
a stock exchange IoppI listed

0 unlisted companies/securities/shares/stock

2 (especially AmE) (about a telephone number) not
listed in the public telephone book, a t the request

of the owner of the telephone. LTI5J3 Telephone
services will not give these numbers to people who
ask for them. IsynI ex-directory

unload /.An'laud; AmE .An'loud/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to remove things from a vehicle

or ship after it has taken them somewhere: It can
take a whole day to unload a freighter, o Several

ships were waiting to unload. IoppI load
2 (informal) [+ obj] to get rid of or sell sth,

especially sth illegal or of bad quality: They want to

unload their shares at the right price.

unlock /.An'lDk; AmE ,An'la:k/ verb [+ obj]

to allow sth to start being used that has existed but
not been available for use: The group is selling its

publishing arm in an attempt to unlock valuefor
shareholders, o The deal with the USA will unlock
billions of dollars of aid.

unmanageable /An'maenid3abl/ adjective

difficult or impossible to control or deal with:

companies with unmanageable debt

unmetered /,An'mi:t8d; AmE -tard/ adjective

(about the use of a service) not being measured, for

example by a meter: unmetered Internet access

unmoved /,An'mu:vd/ adjective

(about the value of sth) not having changed: The
FTSE 100 was unmovedfor much of the day.

unnerve /,An'n3:v; AmE -'n3:rv/ verb [+ obj]

(often used in newspapers) to make sb feel nervous
or lose confidence: The poor results have unnerved
investors.

unofficial /.Ana'fifl/ adjective

1 that does not have permission or approval from
sb in authority: Unofficial estimates put the figure at

over 2 million, o The unofficial exchange rate is 2 000
dinar to the dollar.

2 that is not part of sb's business: The Prime
Minister is on an unofficial visit to Spain.

IOPPJ OFFICIAL
unofficially /.AnaTiJali/ adverb

.unofficial strike noun [c]

(HR) a strike that does not have the approval or

permission of an accepted trade union
fQPPl OFFICIAL STRIKE

unpaid /.An'peid/ adjective

see also: delivered duty unpaid

1 (Accounting) not yet paid

O unpaid bills/debts/fees/rent

2 (about work, etc.) done or taken without
payment: unpaid work o to take unpaid leave

3 (about people) not receiving payment for work
that they do: unpaid volunteers

lOPPl PAID

unpredictable /.Anpn'diktabl/ adjective

if a situation, an event, a price, etc. is

unpredictable you cannot be sure what will

happen because it changes a lot or depends on too

many different things: the unpredictable nature of

oil prices -> predictable
unpredictability /.Anpn.dikta'bilati/ noun [u]

unpredictably /.Anpn'diktabli/ adverb



unproductive 588

proaucz lines limi uneconomic
0 unprofitable businesses/companies/products/stores

2 not bringing any advantage
IQPPI PROFITABLE

unprofitably /An'prn&tabli; AmE -'pra:f-/ adverb:

The company had been trading unprofitablyfor a
long time.

unquoted /.An'kwautid/ = unlisted (1)

unrealized , -ised /,An'ri:alaizd; BrEalso -'rial-/

adjective

1 not achieved or done
O unrealized potential/projects

2 {Finance) (about a profit, loss, etc.) that has been
made but not turned into real money yet: The bank
has 400 billion yen in unrealized gains on its

investments (= the investments have risen in value
but have not yet been sold).

0 unrealized capital gains/gains/losses/profits

unreasonable /An'rkznabl/ adjective

not fair; expecting too much: He claimed his boss

was making unreasonable demands, o Thefees they

charge are not unreasonable. IoppI reasonable

unrecoverable /.Ann'kAvarabl/ adjective

1 (about money that has been lent or lost) that you
will never be able to get back: The bank lost $300 m
in unrecoverable loans. foWl recoverable
2 {IT) (about information on a computer) that

cannot be found again: an unrecoverable file

3 {IT) (about an error in a computer program) that

cannot be corrected

unredeemed /,Ann'di:md/ adjective

1 {Finance) if something given as security on a

loan is unredeemed, it can be kept by the person,

etc. who made the loan because the loan has not
been paid back: He had a drawerful of unredeemed
pledgesfor loans he had made to studentsfrom his

personal funds.
2 {Commerce) not exchanged for cash or goods: She
has 35 000 unredeemed fi-equent-flier miles.

-> redeem

Unregulated /.An'regjuleitid/ adjective

not controlled by rules or laws: a free, unregulated

market-) regulate

unreported income noun [u]

money that sb has earned and should pay tax on
but has not mentioned to the tax authorities

unscrupulous /An'skru:pjalas/ adjective

without moral principles; not honest or fair:

unsrupulous companies/dealers/lenders o
unscrupulous practices/methods/tactics
un scrupulously adverb un scrupulousness

noun [u]

unsecured /.Ansi'kjuad; AmE -sa'kjurd/ adjective

{Finance; Law)

1 if a loan, debt, etc. is unsecured, there is no
security (= a valuable item that the person,

company, etc. that borrows the money will lose if

they do not pay the money back): The new lending

company will offer unsecured loans to small
companies at an interest rate of8-20%.
0 unsecured credit/debt/lending/loans

2 used to describe a person, company, etc. that has
lent money with no security
Q unsecured creditors/lenders

[OPPJ secured

unskilled /.An'skild/ adjective

1 (about a person) not having special skills or
training: unskilled manual workers o an unskilled

workforce

2 (about a job) not needing special abilities or
training

[opEskilled

unsocial /.An'saojl; AmE .An'soojl/ adjective {also

unsociable /An'saujabl; AmE -'sou-/ less frequent)

{both BrE)

outside the normal times of working: Security staff

often have to work unsocial hours.

unsold /.An'sauld; AmE .An'sould/ adjective

not bought by anyone: The store cut its prices to get

rid of unsold stock, o 10% of the company's shares
remain unsold.

unsolicited /.Ansa'lisitid/ adjective

not asked for and sometimes not wanted: It is not
our policy to send unsolicited mail, o The company
rejected an unsolicited takeover bidfrom an Italian

group.

O unsolicited calls/email/letters/mail an unsolicited

approach/(takeover) bid/offer unsolicited advice/

comments

unsubscribe /.Ansab'skraib/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

{IT) unsubscribe (from sth) to remove your address
from an Internet mailing list

unsustainable /.Ansa'stemabl/ adjective

that cannot continue or be continued for a long
time: unsustainable levels of debt o The decline in the

sector is the result of unsustainable growth over the

lastfew years. [oppJ sustainable

.unsystematic 'risk {also specific risk)

noun [u]

{Finance) risk that affects the price of a particular

investment or a small number of shares, bonds,
etc., for example the possible effects of a strike in a
company or of a company going out of business
-> systematic risk

untapped /.An'taept/ adjective

available but not yet used: They regard Mexico as a

huge untapped marketfor their products, o
technology that creates energyfrom a previously

untapped source

0 untapped demand/markets/opportunities/
potential/resources/talent

unveil /.An'veil/ verb [+ obj]

(used especially in newspapers) to show or

introduce a new plan, product, etc. to the public for

the first time; to announce sth publicly: The
supermarket chain has unveiled plans to create

10 000 jobs this year.

unwind /.An'waind/ verb (unwound, unwound
/.An'waund/)

1 [+ obj or no obj] (used especially in newspapers)
to undo or change sth; to change or be undone:
More than a third of the takeovers that had been

agreed are now being unwound, o The price of oil,

which is still high, may start to unwind soon.

2 {Finance) [+ obj] unwind a long/short position to

sell or buy shares, currencies, etc. in order to

gradually end the position you are in

3 [no obj] to stop worrying or thinking about
problems and start to relax Isyni wind down
un'wind noun [c] un winding noun [U]: the

unwinding ofour stake in the power company

unproductive /.Anpra'dAktiv/ adjective

not producing very much; not producing good
results: an unproductive meeting o unproductive use

of resources IoppI productive

unprofessional /.Anpra'fejanl/ adjective

not reaching the standard expected in a particular

profession: She wasfound guilty of unprofessional
conduct. IoppI professional *» non-professional

unprofessionally /.Anpra'fejanali/ adverb

unprofitable /An'prDfitabl; AmE -'pra:f-/ adjective

1 not making enough financial profit: unprofitable



unzip /.An'zip/ verb [+ obj] (-pp-)

(17) to return computer files to their original size

after they have been made smaller (compressed)
fSYNl DECOMPRESS lOPPl ZIP

up /ap/ adverb, adjective, verb, noun
• adverb
to or at a higher level: Prices are well up on last

year's, o Total sales were up by 7%. IoppI down See

note at increase
lEEl up for sth 1 on offer for sth: The house is up

for sale. 2 being considered for sth: All the directors

will be upfor re-election next year, up to sth 1 as

far as a particular number, level, etc: The Human
Resources Manager spends up to half her time

interviewing. 2 (also up until sth) not further or

later than sth: Up to now everything's been running
smoothly. 3 as high or as good as sth: The

production quality is not up to our usual standards.

• adjective [not before noun]

see also: bottom-up, completely built--, dial--,

hard ~, joined--, pent--, pop--

(17) (of a computer system) working: Our system

should be up again by this afternoon. Iqppi down
(EES up and 'running (about a system, for

example a computer system) working; being used:

It will be a lot easier when we have the database up
and running.

• verb [+ obj] (-pp-)

to increase the price or amount of sth: The group
upped its bidfrom $10 to $30 a share. Uml raise
-» idiom at ante

• noun
PUS on the up

see also: break-up, build--, catch--, clean--, drive-

~, follow--, gross--, etc.

increasing or improving: Business confidence is on
the up. on the ,up and 'up (informal) 1 (BrEi)

becoming more and more successful: Their

company is on the up and up. 2 (AmE) = on the
level at level noun ,ups and 'downs the mixture
of good and bad things in a particular situation:

Every business has its ups and downs.

upbeat /'Apbi:t/ adjective (informal)

positive and enthusiastic; making you feel that the

future will be good: The company'sfounder was
upbeat about its prospects, o The presentation ended
on an upbeat note. MB downbeat

UPC /jurpii'si:/ abbr

(Commerce) Universal Product Code a pattern of
thick and thin lines that is printed on things that

you buy in a shop/store. It contains information
that a computer can read. Isyni bar code

upcoming /'ApkAmirj/ adjective [only before noun]

going to happen soon: The website gives details of
upcoming events.

• update /.up'deit/ verb [+ obj]

1 to make sth more modern by adding new parts,

etc: It's about time we updated our logo, o updated
software

2 to give sb the most recent information about sth;

to add the most recent information to sth: I called

the office to update them on the day's developments.
0 Our records are regularly updated.
update /'updeit/ noun [C]: an update of the

software o to provide regular updates o getting

updates on travel information

upfront /.Ap'frAnt/ adjective, adverb
• adjective

1 (Commerce) [only before noun] paid in advance,
before other payments are made: There will be an
upfrontfee of 4%.
O an upfront fee/payment

589 upscale

2 not trying to hide what you think or do: Investors

are claiming that the company was not upfront

about its financial problems.

• adverb (usually up front)

as payment in advance: We 7/ payyou half up front
and the other half when you've finished the job.

• upgrade /.Ap'greid/ verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to make a piece of machinery,
computer system, etc. more powerful and efficient;

to start to use machinery or systems of this type:

We've just upgraded to the latest version of the

operating system, o upgraded computers
2 (Finance) [+ obj] to give sth a higher grade, value

or status: The Bank has upgraded its rating on the

stock to 'buy', o The company's credit rating has been

upgraded (= they are now considered to be more
likely to pay their debts), [syn] promote
3 (HR) [+ obj] to give sb a more important job; to

make a job more important: He's been upgraded to

Head of Sales, [syn] promote
4 [+ obj or no obj] to give sb a better seat on a

plane, room in a hotel, etc. than the one that they
have paid for: We were upgraded to business class.

5 [+ obj] to improve the condition of a building,

etc. in order to provide a better service: The factory
has been upgraded to meet current safety standards.

upgrade /'upgreid/ noun [c]: instructions for
installing an upgrade to the existing system o credit

rating upgrades o Frequentflyers qualifyfor a free
upgrade, upgrading /.Ap'greidirj/ noun [U,C]: the

upgrading of thefirm's PCs -> downgrade

upkeep /'Apki:p/ noun [u]

the cost or process of keeping sth in good
condition: the upkeep of a building/road
ISYNl MAINTENANCE -» KEEP STH UP at KEEP

uplift noun, verb

• noun /'Aphft/ [C]

(especially in newspapers) the fact of sth being

raised or of sth increasing: Figures out today show a

10% uplift in premiumsfrom retail investment, o a
sales uplift of 18% over the year

• verb /.Ap'lift/ [+ obj] (especially BrE) (format)

to collect passengers, luggage or goods: Coaches

may only set down or uplift passengers at these

locations.

• upload verb, noun
(IT)

• verb /.Ap'laud; AmE -'loud/ [+ obj or no obj]

to move data to a larger computer system from a

smaller one; to be moved in this way: You can

upload an image directlyfrom a digital camera.
[OPP

I

DOWNLOAD
• noun /'Aplaud; AmE -loud/

1 [U,C] the act or process of copying data from a

smaller system to a larger one: You can make future
uploads easier ifyou tick the 'Save Password' box.

2 [c] data copied from a smaller system to a larger

one: access other users' uploads

upmarket /.Ap'markit; AmE -'ma:rk-/ (AmE also

'upscale) adjective [usually before noun]

1 designed for or used by people who belong to a

high social class; expensive and of good quality: a

maker of upmarketfood products

O an upmarket brand/hotel/product/restaurant/

store

2 used to describe people who have more money
and can afford expensive products and services:

upmarket customers o an upmarket neighbourhood

upmarket adverb: The company has been forced

to move more upmarket.
[OPP] DOWNMARKET

UpSCale /'Apskeil/ = UPMARKET



upselling 590 2 modern; fashionable: This technology is bang up
to date {= completely modern).

0 up-to-date equipment/methods/technology

up to the 'minute adjective [usually before noun]

1 having or including the most recent information:
The accounts must always be up to the minute.

O up-to-the-minute data/information/news/prices

2 modern; fashionable: up-to-the-minute designs

uptrend /'Aptrend/ noun [sing.] {especiallyAm E)

a situation in which business activity or
performance increases or improves over a period of
time: The euro is on an uptrend. IoppI downtrend

upturn /'Apt3:n; AmE -tairn/ {also 'upswing) noun
[C, usually sing.]

a situation in which sth improves or increases over
a period of time: an upturn in trade o The group's

recent sales upturn may not last. IoppI downturn
O a dramatic/gradual/sharp/slight/sustained upturn

.upwardly mobile adjective

moving towards a higher social position, usually in

which you become richer: Their customers are

mainly upwardly mobile people in their thirties and
forties, .upward mo'bility noun [u]

URL /,ju: a:r 'el/ abbr
{IT) uniform/universal resource locator the

address of a web page: The URL is http://

WWW.OUp.COm. [SYNJ WEB ADDRESS

usability /jicza'Mati/ noun [u]

{Marketing) how easy sth is to use, especially a
website: She's a usability consultant at a London-
based web company, o This computer combines
portability and usability in a sleek design.

usance /'ju:zans/ noun [u; C, usually sing ]

{Finance) the time that is allowed for the payment of

foreign bills of exchange

USB /,]u:es •hi:/ abbr

{IT) universal serial bus a device in a computer
that allows other devices such as printers and
scanners to be connected to it: The PC comes with

two USB ports (= places where printers and other

devices can be connected to the computer).

'use-by date noun [c]

the date by which you must use some types of food
or drink, printed on the container or package. It

may not be safe to use the items after this date:

Throw away the milk—it's two days past its use-by

date. -> expiry date (3), sell-by date See note at

BEST-BEFORE DATE

used /ju:zd/ adjective [usually before noun]

that has belonged to or been used by sb else before:

a website for selling used goods o used, cars Isyni pre-
OWNED {AmE), SECOND-HAND

.useful 'life noun [C, usually sing.]

{Accounting) the period of time that you can use an
asset such as a machine or a vehicle before it is

worth buying a new one to replace it: This

machinery has an estimated useful life of 80 000
running hours, [syn] economic life EESH An asset

is depreciated (reduced in value) over its useful

life.

user /'ju:za(r)/ noun [C]

see also: end-user, lead ~, multi--

a person or thing that uses sth: The software is too

complicatedfor the average user, o The system allows

mobile phone users to see video clips, o Financial

services companies are heavy users of IT.

'user fee noun [C] {AmE)

a tax on a service that is provided for the public:

The airport authority has proposed to raise userfees.

upselling /'Apselm/ noun [u]

{Marketing) the technique of persuading customers
to buy more products or a more expensive product
than they originally intended upsell verb [no obj]

upset price - reserve price

upside /'Apsaid/ noun
1 {Economics; Finance) [sing; u] the possibility that

sth will increase in price or value: The shares have
upside if the companyfocuses on increasing its

customers in new markets, o The plan involves high

risks but also high upside potential (= opportunity
for making high profits).

2 {Finance) [sing; u] an increase in profits or share
prices: The deal should offer a 50% upside for
shareholders.

3 [sing ] the more positive aspect of a situation

that is generally bad: On the upside, this model
does use less fuel than its competitors.

Ioppj downside

upsize /'Apsaiz/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

1 {IT) to move from a smaller computer system to a

larger one: There are good reasons to upsize to a
larger system, o an upsized database

2 (HR) to increase the size of a company by
employing more people: 28% ofplants upsized and
became more productive.

'upsizing noun [u]: the upsizing of databases
-> DOWNSIZE

upskill /'Apskil/ verb

(HR)

1 [+ obj or no obj] to teach sb new skills; to learn

new skills: The company has invested heavily in

upskilling its workforce, o a coursefor salespeople

wanting to upskill in database management
2 [no obj] to change a job so that it needs more
skills to do it: upskilled tasks/jobs

'upskilling noun [u]: the upskilling of the staff

upstart /'Apsta:t; AmE -sta:rt/ noun [c]

a company or person that is new in a business, but
may already be becoming important: The company
was bought by its upstart rival. -> start-up

upstream /,Ap'stri:m/ adjective

{Economics; Production) at or connected with an
early stage in an industrial or commercial process:

The company plans to expand its upstream business

in oil and gas.

© upstream assets/businesses/earnings/operations

up stream adverb: Manufacturers are looking

both upstream and downstream to improve
efficiency. IoppI downstream

upsurge /'Aps3:d3; AmE -S3:rd3/ noun [C,

usually sing.]

a sudden large increase in sth: a big upsurge in

demandfor new cars -» surge

upswing /'Apswirj/ = upturn fopp] downswing

uptick /'Aptik/ (also 'plus tick, less frequent) noun
[C, usually sing.] {both AmE)
(Economics; Finance) a small increase in sth,

especially in the price of shares: The futures market
is showing an uptick. o an uptick in manufacturing
activity IoppI downtick

uptime /'Aptaim/ noun [u]

(IT) the period of time when a machine, especially a

computer, is working and can be used: We aim to

achieve at least 99-96% uptime. -» downtime

up to 'date adjective

1 having or including the most recent information:

Monthly meetings keep staff up to date on/with the

latest developments, o up-to-date records

O up-to-date figures/information/price lists/records



,user-'friendly adjective

easy for people who are not experts to use and
understand: The email feature has been made more
user-friendly. ,user-'friendliness noun [u]

USername /'ju:zaneim; AmE -zarn-/ noun [C]

{IT) the name you use in order to be able to use a

computer program or system: Please enter your
username.

USP Iju: es'vi:/ abbr

{Marketing) unique selling proposition or unique
selling point {less frequent) a feature of a product

or service that makes it different from all others:

We need to create a USPfor the product if it is to sell.

0 Many of the best slogans are simple statements of
USPs.

* Utility /jui'tilati/ noun {plural utilities)

1 [C, usually pi.] a service provided for the public,

for example an electricity, water or gas supply: the

administration ofpublic utilities

2 [C] a company that provides a service for the

public, such as electricity, water or gas: the world's

largest private electricity utility

3 {IT) [C] a piece of computer software that

performs a particular task: an anti-virus utility

591 validate

4 {Economics) [u] the amount of benefit or

satisfaction that sb gets from using a product or

service: Water has high utility but low commercial
value.

Utilization , -isation /ju^alai'zeijrij^mf -la'z/

noun [u]

1 {Production) the relationship between the amount
that a factory, etc. produces and the amount that it

is designed to produce: Industrial production fell 0.2

per cent and capacity utilization fell to 75.4 per cent.

O capacity/machine/plant utilization

2 the process of using sth, especially for a practical

purpose: the utilization of equipment/knowledge

.utmost good faith phrase

{Insurance) a basic condition of insurance in which
the person wishing to be insured must provide all

the necessary facts and information, even if they
are not asked for them

UW {also spelled uw, U/W, U/w) abbr

{Insurance) a short way of writing underwriter

Vv
V {AmE spelling v.) abbr

a short way of writing versus

vacancy /'veikansi/ noun [c] {plural vacancies)

1 {HR) a job that is available for sb to do: We have a
vacancyfor a designer, o A vacancy has arisen in our
sales department.

0 a vacancy arises/exists/occurs to fill a vacancy

2 a room that is available in a hotel: No vacancies

(= on a sign).

'vacancy rate noun [c]

1 {Property) the percentage of buildings, offices,

etc. that are available to be sold or rented at a

particular time: The office vacancy rate in the city

has risen to 15%.
2 {HR) the percentage of jobs that are available to

be filled: The high staff vacancy rate in the industry

is partly due to low levels ofpay.

vacant /'veikant/ adjective

1 {HR) if a job in a company is vacant, nobody is

doing it and it is available for sb to take: We are

having difficultyfilling the vacant post, o The job
becomes vacant in December, o lookingfor ajob in

the 'Situations Vacant' pages in the newspaper
O a vacant job/position/post/situation to become/

be left/fall/remain vacant

2 empty; not being used: They have bought a

vacant lot (= piece of land) to build a new
warehouse, o The seat next to me was vacant.

0 a vacant lot/property/room/seat to become/be
left/remain vacant

vacant pos session noun [u] {BrE)

{Property) if a house, flat/apartment, etc. is offered
for sale with vacant possession, there will be no
one living in it when the sale is complete

vacate /va'keit; vei'k-; AmE also 'veikeit/ verb

[+ obj] {formal)

1 {HR) to leave a job, position of authority, etc. so
that it is available for sb else: She has taken over the
role vacated by her boss. See note at resign
2 to leave a building, seat, etc., especially so that
sb else can use it: Guests are requested to vacate
their rooms by noon on their day of departure.

vacation /va'keijn; vei'k-/ noun
1 [U,C] {AmE) a holiday or a period when people are

not working: You look tired—you should take a
vacation, o I'm on vacation next week, o The job
includesfour weeks' paid vacation.

2 [C] in the UK, one of the periods of time when
universities or courts of law are closed; in the US,

one of the periods of time when schools, colleges,

universities or courts of law are closed: students

lookingfor vacation work
-» HOLIDAY

vacillate /'vasileit/ verb [no obj]

if a price, a currency, etc. vacillates, it goes up and
down frequently, but only by a small amount each
time: the effect of vacillating oil prices

Valet .service /'vaelei; 'vaelit; AmE also vae'lei/

noun [C]

1 {BrE) a service provided by a hotel in which sb

cleans the clothes of the guests

2 a service which provides sb to park your car for

you when you arrive at a hotel, restaurant, etc.

valid / 'vaelid/ adjective

1 that is legally or officially acceptable: a valid

passport o They have a valid claim for compensation.

0 The ticket is validfor three months.

2 {IT) that is accepted by the system: a valid

password foppl invalid
-> LEGITIMATE (2)

'validly adverb: The contract had been validly

drawn up.

validate /'vaehdeit/ verb [+ obj]

1 to check or prove that sth is accurate, true,

useful or of an acceptable standard: The purchasing

manager validates all invoices, o The product has

been validated against safety requirements.

2 to make sth legally valid: to validate a contract/

credit card
[OPPj INVALIDATE

validation /'vaeli'deij'n/ noun [U,C]

fOPPl INVALIDATION at INVALIDATE



validity 592

validity /va'hdati/ noun [u]

the state of being legally or officially acceptable:

the period of validity of the agreement

valuable /'vaeljuabl/ adjective

1 worth a lot of money: Please leave valuable items

in the hotel safe, o We had to sell off valuable assets.

2 very useful or important: Her experience in Japan
made her very valuable to the company.
IOPPJ WORTHLESS

valuables /'vaeluablz/ noun [pi.]

things that are worth a lot of money, especially

small personal things such as jewellery, cameras,
etc: Ordinary mail is not suitablefor sending money
or valuables through the post.

valuation /.vaelju'eijn/ noun [c.u]

see also: inventory valuation, stock valuation

1 {Finance) a professional judgement about how
much money sth is worth; the estimated value of

sth: Surveyors carried out a valuation of the

property. oAvaluation of almost $1 billion was put
on the company, o land valuation

2 a judgement about how useful or important sth

is; the estimated importance of sth: She puts a high

valuation on trust between colleagues.

• value /'vaelju:/ noun, adjective, verb

• noun

see also: added value, agreed ~, assessed ~, asset ~,

book ~, break-up ~, capital ~, etc.

1 [u,C] how much sth is worth in money or other
goods for which it can be exchanged: Share values

havefallen by 20% in the lastyear, o Investments

could increase in value by about 5% per year, o
Some people have put a value of $2 billion on the

company, o creating value for investors

O to decrease/drop/fall/halve in value to double/go
up/increase/rise in value the current/long-term/

potential/present/short-term value of sth a high/

low value to place/put/set a value on sth

2 [u] {especially BrE) how much sth is worth
compared with its price: Our printers represent

excellent value when compared with similar

products, o Consumers are lookingfor the service

that offers the best valuefor money.
O bad/exc~llent/good/poor value to give/offer/

provide/represent value

3 values [pi.] beliefs about what is right and
wrong and what is important in life: The document
lists the eight core values on which company policy is

based.

0 common/cultural/family/shared/social values

• adjective [only before noun]

(about a product) produced and sold cheaply: We
have over a thousand items in our value range of
toiletries.

• verb [+ obj]

1 to decide how much money sth is worth: The
company has been valued at over €2 billion.

2 to think that sb/sth is important: / value him as a

friend as well as a colleague, o The metal is valued

for its lightness and strength, o valued customers/

employees

value 'added noun, adjective

• noun [u]

1 {Economics) the amount by which the value of a

product increases at each stage of the production
process, not including the cost of the basic

materials: In many rural areas, output per head and
value added will be lower. IsynI added value
2 {Marketing) the extra value that a company adds
to a basic product or service, for example by adding
extra features, before it is sold to the consumer: a

comparison of consumer spending on goods with
different amounts of value added [syn] added value
3 {Marketing) the extra features that a product or
service has that a customer is willing to pay more
for

• adjective [only before noun] value-added
1 {Marketing) (about products) having extra

features added to them that a customer is willing to

pay more for: standard lines such as wrapped white
bread and value-added products such as wholemeal
bread and crispbread

2 (about a company) using raw materials or parts

to produce products of much higher value
2 (about a company) offering extra or special

services in a particular commercial area

value-added .manu facturing noun [u]

the production of goods in which processes
increase the value of the materials used and the
price that they can be sold for: high/low value-

added manufacturing industries

.value-added 'reseller noun [c] {abbrVAR)
{Commerce) a company that adds extra features or
improvements to another company's product or
service, especially computers and software, before

it is sold to the consumer

value a nalysis noun [u,c]

{Production) a way of trying to reduce the cost of a

product while keeping the same quality by
examining all the things the product does for the

customer and the production cost of each of these
-» VALUE ENGINEERING

value-based .pricing = value pricing (l)

value chain noun [c]

{Marketing; Production)

1 the series of stages involved in the design,

manufacture, marketing and support of a product,

each of which adds value to it: She analysed a
typical value chain for books, breaking the costs

down into separate areas.

2 a series of companies that includes the company
that makes a product and those that add extra

features to it before it is sold to the customer: The
company wishes to own more of the value chain.

valued .policy noun [c]

{Insurance) a type of insurance policy in which the

value of the items insured, and the amount that

will be paid if a claim is made, is agreed in advance

value engi neering noun [u]

{Production) the process of designing a product or

service so that it gives as much value as possible to

customers without unnecessary costs: A value

engineering exercise was carried out and some design

changes were identified. -> value analysis

.value for 'money .audit noun [c]

an official examination of the records of a charity

or business that does not aim to make a profit in

order to check that it is using the money that it

spends in the best way

value in.vestor noun [c]

{Finance) an investor who buys shares that they
believe are being traded at less than their real

value and whose price will probably soon rise

'value judgement {also spelled ~ judgment,
especially in AmE) noun [C,U]

a decision about how good or important sth is,

based on personal opinions rather than facts

value .pricing noun [u]

{Marketing)

1 {also 'value-based .pricing) a way of deciding the

price of a product based on its value to the

customer rather than on the cost of producing it

2 the practice of selling a product at a lower price,

while keeping its value to the customer the same



valuer /'vaelju:a(r)/ noun [C]

a person whose job is to estimate how much
property, land, etc. is worth: The apartment was
sold at a price fixed by an independent valuer.

'value share noun [c]

(Marketing) the share of a market that a particular

product has in terms of the money it makes: Our
toothpaste's value share has improvedfrom 48% to

50%. -» MARKET SHARE

value-stream analysis noun [u,c]

(Production) a method of analysing which parts of

the production process add to the value of the

product and which parts do not: We carried out a
value-stream analysis of the plant in order to

eliminate waste and make our production leaner.

vanilla /va'nila/ adjective (informal)

ordinary; not special in any way: Many customers

prefer plain vanilla cellphones.

vapourware (AmE spelling vaporware)
/'veipawea(r); AmE -parwer/ noun [u]

(IT, informal) computer software that is being
advertised but is not yet available and may never
be developed and sold: The technology is finally

movingfrom vapourware to product.

VAR /,vi: ei 'a:(r)/ = value-added reseller

-A- variable /'veariabl; AmE 'ver-; 'vaer-/ adjective,

noun
• adjective

1 often changing: likely to change: variable rates of
interest o The images are of variable quality (= some
are good, some bad).

2 able to be changed: a tool with variable speed
control o Ifyou experience seasonal demand, variable

pricing might help (= charging different prices at

different times).

-» ADJUSTABLE
• noun [c]

a situation, number or quantity that can vary or be
varied and affect a situation in different ways:
Weather is one of the many variables that can affect

the profits of clothing companies.

variable budget noun [c]

(Accounting) an amount of money available to a

company, person, etc. that can be increased or
decreased as necessary

.variable 'cost noun [c]

(Accounting) an amount of money used to produce
goods that varies according to the quantity made:
Fuel consumption is a variable cost, o By cutting our
fixed costs we can concentrate on controlling our
variable costs. -» fixed cost—Picture at cost

.variable 'costing (also di.rect 'costing) noun [u]

(Accounting) a method of calculating the cost of a
unit of a product that includes only costs that often
change, such as the cost of materials and workers
1SYNI MARGINAL COSTING

.variable 'pay = performance-related pay

variance /'vearians; AmE'ver-; 'vaer-/ noun [U,C]

1 (formal) the amount by which sth changes or is

different from sth else: We testfor any variance in
quality at all stages ofproduction.
2 (Accounting) the difference between the levels of
costs or income that have been planned for an
activity and the actual costs or income: The
favourable variance of$700000 (= we spent
$700 000 less than expected) is mainly due to good
control of expenses.

O adverse/favourable/positive/unfavourable
variance

• variation /veari'eijn; Ami 'ver-/ noun [c,U]

a change, especially in the amount or level of sth; a
difference: Results showed wide variations in the

593 VATman

variance

time

vehicle's performance under different conditions, o
Interest rates offered by banks are subject to

variation, o The new drinks are a variation on their

two best-selling products.

0 considerable/marked/significant/substantial/wide

variation(s) • minor/slight/small/subtle variation(s)

regional/seasonal/year-to-year variation(s)

varied /'vearid; AmE 'verid; 'vaer-/ adjective

1 of many different types: People's reasonsfor
leaving their jobs are varied, o stores with low prices

and varied merchandise
2 not staying the same, but changing often: She's

had a varied career.

variety /va'raiati/ noun (plural varieties)

1 [C] a type of a thing, for example a plant or

product, that is different from the others in the

same general group: They sell seven varieties of
apple/apples, o I've been buying the same variety of
toothpastefor years.

2 [c, usually sing ] several different sorts of the
same thing: We have a wide variety of models to

choosefrom, o He resignedfor a variety of reasons.

3 [u] the quality of not being the same or not
doing the same thing all the time: / like to have a lot

of variety in my work.

va riety Store noun [c] (AmE old-fashioned)

a shop/store that sells a wide range of goods at low
prices

vary /'veari; AmE 'veri; 'vaeri/ verb (varying, varied,

varied)

1 [no obj] (about a group of similar things) to be
different from each other in size, shape, etc:

Computer prices vary considerablyfrom country to

country, o We introduced new methods with varying
degrees ofsuccess.
2 [no obj] to change or be different according to the

situation: Marketing methods vary with market size.

OA company's IT costs vary according to what type

of business it does, o Prices vary widely depending on
where you live.

3 [+ obj] to make changes to sth to make it slightly

different: The job enables me to vary the hours I

work.

* VAT /,vi: ei 'ti:; vast/ noun [u] value added tax a

tax that is added to the price of many goods and
services: Prices include VAT. o€85 + VAT
-> SALES TAX

VATman /'vaetmaen/ noun (plural VATmen /-men; -

man/) (informal)

1 (BrE) the VATman [sing.] a way of referring to the

government department that is responsible for

collecting VAT: It will soon be easier to deal with the

VATman and the Inland Revenue.
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2 [c] a person whose job is to check that a

company has paid VAT: the local VATman

vault /voilt/ noun [c]

a room with thick walls and a strong door,

especially in a bank, used for keeping valuable

things safe: A complete backup of the computer
system is kept in a secure vault.

'vault cash noun [u] (AmE)

[Finance) the paper money and coins kept at a bank
at any particular time

VDT /,vi: di: 'ti:/ abbr (especially AmE)
(IT) video display terminal or visual display
terminal a computer monitor: research into the

effects of long-term VDT use -> VDU

VDU /,vi: di: 'ju:/ abbr (especially BrE)

(IT) visual display unit or video display unit a

computer monitor: Working at a VDU screen may
be harder on the eyes than reading books, o VDU
operators -» VDT—Picture at office

vehicle /'vi:akl; AmE also 'vi:hikl/ noun [c]

see also: heavy goods vehicle, public service vehicle

1 a car, bus, lorry/truck, etc: The company is

renewing its fleet of vehicles.

0 a commercial/delivery'/(heavy) goods vehicle

vehicle makers/manufacturers/producers to hire/

lease a vehicle

2 something that can be used as a way of

achieving sth or to express your ideas or feelings :

The intranet provides a vehiclefor teams to share

information and knowledge.

ve locity of circu lation noun [sing ]

(Economics) the average number of times that a unit

of money is passed from person to person in an
economy in a particular period of time: The money
supply has been rising rapidly with falling velocity of
circulation over the last three years.

vendee /.ven'di:/ noun [C]

(Law) a person who is buying a house or other

property -> buyer

vender = vendor

vending /'vendm/ noun [u]

(Commerce) the activity of selling small items,

especially food or drink, from a stall or a

machine: Our vending service operates over 50
machines around the campus.

vending ma chine noun [c]

a machine from which you can buy cigarettes,

drinks, etc. by putting coins into it

* vendor (AmE spelling also vender) /'venda(r)/

noun [c] (formal)

1 (Commerce) a company or person that sells sth: a

software vendor o street vendors

2 (Production) a company that supplies raw
materials or pieces of equipment to companies that

make goods: They have been chosen as preferred
vendorfor voice communications for the hotel

group. Isyni supplier See note at supply chain
3 (Law) a person who is selling a house or other

property
-» SELLER

'vendor , rating (abbrVR) (also sup plier .rating

abbr SR) noun [u,C]

(Production) a system of recording and ranking how
well a supplier does what they agree to do, the

quality of the goods they supply, etc.; the score that

they receive: Vendor rating can help to raise the level

of quality procedures throughout industry, o We were
keen to get the highest vendor rating possible.

O to get/give a vendor rating to carry out/undertake
(a) vendor rating

• venture /'ventja(r)/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: joint venture

a business project or activity, especially one that

involves taking risks: The publishing company was
his first large business venture. Isyni enterprise
0 a business/commercial/corporate/an Internet

venture to create/form/set up/start a venture to

invest in/finance/fund a venture

• verb

1 [no obj] to go somewhere or become involved in

sth even though it may be a risk to do so: The
restaurant chain is about to venture into the hotel

business.

2 [+ obj] to risk losing sth valuable or important if

you are not successful at sth: He ventured his

financial security on the deal.

'venture .capital (also 'risk .capital) noun [u]

(Finance) money that is invested in a new company
to help it develop or expand, which may involve a

lot of risk but can also bring good profits

O to attract/find/look for/raise/seek venture capital

venture capital backing/funding a venture capital

company/firm/group/investor

venture .capitalist noun [c]

(Finance) a private investor or a financial business

that invests money in new companies, which may
involve a lot of risk and bring good profits: to raise

moneyfrom venture capitalists -> angel investor

venue /'venju:/ noun [C]

a place where people meet for an organized event:

The hotel is a popular venuefor conferences.

0 a concert/conference/an entertainment/

exhibition/a sporting venue

VER /,vi: i: 'a:(r)/ = voluntary export restraint

verbal /'V3:bl; AmE 'V3:rbl/ adjective

1 spoken, not written: a verbal agreement o She
received a verbal warningfrom her manager when
she arrived late again.

2 relating to words: The job applicant must have

good verbal skills.

'verbally adverb: The agreement cannot be

terminated verbally.

verdict /'V3:dikt; AmE 'V3:rd-/ noun [c]

1 a decision that you make or an opinion that you
give about sth, after you have tested it or

considered it carefully: We're still waitingfor the

Chairman to give his verdict on the designs.

O to deliver/give/issue your verdict

2 (Law) a decision that is made by a judge, a jury,

etc. in a court, stating if sb is considered guilty of a

crime or of doing sth wrong or not: The jury has

already reached a verdict.

O to reach/record/return a verdict

.verification of assets noun [u]

(Accounting) the process of checking what buildings,

machinery, vehicles, investments, etc. a company
has and calculating their value

• version /'V3:jn; -3n; AmE 'V3:r3n/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

see also: demo version, demonstration version

a form of sth that is slightly different from or newer
than the original thing: the latest version of the

software package
• verb [+ obj] (often used as an adjective versioned)

to create a new form of sth, especially computer
software



versus /'V3:sas; AmE 'v3:rsas/ preposition {abbr v, vs)

1 used to compare two different ideas, choices,

etc: Well need to hire more people to finish the

project quickly—it's time versus money.

2 [Law) used to show that two sides are against

each other in a legal case: in the case of the State

versus Ford

vertical /'V3:tikl; AmE 'V3:rt-/ adjective

1 having a structure in which there are top, middle
and bottom levels: a verticalflow of communication
2 (about a line, etc.) going straight up or down
from a level surface or from top to bottom in a

picture, etc: the vertical axis of the graph
-» HORIZONTAL

vertical disinte gration noun [u]

[Economics) a situation where a company stops

producing some goods or parts itself and starts to

buy them from an outside supplier -> vertical
INTEGRATION

.vertical 'equity noun [u]

[Economics) the principle that people with different

characteristics should be treated in different ways,

for example that the rate of tax people pay should

vary according to their level of income
-» HORIZONTAL EQUITY

.vertical inte gration [also .vertical ex pansion)

noun [u] [also .vertical 'merger [c])

[Economics) a situation where a company buys one
of the companies which supplies it with goods or

which buys goods from it: The company moved one
step closer to vertical integration after acquiring its

distributors. -> backward integration, forward
INTEGRATION, HORIZONTAL INTEGRATION, VERTI-
CAL DISINTEGRATION—Picture at INTEGRATION

.vertical loading noun [u]

[HR) the fact of giving sb more responsibility in

their job, more power to make decisions, etc:

Vertical loading challenges employees to grow in their

jobs. -» HORIZONTAL LOADING, JOB ENRICHMENT

.vertical 'merger = vertical integration

.vertical segre gation noun [u]

[HR) used to describe a situation where women
have less chance than men of getting jobs at a high
level in a company, an industry, etc. -» glass
CEILING, HORIZONTAL SEGREGATION

vessel /'vesl/ noun [C],

a large ship or boat

0 an ocean-going/a sea going vessel a cargo/
commercial/container/freight/merchan t vessel

vest /vest/ verb

[Finance)

1 [+ obj or no obj] (about shares in a company,
especially ones given to employees) to come to the
end of an agreed period after which their owner
has the right to sell them: The CEO's share option
will vest/become vested afterfour years.

2 [no obj] to agree to keep your shares in a
company for at least a particular period of time:

Even thefounder of the company had to vest as a
guarantee to investors.

Q333 'vest in sb/sth [Law) to be controlled by
sb/sth legally: In the case of bankruptcy, the

property shall vest in the trustee, 'vest sth in sb/sth;
'vest sb with sth [Law) [usually be vested in/with)
1 to give sb the legal right or power to do sth:

Overall authority is vested in the Supreme Council, o
The Supreme Council is vested with overall authority.

2 to make sb the legal owner of land or property

vested /'vestid/ adjective [AmE)

[Law) (about an employee) having the right to

receive a particular amount or benefits after

working for a fixed number of years: Ifyou haven't
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workedfor your employer long enough to be fully

vested, you will not have a right to yourfull pension.

.vested interest noun [c]

1 a personal reason for wanting sth to happen,
especially because you get some financial

advantage from it: The bank has a vested interest in

seeing your business succeed.

2 a group of people who have a personal reason of

this kind for wanting sth to happen: The
government will challenge the vested interests that

control so much power.

vesting /'vestrrj/ noun [u] [AmE)

[Law) the process of an employee getting the right

to receive full pension or other benefits

vet /vet/ verb [+ obj] (-tt-)

see also: pre-vet

1 [HR) [especially BrE) to find out about a person's

past life and career in order to decide if they are

suitable for a particular job: All candidates are

carefully vettedfor security reasons.

2 to examine sth carefully to make sure that it is

correct, suitable, legal, etc: The merger was allowed

to go ahead after being carefully vetted, o The
document was vetted and approved by senior

management.
[SYN] SCREEN
'vetting noun [u]: a rigorous vetting process

veto /'vi:tau; AmE -too/ noun, verb

• noun [plural vetoes)

1 [C,u] the right to refuse to allow sth to be done,
especially the right to stop a law from being passed
or a decision from being taken: The executive

committee has a final veto on/over business

decisions, o The British government used its veto to

block the proposal, o to have the power/right of veto

0 veto power/rights

2 [c] an occasion when sb refuses to allow sth to

be done: For months there was a veto on employing
new staff.

• verb [+ obj] (vetoes, vetoing, vetoed, vetoed)

1 to stop sth from happening or being done by
using your official authority (= by using your veto):

The takeover was vetoed by the European
Commission.
2 to refuse to accept or do what sb has suggested:

The union vetoed the introduction ofsix-month

contracts.

viable /'vaiabl/ adjective

that can be done, used, achieved, etc.; likely to be

successful: Meeting via the Internet is seen as a viable

alternative to business travel, o They could not get a

large enough share of the market to make the

business viable.

O a viable alternative/option/proposition/solution *

commercially/economically/financially viable

viability /.vaia'bilati/ noun [u]: The Japanese

firm is assessing the viability of opening a plant in

France, o There are doubts about the long-term

viability of the business.

vi carious lia bility noun [u]

[Law) the fact of sb having legal responsibility for

the actions of sb else, for example a company being

responsible for the actions of its employees

vice- /vais/ combiningform [used in nouns and
related adjectives)

next in rank to sb and able to represent them or act

for them: Ruth Hawkin, vice-director ofHPS group o

The chairman resigned and handed control to his

vice-chairman.
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,vice- president noun [c] {especially AmE)
(abbrVP) Vr

see also: executive vice-president

a person in charge of a particular part of a
company: vice-president of marketing o marketing
vice-president

videoconferencing vidiaukDnfaransm; AmE
,vidioo'ka:n-/ noun [u]

a system that enables people in different places to

have a meeting by watching and listening to each
other using computers, video cameras, etc: Branch
managers participate in meetings through
videoconferencing, o to use videoconferencing

0 videoconferencing equipment/software/systems/
technology

'videoconference noun [C.u]: to hold a

videoconference o to talk to each other via

videoconference

videophone ''vidiaofaon; AmE -oufoun/ noun [c]

a type of telephone with a screen that allows you to

see the person you are talking to

viewer /'vju:a(r)/ noun [C]

1 a person watching television: Advertisers know
that the game will draw up to 100 million viewers, o
hea\y/light viewers (= people who watch television

a lot/ a little)

0 television/TV viewers • to attract/bring in/draw/
lure viewers

2 a device or computer program that allows you to

look at pictures: a graphics viewer

viewership /'vju:aJ"ip;An7£'vju:ar-/ noun [u]

the number of people who watch a particular

programme or channel on television: The network
has lost 8% of its younger viewership.

violate /'vaialeit/ verb [+ obj]

1 to go against or refuse to obey a law, an
agreement, etc: He was violating the company's rules

about making personal phone calls.

2 to disturb or not respect sb's peace, privacy, etc.

violation /.vaia'leijn/ noun [u,C]: To include the

images on a website would be in violation of
copyright restrictions.

'viral .marketing also re'ferral .marketing
noun [u]

{Marketing) a way of advertising and selling in

which information about a company's products or

services is spread by people telling other people or

sending on emails [sTn] buzz marketing

virtual /'V3:tjual; AmE 'V3xtj-/ adjective [only

before noun]

1 almost or very nearly the thing described, so that

any slight difference is not important: The company
has a virtual monopoly in this area of trade.

2 {IT) existing only on computer; using computers
as the means of communication: the success of the

virtual bookstore o We hold meetings that are part

physical and part virtual—20 people are in the room
and 40 in their offices, o a virtual assistant/team/
worker IoppI physical

virtual memory [also virtual storage)

noun [u]

{IT} a way of providing extra memory for a

computer by moving data between the computer's
memory and a disk

virtual office noun [c]

{HR) a place for work that is not a physical building

but consists of people working in different places,

such as their homes, using computer equipment,
telephones and other technology: The three co-

workers are thousands of miles apart, working in

virtual offices.

virtual organi zation noun [c]

a group of companies, employees, suppliers,

customers, etc. that work together using computer
equipment, telephones and other technology in

order to provide a service or a product

virtual re ality noun [u.c] {abbrSR)

{IT) images with sound of places, objects, etc.,

created by a computer, that appear to surround the
person looking at them and seem almost real, often
used for study or training purposes: They use

virtual reality systems to design and test building

schemes.

virtual storage = virtual memory

virus /'vairas/ noun [c]

{IT) instructions that are hidden inside a computer
program and are designed to cause faults or
destroy data: The virus wiped everything offmy hard
disk, o The software can detect over 500 different

viruses, o anti-virus software/virus detection

software

0 a computer/software virus a virus alert/attack

to detect/import/spot/spread a virus

visibility /.viza'bdati/ noun [u]

1 how easily sth/sb is seen or noticed by the

public: The advertisements were intended to increase

the company's visibility in the marketplace.

2 {Accounting) the fact that it is possible to see the

activities and the financial state of a company from
its accounts

visible 'balance = balance of trade

visible exports noun [pi ]

{Economics) goods, not services, that are sold to

other countries -» visibles

visible imports noun [pi ]

{Economics) goods, not services, that are bought
from other countries -> visibles

visibles /'vizablz/ noun [pi.]

{Economics) imports and exports that are goods not

services -» invisibles, visible exports, visible

imports

.visible trade noun [u]

{Economics) goods, not services, that are sold to or

bought from other countries -> invisible trade

vision /'vi3n/ noun
1 [c] an idea of how the future will be: In her

presentation she outlined her vision ofhow the

market would change over the nextfew years.

O a common/corporate/shared/strategic vision

2 [u] the ability to think about or plan the future

with great imagination and intelligence: He had the

clarity of vision to sell his Internet company before

the market crashed, o lack of vision

visioning /'v^enm/ noun [u]

the process of senior managers or directors

thinking about and planning what they would like

the future of their company or organization to be:

visioning exercises/workshops

vision .statement noun [c]

an official statement of how a company or an

organization would like to be in the future

-» mission statement

.visual 'aid noun [C. usually pi.]

a picture, video, etc. used in teaching or giving

talks to help people to learn or understand sth

vocation /vau'keijri; AmE vou-/ noun [C]

a type of work or way of life that you believe is

especially suitable for you: Nursing is notjust a

job—it's a vocation, o graphic designers and other



people with a commercial vocation o He has a

vocationfor teaching. See note at job

vocational /vau'keijanl; AmE vou-/ adjective

connected with the skills, knowledge, etc. that you
need to have in order to do a particular job

0 vocational courses/education/guidance/

qualifications/training

voicemail {also spelled voice mail) /'voismeil/

noun
1 [u] an electronic system for storing telephone

messages: To reply to this message by voicemail,

press 2. o We have voicemail after business hours.

2 [C,u] a message stored on this system: If I'm not

in my office, leave a voice mail.

voice-.over noun [c]

(Marketing) information or comments in a television

advertisement, etc. that are given by a person who
is not seen on the screen: She earns a lot of money
doing voice-overs for TV commercials.

voice recog nition noun [u]

{IT) a system that allows you to give a computer
spoken instructions: People who can't use a

keyboard can use voice recognition for spoken
commands, [syn] speech recognition
0 voice-recognition programs/software/systems/

technology

void /void/ adjective, verb

• adjective

{Law) (about a contract, an agreement, etc.) not

valid or legal: The agreement was declared void.

-» NULL AND VOID
• verb [+ obj]

{Law) to state officially that sth is no longer valid: A
decision was made to void the contract.

[syn] nullify

voidable /'vaidabl/ adjective

(Law) (about a contract) that can be made no longer

legally valid in particular circumstances, for

example if one of the people or groups that sign the

contract acts in a dishonest way: The contract is

voidableforfraud.

vol. abbr

a short way of writing volume

volatile /'VDlatail; AmE 'vadatl/ adjective

1 likely to change suddenly in value, state, etc:

Food prices are highly volatile (= they rise or fall

very suddenly), o UK carmakers saw record losses in

a volatile market last year. See note at stock
0 volatile markets/prices/shares/stock/trading

2 (Technicaf) (about a substance) that changes
quickly into a gas: Petrol is a volatile substance.

volatility /.vDla'tilati; AmE ,va:l-/ noun [u]: the

volatility of share prices o market volatility

• volume /'vulju:m; AmE 'va:l-; -jam/ noun

see also: high volume, sales volume

1 [u,c] the amount of space that an object or a

substance fills; the amount of space that a
container has: Liquid fuels are sold by volume, o The
barrel has a volume of ten cubic metres.

2 [c,u] the amount of sth: The volume of trade

between the two countries decreased last year, o Sales

have doubled in volume over the last two years, o
Volume sales increased by 15% last year, o DVD
equipment has sold in high volumes.

O an enormous/a high/low/huge/large/substantial

volume (of sth)

3 (Stock Exchange) [u,c] the total number of shares
bought and sold on a stock exchange on a
particular day: an average daily trading volume of
100000 shares

O (a) brisk/heavy/Iight/low/stiong volume (of sth)

EE] in 'volume in large quantities: We're a small
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business and can't afford to buy supplies in volume, o
the types of bikes that sell in volume

'volume .business noun [u]

(Commerce) trade in very large quantities of goods:

We offer substantial discounts for volume business.

volume .discount noun [c.i
I

(Commerce) a reduction in the price of goods offered

to sb who buys a large amount Isyn] bulk discount

voluntary /'VDlantri; AmE 'vadanteri/ adjective

1 done willingly, not because you are forced:

Where possible, redundancy should be on a
voluntary basis, o These pollution controls rely on
voluntary action by business, o to pay voluntary
contributions into a pension fund
[OPPJ COMPULSORY, INVOLUNTARY
2 [usually before noun] (about work) done by people
who choose to do it without being paid: Large

numbers ofyoung people are involved in voluntary
work in the community.
3 (about a person or an organization) doing a job
without wanting to be paid for it: the voluntary
sector (= organizations which help people and
which do not make a profit, for example charities)

0 voluntary groups/organizations/services

voluntary labour/workers

.voluntary ar rangement noun [c] (BrE)

(Law) a legal arrangement made between a failing

company and the people it owes money to (its

creditors) to pay its debts and solve its financial

problems without stopping doing business

.voluntary bankruptcy noun [u,c]

(Law) a situation in which a person or a company
asks to be officially declared bankrupt

.voluntary export restraint (abbr\m) (also

.voluntary re straint agreement) noun [c]

(Economics) an agreement between two or more
countries that limits the number of exports of

particular goods that the exporting country can
make to the importing country/countries

.voluntary liqui dation noun [u,c] (also

.voluntary .winding 'up [c,u])

(Law) a situation where a company's owners decide

that it should stop doing business, sell its assets

and pay its debts IoppI compulsory liquidation,
INVOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION

voluntary re straint a greement =
VOLUNTARY EXPORT RESTRAINT

.voluntary .winding up = voluntary
LIQUIDATION

• vote /vaut; AmE vout/ noun, verb

• noun

see also: block vote, casting vote

1 [C] a formal choice that you make in an election

or at a meeting in order to choose sb or decide sth:

There were 18 votesfor and 12 against the motion, o
72% of the votes cast were in favour of a strike.

2 [C] an occasion when a group of people vote on
sth: Let's take a vote on the issue, o The issue was
put to the vote. See note at meeting
0 to force/have/take a vote

3 [C] the right to vote: Only individual policyholders

have a vote.

4 [sing ] the total number of votes in an election:

She obtained 40% of the vote.

• verb

1 [+ obj or no obj] to show formally by marking a

paper, raising your hand, or using a special

machine, etc. which person you want to win an

election, or which plan or idea you support: Let's

listen to the arguments on both sides and then vote
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on it. o Did you votefor or against her? o
Shareholders voted unanimously infavour of the

merger.

0 to vote narrowly/overwhelmingly/unanimously
against, etc. sth

2 [+ obj] {usually be voted) to choose sb for a

position or an award by voting: She was voted

designer of the year in the sportswear sector.

3 [+ obj] to agree to give sb/yourself sth by voting:

The directors have just voted themselves a huge pay
increase.

333 ,vote sb/sth 'down to reject or defeat sb/sth

by voting for sb/sth else ,vote sb 'in; ,vote sb
into/ onto sth to choose sb for a position or as a

member of sth by voting: Castorri was voted in as

CEO when he was only 32. o She was voted onto the

board ofgovernors. ,vote sb 'out; ,vote sb 'out of/

'off sth to dismiss sb from a position by voting: He
was voted out of office. ,vote sth 'through to

approve of sth by voting: Shareholders voted

through an emergency issue of2.3 billion new shares.

,vote of 'confidence noun [c, usually sing.]

1 an act that shows that people trust sb/sth: The
appointment to CEO is a vote of confidence in her

leadership abilities, o Financial markets have given
the new currency a vote of confidence (= its value on
the markets has risen).

2 a formal vote to show whether people support a

leader, a political party, an idea, etc: The prime
minister resigned after the government lost a vote of
confidence.

,vote of no 'confidence noun [c, usually sing.]

1 an act that shows that people do not trust sb/sth:

Taking management of the company's property away
from the directors amounts to a vote of no confidence

in the board.

2 a formal vote to show that people do not support
a leader, a political party, an idea, etc: He has

narrowly survived a vote of no confidence.

'voting rights noun [pi.]

{Finance) the right of shareholders to vote at

company meetings: Thefamily owns 40% of the

company's shares with 60% of the voting rights, o
Not all shareholders exercise their voting rights.

'voting shares noun [pi.] {AmE voting stock [u])

{Finance) shares that give the people who hold them
the right to vote at company meetings: They hold
30% of the voting shares.

voucher /'vautJaGO/ noun [C]

see also: gift voucher

1 {BrE) a printed piece of paper that can be used
instead of money to pay for sth, or that allows you
to pay less than the usual price of sth: This discount
voucher entitles you to 10% offyour next purchase, o
vouchersforfreeflights
2 {Accounting) a document that shows that money
has been paid for sth, or that explains why an
amount has been recorded in a financial account:
payment/receipt/sales vouchers See note at invoice

vouching /vautj'in,/ noun [u]

{Accounting) the responsibility of an auditor or an
accountant to examine and approve all documents
such as vouchers and invoices when checking a
company's financial records

'voyage .charter noun [c.u]

{Transport) the hire of a ship or space on a ship for

one or more journeys rather than for a fixed period
of time: Up to twenty of their vessels are on voyage
charter at any one time.

VP /,vi: 'pi:/ = vice-president

VR /,vi: 'a:(r)/ = vendor rating, virtual reality

VRA /,vi: a:(r) 'ei/ = voluntary restraint
agreement

VS abbr

a short way of writing versus

Ww
*wage /weid3/ noun [sing.] {also wages [pi.])

see also: award wage, base ~, basic ~, fair ~,

guaranteed ~, living ~, minimum ~, etc.

a regular amoun t of money that you earn, usually

every week, for work or services: wages of€500 a
week o Wages are paid on Fridays, o You will receive

a basic weekly wage of€500 plus bonuses, o The
union submitted a wage claim for a 9% rise. See note

at salary
0 an average/a high/low/standard wage an after-

tax/a gross/net/pre-tax wage hourly/regular/

weekly wages to earn/pay/receive a wage to

increase/push up/raise wages wages go up/
increase/rise wage bargaining/negotiations/talks

a wage agreement/claim/rise/settlement a wage
cut/freeze/reduction

'wage bill {also 'wages bill, less frequent) noun [c]

the total amount of money that a company, an
organization or an industry pays to its employees:
The company lost $47 million as the wage bill trebled

to $54 million.

waged /weid3d/ adjective

1 (about a person) having regular paid work:
waged workers

2 (about work) that you are paid for: waged work/
employment

3 the waged noun [pi ] people who have regular

paid work: The cost is €40for the waged and €25for
the unwaged.
-» SALARIED

wage diffe rential noun [c]

{Economics) the difference in rates of pay between
groups of workers, especially the difference

between workers with similar jobs in different

industries, or between workers with different skills

in the same industry: Wage differentials between
large and smallfirms have widened. -> earnings
DIFFERENTIAL, WAGE GAP

'wage drift noun [u]

{Economics) the situation when the average level of

wages earned rises faster than the rates of pay that

have been agreed at a national level: Wage drift

consists ofsuch things as overtime, bonuses and
performance-related pay.

'wage .earner noun [c]

a person who earns money, especially a person who
works for wages (= is paid every week): There are

three wage earners in thefamily.

O a high/low/top wage earner

'wage gap noun [c]

the difference in rates of pay between one group of



people and another: the male-female wage gap o The

wage gap between CEOs and workers is much wider

than it was ten years ago. -» wage differential

O the wage gap narrows/widens

wage inflation noun [u]

(Economics) a general rise in the rates of pay in a

particular industry, country, etc: the aim of
achievingfalling unemployment and low wage
inflation

'wage .packet = pay packet

wage- price .spiral noun [sing ]

[Economics) the idea that a general rise in prices

causes levels of pay to rise, which then causes

prices to rise again, and so on

wage- push in flation noun [u]

[Economics) a rise in prices caused by a general rise

in levels of pay that makes goods cost more to

produce

'wage re.Straint (also 'pay restraint) noun [U,C]

(especially BrE)

(Economics) the process of controlling the amount
by which pay can rise: dealing with high inflation

through wage restraint

0 compulsory/voluntary wage restraint

wages bill = wage bill

'wage scale noun [c]

(HR)

1 the range of levels of wages that a person can
receive in a particular job: The wage scalefor an
assistant chef isfrom €18 to €27 an hour.

2 the range of levels of wages that people receive

in different jobs: cleaners, and others at the bottom
end of the wage scale

-> pay scale, salary scale

'wages clerk noun [c]

a person whose job is to calculate and arrange
payment for a company's employees

'wage slave noun [c] (informal)

a person who depends completely on the money
they receive each week from their job, especially sb

who has a boring or hard job

.wait-and- see adjective [only before noun]

used to describe a situation where you wait to see

what happens before making a decision: We're

taking a wait-and-see attitude to m-commerce.

waive /weiv/ verb [+ obj]

to choose not to demand sth in a particular case,

even though you have a legal or official right to do
so: Lawyers working on the charity's behalf waived
theirfees.

O to waive your claim/fee/right

waiver /'weiva(r)/ noun [C]

(Law) a situation in which sb gives up a legal right

or claim; an official document stating this: A waiver

of the licence fee may be made for educational events,

o The contract contained a waiver clause, stating

that the company would not be sued if itfailed to

deliver on time.

0 to grant/obtain/seek/sign a waiver

wake-up call noun [c]

1 the service that hotels provide of telephoning
guests to wake them up at the time they ask: Could
1 have a wake-up call at 6?
2 a sudden warning that you need to take action:

The shockingfigures were a wake-up call to the sales

team.

walk /wo:k/ verb, noun
• verb

DEE] walk off the 'job (AmE) to stop working in

599 want ad

order to go on strike walk the 'plank (informal) to

be forced to leave your job: Their CEO has been

made to walk the plank and hands in his resignation

tomorrow. d*XD In the past people on a ship were
sometimes punished by being made to walk along a

board placed over the side of the ship so that they
fell into the sea..walk the/your 'talk (informal) to

start to do the things that you talk about: Managers
are walking the talk about encouraging new ideas.

-» talk the talk at TALK.walk the 'walk (informal)

to do sth rather than just talk about ideas and plans

for doing it: They keep saying they're going to double

sales, but now they need to walk the walk, o Don't

talk the talk unless you can walk the walk. -> talk
THE TALK at TALK, WALK THE/YOUR TALK
EZ333 .walk 'out (HR, informal) to stop working in

order to go on strike: Workers have threatened to

walk out over the pay claim. -» walkout .walk 'out

(of sth) to leave a meeting, etc. suddenly, especially

in order to show your disapproval: They walked out

of the talks. -> walkout .walk 'out (on sth) to stop

doing sth that you have agreed to do, before it is

completed: / never walk out on a job half done.

• noun
DEE1 a walk of 'life a person's job or position in

society: She has friendsfrom all walks of life.

'walking .papers noun [pi.] (AmE)

(HR, informal) the letter or notice dismissing sb from
a job: She's just been given her walking papers.

walkout /'woikaot/ noun [C]

1 a sudden strike by workers: Workers at the

factory staged a mass walkout in protest against an
overtime ban. See note at strike
0 to call/call off/hold/stage/threaten a walkout

2 the act of suddenly leaving a meeting as a

protest against sth: There was a walkout by angry
delegates.

wall /wo:l/ noun
EED go to the 'wall if a company or an
organization goes to the wall, it fails because of

lack of money: Manyfirms have gone to the wall in

this recession. -» idioms at brick, hit verb See note

at BANKRUPT

wallchart /'wo:ltJa:t; /\mf -tja:rt/ noun [c]

a large piece of paper containing information that

is put up on a wall, for example in an office, so that

people can look at it

'Wall Street noun [u]

1 (used without a or the) the financial centre and
stock exchange in New York City; the business that

is carried out there: Share prices fell on Wall Street

today, o people who work on Wall Street o Wall Street

responded quickly to the news. See note at increase

O Wall Street prices/shares/stocks Wall Street

analysts/bankers/firms/traders Wall Street

estimates/forecasts/gains/losses

2 used to refer to large companies in the US as a

group: Foreign investors are pulling out of Wall Street

and Main Street. main street

WAN /wasn/abbr

(IT) wide area network a number of computers

and other devices that are far apart but are

connected together so that equipment and
information can be shared: Gathering market

information can be done over a WAN. -> LAN

want /wont; AmE wa:nt; wa:nt/ noun [C, usually pi.]

something that you need or want: Producers

compete to satisfy the wants of customers. -» need

'want ad = classified ad



WAP 6oo

WAP /waep/ abbr

{IT) wireless application protocol a standard

system for sending information between hand-
held pieces of equipment and other electronic

sources of information without using wires. It

enables people, for example, to use a mobile
phone/cellphone to look at the Internet: WAP
phones/technology

war /wo:(r)/ noun [C.U]

see also: trade war

a situation in which there is aggressive competition
between groups, companies, countries, etc. over a

period of time: a fierce price war between rival

supermarkets o It's time to declare war on the illegal

use of copied programs.

0 a bidding/price/sales war* to lose/wage/win a war

'war chest noun [c]

(used in newspapers) an amount of money that a

company or a government has available to spend
on a particular plan, project, etc: The group has a

war chest of€50 billion availablefor acquisitions.

ware /wea(r);Am£ wer/ noun
1 [U; pi.] {used in compounds) objects used for the

purpose or in the room mentioned: ornamental
ware o kitchen wares o a retailer of clothing and
home wares
2 [u; pi.] {used in compounds) objects made of the

material or in the way or place mentioned: ceramic

ware o a collection of local wares

3 wares [pi.] things that sb is selling: Agents can

use the site to sell their wares over the Internet.

• warehouse /'weahaus; AmE'v/er-l noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: bonded warehouse, Customs ~, data ~,

discount ~, public -

a building where large quantities of goods are

stored, especially before they are sent to shops/

stores to be sold: We have 30 000 squarefeet of
warehouse space.

• verb [+ obj]

to store goods in a warehouse: It will be necessary

to warehouse the surplus stock. -» at warehouse,
EX WAREHOUSE

'warehouse club noun [c] {AmE)

an organization that operates from a large store,

usually outside a town, and sells goods cheaply in

large amounts to customers who must pay to be
members: shopping at a discount warehouse club

-» CASH AND CARRY

warehouseman /'weahausman; AmE 'wer-/

{plural warehousemen /-man/) {also 'warehouse
.keeper) noun [c]

a person who works in, manages or owns a

warehouse

.warehouse re'ceipt {also .warehouse warrant,
less frequent) noun [c]

{Trade) a document that proves that goods exist and
shows where they are stored and who owns them.
In financial markets it is often given to sb who buys
goods instead of actually delivering the goods to

them.

warehouse store noun [c]

a large simple store that sells a limited variety of

food and other items for the home very cheaply

.warehouse 'warrant = warehouse receipt

warehousing /'weahaozirj;/4/7?£: 'wer-/ noun [U]

the fact or process of storing goods in a

warehouse: warehousing costs o automatic
warehousing systems

warning /'wa:nirj;/4rr)£ 'wo:rn-/ noun

see also: health warning, profit warning

1 [c,u] a statement, an event, etc. telling sb that

sth bad or unpleasant is possible or might happen:
The instructions contain a clear warning about the

dangers of working with electricity, o They ignored
warnings of increasing costs.

O a blunt/clear/dire/grim/stark warning • to give sb

adequate/advance warning

2 [c] a statement telling sb that they will be
punished if they continue to behave in a particular

way: Employees must receive two written warnings
before being dismissed.

0 a final/formal/an official warning • an oral/a

verbal/written warning
warning adjective [only before noun]: The poor

results were warning signs of trouble ahead, o
Warning bells began to ring {= it was a sign that

sth was wrong) when he wasn 't invited to the

meeting.

warrant /'wrjrant; AmE 'wa:r-; 'wa:r-/ noun, verb

• noun [c]

SEE \i so: dividend warrant, warehouse warrant

1 {Finance) a type of investment that gives you the

right to buy shares at a fixed price on or by a

particular date: the issue ofwarrants for equity

shares o Bondholders have been given warrants to

buy the stock.

2 {Law) a legal document that is signed by a judge
and gives the police authority to do sth: They issued

a warrantfor her arrest, o an arrest warrant
0 to apply for/get/issue a warrant

• verb [+ obj]

{Commerce; Law, formal) {usually be warranted)
to promise that a statement is true, or that sth is

genuine or in good condition: The goods are

warranted to be in perfect condition on leaving the

factory.

warrantee /.woran'ti:; AmE 'wo:r-; 'wa:r-/ noun [C]

{Commerce; Law) a person that a warranty is given

to See note at employer

warrantor /'WDranto:(r); /4/tj£ 'wo:r-; 'wa:r-/

noun [c]

{Commerce; Law) a person or company that provides

a warranty See note at employer

•warranty /'wDranti; AmE 'wo:r-; 'wa:r-/ {plural

warranties) noun [c,u]

see also: extended warranty

{Commerce; Law) a written agreement in which a

company selling sth promises to repair or replace it

if there is a problem within a particular period of

time: The television comes with a full two-year

warranty, o Is the car still under warranty?
[SYNJ GUARANTEE -> WARRANTEE, WARRANTOR

wastage /'weistid3/ noun [u]

1 the fact of losing or destroying sth, especially

because it has been used or dealt with carelessly;

the amount of sth that is wasted: a new production

technique aimed at minimizing wastage

2 {HR) {BrE) = natural wastage

•waste /weist/ verb, noun, adjective

• verb [+ obj]

1 to use more of sth than is necessary or useful: We
don't want to waste money on equipment that we
won't use much, o They are wasting their time trying

to break into the US market.

O to waste energy/money/time



2 {usually be wasted) to not make good or full use

of sb/sth: His talents are wasted in thatjob. o It was
a wasted opportunity.

• noun
1 [U; sing.] the act of using sth in a careless or

unnecessary way, so that it is lost or destroyed: The

report is critical of the department's waste of
resources.

2 [sing ] a situation in which it is not worth
spending time, money, etc. on sth: These meetings

are a complete waste of time.
3 [u] {also wastes [pi.]) materials that are no
longer needed and are thrown away
O household/industrial/radioactive/toxic waste

• adjective [usually before noun]

no longer needed for a particular process and
therefore thrown away: Waste water is pumped
from thefactory into a nearby river.

wasteful /'weistfl/ adjective

using more of sth such as money or resources than
is necessary; not saving or keeping sth that could
be used: The whole process is wasteful and
inefficient, o a wasteful use of resources

.waste 'product noun [c]

{Manufacturing) a useless material or substance that

is produced while sth else is being made: This acid

is a waste product of the production of certain

plastics.

O to break down/dispose of/recycle/remove waste

products

.wasting 'asset noun [c]

{Accounting) a thing of value that a company owns
that will only last or be useful for a fixed period of

time, for example, a lease or a piece of equipment

watchdog /'wDtJdDg; /\/r7f 'wa:t.fdo:g; 'wo:tJ-/

noun [c]

see also: consumer watchdog

a person or group of people whose job is to check
that companies are not doing anything illegal and
to protect people's rights: A watchdog has warned
that customers are facing rising water bills.

O a competition/financial/an industry/a pollution/

safety watchdog a government/an independent/
official watchdog

.watching brief noun [c]

the task of watching and reporting on the progress
of sth on behalf of sb else: The Network Manager has
a watching briefon security issues.

0 to be given/have/keep/maintain a watching brief

'watch list noun [c]

1 {Finance) a list of investments that are being
studied very carefully because people think sth

unusual or interesting will happen to them: The
website has a watch list of50 companies that it

predicts will do well this year.

2 a list of people, companies, organizations, etc.

that are being studied carefully because people
think that they are doing sth dishonest or illegal: a
watch list of dishonest traders

'water .cooler noun [c]

1 a machine, for example in an office, that cools
water and supplies it for drinking: Go to the water
cooler to catch up on office gossip.

2 {informal) {especially Am E) {used as an adjective)

used to describe any informal conversation among
office workers of the type that takes place around
the water cooler: water-cooler chats/gossip

watershed /'wa^ajed; AmE 'wo:tarJed; 'wa:t-/

noun

1 [c] an event or a period of time that marks an
important change: The 2005 pay agreement was a

601 wealth effect

watershed in the relationship between the company
and the unions.

2 [sing ] in the UK, the time before which
programmes that are not considered suitable for

children must not be shown on television: A
number ofpeople complained that the advertisement

was too violent and should not have been shown
before the watershed.

WATS /wots; AmE wa:ts/ abbr {AmE)

{IT) Wide Area Telecommunications Service a

service that allows companies to make and receive

large numbers of phone calls to and from places

that are far away at a low cost

wave /weiv/ noun [C]

1 a sudden increase in a particular activity or

feeling: The region is experiencing a wave of
investment.

2 {Technical) the form that some types of energy
such as heat, sound, light, etc. take as they move
-» idiom at ride verb

waybill /'weibil/ noun [C] {abbrWB)
{Transport) a document that gives information about
goods that are being transported, where they are

going and who they must be delivered to

WB /.dAblju: 'bi:/ = waybill

WDV /.dAblju: di: 'vi:/ = written-down value

*weak /wi:k/ adjective (weaker, weakest)

1 not very great: a weak market share o weak
consumer spending o weaker-than-expected results

2 not financially strong or successful: The clothing

company was the weakest performer with a 25%
drop in sales.

3 (about prices, markets, etc.) moving towards a

lower level; falling: The industry is sufferingfrom
falling demand and weaker prices, o The weak dollar

has encouraged manyforeigners to visit America.
IQPPI STRONG
weakness /'wi:knas/ noun [U,C]: the weakness of

the pound against the dollar

weaken /'wi:kan/ verb [+ obj or no obj]

1 to make sb/sth less strong or powerful; to

become less strong or powerful: The recession has

weakened demandfor luxury goods.

2 to make a currency, market etc. move towards a

lower level; to fall: If the yen weakens it will help

Japan's export sector.

See note at currency

wealth /weie/ noun
1 [u] a large amount of money, property, etc. that

a person or country owns; how much money, etc. a

person or a country has: His personal wealth is

estimated at $100 million, o the country's diamond
and mineral wealth o The purpose of industry is to

create wealth, o The figures tell us nothing about the

distribution of wealth in the population.

O household/national/personal/private wealth

commercial/economic/financial/industrial wealth

to create/distribute/generate/manage/

redistribute wealth wealth creation/management

2 [sing.] a large amount of sth worth having: The

new manager brings a great wealth of experience to

the job.

O a wealth of detail/experience/information/talent

'wealth effect noun [sing.]

{Economics) an increase in the amount of money
that consumers spend when the value of their

investments and assets rises: the wealth effect of

rising house prices o the negative wealth effect of

recent stock marketfalls {= people are spending

less)



wealth tax 602

'wealth tax noun [u.cj

a tax that only very rich people have to pay

wealthy /'welOi/ adjective (wealthier, wealthiest)

1 rich; having a lot of money, possessions,

resources, etc: the world's wealthiest software

company o a relatively wealthy country
2 the wealthy noun [pi ] people who are rich:

higher taxes for the wealthy

wear /wea(r); AmE wer/ noun [u]

see also: ready-to-wear

1 {usually used in compounds) used especially in

shops/stores to describe clothes for a particular

purpose or occasion: children's/ladies' wear o
menswear o sportswear

2 the fact of wearing sth: casual clothes for
everyday wear
3 the amount or type of use that sth has over a

period of time: carpets that give years of wear
4 the damage or loss of quality that is caused when
sth has been used a lot: The machines have to be

checked regularlyfor signs of wear.

EE],wear and 'tear the damage to objects,

furniture, property, etc. that is the result of normal
use: The guarantee applies to manufacturingfaults,
not to normal wear and tear.

wearout /'wearaut/ noun [u]

1 the process of sth becoming no longer useful or

able to be used because it has been used for a long
time: research into wearout andfailure in car

engines

2 {Marketing) the situation when an advertisement
has been shown so many times that it is no longer

useful as people are now bored or annoyed with it:

Advertising wearout can be avoided by varying the

way in which the basic message is presented.

weather working days noun [pi.] (obbrWWD)
{Transport) days on which work can be done if the

weather is good: The contract allowed two weather
working daysfor the ship to be unloaded.

* the Web /web/ = World Wide Web

webad dress noun [c]

{IT) the address of a web page: I must have typed in

the wrong web address. [sVnI URL

web-based seminar = webinar

webcast /'webka:st; AmE -kaest/ noun [C]

{IT) a live broadcast that is sent out on the Internet:

The event will be viewable via a webcast. 'webcast
verb [+ obj] 'webcasting noun [u]

'web de sign noun [u]

{IT) the art or process of arranging the information
in websites 'web designer: He works as a web
designer.

web de velopment noun [u]

{IT) the art or process of making websites

web-e nabled adjective

{IT) designed to be used on the World Wide Web:
able to use the Internet for business: web-enabled
mobile phones

'web .hosting {also spelled web-hosting) noun [u]

{IT) the service of keeping websites on a server so

that they can be looked at by people using the

Internet

O a web-hosting business/company/group web-
hosting activities/services

webinar /'webmcr.(r)/ {also web-based 'seminar)
noun [C]

{IT) a meeting, talk, lesson, etc. that is broadcast on
the Internet, in which the people taking part can
talk to each other: to participate/take part in a
webinar

web log file noun [c]

(IT) a computer file that records information about
the people that visit a website, the pages that they
look at, any technical problems, etc.

webmaster (also spelled Webmaster)
/'webma:sta(r); AmE -maes-/ noun [c]

(IT) a person who is responsible for particular pages
of information on the World Wide Web

'web page noun
(IT) a document that is connected to the World
Wide Web and that anyone with an Internet

connection can see, usually forming part of a

website -» home page

web shopfront = shopfront (2)

* website (also spelled web site) /'websait/

noun [c]

(IT) a place connected to the Internet, where a

company, an organization, etc. puts information on
the World Wide Web: Customers can visit our
website to see the progress of their orders, o Details of
all our products are available on our website, o Our
website address is http://www.oup.com.

0 to log into/log onto/look at/visit a website to

build/create/design/develop/make/set up a

website a company/an e-commerce/a group/an

office website

,web 'storefront = storefront (3)

webzine /'webzirn/ noun [C]

a magazine published on the Internet, not on
paper: a webzinefor electronic computer users

weekday /'wi:kdei/ noun [c]

any day except Saturday or Sunday: The service is

only available on weekdays. 'weekdays adverb:

open weekdaysfrom 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

weekend /,wi:k'end; AmE 'wkkend/ noun [C]

1 Saturday and Sunday: Have a good weekend! o
(BrE) The office is closed at the weekend, o (especially

AmE) The office is closed on the weekend.

2 Saturday and Sunday, or a slightly longer period,

as a holiday/vacation: a weekend break

WEF /.dAblju: i: 'ef/ = World Economic Forum

weighbridge /'weibnd3/ noun [c]

a machine for weighing vehicles and their loads,

usually with a platform that the vehicle is driven

on to

weight /weit/ noun, verb

•noun
1 (abbr wt) [u,C] how heavy sb/sth is, which can be
measured in, for example, kilograms or pounds: It

is about 70 kilos in weight, o Bananas are sold by
weight, o This laptop has a weight ofjust 4 kilos, o
goods vehicles over 3.5 tonnes gross weight (- in-

cluding the vehicle and the contents) o Meat must
be marked with its net weight, excluding packaging.

2 [u] the fact of being heavy: The pillars have to

support the weight of the roof.

3 [C] an object that is heavy: Lifting heavy weights

can damage your back.

4 [C,u] a unit or system of units by which weight is

measured: tables ofweights and measures o
imperial/metric weight



5 [u] importance, influence or strength: His

opinion carries weight with the boss.

nh?i throw/put your weight behind sth to use

all your influence and power to support sth: The
directors have thrown their weight behind the

takeover bid. -» idioms at pull verb, throw
• verb [+ obj]

1 to give different values to things to show how
important you think each of them is compared with
the others: The results of the survey were weighted to

allowfor variations in the sample.

2 {usually be weighted) to arrange sth in such a

way that a particular person or thing has an
advantage or a disadvantage: The proposal is

heavily weighted towards smaller businesses, o The
new pay levels are weighted against part-time

workers.

.weighted average noun [c]

(Technical) an average value for a number of things

that is calculated by first giving a value to each
thing according to how important it is compared
with others: The Retail Price Index is a weighted
average of the prices ofa number of selected goods.

.weighted 'index noun [c]

(Economics; Finance) an index (= a system that

compares the level of prices, wages, etc. with those

of a previous time) that considers the value of each
item according to how important it is compared
with others: A price-weighted index counts changes
in the prices of high-priced shares more than changes
in the prices of low-priced shares, o The Hang Seng
Index is a capitalization-weighted index (- a

company is given importance according to the
value of all its shares).

weighting /'weitirj/ noun
1 (HR) [u] (BrE) extra money that you are paid for

working in a particular area because it is expensive
to live there : She gets London weighting on top of her
salary. Syn] allowance
2 (Technical) [c,U] a value that you give to each of a

number of things to show how important it is

compared with the others: Each of the factors is

given a weighting on a scale of 1 to 10.

'weight note noun [c]

(Trade) a document that says how much goods
weigh when they are taken off a ship

welfare /'welfea(r); AmE -fer/ noun [u]

1 the general health, happiness and safety of a
person, a country, etc: They believe that

international commerce is harmful to the welfare of
developing countries.

2 (HR) the physical and mental health of employees
and practical help that is provided for people that
need it: an employee welfare plan
3 practical or financial help that is provided, often
by the government, for people that need it: The
state is still the main provider of welfare, o a social

welfare programme o welfare services/work
4 (especially AmE) = social security (1)

'welfare .benefit noun [C, usually pi., u] money
that is given to people who are unemployed or who
cannot work because they are ill/ sick, or to their
family if they die: States may give welfare benefits to

two-parentfamilies where the main wage earner is

unemployed.

.welfare to 'work noun [u]

a government policy of helping unemployed people
find work, for example by training them or by
giving companies money to employ them
,welfare-to-'work adjective [only before noun]: a

welfare-to-work programme

well /well noun [c]

1 = OIL WELL
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2 a deep hole in the ground from which people
obtain water

'wellness .program (BrE spelling ~

programme) noun [C] (AmE only)

(HR) benefits, activities or training that a company
offers to improve and develop the physical and
mental health of its employees

.well 'off adjective {better off)

1 having a lot of money; rich: His family are very

well off. o tax reductionsfor the less well off
2 in a good situation: You'd be better off lookingfor
a new job.

3 having plenty of sth: We're much better offfor
storage space in our new offices than in the old ones.

.well 'placed adjective

in a good position or situation to be able to do sth:

The company is well placed to withstand the

recession.

'wet goods (also 'wet com.modities) noun [pi.]

(Trade) liquids; goods from which water or other
liquid may come out, for example, soap or fish:

containers for the transportation of wet goods
-» DRY GOODS

'wet lease noun [u,c]

(Transport) an arrangement that allows a company
to use another company's aircraft and the people
who fly them for a period of time wet-Sease verb

[+ Obj] DRY LEASE

wharf /wo:f; AmE wo:rf/ noun [C] (plural wharves
/wo:vz; AmE wo:rvz/ or wharfs)

a flat structure built beside the sea or a river where
boats can be tied up and goods unloaded: a

warehouse on the wharf

wharfage /'woifidz; AmE 'wo:rf-/ noun [u]

(Transport)

1 a place at a wharf for loading, unloading or

storing goods: a harbour with two miles of wharfage
2 a charge that is made for using this place: paying
wharfage charges

wharfinger /'wo:fmd3a(r); AmE 'wo:rf-/ noun [c]

the person or company in charge of a wharf

what-'if noun [c] (informal)

a situation or an event that might happen in the

future and that you need to think about now: We
made a list ofwhat-ifs to make sure we were
preparedfor anything, o a what- if brainstorming

session

'wheelchair .access noun [u]

a way of entering or leaving a place, a vehicle, etc.

for sb who uses a chair with wheels (a wheelchair)

because they cannot walk: New regulations state

that all cabs must have wheelchair access.

.wheeling and 'dealing noun [u] (informal)

very complicated, sometimes dishonest, business

deals: A lot of wheeling and dealing is done over

lunch, .wheel and 'deal verb [no obj] .wheeler-
dealer (also .wheeler and 'dealer) noun [c]: He's

the best wheeler-dealer in the business.

whistle-,blower noun [c]

(used especially in newspapers) a person who
informs people in authority or the public that the

company they work for is doing sth wrong or illegal

'whistle-,blowing/ioi//7 [u]

whiteboard /'waitbaid; AmE -bo:rd/ noun [C]

1 a large board with a smooth white surface that

you can write on with special pens when giving a

talk, etc.
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2 (IT) an area on a computer screen that several

people at different computers can use to exchange
information, often used in a teleconference
-» INTERACTIVE WHITEBOARD

white- collar adjective [only before noun]

working in an office rather than in a factory, etc.;

connected with work in offices: white-collar

workers o a white-collar job o white-collar crime (=
in which office workers steal from their companies)
-» BLUE-COLLAR, PINK-COLLAR

white 'elephant noun [c, usually sing.]

a thing that is useless and no longer needed,
although it may cost a lot of money to keep it: The
new office block has become an expensive white

elephant.

'white goods noun [pi.]

(Commerce) large pieces of electrical equipment in

the home: a manufacturer of washing machines and
other white goods -» brown goods, grey goods

white knight noun [c]

[Finance) a person or an organization that rescues a

company from- being bought by another company
at too low a price: A white knight could come along

and make a more friendly offer. -> black knight,
grey knight

,White 'Pages noun [pi., u]

in the US and some other countries, the part of a

telephone book that has white pages and gives a

list of individuals and companies with their

telephone numbers, arranged in alphabetical order.

It has no advertising. -> Yellow Pages

'white sale noun [c] [especially AmE)
(Commerce) an occasion when a shop/store sells

goods at a much lower price than usual, originally

a sale of sheets, cloths, etc. for the home (linen)

'whizz-kid (AmE spelling usually whiz kid) noun [c]

(informal)

a person who is very good and successful at sth,

especially at a young age

O a computer/financial/technical whizz-kid

.whole-' life adjective [only before noun]

(Accounting; insurance) lasting until a person dies or

until a product can no longer be used: a whole-life

insurance policy (= one that pays a sum of money
when the person insured dies) o The software

calculates the whole-life cost of a vehicle.

O whole-life assurance/insurance/policies whole-life

cost/costing

• wholesale /'haulseil; AmE 'houl-/ noun,

adjective, adverb, verb

(Commerce)
• noun [u]

the buying and selling of goods in large quantities,

especially to businesses, so that they can be sold

again to make a profit: I spentfive years working in

wholesale, o The company has changed itsfocusfrom
wholesale to retail. -» retail

• adjective [only before noun]

connected with goods that are bought in large

quantities and sold to businesses so that they can
be sold again to make a profit: the wholesale market
-> RETAIL

O a wholesale business/distributor/division/group *

wholesale goods/products/sales the wholesale

market/sector/trade

• adverb
being bought and sold in large quantities to be sold

again to make a profit: We buy the building

materials wholesale. -» retail

• verb [+ obj]

to sell goods in large quantities to businesses, so
that they can be sold again to make a profit: 60% of
thefruit is wholesaled, o They import tea and
wholesale it to retail stores. -> retail
'wholesaling noun [u]: Their core business is the

wholesaling of health-care products to pharmacists, o
a wholesaling business

wholesale bank noun [c]

a bank that provides services for other banks and
large businesses and not to individual customers or
small businesses .wholesale 'banking noun [u]

.wholesale co operative noun [c]

(Commerce) a cooperative that buys goods in large

quantities to sell to the cooperatives that own it

and to others

'wholesale price (also 'trade price) noun [c]

(Commerce) the price that a retailer (= a business
that sells goods to the public) pays for goods from a

manufacturer or wholesaler -> retail price

• wholesaler /'haulseila(r); AmE 'houl-/ noun [C]

(Commerce) a person or a business that buys goods
in large quantities and sells them to businesses, so

they can be sold again to make a profit: fruit and
vegetable wholesalers -» retailer
See note at supply chain

wholly-'owned adjective

used to describe a company whose shares are all

owned by another company: The company will

become a wholly-owned subsidiary ofSun Life.

,wide area network = wan

widget /'wid3it/ noun [c] (informal)

1 used to refer to any small device that you do not
know the name of: lots of different widgets to

customize your car o I had to pull some kind of
widget to make the machine work.

2 (Manufacturing) a product that does not exist,

used as an example of the typical product of a

manufacturer, especially when accounting o;

financial processes are being explained: Calculate

the total cost per widget.

Wi-Fi /'wai fai/ noun [u]

(IT) technology without wires that allows several

computers to share the same fast Internet

connection in a small area such as an office, a shop
or a home 'Wi-Fi adjective: Wi-Fi Internet access

CQXO Wi-Fi is a short form of Wireless Fidelity.

-» Bluetooth

'wild card noun [c]

1 a person or thing whose behaviour or effect is

difficult to predict: When it comes to making big

changes in an organization, the wild card is the

employees' ability to adapt to the new system.

2 (IT) a symbol that has no meaning of its own and
can represent any letter: An asterisk is commonly
used as a wild card, o a wild-card search

wildcat /'waildkaet/ adjective, noun, verb (informal)

• adjective [only before noun]

1 (HR) a wildcat strike happens suddenly and
without the official support of a trade union: 4 000
workers may befired unless they put a stop to wildcat

strikes. -» lightning strike
2 (about a business or project) that has not been
carefully planned and that will probably not be
successful; that does not follow normal standards

and methods: He made the mistake ofputting his

money into a wildcat scheme, o wildcat stocks

•noun [c]

1 (AmE) an oil or gas well (= a deep hole in the

ground) made in an area where oil or gas has not

yet been found: The company expects ten wildcats to

be drilled this year.



2 a business or project that will probably not be

financially successful

• verb [no obj] (AmE)

to look for oil where nobody has looked for it

before: They were wildcattingfor oil in Texas.

'wildcatter noun [C] : He was a wildcatter in the

'60s in the oilfields of Wyoming.

will /wil/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: tenant at will

a legal document that says what is to happen to sb's

money and property after they die: Have you made
a will? o Myfather left me the business in his will.

• verb [+ obj]

will sth (to sb)
|
will sb sth to formally give your

property or possessions to sb after you have died,

by means of a will

win /win/ verb, noun
• verb (winning, won, won /wAn/)
1 [+ obj or no obj] to be the most successful in a

competition, race, battle, etc: We seem to be winning
the battlefor the German market.

2 [+ obj] to get sth as the result of a competition,

race, etc: The company has won a contract to build

trucksfor the army, o Although we won several

website awards, sales were disappointing.

3 [+ obj] to achieve or get what you want,
especially by your own efforts: We won 250 000 new
customers in the final quarter of last year, o The two
airlines have won approvalfor their planned
merger.

UililH win sb a round/ over/ round (to sth) to

get sb's support or approval by persuading them
that you are right: Their latest model has sofar
failed to win over consumers. ,win sb/sth 'back to

get or have again sb/sth that you had before: How
can we win our customers back?

• noun [C]

a victory in a competition, race, etc: The order is an
important win for the aircraft maker.

wind /wamd/ verb (wound, wound /waund/)

QHHa ,wind 'down 1 (about a business, a piece of

machinery, etc.) to go slowly and then stop: The
market is winding down ahead of the holidays.

2 (about a person) to rest or relax after a period of

activity or excitement: I used to go online to wind
down after a long day at work, [syn] unwind ,wind
sth 'down to bring a business, an activity, etc. to an
end gradually over a period of time: The French
bank is winding down its involvement in the joint

venture. ,wind 'up; ,wind sth 'up to bring sth such
as a meeting or a speech to an end: Ifwe all agree,

let's wind up the discussion. ,wind sth 'up (Law) to

stop running a business and close it completely:
The business will be wound up or sold.

ISYNl LIQUIDATE -» WINDING UP
See note at bankrupt

windfall /'windfod/ noun [C]

an amount of money that sb/sth wins or receives

unexpectedly: Shareholders got a windfall of $2 per
share, o Exporters have made windfall gainsfrom the

falling currency.

O to get/have/receive a windfall* windfall gains/

profits

windfall tax noun [c]

a tax on profits that is paid once only, not every
year: The government imposed a windfall tax on
some industries.

wind farm /'wind fa:m; AmE -fa:rm/ noun [C]

an area of land on which there are a lot of
structures (turbines) for producing electricity
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winding up /.wamdirj 'ap/ noun [u.c]

see also: voluntary winding up

the process of closing a company, selling its assets
and paying its debts: The court ordered the winding
up of the company. Isynj liquidation -» wind sth
up at wind
0 to vote for/order winding up a winding-up order/

petition/sale winding-up proceedings * winding
up occurs/takes place

window /'wmdao; AmE 'windoo/ noun [C]

see also: discount window

1 (IT) an area with a frame on a computer screen,
in which a particular program is operating or in

which information of a particular type is shown
0 to click on/close/enlarge/minimize/move/open a

window
2 the glass at the front of a shop/store and the area
behind it where goods are shown to the public: I'd

like one of the Swatch watches in the window, o a
window display—Picture at store
3 a small area that you can see through: The
address must be clearly visible through the window of
the envelope.

4 a time when there is an opportunity to do sth,

although it may not last long: (informal) I think I can

find a window to discuss the project with you. o The
months around graduation are a window of
opportunityfor companies to find good graduates.

window .dressing noun [u]

1 the art of arranging goods in shop/store

windows in an attractive way
2 the fact of doing, saying or presenting sth in a

way that creates a good impression but does not

show the real facts: The reforms have been

interpreted as window dressing.

3 (Stock Exchange) trade on a stock market at the

end of a financial year or part of a year that is

intended to make a collection of investments look

more successful: With window dressing, professional

investors drop losersfrom their portfolios and add
winners.

window- shopping noun [u]

the activity of looking at the goods in shop/store

windows, usually without intending to buy
anything: to go window-shopping 'window-shop
verb [no obj] (-pp-)

winner /'wma(r)/ noun

1 [C] a person, team, etc. that wins a competition,

race, etc: The mobile phone boom created both

winners and losers. IoppI loser
2 [C, usually sing ] a thing or person that is

successful or likely to be successful: The latest

version of the software package is a winner.

winning /'wmirj/ adjective

see also: award-winning

1 [only before noun] that wins or has won a

competition, race, etc: It took six months to develop

a winning strategy.

2 successful or likely to be successful: The D500

looks like a winning product.

win- win adjective

used to describe a situation in which everybody

involved gains sth: A company spokesman described

the pay agreement as a win-win solution. -> no-win

WIP /.dAbliu: ai 'pi:/ = work in progress

wipe /waip/ verb

U!l:VJ wipe sth 'off sth to reduce the value of sth,

especially shares: Billions ofpounds were wiped off
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share prices today, .wipe sth 'out {often be wiped
out) to destroy or remove sb/sth completely: Last

year's profits were virtually wiped out.

wire /'waia(r)/ noun, verb

• noun
1 [u,c] metal in the form of a thin thread
2 [u,c] a piece of wire that is used to carry an
electric current or signal: telephone wires

3 {informal) [u] (AmE) the system of sending
messages by telegram; a telegraph
FTfln go, come, etc. (right) down to the wire
{informal) if you say that a situation goes down to

the wire, you mean that the result will not be
decided or known until the very end: The pay
negotiations went down to the wire, and a strike was
narrowly avoided. -> idiom at pull verb

• verb [+ obj]

1 wire sth (up) to connect a building, a piece of

equipment, etc. to an electricity supply using wires:

The fire was caused by a wrongly wired plug.

2 wire sb/sth (up) (to sth) to connect sb/sth to a

piece of equipment, especially a computer system:

The government is aimingfor all schools to be wired

up to the Internet within five years.

3 wire sth (to sb)
|
wire sb sth to send money from

one bank to another using an electronic system: We
will wire the money to you today.

4 (AmE) {informal) wire sth (to sb)
|
wire sb sth to

send sb a telegram

wireless /'waialas; AmE 'waiarlas/ adjective

see also: fixed wireless

without wires; using radio signals rather than
wires: a wireless modem o Professionals need secure

wireless access to company data while awayfrom the

office, o a wireless communications company
'wirelessly adverb: to connect wirelessly to the

Internet

wireless 'Internet {also .wireless 'Web) noun [u;

sing]

{IT) a system that enables people to communicate
with the Internet using a mobile phone or other

device that is not connected to anything by wires
-> WAP

wireline /'waialam; /\m£ 'waiarl-/ adjective, noun

• adjective [only before noun]

used to describe a system, a device or technology
that uses telephone wires: wireline communi-
cations/networks

•noun
1 [c] a telephone wire

2 [U] technology that uses telephone wires: Some
telecoms companies only have wireline, others just

have wireless. -> wireless

'wire .service noun [c] {especially AmE)
a company that sends news to newspapers,
television stations, people's computers, etc.

.wire 'transfer {also .cable transfer, .telegraphic

'transfer) noun [c,u]

a quick way of moving money from one bank to

another anywhere in the world by telephone,

computer, etc. -> EFTPOS

wiring /'waianrj/ noun [u]

the system of electrical connections, cables and
wires in a building, machine, etc: The fire in the

building was caused byfaulty wiring.

'wish list noun [C] {informal)

all the things that you would like to have, buy or

do, or that you would like to happen: Electronics

and computer games are high on consumers' wish

lists this year.

withdraw /wio'dro:; wiG'd-/ verb (withdrew
/-'dru:/ withdrawn /-'dro:n/)

1 [+ obj or no obj] to take money out of a bank
account, etc: You can use the card to withdraw
moneyfrom cashpoints all over the world.

[SYNl DRAW (1) [OPPl DEPOSIT (l)

2 {Commerce) [+ obj] to stop giving or offering sth

to sb: The drug was withdrawn from sale after a
number ofpeople suffered serious side effects.

3 [+ obj or no obj] to stop taking part in an activity

or being a member of an organization; to stop sb/

sth from doing these things: There have been calh

for Britain to withdrawfrom the EU. |syn| pull out

withdrawal /wid'droial; wiO'd-/ noun

see also: in-service withdrawal

1 [c , u ] the act of taking an amount of money out
of your bank account, a pension plan, etc.; the

amount of money that you take out: You can make
withdrawals of up to €250 a day. o There is no
charge for cash withdrawals, o There is a withdrawal
penalty ifyou take your money out early.

[OPP] DEPOSIT
2 {Commerce) [u,c] the act of moving or taking sth

away or back: the withdrawal of an offer o the

withdrawal of a productfrom the market o The
manufacturersfound a fault and carried out a

voluntary product withdrawal. -> recall
3 [u] the act of no longer taking part in sth or

being a member of an organization: the company's
withdrawalfrom the merger agreement

withhold /wiO'hauld; wi0'h-; AmE -'hould/ verb

[+ obj] (withheld, withheld /-'held/) (formal)

to refuse to give sth to sb: They withheld payments
as they were not satisfied with the quality of the

goods.

with holding tax noun [c,u]

1 in the US, an amount of money that an employer
takes out of sb's income as tax and pays directly to

the government
2 an amount of money that a financial institution

takes out of the interest or dividends that sb earns

on an investment and pays directly to the

government

with out en gagement adjective, adverb

{Commerce) used to show that a seller has the right

to change a stated price, delivery date, etc: All

prices quoted are without engagement.

with out 'prejudice adjective, adverb

(Law) words on a document that mean that the

information it contains does not affect legal rights

that already exist or any claim that sb has

without-'profit (also with.out-'profits) adjective

(BrE)

(Finance; Insurance) used to describe an insurance

policy or an investment where the amount paid

does not include a share in the company's profits: a

without-profit policy -» with-profits

with out re course adjective, adverb

(Law) words written on a bill of exchange that

mean that money cannot be claimed from the

person who prepared or sold it if the money is not

paid

with- profits (also ,with-'profit) adjective (BrE)

(Insurance) used to describe a type of insurance or

an investment where an amount of money related

to the profits that the company has made is added
each year to the amount you have invested or is

paid separately: You pay higher premiums on a with-

profit policy than on a without-profit policy.

-» WITHOUT-PROFIT



witness /'witnas/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

1 a person who gives evidence in a court: a

defence/prosecution witness o She appeared as (a)

witness for the defence/prosecution.

Q to act as/appear as/be called as a witness

2 a person who is present when an official

document is signed and who also signs it to prove
that they saw this happen: She signed and dated the

document in front of a witness.

• verb [+ obj]

to be present when an official document is signed

and sign it yourself to prove that you saw this

happen: A solicitor must be present to witness the

signing of the document.

0 to witness an agreement/a contract/signature

'witness box (6rf) {AmE 'witness stand) {also

stand, BrE, Ami) noun [C]

the place in court where people stand to give

evidence

wizard /'wizdd; AmE -ard/ noun [C]

1 a person who is especially good at sth: a

computer/financial/publishing wizard
2 (IT) a part of a computer program that helps the

user do a complicated task by providing

instructions or asking a series of simple questions:

The package uses a wizard to guide you through the

testing process.

wk abbr (plural wks) (only used in written English)

week

WOmenswear /'wimmzwea(r)/ noun [u]

(used especially in shops/stores) clothes for

women: There has been a big rise in womenswear
Sales. -» CHILDRENSWEAR, MENSWEAR

WOO /wu:/ verb [+ obj]

(used especially in newspapers) to try to attract or

get the support of a person, a group, an
organization, etc: The ads are an attempt to woo
younger consumers.

wording /'W3:dirj; AmE'W3:rd-/ noun [u;

c, usually sing.]

the words that are used in a piece of writing or

speech, especially when they have been carefully

chosen: We can't agree on the wording of the

document.

,word of 'mouth noun [u]

the process of people telling each other about sth:

Most of our products are sold by word ofmouth
rather than by advertising, o word-of-mouth
marketing

'word processing noun [u] (abbr\NP)

the use of a computer to create, store and print a
piece of text, usually typed in from a keyboard

'word .processor noun [c] (abbrWP)
a computer that runs a word processing program
and is usually used for writing letters, reports, etc.

words and .figures 'differ (also .words and
.figures do not a'gree) phrase (only used in written

English)

if a bank returns a cheque with the phrase words
and figures differ written on it, it means that the
amount written on the cheque in words is different

from the amount written in figures Uml amounts
differ

• work /w3:k; AmE W3:rk/ verb, noun
• verb

1 [no obj] to have a job: Both my parents work, o Do
you work full-time or part-time? o She worksfor an
engineering company, o He works as a programmer.
2 [+ obj or no obj] to do sth that involves physical
or mental effort, especially as part of your job:

607 work

You've been working too hard. Take a break, o My
boss works very long hours, o What project are you
working on? o We need to work at improving
customer service.

3 [no obj] to make efforts to achieve sth: We're
working hard to find a solution to the problem.
4 [+ obj] to make yourself/sb work, especially very
hard: She works her staff hard and pays them well.

5 [+ obj] to manage or operate sth in order to gain
benefit from it: Some of the sales reps have to work a
very large area.

6 [no obj] to function; to operate: My phone isn't

working, o The new search engine works well, o The
article examines how companies work.

7 [+ obj] to make a machine, device, etc. operate:
teaching customers how to work a VCR o The
machine is worked by wind power.

8 [no obj] to have the result or effect that you want:
Our plan didn't work, o The new informal meetings
just aren't working, o We think the new appraisal

system works well.

9 [no obj] to have a particular effect: The fact that

he is so young could work against him. o The
strength of the local currency worked in ourfavour.
10 [+ obj or no obj] to move or pass to a particular

place or state, usually gradually: She worked her
wayfrom sales assistant to senior manager.
HiED work it/things (informal) to arrange sth in a

particular way, especially by being clever: /

managed to work it so that I could have a dayfree for
sightseeing, work to 'rule to follow the rules of

your job in a very strict way in order to cause delay,

as a form of protest against your employer or your
working conditions -» work-to-rule -» idioms at

ADVANTAGE, GROUND nOUn, LONG
SEE! .work 'out to develop in a successful way:
Myfirstjob didn't work out. .work 'out (at sth) if

sth works out at sth, you calculate that it will be a

particular amount: That works out at almost $500. o
It would work out cheaper to fly. .work sth 'out

1 to calculate an amount or the cost of sth: We
need to work out how much it will cost. 2 to find the

answer to sth; to solve sth: Ifinally worked out what
the problem was. 3 to plan or think of sth: Have you
worked out the best way to do it? IsynI figure sth
out 'work to sth to follow a plan, timetable, etc:

to work to a budget o We're working to a very tight

deadline (= we have little time in which to do the

work), 'work towards sth to try to reach or

achieve a goal: We're working towards a profit of $2
million this year, .work sth 'up to spend time

developing sth: to work up a business plan

• noun

see also: assignment work, contingent ~, make--,

out of ~, welfare to ~

1 [u] the job that a person does: Vm lookingfor

work, o J started work as soon as I left school. o(BrE)

Officialfigures show that the number ofpeople in

work (= who have a job) has risen by 65 000 this

year, o What line ofwork are you in (= what type

of work do you do)? IsynI employment
See note at job
Q full-time/part-time/permanent/regular/temporary

work paid/unpaid/voluntary work * badly paid/

well-paid work to find/get/lookfor/seek work • to

give up/go back to/return to/start work

2 [u] (used without the) the place where you do

your job: I go to work at 8 a.m. o She had to leave

work early today, o The new legislation concerns

health and safety at work.

O to go to/leave work (be) at/off work

3 [u] the duties that you have and the activities

that you do as part of your job: The accountant

described his work to the sales staff, o Do you enjoy

your work? o Power-plant work is hard, dangerous

and often boring, o Who handles the day-to-day work
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of the department? o What time do you finish work
today?

O administrative/clerical/factory/office/secretarial

work to do/produce/take on/undertake work to

begin/finish/start/stop work
4 [u] tasks that need to be done: / have some work
for you to do. o Pressure of work forced him to cancel

his trip, o We have a lot of work on at the moment.
O to take on/do/have/undertake work
5 [u] materials needed or used for doing work,
especially books, papers, etc: She often brings work
home with her.

6 [u] activity that uses physical strength or mental
power in order to do or make sth: She got her
promotion through sheer hard work, o We started

work on the project two years ago.

O to carry out/put in work to complete/halt/start/

stop work
7 [u] a thing or things that are produced as a

result of work: She did her best work before she was
30. o His work is always faultless, o The analysis is an
impressive piece of work.

O bad/good/innovative/major/outstanding work
8 [U] the result of an action; what is done by sb:

The report was the work of the company's production

manager.
9 works [pi] {often used with other nouns) activities

involving building or repairing sth: engineering

works o roadworks
10 works [C with sing./pl. verb] {plural works) {often

used with other nouns) a place where things are

made or industrial processes are carried out: an
engineering works o waterworks See note at

FACTORY
0 a cement/chemical/gas/steel works • to open/close

(down)Zshut down a works the works close

(down)Zopen * the works canteen/foreman/
manager/supervisor

1 1 the works [pi.] {informal) the moving parts of a

machine, etc. HSg] mechanism
[Era at 'work (on sth) busy doing sth: Everybody is

hard at work on the new project, get (down) to/set

to 'work to begin; to make a start in the 'works
something that is in the works is being discussed,

planned or prepared and will happen or exist soon
-» idioms at dirty, job noun, light

WOrkahol'C /'w3:ka'hDlik; AmE 'w3:rka'ho:lik;

-'ha:l-/ noun [C] {informal)

a person who works very hard and finds it difficult

to stop working and do other things

workday /'W3:kdei; AmE'W3:rk-/ = working day

worker /'W3:ka(r); AmE 'W3:rk-/ noun [C]

see also: assembly worker, co-~, contract ~,

guest ~, inside ~, knowledge ~, mobile ~, etc.

1 {often used in compounds) a person who works,
especially one who does a particular kind of work:
The research showed that 40% of clerical workers

suffer headaches and tiredness at work, o The plant

has 1 400 workers. See note at chairman
© assembly-line/factory/farm/manufacturing/

production workers full-time/part-time/temp/

temporary workers agency/casual/freelance/self-

employed workers blue-collar/manual/white-

collar workers private-sector/public-sector

workers • semi-skilled/skilled/unskilled workers

2 a person who is employed to do physical work
rather than organizing things or managing people:

talks between workers and management o profit-

sharing and worker participation in decision-making

3 {usually after an adjective) a person who works
hard or who works in a particular way
O a good/hard/productive/quick/steady worker

.worker di rector noun [c]

{HR) an employee who has a place on the board of
directors (= the group of people who decide the
policies of the company) to represent the ordinary
workers

worker partici pation = employee
participation

workers* cooperative = cooperative

work ex perience noun [u]

1 the work or jobs that you have done in your life

so far: The salary will depend on your previous work
experience and qualifications.

2 a period of time that a young person, especially a

student, spends working in a company as a form of

training: / did two weeks' work experience at a local

radio station, o a work experience placement
-» internship at intern

workfare /'W3:kfea(r); AmE 'w3:rkfer/ noun [u]

in the US, a system in which unemployed people
have to do some work or training in order to get

money for food, rent, etc. from the government: to

sign upfor a workfare program -» welfare to
work

• workforce {also spelled work force, especially in

AmE) /'w3:kfo:s; AmE 'W3:rkfa:rs/ noun [Cwith

sing./pl. verb]

1 all the people who work for a particular

company, organization, etc: Thefactory will have to

lose half of its 1 OOO-strong workforce, o Two-thirds

of the workforce is/are women, o The group plans to

cut over 100 jobs, about l%of its total workforce, o
Workforce planning is an ongoing process that

influences all aspects of an organization. [synJ staff

O the entire/total/worldwide workforce

2 all the people in a country or an area who are

available for work: A quarter of the local workforce

is/are unemployed.

0 an educated/a skilled/trained workforce
|SYN| LABOUR FORCE

working /'W3:kirj; AmE 'W3:rk-/ adjective, noun
• adjective [only before noun]

see also: hard-working

1 having a job for which you are paid: the working
population o a programme of tax cutsfor working
families (= families where at least one person is

employed) [synj employed
2 connected with your job and the time you spend
doing it: poor working conditions o long working
hours o I have a good working relationship with my
boss.

3 having a job that involves hard physical work
rather than office work, studying, etc: Myfather

was an ordinary working man.
4 a working breakfast or lunch is one at which you
discuss business

5 used as a basis for work, discussion, etc. but

likely to be changed or improved in the future: The

investigator now has a working hypothesis ofwhat
caused the accident.

6 if you have a working knowledge of sth, you can
use it at a basic level: A working knowledge of
Spanish would be useful.

7 the working parts of a machine are the parts

that move in order to make it function: a working
model
-> idiom at order noun

• noun [c] {usually workings [pi.])

see also: collaborative working, flexible working

the way in which a machine, a system, an
organization, etc. works: the internal workings of

the company
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tax

dividend payments
accruals

creditors/payables

short-term borrowing

cash

debtors/

receivables
materials

finished
<

work in

goods progress

working 'capital {also .circulating capital) noun
[u; sing.]

{Accounting) the money, stocks of goods, etc. that

are used to run a business, pay employees and
produce and sell more good's: We may have to

reduce our working capital in order to pay offsome
of the debts. -» net current assets

.working 'day noun [c] {BrE)

1 {also 'workday, AmE, BrE) a day on which you
usually work or on which most people usually

work: Sunday is a normal working dayfor me. o
Thousands of working days were lost through strikes

lastyear, o Allow two working days (= not Saturday
or Sunday) for delivery.

2 {AmE 'workday) the part of a day during which
you work: / spend most ofmy working day at my
desk, o an 8-hour working day

'working group {BrE also working .party)

noun [C]

a group of people given the task of studying a

subject and producing a report on it: They set up a
working group on alternative sources of energy, o
The working party will report in the spring.

0 to establish/form/set up a working group to head/
lead a working group a working group approves
sth/recommends sth/reports (on sth) a working

group looks at sth/'meets/'studies sth

working hours noun [pi ]

the time during the day when most people are at

work and when shop/stores and offices are open:
The call centre is staffed only during working hours.

.working interest noun [c]

a share in a property, especially one that produces
oil, gas, etc., that gives the owner the right to

develop it and to receive a share of the profits from
what is produced: The company has a 50% working
interest in the oilfield.

working life noun [c.u]

1 the part of a person's life that they spend
working: He spent his whole working life in

publishing.

2 the total amount of time that a machine, a
factory, etc., operates: These parts will need to be
replaced several times during the machine's working
life.

working .paper noun
1 [c] a report written by a group of people chosen
to study an aspect of law, education, health, etc.,

for people to discuss

2 working papers [pi ] in the US. an official

document that enables sb under 16 years old or
born outside the US to have a job

.working 'partner = active partnj

'working .party = working group

.Working Time Di rective noun [sing.]

{HR) European Union rules, which have become law
in many member countries, that limit the number
of hours most employees can work to 48 a week,
and say how much rest and holiday/vacation they
should have

.working 'week {AmE also 'workweek) noun
[sing.]

the total number of hours or days worked in a

week: The working week will be reducedfrom 37 to

35 hours.

.work in 'progress {especially BrE) {AmE usually

.work in 'process) noun [c,u] {abbrWP)
1 {Accounting) products that are only partly

manufactured at the end of an accounting period,

valued at the cost of the materials, labour and
some regular costs (overheads): There are three

levels of stock: raw materials, work in progress and
finished goods.—Picture at working capital
2 a piece of work that may be shown to people or

discussed with them but is not finished: a work-in-

progress report

.work-life balance {also spelled .work/life ~)

{also .life-work 'balance, less frequent) noun
[C, usually sing., u]

{HR) a situation when a person manages to spend
the right amount of time at work and on their

personal life: She cut her working hours to improve

her work-life balance.

workload /'W3:klaud; AmE 'w3:rkloud/ noun [C]

the amount of work that has to be done by a

particular person, organization or machine: a

heavy workload o We have taken on extra staff to

cope with the increased workload.

0 to cut/ease/increase/reduce/share a workload

workman /'W3:kman; AmE 'W3:rk-/ noun [C]

{plural workmen /-man/)

1 a man who is employed to do physical work
2 {used with an adjective) a person who works in the

way mentioned: a good/bad/poor workman

workmanlike /'W3:kmanlaik; AmE 'W3:rk-/

adjective

done, made, etc. in a skilful and thorough way:

They've done a workmanlike job. o You agree to do

the work in a good and workmanlike manner.

workmanship /'W3:kmanjip; AmE 'W3:rk-/

noun [u]

the skill with which sb makes sth, especially when
this affects the way it looks or works: Our buyers

insist on high standards of workmanship and

materials. oA number offatal accidents have been

caused by shoddy (= bad) workmanship.

O bad/faulty/good/poor/shoddy workmanship

'work .measurement noun [u]

{Production) a system for calculating how long a

piece of work would take if done by an average

qualified or trained person

.work overload noun [u]

when a person has too much work: Work overload is

one of the main causes of stress.
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work .permit noun [c]

an official document that gives a person the right

to work in a foreign country
0 to issue/withdraw a work permit to apply for/get/

have/receive/renew a work permit

workplace /'W3:kpleis; /\wF "W3:rk-/ noun
[sing.] [often the workplace) the office, factory, etc.

where people work: the introduction of new
technology into the workplace o yourfirst day in your
new workplace

.workplace bargaining [also .enterprise

'bargaining) noun [u]

[HR) discussions between employers and employees
about pay, conditions, rules, etc. in a particular

office, factory, etc. with the aim of reaching a

satisfactory agreement

.workplace learning noun [u]

1 an arrangement where students spend time in a

company in order to learn to use their knowledge
and skills in a real work situation

2 training or lessons that employees receive while

they are at work

.work psychology noun [u]

[HR) the study of how people behave at work and
what influences their attitudes and behaviour

'work rage noun [u] [informal)

a situation when an employee becomes extremely
angry because of sth that has happened at work:
Computers seem to be the main cause of work rage.

work-re, lated adjective

connected with the work that you do: He received

compensation for a work-related injury, o I want to

talk to you about something that's not work-related.

-> INDUSTRIAL (5)

workroom /'w3:kru:m; -rum; AmE 'W3:rk-/

noun [C]

a room in which work is done, especially work that

involves making things: a small workroom at the

back of the shop

works = work noun (9,10,11)

work .sampling noun [u]

1 [Production, [also ac'tivity .sampling) a technique

of watching the activities of a group of people or

machines in a workplace at particular moments
over a period of time, in order to calculate how
much time is spent on each activity: Work sampling
provides a measure of employee efficiency by showing
what proportion of the time is spent working.

2 [HR) a method of finding out if a candidate for a

job has the necessary skills and abilities by asking

them to do a task that is an important part of the

job or by looking at examples of work that they
have already done

'works .council noun [Cwith sing./pl.verb]

[especially BrE)

[HR) a group of employees who are elected to

represent all the employees at a factory, etc. and
meet with employers to discuss pay and conditions:

The company is in negotiations with its works council

to closefour plants.

'work .shadowing noun [u]

[HR) an arrangement that allows a student to find

out about a particular type of work by spending
some time with sb while they are doing their job
-> WORK EXPERIENCE

work-sharing = job-sharing

worksheet /'W3:kji:t; AmE 'W3:rk-/ noun [c]

a piece of paper recording work that is being done
or that has been done

workshop /^v3:krDp;/\mE'w3:rkfa:p/ noun [C]

1 a room or building in which things are made or
repaired using tools or machinery: The leaflet gives

tips on safety in the workshop, o Both our branches
have well-equipped workshop facilities. -> shop
noun (2)

2 a period of discussion and practical work on a

particular subject, in which a group of people share

their knowledge and experience: They run a two-

day workshop on marketing techniques.

0 to conduct/do/hold/lead/organize/run a workshop
to attend/take part in a workshop

'work-shy adjective [BrE)

unwilling to work: He refused to believe unemployed
people were work-shy and lazy.

.work .simplification noun [u;sing.]

[Production) the process of making tasks, for

example in manufacturing, as simple as possible so

that they can be completed quickly and costs can
be reduced

worksite /'W3:ksait; /\m£ 'w3:rk/ noun [C]

[Manufacturing) an area where a factory, etc. has
been built or where work is done: Some workers are

sentfor three months to our worksite in Germany.

works .manager noun [c]

the person who is in charge of a factory and is

responsible for the work done, the people who
work there, etc.

workspace /'W3:kspeis; AmE 'W3:rk-/ noun [c.U]

1 an area that is designed for sb to work in: The
team share a bright, open workspace.

2 [IT) the area on a computer screen on which you
can work in a particular program; the way this is

arranged: The program saves your workspace when
you shut down your computer.

workstation /'W3:ksteijri; AmE 'W3:rk-/ noun [C]

1 the area where one person works, especially a

desk with a computer—Picture at office
2 [IT) a computer that is more powerful than a

personal computer and is used for very technical

work or design
3 [IT) a computer and a screen that are connected
to a central computer system and use data from
there

4 [Production) an area in a factory where a

particular process or task is done: Parts arrive at the

next workstation 'just in time'.

work .structuring noun [u]

1 [HR) the process of arranging important parts of

employees' jobs, such as their hours of work and
their duties, in the most efficient way
2 [Production) the process of arranging the steps in

making a product so that everything happens
quickly and efficiently

'work .Study noun [u] [BrE)

[HR; Production) a system of analysing the way work
is done in an organization in order to improve it:

She advises companies on all aspects ofwork study,

efficiency and wages, o a work-study officer

'work-Study adjective [only before noun] [AmE)

used to describe an arrangement that allows a

person to work part-time at the same time as

studying: He graduatedfrom college in a company
work-study program.

,WOrk-tO-'rule [especially BrE) [AmE usually ,work-

to-'contract) noun [C, usually sing.]

[HR) a situation in which workers refuse to do any
work that is not in their contracts, in order to



protest about sth: Union members votedfor a work-

to-rule, go-slow See note at strike

0 to begin/be on/call for/go on/stage/threaten/vote

for a work-to-rule

workwear /'W3:kwea(r); AmE 'W3:rkwer/ noun [u]

{AmE)

clothes that are worn for work, especially to do
manual work

workweek /'W3:kwi:k; ^/7?£ 'W3:rk-/ = working
WEEK

the .World 'Bank noun [sing.]

a group of financial organizations, established in

1946 and linked with the United Nations, that

provides loans for developing countries to help

with their economic development: The university

wasfunded by a loanfrom the World Bank.

the ,World Eco nomic Forum noun [sing ]

{abbr WEF)
an international organization that works with
politicians and leaders from business, education,

etc. to encourage economic growth and social

progress and does not aim to make a profit

the .World Trade Organi zation noun
[sing.] {abbr WTO)
an international organization, formed in 1995, that

encourages and controls international trade and
economic development

worldwide /'W3:ldwaid; AmE 'W3:rld-/ adjective

[usually before noun]

in or affecting all parts of the world: an increase in

worldwide sales o powerful computers linked in a

worldwide network o worldwide economic slowdown
,worldwide adverb: She travels worldwide as a

consultant.

the.World Wide 'Web {also the Web) noun
[sing.] (o^rWWW)
{IT) a multimedia system of sound, pictures and
video for finding information on the Internet: to

browse a site on the World Wide Web -» website

worst-per forming adjective [only before noun]

producing the worst results: The group is to close

over 100 of its worst-performing stores.

worth /w3:0; AmE W3:r0/ adjective, noun
adjective [not before noun] {usually used like a

preposition)

1 having a value in money, etc: The deal is worth
about $28 million, o How much is the information
worth? o My shares aren't worth much now.
2 used to recommend the action mentioned
because you think it may be useful, enjoyable, etc:

Their website is worth a look, o This idea is well
worth considering.

3 important, good or enjoyable enough to make sb

feel satisfied, especially when some difficulty or
effort is involved: J took a salary cut when I changed
jobs, but it was worth it.

UUZl not worth the paper it's written/ printed
on {informal) (used about an agreement or official

document) having no value, especially legally, or
because one of the people involved has no
intention of doing what they said they would
-» idiom at job noun
noun [u]

see also: comparable worth, high net ~, net ~,

tangible net ~

1 ten dollars', €40, etc. worth of sth an amount of
sth that has the value mentioned: $30 million

worth of advertising space

2 a week's, month's, etc. worth of sth an amount
of sth that lasts a week, etc: 3 months' worth of
stock
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3 the financial, practical or moral value of sb/sth:

a personal net worth of $10 million o A good
interview should enable candidates to show their

worth {= show how good they are).

worthless /'W3:01as; AmE 'W3:r0-/ adjati\<

having no practical or financial value: The
technology is practically worthless if people don't

know how to use it. o worthless currency/shares
Ioppj valuable

worthlessness noun [u]

WOW factor /'wao 'faekta(r)/ noun [c, usually sing ]

{Marketing) the ability of a product to make people
feel surprised and impressed when they see or use
it for the first time: Despite the addition ofmany
newfeatures, the latest model still lacks the wow
factor.

WP /.dAblju: 'pi:/ = word processor, word
PROCESSING

wpm abbr {only used in written English)

words per minute, used to show how fast sb can
type or do shorthand: My typing speed is 55 wpm.

wrap /raep/ verb, noun
• verb [+ obj] (-pp-) wrap A (up) (in B)

|

wrap B
round/around A to cover sth completely in paper
or other material: All our products come wrapped in

plastic, then securely packaged in a box. o
individually wrapped chocolates

339 ,wrap sth 'up {informal) to complete sth

such as an agreement or a meeting in a satisfactory

way: That just about wraps it up for today.

• noun [u]

see also: bubble wrap, gift ~, shrink--

paper, plastic or other material that is used for

wrapping things in: a box covered with plastic wrap
U3ZH under 'wraps {informal) being kept secret

until some time in the future: The development of

the new machine was kept under wraps.

wrapper /'raepa(r)/ noun [c]

a piece of paper, plastic, etc. that is wrapped
around sth, especially food, when you buy it in

order to protect it and keep it clean: a cellophane/

plastic wrapper

wrapping /'raepm/ noun [u] {also wrappings [pi.])

paper, plastic, etc. used for covering sth in order to

protect it: wrapping paper/material

wreck /rek/ noun, verb

• verb [+ obj]

to damage or destroy sth: The union made an

attempt to wreck the deal.

• noun [C]

something that has been badly damaged or

destroyed: the wreck of a ship

wreckage /'rekid3/ noun [u]

(often used in newspapers in a figurative way) the

parts of a vehicle, building, etc. that remain after it

has been badly damaged or destroyed: They tried to

salvage (= save) what they couldfrom the wreckage

of the bankrupt company.

writ /nt/ noun [C]

{Law) a legal document from a court telling sb to do

or not to do sth: The company has been served with

a writfor breach of contract, o We intend to issue a

writ against the newspaper.

write /rait/ verb (wrote /raot/ written /Trtn/)

1 [+ obj or no obj] to produce a document, an

article or a piece of software: We wrote a business

planfor the new company, o He writes about/on
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business and social issues, o She writesfor the

'Times', o to write code/applications/software/

programmes
2 [+ obj or no obj] to put a request or some
information in a letter or an email and send it to sb:

lam writing to inform you thatyour application has

been accepted, o I have written a memo to senior

management, o She sent them a letter of complaint
but they didn't write back.

3 [+ obj] write sth (out) (for sb)
|
write sb (out) sth

to complete a cheque or other form with the

necessary information: / wrote (out) a cheque for
€100. 0 He wrote me a receipt.

4 {IT} [+ obj] write sth to sth to transfer or copy
information from a computer's memory to sth that

stores it in a more permanent form: to write data to

a disk/file

-» idiom at worth adj.

UliiA!i ,write sth 'back {Accounting) {usually be
written back) to include an item in a company's
accounts that had deliberately not been included

before, when calculating the company's profits: The
customer made a definite promise to pay, so the debt

could now be written back. -» write-back .write

sth 'down 1 to write sth on paper, especially in

order to remember or record it: Write down all the

specifications ofyour computer before phoning the

help desk. 2 {Accounting) to reduce the value of an
asset in a company's accounts: The company will

write down the value of its property assets by $414
million. -» write-down Iopp] write sth up .write

sth 'off {often be written off) 1 {Accounting) to

reduce the value of an asset in a company's
accounts over a period of time: Goodwill was
written off over 5 years, o The machinery was written

offagainst profits {- the cost of the machinery was
taken away from the profits, in order to pay less

tax), [syn] depreciate -¥ amortize 2 {Accounting)

to remove a debt from a company's accounts
because the money cannot be collected; to remove
an asset that has no value: The bank expects to write

off bad loans (= loans made by the bank that were
not paid back) of $8 billion. 3 {Insurance) {BrE) to

accept that sth is so badly damaged that it cannot
be repaired: The car was written off. -» write-off,
total verb .write sth 'up 1 to record sth in

writing in a full and complete form, often using

notes that you made earlier: to write up the minutes

of a meeting -» write-up 2 {Accounting) {AmE) to

increase the value of an asset in a company's
accounts or give it a value that is too high -> write-
up [OPP] WRITE STH DOWN

'write-back noun [c,u]

{Accounting) a situation where money that had been
kept to deal with a possible loss or expense is no
longer needed; an amount of money entered in the

profit side of financial records because of this: This

credit represented a write-back of a provision made
against a long-running court case.

'write-down noun [c,u]

{Accounting) a situation where an asset loses some
value; an amount of money entered in the accounts

because of this: The media group reported a €550 m
write-down of its assets.

'write-off noun
1 {Accounting) [c,u] a situation where an asset loses

some or all of its value; an amount of money
entered in the financial records because of this: The

company booked (= recorded in its accounts) a

$2.7 billion write-off to cover goodwill and the

reduced value of assets, o Last year's losses were due
to bad debt write-offs.

2 {Finance) [C,u] a decision that a debt need not be
paid back: countries qualifyingfor a debt write-off

3 [C] {BrE) a vehicle that has been so badly
damaged in an accident that it is not worth
spending money to repair it: / was OK, but the car

was a write-off.

.write-pro'tect verb [+ obj]

{IT) to protect a computer file or disk so that its

contents cannot be changed or removed
.write-pro'tected adjective

writer /'raita(r)/ noun [C]

1 {Finance) a person or business that sells an
option contract

2 {Insurance) = underwriter (2)

'write-up noun [c,u]

1 {Accounting) a situation where the value of an
asset increases; an amount of money entered in the

accounts because of this

2 an article in a newspaper, magazine, etc. in

which sb gives information and their opinion about
a new product, book, etc: a clever write-up by an ad
agency o The site includes company write-ups.

3 an act of recording sth in a full and complete
form: Do the write-ups ofyour books monthly.

.writ of exe'cution noun [c]

{Law) a legal document that makes sure that what
has been decided by a court is done. For example, it

may give the court the right to take and sell

property from a person who has not paid a debt.

written-down 'value = book value (l)

wrongful /'rDrjfl; AmE 'ro:rj-/ adjective [usually

before noun]

not fair, morally right or legal: fraud and other

wrongful conduct

.wrongful dis missal = unfair dismissal

Wt abbr

a short way of writing weight: average net wt 120 g

Wtd. abbr

a short way of writing warranted to show that sth

is guaranteed to be what it says it is: Wtd. 100%
pure

WTO /.dAblju: ,ti: 'au; AmE 'ou/ = World Trade
Organization

wunderkind /'wundakmd; AmE -dark-/ noun [C]

{plural wunderkinder /'wundakmda(r); AmE -dark-/

or wunderkinds) {informal)

a person who is very successful at a young age: He
is known as a wunderkind of investment banking.

EEDJ Wunderkind is a German word.

WWD /,dAblju: ,dAblju: 'di:/ = weather working
days

WWW /.dAblju: dAblju: 'dAblju:/ {also spelled www)
abbr

{IT} a short way of writing and saying World Wide
Web, used in the addresses of websites: several

useful WWW addresses o www.oup.com

WYSIWYG /'wiziwig/ abbr

{IT} what you see is what you get what you see on
your computer screen is exactly the same as what
will be printed or seen on other computers: a

WYSIWYG display/editor o WYSIWYG capabilities/

software
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Xx
xd {also spelled XD) /,eks 'di:/ = ex-dividend

.x-efficiency noun [u]

the ability of a company to use the people,

machines, etc. that it has in the best way in order to

produce as much as possible quickly and at a low
cost: In orderfor a firm to achieve x-efficiency, staff

motivation needs to be high. Isynj technical
EFFICIENCY lOPPl X-INEFFICIENCY

,x-ef 'ficient adjective

Xerox™ /'ziaroks; 'ziraiks/ noun [u,C]

a process for producing copies of letters,

documents, etc. using a special machine; a copy
made using this process: a Xerox machine o She kept

Xeroxes of all the letters.

xerox /'ziarDks; AmE 'zira:ks/ verb [+ obj]

to make a copy of a letter, document, etc. by using
Xerox or a similar process: Could you xerox this

letter please? IsynI photocopy

x-inef ficiency noun [u]

the amount by which a company does not use the
people, machines, etc. that it has in the best way in

order to produce as much as possible quickly and at

a low cost: The factory wasfound to have a 25%
x-inefficiency. [syn] technical inefficiency
[OPP] X-EFFICIENCY

,x-inef ficient adjective: A lack of competition can
make a company x-inefficient.

xtn abbr {only used in written English)

extension: call xtn 216

Yy
yard /ja:d; AmE jaird/ noun [c]

see also: salvage yard

1 {usually with other nouns) an area of land used for

a special purpose or business: a boatyard o a

freightyard
2 {abbr yd) a unit for measuring length, equal to

3 feet or 0.9144 of a metre
IEE1 the ,whole nine 'yards {especially AmE)
{informal) everything; a situation that includes

everything: When I went out of business I lost

everything—my house, the cars, the whole nine yards.

yardstick /'jaidstik; AmE 'ja:rd-/ noun [C]

a standard used forjudging how good or successful

sth is: GDP is not the only yardstick of economic
success.

yd abbr {only used in written English)

yard

year /jia(r); j3:(r); AmEjir/ noun {abbr yr)

see also: accounting year, amount falling due after

one ~, amount falling due within one ~, beginning
of ~, calendar ~, end-of-~, financial ~, etc.

1 [C] the period from 1 January to 31 December,
that is 365 or 366 days, divided into 12 months: The
project ends early nextyear, o The company has
struggled in recent years, o Recruiting is a non-stop,

year-round activity {= one that continues all year),

o Investors had a difficult year in 2002.
ISYNl CALENDAR YEAR
2 [c] a period of 12 months, measured from a
particular time: I started working here two years
ago. o The contract is worth $20 million a year, o In

the UK, the taxyear runsfrom April to April, o The
share is down 45 centsfrom theyear-ago period (=
compared with the same period a year ago), o year-
earlier levels {= levels at the same time the year
before) -» year-to-date
3 years [pi] a long time: They have been tryingfor
years to break into the market.
Qua car, product, manager, etc. of the 'year a

thing or person that people decide is the best in a
particular field in a particular year ,year after
'year every year for many years: There were tax

increases year after year, year by 'year as the years

pass; each year: The company grew steadily year by
year, year 'in, year out every year: I've been buying

the same brand of coffee year in, year out. year on
'year {Accounting) {used especially when talking about

figures, prices, etc.) compared with the figures,

prices, etc. a year earlier: Spending has increased

year on year, o ayear-on-year increase in spending

year over 'year {Accounting) compared with the

same period a year earlier: Sales have declined 9%
year overyear.

yearbook /'jiabuk; AmE 'jirbuk/ noun [c]

a book published once a year, giving details of what
happened the previous year in a particular

company, country or area of activity

,year 'end {AmE also .year's 'end) noun [U; sing.]

1 the end of the financial year: We will review

ourfinancial position atyear end. o We are on track

to achieve our year-end targets.

0 at/before/by (the) year end
2 the end of December
-» END-OF-YEAR

.year-'long {AmE spelling also yearlong) adjective

[only before noun]

continuing for a whole year: a year-long downward
trend o a year-long investigation/study

yearly /'jiali; J3:li; AmE 'jirli/ adjective

see also: half-yearly

1 happening once a year or every year: Pay is

reviewed on a yearly basis.

2 paid, valid or calculated for one year: your yearly

income
'yearly adverb: The committee meets twice yearly.

.year's 'end = year end

.year to 'date noun [sing.] {abbr YTD)

{Accounting) this year as far as today: Our turnover

has risen 50% in the year to date. ,year-to- date

adjective, adverb: Year-to-date revenues are down 4%.

o The shares are up 15% year-to-date.
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yellow 'book noun [C, usually sing.]

a book that contains all the necessary information
about a particular subject

.Yellow 'Pages™ noun [pi., u]

a book with yellow pages that gives a list of

companies and organizations and their telephone
numbers, arranged according to the type of

services they offer: Look in the Yellow Pages to find
your nearest car hirefirm. -» White Pages

'Yellow Sheets™ {also spelled yellow sheets)
noun [pi., U]

{Finance) in the US, a list of the latest prices of

bonds and other information about them, that is

published every day -> Pink Sheets

yen /jen/ noun [C] {plural yen)

1 the unit of money in Japan: a net loss of
110 million yen
2 the yen the value of the yen compared with the

value of the money of other countries: The yen has

fallen/risen against the dollar.

See note at increase

* yield /ji:ld/ noun, verb

• noun [C,U]

see also: current yield, dividend ~, earnings ~, high-

~, initial ~, net ~, nominal ~, running ~

1 {Finance) the total amount of profits or income
that you get from an investment or from a business:

This will give a yield of 10% on your investment, o

The dividend yield on the stock is too attractive to

miss. See note at profit
2 the total amount of sth that is produced: a high

crop yield

• verb [+ obj]

to produce or provide a profit, an income, a result,

a crop or a product: Higher-rate bank deposit

accounts yield good returns, o The oil field has
yielded over 3 million barrels, o The research should
yield useful information.

.yield to ma'turity noun [c] {plural yields to

maturity) {abbr YTM)
{Finance) the amount of money that an investor will

get from a bond if it is not paid back until the end
of its life (maturity), usually expressed as a
percentage [syn! redemption yield

yours /jo:z; AmE jarz; jo:rz; jurz/ pronoun {usually

Yours) used, usually in phrases, at the end of a

letter before signing your name: {BrE) Yours

sincerely/faithfully o {AmE) Sincerelyyours o {AmE)

Yours truly

yr {AmE spelling usually yr.) abbr {only used in written

English)

1 year
2 your

yrs {AmE spelling usually yrs.) abbr {only used in

written English)

1 years

2 Yrs a short way of writing Yours at the end of

letters

YTD /,wai ti: 'di:/ = year-to-date

YTM /,wai ti: 'em/ = yield to maturity

Zz
ZBB /.zedbi: 'bi:; /Awf ,zi:/ = zero-based
BUDGETING

zero /'ziarau; AmE 'zirou; 'zi:-/ number, verb

•number {plural zeros or zeroes)

1 {especially AmE) the number 0 [syn] nought {BrE)

2 the lowest possible amount or level; nothing at

all: I rated my chances ofpromotion as zero, o The
economy recorded zero growth in November.

• verb (zeroes, zeroing, zeroed, zeroed)

339 .zero 'in on sb/sth to fix all your attention

on the person or thing mentioned: They zeroed in

on the key issues.

.zero-based 'budgeting noun [u] {abbr zbb)
{Accounting) a system of planning a company's
budget where each department is not
automatically given all the money it spent the

previous year, but instead must give reasons why it

needs all the money it is asking for: We use zero-

based budgeting to control spending.

.zero 'defects noun [pi.]

{Production) used to describe a system of quality

management which aims to make products that

contain almost no faults: a strategyfor achieving

zero defects in construction o Our products are

manufactured to our zero-defects standard. -» right
FIRST TIME

.zero-'rated adjective

used to describe goods or services on which a

particular tax (VAT) is not charged: These goods are

zero-ratedfor VAT. -> standard-rated
,zero-'rate verb [+ obj] ,zero 'rating noun [u]: a

plan to abolish the zero rating of exports within

the EU

zero- sum game noun [c]

a situation in which what is gained by one person
or group is lost by another person or group
-» POSITIVE-SUM GAME

zip /zip/ verb [+ obj] (-pp-)

{IT) zip sth (up) to make a computer file smaller in

order to send it or store it IsynI compress
[oppI UNZIP

'zip code {also spelled ZIP) = postcode

'zip file noun [c]

{IT} a computer file that has been made smaller in

order to be sent or stored

*ZOne /zaun; AmE zoun/ noun, verb

• noun [C]

see also: enterprise zone, foreign trade ~, free ~,

time ~

1 an area or a region with a particular feature or

use: an industrial zone o the danger/safety zone

2 one of the areas that a larger area is divided into

for the purpose of organization: postal charges to

countries in zone 2
• verb [+ obj] {usually be zoned)
1 to keep an area of land to be used for a

particular purpose: The town centre was zonedfor
office development.

2 to divide an area of land into smaller areas

'zoning noun [u]

'Z-score noun [c]

{Finance) a measure ofhow likely a business is to

fail: A credit-strength test gave the company a Z-score

ofO, which indicated a 50% probability of
bankruptcy.
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Pronunciation and phonetic symbols

Phonetic symbols are used to show the

pronunciation of single word headwords

such as ring /nrj/. They are also used for

any unusual or difficult words that form

part of a phrase (= a headword with two

or more words) such as .Ansoff 'matrix

/'aenznf; AmE -zo:f/. For most phrases, the

pronunciation is not given but the typical

stress of the phrase is marked (see below

for stress in phrases).

Consonants

Vowels and diphthongs

nV pen /npn /

b bad /baed/

t tea /ti:// Ha/

d did /did/

k cat /kaet/

ny oft /apt/

tr chain /tfPTTl// LJ Clll/

jam

f fall /fvl/

V van /vasn/

0 thin /9m/

d this /6is/

s see /si:/

z zoo /zu:/

J shoe /JW
3 vision /'vi3n/

h hat /haet/

m man /maen/

n now /nau/

rj sing /sirj/

1 leg /leg/

r red /red/

j yes /jes/

w wet /wet/

The symbol (r) indicates that British

pronunciation will have /r/ only if a vowel
sound follows directly at the beginning of

the next word, as in share offer; otherwise

the IyI is omitted. For American English, all

the /r/ sounds should be pn.nounced.

i: see /si:/

1 happy /'haepi/

1 sit /sit/

e ten /ten/

as cat /kaet/

a: father /'faida(r)/

D got /got/ (Br/f/'sf? £ng//sfc)

a: saw /so:/

0 put /pot/

u actual /'sektjual/

u: too /tu:/

A cup /kAp/

31 fur /f3:(r)/

a about /a'baot/

ei say /sei/

ao go /gao/ (8/7f/s/? English)

00 go /goo/ {American English)

ai my /mai/

31 boy /boi/

ao now /nau/

ia near /nia(r)/ {British English)

ea hair /hea(r)/ {British English)

09 pure /pjua(r)/ {British English)

Stress

A syllable is part of a word that has one

vowel sound and usually one or more

consonants, for example stock has one

syllable and economics has four syllables.

When a syllable is stressed {= emphasized

when speaking) it appears louder and longer

than other syllables and can be noticed by

changes in how high or low the voice is.

The mark/7 is placed before the syllable

with the strongest stress (= primary stress).

For example, in the word moonlight

/'muinlait/ the first syllable is stressed while

in expense /ik'spens/ the second syllable is

stressed. Longer words with more than two

syllables often have a secondary stress which

is marked /./ . The secondary stress is weaker

than the primary stress, for example

integration /.mti'greijn/.

o

E

U
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British English and
American English

If there is a difference between British

English and American English in the

pronunciation of a word, then the British

English form is usually given first with

AmE written before the American

pronunciation. For example:

quarterly /'kwaitali; AmE 'kwoirtarli/

.

If only part of a word is pronounced

differently then only the part that is

different is shown. Hyphens (-) represent

the rest Of the word. For example:

grocery /'grausari; AmE 'grou-/

Derivatives

Derivatives are normally either the same

as the headword or are formed by adding a

suffix to the headword. They usually have

the same pronunciation as the headword,

plus the suffix if this is needed. Common
suffixes include: -ly (/-li/), -ness (/-nas/), etc.

The pronunciation is not usually shown
and only the stress of the derivative is

marked. For example:

illicit A'lisit/ adjective

illicitly adverb

However, if it is not clear how a derivative

should be pronounced, then the

pronunciation is shown:

statistic /sta'tistik/ noun

statistical /sta'tistikl/ adjective

Weak forms and strong forms

Certain very common words, such as

for, of and to have a strong and a weak
pronunciation depending on whether

they are stressed or not. As an example,

for can be pronounced /fo:(r)/ [stressed] or

/fa(r)/ [unstressed). When these words are

used in phrases, such as .letter of 'credit

/.letar av 'kredit/ or B-to-B /,bi: ta 'bi:/,

they are not usually stressed and so the

weak form is used.

Stress in phrases

A phrase will often have more than one

stress. For example in .standard devi ation

there are two stresses. When the phrase is

said on its own, the stress on devi ation is

stronger so this is marked as the primary

stress. Many examples with two important

words, such as .systematic 'risk and

.carbon 'copy, have a secondary stress

followed by a primary stress.

Sometimes the main stress is not on

the last word of a phrase. For example,

in 'press kit the main stress is on press.

Notice that kit is unmarked. Secondary

stress is only marked after the primary

stress when there is a word of two

syllables or more, for example 'press

communi, cations.

The stress patterns we have given on

phrases are the recommended ones,

but you may occasionally hear others.

For example, the stress may change when
phrases are combined with other words.

The main stress in the first phrase may
move to the place of the secondary stress

to avoid two stressed syllables being next

to each other. For instance, .duty-'free has

the main stress on free, but in the phrase

.duty-free 'shops the stress on free is

missing.

Longer phrases, with more than two

important words, are generally shown
with several primary stresses. In this case,

the last primary stress should always be

made the main stress. For example in

foreign di'rect investment there are three

fairly equal stresses, but the main

emphasis in pronunciation should come
on investment.



Accounting

Commerce

E-commerce

Economics

Finance

HR (-Human Resources)

Insurance

IT(= Information Technology)

Law

Manufacturing

Marketing

Production

Property

Stock Exchange

Technical

Trade

Transport

Subject labels used in the dictionary

The following labels show that a word or phrase is used in

a particular area of business:

technical words used to describe a company's accounts,

common financial equations, types of taxation, etc.

words relating to the retail sector and buying/selling

in shops/stores

words connected with the buying and selling of products

on the Internet

economic terms and institutions, including words

describing the control ofmoney and markets, economic

trends, etc.

words connected with banking and financial markets,

including ways of borrowing money, types of investment,

major financial institutions, etc.

words relating to employee and labour issues such

as hiring new staff, salaries, motivation, company
structure, etc.

terms used in insurance contracts, ways of calculating

risk, kinds of insurance policy, organizations that offer

insurance, etc.

vocabulary relating to computer software, IT equipment,

networks such as the Internet, etc.

the language of contracts, legal titles and organizations,

legal processes, financial crime, etc.

words used to describe manufacturing processes and

the materials and equipment involved

words relating to the marketing and promotion of

products, ways of analysing products, markets

and customers, etc.

vocabulary relating to the management of production

processes and the supply of goods and materials

words connected with the buying, selling and

renting of property and the people and organizations

involved in this

words related to dealings on stock exchanges, the names

of major exchanges, ways to describe prices and orders,

market traders, etc.

scientific, mathematical and statistical terms

words relating to importing/exporting and international

trade, including official terms used in documents about

tax, insurance, delivery and payment for goods

words connected with the transportation of goods
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